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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE HILL FORTRESS OF PAWAGADH, IN 

GUJARAT. Ac. 

BY MAJOR J. 
A 

U J A R A T in former times included a con- ' 

siderable portion of wliat is now called 

R a j p u t a n a,-—Abu, Sirohi, Dungarpur, and 

even Nagor, being included in its limits; towards 

the south it comprised Sultanpur andNandurbar, 

now part of K h ft n d e s b; while the sea-coast 

as far as and including B o in fa a y formed part 

of its dominion. It included many first-class 

fortresses, amongst which the most famous were 

those of Junfigadh-Girnar in Sorath, Achal- 

gadh on Mount Abu, Idar iu the Mahi Kantha, 

and the subject of the present sketch. Of all 

these, that of P a w fi g a d h was incomparably 

the strongest, so much so as to have been im¬ 

pregnable in latter times except by famine. I 

distinguish between latter times and the times 

when it was ruled by the Khichi Chohans, 

because under these last-mentioned chiefs 

Pawagadh fortress hardly included the almost 

impregnable summit, and it is doubtful whe¬ 

ther before the Muhammadan times buildings of 

any consequence existed there. In fact under its 

Chohan rulers the fortress occupied that lower 

portion of the hill commencing at the Buria 

Darwaza and ending with the palace of Patai 

Rawal (as he is fondly called), which lies on 

an isolated portion of the hill some 1500 feet 

below the. summit. And when we read of the 

siege of Pawagadh by Mahmud Begadha, 
we must disabuse our minds of any idea that 

the upper plateau was invested,—for it was in 

those days probably not even fortified, being 

W. WATSON. 

defended, if at all, by a gate only. And it is 

under these circumstances alone that we can 

fully realize the conditions of the siege by Mah¬ 

mud Begadha, which otherwise would be in¬ 

comprehensible, for no breach could be made 

in the stubborn rock, nor could guns be got in¬ 

to position; nor, if breaches be dismissed as out 

of the question, would it have been possible to 

escalade the place, save under circumstances 

which would imply the grossest negligence on 

the part of the garrison. 

The earliest mention of Pawagadh is that of 

the time of Bhim Deva I., of Anhilwada, 

quoted from the bard 0 h a n d by Mr. Kinloch 

Forbes at pp. 95 and 97 of the Eds Mala, vol. I. 

There Ram Gaur the Tuar is styled 4 Pawa’s 

lord.5 The first authentic account, however, that 

we find of it is that, after the taking of Rantham- 

bhor and Gadh Gagr^wn in Khichiwada by the 

army of Sultan Alan5 d-d 1 n K h i 1 j i, a large 

body of the Chohans emigrated to Gujarat, and 

soon, whether by marriage or conquest, became 

the lords of Pawagadh and Champ&ner and the 

sur unding country. The Mil itself is called in 

the local Mdhdtmya, Pa wakachal, and this 

name is preserved in an inscription found at 

Nahani Umar wan under Halol, which is valuable 

as furnishing the genealogy of the Chohan rulers 

antecedent to the chief from whom Mahmud 

Begadha conquered it. This chief is styled in 

the Mirat-i- Sihandri, one of the most accurate 

of the Persian histories of Gujarat, J e s i njg h 
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son of Gangadas, and the inscription in question 

attests the accuracy of the Muhammadan histo¬ 

rians, and it may probably be conceded that now 

no reasonable doubt exists but that this was 

his correct name. The name by which he is 

familiarly known throughout Gujarat, viz. P a- 

t a i R a w a 1, is probably merely a contraction of 

Pawapati Rawal, or tl}e Rawal lord of 

Pawa; and this view receives confirmation from 

the fact that Chohans of this race, if asked their 

tribe, will tell you they are Paw ftp a t i s, 

which name, indeed, has since the fall of Pawa- 

gadh become the common name of their branch 

of the Khichi Chohans. The inscription is as 

follows 

sRfti^r rfcrciriv <5frf%snrpr vg- 

ariw# w vr^rr feu wsft 
iFTPC&f % uw ssftro m VRfe sft 

(one letter ivantmg, probably^ 

^ esfrHr^°Trev sfifaranf 

<p<prtr jvwTt 

irfcrw prar ffm 

cRnfr usrrwpr *qkw 
airmri gift Pmsr- 

srft 'starting Pnpr PrsitMp'u Of* 
ivmting) s^fj- (words wanting) 

Sf* wft. 

“ Hail! Da the Samvat year 1525, on the 8th 

day of the dark half of Magh, on Saturday in the 

AnurMha nakshatrd, on "this day, here in the 

fortunate fortress of P a w a k, during the victo¬ 

rious reign of Maharaja Sri J ayasinghDev a. 

Many rajas have ruled of the race of Sri Pri- 

thviraja, the chief Chohan. In the family 

of Raisri H a m i r a d e v a, the ornament of his 

race,wasR&jasri Ramadeva, (thenfollowed) 

Sri Changdeva, (then) Sri Chaching- 

deva,Sri Sonamdeva, Sri Palhansingh, 

Sri Jitkaran, Sri Kumpu Rawal, Sri 

Yiradhaval, SriSavaraj, $riRaghava- 

* apCTf is an archaism for 3fW[St* 

t Since writing this I am informed "by Mr. Sinclair, of 

deva, Sri Trimbak Bhupa, Sri Gangs 

Rajesvararhis son, renowned for increasing 

the religions merit of his ancestors, the worship¬ 

per of the Sri Sakti, the daily bestower of both 

cows and gold, and giver of annuities and ele¬ 

phants to Brahmans, the illustrious king of kings 

Sri Jayasingh Deva; be built this well for 

the spiritual benefit of his mother, Sri P h a m fi¬ 

de v l, in the village of Ay a si am anu [words 

wanting]. May it remain for ever! [words want¬ 

ing] Mehta Dhuluk Modani [words wanting]." 

The Prit h viraj a above mentioned is pro¬ 

bably Prithiraj a, the famous hero of the Prithirdja 

' Bdsau, and H amiradev a may probably be 

the celebrated Hamiradeva of Rantambbor, which 

fortress was conquered by Alqu’d-dln Khilji in 

about a.I). 1300. This inscription is dated a.d. 

1469, or about fifteen years prior to the conquest 

of Ohampaner and Pawagadb by Mahmud Be- 

gadha. The father of Jayasingh is called 

G anga Rajesvara, who evidently corre¬ 

sponds to the Gangadas of the MiraU-Bikandri, 

as doesT r i mbak B h u p a to his ancestor Trim- 

bakdas mentioned by the MiraU- Silcandri. The 

Tahaldt-i-Akbari alludes toaVirSingh who 

reigned at C h a m p a n e r in the reign of A h- 

mad Shah. This would probably be Viradha- 

val, and the reigns of Savaraja and Raghavadeva 

may have been short. This explanation would 

make the list of kings here given exactly cor¬ 

respond to what we hear of these chiefs in the 

Persian historians, and it connects the chiefs 

of Chota Udayapur and Baria not only with 

Hamiradeva of Ranthambhor, but also with the 

celebrated Prithiraja, of whom Hamiradeva was 

an acknowledged descendant. The name of 

Jayasingh’s mother is put Phamadevi, but pro¬ 

bably is Kamadevi.f The Sri Sakti 

mentioned in the inscription alludes doubtless 

to the shrine of K a 1 k a, which Crowns the 

summit of the loftiest pinnacle of Rawakachal 

The fortress, too, is styled after the hill, Ptiwak 

Durg. But it must not for a moment be sup¬ 

posed that the fortress taken by Mahmud was 

that now called Pawagadb on the summit of the 

hill; and, as previously mentioned, that portion 

of the hill was probably defended by a single 

gateway, and was only used as a retreat on an 

emergency. The palace of the chief is still 

the Bombay Civil Service, that in some MarftthS inscrip¬ 
tions of the same period one of the chief archaisms is 
the cutting of k like ph. 
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shown on an abutting spur of the hill scarped by 

rocks at least a thousand feet in height, and 

only accessible by a narrow neck from the main 

mass of the hill. Here are the remains of the 

palace from which the devoted garrison watch¬ 

ed the construction of the JamaJ Masjid at 

Champaner, and here it was that Jayasingh 

himself and his minister fell wounded into the 

hands of the Gujarat Sultan’s army; neither 

he nor his minister would seem to have ever 

gone to the modern Pawagadh at all. Both the 

Mimt-i-Sikandri and the Tabal’dt give a very 

interesting account of the siege by Mahmud. 

But this was not the first time Champaner and 

Pawagadh had been besieged by the banners of 

Islam. In a.h. 821, according to the Tabakdt-i- 

Ahbari and Mirat-i-Sikandri, Ahmad Shah 

unsuccessfully besieged the fortress. Ferish- 

tah places this siege in a.h. 822. In a.h. 

853 according to the Tabakdi- i-Akbar% and a.h. 

855 according to the Mirat-i-Slkan dri, Sultan 

Muhammad Shah, son of Ahmad SJiah, besieged 

the fortress, and invested it so closely that the 

garrison, had they not been relieved by a diver¬ 

sion made in their favour by the Sultan of 

Malwa, Sultan Mahmud Khilji, which caused 

the king of Gujarat to raise the siege, might 

have been reduced to extremities. The Malwa 

Sultans appear always to have been allies of the 

Rawals of Champaner until tihe time of the 

bigotG hiy a su’d-din, who, though appealed 

to for help by Jayasingh in his extremity, 

through fear or bigotry neglected to aid him. 

It is clear that the fortress of Pawagadh, as it 

was in the time of the Rawals of Champaner, 

though proof against a sudden attack, was not 

calculated to stand a long siege by a superior 

force, and when an enemy once got a footing on 

the hill they could easily dominate the fortress 

and render it untenable; and, indeed, as will be 

seen hereafter, this is what eventually happened. 

After the conquest of the Girnar fortress and 

Junagadh, SultanMahmM Begadha was al¬ 

ways determined to conquer Champaner, and 

though the conquest of D w a r k a, and the sup¬ 

pression of the disturbances created by the Jats 

and other turbulent tribes in Kachh and on the 

Sindh frontier, and other warlike operations, 

delayed him for some years, yet eventually he 

found no difficulty in picking a quarrel with Jaya- 

singh, because in a.h. 887, during which year 

there was a scarcity in Gujarat owing to a small 

fall of rain, Malik Asad, the Thanadar'of Mo- 

ramli under the Sultan, having made a foray into 

Champaner territory, was attacked, defeated, 

and slain by Rawal Jayasingh, and two ele¬ 

phants and all his baggage also fell into the 

Champaner chieftain’s hands. Although the 

Rawal had acted strictly in self-defence, and 
although the foray iuto his territory by Malik 

Asad was wholly unjustifiable, the Sultan was 

exceedingly enraged and determined to conquer 

Champaner, and collecting a powerful army he 

advanced to Baroda. On hearing of the Sul¬ 

tan’s arrival at Baroda the Rawal became seri¬ 

ously alarmed, and sent ambassadors with most 

submissive messages and humble apologies, but 

the Sultan refused to listen to any overtures for 

peace, saying to the ambassadors, according 

to the Mirat-i-Sikandri, “ Except the sword 

and the dagger, no other message should pass 

between me and yon.” The Tabahdt-i-Akbari 

represents him saying, “ The sword of ada¬ 

mant will answer your message to-morrow.” 

The Sultan then sent in advance Taj Khan, 

Aziu’l-Mulk, Bahram Khan, and Ikhtiyar 

Khan, and there were daily conflicts between 

the besieged and the army commanded by these 
nobles. Shortly afterwards the Sultan himself 

moved his camp to the vicinity of Champaner 

and pressed the siege. After the siege had lasted 

about a year the Rawal again made overtures 

of peace, offering to pay nine mam (or 360 

lbs.) of gold if the siege were raised, but the 

Sultan declared that he- would not leave the 

place until the fortress was conquered. The 

Rawal now, seeing that no submission would 

avail him, sent his vaMl to Sultan G h i y a s u’- 

d-d i n of Malwa, imploring aid, and pro¬ 

mising to.pay one lakh of tankas for every 

march made to his aid by the Malwa army. 

Sultan Ghiyasu’d-din at once marched from 

Mandu to Nalchah, a few kos distant from his 

capital, and purposed advancing on Cham¬ 

paner via Dohad, As soon as the Gujarat 

monarch got news of his intention, he entrusted 

the conduct of'the siege to his nobles, and 

himself advanced to Dohad to oppose Sultan 

Ghiyasu’d-din. The Malwa Sultita, however? 

alarmed at his advance, consulted the Muham- 

// / 

J Jama or Jam&a, 
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madan priests as to whether it were lawful for 
him to succour an intidel when attacked by a 

true believer, and on their replying in the 

negative he returned to Mandu without striking 
a blow in defence of Champaner. Sultan Mahmud 
now returned to Champaner and laid the founda¬ 

tions of the Jamaa Mosque, to show the besieged 
that not only was their hope of aid from 
Malwa gone, but that until the fortress was 

conquered he would never depart. In spite of 

this, and though the garrison must have known 
that their surrender was now merely a matter 
of time, owing to the difficulty of introducing 

fresh supplies of provisions into the fortress, 
the Rawal continued gallantly to defend the 

place. At last the approaches came so near i he 
walls that the soldiers of the approach, presided 

■over by the Sultan in person, were able to over¬ 
look the walls and see what the garrison were 
doing. This statement, which is taken from 
the Tabakdt-i-Ahbari, distinctly shows that it is 

not the upper fortress that is here alluded to,— 
that fortress being surrounded on all sides by a 
scarp which is nowhere, save at the gate, much 

lower than two hundred feet of sheer rock; 

whereas.near the ruins of the Rawal’s palace on 
the lower spur it is quite possible that approach¬ 

es might have been constructed which would 

overlook the defences. The soldiers observed 

that in the early morning the. defenders were 
wont to disperse, to obey calls of nature and 
for other reasons, and that consequently at that 

time the batteries were badly manned. The 

siege had now lasted about two years, and, as 
the Sultan was exceedingly anxious to obtain 
possession of the place, he directed KiwamuT- 

Mulk to scale the fort next day at first dawn. 

KiwamuT-Mulk accordingly, with a body of 

picked men, entering the fort when the garrison 
were off their guard, attacked the Rajputs, and 
after much slaughter drove them within the 
citadel. The RSwal and his Rajputs now pre¬ 

pared the javMr, or funeral pile, and continued 

to defend themselves. But during the px*evious 
cannonade several breaches had been made in 
the western face of the fortifications, and Malik 
Ayaz Snltani, monnting one of these, suddenly 
arrived over the big gate. Sultan Mahmud, ob¬ 

serving this from his post, sent strong reinforce¬ 
ments. ^ The Rajputs vainly tried to dislodge 
Malik Ayaz and his men from their position over 

the gate, by throwing there a large canister of 

powder with a slow match attached to it. This, 

however, was, fortunately for the assailants, 

blown off the gate by the wind in the direction 
of the Rawal’s palace, and there harmlessly ex¬ 
ploded. It was now too late for any further 
advance, but the whole of the Muhammadan army 

remained under arms all night, while the Rajputs, 
lighting the javhdr, burned all their wives and 
children. They then separated into two bodies, 

a few hundreds flying to the upper fortress 
(Pawagadh), while seven hundred Rajputs, bath¬ 

ing, determined to conquer or die.Tn the morning 
the gate was forced open, and a great slaughter 

ensued of the gallant defenders, and both the 
Rawal and his minister Dungarshi fell wounded 

into tho hands of the Sultan, who handed them 

over to Muliafiz Khan in order that their wounds 
might be dressed. It is said that when Rawal 

Jayasingli was brought wounded into the Sultan’s 

presence he refused to do him obeisance, though 
urged to do so by bis guards. This happened 
on the 2nd of Zilkad a.h. 880, and on this day 

the Sultan named Champaner Mu hammada- 
b a d. Three days after this the Rajputs who had 

fled to the upper fortress, being probably ill 
provided with provisions as well as demoralized 
by their defeat, surrendered. 

Five or six months afterwards, in a.it. 890, 
when the Rawal’s wounds were healed, 

he was sent for to the Sultan’s presence 

and ordered to embrace Islam, and on his re¬ 
fusal was slain, together with his minister 
Dungarshi. Rfxwal Jayasingh had two, if not 

three, sons. One of these, Raisinghji, who 
died before the siege of Champaner, left two 

sons, Prxthviraja and D ungarj i, the foun¬ 

ders of the houses of C h ot & Udayapur and 
B a r i a respectively. Another son, Limbaji, 

is said (vide Bombay Government Selections No. 
XXIII., New Series, note to p. 14G) to have 
emigrated to Sasrodia (whex*ever that may be), 
and the third embraced Islamism. The MiraUi- 
SUtandri only mentions two daughters and one 

son, and says that the daughters were sent to 
the Sultan’s harim, and that the son was made a 

Muhammadan and entrusted to Saifu’l-Mulk to 
educate, who brought him up, and in the reign 
of Sultan Muzaffar, son of Mahmfid, this youth 

was ennobled by the title of NizamuT-Mulk. 

The Sultan now, makingMuhammad&b&cf 

Champaner his capital, built the fortifica¬ 
tions of the town called Jahan Panah, and cod 
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structed numerous noble buildings. He further 

strengthened the fortress on the hill, both the 

lower and upper forts, and made them what 

they are, viz. almost impregnable. 

The author of the Mirat-i-Sihandri is most 

eloquent in praise of the different kinds of fruit 

.grown at Champaner, and especially of the man¬ 

goes, which appear to have been as famous in 

their time as those of Bombay in ours. But 

after the reign of Sultan Bahadur, Champaner 

seems to have been not only relinquished as a 

capital, but to have rapidly become wholly de¬ 

serted: for the sapie author, writing in Ak- 

bar’s time, describes it as being then even quite 

waste. After a long description of the various 

fruits and flowers grown there, he says :—“ They 

say that, besides fruit trees and flowers such as 

caused envy, there was so much sandal to 

be found in the neighbourhood of Champaner 

that it was used by the inhabitants in building 

their houses, and it sufficed them. 0 Purity 

of God! Is that this Champaner which now is 

the lair of the tiger and lion P Its buildings 

have fallen into ruin, its inhabitants have given 

their property to the wind of destruction, its 

water is as it were poisoned water, and the 

climate, is such that it rapidly enfeebles the 

human body, and in the place of each flower 

thorns are growing, and in place of each garden 

there is a dense interlaced jungle, and there is 

neither the name nor trace of sandal trees. 

However, the truth of this verse has been here 

•shown, 

‘ Everything on the earth shall perish, 

And God does what He willeth.’ ” 

The same author describes the introduction 

of fountains into Gujarat by a Khurasani, and 

the laying out by him of a garden with fountains, 

artificial waterfalls, &e., with which the Sultan 

was very pleased. It seems that this man, 

anxious to keep the secret of his fountains un¬ 

known, employed only ignorant labourers, and 

would not allow any one to inspect the work 

while in progress. A carpenter of Champaner 

determined to discover the secret, disguised 

himself as a labourer, and discovered how to 

make them. He then laid out a still finer gar¬ 

den, which pleased the Sultan even more than 

the first one, and on inquiring from the carpen¬ 

ter how he had learned the art of constructing 

fountains, the Sultan was so pleased at his re¬ 

cital of the str iagem he had practised, that he 

5 

bestowed on him large presents and a dress of 

honour. The writer goes on to say: “ And 

that garden is well known and famous, and by 

the natives of Gujarat this garden is called 

HaloL” Afterwards a village sprang up near 

this garden, which gradually grew into a town, 

and close to this town the unfortunate Sikan- 

dar Shah and his equally ill-fated brother Lath 

Khan lie buried. It seems singular that, while 

the once proud capital of Gujarat lies waste, 

the little village which sprang up near the 

carpenter’s garden is still a flourishing town. 

Champaner remained, as mentioned abov e, tbe 

capital of Gujarat till the close of the reign of 

Bahadur Shah, after which Ahmadabad 

resumed its former position and importance, 

which it has ever since retained. 

Since its capture by Mahmud, Champaner, as 

well as Pawagadh, was so strongly fortified that 

the upper fortress both was and is almost impreg¬ 

nable ; nevertheless, whenever it has since been 

besieged, it has invariably fallen, strange to 

say, with scarcely any resistance. 

The Mirat-i-Silcandri gives an animated de- 

cription of the next siege of Champaner and 

Pawagadh in A. h. 942 (a.i>. 1585), whenHumayun 

after defeating the Sultan Bahadur near Man- 

disur chased Mm to Mandu, and after capturing 

that fortress pursued Mm to Champaner, whence* 

Sultan Bahadur fled to Khambhat, and thence 

to Div. Humayfin followed the Sultan to Cham¬ 

paner, where he gave up the lower town to 

pillage, and then pursued him to Khambhat, but 

failing to overtake him returned to prosecute 

the siege of this fortress, which contained all 

the treasure of the Ahmadabad kings. The 

fortress, however, which was commanded by 

Raja Harsingh Deva and Ikhtiyar Khan on 

behalf of the Sultan, held out gallantly. An 

enormous cannon, called the Bahadur ShaM, the 

garrison were unable, on account of its weight 

and size, to take up to the fort, and they had only 

got it up halfway when-Humayun’s army ar¬ 

rived ; they therefore drilled three holes in it and 

left it where it was. When Rumi Khan, who, 

deserting Bahadur Shah, had now taken service 

with his enemy Humayun, saw the cannon, he 

said he could repair it, and did so by pouring 

into the holes a mixture of several metals; and 

though now it took a little less charge of powder, 

and the range was somewhat diminished, it was 

still a very formidable weapon. Regarding this 
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the author of the Mirat-i-Silccmdri thus ex- only unknown to the army of Humayun, but 

presses himself: “ They say that the very first of which the garrison even were ignorant „ 

shot that ftumi Khan fired with it cast down The Emperor that very night sent some picked 

the gate of the fortress, and with the second men under the guardianship- of these Kolis, who 

shot he rooted up a great tree which was near were as good as- their word, and took them by 

the gate. In the mean time the garrison, seeing a road whereby they arrived at the foot of the 

this, began to tremble. Now there was a Fa- fortress at an unguarded spot, and scaling the 

ringhi in the fortress, by name Saktii, who had rock with some difficulty they climbed over 

been made a Musalmfm by Sultan Bahadur with the battlements, § and shouting Allah! .Allah! 

the title of Farang Khan. He said to Ikhtiyar furiously attacked the garrison, who were as- 

Khan, £ Since matters are thus, shall I fire a ball tonished and confounded at this sudden appear- 

down the muzzle of that camion ?’ Ikhtiyar ance of an enemy who had as it were dropped 

Khan said, ‘ If you can do what you say, I will from the skies, and in their alarm some throve 

enrich you beyond your wants.’ The Faringhi themselves over the walls of the fort, and some 

ai the fiist shot so struck that cannon that he were slain ; while others, amongst whom was 

broke it into pieces, and the garrison were de- Ikhtiyar Khan, fled to the lofty citadel now 

lighted. Ikhtiyar Khan, however, gave him but crowned by Kalka’s fane, which citadel was in 

a small recompense, hut Raja Narsingh Deva those days called the Mauliyah (so named 

gave him seven mans of gold. from the Arabic m aulaha, a lord), because it, so 

After this reverse Humayun was unable to to speak, dominated over the whole interior of 

make any impression on the fortress. Rfija thenpper fortress. This conquest of the fortress 

Narsingh Deva, however, shortly after this event took place on the 7th Safar a.h. 942 (August 

died of his wounds, and, as he was the soul of 1535), and two days afterwards Ikhtiyar Khan 
the defence, the ardour of the garrison some- also surrendered. 

what abated. But the natural strength of the Eight years after this, viz. in a.h. 950, when 

fortress defied Humayun’s utmost efforts. This Sultan Mahmud II. became independent of' 

strength has only to be seen to he appreciated, Darya Khan’s control, the latter, when expelled 

and so great is it that the following extract from from Ahmadabad by the Sultan and Alani 

the Mi rat-i-Sikand?i is scarcely an exaggera- Khftn, depositing his women and treasure in 

t?on : u It is related that one of God’s servants the Champaner fortress, fled to Burhanpur. 

named Sayacl Jalal, who had also the title of The command of the fortress was entrusted to 

Munawaru 1-Mulk Bukhari, ofteu used to say one of his devoted followers named F&tuji, who, 

that the fortress of Champaner is such that if it is said, made a gallant defence. But the 

an old woman were hut to hurl a stone from young king, emulating the courage of his great 

the top of the fort, all the men in the world could namesake, pressed the siege in person vigorously, 

not continue the siege ; wonderful was the good and, though several men were slain by his side, 

fortune of Humayun Badshah that so strong he would neither leave the field, nor consent that 
a fortress was so easily conquered.” the royal umbrella, which made him so con- 

The way in which the fortress was eventually spicuous a mark, should be lowered. Such gallant 

conquered was this. The garrison, though they conduct did not fail to make an impression on 

had, it is said, supplies of grain sufficient to last the garrison, who were out of heart both at fighi- 

them for ten years, nevertheless one night sent ing against their lawful sovereign, and at seeing 

down two hundred Kolis to bring up further sup- that their leader had deserted them and fled 

plies. These Kolis, incautiously going too near to Khan&esh. They made, therefore, but a half- 

one of the outposts of the army, were captured hearted resistance, and the fortress was con* 

and brought before Humayun, who ordered quered; and Fatuji, who fled to the Mauliyah 

them to be put to death one after another. When citadel, was captured and bound and brought 

seventy or eighty of them had been thus killed, before the Sultan, who sent him to be confined 

one of the survivors said that if Ms life were in the fort of Surat. 

spared, he would show the besiegers a road Afterwards, during the reign of the last Mu- 

whereby to ascend the fortress, which was not zafar, when Gujarat was divided among the 

§ They climbed the scarp by the aid of iron spikes which they drove into the rock. 
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nobles, Champaner fell to the share of Changez 

Khan, who for a short time exercised almost 

kingly power. As soon, however, as that ac¬ 

complished noble was assassinated by Jhujhar 

Khan Habshi, Champaner was seized on by 

Shah Mirza. Previons to this, Champaner had, 

during the inglorious reign of Ahmad Shah II., 

fallen to the share of Sayad Mubarak, who gave 

it to Alam Khan, but it remained in their hands 

only a short time. 
When the emperor Akbar conquered Gujarat 

the Mims were expelled, and Champaner be¬ 

came an imperial possession. Pawagadh now 

received an imperial garrison, and remain¬ 

ed in the hands of the house of Timur until 

a.d. 1727, when Krishna ji, foster-son of 

KantajiKadam Bande, made a sudden 

attack upon Champaner, and captured the fort¬ 

ress, the garrison being surprised, and from that 

time Kantajfs agents remained permanently 

in Gujarat to collect his share of the tribute. 

Afterwards it fell into tbe hands of Sindhia, 

by whom it was handed over to the British 

Government on August 1st, 1853. It had in 

the mean time been taken, in 1803, from Sindhia 

by a small British force commanded by Colonel 

Woodington, but was, however, restored to him 

in 1804 
Under the Moghal viceroys Champfmer form¬ 

ed a separate charge or government {sarkdr). 

The author of the MiraU-Ahmadi thus notices 

it:— 
“The iiftli sarkdr is that of Champaner, 

which consists of thirteen mdh&ls, and a fortress 

named Pawagadh on the summit of a lofty moun¬ 

tain very rugged, which is nearly four kos in 

elevation, and in area the fortress is nearly 

half a kos: and it has several gates, and in one 

place there is an abyss sixty cubits deep, over 

which they construct a bridge || of planks, and 

when occasion arises they remove them; they 

call this the Pdtid pul (‘ plank bridge’). And 

it (the hill) is a pleasant place with green trees, 

and it has both tanks and springs of water. 

Sultan MahmM Begadha during his own reign 

conquered it by force from Bawal Patai, tbe 

zaininddr thereof, and building a city which be 
named M u h a m m a d a b a d at the foot of that 

hill, he established his capital there,, and most of 

the Gujarat Sultans made that town their ca¬ 

pital, as has been related in the above page! in 

the history of each of them. The kiladdri of that 

place is subordinate to thefmjduri of Godhrah, 

and it has fifty sawdrs attached to it.” 

And in another place I find in the same 

author the following notice(Mount) Pawa 

is situated in the sarkdr of Champaner, and is 

three kos in height. It has both springs of 

water and tanks, and there is a stream behind 

one of the hunds there, and there are trees there 

both of known and unknown kinds, amongst 

which are some myrobalan trees. And the 

fortress is very strong, (and there is a palace for 

a residence constructed by the old zammdars,) 

with twelve gates, and the road is most diffi¬ 

cult of access. And near the eighth gate • is 

a yawning abyss, over which they place beams 

like a bridge, and thus they ascend to the fort¬ 

ress, and when occasion arises they remove 

them; this place is known as the Pdtid pul. 

And the shrine of Bhawani is on the summit 

of the rock, and above this temple is the shrine 

of Sadan Shah, whom they consider a famous 

saint.” 
There is also this notice of the temple ot 

KalkaKal ka Bhawa ni’s temple is on 

the summit of MountPawa, and on the top of that 

temple is a shrine which is that of Sadan Shah, 

one of the people of God (i.e. Muhammadan), 

and the Brahmans consider that place one of the 

chief places of worship, and they tell wonderful 

stories about it. Large numbers of men come 

to worship there from places both far and near, 

and they also pay their respects to the shrine of 

Sadan Shah.” This shrine of Sadan Shah is 

built on tbe spire u£ tbe temple, the top of which 

has been removed to make room for the shrine; 

it was probably done as a concession to Muham¬ 

madan fanaticism, and to ensure the protection 

of the rest of the temple. This temple*of Kali 

does not appear more than two hundred years 

old, and her old shrine is probably the roughly 

carved stone smeared with vermilion outside 

the precincts. The temple is evidently modern, 

in that it occupies the site of the old citadel, as 

well as from its style of architecture. 
Intheupperfort there are theremains of several 

Jaina temples carved with much spirit, though 

of no extraordinary excellence. There are the 

remains of a mosque near the Machhi Haweli, 

about midway up the hill, formerly the residence 

of Sindhia’s Thanadar. In ascending the 

|| This bridge is still to be seen, and is still called the Pdtid pul. 
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hill one first comes to the Medi and the Medi 

Talao. Here, they say, was a palace called the 

Medi; and here, as everywhere, were fortifica¬ 

tions. Then further up comes the Buria Darwaza 

and the principal fortifications, very strong, and 

with a terrible ascent for troops in the face of 

a determined enemy. Next, one arrives at tko 

plateau of the Machhi Haweli to the right of the 

gate, and as one issues forth on the ascent of 

the hill, just before reaching the Machhi Haweli, 

there is a curious sort of palace or summer¬ 

house in three stories, called the Champavati, 

or Champa Ranina Mahal, which is said to 

have been the residence of a favourite queen. 

It was, however, I think, meant for the ladies of 
the zanana to sit in and witness a grand hunt, 

as it overlooks a deep valley, and is perfectly 

secure, while it commands an extensive view. 

Almost opposite to this is a spring of very good 

ifrafcer, called the P finch knvfi. From this point 

the hill is covered with lines of fortification 

defending every practicable spot. From hence 

one ascends, past the Machhi Haweli and a 

tank near it, to three largo domes called the 

2faMi hot fir, or c maize granaries,’ and from 

here one sees before him the isolated spur with 

the'old ruined palace of Jayasingh Deva. On 
this spur are the remains of the palace, and 

covered-in tanks of water, and on the extreme 

point is a small shrine of Bhadra-Kali (or c the 

favourable, propitious Kali'). From this spur 

one can form an idea of the difficulty of taking 

the fortress, even supposing that troops could 

reach this point, as the whole of this plateau is 

commanded by the gate and batteries by the 
Pdtid piol; and as there is only one narrow path 

whereby to ascend, advance would be almost 

impossible. Even supposing this gate won and 

the Pdtid pul crossed, and another gate close to 

the main gateway forced, • the troops would 

have to run along a narrow path for about a 

hundred yards exposed to the full fire of the 

garrison, to find themselves in front of a strong 
double gateway. On entering these two gates 

one faces the great rock on which Kalka sits in 

state; and on turning to the right, one. arrives, 

after a walk of a few hundred yards, at the 

domes or hotfirs, which overlook a tremendous 

precipice. Between these domes and this gate, 

following the fortifications, com© tanks of cut 

stone, and it is evident that water was also 

stored in other places, and there is still another 

tank even higher still, at the foot of the stone 

steps which lead to the Mata’s temple. 

With a very little trouble, and with but 

moderate expense, this upper fortress might be 

transformed into a very comfortable sanitarium; 
all that is wanted is the repair of, and additions 

to, the beautiful domes now standing. Already 

one of the lower domes has fallen, and unless 

the upper domes are speedily repaired they 
will fall too. Dr. Amott, in 1839, reported on 

the advantages of the spot; and during the 

past year Lieutenant Gibbs, R.E., of the Great 

Trigonometrical Survey, specially reported on 
the subject to the officer commanding at Baroda, 
in a very interesting report. 

Were the fortifications repaired the cost 

would of course he greater, but it would be a 

healthy spot, and one of the strongest fortresses 

in India. The only disadvantage that the place 

possesses as a sanitarium is that the wind is so 

violent in the hot weather that no buildings 

other than domes could stand it unless very 

strongly constructed. Colonel Wallace, when 

Resident of Baroda, once built a small bun<ra- 

low on the hill, but it has long since had its 

roof blown away into the Baria jungles, and 

even the walls are considerably out of the per¬ 

pendicular ; but if Government were to build 

verandahs to the domes,^[ and one or two out¬ 

houses, and improve the water supply, the re¬ 

sidents of Baroda would doubtless gladly pay 

a small rent for the occupation of the ciomes 
during the hot season. 

In the Chohan annals Pawagadh occupied a 

prominent place. Their principal hero is, of 
course, Prithiraja of Delhi, then Hamira- 

de va of Ranthambhor, thenP a tfii Eaval of 

Pawagadh, KlinadDeva of Songadh Jhalor, 

and A c h a 1 d a s of Gagrawn. The more famous 

of these will be found mentioned in the verses 

quoted at p. 99, vol. III. of the Indian Antiquary. 

It will be observed that of the five Rajput 

heroes therein praised three were Cholians, viz. 

Hamiradeva of Ranthambhor, Patal (poetical 

license for Patai, the name by which Rawal 

Jayasingh of Paw&gadh is usually known), and 

Ranad Deva, the Songadha Chohan of Jhalor. 

Of the remaining two, ChundRao is poeti¬ 

cal license for RaoChondd, the R&tjhod an¬ 

cestor of the present Chief of Jodhpur, and 

V There were formerly verandahs, now fallen down. 
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Dndo was the Bhati chief of Jesalgadh or 

Jesalmer. Pawagadh, therefore, together with 

Ranfhambhor and Jhalor, is one of the sacred 

places in the legends of the tribe, and shines out 

prominently in the history of this gallant race, 

and its memory is fondly cherished by all 

Chohans, and especially by the houses of 
Chota Udayapur and Devagadh Baria, who are 

of the branch called Pa wapafci, or lords of 

Pawa. 

FURTHER YALABHT GRANTS. 

M a BtTHLBR. 

{Continued, from ml. V.p. 213.) 

The first of the three Yalahhi grants now 

published was found in the ruins of Valahhi 

by Kolis who dug for old bricks. I acquired it 

in January 1875. The second was found at 
B o t a d, in the Bhaunagar territory. It was 

kindly forwarded to me for deciphering by 
Messrs. Percival and Gaurishankar Ozha, the 

Joint Administrators of the Bhaunagar State. 
The third grant was found by Mr. Raoji Vithal, 
formerly special Political Assistant in charge 

of Lunavada (Revakantha), in the Raja’s palace 

at Luna va da. I owe its loan to the kindness 

of Major J. V/. Watson, Acting Political Agent, 

Revakantha. 
A.—The Grant of Dharasena L 

The grant of DharasenaL is written on 

two plates 9| inches by 16|. The rings with the 

seal hare been forcibly half torn half cut out, 

whereby semicircular pieces of the surface of 

the lower portion of the first and of the upper 
portion of the second plate, originally situated 

round the left-hand ring, hare been lost. This 
accident makes some letters in the first lines 

of the second plate rery faint and indistinct. 

They can just be traced with a strong glass. 

The second plate has also lost a piece low * down 
on the right-hand side. Both plates were corer- 

ed, when I bought them, with thick layers of 
sand and rerdigris. A prolonged immersion in 
lime-juice cleaned them. But the first plate is 
nerertheless not .easily readable, and is unsuited 

for photography. The second gives a tolerable 

photograph. 
The letters of the plates show a predilection 

for round forms like those of Guhasena, and re¬ 

semble the latter in their thinness. The grant 
is dated from a ‘camp of rictory,’ the location of 

which is not certain, as the name of the village 

appears to be mutilated. The beginning of the 

name is Bhadropatta. 

The variisdvaM gires the usual list of rulers 
from Bh&tarkatoDharasena I., the son 

of Guhasena. It offers only one addition to our 

knowledge of the history of Yalahhi. Dha- 

ra s ena I. calls himself (Pl. II. 1. 1) mahdsd- 

manta, * the great feudal or provincial chief,’ as 

well as c maharaja/ and shows thereby that down 

to his times the rulers of Yalabhi paid homage 
to a lord paramount. In my article on the 

grant of Dhru va sena I. of Sam rat 216, 

I pointed out that this maharaja was certainly 

a vassal of some greater king, and that Dro- 
n asimha* s boasted coronation had not 

raised him much above that position which his 

predecessors, the two Senapatis or generals, 
occupied. Dharasena’s confession confirms my 

view about Dhruvasena I., and permits the in¬ 

ference that his grandfather D harapatta and 

his father Guhasena likewise did not enjoy 

independence. I will now express my belief that 

eventually we shall find it proved that the Yala¬ 
bhi dynasty was at no period free from vassalage, 

except perhaps during the reign ofDharasena 
IY., who calls himself6 king of kings, chakravar- 

tin, emperor, and supreme lord/ 
I should not wonder if further finds of in¬ 

scriptions, and farther investigations regarding 

the position of the villages granted by ‘those 

of Yalahhi/ entirely destroyed the legend of 

the power and greatness of the kingdom, which, 

first started by Colonel Tod, has since been 

adopted by most Indian historians and anti¬ 

quarians. 
The grantee is the “ monastery called that 

ofSriBappapada, which had been built by 

the Acharyya Bhadanta Sthiramati, 
and was situated in Y a I a b h 1/* (Pl. II* lines 

3 and 4.) There can be, I think, po doubt 

that this vihdra is the one which Hiwen 

Thsang ascribes to the Arhat ’Oche-lo. His 

remarks on this monastery are as follows: 

(Memowes^roh II. p. 164) :—“ At a little distance 
from the town (Yalabhf) there is a great coAvent 

which was erected in olden times by Arhat 

’Ocfoe-Zo. It is there that the Bodhisattvm G% 
namati and Sthiramati fixed their abode, and. 
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composed various treatises which, have became 
famous and widely known.” 

The Sthiramati mentioned in our grants and 

by Hi wen Thsang is, no doubt, the famous 
pupil of Vasubandhu, who composed com¬ 
mentaries on the writings of his master-.# 

The objects granted are two villages,—M a- 
hesvaradasenaka, in the dharam of H a s- 
t a vap r a, and Devabhadripallika in the 

dhal% of Hharaketha (pi. II. 1. 8). ‘Hastavapra’ 

>ceurs in the grant ofDhruvasena I. dated 
207f as Hastakavapra, and has been identified 
with the modern H il t h a b, which Colonel Yule 

has since conjectured to be the Greek Astakam- 
pron. Maliesvaradu senakaisprobably 
Mahadevapura, which lies to the south-west of 
Hathab, Dharasena’s grant reads distinct¬ 
ly hastavaprdharanydm, and thus confirms my 
emendation of the reading f haranyam,' and my 
statement that c dharanf must have denoted a 
territorial division. 

The purpose for which the two villages were 
granted is, as usual in the case of grants to 
Bauddha monasteries, to defray the cost of the 
worship of the Divine Buddhas, of clothing, food, 
atidmedicine for the reverendBhikshus, and 
of the repairs of the monastery. (PI, II. I. 4.) 

As regards the date of the grant, I now read 
it as 269 Chaifcra, dark half 2. In the interpre¬ 

tation of the second sign J I* follow Pandit Bhag- 

vanlal Indraji, who, in my opinion, has succeeded 

in clearing up the difficulties regarding the 
signs for 40-70, with the help of a number of 
Hshatrapa coins in his possession. J 

As regards the language of the grant, the 
incorrect phrase hastavaprdharany aih mah&sva- 

raddsenahagrdm% dkdrukhetasthalydm cha deoa■» 
hhadripallikdgrdmAU, instead of °addmnahagramo 
and °pallikdgrdmAK, shows that the writer ha¬ 
bitually spoke Prakrit, and possessed hut an im¬ 
perfect knowledge of Sanskrit grammar. 

In conclusion. I may add the explanation of the 
word ‘ divira’ which occurs in the title of the writer, 
Skandabhata, “sandhivigraMdhiranddhikri- 
tadwirapatiskandabhatena” (PL II. 1. 16.) In 
the Petersburg Dictionary, which is followed, as 

usual, by Prof. Monier Williams, divira is said 
to be a proper name, and the Mjatarangini,VI. 

180, VII. llli 119, is quoted as the authority. 

* Wassilief, Buddhisnms, p. 84. 
. * Ind. Ant. vol. V. p. 204. 
£ A paper* which gives the substance of his very remark¬ 

able discoveries on the ancient Indian numerals will appear 

In the first passage the reading divirdt is 
merely a faulty reading of Mr. Troyer’s edition 

for sivirdt, which latter the Calcutta edition 
and the Silrada MSS. give. The other two 
passages have been badly translated by Mr. 
Troyer. Otherwise it would have been recog¬ 
nized that a ‘ divira’ must be an official. Tht 
first, VII. ill, runs as follows :— 

ktysrener ftraroft i. 

and the translation should be— 

“ Formerly a son, called C han d r arnuk haf. 
was born to^ a Divira called Devamukha 
by the courtezan A p ft p i k il.”' 

The second passage, VII. 119, is, l think,, 
as follows :— 

*rr%| %% urt^RfS^r *rjtr I 

and the correct tx*anslation : ~— 

u Whilst the ministers thus were worthy (of 
their places), and the king of a forgiving dis¬ 
position, some Dards, Div ira**, and D dm a# as 
became overbearing. ’’ 

In the land-grants divira or Hmrapaii i& 
always used as a title, especially for the officials 
who drew up the s as anas. This position shows 

also that it denoted the holder of some office, 
Kshemendra, the author of the Lokaprakdmf. 

gives us a clue to the exact meaning of the word 

Firstly, in Prakdsa III., he speaks of various 
classes of diviras, ganjadiviras, nagaradiviras, 
grdmadiviras, kJiavdsadkiras; and the next 
word is kdyastha. Secondly, when beginning 

to give the forms for hundfa and other bonds,, 
he says,' a I will now propound all written do-, 
enments according the details of each, in their 

proper order, for the benefit of the Diviras.% 

Hence it becomes evident that these officials 
had to do with writing and accounts, and we 
may render the word by the modern ‘ karkun/ 

or writer and accountant. Dxvirapati Skan-. 

dabhata means, therefore, f Skandabhata the 

chief clerk or secretary.’ I am not able to find an 
etymology for the word in Sanskrit. Perhaps it 
may be connected with the Persian dipt, ‘ writ-, 
ing,’ which occurs in the cuneiform inscriptions. 

in the next Part of the Indian AnUquomf, p. 42. 
§Lokapraj>. II.:—“Evamvihh%aso vakshyepratyekaaya 

yathakramam [ divirdn&tk hitArth&ya bhUrjasAraEasamTi - 
chbhayam. ||” 
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Transcript. 

Plate I. 

(1) rRt [h] wqw-frcr [srnr} hpffitT] JTfsrc^ 

(2) [qfcnr] |ircr[fJrw]inr- 

urr^r' ^^nf^nT^rpr ht [^?r] [^]ljr- 

(3) HfPTRfr^cTfW; Rif#TWf^fftcPfr?TOqf|?WcT: 5>flHFT?W- 

Trwr- 

^JRvpirf ^r?pT R’ f^TR^fr- 

(6) *spc> fffrnsr^VgRrrqrvy rlr| & wrwr^r- 

wrjRwr 

(7) SH^p^^FTt JiPqsPf fa §I3HrfaTT^^^^rpuraiTrU?':inDTHT^fT: JT^TTr- 

STSifrSHffTO^f: 

(8) [hwwh: : 

STMf#C3Tcira^: 3-- 

(9) —'[ v ]ruT^HrW: MTirerasrurTf: ew |^^HqwRirrwi^#?r?icirfrt 
hh- 

(10) fc'R] H^H^wr^^n%HwR?TT^!TH[^HiTr^5'r^H5nT[HUHrHS!7qr3:;iR-' (,o) m 

^r|rflir%PiH^P' 

('*) ^wHRrwu ?R'TriTHrw[ jrrjqTwr srrffow^rr- 
f^ER^Rferfecifl'STor]- 

(15) RTf?^ 'TT^^riTRWRl] rein^^JTSPr<W 

f>Pr V 
*( ' 

5UTHI^H? smr-- 
farrffalWT H5HTTrf^W?#riWT’ 

^fafU fcWPW' 

% Letters 11-14 doubtful. Line I, read tW°. L. 4, | Cc(Wrf, L. 10, read ^TfWT°- L. 11, insert *TPtNt 

read 3^|c£>*l|uf» L. 6, read SFTftf: !W« &• 7, read after 

l f
rf ,

13
 



(1) Tnrin [tr^r] nm* 

(2) |ifrrwrfmi'rf15mrtu[ *r j^rnfr^R^fr^wr^rr^^rnfRR^r-«r qqpjqsq- 
qrmpqqrmqsreq imR- 

(3) rtd qqr*wr JTRifq'%: sr««TT 

(*) r%ft spiqaf fCRr q^q-rp^^^^gi-r^orr^ 

xr #m>mRWWWi?PT fasrcw R qr- 

{5) fRwrfRR ^T’RRqRRR qruir^RRT R 
trortwR^Rr dr^r mrRRtr m- 

(s) tR^r^iwira naRMURr qqRURRFrr- 

TfflTfRERTToffR RRfNTCRr [t^] 

^qflsrcfsrar RRR trar [ r ] 

(°) mrtsRr fr^Irf^rsr^R mr<r4r RrRRR^RR^qfuRR^Rr- 
RWRRRWferu jrjr *trir r [rr] 

(9) [^frk^] q-RT^rsRq^rRqqRR1 RRiwqR’RR ^%;mrf%::?rRTf%3r,:Frr 

RfqreR u T>xrfMLrrtrr [a%: j 

(10) [’Em] TrcrWf^: rir ffgw r qwrt^RRR rrr ii RrlRWgRrtpr rr 
qr<n% 3R^: 1Rr%w RrjqRT r [w =r-] 

( 11 ) % #<T 11 qspTRgRT RR[ R^fTORUfcR: qRT RR R5J *jf*T: TOT EfR cT^T 

<K5R 11 3RR%RRtf [ «PI- ] 

(12) ttrr: frrormr ft rfrt RwfeRPTfnc^r:ii R?Rr RRqT r r cor ’rfRii i u?r 
1 RcTR [ W'^- w ] 

(13) frfNqq II rrc srftsRRiR^lRrR RRlRRfrfRrR i ftwfrmpcRftqTPr arPr 
Rr qpr [m$: SRUstfa] 

( “) ^rftf%ET WOT tntl-RTR«R qqpt 1 ETF>f RRIR [Rtw T CIRRI' 

^rfrotc* ii 

(15) RCRT *R *TCrftW^OfaW <rpFT: RRmffarfkR: U 
(16) fortR ^^(^rrr^qr^rf^rfr^i^rTrqrf^w^T^r i u ^ rr z \H 

B,—The Grant of JDhruvasena II. 

The grant ofDhrnvasena IL is written 

on two plates 10 inches by 12| each. The rings 

# L. 1, aksbaras 9-12 and 16-17 are extremely faint. L. 

2, aksbaras 11-13 and 15-18 are extremely faint. L. 3, 

aksbaras 9-18 are very faint, L. 4, aksbaras 11-18 are 

Very faint, and some doubtful. L. 5, read °^r€d^l*Tf ;* 

and seal are in their proper places. The plates 

are now extremely thin, and* in some places 

pierced by small holes. It would seem that, as 

'V^RTR- L- 6, read ft<?JTr0- L. 7, read WtftTTf0* 
L. 8, read 3[fa°T, RR. L. 9, read L. 11, 

. read 3T3?#R°. L. 16, read fcfR°. 
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the surfaces were Badly corroded and covered 

By verdigris, the finder knocked off the tipper 

layers. Fortunately a kernel of sound copper 

had remained in the centre, in which the strokes 

of the letters were visible. Nevertheless;, when 

I received the plates, I doubted whether I 

should ever be able to make out the whole 

grant. Bnt, when 1 had filled up all the strokes 

visible with white paint, I found, to my delight, 

that the whole was readable except a line or 

two, which conld easily be restored by means of 

the published plates. 

The grant is dated from Yalabhi. The 

vamdvali offers nothing new. But it ought to 

be noticed that the grantor, Dhruvasena II., 

called also Baladitya, does not assume the 

title 4 Maharaja,'’ and that none of Ms predeces¬ 

sors receive any epithet bnt &ri,‘ the illustrious. ’ 

It may be that the omission is dne to an accident; 

•but, considering the habitual grandiloquence of 

Indian princes, the case is suspicions, and it 

would not be surprising if it wepe found even¬ 

tually that Dhrnvasena II. had some cogent 

reasons for being silent abont his magnificence. 

The grantee is (Pl.II. 1.11) “ the community of 

the reverend Bhikshns dwelling in the monas¬ 

tery erected by G'oha.ka, wMch was included 

in tbe precincts of the monastery built by princess 

Dudd &, and situated in Yalabhi proper.” 

Dudda and her vihdra are known from the 

imams of Dhrnvasena I. + and of Guhasena.J 

If she is here called rdjn% literally ‘queen/ I 

presume that the writer means to indicate that 

she was of royal blood,—not that she was mar¬ 

ried to a king. For Dhrnvasena I. calls her 

4t my own sister’s daughter.” I am not quite 

certain that I have got the exact meaning of 

valabhUvatalasannivishtd, literally ‘seated on the 

own surface of Yalabhi,’ It may mean, as I 

have rendered it, ‘ situated in-Yalahhi proper, 

1,6* within the walls.’ But possibly the com¬ 

pound ‘ svatala9 may have a technical meaning. 

The purpose for which the grant was made 

is the same as that mentioned in the preceding 

sdsana of Dharasena II. 

The object granted is (PL II. L 13) the vil¬ 

lage Bhasanta inKalapakapathag in Sorash- 

tra. Kalapakapatha must he the name of a 

subdivision of Sorath. Regarding ‘Surash- 

tra’ it ought to be noted that the word is al¬ 

ways used in the plural, Surdsktrdh, and that it 

is, therefore, really the name of the people who 

inhabited the country, just as ‘ Panchalah,’ 

‘ KasmMh/ &c. The form Sorath is probably 

not a corruption of ‘ Surashtrah/ but of ‘ Saurash- 

tram’ (mandalwm). For Sanskrit m caused by 

a Taddhita affix is regularly represented by 

Prakrit o, Raosaheb Gopalji S. Desai, Deputy 

Educational Inspector of Kathiavad, suggests to 

me that Bhasanta is probably the modern 

B h e s a n, a village of the Sorath Prant, belong¬ 

ing to the Navab of Jdnagadh. 

As regards the relation of Saurashtra to the 

kings of YalabM, Hiwen Thsang also states 

(Mimoires, vol. II. p. 165) that “ this country is 

subject to the kingdom of Yalabhi/’ 

In the date, the year is Samvat 310, and the 

month Asvayuja. The day may be read either 

‘ balm 5, i.e. baha (ilapaksha), dark half 5/ or ‘ ha 

15, dark half 15.’ For on this plate the letter 

ha and the sign for 10 bear a very close resem¬ 

blance. 

L 

(3) 

H 

(5) 

t Ind. Ant vol. IV. p. 106. , % Ibid, p. 174. 
5 * Pathnka1 occurs in the sense of ‘ mahaP or * tilnkfi* 

on the Ch$lukya plates of A^hilvM pretty frequently. 

f L. 1, read L. 2, read °*rTHT. 

1.4, read l>. 5, read tjPTR^ 
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'Trfe’T: 'TRW* 

(7) ? tirJTirr%-s?r: f 

{8) ^f^^YW%7:w1sq'^ruu^^r^f!^[pT^uuiiu,ifurfir5f'3':,f' 

sarsrerffcftr- 

(9) swtw^rhsrp^^ri ^rriw^frI 

5r%qr- 

(10) 'EfftTfrrfl'iFrgT^Rt ssturt uw<Sr^tr^tuw ^|wrii1%TO^T7it)Tr,K^i^" 
%$r ffawre- 

(“) [nr]uf^<#uRrr rcirarr^r: *fr<*rdRRY*r m^k^rw^^r- 
'??RT|crgRU|?^- 

{12) [ r^T ] ^MurYi^^uw^^^^^u^piJR^^rcr^R^r^irRqRisYg-guir^rw- 

«TfPnr- 

(13) [ ^r ] sfft?nwTdRwni^rrT^f^^^ tf&regpn^wrfi' 

3*WlT«r^PTR- 

(’*) TTFtfr^cet^rfq' r^^pf^C^rwRRr- 

r%RRrt%- 

jffrf'r^rr^Rrr^rr- 

(,s) gwf'ircrfRR: g^qRTT^crr w^Rfaprr? ir^«Rr 

rtriwf <R«nn: & **- 

D * a^qfir: 

^TR^RITT- 

(’8) ^jp^mngrq?qi3TfT TOwrRRRiRRrr^f|?ifr%iT%: w^r'TR^^r- 

(,9) R^taw^r^iwr'TFT: ^r^%cw^rw*r^Tq^R uw[r?^]r^r- 

(20) RRRdr%r^u?rlu^^R3^f5r^ 

RweRUR^r?fc]- 

{21) Hfrif^^WR^wfaiR: <rc*rcrrw: ^^‘trirrr: 

^T^iTWT|rtr??r] 

£RTOra4|- 

* L. 6, read Vff:. L- 7, read 0W'nY>; 3T#T- L. 10, 

read ^sffqdt. L. 11, read qrf%».fr. L.12, readltHW; 

TWftsr; Yfpirt:. L. 13, read “fSltf0- 1.14, read V‘ 

df? =. L, 15, read°5*(«'d<Tfrll0- L. 16, read TO^rW 

L. 17, read *FSr:°. L. 18, read TO; ^r°. L.19, read 

cWfrTR° R?frT:; ^#5^. L. 21, read WP#q 11 - 

L. 22, read ^ftcE® 
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(24 )?r f^^nrrr^Fr: ^ ]- 
Plate II. 

(2) fiRr^^^rRFT1 irJTRrrt''«5Ts i3 ^ft^rerr^r- 

(3) w^s^qrin:] f^wrRprfa q^rpr[f^r]cit farawrr fff%*rrpR 5^^nr; 

(5) *T*T: 

(6) 

(7) 

: srrRmr- 

f^rfforr^^!'^: x $35- 

HfrfSWT: q^5T- 

W^RT- 

T: ^TR3^- 

qui&r 

Pmr^r srfrsfr- 

OTffT 5T- 

(8) ^<<H«Rrf|er x^r^ffa ^r*rr ffcRrtt ^Nwrii^r- 
ww- 

qr3TJnf,jqT: 

*frgw- 
N* 

twflmsrei fwfafcr wr *ptt mefiFrar: 

jpTPWTFT 

pHt ^r wm 

rarrrc- 
tTR^^rnr qnwiwi^' *RRnrrir- 

trs^tr- 

(15 ) ^1R: arracRTI^WR^rrraft'T^ l<4H! SFFTR^T^4ITflT^T 

srmm [jt]- 

(^1S) nf ji^^iqfirggr zRrpRTRRqr qft^nrr jt 
%r«R^JT%q- 

t La, read L. 3, read PrsRTTf- L. 5, read L. 11, read L. 12,^read Wi 1Tfi»- 

^n4r%rr°; it L. 7, read °ffe°; ^IIBTgSy5; R^rcT:. t+TW- L. 14, read°ftwr° . ; WRR;- I<- lo- 

L. 8, read L. 10, read SC-WW5!.- read “w^Rffr--; PH?^* If-16, read ^[RWJT- 
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(i 7 v . ***■. ... . . f**s. r-- JC 
) i-h 

(13) 

JTTgsrf; ©I*TFf ^gfa- 

5fprir5y*R-t 

'* 'Tftwf5Tcr^T%5* ^m4wrr gw ?PifirwKiRPt» 
wr *m 

(19) *rt gPreiww srt u qpfrc^arwr^fi;^ Wrepftfi<fn% i%5#tr*rT- 

,(20) <rrPr w wr^r wg* grosser: *rf& f#wwi% ^ firef^ gfiR: 3rr%rrr wg*Rrr 
v ?tfw :n?B ^ 

G.—The Grant of t&ldditya V. 

The grant ofSiladitya V. is written on 

two plates of the largest size, 11 inches by 17f. 
The left-hand ring has been lost. The right- 
hand one, to which the seal is attached, is in 
its proper place. The latter is, even for Valabhi 
plates, excessively massive. It bears the usual 
cognizance and inscription. 

The letters resemble in general those of the 
Baroda and Kavi Rashtrakfita plates. But they 
show some curious forms, which I have never 
met with before. Thus da is invariably repre¬ 
sented by <5p, which in the older inscriptions 
would be dhra ovjpkra; iov.tcsha we find some¬ 

times a sign which resembles bha ; and for sha a 
sign resembling ja—-P, or tha—q. 

The execution of the plates is slovenly fix the 
extreme. Not only does every line abound with 
mistakes, and whole lines have been left out, 
but frequently the engraver has not taken the 
trouble to connect his strokes, whereby the 
letters become rather doubtful. § It would be 

impossible to read the plate if we had not 
numerous nearly identical inscriptions. The 
preservation of the plates is nearly perfect. 

There are only two small rents, one high up 
on the right-hand side, and one low down on the 
left-hand side of the second plate. 

The grant is dated from “ the camp of vic¬ 

tory fixed at Godr ahaka.” Grodrahaka may 
possibly be Godhra, the chief town of the 
Panch Mahals. The word Godrahaka is formed 
from Godraha by the individualizing or deter- 

| L-17, read f^TT. L. 20, read i TOT 
§ Especially PI. II. 11.26-29. ^ 
II Jour. Bo. Br. R. As. Sot. vol. XI. p. 331. 
I Lakahm!, the goddess of fortune, is the wife of 

V uaimn—Furashottama. 

m^r m tt \ 
miuative affix ka, and go&raha means ‘ a lake for 

cows/ or ‘ the lake of the cow/ compare also 
ndgadraha in V&kpati’s grant.’ Now this name 
fits G o d h r a very well, which possesses a 

very large taldo. The name Godraba occurs also 
in Somesvara’s Kirtihaumudi, IV. 57,where it is 
stated that the lords of Godraha and Lata 
betrayed their master, R & n is, Vt ra dha val a 

of Bholka, and joined the kings of Marude^a who 
fought against him. In that passage Godraha 

can only refer to GodhrA I do not feel so con¬ 

fident that it designates the same place in our 
plate. For it is quite possible that another Go- 

dhra may have existed in K&tbi&v&d, though I 
am not at present in a position to prove this. 

The vathsdvali carries us one step further than, 

the Gonial plates translated by R&os&heb 
V. N. Mtkpdlik.|| It appears that there was a 
fifth prince who bore the name Sil&ditya. 

Our sdsana (pi. II. 11. 20-22) gives the following 
description of this new king:— 

“ His (i.e. the fourth SSil&dityadeva’s) son is 
the ardent devotee ofMahes vara, the great 
king of kings, the supreme lord, the illustrious 

Siladityadeva, who meditates on the feet 
of the supreme sovereign, the great kingof kings, 

the supreme lord Bappa, who humbles the pride 
of all (hostile) armies, who is an abode of au¬ 
spiciousness (produced) by great victories, (who 

resembles) Purushottama, because his 

bosom is caressed by the embraces of Fortune, 
because be is possessed of marvellous power by 
assuming the shape of a man-lion,* and because 

* N&raaithha is on© of the incanmtions of Viahmx. 
Th© Hug may be likened to a man-lion on account of his 
bravery. The compound N&raoirhha has to be explained, 
differently in. each case. 
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Re protects the whole earth {gomandala) by de¬ 

stroying hostile princes (samuddhatavipaksha- 

Wmbhrit), just as Purushottama protected the 

herd&(gomandala) hy raising a wingless mountain 

(samuddhatavijpahshabM bhrit) ,f whose toe-nails 

possess a brilliancy enhanced by the jewels in the 

diadems of numerous princes prostrated {at his 
feet), and who has effected a conquest of the faces 

of the nymphs of all quarters of the universe.” 

S iladity adeva Y. is the eighteenth king 
of the dynasty who has become known. The 

number of $iladityas who have now revealed 

themselves becomes rather perplexing. It is 

evident that the Jaina legend, attributing the 

reestablishment of their faith to. “ Siladitya of 

Yalabhi,” is about as explicit as a narrative 

would be which referred an event to the reign 
of “ Louis of France.” 

The grantee is an Atharvavedi Brahman of 
the Farasara gotra, called Sambhuila, the 

son of D a tall a, who resided at D a h a k a. He 

is called tachchdturvidya, i.e. u a member of the 

community of the Chaturvedis of that (town).” 

(PL II. 11. 23-4.) The three names are not 

Sanskrit, but apparently Desi words. It ought 

to be noted that a small colony of Atharvavedis 

lives now atLunavada. The grantee pro¬ 

bably was one of their ancestors. The object 

granted is the village Bahuabat aka, situat¬ 

ed in the zilla (vishaya) of Suryapura, 

on the banks of the Yap poik & river (PL 
II. 1. 24)4 

The purpose for which the village was given 

is to defray the expenses of an agnihotra and 

other sacrifices. 

The date I am inclined to read as u Sam vat 

441, Kartika Suddha 5,” or £t the fifth day of the 

bright half of Kartika of the year 441.” The 
first two signs must be taken together and 

read as 400. This is perfectly certain, as the 

Gondal grants of Siladitya IY. are dated 403. 

The next following figure might be read as 4 

on account of its resemblance to the second sign, 

which must be taken with the sign for 100. 

But as a horizontal stroke follows, which ap¬ 

pears to represent 1, it must be taken as a- 

figure denoting one of the numbers between 

10 and 90, and it comes nearest the sign for 40. 

I admit, however, that the last horizontal stroke 

may in reality be meant to form part of the 

third sign. In that case the whole stands for 

404. 

Plate I. 

(1) *cf%r dfrc* -hi rf^mt 

(2) ^FTT^Rmclm: 'TTjnrr- 

%-ssrr: 

=T: 

f I take the compound samuddhat&vipakshalhulhrin- 
niichilaigomaMdal&r&kshah to consist of a Bahuvrihi—sa- 
muddhata mpakshtibhUbh$ito yena sd—and a Tatpu.ru.sha 
—nikhiUisya, gonvmdMasya amkshah—which together 
form a Karmadh&raya compound. It is possible to explain 
the grammatical connection of the first part differently, 
bnt the general sense remains the same. There is a pun on 
the words samuddMtavipobksTidbh'Qbhrit and gommdala, 
which the story of Krishna’s lifting Mount Govardhana sug¬ 
gested. 

t Forbes, Rds Mdld, vol. I. p* 245, names Suryapura as 
one of the harbours of the Anhilvad kingdom, and thinks 

that it may be Surat. This identification cannot stand, as 
Surat is a modern town. I am unable to offer any sug¬ 
gestion as to the whereabouts of the town. 

§ Line 1, read ViraTferT0; L. 2, read 

L. 3, read Fq^°; q-«|faq|M$ar° ; L. 4. read 

to0; V^qRqr0- l. 5, read W’; np-^r- 

L. 6, read VtITTj; 
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(7) qtfrc arer fcr: 

grf^rr%qqT5iR: 5rt’Tf%w-lf 

(8) H^^sffsqjrrHHqfqwnTfRqr^1 ^renifl': ra^riwffa- 

^qrfq^ qftir- 

(°) ^wRRiter q^rTOR^riq^Rr ?rwr 

(10) r^qRiqRteqiftq!?ft: inrjrr>-tsp:: «ffart- 
7: <fl?T HcT: ^TT- 

(11) 5Tfa?Tcr ^^Tcif^rqwHrH^w- 

*rr- 

flwrcifa 

(15) H^fqrrnmwtfeqrrq 

fasJhjsrSs- 

(!1) fiT^qf^q^^nT^iTteCrffr: wrf- 

f^^ronrTOT- 

(15) %*?t: sfr?ff?rrf?w: ^qrp: p'pwrasw 

(16) ^jfl^^Hwqi:w5ci'nt f^^efr^iqT^^H^^q%2-fi3ij^qr*rTO%^- 

If|?rqfH: TOTOftfKTjr- 

^ sT^qqcftr!Rrf*r*nt^- 

r^^r%THf^qT^^R[Rfrfr Pr- 

(19) qwcpro wIth^ir^ nqriFi V^itqit®- 

e*ft ^wrcwrerrfttw- 

(20) hwtr 'irjnrr^c; sfharjrc: OTp crFqr^qrcT1 ^gr- 

r^JTqfq^RKq^33RqH:T- 

(21) ft^qrr%?pr Hir^Rmr trw ^ ircrr5it<Tr=r^rrrrf^crrcrf?r q- s 

^qgq^fcrF^ ^m^i- 

T L- 7, read W; (%W°- Tj. 8, read*Pm° 3WcTO:°; «T#lPTft- t. 16, read Vff; 

?TTf%tT°; P#W<r°; WT0. L. 9, read<TOmrgi^tfr. ^°. L. I7, read fTOB-0; °^t; 

r°> Vrati q#rar; iwfVr0- l. io,reaa fwrfdw- l. is, reaa wiiD ^Rimnt^0-i. i», read 

L.H.readw^t^0; f^nT°. L. 12, tPiT; Vi &le Tpr°; dele W-° L. 30, 

read *WPHH°- h. 13, read f3fa°; V; ^R':. read T*PR°. L. 21, deU q° in the beginning of the 

L. H, read °JTC^WVr°- L. 15, read ^TTcf:; line; read ‘frRPTii 
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{J'2) qe^RscsTfr^f^wsRrfq rRWRrrqgw HHTWHRqr- 

^rfu^isRi^i^T-* 

{23) wrf^r^marq-^rq^'fer1 uqrRHqf^^i^- 

HfcR?rrfR: tir^nTr- 

(24) i"RT: MrfariNr: crRrgH; HRrsrgwR: h^^rRtrr *rer^fsn7Tffid^*^r- 

•TR'PT EmPTRcTf RH'Tfqt URRTRq 

( 2 ’ ) g^rerpo i: hhtr EifrRfw'OT?n*75spr 

5SFT RUR i cTrFfTTU^T'"jTHfTJT- 

( 26 ) <5RR 9TiWHTqTR-UTHfgrGSW ERqftRRIRTn%: HcRlT5R URHT ErfTR'R*- 'Tt 5T3T- 

URHRRrhRf (WRrHHTHR HR- 

( 27 ) HTft'UT RRHR URRU^UHrURRURqR ?HRJTHCTKH' URfr^fWURH- 

URrpjW'RT TUWRIRCR cf- 

C28) RNT^HTFTR FURR; qFfRI^TTN ^RRUFfcT: griRrR ERR 

R-T^RffCrR RU^RT^^rg^- 

( 29 ) HHgTHRHHHrg^rHqRfRHH^H^Rcf!Ti2R gTSTFR-RR-^fR^RT 'TUifRT: «ff- 

rPR UR: URR^R^RR'^PUT- 

(50) rtuhr qr ^RRRHRR^RqTrTR^qT^ 

^■fcfmTT 'THRHR^gffc.RrUrRT- 

( 31 ) if R: oRU ?q HI^TUf'HRH^fFaRRTRR: TfRTRR RTrUfR 3RR?: fT IRTFRr 

JTTREeRRRHq ETHnURRURU- 

(so) <Trjr-RT: qrwfrrR^rrrRrrdrrsRr#- 

Rr^RRR^'eirtr:?: 

{33) HFq^Rfw^t^niTw'rffR^T wljHrRfRRRRRr hpuefhtrr■ ■ uHvrqfs^r cfcqRTC- 

(s4) ^TTT^HfTR^ jf^TffFfq 

hrerr. 

9RRRR- 

(s5) f^ur toff 3wr ^rRRfngw RRrer^f^r%qr^qi^ 

( 36 ) f?RRRUTr- 
PlaU II. 

( 1 ) qfRRTRf^RrHRRRr%UR R'RRRR^RR: RR: RR ?Xf?Tl?3RTf STR: I%R- 

HfHMRHT-RHTRWrTRRU: ^RflUT^farRl-f 

* L. 22, read ^'f^'UU^-rzif^TH^rRrR \ qaFFTT '• Lme 

23, read ^'--RR; qUUrr'- L- 2i. wad '£:Hr>3Hr0- 

L. 25. road ''’ffrTFP- I- SG. read RPR RfFPT'i 

FRTff:; TWi%qJ, HcTcnKrT:; “g^UTT- L. 27, read 

fr^TT-; udfgg'-^NRKU v^gJ\ f^rrsrrg'cr0; ftRR '• 
{.. 28, read T^pft; Me first Rfa0* L. 29. read 

'TURnhu'-. Nr'sp%R :. L. so. read : 

: ftrtrt0; fHr«r:. l. si, read tRcT: ; ^rR'^°- 

sfrqUTT R ; WR q°; WrfUTRTHT0; RoPR 

I L. 2,2, Ivad R-JHrFFRi'qH ; ^:\r,GR'r-T0; RUTRrcm:; 

. L. 33, read ,f- TIio two dots on 
1 <ij 
[ o 
5 the plate indicate th.a: ju.oi- >*'. .-ylhibles have been. 

loft out. Pr.ba! Jv the engnner cor hi no* read his mann- 

1 -,-L-ipt. ReadtfTX^r;''gR^rar- L. A read FFRPjfa’0- 

; L. 33, read ''’rCWOT; RNRr; f A.p .'.R^0;. 

t Lme 1, read tdRR^f'RTTfTT "i CUspC f^rcnwflj- 

irpFqTd tUi^TFr^lTF^. 
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(2) r^jrwjrr: fcrcftrrc: 

srcre: qwnfi^«T3^RnHT [grfe?r] aur- 

(3) hhrt qrr^t ^fj%r^%^rra'^^aTf-' 

HcA- <FT: 3H*%HT rRRTrfr- 

( + ) qj55|p?N-: TKfTTrTrWH^^^^T^T^f^T^TR^^^TSrr^uR^'^fHITr^HTrRH^- 

JftRT^RH [r-J 

(5) qTHHf^-^rsjrrjTg-Erq-: 

cDFTfH^r grggCnr^gxNfr: 

(6) 'FrnFrrwr 
4J 

UTT^HTq f'if^ETfrS'fHTrrRTTH- 

i7) ^'fOTTTJT^jHc7: trrRT^RXK0^- 

R^hWRXq: Ucil'T- 

(") SNSIlTOTlNP UftTO^TRITrH^^fHYflT: qfOiH?R^fi:R?T: 

fTTKHrRWq'^H'ITTrRTHKiqrN^rH- 

(9) HWR fq HKT^-TPTrRcIT^aTfWRR: qf%#fgfqpt: 

H^RT^^RFiqg-cTrR ^RR3FTTR 

(1") ^aRRf4ugR*R:tR TfR Fc^ReRRRrRr 7ITf'i^^HTHR':?F?Rf^^§Fc|i1g-’ 

HTWTiHRHq'TrrRrTFrYrTsi r xqfrRg^- 

i11) ^ wrtJTHRH^iHcrJT: %frrlRR RHHrHqxrr^HfrmqrHRrR-M • 

Hi'ffRr7fcir^qrW: RCTq HNPi 

{’-) ^tirrrTRfr^^nrr g^jr^rr-Rr-. 

^•^rqrTTRrX-TRq RTRtT yq'F^HHTOiX^" 

{'”) ^'TvVHTr'T^rTr: RfoC: qW: s;ft^55TR'tg*g 

?g gfciKHH-- 

(Il‘) TTJTRgRIRe.qR :%Hfr;5rr^flf rrRrA?lfi'HTrXTgfTi^fRTRX^UrT; RTPrf&5,%'- 

<R rxrcwr grq-xr^^qr: gnpTjT- 

(1 s) r^rr«5frRa?gr^R-c^cq-,TrTR^rggrff^rr^WrrrsrrrgnsTgr^^- 

^T^rr^rRfgxg: ctpt : hh : gr^qr^ qfrqnr- 

( ) fi’SK^^T'TRrqXR'd IT H pq«| ^ rlfiy H HCrg^rgR WgqFTR^HH^^F^’SHl^g- 

X L. 2, read ^miTHr^f^rTTJ. L. 5, lv,ul 

v^T^F°; L. 4, read qTPfrfR? '*; ; 

tke a belonging to hktija in the lower line has got 
into the uxjv.*r, whence it appears that the engraver copied 

from a MS. PC'. L. 5, read CfpPtfjV; J • 

rcpp; ppptr" l. r>, read wrer*',* prft^ippf^ 

L^7, read |"jicT0? Pdf^mfotT. L. 8, read i 

^[fdcTr } ^yiiq° ^rjPT°; ^Tt; ?‘4:. L. 9, r,.aj gr^p- I 

=ffP:; fSTpcq-0- tpTB-0* L. 10, read"" pspr^Jf: ; ' 1 

i%; n-frsrRiT^rt^r^^R-qrr wc. 

P'TtTdJTr U V. nqidPfTR i WPi C'fP; Hicdot on the 
plate nidi, at as the omkhon -f four da-htM. L. 12, read 

fp-qr j CW ,' qppir- L. 13. lead T)u t fp^0 q*pff’, 

y\&Z(u, h. H, mid ’TOT*:; PW'^Tirq^m"; after 

~%cPTT'T a whole line ha, WnomiU*.!. L. 15, another 

plates have eff^qp^'f ^ alter Tfrf; two lire," have been omitted 

Head mw^>t Ij, io, read j HpPiv^f?’0; 3T*F*r • 

~t~
'r~
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(,7) nfcara'ra: 

qr^-s?r: qr*rf ihr: irrnrrsrrRRT^rqTxr- § 

(10) ^r^^^i^^Rgrq-fffrr^^rrr^rf^rartrrq-^r^^OTr^rqTtr: tugsp 
wtru wnw^u rrrsrfiw O C\. '-<n 

(19) ^f^rti^rrraT^rs <mr-5qrr: ^t^^irr^irrrn^r^rr^q-r^^^'w- 
cTRwtft TriTiTirr^Jr^rrrYTrr^rrsTqrr^^T^rr^ft^r- 

(2° ) RR^T: !T^RFTrW^<r%^3TqTriT^r55PT: 9^iwfe5J5R5I^R«3T NU- 

qis’^ra^R'iTcrf^rrfR- 

(21) ?n%: ^ji:crRqr?nTO!%%^3TR^^K5Ts 3^%nr: 7^^7rfqwfr^^rRw^rw~ 

(22) «inpn?*qT: ^ir^rr^q-crrrsrrvrrrwfrir^wcqrgrarRwr?rqTir- 
JTfn-^ucrrrsfrRrrsf'Trir^T sftsfhsiR?^- 

<23) t- irr^ uHRriwruT*:JTrrrrmRF^R^r T^wrfrfsFTurr^ru- 

fkrcPK^FpHr ^r^^r^cT^Tcrwr^f^r- 

^PTCrW^f^-fF^FrRT’-T 

(25) wrRTRRN R%sFrR^rNr> wrr: WF'T^PTprftrs^rr: hw- 

{ 26) HOTTER: H^IWIT: HHTRrr^luR: ijpTF^Rf- 

wm £m —~ 

(28) 'TFT^rRFT: q'tFFTrf^r^ wfT^Wff’-Tsrr *p?r: frfcr: ^^HKimFrertr Tr R%P-^?rr- 

^pr^- 

(30) RHTu^riTWFinHruHRR: qrtwms’r-^ ii ^ r *fnrlwr ^r tr^rnr: 

UURKW: wi- 

(31) pt hst ^prctptrw FFrr ^ ii ?TFfrc ^rftsrtrqT^^^TrPr HHr^frfHrpr ftuft- 

(32) ?FcTRTlwrR enR £r =tr urH: jTHHrcefR n qfe^Rswr ftm- 

(33) R hur-. arr^FTr ^rr^f^rr r <rr% ht>t ii 5cffft 

(34) I^cfftT't ^^FTcFWr WnpRRT II WT S'<?\ 3Trr%3T s5T- 
? (8) (^8) H€*TTjnT. 

§ L. 17, read *Tffr5H°; TCEETC’flT t 1UPT0 tRT. L. fpTFRPT:. L. 26, road gWKr^; (”W:; 3FTr--Js.'R- 

18, read °iR:. L. 19, read WIRTInI:; RETR:. L. 20, read L. 2". The beginning of this, like the end of the last 

Raft'd I AIWAmT > ° R’TfT0 °°Fn": ^TJTre'TRftstTJttr- line, consists merely of detached strokes. Bead “fTTR- 

Rrfrgrf- L. 21, read °HTRT: TTiT; rfR W3- L. 28, read R TfoTfenTT; TfrTrT-3 

L. 22, read JRriPiTMTPr qUPdT°- L. 23, read L. 29, read RR£3tIt0; sqrN5fr'rT°; L. 30, read 

RHp|. L. 24, read fJrfPT; r^apT. L. 23, ^ °C[%3 L. 31, read pRT°. h. 32. read JTO; fTfRIFT- 

doubtful. TtTTS+i, first two letters may be TWTi tflT L. 33, perhaps i!»4 Mid- H 34, read <11-HA *13 Al 

perhaps intended for fR or cR-fg:; read fTfe^T:; ^PitTR- 3ITT3TdftI- 
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SANSKRIT AND OLD CANARESE INSCRIPTIONS. 

BY J. F. FLEET, Bo. C.S. 

(Continued from ml. V. p. 343.) 

No. XX. 

This and the following six copper-plate in¬ 

scriptions hatfe been previously published by 
me in the Jour. Bo. Br. B. As. Soc., vol. IX., 

No. xxvii., pp. 229 et'seqq, I now give revised 

transcriptions of them, with full translations. 

The originals, which now belong to myself, 

were found some sixteen years ago in a mound 
of earth close to a small well called Chakra- 

t i r t h a, a short distance outside IT a 1 s i on the 
road to N an d iga d, in the B Id i T a 1 uka of 

the B elgauin District. They are all in the 

Cave-alphabet characters not yet developed into 

the Old Canarese characters, and in the Sans¬ 
krit language. 

They record the grants of an old dynasty of 
Kadamba kings, and, in connexion with throe 

more recently discovered copper-charters noticed 

below, they establish the following genealogy: — 

K&kustha, or 

Kakusthavarma, 

1 . 
Santivarma, or 

Santivaravarma. 
1 

(not named.) 

1. 
Mrigesa, 

Mrigdsvara, 
Mrigesavarma, or 

Mrigeaavaravarma. 
1 

(not named.) 

1 | 
Ravi- Bh&uu- Siva- 

varma. varma. ratha. 

Harivanna. 

This dynasty is known as yet only from the 

present inscriptions, though other branches of 
the Kadamba stock have been noticed by 
Sir W. Elliot and by myself. Kakustha- 

v a r m a was probably the first of the family to 
enjoy regal power ; but, as allusion is made in 

lines 4-5 of the first of these inscriptions to 

an era dating from some victory over a hostile 
dynasty that took place eighty years before his 

time, the way must have been prepared for him by 

his father or grandfather. These kings were of 

^01di^TSe >’■is ^7 changed into ‘ V in 
the modern dialect. As intermediate forma of the name 
we have. PalasikS {Jour. Bo. Br. B. As. Sol,Tol K 
No. xxra., p. 243, line 10), talasige (id., p. 297, line 2)! 

the Jain religion. Their capital was P a 1 a s i k a, 

—the modem H a 1 s i itself* 5 but we have also 

the mention of the city of V a i j a y a n t i, or the 

modern Banawisi, as a residence of M r i- 
g e s a. 

The exact date of these kings cannot be deter¬ 

mined at present, no reference to any known era 

being made in these inscriptions. But the type 
of the alphabet, and the contemporaneous al¬ 

lusions, enable us to allot them with tolerable 

certainty to about the fifth century a,i>., and to 

decide that these must be the K a d a ui l> a s whose 
powor the C h a Inky a king K i r 11 i v a r m a L 

is said, in lines 4 and 5 of the A i It. o 1 e inscrip¬ 

tion, No. XIII.f of this series, to have over¬ 
thrown. 

The application of the term 4 Pans h a year 

to the third year of M r i g 6 s a’s reign in one 

of the Dharwad plates, and of the term 

£ V a * s a k h a year’ to the eighth year of his 

reign in No. XXI. below,-—and the mention of 

the eighth fortnight of the rainy season in one of 

Mfigesa’s grants from D li a r w a d, and of 

the sixth fortnight of the winter season in No. 

XXIII. below, indicating that, at the time of 

these grants, the primitive division of the year 

into three seasons only, not into six as now, 

was still followed,—probably contain the clue, 
which will enable us hereafter to determine the 
exact date of these kings with accuracy. 

As I have intimated, three more copper- 
charters of the same dynasty were found about 

a year ago in the D h a r w a d District. When 

I can see the originals, I hope to include them 

in this series. Meanwhile, I have seen tran¬ 

scriptions and translations of -.thorn by Mr. 

Pandurahg Vehkat.es Clxintamanpotkar, of the 

Educational Department. Two of them are dated 
in the third and fourth years respectively of 

M r i g h s a of the above table, or as he is called 

in these plates, Mrigesavaravarma or 

Mrigesavanna, and are issued at the 

city of V a i j a y a n t i. We learn from one of 
them, that the Kadambas were of the 

andPalasi (id., p. 279, line 11). Fader the later K&dambas, 
feudatories of the Chalukya kings, Palasige was the chief 
town of a district of twelve thousand villages, 

f Vol. V. p. 67. 
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A ii g i r a s a gotra. Tlie third is of the time N agamandaia plate § being dated Saka 

of Devavarma, the son and Yuvarcija of 699, in the time of Kongaiii-M aha dhi- 

the Kadamba Mahdrdja Krishnavarma, raja, who was subsequent J:o M a d h a v a II. 

and is issued at (the city of) Triparyata, by nine generations,—we have about S aka 360 

There is nothing at all in this inscription to (a.d. 438-9) as the date of Krishnavarma. 

indicate the date of Krishnavarma and This will make him and his son anterior to 

Diwavarm a, or the place to which they Kakusthavarmil and his successors, ae- 

skould be referred in the above genealogy. cording to the estimate that I have formed of 

There can be little doubt, however, that they the date of the latter, 

belong to this same branch of the Kadamba 

stock ; rather than to the other branch, of The present inscription, No. XX., the earliest 

which the genealogy, commencing with May u- of the set, is the smallest and'most illegible; in 

r a v a r m a d e v a, followed by his son K r i s h- some places the plates have been completely 

navarmadeva, followed by his son N a- eaten through with rust. It consists of three 

gavarmad&va, and so on, is given by Sir plates, about Gf" long by If" broad, fastened 

TV, Elliot. And, equally, there can be little together with a ring, the seal of which bears the 

doubt that this same Krishnavarma is the figure of apparently a dog. The inscription, in 

Kadamba king who is mentioned in Mr. this and the remaining six cases, begins on the 

Rice’s M e r k a r a and Na ga man da 1 a cop- inside of the first plate and ends on the inside of 

per-plates, and whose sister married the Che- the last plate\ It records the grant of a field at 

va king Madkava II. The Merkara the village of Khetagrama to the General 

platej being dated (P S a k a) 388, in the Srutakirtti by Kakusthavarmil, the 

time of the son ofMadhavalL, and the Kadamba fuvardja< 

Transcription. 

First plate. 

[1] w II iTTj^3T?Rrf juiwjT 

[2] ^f'rer^rf^rr n trur- 

M ^epnvrcfcrr]^ \\f 

Second plate ; Jirst side. 

[5] ustnr ^nwrtsvi; u|*£rero*iHr^ 

ca] aprpjiTfl; terft nit 
Second plate t second side. 

m 5rnr[^] [ii] <rdt [ft^ar *r 
[8] ^ 'T>^crtTrcr^^j^r ^Ht(far) [i] % fTOfr(f^) ctft ^|§§j- 

[9j or^trprrf^: [ii] srft %f»*r [i] 3ff*r|f<rr ^rtr NTT 
Third plate, 

[10] w t[st jrJfJn tot [ii] .. 
[11] *?5tTt TV^rt m % fur 

[12] =rctr | w. II 5RT snn [II] 3RW«r II 
X Vol. I., p. 363. § Vol.IIp. 155. f This mark of punctuation is superfluous. 
IT Contrary to the rule of these seven plates, the origi- it This mark of punctuation, also, is superfluous, 

nal here has the visarga itself, and not the upaoLhmoiniya, §§ The corrected reading must he either sdrvva-gwm, 
f These three syllables are omitted altogether in the omitting the tya> as inserted by mistake, or so.£ya[m 

original; but they are required to make up both the metre $ai]rvva-gwia, §rc. 
and the sense. «j[1[ This mark of punctuation, also, is superfluous. 
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TrmwhUim. 

Reverence ! Victorious is the holy one, J i- 

n e n u r a *, who abounds inf good qualities, 

end who is renowned as being extremely com¬ 

passionate ; the banner of his tenderness, which 

comforts the three worlds, is lifted tip on high ! 

At the most glorious and victorious (city 

of) P a 1 a s i k a, in the eightieth year of his 

victory, Sri- K a k u s fc h a v a v m a J, —ilio 

Yuvarajaof the Eadarab a s, who onj< *y the 

general good wishes of their subjects,—gave to 

the General S r u t a k 1 r 11 i, as a reward for 

saving himself, the field called 33 a d. b v a r a- 

k s h & t r a, in the village of K Ji e t a g r a m a, 

which belongs to the holy A r h a t s§, who arc 

the refuge of created beings and the saviours of 

the three worlds. 

He incurs the guilt of the five great sins||, 

who injures this grant, whether he is bom in his 

own^| lineage or in the lineage of another ; be, 

who preserves it, shall verily obtain the religious 

merit of all viri uouw gualities ! Moreover it lias 

been said: — band lias been givon by many kings, 

commencing with Sugara; lie, who for the 

time being’ possesses land, enjoys the fruit of it! 

He is tormenfed in hell for the duration of sixty 

thousand years, who seizes upon land that has 

been giving wheiher by himself or by another ! 

JAevoroneo ; reverence ! Kovorunco to It i~ 

h h a b h a*! 

No. .XXL 

This inscription, consists of three plates, 

about N" long by 2^' broad, fastened by a ring, 

the seal of which bears the name of ‘SrMVf rH 

gds vara-hd It records bow M r i g A h a 

caused a Jain temple to bo built at Palitaikii, 

and endowed it with a grant of land, in the 
eighth year of his reign. 

l r (inscription* 

First plate* 

[1] *rr%, [ii] snfir %^rwprortf 

[2] vw [n] 

[8] w>r : [n] 

w mrr qtfqrarjrer 

Second plate ; Jlrst side. 

[5] ^ [II] cT^q-S^^qr; 

c«] ftrw^rnr^crvf^Tcr: [u] *r?qrr 3tr 
p] jrcrqFy^cfi? qr vrq^ftritrr) ft vfRr ccrvcurq^ [n] 

ra 'TBwwTFrar: frlr 

Second plate; second side* 

p] vurrqr [ii] ^mq^itorqr*r 

[i°] iTRiq; ^>3Tf% 3r?r> |?r,% vrfvvqpoftrfwq; 

cm q-r^ftcr srm-q- arr vvrss «RT(v)Rr(ftr) jtpn#r* 

[l2] ^rftyqtyqFfrf^frvT stptft vrRitr lw* [l] crqmRT: 
* Jinlndra,—-a Jain saint, a Buddha. 

A -f W™’W6® V?L ,ITi’ P1204,> nole§- ‘ G-wm-run- 
dra is evidently equivalent to ‘gund-rnahaV which, 
though it is not an expression of frequent occurrence, we 
have had m Mo. XV. of this series, Vm 6, vol. Y., p. 155 
. w?uld be ‘ K6kutstbavarm&’; 
of AatatetW M manife3tly an eateWished corruption 

divinity"^’'-^’ vmera^’~a’ superior Jain saint or 

|| Viz., anion? the Jains,—destruction of life, Ivin? 
stealing, unchastity, and immoderate desire. ^g) 

IT £c.(the donor’s/ 
* The first Arhat the first of the twenty-four Jain Tfr 

ikwfts or sanctified teachers, of the present age. 
T With this method of expressing the nasal,—properly 

Anmvflra here,*—compare Joyadnhavallab hah in Ime I 
of the Aihole Inscription, Ho. XIII. of this series, vol. 
V,,p. 69, and M&najy<t«mg6MnM~IMr^ in 
Ime 1 of the Bfid&mi Cave Inscription, find. Ant ?ol III., 
K; ar;d. Swh^n&maM-mUna, in lines 8-0 of Ho. 
XXV, of this series, and vm§a in PI. I line 8, of a Ohfi- 
lnkya grant, published in the Jour. Bo, Br. fit. As. Bocvoh. 
X., Ho. xxx., p. 848, by Mr. K. T. Tekng. 
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Third plate, 

[is] f^PRr*n3^: uferRrsrraT fr% [iij str ^ 

[i4] grpr [i] 3|fir|§3T 5TtTt vwrwrrrrsrfir *rer *rw vscr 

[is] -ffi: rR?r w ssr mv [ii] *Wt?t(rf) T?^rrr(?rr) mft) % 
tie] ^njir fwfaiir e wrk [ii] n 

Vaija jant i §, through devotion for the king Translation. 

Hail! Victorious is the holy one, Jiaen- 
dr a, who abounds in good qualities, 4c.! 

The son of the king Sri-Kakus tha, who 
was the glory of the family of the Kadarnb as 
on account of his riches which consisted entirely 

of meritorious actions, was the king Sri- 
San ti vara varrn.a, who was, as it were, a 
second snn, and whose eyes were like the blue 
lotus-flower; as if she were a woman of easy 

virtue, the goddess of the fortunes of his enemies 
was enticed by him from their abodes. 

His beloved eldest son was the king §ri- 

Mrigesa, who was most eminent in piety 
among all mankind, and who was worshipped 
by the twice-born and by chieftains Having 

reflected upon the saying that{i The gifts of the 
poor have a rich reward,’5 he, though poor him¬ 

self in the sensation of fear, gave great fear to 
his enemies. 

On the day of the full-moon of (fie month) 
Karttika, in the Vaisakha yearj, the 
eighth of his victory, he,—who uprooted the 
family of Tungagahga, and who was a very 

fire of destruction to the Pallava s,—while re¬ 
siding at the glorious and victorious (city of) 

(his father) who was dead, caused to be built a 

temple of J ina at the glorious and victorious (city 
of) P a 1 a s i k a, and gave to the holy A r h a ts s 
thirty-three n-ha-rfenuts (of land), from the 
river Mafcris arit up to the sacred confluence 

of rivers called Inginisamgama, for the. 
purpose of supporting the K ur chak a s||, who 

are naked religions mendicants. The specifica¬ 

tion (of the principal grantees) was:—D a m a-, 
kirtii, the Bhojalca ; and Jiyanta, the 

minister and the general superintendent.* 

Moreover it lias been said :—Land has been 

given by many kings, commencing with S a- 
g a r a; Ac.! He is tormented in the hell called 

K. u m b h i p a k a for the duration of sixty thou¬ 
sand years, 4c.! May there ibe success! 

No. XXII 

This inscription consists of five plates, about 
long by broad; the device on the seal 

of the ring is almost entirely worn away, but 
seems to have been the same as the dog on 

Die seal of No. XX. It records grants and 
ordinances, for the celebration of the Jain re¬ 
ligion, made by R a v i v a r m a and others. 

Transcription, 

First plate. 

[i] srqffr wnwjfiHrr %#prr- 

[U wfrft ?wr£rNrerr vw ii 
p] sgr(STr)cTRl 

X The meaning of this expression * Variakka year’ is not 
apparent, * Yaisakha’ being the name of a month, and not 
or any of the sixty mtfivatsams, Yaiaftkha was not ori¬ 
ginally the initial month of the solar year. Perhaps at the 
lime of this inscription it was usual to speak of each year 
as a ‘Vais&kka year,’ in order to bring constantly to notice, 
and so to firmly establish, a method of computation that 
had been only newly introduced. Or it may even be that 
the year in which this grant was made was the first the 
initial month of which was YaisAkha ; and, if so, it would 
follow, from the table given at p. 149 of the Useful Tables 
of vol. II. of. Thomas’s edition of Prinsep’s Antiquities, 
that the date of this inscription was’ a.l». 538. As noted 
in my remarks above, the contemporary historical allusions, 
and the style of the alphabet, point to about this time as the 

dale of K%nsthavarmu and his successors. Curiously 
enough, I find that iu one of the plates from DhdrwM the 
third year of Myige;a’s reign is called in a similar way *j 
* Pauska year.’ But, by the Useful Tables, the year com¬ 
menced with the month Pausha in iu,\ 451S 

§ Another form of ^Jayantipura\ an old name of Va? 
na-vasi, modern Banawiiai, which was always a K&damba 
capital. 

ii Apparently some Jain sect; they are mentioned again 
in No. XXY„ line 12. 

If ‘ Bh\phi\ name of a class of officiating priests in Jain 
temples; in No. XXII., fine 0, we have again ‘Bhf/jaf mtl 
in No. XVIII., line 11, ‘ 

* Conf.thc amended reading and translation of No. XYTIJ., 
II 10-11, as notified in the Erwin to vol. Y. 
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Second plate ; Jirst side. 

[4j q!w*?T*r w^rKr)*r sfqirffaqrqrff^- 

M %^§WPmimJTN W«fas[RRr ^^FTTIT I! qrif^T- 

Second plate ; second side. 

i7] m*i gcr ^FrcRer%- 

[81 qwj n *nf^«frrfter: ht% qwrf# ^qperr- 

[^ fifrrpR vrrrfirqrr <rr=r- 
Th ird pla te / firs t side. 

no] VH II ^r*T^RFB^^ffrif: sirr^rr- 
rnj vrt#qfr Fg^f?-5rr(3:5r)p#r gw.- ii arr^l^- 
[12] qcrfr^: fqf%7T?rFrqrcir: **rrfiRT ijfir q-gur: 

[isj [ii] tfmifzpt 5*®**#: ^R^rf^rreR: g*. 
Third plate ; {second side, 

rq%rr?*rr TCR^^qrFrq-r ii 
[15] %• r: quqr3 ?Tfqgt»rr^ n (%SRr*r^-Vr 

[ir.i grfwfr aiwFfwqfer qrrrrrwrRSRr- 

ri7] ^ 11 *ri%ir^r *rrR=r WwrffcR: $[s3ftt*g] 

Fourth ■plate ; Jirst side. 

mi q^FqFw *rf|-»rr?Rf^JT [n] gRRSTrq^qr fir ^r: 
Qiu a^qr^i Ra i * h ; ^^^R^qfvjrqrf^^r: 

nj] 5pt grqt »pn% srt<ws ii 

rai1 «** wrr fR toft wrf^nn^' <m[mt]» 
Fourth plate ; second side. 

[22] q-r =tjr r?# II r>7srr*m sfffifiOTr qRiwri Pr- 

,>3i qgRpfr qrn#qq%qr fr°r ^ *mrc£nr q^rr^ 
[24] |C5rr [||] ^frr uRr^^rnTKfir^ wm *rw 

pfl ^r sF*r*r ^ ^ ii «*flt q^nvr v % st<r 

* yut* pouce* 

[28] qfpRT qfgr f^ewf^r q^qR srem II fiA.. 

™ 3* *« Mfe* , Mft , nil 

I-.1 ^fSwswr *f*» m 

[29] qmrqr r^qfrr h ^ ^||] 
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Translation. 

Victorious is the holy one, Jinendra, who 

abounds in good qualities, &c. ! 

In former times the Bhoja priest Srnta- 

k i r 11 i, the best among men, who was the 

receptacle of sacred learning, who enjoyed the 

rewards of many meritorious actions, and who 

was possessed of the qualities of performing 

sacrifices and’ bestowing gifts and tenderness, 
—he who had acquired the great favour of 

Kakusthavarma, the king of the K a- 

d a m b a s, who meditate on the assemblage of 

the mothersf of the lord Mahasena; who 

are of the kindred ofManavya; who are the 
descendants of H a r i t i; who are thoroughly 

well versed in the system of private study and 
prayer that they have adopted; who enjoy the 

rewards of meritorious actions performed by 

themselves; who partake of the enjoyment of 

the riches acquired by the prowess of their own 

arms; and who are the abiding-places of the 

true religion,—enjoyed the village of K h 61 a. 

When he died, (there was) the king Sant i- 
varmaj; and his son, the pious S r i-M rig 6 s a, 

who was renowned in the world, gave the 
grant (again), for the sake of piety, and ac¬ 

cording to the direction of his father, to the 

mother of D a m a k i r 11 i. 
The eldest son of Sr i-D amakirtti, who 

was widely renowned for his meritorious ac¬ 
tions, and whose pure intellect adhered to the 
path of true religion, was the doorkeeper J a- 

yakirtti,—who was intent upon religion; 

who was famous ; who was possessed of a pure 

intellect and limbs ; who was first in good qua¬ 

lities; whose family had been established in 

the world by the Achdryas called Bandhu- 
shena, who were versed in the knowledge of 

omens; who had acquired fortune through his§ 
favour; who was diligent in the rites of charity 

and worship ; who was devoted to his spiritual 
preceptor; and who was well-behaved through 

his desire for the welfare of others and of hin - 

self. In order to increase his good fortune and 

t The sis Krittik&s, the Pleiades, who‘nursed Mahatona, 
Skanda, or K&rttikeya, the god of war; hence one of the 
names of Karttikeya - is Shanmatura, ‘he who had six 
mothers.* This and the following two expressions are also 
ChMukya titles. 

X Objection may be taken here and there to my render¬ 
ing of the middle portion of this inscription. But the 
construction is very obscure and had. In the present 
passage, for instance, if we connect the verbc dattavdni1 
with ‘ Mniivcbrm^ as the subject, no verb remain* or can 
be supplied of which * MfbjtKa’ can be made the subject. 

fame and family, and for the sake of religious 
merit, he, through the favour of' king Ravi, 

gave (the village of) Purukhet aka|| to the 
mother of his own father. 

The lord Ravi established the ordinance at 
the mighty city of Palasika, that the glory 

of Jinendra, (the festival of) which lasts for 
eight days, should be celebrated regularly every 

year on the full-moon of (the month) K a r t- 

tika from the revenues of that (village); that 

ascetics should be supported during the four 

months of the rainy season; that the learned men, 
the chief of whom was Kumaradatta,— 

whose intellects had been wearied by (excessive 

study of) many scriptures and collections of 

precepts; who were renowned in the world; 
who abounded in good penances; and whose 

sect was his authority for what he did,—should 

according to justice enjoy all the material sub¬ 

stance of that greatness; and that the worship 

of Jinendra should be perpetually performed 

by the pious countrymen and citizens. 

That (land fyc.,)—which has been conveyed 
by copper chapters under that same ordinance, 

as accepted by previous kings,—should be 

preserved by the king, not inattentive to re¬ 

ligion, having pondered over the misfortune of 

being bom again and again (if he does not 
comply with this command)! Land has been 

enjoyed by many kings, commencing with 

S a g a r a; &c. I He is tormented in hell for 
the duration of sixty thousand years, &c. 1 That 

(grant) which is bestowed with libations of 

water, and that which is enjoyed by three^f 

(generations), and that which is preserved by 

good people*,—these are not resumed; and 

also (grants) that have been made by former 

kings! Wheresoever the worship of Jinen¬ 

dra is kept up, there there is increase of the 

country, and the cities are free from fear, and 

the lords of those countries acquire strength! 

Reverence, reverence! 
No. XXIII. 

This inscription consists of three plates, about 

§ Either Mrigesa’s, or Ravi’s. 
|j Sc. ‘the larger Kh&taka or Kheta.’ 

The * tribMga? is referred to here; see vol. IT., 
p. 277, note f. 

# I notice that, instead of the present reading csadbMs~ 
cha pampdMtomd, which is quite distinct, Mr. Rice, in the 
last two lines of the second Chera grant published by Mm 
in the Ind. Ant. vol. V., p. 139, reads 1 shadbhis=chrr 
parip&litam*, and translates ‘ one’ (i.e. a grant) ‘ main¬ 
tained for six generations.* 
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5£" long by 2" broad; the characters on the seal 

of the ring that fastens the plates together are 
too much worn to be legible. It records a grant 

made by Bhanuvarma, and another by a 
follower or subordinate of his, in the eleventh 
year of the reign of his elder brother It a vi¬ 
va rm a, It is dated in the si.dk fortnight of 

the winter season. These inscriptions, there¬ 

fore, as I have already intimated, belong to a 

time at which the primitive division of the 

year,—into three seasons only, Summer, Llio 

Rains, and Winter, each of eight pahshas or 

fortnights, instead of into six seasons, each of 
four fortnights, as is now the practice,—was 
still followed; and this should enable us here¬ 
after to determine the era of these grants with 

accuracy. 
I observe that the same division of the year 

into three seasons only is followed in the 
N a s i k Cave-inscriptions, a paper on which, 

by Professor Bhanclarkar, is published in the 

Transactions of the International Congress of 

Orientalists pf 1874. Thus, No. 27, at p. 338, 
runs 4 Sidham railin') Vasathi-putasa sara-'Padn- 
mayasa savaehhare chha(?)fhe b Gima-pakhe 

paokamfo] 5 divuse’,—and is translated u To 
the Perfect One. In the sixth year of the 

Ring, the prosperous Padnmaya, the son of 
'V'fisishthi, in the.Fortnight of 

G r is h mag on the filth (?) day.” But the 

analogy of the expressions containing the dates 

of the other inscriptions of the same series 

shows that the word and numeral 4 pachame -Y 
belong to 4 Gima pakluV and not to k divasY, 

and that the word and numeral denoting the 

day stood after 4 divase’ arid have been effaced. 

Accordingly, the date of it. is Lt In the sixth 

year * m , in the fifth fortnight 

of the summer season, on the.day.” 
No. 25, again, at page 310,— in line (! of which 

the Professor reads 4 Vasii-pakhe 4(?) divasd 

.. —is possibly dated in the fifth, 

sixth, seventh, or eighth fortnight, of the 

Rains. 

Transcription 

First plate. 

NS) 
[1] 11 sprRr 

[2] 

[3] 

M cT^r TOT: 11(0 

Second plate ; first side, 

p] crfgtr 

m ¥n^i»rf u 
p] 5R7T fwrr ?xrr w(w)fcrfir^?rr tp^JT(;RT);Elt^g^'?ri+ 
ffij. ir u xwrrarwrr’T qrTWsrre 

[9] qSxr^pr^RT 

[10] rNfSrcrr 

[11] 3#rq 

ri2] qorqrruw 

Second plate; second side. 

?rT5ranv% srsgwrofe- 

#rarc: TJRcTTOT^r 

Third plate. 

[13] ar^F/pr ferar il at % reefer 'rdvr(#) *rru qsvqsr- 
[14] *rc(% ii gg>^ n ^R(|)§qT tw xrsrfSr- 

[15] «rjnjftfa(fsts) w wr w ira ie- 

tie] ® w ^rrrt'R^Tit *r fwftxrv v qw- 
[17] % II 

f This mark of punctuation is superfluous. 
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Translation. 

Hail! Victorious is the holy one, Jinendra, 

who abounds in good qualities, &c.! 

The beloved eldest son of the glorious king 

Kakustha was king Santivarma; and his 

eldest son was the king S r i-M rigesa, who was 

possessed of renowned and wide-spread fame. 

His son was the glorious king Ravi, who ac¬ 

quired good fortune by his excellence and forti¬ 

tude ; and his younger brother is king Bhanu- 

varma, who is resplendent, and who effects the 

welfare of himself and of others. 

By him, desirous of prosperity, this land was 

given to the J i n a s, in order that the ceremony 

of ablution might always be performed without 

fail on the days of the full-moon. 

Land of the measure of fifteen nwartanas} in 

(thefield called) Kardamapat i J at P ala- 

sika, free from the gleaning-tax and all other 

burdens, was assigned in a copper,charter (and 

sixth § fortnight of the winner season in the 

eleventh year of the reign of the pious Great 

Ring S r 1-R a vivarm a, by the Blwjaha Pan- 

dara, the -worshipper of the supreme Arhaf> 

who had acquired the favour of the feet of the 

glorious king B h a n n v a r m a. 11 

He who injures this land, whether lie is bom 

in hisf own lineage or in the lineage of another, 

incurs the guilt of having committed the five 

great sins! And it has been said:—Land has 

been given by many kings, commencing with 

S a gar a; &e.! He is tormented in the hell 

called Eu mb hip aka for the duration of sixty 

thousand years, &c.! 

No. XXIV. 

This inscription consists of three plates, about 

hl’! long by 2|" broad; the seal of the ring 

that fastens the plates together has the device 

of a dog, as in the case of Nos. XX. and XXII. 

It records a grant of land to the god Jinendra 

by Bavivarm a. 40 was givm), on the tenth lunar day in the 

Transcription, 

First -plate. 

[i] 3prj%* 

L2] ftrer: wrTOFf^r m n 

[3] qpRf u*r[tat] 

M StURT *PR|fcRFOT! [II] 

Second plate; first side. 

[5] ^oj-f^pToqlq- 3FRW[$s] 

[6] J#T ^rft ^ RFRCPT <r^(^5T) #T: [ll] 

[7] iUPT eEPtffta* 

[s] #if|f5Rm | v n 

Second plate ; second side. 

Pi 5?PTrcT wttr rwnrw 
[10] <Tpi 3PW»f m [n] 

[11] ST% % Wft 5<«T?rT(^T)|: *T TOW V 

[12] U M ■ U5T tftefcT =TFF# II 

Third plate. 

[i3].3rft tr^rr [I] sw uvpTOufcft: 
m m srer m <rsr ^ ll 

X 1 Pati’ is probably for ifpnitt, ‘strip, slip’, which, in 
both Canarese and Mar&tbi, is commonly -used for ‘ a strip of 
land’$ ‘pattiM* is nsedrn tbesame sense in otberinscriptions. 

§ According to the present method the year consists of 
six seasons {ntu),~~Vasanta, spring; Grishina, the hot 
weather, or summer j Yarshab, the rains j Sarad, autumn j 

H&nanta, the cold season, or winter; and &sira, the dewy 
■season,—and each season consists of only four fortnights 

(paiksh a). 
1| Apparently, then, Ravivarmfi and Bhanuvarma were 

reigning jointly. 
f Sc. ‘thedonor’s* 

# The word ‘srnsU * seems to have been engraved before 
‘jayaM,* bnt to have been cut off in shaping the plate,-so 
that only part of the second syllable can be seen in the 
margin, 
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[15] *T3RT RT^rlt RT % fCT fH'WUH 

[10] q-f% 3-fuwrR R7R H RTRer II 

Tnmslailon. 

Victorious is the lioly one, Jin on iIra, 

who abounds in good qualities, &c. ! 

That migliiy king, the snnf of tho sky of 

the mighty family of the Kadaraba s,—who, 

having slain S r i-Y i s h n u va r m aJ and other 

kings, and Laving conquered the whole world, 

and having uprooted Ch a n d a d a n d a§, the 

lord of K a b a h i, had established himself at 
P a 1 a s i k a,—having pervaded tho whole earth 

with his rays, winch were his virtuous qualities, 

gave four nirar tanas (of land) by measure to 

Jinendra, having obtained the favour of the 
feet of the mother of P a m a k 1 r t ti, who was a 

very incarnation, of religion ; the motive that 

incited him was to increase his religious merit. 

And he, who bore the name of 6 v i-K lr t ti, 
was his younger (brother) ||. 

That king* who, from envy or negligence or 

even avarice, injures those (nivartanas), his family 

shall be plunged into hell and shall not escape 

from It up to the seventh generation; but he, 

whether bom in his^f own lineage or in the lin¬ 

eage of another, who, being desirous of acquiring 

religious merit, preserves them, shall disport 

himself for a long time in heaven with the love¬ 
ly women of* Hie gods ! 

Moreover, it has been said by M an n Land 

has been given by many kings, commencing 

with W agar a; Ac. ! He is tormented in hell 

for the duration of sixty thousand years, &o.! 

No. XXV. 

Tin’s inscription consists of three plates, about 

u ky 1 l,r broad ; the seal of the ring con¬ 

necting the plates bears apparently tho name of 

6 b r i-H a r i v a r m ad It records the grant of 

the village of V a s u n t a v a t a k a, in*the dis¬ 

trict of $ u d d I k u n d u v a, to a Jain sect,, 

by Hari varma, in the fourth year of hm 
reign. 

Transcription, 

First plate. 

[2] crferrgw*r wffpTr Rr u Rr )=rr- 

[3] iRsKf^T: RRTfRHf'‘Rf 'T'R RfRsRR 

[4] Rfrrrf fs’ir: mr 5jrrat =>|crwRfyr: ft- 

[5] RW: 

Sacondplate ; first side. 

[6] s-prn: [II] yruqtURt 

[7] TT^TR UR7RH%|r?HfRWRRr IT TTf'UR RTT- 

[8] ; CRffeRR., ^CTST^lfrff^t^RT- 

[9J ^Itrr HfaRfRTgrrlpr- 

[1°] VsfHq- 

Se cond plate; second side. 

ni] RURRrc? gprrfaiw ^qrrriuRp- 

[12] V^FcT qwR 

• t The name of Ravi, or R&vivarruA, the son of Mriov^n 
na^rb°lr<d,^by a Pky on worptLTor^M * “ n0t-St 1111 ClW Wh0Se youn«er 

°r vis^ 

II This statement is introduced, in a very casual and di 

IF Sc. the c donor's.* 

shoJ^^l'rtondT’^ PartkUy eraaode° * to 
genes,epn^e’!'t0 1111011 °f th° 40x4 of No- XXl- o* this 
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[is] frerr [ii] *t q-r s^rnrar fSnsnt n [I] 
[i4] n ftnrgsJri usurer- 

Third plate. 

[is] aw [ii] [i] ^T^rTf qrer^r ?r % qf- 
[16] ncwFr st^ft q^r g n= [ii] srgprslmrr Nqir 
[17] ^pmrrKfir: Nf*RcRq- chpt crt qrfaiitfcT [ill 

[is] snfctf f^qRr^sr^Ff 

[is] ^frqqrqq^r^rsTH'q; [u] 
Translation. 

It is accomplished! Hail! S r l-H arivarraa, 
—the Great King of the Kadambas, who are 
consecrated by meditating on the assemblage of 
the mothers of the lord Mahas£na; who are of 
the lineage ofManavya; who are the descend¬ 
ants of Hariti; and who have adopted the prac¬ 
tice of private study and prayer,—being kindly 
disposed towards his subjects, acquired, through 
the pious acts performed by him in many {previ¬ 
ous) states of existence, a so vereignty that was free 
from all troubles, and pervaded the whole world 
with his fame, and, being the receptacle of the 
waters which are the sacred writings, adhered to 
the path prescribed by those who were mature 
in science, and cleft open the mountains which 
were his enemies by the blows of the thunder¬ 
bolt which was his own arm. 

In the fourth year of his reign, on the thir¬ 
teenth day of the bright fortnight of (the 
month) P h a 1 g.u n a, at the hill or village, called 
IJehchasrihgiJ, he, giving such a promise 
as gladdened the hearts of all people, at the 
advice of his father’s brother Sivaratha, 
having made Chandrakshanta the prin¬ 
cipal (donee), gave into the posession of the sect 
of Yarishenacharja of the Kurchalcus 
(the village of) Yasuntavutaka in the 
district of Suddikun dura, free from all 
claims, saying that it was for the purpose 
of providing annually, at the great eight-days 

STRT t’flT #*TFTFT [ll] 

sacrifice, the perpetual anointing with clarified 
butter for the temple of the Arhwt which Mri- 
g e s a, the son of the General S i ii h a of the line¬ 
age of Bh arad v itj a, had caused to be built at 
P a 1 a s i k a, and that whatever might remain 
over after this was to he devoted to the purpose 
o£ feeding the whole sect. 

He, who with justice protects this grant, 
shares in the reward of the religious merit of the 
grant; but he, who through envy or hatred 
or avarice or folly confiscates it, falls into the 
most low condition ! And it has been said :— 
He is tormented in hell for the duration of sixty 
thousand years, &c.! Land has been enjoyed 
by many kings, commencing with Sagara; 
<fec. ! 

May the practice of sitting in abstract medita¬ 
tion, which is the doctrine of the Arhat Yar- 
d h am an a §, and by which (is effected), even 
in the present time, the destruction of the sins 
of worldly existence, flourish! Beverence to the 
Arhat Yardhamana! 

Ho. XXVI. 
This inscription consists of three plates, about 

8§" long by 2f broad; the seal of the ring con¬ 
necting the plates bears the word4 &n-Harivarm~ 
ma?idS i.e, c by S r i-H a r i v a r m ft5, preceded 
and followed by a Scastika. |[ It records the 
grant of a village by Harivarm in the .fifth 
year of his reign, fit the request of king Bhanu- 
sak ti of the family of the S&ndrakas. 

Transcription. 

First plate. 

m ftrsr*crii erfer ll 
[2] KFTPT 

X Either ‘ the hill of the high peak/ or ‘the village 
where there is the hill of the high peak/ 

§ The last and most celebrated of the twenty-four Jain 
Tirtbathkaras of the present age.* 

{[ A mystical mark, to denote good luck, shaped like a 

Greek cross with the extremities of the four arms bent 
round in the same direction. 

% This word is given in the margin of the plate, by the 
side of the hole for the ring, instead of in its usual and 
proper place as the first word of the inscription. 
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m nwRFD ^*iraft*r»r- 
Second plate; first side. 

[5] 3TFTTf^^HI%W?Fr ^OTR%?TP-f[H]f|-cIHTf3T[H]Hr 
[6] RrfcRrwT^^WH: mrTHT: 
[7] ^aq-Hiqrrfar^Pi^rw: hcrpt- 

[8] ssftefawft qsrrterftrsi^ 3mu%u*rre*r-* 
Second plain ; soamd side. 

[9] H^H^^rwrP^T%^r^r'PHI 

[10] ^IHITTHfUFTH1! HT^’yRT'] NPTFT3^ U-i+FIT f 

[H] r%TcRur hwit^htr [11] u gH^pTrir x sr^tPt^t- 
[12] cuh isxrrrrr'TrU'YHN# vrcfar h 

Third i)late> 

[13] 3RIHMP [11] t^rfT^ || ^3THT <T^tTr ^ ?f ST3 TH^THU ife#]- 

[14] Hf^flFT 5R^ f H: II TT^UfRTTrf§[[fil: ] 

ris] q^r *rcr ?n?rf srar li % t^rPnsrf^ 
tie] wFwnwf% ^r • rTuof gsNrfw: ugsis^g [li] 

Translation. crated by meditating on the assemblage of the 

It is accomplished ! Hail! In the fifth year mothers of the lord M a h a h 6 n a, and who am 
of his own reign, at the capital of P a 1 a s i k a, at of the lineage of M a navy a and the descendants 
the request of king Bhanusakti, who was the of H a r i 1/ i, and who arc thoroughly well versed 
glory of the family of the S 6 n d r a k a sj, the in the system of private study and prayer that 
Great King S r S-Ha r i varma, the excellence they have adoplod™gavo the village ot Ma- 
of whose body and intellect had been produced r ad e for (ho use of holy people and for the 
by the great religious merit acquired by good purposes of the celebration of the rites o£ the 
actions performed in a previous state of exist- temple which was the property of the sect of 
ence, and who was a moon to the blue lotuses Sra m an a s§ called A h a r is h t i and the 
that were the hearts of all his subjects,— authority of which was superintended by the 
the beloved son of Sr i-Ravivarma, who Ackdrya I) harman and 1 
possessed a blameless and mighty regal power Ho, who through avarices, &e», takes away 
that had been acquired by the strength and this grant, incurs the guilt of having commit- 
prowess of his own arm, who was the touchstone ted the five great sins; but he, who preserves it, 
to test the gold which was the minds of learned acquires the reward of that meritorious action ! 
people, who had manifested his victory over And it has been said :—He is tormented in 
his passions by freeing himself from Inst and hell for the duration of sixty thousand years, 
other such enemies, who supported holy people &c.! Land has been enjoyed by many kings, 
with the wealth that he had amassed by just commencing with S a gar a ; <&e.! The reward 
means, and whose pure fame was spread abroad of them who preserve bridges and repair them 
over the surface of the earth, and who was the when broken, is declared to be twice as great 
Great King of the K a d a m b a s who are conse- as (the reward of) the original builders of them. 

* There being no room for this letter,—* ya91—at the end collection, a small stone-tablet inscription in the Cave- 
' *f the line, it is inserted below the letters ‘ sama3 alphabet characters at Bajag&mvo belonging to the time of 

t This word was omitted in its proper place in the line, one of the Vikram&dityas of the Chftlukya family,—pro- 
and was then inserted in the margin at the end of the bably the first of that name in Sir W. Elliot’s list; but the 
and two SvnsUkas were employed to indicate the place to photograph is very small and indistinct, and I cannot make 
which it belongs. 1 out the whole passage. 
t Notices of the S£ndrakas are not frequent. I find the § ‘ Brotmma3—a Jain (as well as a Bauddha) religious 

family mentioned in line 3 of No, 98 of Major Dixon’s mendicant, dr ascetic. 
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February, 1877.] THE BUDDHIST GATES AT JUNNAR. S3 

MEMORANDUM ON THE BUDDHIST CAVES AT JUNNAR. 

THE caves of J u ti n a r,# like those of BliAja, 

Bedsa, Talaja, Sana, Ku&i,and other groups, 

are remarkably devoid of figure ornament or im¬ 

agery : in this respect contrasting strongly with 

those at Ajanta, Elora, Karla, Aurarg'ibad, and 

elsewhere. The I) a h g o b a alone is common to 

all: and, on comparing the different groups, one 

might almost suppose that the D a h g o b a and 

Buddhist rail were the earliest ornaments as 

well as furniture of the caves : that the C h a i t y a 

or horse-shoe window with its latticed aperture 

was next developed, both as a structural feature 

and an ornament,—and at Junnar there are 

some peculiar applications of it; and that figures 

of Buddha, as in the later caves at Nasik, at 

Kanheri, and at Ajanta, Elora, and Aurangabad, 

were introduced at a later date. Or is it 

possible that a puritan sect of Bauddhas, object¬ 

ing to allffnlhropomorphic forms, made the Dah- 

goba their only qeblah, while a separate school 

delighted in pictures and images of their Great 
Teacher, his Mother, and all the Bauddha 

Saints p This is a point deserving the attention 

of archaeologists in' attempting to arrange the 

Buddhist remains in anything like chronologi¬ 

cal order. We know that in early times it was 
usual for one school or sect almost to monopolize 

the popular religious attachment of particular 

cities or even provinces: these sects doubtless 

differed in their ritual and its accessories ; and 

this might account for the prevalence at Ajanta 

and elsewhere of images of Buddha, both in 

the sanctuaries and on the facades, and for the 

entire absence of such symbols at Bhajl, in the 

older and middle series of about ten caves at 

Nasik, and at Junnar. It has yet, I think, to 

be decided how far the former class of caves are 

subsequent to the latter, or how far they may 

be regarded as synchronous. 

Other ornament is but sparingly found at 

Junnar,—partly perhaps because the blades of 

many of the caves have peeled off in the lapse 

* This Memorandum was originally prepared tor Govern¬ 
ment and printed in November 18/4, and is now revised for 
these pages. Previous to its appearance the only published 
accounts of the Junnar Caves were—a very sli-rt one by 
Dr. Bird in his Jaw a, Researches, derived from the notes ox 
Professor Orlebar; one by Dr. J. Wilson in the Jovr. 
Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. vol. III. pt. ii. (for January 1850) 
pp. 62-64, founded on memoranda communicated by Dr. 
Gibson; and that by Mr. W. F. Sinclair, O.S., in the Indian 
Antiquary, vol. H. (1874) p. 4&£f. In the Journal of the 
Royal Asiatic Society, vol. IV U83S) pp.237*siJl, Colonel 
-Sykes gave copies of a number of the inscriptions from 
these caves, but without any detailed account oi the excava- 

of centuries : but all instances of its occurrence 

are luffed in the following brief descriptions. 

The G a n. e s a P a h a r group of caves is about 

three miles north-east of the town, and about 

360 feet above it. The ascent is partly by a 

built stair, which leads up to the front of the 

Chaitya. This Chaitya faces due south, and 

measures inside 40 ft in length by 22 ft. 5 in. 

wide and 24 ft 2 in. high. It has a verandah 

20 ft 5 in long by 4 ft. 2 in wide, reached by 

about sis. steps, with two pillars and two demi- 

pillars in front, of the style so prevalent at 

Nasik, — the capitals consisting of an abacus of 

three, four, or five thin square tile-shaped mem¬ 

bers, each projecting a little over the one below 

it. Under this is a deep member resembling 

an inverted water-jar. The shaft is octagonal, 

and the base is just the capital reversed. Over 

the abacus are figures of elephants roughly 

chiselled out, somewhat in the style of those in 

the Vihdra to the right of the Pan dn Lena 

Chaitya to be noticed below. The door is per¬ 

fectly plain, 5 ft. 9 in wide, and lofty, and is the 

only entrance for light to the cave ; for the 

arched window is merely indicated as a slight 

recess, high up in the rock,—too high to have 

corresponded with the arch of the cave : but its 
carefully smoothed area shows that it was never 

intended to drive it through. Over the en¬ 

trance is a well-cut inscription in one long line. 

(No. l.)t 

The nave is about 12 ft 9 in. wide, and 24 ft. 

61- in up to the Dahgoba, limited on each side 

by five columns and one demi-column 10 ft. 10 

in high, similar to those in the front, and with 

lions or tigers and elephants over the capitals,, 

fairly well cut. In the apse round the Dahgoba, 

about 3 ft. from it, are six plain octagon shafts 

16j in. in diameter without base or capital. Thb 

aisle behind the pillars is 3 ft. 6 in. wide, and 

is ribbed over, like the roof of the nave, in imita¬ 

tion of wooden ribs. The Dahgoba is of the 

thus. Dr. Stevenson attempted the translation of neaxly 
the whole of the inscriptions from Junnar, from rough 
and inaccurate transcripts by Lieut. Brett (Jour. Bo. Br. JR. 
As. Soc. vol. V. pn. 160 et sen.), but the result was very 
unsatisfactory. The translations in the following article by 
Dr. II. Kern will be read with interest. 

j* In Dr. Bird’s transcript {Jaina Researches, No. IX. 
pi L.) two letters are omitted, and others incorrectly copied** 
it is more correctly siven by Colonel Sykes as No. 10 of his 
copies in the Jour, R. As. Soc. vol. IV. (183&) p. 290, also 
Jour. As. Soc. Beng. vol. VI. p. 1045* Conf. No. 2, Jov/r. 
Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. vol. V. p* 161* 
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usual form, a plain circular drum or base 8 ft. 

Ok in. in diameter and 0 ft. 4j- in. high, with a 

Buddhist-rail cornice, supporting the tjarbha or 

dome on which stands the tor ana or capital, con¬ 

sisting of a square block, representing a box 

ornamented with the. Buddhist-rail pattern, 

surmounted by an abacus of live thin slab-like 

members, each in succession wider than the one 

below, until the uppermost ils 5 ft. 10 in. square, 

with a hole in the centre of it to support the 

£haft of a wooden umbrella, £ as at Karla, arid 

four shallow square ones for relics : for it was 

on this tonuui, as on an altar, tliat 11 us relics of 

Buddha or of Bauddha saints wore deposited for 

adoration. In some eases, as at Bhaja, the box 

under the capital of the lee was hollow, for the 

preservation of the relics. The whole height 

of this Dahgoba is 1G ft. 5 in. 

The next cave cast of this is a Yihara,—the 

door-jambs now broken away. It has two 

windows, is 25 ft. wide by 29 deep, and 8 ft. 2 in. 

high, with a bench or seat IG ft. 10 in. wide 

round the three inner sides. At the back are 

three cells, and at each side two, lor the resident 

monks. In the cells are high stone honchos for 

their beds; on these they spread their quilt and 

enjoyed their rest,—simple beds for simple 

livers. Their sha I a or hall, which they doubtless 

regarded as spacious, is now used as a goat-shed. 

Over the left window is the inscription No. 2.§ 

The next cave is higher np in the rock and 

is a small square one, with a stone bench-bed 

at the right end. The next, still to the east, is 

similar, about 8 ft. square, with a bench at the 

left end. The next again is similar, with a 

bench at the left end and one large cell at the 

back, also a small recess—probably for a water- 

vessel. In the wall is a square hole into the 

next cave, which is 13 ft. 8 in. deep at the left 

or west side, but at the other has a cell about 

7 ft. by 6 inside, having a bed at the east end. 

In front of this is a verandah, with two pillars, 

supporting a projecting frieze carved with the 

Buddhist-rail pattern as in several of the caves 
at Nasik. 

Returning now to the Chaitya, and proceed¬ 

ing westwards, an ascending stair enters 

under the rook and comes out in the verandah 

of the largest Viluira cave Imre,—-now known as 

ihc (J a n o s a h o n fi, because this fine cave has 

been appropriated by some low Brahman in 

which to enshrine an imago of the pot-bellied, 

elephant-snouted (hina,pati.|| This personifica¬ 

tion of the misrormed is named A slit Vi nay aka, 

as being, according to the (ftnuwa Pitn'hja, the 

eighth avatara of this dmq performed hero to 

please Ids mother, (liriju. He is a favourite idol 

°f the populace, and is visited from far and negr 

the annual jatni or fair held in his honour. 

I he shrine is taken care of by a y vueh or com¬ 

mittee, who pay the yan/h* wages out of a 

yeaiiy endowment of Its. 02 per annum. The 

goes there daily from Junnar. 

The stair originally came up in front of the 

oast end of the verandah : as if now stands, it is 

built, and closes the entrance to a cell or cistern 

partly under the Yihara. The hall is 50 ft. Gin. 

by 5G ft. G in,, and 10 ft, 2 in. high, with three 

doors arid two windows in front., and a stone seat 

round the three inner sides, It has seven cells 

on each side, and live at the back—the central 

one altered to make a shrine for the rat-riding 

god, whose largo image is eat out of tho rock, 

probably, from a Dahgoba that may originally 

have occupied this cell. U is smeared red, and 

the shrine is enclosed by wooden doors, Outside 

tho cave is a verandah 7 ft. wide with six pillars 

and two derai ones, rising from a bench as in 

Gave III, at Nasik, the back of this bench form¬ 

ing tho upper part of a basement carved in tho 

old Buddhist-rail pattern : this also resembles tho 

general style of tho Nasik Gave just mentioned, 

in having animal figures over tho capitals, but 

on tho outside only, and in having a projecting 

frieze above, carved with rail pattern ornamen¬ 
tation. 

Further west arc two colls, noways peculiar ; 

then a Yihara without cells, the verandah of 

four columns totally gone except tho bases. It 

had a door in the centre, another at the west 

Wllson» wntm*? twenty-six years ago, says tb 
Dahgoba was surmounted by an. umbrella ,* but if m th 
If not> tho only case among others in which the woodwoi 
has recently disappeared from Buddhist caves of Wester 
Indm. See Jour, Bo. Br, 12. jfc. Soc. vol. Ill pt i 

§ This is No.”9 of those copied by Colonel Svkes * n-n 
No I of Lieut. Brett's, Jour. Bo. Jr. K is. Social* 
1.160. see also Jour. its. Soc, Beng, vol. YI.p. 1044, whei 

Prinsep, * correcting the second anomalous letter conjec- 
t^raUy,, reads it— 

“ JOhamniikasevtiyasata, galharh cha dayadhamath, 
which corresponds precisely with the Banskyit dh&rmmik - 

Jcasenlya satagarmatii udhrtcha dayMhwrmath—* The 
hundred caves and the tank of DhArmika Bent—his 
act of piety and compassion.1 ” But for ndM we should 
surely read pati. 
r, l berQ ?.ote8 on Jnnnwr Tdluh% by W, F, Sinclair, Bo. 
L,b.. Indian Antiqnary> voL II. p. 44. 
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end, and two windows, and measures 31 ft. 3 

in, wide bj 23 ft. 2 in. deep. The next is diffi¬ 

cult of access, and of the plan of the most 

easterly cave, which is a very common type 

here. 

Passing along a ledge of rock and over a 

small water-cistern, we come to the next, also 

a small Vihara about 25 ft. wide, the front 

entirely gone, and with a cell at the left end 

and stone bed in it. Close to it is another 

similar to the most easterly one,—that is, a cell 

in the corner of a large one. Lower in the rock 

the next is like the last, and has a verandah 

with two pillars and a low screen in front, with 

a cistern outside at the east end. 

The next is a rectangular flat-roofed Chaitya 

21ft. 10 in. deep by 12 ft. 9 in. wide and 13 ft. 

8in.high, with a Dahgoba 6 ft. 11 in. in diameter 

standing 3 ft. from the back wall. The cylinder 

is 5 ft. 7 in. high, including a base of 7 in. formed 

of three projecting annuli, and a cornice 12| in. 

deep, of theBuddhist-rail pattern. The dome rises 

about 3 ft. 4 in., and the torana 2 ft. 4 in., and 

is 4 ft. 4 in. square at the top. This is connected 

with the roof by the stone shaft of the umbrella, 

for here, as in the case of several at Bhaja, the 

canopy of the umbrella is carved on the roof. 

To this cave there is a verandah 2 ft. 7 in. wide 

and 19 ft. 5 in. in length, which has had two 

pillars in front. On the left of the? door outside 

is an inscription in two lines. (No. S.)% 

Above this are—(1) a cell with a stone bed 

at the right side; (2) a small room enclosing a 

cell, after the common plan here; (3) another 

similar, but a horizontal flaw in the rock bas 

opened the top of the inner cell and of the whole 

of the next cave; (4) a Vihara, with two cells 

at the back, and a bench seat along each'side, 

but the front wall is gone. Under the left front 

corner is a cistern, and outside is another; and 

(5) further along are three more cisterns. Over 

the first of these is an inscription in two lines 

(No. 4),# and over the second is one in three 

No. 3 in Lieut. Brett’s copies, Jour. JBo. By. B. as. 

Soc. vol. V. p. 161- 
* This is No. 12 among Colonel Sykes’s copies; No. 5 in 

Jour. As. Soc. BeifUf. vol. VI. p. 1046; and No. 4 of 
Lient. Brett’s, Jour. Bo. Br. B. As. Soc. vol. V. p. 161. 

f This is given hy Colonel Sykes as No. 11 among his, 
and No. 5 among Lieut. Brett’s copies. 

+ This is No. 6 of Brett and Stevenson, Jour. Bo.Br. B. 
As. Soc. vol. V. p. 162 ; No. 13 in Colonel Sykes’s copies; 
and No. 6 of those sent by him to Prinsep, who read it— 

Stimadagasakasa %>utasa3 

lines (No. 5), but the letters have a slant, and 

are not so neatly cut as most of the inscriptions 

here.f 

We now come to a Vihara 29 ft. 5 in. deep 

i by 24 ft. 3 in. wide, the front wall much de¬ 

stroyed, but which was perforated by a door, 

and probably two windo ws. It has no cells, but 

has a stone bench round the three inner sides, 

and may have been a refectory or a school. 

Under the left corner is a well with abundance 

of cool water. Still westwards is a cell and 

cistern, then a small hall,—the front wall gone 

and without any cells; next, one or two more 

cisterns, beyond which the advance becomes 

more difficult, and leads to, or through, three 

more small caves, on the wall outside the last 

of which is an inscription in three lines (No. 6)J 

measuring about 2 ft. by 8 in., with the Svastika 

to the right of it, and a curious trisular symbol 

at the commencement, which appears also in a 

modified form at the beginning of No. 2, and 

sometimes on other caves and on coins. 

I To the left of this is a recess, then two cells, 

. and still further west are two or three others, 

which arc almost inaccessible. An avenue of 

trees said to have been planted by Amritrao, 

the adopted son of Raghobi, runs from the 

Kukadx river to the foot of the hill in which 

these caves are, and which is said to be men¬ 

tioned in the Oanesa Purdna under the name 

of the Lehanadri; locally it is known as 

the Ganesa Fahar or Snlaiman Pabar. 

The lanmodi Hill lies to the south- 

south-west of Junnar, about a mile west of the 

main road. Proceeding to the east face of the 

hill, I went up to the level of the most souther¬ 

ly group of caves. The first reached was a 

recess over a cell or cistern, the front fallen 

away; on the left side of the recess is an in¬ 

scription (No. 7)§ in one line. A little to the 

north of this, on the left side of a larger recess 

over the side of a cistern, is another inscription 

(No. 8),|| in three lines, of which, however, the 

SivoJcukMsa daya, dlmma ddnam, 
JCap&vibhasa yase myutakam. 

Sdrmdwpasakaputrnsya SipakuksMJcasya, (?) day&dhar- 
maddnam krip&vibhasya yasase .niyuktakarh.—f The 

pious and charitable endowment of ^ivaKnkhi (?)a the 
son of Sa marapasaka (F), redounding to the glory of 
this most compassionate person.’ Jour. As. Soc. Beng. 
vol. VI. p. 1047. 

§ No. 25 of Brett’s, Jowr. Bo. Br. B. As. Soc. voL IV. 
p. 169. 

|| No. 26 of Brett and Stevenson, Jour. Bo. Br. JR. As. 
Soc. vol. V. p. 169* 
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first letters are quite obliterated. Above a 

precipice to the north of this are—(1) a single 

cell, (2) a broken cistern, and then (3) seven 

cells in a line. 
Returning from these and scrambling along 

the precipice to the south; we reach fkst a 

small Vihara without cells, then another with 

two octagonal columns and two pilasters in 

front,of the verandah, rising from % seat. The 

door is 5 ft* 10 in. wide and reaches to the roof 

of the hall, which has been frescoed. The ve¬ 

randah is about 2 ft. higher than the cave, and 

the back of the seat or low screen outside is 

carved with the rail ornament. The hall is 33 

ft. deep and varies from 11 to 13 ft. wide, hut at 

the back stands a mass of rock over 8 ft. wide 

by 51 thick, with a squatting figure roughly 

sketched out on the front of it. This mass of 

rock is very rotten behind, and at the left side of 

it is a well of excellent water. The verandah 

is 4 ft. 7 in. wide and 19 ft. 10 in. long; the 

columns are of the usual Nasik pattern hut 

without animal figures above: over them the 

frieze projects considerably, and is carved in 

the style of Cave IV. at Nasik,— the ends of 

the rafters projecting on the lower fascia, and 

the upper being carved with rail pattern. Over 

this is a recess some 2 or 8 feet deep with 

the Chaitya arch over it hut without any 

carving. 

Lower down in the face of the cliff and 

somewhat to the north of this are some cells 

choked with pricldy-pear and milk-bush. A 

few yards south of the larger cave above men¬ 

tioned is a Vihlra with two pillars and pilasters 

in the verandah, and with three doors leading 

into as many cells. Still farther on are one or 

two others almost inaccessible. 

Returning from this point to the north and 

winding round the hill to the north-west side, 

we com© upon another group of caves, the 

lower ones of easy access. Among them is 

an unfinished Chaitya the front of which is 

almost covered with inscriptions ; hut from their 

positions, and the circumstance that in most 

cases the surface of the rock has not been 

smoothed before cutting them, it may be in¬ 

ferred that they are only the work of visitors, 

and not the records of the original excavators# 

Three of them, are given by Colonel Sykes, and 

others by Dr. Bird and ’Lieut. Brett. This 

[February, 1877. 

Chaitya has a verandah with two columns of the 

Nasik type in front, which support the cntabla- 

ture above the great window. Inside it is 

wholly unfinished : the aisles have not been com¬ 

menced, for a great fault in the rock seems to 

have stopped operations. The capital of the 

Dahgoba is blocked out, and portions of a square 

mass from which to carve the dome. The floor 

is now much filled up with mud. The cavo 

faces north by cast. 

At the east side of it is a cell, ah".#, deep in 

earth, in which is a Dahgoba, the eh hair l or 

umbrella carved on the roof, hut the staff hag 

been broken,—evidently with a view to con¬ 

vert it into the usual Haiva emblem. Beyond 

it are portions of other cells and a fragment of an 

inscription beside some modern steps leading 

up to five cells above those last mentioned. 

The two at the west end arc converted into ono 

by cutting away the partition. In the back 

wall of this apartment are two defaced figures 

of Buddha, and in the west wall a third sitting 

under foliage, with diminutive attendants or 

figures in the parigara. The smlm or lion is 

traceable on one or two of the amnas or seats, 

and a wooden framework seems to have been 

fitted to them, for there are holes in the stones 

for the wood fo hold. This is now dedicated to 

the goddess Ambi 1c:V -a name of PArvatt 

indeed, but also the kl$amtderdor patron goddess 

of N eminat h a, ono of the favourite Tirthan- 

karas of the Jains,—by whom she may have 

been borrowed from some Buddhist sect. Here 

wo have Brahmans worshipping the mutilated 

images of Buddha as a Saiva goddess 1 In the 

outer wall of the first of those colls there have 

been a standing and a Hitting figure of Buddha, 

but these are now almost obliterated. They 

are the only figures of the kind 1 have mot 

with in the caves here. 

On the west of the Chaitya arc some cells 

much choked up with earth, and with at least 

three inscriptions in them, and high up above 

these are a few more cells, but inacessihle. 

Further to the west is a cistern under a tree. 

Two of the inscriptions (Nos. 9 and 10)f* are 

in the cells on the right or west of the 

Chaitya; a third—one of those on the left side 

of the facade—is given by Dr. Bird as No. VI.» 

but this copy is certainly* wrong, at least in 

some of the letters. 

f Nos. IS and 11 respectively of Brett and Stevenson, Jour, Bo, Be. JR. JuTsoo^riL vTpp. 104,105. 
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Proceeding a considerable way round to the 

north-west on the slope of the hill, another un¬ 
finished Chaitya is reached, facing north-east 

by north, towards Jnnnar. This is the cave of 

which a very imperfect sketch by Professor 

Orlebar is given by Dr. Bird (plate XTI.) The 

door is nearly the whole width of the cave; the 

lintel of it is broken; and the top of the aper¬ 

ture of the window is much lower than the 

arched roof of the cave. The great arch 

over it in the facade, however, is high, and over 

the window the space is divided fan-wise into 
seven petal-shaped compartments ; in the upper 
or middle one is a female figure with a lotus- 

flower on each side; the compartments next 

to this have each an elephant standing on 

a lotus and holding up a water-jar, as fre¬ 
quently represented beside figures of L a k s h- 

mi or Sri on old Vaishnava temples. In the 
compartment behind each elephant stands a male 

figure, his hands over or in front of the head, 

doing $>ujd towards the central figure ; and in 

the lowest or outer petals are two females in 
similar attitudes: beside each is a lotus flower 
and bud. Over and outside this the architrave 
or jamb of the great arch projects, and on each 

side of the finial of the arch is a figure (very 

unlike those in Professor Orlebar7s sketch) : 
that on the left holds a chauri and has wings, 
and some animal’s head above his jaunty turban; 
the other holds some object in his right hand, 

and behind each shoulder are two snake-hoods 

with their tongues (?) hanging out. Right 

and left of these are Dahgobas in high relief but 
roughly formed. On the projecting frieze over 

all are seven Chaitya-window ornaments, with 

smaller ones between their finials; and two on 
the faces of the jambs. Inside the cave three 
octagonal pillars on the right side are blocked 

out, as is also the Dahgoba, but without the 
capital. There is a horizontal soft stratum in 

the rock, which has probably led to the work 
being relinquished in its present state. 

Higher np the rock, on the east side of this, 
are four cells with neatly-carved facade, each 

door having a Chaitya-window arch over it, pro¬ 

jecting about 15 in. ; and between the arches are 

two Dahgobas with chhatris in half-relief, while 
over the shoulder of each arch is a smaller one 
as an ornament, and the Buddhist-rail orna- 

* See Plan and Section of this cave, from the writer’s 
j&rchitectwre (1876), p. 167- 

ment along the top. There is one plain cell. 

west of these ; and rather higher up on the east 
are four others. Under these latter is a Vihara 

with two cells in the hack and two in the left or 

east side, but the front is gone. It communicates 
by a passage with another to the west of it, 

nearly filled np with mud. West of the Chaitya 

are two small cells high up in the rock. 

The Tulja Lena group of caves lies in a 
hill about a mile and a half or two miles west 

I from Junnar, and are so named because one 
of them has been appropriated by the modern 

Brahmans to Tulja Devi. 
They face north-east, but all the facades have 

fallen away. Beginning from the south-east 

we come to (1) two sides of a cell ; (2) a small 
Vihara with two cells on the left side, two in 
the back, and one in the right side ; and (3) a 

Chaitya of a form quite unique: it is circular, 25 
ft. 6 in. across, with a Dahgoba 8 ft. 2 in. in 

diameter in the centre, surrounded by twelve 

plain octagonal shafts 11 ft. 4 in. high, support¬ 
ing a lofty dome over the Dahgoba.* The outer 

aisle is arched over, from a wall line 9 ft. 1 in. 

from the floor, to the upper side of an archi¬ 

trave 7 or 8 in. deep over the pillars. The 
Dahgoba is plain, the cylinder being 4 ft. 4 in. 

high, but the capital has been hewn off to con¬ 

vert it into a jpinda of Siva, and even the dome 
is much hacked. Before the last cave, this, and 
the next is a platform built by the modern vota¬ 

ries of Tulja Devi. The next (4) is the back 

of a cell with a recess appropriated to Tulja ; 
then come the remains of three more cells, and 
a fourth on which is hung a wooden door, 

the cell being appropriated by the priest. The 
next is a plain cell, and beyond it the backs of 
two cells,—over the front of one of them are 
Chaitya-window ornaments and two or three 

figures: then two more plain fronts, and two 
with Chaitya-window heads over the doors, and 

smaller ones between, and the rail ornament, 

and quadrantal carved roll supported by slender 
brackets in entire relief, as at Bhaja. The 

last cave is a hall 23 feet wide, with one large 
cell at the left comer, and a seat round the three 

• sides. In front of and considerably below the 

cells towards the north-west end is a tank 
with masonry walls on two sides. The rock 

is so cut away in front of the cells above, that 

drawings, in Fergusson’s History of Indian <md Eastern, 
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it mast have undermined the fronts of fhemr 

and aided in causing their destruction. Possibly 

this tank was originally a large cistern in the 

rock underneath the cells, and the pressure at 

the same* time destroyed its roof and the front 

of the caves. 
The Siva nor! hill fort lies to the west of 

the town, and going well along the east face of 

the hill towards the south, alter visiting several 

cells in the lower scarp, wo come to a, cave 

winch has had originally two columns and 

pilasters in front of a narrow verandah. The 

cave has a wide door, and inside is a large 

square cell with the cylindrical base of a Dah- 

goba—all coarsely hewn. Can the top have 

been of wood or other perishable or removeable 

material? This cave faces 11.101 On the 

sides of the scarp to the north of those excava¬ 

tions are .several cisterns. 
The side of the hill is peculiarly steep, and, 

owing to the slippery dry grass, it was ascend¬ 

ed with difficulty. At the south end of the 

upper scarp a cave is reached, and in the north 

end of this cave is a stair leading to an upper 

door. It has been a small hall, but the front is 

entirely gone except one pilaster at the south 

end. In the south wall is a small roughly 

hewn recess, and along the wall near the roof is 

an inscription (No. Il)+ in one line of deeply in¬ 

cised letters, with a raised device at the com¬ 

mencement. The hall below this has throe 

cells on each side and four at the hack—several 

of them quite unfinished. 

Further north and somewhat higher, beyond 

a recess and a cistern with two openings, is a 

Vihara, the entire front of which is open, with 

a plain pilaster at each side having holes in 

them for the fastenings of the wooden front 

that has once screened the interior. There is 

a • bench round the walls, and an advanced seat 

at the back as if. for an image, or perhaps a 
guru or teacher. The cave has been occupied in 

more recent times, as evidenced by a mud wall 

inside. Next we come to some large cisterns of 

which the roof has fallen in, and over the north 

side of them is a large Vihara with four cells at 

the hack and two in the south end. In this case, 

again,, there seems to have been originally only 

a wooden front;* but for it has been sub¬ 

stituted a stone one of ten courses of asblar 

most carefully jointed/ with a, neatly oarved 

ANTIQUARY. [Fkbxwary, 1877. 

door of the style of about the 10t.h century, and 

a well-wrought lattice stone window lot into the 

wall. The.so were probably substituted by some 

Hindu seel nob Bauddha. Them is a fragment 

of an inscription at the north end, over a bench 

outside. North of this are some cells, much 

decayed, but which had probably all wooden 

fronts: holes in the rook seem to indicate this. 

After a difficult and painful scramble from 

the last group, 1 reached the Bara Kotri 

group, so called from a large Vihara with twelve 

cells. F'inttt over a cistern broken in, is a l)ah- 

goba in half-relief in front of a largo cell with 

one stone bed, and having on the south side of 

the door a long inscription in five lines of vary¬ 

ing length and in somewhat florid (diameters. 

Time did not permit my copying this, but, as 

the letters had all been painted, 1 doubt not it 

was copied by Dr. Jihati Daji’s pandit. Next 

conic four colls, the last with a stone bod ; thirds 

three wells* with a small hall over the last, which 

once had two square pillars iu front; it is reoch- 

: ed by a stair-landing in the north cud of the 

verandah. Fourth, the B a r a Kotri, 36 ft. 

8 in. wide and 38 ft. %> in. deep, with four cells 

on each side, and a bench round all four. It 

has two doors and two large windows, one of 

| them measuring 9 It. 10 in. in width, with a 

groove in the sill for the wooden framework. 

Beyond this are several cells and a well, then 

a small Vihara with throe colls on the south 

side, and two at the back, with a Dahgofca in 

, half-relief, in a recoss —probably an older form 

than that in Cave HI. at Niisik, 

The next is a fine cave; it is a lofty flat-roofed 
Oliaitya. The front wall wan pxmbably originally 

pierced ffir two windows and the central door 6 ft. 

1 in. wide, but the south window has been hewn 

down until it forms a door; inside the front 

wall is an outer cross aisle or vestibule 4 ft. 

0 in. wide, separated from the inner hall by two 

octagonal pillars and two others just attached 

to the wall: these have the Niisik or water-jar 

base and capitals, but the latter do not reach 

the cross beam above; from the capital rises a 

short square pillar about 2§ feet high reaching 

to the roof, which is perhaps 18 or 19 feet high. 

The inner hall is 80 ft. 11 in. by 20 ft. 6 in., 

near, the back of which stands a well-propor¬ 

tioned Dahgoba 10 ft. 3 in. in diameter, the 

cylindrical part 5 ft. 11 in. high, and surround- 

t Not given among Lieut. Brett's transcripts. Jour, Bo. Br. i£. As. Boc. vol. Y. pp, 160 seqq. 
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ed on the upper margin by tbe rail pattern and 

with what are intended to represent the ends of 

bars, projecting out below it. The umbrella is 

carved on the roof, and connected with the 

capital by a short shaft. The ceiling has been 

painted, and still retains large portions of the 

colouring :, the design is in squares, each con¬ 

taining concentric circles in orange, brown, and 

white; but light was beginning to fail, and I 

could not be certain of the darker tints. Out¬ 

side is an inscription in three lines (No. 12), 

first given by Colonel SykesJ in a not very ac¬ 

curate copy. Beyond this are some wells and 

fragments of cells. 
After a four miles’ walk and a steep climb the 

caves in a spur of a hill to the east of the Ga- 

nesa Lena are reached, about 400 feet above 

Jannar. They face S.S.W. The Chaitya, the 

most easterly of the group, is a small oue 8 ft. 

3 in. wide inside and 22 ft. 4 in, in length, or 

about 15 ft. 4 in. from the door to the Dahgoba, 

which is 4 ft. 10 in. in diameter. The sides or 

jambs of the facade are carved with Chaitya- 

window ornaments, some having a Dahgoba in¬ 

side, and others a lotus-dower, while the rail 

ornament is interspersed in the usual way. The 

face of the moulding round the window is also 

carved with a geometrical pattern. The walls 

are not straight, nor the floor level, and altogether 

the work seems to have been left unfinished, 

except perhaps the upper part of the Dahgoba, 

the cylinder of which is 4 ft. 10 in. high, and 

the total height 9 ft. 4 in. The aisle, which is 

never wanting in a finished Chaitya cave, has 

not been begun here. To the narrow ledge over 

the architrave of the walls is 16 ft., and to the 

roof 18 ft. 2 in. Next to this, but higher up 

and almost inaccessible, are two cells; then a 

well; and thirdly a small Vihara with two win¬ 

dows and two cells at the back, one with a 

stone bed, and some rough cutting in the wall 

between the cell doors resembling a Dahgoba, 

but quite unfinished. It has also a cell with 

stone bed at the left side; outside are two more 

cells, and a chamber at the end of the verandah, 

which rims along the front both of the Vihara 

and the cells. These caves, usually represented 

as inaccessible, from the precipice being almost 

perpendicular, are really difficult of access, and 

dangerous * for any one not having a steady 

head or unaccustomed to climbing. 

Prof. H. Kern, of Leiden, has translated a 

number of the inscriptions in a paper in the 

Indische Studlen, XIVter Bd. S. 393—397, of 

which a translation is given in the next 

paper. J. B. 

THE INSCRIPTIONS OF JUNNAR. 

BY PROFESSOR H. KERN, OF LEIDEN. 

again, and very completely, the Cave-inscrip- 

tions, some of which were formerly communi¬ 

cated by Col. Sykes.f 
These inscriptions are indeed of different 

dates, but collectively they are later than those 

of Asoka. To judge by the,forms of the charac¬ 

ters, they, are perhaps 200 or 300 years later. 

But the' way of writing is quite the same, for 

the double consonant is either not given at 

all, or is indicated by a mark like the anusvara 

standing before the consonant that is to be 

doubled. It is so also in Asoka’s inscriptions 

from various places. The only exception which 

was believed to have been found, namely dda, 

recurrence. After Prinsep had deciphered that 

as chaddavisati, all later expounders, myself 

included, have followed him. But the reading 

was false. For, in the first place, the mark gra¬ 

phically is not to be explained as dd; secondly, 

a chadda from shad is inadmissible in point of 

language; thirdly, the double consonant is no¬ 

where else marked by doubling. If ‘we look 

well at the mark under consideration, we see that 

it is a d with a virama placed below. It stands 

everywhere as chad-visati, not chaddawtsati. 

If I here subjoin- my reading and interpreta¬ 

tion of some J u n n a r inscriptions, it is neces¬ 

sary to connect with them some short remarks. 

Translated from the 1 Indische StudienXIVter Band, bij Miss If. Ttaeedie, Edinburgh.. 

j Burgess, in his Memorandum on the Bud- | does not exist. The mark occurs only in the 

ihist Oaves at Junnar* has lately published 

t Coni* nnte, p. 33, note*, and Jour. B. As. Soc. vol.-IV 
p. 289,x No. 7;Vow. As. Soc. B&ng. yoL TI. P* 1045, 
&0.3; apd No. 7, JovJr* Bom. Br. S. Asiat Sac. voL V. 
p. 163. 

# Archosologiml Survey of Western India, Bombay, 
1874, reprinted, with additions, above, p. 33. 

t Coni. Jour. As. Soc. Beng. vol. vL P* 1044 et segq. 
[Also Jour. B.As. Soc. vol. fv. (1833) pp. 287-301.—Ed*] 
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No. 9 has— ' 

£ Bhdrukachhakdnam Lamlcuday(d)naih bhdtuna 

Bndhamitasa Budharakkhitasa cha bilclianmh 

(P for bhiJcJiwiam) deyadhammamd 

Between the first and second linos stand in 

smaller letters £ Asasamasa puidnariid 

The translation is t£ A pious gift of charity of 

the brothers Buddha m it r a and Buddha- 

r a k s h i t a, sons of A s a s a) m a (?) dwelling 

in Barygaza (Bharoeh), who came to this place 

from Ceylon.” 

This proper name Asa sain a is unknown, 

at least to me. It may also be read A s e s a- 

m a. As the proper name Sivasauia occurs 

in No. 7, and 8ama is without doubt the Sans¬ 

krit Samian, so Asesama is perhaps to be 

read in the Sanskrit as A s v i s a r m a n. B h a- 

rukachhakaisa regular taddhita formation 

from Bharukachha (see the Petersburg Dic¬ 

tionary, s.v.). I have great doubt myself about 

the correctness of the reading bikhanmh. Monks 

have nothing to give away, all to receive. The 

marks' may be read as bikha(m)bham• in spite of 

the difference of the gender, this might correspond 

to the Sanskrit vishkamldia, 4 prop.’ Or should 

we read chabi gahhe, Sansk. chd-pi garbhe ? 
No. 3 has— 

Kapila-updsakasa natuno Tdpala-up&sakasu ha- 

0*0-* 

sthaputasa Ana(n)dasa deyadhammam chetiya- 
gharaniyuta 

That is: ££ A pious^gift of charity, designed for 

the sanctuary, by Ananda, youngest son of the 

believer Tapala, and grandson of the believer 

Kapila ” 
Instead of natuno we might be induced to 

read neduna; the marks for na and no are so 

much alike, that I have chosen no only out of 

respect for the known phonetic laws. The stha 

agrees with the often recurring st in the Girnar 

edicts. In the Pfili, so far as I know, there is 

no trace of it; in the Prakrit of the dramas, 

however, and even in the Gipsy language, thp 

union of the consonants st is in part 1'etained. 
No. 12 has— 

Vimsemkasa, gahapa Upamughasa 

dhamanigamasa deyadhanvmattii chetiyaghare 

niyuta sdvaloka>Mta$uJ(jhdyam 

That is: “A pious gift of charity, designed for 

the sanctuary, for the common weal and happi- . 

ness, byVirasenaka, a distinguished house¬ 
holder, confessor of the Pharma.” 

Dhannanigama 1 have not met with else¬ 

where; I suppose it is 4 one for whom the 

D harm a is the source of authority/ 

Nos. 4 ami 1 have the same word at the 

beginning, Hu; reading of which is not perfectly 

certain; this ninth, however, is certain, that 

Prinsepd reading (Jour, As. Site.'Jinny, vol, YL 

p. 104f>) is inexact ami in coni radio! ion to the 

form of the letters, l read in No. 4— 

kalintnahum Kat i rapid asa sunniina- 

kit rasa Hu(th)gftakasa pat l dry ad ha mam 

That is, u As a pious gift of charity from the 

pure-hearted 8 a n g h a k a, golds mi th, son of 

Kutira.” That Hu; proper name usually fol¬ 

lows the name of the father is seen also from 

No, 10 

SaijUiguhapatiputasa gahapuiisa Sivaddsam. 

Pati, prati also stands, as indeed we might ex¬ 

pect from the Sanskrit, after" the governing 

substantive, and in fact in No. 7 — 

Sioasa ma j > at as a tUmtabhali(?) no t teyadhama pati 

That is, u For a pious gift of charity, from Siih- 

tabhali, son of Sivasarman,” 

No. 1 runs thus ; - - 

kalisdnasa llaramkaputasa Saldsadutasa {? o? 

S idisaj a tana) thakapu rtsassa eh tdi y agha ran hj uta 

doyadhamti : 

£< A pious gift of charity, designed for the 

sanctuary, by the pure-hearted Hulasadata, trad¬ 

er, son of Hat* a n i k a.” 

Thakka, as is (dearly seen from the Marathi 

thakannd this inscription, is the correct spelling, 

instead of takfeu, as is printed in the Kathusa- 

ritsdgara, Ixv. 14*0, 1443, 152, and tdka, as in 

lldjatarmujim vih 415. In the latter place it 

signifies £n chafferor,’ and probably also in the 

KaihdsmUsdgara. We see by the word"being 

used in the inscription that in itself if is no 

word of abuses and was only understood as such 

because £ merchant * and £ deceiver * come to 

pretty much the same thing according to Indian 

ideas, since the period of the Veda (let us think 

of the pani), A similar case as with pani and 

thahka, fhdka is afforded by the term Icirdta. 

This by itself signifies £ trader,’ and is used by 

Utpala as the customary paraphrase for vardj ; 

in Rdjatarahyini viii. 132, however, it occurs 

as a term of contempt. According to this 

idea the tedd/uk-formation kerdfiko contained 

in the P&li denotes 4 hypocrite, charlatan, 

humbug* (perhaps £ cheat* also). The pas- 
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sage in the Rdjatarahgim is instructive and 

pretty, and as it has been entirely spoilt by the 

editors, as has generally been the case with the 

whole excellent work of Kalhana, I present the 

following reading of the strophes referred to 

(128-134) :—• 

srotobliir vyastam ambhodhau labhyam megha- 

rankhaih payah | praptir bhuyas tu na ’sty 

eva vaniggrastasya vastunah || 

tail asnigd hamnkhah svalpalapo mridvakritir 

bhavan | nyasagrasavivadogro vanig vya- 

ghrad visishyato || 

vivade sreshthina sathyam smitaih prak sa- 

khyadarsanaih ] sustham-sustham jnayama- 

nam pranante 'pi na muchyate || 

nisargavaxichaka vesyah, kayastho 'pi, varo 

vanik | gurupadesopaskar&ir visishtah savi- 

shasishah || 

chandanahkalike svetansuke dhupadhivasini ; 

visvastah syat kirate yo viprakrishtah sa na 

"padah || 

lahitadriksatrasrotradvandvahridgrastachanda- 

nah* | shadbinduvrischika iva kshanat pra- 

nantakrid vanik || 

pandusyamo 5gnidhumar drab suchyasyo galia- 

nodarah | ttimbiphalopamah sreshthi raktaxh 

maiisaih cha karshati || 

The etymology of the word thahka is un¬ 

known ; it may have been originally the name 

of a tribe* At least takva is interchanged with 

B a h ika. It is known that the B ah ika also 

did not enjoy a good reputation. 

ARCHEOLOGICAL NOTES. 

BY M. J. WALHOUSE, LATE M.C.S. 

(Continued from vol, V. p. 241.) 

XIV.—Curious Tombs and Entombments, 

In an account of a T o d a dry funeral (Ind. 

Ant. vol. III. p. 95), when speaking of the 

circle of stones within which the last remains 

were finally burnt, doubt was expressed whether 

the circle was'ancient or new; from the late Mr. 

Breeks’s exhaustive work on the Primitive 

Tribes of the Nilagiris, lately published by the 

India Office, it appears to be doubtful whether 

these circles, called by the Todas Azarams, 

are old, or made for the occasion. It seems that 

sometimes a circle of old date is used, and some¬ 

times a new one is formed; the ashes of the 

deceased are scraped together and buried under 

a large stone at the entrance of the Azaram. 

At any rate it is clear these circles are claimed 

and formed by the Todas. We learn also from 

Mr. Breeks that when all depart hurriedly after 

the final farewell rite in the gray dusk of the 

morning, none may lookback—a point occurring 

in the superstition of many races. The Kurumbas 

and Irulas of the same mountains, after every death 

amongst them, bring a long water-worn stone 

(devva hotta hallu) and put it into one of the old 

cromlechs sprinkled over the plateau. Some of 

the larger of these have been foundpiled up to the 

capstone with sncbpebbles, which must have been 

the work of generations. Occasionally, too, the 

tribes mentioned make smaP cromlechs for burial 

purposes, and place the long water-worn pebble: 

in them. Mr. Breeks reports that the Kurum- 

bas in the neighbourhood of the Rang a- 

svami Peak and the B a r 1 i a r burn their dead, 

and place a hone and a small round stone in the 

sdvri-mani—death-house, an old cromlech.' On 

the Travancore mountains, the MaleiArri- 

y a n s, a numerous tribe, make miniature crom¬ 

lechs of small slabs of stone, and place within 

themalongpebble to represent the deceased. (See 

Fergusson’s Rude Stone Monuments, p. 479.) 

The same practice is said to prevail amongst 

jungal tribes in Orissa. Dr. Livingstone noticed a 

similar custom in Africa:—“ In various villages 

we have observed miniature huts about two feet 

high, very neatly thatched and plastered ; here 

we noticed them in dozens. On inquiry we were 

told that when a child or relative dies, one is 

made, and when any pleasant food is cooked or 

beer brewed, a little is placed in the tiny hut 

for the departed soul, which is believed to en¬ 

joy it.” (Livingstone’s Last Journals, vol. 1. 

p. 156.) So the Malei Arriyans offer arah and 

sweetmeats to the departed spirit supposed 

to be hovering near the miniature cromlech 

All these instances existing to-day are of espe¬ 

cial value as showing a connection of funeral 

rites with monuments of pre-historic type 

—stone circles and cromlechs—amongst living 
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tribes who most nearly represent pre-bistoric 

peoples.* 
In 1874 the Right Reverend Mar Kurillns 

Jehoiakim, Syrian Metropolitan of Malabar, died 
at K o 11 a y a m,—a venerable and highly re¬ 

spected prelate. The Madras papers at the time 
contained the following account of the funeral, 

which has an interest and air of antiquity about 

the details that make it worthy of record in 

an antiquarian journal:—e< The body was dress¬ 
ed in full canonicals and placed in a sitting 

posture ou a chair, and then removed into the 
church, where it was left in that position, wiih 

the pastoral staff and crozier placed in the hands, 
until the third day, and during this time the 

usual ceremonies prescribed by the Syrian 

ritual were performed. On the third day—it 

is rather singular that about this time only 

signs of decay showed themselves—nearly two 
hundred priests and about ten thousand people 

assembled for the funeral. The body, still seated 
on the chair, was carried by priests under a 

canopy in solemn procession to some distance, 

and brought back to the north-east side of the 

church, where a tomb measuring eight square 

feet, with a seat inside like a chair, was built. 

The custom hitherto was to bury bishops within 

the church, but the deceased had desired that 

his body should be buried outside, but close to 
the church. In this seat the body was placed 

again in a sitting posture, facing the east, and 

the burial service was chanted. The brother of 

the deceased then removed the ring, pastoral 
staff and crozier, to be sent to the Patriarch of 

Antioch. Prom the roof of the tomb a globe 

lamp was hung up about a foot or so before 

the face of the deceased, and after the entomb¬ 

ment it was lit, and a large quantity of incense 
thrown into the tomb until it reached the neck 

of the corpse, when the stones Were piled up, and 

the builders1 closed the tomb.** This antique 

ceremonial of an antique church has probably 

como down, with little change in many of its 

features, from the remotest antiquity. The eight 

feet square tomb filled up wiih spices and incense, 

in which the dead was seated in his habit as he 
lived, recalls Egyptian and .Etruscan tomb cham¬ 

bers, as well as mediaeval modes of interment; 
and possibly ah may bo developments of the 

kistvacn or sepulchral stone chamber of pre¬ 

historic times, in which, too, skeletons have at 

times, as in Guernsey, been found placed in a 

fitting posture. 

Here perhaps a place may be found for re¬ 

cording another funeral memorial of bygone 

days. Tho port of B a t k a 1, in South Kanara, 

was once important, possessing a factory, and 
frequented by vessels from Europe. It is now* 

deserted except by native craft, and three 

mouldering tombs preserve tho else forgotten 

names of some of those bold and enterprising 
pioneer Englishmen who, in times before the 

Company,* * sought their fortunes in tho then half- 

fabulous East. Many such memorials survive 

in now deserted nooks and spots in India, mute 

witnesses of daring and wasted lives. Copies of 

the inscriptions on tho B&tkal tombs are sub¬ 

joined : — 

1. 
Here lyeih the Body of William Barton, 

C. H. T. R. TJ. It, G. I. O. N., Doc. XXX. 
Nov. A.D., Nftri Christi, Salv. Mund. 

M.D.C.X.X.X. 

2. 
Here lyeth the Body of George Wye, Mer¬ 

chant. 

Dec. XXXI. March. A.D. Ntri Xti Salv. 

Mundi. 

M.D.C.X.X.XX 

8. 
Here lyeth the Body of Ante*. Vera. Worthy, 

Merchant. Dec. I. April. A.D. Nki. Xti. 

Salv. Mundi. 

M.D.C.X.X.X.V.I.L 

ON THE ANCIENT NAG ART NUMERALS. 

BY PANDIT BHAGVANLAL INDR A JI. 

The researches of Mr. Thomas, Dr. Bhau 

Daji, and General Cunningham have proved be¬ 

yond donbt that the system of numeral notation 
used in the most ancient Indian Nagari inscrip¬ 

tions employs four sets of different signs, viz. 

one for the numbers from 1 to 9; a second for the 

numbers 10 to 90; a third for the numbers from 

100 to 900; and a fourth for the thousands. Most 

in Sorapnr and Haidar&b&d (Dekhan), found several 
skeletons laid in the stone cists with the f&e© downwards 
too. 
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of the signs employed for this notation are now 

well known through the numerous inscriptions 

which express numbers both in words and in 

figures, and it is only regarding* the .signs for 

40, <50, 00, and 70 that some confusion is observ¬ 

able. 
The object of the present paper will be—firstly, 

t® settle definitively the signs for these numbers, 

and, secondly, to explain the origin, of the whole 

of this ancient; system of notation. The ex¬ 

planation will, I trust, give further proofs of 

the correctness of the value assigned to the 

signs. 
As regards the first point, the figures for the 

four doubtful signs are as follows :— 

40 dJ % 
50 “3 p 

60 -! S U 
70 i. % % 

The signs for 40 have already been correct¬ 

ly read by General Cunningham. Prof. Bhan- 

darkar has mistaken its Valabbi form for 50, 

and Dr. Biihler for 00. The proof that it is 

really the sign for 40 may be derived from the 

coins of the Kshatrapa kings. In the Jasdan 

inscription Rudrasena I., the son of 

Rudrasimha and grandson of Rudra- 

daman, gives as his date the year 127 or 129. 
A coin issued by the same Rudrasena 

bears the date 138. A second, on which the 

father’s name, Rudrasimha* (putrasa), is 

clearly* legible and certain, while Rudrasena’s 

name is obliterated, shows, after the sign for 

100, the doubtful figure ($i), which, under the 

circumstances, can only be read as 40. The sign 

for 50 occurs on a third coin which bears the 

name ofDnmasena, another son of Rudra- 

simha. The coins of sons of Damasena 

show the signs for 60 and 70, viz. Virada¬ 

mant 160, Yijayasena 168, 174, Dam a j a- 

dasrt 174, and finally two coins of Yiradaman’s 

son Rudrasena II. are dated 188 and‘189. 

The old forms of the figure for 70, which slightly 

differ from those given above, appear also in the 

Gimar inscription of Rudradaman [^>], 

and. in the inscription ofUshavadata, Nasik 

Cave No. 16 In the former the words 

4 varshe dvisaptatitame,’ and in the latter lsaha- 

$rdni sattari’ are added.* 

As regards the origin of these figures, I be¬ 
lieve that I can confidently assert that all of 

them except the three first express letters or 

groups of letters, and that the variations which 

occur in their forms in the inscriptions of 

different dynasties and centuries are caused 

chiefly by the variations of the forms of the 

letters in the alphabets of the same times and 

dynasties. At the same time, however, it seems 

that there was a tendency to distinguish the 

signs which were to be read as letters from the 

corresponding ones which were to he taken as 

numbers, by very slightly changing the forms of 

the latter. 

The resemblance of very many figures in 

the Kshatrapa, Yalabhi, and Gupta inscrip¬ 

tions and coins to letters, e.g>ot Q (7) to 3 gra? 

of ^ [5] to 4j h'h struck me a long time ago. 

When I then found that the Jainas on their 

palm-leaf manuscripts, and the Bauddhas of 

Nipal both on their palm-leaf and paper manu¬ 

scripts, marked the pages both by the ordinary 

numerals, and by letters and groups of letters 
which correspond to the alphabetical value of 

the old numerals, I felt that my conjecture was 

more than a mere haphazard guess. But I gain¬ 

ed only the full conviction that my views were 

correct when I found the numerals expressed by 

letters in the plates of Yinfiyakapala,t 
of Mahendrapala, of Balavarman, of 

Bhanja, and in the late inscriptions of Nipal- 

I now give a conspectus of the figures found 

in the following inscriptions, coins, and manu¬ 

scripts:—(1) in the inscriptions of the Baia- 

vahana dynasty on the NanagMt, (2) of the 
Kshatrapa and Andhrabhrityainscrip. 

tions of Nasik, KAnheri, and Junnar, (3) on the 

Kshatrapa (vtdgo Saha) coins and in their 

inscriptions at Girnar and Jasdan, (4) in the 

Gupta inscriptions of Sanchi, Malwa, and 

Central India, and in the Lichhavi inscriptions 

of Nipal, (5) on the Yalabhi and Chalukya 

plates, (6) on the P al a and other plates from 

Eastern India, (7) on the margin of a palm-leaf 
manuscript of the Fmjnd pdmmitd acquired 

in Nipal, (8) on the margin of the &rdddha 
Dimhitya and the Brihxtkalpadtra (collection 

of the Bombay Government 1872-78), (9) on 

the margin of modem Bauddha paper m&nu- 

j scripts. _, 

• This sign has been read correctly by General Cunning¬ 
ham, Jowr. $eng* As. 8oc. vol. XXXIII. p. 38. 

Jour. Bang. As. Soc. vol. XXXIII. p* 320. 
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I think that a careful comparison of these Eran inscription. The fourth sign of col. 4 

figures with each other and with the correspond- seems to owe its tipper right-hand stroke to a 

ing groups of letters will go far to establish my dosire to show a difference between the syllable 

proposition. But 1 must add some further and the figure. The fifth sign of the same 

considerations regarding-each numeral. column, and that in eol. 0, maybe read hr!. 

The oldest sign for 4 appears to bo (p. 44, But it seems to me that they are inerely a cor¬ 
ed. 1) Id; in the Kshatrapaand Audhrabhritya ruption of the second form in col. 7>, the vertical 
inscriptions (col. o) it resembles partly Id and siroke of* which was curved towards the right, 

partly h/ca. The latter group Is (dearly obsor- The Valabhi figures in col. f> oiler at. first 

vable in the Gupta inscriptions and on the sight some difficulties, Bui the first, figure is 
Valablu plates (col. 5), on which latter, how- clearly /m, and the sign for tho long d which 

we found already in the fourth (lupin form is 

probably owing to tiro desire for differentiation. 
The following two signs, which look like art 

more corruptions of trii. For the £ for t does 

al ways the same, the lower always shows tho appear occasionally instead of h in other msorip- 
ligure of that form of ka which is used in the lions, e.g. in the Nasik inscription No. 12, h 
alphabet of the period. Thus the first two I, J—velidatapataaa. The loop was no doubt 

columns show the simple cross, which is tho oldest caused by hasty writing. 

form of tho letter ka, and tho third a cross where The sign for B in tho Bauddha books (cols, 

the vertical stroke is carved towards the loft, 7 and 8) is clearly phra, and all tho other signs 

jast as we lind the ka in Radradaman’s Girnar represent tho same group or phrd, with the 

and the Jasdan inscriptions, while the maim- exception of the second' sign in col. 4 and that 

scripts give the usual Devanagarl ka. Tho 4of in col. 8. Tho former may bo read pha, and 

the Gupta and Valablu inscriptions likewise seems to bo a mutilation of the full figure, made 

shows the particular^ of those alphabets. for convenience sake. The latter, which rc- 

The sign for 5 is in the old Bauddha and pi:esenta rphu, is apparently owing to the fact 

Jaina manuscripts distinctly irL The signs in that the scribes mistook the subjoined ra in 

the Andhrabhrilya and NahApana inscriptions the old books for n, and the r before i.ho ph is 
may be read in the same manner, though the remnant of the long d which we lind in the 
the ri vowel is not, as usual, attached to the Valabhi and Gupta figures, 

right-hand curved horizontal, but to the left- The sign for 7 is throughout gni or grd. 

hand vertical stroke of the t. This discrop- It ought, however, to be observed that onlytho 

ancy may be either the result of the desire second sign of col. 4 shows the little notch at tho 
to distinguish the numeral sign from the syl- junction of the two letters, which is usual when 

lable tri (in order to prevent mistakes), or be the syllable is not to bo taken as a numeral, 
owing to the indifference which the old writers The sign for 8 is clearly hrd or hm in tho 

felt as to the manner in which they joined the manuscripts, on the Eastern plates* and on the 
parts of compound letters. Similarly kti is Valabhi plates. On tho latter the m is, how- 

sometimes Jfr and sometimes $ or even g5. The ever, joined to the ha in a manner different from 
same remark applies to the Kshatrapa signs that in the words, where we have (jjk). The 

(col. 4), but it ought to be observed that as the reason is probably the desire for differentiation. 
ri in their inscriptions receives a stronger carve The other columns show mostly ha. 

to the left, so the sign for 5 shows the same The sign for 9 is throughout 6. The shape 

peculiarity. The first two signs in col. 5 are somewhat differs from that usually employed 

simply repetitions of those in col. 3, but it in the texts, bat agrees exactly with that used 
agrees with the nature of the Gupta characters in the word dm; compare, e.g., tho dm svasti of 

that the left-hand stroke has no curve to the the Valabhi plates with the ’sign for 9 in the 
left. The third sign of the same column is clearly same inscriptions, 

a tri m the later form. The same sign actually The sign for 10 is in the ancient Bauddha 

occurs as tri in the name Mdtrivuhnu in the (col. 8) and in the Jaina manuscripts clearly 

X /our, JBo. JBr. JR. As. Soc. vol. VII. 4th plate at p. 52. ' ^ "" ~~” 

ever, ka also occurs, and the sign from tho 

manuscripts resembles nka or sh/ea,- -mistakes 
I think, for hhi. Now the remarkable fact is 
that, though the upper part of the sign is not 
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Iri. On tho Eastern plates it looks more like 

lu9 for which it has been mistaken by Babu 

Pratapchandra Ghose.§ But there is no objec¬ 

tion to reading the sign Iri, The fourth sign 

of col. 6 is likewise clearly Iri. The signs in 
cols. 2, *3, 4, the iirst two in col. 5, and the first 

in col. 6, correspond to the letter la, as it 

appears in the inscription of Itudradaman, and 

on one Yalabiil plate. The second and third 

figures of col. 6 appear to be corruptions of this 

letter. It ought, however, to be kept in mind 

that we do not know what was the oldest form 

of Iri; and tho signs for fa and Iri may have 

been identical. The sign in col 10 is clearly dd, 
which stands for Id, as the Nipfdese have no la. 

The fifth sign in col. 6 and the third in col. 5 

may bo read nda and ndo, and appear to be cor¬ 

ruptions of dd. 
The signs tor 20 and 30 offer no difficulties, 

as they exactly correspond each to the tha and 

la (thd, Id) of the period. 
Tho sign for 40 is in the older inscriptions 

and in the manuscripts clearly pta. On the 

Yalabhi plates and in the coins of the later 
Kshatrapas it looks like so,. The difference is 

caused by the omission of the lower part of the 

right-hand vertical stroke, and is perhaps inten¬ 

tional. 
The sign for 50 usod in the manuscripts and 

on the Eastern plates corresponds to the Ame¬ 

nds ik a (£>) as it occurs in the manuscripts 
of the Mddhyandina iSdkhd of the White Yajar- 

vedct,. The sign on the Kshatrapa coins is tne 

same, only turned the'other way, and that on 
the Yalabhi plates a further corruption of the 

latter. 
The original meaning of the signs for 60 and 

70 is doubtful to me. Only this much seems 

certain, that 70 is derived from the former 
by the addition of a horizontal stroke on the 

right. The manuscripts read them tha or chn, 

and thd or cJiu7 respectively. 
The sign for 80 corresponds to the ancient 

JJpadhmaniya, such as we find on the Yalabhi 

'plates and .in the alphabets of Kasmir and 

Nipfil (00). 
The sign for .90 is the Jihviwudiyi. In some 

cases it occurs also for the Upadhmamya.. 
The sign for a hundred corresponds originally 

to the syllable su or su, and appears as such, in 

§ Jour. Bong. As. Soc. vol. XI*. p* 166* 
;j Bhagavati, p. 243. 

cols. 2, 5, and 9. Cols. 7 and 10 show a, which 
seems to be a mistake, arising out of the great 

resemblance of the ancient forms of su and a 

cw The signs in cols. 3, 4, 6, and the second 
in 5,1 take for mutilated forms of the ancient 

su, caused by hasty writing. The hi in col. 8 is 
another corruption of a. 

The oldest sign for thousands may be read ru, 

later it is clearly dkra. 

Postscript by G. Buhler. 
At the request of Pandit Bhagvanlill, who 

is not able to express himself in English, I have 

translated the above article on the Nagari 
numerals from his Gujarati notes. I undertook 
this task because, after considering all-his 

arguments, I felt convinced of the general cor¬ 
rectness of his views, and because I wished to 

secure for my fellow- Sanskritists a speedy 
publication of this important discovery, and to 

the Pandit the.credit due to him. I now use 
this opportunity to add a few remarks of my 

own on the subject. 
Firstly, as regards the Pandit’s chief point, 

that the Nagari numerals are aksharas or 

syllables : its correctness can be proved by the 
statement of M a 1 a y a g i r i, a Jaina writer of 

the 13th century, which Professor A, Weber 

first brought to light,|| This statement occurs 

in the commentary on the beginning of the 
Sunjaprajhapti, where a short-hand description 

of the town of M i t h i 1 a is given. The text 

runs as follows:— 

“ At that time, during that period there was 
a town called Mithila, rich in wealthy men, 
filled with joyful citizens and country-people— 

down to—adorned with palaces, khka. 
In commenting on the latter portion of this 

passage, Malayagiri states first that the word 
jdva, a down to,” indicates that the descrip¬ 
tion of the town is not given in full, and that 

a whole paragraph has tube supplied, in accord¬ 

ance with the conventional descriptions occur¬ 

ring in other works. Then he goes on according 

to Professor Weber’s text, to say ^ ^ 
/ciydn drashtavya itydha: pdsdiyd khh a 

Hi9 atm khasab dopdddndtprdsddiyd Uyarnnn 

padena saha padachatushtayasya suchd kriid, 

«r My manuscript hm a sign whicE may Be read shUot 
ai, or even khjJ, just»that used by Professor Weber. 
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tdai cha pad d any amCud ; pt'dsdddyd^ </atdaahpl, 

a bit irup d, ■) > m t, ird / / d : 

"■ (In order to show) how much has to bo 

supplied, (the author) say's : adorned with 

palaces, khkad By adding hero the noun khka, 

an indication, has been given that including tin; 

noun £ a< 1 orned-w i th * pal: it *.( >.s ’ {ptklddhjd) f<h n 

nouns (have to be read),5’ 

Nqvsr two thin p’s are clear from tins passage,- - 

firstly, that Malayagiri know khka to express the 

numeral four; and, secondly, that he eonsulorod 

the sign shhct to bo a •too ml, and not a Jig arc or 

anJat. Me consequently pronounced fyhka, anti 

did not read cha hid at (4) for it pis Ini would have 

done for the a a hi That is exactly wind 

Pandit B1 tag vanla l asserts ; and Malayagin’s 

statement shows that the nature of the M:\gari 
numerals was known, to the Jamas at, least, as 

late as the thirteenth century ol our era. 

fn the second place [ have to express my 

dissent from the Pandit’s views on some details. 

It seems to me that he is mistaken about the 
phonetic value of the Nagari numerals for Dour.’ 

I think all the various signs are intended for 

IpKka ( X 3K ), i.e. the JihvdnuUhja plus ka. There 

is a form of the JihvdmIMya which consists 

merely of a loop attached to the left-hand side 

of fca> just above the horizontal stroke. It 

occurs in the Gupta inscriptions, e.g. in the i 

Jhalrapafchan inscription of Durgagana, 

1. 9*, in the Kasmirian Sarada alphabet (fr)» 
and in the Jaina manuscripts, where it looks 

like sha, e.g. a s|cf^T,r anlakhkamna. In an 

old Ivasnur Bhurja manuscript acquired last 
year for (he (lovernmeut of Bombay I have also 

found for the usual Sarada 3Q (4), and this 

sign is likewise a, representative of khka. 

The Kshatrapa, Valabhl, and Gupta sign for 

100 1 take, not for a corruption of su <t|, but 

of 0-. 9, which it resembles very closely. tSA 

was probably a faulty pronuneiaf Ion for su. 
rrite third point, anti the most interesting 

one, is the question of the origin of these NAgari 

numerals. 'The old idea of Prinsep, according 
to which the figures, were to be representa¬ 

tives of lhe initial letters of llu; cardinal nume¬ 

rals, has to be given up. But hitherto no 

salisfaetory solution of the problem has been 
found. Pandit Bhagvanlal has tried, as he tells 

me, the syllable method of notating numbers of 

Aryabhata and those used in. the JMnntra- 

xds/m, without success. Nor can I pretend to 

produce the key to this mystery. I would only 
point out Unit the occurrence of the Annum- 

slka, of the Jih.v wmilltya, and of the Vpadhma- 

nig a among theses figures indicates thud they 

were invented by Brahmans, not by Yachts, nor 

by Buddhists, who used Prakrit. T should not 

wonder if they were finally traced to one of the 

ancient Brahmanica! schools or charanas, where 
the practice of designating certain collections 
of roots or words, e.g. of the roots dd, do, dc9 

dal by glue, and the use of letters and syllables 

to denote affixes (e.g, pha, for dycm, tha for ika, 

dha for eya), and to indicate changes in the 

roots, have existed since very early times. 

ON THREE MALWA INSCRIPTIONS. 

BY OTLKANTIIA JANARDAN KIRTANIfl. 

While at Ujjain in November 1875, I obtain¬ 

ed a copper-plate grant or inscription, which 

had been brought to the local authorities by a 

farmer, who found it while digging in his field. 
This led to the acquisition of two more inscrip¬ 

tions, one of which is a copper-plate grant, 
the other is engraven on a stone. 

The first in'chronological order is that of & r t 

Y akpatiRajaDeva. This inscription is on 
two plates of copper, that were held together by 

two copper rings inserted through holes made in 

the plates. The rings are now wanting. Each 
of the plates measures 12 by 8*6 inches. The in¬ 
scription contains 34 lines, and each line, on an 

average, contains 85 letters. In the left comer 

of the second or last plate is engraved the 

figure of Garuda holding in lus right hand a 

cobra do capelio ;—for what purpose the reader* 

will easily imagine. The numeral stands at 

the beginning of the grant. The last two 

characteristics are common to both, the copper¬ 

plate inscriptions; and the characters in which 
all the three aro written are those of the old 

K&yastlia Sanskrit alphabet,, in which the pad- 

mdtrd is very frequently used. I got this 

inscription ofVakp ati from the archives of the 

Central India Agency, and am indebted for it 

to the kindness of Sir Henry Daly and Pandit 

* Ind. Ant vol. Y. plat© to p. 180. 
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Ham pa Naray a naA Thin grant haw already been 

translated and eomnmnied on by Or. Rite 141- 

ward flail in th e J<w;v Ueug, Jr. tfoc* vol.XXX. 
pp. !95~2iA 

The second copper-plate inscription 1 got at 
lljjain through i he k indiums of the local autho¬ 

rities there. II. is signed by the famous R ft j a 
15 h o j a of I knar, and purports to be a, grant 

of a. village by name V i r a n a. k a. to a ecriain 

Brahman of i bo roiisbry of 11 a, d h a 8 a r a- 

sanga K a ? ns t a, by name I Ihanapatl BhaUa, 

who had eome into Malwil from Sr ii vs da, in 

t.hecountry or division of Veil n V a 1 la.. This 

inscription also is on two plates of copper 

joined together by two ring's of copper. Bach 

of the platen measures 12 inches by 8. 

This him*,oml grant connects it,self with the 

first, by enumerating some of the kings men¬ 

tioned in the first, grant, thus enhancing the 

value of both. It, was fumed up by a farmer 

while digging in his Held, which adjoins a small 

stream now called N aga j fi a r i, which must 

apparently bo the same as the Hag a, dr alia 

mentioned in the grant. This stream is included 

within the holy P a n e It a k r o s h i of Ujjain* 

The date of this Inscription Is Ohaitra Huddl'd 

(Ihatvmlasi of the Sum vat year 1078, /.r. 1021 

A. l>. ; the date of the grand is Magha Asitatritiya 

of the same year. 

The third, inscription is engraved cm a slab 

of stems measuring about 20 inches by 14, 

which is now let Into the wall of a newly 

built temple at 1. n g n o d a, in the territory 

of the junior Raja of 1) e v a s. 11 pur¬ 

ports to be a grant of a village, called A g a- 
s i y a k a towards the expenses of a temple of 

Mah&deva by name Gohadesvara. Sri Vija- 

y a p a 1 a d e v a is the grantor of this inscrip- 

* I am told that they ware oxhumod at I)harampun~~~60 
miles from Indor. 

t onfr atfSrriTFT, wm arsrpt, «nft &o- 

% The Bh&irtlgls called Naths slug a song of Bh a rtrj. 
which is a strange mixture of Mugs and places. The song 
says there was a marriage between R5nl Pihgala, whom it 
makes the daughter of Bhoja, and the Baja Bhartyi of 
tTjjain. Bhartd is asked to accept the hand of Pihgaltl by 
a BrShman on the part of Bhoja, Rhartri wants to know 
the family and race of the damsel. The reply of the Rrah- 
map, which is the only true and valuable assertion in the 
whole song, is— 

^ttcT i n3nr5T'=nT^’ 11 

nri^rararf I &c. &o. 

This song supports the view 1 have taken above. Garda- 
bhasena, as the reader will easily remember, is the reputed 
father of the Yikram&diiya who is supposed'to have reigned 
at TJjjain 465 a.d. / * 

fcion, which Is dated Ashadha Sukla Ekadasi of 
i.lu^ Ram vat year XlPO, or 1123-4 a.d. 

1 he numeral (if it be not meant for “ Omn), 

mid the (igure of Gartida bolding the hooded 

snake, in the first two inscriptions, are not, 
S presume, without significance. The nmner- 

nJ may suggest that the writers of the grant 
were Buddhists, the d standing for the well- 

known nine jirartams or salutations to the 

deities of the followers of Buddha;f and the 

figure of Guru da, 1 conjecture, signifies that the 

king whose royal device it is, is of the line oi 

the 8 e s h a r i kings of IT j j a i n or M a 1 w a, 

the hereditary enemies of 8 a 1 i v a h a n a of 
P r a t i s h t h a i\ a or Paitliana on the Goda¬ 

vari--in other words, the successors or descend¬ 

ants of the famous, but almost fabulous, V i kr a- 
in ft d i b y a of A v anti or Ujjain.J 

It may be remarked of these Inscriptions that 

they were lbund In or near the identical places 

which they respectively purport to give away. 

Vakpati Raja Dova may or may not have 

been the grandfather of Bhoja, and my reason 

for doubt Is that the grandfather of Bhoja is said 
to be (vide Asiatic, ^Researches, vol. IX. p. 16b) 

one Mahondra Pal.§ As this statement is not, 

however, corroborated by any satisfactory evi¬ 

dence, I incline to the belief that Vkkpaii was 
the grandfather of Bhoja, and that the line ot 

kings as given in tins and the other inscriptions 

is in the order of natural descent from father to 
son, or of those who stood to each other in 

that relation by the rite of adoption. The very 

words made use of in the documents—“ gixrj- 

VffcT ^—‘meditating on the feet of/ u Bfc!Tl%#rff- 
supfisr ”—‘ for the extension of the 

merits of mother and father (= ancestors) as 
well as of ourselves5—tends to lead to the 

§ Lassen, Alterthentskunde III. 822-869, and 1169, glvr-s 
a list of the kings of Udu-yapura (SO miles N-B. of Bbfisa), 
from which the following is an extract 

\r Yairisihha, after a.d. 921. 
2. Slyaka, son of V* 
8. Munja, son of S.» after a.d, 961. 
4. Sinhar&ja, younger br. of 31., after about 98y. 
5. Bhoja, son of S., after a.d. 997. 
Lassen’s list was founded on the ’Aivi'i-Akbari, vol. XI* 

pp, 46-50, and inscriptions known when he wrote, and 
omits VAkpati RSja. Dr. Sail (Jour. As. Sac. JUng. vol. 
XXX/pp. 199-205) continues the list thus 

6. Uday&ditya, son of Bhoja. 
7. jSfaravarman, son of U., a.d. 1104-1133. 
8. Yasovarman, son of N., a.d. 1133-1143, 
9. • Jayavarman, son of Y. 

10. * Vindhyavarman, son of J. 
11. Rubhatavarmau, son of Y. * 
12. Aijuna, son of S., A.D. 1210-1225.—Lp. 
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latter belief, which gains strength from Munja’s 

name being omitted from the list of kings in 

both inscriptions. Mtmja, it Is notoirious, was 

elected to rule the state after the death of Sin- 

dhu Raja Deva, the father of Bhoja, as the latter 

was then a minor of only eight years of ago, 

and that he tried to usurp the regal power after 

Bhoja his nephew had come of age. Bhoja 

is said to have addressed to Munja several 

couplets, still well known,|[ wherein, reproaching 

Munja with his base schemes, he said, u Kama 

Raj a Vikrama is no more, and he carried no¬ 

thing with him of his immense treasures, but 

died like other men.” This Kama Raj a Vik¬ 

rama had, it is said, usurped the powers of his 

master, who was a great monarch. Thex'e was 

disseminated a prophecy which said that Bhoja 

would be a fortunate and powerful prince, and 

that he would reign over Malwa, the Central 

Provinces, and the Dakhan. This prophecy, it 

is said, had the desired effect, and Munja resign¬ 

ed his powers into the hands of Bhoja, and him¬ 

self leading an army into the Dakhan in the 
service of the state died in battle there. All 

this, I think, shows the existence of bad blood 

between the uncle and the nephew; yet, I presume, 
the natural aversion of a high-spirited and gifted 

youth towards a regent who tried to delay 

his desires is not sufficient to explain the 

omission of a brave and learned predecessor, 

if the end in view were not to mention one’s 

own lineal ancestors only. This much I ad¬ 

vance to support my assertion that the kings 

mentioned in V akpati’s and Bhoja’s inscrip¬ 

tions stand to each other in the relation of 

direct ancestorship. The Ddnchandrikd cer¬ 

tainly supports this view in cases of all sorts of 

religions grants, as it' is incumbent on the 

grantor to name in the deed of grant at least 
the names of his father and grandfather. 

Ofthe proper names mentioned in Vakpati’s 

(I “ The verses said to have been reported to Munja,--when 
he supposed that Bhoja had been put to death in pursuance 
of ins orders,—as his victim’s last words, are these:_ 

^^r?rr v 

*r?K§r grplr i 

irar (or 33ir)*rqT qrrqfg-l l 
; King M&ndhatri, the ornament of the golden age, has 

passed away: and where, too, is the slayer of Das&sva 
R&ma, who threw abridge over Mahodadhi, the southern 

Vli .othm monarchs, likewise, that have flourished, 
jT?:18 • irf au<i ttie rest> where are they ? None of these 

did the earth accompany; hut I imagine that it will accom¬ 
pany thee. 

inscription, the most notable is the A h i c h- 

c h h a t r a from which the philosopher V a s a n- 

tach ary a, as the grant says, emigrated into 

Malwa, which bo lum naturally was a * Daks hi na 

Bhama,1 or * Southern country.' The locality 

of the place granted by this inscription can 

even now be clearly identified. The Pish fi¬ 

chu T i r t h a remains till this day, and also 

C h i k k i 1 i k ft, now (sailed Chikhalda—-a ia- 

lnka of Hoik ar’s. The G a r d h a b a Nadi is 

now called K h a r j a word of ,the same 

moaning. This place now is in the D h a r a m- 
puri taluka of H. JL the Raja, of Dhar. Of 

A h i c h c h h a t ra*jf it will bo sufficient to say 

that it was formerly the capital of tins North 

P finclidl, and is now identified with A d h i- 

K o t h a, near Ramrtagar, in Rohilkhaud. 

A pretty full account of A h i e h c h h a t r a is 

given by General Cunningham in Iris Ancient 
Geography of India (pp. 85h, 300, 3t>3). 

The grantee of the second inscription—1> h a- 

napatiBhat, I am told by Balkrishna Bilstri 

of Indor, was a very learned man at the court, 

of Bhoja. I do not know anything of Rad 

Sura ' Sang Karnatta or of Volin Vella. The 

village V i v ft n a k a no longer exists in Miltwu. 

There is a certain V1 r & n fi k a mentioned in 

the Bdjatamhgini ; but that is not the Vlrftmku 

of the present grant, I suppose. 

The I n g a n a p a t of the third grant is the 

modem village of Ingnoda, in Western 

M&lwC Ag&siyakno longer exists* About 

seven miles from Ingnoda there are to be seen 

on the banks of the Kshiprft. the ruins of a 
$aiva temple oflarge dimensions. 1 think this 

must have been the temple of G oh&d&fivara 
named in the grant. 

As Bhoja is not mentioned by any foreign 

writer, it was impossible, until very lately, to 

ascertain with any near approach to the time at 

which he lived. Dr. Buhler says :—“ The date 

“ These Hues are wrought into the Bhoja-pra bandha. An 
earlier work in which they occur i» the Mtirngadhara- 
paddhati, written in a. d. 1363. There they appear m an 
anonymous extract*!Jow. As* Boc.Beng* vol. jCXXL pp. 
202-3.—Ed. 

IT Dr. Hall thinks Ahichchhatra may not have been far 
from the Vindhyas, and Wilson supposed there were seve¬ 
ral places of the name. The former adds :■— 

“Many is the pious Mar&fhd who never submits himself 
to the hands of his barber without repeating these lines; 

arr'Rfrsi'twvs i 

%rr wn^rr fow: 11 
“f Dy the recollection, on shaving, of Anarta, Ahichchha- 

tra, PAtaliputra, Aditi, Diti, and $rl*a, the evils incident to 
the operation are all obviated.* ”—Ed. 
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of Bhoja is, unfortunately, not yet satisfactorily 

ascertained. Lassen places liis reign between 

997 and 1053. But tlxe only certain date in bis 
reign is the year 1043, in which bis karana, tbe 

Ildjmriydnka, is dated. My reasons for placing 

him later are, firstly, that Bilhana states that 

during Bhoja’s reign, Somesvara I. (1040-1069) 

i ook Dhara by storm, and secondly that Kal- 

hana asserts (BdjatarahgM vii. 259) that Bboja 

and Ksbiti. Raja or Ksbiti Pati were, after 1062, 

the only true friends of the poets, <&e. 

Now the date of our inscription is Samvat 1078, 

Obaitra Sudi Chatturdasbi, i,e. a.d. 1022, and 

it is evident that tbe Bdjmrigdnka was written 

nearly twenty-one years after the date of tbe pre¬ 

sent grant, wbicb, there is reason to suppose, was 

drawn after Bhoja bad attained undisputed au¬ 

thority in tbe state. Let ns now suppose that 

this happened in bis eighteenth year, according 

to tbe provision of the Hindu Law in such cases. 

But we have further aid ; for the Jain poet 

Amitagati, in his work called the Subhd- 

shiiaratnasandoha, says that he composed it in 

the Samvat year 1050 (994 a.d.), when Baja 

Munja was reigning. We know also that 

when Sindhu Baja, the father of Bhoja, died, the 

latter was a minor of some eight years only. 

If we take now tbe year 994 a.d. as the first 

of Munja’s regency, which it is generally be¬ 

lieved was a very short one, and deduct eight 
years from it, we get the year 986 as that of 

Bhoja s birth, and again if we add eighteen 
years to this time we get the year 1004 as 

that of Bhoja’s accession to the throne. Add 

about fifty-five years to this—Bhoja is said to 

have reigned 55 years and some months*—-and 
we get the year 1059 as that of Bhoja’s death,— 

surely within a few years of the real dates. 

There remain now about 19 years, in wbicb we 

must place part at least of "V" a k p a t i’s reign, 
and tbe whole ofSindbuBaja’s. 

Tbe two inscriptions taken together give the 
following line of kings :— 

1 Krishna Baja Deva. 

^ 1 % 'V'aira Sinha Deva. 

^ j 3 Siyaka Deva. 

^—1 ^ Yakpati Baja Deva. 

^—i 5 Sindhu Raja Deva. 

^ j 6 Bhoja Deva. 

I do not know much about tbe kings mentioned 
in tbe third inscription. Malwa, at and before 
tbe time of tbe Muhammadan invasion, was 

split into a number of small kingdoms, and 

tbe kings in this grant may be some of them. 

J.—Ydkpati’s Inscnjption, 

1$£ Plate, 

7 

8- 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

ait *rr *rr: tt- 

11 wfRfcaFreqr =r grek srfcRrftSrsffcr ft%t =rrf*nrc- 
tflwr ?rrPtT^?T 1 cnrreiiftmit gutrni- 

^TtlCTi feffr RRf^FTRTRT tf- 

1 q«rr : refir \ amrnicgr prefer 1 <r% 
kftr fsrfafa-*' 1 *t^jt srurt *i <ti *rr *r*rfer 1 tr*rr qf^wf^rr § *rckr i ?r* 

TOnr Wit 56 years, 7 months, and. & days. 

t Bead SFTP'dfr- 

§ Head fin^r- 

t Read ^qf?r I. 
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1'1, qftqqqRfq ^rq^MqqmqRirak 

,s RT^r^TflT FTF^ RTrqUJK vppRT WRfWi:>f nenrWsmUU sV|| 

1,1 fr^pjRytrR'?' q irqirhqqqmqqrqqqtr fmpwFp tu'nrr^ojrq^j^. 

r/ -siwr srftt sp# wr wfr q^WR' 11 w^mf wieirnwruforr Tm 

,i: sTF^r^r e^#nr q-RRfq: qr n ifa surnr fwr- 

1!l qT^f^^rqT^^qrqRRRri^'iriiT: R^ffqrqqqqq^fqRqR^bq: u- 

*"’ fspuRf?r ii qrc^^RmiiT- uriR-bo = ' Mf^AqRfqRkrq ar- 

*l vtfmm’m siT^RrFniwr HfawnreRfa ^lufa+qf^cr^sfT h 

-J jnrrrfq%URW s^«raif»ww r• f,1 fth-i^«r‘-trn^r^TH-rrr^' qr- 

-' qr qqqr srfaqifrs ?r «Rr af-serim qqqV.qqmq*TFnww- 

-* iRrrfircwrMr RRRRP-Tqwfq R*j?qr u#sp*i- nqqqq4 1 Mr*rpl •%?q«*rcr- 

-■■’ q 3|t sW'r^iFRnqqrrqqrq^rqTR^^^^i^pirqqfqRoq: q^R'Iw qqq 

uC' ^ 1 qr^tgqr ^Rrr mtfip enrrfaPn ^ww q^r MiwRHRqqrqR1 qr^fc ewifq 

27 juq^rqrfqq^fqq^^TrrqrH^RqqF^rirqnq qrfq qrr =rrq apf qqufr^ww- 
-!! r+, sththfan-q^*?r4W 1 ?; rrqq grr- 

q qrqRRprqRq rt i qqRqrRfiqq*' qrfqqqp^qr ^qr qrqq 

Rqqs:: 11 nrqpqrq qRqqqqRf qrRqrrw qppfi'qr *m'te 1 ?fq 
Oaruda. ''’ qrq^qRRfFrR"5f Rqq^fvpq R uqT^faj^rST- 

?f q ||rq r?q^'i: qrqffrrqr fawrwr II d \°\\ qrrqer 

*jrc \y qrqqRrsrrqqr-Rrq ^fr^q-ir: 11 qrrdrrq 4NT«F<r- 
^ fqrpRRfq 11 

h'amlalton, oj \(tlcpilfi /; / il^i'r't pi tan. 

May idle resplendent. histul.ics of (ho manly 

throat of brfkantha (.l/ii/cOr/m), smoky hi ap¬ 

pearance from tlioir mixing with the smoko 

issuing,as from the tiro-) ike poison of the hissing 

snake, which, as they roach whore the over- 

changing and shining crescent is placed on his 

head,may appropriately ho compared to Ha.hu,— 

beauties which arc the result of frequent contact 

with the quivering chocks of Girijft (Pdrn&/»), 

and which are mistaken for the musk applied 

to them,—increase your prosperity! 

May the active body of the enemy of M u r a 

(Krishna), which the face of Lakshml could not 

please, which the waters of the ocean could not 

cool, which the lotus of the lake of his own navel 

*T Read "JH: 

* An inscription very like this, “naming the same ki 

vSSvJ? V°Vt &S? y^Pa^Aia, and dated only 
SfS ™ £.V. 10^Dlas appeared in the Jour. A*. 

,V^> 475480, Another inscription f 
™!sPmhwhiCh 8p^Kof7airi8iirilia and of Siyatoy- read Bhimakar-will he found in the Jour. Bo. Sr. 
As. Soc., yol. I. (No. vi.) pp. 259-280, It has since 1 
deciphered and translated anew by Professor Lassen, 

was powerless to pacify, and which could not be 
soothed by the fragrant breath induing from the 
thousand mouths ofhScsha : that laxly of Krishna 
so hoatod hy Hud ha’s separation, profert you ! 

Happy bo the great monarch, the king of 
kings, the lord paramount, the illustrious A m 0- 
g ha v a r s h a D 0 v a, otherwise called the ill us- 
triouH V u k pa 11 r a y a Dev a, the lord of the 
earth, the lord of wealth, ami the lord of kings, 
successor of the great monarch, king of kings, 
the lord paramount, the illustrious H lyaka 
D e v a, successor of the great monarch, king 
of kings, the lord paramount, the illustrious 
Yairisihha 1) e v a, successor of the great 
monarch, king of kings, the lord paramount, 
the illustrious K r i s h n A r a j a D e v a !# He 

no doubt, with much greater fidelity than was observed by 
the dilettante who first published it”~~Dr. p. Hall, Jour. 
As.hoc.Beng. vol. # XXX, p, 197 in Thin VAkpati in- 
scnption may aswet in settling the date of Bhambhuti \i 
the assertion of Kalhapa in the B&jatarangini be true 

f3mr v#pfr frgyrTg-fW#ltfrf ” 
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orders all the .Government officers, Brahmans 

and others, paM.% and inhabitants, and cultiva¬ 

tors assembled in the Taddrf by name P i p- 

p&rikH, situate on the banks of the holy 

Narmada, to the north of’ the portion of waters 

called the Gardabhapani, that it be known 

to them that the said Tadar (?), which is 

bounded on the east by the A g ft r v a h a 1 a, 

and on the north by the rivulet which flows 

into the ditch belonging to C h i k h i 11 i k a, 

and on the west by the Gardabha river, and 

on the south by the P i s a c h a t i r t h a—the 

Tadar whoso boundaries on the four sides have 

thus been described—the king being atUj j aim 

on the fourteenth day of the bright fortnight 

•of the month of Bhadrapada, the auspicious 

day of the Pavitrak Par van i of the Saihvat 

jmr 1031, after bathing himself in the waters 

of the Siva lake and worshipping the lord of 

every living as well as lifeless thing, the lord 

and husband of Bhav&ni, and considering on 

the vanity of the world— 

u The dominion of the earth is as shifting as the 

tempest clouds,” &c.J 

4t The life of man is liko a drop of water,” &c.$ 

** Wealth is changing like the edge of the cir¬ 

cumference of a revolving wheel,” &c4 

—being thus convinced of the vanity of all 

created things, and choosing to abide by the un¬ 

foreseen rewards for meritorious deeds, bent on 

furthering the merits of his mother and father 

as well as of himself, with singleness of heart 

and the ceremony of pouring water (on the 

palms of the hands of the grantee) does hereby 

give away the above-mentioned Tadar, with 

all its proper boundaries, which extend as far 

as the ground for the tending of the cattle and 

for cutting grass and fuel extends, covering 

the space of one kos}—with all the rows of trees 

thereon and the minerals therein, with all the 

gold, the land revenue, and the servitude and 

sundry other revenues or -fines, and with all 

sorts of rights belonging to it,—to the very 

learned Brahman philosopher the illustrious Y a- 

santacharya, son of Dhanika Pandit, 

who has emigrated from Ahi chchhatr a into 

this southern realm,—as long as the sun and 

moon, the earth and the seas endure. 

Knowing this, they are henceforth to give to 

this Brahman,in obedience to the royal order, all 

established rents, servitudes, taxes, and the gold. 

“ Considering that the merit” &C.J 

“ This earth has been enjoyed by many 

princes,” &c4 
“ Of wealth, which is as transitory as a 

bubble of water,” &c4 

a To all future kings of this earth,” &c4 

“ Looking upon wealth,” <&c4 

Dated 1031 Bhadrapada &udi Chatturdasi 

14. This order has been given by $rt Kanha- 

paika. This is the signature in Vakpati- 

r a j a Dev a’s own handwriting. 

II.—Bhoja's Inscription. 

Plate L 
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5frfcr ^pPFT^rrtr *r. unfa ?ri I fVrur sterr 
cFTg v wrci%: are? 

i| (j^iRcfr Tra1- 

ii ^4Ki*iwWWnlV* w 

f Dr. Hall reads this Fodor.—Bd. * . 
I The Ml translation of the slok&s marked thus { is 

given in the translation of the second inscription, where 
they occur again, 
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11 SRvrwf' *reiOTRrrsrr <rer I 

12 *jnnwr«w3% rwptff in^n^^wsraf^w tow «r*%- 
13 m toto <wmrm n OTH'HRwr^rwroR»n i jtft ^ra- 
u. S|#Tr 'TWPT1 <TC «R5T II 3# 3TlTWr fcrfC 
15 

IS 
5Ef ? # q- 3T% 5MR7- 

Plate II. 

1 IT: #TftTO irremTO^Fr ^llTPRrHcR f- 

2 ^-cnrrcpr i rwft fertrfsri- «sfarcnftftn?TO- 

3 ^nr iTTOifjrq- \ *rrcrrftOTR*r j^TOrPifs? I ^rOTrswtffrar mw- 

4 wct m*n mFHF&’tf irffarfer ?Rr *r?fr 

5 m fmRmmwstv}!in^mr Hfq%?rsir | 

6 arapf t^q'^iKfreirf^r^^r? *rrt nm»?f!T5!-¥>P«ifer,Tr *r- 

7 **&&•- qr@!ft*r«r ixwwi ;rf Mgsr prr u^HTOfcf* i tottot m 

* totto «ra ii qrfte ?wr ^rr 

9 #roWr crfR £r =rr*r wf. srostff n ai?E»nf3wt3^g5Rtfit ut*r 
10 ?FiPM«rg4Mt»f I TOren%^si^||?TO^ 

11 5PT ^ II srifrcTPTrfrP qifSr>SF^t W TOT: 

12 HTTRR ’TToH'tfr. *nfi{: II *■_ 
13 fenngfasr ^^nfritcf ^ I 

14 ^ f^r =r ft 3^: <n?Mr f^RT sfr 11 ^ \0 

15 *£ \'* ^RTffFTTO TO#: II W 

Translation of Bhoja's Inscription. 

Glory to the god whose hair is the sky (Maha* 

deva), and who bears on his head the horned 

moon, emblematic of the shoot from which 

sprang the world! 

May the braids of the enemy of the god of 

love,- brown like the dread lightning of the day 

of final dissolution, always extend the sphere of 
your prosperity! 

Happy be the great monarch, king of kings, 

the lord paramount, the illustrious BKoj a* 

d e v a, the successor of the great monarch, king 

of kings, the lord paramount, the illustrious 

Bindhurajadeva,|| the successor of the 

great monarch. Mug of kings, the lord para¬ 

mount, the illustrious Vakpatirajadeva, 

-V* MuwgivtMl uuvuaj. uu, JUUUg VI JViUgO, 

the lord paramount, the illustrious S i y a k a- 

<1 e v*. He orders all the officers of Government, 

good Br&hmans and others, jtittUs and rayats 

|l Tod tcad Sindkula on a marble inscription at Madtr. 
hargarb dated SfflB.1164. See Trans. RAs. Soc. V0L ' 

assembled in Vir&naka, situate within the 

limits of the division or country to the west of 

the Magadraha, that it be known to them that 

on the 3rd day of the dark fortnight of the month 

of Magha of the Samvat year 1078, on Sunday 

when the sun began Ms northern journey, he 

being then at the glorious city of Dhar, after 

bathing himself and worshipping the lord of 

every living as well as lifeless thing, the lord 

and husband of Bhavani, and considering on 

the vanity of the world (os in the slokas) .— 

“The dominion of the earth is as shifting a» 

the tempest-clouds that are wafted on the 

wind, and the enjoyments which it offers are 
pleasing only for a moment. 

“ Tlle Iife of “»an is like a drop of water 
hanging on the point of a blade of grass, If 

one wish to go to heaven, virtue, 0 men, is the 
greatest friend in the journey! 

“ Wealth is changing, like the edge of the cir- 

pp. 220,226,228; lessen reads Sinbardia,' apparently 
from the li tgpur copperplate •• Ini. Mtert. Ill, 11©.—Em 
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camferenoe of the revolving wheel of worldly 

life. Repentance, therefore, will be the sole j 

reward of those who obtaining wealth will not 

bestow it in works of charity.” 

And being thus convinced of the vanity of all 

created things, and choosing to abide by the 

unforeseen rewards for meritorious deeds, bent 

on furthering the glory and merits of his mother 

and father as well as of himself, with singleness 

of heart and the ceremony of pouring water (on 

the hands of the grantee), by this writ of the 

ploughs^ of land to be given (ia charity), 
he (the king) grants away, as long as the sun 

and moon, the earth and the seas endure, the 

above-mentioned village, with all its proper 

boundaries, which extend over the space of one 

kos, as far as the ground for tending cattle, 

with all the gold, the land revenue, and the 

servitude and sundry other revenues or fines, 

and with all sorts of rights thereof, to D h a n a- 

p ati Bhatta, son of Govinda Bhatta, a Rig- 

vedi Brahman of the A s v a 1 a y*a n a sdhha, of 

the Agasti gotra and tripravara, who, being an 

inhabitant of Eadha Surasanga Kar¬ 
ri a t a, has come from 6 r i v a d a, situate in 

Yellu Valla. Knowing this, they are hence¬ 

forth to give to this Brahman, in obedience to the 

royal will, all established rents, taxes, and cash. 

Considering that the merit of this, charitable 

deed belongs to them in common with him, all 

succeeding kings, whether of his family or of 

any other, ought to acquiesce in this his chari¬ 

table grant and uphold it; for it is said 

“This earth has been enjoyed by many 

princes, Sagara and others, and the merit 
(of charitable grants) has successively belonged 

to those who, for the time being, were possessed 

of sovereign power over her. Things given 

away in charity by former kings with aims of 

philanthropy and renown are likened to rejected 

things and to vomitings, and what good man 

would again resume them ? 

“ This charity of ours should be acquiesced 

in alike by those who will glory in the nobility 

of our family, and by those who may be stran¬ 

gers to us. 
“ Of wealth, which is as fleeting as a flash 

of lightning or a bubble of water, there are 

two good fruits or uses, and only two : one 

is its employment in charities, and the other is 

the maintenance thereby of other men’s fame. 
“ To all future kings of this earth does the 

Sri Ramaehandra entreat again and again that 

as the bridge of charity is a common boon, 

which benefits all kings in their times alike, 

it should in successive times be maintained in¬ 

tact by them all.” 
Therefore, looking upon wealth as if it were 

a drop of water on the petal of a lotus-flower, 

and upon life as quite uncertain, and thinking 

on all that I have said, a man should never try 

to undo what others have done to commemorate 

their names. 
Dated in the Samvat year 1078, Chaitra Sud- 

dhi 14 ChaturdasL Svayamajnya Mangalam 

Mahasrih. 
( Witness) this signature in Bhoja Deva’s 

own handwriting. 

Ill.—Inscription at Ingnoda. 

n3>=nTt i *rnr- 
s-Trf? \\ arar t*T- 

• fwi^i a-wilflu* 
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7 sfi^shwfwt q^pr twRsfsWRW ^ftrawi *WRrq- 

8 ^ fffWfflfft' WS^RRcr HF^RWRRH^F^OTcF y^'T^ri^Um 5T- 

9 ^f?Tf sifofsrciftwsfi^^ r4w sspt sfsrr ii ^«n#- 

10 gw?: qtcRFiT %Hrrq qftWr h iwft 11 qFflv swr jor tot^rih 
qvKhrsr- 

11 **TFPT I FwNwrft T HrFHRR £t HR Wf: II HffttfU ^ *TCft: 

RTPT^W:! TR- 

12 ^ qsnjfr m m naj <f& H west q^nt tt qr sw ^htt i ^tetrpr^q 

HR7 #• 

15 9 II TRFWraRFR qgvriRqjr 3FRRHRHHTT ftWRR: II qFTPE^TiqRT^rtjHR 

newt w : 

14 Hwq^r qwrcRrcr ii qRR^Frm^qiwR^Hr n arranrg^r '$&$Fr- 

srafactf 

15 pTRTqRqffHRqfiqyR fjnr rdrogsrarafa ^f%h: ii 

Translation of the 3rd Inscription, 

Adoration to &va. On the lltli day of the 

bright fortnight of the month of Ashadha of tlio 

Saihvat year 1190, here in Inganapat, by 

me the Mug of kings, the lord paramount, the 

illustrious V ij a y a p a 1 a d o v a, the successor 

of the great monarch, king of kings, the lord 

paramount, the illustrious Tihunapa 1 a- 

deva, the successor of the prosperous Pri- 

thavipaladeva, who shone resplendent 

among the'row of the kings, and who possessed 

the titles of the lord, king of kings and lord 

paramount: (By me) after worshipping the 

lord and husband of Bhavani, and meditating 

on'the vanity of the world—in order to increase 

the merit and fame of my mother and father 

as well as of myself, in the presence of all my 

councillors, the family priest, and the astrolo¬ 

ger, and all other dependants, and of the 

Brahman Indu Svami Sadelak, resident of the 

Brahmapuri street of this place, and of Maha- 

kokal, and Badhandnka, and Sri Lala, and Sri 

Sadha, and Sri Lakshmana, and others of the 

merchants, on the propitious 11th day of Asha- 

dha, is given, with the ceremony of pouring 

water, the village of Agasiyaka as far as 

t The last two paragraphs are unintelligible as they stand 
in the original j the translation is merely a guess at what 
the writer and engraver may have meant. This inscrip¬ 
tion, again, it will be observed, is interspersed with glaring 

its own boundaries extend, with all tho trees, 

shrubs, and riches contained therein, m well as 

all the rents and servitude, taxes and titles, 

to tho god Gohadefivara, situate within tho 

division or country to tho south of Inga¬ 

nap at. 

la virtue of this, the j Mis and cultivators of 

the village should, in deference to the king’s 

order, henceforth pay all this to the above- 

mentioned god. 

Things granted in charity by former kings, 

&e» &e. 

This earth has been enjoyed by many 

princes, &c. <k. 

He who resumes land given (in charity) 

either by himself or by anybody else, lives a 

worm in the hell called Raurava for sixty 

thousand years. 

The dominion of the earth is as shifting as 

a tempest-cloud, &c. 

This has been written by Ashadhara, son of 

Kelahna, son of RHjapala, a Kayastha of the 

family of Yalabha. 

This is engraved by Sagana, son of Harseha, 

son of the artizan Mahabal, of the family of 

Kukas.f 

grammatical mistakes, which, however, may easily be cor¬ 
rected. The transliteration given, however, is a faithful 
copy of the original,—of which a reduced facsimile is given 
m the accompanying plate. 
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NOTES ON GUPTA COINS. 

BY THE HONOURABLE SIR E. C. BAYLEY, K.C.S.I. 

SINCE tlie publication of Mr. Thomas’s latest 

paper on the dynasty of the Guptas* I have 

become possessed, through the kindness of Dr. 

Biihler, of three coins which tend to elucidate 

some of the points left doubtful by Mr. Thomas. 

The first of these coins is a duplicate of that 

in the late Mr. Freeling’s cabinet,t which'Mr. 

Thomas attributes, though doubtfully, to “ Sri 

Gupta.’* 

The rough execution of that coin allying it 

with those of the latest Guptas renders it, as 

Mr, Thomas points out, d priori unlikely that 
the coin could have been struck by the founder 

of the Gupta dynasty ; but if the reading were 

correct it might still be attributed to a later 

king of the same name. 

My coin, however, is in considerably better 

preservation, and though, unfortunately, the ac¬ 

tual name of the king by whom it was struck is 

not legible, yet the rest of the inscription lea/ves 

little doubt that his name was not Sri Gupta. 

The words a &ri Gupta” undoubtedly occur, 

but in the beginning of the legend; and though 

the letters which follow them are, unfortunately, 

too rudely cut to be legible, still there can be 

small doubt that the entire word is merely 
some epithet applied to the king, referring to 

the Gupta race. The legend reads as follows:— 

v33*rv 
or &Vt Gupta rd ~ - ptardja-Gupta 

vikramdrkasya. 

My own impression is that the blank for 

the fifth word in the above legend should be 

filled up with the word Kumara, but I cannot 

pretend to make any suggestion as to the 

emendation of the third word. 

The next coin is only curious as being allied 

to the above, for it is undoubtedly one of 

“ Chandra Gupta,” and in all probability of 

Chandra Gupta II. 

Both coins-have the same style of head on 

the obverse (unfortunately no dates), and the 

* In the Report on the Antiquities of K&tfyi&w64r and 
Kachh of the Archaeological Survey of Western India, 
pp. 18 ff., also printed separately (Trubner & Go.). 

f Save that it does show the group of stars on the 
reverse, which Mr. Freeling’s once, apparently, bore. 

X I am indebted for this suggestion to General Cun¬ 
ningham. 

symbol which Mr. Thomas terms the Parvati 
symbol on the reverse. 

I give the legend on the reverse :— 

Of the above twenty-two letters, twelve, form¬ 

ing the latter half of the legend, are quite dis¬ 

tinct, viz. 

Raja on Ghandra Gupta Vikramdnkasya. 

The three first letters seem to be the same as 

those at the commencement of the legend on 

the coin already described, viz. <Sn Gupta ; and 

the letters 4, 6, 7, and perhaps 8, seem (inter¬ 

rupted by a star) to form the conclusion of the 

word thus commenced. The 9th and 10th letters 
are not clear, and may be de, va,—dev a, Baja 

—being an epithet assumed by Chandra Gupta 

II. J; but while the ninth letter seems preferably 

to read ja3 the tenth may he dhi. 

The entire legend would therefore read— 

&ri Gupta - ;:V-rd-ja-dhiraja Sn Ghandra- 

-de-va 

Gap ta~v ikramankasya. 

I believe the epithet Vikramankasya is new 

to Indian numismatics,—at least I can recall 

no other example of it. 

These two coins have, however, rather a pure¬ 

ly numismatic than an historic interest. The 

third coin is of value historically, for it gives 

the date of a king hitherto unplaced in the 

Gupta dynasty, viz. B akr a Gupta. 

I do not give any description of this coin: 

for, save in the points noticed below, it is exactly 

the same as that figured by Mr. Thomas in his 

paper already quoted as No. XII.* (ArchmoL 

Bep. p. 63). 
The only points of difference are that the letter 

B is more clearly B on my coin,—squarer, that is, 

than in Mr.Thomas’s figure, or 13 J; and second¬ 

ly the obverse is that of the coin No. X.* of 

Mr. Thomas’s paper: it bears a date, that is to 

say, behind the head (as pa the Kshatrapa coins) 

v(arsha\§ 90. . The date on both the 

§ It will be seen that I read the “iota” symbol prefixed 
to the date as m f ar varsM. I do this on the authority of 
an unpublished late Kshatrapa coin (also given me by Dr. 
Bfihler); on it is clearly 2£U {vasha) 300. See also the 

prathame of fsvaradata’s coins. 

ora. m 26 J7 
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known coins, of Torama 11 a (to tlie style of 

which, this coin closely approximates) is <c 82”;|| 

in neither case is there any figure to represent 

the century. 

The inference which I think may be first 

drawn from the fact is that, supposing both, 

kings to use the same era, Bakra Gupta 

(I imagine Bakra to be a local barbarism for 

Vakra) was eight years later in date to T o r a- 

m a. n a, and secondly that both were included 

in the series of later Gupta kings. 

As to the era of the date, Mr. Thomas has 

suggested that it may be applied (1) to the 

Gupta family era ; (2) to the era adopted by 

the Kshatrapa kings, as for a time used by 

the Guptas; and (3) to the Seleucidan era (so I 
understand), omitting the cipher for hundreds. 
I venture to suggest a fourth, viz. the u Loka 

Kal,59 as to which General Cunningham and Dr. 

Biihler have recently written, and in applying 

which the century is never mentioned. Ac¬ 

cepting the Gupta era, the date cannot be 

less than 190 of that era, for Chandra Gupta II. 

is of the year 90, and this coin is of far later 

date and execution. If the Gupta era be taken 

as the equivalent of the Saka era,T this would 

place Bakra Gupta in 268 a.d. 

If it be taken as representing the (2) 90th year 

of the Kshatrapa dynasty, and that be 

the equivalent of the Yikramadiiya era,* then 

the date would be 233 a.d. 

If the Seleucidan era be adopted, the date 
would be (the fifth century of the Seleucidan 
era being taken) 278 a.d. 

Again, if the Loka Kal be taken, and suppos¬ 

ing the century to be that beginning in 214 a.d. 

(it could soarcely 1>e earlier with reference to 

the date of Chandra Gupta II.), then the date 

of Bakra Gupta would Ml as low as 314 

a.d., and Tor am an a would be brought down 
to 306 A.D. 

I proceed, to consider which of these dates 
seems the most probable. 

As to the first, it the Ivsbntrapa era is to 

be taken as equivalent to that of VikVamaditya,. 

and the Gupta era. as that of the tSa.kas, or if ever 

they respectively approximated, then Bakra 

G n p t a would be brought in before B u dd h a 
G u p t a, whose dales of 15b and 105 of the Gupta 

era are equal to 234and 244 a.d. on the theory 

that they are Buka dates. The style of Bakra 

Gupta coins hardly warrants this supposition, 
though it is not wipomble. 

The other throe dates appear preferable ; the 

Seleucidan era if applied to Toramana’s coin 

also would place that king in 270 a.jd.,—about 

twenty-six years later than Buddha Gupta; 

the Gupta era would phme Buddha Gupta, 

Toram an a, and Bakra Gnpta in closer contact, 

still; while the Loka Kill would doubtless 

bring down the last named two kings 58 

and 66 years respectively later than .Buddha 
Gupta. 

On the whole lam inclined to believe that the 

Gupta era is that to be preferred. If is clear 

from, the two Eran inscriptions that the kings 

Buddha G a p t a and T o r a m a n a both 

were reigning during the life of one and the same 

man, D h any a Vi s h ii u, and that the latter 

was a man of some position and wealth under 

the earlier king. It is, of course, far 'from im¬ 

possible that Dhanya Vishnu may have been 

young when be caused one monument to be 

erected, and very old when the other was exe¬ 

cuted. If he lived even to, say, eighty years 

of age, even sixty ^ears may well have elapsed 

between the execution of the two monuments, 

i,e. the later years of Buddha Gupta and the 

earlier of Toram ana. Still the shorter interval 
is certainly the more probable one, and I am 

therefore inclined to think, with Mr. Thomas, 

that Torataana should be placed in 260-61 a.d., 

and Bakra Gupta I would accordingly place in 

26b-69, adopting, that is, the Gupta family 

era as that of both coins, and assuming that to 
be identical with the Saka era. 

1 Mr. Thomas thinks that the year of the century is 
oMiterated. I confess that on the British Museum coin, 
which I have closely examined, I see no trace of any 
centey date s this point is of little importance, however, 
as will he subsequently apparent. 9 
f This is a disputed point: Albirdni (if we can trust at 

Gnpta era began in Saka 241 
Iv CoL T^ ; 13 byinscriptions quoted 
by UoL Tod. If this can be depended on, Bakra Gupta 

may have ruled in 190 + 319 --- 509 A.D., and he or hie pre- 
decessor may have been the Chinese Xio-to or ‘ Gupta7 
King who sent an embassy to China in a.d. 502.—Conf. Jour. 
Asiatiquei IVme serie, tom. X. pp. 91,100; 2nd Archceol. 
R^.utsup. pp. 28, 80, 133.—Bn. 

7 .ihl8. assumption is opposed to Prof. Bh&ndArkarrs 
opinion in Trans. Orient Congress, 1874, who regards 

the Saka era as that from which the Kshatrapas dated. 
—jLd. 
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A NEW GRANT OF GOVINDA. III., RATHOR. 

BY G. BUHLER. 

la Juno last Major J, W, “Watson, then Acting 

‘Political Agent, Rcvakanlha, informed me that, 

while acting’ in 1873-4 as Political Agent of 

Pahlanpur, he had been shown by the Karbhari 

of Radhanpur two copperplates the writing of 

which resembled very closely that of the Morbi 

plate published by Professor Bhandarkar in the 

Indian Antiquary. I at once addressed Colonel 

Shortt, the present Political Agent, Pahlanpur, 

on the subject, and solicited his good offices 

with the Radhanpur Darbar for a loan of the 

plates seen by Major Watson, Colonel Shortt 

very kindly acquainted the Navab with mj re¬ 

quest, and procured for me tour plates, after 

a troublesome hunt for the half-forgotten grants. 

On examining them 1 found that two of them 

contain three-fourths of a land-grant issued by 

G o v i n da III., Rathor; while the other two 

belong to Blumadeva I., Ckahikya, of An- 

hilvad-Patban. The latter will be published in 

my paper on the land-grants of the Anhilvad 

CMlukyas. The former are so important that 

they deserve a separate article. 

The two plates measure each 12 inches by 

10, and have one hole in the middle of the left- 

hand side, in which the seal-ring was fixed. 

The latter has been lost, as well as the third 

sheet. For this grant, like other ancient Rathor 

msanas, was written on three plates, the first 

and last ofTwhieh are inscribed on the inner 

sides only, while the centre one bears letters 

on both sides.# The loss is of small importance, 

as the last plate contained only the well-known 

verses from the Sxnriti on the subject of gifts of 

land. The letters of our grant are ancient Deva- 

nagarl, exactly resembling those of the Saman- 

gadh plate published in the Jour. Bo. Br. B. As. 

Soc. vol. II. p. 371. The preservation of the 

plates is, on the whole, good. Only in the centre 

of PL I., and in the first line of PL II. a, some let¬ 
ters have become indistinct,—apparently by the 

friction of the sheets against each other. The 

execution is also good. A few letters have been 

left out accidentally, and a moderate number 

of other mistakes occur. Noticeable peculiari¬ 

ties are the employment of the Anusvdm in- 

* Compare the description of the KlUi grant, Ind. Ant 

V°f Jour. Bo' Br. R. As. Soc. vol. II. pp. 371 et seq. 
X Jour. ft. As. JSoc. vol. V. p. 350. 

stead of final n, and of the vowel ri instead 

of the syllable ri, both of which are incorrect, 

but of frequent occurrence in MSB. also. 

As regards its substance, the s as ana is for the 

greater part identical with the Van Dindori 

grant, which was discovered by L. Reid, Esq., 

and published by Mr. Wathen in the Jour. B. 

As. Soc. vol. V. pp. 350 et.seq. Both have been 

issued by the same' prince and in the same Saka 

year. As might be expected from these circum¬ 

stances, their historical portions agree very 

closely. But it is very fortunate that the new 

grant contains a few more verses than1 the earlier 

one, some of which are of great importance for 

the history of Western India. 

Go vinda III. was one of the most powerful 

princes ol? that great Rashtrakuta, Rathor, or 

Ratta family whioRrose to power in the Dekhan 

about the middle of the eighth century, and for 

the space of two centuries obscured and almost 

took the place of its older rival, the Chalukya 

race of Kalyana. During the time of its pros¬ 
perity it extended its rule not only over the 

Dekhan proper, but- over the Kohkana, a 

portion of Gujarat,-and Central India up to 

the Yindhyas. Its. influence, no doubt, made 

itself felt much farther north. Its power sank 

again towards the close of the tenth century, 

when the Chalukyas, under Tailapa of 

Kalyana and his successors, regained their ancient 

position. But even after that period we find 

Rashtrakuta states at Devagiri, at Belgam, &c. 

in the Dekhan, in Central India, and even as 

far north as Kanoj, some of which played a 

considerable part during the last periodof Hindu 

rule, and branches of which flourish even in 

the present day. 
We possess a considerable number of grants 

issued by, or referring to, this particular Rash¬ 

trakuta family, which, according to their dates, 

may be arranged in the following order : 

1. The Samangadh plates of Saka 075/f* 

2. - The Van Dindori plates of Saka 730. J 

3. The Radhanpur plates dated Saka 730,§ 

4. The Baroda plates dated Saka 734.|| 

5. The Kavi plates dated Saka 749.f 

§ i.e. those now under review. 

|| Jour. ft. As. Soc. Beng. vol. VIII. p. 292. 

f Ind. Ant vol. V. p. 144. 
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6. The Sangli plates dated Saka 855.* * * § 

7. The Salofcgf inscription dated Saka 867.f 

8. The Karda plates dated Saka 894. J 

9. The Eharepatan plates dated Saka 930. § 

But, in spite of these considerable materials, 

the history of this family has not been made 

out satisfactorily,—partly because the first dis¬ 

covered grants have been badly read, and 

partly because the last discovered ones give 

fuller information than those accessible to H. H. 

Wilson, Lassen, Bal Gang&dhar, and S. P. 

Pandit. Other circumstances, too, have contri¬ 

buted to obscure the real state of things. The 

first point is the evil habit of the Rashtraku- 

tas (which, indeed, may be observed in the case 

of many other Indian dynasties||) of taking a 

large number of hirudas, or honorific titles ; and 

of their poets, who composed the historical por¬ 

tions of the grants, of using these names indis¬ 

criminately, or even of substituting synonyms for 
them. 

The second cause of confusion is the still 

more reprehensible practice of some writers of 
the sasanas of leaving out in the vamdvdli any 

princes whom they considered unworthy of 

notice. Well-authenticated instances of this kind 
are afforded by the Ya 1 ab h i grants, most of 

which omit the four sons of Bhatarka; by 

the grants of the Chalukyas of Anhilvad, several 

of which pass in silence by the name ofValia- 

b h a s e n a, who reigned for a few months only; 

and by the sdsanas of the ancient Chalukyas of 
EAlyana. 

Instead of simply giving an analysis of the 

Radhanpur plates, I shall now attempt to re¬ 

construct a portion of the pedigree and of the 

history of the Dekhani Rashtrakfitas from 

the above nine grants. I do not pretend to 

trace all Rashtrakutas hack to their origin, 
nor even to give the history of all the kings 

named in the nine grants. The historical docu¬ 

ments which are accessible at present are in 

my opinion insufficient to decide whether the 

Rashtrakutas were an Aryan Kshatriya, i.e. 

Rajput race, which immigrated into the Dekhan 

from the north like the Ctalukyas, or a Dra- 

vidian family which was received into the 

Aryan community after the conquest of the 

* J°wr-3o-Br- B- 4s.’ Soa, vol. IV. p. 100. 
t Ind. Ant. vol. I. p. 206. 
I Jowr. R. As. Boo. voL III. p. 94, 
§ Jour. Bo. Br. B. As. Soc. vol. I. p. 209. 

Dekhan. It is, further, as yet impossible to 

determine the period when a Raslitrakuta em¬ 
pire was first founded in the Dekhan. Only this 

much is clear, that Rashtrakfita kings ruled 

over parts of the Dokhan in the fourth and fifth 

centuries; because the first Chalukya, Jayasimha, 

destroyed one Indra, the son of Krishna, who 

belonged to this family, f Nor is it feasible 

to determine the relation of the latest Rush- 

trakuta dynasties, especially those of K a n o j, 

from whom the present Rathorn of J o d h p u r 

and I d a r are descended, to the family of the 

grantors of the above Mmnas. The list also of 

the kings from Govinda I. to Kakkala, 

enumerated in tlio nine grants, offers a difficulty 

regarding the succession to the tenth prince, 

| Akalavarsha, which has already exercised 

the ingenuity of H. H. Wilson, Bal Gangfidhar 

Sfistri, and S. P. Pandit. All I shall attempt 

is, therefore, to give an account of the first ten 

kings of the nine grants,—a contribution to the 
history of the Dekhan and the adjacont west- 

em coast during the time from 0(!0 to 850 a.d. 
The first three princes,—Go vi n d a I., 

K a r k a I., and I n d r a I,-who are noticed 

in grants Nos. 1, 4, and 5 only, aro described 

in general terms. The poets, as in duty bound, 

extol their bravery, their justice and piety, hnt 
without stating how they distinguished them¬ 

selves. Hence it may be inferred that not 

much was to be said about them, and especially 

that during their reigns the war with the 

Chalukyas had not yet broken out. In favour 

of this view the fact may be adduced that the 

queen of the third, Indra I, was the daughter 

of^a Chalukya father and a Somanvaya (i.e. 

Yadava or R^shtraMta) mother (grant No. 1, 

V. 9). For, with the state of things which exist^ 

ed during the succeeding reigns, matrimonial 

alliances between the two houses would hardly 

have been possible. Counting backwards three 

generations from Saka 6/5, the date of grant 

Ho. 1, and allowing twenty-five years for each 

generation, the year 660 a.d. may be roughly 

assigned to Govinda I. as the initial date of his 

reign, 685 a.d. to Karka I., and 710 a.d. to 
Indra I. 

The fourth prince, Dantidurga, the son 

p. 259. ^ pktes> V< 7i JoUTm A$•Soc- vol. HI. 
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of Indra I. and of his Chalukya queen, was one 

of the great riders of the family, and for this 

reason he has been considered its founder in 

tlii'ee of the grants. Nos- G, 8, and 9. 

His own grant apparently attributes two 

great deeds to him,—the subjugation of a 

prince called Y all a b h a (No. 1, v. 17), whereby 

he obtained the title of Mdjddhirdjaparasnt>e~ 

snira9 c Supreme lord of kings of kings/ or 

4 king of kings and supreme lord/ and an easy 

victory over the army of K a r n a t a, u which 

was expert in defeating* the lords of Kanchi and 

Kerala, the Ohola, the Paudya, Srlharsha, and 

Vajrata” (No. 1, v. 18). Possibly tbe two 

verses contain a £ lum dia dyotn,\ and both 

refer to the same event, Le. Tail abha was the 

K a r n a t a king who was defeated. But it is 

perfectly certain that the Karnata army is in¬ 

tended for k the Chalukya army/ since the 

Ohfdukyas of Kalyana are frequently called 

x the lords of Karnata/* and since it is their 

constant boast in their older inscriptions that 

they conquered Sriharsha.f Grant No. 5 re¬ 

peats the two verses of No. 1. Nos. 6 and 8 

describe the king merely in general terms, and 

No. 9 contains nothing but the name. He prob¬ 

ably did nothing more of importance, and died 

soon after the date of his grant, A remark 

which No. 4 makes about his successor, 

Krishna!., proves that lie did not reach old 

age, and probably died a violent death. All 

the grants which mention both Dantidurga and 

Krishna I. state that the latter was the paternal 

uncle of the former, Le. a brother of Indra I. 

Grant No. 8, v. 5, says that Dantidurga died 

childless. But No. 4, v. 8, affirms that Krishna 

I. destroyed his relative, who had fallen into 

evil ways, and became king for the good of his 

race /’ though it does not mention Danti- 

durga’s name, and in fact ignores'"him and his 

father altogether. Considering how anxious 

the court poets must have been, and in some 

cases can be proved to have been,], to disguise, 

or to place in the best light, the internal dis¬ 

sensions and revolutions in the families of their 

patrons, I have no hesitation in accepting as 

correct this version of the manner in which 

Dantidurga lost his life and Krishna succeeded 

to the throne. It seems to me evident that, as 

it has happened so frequently in the Rajput 

families of India, the younger branch of the 

family ousted the elder one. 

From the last line of the grant No. 1 we learn 

that Dantidurga was also called D antivarma. 

The name may be translated ' lie whose pro¬ 

tection elephants are/ or * lie who is like an ele¬ 

phant that resembles a fort or a suit of armour. 

The same plate mentions two hiradas or tjauna 

tutniaz of this prince,—PrifhutcaU aloha and A had- 

gdoaldc‘i (?). The former,4 husband of the earth, 

is a general title common to many kings. The 

reading of the latter is doubtful; the facsimile 

has a nonsensical form Khadgdpaloka, which 

Bill Gangldhar has changed into Khadga- 

dhdrdrha. 
The fifth kmg5 Krishna 1., whose relation 

to his predecessor and accession to the throne 

have already been discussed, was likewise a 

ruler of great distinction. Two grants, Nos. 

2 and 3, place him, for this reason, at the head 

of their enumeration, and most have some¬ 

thing particular to relate regarding him. From 

grants Nos. 2, 3 (v. 3), and G (v. 5) it appears 

that lie continued the work of Dantidurga. 

and further humbled the 0 h a lu k y a s. No. 4. 

v. 10, also states that a he changed to a deer the 

great hoar (maJidvardka), who was taken with 

an itching for the battle, and inspired by valour 

flashed his bow~tuskY§ As the hoar Is the 

cognizance of the Chalukyas, it is probable that 

this verse also refers to the defeat of a Chalukya 

prince, not of a person called YCahavar alia. The 

same grant, vv. 11-13, connects him with the 

hill of E1 a p u r a, where he seems to have built 

a fort and a splendid temple of Siva.||* Nos. 2 and 

8 mention that he bore the hiruda Ya 1 lab ha. 

His accession to the throne may he placed about 

755 a.d., and, as he was the paternal uncle of Ms 

predecessor, he cannot have ruled very long. If 

we allow him ten years, until 766, that will be 

quite as much as is probable. 

After hfm ruled successively his two sons. 

* See, e.g.3 Vikram&nkactorita, p. 28, note, 

f I must add that I do not feel as certain ae most of 
my colleagues (see, e.g„ A. Burnell, Elem. of So.-Ind. 

Paloeogr., p. 16) appear to do that thei awj 
miPMMl bv the Oh&ukyas is Hiwen-Thsang’s and Bfitm, s 
& HyarTha°varThanaof Thteesar^ The qpeston 
requires reconsideration, as the dates will not fit, ana 

Sriharshais, like Yikrama and Bhoja, a name common 

OoS^my rlS^ou the subject,-FfirosnOal'- 

C^TMsPfcr»nslatioa differs from that given by Pa^it 
S&adaprasfda, who, as usual, had only a very dan idea 
of the meaning of his text. , . 

jj y. u has been badly deciphered or is corrupt. 
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and o, v. !)), ami a third, l)ha rjivarnba, as* Id# Govinda 11. aud Dhr u va, The only par¬ 

ticular information which we receive about the 

former is that lie also bore the surname V alia- 

b Ii a.f Three grants, Nos. 2, 8, and 4, do not 

mention Ids name at all; hence it may be interred 

that he did not reign long, and was not particu¬ 

larly distinguished. If my view of the inter¬ 

pretation of Y. 5 of Nos. 2 and i> is correct, 

G o v i nd a II. was dethroned by this younger 

brother, who appears to have been a much greater 

ruler and warrior. 

This king, the seventh from Govmda 1., is 

called Dliru^a, Hhe constant,’ in grants 

Nos. 4 and 5; while lie appears under the 

appellation N irupam a, ‘ the incomparable,’ 

in Nos. 0, 8, and 0. In No. 2 ho is called 

N i r u p a m a and P a u r a, while No. 2 reads 

clearly Dbra instead of Pimm. The preser¬ 

vation of this form is the first important service 

which the Radhanpur grant (No. o) renders 

do the history of the Iliishtrakutas. For while 

Paura,* the form of the Van Dindoh plates 

(No. 2),’is utterly irreconcilable with the read¬ 

ing Bhruvaf in Nos. 4 and 5, Dhmt may be 

easily recognised as a Prakrit corruption of 

Bh'wa; and thus our plate furnishes the 

complete proof that Dhruva and Nimpama are 

the same person. Only two grants give parti¬ 

culars regarding Dhruva-Nirupama’s exploits. 

Roth Nos. 2 (v. 0) dml 8 (v, G) state that 

he conquered and imprisoned a king called 

Gang a, and that (v. 7) he dispossessed a ruler 

named Yatsa or of Yatsa, who had con¬ 

quered the kingdom of Gauda, and that he drove 
him into the desert of Marvad From the men- ' 

tion of Gauda it is clear that Yatsa’s pater¬ 

nal realm must have been situated in Central 

India.{ Our grant No. 3 (v. 7) states that he 

also conquered the P a 11 a v a king in the south. 

The, same two grants show also that Dhruva- 

Nirupama had another bimda, Kali val lab ha, 

‘the beloved of the Kali age’ (Nos. 2. v. 8, 

f • The translation of No. 0 asserts that he was born at 
ladubinibasilltala^ But the Sanskrit says nothing of the 
kind. The facsimile reads as follows govinda- 
r&ibbhftd indubimbasildtile j y mj&riplosh ad Mini whiah 
prabstir iva likelojute J| u Prom him sprang Govinda- 
raja; a dark spot (caused) by the burning of his enemies 
is visible on the crystal disc of the moon {ini ub imbaMltitale) 
resembling a laudatory’inscription.” The poet means to 
say that Govinda destroyed so many enemies that the smoke 
from their pyres may be considered to have caused the 
spots in the moon, which latter, therefore, are in reality a 
pralasti, i.e. laudatory' inscription executed by the king, 

* I have no doubt that Pmra is merely a mistake of 
the decipherer. 

t Tide identity results also from his position on the 
lift. For while grant No, 5 names the two sons of Klishna 

son aud successor is said to meijiiate on the 

feet of the supreme lord,” &e., u the SlIuHiriiHm 

Dharavu rsha,” The phrase }hi(itinmiiunitn, 

“ meditating on the feel of,” is no doubt am¬ 

biguous, and the subject of the meditation is m 

oilier cases sometimes a. spiritual j/uru, and some¬ 

times a lord paramount, Bui Urn epithets oiwm 

to Dlulravarslia show Hi at he was not a priest, 

and ho cannot have been a lord paramount, 

because these liafhors acknowledged nuiw. It 

is, therefore, not doubtful that (uwimiu\ fat lev 

ismeant.§ Another name,k Satnmlra ’ which the 

translation of No. l> gives to Rhruva, is nothing 

but the result of a mistake. As the reign of 

Govinda ii. was probably of short duration, 

Dhmva-Nirupama’s accession to the pm/? may be 

placed about 770 a.u. 

The next kjng, Dhrura-Nintpanm’s sou, is 

called G o v 1 nda III, in Nos. 2, d, 4, ami f>, 

J a g uttnn g a in Nos. baud 8, mid J a gad r u dra 

in No. D, As the latter two names are merely 

hi nidus, Jtvjaffiuiiji? meaning * the world-exalt¬ 

ed,’and Jutjadmhv 1 the Siva, i r. Supreme lord 

of the world,’ I do not. hesitate toassuumthal they 

belong to Govinda III. murder to express t he high 

position which he occupied. Rut ! must admit 

that anyone who is hypereriticully inclined may 

contend that J a ga 11 u n ga was a third sou 

of D3i r uva-Nir a pa ma, who succeeded his 

brother Govinda HI. (i o v i n da f II. seems to 

have been the most eminent prince of the dy¬ 

nasty. Immediately after his accession to the 

throne lie had to fight a confederacy of twelve 

kings, who assailed the supremacy of the Rash- 

trakhtas (No. 2, v. 11, No. M, v. li, No. f>, v. 27). 

Grant No. 5 names S tarn bh a as their chief. 

The result of the contest was that “Govinda 

made their lustre pale, as the Hcnhvarta fire extin¬ 

guishes the twelve suns that shine at the end 

of a halpa” After he had subdued these 

enemies, he released king Ganga, whom his 

I. Govinda (II.) and Dhruva, Nos. 0,8, and 9 call them 
Govinda (II.) and Nimpama. An argument which tends to 
show that jjhora, is a corruption of Dhruva is that in 
Nos. 2 and 3 he is twice called emphatically D/iaryav&n 
and. Dkairyadhmmlt, ‘the constant/ 

X Possibly the ruler of the Vats a country may be 
meant. • His capital was Kkus&mbi, the modem Koeain. 

| It ought also to be noted that most of the kings of 
this dynasty seem to have had one biruda ending in vir- 
sha. Thus, besides the Amoghavarsha and Ak&la- 
v a r s h a of Nos. 6, 8, and 9, we find a Govinda III. called 
Prabhfttavarsha, Karka of Bharoch Snvarnavar- 
sha, Govinda of Bharoch Prabhfitavarsha, Kakkala 
(the last king) A m og h a v a r s h a, and his father Akaja- 
varsha. _ These epithets were intended to commemorate 
the liberality of their wearers. 
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father had imprisoned, “from the prolonged 

pain of his fetters.” But Ganga again opposed 

Ins benefactor, and had again to be reduced to 

obedience (No. 2, v, 12, No. 3, v. 14) and to be 

imprisoned. 

Oar grant (No. 3) describes hisliext exploits 

as follows (vv, 15*18) :—He undertook an 

expedition against the G u rj ar a king, who fled 

at his approach, (< as the clouds disappear on 

the approach of the autumnal season.” Next 

he received the submission of the ‘ politic’ ruler 

of Milla v a, who by the study of the Ntiis astro, 

had learnt to form a just estimate of his own 

strength. Then, on his reaching the slopes of 

the V i n d h y a hills, a king called M a r a- 

£ a r v a hastened to offer him presents. Finally 

he spent the rainy season at Sribhavana. 

The last three statements occur also in grant 

No 2, vv. 13-15 ; hut the first verse regarding 

the Gurjara, which is of the last importance for 

the correct appreciation of the expedition and 

for the history of Gujarat, has been left out. 

This one piece of information forms the connect¬ 

ing link between several other scraps of informa¬ 

tion regarding the history of Gujarat. Firstly, 

we know from the grants of Jayabhata 

dated Vikraraa 486, and of Da d d a II., dated 

Sitka 380, 384, 400, and 417, that during the 

fifth century A.i). Central Gujarat was governed 

by a dynasty of G hr jar a kings, who had their 

capital at N a n d i p u r a, a fort once situated 

to the east of Bharocli, close to the Jhade- 

s?ar gate. From Hiwen Thsang we learn that 

further north a Gurjara kingdom existed in the 

seventh century, the capital of which was Pilo- 

molo, the modern Rhinm al,|| in Southern 

Marvad, just across the Pahlanpur frontier. 

The grants of the Gujarat Bithors, Nos. 4 and 

5, finally inform us that .Govinda III. con¬ 

quered ‘the realm of the ruler of Lata (the 

region between the Mahi and the Tapti, and 

between the sea and the Sahyadris), and made 

ifc over to his brother I n d r a, some time before 

the year 812. If we now read in the Radhan- 

pur grant (No. 3) that the same Govinda III. 

conquered or drove into flight the G fi rj ar a, 

while on the same expedition he afterwards re- 

11 The identification of Rhinm&l with ‘ P i I o m o 1 o 
belongs to Major J. W. Watson, whose services to the 
history of Gajar&t I have had to acknowledge so frequently. 

Bhlnmal had two older names, Srtm&la and B h i 11 a m 41 a. 
The latter is, I think, t/ie parent of the modem one on 
our maps, and is represented by ‘Rilomolo. The Arabic 
Puhlmahl represents also BhillamMA Merutunga statas 

ceived the submission of the king of Mala va, 

and a visit from king M ar a s a r v a on the slone? 

of the Yindhyas, we are, I think, justified in 

arrangingthese facts in the following manner 

Govinda III. advanced from the highlands 

of the Dekhan by the pass of Bitnsda or by that 

of Dharmapur into the districts -which are now 

called Southern Gujarat, and which were formerly 

considered thenorthernmost part of the Koiikana. 

Next he crossed the Tapti and invaded the Lata, 

and took this country from the Gurjara,s, driving 

them northwards. After disposing of them, lie 

turned his attention to Malava, This country 

he may have reached, in case he did not 

pursue the Gurjaras as far as Bhimnal, by 

the Dohad-Dhar or Harsol-Ratlam routes. If 

he did march upon" and occupy the Gurjara 

capital, he had to take the Idar-Dungarpur or 

the Komalmer pass through the Aravali. He 

must next have marched light across Malava 

in order to reach the Yindhyas. Probably he 

crossed their western portion as lie returned to 

his Dekhan home. It is purely owing to the 

Radhanpur plate that we are able to give this 

sketch of Govinda’s great expedition to the west, 

and that we can at last connect two hitherto 

detached pieces of the history of Gujarat, the 

Gurjara and the Rathor periods. 

After Govinda had passed the rainy season at 

Sri bhavana^T he marched to the banks of the 

Tungabhadra (No.2,v. 15,No. 3, v. 18) and 

'again subdued the Falla vas, whom his father 

had conquered already, and “ whose wealth was 

resting in his hands alsoHe, apparently, had to 

undertake an expediti on against a foe who, though 

formerly humbled aud made tributary, had again 

begun to lift his head. Finally he ordered the 

lord ofY e ngi (No. 2, v. 16, No. 3, v. 19)into 

his presence, and made him assist in building or 

fortifying a city. Y e n g i is the ancient name of 

the eastern coast between the mouths of the Go¬ 

davari and Krishna. The tract which Govinda 

III. either temporarily or permanently brought 

under Ms sway extends therefore from the west¬ 

ern to the eastern coast, and from the Marvad 

desert and the Yindhyas in the north to beyond 

the Tungabhadra in the south. His dominions 

hat Bhoja of DhSr called Srirnttfr-BhOkmala because 
ba people allowed tin puet Mafcba to die in want. Several 
asfces now met with in Gujay&t and B^putana call them- 

elves, from the first forip, iSrim&l 
f I am not able to identify this place. But I feel certain 

hat it is not ‘ Cowldurga, ia Mysore/ as Mr. Wathen * m- 

ormants stated. 
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were certainly very considerable, and lie fully 
deserves his titles, Jagattung a or J aga- 

drudra. Govinda bore, besides these two 
birndas, three others,—Prith vi valla bba, 
‘ the husband of the earth* (Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 

5); Srivallabha, ‘the husband of For¬ 
tune’ (No. 3); and P r a b h u t a v ar's h a, ‘ the 
showerer of prodigious (wealth)1 (Nos. 2 and 
3). Both his grants are dated from M ay ti r a- 
khan di (No. 3), or Mayurakhin<11 (No. 

2),—no doubt the modern Morkhaiula, a 
hill-fort north of V a n, in the Nasik district. It 
does not seem likely to me that this place was his 
capital, though it may have been an occasional 
place of residence. For Indian princes do not 
usually govern their dominions from lonely 
forts. 

Govinda’s grants are both dated Saka 730, 
or 808-9 Am., and it is probable that he did not 
reign much longer. Nor, firstly, the number 
of his wars which the grants mention shows that 
he must have reigned a good many years before 

they were issued. Secondly, the maimer in 

which the grant of his nephew Karka (No. 4) 

speaks of him indicates that he was dead at 
the time of its issue, ix. Saka 734, or a/d. 
812-13. 

We shall probably not go far wrong if we 

place the end of his reign in 810 a.jd. His ac¬ 

cession to the throne may be put about 785 a.d. 

Not much is known regarding Govinda Ill’s 
successor, his son Amoghavarsha (No. 6, 
v. 9, No. 8, v. 9, No. 9, v. 3). We do not even 

know his real name. For Anwghava-rsha, 1 he 

who showers not in vain,’ is nothing but a birmla. 
But the one feet which No 8 mentions, viz. 

that his capital was at Many akh eta* the 

modem M a 1 k h e d, in the Nizam’s territory, is 

of greatimportance. For it permits the identi¬ 

fication .of the Dekhani Rat hors with the 

Balharas of the Muhammadan geographers 

of the tenth century. This identification has 

already been proposed by Dr. Bhftu Daji, who 

correctly perceived that Tod’s wild guess about 

the B&l U rdi,1 or Valabhi rija,’ and Remand’s 

identification with Malavaraja, could not stand. 

The arguments in fevoor of Dr. Bhau Daji’s 

view areas Mows:—Both Ibn Khordadbahf 

and MasudiJ .allege that lialhtmi meant. ‘ king* 

of kings,5 and was a title which all kings of the 

dynasty bore. The corresponding Hanskrit 

word can only have been Illititfrirakit, which 

means ‘lord,’ or ‘ supreme ruler.’ Now, as 

grants Nos. 2, 3, (>, 7, and S show, all flic kings 

of the Ratliur dynasty afieeted the tide para- 

iwuhhultdraktt, ‘supreme lord.’ Secondly, the 

capital of the Halbard is staled to have hern 

M a n k 1 r. This word resembles Manyakhefa, 

tbo name of the capital of Amogliavarsha and 

of his successors^ very closely, and it Is abso¬ 

lutely identical with the Prakrit form Man- 

Idled or Mankher, whieh mast have preceded 

the modern form M.alkiied. The identity 

of the two towns is further proved by the 

statement that. Manlur was the ymd vntfn 

of India, ami situated HO (arsaugs, or 011) miles, 

from the sea. A glance at the map will 

show that Malkbed lies almost, exactly in flu* 

middle, between the western and eastern seas. 

Its distance from the western (mast is, as the 

crow flies, about 350 miles. But if wo assume 

that Masudi thought not of the - straight line 

from the western sea, but of the distance from 

one of the northern ports to whieh Hie Muham¬ 

madans chiefly traded, say K ham bay or Bharoeh, 

his estimate of the distance is correct. There 

is another point in his notes on the town 

which may be used to support this ideufilica- 

tion. He says that the language spoken at 

Mkkir is “the Kiriya, called so alter the 

country K i ra.” The word /dm, it is !me, is 

not easily explained. For in * Sanskrit lint 

means ‘ a parrot,’ and its plural is a name of 

the Kasmirians, But witli a (for the Arabic 

alphabet) very slight change of the diacritical 

points we may road K a n a r a, L e, K a n a d a = 

K a r n at a, for K ir a, i.e. #for ; and 

this emendation exactly fits Malkhed, which lies 

just on the border of the Kanareso-speaking 

country.|| A third argument for the identity of 

the Rathors with the Balharas of Mankir is 

the circumstance that while the Muhammadan 

writers of the ninth and tenth cpnturies state 

that the great prince of India, the B a 1 h a r a, 

resides at Mankir, A1 Idrisi in the twelfth 

century asserts that Nahrwalla was his seat. 

"i ^ c?rrect fan* of tl 

sres “•ini- toi- 1 p-206’« 

d. Fp°B.Tie mtWy ^Iniia its Historian 

J Elliott: ibid. 10-24. 

§ Mlbyakkefei is also named as the seat of the king in 
grants Nos. 6,7, and 8. 

11 See Caldwell, Cortvp. Oram. Drew, Lang. p. 33. 
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We know from the inscriptions of the Chalukyas 

of Kalyana and from grant No. 9 that the 

star of the Rat hors of Malkhed set in the last 

quarter of the tenth century, and that Tailapa 

(973-1008 a.d.) humbled them to the dust, 

and reestablished the supremacy of the Chalu¬ 

kyas in the Bekhan, At the same time the 

Chalukyas of Anhilvad (Nahrwalla) rose to 

importance in the latter half of the eleventh 

and in the twelfth century, under Jayasimha 
Siddharaja and his still greater successor 

Kumarapala; and these princes, too, assumed 

the title parama-bhatt&raka. 
But to return to Amoghavarska. It is 

not clear from the inscriptions if he built Mfihya- 

kheta. I rather think that Manyakheta is the 

unnamed town which the king of Yengi forti¬ 

fied for Govinda III. But it seems probable 

that Amoghavarska was the first Rathor who 

made the place bis capital. The statements of 

the Muhammadans about the Balhar a sof the 

eighth century allow us to infer that during his 

reign the power and extent of the Rathor empire 

remained as great as under his father. The end 

of his reign may be placed about 835 a.d. 

Amoghavarska’s successor is named Akala- 

varsha. There can be no doubt that the real 

name of this prince also is unknown—A k a la- 
vars ha, ‘ he who showers (gifts) out of season 

(as well as in season),5 being merely an honorific 
title or biruda* The inscriptions give no details 

regarding his x*eign. Who really succeeded this 

prince is somewhat doubtful. The statements 

of grants Nos. 6, 8, and 9 are apparently not 
quite in harmony. I think, however, that it 

we obtained a good facsimile of the Karda plate 

the difficulty would be solved. As this is not 

within my reach, and, as I learn that a new 
grant of one of the later Rath ors has recently 

been discovered and' will be shortly published 

by Professor Bhandarkar, I pass over the re¬ 

maining princes of the dynasty. I will merely 

remark that Kakkala, who issued grant No. 

8, is the last prince of the Manyakheta dynasty. 

Grant No. 9, v. 9, states .distinctly that he 

was the Rathor whom T a i 1 a pa^f conquered. 

No. 8, Kakkala’s own grant, is dated in 978 

A.D., the very year of Tailapa’s accession to the 

throne. Kakkala’s fall must have come soon 

after. 

Transcript. 

Plate J. 

(*) ^ 3 srw fR [I] w *npr 

(3) ft fi®W3T: [HUl] 

O D1 

355: [i] srm 

t6) 
f^n^rrRr^ [iisii] 

/7\ 55wr 333rft R 3 [i] 
w ■ afroqtwf^Rm- 

(8) 3ft^3T 5R 

f The same statement is made in the Ch&ukya Ming 
grant, v. 27, where the name is given as Karkara. I suspect 

that its Sanskrit form was KarkarAja. 

* Line 2, read0*”*:- L. 8, read H read 
*r^°i Xi-.5, read L. 6, read 

L- 7, wad !*•$> read^wi*4dl U- 
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0 [i] kkr ^a'w fwr *m- 

(10) <£ hrww ?rr%: snrrcr* [11*11] qwi#i frrWrcFRra- 8=r 

(n) r%^?rfNr*R r [i] *rr<Pii: RiRRcrpreRin 

t1-) Hfwt *r3^SW^3R *TC50RT f^TcT [ll^ll] 5R- 

?jin%irH f- 

(1S) jffJT [i] nr#T ?riT^'itTiwr^ 

totprtc- 

(14) sjreratft *rr <ti% feci HfgRrrci [ii^ii] ssw^ew^ft W*prt^ 

(15) Rrtepr [i] irarr 3R: frHjirfq-jr^tq- wri Iwr: [ikii] 

qr^fer: 

(16) hht fawrnfe^*rr ^rit^: W- W wfrrr: 

(17) wiiltr r%<rt: tr^; «gitcft? iirfTRrjfrfl^R: ucfi [n\°u] *ri% 

nf- 

(1B) hrrrt farswr ^rnsf^Frqr ^rh ^ [(] 

Plate II A. 

•s_ ’•N *\ 

O fRRRfW 5GRR *r%$clT STRf^HFTf^RT- 

[HUII] ctren^n:-t 

H **113$ ^RRT^grRR frfr hO*r fttfanfrirf 3* [i] snw 

cfTW tf- 

(*) %5nrafcrr srt ?wr m fart %w ^rrt^ [u\hii] 

HPFT Rfr- 

H rr nggiri ^HHcflr Hcr^rPrEsrqT [i] r^ri 

(5) ^rs^^^T%g^^RRRi^jr5frqrr??n::^§^i^f [nvui] ^nr- 

(6) wz&w&m Pm«*^mHiwnrai^ ^flw: mf^fq f^r: [i] r- 

O ^ vwNcf 55?q% ftsw fir%3i srprsfarras-: h ir; g=r: 

__ [U\8U] H- 

f L. 10, aksharas 4-10, as well as the last, are very in¬ 

distinct on the plate. L. 12, read L. 13, read 

W*^Q* L.15, read gnfsPT. L. 17, read 

L. 18. The restoration has been made according to the Van 
Diadorl grant. 

X 1^1, read ;> read °PTf§f*n^ ^FT‘ L. 2, 

read r3*RT°. L. 3, read ^PS3I; ffl^m0. L. 4, read 

^5 °’Trf^cg?rr ft'^srpn^ i. e. Tb« *r° 
Of WOT loots like 31; but tbe reading adopted is required ■ 
on account of the sense and of the metre. 
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(") TOf Mrptf stopit m tf&srFgsfaffaf qsrrftfSRfa-S 

0 <r [t] *r mg§ m-. fiw iprirwr wk &- 

(,0) prfqr <r$3Frr [ii\mi1 w^Rr^^^roirwFFr w?jfr M ^fwi- 

(ll) *rft sprcrcf’t qrwri3if& [i] ^r fkt m =fir- 

('■) cfrt ^^rq^raR¥T#sR [iiuji] rtRib 3R%r ^ar 

*3 33T 

(ls) ^mrriTcr |*prc irt prt*ffcp [i] ^Acr#|^N?TRf:^:=#r^OTT- 

(u) f^vR: 'irtt tr^RTR [nv*u] ^ 

<wr- 

(15) *pt [i] ^Rr^RFrrr 3^%wnpj3T f#TO^ 

(16) f%nr*rRcTK3^: qiwRT ^ [uvu] 

fs^TOR* 

*r ntr 

trRRTJTFR- 
(17) ’<TRR?R: ^ [i] srsrr^ffRwr 

(ls) sftpr "^cFr jtIr-trfffT'. [u\^Ji] °^h4S^i^ 

(iy) ^otfSrarsr wr rtf izs&r [i] ?rflT^~ 

Plata II B. 

(') riR OTif5RW^3rr *rar crfir [w] [w] 
?nrait [t] rarer- 

o emrsy* witdrswwi [nv.ii] jnwwfran^^ 

O f^St a#fc >ra i*™*1 

(,) wS« * m tfi^"^1*1' 

(») ;r ifirr inJiWw,rit*ift+iaI£^+!iu<,,^'5ll4lr 
O TO3SraftwOTiiin=ift'!raf^n' ■#?ro>i»raTWS^ l^»TO~ 

of the grant is B ‘^' » differs hoTa ^ form 
of the syllable used otherwise in the grant. The latter is 

written &,. it is the only instance of the syllahio notation 
of numerals hitherto observed on B&hor grants. Bead 

|%*F°. B 3. read °qRWP° °f^I^T * L. 4, read 

°^S°i ^RR^i VR“ L' 5’1634 

L. 6, read %m°. ‘ L- 7, the first akshara of th* 

line. 

§ L. 8, read L. U, read pRIR . 

L. 13. The restoration of °riT0 is made according tojhe 

Van Dindori plate. L. 14, read 35®^ L-15> reatN" 

L. 16, read. Pw^L. 17, read %*- 

qjrn’0* L- 18- T)ele Visarga after f%PT, or write fVR- 

L. 19, read The insertion of ff before rRT 
is required by the metre and by the sense. ,. 

f L. 1. The sign used for 20 at the end of the Prafasb 
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(8) w-i sTsfrt:*-* 

(9) |^r 'trsts* rFvtsw qginTW: vvrr URunFUFFr%cr: cP-rr sr- 

(10) ^RTR^IT?r%^“^friTSfr^^flflT'J'lTr'T- 

(*■) R ^cTrrt’^r^WRcTRf FUfFUR1 UIFT: TMCFU: U- 
C) swum ^wtrqTRSRrr^ vurFfiFFmr fff- 
O uwhvt; 3nFFWF"nilFWVT*<r- 
(ls) wsp#* .pq-'m^wtR^FT: ^qr^R^raT^Ti?drR'cf7fi;fv;?Tr jj- 

C) fof^FFFT jfq^RRR7^5TC5RT UUU WRWISr TifR- 
(l7) r fifrp* furri ^tumiur ^P?F^^rr^fRq»F'*r?rr,Tf- 
{“) frvputura w^%5F7riF7RTF FfarqrrRCFi ’T^PFrr'Fciqrr wFsrmewr 

C"} w ar^nur frctr 37'Fcp srrerfsRsr qfoFRr jhtfV 
Translation. 

L Om! May he protect you, the loins on 

whose navel lias been made the dwelling-place 

of Brahma and Ham, whoso fore!load is adorned 

by the lovely muon-sickle, f 

2. There was a truthful king on earth 

called Krishnaraj a. whose llimut was hid¬ 

den by the twining arms of Fortune and by the 

far-reaching rays of the royal insignia, which 

glittered on his broad chest, just as Krishna’s 

throat is hidden by the twining arms of Lak- 

shrai and the far-reaching rays of the Kanstti- 

bha, who, though he conquered a host of foes 

with his large army (ehakm), just as Krishna 

with his huge war-disc (ahilcra), lived a pure 

(akrishna) life. J 

3. He (who was also called) V a 11 a b h a, and 

who was surrounded by a large crowd of ex¬ 

ceedingly wise (Pandits, mbwllm), in sport and 

swiftly tore Fortune Qa/cshmi) from the ocean¬ 

like Chalukya race, which derives lustre from 

numerous powerful princes that, afraid of the 

destruction of their partisans, sought its pro¬ 

tection ijpakshachehhedixbh^dsriUimidm 

# h. 8, read IPT* L. 9, *R* is not distinct on the plate. 

But the reading must either be this or 0iTcf*fK L. 15, read 

L. 16, read °. L. 17, read ^Rfpqfqf'j 

%^T^T * B. 18, read hhqf * L. 10, dele Anusv&ra over 

yfwm r. 

hhrilkala bitnlji I <lf), winch is difficult to con¬ 

quer for of 1 uts {dmiatujInjildtiptU'aUj), and which 

coufaims many pure resplendent gems (rntvfat- 

rhi,uiahlrrdjishy mutt nth vi hit) ^ just as Mount 

Ahmdara, surrounded by a large crowd of im¬ 

mortals (vilii!(ilia), (.ore the goddess of Fortune 

(Lakshin?) from the ocean, winch derives lustre 

from all the great mountains that, afraid of 

the loss of their wings, sought its protection 

(j» (<h hue hr It h i'da h h ntj dki I dkh Ua ma habit ti h h r i lk% - 

IthbhnijiUif) m difficult to cross for other (beings) 
(tinrlti'Wjhyilili<,p>imih), and which contains va¬ 

rious pure resplendent jewels (avefaivinailabhru- 

j i nh y u ra I n d n o i id t). 

4. To him was born a son, (called) 1) h o r a, 

whose only wealth was fortitude ; who, though 

in conquering the universe by the expansion 

of his fierceness lie resembled the god* with the 

fierce rays, still gladdened the earth by the 

lightness of his taxes (mhandahiraiaK), [while 

the sun torments it by the fierceness of its rays 

{c!utndakarata}i)\ who destroyed the beauty of 

the lufcus faces of tho wives of his enemies, 

whose fame the nymphs that guard the quarters 

J Metro Vasymtatilakd. The verse contains a series of 
puns. Each epithet has a double meaning, and fits both tho 
kray and tho god Krishna. Compare also the Kflvt grant, 
v. u. dhe verse is also the second of the Van Binder! 
grant, but Mr. Waiherfs Pandit has not seen all the 
poetical finesses which it contains, The double meaning of 
ofijmmm has escaped him entirely. 

.§ ^ytrp Mr&uUmkriqUa,, Mr. Wathexfs Papdit has 
misnnderstcT»od this verse also, which likewise stands third 
on the V an Bindorl plates.—* Gems/ i.*>. illnstrioxis princes. 
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of the universe wove into pearl strings and ever 

wore. 

5. Though he was endowed with a splen¬ 

dour acquired by a rebellion against his elder 

brother (jyeshthollanghana), still (that splen¬ 

dour) was pure and, established in a faultless 

realm (nirmala mandala), he. was never dis- 

figure$ by any blot (doshdkam), [and he thus 

resembled and surpassed the moon that is en¬ 

dowed with a pure splendour after passing the 

constellation Jyeshthd, and is surrounded by a 

spotless halo (nirmala mandala), but always 

disfigured by a blot (doskdkara)~\. Seeing his 

liberality, which surpassed the liberality (ddna) 

of all other men, the guardian elephants of 

the quarters that are covered with streams 

of ichor (ddna) issuing from beneath their ears, 

have placed themselves, deeply ashamed, as it 

were, at the extremities of the four regions of 

the universe.^ 

6. Seeing that he (D h o r a) had conquered 

impetuous G a n g a, who, forsooth, had not been 

vanquished by others, who excelled through 

venerable regal qualities, who had conquered 

the world and possessed a pride not common 

to others, Kali fied, fearing lest he also should 

be punished.* 
7. Wonderful it is that having obtained 

from the humbly bowing P a 11 a v a,—whom on 

theone side (Dhora’s) ocean-like cavalry pressed, 

that exulted over its crushed foes, that roamed 

about and was formidable on account of its 

bravery, while on the other side the self-moving 

ocean restrained Mm, that is uproarious like a 

|| Metre Mrddlmihridita. Pratdpa, which I have ren¬ 
dered simply by * fierceness/ has really a double meaning, 
—applied to tbe king it means 4 valour, prowess; applied 
to the sun it means (exceeding heat/ The tertium com- 
parationis between the king's fame and the pearl strings 
of the Dign&yih&s is the brilliancy or ' whiteness (as a 
Hindu would say) common to both. The verse is the 
4th of the Van Dindori grant. ... 

f Metre MrdUlavihridita. The verse is identical with 
Yap Dindori 5, though Mr, Wathen’s and my renderings 
differ very considerably. There are only two points m his 
version which require to be noticed. Firstly, it is possible 
to translate with him jyeshtholTnnghariqpdtaydy acquired 
by overcoming tbe goddess Jyeshtbfi or Misfortune, which 
is represented as the elder sister of Fortune. But I reject 
this translation, because the contrast to amalayd, (never- 
theless) pure/ requires that the fortune of the king should 
owe its origin to a blamable act. The emphatic state¬ 
ment that Dhora was “ never disfigured by any blemish 
also favours this explanation. In the second half-verse 
hamddhasmtcMw^hritahy ‘ covered by streams of ichor 
issuing from beneath their temples, can also be ref erred to 
the king, and he translated by4 endowed with a hberality in¬ 
ferior to that of kingKarna/ But I am unable to stuff tlus 
into the translation. Mr. Wathen’s Pandit has had a dim idea 
of both these renderings. Tue hatural phenomenon which 
suggested the first series of puns is that after the month or 
Jeth, in the rainy season, the moon is constantly surrounded 
by'a halo. Wathen’s varice lectiones are misreadings. 

victor in battle, and formidable on account of its 

roaming monsters,—elephants shedding streams 

of ichor (mada),t he never became in the leest 

intoxicated (mada) with his glory. 

8. Swiftly driving Yatsaraja, who was 

intoxicated with the wealth of the kingdom of 

Gauda that he had easily acquired, on an evil 

road into the heart of Mar u (land), he took 

from him not only the two royal parasols ot 

Ganda, resplendent like the rays of the autum¬ 

nal moon, but also, at the same moment, his fame, 

that had reached the extremities of the universe. J 

9. W onderful it is how Efirupama came 

to be (called) Kalivallabha ( 1 the beloved of the 

Kaliynya’), since by his pure life he drove 

Kali, who had gained a firm footing, swiftly fax 

away, and entirely restored on earth the splen¬ 

dour of the (golden) Kriia age.§ 

10. From that constant bFirupama sprang 

a son, who is honoured by good men, called 

Govindaraja, who may be likened to the 

moon produced from the ocean, since he was pure 

in mind, just as the moon is pure in splendour: 

since his feet were touched by the heads of the 

greatest princes, just as the rays of the moon 

touch the proud head of the supreme lord 

(Siva) ; and since he was the favourite of For¬ 

tune (padmdnandahara), just as the moon glad¬ 

dens the night-lotuses ; who also resembles the 

sun that comes from the lofty mountain of the 

east, since he is endowed with valour (praiCipay 

just as the sun is possessed of exceeding heat 

(pratdpa) ; and since he is always prosperous (ai- 

tyodaya), just as the sun rises daily (nityodaya)^ 

* Metre VasmtatilaM. The Van Dindori reading (v. 
any ondajotovijita/m is nonsense; gang asm ptirat/i, tor 
qmgmdram is admissible, Mr. Wathen’s translation is at 
utter failure,» which partly is owing to the misreading 
of the first words, and partly to his not having seen taat 
Ganga is the name of the king who is mentioned below,— 
v. 12 Van Dindori, and v. 14 Kadhanpnr. I do not think 
that any allusion to the {< flood of the Ganges/ is mtendec. 
The reading of our plate, gangaptiram, is decidedly against 
the supposition that a pun is intended. 

f Metre MrddbmkHdita. Valia, which I have trans¬ 
lated by * cavalry/ may possibly mean ‘army.’ The dic¬ 
tionaries give neither meaning. But the sense of the pas¬ 
sage cannot be doubtful. Grahd, which I have rendered by 
‘ bravery/ is not mentioned in this sense m the dictionaries : 
but its synonym gralva is explained by ranodymw. 

1 Metre ti&rdulavikrl&ita. The various readings of the 
Van Dindori plates, v. 7, are evidently caused by mistakes of 
the decipherer. They have seriously affected the translation. 

S Metre VasantatiUM. Mr. Wathen’s Pundit has 
utterly misunderstood the verse, because he did not 
know that Dhora was also called ^irupama, and hence 
could not see that Kalivallabha was another bit-ucla ot tin* 

Sa,|j Metre S&rdulavifcrtd ita. Van Dindori, ▼. 9, which 
corresponds to this slolca, has been badly rendered by 
Mr. Wathen’s Pandit, who appears not to kave ^seen the 
double sense contained in most of the epithets. * ne com- 
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11. When that prince, the abode of all good 

qualities, was born, the family of the H a h li¬ 

fe r a k u t a s became unconquerable to its foes, 

just as the Yadava raco after the birth of the 

foe of Madhu. Ho clearly made his foes ami 

his dependants resemble each oilier, since in 

consequence of his slashing* {ddna) the former 

were made acquainted with the extremities of 

the regions {drishtdsdvaflhfi>jah), wore annihilated 

(uddhatdh), and were made to leave their (bod 

and their ornaments(m ukfcihanti'tbhihhUdh), and 

(the latter) by means of his liberality* (ddiin) 

were made to see the limits of their desires 

(drishtdsdvadhayah), were made proud (wrZ- 

dhat&h), and were adorned with pearl necklaces 

(muktaharav ibh ushildh ) 

12. When his father, seeing his superhuman 

form fitted like that of Krishna to protect the 

world from ruin, offered him the sole supremacy 

over the earth, he addressed to him this seemly 

answer :—u Let it be, father ! That belongs to 

thee; have I not kept the necklace bestowed 

bj thee, like an order that must not be dis¬ 

obeyed ?’** 

13. When that parent had gone to adorn 

heaven, and nothing was left of him but his 

fame, (Govinda,) resembling the world-destroy¬ 

ing fire that extinguishes the (twelve) suns (at 

the end of the halpa), bereft, though alone, by 

means of superior valour, twelve famous kings 

of their lustre, who, allied, were bent on de¬ 

stroying the earth through their desire of ac¬ 

quiring its possession^ 

14. Exceedingly compassionate, he liberated 

G a n g a from his protracted, painful captivity, 

and sent him to his country. When (Ganga) 

parison of Nirupa-na to the ocean and to the mountain of 
the east indicates that the poet attributes to him gdm- 
bhtrya, ‘ depth of mind/ and unnatatva, ‘loftiness.* Com¬ 
pare also the description of Guhasena in the Valabbi 
grants. The moon-sickle is one of the well-known attri¬ 

butes of £3iva; hence the elaborate pun on pwrameSvaron- 
nataHraksarhsak tapddah. I am not quite certain about 
mv translation of padtri&nandakara, I dissolve padmdyd 
lakshmyd &nanda,m karotitipadrndnomdakar^h. But pad- 
ma, may be a bf. pr., or be taken as a synonym of send, 
army/ since one of the sendvyilhas is called padma. 

IF Metre Mr&tila,. In the first half of the verse Govin- 
daraja is compared to Krishna. The end of the second 
half offends against the rules of versification, as it is con¬ 
nected by Sm dhi with v. 12. Such a connexion is only 
permissible in the case of two pddas of the same stanza. 
The text of the Van Dindon grant, v. 10, avoids this. 
But if its reading arthindm is to be retained, svasadrihlh 
must be changed to su,setdH$&lit which perhaps is the 
correct reading. Mr. Watlien’s Pan-Ht has not understood 
the second half. Mr. Wathen’s own suggestion to change 
the r&shimkul&nvnjeof the Van Dindort grant to rashlra- 
k dfinmyate shown to be correct by the reading of onr grant. 

Metre 8drd&lvvikr$*Ht&, The Van Dindori grant has 
only the second half of this verse, Hot. The fiat seems 

neverthelcrtH, in hLs groat pride, opposed him, 

ho conquered him by a shower (of arrow*), 

in less time than was required to observe a 

frown on his lofty brow, and swiftly lettered 

him again..*}: 

Id. When 1 ho 0 u r j a va (king) saw that 

(Govinda), the protector ofi he lives and wealth 

of his relations, whose, fortune was increasing, 

and who (was bom under) an auspieious con¬ 

stellation, approaching with arrows placed on 

the bow (and) direeted against him, her lied in 

fear to some (unknown hiding-place), ho that 

even in his dreams he had no hope of giving 

battle; just as the clouds (disappear) at the 

approach of the autumnal season, which in¬ 

creases the splendour of tho Bamlhujhut flowers, 

which is favourable to tho growth of lotuses, 

and during which the stars shine with parti¬ 

cular brilliancy.§ 

lf>. Tho politic lord of TV1 a ia v a, seeing 

from afar that the only safety for his prosperity 

lay in submission at (Govinda’s) feet, bowed to 

him with joined hands. What wise man of 

small power would engage in a desperate conflict 

with a powerful (antagonist) ? For tho result 

of (a study of tho rules of) polity is that om 

learns to estimate accurately one’s own and the 

enemy 7s hiron gth. j | 
17. Prince M a r a s a r v a, learning through 

Ms spies that (Govinda) had pitched Ids camp 

on the slopes of the V i n d h y a hills, and con- 
sideringhim as already within his country, quick- 

* ly went, impelled by fear, to satisfy his desires 

with excellent heirlooms (such as he had) not 

before obtained, and (to worship) his feet by 
prostrations, 

to have been left out accidentally# I do not fool certain 
about the ulterior meaning of kavybhikd, £a necklace/ 
Was it a sign of the dignity of Ywmrdja t 

t Metre iSdrddlavtkHdita*. The Van Dindort grant, 11 
b and c, gives three pddtis of this ,<lofca. The omission 
of the fourth is no doubt accidental, as the remainder 
gives no sense. Its various readings vmwnattn and 
d/vddasdn are ungrammatical. The construction of samu- 
dyata vnth. the accusative scMhhdram is unusual. The 
infinitive sajhhartum is required. 

t Metre Mrdtilavikrifyit %. Compare Van Binder!, v 
12, where the text shows an erroneous varia lectio, and 
the translation is an utter failure. Regarding Ganga com¬ 
pare above, v. 6. Vikshepa, which I have rendered by * a 
shower/ may possibly have a technical meaning, as in the 
Gfirjara grants of Dadda II. 

§ Metre MrddlavikHdita. The first part, of the com¬ 
pound padmdbhivriddhyanvit i if referred to the king is 
padmd—Lakshmt. Regarding the importance of the verse, 
compare above. 

H Metre M rdti lavi k rid ita. Compare Van Dindort 13, 
the text of which contains a mistake, y it for yatii. The 
translation is on the whole correct, though not accurate. 

IT Metre S&rdfila. Compare Van Dindort, v. 14, the 
translation of which is satisfactory except in the last pMa* 
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18, Having passed tlie rainy season, during 

which the sky is covered by dense clouds, at 

^ ribhavana, he marched thence with his 

army to the banks of T u n g a b h a d r a. Tar¬ 

rying there, he whose foes arc submissive again 

drew towards himself, by showers (of arrows) 

even—oh, wonder!—the entire wealth of the 

P a 11 a v a s, though he already held it in his 

hand.* 
19. In obedience to one brief half-sentence 

which (Govinda) sent by the mouth of his 

messenger, the lord of V e n g i came thither 

and worked (for him) like a servant without 

cessation, desiring his own welfare. If the 

external eircumvallation raised by him for his 

master has not stuck to the summit of the 

heavens, then the star-crowds above-head wear 

it as their pearl-garland. + 
29. Out of fear many hostile kings, their 

heads (bowing, and) adorned by their hands 

joined in supplication, bent on doing service to 

him, came to his two feet for protection. Those 

feet were nob so much ornamented by priceless 

jewels, the gifts of various (princes), as by his 

word u Fear not,” which was famed for its 

tru st worth iness. $ 
21. Iie,§ perceiving this life to be unstable 

like the wind or the lightning, and worth¬ 

less, has effected this gift to a Brahman, which 

is most meritorious because it consists of a grant 

of land. 
And he, the supreme lord, the supreme ruler 

of the kings of kings, the husband of the earth, 

the illustrious prince Srivallabha, (called 

also) Prabhfitavarsha, who meditates 

on the feet of the supreme lord, the supreme 

ruler of the kings of kings, the illustrious 

Dhara var shade va, being in good health, 

(thus) admonishes all rulers of provinces, rulers 

of zillas, heads of villages, officials, officers, and 

persons in authority, aldermen, and all others, 

whatever their connexion (with his government) 

may be:— 

# Metre &i&rdtila. Compare Tap Bmdori, v. 14. The 
plain meaning of the second half of.the ^rse is that 
Govinda again subjected and plundered the Pallavas, who - 
his father had already subdued; compare above, v. 7. 

t Metre ddrdiUa, VtlhyJiU which I translate by ex- 
Wnal' is not to be traced elsewhere. It seems to be 

Of v&hya m* «*. The £ 
^grammatical. The poet seems to hareverM 
order to avoid a hialus. The meaning of thewhole verse 
is that the king of Vengi hmlt for Gonnda the walls of a 
town or fort, which were exceedingly high. 

t Metre S&rdHU. S Metre Ary&. 

C£ Beit, known to you that I, residing at Sri M a- 

y xi r a k li a n cl i, have given to>day— after having 

bathed, and confirming the gift by a libation 

of water—on the new moon of the" month 

Sravana, when an eclipse of the sun took 

place, in the year (of the Brihaspafci cycle) 

called Sarvajii>\\ after seven hundred and thirty 

years from the time of the Saka king had passed, 

for the increase of my own and my parents’ spiri¬ 

tual merit and fame both in this world and in 

the next, the village of It at a j un a, situated 

in the Basiyana bhnkti,%—the boundaries of 

which are to the east the river Sihha,* to the 

south V a v u 1 a 1 a, to the west Miriyathana, 

and to the north the village of V a d a h a,—to¬ 

gether with.. together with. 

together with the (right of) fine and (deciding 

cases arising out of) the ten flaws, together with 

its natural and adventitious produce, together 

with the right of forced labour, and together 

with its taxes in grain and gold, formerly 

granted gifts to gods and Brahmans being 

excluded, which is not to he entered by irregular 

or regular soldiers, nor to be meddled with by 

royal officers, to Parames varabhat ta the son of 

Chandriyamma- Gahiyasfihasa and the grandson 

of Nagaiyyabhatta, who dwells at T i g a m b i, 

is one of the Trlvedis of that place, studies the 

Taitlinijaveda, and belongs to the Bhiiradvaja 

gotrdf’f as well as to the chief Brahmans and 
forty MiMjans, viz. Anantavishnubhatta, Vibhu- 

duvejhago (?), Indramatharangati, Sarvaibhatta* 

Chandaribhatta, Krishnanugaibhatta, Madha- 

vairiyaghuvitthapudeva, Noyyabhatta (?), Ra- 

yebhatta, and others—the same village being to 

be enjoyed by his sons, grandsons, and their 

lineal descendants as long as the moon, the sun, 

the ocean, the earth, the rivers, and the hills 

endure,—according to the reasoning from the 

familiar instance of the ground and the clefts 

therein,—for defraying the cost of Bali, Charu, 

and Vaisvadem offerings, of an Agnihotra, and 

the five great sacrifices, <&c. 

|| The year Sarvajit corresponds to $aka 731. 

V probably the modem R&stn, in the Ahmaduagar coi 
3ctom^, which is still the chief town of a tttukA 

* Apparently the Sind, which joins the Bhima river. 

f This passage is somewhat doubtful. The word 
ZaX? **■repeated in the text, and the names, of the- 
Irahmans and MahSjans now enumerated stand m the 
•enitive, not in the dative as the nameof Paramesvambha|ta. 
Phe village was, therefore, not given to J 0 shared by than, 

!m not certain that I have correctly divided the ctnng of 
Palin gang, names. 
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PEDIGREE OF THE RATHORS OP MALKHED, OR RALHARAS, 
PROM ABOUT 660 to 850 a.d. 

I. Govinda I. [a.d. 660.] (Grants 1, 4, 5.) 

II. Karka I. [a.d. 685,] (Grants 1, 4, 5.) 

III. Tndra I. [710 a.d.] (Grants 1, 5.) V. a. Krishna I, [a.d. 755.] (Grants 1,2, 3,4, 5, 6,8,9.) 
J ^ b. Vallablia. 

iY. a. Dantidurga [a.d. 725-755]. (Grants 1, 4, 5, 6,8, 9.) 
b. Dantivarxna. (Grant 1.) 
c. Prithvivallabha. (Grant 1.) 
d. Khadgavaloka (?). (Grant 1.) 

Saka 675. 

VI. a. Govinda II. [a.d. 765.] (Grants 1, 6, 8.) 
fe. Yallabha. (Grant 5.) 

YII. a. Dhruva [a.d. 770]. (Grants 4, 5.) 
5. Dhora [Panra]. (Grants 2,3.) 
c. Nirupama. (Grants 2,3, 6,8, 1). 1 
<2. Dh&r&varsha. (Grants 2, 8.) 
e, Kallivallabha. (Grants 2, 3.) 

VTII. «. Govinda [785-810 a.d.], Saka 730. (Grants 2, 3, 4, 5.) 

b. Prithvivallabha. (Grants 2, 3, 4, 5.) 
c. Srivallabha. (Grant 3.) 
& PrabMtavarsha. (Grants 2, 3.) 
e. Jagattnnga. (Grants 6, 8.) 
/• lagadrndra. (Grant 9.) 

IX. Amoghavarsha [a.d. 810], (Grants 6, 8, 9.) 

X. Ak&lavarsha [a.d. 835]. (Grants 6, 8, 9.) 

———j Gujardt Branch. 

1. Indra. (Grants 4, 5.) 

2a. Karka, Saka 734. (Grants 4. 5.) 
b. Suvarnavarsha. 

I * . 
3a. Govinda, Saka 749. (Grant 5.) 

5. Prabhfifcavarsha. 

&c. &c. down to Kakkala or Karkara, overthrown by Tailapa of Kaly&na between 973 and 990. 

SANSKRIT AND OLD CANARESE INSCRIPTIONS. 

BY J. F. FLEET, Bo. C.S. 

(Continued from p. 32.) 

No. xxvn. 
I continue with the Chalukyas ofVatd- 

p inagar i, or Eadami, and afterwards of 

Kaly ana, of whom I have already given a 
notice at Yol. V., pp. 67 et seqq. 

The present inscription is a copper-plate 
grant from Sir W. Elliot’s facsimile collection, 
obtained by him from General Fraser, and a 
transcription of it is given at p. 19 of Vol. I. 

of his MS. collection now with me. The ori¬ 

ginal belonged to the Jain Guru, Mah4n- 

d r as antayya, of the BSgam B&za r at 

Haidarab&d intheDekkan; it consists 
of three plates, about 7}" long by 3" broad. 

The characters are those of the Cave-alphabet, 
not yet fully developed into ike Old Canarese 

alphabet, and the language is Sanskrit. The 

impression does not show whether there is any 
emblem on the ring connecting the plates. 

It records a grant by the Great King Sat- 

yasraya, or Pulik5si II. of my previous 
notice, in the 6 aka year 585.* 

This inscription introduces the th’st uncer¬ 
tainty in the history of the ChUitkyas. 

Eor, whereas we find in No. XIII. that Puli- 

k 6 s i II. was reigning in & a k a 507, we now 

have the Saka year 535 spoken of as the third 

year of his reign. I can only suggest the fol¬ 

lowing explanation of this discrepancy. It is well 

known that the Western and Eastern C h st¬ 

inky a dynasties were separated in the persons 

of respectively Pulik 6s3 II. and his younger 

* ACC0rdiD8 ^ °risina1’ “fire 7-four years of th, Saka king Kavin^s^. 
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brother K u b j a-V i s li n avardiiana.f The 

exact date of the latter lias not yet been deter¬ 

mined, no inscription of his own time being 

known of; Imt, calculating backwards by means 

of inscriptions which give the duration of the 

reigns of him and his successors of the Eastern 

dynasty, Dr. Burnelht places it at about a.x>. 

b3(), or B a k a 55w2. It may well be that the two 

dynasties wore separated in B a k a 583, and 

that Pulikesi II. was then installed afresh 

on the throne of the Western branch of the 

family, at the same time when his younger 

brother, after being already united with him in 

the government as Yuvardja, according to the 

usual custom, was installed as the separate 

sovereign of the Eastern branch. The expres¬ 

sion xuado use of in line 11 of the present 

inscription,—“ in the third year of my own 

installation in the sovereignty/’—seems to point 

to some such ceremony having been gone through, 

and thus to support this suggestion. And,—the 

duration of the reign of Kubj a-V ishnuvar- 

dhan a being always recorded as eighteen years, 

—if we take S aka 533 as the starting-point, 

the computation agrees closely enough with the 

date otherwise arrived at by Dr. Burnell. 

The separation of the two dynasties in the 

persons of P u 1 i k 5 s i II. and his younger 

brother is a historical fact, whatever the exact 

date of the occurrence may be. Accordingly, 

in future notices I shall speak of the successors of 

Pulik&sill.as ‘ the Western Chalukyas,’ 

and of Kubj a-Y ishnuvardhana and his 

successors as ‘the Eastern Ch&lukyas.5 

Transcription. 
First plate. 

[ij [u] ssfbrar *n*r$r{&)h- 

[2] H'WRTJrr^pT: qf^wir- 
[3] rorsqTomqRFrt 

[5] wm'sfr- 
«fpT: 

[7] 

[8] uwr crq-qr 

Second plate ; first side. 

to] 

[xo] : ^nrhTsrprqreT^f fqf^cr *r- 

[11] *n 

[12] % ?Rrgqfcr^R7T?T^f *ik- 

[13] 5°^r- 

[14] qrq-cr frf^snxnnrrq suursnrrftR' 
[is] ^rg|?rqrOT?:(?^)|^;n'^rq 
[16] erfffrnjr: 

Second plate; second side. 

[17] #r^: €p?Rfr: -- 

[is] M RTRiTi^qfgrf^- 

5q^r«for 

q-R: 

t I do not know of any -ntion of this person I 

grants of the Western dynasty j bat hm eWer brotber is ^f^teoST J So.-Ind. Pal., p. 19. 
always mentioned, usually under the name of Saty&sraya- | tae two oromers. + 
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[is] [i] % ^RRrsRrRrc RR>TRr «r- 
lso] q’lpmr^FRjtin struc- 

!>lj fUR [l] URT TOFT DU 
r*o 3vr|r sriRcfr Irarsirrcnr srsr [i] urf 

UUPtOUrofsrpT; wmw uw 

Third plate. 

ererr ^ [u] ursrur to?ht R rrstu toT- 

[25] *ri $v(g) [ii] ur% RR 

[20] RSfcT ^firsr: Rr^JTRr r nr% rrt [ii] FT'STF- 
[27] ^fTRRRriTR: fTRRVr Pr 3fT- 

[28] uprarru % [it] <rurR uru'rr to TOR: ?R[R V- 
[20] FrJTr?^rR!Ti%rrrf^ urpr TFT UR nr- 
i 30] f;RTO^f?r:(cr) [i] sRr [u] 

Translation. 

Hail ! The grandson of ike Great King 

S a t j a s r a j a - S r i - P 61 i k 6 s i v a 11 a b h a, 

whose body was purified by ablutions perform¬ 
ed after celebrating horsc-sacrifices, and who 

adorned the family of the glorious C h a 1 i- 

k y as§, who are of the kindred of Milnavya 

which is praised over* the whole world, and 

who are the descendants of H a r i t i, and who 

have been nourished by seven mothers who are 

the seven mothers of mankind||, and who have 

attained an uninterrupted continuity of pros¬ 

perity by the favour and protection of Ka rt~ 

tikeya, and who have had all kings made 

subject to them by the mere sight of the sign^f 

of the Boar which they acquired through the 

favour of the holy K a r a y a n a;—the son of 

the Great 'King Kirttivarmavallabha, 

the banner of whoso pure fame was hung 

up in the territories of the hostile kings of 

Vana vas i and other countries that had been 

invaded by his prowessthe favourite of 
the world, the Great King Sri-Satya- 

§ This form of the name is not of very common occnr- 

L6kcsvam4ieva at HandariVe^ 
uones ; nil. MS., I.. states that the (Jhalukyus spriino" 
from riw spray of a vaterpnfc (rhulka, ch,ih,U, chaUuP) 
Wlien Hanti, who wore live tufts of hair on his head, was 
pouring out a libation to the gods. 

|! The seven divine mothers, or personified energies of 
-wfuS^nei?aiT?eitie! v^-Bralira* ox Brahmfinl, Vaishnavl 
TW™”’ ikaum;ir1’ } fndranl, and CMinunda. 
inev are also reckoned as sometimes eight, sometimes 

s r a y a,—who is the abode of the power of 

statesmanship and humility and other good 

qualities, and who has acquired the second 

name of 4 Supremo Lord’05* by victory over 

hostile'kings who applied themselves to the 

contest of a hundred battles,—issues his com¬ 
mands to all people 

44 Bo it known to you that, live hundred 

and thirty-four of the years of the 6 aka 

king having elapsed, in the third year of my 

own installation in the sovereignty, oil the 

day of the new-moon of (the month) Bhadra* 

pada, on account of an eclipse of the sunt, 

in order that my parents may acquire my 

own religious merit, the village of M a k a- 

r a p p i, with its treasures and deposits and 

assignments and major taxes J, to the north 

of (the village of) RSlkuruki and to the 

south of the village of K a d a p p a, has been 

given by mo, while governing (at) the city of 

V a t a p i n a g a< r i, with libations of water, for 

the purpose of celebrating the five great sacri¬ 

fices^ to J y & s h t h a s a r m a, whose family- 

nine, and sometimes sixteen in number. They are figured 
several times in the sculptures at Elora. 

if Crest, signet, or ehsign. * Para m>P a vara. 
t the computation of this eclipse would be interesting. 
—i, 

t The meaning of kVlpta and uparika.ro, is somewhat 
doubtful. 

* § Prahmaya jna, or offering of prayer or of repeat¬ 
ing the \ uda ; DPvayapia, or burnt sacrifice offered to the 
gods; PUriyajHa^ or sacrifice offered to the Manes; 
Many-shy ay a j Ha or Nfiyajndj or the sacrifice or act of 
hospitality due to guests ; and BhiXtayajna, or the oblation 
of food, &e. to all created beings. 
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name is Umbaraklicda, of the kindred of 

Va si s kt b a and of the school of the Tait- 

t i r 3 y a s, an inhabitant of (the city of) T a- 

gara||, who'is acquainted with the four Ye- 

d as. This my gift should be recognized and in¬ 

creased by other kings who may come after me. 

lie shall incur the guilt of the five great sins^f 

and shall dwell for many thousands of ages in 

hell, who, through ignorance or because he 

esteems himself incapable of decay or immortal, 

may confiscate it; he, who preserves it, shall 

dwell for the same duration of time in heaven!” 

And it has been said by the holy Y y a s a, 

the arranger of the Y 6 da s :—Land has been 

enjoyed by many kings, commencing with S a- 

gara, &e.! 0 Yndhishthira, best of 

kings !, carefully preserve land that has been 

given, whether by thyself or by another; pre¬ 

servation' (of a grant) is better than making a 

grant! He, who bestows land, enjoys happiness in 

heaven for sixty thousand years; he, who revokes 

(a grant) or connives at such an act, shall 

dwell for the same number of years in hell! 

They, who vconfiscate a grant of land, are born 

as black serpents, dwelling in dried-up hollow 

trees in the forests of the Yin d by a moun¬ 

tains, which are destitute of water! What 

good man would resume those gifts which have 

been made in former times by kings, and which 

produce piety and wealth and fame, but which, 

(if revolted), are like the remains of an oblation 

that are vomited forth P ! 
No. XXYIII. 

This is a Western Chalukya copper-plate 

grant from* Sir W. Elliot’s facsimile collection, 

and a transcription of it is given in his MS, 

collection, Yol. I., p. 17. The original, which 

belonged to the same person as the original of 

No. XXVII., and was also obtained through 
Gen. Eraser, consists of three plates about 8J" 

long by broad. The facsimile does not show 

whether there is any emblem on the ring with 

which the plates are strung together. Tbe cha¬ 

racters are of much the same standard as those 

of No. XXVIL, and the language is Sanskrit. 

It records a grant made »hy Vikra m a- 
ditya I, or Yikramaditya-Satya- 

s r a y a, the son of Pulikesi II. 
No d$tte is given, either in the year of the 

|| Probably tbe ancient city mentioned by tbe author of 
tbe Teriplus and Ptolemy, and of which the remains may 
be traced over a wide area, on the plntean to the south of 
Rozah, about four miles from D&ulatublid (formerly De?a- 

S aka era, or in the year of Vik r a ma di- 

ty a’s reign. The language, again, is decidedly 

more inaccurate than is usually the case. And 

the concluding passage, which commences in 
line 34, and which, in addition to its irregular¬ 
ity of diction, contains the Prakrit or Marathi 

word pannas, i fifty’, is in all probability a later 

addition, an attempt being made to imitate the 
antique writing. But, down to line 34, the 

characters of the original appear to be genuinely 

antique. 

The genealogy differs from that of the 
Y e w u r stone-tablet inscription, followed by 

Sir W. Elliot and transcribed in Yol. 1, p. 258, 

of his MS. collection, which gives A m a r a as 

the son of P ulikes i II. and Adity a v ar ma 

as the son of A m a r a, and makes Yikrama- 

ditya I. the son of Adityavarma and, 

thus, the great-grandson of P u ?i k e s i II. 

With reference to this discrepancy in the gene¬ 

alogical account, I have to remark,—on the one 

hand;—1, that, down to the mention of Y i k ra¬ 
in aditya-Tr ibhuvanamalla (Saka 998 
to 1049), the genealogy given in the Ye wur 

inscription only professes to be derived from 

some unspecified copper-plate grant of earlier 

date; and 2, that the inscriptions of V i n a y a- 

ditya I., the- son of Yikrama ditya L, 

which I shall, give in another paper, agree 

with the present in making Yikrama ditya 

L the son of Pulikesi XL, and in omitting 

any mention of Am ar a and Adityavarma. 
And, on the other hand; that, as the reign of 

VinayadityaL commenced in S a k a 602- 

3, then if only Yikrama ditya I. intervened 

between him and Pulikesi II., there is, 

taking into consideration the date which is 
allotted to Pulikesi II. in No. XIII. of this 

series, a full century occupied, at first sight, 

only by the two reigns of P uli k e s i II. and 

Vikram&ditya I. In line 16 of this in¬ 

scription, however, we have a distinct indica¬ 
tion that Yikrama ditya I. did not im¬ 

mediately succeed his father, whoever than 

father was, but was ousted /or a time. And, 

if we admit the possibility of this fact of an in¬ 

terruption of the rule of the Ohalukyas 

being due to their having no capable leader by 
reason of Y i k r a m a d i t y a I. being only ol 

triri), not far from the cave temples of Elora.~Eix 
f Viz., killing a Brahman, drinking intoxicating in * 

theft, adultery with the wife of a spiritual preceptor, au i 
associating with any one guilty of these crimes. 
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tender years at tlie time of tlio death of I? u 1 i- 

k e s i II., and allow that the reign of P a 1 i- 

k e a i II. continued till about S a k a 550, which 

is perfectly possible, the lapse of time is suffi¬ 

ciently well accounted for. 

In the case of such a discrepancy as the 

present, between a stone-tablet and a copper¬ 

plate grant, I should be inclined, ere ten's paribus, 

to allow a preferential authority to the stone- 

tablet, as being a record of a more public 

nature and in every way less easy to fabricate. 

But, in the present instance, we have the con¬ 

comitant testimony of other copper-plate grants 

in support of the one under notice. And the 

stone-tablet, with which it is at variance, pro¬ 

fesses only *to be based upon an earlier copper¬ 

plate grant, and consequently is, at the best, 

of only precisely the same authority as a cop¬ 

per-plain grant; and it has, moreover, nil the 

style of being a touched-up and amplified ver¬ 

sion of the original. 

Accordingly, I accept Y i k ram a<1 i ty a.L 

as the sou, and not the grandson, of .Puli k 6 s i 

IL And 1 would, further suggest the probabi¬ 

lity of A ui a r a and A d i t y a v a. r m a being 

really not of tho 0 h a 1 u ky a family at all, but 

two of the three confederate kings, who seized 

upon the sovereignty after the reign of Puli- 

k 6 s I XL., and from whom Y i kr a, m a d i t y a 

I. wrested it again. 

Transcription. 

First plate. 

[1] [n] srrwHF°Ti ^mR(^)s<vgro- 
[2] 3%; [il] 'SftHcrr 

[3] jtRfit ntrfcr(cnr)3m°Tf 
w r iTnrsrr- 

[6] ^rfTcrrwr^HcN ^§wrt (&)t (=*r) 

[7] WRTitfFfrerJTrHHi u%- 
[8] ^ 

[9] qfa: HHe 

Second plate; first side* 

[11] ^(^)iRRr(R)WRq- 

[12] mcRH: 

[13] qrftcff(^r) 

[h] r%(?fs’)^M^oAFrr?rfrRr%(f%)?rW)■'imr 

[15] 

ItMeT- [10 ^K(e) 

[17] ^ ijuj J f^TVTR 

[18] ^rihcrrIh) 

r9] Rwr 9tfptw5- 
Some emendation seems necessary here. I wc 

suggest jala.svddana-ndma-rasdyana~jvalita, and h 
adopted this in my translation. 

1 dn3Sfy?aS0,~^a,~"is ®nP®cfluous, the usnalform, a 
1 apprehend, the only correct form, being dtmasit-kritr 

| This syllable,—na,—is superfluous, as the locative 
rapja-traye is required with tasmin. Or, if rdjya-traydna 
18 kw ^P^eld, tasmin must bo corrected into tina, 

§ We must read here either sva-vathsa-j&ndm, or sw. 
vamsaydm. 
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Second plate; second side. 

[20] frRlfa?T(3r) [II] 3TT7 XT ffigwfforcraT ff- 

[21] ^*R[3t^>T WJTT 
Q 

[22] f^TcT: 

[23] tpt- 

[24] ITfefhT5^^(=^t) % IT^T^^RfsWIJTW- 

[25] f^nuf^Tpq-§ [n] 

[26] Wit *K 3TW^Wr3f(3T)^TSxfR 

[27] ^Ftl' [n] ft 

[28] ! I'^TT^T'TTrq-^ - 

[29] P: ^Rt^RWT'Frft [l] flfeDTCf % OTpT: ^rRI^WW 

Third plate. 

[31] 

[32] FTTfertr ^RTf^rprqm ^ [i] ^trn'Fujtf^t 

[33] TrrftFTlt) rrRsi#rw srrtif^rlwir arifoRnrfr tpnuf^ 

[34] irw^r^*]^ *rrcifcw^ [n] ^w%{\y 
grr^wr: mwf q^r- 

IRTW: q^oMfifWT i- 

<r?OTPT: 7WT: ^T^TW- 

[35] MiMiN]$5r^ 

[36] *rnT: #5wr*r 

[37] cPTPT: 

[38] W( 
■•V 

[39] 

pt|r(!)^KroRr4 

Tu'amlation. 
Hail! Victorious is tlie, body, which was 

chat of a Boar, that was manifested of V i s h n n, 

which agitated the ocean, and which had the 

earth resting upon the tip of its up-lifted right 

tusk! 
The great-grandson of the Great King 

Sri-PulakSsi-v allabha, whose body was 

f Some verb, such as chokO/ru, ‘he made*, or 'prfopay&fn- 
Asa, has to be supplied, here to complete the sentence* 

* Abetter reading would be ruuya for wayomo, as the 
latter is hardly eajable of use in the sense of «®y® or «®b 
which is evidently intended here. 
t The reading intended is probably. abUmman'r^apt. 
J The letters are dear, but what they are intended for 

is not very apparent. 

(nfTHW: ^TFT: [l] 

WffPI^ II 

purified by ablutions performed after cele¬ 

brating horse-sacrifices, and who adorned the 

family of the Chalukyas, who are of the 

kindred of M a n a v y a (<fcc., as in No. XXVII.); 
_the grandson of the favourite of the world, 

the Great King Sri-Kirtti varma, whose 

feme was established in the territories (&c., as 

in No. XXVIL);—the beloved son of the 

§ Probably the reading intended is mafcdnstfUa-inloift 

tt Prom here to the end the characters are of a larger and 
inferior type, and this portion seems to have been added at 
ft later date The language also ib very inaccurate, and the 
Mein the last line of the Prakrit or Marathi word pawnOs, 
‘fifty’, is peculiar. 
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favourite of the world, the Great King, the 
supreme king, the supreme lord, Saty a- 
sraya, who was possessed of the second name 
of‘ Supreme Lord’ acquired by defeating Sri- 
HarshavardhanaJ, the warlike lord of all 
the country of the north ;—(was) Vikrama- 
di ty a, who,—borne by one horse of the breed 
called Chitr akantha§, and having with his 

arm, that was like the coils of the serpent who 
sustains the burden of the earth, conquered those 
who were desirous of conquering him,—though 
many blows fell upon his armour, acquired for 
himself, with his pure and sharp and cruel 
sword that was irradiated by the elixir which 

consisted of tasting the blood of the hostile kings 
in the front ranks of many battles, the royalty 

of his father, which had been interrupted by a 

confederacy 11 of three kings, and who, having 
effected the subordination of the whole king¬ 
dom to one (sovereign), reestablished, by his 

own (word of) mouth, in order to increase his 
piety and fame, the grants which had been 

made to gods and Brahmans, hut had been 
destroyed by those three reigns, and, having 

conquered the hostile kings in country after 
country in the van of war, without auy im¬ 
pediment (made)% the goddess of the fortunes 
of those of his lineage to possess the position 
of supreme lordship. And again, when he was 
conquered by the lord, Sr S^Yallabha*, 

who'trampled upon the fame of Na rasimhaf 
and effected the destruction of Mah&ndra- 

pratapa and surpassed even I s var a in the 
art of government,—he achieved the ruin of the 
Fallavas, and, though delighting much in 
KanchikaJ, which is, as it were, the wanton 

girdle of the woman who is the country of the 
south, he bears'preeminently the condition of 
being the favourite of the goddess of fortune. 
Having shoulders that delighted in war and 
were glorious and of great strength, he con- 

1 Of No. XIII., Transcr., 1.11, y0l. V., p. 70. 
§ Sc., speckle-throated.5 
|] TWtaya, ‘ a collection of three’, denotes clearly some 

confederacy that was formed against VikramM&ya. Pro- 
h jly the reference is to the three kings of CK6ta, PWya 
Mid Kerala, who, as we learn from the inscriptions of 
Vinayacutva 1.. wpi*a AnnnrtA'nAf! Tw ‘ViVv.n™ _r r\ i v . 

ZJi xJ w x 1 a,ua,J x anavas, ‘tne rallava 
whose kingdom consists of three dominions5, of Vinav&c 
Sa 8 ascriptions, who were conquered by VinayMitva 
the command of Ms father, Vikramaditya, and whose lea 

previously overcome also by Vikramaditya himself, 
" tbe cause of the humiliation 

at family {of the OhMukyas) which was as pnre as t’ 
rays of the moon.” 

5?te ^J50 ^ 2.° of ihe i®3* J as it stands in t: 
ongmal, the sentence is incomplete, being without a ver 

quered§ that family of mighty wrestlers|| who 
weic possessed of the title of ‘Royal Wrestler/ 
By him, the ruler of the southern region, was 

Ranch! captured, the mighty abode of en¬ 
mity that was hard to be surmounted and 
difficult to bo borne,—which was girt about by 
a moat that was very deep and difficult to be 

crossed,—and which was as it were the girdle of 

the sea-king^f JayatAs vara. 

He> Vikrama ditya-S atya h ra ya, the 
favourite of the world, the Groat King, thp 
supreme king, the supreme lord, who possesses 

the supreme sovereignty over all the countries df 
the world, which have been invaded by his prow¬ 
ess, thus issues his commands to all people :— 

“Be it known to you. The village of 
Chintakuntha, to the east of the village 
ofKandugul, in the district of Kanna, 
has been given by us toNandisv&mi, of 

the lineage of K & s y a p a, who has attained 
the excellence of the supreme knowledge of the 
whole of the Y&d&ntaby means of Ms mani¬ 
fold penances which comprise the KrioKchhra 

and Atikriolbclbkm and OMndrityma and other 
ascetic exercises. And half of a village each 
has been given to SantisarmA, of the 
lineage of Kasyapa, ^ who celebrates the 

S6ma sacrifice, and AdityasarmA, of 

the lineage of Harxta, who has studied the 

science of reasoning, and who celebrates the 
Soma sacrifice.” 

Twelve shares* (were given) to Agundn- 
bh6 yo piddisarm A, and one to DAma- 
s ar m a, and one to L Aha s v a m i, of the 

B ha r a d v aj a g6tm. One sbAre (was given) 

to BhallasvAmi, and on© to B A d i- 
surma, and one to Pi disarm A, of the 

Man davya go Ira. One share was given 

to N i j u b h 6 y 6 d 6 n ai a r m A, and one to 
GandabhAyA, of the Kasyapa gotra. 
In the whole village there are fifty shares. 

# I do not know to what dynasties $ri-Vallabha and 

Mahendra prat&pa belong. Propa-the context, $ri-Vallabha 
may perhaps be a Pallava king.' 

t Whether the god or some king is alluded to, is not clear. 

X Kanchi, the capital of tho Pallavas: see No. XIII., 
Transcr., 1.14, Yol. V, p. 70. 

§ See note § to line 23 of the text, which is corrupt 
here. 

|] What particular family is alluded to, is not clear. It 
was probably from this conquest that the CMukyas came- 
to assume, as secondary names, titles ending in maMa.— 
Yudhamalla, Ahavamalla, Tribhuvanamalia, &c. 

ir Potwiyh lit. ‘the king of ships.’ Who Jayat&rara. 
was, I do not know. 

# See note ft to 1.34 of the text. 
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MISCELLANEA. 

NOTES ON THE MUHARRAM FESTIVAL. i the strongest resemblance to the mutual visits of 
I have seen many accounts of the Muharram 

ceremonies, and it is well known that the Indian 

form of them is confined to this country, and even 

here regarded with disfavour by many of the more 

educated Sunnis. I do not think, however, that 

attention has been drawn to their exceeding re¬ 
semblance, as observed in some places, to the 

Hindu processions of gods’ cars and pdlhts. In the 

course of my own service I have been obliged to 

spend many weary hours in the saddle, keeping 

order about the tdbuts, but never noticed this 

feature of the festival so much as this year. The 

scene was Kalydr, a port of the ThanA collec- 

torate, inhabited by about 12,000 souls, of whom, 
at the outside, about 2,500 are Muhammadans. 

Nearly all these are of the Sunni sect, and of the 

race called Kohkani Musalmans,—descended chief¬ 

ly, I believe, from Arab settlers on the coast. 

There were half-a-dozen tdbuts and as many panjds, 

or standards. 
On the ninth night of the Muharram most of the 

panjds and one tdbut paraded particular streets 

with music and lights. This is usual; what is, I 

believe, less so is that each of the panjds went to 
visit its neighbours, when greetings were ex¬ 

changed by bows of the Hunch and Judy sprt, 

and by a dance of the attendants of both host and 

guest round a hole full of fire. The rest of the 
‘ fun of the fair’ was of the usual type,—shouts 

of‘ Din’ and £ UMd,’ fireworks, dances, 
“ Songs and quavers, roaring, humming, * 

Guitars, and every other sort of strumming.” 

On the tenth day, when the tdbuts were taken 

to be cooled (thandd harnd) in a tank, the start 

and progress of every one of them was impeded 

by dozens of Hindu women rushing out with 

female infants, whose noses and ears it is consi¬ 

dered auspicious to pierce for the first time liberally 

under the tdbut. Some brought out water to 

pour out tinder the tdbuts (not before them); and 

every one threw sweetmeats and coloured threads 

upon them, the fall of which on the ground was 

thought a great misfortune. 
Some of the tdbuts belonged to the tombs of 

saints, and each of these had before it a censer, 

the ashes from which were distributed by attend¬ 

ant fagirs to Hindu, women (fit one house, at least, 

to Brahmanis), who made themselves te beautiful 

for ever” therewith on the spot, and in. the sight 

of all men. 
Whenever one tdbut came to the place of an¬ 

other, or of a panjd, both solemnly circumambu¬ 

lated the firepits, and the attendants danced round 

them also, both before and after. 
It is impossible not to see in these ceremonies 

Hindu idols borne in ruths (chariots) or pdlMs, 

to the distribution of ashes from Gosains’ fires, 

the wild fire-dances of the Holi, and the occa¬ 
sional sacrifice of life under the wheels of the 
rathe. 

W. P. Sinclair. 

THE DERIVATION OF THE WORD ‘ MEHWASU. 

The derivation of the little words ‘Mehwasf 

and £I e h w a s,’ so commonly used in Gujarat, has 

not, as far as I know, been hitherto attempted, 

except by Sir John Malcolm. Central India, vol. I- 

p. 216, where he says:—“The chiefs on the Ner- 

budda are generally called Mowassee, which 

refers to the place they have chosen for their 

residence, mowass signifying, in the colloquial 

dialect of the country, a stronghold or fastness.” 
The words occur in the Persian histories of the 

province, and are commonly used in the English 

correspondence and records regarding Gujarat. 

In the Persian histories the word is generally 
used in conjunction with the word Girds, thus 

Girds and Mehwds, or in contradistinction to 

Bd8ti or settled districts. Both Colonel Walker 

and Mr. K inloch Forbes use the word Mehwds 

as signifying ‘ country inhabited by turbulent 
tribes,’ or ‘ strong country’ where those who exer¬ 

cised control over the province could with diffi¬ 
culty penetrate; and, in its modern meaning, a 

Mehwas holding, no doubt, implies the possession 

of a more than ordinary amount of independence, 
and the absence, more or less, of the subordination 

which distinguishes other more ordinary tenures. 

But the original signification of the word, as far 
as I am able to ascertain, is merely a contraction 

for c M a h i w a s i/ or ‘ dweller on the Mali;’ 
Mehwds would therefore be * a dwelling oh the 

Mahi,’ and I believe both Mehwds and Mekwasi 

are used only in Gujarat and part of Malwa, in 

which latter province the Mahi has its source. 

Dr. Biihler informs me that he considers this deri¬ 

vation the correct one, and that there are analo¬ 

gous derivations. Thus he quotes muhisha^ 

Sanskrit for * buffalo/ which has been contracted 

into mhms = bhens, and other words. -And Joshi 

Atamram Dulabhram of Baroda informs me that 

this view is supported by the following slolia 

mjrrsrfcr (^nrerft ^ 

-fcTkiPwr ? sra^nr *n*r: n \ h 
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“ The river Mahi is one of the most excellent in 
the world. 

There reside only thieves; 
Children even are thieves, the young men are 

also thieves, 
And except thieves women give birth to none 

other/5 
Under the Marathas, as is well known, tributary 

Gujarat was divided into two portions, viz. Mahi 
K&ntha and K&tliiawad, and this broad definition 
of the Mahi banks would include all the Mchwas 
hoidings. The Uolca quoted sufficiently shows 
the predatory character of the inhabitants from 
the earliest times. 

The first instance of the use of this word that 
I am acquainted with, occurs in the Dvaidshardya 
(seeInd. Ant vol. IY. p. 74), and it is there trans¬ 
lated as 4 forest.9 This shows that so far back as 
early in the 12 th century Sam vat the word was 
in common use for a holding in difficult country. 
Mr. Sinclair has drawn my attention to Professor 
Dowson’s notes to Minhaj-us-Sir&j (Elliot, vol. II.); 
and while I cannot agree with that distinguished 
scholar that so palpably Aryan a word as 4 Meh- 
was5 is derived from the Semitic root 

/ £ / / . 
4 f | f or ij* \j it seems probable that the word 

4 Mehw&s' or 4 Mewas5 had become so generally ac¬ 
cepted a term for a holding in difficult country, 
like that on the banks of the Mahi, that it may 
have reached distant Dibit, and thus come to 
Minhaj-ns-Siraj 5s knowledge. 

John W. Watson, 

Acting Political Agent, Eew& Kant hfL 

EXPLORATIONS AT KORKE1 AND KAYAL. 

Bt the Eev. De. E. Caldwell. 

I visited Kork ei once many years ago, and, 
though my visit was a hurried, one, yet from what 
I saw, and from the inquiries I made, I came to 
the conclusion that Korkei (in Tamil properly 
Koikei, euphonized into Korkei), though now 
so insignificant, was to be identified with the K6XXol 

of the Greeks, which Lassen had identified with 
Kilakarei, a place on the Madura coast. The 
Greeks came to Ko'Xxot, to purchase pearls, certainly 
soon after the Christian era,—probably many years 
before,—and represented it as the head-quarters of 
the pearl trade between CapeKumari andtheplace 
they called K£>pv, properly Kd t i, now B&mes- 
v a r a m, which was also an emporium of the same 

trade. It must have been regarded as a consider¬ 
able place at that time, seeing that from its name 
they called the Gulf of Mannar the Kolchic Gulf. 
It was easy to conclude also that this' was the 
K o r k e i to which all native traditions pointed as 
the cradle of South Indian civilization,—the, place 

where the three brothers C li e r a n, C h 61 a n, and 
P a n tlyan were said to have been born and brought 
up, and from whence’they set forth to form dynas¬ 
ties and kingdoms,—or, as might more readily be 
admitted, the place where the rule of the P a n d- 
y a s commenced, and from whence they afterwards 
migrated to Madura. The meaning of the name 
Korkei is £ an army, a camp.5 The interest of this 
identification was heightened by the conclusion at 
which I arrived at the same time, that an insig¬ 
nificant place called Old Kay a 1, about halfway be¬ 
tween Korkei and the sea, was to be identified with 
the Gaol of Marco Polo, the most important city 
and seaport on the eastern coast of India during 
the Middle Ages. (See Colonel Yule's Marco 3?olo.) 
The sites of two famous places were thus discover¬ 
ed in the same neighbourhood, and a glance at the 
geology of the neighbourhood disclosed tbe reason 
why each had been abandoned in turn. Both places 
are situated on tho delta of the T&mraparn i,— 
Korkei within five, K&yal within two miles of the 
sea,—and each was originally on the sca-coast. As 
the silt accumulated in the sea near the mouth 
of the river, or as the land rose,—or from both 
causes,—K orkei was found at length to be too far 
inland for the convenience of a sea-borne trade, and 
K&yal (meaning a 4 lagoon opening into the sea5) 
rose in its stead on tbe sea-shore, and attained to 
still greater dimensions. K&yal carried on an im¬ 
mense direct trade with China and Arabia, the evi¬ 
dences of which are found lying all over the open 
plain on which the city stood. In time, however, 
through the continuous operation of the same 
causes, K&yal came to be too far from the sea; and 
accordingly, shortly after the Portuguese arrived 
on the Coromandel Coast, they abandoned K&yal, 
and established themselves instead atTuti corin, 
which has ever since been tho principal seaport of 
Tinnevelly, there being no river near to silt up the 
harbour and roads. It would seem as if Ko r- 
k e i, though probably never so important an em¬ 
porium of trade as K&yal, must at one time 
have been nearly as large. This is proved by the 
relics of pottery, Ac. scattered about the country 
for miles, and especially by the circumstance that 
places, such as Akkas&lei (£ the Mint5), which are 
now at a distance from Korkei, are ascertained, by 
the inscriptions I have found on the walls of the 
temples, to have been portions of Korkei originally. 

Whilst in Korkei and the neighbourhood I em¬ 
ployed ten or twelve coolies for four days to make 
excavations here and there, under the superintend¬ 
ence of one of my assistants; whilst it was made the 
duty of the choir boys—much more%a pleasure to 
them than a duty—to examine every shovelful of 
the earth that was thrown up, to see whether it 
contained any objects of interest. The Collector 
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of the District, Mr, Stuart, kindly sent me a peon, 
to let the people of the place see that nothing 
illegal or improper was going to be done, and in 
return I sent him a list of the articles found, 
though unfortunately they were of no particular 
interest. 

The geology of the place seemed to me more in¬ 
teresting than its antiquities. The whole of the 
country in this neighbourhood is included in the 
delta of the T&mr&parni, the great river of 
Tinnevelly ; and this place is situated in the last- 
formed portion of the delta, lowest and nearest 
the sea, so that the mode in which the delta was 
formed, which is doubtless more or less the mode in 
which all deltas have been formed, could be easily 
studied. The upper stratum is composed of stiff 
alluvial clay, which had been brought down by the 
river and deposited in the bed of the adjacent sea. 
Every portion of this alluvium contains sea-shells 
in great abundance,—not merely sea-shore shells, 
but deep-sea shells, such as the chank and thepearl- 
pyster. So abundant are they that in places where 
the surface of the ground has been washed away by 
rain, and cultivation has not been carried on, 
the white shell-covered surface flitters almost like 
water in the moonlight, and in some places as you 
walk along the roads, especially near M & r a man¬ 
ga 1 a m, the shells go crackling under your feet 
as they would by the sea-shore when the tide is out. 
This being the last formed portion of the delta, 
the alluvial stratum is very shallow. The average 
depth cannot be more than six feet, and at the bot¬ 
toms of tanks I have found it no more than three. 
Underneath this I invariably found a layer of grit¬ 
stone (called by the people “ salt-stone”), rarely 
more than a foot in thickness, composed of the 
larger grains of sea-sand, such as lie on the surface, 
mixed with comminuted shells. This had evident¬ 
ly been .the surface of the ancient sea-bed, for un¬ 
derneath I invariably came upon beautiful white 
sea-sand, in smaller grains, containing great quan¬ 
tities of unbroken shells. Doubtless the grit- stone 
had been formed by the infiltration of the alluvium 
from above. I found it impossible to ascertain the 
depth of the sand, or what it rested on, for after 
digging into it for a few feet the hole always got 
filled with water, and the water flowed in so fast 
that baling out was useless. Strange to say, some 
•of the shells 1 found in this ancient sea-bed re¬ 
tained a portion of their original colour. One in 
particular—-a Oomts—-looked as if it had been alive 
only a few years ago. What makes this, so remark- 
able is that this portion of the delta must have been 
inhabited at least 2500 years ago, and it must have 
been many ages earlier that the deposition of the 
alluvium commenced. . 

I hoped by making excavations in EH o r k e i and 

the neighbourhood to find some traces of the Greeks, 
but in this I was doomed to be disappointed. The 
ancient level of the village is about eight feet below 
its present level, which of itself is a proof of great 
antiquity. When the diggers reached this depth 
they invariably found traces of human habitations, 
shreds of Indian pottery, &c., but nothing of the 
nature I hoped to find. On the surface we found 
two Singhalese copper coins (I conclude them to 
be Singhalese from the management of the dra¬ 
pery), but the inscriptions were quite obliterated. 
I also found two images of B u d d h a, sitting, in 
his usual attitude of contemplation. One of them 
was out in the fields, the other in the village. I 
suspected that the latter was worshipped, though 
it was known to belong to a different religion. 
The people strenuously denied this, but one morn¬ 
ing when I happened to pass I saw a garland of 
flowers which had been placed by some person 
round its neck. The person who did so evidently 
thought that if ever Buddha got his head above 
water again, he had a chance of being remem¬ 
bered for good! The most interesting things that 
were found were three of those mysterious sepul¬ 
chral urns which have hitherto puzzled everybody. 
The natives know nothing about them, and the 
common opinion amongst Europeans is that they 
pertained to a race which died out, but of. which 
no relic remains except these urns. The urns are 
made of the ordinary pottery of the country, but 
there are always some little vessels found inside, 
some of which are beautifully shaped, with a polish 
or glaze which 'the potters of these days cannot 
imitate. Two of the urns I found contained no 
bones, but only traces of bone-dust; but one, a 
monster urn, 11 feet in circumference—unfortu¬ 
nately found broken—contained a complete set of 
entire human bones, including a perfect skull. 
The circumstances in which this urn was found 
were very interesting. The people to whom it 
belonged had dug down through the alluvial soil 
of the delta and the grit-stone till they came to the 
white sea-sand, and in this they had deposited the 
urn. The grit-stone had then partially re-formed 
all round, and I found the cavity of the skull filled 
up with grit-stone. The notion invariably enter¬ 
tained by the natives of these days is that the 
people buried in these urns were a race of pygmies, 
but the bones found in this urn were admi t feed by 
the natives who were standing about when it was 
opened to be those of a full-grown man of the 
usual size. Strange to say, a deputation of women 
came to my tent on© day for the purpose of seeing 

the bones* 
X visited QId K&y.al (Marco Polo’s Gael) 

twice, and set my excavators at work for a day in 
a place about two miles 'from the present village, 
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which represents only the western boundary of the 
ancient city. At a depth of three feet beneath the 
present surface they came on the clmmmmed floor 
of a house, but found nothing of importance. Tho 
extent of the site of K&yal was so great that it 
would take a month, instead of a single day merely, 
to explore it properly. I found, however, the 
whole surface of the ground, literally for miles, 
covered with evidences of the perfect truth of 
Marco Polo’s statements respecting the trade of 
the place, confirmed by those of the Muhammadan 
historians. According to those statements, K &- 
y a 1 was frequented by great numbers of vessels 
from the Arabian coast and from China—(junks),— 
in one of which latter Marco Polo himself arrived; 
and accordingly I picked up everywhere on the 
open plain broken pieces of China porcelain of all 
qualities, and broken pieces of Arabian pottery. 
I could easily, if I had chosen, have collected a 
cartload, but the pieces had been broken again 
and again by the plough 'and the feet of bullocks, 
so that, though the material in each case was ob¬ 
vious enough, all trace of the shape of the article 

had disappeared. Old Kayak or what remains of 
it, is now inhabited almost exclusively by Labbis 
(native Muhammadans) andKoman Catholic fisher¬ 
men. 

The people of these parts, as generally through¬ 
out India, have not the remotest notion of the 
object1 Europeans have in view in searching for 
antiquities. "Whatever we may say, they think 
our real object is to endeavour to discover hidden 
treasures; and this they consider a very risky 
business, for all hidden treasures are in the custody 
of demons, who will not allow them to be rifled 
with impunity. At K o r k ei, before my explora¬ 
tions commenced, many of the people expressed an 
earnest hope that I would not make any excava¬ 
tions near any temple or image, because, although 

very likely there might be treasure underneath, 
the demons in charge would be so enraged that 
th ey would destroy thewillage outright. I assured 
the people that I would take care not to come near 
any temple or image, and I scrupulously kept my 
word. My old friend M&nikav&sagar of Arumuga- 
mangalam professes to have received a dreadful 
fright some years ago from the demons that watch 
over hidden treasure, when he helped Mr. Puckle, 
the then Collector of Tinnevelly, to make some 

’ explorations near Kayak The night after the first 
day’s exploration a she-demon appeared to him in 
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a dream, anti asked bin) in terrible tones how he 
dared to meddle with her treasures. In the morn¬ 

ing when he awoke, ho font id—dreadful to re late— 
that his feet wore fastened round the back of his 
neck in such a way iliat lie was unable to loose 
them without assistance ! I need scarcely add that 
no further part in tho exploration was taken by 
him. I wanted him to tell mo i ho story; but he 

was afraid, 1 suppose, I should laugh at him, and 
so I failed; Imt he told it quite gravely to my as¬ 
sistants, and has told the story so often that he 
evidently believes it himself now. Even Europeans, 
it seems, are not quite so free from danger as they 
suppose. Many years ago there was a Collector 
of Tinnevelly, it is said, who determined to dig for 

the treasure which was believed to have been hid¬ 
den in a certain place by a woman who intended to 
make use of it in some subsequent birth, and which 
for the time being, of course, was under the custody 
of demons. He was warned that something dread¬ 
ful would happen, but, being an European, he did 
not care. Ho pitched his tent near the place, and 
the whole of the first day was occupied by himself, 
his peons, and his coolies in digging. At length, 
as night drew on, they came to a carefully built 

stone receptacle; and, justly concluding that this 
was the place where tho treasure was hidden, the 
Collector set a watch over it and went to sleep in 
his tent, with the intention of opening the stone 
receptacle tho next morning. The next morning 
came, and the Collector found himself, not in his 

tent, but in bed in his own bungalow atPalamkottu; 
the tent was found pitched at the other side of the 
river, and of the excavations that had been made 
the previous day not a trace remained 1 * 

EXCAVA ITONS AT KAYAL. 

The 0 a el of Mu Polo having been identified 
by Dr. Caldwell as Iv ay a 1, a port at the mouth 
of the Tamraparni river, in Tiimovclly, ....... 
The ancient city—whose name signifies a lagoon— 
was one of those enormous emporiums of the East, 
the first mentioned of which is Ophir. At Ivfiyal 
tho sea has greatly receded, for the T dmraparni 

liver, rushing down through the clays and rice- 
fields of Tinnevelly, has, in the course of centuries, 
made for itself a large delta. The Gael (Kdyal) of 
Marco Polo is thus described by himf;—“ Gael is a 
great and noble city, and belongs to Ashar, the eldest 
of the five Brother-Kings.:}; It is at this city that 
all the ships touch that come from the west, as 

* Prom the appendix to the Rev. Dr. Caldwell’s Sew 
Jmmial of Mvcmgehstie Work in Timmelly 1876 
t me Cob Yale’s Marco Polo, 2nd ed. 1875, vol. II. p. 31 
+ The five Brother-Kings were descendants of the c 

lr a n a i o n race, and gave themselves the title of the P a 
e h a-P ft n d e y_a Aacknowledging no subordination to a: 
other pnnee. lathe Pmdion Chronicle the great ki: 

Y ishvan &tha Naiker, who was installed ruler of M a- 
dn r a and the adjacent countries of the south in S.& 1482 
(a*u. lto9), is spoken of as defeating them. The words of the 
Chronicle are“ On coming to Madur&he constructed 
seventy-two bastions to the fort, and appointed seventy-two 
Palliy a-ka rers (Polygars), corresponding with the 
bastions. He also caused the fort of Tiruchinapalli to he 
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from Hormos, and from Kis, and from. Aden, and 

all Arabia, laden with horses and with other things 

for sale. And this brings a great concourse of 

people from the country round about, and so there 

is great business done in the city of Gael. The 

king possesses vast treasures, and wears upon his 

person great store of rich jewels. He maintains 

great state, and administers his kingdom with 

great equity, and extends great favour to merchants 

and foreigners, so that they are very glad to visit 

his city. This king has some 300 wives; for in 

those parts the man who has most wives is most 

thought of/' Marco Polo goes on to speak of the 

one mother of the five Brother-Kings of the South 

India of his day, of whom the chief was the king 

of Gael, and to all of whom, in their disputes, the 

mother, who was then alive, acted as a mediator. 

He also alludes to the use of the betel-leaf in Gael. 

The following extracts (dated June 23, Shep¬ 

herd's-land—Ideiyarbidn, Tinnevelly), from a 

private letter by Dr. Caldwell, written on the 

outskirts of Kayal, will be read with interest:— 

‘*1 set my coolies last evening to dig for sepul¬ 

chral urns in the lowest ground in the neighbour¬ 

hood. These are £ jars’—matomnaita ntdlj—in which 

a race of people, of whom nothing is known, used 

to bm*y,§ Before long they found one in the 

deepest part of a tank which is now* dry. It was 

a monster, eleven feet in circumference. Unfortu¬ 

nately it had been so often soaked in water that it 

was found broken in three. The contents, however, 

were perfect,—the bones of a man with an exceed¬ 

ingly perfect skull. There is a small hole in one 

part of the skull, apparently made by a weapon. 

The grand interest, however, is this. This place 

is a portion of the T a m rapa r n i delta, and the 

ancient people had dug right through the alluvium 

of the delta till they had come to the white sea- 

sand underneath, in which they had deposited the 

urn. The upper stratum of the sea-sand has 

generally turned into a gr:t-stone, through the 

infiltration of the alluvium deposited above. The 

grit-stone accordingly had formed round the urn, 

and even inside, and the cavity of the skull is filled 

with compact grit-stone 1 The teeth are very perfect 

and complete. Altogether, the skull would be an 
interesting addition to a naturalist’s studio. I 
have found no traces of the Greeks here, but plenty 
to prove that the place is of great antiquity. I have 
had ten coolies digging Tor several days, and 
wherever they dig they find nothing till they get 
to a depth of about eight feet. Then brick floors, 
&c. are found. The thorough excavation of a place 
like this would prove very expensive. The Collec¬ 
tor sent me a peon, to be present as a sign of 
Government authorization. I am to send in a list 
of what I find to the Government. 

“ A certain Dr. J-, of Berlin, was in Tinne- 
velly in the beginning of the year. He made a 
considerable collection of urns, skulls, &c., which 
he carried off to Germany without communica¬ 
tion with the Madras authorities. For this the 
Collector, it is said, was reprimanded. . 

w ^ am taking the greatest possible care not to 
irritate the people in any way; so I make no ex¬ 
cavations near their temples, and have not du®- 
about the numerous images of Buddha, even 
though they are not now worshipped. There is an 
image of Buddha, near Kfiyal, which the 
people have turned back upwards, and the washer¬ 
men use it for beating their clothes upon l 

u Saturday 24th*—I have been this morning to 
Kayal again, and returned. This time I went in 
a palanquin, and did my jouraey comfortably. I 
went two miles beyond what now remains of Kayal, 
and still found myself only in the centre of the 
remains of the great city of .Marco Polo’s time. 
I marked out several places for excavation, and left 
ten men to do as much work as ten men could do 
in a day. . . I intend to cross the month of the 
Tamraparni, and see Pin n ei-K4y a 1. . . . 

“ Yesterday my people found a couple of urns at 
Maramangalam. One was as large as the 
one found at Korkei, but empty. The meaning 
of that is that it only contained the bone-dust of 
the dead. The other was a smaller one, which my 
coolies were bble to take out whole. It contained 
two beautiful little polished Jcalasams, or vessels, 
but no bones. The inside is black, and so are the 
kalasams. . . —Athenmum, 12th Augmt 

BOOK NOTICE. 

MushakeaH FiqeaT Bible : Fayl ’Ahdnama. (The Few 
Testament portion of the Annotated Paragraph Bible in 
Roman XTrdfL) London; The Religious Tract Soey. 1876. 
Tins is the first part issued of a Commentary 

built. He likewise conquered the five independent princes 
to the south, who acknowledge no earthly superior.” Many 
of the Palliya-karers or Polygars, constituted by Vishvandtha 
Naiker, exist to the present day. The estates orPallyams, 
given on the feudal tenure of rendering military service 
and defending the bastions of the metropolitan fort allot¬ 
ted to their holders’, are all well known ; most of them were 

on the whole Bible under the title of Jfmshanruh 
fiqra't Bible. (We must confers that we stumble 

on the threshold; the word Bible may pass, but 

forfeited in the Polygar war, which fills so many pages 
of Wilks and Hume, and the history and traditions of each, 
which doubtless survive in the families, would, if collected, 
throw much light on the antiquities and affairs of the days 
of the Southern R$jas.—M. J. W. 

§ See the last chap., Appendix, to Dr. G.’s Cortvp* 6mm. 
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surely not in the English spelling.) The work is 
published in London by the Eeligious Tract Society. 
It extends to 534 pages royal 8vo, comprising both 
the text of the New Testament, and notes about 
equal in extent to the text itself. The whole is in 

the Eoman character. Dissertations on several 
important points are given. Two carefully con¬ 
structed maps enhance the value of the work,—one 
presenting Palestine as it was at the Christian era, 
and another showing the travels of the Apostles. 

It indicates progress on the part of missions in 
India, and a considerable amount of education as 
prevailing in the native Christian community, 
when a work of this kind is required. For we 

presume the Commentary is not intended chiefly 
for the missionaries, European or American, but 
for the native churches. 

The version adopted is that of the North India 
Bible Society; the commentary accompanying is 
now published for the first time. 

We must put a force on our inclinations and 
refrain from entering on the many and difficult 
questions connected with the translation of the 
Scriptures. Is the textue reeeptm to be followed 
even when recent investigation has shown its 
readings to be inaccurate P Ho# fa*r is it desir¬ 
able . that versions should be literal, striving to 
■give the exact sense even when the idiom of the 

language is sacrificed? Questions of this kind 
start up at once; but we resolutely pass them by. 

One of our chief complaints against our own, 
generally expellent, English version, is the variety 

of renderings given to the same word. Much of 
the force of a passage is often, in this way, missed. 
For example, in 1 John il, 24 the verb fievw ocours 
three times, the repetition being emphatic and 
significant; but, with ingenious perversity, the 
English translators dissipate the force of the pas- 
sageby using three different words—abide, continue, 
remain. We *have just now* turned to the Vul¬ 
gate, and find it uses maneo once, and jp&rmcmeo 
twice, which is a near approach to what we insist 
on. In the version before us we find two different 
words employed—hasnd once, and raJmd twice. 
We object to this, though the rendering is 
better than that of the English translation. So 
in Meb. xii. 27, 28, our translation gives two 
words—shaken and moved-where the Greek, with 
evident purpose, has only one. The Hindustani, 
we are sorry to see, follows here the bad example 
of the English* Jerome was wiser. 

The Commentary—on which, as new, we should 
especially comment—seems executed with much 
Cf*Pe and no small success. It is simple, and as 

brief as is consistent with perspicuity. Thus, on 
the verse “ The Word was made flesh” (John i. 14) 

it sufficiently explains the meaning, and so supple¬ 
ments, or rather corrects, the somewhat peculiar 
rendering of the text, KaUm mujassam Mid. And, 

throughout, the annotations are unpretending, 
sensible, and such as will recommend themselves 

to the members of Protestant churches generally. 
On the question of style we must express our¬ 

selves with some hesitation. We start with a 
perfect abhorrence of that 

“ Babylonish dialect 
Which learned pedants much affect.” 

We shudder when XJrdU is stuffed full of Arabic 
and Persian terms, and when Hindi or Bengali be¬ 
comes half Sanskrit. Further, we hold that while 
Hrdd and Hindi must both advance, they should 
do so not on divergent, but if possible on con¬ 
vergent, or at all events parallel lines. Sanskrit 
and Arabic are wide as the poles asunder. We 
hope to have, in the future, not an Arabicized 

Urdfi and a Sanskritized Hindi, but two dialects 
of one language not much more apart, perhaps, 
than the “ Johnsonese” of the great lexicographer, 

and the Saxon English of Addison,or Swift. Now 
we by no means think' this Commentary so 
faulty as many, or even most, Urdft compositions. 
Still it is higher than we expected or desired. We 
believe it is somewhat too much so for the native 
Christians generally, even for those who speak 
TJrdft. To the multitudes of Hindi-speaking 
natives much of it must be unintelligible. Such, 
briefly, is our judgment on the style, and we feel 
bound to express it, although we are fully aware 
that all the munshis, and many of the missionaries, 
will take a different view. 

We are very glad to see this work appear in 
Eoman character. It is to the credit of the mis-’ 
sions planted among the Hindi-speaking and TJrdfi- 
speaking populations that, instead of the cumbrous 
Bevan&gart and the rather enigmatical Persian, 
they should so often employ the clear, compact, 
and comparatively inexpensive Roman letters. 
The array *of diacritical marks looks by no means 
formidable. The type is small, in order to keep 
the size of the work within moderate bounds, 
but tfie letters are perfectly distinct. The getting 
up of the whole book is remarkably good, and 
most creditable to all concerned. 

We congratulate the venerable missionary Dr. 
Cotton Mather, who is, we believe, the translator 
of the notes and dissertations, and also the editor 
of the work* Dr,.Mather has performed fm 
portant task both diligently and successfully. 
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SANSKRIT AND OLD OANARESl INSCRIPTIONS. 

BY J. F. FLEET, Bo. C.S. 

(Continued from p. 78.) 

No. XXIX. THIS and the following two inscriptions 

carry ns ono stop farther in the Western 

Chaluky a genealogy, being Sanskrit copper¬ 

plate charters of ' Vinayaditya-Satya- 

sray a, tho son of Vikram Aditya I. of my 

last notice. 
Tho present ono is from Sir W. Elliot’s 

facsimile collection, and is marked as having 

been found at ‘Togurshode’ in the Kar¬ 

ri fi 1 District. It consists of three plates, about 

long by 41f broad. It is not stated whether 

the seal of tho ring connecting the plates bears 

any emblem. The characters are the customary 

Western C h H1 n k y a characters derived from 

the Cave-alphabet, and nearly fully developed 

into the Old Canarese alphabet. They are not ( 

so neatly formed as those of the inscriptions 

last published by me, and they have a decided 

slant froih left to right. It is also to he noted 

that the practice as to writing the Anwvdm is 

not uniform; sometimes it is written above 

the line, as was the rule in the earliest adapt¬ 

ations of the Cave-alphabet, and sometimes,— 

in dgrmh(gra)-vikdnta, 1. 1; vama, 1* 13; 

mdna-snihga, 1* 17; and cliaoicliala, 1* t5l,—” 

on, or just a trifle below, the upper line of the • 

writing. 
Tho inscription is dated in the ^aka year 

612#, and records a grant by V i n a y a d 11 y a, 

made by him in the tenth year of his reign, 

in celebration of some victory, while encamped 

on the banks of the Fampa river or lake. 

The locality is certainly theHampe, Vi jaya- 

nagara, or Bijnagarof modern times, 

referred to in Sanskrit books by the name , of 

1 Pampilksh&tra,’—on the south bank of 

the Tung abhadr&, in the B a 11a ri district. 

There is a sacred pool at Hamp e which is 

still called ‘Pamp&sarovara,’ and Mf. 

Sanderson, in his Canutese Dictionary, gives 

\Hampe,’ or ‘PampV as another name of 

theTuhgabhadraitself, irfr. Garrett,also, 

in his Classical Dictionary, gives ‘Pampd’ as 
the name of a river that rises atBishyamu k a 

in the Dekkan. And ‘Ilishy amflka’ is 

the name by which a small hill on the north of 

* According to the original, “six hundred and eleven 

years of the iSafca (era) having elapsed” 

the ruined town of Hampe is still known. 

Whether ‘Pampa’ is another name of the 

Tuhgabhadra, I cannot say. Bnt this con-, 

junction of names leaves no doubt as to the 

neighbourhood in which Vinay&ditya’s 

camp was pitched at the time of making this 

grant, and as to the part of the country that had 

just been subjugated by him. 

I cannot trace on the map the villages affected 

by the grant, or the district,—named in line 28;- 

where, however, there is some doubt as to the 

exact reading,—in which they were situated. 

The grant was of certain dues, perquisites, or 

taxes, called Aditymchhamarumama and Mdrun- 

chhamarumanm. These are Dravidian terms, 

which I am not able to explain; hut one com¬ 

ponent part of them is plainly the Sanskrit 

mchha, ‘ gleaning.’ 
The record of the grant was made by.Ea¬ 

rn apuny a vail ab ha, .Vinayaditya’s 

Minister for peace and war. 
In the epithets applied toVikrani&dltya 

I., a clear allusion is made to a confederacy that 

was formed against him by the three, kings 

of Ch6la, Pandya, and Kerala, and to 

some interruption of the Western Ch&lukya 

rule that was effected by the leader of the 

P a 11 a vas, the lord of K ai c hi. Ihavehad 

occasion to allude to this already, in my in¬ 

troductory remarks to Ho. XXVUI. * of this 

series. It would seem that the results of the con¬ 

quest of the ruler of Kanchiby Vikrama- 
dity a I were not very decisive or permanent. 
ForwefindVinayaditya again campaign¬ 

ing against the Pal lav as, as the loader of 

his father’s army. And a short inscription at 

Pattadakal intheKaHdgi Dmtrict,re¬ 

cently uncovered by me and thus brought 

to light for the first time, states, almost in so 
many words, that the great temple theref, 

the temple of Virh|PfckshadSva as it is 
now called,or of L&kSsvaradSvaasitwas 

then called, was built by LfikamahId&vi, 

the queen-consort of Vikramaditya II., 

expressly to celebrate another victory over the 

king of K ^ no h l by her husband, who was the 

great-grandson of Yikramaditya I_ 

"^Plates sxrfi. mdinm d Mr. Bursts’* Archmolvgi- 

ml Bepori for 18734. 
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[a] 

Transcription. 

First plate. 

[i] -erreq [n]t 

[ll] ^fJTcfT 5T- 

qriR^q-qfc 

qirq^qqorqqrcw- 

^qqr- 

*sfi5- 

-■,.!>, , rv .ntL... 

Second plate; first side. 

[10] [q] [OT^WWIWr: 
[11] [?] Mfrerw?rrif^nMqi;q^^[Tq[q]uc^q 
[12] [jffl^] OTUNWTIRqrw 

[13] 

[14] yqT3<sriTcT[ 

[15] re^TWTTR 

Second plate; second side. 

[17] 

[18] 

[tf®r]wfr- 

fqqj- 

JTftWFreTfOTRHJTfSr- 

fqfti?T[f%cr]r%[5r]- 

wrqf- 

3FFTW- 

qt(R)ir- 

UiRcTrW- 

?q ®ft- 

^FfFSRcqRT- 

[2i] . 

[-23] ?r ?q 

can fr^EHj%q»TRnqw [i] tr 

[25] qq^n^f^qriwuqc^R <£51% 

[26] [ar]arqf^q«R[ f^nr^qRJiqR qrrf^qrqH^i^i 
\ 4 

Third plate. 

[27] 4sr«N: qNrr frihpfo qqpr #naww u|?nrer^5iK?TN t- 

[28] C*snrpfe tr.... §§?pr 3rif^|^r^*rw 5- 
I»3 gp^O^SqR qTgsgrqgHW #TC[R #£ 

q#qi% 

• ^ *5® n5.mar?s °f Punctuation in the original. I 1 § Two letters are illegible with any approach to 
insert them for the sake of clearness, I taintyhere. 
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[30] ?TR -1 W[(^r)Kf 3RT: [ll] WUjTR- 

[32] tf?r%RTprc qftw^tfijsr jptw ^#r an- 4 xj 

[33] %=r [i] srfftp^r ^ jgprsra m sr- 

[si] [ii] w^i wm sr ^n?R%ar shN^tt frr- 
[3&] m [ll] ercErtfTOErrfai) ?r % ftcr ?epw qfiz q$ess#r iwi ffr ps- 

• [30] R: [ll] STr^RRR [ll] 

Translation, 

Hail! Victorious is the body, which was that 

of a Boar, that was manifested of Vishn u,— 

which agitated the ocean, and which had the 

earth resting upon the tip of its uplifted right- 

hand tusk! 

Tliq son of the great king Sri-Pulake- 

sivallabha,—1whose body was purified by 

ablutions performed after celebrating horse-sacri¬ 

fices, and who adorned the family of the glorious 

Chainkyas, who are of the kindred of 

M a n a v y a, which is praised over the whole 

world, and who are the descendants of H a r i t i, 

and who are nourished by seven mothers who 

are the seven mothers of mankind, and who 

have attained an uninterrupted continuity of 

prosperity by the protection of Kar tt ikeya, 

and who have all kings made subject to them 

on the instant at the sight of the sign of the 

Boar, which they acquired through the favour 

of the holy N ar a yan a,—-(was) the great king 

Kirttivarma, the favourite of the world, 

whose pure fame was established in V an avasi 

and other territories of hostile kings that had 

been invaded by his prowess. 

His son (was) Satyasraya, the favourite 

of the world, the great king, the supreme king, 

the supreme lord,—who acquired the second 

name of ‘ supreme lord' by defeating Sri- 

Harsh a v ard hana, the warlike lord of all 

the region of the north. 

His dear son (was) Vikramaditya, the 

•f Two letters are quite illegible here; only the Visarga 
after them is discernible. Some word meaning tax, dm, or 
perquisite, in apposition with AddtyunchMmaramawmh • 
and M&runchhamarumanmh, stands here in the original, 
but I cannot decipher it in the facsimile. 

# i Vividha-rasita-sita-s(m^ &o., 11.13-14; sita here 
seems to be the past participle passive of s6, *10 destroy, 
finish, bring to an end.’ 

t The Ohalukyavamsa, which was one of the offshoots of 
the Somavamja or * race of the moon.1 

X The construction of the original, 11.10 to ii, is different, 
being, in outline,f Satydsrayah j Tat-priya~$utasya Vikra- 

supreme lord, the venerable one,—who acquired, 

only by his impetuosity assisted by his intellect, 

the appropriate and accumulated regal power of 

his own family; who illumined the distant regions 

with the banner of his fame, that was acquired by 

the conquest of hostile kings who engaged in wars 

of various kinds that were brought to an end (by 

him)*; who seized the city of K a n c h i after 

the defeat of the leader of the P a 11 a v as, who 

had been the cause of the humiliation and 

destruction of that familyf which was as pure 

as the rays of the moon; who rent open with the 

thunderbolt that was his prowess the proud sum¬ 

mits of the haughtiness of the three mountains 

which were the kings of Choi a, Pandya, and 

Kerala; who had the lotuses which were his 

feet besprinkled with the waters which were the 

rays of the watering-pot which was the jewelled 

diadem of the lord of Kane h i, who bowed 

down before no other (hit who performed obei¬ 

sance to him); and who was the supreme lord 

of the whole extent of the earth included within 

the three oceans. 

His sonj, Vinayaditya-Satyasraya, 

the favourite of the world, the great king, the 

supreme kiug, the supreme lord, the venerable 

one,—who, having at the command of his 

father arrested the extremely exalted power of 

the Pal la vas, whose kingdom consisted 

of three (component) dominions, as The Gene¬ 

ra^ did arrest the strength of the D a i t y a s|( 

(at the command) of himf* who bears the young 

mdMtyasyai s&mh Vimyddityaty dgntyayati }j% which 
could only be literally followed by taking ike relative 
pronoun as the basis of the constmctiou in the translation. 
In all such involved passages, it is preferable to avoid tlie 
use of the relative pronoun as much as possible, by break- 

' mg up the sentences. 

§ Klrttiklya, the leader of the armies of the gods. 

|| The demons, the descendants .of Difci. 

f fSirn. KArfctifrSya bein£ the sm of &va, this is an-, 
other point of comparison hinted at in the • epithets applied 
to YinayMitya. 
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moon on his crest-tuft, and having pleased liis 

mind by bringing all countries into a state of 

quiet, was like Yndhishfchira on account of' 

liis excessive affection, and like V a s u d e v a* 

on account of his being the beloved of the god¬ 

dess of fortnnefj and like Parasurama on 

account of Ms being the elephant-goad of kings, 

and like B h ar a t a on account of his being the 

odagcoi king?J,—■;! us l^uis his commands to 

all people 

“ Be it known to yon ! Six hundred and eleven 

years ofthe-Saka (era) having elapsed, in the 

tenth year of (Our) augmenting and victorious 

reign, at (Our) victorious camp which is located 

on the bank of the P am p a (river, or lake), on 

the day of the full-moon of (the month) Iv a r t- 

tika, there is given by Us, with the right of 

enjoyment, to B hi mas arm a, who is pro¬ 

ficient in all the sacred writings and who knows 

the Vedas and the V&dahgas, the son’s 

son ofDevasarma and the son of D u r g a- 

sarmit, of the lineage of Bharadvaja, 

.§, (vis*) the Adityunchhamaru- 
mama at the village of TS.d u, 

(and) the Mar mchhamar manna at the village 

of Gulla ve lendaru, (and) the Mdrunchha- 

marumannaMthe village of Vare yu, (and) the 

Mdruhchhamarumanna at the village of B a t- 

t e y 4, in the district of P e d e k u 1. This (grant, 

av charter) should be preserved by future kings, 

whether they belong to Our lineage or to other 

families, as long as the moon and the sun and 

the earth and the ocean last, just as if it were a 

grant bestowed by themselves, bearing in mind 

that the charms of life and riches &c. are as 

evanescent as the lightnihg. And it lias been 

said by the holy V y a s a, the arranger of the 

V e dasLand has been enjoyed by many king, 

from S a gar a downwards; he, who for the 

time being possesses land, enjoys the fruits of 

it l It is a very easy thing to bestow a grant 

oneself, (hut) the preservation of (the grant of) 

another is difficult; (if the question is) whether 

giving or preserving (is the more commendable 

act)preservation is better* than giving! He 

is bom as a worm in ordure for the duration 

of sixty thousand years, who confiscates land 

that has been bestowed, whether by Mmsclf or 

by another! This chartci has been written by 

$ri-Ramapunyava 11 abha, the High 

(Minister), who is entrusted with the arrange¬ 

ment of peace and war.” 

No. XXX, 

This is another from Sir W. Elliot’s facsimile 

collection. It is marked as having been obtain¬ 

ed through Captain Nowbold from the Karnfil 

district. The original consists of three plates 

about 9" long by 4" broad, and the seal of the 

ring connecting them bears tho emblem of a 

boar. The characters aro still more carelessly 

formed than those of tho preceding; so much 

so that in lines 28 to 42, whore many proper 

names occur, the reading is in many places very 

doubtful. This is, in fact, the most indifferent 

specimen of an early copper-plate charter that 

I have yet seen. The slant of tho letters from 

left to right is still more distinct than in the 

preceding grant, 

The inscription is dated in tho Saka year 

, GI4, (according to the original,4 six hundred and 

thirteen years of the Saka [era] having elapsed)’, 

in the tt:ri;ecr..{k year of Vinayildity a’s 

reign, and, like the preceding, records a grant to 

celebrate some victory that he had just gained. 

At the time of making this grant, he was en¬ 

camped at the village of ElumpundaH, 

and the principal grant is of the village of 

•M us uni p arm This village was somewhere 

on the north bank of tho K ri s h n a v 6 rn a, 

i. a of the Krishn a after its confluence with 

the V e r n 11| Except thus far, I cannot identi¬ 

fy the locality in question; and the other two 

names in line 28 are very doubtful. Tho grant 

was made at the request of V i n a y a d i t y a’s 

son, Vijayadityh, who at that time was 

holding the post of hmraja, and who succeeded 

his father on the throne. The record of this 

grant, again, was made by the Peace and War 

Minister, Ramapunyaval 1 a|)dia. 

** Krishna. 

. t .Supply, to complete the comparison, the second meai 
viz.‘ just asV&sudeva m 

the beloved of the goddess Sri, sc., because he was a 
incarnation, of Vishnu* the husband of Sri or Labhmi.’ 

• ^ °|,Mai°r Eixon’s collection (see below) ‘ 
is called Tiimv&dit™,R&&w»w* v ei0W' ■ 

(hie, 
-to 1.30 of the text; some such word 
‘ perquisite has to be supplied here. 

II Conf. Gadag Inscription No. 2, Ini Ani, vol. Ill, 

p. 300, Transcription line 13. The Verna would seem to be 

the V&n& or Y%A near SatArA. The ‘Kddala Joshua- 

veni, or ‘ the Krishna and the Veni of the confluence’, of 

line 14 of a Devagiri-Yadava inscription at Khedrilpdr in 

the Kolhapur territory (published by me in the Jour. Bo. 
Br. R. As. Soc., No. xxxiii,, vol, XII.), seems to be another 

form of the same name. 
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April, 1877.] SANSKRIT AND OLD CANARESE INSCRIPTIONS. 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 

[5] 

[6] 

[7] 

[8] 

[8] 

[10] 

Transcription. 

First plate. 

^r% [il]ir ^raTffsfrcr rfRf: qpac grpRm 

[ii] s5nr*Rrr 

°rr fTfr(it)rfrpFTt N^rw^NWff^rW£ffRi ^rffRR- 
Tft^Wfr^'^F'iTT'CTO'iTr ^NR>iKPT0T?NI^’ITRFR 1 Ktf - 

^^^oTw'fircrr^Rfr^Tr ^^trt 

Second plate; first side. 

£1*1 ^ftW^RiRUNRURlRI 

[io] *[#< 

[16] 3^?r 

[17] «wr 

[IS] fTS-RR'T^f^ifi}r%R=3TR;RrRR 

[19] NR: 

NfcTW- 

R- 

ftf£F5RT 

[30] 

[21] 

[22] 

[23] iRrnrccr 
[24] 

[25] 

[26] 5% 

[27] q'qpjqRif 

NNRr?3R5RRNN5R 

Second plate; second side. 

?T =5fRRfTTSTf?? & ^TTf?Rr?'RflTN & ' *PTF?- 

[I] RRNiR| % RRT: #ttf- 

^JTRf^R7TWN?Rt <RN" 

<Trf*TR q-Jq^WNfiRfNRNl’N i^dWNKRHK W 

[28] tTCcr irtcr% ^aft,(t)°r(?)3(I)*ri^ 

[29] WT^ojvqf 37tT; [|] %qf RRUPTF^^NR [0 ^iRRRNRR 

The original has no marks of punctuation. No. XXXI. 1.19, .and No. 5 of Major Dixon s copper-plate 
The proper reading, as shown by No, XXIX., 1. 21, grants, PI* IL a, 1.15.(86® below), is wwfo.fo»-tmxuo-, &c. 
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[30] Tsui 2* jrRT'YUHRru airfare*^ ^mrirr^r- 

[31] q- fSTZSpqvT ^RHUHNF JTSHIoiH quflrqRjTNR STTH- 

[32] spjfq- ^r(l)?uG)H%W %?(?)?t4ot ^rf(!)^TTHU3TrHr5-Nt ?f^T- 

Third plate. 

[33J wiwNv qr%(!)^w qTRqqBURR ??p?5t jtrjt- 

[34] WRW7 iur^RIRR h(!)JTFRM^T fT.t #rfto- 

[35] urTR ?rrf4w' ?.... t fw%(?) m\ hr... AmiDwv 

[36] towtrf £n>rrfr q|fNHfcRR ?:rjtr- 

i.37J h sr ^rr^HHffnr nnt qviwRRU %q qfrRrvuifRR arrfcdi- 

[3s] wm\ cptt q<pftq#r m <n&r fu|^ q|r%ruRq#r m 

[39] crrsTPTrT ^r^qquuTTFr tr>tru qvHwunRifu 

[40] HR^fUTriTR qrgfcprO) f(!)wuw m q|r%RRq#q &f 

[41] TOpfaft jrgpr! ^rthh m susttoft uft(?)^(1)^ ^r^uur- 

[42] fR f(!)j%5Iiq-ot ?]? qr^TTW [l] HdUR RffUrfr^rPt fHVR [ll] cf- 

t43] srcrf^sr&Mr*r uRr^viNwfcRi rforhH*nqw(s[)^rwjmh- 

W ^ito'Tr|Hr[of^»-irrRHUR R<^Rr|?R RRRRR [||] 

[45] [I] urn! q^r qr ur fid qg^i Nf^rfu^rfor fM rpr m-. [ll] 

[«] ?R [| l] ^Hr^q%[?qr^IJHq<iqq§q-q-^ fsrr%HR2i URH [||] 

Translation. 

Hail! Victorious is the body, which was 

that of a Boar, that was manifested of Vish¬ 
nu (&c., as in No. XXIX,)! 

The sou of the great king Sri-Pulakf 

v a 11 a b h a,—whose body was purified (&c., a 

Ho. XXIX.)—(was) the great king Kir I 

v arm a, the favourite of the world, (&c., a 
Ho. XXIX.). 

His son (was) Satyasraya, the favourite of 

the world, the great king, (Ac., as in No. XXIX.). 

His dear son (was) Vikramaditya, the 

supreme lord, the venerable one,-who acquired 
(<fec., as in No. XXIX.)|| 

His sou, Vinay&dity.a-Saty&sraya, 
the favourite of the world, the great king, 

the supreme king, the supreme lord, the vener¬ 

able one,—who, having at the command of his 

any approach tocertoty? k®8’ Wl“o111 oumot wad ""ith 

makeIi^teili|Xworas!eM ^'S tere>of wWch I am 
§ Hers, again, there are f<rai( or ^ rf 

father (&c., as in No. XXIX.),-thus issues his 
commands to all people:— 

“Beit known- to you! Six hundred and 

thirteen years of the S3 a k a (era) having elapsed, 

in the eleventh year of (Our) .augmenting and 

victorious reign, at (Qwr) victorious camp which 

is located at the village of iflumpundale, on 

the day of the full-moon of (f7»e month) Ma¬ 

sk a, at the request of the Yuvardja Sri- 

Yij ay adi t y a, the village of M usuniparu, 

in the division of Velahinaru (P), in'the 

three Qmyatas, on the north bank of the 

Krishnaverna, is given by us to the 

Brahmans (herein) mentioned. Theirn«« 

and gotras are declared. To Bavisarma, of 

the Kausika gotra, who is familiar with 

two-Vedas; to Adity a, again of the Kau¬ 

sika gotra, who is acquainted with the Sha- 

winch X can male no sense. And such letters as are clear 
memkff* ^ °f 0158 •Hne do not give any satisfactory 

AEcS Ks* *112'for w 
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dahga%; toSiyasarma, of the Kasyapa 

gotra; to Mahakala, of the Kautsa gfitra; 

to Dasasarma, of the Kausika gotra; 

to D^vasarma (?), of the Kautsa (?) 

gotra; to S amkarasarma and Syami- 

sarma, of the Kamukayana gotra; to 

Patisarma (?), of the Bharadyaja 

gotra; to D eras arm a, of the Kasyapa 

gotra ; toMadisarma, of the Bharadyaja 

gotra ; to Tamanasarm a (?), of the K a s- 
yapa gotra; .* 

to Dasasarma, of the Kausika gotra; 

.* • • • ^..t 
At the village of Kaduvapavepu (?}, 

(there is given) to Donasarma, of the 

Bharadyaja gotra, a field of the measure of 

twenty-five nivartanas by the royal measure; 

likewise a field of the measure of fifty nivartanas 

to V riddhasarma, of the Kaundinya 

gotra ? likewise a field of the measure of fifty 

nivartanas to A d i t y a, of the Kausika gotra, 

who is acquainted with the Shadahga, (and) he 

has also a field of the measure of twenty-five 
nivartanas at (the village of) S ihukura, for 

the Prdjdpatya rites (?) ; a field of the measure 

of twenty-live nivartanas by the royal measure 

to D^vasarma, of the Ka syapa gotra; 

likewise a . field of the measure of twenty-five 

nivartanas to Vasud&va,.J 

of the Manavya gotra ; (and) a field of the i 

measure of twelve nivartanas to a Brahman 

woman of the Manavya gotra, for the Prdjd- 

patya rites (?). At the village of Sattik- 

kara (?), (there is given) a field of the measure 

of twenty-five nivartanas to H&tisarma (?), 

of the Kaundinya gotra, for the Prajdpdtya 

rites (?). The names and gotras have been de¬ 

clared, and the shares. This (grant, or charter) 

should be preserved by future kings, who are 

desirous of acquiring fame, whether they be¬ 

long to Our lineage or to other families, &c.! 

And it has been said :—He is born as a worm 

in ordnre for the duration of sixty thousand 

years, &c. I” This charter has been written 
by Sri-Bamapunyavallabha, the High 

(Minister) who is entrusted- with the arrange¬ 

ment of peace and war. 

IT Also c VSd&nga?; tlie sis works auxiliary to the 
Vedas;—viz,, 1, f the science of proper articulation 
and pronunciation*; 2, Chhcmdas, c metre1; 3, Vydkarcma, 
* linguistic analysis, or grammar*; 4, Nirukta, e explanation 
of difficult Vedic words*; 5, Jydtisha, ' astronomy* $ and 6, 

No. XXXI. 

This is from No. 3 of the photographs of 

copper-plate grants at the end of Major Dixon’s 

collection. The original consists of three plates, 

and is stated to be at HariharinMaisur; 
•I tried to obtain it to edit from, but failed to 

trace the owner of it. The original plates would 

seem to be very well preserved; hut the photo¬ 

graph is imperfect in several places, owing to 

the letters not having been properly filled in 

with white paint or chalk when it was taken. 

The characters are of a much better stan¬ 

dard than those of either of the two preced¬ 

ing inscriptions, and do not slant as much. 

The Anusvdra is uniformly written above the 
line. 

This inscription, again, records a grant made 

in celebration of some victory gained by V i- 

nayaditya. It is dated in the S a ka year 

617, (according to the original, 4 six hundred 

and sixteen years of the Saka [en«] having 

elapsed7), in the fourteenth year of his reign, 

while he was encamped at the village of 

Karan japatra near the city of Haresha- 

pura. These places must be somewhere 

in the neighbourhood of Banawasi and 

Ha riha r ; and possibly £Har esha* should 

be 4 H a r es a\ and is the old name of 4 H a r i- 

hard The grant was of the village of Kirn- 

Kagamasi, or e the smaller Kagamasi’, in 

the Edevolal division and in the V anavasi 

district. The grant was made at the request of 

Aluvaraj a, who was probably the hostile 

king just subjugated by Vinayaditya. I 

take it that dluva has to be interpreted here as a 

proper name; but it might also be taken as the 

present relative participle of the Canaresc dlu, 

4 to rule’, in which case dluva-rdja would mean 

4 the reigningking*; this, however, does not give 

any suitable sense. The record of this grant, 

again, was made by the Peace and War Minis¬ 

ter, Bamapunyavallabha. 

In line 21 the Haihayas are mentioned 

among the royal races subjugated by Vina- 

y adity a. L6kamakadevi, the wife of 

Vikramaditya H., the grandson of Vina¬ 

yaditya, was from this family. 

Kalpz, ‘ ceremonial rules.* 
* See note to 1. 34 of the test, 
f See notes to 1. 35 of the text. 
X 4 Ym&s&ym* is unintelligible, in L 40. 
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Transcription* 

First plate. 

[n] § r>*rr|ru¥ 

crfKr^cfrpprr 

^rsrr- 

m^WFr^ir^PTTw^r- 

i%^yR:i%cri%cf^)pn:5^- 

ft*RR- 

[i] 

[2j ^4 [n] =5ft*rcTt ^^^^^^^JTRiTT^sq'ffrfrq-rqt 

[3] 

c*] TOCF1T 

[5] ^fifTcrr^'^’Tffp'f RgwR fenr^sr )|;f^R^wr^Tw^- 

[6] ft^rfRirnre?" TO^r^RR^- 

[8] wTPcr^enprr 

[9] 

[io] ^^rw^^JTCf^r^rrw^'K^^^Rcrq-?? - va 

Second plate ; first side. 

[js] 

[u] ^■JcftJT^^jtvrfR^rt 

[i5] ^T^T35CR 

ri6J *rw 3FRTW^[crt]^ 

[18] U?RT ^7(&)^TOPr %RI^(^t)f?RWiTf^rfl[5‘rf % 

[is] mwi*rt) ^^ir^frRitT?cT[^*]^r^(^^;r. ^irrcw- 

[s°3 5frffcfe(r%fc f? €irr^s:rf^ s? ITTf^iRFr^^PT & 

[21] 5R f^r 4^• (gy) *Frio5. . . . f jfff)-- 

[22] r^r^^irrw^imr^^ 

Second plate; second side. 

[23] j-,j I^pp^ % wfJr. 

[2*] ETfttTRpISTq-TO^Rr^n: T#[*rf^] 

[^ ^Rrra% Ml-f- 

[26] ^ 'ter^^RTfwrqFRr wpto ^rt^: tr*urf- 
[27] Er: tmpr RRP^r: $mt ?rr=ra^5r t^ajrr- 

%- 

AwPpicSo^ ^*^aBd 34'th9 *»»> 
T This letter ta is omitted in the original, 

* letter ^ als°7 is omitted in the original. 

A refetge°PS^ trTe PT0I“e> “° 

t This word is followed in the original by the letter ra, 

with a dot like an Anusvdra on each side of it. This is an 
old, mark or punctuation, and is out of place in this passage- 

severa^ times in the inscriptions at Patta&akal, 
? "S'7© Recently examined in original, and from which 

•1 nrsfc learnt the meaning of it; as a published instance see 
jri. xliv., Jn o. 26, of Mr Burgess’s Archaeological Report for 
1873-4, [1] ^ri-Vemgamma pratime[2]yam kattidon; 
Trows.)tc Sri-Yehgamma made the image.” 
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[S8] 'ffUTpr 

[29] %R^|^TF'TRTRrwr 
H 

<sk(lk)ft«gi5r 

[1] 

RTg^lJIHfKi- 

?*rmwr%- 

«npr sbreq- 

5tT: 

[so] m [i] 
[31] tfrcr #?rd?nTr(DTr)ir 

[323 ?s i m wm? i j crcr qrd(!)f I ~m 
O'* 

Third plate. 

cToT § 

cTcf 

[33] arr^w 

[34] «(?) 

[35] cf^iniiH[^] 

[33] 

[37] fjpre 

[38] l^vir ^Tfrr 

^ [n] 
*r 

[39] aw 

* I «tct FTrT ^{l) i m srpntr %f»- 

^ f.^ [||J 
f^recnT^Rt^s^- 

^sqr%5T swr [i] mrw- 

tPTfJTWI <|| tT5J jjfq^TFT c[W 

f.^TJpqTpr qj^ 5pf qp q^- 

£40] j %r% erFrr^t ^ [II] e^rr Ttersri ?r % rn%(tr) *r- 
m ^ ^^rrf^r wmi strw ft* [n] 

[42] s5fhCFr^airf^^R- FWcTFRT ^FFT [n] 

Translation, 
Hail! Victorious is the body, which was 

that of a Boar, that was manifested of V i sh nu, 
(Ac., as in Ho. XXIX.)! 

The son of the great king $ r i-P u 1 £ k 4 s i- 
v a 1! a b h a*,—whose body was purified (Ac., 
as in Ho. XXIX.)—(was) the great king Sri- 
Kirttivarma, the favourite of the world, 
(Ac., as in Ho. XXIX.). 

His son (was) Satyasraya, the favourite 
of the world, the great king, (Ac., as in Ho. 
XXIX.). 

His dear son (was) Vikram aditya, the 
supreme lord, the venerable one,—who acquired 
(Ac., as in Ho. XXIX.). 

His son, Vinay a.dity a-Saty as raya, 
the favourite of the world, the great king, the 
supreme king, the supreme lord, the venerable 
one—who, having at the command of his father 
(Ac., as in Ho. XXIX.), {was) like B h ar at a, 
on account of his being the refuge of kings, 
and by whom the Falla vas, the Ka|am~ 
b h r a s, the K 4 r a I a s, the Haihayas, the 

§ Two letters ,are quite illegible in the photograph here, 
.if Two letters are illegible in the photographliere. 

1 r 2°: xxynh, b 7, Ho. XXIX., 11. 6-7, Ho. XXX., 
1.6, ana Major Dixon’s copper-plate grant Ho. 5, PL I., L 5, 

V i 1 as, theMajavas, theCh o ] a s, thePan- 
cl y a s and others were brought into a similar 

state of servitude with the A1 u . . . . rgafand 

others, who were hereditarily (subject to him),— 

thus issues bis commands to all people :— 

u Be it known to you! Six hundred and 

sixteen years of the S aka {era) having elapsed, 

m the fourteenth year of (Our) augmenting 

and victorious reign, at (Our) victorious camp, 

which is located at the village of X a r a 3 j &- 

patra in the neighbourhood of (the city of) 
Hareshap nr a, on the day of the full-moon 

of (the month) Karttika, at the request of the 

illustrious A1 m v a p a j a, the village of K i r u~ 

Kagamasi, in the Bdevo 1 a 1 division in 

the Vanavasi district, is given by Us, with 
the right of enjoyment, and free from all op¬ 

posing claims, toSanasarma, who is thor¬ 
oughly well versed in the V4das and the 

Vedangas, the son’s son of Srisarma, 

who performed the Soma sacrifice, of the 
V a t s y &g$tm, (and) the son of M arasarma. 

(Also there is given) an uncultivated (P)J field 

the name is spelt 1 Pnlak^raHabha.* In II. 3 and 7 of 
the -Aihole inscription, Ho. XIII.. the reading is distincths 
* PnHkM.* In Ho. XXVII., L 6, it is 1 P^likesi’raliahha.’ 

t Bee not® to 1.21 of the test. $ Akritath ,* I. 30, 
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on the west of the village of P e r g a g a m a s i.§ 

And the boundaries of that field (are):—On the 

north-east, ..|| in the boundaries 

of the village of SirigSdu; coming thence, 

(the village of) (?) K a r v e s u r i g 5 d u ; thence, 

(the village of) (?) Perdatu (?) ; thence, (the 

village of) (?) A1 e r o; thence .. 

thence, a stone (?) . . . ..* ; 

thence, to the east, {the village of) (?) N er ire 

(?); thence, (the tank, or village, called) Kuril* 

pakere; thence turning to the south,. 

. . .-katta.f This (grant, or charter) should be 

preserved by future kings, who arc desirous of 

acquiring fame, whether they belong to Our 

lineage or to other families, &c. ! And it has 

been said by the holy V y a s a, the arranger of 

the Vedas :—Land has been enjoyed by many 

kings, from Sagara downwards ; <fcc. ! It is 

a very easy thing to bestow a grant oneself, <fcc.! 

He is born as a worm in ordure for the dura¬ 

tion of sixty thousand years, &c.! This char¬ 

ter has been written by S r i-R amapunya- 

v a 11 a bha, the High (Minister) who is en¬ 

trusted with the arrangement of peace and 
war.5* 

Before leaving this part of my subject, I 

should notice two more inscriptions of Vinaya- 

d i t y a.—1, No, 5 of Major Dixon’s copper-plate 

grants. The original is at S u r a b in M a i s ur, 

and seems to be fairly well preserved; but the 

photograph is too small and indistinct for me 

to edit from it. Down to 1 djhdpayati,* PL 11.} 

a, 1. 17, the language is the same as in the cor¬ 

responding part of No. XXIX. now published. 

It is dated in the iSaka year 615, (according 

to the original, 4 six hundred and fourteen years 

of the Saka [cm] having elapsed')^ the thirteenth 

year of his reign, and apparently on Saturday, 

the day of the sun’s commencing his progress to 

the south. It records another grant in celebra¬ 

tion of a victory, and is issued from the camp 

at the village of C h i t r a sedu in' the district 

of Tfiravara or TSramara. The grant 

is made at the request of the Great Xing Sri- 

C h i t r a p a d a, the son of U p 6 n d r a. The 

name of the village bestowed seems to be S a- 

t h i v o g e, in the E dovolal division, and 

near to V aijayantipura or V a n a v A s i. 

The record of this grant, again, is made by 

Ramapunyavallabha, the Peace and 

War Minister.—2, No. 98 of Major Dixon’s 

Collection; a stone-tablet 3' 6" high by 1/ 10'' 

broad at B a 1 a g a m v e. The photograph is so 

small,—only by If",—and so blurred, that 

only a few detached and familiar words can be 

made out here and there. The language is Old 

Canarese. It records a grant by one of the 

S 5n d ra ka family, while V i n a y a d i t y a- 

Ra j it srayaf was the reigning paramount- 

sovereign. It does not seem to be dated. At 

the top of the stone is an elephant, standing; 

this is the earliest stone-tablet that I am aware 

of with any emblems on it. 

PAPER-MAKING IN THE HIMALAYAS. 

BY THE LATE CHARLES HORNE, B.C.S., M.R.A.S. &c. 

At a time when the scarcity of rags for paper¬ 

making, combined with an increased demand 

for the manufactured article, has set every one 

seeking for substances wherewith to manu¬ 

facture, I have thought that a short account of 

the paper-making in the Himalayas might prove 
of interest. 

The reports on the manufacture of paper in 

Japan, published as a Parliamentary paper 

(No. 4 of 1871), have shown how the inner 

hark of various trees, notably the mulberry, is 

there used. That used in the Hills of India 

is from the Daphne papyracea, a shrub abundant 

at certain heights, and the paper produced is 

very tough and durable. I almost fear, how¬ 

ever, that the material could neither be sup¬ 

plied in sufficient quantity, nor that it would 

bear the heavy cost of carriage to the coast. I 

will, however, gather together all 1 can find on 

the subject scattered in various works, and then 

conclude with my own experience in the matter, 

as for many years I was in the Hills and 

witnessed the manufacture. 

Almost every one who has been residing at 

§ i.e., * the larger KagSmasi.’ 
\\PfUvatu, 11. 31-2 j meaning not known. 
If kee note to 1. 33 of the text. 
* Nitta, 1. 33; meaning not known. 

t See note to 1. 34 of the text. 
X Oonf.4 B,&)dsrayatv&dBhcw’ata w,’ No. XXIX., 11.22-3, 

and m the corresponding place in each of the remaining 
inscriptions. 
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Naim Tal, tlie well-known sanitarium in Ku- 

maon, and lias had a garden, must well know 

the Daphne plant, the bark of which, as the 

plant grows ready to hand, is stripped oil and 

used for tying up plants, securing trellis-work 

of rangdV (or small bamboos), and for all kindred 

uses. Many a sportsman, too, has been saved 

from an unpleasant slide by catching at its tough 

twigs, off which, however, the bark sometimes 

slips in the hand, leaving a white slippery core. 

Still I fear that where a large quantity would 

be required, as for export, it would be very hard 
to obtain. 

1 will now, however, without further digres¬ 
sion, proceed firstly to detail the accounts of 
others. 

In Jour. R. As. Soc. vol. I. p. 8 is a paper 

by R. H. Hodgson, Esq., Nipfil, on the native 

method of making the paper denominated in 

Hindustani £ Nipalese.’ It is extracted entire, 

as it is not susceptible of abridgment:— 

“ For the manufacture of Nipalese paper the 
following implements are necessary, hut a very, 

rude construction of them suffices for the end 
in view;— 

“ 1st.—A stone mortar, of shallow and wide 

cavity, or a large block of stone, slightly but 

smoothly excavated. 2nd.—A mallet or pestle 

of hard wood, such as oak, and in size propor¬ 
tioned to the mortar, and to the quantity of 

boiled rind of the paper plant which it is desired 

to pound into pulp. 3rd.—A basket of close 

wicker-work, to put the ashes in, and through 

which water will only pass drop by drop. 4th. 

—An earthen vessel or receiver, to receive the 

juice of the ashes after they have been watered. 

5th*—A metallic open-mouthed pot, to boil the 

rind of the plant in. It may be of iron, or cop¬ 

per, or brass, indifferently; an earthen one would 

hardly bear the requisite degree of fire. 6th.—A 

sieve, the reticulation of the bottom of which 
is wide and open, so as to let all the pulp pass 

through, save only the lumpy portion of it. 

7th.—A frame with stout wooden sides, so that 

it will float well in water, and with a bottom of 

a cloth only so porous that the meshes of it will 

stay all the pulp, even when diluted and diffused 

in water, but will let the water pass off when 

the frame is raised out of the cistern, 

“ The operator must also have the command 

of a cistern of clear water, plenty of firewood, 
ashes of oak (though I fancy other ashes might 

answer as well) ; a fireplace, however rude; 

and lastly gwmt. s^ffien of slips of the inner 

bark of tlie paper tree, such as is peeled off the 

plant by the paper-makers, who commonlv 

use the peelings when jresh from the plant.— 

but that is not indispensable. With these ‘ ap¬ 

pliances and means to boot,’ suppose you take' 

four sers of ashes of oak, put them into the basket 

above mentioned, place the earthen receiver 

or vessel beneath the basket, and then gradual¬ 

ly pour five sers of clear water upon the ashes, 

and let the water drip slowly through the -ashes 

and fall into the receiver. This juice of ashes 

must be strong, of dark bark-like red colour, 

and in quantity about two pounds; and if the 

first filtering yield not such a produce, pass 

the juice through the ashes a second time. 

Next, pour this extract of ashes into the metal 

pot already described, and boil the extract; and 

so soon as it begins to boil, throw into it as many 

slips or peelings of the inner bark of the paper 

plant as you can easily grasp, each slip being 
about a cubit long and an inch wide (in fact 

the quantity of the slips of bark should be to 

the quantity of juice of ashes such that the 

former should float freely in the latter, and that 

the juice shall not be absorbed or evaporated 

with less than half an hour's boiling). Roil 

the slips for about half an hour, at the expira¬ 

tion of which time the juice will be nearly ab¬ 

sorbed, and the slips quite soft. Then take the 

softened slips and put them into the stone mor¬ 

tar, and beat them with the oaken mallet till 

they are reduced to a homogeneous or uniform 

pulp, like so much dough. Take this pulp, put 

it into any wide-mouthed vessel, add a little 

pure water to it, and churn it with a wooden 

instrument, like a chocolate mill, for ten mi¬ 

nutes, or until it loses all its stringiness and 

will spread itself out when shaken about under 

water. Next, take as much of this prepared 

pulp as will cover your paper-frame (with a 

thicker or thinner coat, according to the 

strength of the paper you need), toss it into 
such a sieve as I have described, and lay the 

sieve upon the paper-frame and let both sieve 

and frame float in the ©stem; agitate them 

and the pulp will spread itself over the sieve ; 

the grosser and knotty parts of the pulp will 

remain in the sieve, but all the rest will ooze 

through into the frame. Then put away the 

sieve, and, taking the frame in your left hand 
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as it floats on the water, shako the water and 
pulp smart]y with jour right hand, and the 
pulp will readily diffuse itself in a uniform 
manner over the bottom of tiro frame. When 

it is thus properiy diffused, raise the frame out 
of the water, casing off tha water in such a 
manner that the uniformity of the pulp spread 

shall continue after the frame is clear of the 
water, and the paper is made. 

‘* To dry it the frame is set endwise near a 
large lire, and so soon as it is dry the sheet is 
peeled off the bottom of the frame and folded 
up. Wlien (which is seldom the ease) it is 
deemed necessary to smooth and polish the sur¬ 
face of the paper, the dry sheets are laid upon 
wooden boards and rubbed with the convex 
entire side of the conch-shell, or, in case of the 
sheets of paper being large, with the tlat surface 
of a large rubber of hard smooth-grained wood ; 
no sort of size is ever needed or applied to pre¬ 
vent- the ink from running. It would probably 
surprise the papermakers of England to hear 
that the Kackdr Bhotias can make up this paper 
into fine smooth sheets of sevai yards square, 

“This paper may be purchased [in 1881] at 
Katmandu, in almost any quantity, at the price 
o! seventeen annas sikkd per dhdrni of three sers9 
and the bricks of dried pulp may be had at the 
same place for from eight to ten annas sikied per 
tIMmL Though called Nipalese, the paper is 
not in fact made in Nipal Proper. It is manu¬ 
factured exclusively in Cis-Himalayan Bhot, and 
by the race of Bhotias denominated (in their 
own tongue) Ranglo, in contradistinction to the 
Trans-BImalayan Bhotias, whose vernacular 
name is Sokpo. -.To return to our paper¬ 
making—moat of the Cis-Himalayan Bhotias east 
of the Kali river make the Nipalese paper; but 
the greatest part of it is manufactured in the 
tract above Nipal Proper, and the best market 
for it is afforded by the Nipalese people, and 
hence probably it derived its name; a great 
quantity is annually made and exported south¬ 
wards to Nipal and Hindustan, and northwards 
to Sakya-Gdmba, DIgarchi, and other places i 
in Transmontane Bhot. The manufactories are 
mere sheds, established in the midst of the im¬ 
mense forests of Cis-Himalayan Bhot, which 
afford to the paper-makers an inexhaustible 

031 fks spot, of the firewood and 
ashes which they consume so largely: abundance 
€>£ clear water (another requisite) is likewise pro¬ 

curable everywhere in the same region. I cannot 

learn by whom or when the valuable properties 
of the paper plant were discovered; but the 
Nipalese say that any one of their books now ex¬ 
istent which is made of palmyra leaves may be 
safely pronounced on that account to be five 

hundred years old, whence we may perhaps infer 
that the paper manufacture was founded about 
that time, I 'conjecture that the art of paper- 

making was got by the Cis-Himalayan Bhoti&s 
via Lhassa from China, a paper of the very 
same sort being manufactured at Lhassa, and 
most of tlie useful arts of these regions having 
flowed upon them, through Tibet, from China, 
and not from Hindustan. 

“P.&” (abridged.) “Dr, Wallich has fully 

described (Asiatic Researches, vol. XIII. p. 887) 
the paper-plant. 4 The rate produce or pulp (beat 
up into bricks) has been sent to England, and 
declared upon competent authority to be of 
unrivalled excellence for the manufacture of that 
sort of paper upon which proof engravings 
are taken off.” 

I subjoin the botanical description of the 
paper-producing plant, with a few remarks for 
the reader who may not be a botanist. 

As far as my own experience goes, this plant 
is but small, being a shrub of generally three to 
four feet; although, I am told, it often grows 
higher. The thickness of the stem is not gen¬ 
erally greater than one's finger, and it would 
bear cutting down every year; although of 
course by this process, in such a cold climate 
as that in which it grows,—at 5000 to 9000 feet 
above the sea-level,—it should properly be left 
some two or three years to grow up again. 
Even without maceration in water the inner as 

well as the outer bark is easily separated from 

the wood. For tying purposes, both inner and 
outer bark are used at the same time. 

The leaves are small and glabrous, being 
somewhat glossy; and the flower is insignificant, 
but with a slightly pleasant odour. The berries, 
which come on the tree in April to June, are 
showy, red, and very acrid. It will grow where 
there is very little soil,—preferring, however, like 
most plants, leaf-mould caused by the decomposi¬ 
tion of the fallen oak-leaves,—and has a stout 
hold by its fibrous roots in the rooks below. 
As I have never visited Nip&l and the forests 
spoken of by Mr. Hodgson, I have never seen 
it growing in great profusion, but it is scattered 
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over a wide area, being found, as briefly put by 

Mr. Edgeworth, c from Bhutan to Chambu.’ 

In Major Madden’s paper (Jour. E. As. Soc. 

voL XVII. Pt. I. p. 308) on the Tnraee and 

outer mountains of Kumaon, he speaks of both 

the white and purple flowering varieties of the 

Daphne cannabina,—a setharwd” a synonym 

of papyracea, as being found at Main! Till; 

also the Daphne sericea or 44 GhmaliaP He adds 

that the Nipal paper is made from the Wifc- 

stroemia saVcifolia of Jaequemot, and from the 

purple flowering variety of D. cannabina* 

There must be many other inner barks of 
shrubs on the hills which would make paper ; 

but until these have been tried it is of no use 

to speak of them. 

Moorcroft, the well-known Himalayan travel¬ 

ler, in Asiatic Researches, voL XII. p. 375, speaks 

of the plant, but he merely imagines that the pa¬ 

per is made from a shrub, not unlike butcher’s- 

broom (I), called 44 Setharua.’’ He adds that 

it is strong, and used for hundis (or bills of 

exchange). A glance at the flower will show 

that he could not have been much of a botanist. 

In voL XIII. p. 385 of the Asiatic Researches is a 

paper by Dr. Wallich—44 Description of some rare 

Indian plants.” In this, u Daphne cannabina” 

(Loureiro ?) is described in nearly the same 

terms as those used by DeCandolle and above 

quoted. The English observations appear worthy 

of quotation, as our notices of this plant are 

in general very scanty. 
44 Among the extensive and constant supplies 

of plants and weeds from Nipfil which the 

Botanic Gardens (Calcutta) owe to the liberality 

of the Honourable Edward Gardner, Resident 

at Katmandu, are also specimens and plants of 

the paper shrub, which, I am informed by 

this gentleman, grows very commonly in that 

country, and when in flower is exquisitely fra¬ 

grant. It appears that there are two varieties, 

one with perfectly white, the other with reddish 

flowers; both are used for ornament and for the 

manufacture of paper, of which I am enabled 

to present to the Society’s museum specimens 

of various dimensions and texture. The com¬ 

mon kind measures generally about two feet 

square. The first kind measures ten feet in 

length and four feet in breadth, and it is manu¬ 

factured chiefly in Dot!, a province to the 

eastward of Kumaon. It approaches in softness 

and size to that which is made in China, and 

it is not improbable that some of the latter 

may be produced from the same material. Lou¬ 

reiro mentions that paper is manufactured in 
the neighbouring kingdom of Cochin-China 

from the bark of Daphne cannabina, which 

seems to differ only in having opposite leaves,— 

a circumstance which may perhaps be owing 

to culture. It comes extremely near to J?. 

odora of Thnnberg and D. indiea of Osbeck, 

which (at least that described in the Thra 

Coch in-ch inensis) Dr. Sims, with great pro¬ 

priety, suggests may be only a variety of the 

former. The question respecting the identity 

or difference of these three plants can be set¬ 

tled only by those who have the means o* 

comparing them. 

441 am indebted for an account of the manner 

of preparing this paper from the bark of this 

charming shrub, and for some parts of the 

description given above, to the communications 

of Lieut. H. R. Murray, and to the following 

notes extracted from the official correspondence 

of that gentleman with the Military Board at 

Calcutta :— 
44 4 The sU-bamd, or paper shrub, is found on 

the most exposed parts of the mountains, and 

those the most elevated and covered with snow, 

throughout the province of Kumaon. 

44 4 In traversing the oak forests between 

Bhxmal and Ramgor, and again from Ahnora 

to Champftvat, and down towards the river, it has 

come under the immediate observation of the ■ 
writer of these communications that the set- 

band, or paper plant, only thrives luxuriantly 

where the oak grows; so that it is not likely that 
it will succeed in the plains. It is hardy, and 

attains a height of five or six feet, blossoming in 

January and February, and ripening Its acrid 

red fruit about the end of April. The paper 

prepared of its bark is particularly calculated 

for cartridges, being strong, tough, not liable, to 

crack or break,—however much bent or folded— 
proof against being moth-eaten, and not in the 

least subject to dampness from any change in 

the weather; besides if drenched or kept in 

water for any considerable time it will not rot. 

It is invariably used all over Kumaon, and in 
great request in many parts of the plains for 

the purpose of writing nasdh-ndmu, or genealo¬ 

gical records, deeds, &c., from its extraordinary 

durability. It is generally made about one ya?d 

square, and of three different qualities. i*he 
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best sort is retailed at the rate of 40 sheets for 

a current rupee [Is. 10d-.], and at wholesale 80 

sheets. The second is retailed at the rate of 50 

sheets for a current rupee, and 100 at whole¬ 

sale. The third is of a much smaller size, is 

retailed at 140 sheets, and wholesale 160 to 170 

for the rupee. The following is the very simple 

method of manufacturing this .paper :— 

“4 After scraping off the outer surface of the 

bark, what remains is boiled in fair water with 

a small quantity of the ashes of the oak,—a most 
necessary part of the ingredients, which have 

the- effect of cleaning and whitening the stuff. 

After the boiling, it is washed, and imme¬ 

diately beat to a pulp with small mallets on 

a stone, so that when mixed up in a vat with 

the fairest water it has the appearance of dour 

and water. It is then spread on moulds or 

frames made of common bamboo mats.’ ” 

Thus ends Wallich’s notice of this interesting 

plant. 
From what has been here' written, the gen¬ 

eral inference would appear to be that the pulp, 

in bricks or otherwise, could not be procured 

in any large quantity for tbe supply of paper 

factories; although, as in many other cases, it 

might he employed to usefully supplement 

existing and available materials. 

Perhaps the Society of Arts was the medium 

through" which, as Mr. Hodgson states, the 

pulp was supplied,to the English manufacturers, 

who pronounced so favourably upon it, or it 

may have been through the Court of Directors. 

From the character of the plant, and the elevation 
at which it grows, I am of opinion that it might 

easily be grown in England, even on poor soils. 

Lieut. Murray says it is found on the bleakest 

spots; but my experience is quite to the con¬ 

trary. I have always found it growing best 

with forest trees, even in shade, and nourished 

by the free leaf-mould formed of the decayed 

oak-leaves. At the same time I am bound to 

admit I have found it growing in other situa¬ 

tions, more bleak and exposed. Major Hay, 

who was long in the hills, always found it with 

and under trees, and agrees with me that it 

seldom exceeds three feet in height. 

(Extract from Journal -in 1845.) 
Near the residence of a Lama at Kardang, 

in Lalifil, we saw a number of Bhotifis making 

paper from tbe bark of a tree they say they 

get inK&M, called “ BujUa species of Daphne. 

A number of people were beating it into a 

pulp, which others made into round balls; and, 

a little further on, the paper was being made in 

oblong and square forms of a large size, entirely 

for the purpose of having religions books print¬ 

ed on it, and not for sale. The form was made 

of a light wooden frame, covered with rather 

a coarse cloth, on which the pulp was mashed. 

I saw a quantity of the paper drying, but not 

the process of putting it on the cloth. 

NOTES ON THE CAVE OF PANCHALESVARA IN MOUJE BHAMBURDE, TALUK A 

HAVELI, ZILLA PUNA. 

BY W. F. SINCLAIR Bo. C.S. 

Tbiq cave is mentioned by Dr. Wilson in 

Ms firgt Memorandum on the Ancient Remains 

of Western India, and by Mr. Fergusson, who 
gives a woodcut from a sketch by Daniell,* 

tolerably accurate as representing the style 
of arcMtectnre, but failing as regards the gene¬ 

ral appearance^of the place. It has also been 
at least twice photographed, bat I am not aware 

that any copies are now in print. During the 

past monsoon I had an accurate plan taken of 
it, wMch is now with the Archaeological Sur¬ 

veyor, and I think the following notes may be 

nsefoL 

It is in “a rocky hillock forming a gentle 

* Jaw. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. rob III. pfc. ii. p. 55; Fergus- 
son’s Hist, of Indian and Eastern Architecture, p» 446. 

swell of the ground’7 close to the cattle bazaar 

of the village of Bhamburde, opposite Puna, 

immediately north of a small hill crowned by a 

Muhammadan pirastMn, and east of a large 

quarry. 

The entrance is through a tunnel about twenty 
feet long and five wide. This—which has suf¬ 

fered a good deal from time, and is now partly 

supported by masonry—opens into the east side 

of a court averaging 95 feet north and sonth by 

90 east and west, and ten feet below the surface 

of the ground around. The centre of this court 

is occupied by the Nandi pavilion, which is 

remarkable and, I believe, unique.*}* It is hewn 

f A square pavilion stands in front of tbe large £aiva 
cave at Arab# or Momin&b&d.—Ed. 
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out of the rock in situ, and was originally sup¬ 

ported by twelve pillars round the outside, and 

four in square in the centre. The four eastern 

pillars have come down during the last five 

years, with that part of the roof which they 

supported. Between the outer circle and in¬ 

ner square of pillars is an annular cistern about 

two feet deep, which was within my time kept 

filled with water. The Nandi and four inner 

pillars rest upon an insulated plinth or pedestal in 

the cisteim. The roof of this pavilion is external¬ 

ly carefully smoothed and dressed into the shape 

of an umbrella, except at the very top; where 

the original rock surface remains,—not having 

been high enough, apparently, for the architect 

to finish his design. There is no trace of his 
having made any structural addition, either here 

or over the main cave. The rest of the court¬ 

yard is almost filled up by a modern well and 

garden. 

The facade of the cave occupies the whole 

west side of the court, and is 96 fqet long, ex¬ 

clusive of the thickness of two pilasters. These 

and eight free-standing pillars, plain and square, 

with bracket capitals, support the roof in front. 
The eaves are very narrow, and dressed below; 

the entrance, a flight of five steps up from the 

court, and three down again into the cave, is 

between the centre pillars. The outer steps 
are flanked by two stone tigers couchant, hewn 

in situ. An aisle eight feet wide separates the 

front row of pillars from another precisely similar, 

having a great false architrave; and nine feet 

further in is a third row of the same character, but 

having only three pillars and a pilaster to the 

south of the central interval, as the south side of 
the cave here contracts eleven feet at a right angle, 

the north side retaining its direction. Between 

the third pillar from the'south and fourth from 

the north is a small Nandi hewn m situ; and 6| 

feet inside of this third row of pillars is the shrine, 

containing three cells hewn in a mass of rock 39 

feet long in front by 27J deep to rear, left stand¬ 

ing from floor to ceiling. The central cell is occu¬ 

pied by the linga of MaMdeva Panchalesvara; to 

his left is Bhavani, to his right Ganapati. A 

wide and dark passage leads round the back of 
the shrine, and it would seem that the architect 

meant to have supported all this part of the cave 
with pillars and pilasters symmetrical with those 

in front; but much of the work remains merely 

blocked out. The maximum depth of the cave 

(in the north-west corner) is 75 feet. The 

northern section is now divided from the rest by 

a mud wall. Between the pilasters on the true 

north wall I found some traces of figures,— 

whether blocked out for sculpture, or destroyed, 

it was impossible to say,—and thought I recog¬ 

nized the outline of the Saiva A sht a Matra. 

Below them were a few conventional ornaments, 

especially that derived from the Chaitya, and 
found in many Hindu caves, as at Elephanta. 

On the faces of the great Nandi’s island-pedes¬ 

tal are panels of a pattern which suggests a 
similar derivation from the Buddhist rail. There 

are no other sculptures, but a few unintelligible 

marks in the south wall, and I found no in¬ 
scription whatever. There is a small cell; the 

front supported by two pillars, in the south¬ 

west corner of the court; and in the hill, about 

a mile behind, there are three or four more, 
which are mere square cells. Modem Hinduism 

has the whole set in fixll possession, has adorned 

the cave of Panchalesvara with marvellous fres¬ 

coes, and even hewn new images in the cells on 
the hill. There is nothing to show that the great 

cave has not always been, as now, a Saiva temple. 

As regards its chronological position we have 

but little evidence. The long open front and 
rows of pillars point to the period of the 

Badami caves; the Nandi pavilion hewn in 

the court reminds one of Elora and the solid 

shrine of Dhokesvara, which is in fact the 

nearest Brahmanical cave (58 miles off as the 

crow flies), and the one which to mj mind pre¬ 

sents most points of affinity. All of these, how¬ 

ever, are much more ornate than the cave of 

Panchalesvara, which, for its originality and 

vigour of design, deserves to be a good deal 

better known than it is, though lying at the 

very doors of one of the largest European 

stations in India* 

THREE KONGTJ INSCRIPTIONS.* 

BY THE Rev. F. KITTEL, MERKARA. 

The following Old Kanarese inscriptions in 

* Cf. Ind. Ant. vol. I. pp. 360 et seq.; vol. II. pp. 155 
et seq.s vol. HI. pp. 262 et seqqp. 302. As evinced by the 

the letters of the period (resembling those of 

prontmciation of Kanarese, -Kodaga, and other peoples, the 
name of the country is Kongu (not Kongu with the long 
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the Kadamba inscriptiojist) are from three 
stone-tablets in the woods of K i g g a t n a cl u, 

the south-eastern iAlukA of K 6 d a g n (Coorg'). 

They are in places neighbouring the L a k s la¬ 

in an a t irtha river, which enters theK a ver i 

beyond the frontiers of the province. No. I.J is 

hi the lands of Perga or Pcggxi ur (i.e. < big 

village’), No. II. in those ofBili ur or Ba¬ 

li ur (i. e. 4 bright village’), and No. III. in 
those of Kot u r (i. e. 4 well-arranged village5) 

in the Lakkundajungle. Neither Lakkunda 

(he., probably, £ high tank’)§ nor Kotur are 

mentioned in the grant, bat Ka In a d n (or 
6 stone district’) is, a name which seems to be now 

forgotten. The great river in Nos. I. and II. 

perhaps is the Lakshma na tirtha, which 

is still so called, with this difference only, that 
other Kanarese terms are used, viz. dodda- 

li o 1 e (‘ great river’) instead of pe d-d ore; 

another possibility, however, is that the K li¬ 

ve ri (i.e. 4 red bank’) is meant. The basti, or 

Jaina temple, for which grant No. I. was intend¬ 
ed, was never, built. At Bili-ur, not far from 

the stone-tablet that originally stood on the 

Sanskrit o); an Inhabitant of that country, now-a-days 
often identified with the Koyambuttfir (Coimbatore) dis¬ 
trict, is called a K oilga. Thus also Kddagu (Coorg) is 
the country, and K t>d a g a a native of Coorg. Kbfigini, Kon- 
gupi, Kongani are Sanskritized forms. Though Koiigu and 
El 6dagu more than probably have the same root (ICnd), 
there seems to he no historical proof for the identity of the 
names. Among the Kodagas of onr time there is a well-known, 
family called the Kong a house,—a secondary evidence as 
to the influence of the Kongas over at least a portion of 
Coorg. It would Ice of some interest to know in what 
document Kodagu is first mentioned. As the Kodagas 
do not possess the sounds of the now obsolete letter's r and 
lm their dialect, it does not appear to be so old as these 
sasanas; the Badagas on the Nilagiri Mils still use these 
sounds in their language. 

f See Ind. Ant vol. V. p. 357. 

t People of Peggfi told me that this Ho. I. had beei 
inspected by Mr. L. rBiee ; see Ind. Ant. vol. IL p. 155 
Cf. Dr. Burnell’s So.-Ind. Pakeog. p. 27, n. 1. 

§ Ctf- hdkkiguridi (or Lakkuiiidi), Ind. Ant vol. II 

!! PSrmmanadi (or Pgrmana&i—the doubling of th 
consonant after the r&pTux, being optional, if this is pre 
ceded by a short vowel; cf. Aabdamariclarpana, Man 
galore edition, p. 140) is P Sr mm an a-adi, fthe grea 
one s foot, a term honorrfically used instead' of (the grea 
one himself. In Kanarese poetry, e.g. “ I tell your foot o 
feet’ is frequently used for “ I tell you.” Adi, < the foot, 
oradtgal, the feet (twice in the present inscriptions), ar 
often personified m Kannada, Tamil, and Ma%Ala, s< 
that the terms also by themselves mean ‘ master*: see e a 
ffdwjmtius sense affixed to the names of gurus ; Gdra 

in the Ascriptions a 
B%dla (Ind. Ant. vol II. p. 324;—cf. sayyadi, (straigh 
foot, teacher; littadi,, short foot,’ i.e. *ascetic’! PSr 

equivalent to the P^ruin-al (or Berman 
jpfo w\ich they honoured th. 

and A play upon the title o 
sarva^ddajpariMra Permma 

nocLt of Ko. n.,-~ht. the great one’s foot that is fre* 
voim3^nu ?mgf10?S to- tlie (other) feet.” Ind. Ant 
yol. IV. p. 203, an inscription of a.d; 1055-6 in the tex 

brink ofa large trench (fotdanga), but at present 

lies in it, is a small Jhiulaya of unpolished 

stone, quite filled with white-ants’ nests. The 

name of the trench, P c n n 5-g a cl a h g a, nobody 

seems to remember. 

The genoral title of the donor or donors, P e r m- 
manadi(i.e. 6potentate’) ||, occurs in each of the 

grants. Apparently his real name, or the name 
of one of them, EAcIiam&llalf, is given in No. 

X.,—from which it might be concluded that here 

(Safcyavakya) K 6 n g i n i or K 6 n gn n i v a r ma 

d h a r xn a m a li A r Aj a d h i r A j a, which, like 

Pomimanadi, is also in each grant, is nothing* 

but a name of the dynastyat the head of 

which; as is known, stands Kouganivarma 
clharmamaha r a j a d h i r A j a, who has no 

successor of that name in the iktsanas down till 

a.d. 777. The satymdhya in the beginning of 

the title perhaps means tlio same as, in grant 

No. II., the satyavdhja added, to JinAlaya or 
the Jaina doctrine .f 

The inscription No. II. bears the date of 

S. S. 809 (a.i>. 887), so that its donor lived on© 

hundred and ten years after Prithvi Kou- 

eontains the expression “the G h A 1 u k y a kiug Gang a 
P c rm a n a d qVikram&dityadeva” ; in a note is added 
“Gang ajiemianadi or Ganga peramAnadi was also adopt¬ 
ed as a K Ada mb a title.” See p. 210. There seems 
to be no doubt that here and in the Kiggatnudu inscriptions 
tho same title is meant; a writer, for the sake of the 
metre, may have lengthened the Kanarese P5rmanadi into 
PSrmAnadi; in Kanarese (Tamil, and MalSyftla), as indicated 
by the diacritical mark, also the letter e is short (5; cf. 
Perumadi ,♦ see also Perma, Pfimxna, HSmmadi in the 
genealogy of the Ch&1 ukyas in “Old Canarese and 
Sanskrit Inscriptions, &c. by J, P. Fleet, Esq., Bo. C.S.”, 
reprinted from the Jour. Bo. Br. JR. As. Soc. pp. 1-2 ; cf. 
also the village ^ PSggii, i.e. F&rgii); only when the 
secondary adjectivep$r (its primitive form is pir>—see, e.g., * 
*piridu pimyarrij (great virtue,’ in* grant Ho. I., 1. IS) 
in a compound is followed by a vowel, its 2 becomes e 
(i.e. long: see tfabdamanidarpawa, pp, 213, 214). If no 
linguistic license has taken place as to the form of P&rmA- 
nadi, the first part of the title is simply taken from the 
Malaysia Perumdn or P&rm&n. 

Af The proper name K Achamalla figures also in Lin- 
gay ta legends,^.#, in the story of king Bhairava of SAsala- 
pura,A by Hafijurida, wherein (chapter I. v. 385) two 
Lnigaytas of that name are introduced. In T&lugu rdclut = 

In. the abstract from the list of the Kongude:'a> 
Jl&jarlcai, hid. Ant. v6l. I. pp. 363 et $eq., there appears, ay 
the next successor of the donor of the N Agamangala grant (of 
A.U.777), a Eaj amalladova I., the younger brother 
of his predecessor; and as the fourth ruler after him, and 
the second after S aty a v Aky a r ay a (Bija) M all a- 
d e v a II. is mentioned, in whose reign, A;D. 894, a temple 
was built upon some land in the midst of the Kaveri, 
and who was the last king of the dynasty (?). The year 
894 is only seven years in advance of the date in Ho. 
II. of the present plates, 

* This supposition becomes more plausible from the cir¬ 
cumstance that after a.d. 777 the name of Kongipi (Kdn- 
guni, Ko ngapi) -varma is not met with in the genealogical 
abstract. 

f The abstract says of SatyavAkya r&y a: “He 
was never failing in truth, hence he obtained the title of 
Satyavakyar Aya.’ 
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g a n i Ma h a d h i r A j a, the donor of the NAga- 

manga! a copper-plate grant. The donor of No. I. 

is called the sovereign of iS r i p n r a, which, is 

mentioned also in the NAgamaiigala grant at 

least once, bat perhaps thrice (if tencura* means 

the same). According to the Merkara and Naga- 

mangala plates, the sixth Kohga king,—K d n- 

ga n i MahAdliirAja, was “ the beloved son of the 

sister of Krishnavarma Mahadhiraja, who was 

the sun in the sky of the fortunate K a d a m b a 

race.” This statement connects the rulers of 

B a n a v a s o with those of S r i p n r a ; and 
from a grant of a.d. 1075-6, published by Mr. 

Fleet, J we learn t/iat even at that time the con¬ 

nection had not only not been severed, bat on 

the contrary had somehow become closer; for 

in that grant the very titles of the KoSgas in 

the present grants are used by the Kil dam b as. 

It states ; u While the fortunate Ganga§ i? e m- 

m A n a d i. the. supreme king of great 

kings (mahdrajddhlrdja), the supreme lord, 

the excellent lord of the city of KoIAIapura 

(Ko[dla-purcwaresvara), the lord of Nandagiri 

{Nanclagirindtha) ” &e. And further in a grant of 

A.D. 1055-6, published by the same!!, the ChAlukya 

king P e r m a n a d i Y i k r a m a d i t y a d e v a 

i 

i 
i 

i 
i 

has the same titles attached to his name. 

Kolfi Japura of Coorg Xo. I. is written ex¬ 

actly as in the KAclamba grant; the Kovalala- 

pura of Xos. II. and III. (KoIAIapuraby syncope) 

is the K u v a 1 A 1 a p u r a of the ChAlukya 
grant.'i[[ On the common epithet of Perm a- 

nadi some remarks are already made in a note. 

After such identity it is only natural to find 

that the 06,000 royal representatives of the 

countries” (sha nriavafisaJi asm visliaya^nir-.y- 

iaijah) of the Nagamahgala grant, or, as they 

are briefly styled in Coorg Xos. I. and II., 

“ the 06,000 people,” are also adduced in the 

said ChAlukya grant. The Malepas (Mala- 

pas, Malavas), however, who at the lime of 

Perm Adi I. (a.d. 950-51), the subordinate oc 

the ChAlukya king YikraniAditya II., were tin- 

enemies of the Chalnkyas, and in later times 
(towards the end of the 12th century) of the 

K a d a m b a chieftains of Gove, and probably 

also of king Y i r a b a 11A I a of the H 5 y s a l a s 

(a.d. 1193)*, in the Kiggatnadu grants appear 

as the friends of the KoSgas. 

The emblem of Xo. III. is simply an elephant, 

which combined with others appears also at the 

top of the tablets I. and II. :— 

OwN? 1. 

X Ind. Ant. vol. IY. p. 230. 
| Cf. Peddore, * the great river/ in the present inserip- 
ons, 

(1 Ind* Ant vol. IY. p. 203. 

j *[ The last form of the name occnrs also in another in¬ 
scription, according to note 2, p. 2€3t ibid.; c often change' 

I place with-K, as does l with 
l * See the reprint of Mr. Fleet’s paper, p. 16. 
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The meaning of the text in a few instances 

remains to be settled; I kayo refrained from 

giving any tentative explanations. The trans¬ 

lation is as literal as possible. 

I. 

1 Svasti Sakanvi pak a fit i tasam vat? arasataib 

ga . . taneyaf Isvarasamva Hsarmii pra- 

vattise svasti satyavakya Ivuhginivarmmadharm- 

mamahii-j3 rajadhiraja Kolalapuravaresvara- 

Nundagirinathasrimat Utilcli ainallaP0ri umaua- 

digal tadvarshasyantarapcUguumsuklapakshada 

.Na-hiflisvamih talpadevasamagu svastisamasfca- 

vairigajaghatatopa Gkumbliikumbliastalaspliitii- 

tinarghyasuktdpalagrahanabhikarakara ' scui- 

vasitadakshinadorddanijamanditaprachhaudaih 

Rdimana§ pindapi sdadharanandaiii snmat rak- 

kasaBuddoregareyanahittiro bliadrama-°stu Ji- 

ltasasanaya srl Belgolauivfisigalappa -srl Vira- 

senasi-10ddhantadevava varasishyuih sri Gonase- 

napan dit abhatfearakara vara -:11 s isl lyar s rl mat A- 

nintaviryyayyatigal Perggadunim po12savu<la- 

gamunanabhy antaras iddhiyago padedaradarkki 

tin-13ks h itombhattar u. s asirbb&r imiay s amanta r u m 

Peddoregare 1 * y elp a d i mbar nme n t Ok kal n m i daiii 

Kavami rnlvar mrnaleparu-15maynurbbaru may- 

da marigarum Sripurada maharaja bliaUlatti- 

yanavon5rbbanalidcm|| Banarasiyum^ s;i sirbba 

brahma-^narmh sasira kavilcyumanalida paii- 

chamahapatakanakkum 1S idanarorbba kadara- 

vargge piridu’ punyam Cliandanandiyayyana 

likhitam 19Perggadura basadiya susanara. 

Translation. 

Hail! When the T sva ra year which was 

(the eightieth one in connection with?) the 

hundreds of the years that'had passed since the 

timeoftheSakaking(S.S.780 P),was current 

hail! Satyavakya K o u g i n i v a r m a, the 

supreme king of virtuous sovereigns; the ex¬ 

cellent lord of K o 1 a 1 a p u r a; the protector' of 

Kandagiri; the fortunate Rachama 11 a, 

t The dots denote that in the original a few letters are 
creatiy mutilated. The letter t proves that a t has disap¬ 
peared just before it (in,the originaHelovv it), and further 
teat the decimal jpattn (ten) in its adjective form pilta- 
y-h/e has been in the original, tiatauga requires a follow¬ 
ing I. that is, la.,—the sign of the genitive plural,—with a 
vowel and bindu denoting the value of the first part of the 
decimal number. What is left of the following consonant 
hears a very slight resemblance to the lower portion of 
the letter bhv. Thus the reading may have been mtan- 
galmbhoManeya or satafvjalonibhattaneya. According 

to Hr. C. P. Brown’s Cyclic Tables, S. 8.779 was an 

isvara. year, then 839, then 899, &e. If S. 8.779 could be 

made correspond to-1S, 780 (80 ==hnbhaUu), this year 
weald not he far from the date of 8. A 809 in the second 

tbe PcrmmanadP5; when the Nandisvara 

(day) of the* bright lunar fortnight of (the 

month) PMlgnna in that year was the chair* 

day;—bail! when he who is terrible by being 

adorned with a strong right fore-arm in which 

rests the sword that is formidable when 

(he) seizes the precious pearls that burst forth 

out oft lie globes of (he proiidgiobc-lmarers, (viz.) 

tlie troops of the elephants of all enemies, (and) 

who is pleased with him who carries the Imll- 

plattei* of gold (rh was ruling over the rich 

shores of the great river of llfikshasas;—prosper¬ 

ity to J ilia’s order!—t he fortunate; A n a n t a v i- 

vy a A y y a, who was the beloved disciple of 

the BhaUdruht iS r i (to na sen a Pandita 

that was the beloved disciple of Sr! Ymxsena 

Siddhantadeva, who was an inlmbitaut of Sri 

B e l go la,f obtained (Z/uv, lh<‘ rilUojr, fyc.), 

so that tlie village el' P e r g g a as well as the 

new rent became (his) acquisition not to be 
meddled with. Regarding this (lhero arc) these 

witnesses: the ninety-six thousand people, the 

five (tributary) eh ids, the seven ascetics of the 

great river, and the eight fanners. They who 

guard this (arc) tlie four -Male pas, the five 

hundred people, and the five spokesmen. Any 

one who destroys the grant of the sovereign 

of 8 rip nr a becomes guilty of destroying 

Barauasi, a thousand Brahmans, a thousand 

brown cows, (ami) of the (other) five great 

crimes; to any one who guards this ((teenies) 

great virtue. 0 h a n d a n a n d i A y y a ’ s 

writing. Grant of the temple of the village of 

Pergga. 

IT. 

HRiadramastn Jims Isauuya Sakanripa 2tifca 

kalasuihvatsamhgalddmiiurombattaueya var- 

sha-8m pravatfcisuttin; svasti satyavakya- 

Kohgunivarmrnadlummnaj: ma-Hnmmjadhiraja- 

Kuvalalapuravaresvara Nandagirmathasrima- 

5t- Penmnanadiya rajya bhishekangeyda padbien- 

inscription, hut still too fur to Immunize with the year of 
the kinds coruuation mentioned (herein, if the same king’ 
is to he understood. 

X In KOujitii before y the mrga letter is used instead 
of the bindu. ' 

§ Letters in italics denote that their value is doubtful: 
hence chinwria p uf gold’) may be anuam (£ of food1)* 

)i Regarding the final bih see ^ ibchmmndarpam, p. 189. 

1! A slip of the chisel, instead of Bdranfisi, as 
appears from JsTo. II. 

# Here the plural is used—ThmmaMyal, 
t People generally say Bblgula, which is the same 

(f bright or clear tank’). 
X The nasal before o in Kong uni is expressed by the 

bindi'. 
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tancya§ varslia.daiLd.il pa-Glgunam<is&d& srlpaii- 

chamCyandu Sivanandisiddh/aitacla bhatara-7ra 

sishyarSsarrbana-ndidev'argge Punuegaclangada 
satyavakyaJinala-syakke Pcddoregareya Bfliiir 

ppanni r ppalliynmam sarvbapadapari-9hara 

Pormmanadi kofclar tombbattani sasirbbaruma¬ 

ys amantarum Pcddo-10rt‘gareya el padimbaruih 

eatokkalnm idarkke siikshi malepr/sasi|| ^rbba- 

ramayaurvbarummaydamarigarumf idarkke 
kapu. idanalidbrii 12Baramlsiyumaih sasirvbar 

pparvbarumam sfisira kavileyiimana-islidc)m 
pauchamaliap itakanakkurii Sejojana likbittaiii 

Xi Beliura enbatfcu gadyanaponnum enfcu nuru 
battaXomum tirucliom. 

Translation. 

Prosperity to Jina’s order! When the eight 

hundred and ninth year of the time past since 

the Saka king (8. S. 8(B) was currenthail ! 

S a t y a v a ky a K 6 h g u n ivarm a, the su¬ 

preme king of the virtuous sovereigns ; the excel¬ 

lent lord of K 6 v a 1 a 1 a p u r a ; the protector of 

Is a ii d a g i r i;—in the eujliteenih year when 

{after) the kingdom-inauguration of the fortunate 
Permmanacli was being performed, on the 

lucky fifth day of the .month Phfdgima, Per m- 

manacli, who is free from obligations to all 

the (other) feet,' gave even the twelve hamlets'* 

(that formed) Bi li ur on the shores of the 

great river, for the Jin a temple of the Word 

of Truth of the Pennu trenchf, toSarva- 

nandide va who was a disciple of Siva- 

liandi, the B ha t ar a of the established truth. 

The ninety-six thousand people, the five (tribu¬ 

tary) chiefs, the seven ascetics of the great 

river, and the eight farmers (are) the witnesses 

regarding this. The thousand MalepasJ, the 

five hundred people, and the five spokesmen 

(are) the guardians ot it. Any one who de¬ 

stroys Jhis becomes a person that is guiltv of 

destroying Baranasi, a thousand -pdrcas^ » 

thousand brown cows, (and) of the (other) five 

great crimes. The teacher Seja’s writing. 

B c ] i ur pays eighty gold (coins} of full weight, 

as well as eight hundred (measures oj) patldw 

III. 

1Svas11 satyavakyaKoiiguiiivarmrna|[ 

"dharmmamaharfijadhirfijaxil Kova- 

s] • i lap ura vares va ram Nandagirinailiam 

4si*‘imatPermmanadigal Jedala 

^ErCyaFigangjl Vaudana magangc PiTmmaM- 
cdi vattahgatti bid.3 stitikramama 

7vndendod5 siddhayada ponmbn&attu 

sgadyaiiapdniitim biltiya bha- 

9ttad6l nuru bhattamumam ellfi 

10kalakkatrL sasanamage bi- 

llfcfcar Bummayyanakkaraih mahgalam 

13Ei;cyangaago Kalnadu mahfisri. 

Translation. 

Hail ! S a t y a v a k y a K o ii g u n i v a r m a, 

the supreme king of all the virtuous sovereigns; 

the excellent lord ofKoval nlap ura; the pro¬ 

tector ofNandagiri; the fortunate P 6 r m- 

manadi.f When Pormmanadi enfeoffed 

J e d ala ErSyaSga, the son of that M u n- 

d a, the order fixed was this :—he set down (as) 

the gold'of land-rent nine (?) gold (coins) 

of full weight, as well as a hundred (measures 

cf) paddy in seed-paddy, to be intended to be 

a grant for ever, BumraaAyya’s letters. 

\May) Kalniidu (be) a blessing to Ereyahga! 

Great prosperity! 

BOOK NOTICE. 

History • or Indian and Eastern Architecture, by 
James Fergusson, D.C.L.,, F.B.S., &c., forming tbe 
third volume (but complete in itself) of the new edi¬ 
tion of the History of Architecture, London: John 
Murray, 1876. 

When tbe religions and literature of India had 
succumbed to the determined scrutiny of the first 

§ The syllable ne was at first omitted in tbe original, 
ana afterwards, though not clearly, inserted below its 
place in tbe Hne. 

|| The letter pa is not in the line, but something unre¬ 
cognizable appears below its place. 

TT According to No. I. and to the meaning that is requir¬ 
ed, the ik (expressed by a bindu, in the original) before 
maydd &c, is a slip of the chisel. * Or * houses/ 

f From this it appears to follow that^ the Coorg 
, ladahgas, or large trenches, originally were intended for 
landmarks. 

great company of European scholars, the equally 
attractive field of architectural art was -not long 
wanting in enthusiastic explorers, and the blank left 
by she neglect and ignorance of the two preceding 
centuries of European settlement and conquest was 
rapidly filled* up. It was then discovered that, how- 

X Or, if the syllable pa had not been supplied under 
the line in the original, “ the. thousand (personified) hills.” 
At all events it is strange that here a thousand MalSpas 
are mentioned (and the number is quite distinct), whereas 
in No. I. the only number I .can make of the (a little in¬ 
distinct) letters is that of £ four*; of that of 4 thousand* 
there is no trace m it. 

§ Or * overseers,* i.e. Br&hmaps. 
|| The nasal in Kbngxeai is the bindu, 
T The plural—T?%rmrnana4ig<xl. 
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ever strong might be the claims of India to an old 

and high civilization, there were no material evi¬ 

dences of it which could claim a place beside the 

similar memorials of Egypt, Assyria., and Greece. 

This achievement was accomplished by tbe 
laoours of Buchanan, Wilson, Sykes, Mackenzie, 

and Prinsop,—not to .mention other names nearly 

as great; but it was reserved fora later writer, 
Mr. James Fergusson, to leave tbe limited field 
of more or less provincial inquiry, and to bring 

together, in one comprehensive body, the com¬ 

plete results of all that had been e Hoc Led by tbe 

several preceding investigators. 
When one considers the influence the religions 

of the' Indian races have on all their actions and 

aspirations, and the aid'fco a proper comprehension 

of such influence which is afforded by an in belli- 
gible acquaintance with the architectural remains 

of the country, the Government and the public 

alike are under a deep debt of obligation to one 
who has done, and is doing, so much in this im¬ 

portant sphere of knowledge. And the feeling of 
obligation must be accompanied by a largo ad¬ 
miration for the learning and energy of a writer 
who lias effected single-handed, without Govern¬ 
ment assistance, not only the first popular in¬ 

troduction of the subject to the European and 

Asiatic public, but who, after a lapse of upwards of 
thirty years, still maintains his position as the sole 

and most able instructor of the world in this 

section of antiquities. The effect which the writ¬ 

ings of Mr. Fergusson have had on the knowledge 

and taste of the present generation is admittedly 

great; numbers must owe to Ms architectural 
works their first awakening from the ignorance 
or indifference about the country and its peoples 

which distinguishes but too many of the European 
residents of this country. 

The learned societies of Europe and the East 

have long acknowledged all this by every means 
in their power; but the general public has few 

opportunities of doing so, and we have therefore 

thought fit to preface this brief notice of the 

work under review with some tribute of admira¬ 

tion and respect for one who has done so much 

to aid in the intelligent government of India, and 
to render attractive the country in which so many 

thousands of his countrymen have to find their 
homes. 

It is impossible to deal here in any adequate 

way with the subject-matter of a work of this de¬ 
scription, The space of the Quart&i'ly Review 

would scarcely allow that to be done. It will only 

be practicable to refer briefly to the more marked 

features of the book, and to point out its unique 

and indispensable character for the purposes alike 
of the resident and of the European traveller. 

[A run,. 1877- 

Mr. Fergusson’s History of Architecture first 

appeared in 1855, as part of his •well-known Hand- 

Book. A rmw edition, very liberally enlarged, 
appeared in 1862, also as part of a, similar general 

History of Architecture -in all Countries. The 

present is therefore a third revision ; but it has 

borne sucb an entire remodelling, and has been so 
considerably added to, that it is pidiotically and 

professedly a new and distinct work. The bulk 
of it, or more than 600pages out of 750, is taken up 

by the Indian styles, to which the following re¬ 

marks will almost/ exclusively refer ; but tho sections 

devoted to Burrauh. Siam, Cambodia, Java, and 

China, are quite as complete as existing materials 
permit, and important as iho host extant authority 

for tbe architectural history of the countries to 

winoli they refer. 

The great features of tho work are that it does 

not confine itself to the mere technicalities of 
architectural science, and that if expresses small 

sympathy with those who look at tbe knowledge of 
the exterior phases of structural art merely as so 
many means of {esthetic enjoyment, and as ends 

in themselves. On the contrary, while fully satis¬ 
fying the reader who may take up the work with 

no higher objects than those wo have indicated, 

it aims at the broader and deeper task of illus¬ 
trating and explaining, in tho full spirit of 
modern architectural inquiry, the entire body 

of Indian history and progress. To effect this is 

a Titanic operation, demanding a vary familiar 

comprehension of the varied results of the philo¬ 

logical, ethnological, and mythological research 
of the last century, as well as a personal ac¬ 

quaintance with much of the area of a great 

country still insufficiently supplied with communi¬ 
cations; hub, vast as the toil involved may be, it 
has been gone through with never-flagging fresh¬ 

ness, and with results which speak- plainly for 
themselves. 

To proceed to particulars : the illustrations— 
which, with a few exceptions, are of the extreme 

beauty and accuracy of tho earlier editions—have 
been increased in number from 200 to 400, and 

there are two good maps in which the principal 

non-Muhammadan archifcecturallocalitiesare plain¬ 
ly laid down in colours. If we mistake not, these 

maps are the first of their kind, and will be found 
of the utmost value. The body of the text is 

preceded by an Introduction in which the origin, 

movements, and statistics of tho pagan races are 

clearly and laboriously disentangled from the re¬ 
pelling difficulties in which they have, so far as 

the general reader is concerned, so long lingered ; 

and at the end of the book about 50 pages are de¬ 

voted to the disputed points of Indian chronology, 

which necessarily affect so closely the whole 

THE INDIAN ANTIQUARY 
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framework of the author’s conclusions. The rest is 
divided into seven Books, the two first and the last I 
of which (those, namely, relating to the Buddhist, 
Jaina, and Iudo-Saracenic styles) apply more or 
less generally co the whole country, and derive 
their titles from the respective creeds which have 
now, or had formerly, similar universal lodg¬ 
ment ; while the remaining four books (those, 
namely, devoted to the Himalayan, Dravidiam 
Chalukyan, and Northern or Indo-Aryan styles) 
are limited by the geographical or ethnical bound¬ 
aries which the titles themselves define. 

As the oldest existing works are those of the 
Buddhist period, the author commences with them, 
and this section will be found to be a marked 
advance on the previous editions, both in text and 
illustrations. It is still imposs ible to announce 
the discovery of any remains anterior to the time 
of As oka, or the second half of the third century 
before Christ, but the work which lias been done 
in filling up the gaps behind that starting-point in 
the architectural history of India is great and j 
important. First and foremost it is shown that 
the store of information we have derived from 
the beautiful and peculiar tope railings has been 
unexpectedly and lavishly increased by General 
Cunningham’s discoveries at Barhut, in the state 
of Bewa. The rail found at this spot is said to 
■date 200 b.c., and offers to furnish us with as full 
information of the worship and life of that re¬ 
mote age as do the richly sculptured similar works, 
of a later period, at Sanchi, Amravati, and else¬ 
where. Next, there are fresh illustrations and 
particulars of the gloomy and impressive Chaitya 
caves at Bhaja, Bedsa, Nasik, and other places on 

the western side of India—excavations which are 
also believed to be prior to the Christian era; 
and, finally, plans are furnished, with all that can be 
made out, of the remains of the extensive struc¬ 
tural monasteries of the Panjab, which may be 
found to be almost as old, and which offer to settle 
so many points of complexity left undetermined 
by the examination of the cave examples. The 
last-mentioned discoveries have attracted more 
popular attention than such matters usually do, 
owing to the marked traces they disclose of 
Grecian influence in their orders and sculpture, 
and would attract more if most of the objects 
found were not buried in the Labor museum. 
The foregoing are merely the more prominent 
features of novelty in the Buddhist section. It is 

quite impossible here to say more, as every page 
teems with facts or illustrations which bring this 
remote period of the history of India much nearer 
to us than has yet been effected for that of some 

much later times. 
The second Book deals with the Jaina styles, to 

which we believe the author was the first to direct 
the attention they deserve, not only on account 
of their beauty in arrangement and ornament, 
but also for their present significance as the 
architectural expressions of a peculiar and wealthy 
sect whose building tendencies have not been 
exhausted by the passage of two thousand years. 
In the earlier editions of his book Hr. Fergusson 
was unable to point to any Jaina work earlier than 
the eleventh century, but he now shows that dis¬ 
coveries at Mathura may be reasonably expected 
to throw back the date, perhaps to the first or 
second century before Christ. If research proceeds 
at this pace, and is followed up by intermediate 
supporting facts, we shall shortly be better ac¬ 
quainted than we are at present with the exact 
relations of Buddhism and Jainism, and we shall 
stand face to face with a style which can boast 
alike of a remote antiquity and a present active 
progression and development. The history of 
the Jaina styles, if it is ever completed, may 
place us in possession of one of the most remark¬ 
able chapters in the architectural history of the 
world. 

The clusters of temples reared by this sect at 
Pali tana, Girnar, Abu, and Parasnath are amongst 
the most striking groups India anywhere affords, 
and the beauty of individual examples ranges 
from that of the smallest shrines to that of the 
massive and lofty towers which still crown the 
summit of the fortress of Chittor, in Rajp&fcana. All 
vt ill be found effectively illustrated and treated 
by Hr. Fergusson, as well as accompanied by 
an exposition of the history and belief of their 
founders. There is one effective feature in the Jaina 
temples—shared in to some extent by those of the 
Ghalukvan style—which reminds one strongly of 
the Ptolemaic structures of Egypt. We refer to the 
half-length screens placed in front of or between 
the pillars of the porticos. Those who some years 
ago tried so hard to find resemblances between 
the Egyptian and Indian styles can hardly have 
failed to notice this, but we do not remember their 

having done so. 
Book III. ranges over the entire extent of the 

Himalayas, not omitting the utterances of some 
hope that the architectural treasures of Tibet will 
not much longer remain sealed to the subjects of 
the—in that direction-powerless Empress of 
India. With respect to Kasmir there is small 
novelty, but the Nepalese and Kangra divisions for 
the first time take their proper place, and are 

copiously illustrated. 
Of the Book devoted to the Bravidian style, it Is 

only needful to point to the last chapter, relating 
to the civil examples, as the remainder of this part 
of the work deals with ground already well trodden, 
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though it will by no means be exhausted until a 
successor to Colonel Mackenzie appear. 

The Ch41ukyau style has received only quite a 
recent recognition, and a great deal yet remains to 
be revealed regarding it ; but we think it is des¬ 
tined to take a very high place in popular favour. 
The specimens of it range upwards from the Krishna, 

to the Mahanadi and Tapti. None of the Krishna 

examples are of much antiquity, but all, without 
exception, are of considerable originality and very 
great beauty of detail, and a greater contrast 

could not be imagined than that between these 
tasteful and lavishly decorated structures and some 

of the more or less clumsy and repulsive—though 
otherwise interesting and important—buildings of 

Orissa, whose boundary they touch on the north¬ 
east. We must confess we have personally a 
strong admiration for the Clialukyan style, and 
the Bombay presidency is to be congratulated 

un possessing so fair a share of its examples, if 

suitability to European taste is to be any criterion 
in our judgment of Indian architecture. 

The next Book, containing the history of what 
the author calls the Northern or Indo-Aryan 

style, is much longer than the foregoing, as it 

embraces the immense area between the Indus 

and Brahmaputra west and east, and the Hima¬ 
layas and Vmdhyas north and south,—not without 

extending here and there into the ground appro¬ 
priated principally by other orders. The author 

explains why he has adopted this title for the style 

that prevailed among the Hindus in Northern 
and Central India from the seventh century to the 

present day; but, although we cannot presume to 
offer a better name for it, we think the alternative 
term Indo-Aryan is much wanting in distinctive¬ 

ness, as it embraces alike the structural Hindu 
works of the North-West Provinces, Orissa, and 
Central India, as well as some of those of Dbar wad, 

and the Brahmanieal rock-cut temples of that 
district and of the western presidency generally. 

This important section contains much that we 
cannot pretend to have yet done much more than 

skimmed, and we would only point to its multi¬ 

tude of illustrations, and its merits as containing, 

amongst other novelties, the results of Rajendra- 
141a Mitra’s researches in the north-east, and of 

those of the Bombay Archaeological Survey in the - 

south-west; while in this instance, as in others, 
the chapter on the civil architecture is new and 
attractive. 

It only remains to refer to the book devoted to 

the Muhammadan orders. Although the examples 
of the works of the Path&ns and Mughuls are so 

wide-spread and striking, they have been less 

fortunate in illustration than the provincial stvles 

of Bij4purandAhmad4bad, and Mr. Eergusson’s 

account of them—in the continued absence of 

adequate illustrations in the Bengal Archaeologi¬ 
cal Reports—must long remain our only means 

of enlightenment. It omits illustrations of 
none of the more important groups — those, 
namely, of Ghazni, Dilhi, Jaunpur, Bengal, Guja¬ 

rat, Malwa, Kulbarga, and Bijapur ; and, under 

two or three of these heads there are material 
additions, both in text and drawings-—mostly the 

entire work of the author himself, as it is not 

necessary to remind the readers of this journal 

that Mr. Eergusson’s labours arc nowhere con¬ 
fined to mere compilation or criticism of the 

work of others : he is always equally at home 

in the Buddhist, Jaina, Hindu, and Saracenic 

styles, and has his own materials and long- 

digested conclusion in all cases. Chief among 

the new features of this Book is a complete set 
of drawings—elevation, plan, and section—of the 

great Tomb of Akbar at Sikandra, near Agra— 

a work which has hitherto never been properly 
dealt with. 

With respect to our knowledge of the main 

features and principal examples of the Muham¬ 

madan styles little now remains to be performed, 
I but a great deal yet remains to be done in detail. 

The province of the Panjab, for instance, which 

contains one of the old capitals—Ran or, sur¬ 

rounded by Mughul monuments of the greatest 

historical interest and beauty,—is entirely un¬ 
known to the architectural public, and apparently 

will long remain so, although even some of its 

minor cities, such as Multfm and Sirhind, con¬ 

tain buildings second to none in interest in their 

proper grade. The coloured tile-work decorations 

of lAhor and Mult4n have yet to be illustrated, 

and it may be predicted that they will delight those 

who admire that vivid and beautiful, though perish¬ 
able, class of ornament. 

When commencing our remarks it was stated 
that they would be limited to the Indian section ; 

but we cannot close without some reference to the 

author’s chapter on the architecture of the island 

of Java. This will prove of absorbing interest to 

those who are unacquainted with the previous 
editions of the work, or with the Dutch and other 

books from which the information is drawn. We 

are so accustomed to consider the Indian races as 

non-maritime and unenterprising beyond the seas,, 
that, although many years have elapsed since the 

discovery of the Indian origin of the Javan 

works, the new facts and illustrations now fur¬ 

nished by Mr. Eergusson cannot fail to be widely 

acceptable, and to heighten the interest which has 
always been felt in this romantic chapter in the 

history of Eastern architecture. Not the least 

valuable and curious feature of the remains of Java 
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is that of the disclosure of traces of tree and 

serpent worship,—two forms of early religious 

veneration which are apparently destined to afford 

a wide ground of controversy for some years to 

come,—aground which Mr. Fergnsson has hither¬ 

to made peculiarly his own. Many of the new 

illustrations in this volume, although inserted 

for other purposes, would serve as additions to 

those of the author’s great special work on this 

| subject,—of Tree and Serpent Worship. 

W. S. 
li&hor. 

MISCELLANEA. 

DONATION OF ORIENTAL MSS. TO THE 
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY. 

Mr. John B. Baillie, of Leys, has presented 
to the University a fine collection of Persian, 

Arabic, and Sanskrit manuscripts, formed by his 

grandfather, Lieutenant-Colonel John Baillie, who 

wished them made heirlooms of his estate of 

Leys. His representatives, however, being desirous 

that they should be placed in some public institu¬ 

tion, have handed them over to the University of 

Edinburgh, under certain conditions, one of which 

is that they are to be kept separate as the “ Leys 

Collection.” Among them is a complete copy of 

the Mahdbhdrata in the form of a roll 228 feet 

long, inches wide, profusely illustrated in 

colours and gold, representing scenes from the 

poem. The writing (Devanagari character) is very 

minute, there being twelve lines in every inch. 

This MS. is perhaps one of the most beautiful of 

the kind that has reached this country. Another 

fine MS. is a copy of the Shdh Ndrneh of Firdausi, 

also richly illustrated with illuminations of Ori¬ 

ental scenes. The rest of the collection consists 

of historical works, firmans beautifully illumin¬ 

ated, &e.t and numbers in all about 125 volumes. 

—Scotsman. 

TRANSLATION OF A JAPANESE SONG. 

The woods are green in summer time. 

And bright with blossoms gay; 

The murmur of the happy leaves 

.Sounds all the golden day. 

But here a tree, by lightning struck* 

Is black, and bent, and bare ; 

It lifts its arms like phantom fell, 

And dims the sunny air. 

A bird, that built its dainty nest 

’Mong branches blossomed-o’er. 

Still sings upon the withered bough 

As blithely as before. 

O fond and faithful as the bird 

That haunts the leafless tree. 

Though darkest clouds of sorrow came. 

My sweet love stayed with me I 

Dr. GOLDSTUCKER’S. THEORY ABOUT 
PANINFS TECHNICAL TERMS. 

By Prof. RImemshna G. BhIndIrkar, M.A. 

The following article on Goldstiicker’s Pdnini 

was published in two issues of Native Opinion. 

21st and 28th August 1864. Appearing in a mere 

newspaper, it probably did not then attract the no¬ 

tice of scholars generally, and is now inaccessible. 

I am encouraged bo reprint it in the Indian Anti¬ 

quary by the suggestion of Prof. F. Kielhom in a 

note to his article on the Mahdhhdshya {ante, vol. 

~V. p. 251). I have given it as it was, save misprints, 

and a remark of a personal nature omitted from 

the last paragraph. 

Dr. Burnell, in his recent work. The Aindra 

School of SansJcrit Oh’ammarians, has adopted Prof. 

Golds tucker’s theory about Pikdni’s technical 

terms, which, as was shown by me twelve years 

ago, is based on a misapprehension of the sense 

of certain passages in the Mahdhhdshya and 

Kaiyata, and like him is led to awkward conclu¬ 

sions. He gives some technical terms used by 

the older grammarians, which, he says, P&nixii 

does not define in accordance with the theory. 

Of these, however, ehavachana, dvivachana, and 

bahuvachana are defined in I. 4. 103. Upasarga, 

nipdta, dhdtu, and pratyaya Panini defines like¬ 

wise, but, as observed by me in the following 

paper, he defines them by enumeration, or by 

unfolding the denotation of the term instead of 

the connotation, and in the case of dhdtu in the 

latter way also. All Indian grammarians so 

understand him, and Patanjali himself does so, 

Dhdtu is defined in I. 3. 1. This suira is inter¬ 

preted in several ways. First, that 6M and others 

are dhdtus, i.e. the name dhdtu is given to him 

and others. The effect of this, we are told in 

the Mahdhhdshya,* is that these get the name from 

the feet oftheir being put in that list. Secondly, bhti 
and others which are of the nature ofttd, *.&. which 

show action, are roots; and thirdly, vd and pthers 

which are of the nature of bM, i.e. signify being, 

are roots. What is to be gathered from the 

last two is that words which show action or being 

* i p. ma. 
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are roots. This is a eonnotative definition. After 

finishing his explanation in this way, Patanjali 

says, <e Well, then, if we have got a eonnotative 

definition now, the enumeration should not be 

made,”f which means that the purpose of a con- 

notative definition and, enumeration is the same, 

viz. the explanation of a term. In the same 

manner the word nipdia is explained in I. 4. 56. 

This is an adhikdra, wherefore the term is to be 

repeated in each of the sutras that follow, up to 

1.4.97; and the sense is that all the particles 

contained in these sutras are nipdtas. Upasarga 

is defined, i.e. explained by enumeration, in 1,4. 59. 
As to pratyaya it is defined in III. 1. 1, This also 

is an adhikdra, and by this adhikdra we are told 

a name is given to certain things which are set 

forth in the following sutras, to which the adhi~ 

hdra extends.£ JBhavzshyat and Vartamdna are 

no sanjnds, or technical terms, of Panini,—they are 

no more so than the words bhuta, adyatana, and 

parohsha, which are also used. The same remark 

applies to ant a, pradhdna, and prayatna. Anus- 
vdra> like visarga, is merely the name of a sound, 

and is not a sanjnd, the object of which in P&nini’s 

grammar is abbreviation, or to be able to state 
much in a short compass. 

Then follow terms which, according to the 

theory, Panini should not define, but as a matter 

of fact he does. Dr. Burnell gives reasons why he 

does, the chief of which is that P&nini’s new 

anub andlms and the pratydhdra s&tras rendered 

the definition of these terms necessary* Prof. 

Goidstucker’s theory is that Panini does not define 

those terms which admit of an etymology and 

which are « known and settled otherwise.” Now 

these terms have an etymology, were settled by the 

previous grammarians, were known before Panini, 

Panini uses them in the same sense, and there is 

no difference whatever; why, then, should he define 

them if the theory be true ? What difference does 

his new system of anubandhas and the pratydhdra 
stitras make P He would be justified in defining 

them only if he used them in a different sense. 

But this is nob the case. And „ if his new anu* 
handhas make any difference, why should he not 

define the names of cases, prathamd, dvitiyd, &c. 

where also he has got new anubandhas. There 

are also some terms with the definition of which 

his innovations have nothing to do, bub still he 

defines them notwithstanding they were used by 

writers who are believed to have preoeded him. 

F&nini defines sahhitd as parah sarmikarshah 
(I* 4 109), and these are exactly the words in 

which Yaska explains the term.§ Ydska uses 

the terms alkydsa and abhyasta\\ also, and in 

Panini’s definition of them there are no anubandhas 

or pratydhdras. The first of these observations will 

also stand against the reason advanced by Dr. 

Burnell for defining anundsiha. Panini’s defini¬ 

tion of dmantrita he considers to be no definition. 

I do not see why. It is as good a definition as 

that of guna or vriddhi. The sense of the stitra 

(II. 3. 48)' is, “ the first case as used in addressing 

is called dmantrita” In the definition of upadhd 

Dr. Burnell thinks that the reason given in the 

Mahdbhdshya for the use of alah is to avoid making 

it apply to the indicatory letters. I do not find 

this reason in that work. The quotation given in 

the footnote to support the statement means quite 

another thing. Its purport is this :—A question 

is raised whether the “ alah is to be taken as an 

adjective to antya. ” The answer is, “Yes, it 

deserves to be so taken.” What follows is a 

vdrtiha setting forth an objection against this con¬ 

struction. The. objection is, “ If alah is to be 

taken as an adjective to antya, there should be a 

prohibition against [the application of the term 

to] a collection of letters,” i. e. in this construc- 

[ tion, the sense of the sutra is “ what precedes 

the last letter- (lit. the end in the shape of a 

letter) is upadhd” in which case the term would 

apply to the two letters id of the root ids. A 
long discussion follows, with which we have 

nothing to do at present. I need say nothin# 
more. 

PiNINI, HIS PLACE IN SANSKRIT LITEK- 
ATURE; an Investigation of some Literary and Chro¬ 
nological Questions which may be settled by a Study of 
his Works. By Theodor Goldstucker: London, Trubner 
A Co* 

Dr. Goldstucker is undoubtedly one of the 

most learned, laborious, and accurate European 

Sanskrit scholars we have known, and the wide 

and, in many cases, precise knowledge he has 

shown of Indian grammatical literature is parti¬ 

cularly striking to a Hindu, especially when we 

call to mind that he has not had the advantage 

of oral instruction, which is available only in 

India. Of course a minute knowledge of the' 

complicated and subtle speculations of Indian 

grammarians can only be acquired after a hard 

study of at least five years, and from a Pandit- 

teacher. But much of what they have written is 

barren and useless, and no European Sanskritist, 

or Indian scholar of the neW stamp, would consi¬ 

der it worth his while to study it. The doctor’s 

critical acumen, the skill with which he has 

brought together stray facts to illustrate and 

§ p. 39, L 2, Both a ed. 
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prove his points, and the success with which' he 
lias combated the opinions o£ several scholars, 
command our admiration, though we are rather 
inclined to,think he has handled some of his Ger¬ 
man friends somewhat roughly. His book is, 
however, not without its weak points, and there 
are three or four places where it appears to us to 
be particularly so. It is not our intention at pre¬ 
sent to write an elaborate review of it, but we will 
notice one point which bears materially on his 
theory about Panini, the Indian grammatical 
legislator. 

At page 166, Dr. Goldstiicker lays down the 
four following propositions :— 

1. That his (P&nini’s) Grammar does not treat 
of those sanjnds or conventional names which are 
known and settled otherwise. 

2. That this term sanjnd must be understood 
in our rule to concern only such conventional 
names as have an etymology. 

3. That it applies also to grammatical terms 
which admit of an etymology, but not to those 
which are merely grammatical symbols. 

4. That such terms as ti, ghu, and bha were 
'known and settled before Bdnini's Grammar, but 
that nevertheless they are defined by P&nini, j 
because they are not etymological terms. i 

These four statements contain, according to 
Dr. Goldstiicker, the principles which guided 
Panini in the composition of his work, and are 
deduced as conclusions from one of his swtras, 
Patanjail’s Bhdshya on it, and Kaiyata’s gloss on 
the latter. Leaving these points for fuller exa¬ 
mination at the end, let us in the first place 
consider if these principles are worthy of being 
made the basis of a stupendous grammatical su¬ 
perstructure, and bear an air of truthfulness 
about them, or if there is any external evidence 

to support them. 
According to the first two statements, Panini 

does not propose to teach sanjnds, and such sanjnds 
only as have an etymology. Does he, then, propose 
to teach sanjnds which are without etymology? 
The “ only?’ would show that he does propose this. 
What, then, is meant by sanjnds without etymology f 
Are such sanjnds as Ba/nckdMh, Varandh, Angdh, 
which are given by the commentators as instances 
of this srttra and the previous one to which it refers, 
and which, therefore, are the sanjnds Panini, accord¬ 
ing to them, does not propose to teach,—are these 
sanjnds, we ask, without etymology? If they are, 
according: to* Dr. Goldstiicker, Panini should teach 
them. If they are not, no instance can be given 
of a word existing in the language which is a sanjnd 
without etymology. If we bear in mind that two 
schools of etymology existed in India, viz. vyuipaMi 
paksha, according to which all words have an 

etymology, and avyutpatti paksha, according to 
which some have, and some have not, and that 
Panini belonged to the latter, as., is asserted and 
believed by all sastris, such words as panchdldh 
and angdh are sanjnds without etymology- And 
if this be joined with Dr. Goldstiicker’s statement 
it will follow that Panini should teach them. But 
as a fact he does not, if we believe the commen¬ 
tators. Now with regard to the vyutpatti paksha. 
we see that the rule in question contradicts its 
doctrine, for according to that paksha all words, 

sanjnds included, have etymology, while the rule 
makes a distinction between words with and 
words without etymology. If we suppose, then, 
that Panini belonged to this paksha, and at the 
same time that he observed the rule given by Dr. 
Goldstiicker, we must either suppose him to have 
possessed an extremely illogical mind, or not to 
have proposed such a rule for his guidance. Up¬ 
on either view of etymology, therefore, we main¬ 
tain that the rule laid down in statements Nos. 1 
and 2 could not have been followed by Panini. 
We* perfectly agree with statement No. 1 if it be 
separated from No. 2, and not interpreted accord¬ 
ing to the sense of the word sanjnd given in the 
latter. 

In the next two statements, this rule is applied 
to grammatical sanjnds. Such as are settled are 
not to be defined, but an exception is to be made 
in favour of such as have no etymology, e.g. ti, ghu, 
bha, &c. We see no reason why Panini should 
select for definition, out of settled sanjnds, such as 
have no etymology. For, both those with and 
those without etymology are settled, i.e. have a 
fixed meaning. The mere circumstance of some 
sanjnds having etymology, which may be con¬ 
sidered as the reason why they are not to be 
defined, is immaterial, as the presence of etymo¬ 
logy in the one case is nearly the same thing as 

i its absence in the other. The etymology of a 
technical term k is not sufficient to explain its 
sense, and in some cases it affords no clue to it 
whatever. How can the etymology of the terms 
bahuvrihi, praiyaya, &e. enable one to understand 
their grammatical signification ? In so far, then, 
as words with etymology are used in philosophi¬ 
cal treatises in a sense different frdra the etymolo¬ 
gical, or from that they have in common language, 
they are in the same predicament as unmeaning 
words, such as ti, ghu, &c. We see, therefbre, no 
reason why P4nini should! have selected the latter 
for definition, and not the former. 

Having laid down this Itheoiy about P&ninfs. 
technical terms. Dr. Goldstiicker proceeds to test 
its accuracy with reference to several sanjnds 
which he knows were settled before P&mnPs time, 
such as praiyaya, ptaihafnd, dsittyd, taipurusha. 
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<&c., and duds that he has not defined them, as 
they have an etymology. He then mentions other 
sanjnds, such as harmadhdraya, sanyoga, anund~ 

sika, hrasva,, dirgha, uddtta, anud&tta, &c.,and since 
they are defined and possess etymology, he con¬ 
cludes that they must have been first used by 
Panini himself. We cannot help thinking that 
there is here an instance of the fallacy of reason¬ 

ing in a circle, or of the Anyonydsraya of Hindu 
logicians. In order that Hr. Goldstucker’s theory 
may be true, it is necessary that these de¬ 
fined sanjnds possessing etymology should be 
inventions of Panini, and they are inventions of 
Panini because the theory is true. Or, in plainer 
terms, the theory is true because these defined 
sanjnds are Panini’s inventions, and they are 
Panini’s inventions because the theory is true. 
These defined sanjnds may have been settled before 

Panini’s time, in which case the doctor’s theory 
would be false. And in fact we have reason to 
believe that such sanjnds as hrasva, Mrgha, pluta, 
uddtta, anuddtta, &c. were invented before Panini. 
We are sorry we have not got any treatise on 
b ihsha to refer to just now, but considering that 
the names for accents and for long and short 
vowels must have been very early invented by 
grammarians, as they are the most elementary 
distinctions, and likely to strike a lingual philo¬ 
sopher before many others, and bearing also in 
mind that if different terms for these had existed 
before Panini, they would not have been altogether 
lost, and we should have known them, we are in¬ 
clined to believe that the names in question were 
settled before his time. Hr. Goldstticker himself 

mentions one such word (gyjf), and is not inclined 
to disbelieve that there may be many more. But 
the supposition he makes, to save his theory, that 
Panini used them in a sense somewhat different 
from that in which they were before used, has, in 
our opinion, no basis. 

We have all along used the word definition in 
Hr. Goldstucker’s sense. He seems to under¬ 
stand by the term definition such a definition as 
is commonly given in European books, viz. that 
which unfolds the connotation or, comprehension 
of a term. But the principal object of a definition 
is to point out or distinguish certain things 
(dejmitum) from the rest, and this may be done 

mother ways than by unfolding the connotation. 
Unfolding the extension or denotation is often 
an easier process, and may in several cases be 
resorted to. Even European logicians call this 
latter a definition, no less than the former. Sans¬ 
krit writers do not confine themselves to the former, 
ut frequently use the latter and several other 

■Kinds. For instance, in Yiavanatha PanchA- 
nanas Muhidvali (p. 71 Asiatic Society’s edition) 

the fallacy anaihdntiha is defined as that which 
is any one of Sddhdrana, &c., i.e. anaihdntiTca is 
either Sddhdrana, Asddkdrana, or Anupasanhdrin. 

The fallacy is thus defined by enumerating its 
several kinds. We need not stop here to quote 
other instances. Any one who takes the trouble 
will find many in any Sanskrit philosophical trea¬ 
tise. What we maintain, then, is that, so far as 
this view* of definition is concerned (and we ark 

•convinced that that is the Hindu view), P&nini 
has defined the terms pratyaya, tatpurusha, bahu- 

vrihi, &c., which Dr. Goldstucker says he has 
not ; but he has defined them by enumerating 
the several kinds or individuals contained under 
them. ' To Hindu writers such a definition is as 
good as the other, especially when the latter is 
difficult to give. We think Panini in defining 
terms by enumeration was not guided by any 
such rule as the learned doctor lays down, but 
he simply consulted his own convenience. When 
he found it difficult to give a connotativo defini¬ 
tion, he gave a denotative one. How difficult 
would it have been to give a connotative defini¬ 
tion of bahuvrihi, for instance, containing as it does 

such compounds as 5TrT^, sjsr, so 
different from such a one as 

We now proceed to examine the principal evi¬ 
dence upon which Hr. Goldstucker’s theory is 
based. As we said before, he quotes a siUra of 
Panini, the bhdshya on it, and Kaiyata’s gloss on 
the latter, and deduces his theory from these. 
When we read this portion of the book for the first 
time, we were surprised to find that the doctor 
had not understood one of the passages correctly. 
The sutra referred to is 

Hr. Goldstucker’s translation“ Such matter 
will not be taught by me, for 'it falls under the 
category of conventional terms which are settled 
(and therefore do not require any rule of mine ;3r 

literally, u for it has the authority of a sanjnd or 
conventional term).” 

This translation is generally correct. We would, 
however, translate it more closely, thus :—“About 
that no rule ought to be made, or, that should 
not be taught, for [the knowledge derived from] 
the meaning of conventional terms in common 

usage is an authority in itself.” The word tfffT 
is explained by Patanjali as which again 

Kaiyata interprets by 3^:, Le. know¬ 
ledge obtained (from nsage). In a note on that 
portion of the Siddhdnta Kaumudi (Cowell’s edi¬ 
tion), where this s4ira is explained, we find the 
following: tiirRf 

l( sanjnds that is, usages—are here an authority 
or evidence.” 

The bhdshya on this s&tra is as follows rjf 
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W: ^RTT i ^fR- 

^ff 1 Dr. Goldstiicker’s translation:—“When Pa¬ 

nini speaks of conventional terms which, he will 

not teach, because they are settled, does he mean, 

by this expression, such technical terras as ti, 

ghu, hha, and the like ? No; for sanjnd is here the 

same as sanjndna, understanding (i,e. a name 

which has a real meaning, that may be traced 

etymologically).’5 

We do not see whence he gets the first portion 

up to “ settled.” If by implication, we do not think 

it necessary to understand anything. There is 

nothing even in the sMra which has the sense of 

the words “ which he will not teach, because they 

are settled.” For, what Panini says he will not 

teach is that something which he has alluded to 

in the last s4tra but one, and which we shall explain 

hereafter. We do nob deny that this sense may 

be inferred from what Panini actually says. 

We have, however, a particular objection to the 

expression “ are settled” if it is to be made appli¬ 

cable to the terms ti, ghu, hha, &c., and under¬ 

stood to mean “settled before Panini’s time.” 

There is nothing in the original corresponding to 

the words enclosed in brackets in the above 

extract, nor is the sense deducible from any word 

occurring in the Sanskrit passage. There is, no 

doubt, the word sanjndnam, but we do not know 

upon what authority Dr. Goldstucker renders it 

by “ a name which has a real meaning that may 

be traced etymologically.” Kaiyata explains it by 

3TT*T*r, as noticed above, which means 

6 knowing, comprehending,9 as is evident from his 

use of the word epRfff (differing from only 

in the form and not in the sense of the termina¬ 

tion) in the sentence which follows. It is this : 

cr mrw srcr* fwdT w 
SPTFPN' W fRKHi'I1 “ As 

when one pronounces the words BUI**; ^RT-, f^RFTHTt, 

grsff:, the 3T3RTcf (knowledge or comprehension) 

of a particular number and gender which is pro¬ 

duced is authority, so is it in the case of q^RT:, 
cROft:” Ac. Our translation of the passage in 

question is as follows“ Is it on account of the 

authority of (or evidence afforded by) such artifi¬ 

cial sanjnds as ti, ghu, hha, Ac. that that (the thing 

mentioned in a previons sutra alluded to before) 

should not be taught.” “No,”- says he (Gonardiya 

—Patanjali). “ Sanjnd is knowing, comprehending ” 

Upon the whole. Dr. Goldstiicker’s translation 

of these two passages is not very objectionable, 

but they do nob afford any basis for his theory, 

except for that portion of it which is comprehend¬ 

ed in the first statement. But the quotation from 

Kaiyata is altogether misunderstood. It runs 

thus :— 

^TT tftfr fffft rwf: | { 

BFRN TOT?. S RibTF^fFrr SRRR f- 

WRt! i tRPf- 
R[% S i 

And Dr. Goldstiicker’s translation of this is as 

follows : — 

“ The question of Patanjali is suggested by the 

rule of analogy. His answer is in the negative 

because the context itself has greater weight than 

(mere) analogy. Now, though such terms as ti, 

ghu, hha, and the like, are settled terms, this cir¬ 

cumstance would not have been a sufficient reason 

in an etymological work (like that of Panini) for 

leaving them untaught, for they have no etymo¬ 

logy. 4 Understanding’ (as Patanjali paraphrases 

sanjnd), means mentally entering into, understand¬ 

ing the component parts of a word [or it means 

the words which admit of this mental process].” 

In the first sentence of this, the word analogy 

is not, we think, a correct translation of 

though it will do. “ Proximity” is the word that 

is equivalent to it, and it ought to have been used 

here, for a reason which we shall presently ex¬ 

plain. But it is the third sentence that is the 

most objectionable of all. We have no hesitation 

in saying that the translation here is totally 

wrong, and it is upon this misapprehension of the 

sense of the original that the doctor’s pecu¬ 

liar theory is based. We hope our readers will 

excuse us for the assurance with, which we speak; 

for we feel that no native scholar acquainted 

with grammatical phraseology would ever think 

of translating or interpreting the passage thus. 

• As . Dr. Goldstucker translates it, he appears to 

connect the nouns and with the 

genitive arL<^ renders the former 

by “ being settled.” But 3WRR ought really to 

be taken with the genitive and 

! then the translation would be “ for leaving grft- 

| untaught,” instead of “ for leaving them 

(i.e. ti, ghu, hha, &c.) untaught,” as the Doctor 

translates it. is rendered “ an etymo¬ 

logical work,” which, if one remembers what thes?<- 

tra is about, he will at once see is altogether wrong. 

The word can by no stretch of sense mean that, 

means here * a ride,9 as it frequently and pri- 

‘ manly does, and not * a work** Yarious instances 

may be quoted in support of this, the last pdda of 

the verse about Unadi, <?d !tfflf£S* being one. 

^^TPTT^RI is rendered as'“havingno etymology,” 

for which, however, there is not the slightest 

authority. never me&ns etymology; it means 

connection. Besides, from the context it is clear 

that the sentence cannot have the sense Dr. Gold-., 

stacker attaches to it. For, the whole subject 
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here discussed by these several writers is this :— 
The last but one sutra of Panini is 

jVRqH3"d\ which is thus explained in the Siddhdnta 

Kaumudi §TpT UffcT * ScD ! 

f^rrw q^mr- 1 1 3TgT : l Ac., meaning 

that when an elision called takes place, the 
gender and number (of the noun) are like those of 

the base; qs-qTfST : Ac. are instances. This requires 

some explanation. In virtue of the sutra cTFT 

pTqTRT: ^ 2, 69, the termination should be add¬ 
ed to the noun q’s^n'c^f: for instance, when we have 
to form a derivative signifying 4 the place of residence 

or the country of the Panch&las,’ a race of Ksha- 
triyas (hence the above example from the Kaumudi 

is worded q^TcSTdi ftqiHT spBtfcO- Now, this 
termination is elided in virtue of the sutra oTffq^ 

gtfc 4, 2, 81. If the termination were not dropped, 
the word expressing c the country of the Pancb&las’ 
would be qfo^pj';. Then the question is, when 

it is dropped, what should be the gender andnumber 
of the noun signifying the country ? Should it be 

masculine and singular, as the word country 

is ? If so, the derived word would be qo^sT;. 

But “ No/’ says Panini (in the stitra §rfr 
&c.); “ the gender and number should be like 
those of the original base,” which is qs^qfHr:, and, 
consequently, masculine and plural. Hence the 
noun signifying the residence or country of the 

Panchalas is “Now,” says Panini (in 

the sutra WTTqrcTcq'ni)> “what is the 
use of teaching by a rule the number and gen¬ 
der of these ?” though he himself, in conformity 
with the practice of former writers, has done 
so. “They are to he learnt from usage, which 
has itself an authority, just as the gender and 

number of and are, and the authority 

of a grammarian is not required. For , 

W" Ac. in the plural are. actually the names of 

certain countries, and, as such, ought to be used 
in the plural, in deference to the existing usage, 
and there is no necessity of a grammarian’s teach¬ 
ing it.” Upon this Patanjali raises the question, 
** P&nini speaks of the authority (of usage in mat¬ 
ters) of names. Are they such names as ti, ghu, 

bha, Ac., which have an authority” (as used by 
Panini, not necessarily by any other writer)? 
“ No,” says he. Kaiyata explains why Patanjali 
put to himself such a question. “He was led,” 
he says, “ to it by the proximity of these artificial 
grammatical sanjnds, or that he wanted to* deter¬ 
mine which were the sanjnds meant by P&nini; 
because if he did not do so, a reader might, on 

# i® explained as because in a word the sense 
of the base is intimately joined to that of the JTrqpq or th¬ 

reading the ptitra in question, be led to think 
first of them (the grammatical names) rather 
than of any other, on account of their proximity 
to or connection with the science he is studying. 
In order, therefore, to avoid all such confusion, 
he proposes the question, and answers it by say¬ 

ing 4 No.’ ” Why not? “(ft) Because,” says Kaiyata, 

“ (RTfmferWTr the authority of the 
grammatical sanjnds, ti, ghu, bha, Ac. (?f 
is no reason (as the authority of sanjnds in common 
language euch as Panchdldh, Angdh, Ac. is) why 

[a sutra or rule expounding that 
when a termination is elided by the use of the 

term gender and number are like those of 

the base] () should not be taught.” And 

why is it no reason ? “ (Because 
there is no connection” (i.e. no connection between 

such sanjnds as ti, ghu, Ac. and * This is 

the whole sense of the three quotations. jpFrqrrf, 
i.e. like the base, is the word used by P&nini in 

the last but one sMra (gfq- and Kaiyata 

first adds the word HPT to it, when the whole means 
“the being like the base,” and then the word 

a rule, and thus the expression 
signifies literally “ the rule about the being like 
the base,” and not an etymological work, as Dr. 
Goldstucker understands. 

It will thus be apparent that Dr. G-oldstiicker’s 
theory is based upon a misapprehension of a 
passage in Kaiyata; and, now that we have ex¬ 
plained its true sense, and have also shown that 
the theory is not supported by any external evi¬ 
dence, it must, we think, be given up. The first 
of the doctor’s four propositions if separated from 
the second we agree with, as we have already 
intimated. Dr. Goldetiicker’s opinion, that; the 
sanjnds ti, ghu, and bha were known before 
P&nini’s time, may be true, for aught we know, 
but it does not at all follow from anything in the 
passages commented on. He was, no doubt, led 

to it by the expression farj^rf^WRT spn^TrSp^ 
which he renders by “ such terms as ti, ghu, bha, 

are settled terms.” We would translate it as the 

authority of such sanjnds or terms as t i, ghu, bha, 
Ac., and this authority they derive. from their 
having been used and defined by P&nini. The 
whole grammatical literature based on his work 
does not admit the authority of any other person 
except him, his continuator and critic Kityayana, 
and his bhdshyakdra. And even if we take 
Dr. G-oidstiicker’s translation, the expression “ are 
settled terms” does not necessarily mean “ settled” 
before Pdniniys time, or by any other person than 
P&nini himself. 

mination (see note 70, p. 549, Cowell’s edition of the 
Savmudt ■ fW SJfffiT:) 
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Dr. Goldstiioker has also misunderstood the 
sense of the sHtra 

H|tX> •which is thus explained in the Kaumudt : 

TrJpTTt: I JcT: | ST^ 

^^rT^IWil fc.e. “the saying that the sense of 
a termination is the principal sense of a word 
(and that that of the base is attributively 
joined to it) should not be taught. Why p Be¬ 
cause the sense [of a word] is to be gathered 
from, or is established by, usage” We do not 
know whence Dr. Goldstiioker brings in the idea 
of a compound and its “ principal part” in his 
translation. We do not think it necessary to 
enter at greater length into the explanation of ,the 
sutra in this place. 

We must here close our remarks; our space 
does not admit of a more lengthened notice, at 
least for the present. We hope our observations 
will be calmly and patiently attended to by Euro¬ 
pean Sanskritists. ... In several cases, though not 
in all native students of Sanskrit have a greater 
right to be listened to than Europeans. We are also 
desirous that these few remarks should not give 
pain to Dr. Goldstticker, who, especially by his 
articles on onr religious difficulties published in 
the Westminster Review, has shown himself to be 

our decided friend, who sympathizes with our 
fallen condition, and is ready to help us by his 
friendly advice in our race towards a brighter 
future. 

THE FRAGMENTS OF THE WDIKA OF MEGASTHENES. 

Collected by Dr. E. A. Schwanbeck: Bonn, 1846. 

TRANSLATED BY J. W. McCRINDLE, M.A., GOVERNMENT COLLEGE. PATNA. 

Introduction. 

India to the Ancient Greeks, even till a compa¬ 
ratively late period in their history, was all but a 
terra incognita. It is scarcely so much as men¬ 
tioned by name in their greatest poets, whether epic, 
lyric, or dramatic. They did not, in fact, become 
distinctly aware of its existence till the time of 
the Persian wars. The first historian who speaks 
clearly of it is H e k a t a i o s of Miletos (b.c. 549- 
486), and fuller accounts are preserved in Hero- 
do t o s and in the remains of his contemporary 
Ktdsias, who having lived for some years in 
Persia as private physician to king Artaxerxes 
Mnemon, collected materials during his stay for 
a treatise on India, the first work on the subject 
written in the Greek language. His descriptions 
were, unfortunately, vitiated by a large intermix¬ 
ture of fable, and it was left to the followers of 
Alexander to give to the Western world for the first 
time fairly accurate accounts of the country and 
its inhabitants. The great conqueror, it is well 
known, carried men of learning with Mm to chro¬ 
nicle his acMevements, and describe the countries 
to which he might carry his arms, and among 
his officers there were some who could wield the 
pen as well as the sword. Hence the expedition 
produced quite a crop of narratives and memoirs 
relating to India, such as those of B a e t o, Diog- 
netos, Nearchos, Onesikritos, Aris- 
toboulos, and Kallist hen6s. These works 
are all lost, but their substance is tobeJound con¬ 
densed in Strabo, Plinius, and Arrianus. Subse¬ 
quent to these writers were some others, who made 
considerable additions to the stock of information 
regarding India,—as Deimachos, who resided 
for along time in P alibothra, whither he was 
sent on an embassy by Seleukos to Allitr ocha- 

d e s, the successor of Sandrakottos; as Pa- 

tr o k 1 & s, the admiral of Seleukos, who thought 
that India could be circumnavigated, and who is 
called by Strabo the least mendacious Of all writers 
concerning India; as Timosthen^s, admiral 
of the fleet of Ptolemaios Phiiadelphos, and author 
of a work on harbours; and, lastly, as Megas- 
thenes, whose work on India was the principal 
source whence succeeding writers drew their ac¬ 
counts of the country. This work, wMch appears to 
have been entitled to ’Ivbuca, no longer exists, but it 
has been so often abridged and quoted by the an¬ 
cient writers that we have a fair knowledge of the 
nature and arrangement of its contents. Schwan¬ 
beck, with great industry and learning, has col¬ 

lected all the fragments that have been anywhere 
preserved, and has prefixed to the collection an 
Introduction in Latin, the contents of which he 
has exhibited under the following heads:— 
I. De cognitione Indise, quails ante Megasthenem 

apud Grecos fueiifc. 
H. De Megasthene:— 

1. De Indico Megasthenis itinere. 
2. De Indicia Megasthenis, eorumque argumento. 
3. De fide Megasthenis, auctoritaie et pretio. 

III. De Scriptoribus eis qui post Megasthenem de 
India scripserint. 

From this Introduction, and from another, writ¬ 
ten also in Latin, by C. Muller, the editor of the 
GeograpM Greed Minores, the following extracts are 
translated. 

Megasthenes was sent, asis well known, by Seleu¬ 
kos Nikator, on an embassy toSandrakottos 
(Ohandragupta), king of the P r a s i i, whose capi¬ 
tal was Palibothra. Our first extract (from 
Muller) throws light on the relations irMch existed 
between these two sovereigns, and also on the 
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disputed point how far Seleukos had carried his 
.•rms into India when he attempted its conquest:— 

Justinns (xv. 4) says of Seleukos Nikator, 
* He carried on many wavs in the East after the 

(1 icision of the Makedoniau kingdom between 
himself and the other successors of Alexander, 
first seizing Babylonia, and then reducing Bak- 
triane, his power being increased by the first suc¬ 
cess. Thereafter he passed into India, which 
had. since Alexander’s death, killed its governors, 
thinking thereby to shake off from its neck the 
yoke of slavery. Sandrokottos had made it 
free : but when victory was gained he changed the 
name of freedom bo that of bondage, for he him¬ 
self oppressed with servitude the very people 
which he had rescued from foreign dominion . . 
Sandrokottos, having thus gained the crown, 
held India at the time when Seleukos was laying 
the foundations of his future greatness. Seleukos 
came to an agreement with him, and, after set¬ 
tling affairs in the East, engaged in the war 
against Antigonos (302 B.c.).’ 

“Besides Justinus, Appianus (Syr. c. 55) 
makes mention of the war which Seleukos had 
with Sandrokottos or Ohandragupta king 
of the Prasii, or, as they are called in the 
Indian language, Pr&ckyas*:—cHe (Seleu¬ 
kos) crossed the Indus and waged war on 
Sandrokottos, king of the Indians who dwelt 
nbout it, until he made friends and entered 
mto relations of marriage with him.5 So also 
Strabo (xv. p. 724):—* Seleukos Nikator gave to 
Sandrokottos’ (sc. a large part of Ariane). Conf. 
p. 6S9:—e The Indians afterwards held a large part 
of Ariane, (which they had received from the 
Makedonians), * entering into marriage relations 
with him, and receiving in return five hundred 
elephants’ (of which Sandralcottos had nine thou¬ 
sand—Plinius, vi. 22-5); and Plutarch, Alex. 62 :— 
£ For not long after, Androkottos, being king, 
presented Seleukos with five hundred elephants, 

* The adjective Trpa^taitos in ^Elianus On the Nature of 
Animals, xvii. 39 (Megastken. Fragm. 13. init.) hears a very 
dose resemblance to the Indian word Prftchyas (that 
is. ‘dwellers in the East’). The substantive would be npagi- 
oi, and Schwanbeck (Megastheruis Indica} p. 82) thinks 
that this reading should probably be restored in Stephanus 
of Byzantium, where the MSS. exhibit Ilpdcrtoi, a form 
intermediate between TLpa£i\o$ and Upas. But they are 
called IIpdcnoi by Strabo, Arrianus, -and Plinius; Ilpatcriot 
m Plutarch (Alex. chap. 62), and frequently in JElianus j 
Upavcnoi by Nicolaus of Damascus, and in the Morile- 
ginm of Stobosus, 37, 38 j BpetVtoi and Bpaiorioi are the 
MS. readings in Diodorus, xvii. 93; Pharr a sii in 
Curtius, IX. ii. 3; Praesidsain Justinus, XII. viii. 9. See 
note on Fragm. 13. 
t Moreover, Schwanbeck calls attention (p. 14) to the 

w«rds of Appianus (i. 1), where when he says, somewhat in- 
curately, that Sandrakottos was king of the Indians around 
the Indus (r&v rrcpl rbv *lv§6v TvSoiiq he seems to mean 
that the war was earned on on the boundaries of India. But 
this is of no importance, for Appianus has rmv W€pl avrbv 

and with six hundred thousand men attacked and 
subdued all India.’ Phylarchos (Fragm. 28) in 
Athenians, p. 18 D., refers to some other wonder¬ 

ful enough presents as being sent to Seleukos by 
Sandrokottos. 

“ Diodorus (lib. xx.), in setting forth the affairs 
of Seleukos, has not said a single word about 
the Indian war. But it would be strange that 
that expedition should be mentioned so incidentally 
by other historians, if it were true, as many recent 
writers have contended, that Seleukos in this war 
reached the middle of India as far as the Ganges 
and the town Palimbothr a,—nay, even advanc¬ 
ed as far as the mouths of the Ganges, and there¬ 
fore left Alexander far behind him. This baseless 
theory has been well refuted by Lassen (De JPentcqn 

Lid. 61), by A. G. Schlegel (Berliner Calender, 

1829, p. 31 ; yet see Benfey, Ersch. u. Grvher. EncycL 

v. hi dim, p. 67), and quite recently by Schwan¬ 
beck, in a work of great learning and value en¬ 
titled Mcgasthenis Lidica (Bonn, 1846). In the first 
place, Schwanbeck (p. 13) mentions the passage 
of Justinus (I. ii. 10) where it is said that no one 
had entered India but Semiramis and Alexander; 
whence it would appear that, the expedition 
of Seleukos was considered so insignificant by 
Trogus as not even to be on a par with the Indian 
war of Alexander.f Then he says that Arrianus, 
if he had known of that remote expedition 
of Seleukos, would doubtless have spoken dif¬ 
ferently in hiiS Indiha (c. 5. 4), where he says 
that Megasthenes did not travel over much of 
India, ‘ but yet more than those who invaded it 
along with Alexander the son of Philip.’ Now in 
this passage the author could have compared Meg¬ 
asthenes much more suitably and easily with Seleu¬ 
kos.J I pass over other proofs of less moment, nor 
indeed is it expedient to set forth in detail here all 
the reasons from which it is improbable of itself 
that the arms of Seleukos ever reached the region 
of the Ganges. Let us now examine the passage 

(of the Indians a/i*ound it,9 as Schwanbeck himself 
has written it (p. 13). 

% The following passage of the Indian comedy Mudrd~ 
rmshasa seems to favour the Indian expedition:—“ Mean¬ 
while Kusumapura (i.e. Pataliputra, Palimbothra) the city 
of Ohandragupta and the king of the mountain regions, 
was invested on every side by tbe Kir&tas, Yavanas, Kambo- 
jas, Persians, Baktrians, and the rest.” But “ that drama”, 
(Schwanbeck, p. 18), “to follow the authority of Wilson, was 
written in the tenth century after Christ,—certainly ten cen¬ 
turies after Seleukos. When even the Indian historians have 
no authority in history, what proof can dramas give written 
after many centuries ? Yavanas, which was also in later 
times the Indian name for the Greeks, was very anciently 
the name given to a certain nation which the Indians say 
dwelt on the north-western boundaries of India; and the 
same nation (Manu, x. 44) is also numbered with the 
Kapabojas, the Sakas, the Paradas, the Pallavas, and the 
Kiratas as being corrupted among the Kshatriyaa. (Conf. 
Lassen, Zeitschrifb filr d. Kunde des Morgenltindes, III. 
p. 245.) These Yavanas are to be understood in this pas¬ 
sage also, where they are mentioned along with those tribes 
with which they are usually classed. 
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in Plinius which causes many to adopt contrary 
□pinions. Plinius (Hist. Hat. vi. 21), after finding 
from Diognetos and Baefco the distances of the 
places from Ports© Caspiee to the Hupasis, the end 
of Alexander’s march, thus proceeds:—‘ The 
other journeys made for Seleukos Mikator are as 
follows :—One hundred and sixty-eight miles to 

the Hesidrus, and to the river Jomanes as many 
(some copies add five miles); from thence to 
the Ganges one hundred and twelve miles. One 
hundred and nineteen miles to the Bhodophas 
(others give three hundred and twenty-five miles 
for this distance). To the town Kalinipasa 
one hundred and sixty-seven. Five hundred 
(others give two hundred and sixty-five miles), and 
from thence to the confluence of the Jomanes 
and Ganges six hundred and twenty-five miles 
(several add thirteen miles), and to the town Pa- 
limbothra four hundred and twenty-five. To 
the mouth of the Ganges six hundred and thirty- 
eight’ (or seven hundred and thirty-eight, to 
follow Schwanbeek’s correction),—that is, six 

thousand stadia, as Megasthenes puts it. 
“ The ambiguous expression reliqutt Seleuco Nica- 

tori peragrata sunt, translated above as c the other 
journeys made for Seleukos Hikator/ according to 
Schwanheck’s opinion, contain a dative ‘ of advan¬ 
tage,’ and therefore can bear no other meaning. 
The reference is to the journeys of Megasthenes, 
Deimachos, and Patrokles, whom Seleukos had 
sent to explore the more remote regions of Asia. 
Hor is the statement of Plinius in a passage be¬ 
fore this more distinct. (cIndia j) he says, c was 

thrown open not only by the arms of Alexander the 
Great, and the kings who were his successors, of 
whom Seleucm and Aniiochus even travelled to the 
Hyrcanian and Caspian seas, Patrocles being com- 
mander of their fleet, but all the Greek writers who 

stayed behind with the Indian kings (for instance, 
Megasthenes and Dionysios, sent by Philadelphia for 
that purpose) have given accounts of the military 

force of each nationSchwanbeck thinks that the 

words circumvectis etiam.Seleuco ei Afdio- 
cho et Patrocle are properly meant to convey 
nothing but additional confirmation, and also 
an explanation bow Indie. was opened up by the 
arms of the kings who succeeded Alexander.” 

“The following statements/’continues Miiller, 

“contain all that is related about Megas- 
t h e n S s;— 

“ ‘Megasthendstbehistorian, who lived with Seleii- 

§ Bohlen (Alte In&im, I. p. 68) says that Megasthenes 
was a Persian. No one gives inis account of him hut 
Annins Viierbiensis, that forger, whom Bohlen appears to 
have followed. But it is evidently a Greek name. Strabo 
(v. p*. 248; comp. Velleius Paterculus, i. 4) mentions a 
Megasthenls of Chalkis, who. is said to have founded 
Cumae in Italy along with Hippoklds of Kum6. 

, U Sibyrtios, according no Diodorus (XVIII. iii. S), had 

kos Nikator9,—Clem. Alex. p. 132 Sylb. (Fragm. 42} ; 
* Megasthenes, who lived with Sibyrtios j| the satrap 
of Arachosia, and who says that he often visited 
Sandrakofctos, king of the Indians; ’—Arrian, Exp. 
Alex. V. vi. 2 (Fragm. 2);—4 To Sandrokottos, to 

whom ‘Megasthenes came onan embassy,’—Strabo, 
xv. p. 702 (Fragm. 2.5);—e Megasthenes and Beim- 
acbos were sent on an embassy, the former to 
Sandrokottos at Palimbotbra, the other to 
Allitrochades his son ; and they left accounts 
of their sojourn in the country,’—Strabo, ii. p, 70 
(Fragm. 29 note); Megasthenes says that he often 
visited Sandrokottos, the greatest king (maharaja: 
v, Bohlen, Alte Indien, I. p. 19) of the Indians, and 
Poros, still greater than heArrian, Lid. c. 5 
(Fragm. 24). Add the passage of Plinius, which 
Solinus (Polyhistor. c. 60) thus renders:—4 Megas¬ 
thenes remained for some time %vith the Indian kings, 
and wrote a history of Indian affairs, that he might 
hand doimi to posterity a faithful account of all that 
he had 'witnessed. Dionysius, who was sent byPhil- 
adelphus to put the truth to the test by personal in. 
speciion, ivrote also as mud id 

“ From these sources, then, we gather that 
Megasthenes§ was the representative of Seleukos 
at the court of Sibyrfcios[|, satrap of Arachosia, and 
that he was sent from thence as the king’s ambas¬ 

sador to Sandrokottos at Palimbotbra, and 
that not once, but frequently—whether to .convey 
to him the presents of Seleukos, or for some other 
cause. According to the statement of Arrianus, 
Megasthenes also visited king Poros, who was (Died • 
xix. 14) already dead in 317 b.g. (Olymp. CXV. 4.) 
These events should not be referred to the period 
of Seleukos, but they may very easily be placed 
in the reign of Alexander, as Bohlen (Alte Indieu, 
voL I. p. 68) appears to have believed they should, 
when he says Megasthends was one of the com¬ 
panions of Alexander. But the structure of the 
sentences does not admit of this conclusion. For 
Arrianus says?> "'It appears to me that Megas¬ 
thenes did not see much of India, but yet more 
than the companions of Alexander, for he says 
that he visited Sandrokottos, the greatest king 
of the Indians, and Poros, even greater than 
he («al n<iap<g> ert rovrov /xefopt).’ We should be 
disposed to say, then, that he made a journey on 
some occasion or other to Poros, if the obscurity 
of the language did not lead us to suspect it a 
corrupt reading. Lassen (Be Pentap. p. 44} thinks 
the mention of Poros a careless addition of a chance 

gained the satrapy of Arachosia in the third year of the 
114th Olympiad (b-C. 823), and was firmly established in his 
satrapy by Antipater (Amanda, De Success. Aim. § 86, ed. 
Bidot). He joined Eumen&s m 316 (Died. xix. 14.6), but 
being called to account by him he sought safety in flight 
(tbid.XIX. yrmT 4). After the defeat of Enmenes, Antigonos 
delivered to him the most troublesome of the Axgyraspides 
(ibid. 0. xtoiii. 3). He must have afterwards joined Belenkos. 
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transcriber, but I prefer Schwanbeck’s opinion, 
who .thinks it should be written kcu IL&pov en rovrcp 

fxefrvt, ‘ and who was even greater than PdrosIf 
this correction is admitted, everything fits well. 

“ The time when he discharged his embassy or 
embassies, and how long he stayed in India, can¬ 
not be determined, but he was probably sent after 
the treaty had been struck and friendship had 
sprung up between the two kipgs. If, therefore, 
we make the reign of Sandvokottos extend to the 
year 288, Megasthenes would have set out for 
Falimbothra between 302 and 288. Clinton (F. E. 

vol. III. p. 482) thinks he came to the Indian 
king a little before B.c. 302.” 

While the date of the visit of Megasthenes to India 
is thus uncertain, there is less doubt as to what 
were the parts of the country which he saw; and 
on this point Schwanbeck thus writes (p. 21):— 

“ Both from what he himself says, and because 
he has enumerated more accurately than any of 
the companions of Alexander, or any other Greek, 
the rivers of K&bul and the Panjab, it is clear that 
he had passed through these countries. Then, 
again, we know that he reached Pataliputra by 
travelling along the royal road. But he does' not 
appear to have seen more of India than those 
parts of it, $nd he acknowledges himself that he 
knew the lower part of the country traversed by 
the.Ganges only by hearsay and report. It is 
commonly supposed that he also spent some 
time in the Indian camp, and therefore in some 
part of the country, but where cannot now be 
known. This opinion, however, is based on a cor¬ 
rupt reading which the editions of Strabo exhibit. 
Por in all the MSS. of Strabo (p. 709) is found 
this reading :—Ttvopipovs 8*o3p rep ^avdpoKorrov 

crrparoireby ifirjtriv 6 Meycurdevrjs, rerrapaKovra pvpia- 

8cav wX-rfBovs \bpvp€vovt pifieptav rjpepav Idetv avrjvey- 
pem Kkcppara wAetoiw rj dtaKocri&v dpaxp&p aijta, 

‘Megasthenes says that those who were in the 
camp of Sandrokottos saw,’ &c. Prom this trans¬ 
lation that given by Gnarini and Gregorio alone 
is different. They render thus:—* Megasthenes 
refert,. quum in Sandrocotti castra venisset . . . 
vidisse,’ * Megasthenes relates that, when he had 
come into the camp of Sandrokottos, he saw,’ 
&c. Prom this it appears that the translator had 
found written yevopevoe. But since that transla¬ 
tion is hardly equal in authority even to a single 
MS., and since the word yevopepovs can be changed 
more readily into the word yevopevos than yempe- 

pos into ytvopivovs, there is no reason at all why 
we should depart from the reading of all the 
MSS., which Casaubon disturbed by a baseless 
conjecture, contending that yepopepos should be 
substituted,—inasmuch as it is evident from Strabo 

% Regarding the maimer iii which Strabo, Arrianus, 

and Arrianus (Y. vi. 2) that Megasthenes had been 
sent to Sandrokottos,—which is • an argument 
utterly futile. Nevertheless from the time of 
Casaubon the wrong reading yevopwo? which he 
promulgated has held its ground.” 

That Megasthenes paid more than one visit to 
India Schwanbeck is not at all inclined to believe. 
On this point he says (p. 23)— 

‘ ‘ That Megasthenes frequently visited India recent 
writers, all with one consent, following Robertson, 
are wont to maintain ; nevertheless this opinion is far 
from being certain. Por what Arrianus has said in 
his F/Asped. Alex* Y. vi. 2,—IloAAa/«j? 8e Xeyei (Mcyaa 

Oevrjs) d(j>LK€or&aL irapa'2av§paK.OTTov t6p91v8S>p fiacriXca!, 

does not solve the question, for he might have meant 
by the words that Megasthenes during his em¬ 
bassy had frequent interviews with Chandragupta. 
Nor, if we look to the context, does any other 
explanation seem admissible; and in fact no other 
writer besides has mentioned his making frequent 
visits, although occasion for making such men¬ 
tion was by no means wanting, and in the Indilca 

itself of Megasthenes not the slightest indication 
of his having made numerous visits is to be found. 
But perhaps some may say that to this view is 
opposed the accurate knowledge which he pos¬ 
sessed on all Indian matters; but this may equally 
well be accounted for by believing that he made a 
protracted stay at F&taliputra as by supposing 
that he frequently visited India. Robertson’s 
conjecture appears, therefore, uncertain, not to 
say hardly credible.” 

Regarding the veracity of Megasthenes, and his 
value as a writer, Schwanbeck writes (p, 59) to this 
effect:— 

“ The ancient writers, whenever they judge of 
those who have written on Indian matters, are 
without doubt wont to reckon Megasthenes among 
those writers who are given to lying and least worthy 
of credit, and to rank him almost on a par with 
Ktesiae. Arrianus alone has judged better of him, 
and delivers his opinion of him in these words:— 
‘Regarding the Indians I shall set down in a 
special work all that is most credible for narration 
in the accounts penned by those who accompanied 
Alexander on his expedition, and by Nearchus, who 
navigated the great sea which washes the shores of 
India, and also by Megasthenes and Eratosthenes, 
who are both approved men (So/dpo* aVdpe)Arr. 
Exped. Alex. Y. v. 

“ The foremost amongst those who disparage 
him is Eratosthenes, and in open agreement with 
him are Strabo and Pliny. Others, among whom 
is Diodorus, by omitting certain particulars re¬ 
lated by Megasthenes, sufficiently show: that they 
discredit that part of his narrative.^ 

Diodorus, and Plinius used the Indited of Megasthenes, 
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“ Strabo (p. 70) says, c Generally speaking, the 
men who have hitherto written on the affairs of 
India were a set of liars,—D eimachos holds 
the first place in the list. Mega s thenes comes 
next; while Onesikritos and Nearchos, 
with others of the same class, manage to stammer 
out a few words (of truth). Of this we became the 
more convinced whilst writing the history of 
Alexander. Ho faith whatever can be placed in 
Deimachos and Megasthenes. They coined the 
fables concerning men with ears large enough to 
sleep in, men without any mouths, without noses, 

with only one eye, with spider legs, and with fingers 
bent backward. They renewed Homer’s fables con¬ 
cerning the battles of the cranes and pygmies, and 
asserted the latter to be three spans high. They 
told of ants digging for gold, and Pans with wedge- 
shaped heads, of serpents swallowing down oxen 
and stags, horns and all,—meantime, as Eratosthe¬ 
nes has observed, accusing each other of falsehood. 
Both of these men were sent as ambassadors to 
P alimbothra,—Megasthenes toSandrokottos, 
Deimachos to Amitrochades his son,—and 
such are the notes of their residence* abi^oad, which, 
I know not why, they thought fit to leave. 

“ When he adds, cPatrokles certainly does not re¬ 
semble them, nor do any other of the authorities 
consulted by Eratosthenes contain such absurdities,* 
we may well wonder, seeing that, of all the writers 
on India, Eratosthenes has chiefly followed Megas¬ 

thenes. Plinius (Hist Nat YI. xxi. 3) says: 4 India 
was opened up to our knowledge . . . even by other 
Greek writers, who, having resided with Indian 
kings,—as for instance Megasthenes and Diony¬ 
sius,—-made known the strength of the races which 
peopled the country. It is not, however, worth 
while to study their accounts with cares so con¬ 
flicting are they, and incredible.’ 

Sehwanbeck remarks:—“ Strabo, and—not unlike to 
Strabo—Arrianus, who, however, gave a much less carefully 
considered account of India, abridged the descriptions of 
Megasthenes, yet in such a way that they wrote at once 
in an agreeable style and with strict regard to accuracy. 
But when Strabo designed not merely to instruct but also 
to delight his readers, he omitted whatever would be out of 
place in an entertaining narrative or picturesque descrip¬ 
tion, and avoided above all things aught that would look 
like a dry list of names. Now though this may not be a 
fault, still it is not to be denied that those particulars 
which he has omitted would have very greatly helped our 
knowledge of Ancient India. Nay, Strabo, in his eager¬ 
ness to be interesting, has gone so far that the topography 
of India is almost entirely a blank in his pages. 

“ Diodorus, however, in applying this principle of composi¬ 
tion has exceeded all bounds. For as he did not aim at 
writing learnedly for the instruction of others, but in a 
light, amusing style, so as to be read with delight by the 
multitude, he selected for extract such parts as best suited 
this purpose. He has therefore omitted not only the most 
accurate narrations of fact, but also the fables which his 
readers might consider as incredible, and has been best 
pleased to describe instead that part of Indian life which 
to the Greeks would appear singular and diverting. . . . 
Nevertheless his epitome is not without its value; for 
although we do not learn much that is new from its 

t: These same writers, however, seeing they have 
copied into their own pages a great part of his 
Indiha, cannot by any means have so entirely dis¬ 
trusted his veracity as one might easily infer they 
did from these judgments. And what of this, 
that Eratosthenes himself, who did not quote him 
sparingly, says in Strabo (p. 689) that44 he sets down 
the breadth of India from the register of the 
Stathmi, which were received as authentic,’—a pas¬ 
sage which can have reference to Megasthenes alone.* 
The fact is they find fault with only two parts of the 
narrative of Megasthenes,—the one in which he 
writes of the fabulous races of India, and the other 
where he gives an account of Herakles and the 
Indian Dionysus; although it so happens that on 
other matters also they regarded the account given 
by others as true, rather than that of Megasthenes. 

£t The Aryan Indians were from the remotest period 
surrounded on all sides by indigenous tribes in a 
state of barbarism, from whom they differed both 
in mind and disposition. They were most acutely 
sensible of this difference, and gave it-a very point¬ 
ed expression. For as barbarians, even by the sanc¬ 
tion of the gods themselves, are excluded from the 
Indian commonwealth, so they seem to have been 
currently regarded by the Indians as of a nature 
and disposition lower than their own, and bestial 
rather than human. A difference existing between 
minds is not easily perceived, but the Indians were 
quick to discern how unlike the barbarous tribes 
were to themselves in bodily figure; and the 
divergence they exaggerated, making bad worse, 
and so framed to themselves a mental picture of 
these tribes beyond measure hideous. When 
reports in circulation regarding them had given 
fixity to this conception, the poets seized on it as 
a basis for further exaggeration, and embellished 
it with fables. Other races, and these even 

contents, still it has the advantage over all the others of 
being the most coherent, while at the same time it 
enables ns to attribute with certainty an occasional passage 
to Megasthenes/Vhich without its help we could but 
conjecture proceeded from his pen. 

“ Since Strabo, Arrianus and Diodorus have directedtheir 
attention to relate nearly the same things, it has resulted 
that the greatest part of the Indiha has been completely 
lost, and that of many passages, singularly enough, three 
epitomes axe extant, to which occasionally a fourth is added 
by Plinius. 

** At a great distance from these writers, and especially from 
Diodorus, stands Plinius : whence it happens that he both 
differs most from that writer, and also best supplements his 
epitome. "Where the narrative of Strabo and Arrianus is at 
once pleasing and instructive, and Diodorus charms us 
with a lively sketch, Pliny gives instead, in the baldest lan¬ 
guage, an ill-digested enumeration of names. With his 
usual wonderful diligence he has written this part, but 
more frequently still he writes with too little care and judg¬ 
ment,—a fact of which we have already seen numerous 
instances. In a careless way. as is usual, he commends 
authors, so thatl£ you compared his accounts of Taprobane 
and the kingdom of the Pram you would flunk that he had 
lived at different periods. He frequently commends Megas- 
thenes, but more frequently seems to transcribe him without 
acknowledgment.”—pp. 56-58T 
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Indian, since they had originated in an intermix¬ 
ture of tribes, or since they did not sufficiently 
follow Indian manners, and especially the system 
of caste, so roused the common hatred of the 
Indians that they were reckoned in the same cate¬ 
gory with the barbarians, and represented as equal¬ 
ly hideous of aspect. Accordingly in the epic 
poems we see all Brahmanieal India surrounded by 
races not at all real, but so imaginary that some¬ 
times it cannot be discovered how the fable origi¬ 
nated. 

Forms still more wonderful you will find by 
bestowing a look at the gods of the Indians and 
their retinue, among whom particularly the at¬ 
tendants of Kuvera and Kdrtikeya are described 
hi such a manner (conf. MahdbJi. ix. 2558 et seq). 

that hardly anything which it is possible for the 
human imagination to invent seems omitted. 
These, however, the Indians now sufficiently dis¬ 
tinguish from the fabulous races, since they 
neither believe that they live within the borders 
of India, nor ha\ e any intercourse with the human 
race. These, therefore, the Greeks could not con¬ 
found with the races of India. 

“ These races,’ however, might be more readily 

Confounded with other creatures of the Indian ima¬ 
gination, who held a sort of intermediate place 
between demons and men, and whose number was 
legion. For the Eakshasas and other 
Pisacha s are said to have the same characteris¬ 
tics as the fabulous races, and the only difference 
between them is that, while a single (evil) attribute 
only is ascribed to each race, -many or all of these 
are assigned to the Eakshasas and the Pisachas. 
Altogether so slight Is the distinction between 
the two that any strict lines of demarcation can 
hardly be drawnbetween them. For the Eakshasas, 
though described as very terrible beings, are never¬ 
theless believed to be human, and both to live on 
che earth and take part in Indian battles, so that 
an ordinary Indian could hardly define how the 

nature of a Eakshasa differs from that of a man. 
There is scarcely any one thing found to charac¬ 
terize the E&kshasas which is not attributed 
to some race or other. Therefore, although the 
.Greeks might have heard of these by report,— 
which cannot be proved for certain,—they could 
scarcely, by reason of that, have erred in describing 
the manners of the races according to the Indian 
conception. 

“That reports about these tribes should have 
reached Greece, is not to be wondered at. For fa¬ 
bles invented with some glow of poetic fervour have 
a remarkable facility in gaining a wide currency. 
Which is all the greater in proportion to the 
boldness displayed in their invention. Those 
fables also in which the Indians hare represented 

the lower animals as talking to each other have 
been diffused through almost every country in 
the world, in a way we cannot understand. Othe r 
fables found their way to the Greeks before even 
the name of India was known to them. In this 
class some fables even in Homer must be reck¬ 
oned,—a matter which, before the Vedas were 
better known, admitted only of probable conjec¬ 
ture, but could not be established by unquestion¬ 
able proofs. We perceive, moreover, that the fur¬ 
ther the epic poems of the Greeks depart from 
their original simplicity the more, for that vcify 
reason, do those fables creep into them ; while 
a very liberal use of them is made by the 
poets of a later age. It would be a great mistake 
to suppose that those fables only in which India 

is mentioned proceeded from India; for a fable hi 
becoming current carries along with it the name 
of the locality in which the scene of it is laid. An 
example will make this clear. The Indians sup¬ 
posed that towards the north, beyond the Hixna- 
laya, dwelt the Uttarakuri, a people who en¬ 
joyed a long and happy life, to whom disease and 
care were unknown, and who revelled in every 
delight in a land all paradise. This fable made 
its way to the West, carrying with it the name of 
the locality to which it related, and so it came to 
pass that from the time of Hesiod the Greeks sup¬ 
posed that towards the north lived theHy p er bo¬ 
re a n s, whose very name was fashioned after some 
likeness to the Indian name. The reason why the 
Indians placed the seat of this happy people towards 
the north is manifest; but there was not theslightest 
reason which can be discovered why the Greeks 
should have done so. Nay, the locality assigned 
to the Hyperboreans is not only out of harmony, 
but in direct conflict, with that conception of the 
world which the Greeks entertained. 

The first knowledge of the mythical geography 
of the Indians dates from this period, when the 
Greeks were the unconscious recipients of Indian 
fables. Fresh knowledge was imparted by Sky- 
la x, who first gave a description of India; and 
all writers from the time of Skylax, with not a 
single exception, mention those fabulous races, 
but in such a way that they are wont to speak of 
them as ^Ethiopians; by doing which they have 
incurred obloquy and the suspicion of dishonesty, 
especially 2£ t d s i a s. This writer, however, is not 
at all untruthful when he says, in the conclu¬ 
sion of his Indiha (33), that 4 he omits many of 
these stories, and others still more marvellous, 
that he may not appe'ar, to such as have not seen 
these, to be telling what is incredible for he 
could have described many other fabulous races, 
as for example men with the heads of tigers (vyd- 

ghramuchds), others with the necks of snakes 
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^vyalagrivas), others having horses’ heads(turanga- 
vadancts, asvamitchds), others with feet like dogs 
{svajmclas), others with four feet (chatushjmdds), 
others with three eyes (trineirds), and others with 
six hundred. 

“ FTor were the companions of Alexander able to 
disregard these fables,—in fact, scarcely any of 
them doubted their truth. For, generally speaking, 
they were communicated to them by the Brah¬ 
mans, whose learning and wisdom they held in 
the utmost veneration. Why, then, should we be 
surprised that Megasthenes also, following exam¬ 
ples so high and numerous, should have handled 
those fables ? His account of them is to be found 
in Strabo 711; Pliny, Hist. Nat vii. 2. 14-22; Solinus 
52.” (Sch. p. 64.) 

Schwanbeclc then examines the fables related by 
Megasthenes, and having shown that they were of 
Indian origin, thus proceeds (p. 74):— 

t£ The relative veracity of Megasthenes, then, can¬ 
not be questioned, for he related truthfully both 
what he actually saw, and what was told him by 
others. If we therefore seek to know what re¬ 
liance is to be placed on any particular narrative, 
this other point must be considered, how far his 
informants were worthy of credit. But here no 
ground for suspicion exists; for on those matters 
which did not come under his own observation 
he had his information from those Brahmans 

who were the rulers of the state, to whom he 
again and again appeals as his authorities. Ac¬ 
cordingly he was able not only to describe how 
the kingdom of the P r a s i i was governed, but 
also to give an estimate of the power of other 
nations and the strength of their armies. Hence 
we cannot wonder that Indian ideas are to be 
found in the books of Megasthenes mixed up with 
accounts of what he personally observed and with 
Greek ideas. 

“ Therefore to him, as to the companions of Al¬ 
exander, it cannot be objected that he told too 
much., That .he did not tell too little to give an 
adequate account of. Indian affairs to Greek 
readers we know. For he has described the 
country, its soil, climate, animals, and plants, its 
government and religion, the manners of its 
people and their arts,—in short, the whole of 
Indian life from the king to the remotest tribe ; 
and he has scanned every object with a mind 
sound and unprejudiced, without overlooking even 
trifling and minute circumstances. If we see any 
part omitted, a little only said about the religion 
and gods of the Indians, and nothing at all about 
their literature, we should reflect that we are not 1 
reading his veritable book, but only an epitome 
and some particular fragments that have survived 
the wreck of time.” (p. 75.) 

£* Of the slight mistakes into which he fell, some 
are of that kind into which even the most careful 
observer may be betrayed, as for instance his 
incorrectly stating that the Yipasa pours its 
waters into the Iravati. Others had their 
origin in his misapprehension of the meaning of 
Indian words ; to which head mu st be referred lii> 
assertion that among the Indians laws were not 
written, but everything decided by memory. Be¬ 
sides he alleges that on those Brahman 5 who had 
thrice erred in making up the calendar silence for 
the rest of their lives was enjoined as a punishment. 
This passage, which has not yet been cleared up. 
I would explain by supposing that he had heard 
the Indian word m&unin, a name which is applied 
both to a taciturn person and to any ascetic. 
Finally, some errors had their source in this, 
that he looked at Indian matters from a Greek’s 
point of view, from which it resulted that he did 
not correctly enumerate the castes, and gave a mis¬ 
taken account of the Indian gods and other mat¬ 
ters. 

£C Notwithstanding, the work of Megasthenes—in 
so far as it is a part of Greek literature and of Greek 
and Homan learning—is, as it were, the culmina¬ 
tion of the knowledge which the ancients ever 
acquired of India: for although the geographical 
science of the Greeks attained afterwards a per¬ 
fect form, nevertheless the knowledge of India 
derived from the books of Megasthenes has onlj- 
approached perfect accuracy the more closely those 
w^o have written after him on India have followed 
his Indiha. And it is not only on account of his 
own merit that Megasthends is a writer of great 
importance, but also on this other ground, that 
while other writers have borrowed a great part of 
what they relate from him, he exercised a powerful 

influence on the whole sphere of Latin and 
Greek scientific knowledge. 

et Besides this authority which the Indiha of 
Megasthenes holds in Greek literature, his remains 
have another value, since they hold not the last 
place among the sources whence we derive our 
knowledge of Indian antiquity. For as there 
now exists a knowledge of our own of ancient 
India, still on some points he increases the know¬ 
ledge which we have acquired from other sources, 
even though Ms narrative not seldom requires to 
be supplemented and corrected. 2sTotwithstanding, 
it must be conceded that the new information we 
have learned from him is neither extremely great in 
amount nor weight. What is of greater importance 
than all that is new in what he has told us, is—that 
he has recalled a picture of the condition of India 
at a definite period,—a service of all the greater 
value, because Indian literature, always self-con¬ 

sistent, is wont to leave us in the greatest doubt 
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if we seek to know what happened at any particular It is yet an unsettled question whether the Indika 

tame.” (pp. 76, 77). was written’in the Attic or the Ionic dialect.* 

FRAGMENT I, 

on an Epitome of Megasthenes. 

(Diod. II. 35-43.) 

(b*-5.) 1 In dia, which is in shape quadrilateral, 

has its eastern as well as its western side 

hounded by the great sea, but on the north¬ 

ern side it is divided by Mount H e m d d o s 

from that part of Skythia which is inhabited 

by those Skythia,ns who are called the Sakai, 

while the fourth or western side is bounded by 

the river called the Indus, which is perhaps 

the largest of all rivers in the world after the 

Nile. 2 The extent of the whole country from i 

east to west is said to be 28,000 stadia, and | 

from north to south 82,000. 3 Being thus of 

such vast extent, it seems well-nigh to em¬ 

brace the whole of the northern tropic zone 

of the earth, and in fact at the extreme point of 

India the gnomon of the sundial may frequent¬ 

ly be observed to cast no shadow, while the 

constellation of the Bear is by night invisible, 

and in the remotest parts even Arcturas dis¬ 

appears from view. Consistently with this, it is 

also stated that shadows there fall to the south¬ 
ward. 

4 India has many huge mountains which abound 

in fruit-trees of <every kind, and many vast 

plains of great fertility—more or less beautiful, 

but all alike intersected by a multitude of rivers. 

5 The greater part of the soil, moreover, is under 

irrigation, and consequently bears two crops in 

the course of the year. It teems at the same 

time with animals of all sorts,—beasts of the field 

and fowls of the air,—of all different degrees of 

strength and size. 6 It is prolific, besides, in ele¬ 

phants, which are of monstrous bulk; as its 

soil supplies food in unsparing profusion, mak¬ 

ing these animals far to exceed in sti'ength 

those that are bred in B i b y a. It results also 

that, since they are caught in great numbers by 

the Indians and trained for wax*, they are of 

great moment in turning the scale of victory. 

(36.) 7 The inhabitants, in like manner, hav¬ 

ing abundant means of subsistence, exceed in 

* T£f following^ authorities are quoted by Schwanbeck 
(pp; 23, 24) to show that the Indika of Megasthenes was 
ivided into four booksAthen. IT. p. 153—where 
the 2nd book is mentioned; Clem. Alex. Strom. I; p. 132 
hylb., where the 3rd book is Mentioned j Joseph, contra 
Apion, I. 20, and Anita. Jnd. X* xi. 1, where the 4th book 
i% mentioned—cf. G. Syncell. tom. I. p. 419, Bonn. The 

consequence the ordinary stature, and are distin* 

guislied by their proud bearing. They are also 

found to be well skilled in the arts, as might be 

expected of men who inhale a pure air and 

drink the very finest water. s And while the 

soil bcaz's on its surface all kinds of fruits 

which az'C known to cultivation, it has also 

under ground numerous veins of all sorts of 

metals, for it contains much gold and silver, 

and copper and iron in no small quantity, and 

even tin and other metals, which aro employed 

in making articles of use and ornament, as well 

as the implements and accoutrements of war. 

9 In addition to cereals, there grows throughout 

India much millet, which is kept well watered 

by the profusion of river-streams, and much 

pulse of different sorts, and rice also, and what 

is called bosjwnm, as well as many other plants 

useful for food, of which most grow spon¬ 

taneously. 10 The soil yields, moreover, not a 

few other edible products fit for the subsistence 

of animals, about which it would be tedious to 

write. It is accordingly affirmed that famine 

has never visited India, and that there lias 

never been a general scarcity in the supply of 

nourishing food. 11 For, since there is a double 

rainfall in the course of each year,—one in the 

winter season, when the sowing of wheat takes 

place as in other countries,' and the second 

at the time of the summer solstice, which is the 

pi’oper season for sowing rice and tospomn, as 

also sesamum and millet—the inhabitants of 

India almost always gather in two harvests am 

nually; and even should one of the sowings prove 

more or less abortive they are always sure of the 

other ei'op. 13 The fruits, moreover, of spon¬ 

taneous growth, and the esculent roots which 

grow in marshy places and are of varied sweet¬ 

ness, afford abundant sustenance for man. 13 The 

fact is, almost all the plains in the country 

have a moisture which is alike genial, whether 

assignment of the fragments to their respective books was 
■ a matter of some difficulty, as the order Of their connection 

varies m different authors. 
x_ With Epit. 1, conf. Fragm. ii., iii, (ha Ind. Ant, vol. V 

p, oo, c. 2). 
Son*l* 5ra3Ba» iv* ® Conf. Fragm. ix. 

s-9 Conf. Fragm, xi; ° ^ 
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it is derived from the rivers, or from the rains 
of the summer season, which are wont to fall 
every year at a stated period with surprising 
regularity ; while the great heat which prevails 
ripens the roots which grow in the marshes, 
and especially those of the tall reeds. 

But, further, there are usages observed by 
the Indians which contribute to prevent the 
occurrence of famine among them; for whereas 
among other nations it is usual, in the contests 
of war, to ravage the soil, and thus to reduce 
it to an uncultivated waste, among the Indians, 
on the contrary, by whom husbandmen are re¬ 
garded as a class that is sacred and inviolable, 
the tillers of the soil,.even when battle is raoino- 
- . O O 

m their neighbourhood, are undisturbed by any 
sense of danger, for the combatants on either 
side in waging the conflict make carnage of 
each other, but allow those engaged in hus¬ 
bandry to remain quite unmolested. Besides, 
they neither ravage an enemy’s land with fire, 
nor cut down its trees. 

(37.) 15 India, again, possesses many rivers 
both large and navigable, which, having their 
sources in the mountains which stretch along 
the northern frontier, traverse the level country, 
and not a few of these, after uniting with each 
other, fall into the river called the Ganges. . 
16 ISTow this river, which at its source is 30 j 
stadia broad, flows from north to south, aud j 
empties its waters into the ocean forming the 
eastern boundary of the Gangaridai, a 
nation which possesses a vast force of the 
largest-sized elephants. 17 Owing to this, their 
country has never been conquered by any 
foreign king: for all other nations dread the 
overwhelming number and strength of these 
animals. 18 [Thus Alexander the Macedonian, 
after conquering all Asia, did not make war 
upon the Gangaridai,fi as he did on all others; 

for when he had arrived with all his troops at 
the river Ganges, and had subdued all the other 
Indians, he abandoned as hopeless an invasion 
of the Gangaridai when he learned that they 
possessed four thousand elephants well trained 
and equipped for war.] 19Another river, about 
the same size as the Ganges, called the Indus, 
has its sources, like its rival, in the north, and 

f Conf. Lassen, Peritwpoh lo. 
21 Conf. Fragm. xxL in Ind. Ant voL V. p. 88, c. vi. 2-3, 
13.10 Conf. Fragm. jx. in Ind. Ant 'voL T. p, 87, c. iv. 

3-13. 
as Conf- Fragm. xlvi. 

falling into the ocean forms on Us way the 

boundary of India; in its passage through the 

vast stretch of level country it receives not a 

few tributary streams which arc navigable, 

the most notable of them being the E u p a n i s, 

the Hudaspes, and the Akesines. 

Besides these rivers there are a great many 

others of every description, which permeate the 

country, aud supply water for the nurture of 

garden vegetables and crops of all sorts. 20hTow 

to account for the rivers being so numerous, and 

the supply of water so superabundant, the 

native philosophers and proficients in natural 

science advance the following reasons :—They 

say that the countries which surround India— 

those of the Skytlilans and Baktrians, and also 

of the Aryans—are more elevated than India, so 

that their waters, agreeably to natural law, flow 

down together from all sides to the plains 

beneath, where they gradually saturate the soil 

with moisture, and generate a multitude of 
rivers. 

21 A peculiarity is found to exist in one of the 

rivers of India,—that called the S i 11 a s, which 

flows from a fountain bearing the same name. 

It differs from all other rivers in this respect,— 

that nothing cast into it will float, hut every¬ 

thing, strange to say, sinks down to the bottom. 

(38.) 2sIfc is said that India, being of enormo us 

size when taken as a whole, is peopled by races 

both numerous and diverse, of which not even 

one was originally of foreign descent, but all were 

evidently indigenous ; 23and moreover that India 

neither received a colony from abroad, nor sent; 

out a colony to any other nation. 2* The legends 

further inform ns that in primitive times the 

inhabitants snbsisted on snch fruits as the earth 

yielded spontaneously, and were clothed with 

the skins of the beasts found in the country, 

as was the case with the Greeks; and. that, in 

like manner as with them, the arts and other 

appliances which improve human life were gra¬ 

dually invented, Necessity herself teaching 

them to an animal at once docile and famished 

not only with hands ready to second all his 

efforts, but also with reason and a keen intel¬ 

ligence. 

95 The men of greatest learning among the 

M ei seqq. Conf. Fragm. Ira. 

23.32 Fragm. L in Ind, Ant voL, T. p. 89, o. 
ra—“ He tells ns farther,” to c. viii.—“ on the principle 
of merit.” 
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Indians tell certain legends, of winch, it may be 

proper to give a brief summary. J They relate 

that in the most primitive times; when the 

people of the country were still living in vil¬ 

lages, Dionusos made his appearance com¬ 

ing from the regions lying to the west, and 

at the head of a considerable army. He over¬ 

ran the whole of India, as there was no great 

city capable of resisting his arms. 26 The heat, 

however, having become excessive, and the 

soldiers of Dionusos being afflicted with a pes¬ 
tilence, the leader, who was remarkable for 

his sagacity, earned his troops away from the 

plains up to the hills. There the army, re¬ 

cruited by the cool breezes and the waters 

that flowed fresh from the fountains, recovered 

from sickness. 27 The place among the moun¬ 

tains where Dionusos restored his troops to 

health was called Meros; from which cir* 

eumstance, no doubt, the Greeks have trans¬ 

mitted to posterity the legend concerning the 

god, that Dionusos was bred in his father's 

thigh,% 28 Having after this turned his attention 

to the artificial propagation of useful plants, he 

communicated the secret to the Indians, and 

taught them the way to make wine, as well as 

other arts conducive to human well-being. 20 He 

was, besides, tbe founder of large cities, which 

he formed by removing the villages to conve¬ 

nient sites, while he also showed the people how 

to worship the deity, and introduced laws and 

courts of justice. 30 Having thus achieved alto¬ 

gether many .great and noble works, he was re¬ 

garded as a deity and gained immortal honours. 

It is related also of him that he led about with 

his army a great host of women, and employed, 

in marshalling his troops for battle, drums and 

cymbals, as the trumpet had not in his days been 

invented; 31 and th;u> after reigning over the 

whole of India for two and fifty years ho died of 

old age, while his sons, succeeding to the go¬ 

vernment, transmitted the sceptre in unbroken 

succession to their posterity. 32 At last, after 

many generations had come and gone, the .so¬ 

vereignty, it is said, was dissolved, and demo¬ 

cratic governments were set up in the cities. 

(30.) 33 Such, then, are the traditions regard¬ 

ing Dionusos and his descendants current 

among the Indians who inhabit the lull-country. 

31 They further assert that II o r a k 16 s|| also 

was born among them. They assign to him, 

like the Greeks, the club and the lion’s skin.. He 

far surpassed other men in personal strength and 

prowess, and cleared sea and land of evil beasts. 

S3jVEarrying many wives he begot many sons, but 

one daughter only I The sons having reached 

man’s estate, he divided all India into equal por¬ 

tions for his children, whom he made kings in 

different parts of his dominions. He provided 

similarly for his only daughter, whom he reared 

up and made a queen. m He was the founder, 

also, of no small number of cities, the most re¬ 

nowned and greatest of which lie called P a 1 i- 

b o t h r a. He built therein many sumptuous 

X Fjeugm, I. B. 
Diod. III. (S3. 

Concerning 

Now some, as I have already said, supposing 
that there were three individuals of this name, who 
lived in different ages, assign to each appropriate 
achievements. They say, then, that the most an¬ 
cient of them was Indos, and that as the country, 
with its genial temperature, produced spontane¬ 
ously the vine-tree in great abundance, he was 
the first who crushed grapes and discovered the ! 
use of the properties of wine. In like manner he 
ascertained what culture was requisite for figs and 
other fruit trees, and transmitted this knowledge 
to after-times; and, in a word, it was he who found 
out how these fruits should be gathered in, 
whence also he was called Lenaios. This same 
Dionusos, however, they call also Katapogdn, 
since it is a custom among the Indians to nourish 

§ wpos. 
32 Conf. Fr&gm. li. 
3*-38 Conf. Fragm. 1. in Ind, Ant, vol. Y. pp. 89-90, e. 

Dionusos* 

their beards with great care to the very end of 
their life. Dionusos then, at the head of an army, 
marched to every part of the world, and taught 
mankind the planting of the vine, and how to 
crush grapes in the winepress, whence he was call¬ 
ed Lenaios. Having in like manner imparted 
to all a knowledge of his other inventions, he ob¬ 
tained after his departure from among men 
immortal honour from those who had benefited by 
his labours. It is further said that the place is 
pointed out in India even to this day where the 
god had been, and that cities are called by his 
name in the vernacular dialects, and that many 
other important evidences still exist of his hating 
been born in India, about which it would be tedi¬ 
ous to write. 

yiii., from “ But that Hercules,” <fec. to “ of his daughter.” 
*11 Apparently S i va is meant, though Ms many wives and 

sons are unknown to Hindu mythology.*—Ed. 
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palaces, and settled within its walls a numerous 

population. The city he fortified with trenches 

of notable dimensions, which were filled with 

water introduced from the river. 37 Herakles, 

accordingly, after his removal from among men, 

obtained immortal honour; and his descendants, 

having reigned for many generations and sig¬ 

nalized themselves by great achievements, nei¬ 

ther made any expedition beyond the confines 

of India, nor sent out any colony abroad. 58 At 

last, however, after many years had gone, most 

of the cities adopted the democratic form of 

government, though some retained the kingly 

until the invasion of the country by A1 e x a n- 

der. 29 Of several remarkable customs existing 

among the Indians, there is one prescribed by 

their ancient philosophers which one may regard 

as truly admirable: for the law ordains that 

no one among them shall, under any cir¬ 

cumstances, be a slave, hut that, enjoying free¬ 

dom, they shall respect the equal right to it 

which all possess: for those, they thought, who 

have learned neither to domineer over nor to j 

cringe to others will attain the life best adapted i 

for all vicissitudes of lot: for it is but fair and 

reasonable to institute laws which bind all 

equally, but allow property to be unevenly dis¬ 

tributed. 

(40.) The whole population of India is divided 

into seven castes, of which thefird is formed 

by the collective body of the Philosophers,^ 

which in point of number is inferior to the 

other classes, but in point of dignity preeminent 

over all For the philosophers, being exempted 

from all public duties, are neither the masters 

nor the servants of others. 41 They are, however, 

engaged by private persons to offer the sacrifices 

due in lifetime, and to celebrate the obsequies of 

the dead : for they are believed to be most dear 

to the gods, and to be the most conversant with 

matters pertaining to Hades. In requital of 

such services they receive valuable gifts and 

privileges. ** To the people of India at large 

they also render great benefits, when, gathered 

together at the beginning of the year, they fore¬ 

warn the assembled multitudes about droughts 

and wet weather, and also about propitious 

s* Conf. Fragm. xsr. , 
f Xoa&fioi, Strain), Diod. SoSicrrat, Arr. 
*o.53 Conf, Fragm.. ^nmi- in Ind. Ant vol. V. pp. 91-93, 

<jc. xL and xii. 
* Teupyoi, Strab. Arr. Diod. # ( , 

BovxdXot Kal iroifUvts xfli tcatioXav irdvrts at vofun> 

.23 

winds, and diseases, and other topics capable of 

profiting the hearers. 43 Thus the people and the 

sovereign, learning beforehand what is to hap¬ 

pen, always make adequate provision against 

a coming deficiency, and never fail to prepare 

beforehand what will help in a time of need. 

The philosopher who errs in his predictions 

incurs no other penalty than obloquy, and he 

then observes silence for the rest of his life. 

44 The second caste consists of the Husband¬ 

men,* who appear to be far more numerous 

than the others. Being, moreover, exempted 

from fighting and other public services, they de¬ 

vote the whole of their time to tillage; nor 

would an enemy coming upon a husbandman 

at work on his land do him any harm, for men 

of this class, being regarded as public benefac¬ 

tors, are protected from all injury. The land, 

thus remaining unravaged, and producing heavy 

crops, supplies the inhabitants with all that is 

requisite to make life very enjoyable. 45 The 

husbandmen themselves, with their wives and 

children, live in the country, and entirely avoid 

going into town. 46 They pay a land-tribute to 

the king, because all India is the property of 

the crown, and no private person is permitted 

to own land. Besides the land-tribute, they 

pay into the royal treasury a fourth part of the 

produce of the soil. 

47 The th ird caste consists oftheNeaiherds 

and Shepherds,f and in general of all herdsmen 

who neither settle in towns nor in villages, but 

live in tents. By hunting'and trapping they 

clear the country of noxious birds and "wild 

beasts. As they apply themselves eagerly and 

assiduously to this pursuit, they free India from 

the pests with which it abounds,—all sorts of 

wild beasts, and birds which devour the seeds 

sown by the husbandmen. J 

(41.) 48 Th e fourth caste consists of the Arfci- 

z an s.§ Of these some are armourers, while 

others make the implements which husbandmen 

and others find useful in their different callings. 
This class is not only exempted from paying 

taxes, but even receives maintenance from the 

royal exchequer. 
49 The fifth caste is the M i 1 i t a r y. || It is well 

j)ioa. IXMjuns Kal Sfarab. n ml 

QqvkqXoIi Arr. » . tx* jea, 
1 Shepherds and hunters were sot a caste of 

out wereprobatty tribes litetbe AMuxsorAMrs, Dban- 

gars, &c.—Ed. » , 
§ Tex^TOi. I IXoXepurrai, Strab. Arr. 
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organized and equipped for war, holds the second 

place in point of numbers, and gives itself up to 

idleness and amusement in the times of peace. 
The entire force—men-at-arms, war-horses, 

war-elephants, and all—are maintained at the 

king’s expense. 

50 The sixth caste consists of the Overseers. 
It is their province to inquire into and superin¬ 

tend all that goes on in India, and make report 
to the king,®! or, where there is not a king, to 
the magistrates. 

51 The seventh caste consists of the Coun¬ 

cillors and Assessor s,—of those who de¬ 

liberate on public affairs. It is the smallest 

class, looking to number, but the most respected, 

on account of the high character and wisdom of 

its members ;02 for from their ranks the advisers 

of the king arc taken, and the treasurers of tho 

state, and the arbiters who settle disputes. The 

generals of the army also, and the chief magis¬ 

trates, usually belong to this class. 

53 Such, then, are about the parts into which 

the body politic in India is divided. No one is 

allowed to marry out of his own caste, or to 

exercise any calling or art except his own: for 
instance, a soldier cannot become a husbandman, 

or an artizan a philosopher.'* 

(42.) India possesses a vast number of huge 

elephants, which far surpass those found elsewhere 

both in strength and size. This animal does 

not cover the female in a peculiar way, as some 

affirm, but like horses and other quadrupeds. 
55 The period of gestation is at shortest sixteen 

months, and at furthest eighteen.f Like maros, 
they generally bring forth but one young one 

at a time, which the dam suckles for six years. 
56 Most elephants live to be as old as an ex¬ 

tremely eld man, but the most aged live two 
hundred years." 

37 Among the Indians officers are appointed 

even for foreigners, whose duty is to see that 

no foreigner is wronged. Should any of them 

lose his health, they send physicians to attend 
him, and take care of him otherwise, and if he 

t .*E<£opo*, Diod. Strata ’Ewtcncosroi, Arr. Is this the 
class of officers referred to as sheriffs—1maMmatra—m the 
Aioka inscriptions ? Conf. Ind. Ant. voL V. pp. 267-8.—Ed 

.* " ft appears strange that Megasthenes shbiald have 
divided the people of India into-seven castes . , . Herodotus 
however, had divided the people of Egypt into seven-castes" 
namely pnests, soldiers, herdsmen, swineherds, tradesmen 
interpreters, and steersmen; and Megasthenes may therefore 
have taken it for granted that there were seven castes in 
India. It is a eurions fact that, from the time of Alexander’s 
expedition to a comparatively recent date, geographers 

dies they bury him, and deliver over such pro¬ 

perty as he leaves to his relatives. 58 The judges 

also decide cases in which foreigners are con¬ 

cerned, with the greatest care, and come down 

sharply on those who take unfair advantage of 

them. [What we have now said regarding 

India and its antiquities will suffice for our pre¬ 

sent purpose.] 

BOOK I. 

Fbagm. II. 
Arr. JSsped. Alex. V. 6. 2-11. 

Of the Boundaries of India, its General 

Character, and its Bivers.% 

According to Eratosthenes, and Megasthenes 

who lived with Siburtios the satrap of 

A r a c h 6 s i a, and who, as he himself tolls us, 

often visited Sandra k o 11 o s § the king of the 

Indians, India forms the largest of the four, parts 

into which Southern Asia is divided, while 

the smallest part is that region which is includ¬ 

ed between the Euphrates and our own sea. 

The two xemaining parts, which are separated 

from the others by the Euphrates and the 

Indus, and lie between these rivers, are scarcely 

of sufficient size to be compared with India, 

even should they be taken both together. The 

same writers say that India is bounded on its 

eastern side, right onwards to the south, by the 

great ocean; that its northern frontier is formed 

by the Kankasos range as far as the junction of 

that range with Tauros ; and that the boundary 

towards the west and the north-west, as far as 

the great ocean, is formed by the river Indus. 

A considerable portion of India consists of a 

level plain, and this, as they conjecture, has 

been formed from the alluvial deposits of the 

river,-—inferring this from the fact that in other 

countries plains which are far away from the 

sea are generally formations of their respective 

rivers, so that in old times a country was even 
called by the name of its river. As an instance, 
there is the so-called plain of the Hermo s—a 

river in Asia (Minor), which, Rowing from the 

and otters have continually drawn analogies between Egypt 
and India.”—Wheeler’s Hist, of India,. vol.III. p. 192. note 
s*’36. Conf, Eragm. xxxvi. 

t For some remarks on this point see Blochmann’s trans¬ 
lation of the Ain-uAkbari, p. 118. 

t Conf. Epit. ad init. 

§ The name of Chandragupta is written by the Greeks 
Sandrokottos, Sandrakottas, Sandrakottos, Andxokottos, 
and (best) Sandrokuptos. Of Schlegel, BiU. Ind. 1.245.— 
Schwanbeck, p. 12, n. 6, 
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Mount of Mother Dindumen^, falls into the sea j 

near the HKolian city of Smyrna. There is also j 
the Lydian plain of the K a u s t r o s, named 

after that Lydian river; and another, that of the 

K a i k o s, in Mysia; and one also in Karia,— 

that of the M a i a n d r os, which extends even to 

Miietos, which is an Ionian city. [As for Egy23t, 

both the historians Herodotos and Hekataios for 

at any rate the author of the work on Egypt if 

he was other than Hekataios) alike agree in de¬ 

claring it to he the gift of the File, so that that 

country was perhaps even called after the river ; 

for in early times Aiguptos was the name of 

the river which now-a-days both the Egyptians 

and other nations call the File, as the words 

of Homer clearly prove, when he says that 

Menelaos stationed his ships at the mouth of 

the river Aiguptos. If, then, there is but a 

single river in each plain, and these rivers, 

though by no means large, are capable of 

forming, as they flow to the sea, much new land, 

by carrying down silt from the uplands, where 

their sources are, it would be unreasonable to j 
reject the belief in the case of India that a great ; 

part of it is a level plain, and that this plain is j 

formed from the silt deposited by the rivers, 

seeing that the Hermos, and the Kaiistros, and 

the Kaikos, and the Maiandros, and all the many 

rivers of Asia which fall into the Mediterranean, 

even if united, would not be fit to be compared 

in volume of water with au ordinary Indian- 

river, and much less with the greatest of them 

all, the Ganges, with which neither the Egyp¬ 

tian Nile, nor the Danube which flows 

* Strabo, XV. 1. 32, p. 700.—[All the rivers mentioned 
{the last of which is the Hupanis) unite in one, the Indus.] 
They say that fifteen considerable rivers, in all, flow into it. 

f Conr, Epit. 1, and for notes on the same see vol. V. p. 
330—Ed. 

x Conf. Epit. 1, % Pliny (Hist. Nat VI. 21.2) states that 
India extends from north to south 28,150 thousand paces. 
This number, though it is not exactly equal to 22,300^stadia, 
hut to 32,800, nevertheless approaches the number given by 
Megasthenes nearer than any other. From the numbers 
which both Arrian (Ind. iii. 8) and Strabo (pp. 68-60, 690) 
give, Diodorus differs remarkably, for he says the breadth 
extends to 28,000, and the length to 32,000 stadia. It 
would he rash to deny that Megasthenes may also have 
indicated the larger numbers of Diodorus, for Arrian 
(Ind. iii. 7-8) adds to the number the words “ where 
shortest* and a where narrowest f* and Strabo (p. 089) 
has added to the expression of the breadth the words £{ at 
the shortest ” and, referring to Megasthenes and Deima- 
ehos, says distinctly u who state that in some places the 
distance from the southern sea is 20,000 stadia, a/nd in 
others 30,000 (pp. 68-69). There can he no doubt, however, 
that Megasthenes regarded the smaller, and Deimachos 
the larger number as correct; for the larger seemed to 
Arrian unworthy of mention, and Strabo (p* 690) says 
decidedly, u MegasthenSs and DHmachos incline to be 
more moderate in their estimate, for according to them 
the distance from the southern sea to Caucasus is over 
20,000 stadia: DMmachosf however, allows that the dis- 

through Europe, can for a moment be compared. 

Fay, the whole of these if combined all into 

one are not equal even to the Iudos, which is 

already a large river where it rises from its 

fountains, and which after receiving as tribu¬ 

taries fifteen rivers all greater than those ot 

Asia, and bearing off from its rival the honour 

of giving name to the country, falls at last into 

the sea.* 
Fuagm. III. 

Arr. hvlica, II. 1. 7* 

Of the Boundaries of Lidin.f 

(For this fragment see Indian Antiquary, vol. V - 

p. 86, chap. II.) 

Feagm. IV. 
Strabo, XV. i. 11,—p. 089. 

Of the Boundaries and Extent cf India.% 

India is bounded on the north by the extre¬ 

mities of T a u r o s, and from A r i a n a to the 

Eastern Sea by the mountains which are variously 

called by the natives of these regions P ar a pa- 

mi s o s, and Eemodos, and Hima o s,§ and 

other names, but by the Macedonians Kau- 

kas o s.|| The boundary on the west is the 

river I ndus, hut the southern and eastern sides, 

which are both much greater than the others, 

run out into the Atlantic Ocean.^f The shape of 

the country is thus rhomhoidal, since each of 

the greater sides exceeds its opposite side by . 

3000 stadia, which is the length of the pro¬ 

montory common to the south and the east 

coast, which projects equally in these two direc¬ 

tions. [Thelength of the western side, measured 

from the Kaukasian mountains to the southern 

tance in some places eiceeds 30,000 stadia*'! by which be 
quite excludes Megasthenes from this opinion. ^ Anu at 
p. 72, where he mentions the 30,000 stadia of Deimachos, 
he does not say a -word of Megasthenes. But it must be 
certain that 16,000 stadia is the only measure Megasthenes 
gave of the breadth of India. For not only Strabo (p. 689) 
and Arrian {IuL iii. 7) Live not quoted a larger number 
from. Megasthenes, but Hipparchos also (Strabo, p. 69),— 
where he shows that Fatrokies is unworthy of confidence, 
because he has given smaller dimensions for India than 
Megasthenes—only mentions the measure of 16,000 stadia; 
where, for what Hippirchos wanted, the greatest number 
was the most suitable for his proof.—I think .the numbers 
were augmented because Megasthenes regarded as Indian, 

' ’Kabul and that part of Armaa which Chandsagupta had 
taken from Belenkos j and on the north the frontier nations 
IJttarakuras, which he mentions elsewhere. What Megas¬ 
thenes said about the breadth of India remained fixed 
throughout the whole geography of the Greeks, so that not 
even Ptolemy, who says India extends 16,500 stadia, differs 
much from it. But his measure of length has either been 
rejected by all, for fear of opposing the ancient opinion 
that the torrid zone could not he inha rated, or (like Hip¬ 
parchus) erroneously carried it much too far to the north. 
Schwanbeck, pp. 29, 30, n. 24. 

I § Schmieder suggests *Ijuoo s in Arrian. 
{j The Himalayas. _ _ . , , 
f The world was anciently regarded m an island sur¬ 

rounded hy the Atlantic Sea, 
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sea along the course of the river Indus to its 

mouths, is said to be 13,000 stadia, so that the 

eastern side opposite, with the addition of the 

3000 stadia of the promontory, will be some¬ 

where about 16,000 stadia. This is the breadth 

of India where it is both smallest and greatest.] 

The length from west to east as far as Pali- 

bothra can be stated with greater certainty, 

for the royal road which leads to that city has 

been measured by seho&ni, and is in length 10,000 

stadia.* The extent of the parts beyond can 

only be conjectured from the time taken to 

make voyages from the sea to Palibothra 

by the Ganges, and may be about 6000 stadia. 

The entire length, computed at the shortest, 

will be 16,000 stadia. This is the estimate of 

Eratosthenes, who says he derived it principally 

from the authoritative register of the stages 

on the Royal Road. Herein Megasthenes agrees 

with him. [Patrokles, however, makes the length 

less by 1000 stadia.] Conf. Arr. Ind. iii. 1-5. 

Fragm. V. 

Strabo, II. i. 7,—p. 69. 

Of the Sine of India. 

Again, Hipparchos, in the 2nd volume of his 

commentary, charges Eratosthenes himself with 

throwing discredit on Patrokles for differing 

from Megasthenes about the length of India on 

its northern side, Megasthenes making it 16,000 

stadia, and Patrokles 1000 less. 

Fragm. VI. 

is over 20,000 stadia.—[Deimachos, however, 

allows that the distance in some places exceeds 

30,000 stadia. Of these notice has been taken 

in an earlier part of the work.] 

Fragm. VII. 

Strabo, II. i. 4,—pp. 68-69. 

Of the Size of India. 

Hipparchos controverts this view, urging the 

futility of the proofs on which it rests. Patro¬ 

kles, he says, is unworthy of trust, opposed as 

he is by two competent authorities, Deimachos 

and Megasthenes, who state that in some places 

the distance from the southern sea is 20,000 

stadia, and in others 30,000. Such, he says, is 

the account they give, and it agrees with the an¬ 

cient charts of the country, 

Fragm. VIII. 

Arr. Indica, III. 7-8- 

Of the Size of India. 

With Megasthenes the breadth of India is its 

extent from east to west, though this is called 

by others its length. His account is that the 

breadth at shortest is 16,000 stadia, and its 

length—by which he means its extent from 

north to south—is at the narrowest 22,300 
stadia. 

Fragm. IX. 

Strabo, II. i. 19,—p. 76. 

Of the setting of the Bear, and shadoivs falling 

in contrary directions:f* 

Strabo, XT. i. 12,—pp. 689-690. 

Of the Size of India. 

[From this, one can readily see how the ac¬ 

counts of the other writers vary from one an¬ 

other. Thus Kt&sias says that India is not of 

less size than the rest of Asia; Onesikritos 

regards it as the third part of the habitable 

world; and Nearchos says it takes one four 

months to traverse the plain only.] Megasthenes 

and Deimachos incline to be more moderate 

in their estimate, for according to them the 

distance from the Southern Sea to Xaukasos 

# All the texts read dtcrfivp'uov instead of ftvpi&v. I 
all the MSS. of Strabo also we read axot^Lois, and i 
Arrian, who extracts the same passage from Megasthenei 
everywhere trxotvots. Though there is nothing to blam 
in either lection, yet it is easier to change ctxolvols tha 
CF^omoiff, for Strabo may hare been surprised to find th 
Greek schoenus m use also in India. The schoenus h<™ 

* meas™ of 40’stadi 
(Pirn, Hut. Nat. XII. SO), coincides precisely with the India 
l^^***'**”* 1 ^ ^get that TsmUy doubl 
tins length is assigned to the yd.jcma, but akn tbaf if ; 
shorter than the Hindus reckon it (Amt Res. yoI. Y. p, 195) 

Again, he [Eratosthenes] wished to show the 

ignorance of. Deimachos, and his want of a 

practical knowledge of such subjects, evidenced 

as it was by his thinking that India lay between 

the autumnal equinox and the winter tropic, 

and by his contradicting the assertion of Me¬ 

gasthenes that in the , southern parts of India 

the constellation of the Rear disappeared from 

view, and shadows fell in opposite directions,%— 

phenomena which he assures us are never seen 

in India, thereby exhibiting the sheerest igno¬ 

rance. He does not agree in this opinion, but 

and also by tbe Chinese pilgrims (Foe-’koue-lti, 87-88), and 
by Megasthenes himself, in Strabo (p. 708, Fragm. xxariv. 3), 
from which it seems certain that ten stadia are equal to 
some Indian measure which cannot he a smaller one than 
the 7cr6§a>.—Schw. p. 27, n. 23. 

t Conf. Epit. 3. 

X Conf. Diod.IL 35, Plin. Hist. Nat VI. 22.6. The 
writers of Alexander’s time who affirmed ffirmT».r things 
were Nearchos and Onesikritos, and Baeto who exceeded 
au bounds. Conf. Lassen, Instit. Ling. Prac. Append, p. 2. 
—Schw&nb. p. 29, 
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accuses Deimachos of ignorance for asserting 

tkat the Bears do nowhere in India disappear 
fi'om sight, nor skadows fall in opposite direc¬ 
tions, as Megastkenes supposed. 

Feagm. X. 

Pliny, Hist. Hat. VI. 22. 6. 

Of the Setting of the Bear. 

Next [to tke P r a si i] in the interior are tke 

Mone de s and tke Saari, to whom belongs 

Mount M a 1 e n s, on which skadows fall towards 
tke nortk in winter, and in summer to tke south, 
for six montks alternately. § Tke Bears’; Baeton 
says, in that part of tke country are only once 

visible in tke course of tke year, and not for 

more than fifteen days. Megastkenes says that 

tkis takes place in many parts of India. 

Conf. Solin, 52. 13 :— 

Beyond Palibotkra is Mount Maleus, on 
wkick skadows fall in winter towards tke nortk, 
and in summer towards tke south, for six 
montks alternately. Tke Nortk Pole is visible in 
that part of tke country once in tke course of tke 
year, and not for longer than fifteen days, as 
Baeton informs us, who allows that this* occurs in 
many parts of India. 

Feagm. XI. 
Strabo, XV i. 20r—p. 693. 

Of the Fertility of India. \\ 

Megastkenes indicates tke fertility of India 
by tke fact of tke soil producing two crops every 

year both of bruits and grain. [Eratosthenes 

writes to tke same effect, for ke speaks of a 
winter and a summer sowing, wkick both have 

rain ; for a year, ke says, is never found to be 

without rain at both those seasons, whence en¬ 

sues a greah abundance, since tke soil is always 

productive. Muck fruit is produced by trees ; 
and tke roots of plants, particularly of tall reeds, 
are sweet bcrtjjh by nature and by coction, since tke 
moisture by wkick they are nourished is heated 
by tke rays of the sun, whether it has fallen 

from tke clouds or been drawn from tke rivers. 

§ “ The Mandali would seem to he the same people as 
the Monedes of Pliny, who with the Snarl, occupied 
the inland country to ike south of the Palibothri. As this 
is the exact position of the country of the M&ndas and Snars, 
I think it quite certain that they must be the same race as 
the Monedes and Snarl of Pliny. In another passage 
Pliny mentions the Mandei and Malli as occupying the 
country between the Calingse and the Ganges. Amongst 
the Malli there was a mountain named Mallus, which 
would seem to be the same as the famous mount Maleus of j 
the Monedes and Suari. I think it highly probable that 
both names may be intended for the celebrated mount 
Mandar, to the south of Bh&gulpur, which is fabled to have 
been used by the gods and demonJ at the churning of the 
ocean. The Mandei I would identify with the inhabitants 
of the Mah&nadi river, which is the M&nada of Ptolemy. 

Eratostken&s uses kere a peculiar expression : 
for wkat is called by others tke ripening of limits 

and tke juices of plants is .called among tke 
Indians coction, wkick is as effective in producing 
a good flavour as tke coction by fire itself. To 

tke keat of tke water tke same writer ascribes 
tke wonderful flexibility of tke branches of trees, 
from wkick wheels are made, as also tke fact of 
there being trees on wkick wool grows.*]"] 

Conf. Eratosth. op. Strabo. XV. i. 13,—p. 690 

From tke vapours arising from suck vast 
rivers, and from thd Etesian winds, as Eratos¬ 

thenes states, India is watered by tke summer 

rains, and tke plains are overflowed. During 

these rains, accordingly, flax* is sown and 
millet, also sesamum, rice, and bosmorurnff and 
in tke winter time wheat, barley, pulse, and 
other esculent fruits unknown to us. 

Fragm. XU. 
Strabo, XV. i. 37,—p. 703. 

Of some Wild Beasts of India. 

According to Megastkenes tke largest tigers 
are found among tke P r a s i i, being nearly 
twice tke size of tke lion, and so strong that a 

tame tiger led by four men having seized a mule 
by tke kinder leg overpowered it and dragged 

it to him. 2The monkeys are larger than tke 
largest dogs ; they are white except in tke face, 

wkick is black, though tke contrary is observed 

elsewhere. Their tails are more than two cubits 
in length. They are very tame, and not of a 

malicious disposition : so that they neither at¬ 
tack man nor steal. aStones are dug up which 

are of tke colour of frankincense, and sweeter 
than figs or honey. *In some parts of tke coun¬ 

try there are serpents two cubits long wkick 

have membranous wings like bats. They fly 

about by night, when they let fall drops of urine 
or sweat, wkick blister tke skin of persons not 
on their guard, with putrid sores. There are 

also winged scorpions of an extraordinary size. 
*Ebony grows there. There are also dogs of 

The Malli or Malei would therefore he the same people as 
Ptolemy’s Mandates, who occupied the right bank of the 
Ganges to the south of Pahbothra, or they may be the peo¬ 
ple of the Bajmah&l hills who are called Malar .. 
...... The Suari of PHny are the Sahara® of Ptolemy, 
and both may be identified with the .aboriginal S&varas 
or Snars, a wild race of woodcutters who live in the jun¬ 
gles without any fixed habitation.”—Cnnningham’s Anc. 
Geog. of India, pp. 508-9. 

It Conf. Epit. 5, 9. 
H Conf. Herod. EE. 86. “ VeUeraque utfoliis de&ectant 

tenuia Seres t—Virgil, Gear. ii. 121.—Falconer. 

• Xivov, perhaps the 'kivov rb drrb ftevSptmv of AiAn. 

f ^ocrfiopoF—Strabo XV. L 18. 
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great strength and courage, which will not let 

go their hold till water is poured into their 

nostrils: they bite so eagerly that the eyes 
of some become distorted, and the eyes of others 

fall out. Both a lion and a bull were held fast 

by a dog. The bull was seized by the muzzle, 

and died before the dog could be taken off. 

Fkagm. XIU.J 
/Elian, Hist Anim. XVII. 39. Conf. Frag. XII. 2. 

Of Indian Apes. 

In the country of the P r axii,§ who are an 

Indian people, Megasthen&s says there are apes 

not inferior in size to the largest dogs. They 

have tails five cubits long, hair grows on their 

forehead, and they have luxuriant beards hang¬ 

ing down their breast. Their face is entirely 

white, and all the rest of the booty black. They 

are tame and attached to man, and not malicious 

by nature like the apes of other countries. 

Fragm. XIV. 

-Elian, Hist. Anim. XVI. 41. Conf. Fragm. XII. 4. 

Of Winged Scorpions and Serpents. 

Megasthenes says there are winged scorpions 

in India of enormous size, which sting Europeans 

and natives alike. There are also serpents 

which are likewise winged. These do not go 

abroad during the day, but by night, when they 

let fall urine, which if it lights upon any one’s 

skin at once raises putrid sores thereon. Such 

is the statement of Megasthen&s. 

Fr,agm. XV. 

Strabo, XV. i. 56,—pp. 710-711. 

Of the Beasts of India, and the Beed. 

He (Megasthenes) says there are monkeys, 

rollers of rocks, which climb precipices whence 

they roll down stones upon their pursuers, 

“Most animals, he says, which are tame with tjs 

are wild in India, and he speaks of horses which 

are one-horned and have heads like those of 

deer; sand also of reeds some of which grow 

straight up to the height of thirty orguice, || while 
others grow along the ground to the length of 

fifty. They vary in thickness from three to six 

cubits in diameter. 

Feagm. XV.B. 
2Elia.nrHi$t Anim. XVI. 20. 21. Conf. Fragm. XV. 2.1. 

Of some Beasts of India. 
(20.) In certain districts of India (I speak of 

■those which are most inland) they say there are in¬ 
accessible mountains infested by wild beasts, and 
which are also the haunts of animals like those of 
our own country except that they are wild; for 
even sheep, they say, run wild there, as well as 
dogs and goats and oxen, which roam about at 
their own pleasure, being independent and free 
from the dominion of the herdsman. That their 
number is beyond calculation is stated not, only 
by writers on India, but also by the learned men 
of the country, among whom the Brachmans 
deserve to be reckoned, whose testimony is to the 

same effect. It is also said that there exists in 
India a one-horned animal, called by the natives 
the Kartazdn. It is of the size of a full-grown 
horse, and has a crest, and yellow hair soft as 
wool. It is furnished with very good legs and is 
very fleet. Its legs are jointless and formed like 
those of the elephant, and it has a tail like a 
swine's. A horn sprouts out from between its 
eyebrows, and this is not straight, but curved 
into the most natural wreaths, and is of a black 

'colour. It is said to be extremely sharp, this 
horn. > The animal, as I learn, has a voice beyond 
all example loud-ringing and dissonant. It allows 

l Fragm. XIII. JB. 

iElian, Hist Anim,. XVI. 10. 

Of Indian Apes. 

Among the Pr asiiin India there is found, they say, a 
species of apes of human-like intelligence, and which are 
to appearance about the size of Hurkanian dogs. Nature 
has furnished them with forelocks, which one ignorant of 
the reality would take to be artificial. Their chin, like 
that of a satyr, tnrns upward, and their tail is like the 
potent one of the lion. Their body is white all over except 
the face and the tip of the tail, which are of a reddish 
^olour. They are very intelligent, and naturally tame. 

. y ^bred tbe 'woods, where also they live, subsist- 
on the fruits which they find growing wild on the 

lulls* They resort in great numbers to the suburbs of 

bat age, an Indian city, where they eat rice which has 
been laid down for them by the king’s orders. In fact, 
every day a ready-prepared meal is set out for their use. 
It is said that when they have satisfied their appetite they 
retire in an orderly manner to their haunts in, the woods, 
without injuring a single thing that conies in their way. 

^TJfhyas (i.e. Easterns') are called by Strabo, Arrian, 
ana Pliny Jlpacnoi, Irsmi ; by Plutarch {Alex. 62) UpalcriOL 

als°;by Nikolaus Damas! 
(ap. Stob. Ftoril. 37, 38) JJpavmot; by Diodorus (xvii. 93) 
Bpyo-toi; by Curtins (IX. 2,3) Phcvrrasii; by Justin (xii. S, 9) 
Prides. Megasthenes attempted to approximate more 
closely to the Sanskrit Pr&chya, for here he uses IIpaAa*dr. 
And it appears that Upd^ioi should be substituted for 
Upacrioi in Stephan. Byzant., since it comes between the 
words Hpa^ikos and. Upa<r.—Schwanbeck, p. 82, not. 6. 

II The orguia was four cubits, or equal to 6 feet 1 inch, 
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Fragm. XVI. 
Pliny, Hist Nat. \TII. 14.1. 

Of the Boa-Constrictor. 

According to Megasthenes, serpents in India 

grow to sncti a size tliat they swallow stags and 

bulls whole. 

Solinus, 52. S3. 

So huge are the serpents that they swallow stags 
whole, and other animals of equal size. 

Fragii. XVII. 
^Elian, Hist. Anim. Till. 7. 

Of the Electric Eel. 

I learn from Megasthenes that there is in the 

Indian Sea a small kind of fish which is never 

seen when alive, as it always swims in deep 

water, and only floats on the surface after it is 

dead. Should any one touch it he becomes faint 

and swoons,—nay, even dies at last. 

other animals to approach it, and is good- 
natured towards them, though they say that with 
its congeners it is rather quarrelsome. The mtiles 
are reported to have a natural propensity not only 
to fight among themselves, by butting with 
their horns, but to display a like animosity 
against the female, and to be so obstinate in their 
quarrels that they will not desist till a worsted 
rival is killed outright. But, again, not only is 
every member of the body of this animal endued 
with great strength, but such is the potency of 
its horn that nothing can withstand it. It loves 
to feed in secluded pastures, and wanders about 
alone, but at the rutting season it seeks the 
society of the female, and is then gentle towards 
her,—nay, the two even feed in company. The 
season being over and the female pregnant, the 
Indian Kartazdn again becomes ferocious and seeks 
solitude. The foals, it is said, are taken when 
quite young to the king of the P r a s i i, and are 
set to fight each other at the great public spec¬ 
tacles. No full-grown specimen is remembered 
to have ever been caught. 

(21.) The traveller who crosses the mountains 

This island has been known by many names :— 

1. Lank a.—The only name it goes by in Sanskrit, and 
quite unknown to the Greeks and Romans. 

2. Simundu or Palesimundu.—Probably a Greek 
form of the Sanskrit P&U-Svmanta.' This name had gone 
out of use before the time of Ptolemy the Geographer. 

3. Taprobane.—Snpposed to represent the Sanskrit 
Tamraparni (*red-leaved4 or 4copper-coloured sand'), 
a slightly altered form of the P&li Tambapanpl, which 
is found in the inscription of Asoka on the Girnir rock. 
Vide ante, yol. V. p. 272. 

4. S a lice (perhaps jproperly Saline), Ser endivus, 
Sirlediba, Serendib, Z eilan, Ceylon. These are 
all considered to he derivatives from Sinaia, the PMi 
form of Sinhala, * the abode of‘lions/ The affix Mb 
represents the Sanskrit dvtpa, 4 an island/ 

* Lassen has tried to account for the name P&laiogonoi 

Fhagm. xvm. 
Pliny, Hist Nat. TI. 24.1. 

Of Faproba?ie.% 

Megasthenes says that Taprobane is 
separated from the mainland by a river; that 

the ir habitants are called Palaiogonoi* and 

that their country is more productive of gold 
and large pearls than India. 

Solin. 53. 3. 

Taprobane is separated from India by a 

river flowing between : for one part of it abounds 

with wild beasts and elephants much larger than 

India breeds, and man claims the other part. 

Fragm. XIX. 
Anfcigon. Caryst. 647- 

Of Marine Frees. 

Megasthenes, the author of the Indiha, men¬ 
tions that trees grow in the Indian Sea. 

which skirt that frontier of India which is most 
inland meets, they say, with ravines which are 
clothed with very dense jungle, in a district called 
by the Indians Korouda.f* These ravines are 
said to be the haunts of a peculiar kind of animal 
shaped like a satyr, covered all over with shaggy 
hair, and having a tail like a horse’s, depending 
from its rump. If these creatures are left un¬ 
molested, they keep within the coppices living on 
the wild frgits; but should they hear the hunter’s 
halloo and the baying of the hounds they dart up 
the precipices with incredible speed, for they are 
habituated to climbing the mountains. They 
defend themselves by rolling down stones on 
their assailants, which often kill those they hit. 
The most difficult to catch are those which roll 
the stones. Some are said to have been brought, 
though with difficulty and after long intervals, to 
the P r a s i i, but these were either suffering from 
diseases or were females heavy with young, the 
former being too weak to escape, and the latter 
being impeded by the burden of the womb.—Conf. 
Plim Hist. Nat. YU. 2. 17. 

thus (Dissert de insula Twprob. p. 9);—** We must suppose 
that Megasthenes was acquainted with, the Indian myth 
that the first inhabitants of the island were said to have 
been R&kshasas or giants, the sons of the progenitors of 
the world, whom he might not inaptly call Palaiogonoi/* 
Against tins it may be remarked that, by this unusual term 
and so uncommon, Megasthenes meant to name the nation, 
not describe it; and next that Megasthenes is not in the 
habit of translating names, but of rendering them accord¬ 
ing to sound with some degree of paronomasia; lastly, that, 
shortly after, we find the name of Taprobane and of its capital' 
Ua\cu<rijM}vv&o£} quite HketoHaXoidyop>o&. Accordingly as 
Lassen explains IIctkaiaripavvSae, the name of the capital, by 
the Sanskpt PdM-sim&nta (4 head of the sacred doctrme5)^ 
I would also prefer to explain the name of the Palaiogonol 
from the Sanskrit P&M-jan&s (i.e. 4 men of the sacred doc¬ 
trine’).—Schwanbeck, p. 38, n. 35. 

t V. Xu XoXovvda. 
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Feagm. XX. 

Arr. Ind. 4. 2-13. 

Of the Indus and the Qanrjes.% 

See translation of this in Ind, Ant. vol. Y. 

pp. 86-87. 
PfiAOM. XXI. 
An*. Ind. 6. 2-3. 

Of the River Slips.§ 

For translation see Ind. Ant. vol. V. p. 88. 

Fragm. XXII. 

Boissona&e, Anecd. Grcec. I. p. 419. 

Of the River Silas. 

There is in India a river called the Silas, 

named after the fountain from which it flows, 

on which nothing will float that is thrown into 

it, but everything sinks to the bottom, dontrary 

to the usual law. 

Fragm. XXIII. 

Strabo, XV. i. 38,—p. 703. 

Of the River Silas. 

(Megasthenes says) that in the mountainous 

country is a river, the Silas, on the waters of 

which nothing will float. D&mokritos, who 

had travelled over a large part of Asia, disbe~ 

lieves this, and so do es Aristotle. 

Fbagm. XXIY. 

Arr. Ind. 5. 2. 

Of the Humber of Indian Rivers. 

For translation see Ind. Ant vol. Y. p. 87. 

Fragm. XX.B. 
Pliny. Hist. Nat VI. 21. 9—22.1. 

The Pr in as || and the C a in a s (a tributary 
of the Ganges) are both navigable rivers. The 
tribes which dwell by the Ganges are the C a 1 i n- 
g ae,^[ nearest the sea, and higher up the Mandei, 
also the Malli, among whom is Mount Mallus, 
the boundary of ail that region being the Ganges. 
Some have asserted that this river, like the Nile, 
rises from unknown sources, and in a similar way 
waters the country it flows through, while others 
trace its source to the Skythian mountains. Nine¬ 
teen rivers are said to flow into it, of which, be¬ 
sides those already mentioned,.the Condochates,* 
Erannoboas, Cosoagus, and Sonus are navigable. 
According to other accounts, it bursts at once with 
thundering roar from its fountain, and tumbling 
down a steep and rocky channel lodges in a lake 
as soon as it reaches the level plain, whence it 
issues forth with a gentle current, being nowhere 

1 Conf. Epit. 15-19, and Notes on Arrian, Ind. Ant vol. 
V. pp. 331, 332. 

§ Strab. 703, DiocL II. 37, and afterwards an anonymous 
writer whom Ruhnken (ad Callimach. fragm. p. 4481 has 
praised, and whose account may be read in Boisson. Anecd. 
Grcec. I. 419. The name is written SiXXar hi Diodorus, 
in Strabo SiXi'as-, but best 2iXas*, in the epitome of Strabo 
and in the Anecd. Ghrrnc. Bahr, 369, has collected the 
passages from Ktdsias. Lassen has also illustrated this 
fable (Zeitsckrift. II. 63) from Indian literature:—ec The 
Indians think that the river Silas is in the north, that it 
petrifies everything plunged in it, whence everything sirtVa 
and nothing swims.” (Conf. Mdhdbhdr. II. 1858.) $ilfi 
means f a stone/—Schw. p. 37, n. 32. 

il Y. L. Pumas. 
IT A great and widely diffused tribe settled mainly be¬ 

tween the Mah&nad! and the God&vari. Their capital was 
Partualis (called by Ptolemy Kalligra), on the 
Hah&nadl, higher up than the site of Katak. The name is 
preserved in Koring a, a great port at the mouth of the 
God&vari 

# Y. LL. Canucam, Yamaan. 
t “ The Bh&gkati (which we shall here regard as the 

true Ganges) first comes to light near Gangotri, in the tern- 

less than eight miles broad, while its mean 
breadth is a hundred stadia, and its least depth 
twenty fathoms.f 

SoHn. 52. 6-7. 
In India the largest rivers are the Ganges 

and the Indus,—the Ganges, as some maintain, 
rising from uncertain aonrces, and, like the Nile, 
overflowing its banks ; while others think that it 
rises in the Skythian mountains. In India there 
is also the Hupanis, a very noble river, which 
formed the limit of Alexander’s march, as the 
altars set up on its banks testify.J The least 
breadth of the Ganges is eight miles, and the 
greatest twenty. Its depth where least is fully 
one hundred feet. 

Conf. Fragm. XXY. 1. 
Some say that the least breadth is thirty stadia, 

but others only three; while Megasthenes says 
that the mean breadth is a hundred stadia, and 
its least depth twenty orguiae, 

tory of Garhw&l, in lat. 30° 54', long. 79° 7”, issuing from 
under a very low arch, at the base of a great snow-bed, 
estimated to be 300 feet thick, which. Hes between the lofty 
mountains termed St. Patrick, St. George, and the Pyramid, 
the two higher having elevations above the sea, respectively, 
of22,798 and 22,654 feet, and the other, on the opposite side, 
having an elevation of 21,379- From the brow of tins curious 
wall of snow, and immediately above the outlet of the 
stream, large and hoary icicles depend. They are formed 
by the freezing of the melted snow-water at the top of the „ 
bed; for in the middle of the day the sun is powerful, and 
the water produced by its action falls over this place in 
cascade, but is frozen at night.... At Sflkhi the river 
may be said to break though the c Himalaya Proper,* and 
the elevation of the waterway is here 7,608 feet. At 
Devpr&g it is joined on the left side by the Axaknanda. . . 
.From Devpr&g the united stream is now called the 
Ganges.Its descent by the Dehra Dfin is rather 
rapid to Hayi&w&r .... sometimes called Gangadw&ra, or 
* the gate of the Ganges/ being situate on its western or 
right bank at the southern base of the Siv&Lik range, here 
intersected by a ravine or gorge by which the river, finally 
leaving the mountainous region, commences its course over 
the plains of Hindustan. The breadth of the river in the 
rainy season. . is represented to be a full mile.”—Thornton* 

X The same as the Huphasis or Satlej. 
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BOOK H. 

Feagx. XXV. 
Strab. XV. i. 35. 3G,—p. 702. 

Of the city Patalqmtra.§ 

According to Megasthenes the mean breadth 

(of the Ganges) is 100 stadia, and its least depth 

20 fathoms. At the meeting of this river and 

another is situated Palibothra, a city eighty stadia 

in length and fifteen in breadth. It is of the shape 

of a parallelogram, and is girded with a wooden 

wall, pierced with loopholes for the dis¬ 

charge of arrows. It has a ditch in front for 

defence and for receiving the sewage of the city. 

The people in whose country this city is situated 

is the most distinguished in all India, and is called 

the Prasii. The king, in addition to his family 

name, must adopt the surname of Pafibothros, 

as Sandrakottos, for instance, did, to whom 

Megast hones was sent on an embassy. [This 

custom also prevails among the Parthians, for 

all are called Araakai, though each has his own 

peculiar name, as Grades, Phraates, or some 

other.] 
Then follow these ivords:— 

AIT the country beyond the Hupanis is allowed to be very 
fertile, but little is accurately known regarding it. Partly 
from ignorance and the remoteness of its situation, every¬ 
thing about it is exaggerated or represented as marvellous: 
for instance, there are the stories of the gold-digging'ants, 
of animals and men of peculiar shapes, and possessing 
wonderful faculties; as the Seres, who, they say, are so 
long-lived that they attain an age beyond that of two 
hundredyears.il They mention also an aristocratic^ form 
of government consisting of five thousand councillors, each 
of whom furnishes the state with an elephant. 

According to Megasfchenfis the largest tigers 

are found in the country of the Prasii, &e* (Cf. 

Fragm. XII.) 

Fragm. XXVI. 
Arr. Ind* 10. 

Of Pataliputra, and the Manners of the Indians. 

It is further said, that the Indians do not 

rear monuments to the dead, but consider the 

virtues which men have displayed in life, and 

the songs in which their praises are celebrated, 

sufficient to preserve their memory after death. 

But of their cities it is said that the number is 

so great that it cannot be stated with precision, 

but that such cities as are situated on the banks 

of rivers or on the sea-coast are built of wood 

instead of brick, being meant to last only for a 

§ Conf. JBpflL 06. . , . 
j| This was not the name of any particular nation, hut 

was vaguely used to designate the inhabitants, of the re¬ 
gion producing silk, of which Sir is the name in Chinese 
and in Japanese. T^e general opinion places this region 

time,—so destructive are the heavy rains which 

pour down, and the rivers also when they over¬ 

flow their banks and inundate the plains,—while 

those cities which stand on coramanding situa¬ 

tions and lofty eminences are built of brick and 

mud 3 that the greatest city in India is that 

which is called Palimbothra, in the domi¬ 

nions of the Prasiaas, where the streams of 

the Erannoboas and the Ganges unite,— 

the Ganges being the greatest of all rivers, and 

the Erannoboas being perhaps the third largest 

of Indian rivers, though greater than the great¬ 

est rivers elsewhere ; but it is smaller than the 

Ganges where it falls into it. Megasthenes 

informs us that this city stretched in the in¬ 

habited quarters to an extreme length on each 

side of eighty stadia-, and that its breadth was 

fifteen stadia, and that a ditch encompassed it 

all round, which was six hundred feet in breadth 

and thirty cubits in depth, and that the wall 

was crowned with 570 towers and had four-and- 

sixty gates. The same writer tells us further 

this remarkable fact about India, that all the 

Indians are free, and not one of them is a slave. 

The Lakedsemonians and the Indians are 

here so far in agreement. The Lakedsemonians, 

however, hold the H e 1 o t s as slaves, and these 

Helots do servile labour; but the Indians do 

not even use aliens as slaves, and much less a 

countryman of their own. 

Fra cm. XXYIL 
Sfcrah. XV. i. 53-50,—pp. 709-10. 

Of the Manners of the Indians* 

The Indians all live frugally, especially when 

in camp. They dislike a great undiseiplnod 

multitude, and consequently they observe gj-ji 

order. Theft is of very rare occurrence. Me- 

gasthen&s says that those who were in th& 

camp of Sandrakottos, wherein lay iuu.v * * 

men, found that the thefts reported on any one 

day did not exceed the value of two hundred 

drachmae, and this among a people who have 

no written laws, bat are ignorant of writing, 

and must therefore m all the business of life 

trust to memory. They live, nevertheless, hap¬ 

pily enough, being simple in their manners 

and frugal. They never, drink wine except at 

(Seriea) in Eastern Mongolia and the nortb-cast of China, 
but it baa also been sought for in Eastern 
in the Himalaya towards the son roes ot the <»an*ry, in 
AcaaTTi^ and even in Pegu. The name is first mofe %vrui m 
Ktesias. 
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sacrifices.H Their beverage is a liquor com¬ 
posed from rice instead of barley, and their 
food is principally a rice-pottage.# The sim¬ 
plicity of their laws and their contracts is 
proved by the fact that they seldom go to law. 
They have no suits about pledges or deposits, 
nor do they require either seals or witnesses, 
but make their deposits and confide in each 
other. Their houses and property they gene¬ 
rally leave unguarded. These things indicate 
that they possess good, sober sense ; but other 
things they do which one cannot approve: for 
instance, that they eat always alone, and that 
they have no fixed hours when meals are to be 
taken by all in common, but each one eats when 
he feels inclined. The contrary custom would 
be better for the ends of social and civil life. 

Their favourite mode of exercising the body 
is by friction, applied in various ways, but espe¬ 
cially by passing smooth ebony rollers over the 
skin. Their tombs are plain, and the mounds 
raised over the dead lowly. In contrast to the 
general simplicity of their style, they love finery 
and ornament. Their robes are worked in gold, 
and ornamented with precious stones, and they 
wear also flowered garments made of the finest 
muslin. Attendants walking behind hold up 
umbrellas over them: for they have a high regard 
for beauty, and avail themselves of every de¬ 
vice to improve their looks. Truth and virtue 
they hold alike in esteem. Hence they accord 
no special privileges to the old unless they 
possess superior wisdom. They marry many 
wives, whom they buy from their parents, giving 
in exchange a yoke of oxen. Some they marry 
hoping to find in them willing helpmates ; and 
others for pleasure and to fill their houses with 
children. The wives prostitute themselves un¬ 
less they are compelled to be chaste. Ho one 
wears a crown at a sacrifice or libation, and 
they do not stab the victim, but strangle it, so 
that nothing mutilated, but only what is entire, 
may be presented to the deity. 

A person convicted of bearing false witness 
suffers mutilation of his extremities. He who 
maims any one not only suffers in return the 

loss of the same limb, but his hand also is cut 
off. If he causes an artizan to lose his hand or 
his eye, he is put to death. The same writer 
says that none of the Indians employ slaves; 
[but Onesikritos says that this was peculiar to 
that part of the country over which Musikanos 
ruled. ]f 

The care of the king’s person is entrusted to 
women, who also are bought from their pa¬ 
rents. J The guards and the rest of the soldiery 
attend outside the gates. A woman who kills 
the king when drunk becomes the wife of his 
successor. The sons succeed the father. The 
king may not sleep during the daytime, and 
by night he is obliged to change bis couch from 
time to time, with a view to defeat plots against 
his life.§ 

The king leaves his palace not only in time 
of war, but also for the purpose of judging causes. 
He then remains in court for the whole day, 
without allowing the business to be interrupted, 
even though the hour arrives when he must 
needs attend to his person,—that is, when he is 
to be rubbed with cylinders of wood. He con¬ 
tinues hearing cases while the friction, which is 
performed by four attendants, is still proceeding. 
Another purpose for which he leaves his palace 
is to offer sacrifice; a third is to go to the 
chase, for which he departs in Bacchanalian 
fashion. Crowds of women surround him, and 
outside of this circle spearmen are ranged. The 
road is marked off with ropes, and it is death, 
for man and woman alike, to pass within the 
ropes. Men with drums and gongs lead the 
procession. The king hunts in the enclosures 
and shoots arrows from a platform. At his 
side stand two or three armed women. If he 
hunts in the open grounds he shoots from the 
back of an elephant. Of the women, some are 
in chariots, some on horses, and some even on 
elephants, and they are equipped with weapons 
of every kind, as if they were going on a cam¬ 
paign. || 

[These customs are very strange when com¬ 
pared with our own, hut the following are still 
more so; ] for MegasthenSs states that the 

% Tliis wine was probably Soma juice. 
* Curry and rice, no doubt. 
t His kingdom lay in Sindhu, along the banks of tb 

and bis capital was probably near Bakkar. 
4, This was not unknown, in native courts of later timet 

vonf. Idrisi s account of tbe Balbara king. 
§ “ The present king of Ava, who evidently belongs t 

♦be Indo-Chinese type, although he claims a Kshatriy 

origin, leads a life of seclusion very similar to, that of 
Sandrokottos. He changes his bedroom every night, as a 
safeguard against sudden treachery.” (Wheeler’s Hist of 
hidia, vol. III. p. 182, note.) 

ii In the drama of fS&TcwiihtaZdL, R&ja Hushyanta is re¬ 
presented as attended in the chase by Tavana women, 
with bows in their hands, and wearing garlands of wild 
flowers. 
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tribes inhabiting the Kankasos have intercourse 

with women in public, and eat the bodies of 

their relatives,^ and that there are monkeys 

which roll down stones, &c. {Fragm. XV. fol¬ 

lows, a<id theft, Fragm. XXIX.) 

Fragm. XXIX* 

Strab. XV. i. 57,—p. 711. 

Of fabulous tribes. 

But deviating into fables he says there are 

men five spans and even three spans in height, 

some of whom want the nose, having only two 

orifices above the month through which they 

breathe. 2 Against the men of three spans, war, 

as Homer has sung, is waged by the cranes, and 

also by partridges, which are as large as geese.-f 

These people'collect and destroy the eggs of the 

cranes, for it is in their country the cranes lay 

their eggs, and thus the eggs and the young 

cranes are not to be found anywhere else. 

Frequently a crane escapes having the brazen 

point of a weapon hi its body, from wounds re¬ 

ceived in that country. 3 Equally absurd is 

the account given of the Enoto k o i t a i, J 

of the wild men, and of other monsters. 4 The 

wild men could not be brought to Sandrakotfcos. 

for they refused to take food and died. Their 

heels are in front, and the instep and toes are 

turned backwards.§ 5 Some were brought to the 

court who had no mouths and were tame. They 

dwell near the sources of the Ganges, and subsist 

oii the savour of roasted flesh and the perfumes 

of fruits and flowers, having instead of mouths 

Fragm. XXVII. B. 

yElian. V. L. iv. 1. 

The Indians neither put out money at usury, 
nor know how to borrow. It is contrary to estab¬ 
lished usage for an Indian either to do or suffer a 
wrong, and therefore they neither make contracts 
nor require securities. Conf. Said. V. IvSoi. 

Fragm. XXYII. C. 

Nicol. Damasc. 44; Stob. Berm. 42. 

Among the Indians one who is unable to recover 
a loan or a deposit has no remedy at law. All 
the creditor can do is to blame himself for trusting 

a, rogue. 

% Herodotus (bk. iii. 38, 99, 101) has noted the exist¬ 
ence of both practices among certain Indian tribes. 

» Cf. Sfcrab. II. i. 9,—p. 70 Deimachos and Megas- 
thenes are especially unworthy of credit. It is they "who 
tell those stories about the men who sleep in their ears, 
the men without mouths, the men without nostrils, the 
men with one eye, the men with long legs, and the men 
with their toes turned backward. They renewed Homer s 
fable about the battle between the Cranes and the 
Pygmies, asserting that the latter were three spans in 
height. They told of the ants that dag for gold, of 
Pans with wedge-shaped heads, and of serpents swallow¬ 
ing down oxen and stags, horns and aU,—the one author 
meanwhile accusing the other of falsehood, as Eratosthenes 
has remarked. 

-w Kt&sias in his Indika mentions Pygmies as belonging 
to India. The Indians themselves considered them as be¬ 
longing to the race of the Kirat®, a barbarous people who 
inhabited woods and mountains and lived by hunting, and 
who were so diminutive that their name became a synonym 
for dwarf. They-were thought to fight with Ttdtares and 
easrles. As they were of Mongolian origin, the Indians 
represented them with the distinctive features of that race, 
hut with their repulsiveness- exaggerated. Hence Megas- 
thenes spoke of the Amukteres, men without ^oses, who 
had merely breathing-holes above the mouth. The Kirat® 
are no doubt identical with the Scyntes (V. L. Syrictes) of 
Plinius and the Kirrhadai of the Peryplm Marts Mrythrm. 

t The Endtokoitai are called in- Sanskrit Karruyprdva- 
ramds, and are frequently referred to mithe great epic 
poems—e.g. Mahdbh. II. 1170, 1875. The opinion was 
universally prevalent among the Indians that barbarous 

Eragm. XXVIII. 
Athen. iv. p. 153. 

Of the Suppers of the Indians. 
Megasthencs, in the second book of his Indika,) says that 

when the Indians are at supper a table is placed before 
each person, this being like a tripod. There is placed 
upon it a golden bowl, into which they first put rice, boiled 
as one would boil barley, and then they add many dainties 
prepared according to Indian receipts. 

Fragm. XXYII. D. 
Eicol. Damasc. 44; Stob. Serm. 42. 

He who causes au artisan to lose his eye or his 
hand is put to death. If one is guilty of a very 
heinous offence the king orders his hair to be 
cropped, this being a punishment to the last de¬ 
gree infamous. 

tribes had large ears: thus not only are the Karnapr&'oa- 
ram&s mentioned, but also Ka/rnikCts, La,iihakarnd*}Mah&- 
karnds (i.e. long or large eared), Vshtrakarnds (i.e. camel- 
eared), Oshthakarnds (i.e. having the ears close to the lips}, 
Pdnikarnds (i.e. having hands for ears). Schwanb- 06. 

It is easy,” says Wheeler (Hist. Ind. vol. III. p* 179)* 
<( for any one conversant with India to point out the 
origin of many of the so-called fables. The ants are not 
as big as foxes, but they are very extraordinary excavators. 
The stories of men pulling up trees, and using them as 
clubs, are common enough in the Ma hdbh&rata, especially 
in the legends of the exploits^ of Bhima. Men do not 
have ears hanging down to their feet, but both men and 
women will occasionally elongate their^ ears after a very 
extraordinary fashion by thrusting articles through the 
lobe. .... If there was one story more than another 
which excited the wrath of Strabo, it was that of a 
people whose ears hung down to their feet. _ Yet the story 
is still current in Hindustan. B&bu Johari Das says: 
* An old woman once told me that her husband, a sepoy 
in the British army, had seen a people who slept on one ear, 
and covered themselves with the other/ (Domeshc Man¬ 
ners and Customs of the Hindus, Ban&ras, I860.) The story 
may be referred to the Him Mayas. Fitch, who travelled 
in K* about 1585, says that a people in Bhutan had ears 

^These wild men are mentioned both by Ktesias and 
Baeto. They were called Antipodes on account of the 
peculiar structure of their foot, and were reckoned among 
^Ethiopian races, though they are often referred to m the 
Indian ernes under the name PaschManguUjas, of which 
the farw&oMxrvkoi of Megasthencs is an exact transla¬ 
tion. Vide Schwanb. 68. 
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orifice* through which they breathe. They are 
distressed, with things of evil smell, and 6 hence 
it is with difficulty they keep their hold on life, 

especially in a camp. Referring to the other 
monstrosities, the philosophers told him of the 

O k u p e d e s, a people who in runningcouldleaye 
the horse behind :|j 7 of the Enotokoitai, 
who had ears reaching down to their feet, so that 
they could sleep in them, and were so strong that 
they could pull up trees and break a bowstring, 
3 Of others the M o n ommato i, who have the 
ears of a dog, their one eye set in the middle of 
their forehead, the hair standing erect, and their 

breasts shaggy; ^ of the Amukteres, also a 

people without nostrils, who devour everything, 

eat raw meat, and are short-lived, and die before 
I old age supervenes.# The upper' part of the 

mouth protrudes far over the lower lip. 0 With 

regard to the Hyperboreans, who live a 
thousand years, they give the same account as 

Simonides, Pindaros, and other mythological 
writers.f 10 The story told by Tinmgencs, that 

showers fall of drops of copper, which are swept 
together, is a fable. 11 Megasthenes states— 

what is more open to belief, since the same is 
the case in IbcriaJ—that the rivers carry down 

gold dust, and that a part of this is paid by 
j way of tribute to the king. 

i 4 Okupedes5 in a transliteration into Greek, with a slight 
Change, of the Sanskrit fihipadas, (‘ having one foot’), the 
name of a tribe of tlio Kiratm noted for swiftness of foot, the 
quality indicated by the Greek term. The Monopodes are 
mentioned by Ktetdas, who confounded them with the 
Skiapodcs, the men who covered themselves with the shadow 
or their foot. 

Wnat Megasthenes here mentions as the characteris¬ 
es of a single tribe are by the Indians attributed to several. 
J he one-eyed men they are wont to call dk&ksMs or eha. 
^no-chnnHs—the men with hair standing erect, urdlwakesa. 
Indian Cyclopes even are mentioned under the name of 
Lalapcilc.'i, Las, i,e. having one eye in the forehead: vide 
Schwann. 70. 

* “ That the Astnmi are mentioned in the Indian books 
we cannot show so well as in the ease of the Amukteres, 
whom Megasthenes describes as Traficfadyovs, oy/LLotpdyovs, 
‘j\iyo)(fjoviov$. “Nevertheless the very words of the de¬ 

scription are a proof that he followed the narratives of the 
Indians, for the words Tiap^dyns, &e. by which he has 
described the Amukteres, are very rarely used in Greek 
and are translations of Indian words/’ Schwanb. 69. * 

t Pindar, who locates the Hyperboreans somewhere about 
the mouths of the Is ter, thus sings of them:— 

,l But who with venturous course through wave or waste* 
io hyperborean haunts and wilds untraced 

ITer found his wondrous way p 
There Perseus pressed amain, 

Alld feast entered their strange abode 
Where hecatombs of asses slain 

To soothe the radiant god 
Astounded he beheld. Their rude solemnities, 

iheir barbarous shouts, Apollo’s heart delight • 
•Laughing the rampant brute he s«os 

Insult the solemn rite. 
Still their sights, their customs strange 

Scare not the ‘Muse/ while all around 
A he dancing virgins range, 

Ures and piercing pipes resound. 
^iih braids of golden nays entwined 
Them soft resplendent locks th.'y hind, 

And feast m bliss the genial hour : 
Nor foul disease, nor wasting a»e 

‘Vi$\ ra£?; aor wawl-Uey wage, 
iSu-i toil for wealth or power ” 

J/f Pji!lian °aB’ "■ 46 to 69’ A' *«**'* metrical rer- 

that ^ 
the fables regarding the Uttamkuni* Thl i?1'66 1U 

w tho PuranaS,-wlmre^ir in S M C*9* pSeius' srs>«^-t^«sss^ P ' - „ sitvatwi m the uttermost region?of 

the north at tho foot of tho mountains which .surround 
Mount M«yu, far beyond the habitable world. It is the 
abode of demigods and holy Rishis whose lives extend to 
several thousands of years. All access to it is forbidden 
to mortals. Like the Hyperborean region of Western mv- 
thologists, this too enjoys the happy privilege of an eternal 
spring, equally exempt from excess of cold and excess of 
heat, acid there the sorrow's of the soul and the pains of 
the body are alike unknown. It is clear enough 
that this laud of the blest is not of our world. 

In their intercourse with the Indians after tho erpedb 
20n £ Alexander, tho Greeks became acquainted with 
these notions of Bralmmnic poetry, as well as with a good 
many other stories which made them look upon India as a 
land of prodigies. MegasthenAs, like Ktcsias before him, 
had collected a great number of such stories, and either 
from his memoirs or from contemporary narratives, such 
as that of Bcimachos, the fable of the Uttarakurus had 
spread to the West, wuce, from what Pliny tells us (vi 

P* 6lh) one Amomotus had composed a treatise re¬ 
garding them analogous to. that of Hecatams regarding the 
Hyperboreans, ft is certainly from this treatise of Amo. 

a J bf>rrows tHe two lines which ho devotes 
to his Atfaeorm, that a girdle of mountains warmed with 

liU sh<‘%red tHmRom the blasts of noxious winds, and 
that they enjoyed, like the Hyperboreans, an eternal spring/ 
J??3;18 kon}rimn Attacorum, apricis ab onrmi uoxio affiatu 

eadem, qua Hyperborei degunt, tera- 
cdt: Ammianus Marcelliuus, xxiii. 6, 64.) 

Wagner transfers this description to the Sdres in general, 
(of whom the AHcicnrm of Pliny form part), and some 
modem critics Mannert, vol. IV. p. m, l&?h- Forbid 

vol. JL t 472, IH&) have 1bt 
iiTnd. ^key could sec m it a reference, to the great wail 
of China.) W o see from a host of examples besides this that 

tables aud popular legends of India had taken! 
SoR SSias?i mto ^i.^.roek. narratives, an appearance of 
reality, and a sort of historical consistency.” {F/tmle 
mi ^^9^9 die (Jcecqve»et La tine <le I'huie, pp. 413-414 ) 
The same author (p. *112) says, “ Among tho peoples of 
Srnca, Ptolemy reckons the Ottoroeorrhm, a mlm/which 
celliuuJ A^ef301 a‘m}, which Ammianus Mar- 

rnhdifpWPir *^tolemy, /InWis mb* Opuroearra. 

tn£££ u,uiurtiiis ua™e «** 
I* ff(p. 70) quotes Lassen, who writ.es somewhat 
^ ft viY'xi L ttamkuru is a pa.rt of Series and 

firby 5ie<v,'>,nits of Indio, came to the West from the 
Seres, perham a part <?f the description of the pcacefui 
happy life of the Sfres is bo be explained from the Indian 
Rories of the Ottarakuru. Tlie story of the long life of the 
^eres may be similarly explained, especially when Mesras 
then^s reckons the life attained bv tlie 
1000 years. The MaMU/imta (VI. 204) says that the 
Uttarakurns live 1000 or 10,000 years. We conclude from 
thLt he Y0tt oftll(3^tarakuru^and 

aiSfcaSJ7oPilie1"ol7A6t^e“ tb8 BIaCk Se° 
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Fragm. XXX. 
Pim. Mist. Nat. Til. ii. 14-22. 

Of fabulous races. 

According to Megasthenes, on a mountain called 

N u I o § there live men whose feet are turned 

backward, and who have eight toes on each foot; 

2 while on many of the mountains there lives a 

race of men having heads like those of dogs, who 

are clothed with the skins of wild beasts, whose 

speech is harking, and who, being armed with 

claws, live by hunting and fowling. || [26 Ktesias 

asserts on his own authority that the number of 

these men was upwards of 120,000, aud that 

there is a race in India whose females bear off¬ 

spring but once in the course of their life, and 

that their children become at once grey-haired.] 

s Megasthenes speaks of a race of men among 

the Nomadic Indians who instead of nostrils 

have merely orifices, whose legs are contorted like 

snakes, and who are called Scyritse. He 

speaks also of a race living on the very confines 

of India on the east, near the source of the Gan¬ 

ges, the A sto mi, who have no month ; who 

cover their body, which is all over hairy, with the 

soft down found upon the leaves of trees ; and 

who live merely by breathing, and the perfume 

inhaled by the nostrils- They eat nothing, and 

they drink nothing. They require merely a 

variety of odours of roots and of flowers and of 

wild apples. The apples they carry with them 

when they go on a distant journey, that they 

may always have something to smell. Too 

strong an odour would readily kill them. 
4 Beyond the Astomi, in the remotest part 

of the mountains, the Trispitliaini and the 

P jgmies are said to have their abode. They 

are each three spans in height—that is, not more 

than seven-and-1wenty inches. Their climate is 

salubrious and they enjoy a perpetual spring, 

Fragm. XXX.B. 
Soliu. 52. 

Near a mountain which is called Nuio there 
live meu whose feet are turned backwards and 
have eight toes on each foot. MegasthenSs writes 
that on different mountains in India there are 
tribes of men with dog-shaped heads, armed with 
©laws, clothed with skins, who speak not in the 
accents of human language, but only bark, and 
have fierce grinning jaws. [In Ktesias we read 

§ V. L. Kullo. 
(1 Called by Ktesias KvpoK€<j>aXotf and m Sanskrit S una- 

w rich As or ^vdnrmchds. 
*jf Possibly we should read Pan da i, unless perhaps 

under shelter of a barrier of mountain's which rise 

on the north. They are the same whom Homer 

mentions as being harassed by the attacks of 

the cranes. s The story about them is—that 

mounted on the backs of rams and goats, and 

equipped with arrows, they march down in 

spring-time all in a body to the sea, and destroy 

the eggs and the young of these birds. It takes 

them always three months to finish this yearly 

campaign, and were it not undertaken they 

could not defend themselves against the vast 

flocks of subsequent years. Their huts are made 

of clay and feathers and egg-shells. [Aristotle 

says that they live in caves, but otherwise he 

gives the same account of them as others.]. . . . 

[fb From Ktesias we learn, that there is a people 

belonging to this race, which is called Pando- 

r e and settled in the valleys, who live two hun¬ 

dred years, having in youth hoary hair, which, 

in old age turns black. On the other hand, 

others do not live beyond the age of forty,— 

nearly related to the Macrobii, whose women 

bear offspring but once. Agatharehides says 

the same of them, adding that they subsist on 

locusts, and are swift of foot.] G Olitarchns and 

Megasthenes call them Maud i,^[ and reckon the 

number of their villages at three hundred. 

The females bear children at the age of seven, 

and are old women at forty.* 

Fbagm. XXXI. 
Plutareb, de facie in orbe lima*. (Opp. ed. Reisk, 

tom. is. p. 701.) 

Of the race of men without mouth* A 

For how could one find growing there that 

Indian root which Megasthenes says a race 

of men who neither eat nor drink, and in fact 

have not even mouths, set on fire and burn 

like incense, in order to sustain their existence 

with its odorous fumes, unless it received mois¬ 

ture from the moon r 

that in some parts the females bear offspring but 
once, and that the children are white-haired from. 
their birth, &c.]. 

Those who live near the source of the Ganges, 
requiring nothing in the shape of food, subsist on 
the odour of wild apples, and when they go on a 
long journey they carry these with them for safety 
of their life, which they can support by inhaling 
their perfume. Should they inhale very foul air, 
death is inevitable. 

]eg&sfcb.en.£s referred to the inhabitants of Mount Msn- 
ara. 
* Ccraf. Fragra. L. 21, LI- 
f Conf. Fragm. XXIX. 5, XXX. 3. 
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vrwnbVjt 

1 propose henceforth to transcribe the original 
texts of my inscriptions into Roman characters. 
nru-« j-_„ ... 

this :— 

Sanskrit. 1 Canarese. 

m 5£) 

»rr . e? 

f 

i 

sr cro 

eon 

m 

sc 3&JS 

«C — 

— a 

W a 

% £> 

So 

m £> 

& m 

Visarga. o 
o 

Xs JihvdmuMya, or 

old Visarga before U 
sjr and ^ 

X , Tfp adhmdniya, or 

old Visarga before 

I 
u 

^ and 

., Anusvdra. 

1 

: ° 
& 
., AnundsiM. — 

m so 

*r X 

*c 

* a? 

ti 
w 

m 

sr ii 

«■ T*J 

Tj 

s: 

°r 
P9 

l is 

SANSKRIT AND OLD CANARESE INSCRIPTIONS. 

BY J. p. FLEET, Bo. C.S. 

{Continued from %>. 94.) 

<T 

* 

9T 

*r 

H 

* 

Transliteration. 

a 

a 

i 
A 1 

U 

u 

ri 

T1 

ii 

e 

& 

ai 

o 

6 

an 

m 

m 

ka 

kka 

ga 

gba 

na 

clxa 

chha 

ja 

jba 

na 

ta 

tha 

da 
aha 
na 

$ 

ZS 

zj 

w 

S5 

qr 

** 

w 

v 

20 

©& 

crio 

•d 

w 

o 

s? 

w 

r\J 

5o 

ta 

tha 

da 

dh a 

na 

pa 

pb a 

ba 

blia 

ma 

ya 

ra 

ra 

la 

la 

Ja 

va 

sa 

sha 

sa 

ha 

. single hyphen will be used to separate bases 
in composition, as far as it is desirable to divide 

em. It will readily be seen where the single 

*s only nsed in the ordinary way, at the 
ena of a line, to indicate that the word runs on 
into the next line. 

. ^ouble hyphen will be used to separate words 
in a sentence, which in the original are written as 

a*lJ?,°rd\£fne j°iaed t0Sether ^ the rules of 
will u , k0re ^0Uble hyphen is used, it 
f .. ,e un<lerstood that a final consonant and the 
o owing initial vowel or consonant-and-vowel 

are m the original expressed by one complex sign. 
ere it is not nsed, it will bo understood of the 

orthography of the original,—1, that, according 

6 ®^aS® the alphabet, the final consonant 
either has the modified broken form, which, in 

• a- °.dest stages of the alphabet, was nsed to 
indicate a consonant with no vowel attached to it, 
ot Has the distinct sign of the Virdma attached to 
its; and 2, that the following initial vowel or 
consonant has its full initial form. 

^be subject of the Virdma, I have to remark 
that it is expressed in two ways in the Old Cana- 
rese alphabet, as it stood when fully developed 
from the Cave-alphabet1, less commbnly, by a 
slight modification of one of the forms of the 
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vowel e or S as written above a preceding con¬ 

sonant. Compare, for instance, in the facsimile 
plate of No. I. of this scries*, the form of the 
vowel $ in JcclU kdU, 1.20, and in sarvv&n=&tdn9 and 
p&rtthivfaidrdn, 1. 21, with the sign for the Virdma 
attached to the final n twice in Stdn and pdrttMvSn- 
drdn, 1. 21; and compare, in the facsimile plate of 
No. II.f, the form of e in saluttam-ire, 1. 12, 
with the sign for the Virdma attached to the 
final l in Gaycyol, 1. 35. The modern Canarese 
sign for the Virdma is derived directly from this 
modification of the vowel e or S.—And 2, more 

commonly, by either of the two later signs used 
for the vowel u as written with a preceding con¬ 
sonant. X Usually the form of u made use of in this 
way is that which is written entirely on the line, 
as in the modem characters; as instances, see 
the Virdma attached to the final l in ncle-vUilno], 
1. 25, and to the final l in paduval and badagal, 
1. 40, of No. IX.§, and to the final i of SAmat in 
1. 6 of No. XXXIII. below. It is but rarely that 
the second and older form of u,—which is some¬ 
times entirely subscript, and sometimes partly 
so, commencing below the line and running up to 
the top of it,—is used for the Virdma, Instances 
of it will he found in 11. 9 and 12 of the fol¬ 
lowing inscription, No. XXXII. And as used to 
represent the vowel, it will be found in the fac¬ 
simile plate of No. I., in hula-tilakam and did- 
lufaj-dbliaran am, 1. 4, and Vislinu-nilayam and 
Muni~gana~nileQa)yam, 1. 27, and in the facsimile 
plate of No. II., in Sdntalige-sdsirammnam Mania- 
lisdsiramum Padinemt-Agrahdmmumam dushta- 
nigraha, 11. 22-4. As a peculiarity in the use of 

the vowel-sign u for the Virdma, I may mention 

that I do not find it used with a final m. Having 
regard to the number of forms in which n 
occurs as a termination in modem Canarese, while 
in the older dialect the same forms were shorter by 
one syllable and ended in a consonant, this 
use of the vowel u to represent the Virdma 
most have played an important part in the de¬ 
velopment of the language. In . Old Canarese, the 

scansion of metrical passages shows that, with 
very few exceptions, it was only an orthographical 
sign. In prose passages, where no such test 
can be applied, I have hitherto treated it as an 
orthographical sign, or as a vowel, according to 
the age and general style of the particular in¬ 
scription. But, in some few cases, the metrical 

test shows that, even when used as an orthogra¬ 
phical sign, it was liable to be vocalized, if required 

* YoL IT., p. 179. 
f YoL IY., p. 208, and YoL Y., p. 356. 
j The third and oldest sign, a crook attached to the 

consonant and tnra*>d downwards, occurs in some of the 
oldest Old Canarese inscriptions, but it is strictly a cha¬ 
racter of the Cave-alphabet class. I bare never found it 
used to represent the Vir&ma, 

to make up the metre;—e.g. in 11. 6-7 of No. II. 
of my Devagiri-Yadava inscriptions, Jour, Bo, Br, 

R. As. Soc., No. xxxiii., vol. XII., p. 11, we are 
obliged, for the sake of the metre, to pronounce, as 
written, Sri- VGdavydsa-Katsar=Jamadagnni- Fa- 

sishthar, &c.s and in 1.16 of the same, A digu-damti- 
damtarSaJcal-di’viyan, &c., and in 1. 27 of No. IY. of 
the same set Sann-?ndrgam btmg-iral, &c. In order 
to have constantly in view the importance of this 
vowel-sign u as used for the Virdma, I shall re¬ 
present it in my transliterations by the italicized 
u, and, vice ver&d, by the ordinary * n’ in italicized 
quotations. In metrical passages, it may then be 

vocalized or not according to the exigencies of 
the metre; while, in prose passages, it will be 
treated as an orthographical sign, or as a vowel, 
according to the opinion formed by the reader of 
the linguistic stage of the inscription. 

One sign remains to bo noticed, the Avagraha, 
which indicates the elision of an initial a. It is 
of very rare, occurrence in inscriptions, and 
the only instance that I can call to mind is the 
Gadag inscription published by me at YoL II., p. 
299. Wherever it occurs, it will be most con¬ 
venient to represent it by its own Bevanagari sign, 
4, as in that transcription. 

No. XXXH. 

This is an inscription in the Old Canarese 

characters and language from Katt ag&ri^j* 

in the Da da mi Tdluhd of the Kaladgi 

District. It 13 on the front or north free of one of 

a row of stones forming the entrance to the 

steps at the north end of the small tank 

under the wall of the fort. The emblems at 

the top of the stone, which is fixed upright in 

the ground, are:—In the centre, a cow and calf; 

above them, the sun, with a Unga above it; and 

on: the left of the centre, a curved sword, with 

the moon above it. They are only roughly cut, 

in outline. On the right of the centre there are 

no emblems. The inscription covers 1/6|// high 

by 1/4// broad. The average size of the letters 

is f ". The characters are well-formed types of 

the period to which they belong, and call for 

no remark, except that the subscript form of the 

vowel u is used to represent the Virdma in lines 

0 and 12. 

The inscription is dated in the twenty-first 

year of the Western Chalukya Yikramd- 

§ YoL Yp. 15. 
"SF The 4Htbogiaphy of 4b© warn is very doubtful; brat, 

as far as I could ascertain, this is 4b© correct form. Kiri, 
* street*, and here or heri (old form, here), ‘tank% ra 
common termfnaAions in the names of Canarese Tillages, 
and, owing to carelessness in wiling, are very liable to be 
confused one with the other. 
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&i ty a-Tribhu van a mal 1 a, i. e. in the 

S aka year 1018 (a.d. 1090-7), the Dhatu 

sariivazsara. It records how a certain guild 

or corporation, called “ The Five-hundred’set 

apart the proceeds of an impost that belonged 

to them, for the purpose of maintaining a 
tank. 

The system of tanks at Kattagcri was 

formerly a large one. First, there is the small 

tank, on the west of the fort and close under 

the walls, which has recently been reconstruct¬ 

ed as a Famine Relief Work. Secondly, there 

is a larger tank, on a slightly higher level,_ 

which, if repaired, would, when full, include 

the preceding in itself,—formed by an embank¬ 

ment running to the south from just below the 

south-east corner of the fort. And thirdly, 

about a quarter of a mile away to the south¬ 

east of the preceding, and on a lower level, there 

are the remains of a large embankment, now 

breached and quite useless, which, when in 

repair, evidently formed a tank of very con¬ 

siderable area. This must be the u larger big 

tank” referred to in the inscription. 

Transcription. 

l1] Svasti Srimach-Chalnkya-Yikrama-varsha- 

[2 J 21neya Dhatu-samvatsarada Cliai- 

[v] bra su(su)ddha 5 Adityavarad=andu srimad-A- 

[ ] y-nurvvarum tava(ma)ge nacleva sumkamam 

[5 ] pudya per-ggereg=a-chandr-arkka-taram 

[c] baram bittaru <§> Kramafdimd=int=idan=eyde 

[ ] kava purushamg=ayum jaya-sriyu- 

[8] m=akke yidam kayade kayva papige Eu- 

[ 0 ] rakshetramgalok Banarasiyol=er-kko- 

[10] ti munimdraram kavileyam Ved-adya(dhya)ram ko~ 

[n] ndud=om(em)d=ayasham(sam) sarggum=id=emdu sari- 

I12] <Japud=i sail-aksharam dhatriyolw j| 

[1S] Sloka || Sva-dattaxh(ttam) para-dattam(ttam) va | yd ha- 

[l*] reti(ta) vasundhara (ram) 
[15] sra(sra) ni vishtayam 

Translation. 

Hail! On Sunday, the fifth day of the bright 

fortnight of (the month) Ohaitra of the 

Dhatu samvaisara, which was the twenty- 

first of the years of the glorious Chalukya 

Y i k r a m a3 the honourable Five-hundred made 

over the impost, that was payable to them, to 

the larger big tank, for as long as the moon 

and sun and stars might last. 

This writing on stone proclaims in the 

world, “May there be long life and victory 

and wealth to the man who well preserves this 

(grant) in continuation; (but) to the wicked 

man, who fails to preserve it, (may there attach) 

the disgrace of slaying two erores§ of saints, or 

of tawny-coloured cows, or of (Brahmans) well 

w b-odie?,are frequently mentioned in inscrip. 
Si?nb’ bnt tbe.re 13 seldom anything to explain the allusion. 
The present is probably the “ Mve-hundred of Ayyahole” 
of other inscriptions; and the earliest mention I have*of 

“ fibfi? atdSfeUPle’ now called 

sa(sha)shtir-vvarishaj-saha- 
jayat^ krimi(mih) [||] 

versed in the Yed as, at Kuruks bet ra 

or Banarasi.” ! || He is bom for the dura¬ 

tion of sixty thousand years as a worm in 

ordure, who confiscates land that has been given, 
whether by himself or by another! 

There is another inscription requiring notice 

at Kattagcri,—on part of a stone-tablet 

near the shrine of the god Hanumanta in 

the fort. It is in the Old Canarese characters 

and language, and a transcription of it is given 

in the Elliot MS. Collection, vol. I., p. 659. 

The emblems at the top of the stone are In 

the centre, a ling a and officiating priest; on its 

right, a cow and a calf, with the sun directly 

above them and towards the edge of the stone; 

t Sc., shosliM-va/rslw 
§ The original has distinctly er-Hdfi. But perhaus it 

should be corrected into or-khUi, ‘ one crore’; as or is one 
of the substitutes for ondu in composition, whereas I 
emfriL ^ aU mstance in wllick er is substituted for 

|j The forms 'FAranasi’, c VAranAsf, and ‘ BAnarAsi’, as 
mifitmhed by y and b being interchanged, 

and by ^ being sometimes written for s,—all occur in in- 
scnptions. The present form, ‘ BAnarAsi’, is the nearest to 
the European corrupted form < Benares'. 
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and on its left, a figure ofBasava, with the | 

moon above it. The fragment contains 19 

lines, more or less imperfect, of about 25 letters. 

The rest of the stone is lost, and the fragment 

that exists has recently broken in two, since 

the time when Sir W. Elliot’s copyist visited 

it. After the usual introductory verse in praise 

of the god 6 a m b h u, the inscription begins 

by referring itself to the time of the Cha¬ 

in k y a king {Y ikrama&ity a-) T r i b h u- . 

vanamallad&va, when he was ruling at 

the capital of Kalyana. It then mentions 

his subordinate*]] tbe Mahdpradlmna or Prime 

Minister hi aranayya, theDandandyaha, who 

was governing the district of Ba gadage.* 

Among the titles given to N aranayya, i* e. 

hT ar ayana, are ‘ the supreme chief of Great 

Chieftains, who has attained the five maJidsab- 

dasf% ‘he who does not speak again when he has 

spoken (once) J ] ‘ the choice elephant of Anna§\ 

and tf the head of (the family of) B h a n a s u.9|[ 

It then proceeds, in line 15, to introduce and 

describe the grantee ; but the part of the stone 

containing his name, and the date, and the 

details of the grant, is lost. f 

No. 

This is another Western C haluky a in- J 
scription, in the Old Canarese characters and j 

language, on a stone-tablet standing in .front of 

a partially ruined temple near the centre of the 

embankment of the tank at B a d a m i. The .em¬ 

blems at the top of the stone are:—In the centre, 

a figure ofJxn^ndra, seated on a pedestal 

with a trough to receive and carry off the water 

poured over the image in the performance of 

ahhisWca or ‘ ablution9; on its right, a cow and 

calf, with the sun above them; .and on its left, 

towards the top of the stone, the moon. The 

tablet measures about 5' 81" high by V 10|'' 

broad, and the inscription covers about 3' 5§" of 

the total height. The average size of the letters 

is £/f. The characters are neatly formed types 

of the period to which they belong, and call for 

f Ta&p6M^a&m-6p*ftvi. 
* See vol. V., p-175. Tbe B&gadage or B&gahge Seventy 

district is mentioned, as far as my present knowledge goes, 
only in the Sm&avamsa inscriptions of the KalMgi District 
and its immediate neighbourhood. B&gadage must be the 
modem B&gaw&di, famous as the birthplace of Basova,— 
the chief town of the Tdlukd of the same name in the 
b^alMgi District. , ' 

^ Samadhigata -pamcha - adm~ 
*>a#. See the undoubtedly correct explanation of this 
title now givea by Mr. Gtfowse, at vol. V., p. S54.' 

X Nv>didu matt = ennaih. Conf. the nwdyt-am,te-g<m- 
dfl&tft—‘ he who sees aa he speaks'] *.«.» 'who is true to his 
word] or ‘who enforces his ooonnands’—ofotl:^ inscriptions. 

no remark, except that the use of the old l is 

an affectation of archaism in an inscription of 

this date. The tablet is of sandstone, and the 

surface is very much abraded. Not many letters 

are absolutely illegible; but in many instances 

only very faint, though distinctly perceptible, 

traces of letters remain, and the whole of the 

writing has become very shallow. This pre¬ 

vented my taking a paper Cast of this inscrip¬ 

tion, and, from, the same cause, the photograph 

of this inscription given at PL 15 of Mr. Hope’s 

Collection represents it very imperfectly; when 

the stone was photographed, only such letters as 

were quite clear were filled in with chalk, and 

many of them were filled in and developed wrong¬ 

ly. The temple in front of which the tablet stands 

is evidently originally a Jain building, and 

must be the temple of the god Y 6 g e s v a r a, 

referred to in the inscription, <to which the grant 

was made. It has been subsequently adapted, 

and is now used, as a temple of E 1 lamma.^ 

It is of no size or architectural pretensions. 

The inscription records how, in the second 

year of the reign of Jagadekama 11a, the 

Siddharthi sariwatsarz, two of his subor¬ 

dinate Dandandyahm, Maha&6va and P a- 

ladeva, -at tbe request of a certain noble 

S named Bamad^va, allotted to tbe temple a 

I yearly grant of ten gadydnas out of the pro¬ 

ceeds of the tax or impost called Slddhdya. 

There are two Jagad&kamallas in the 

Chaluky a genealogy,—J ayas imha II., 

whose date, by Sir W. Elliot, is S ak a 940 ? 

to 962?,—and the eldest son and successor 

of Somfisvaradeva IEE., whose title only, 

and not his proper name, is given in the in¬ 

scriptions, and whose date, by the same au¬ 

thority, isSaka 1060 to 1072. There being 

thus an interval of exactly one hundred and 

twenty years, or two cycles, between the com¬ 

mencement of the reign of each J a g a d e- 

kamalla, the name of the m%hvatmra and 

the* year of the reign still leave the date of 

S Amwma gandM-v&rmamr. In 1.11 of the KMaroli 
inscription, vol. L, p. 14t this same title is applied to 
another MakdpradMna md Dmidandga&a, Somesvara- 
bhatta. the subordinate of Bhuvauaxkanmlladem. 

IS r&hMas%-v£rggade. Brom other inscriptions tmt 1 
have collected, this seems to be a Sindavamsa title. Mima sa, 
—_~ — 12 -Am*** W na a, TmtblWLVa COTTUO- 

also Mnasiga, * a cook.* . * . . . 
f This m the Canarese mam of R&iuki, the wi fe of 

aad fha mother of IWarWHer principal 
shrine is the well-known temple ou 1h© bills afc UWgoj, 
near Saxmdafcfci, in the Paxasgad Wmk& of the Belgium 
District. 
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tlie inscription doubtful, But I find from tlie 

Edict 3'ES. Collection ilmu (ho title £ glorious 

knd valorous universal mnmoE* E never as- 

s jmed h J a y a 11 m h II,, and, on the uMier 

nancd is aizcos t a * ways included rrmonef the tides 

o« tne suceiESor oi S o m fis vara dova TIL 

.^‘uCniiliL^ij, tills b.','Crl{»tiL?i) is of thu time of 

ib: roc >nd J a g ^ u fi k a mall <1, and tlie fete 

-:i it- is cs a k a TrbL (a,d. IbkJ'hfh which .wm 

fete B * d d 1: A r f k i safavulr^nf, 

^-de on tit's subject 3 umy mm ,ion that 

i are somewiiar inclined t() to ink tin!- J a g n, s [ 

k rv Tn alia is tie tide, not of a son of 8 o- 

jp. e s v at*a d e v a iiL, but of a brother of his— 

probably a younger brolhor—named Java- 

a a i* Ti a. J a y a k a r n a is not mcmttoned by 

Eiiiot, bat His name occurs in one of my 

HaUa inscEptiojjsf, in tUiieb he is stated to 

be a son oi "V 1 k r a m fi d 11 y % and also in a 

i raiment of a Western C h ii 1 u k y a inscription 

recently discovered at K a r a cl i in tlie H a n- 

g s n a FdluM of the K a 1 a u g i District. Tlie 

Kara di fragment was found in a Jain 

Basti which lies been cun varied into a liny a 

| rumple of i ho god It fi m :i 1 i h go.. I (, is a w '*7 

j old building, wifi a roof of sloping slabs, raw 

j almost buried a odor the eerdr<; of f,ho ••dtjanc 

| the level of which lies U<*u ywuhmhy f03 
! con surma } rn from Uw mmunuiiatum of dust, 

1 ra!’lls’ ^v. Toe upper part oi rh • tablet is lost. 

Tlit- iVagmoru. has Ud liuon, < 1’ wmeii ocwyral at 

irn; top mo iuipcrfri where the s/ono wan bro¬ 

ken, of about 27 lottery each. The characters 

and kngnnge tire Old Conan,se. The hiscril,. 
tfjn is ve7 mrefi abraded. Tho date is Jest, 

rcdJi th * miss mg uppw portion of tho .stone. 

.Bat the m^eEption refers if,%lf to tho time of 

some Mahthdubant't nr (-{rout Chieftain who we a 

ihe minister of (the 0 li a 1 u k y a) king J aya- 

karna dev a, and records plants made by the 

(b-wundt-K or vitiago-hcmlnian, (1 h a. v u nd0, 

imil others, to the temple a the god K fi a# 

In this inscription, Jayalraruah name is 

misspelt hlayaklmi rnad 

[ x j Kama(mah) 

I Harms vui’Iya, 

Tran mrlyt 'on. 

Br b Vii su do ? uy a Mjoghio 
i j ye 

L3 j P^-Ain-atmariti 

L 4 j sw-p KthV lvallabka 
L“ j parrama-bhaitiWiiko. 

[6] jaka 

[,0J 
! Ui 

yfigvmfirHa- 
^ t saty&yn yiVybya, 

hyam t * fcniriasta-blumtYi.jlfciya 

mah ar a j -adhii’aj a parH.n>fsvara 

A , [Bttiyfi]sj--lya-kula-u^ 
rn Tartfci - --.-a-y.ibim'ana [si'i]raai«-rjrai.:lpa-ol!ah-a. 

F51 tin- Ah f *0 • •, iayadeKamalla<lt:«Lra] vijava-rajyam-=u. 

rC? ^ahhyyldhly^^ddhamanama-CcWQjdr-Arkka-iarJ 

’] Sri-ya!lablian=ama]am LIU L ] 
1 r«n-A "• hiiu[dtjv-amghn-sari>jad)hrim- 

r«i ^ , kovida-suka-sahakiiram ’,10- 

1151 Total mak,7f Ea-ldaffa«lld]li[|:lJlii I! Saiaadiu'gata-pam- 
ril 7waiaBabda-inahasa[ma]nit-ii[dhilpati ,3,1.,. 

[ aamasfc-adhikari “ i 
[Jverggade Kalim-a[i-a]ga. + nof,, ,,, “ ? 
L“] sa-chamunathaa=itda ... +. ... [ ib W Ktt^’ 
L J u-aikami luy&tn ^ri-iia mr n * r “' ** ^ 
ns-, r **. ound • " • • -.If dlusam !| Maf.(,=ante KL 
l j hm-arasaiag=uttama . . , . „ # 
run 4.t .* Maimaevu-c Lhiuu- 

“1 P;°^magCagra;mflm!llh ®tat-obha-balaih rmiba^atala-saul^u)- 
fr f r J i . lE,fc=emsida MalicIdSya-dandanAyakaiiam Pi. 
[MJ ladeva-da^aaayakauam rb.!,! 7 7 
f321 vamhflda a i' /j v 0hiiiukya-Jagadokatnalla- 

r»sl fc. r ,rad6^n6ya &idahartthi-samvalaara<ia Kartti- 
L1 )i4l“ S6„,5^=rt4u 4„.„d.j8. 

S^i.pra«M.cla?£m«,rt!:; u. 6.7 of tt, pres6nt, iv 

toL X, p. 287, t«5wcr. 1L 8 and 64 ^ Sao-' Na 

§ Eight or niao ltftw arc qtiu illogibio hare. 

If Six .or s 

. * Kto or six letters, re 
mtsmuts, are *' “ 9 eigkt short-syllable- 

Probably tbe original 
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r.l P»ram5a»n,ds,I.!-.ar7 7 
Tphmffmn, MMf, S-ddMjricdl 

r27l d-pmd-* ' /' , , gadyana ponna barisa-varisakke knduha- 

J - md-a-chanjclr-arkka-sthdyiy=age(gi) Peggade-Rumadlv-arasa- 

l25] disida 

[ao] ge hat"(tin) 
rs7i - 

[2S] na binnapadim 

[20] rusliamg-iiyurii 

C80] kaya.de 

[S1] Vara[nasiyol=er-kkoti 

LM] [d-adhyaram 

[s“] [du saridapua=i 

Translation, 

Reverence to Sri-VasudevaJ, who is 

full of enjoyment, who is the very incarnation 

of the practice of religions abstraction of the 

thoughts, who is the lord Hara, who is trae, 

who is eternal, and who is the supreme spirit! 

Hail! While the victorious reign of the 

glorious and valorous universal emperor J a- 

gadekamalladeva,—the asylum of the 

universe, the favourite of the world, the supreme 

king of great kings, the supreme lord, the most 

venerable, the glory of the family ofSatya- 

s r a y a, the ornament of the Chi lnkyas,— 

was continuing with perpetual increase, so as 

to endure as long as the moon and son and 
stars might last:— 

He, who subsisted, (as if he were a bee'), on 

the lotuses which were his feet§, (zoas) the 

honourable || S r t-K 41 i d a s af, the Commander 

of the forces,—who was the favonrite of the 

goddess of fortune; who was spotless; who 

was a very bee at the lotuses which are the 

feet of Brahmans; who was almost like 

f* g a j a*; and who was a very mango-tree 

to the parrots which were learned people. The 

famous EaHdasa, the leader of the forces,— 

the supreme chief of Great Chieftains, who 

has attained the five Mahdsabdas; tne most' 

fierce Bandandyaka; the general superinten¬ 

dent ; the head of the familyff; the nohleJJ 
Kalima; 

bittaru || [Kramaf]dimd=imt=ida[n- eyde 

LjayaJ-sriyu[m=akke1 
^papige 

mtmimdraram 

kozhdud=eihd=ayasam 

kava 

rw a}-va 

sail-aksharani 

pa- 

‘J yidam 

i^nr'abskefcramjo^ilo] if- 

kavilejyam Ye- 

sdrggn] m=id=eii2“ 

dliitriyol^ I* ] 

| j -ke sole abiding-place of s*ood 

I PeoP^e 3 * of flie 

goddess of fortune: the supreme lord of 

And to the noble Kajima (was born an 

excellent son)§, Mahade va, the best of the 

leaders of armiespossessed of eminent great¬ 

ness ; as strong as an elephant in rut: of 

refined behaviour: of great bravery. 

On Monday, the thirteenth day of the bright, 

fortnight^ of (the month) Karttika of the 

Siddharthi samvatsara, which was the 

second of the years of the Ch 51 ak y a Jaga- 

dekamalla, — the Bandandyaka Maha- 

t Seenoteto 1. 6 of the transcription' of No. XXXII 

deLInAD’edkl’ WXSoa^ 88Krishna’the BOn of Va™‘ 

§J'at-Psja-%adr>i-6pajivi. This is the usual figurative 

oX^£0n'^le“0te the rektions of a feudatory ot sub- 
IjPI6 with the paramount sovereign. 

a]?° “ ihe RaiWs inscription of Jayadfika- 
maJia, dated m the same year as this,—referred to fev me 
at Jow. Bo.Br, M As. Sac., No, xx£v voL X. pp. IsT 
In MS.Collection, voi. p. 73$’ 

^^a“Senptl0Il? ais°J he is caUed ^ ‘SaHd& aM 
* Kamadeva. 

or 

d e v a, who has been thus described, and the 

Bandandyaka Paladeva, at the request of 

the noblej| Ramadeva, the head man*T. 

allotted to (the temple of) the’ god Yogis- 

vara, which Param’anandad eva, the 

denght of the hearts of those who practise 

religions abstraction of the thoughts, had 

caused to be built, ten gadyd ms* of gold out 

of the (impost called) Skldliuyaf of BA da vi, 

for as long as the moon and sun might last, 

saying that they were to be paidj year by year. 

This writing on stone proclaims in the 

world, “May there be long life and victory 

and wealth to the man who well preserves this 

(grant) in continuation; (but) to the wicked 

man, who fails to preserve it, (may there attach) 

the disgrace of slaying two crores§§ of saints, or 

of tawny-colonred cows, or of (Brdhmans) well 

son gives ks meaning * the headman of a village* r—ihtruba- 
tiegffa4ej a head or chief among, shepherds/ 

U A.rasa, lih ekmg% is used in such case* a* this in the 
sense of4 a nobleman/ 

§ See note to I. W of the text, 
if Aram. 
If Peggatle. 

; Sanderson says ‘a weight used in weighing 

f From its me in other insmptats, this geems to be the 
technical name- of a particular twe. Bat, the word may he 

due ** ^ hereditary 
t Ku&uha$u would be more cicely W the” 

French on 3 \lu 
§§ See note § to the translation of No. XXXII. : " 
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versed in the VAdas, at Kuruksh&fcra or 

Y ar an asi." 

Among the numerous other inscriptions at 

Badami, there is only one more o£ the later 
kings of the Western Chalukya dynasty. 

It is on a fragment of a black stone tablet, lean¬ 
ing against the east wall in the yard of S h a- 
r if Kh&n's house, justbelbwthe enbankment 
of the tank, at the south-east corner of the town. 

It is in the Old Oanarese characters and lan¬ 
guage, in well-formed letters of from the tenth 
to the twelfth century. There are remains, 

more or less imperfect, of 27 lines, of about 39* 
letters each; the rest of the stone is lost. It 
begins with the .V* aish nava invocation J«- 
yaty-dvishkritam Vishnftr, <fce.,and is undoubted¬ 
ly a Cha 1 ukya inscription; but, after this, 
hardly a connected passage is now legible 
anywhere, and I could not trace the name of 
the king, the date, &c. The emblems at the 
top of the stone are somewhat unusual :—In 
the centre three standing gods,—B r a h m a, 
Vishnu, and Siva ; on their right, a seated 
Gan ap a ti; and on their left, a cow arid 

calf. 

SUBSTANCE OF TWO g ASANAS IN SIR WALTER ELLIOT'S COLLECTION Of 

SOUTH-INDIAN INSCRIPTIONS. 

BY THE Kev. R. CALDWELL, D.D., LL.D., TIHNRVELLY. 

The originals are on copper plates, preserved 
in the Temple at T ir up p Avan am, in the 
zamindari of Sivagangei;~disfcrict of Madura. 

The language is generally Tamil; but the in¬ 
troductory portion of No. 1 is Sanskrit, in old 
Grantha chamcters. 

No. I* 

1,4 Svasti &ri! The first thing that made 
its. appearance was Water. Upon the water 
Hari slept, reclining on S&sha. From Hari’s 
navel, Brahmfi, the Creator of the world, spon¬ 
taneously appeared. From him Atri was bom. 
From Afcri's eyes the Moon appeared. The 
Moon's son was Budha. From him arose Purfi- 
ravas, and from Purfirav&s the Pandya lords. 
RajaGambhiraDAva, in order to settle 
the boundaries of the district called by his 
name [see below'], after ascertaining from Sun- 
dares vara [&iva of Madura'] the proper junc¬ 
ture of time for doing so, in his 25th year, in 
the month of Margali [Becember—^Jawaary ], 
in the dark fortnight, on Saturday, in the yoga 
called Svati, ordered an elephant to be let loose 
[whatever path the elephemt took to be regarded 
as the divinely appointed b&undary] ” 

The above in Sanskrit verse; what follows is 
in Tamil:— 

**In the 13th year, 4364th day, of the lord of 
the earth, &rl K6 ch cha dei [royal ascetic*— 
Major$h%?] Varul, emperor of the three 
worlds, Sri Inlasekhara Dfiva, (who 

sits on Cn a royal throne surrounded by, <fec. 
praised by, possessed of such and such 
good qualities, promoter of such and such pious 
actions,) he {that is, apparently, Mdja Gavnbhira 
Beva] seated on the altar-couch, iu the sacred 
sleeping-chamber of the temple at M&<3a*ku~ 
lam, East Madura, in the flourishing Chola 
country, out of the 1200 shares into which the 
village [or district] called RA ja Gambhira 
chatur-vedi mangalam, in the district 
of R&ja Gambhira-vala-Nadu, were divided, 
including ten villages, each of which is fully 
described, grants 1080 of those shares to 1080 
Bhattas, and 120 shares to the temple, for the 
subsistence of the temple Brihmans; and for the 
confirmation of the same, at the request of $ r i 
6astri Bhattaraka,issues thissdsana, duly 
attested by many witnesses." 

Reference is made in several places in this Sdsana 
to the measurement of land by-“ the measuring-rod 
ofViraP&ndiya n.’* This Vira PAndya must 
have preceded KulasekharaDdva, and probably 
there was a considerable interval of time between 
the two. A Vira Pandi, doubtless a later prince 
of that name, succeeded to the throne of Madura 
in a.d. 1437. This is the only Vira P&ndi whose 
date is known as yet with certainty. The “ Vira 
P&ndu" mentioned in the Singhalese annals (Mahd- 
vanso) was not a predecessor of KulaA 5 khara, 
but a rival and successor. His date was probably 
about a.d. 1175 {see my Drdvidiam Comparative 
Grammar, p. 538). The Kulasfikhasra of this in¬ 
scription is not styled P&ndya Leva, but simply 

* On five plates measuring 16* by 51 inches, engraved on both rides, but without ring or seal.-—In. 
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Deva; and it is worthy of notice that the Sin¬ 

ghalese annals represent the Kulasekhara who 
was driven away by the Singhalese army, and in 

whose stead Vira Pandi was placed on the throne, 
as a person who did not belong to the Pandya 

race. He was, apparently, a Chola prince, and it 
may be remarked that, in accordance with this, 
Madura, though the Pandya capital, is described 
in this inscription as belonging to the Chola coun¬ 
try. If the Kulasekhara of this inscription were the 
same person, his date would be about *a.d. 1170. 

The Raj a GambhiraDeva of this inscrip¬ 
tion is not represented as a P andy a. He was 
evidently a feudatory of Kulasekhara Deva, and 
as the district called by his name is included with¬ 

in the ancient limits of the Ramnad zamindari. 
Sivagangei not then being independent, he 
may have been the SStupati, or guardian of Rama’s 

bridge, of that time,—that is, the Ramnad zamin- 
d&r, who has always been regarded as a sort of 
royal personage in his own domains. 

No. II.f 
The second inscription is merely an appendix 

to the first, preserved, like if, in the temple at 

Tiruppuvafiam. It grants to the same 

Bhattas three other villages in the same dis¬ 

trict in addition to the ten already granted. 

Commencement.—“ SvastiSri! Kononmei- 

Kondan, emperor of the three worlds, to 

the sacred assembly of Raja Gambhira 

ehatnr-vedi mangalam, in the district 

of Raja Gambhira-vala-Nadu/5 &e. 

K6n6%mei-Konddn seems rather a title than a 
name. I have found it nsed as a title in many 
inscriptions, prefixed to the king’s name. Here 
no name follows, but it may be concluded that 

Raja Gambhira Deva was the person in¬ 
tended. The term means possessor of royal 
dignity,” from the old Tamil ho, king, nonmei, 
power, dignity, and Jconddn, he who takes or pos¬ 
sesses. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

ON ANCIENT NAGARi NUMERALS. 

To the 'Editor of the (i Indian AntiquaryJ9 

In his note on the ancient N&gari numerals^ 
Dr. Biihler expresses his conviction that “ the old 
idea of Prinsep, according to which the figures 
were to be representatives of the initial letters of 
the cardinal numerals, has to be given up.” I 

feel confident that few scholars of the present day 

will be disposed to controvert the opinion of my 
learned friend. It is evident at first sight that 
the figures for one, two, three are nothing else 
but modifications of one, two, three strokes, and 
have nothing whatever to do with the initial 

letters of eka, dvi, tri. 
The figure of the fourth numeral reveals its own 

origin by its oldest form. Pandit Bhagvanlal 
Indraji, in his most interesting paper on the an¬ 
cient Nagari numerals, makes no mention of the 
fact that the figure of 4 occurs in one of the Asoka 
inscriptions; yet the fact is so important, for 
many reasons, that I think it worth while to draw 

attention to it. 
Thanks to General Cunningham, we know a part 

of the Khalsi inscription^ There we read, 11. 4 

seq*;— 

A{m)tiyoge ndma Yona(ldjapa)lam chd tenaA(m)- j 
tiyona (r. Amtiyogena) chatdli 4 Idjdne Tulamaye j 
ndma Amtikina (r. Amtikone) ndma Mdikd ndma \ 

Alikyasadale ndma. 

t On a single plate, of the same size as those of No. I., * 
engraved on both sides.—En. I 

X Ind> Ant. vol.VLp. 48. 
§ Archceol. Survey of India, Report, vol. I* plate XU. 

The figure for four^f in this inscription is a 
simple cross. The device of indicating the num¬ 
ber four by a cross is so natural, and ingenious 
at the same time, that any comment may be held 
to be superfluous. Nor will it be necessary to 
show that all the later forms of 4 in Nagari are 
the direct offshoots of the ancient sign, such as 
we find it in the Asoka edict. 

The figure for five is, as may be inferred from 
the Valabhi writing, and still more clearly from 
the ancient Kavi sign, nothing else but four with 

the addition of one stroke or curved line. The 

form of 4 in K&vi is i&at of 5 is 

Biihler thinks that the figures were invented 
by Brahmans, not by Buddhists. I agree with 

him in the main, but cannot forbear remarking 
that the words in which he has couched his opi¬ 
nion are liable to misapprehension. How do we 
know that the Hindus invented their ankas after 
the rise of Buddhism P Why should the figures 
have been unknown before the rise of Buddhism, 
which, after all, is an Indian invention itself, and 
no exotic plant ? 

H. Kany, 

Leiden, March 11. 

vakpatibJLja. 

At page 52 of Indian Antiquary, vol. VI. the 
following occurs as a note to an inscription of 

The originally neater chaiSM, M&gadhi for ckaM/ri, 
instead of fixe masc., is a counterpart of the common Pr&kirit 
Uvmii cf. Hemachandra(ed. Hschel), IH. 121 and 122. 
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Vakpati Raja, the grandfather of the celebrated 
Bhoja Raja of Dhara, translated by my friend Mr. 

N. J. Kirtane 
“ This V&kpati inscription may assist in settling 

the date of Bhavabh&fci if the assertion of Kalhana 

in the Bdjatarangini be true :— 

“ : I 

r%#r (sic) Tfr 

Allow me to correct an obvious error. This 

V&kpati Raja king of Dhara has nothing to do 
with V&kpatiraja the poet of Kanoj and the 'protege 

of Yasovarman, who lived at least four centuries 

before the time of Vakpati Raja the king. Like 

many other statements of Kalhana made in the 

Rdjaiarayigini, that most useful work, the lines 

quoted are indeed valuable. They show that 

Vakpati the poet and Bhavabhdti were con¬ 

temporaries, and were both patronized by king Ya¬ 

sovarman. . This is corroborated by a certain pas¬ 
sage (already published by Prof. Bhand&rkar) in 

a Prakrit poem of Vakpati’s, entitled the Gauila- 
vadka, or ‘ the killing of the Gauda king/ lately 

discovered by Dr. Biihler, and now undergoing 

preparation for the press by me. 

Shankar P. Pandit. 

MudeMhdl, 23rd March 1877. 

YURHAGS AND DUKHMAS. 

Sm,—In Mr. James Fergusson’s invaluable 
work on Hude Stone Monuments he describes as 
follows (pp. 427 et seqg.) a class of remains 

found in the island of Sardinia, and nowhere else, 
called 2SFnr hags *.— 

“ A Hurhag is easily recognized and easily 

described. It is always a round tower, with sides 

sloping at an angle of about ten degrees to the 

horizon, its dimensions varying' from twenty to 
sixty feet in diameter, and its height being gene¬ 
rally equal to the width of the base. Sometimes 
they are one, frequently two, and even three 
stories in height, the centre being always occu¬ 
pied by circular chambers, constructed by pro¬ 
jecting stones forming a dome with the section 

of a pointed arch. The chamber generally occu¬ 

pies one-third of the diameter, the thickness of 

the walls forming the remaining two-thirds. 
There is invariably a ramp or staircase leading to 
the platform at the top of the tower. ” 

Mr. Fergus son then proceeds to give numerous 
illustrations and details, among which, as bearing 

upon my argument, I shall only notice the fact 
that there are remains of at least three thousand 
of these buildings in the island. 

Vest he proceeds to discuss, with less than his 

usual decision (the external evidence being nil), 

the purpose for which those buildings were 

erected. “ Generally/’ ho says, te it is assumed that 

they were fire-temples, from their name,—nur in 

the Semitic languages signifying ‘ fire’, —but more 

from their construction/’ which ho admits to 

favour this view, but adds, “ Why so numerous P 

We can count upon our fingers all the fire-temples 

that exist, or ever were known to exist, in fire¬ 

worshipping Persia; and if a dozen satisfied her 

spiritual wants, what necessity was there for 

three thousand, or probably twice that number, in 

the small and sparsely inhabited island of Sar¬ 

dinia/’ (p. 432.) Finally he appears rather to favour 

the view that they were tombs, and is certain 

that if so, “ they wore those of a people who, like 

the Parsis of the present day, exposed their dead 

to be devoured by the birds of the air/5 and that 

such towers would answer in every respect per¬ 

fectly to the Towers of Silonco of the modern 
Persians; and the little aide-chambers in the 

towers would suit perfectly as receptacles of the 
denuded bones when the time arrived for collect 

ing them.” 
The necessity of sparing your space has obliged 

me to give only the heads of Mr. Fergus son’s 

argument, and that in a maimed and disjointed 

fashion. What I have now to point out is that 

there is no inconsistency between the Fire-temple 
and Tower of Silence theories. The N urhags 

may have been both at once. 
A modern Tower of Silence is always a round 

tower with sides nearly perpendicular to the hori¬ 

zon, its dimensions varying from thirty to sixty 

feet in diameter, and its height being generally equal 

(including the parapet) to about three-fifths of the 
base. (These dimensions are-rough estimates, and 

open to correction.) They are always one story in 
height, the centre occupied by a circular chamber, 

and the top by a parapeted platform. There is 

invariably a stone external staircase leading to 

the platform. And there is invariably, close by, 

a small solid Fire-temple. The following rough 

dimensions are those of one attached to a tower 

near Kaly&na in the Th&na collectorate :—On a 

foundation of trap-rock there is a plinth of coursed 

rubble one foot high and 13 feet 6 inches square, 
and on,this another two feet high and 13 feet square. 
Three stone steps ascend the double plinth to the 

Fire-temple, which is of brick and mortar, nine feet 

square outside and seven inside, set back to within 
eighteen inches of the rear (or western) edge of the 

plinth. The walls are 5 feet 6 inches high,, and 
surmounted by a roof apparently of about half that 

height, and the same thickness, forming (if the 
term be admissible) a curvilinear pyramid. In the 

west side is a niche for the sacred lamp; in the 
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east a door 43 inches high in opening, and 26 wide, 

surmounted by a small cornice (the only orna¬ 
ment about the building), and flanked by two small 
bull’s-eye ventilators. 

It is obvious that if such a building were com¬ 

bined with the Tower, instead of erected beside it, 
the resemblance to the Nurhag would be very 
close,—quite as close as that of a modern Hindu 
temple to one of the tenth century a.d. It may 

be added that as the Towers of Silence are aban¬ 

doned, and new ones built, every thirty or forty 
years, a population practising this method of 
sepulture would not take many centuries to erect 
three thousand of them. I hope some writer 

better acquainted than myself with fire-worship in 
Iran and India will correct any errors which I 

may have fallen into, and supplement my defi¬ 
ciencies, but that in any case I may prove to have 
advanced one step towards the solution of this 
curious problem. 

BOOK NOTICES. 

The Archeology and Monumental Remains of Dehli. 
By Carr Stephen, late Judge of the Court of Small Causes, 
Dehli. 1 toI. (with photographs). Ludhiana Mission 
Press, 1876. 

Dehli has long claimed a monograph which shall 
do justice to its historical preeminence, commer¬ 

cial importance, and architectural magnificence. 
The materials for such a work exist in abundance, 
and the present time too would have been one 
peculiarly fitting for such a publication. It has, 

however, been left to a private individual to do for 
the city, with some degree of completeness, what 
was obviously so long required to be done. 

The materials for the reconstruction of Hindu 
Dehli, both in monuments, coins, and manu¬ 

scripts, are exceedingly scanty. Unless the Ar¬ 
chaeological Survey or some wealthy antiquarian 

undertakes excavations at the supposed site of 

Indraprastha, and at the more modern city of 

which the massive walls still encircle the Kufcb 
Min&r, we must be content to remain profoundly 

ignorant of the events of the 2700 years of 
conjectured existence which preceded the capture 
of the city by the Muhammadan contemporaries 
of our king Eichard I. All that is known of 
Hindu Dehli will be found collected by General 

Cunningham in the first volume of his Archaeo¬ 
logical Reports. * 

Of later times there is no lack of record. The 
Kutb Minar marks with unfading freshness and 

dignity the exultant feeling of the first Muslim 

conquerors; and all around are the mosques, 
palaces, and tombs of every succeeding genera¬ 
tion. Nor is the record confined, even in the 
remotest times, to these large and solid works. 
In the ditch of Kila Eai Pithora still exists the 
grave of the man who led the assault in 1191, 
and who was killed at the head of the storming 
party. 

The notices of the city in Muhammadan authors 
are necessarily very numerous, and are suffi¬ 

ciently exact to be of great use to European in¬ 
vestigators ; they are now familiar to the English 

reader through the labours of Elliot and Dowson. 

But the city was also frequently visited, and occa¬ 
sionally described, by Europeans during the last 
three hundred years. It may have been visited 
even earlier by them, as Eubruquis, who wrote in 
the thirteenth century, mentions that Europeans 
were then in the service of the great Tatar Khans 
of Central Asia, as they were in the following 

century,—the notorious Sir John de Mandevillc 
having been thus employed during part of his che¬ 
quered career. It is quite justifiable to conjecture 
that some of these adventurers found their way to 
northern India and Dehli, as they afterwards did 
to the western coast in the galleys of the Turks 
(see Webbe’s Travels in Arber’s Reprints). 

The Englishman Newberry must have passed 

through Dehli about 1585-86 when he parted 
company with Fitch, at Agra, to proceed to Persia 
vi& Labor. Eighteen years afterwards (1603), and 
five after the establishment of the English East 
India Company, John Mildenhall passed the op¬ 

posite way, from Lahor to Agra* Salbank, who 

was in the neighbourhood in 1609, mentions the 
place, but does not seem to have been there. In 

1611 Finch visited Dehli, and has left a lengthy 

account of it, which has been useful to living anti¬ 
quaries. Tom Coryat came shortly afterwards, 

..and is apparently responsible for some of the 
absurdities which appeared in the contempora¬ 
neous descriptions of Sir Thomas Boe, Terry, 
Sir Thomas Herbert, and others. John Albert 
de Mandelslo, a gentleman in the service of the 
Duke of Holstein, travelled from Agra to Labor 

in 1638, but does not refer to Dehli, though he 

describes Agra at some length. As Dehli was then 
the capital of Shah Jehan, Mandelslo cannot have 
avoided it. This deficiency, however, if it really 
exists, is supplied by Tavernier, who was in 
India at various times between 1638 and 1669, and 
has left, from personal observation, a long account 
of Dehli, which he calls * Gehanabad.5 His con¬ 
temporary Bernier, as physician to the emperor 
Aurangzib, was likewise some time in the city, and 

has left the vivid and minutely detailed description 
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which is so well known. About the same time (1631) 
De LaeYs description of the city appeared. In 
1717 the Emperor Farukhsir received at Dehli a 
deputation from the East India Company, and the 
descriptions left by Tieffienthaler, Franklin, and 
others, towards the end of the eighteenth century, 
close the accounts wo have of the city while its 
Moghul rulers possessed any remnant of autho¬ 
rity. 

The present century has necessarily been prolific 
in general descriptions of the old and modern cities; 
but, excepting those of Heber (1824), Jacquemont 
(1831-32), Slee man (1844), Mrs. Colin Mackenzie 
(1847), Bayard Taylor (1853), and ISTorman Macleod 
(1868), most of them are already forgotten, and none 
of them are of much service to the archaeologist. 
Antiquaries, however, were not backward in so 
important a field. In 1801 Colebrooke attacked 
the inscriptions on the Dehli pillars, and there¬ 
after, in the Asiatic Society’s Jemima £ and elsewhere, 
the archaeology of the city continued to receive 
due treatment by such investigators as Prinsep, 
Thomas, Cunningham, Campbell, Tremlefct, and 
Sayyad Ahmad. In 1847 the local interest in the 
subject had become so general that the Dehli 
Archaeological Society was formed, and this body 
published a journal which, so long as it lasted, 
was a mine of special information. The year 
1855 produced the results of Mr. J, Fergusson’s 
examination of the Muhammadan monuments. 
This was principally directed to architectural 
objects, but was important as the first attractive 
introduction of the subject to the home public. 
In 1862-63 General Cunningham, then Archeo¬ 
logical Surveyor to Government, went over the 
ground, and issued a report which, besides con¬ 
taining much that was new, collected the results of 
all the previous piecemeal inquiries. This pub¬ 
lication was wanting in illustrations and plans, 
and did not treat any but the more important 
questions in detail, but it has been the basis and 
guide of later investigators. It was supplement¬ 
ed in 1874 by Mr. Beglar, of the Archaeological 
Survey; bub as he pi'incipally confined himself 
to the further elucidation of a few fundamental- 
points, such as the sites of the successive cities 
and the origin of the Kntb Min&r and Masjid, 
there still remained a great deal to be done, both 
in exploration of the Hindu remains, and in the 
detailed examination of those-of the-Muhamma¬ 
dans. 

At this stage the work was • taken, up > by Mr. 
Carr Stephen, who has confined his labours closq- 
ly to the historical and architectural branches of 
■the antiquities of Dehli. His work is destitute of 
proper maps and plans (the only maps being two 
indifferent copies of the old sketches of General 
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Cunningham, and the only plan a bad copy of one 
by Mr. Fergusson of the palace of Shah Jeh&n) > 
there are no illustrations besides the photographs ; 
there is no bibliography; and the index is very 
imperfect; but what the author has undertaken he 
has done thoroughly well. We have tested his 
measurements and descriptions, and * found them 
invariably correct. His authorities are generally 
quoted, and his dates well supported; and, most 
creditable of all, he has firmly avoided the tali 
writing to which Dehli, of all other cities in India, 
invites the unwary. Mr. Carr Stephen, too, has 
refrained from the incongruous parallels which are 
so much the fashion, and which led not long ago 
to the neglected and mutilated Shalamar garden 
at Lahor being styled the “Versailles of the 
Panjab’’ l Imagine a Versailles without a palace, 
without a picture gallery, without fountains, and 
without parterres ! Dehli lias been without much 
unfitness described as the Romo of Asia, but 
parallels should cease there. It is but bare justice 
to say of Mr. Carr Stephen’s hook that the 
traveller; unless he be provided with General 
Cunningham’s Reports, cannot properly appreciate 
the city without it. The book, so far as it goes, 
is. a decided acquisition,. and the appreciative 
reader will regret that it does not contain six 
hundred pages, instead of less than half that 
number. 

It is refreshing, in the first place, to find a 
Government officer resident at Dehli taking the 
trouble to perform the tiresome work which has 
been done in this case, as neither the European 
community nor occasional visitors impress one as 
caring much for this architectural paradise. Most 
persons deem two days sufficient for “ doing” the 
forty-five square miles of ruins. Under these 
circumstances it is not surprising that the Panj&b 
Government can only afford an annual budget 
allotment of two or three thousand rupees for the 
repair of the monuments of the old capital, while 
as many l&khs are being lavishly spent on Gothic 
structures of very questionable correctness and 
taste at Labor. It must not be understood from 
this remark, however, that we are ungrateful for 
what Government 1ms done. On the contrary, it 
has laid’ the public under much* obligation by 
fitting up or building very comfortable ban- 
gl&s at the Kutb; Tughlak&b&d, and Hum&yun*s 
tomb-; free access is allowed to the LAI Kil&; 
and fees are nowhere demanded: Government 
probably spends quite as much money on the pre¬ 
servation of old Dehli. as the public demands. 

The specialities of Mr. Carr Stephen’s work are 
the numerous and new translations of Muhammadan 
inscriptions; some judicious criticisms of former 
attempts to fix the sites of the Path&n cities;. 
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descriptions of little known and, in some instances, 
unidentified buildings, such as the tombs of the 
Sayyad and Lodi kings; a rather full account of 
the royal and other cemeteries at the Tillage of 
Mahrauli; and the production of a readable de¬ 
scription of the principal Moghul public buildings 

of the modern city. Generally speaking, the author 
has, while collecting and condensing all that has 
been written by others, supplied the deficiencies 
in detail left by General Cunningham and his 
assistants. In this way the work done in the 
shape of dry but useful specifications and measure¬ 
ments is immense, and a marked feature of the 
book,—quite two hundred distinct sites and mo¬ 
numents being thus placed beyond the hazard^ of 
the entire efiacement which sooner or later ae~ 

companies the advantages of British rule. 
With respect to Lalkot (the first of the forts of 

old Dehli), Mr. Carr Stephen differs from General 

Cunningham, as others have done, and apparently 

with justice.. Our author disbelieves -altogether 
in its existence as a fortress. It is questionable, 
however, whether his agreement with General 
Cunningham in regard to the southern boundary 
of Dehli Shershahi (the last Pathfin capital) can 
be accepted as final until he disposes of the in¬ 
surmountable stumbling-block of the so-called 
L&l Darwaza; nearly opposite Dinpanah. This 

gateway (which should not be confounded with 
the other Lai Darwaz&of Dehli ShersMhi, which 
is more properly called the Kabuli DarwfizA;. and 
stands opposite Firuz Shah’s Kofcila) is situated 

more than a mile within General Cunningham’s 
southern boundary,, and it impresses one on in¬ 
spection either as a grand-port of the southern 
wall, or the remains of some inner rampart. -Al¬ 
though the sonthem boundary wall of Sher ShAh’s 
capital may be fixed below Humayun’s tomb, on 
the authority of Finch and others, no traces of it 
have been found there; and, until something tangi¬ 
ble is discovered, one is warranted, in* considering 
the Lai Darwaza near Dinpanah as marking the 
real southern* boundary of the walled city, and 
the streets and the buildings so plainly marked 
outside it as extramural suburbs. The author 
agrees with General Cunningham with respect to 
the site of Siri (the city of ’Alau’d-din Khilji,.the 
conqueror of the Dakhan and%the second king., of 
the third PathAn dynasty), and disposes for ever 

of the attempts made to fix it near the Ecuth? 
In the cases of most of these city sites Mr. Carr 

Stephen has omitted to perform one useful task,. 
—that, namely, of describing:the ground as it now 

• To this list of deficiencies we add a few blemishes 
which have escaped detection in the proofs. The Hans’Alai 
can scarcely have had a “ stone and masonry wall” (p. SS). 
The foundations, not the walls, of the Kalin Maqjia must 
he “six feet deep” (p. 149). The “stamp” of Pirns Shfih’s 

lies under cultivation or mounds of ruins. He 
has preferred the more attractive duty of treating 
of the appearance and” remains of the solid public 
buildings scattered over their' areas. This re¬ 
minds us of the extreme want there is of a large 
scale archaeological map of old Dehli. That of 
Lieutenant Burgess, plotted from a survey in 
1849-50, is the only one existing that we are aware 
of. It is good so far as it goes, but the bounda¬ 
ries of some of the cities are unreliable, and it not 
only omits to mark important standing buildings, 
but is also on too small a scale to allow of the loca¬ 
tion of streets and of minor ruins being delineated. 

We have already referred to- some of the defi¬ 
ciencies of the book. To these must be added the 
want of any mention of the canals; the gardens 
(including the famous Shalamar); the palaces of 
nobles in the modern city; and of such buildings 
as tbe Jaina temple and Badli-ka-SaraL Gone- 
rally, toor the modern city is not described in suf¬ 
ficient detail. All the important Moghul buildings 
are specified, but there is little or no account of 
the streets as they now lie compared with those 
of former times, and there is nothing about the 

baths, wells, sarais, sewers, and other domestic 
works, which, taking Labor as an instance, are so 
curious in Muhammadan cities.* 

The canals were - well worthy of a page or two. 
The walled gardens have of late years so rapidly 
decreased in number that, unless they are de¬ 
scribed’ and measured at once, all trace of them 
will be lost. When last in Dehli, in 1873, we had 
difficulty in finding Shalamar at all, and when we 
got there we found the famous Imperial Garden 
had almost disappeared. All that remained was 

an angle of the enclosure wall, surmounted by a 
common plaster-domed pavilion, and two paltry 
baraddris, one of which a local agriculturist digni¬ 
fied by the name of Shish MahAl. The remains of 
some of the minor gardens are much more splen¬ 
did, several having imposing gate ways of fine ma¬ 
terial. Hot for from Shalamar is Badli-ka-Sarai, 
rendered famous by the engagement of June 1857- 

It is a small rectangular enclosure, with massive 
high bafctlenxented walls of brick. It reeked with 
smoke aud filth. 

Had space Allowed, we should have liked to 
enter into some discussion of the very numerous 
points in the archaeology of Dehli yet remaining 
unsettled. Every page of sneh a work as that 
under notice reminds one of how much remains 

to be done, but any attempt of the kind would be* 
impossible here. 

cupola, which is referred to (p. 63) as being on the fifth 
story of the Kufb Min&r, must mean the finial or halos. 
It octagonal pavilions “manned” the walls of the garden 
of Jeh&n&ra Begaxn (p. Safi), they pe to be envied.. At 
p. 192 there is “a cylinder with Ifi aides.” 
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Mr. Fergus son is well able to defend him¬ 
self when he requires it, but we cannot refrain 
from 'noticing with dissent Mr. Carr Stephen’s 
remark that Mr. Fergusson has committed him¬ 
self to statements, about the doings of British 
officials at Dehli, which cannot be accepted. We 
consider Mr. Fergusson has been astonishingly 
moderate in his denouncement of European Vandal¬ 
ism. The ignorant destroyer has done his worst 
there, to the eternal disgrace of the British 
reputation for taste. Without going further a- 
fleld, the first thing one sees on entering Dehli 
by railway is a mutilation of the walls of the 
Fort,—the walls which prompted the warm admi¬ 
ration of Heber,—in order that one or two honey¬ 
combed guns may have a clear sweop across the 
bridge. In respect to these barbarities the 
mouths of state officials are shut, and it becomes 
indispensable that independent writers like Mr. 
Fergusson should speak the truth, while there is 
an enlightened government, both here and at 
home, able and willing to pub down these acts 
of ruthless destruction. 

Kashmir and Kashgar : a Narrative of tlio Journey of 
the Embassy of Kashgar in 1873-74. By H. W. Bel- 

lew, C.S.I., Surgeon-Major, Bengal Staff Corps (sic 
in orig.)t author of Journal of a Mission to Kandahar 
in 1357-53, <fcc., <fce. London: Trubner & Co. 

The Northern Barrier of India : a popular account 
of the Jummoo and Kashmir Territories. By Frede¬ 

rick Drew, Assoc, of the Royal School of Minos, As¬ 
sistant Master of Eton College, formerly of the Maha¬ 
raja of Kashmir’s service. London : Edward Stanford. 

The two works noted above deal with the same 
region, but are of very different pretensions and 
character. Dr. Bellew is an almost official writer, 
who has already related the adventures of two 
important Missions, has distinguished himself in 
the philology of Khur&s&n and Mekran, and been 
highly honoured by the Government he serves. 
It would be natural to expect from his powers, 
experience, and opportunities a work which 
should be a vade-mecum to future travellers and in¬ 
quirers. The hope would be grievously disappoint¬ 
ed by the volume before us. Tt contains no map 
(a sine qud non of a good book of travels), though 
the author might surely have made use of the 
researches of his comrades, Captains Trotter and 
Biddulph and Colonel Gordon. It has no illus¬ 
trations, though, the* Mission included draughts¬ 
men and photographers; and’it has no index. 
The hook may, for the purpose of review, be 
divided into two parts,—the itinerary of the Mis¬ 
sion, and the author’s ethnological opinions and 
historical researches. The former may be briefly 
dismissed, as the most part of it furnishes but 
little information nob already before the public, 
and Dr. Bellew himself appears to think that the 

interchange of the regulation civilities between 
Raja, Resident, and Envoy at Srinagar are quite 
as worthy of note as any other event of their 
travels. The other portion, however, requires 
some notice. 

It is, in the first place, very hard upon the 19bh 
century that its now declining days should be in¬ 
sulted with a rechauffe of the wildest dreams of Tod 
and Wilford; with nonsense about the “pure 
Caucasian, the representative of the original Saka, 
Sui, or Sacm who wore pushed up from tho plains 
by kindred tribes of tho Yuchi, Gctas, Jatta, 
or Goth” ! who, according to our author, “in the 
west transplanted bo tho soil of their adoption, as 
in Gothland, Jutland, England, Saxony, <fec. 
[Saxony from Saka!] tho names of their colo¬ 
nizing tribes; and in the south,” to cut along 
story short, christened Banaras KAsi, after Kash- 
ghar, Herat after Y&rkand, and Katsak in Orissa 
after an elder sister in Turkostdn ! At least so 
Dr. Bellow ventures to ooncludo “ from the simi¬ 
larity of the names, and the historical record of 
the emigration,” a document about which he 
is provoking enough to give us no further in¬ 
formation. His researches, however, into the his¬ 
tory of the country in times rather moro within 
the ken of modern man are apparently reliable, and 
would be useful if they woro comfortably sorbed 
out into an appendix. Bub they are, throughout 
tho work, intermixed with the itinerary, as never 
were victuals in a pie; so that the bewildered 
reader emerges from the dockings and fightings 
of the children of Chinghiz Kh&n into the fes¬ 
tive hall of the Mahffraja of Kasmir, or the crowd¬ 
ed camp of the Mission, whence, at tho sight of 
some wayside monument, the doctor drags him 
off again into the civil troubles of the u Khitay” 
and “ Mughol.” It would perhaps be too much 
to ask for systematic orthography in such a work ? 
—at any rate it would be fruitless, and it is some¬ 
thing that Dr. Bellew no longer calls the race of 
the Prophet “ Saggids.” 

In wading through this confused medley of 
travel, history, and speculation we have been 
much assisted by Mr. Drew’s work. It is, and 
pretends to be, no more than a useful manual 
of the dominions of the house of 3amff; but it 
has been very carefully and systematically com¬ 
piled, has a good map and index, and a number of 
illustrations, some of which are beautiful, ©spe¬ 
cially the pretty centre-piece on the cover (re¬ 
appearing in black and white on p. xii), and all 
clear. Some of the modest outlines of mountain 
scenery could, one would think, almost be used 
as maps; and the whole work is of a sort most 
valuable to the traveller and student. 

W, F. B. 

[Mat, 1877* 
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THREE NEW ED" 

BY G. 1 

ri^HE subjoined three edicts form part of the 

JL splendid discoveries which General Cunning¬ 

ham has been making in Northern and Central 

India during the last years, and will shortly be 

published in facsimiles in the first volume of 

his Got])us Inscriptionum Indicarum. General 

Cunningham sent me last autumn plate XIV. 

of his work which contains them. With the help 

of a photograph also furnished by him I soon 

succeeded in deciphering the very simple Sahas- 

ram edict. But the more important Rupnath 

insciiption I was unable to make out com¬ 

pletely until I received two rubbings, which 

General Cunningham was good enough to take 

at my request. On my communicating my 

final results he very generously gave me per¬ 

mission to publish the text with my translations, 

and thus enabled me to make these most impor¬ 

tant inscriptions at once generally accessible. 

The great historical value of the new edicts 

lies herein :— j 
Istly—That they absolutely fix the length of 

time which elapsed between Buddha’s nirvana 

and Asoka; j 
2ndly—That they prove the accuracy of the j 

chronology of the southern Buddhists, as far as j 

India is concerned; I 
Zrdhj—-That their data, together with the 

information of the Greek historians, prove Bud¬ 

dha’s nirvana to have taken place between the 

years 483-82 and 472-71 b.c. ; and 
Uhly—That they indicate the direction in 

which future efforts to find the exact date of | 

Buddha’s nirvana ought to he made. 
These assertions may appear bold and over¬ 

confident, as the inscriptions neither give the 

name of the king who caused them to he incised, 

nor show any of the common epithets of Buddha. 

• But nevertheless I feel confident that a care¬ 

ful consideration of the contents of the edicts 

will cause their correctness to be admitted. 
Tn the Sahasram inscription a person who calls 

himself ‘the Beloved of the gods’ states that he 

was for a long time an upasaka, or worshipper, 

without exerting himself much for his faith; that 

afterwards, in consequence of strenuous exertion 

during a year and more, he made the inhabit¬ 

ants of Jambudvipa, i.e. India, abjure the gods 

in whom they believed formerly. He then quotes 

GTS OF ASOKA. 

[CTS OF ASOKA. 

IUHLER. 

a passage in favour of 4 exertion5 from a 4 sermon,’ 

and adds that this sermon was delivered by the 
Vivuika, ‘the Departed,’ two hundred and fifty-six 

(years) before, and that its substance has been 

incised on rocks and stone pillars. In the 
Rupnath edict ‘ the Beloved of the gods’ enlarges 

the first two statements by adding that the 

time of his being an up as aka included more than 

thirty-hen years and a half; and that during the 

period of exertion, lasting upwards of a year, he 

was a member of the samgha, or of the commu¬ 

nity of ascetics. This last point is also preserved 

in the fragment of the Bairat inscription. Tn 

the date the Rupnath edict shows, besides, an 

important addition. It says, 4 256 (years) from 

the departure of the Bata, the T e a c h e r.’ 

Now it is quite clear that the individual who 

calls himself ‘ the Beloved of the gods’ must be a 

hiny. For, the fact that this epithet occurs before 

the names of the three kings P i y a d a s i-A soka, 

Dasaratha, and T i s h y a, and that in 

the Jaugada separate edicts it is used by itself 

to denote the first ruler, proves that it was 
an ancient royal title corresponding nearly 

to the modern 4 by the grace of God/ and the 
Roman Augustus, and was used in the 

third century before Christ. Secondly, the 

boast that the writer caused a change of religion 

throughout India,—the result not of his greatness, 

hut of his zeal—and that he caused the matter of 

the sermon to be incised on rocks and pillars, 

can only proceed from a great ruler, who held 

the whole or a great part of India in subjection. 

Both the title of the writer, and the alphabet 

which the edicts show, make it very probable 
that this king belongs to the third century 

before Christ, and to the Maarya dynasty. 

For it has hitherto not been proved that the 

title was used by later kings, or that the so- 

called Asoka or Lat characters were adopted 

by any one but the Mauryas, their subjects and 

contemporaries. 
The next point to be determined is the faith 

to which the writer belonged. The statements 

that he destroyed the belief in the gods until 
then considered to he true, and that he was 

first an updsaka or suvahci* and later a member 

of the smiigha, show that he must have been 

either a Bauddha or a Jaina. Both these seeU 
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apply the former two terms to their lay brethren, 
and the latter to the brotherhood of their ascetics. 
If thus the choice lies between the Jainas and 
Banddhas, it cannot be doubtful that the latter 
are meant. For though the Jainas existed in the 
third century before Christ, and even occur in 
Piyadasi-Asoka’s inscriptions under their ancient 
name Nigantha, i.e. Nrrgrantha,* no proof has 
hitherto been found for their own assertion that 
they were patronized by one of the Maurya 
kings ;f on the contrary, there is every reason 
for adhering to the generally received opinion 
that both Asoka and his grandson Dasaratha, 
and the other later Maurya princes, were Bud¬ 
dhists or patrons of Buddhism. 

If the £ Beloved of the gods’ was a Buddhist, 
it follows that the sermon which he quotes must 
be a Buddhist sermon, and the Vi vutha of 
the Sahasram edict, or Y yutha of the Rup- 
nath edict, .must be the Buddha himself. The 
word is not one of the common names of 5 & k ya¬ 
rn uni-Go tarn a, but its etymological import 
is such as to make it a fitting epithet for him. 
I take vivutha for a representative of Sanskrit 
vivritta, and of Pali vivutta or vivatto. As not 
one of these or of the formerly published in¬ 
scriptions of Fiyadasi shows double letters, but 
always substitutes single ones,t vivutha is in 
reality equivalent to vivuttha, and this form 
differs from the Pali vivutta only by the aspira¬ 
tion of the second t. This difference, however, 
does not matter much. For, firstly, there are 
other instances of irregular aspirates in the 
language of the edicts. Thus we have kichhi, 
‘ something/ for Sanskrit kiimhit and Pali kith- 
c7*/£,§ Secondly, the letter r causes in Pali some¬ 
times the aspiration of a preceding ta, e.g. in 
tattha = tatra,|| and it is therefore not astonish¬ 
ing that the vowel ri should have exercised the 
same influence in a cognate dialect. 

But irrespective of these phonetic considera¬ 
tions the identity of vivutha with Sans¬ 
krit vivritta becomes almost certain .from 
the immediately following sentence of the 
Sahasram edict, duve sapamndldtisatd vivnihd,— 

# See Lassen, Ind. Alt. vol. II. p. 468., 2nd ed., and 
Delhi separate edict, 1. 5. 

t According to their accounts, Sampratior Sampadi, 
the son of Kun&la and grandson of Asoka, covered the 
earth with Jaina chodtyas. See, e.g., Hemacliandra, Pari- 
Hshtaparva, Sargas X., XI. 

X Compare, e. g., * diyadhiyam’ with Pali diyadcITio, tata 
with Pali tattha, athe with Pali attho, etc. 

§ Compare also the irregular aspirates in Pali words, 
like kuntKa, phalita, &c. enumerated by E. Kuhn, JBeitraoe 
put PctU GrommaUk, p, 40. 

literally 4 two hundred (years) exceeded by fifty- 
six have elapsed.' The sense of this passage, 
which is further confirmed by the phrase of the 
Khandagiri inscription(line 5) *ff tatho vivuthe vase„ 
‘then after a year had elapsed/ makes it impos¬ 
sible to take vivutha for anything else than vi- 
vrittdni or rather vivrifte (notn. dual neuter). As 
these two examples, as well as the etymology,' 
show, vivutha, if applied to a person, means 
originally £ the Departed,’ or ‘ he who has passed 
away.’* Such a name fits Sakyamutii very well, 
as he is considered to be the first who passed 
away beyond the- circle of births. The Rxipnath 
form vyntha arose, in my opinion, from the sub¬ 
stitution of u for vu, and the consequent change 
of the i of the prefix vi to y in accordance with 
the laws of Sanskrit phonetics. Its lingual th 
has been caused by the lost ri, which in Pali too, 
as the form vat to shows, has the same effect. + 

From the identification of the Vivutha, the 
preacher of the sermon, with S a ky am u n i, it 
follows further that the era in which the inscrip¬ 
tions are dated is that of the Nirvana. For, the 
U, i.e. Hi, which stands at the end of the sen¬ 
tence duve sapaumdldtlsatd vivutha U, shows 
that it is governed by the preceding sentence, 
iya-m sdva?ie vivuthena. Anybody who is acquaint¬ 
ed with the use of the Sanskrit Hi will see the 
truth of this remark, and will translate idmhsrdva- 
nam vivriftena (kritarn) due shatpanchdsadadhika- 
sate vivrifte itl, by “ this sermon was preached by 
the Departed two hundred and fifty-six years 
ago. ’ ’ The date of the Rfipnath inscription con¬ 
firms the above explanation. It says, 256 sata- 
vivdsd ta (i.e. ii), lit.££ 256 from the departure of 
the Sata, thus.” Hero the word sata requires 
special notice. It may stand for Sanskrit sata, 
100, or, as the inscription does not note double 
consonants for saptan, ‘seven,’ saktd, ‘able/ 
sapta, ‘ cursed / or, as the/nscription frequently 
leaves out the anu$vdra%, for santa, i.e. sat, pres, 
part, of as, ‘ good/ sdnta, ‘ quiescent,’ srdnia, 
c tired / or, finally, because the inscriptions do not 
always aspirate t followed by r or preceded by s,§ 
for sasta, s praised/ sastra, ‘a weapon/ sdstra, 

j{ Compare Kuhn, loc. cit. p. 50. 
If Jour. As. Boc. Bong. vol. VI. p. 1000. 
# Another 'possibility to explain vivutha as a corruption 

of vivfita, and to take this as a synonym of nirvrita, Pali 
nibbuto, I reject on account of the two cases where it is 
construed with the word vaso, i a year/ 

t Compare also E. Kuhn, loc. cit. p. 49, and the form 
Jbate for kritah. 

j Compare, e.g., pakate == prakr&ntahy at& = dntdt, &e. 
*3 Compare tata, Sah, 1. 8= tatra and Pah atta = asta : 

Kuhn, loc. cit. p. 53. 
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4 institutes of science/ and sdstri, 4 a teacher" I 

select from these numerous possibilities the last 

explanation, because in Pali satthu\\ — Sanskrit 

sdstri is a common designation of Sakja- 

m u n i. The translation of the date is therefore, 

44 256 (years) since the departure of the Teacher 

(have elapsed).55 The final ta, which I be¬ 

lieve to represent ti, indicates here probably 
that the Inscription is finished. 

The result which has now been gained is 

that the inscriptions proceeded from a Maury a 

king, or from a contemporary of the Mauryas, 

who was a Buddhist lay-brother during thirty- 

two years and a half, and a member of the 

sixmgha for upwards of a year, i. e. who was a 

Buddhist for more than thirty-three and a half, 

and that in the thirty-fourth year of his ad¬ 

herence to the Buddhist faith 2*56 years after 

the Nirvana had elapsed, or in other words the 

257 th year after the Nirvana corresponded to 

the second half of the 34dh year after his con¬ 

version. Now we know of no Indian princes 

who made any great efforts for Buddhism in 

the third centnry after the Nirvana besides 

A s oka and Dasaratha, his grandson. 

But the latter cannot be the author of the 

inscriptions, as he reigned only seven years. 

There remains, therefore, nobody but Asoka, 

whose reign lasted more than thirty-seven 

years. This inference is fully confirmed by 

the Mahdvamsa, which, provided a certain line 

of interpretation is adopted, gives the years 

of Asoka5 s reign after his conversion as 

upwards of 34, and places his death in 2*57 

Buddhse. 

The chronological dates regarding Asoka 

which occur in the Ceylonese chronicle are as 

follows :— 
1. Interval between Bindusara’s death 

and As oka’s abhisheha.(upwards 

of) 4 years. 
2. Interval between As oka’s abhisheha 

and his conversion to Buddhism. 

(upwards of) 3 years.* 

3. Conversion of T i s h y a, the TTpardja . . 

.in the 4th year of Asoka’s reign.f 

4. Ordination of Mahendra and S a n- 

ghamitra.in the 6th year.£ 

{! Vide Childers’ Pali Diet. s. v. 
f- V. 17-20,—Tumour, PP* 21-22. 
* Mahtiv. V. 35,—Tumour, p. 23. In this passage and 

the preceding one the author says that three andfour years 
respectively had elapsed when the second event took place: 
the latter fell, therefore, in the 4th and 5th years. Mr. 

5. Death of the Sthaviras Tishya and 
Sumanas..in the 8th year. 

6. The third Buddhist convocation. 
. . . in the 17th year.§ 

7. Planting of the Bodhi-tree in Ceylon. . . 
.in the 18th year. 

8. Death of queen Asandh imi tra. . . 
. . . . 12th year after the last event. 

9. Asoka5s marriage with her attendant. . . 
. . . 4th year after the last event. 

10. Destruction of the Bodhi-tree.3rd 
year after the last event. 

11. Death of Asoka. ...... 4th year 

after the last event. 

12. Total of Asoka’s reign . . . . 37 years.|j 

There are two points connected with these 

dates which require consideration, viz. if the 

years of Asoka mentioned under Nos. 3-7 are to 

be counted from the death of Bindusara or 

from Asoka’s abhisheha, and, secondly, how 

the dates under 8-11 can be reconciled with the 

statement No. 12, that Asoka ruled 37 years. 

As regards the first question, the common 

custom of the Hindus to reckon the years of 

their kings from the date of their abhisheha, 

and not from their actual accession to the throne, 

is a strong argument for taking all the years 

mentioned under Nos. 3-7, as well as the total 

under No. 12, to refer to the period after Asoka’s 

abhisheha. This argument is further strength^ 

ened by the consideration that if the 4th year, in 

which Asoka’s brother Tishya entered the samgha, 

and the 6th year, in which his (Asoka’s) son 

Mahendra and his daughter Sanghamitra were 

ordained, had to be counted from Bindusara’s 

death, both these events would fall before Asoha"s 

co nvers ion to B it ddIt ism. For his conversion can¬ 

not have taken place earlier than the 8th year after 

Bindusara’s death. Now Indian princes 

were, and are, no doubt, great latitudinarians in 

religious matters, and it would not be extra¬ 

ordinary to find that the brother of a Brah- 

manical king had turned Buddhist with his 

sanction. But it seems extremely improbable 

that a Brahman should persuade,or even gwe per¬ 

mission to, a son and a daughter to become 

ascetics of another sect than his own. For this 

reason also I can come to no other conclusion 

Tumour translates clmttihi vassehi (V. 20} wrongly by ‘ in 
the fourth year.9 

t MaMv. V. 138-172—Tumour, p. 34. 
X Mukdv. V. 215,—Tumour, p. 37. 
4 Ifa hdv. V. 28$,—Tumour, p. 42. 
|J For the last dates she MaMv. XX. 1*6,—Tumour, p. 122 
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but that the dates of Tishya’s and of Mahendra’s 

and' Sanghamitra’s ordinations fall in the 4th 

and 6th years after Asoka’s abhisheka, i.e. in the 

1 st and 3rd years after his conversion. If that is 

conceded in the case of these two events, it fol¬ 

lows that all the other dates have to be taken in 

the same manner. The second question—as to 

how the dates given under 8-11 are to be recon¬ 
ciled with the statement under 12, that Asoka 

reigned 37 years—has attracted the attention of 

Professor Lassen, who is of opinion that the 2lahd- 

vamsa contradicts itself. He maintains that as 

the death ofAsandhimitra fell in the 12tlx 

year after the 18th year of Asoka’s accession, 

the marriage of Asoka in the 4th year after that 

event, the destruction of the Bodhi-tree in the 

3rd year after the marriage, and the death of 

Asoka in the 3rd year after the destruction of 

the Bodhi-tree, the total of Asoka’s years ought 
to be 41, instead of 37.% The 2hdutnamki 

certainly does express itself very loosely, but 

still its statements may be reconciled with each 
other. Tor it does not assert that the last four 

events took place at intervals of 12, 4, 3, and 4 

years, but at intervals of 

11 years + a* months or days. 
3 years + -x „ ,, 

2 years + x ,, ,, 

3 years + ® „ „ 

Nor does it say that the Bodhi-tree was sent 

to Ceylon 18 years after Asoka’s abhisheka, but 

in the 18th year, i.e. after 17 years and x months 
or days had elapsed. If we now assume that 

the number of the months or days in excess of 

the full years elapsed on the occurrence of 

each of the last five events does amount to 

more than one entire year and to less than two 

entire years, and if we concede that, as Tumour 

and others have already conjectured, the total 

of Asoka’s reign, 37 years, refers only to the 
number of completed years, and leaves out odd 

months and days, then the two statements will 
agree perfectly. In order to make mj meaning 

plainer, I will, merely for argument’s sake, put 

down definite figures for the unknown number 

of months or days, and the agreement of the 

two statements will appear at once:— 

Yrs. m. 
(?) The Bodhi-tree planted in Ceylon 

in the 18th year after abhisheka... 17 7 

Yrs. m. 

(8) Asandhimitra died in the 12th year 

after that .... 1! ? 

(0) Asoka married her attendant in the 

4th year after that . 3 3 

(10) The Bodhi-tree was destroyed in 

the 3rd year after that. 2 4 

(11) Asoka died in the 4th year after 

that . 3 i 

The total of A soka’s reign was then... 37 ] 0 

and that is just what the 2faJidv'ahst(. says, pro¬ 

vided its total 37 is taken to '*efor to completed 
years only. 

The figures assigned for the months are, as 

I have stated, entirely tictiturns, and, as far as 

the statements of the 21 ah drams a are concrrmah 

the surplus over 37 years may be just as well 

ten days as ten months. But it seems obvious 

to me that the above interpretation of the pas¬ 

sage is more accural e, and more in accordance 

with the literal meaning of the text than that 

proposed by the Tikd, which declares it neces¬ 

sary to avoid counting the last year of each 
period twice A 

If w^ now turn to consider the adjustment 

of Buddha’s years and of Asoka’s, we shall 

again find an element of uncertainty in the 

statement of the Mahdvamm. But it will also 

appear that, under certain suppositions which 

the text by no means disallows, the statements 

of the 2Iahdvamsa and of those of the new 

inscriptions completely agree. The 2taMvmhht 

says, V. 21, that 218 years after the Nirvdna had 

passed when Asoka’s abhisheka took place. This 
obviously means, according to our manner of 

expressing ourselves, that the abhisheka was pei*- 

formed in 21b A.n. %The text leaves it doubtful 
if the 218th year had only just closed, or if a 

number of months had elapsed since its com¬ 

pletion. On this point, regarding which, I repeat 

it, no certainty can be gained from the 2'Lah civamkt. 

as well as on the other point, which according 

to the preceding discussion is equally uncertain, 

the amount of the excess over the total of 37 

yeai’S, depends the determination of the year of 

the Nirvdna in which Asoka died. If at the time 

of the abhisheka 218 years of the Nirvdna plus h 

few months, say two or three only, had elapsed, 

and if the excess of months over the total 

% Lassen, Ind Alt vol. I. p. 283, 2nd ed. He has ov 
looked the fact that the Tlfcd of the Mah&varhia—Tnrno 

lutrod. p. xlvii.—warns against this * laughable mistake.’ 
* Tumour, MaMv., Introd. p. xlvii. 
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of 37 years of Asoka’s reign amonnts likewise to j 

a few months, say two or three only, then the I 

death of Asoka will fall in the year 2*5(3 of the 

Nirvd?ia For 218 years and 2 months 4-37 

years and 2 months makes 255 years and 4 

months. Under this supposition Asoka died in 

the first half of the year 25(3 of the Nirvana. 

But if many months, say 10 or 11. of the I 

219th year of the Nirvana had passed at the time j 

of the ahhisheka, and if many months, say ten ! 

or eleven, have to be added to the total of the I 

years of As oka’s reign, then his death falls in ! 

the year 257 after the Nirvana. For 218 years i 

and 11 months 4-37 yrars awl 11 months makes I 

256 years and 10 months. It is also apparent that ! 

in order to bring about an agreement between the I 

inscriptions and the Maltavcausa, this second j 

interpretation has to be adopted. For only in j 

case Asoka died towards the end of 257 a.b. will j 

it be possible to allow that he may have caused J 
an inscription to be incised when 256 years 

after the departure of the Teacher had passed. 

Now only one more point, the probable date of 

Asoka’s conversion, remains to be considered in 

order to complete the agreement 'between the 

inscriptions and the Mahdvamsa. The equation 

of the former is 33 years 6 months and x days j 

=256 AiB. 4- x months or days. The Jibhdvamsa 

says, V. 34, “The father (of Asoka), being of the 

Brahmanical faith, used to feed (daily) sixty 

thousand Brahmans, He himself did so for 

three years.” Now this may mean either that 

the interval between Asoka’s ahhisheka and his 

conversion was filled by three years exactly, or 

that some months and days have to be added. 

The equation in the new inscriptions makes it 

necessary to add at least eight months, because 

the middle of the thirty-fourth after the conver¬ 

sion could not fall under any other supposition 

in the 257th .year after the Nirvana. But if this 

addition is made the dates of the inscription 

and of the Malidvamsa agree perfectly. For 

then we obtain— 

Asoka’s ahhisheka 218 years after the Nir¬ 

vana and say 11 months, i.e. at the end of 219 

A.B. 

Asoka’s conversion 3 years after the ahhisheka 

and say S months, i.e. in the middle of 223 a.b. 

Date of the inscriptions 33 years and 6 months 

and odd days after conversion, i.e. in the begin¬ 

ning of 257 a.b. 

Death o/ A so ka 37 years and sav 10months 

after ahhisheka, i.e. in the end of 257 A.B. 
The agreement which has thus been shown to 

exist between the inscriptions and the 31 aha- 

vaiti'sa is, in spite of the uncertainty introduced 

by the neglect of the odd months in the latter 

work, sufficiently close to prove that the Mahd- 

vanisa’s statements regarding the history of India 

and of the beginnings of Buddhism are more 

than fanciful inventions of the monastic mind. 

They must be regarded as genuine historical 

dates, derived from contemporary evidence. 

The necessary consequence of this discovery 

is that all attempts to adjust the Ceylonese chro¬ 

nology to that of the Greeks by means of a 

reduction or of a lengthening of the distance 

between the Nirvana and Asoka have to be given 

up.* Henceforth it must be accepted as a fact 

that the ahhisheka of Asoka took place in 219 

a.b., and that he was alive in the beginning 

of 257 a.b. If ilie identification of Asoka’s 

grandfather Ch a n d ra gupt a with the S a n- 

drokyptos of the Greeks, and Asoka’s own 

relations to A n t i o c h u s, the Anti voka or 

Antiyoga of the rock inscriptions, prove 

that the Ceylonese date of the Nirvana 548 

b e. has been placed 6U to 70 years too early, 

the fault must lie either in the period after 

Asoka, or in the adjustment of the dates of the 

Indian history and of the Ceylonese kings. It is 

possible that either some kings have been er¬ 

roneously inserted after DeviindiUpriya Tishy 

the contemporary of Asoka, or that the reigns of 

Tishya. as well as of his predecessor and succes¬ 

sors, have been intentionally expanded. The 

latter alternative seems to me most likely, 

because, as Mr. Tumour* and other Orientalists 

have shown, the dates of Pa n d u k h b Iiaya. 

of M u t a s i va and of his four sons, are extreme¬ 

ly suspicious. It seems impossible that these 

kings, who represent three generations, should 

have reigned 200 years. This suspicion be¬ 

comes stronger through other circumstances, 

especially through, the fact that Y i j a y a*s 

landing is made to fall on the day of the Nir¬ 

vana. I am not prepared to risk any definite 

statement as to tho manner in which the reigns 

of the Ceylonese kings ought to be reduced, or on 

the exact amount of the reduction, as I think it 

very likely that Dr. P. Goldschmidt’s collection 

of Ceylonese inscriptions will completely clear 

f Mah&v. Introd. p. yli. 
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up the question. For all practical purposes 
the date for the Nirvana, 477-78 a.d., fixed by 

Professor M. Muller, by General Cunningham, 
and others, is perfectly sufficient The new in¬ 

scriptions show that it cannot be very far wrong-. 

The two outside termini for the beginning of 
Cliandragnpta’s reign are 321 b.c. on the 

one side, and 310 B.C. on the other. For this 

reason, and because the Ceylonese date for the 

beginning of the Mauryas, 163 A.B., must now be 

considered to be genuine, the Nirvdna must fall 

between 483-82 B.c. and 472-71 B.c. If, therefore, 
the date 477-78 for the Nirvd ?ia should eventu¬ 
ally be proved to be wrong, the fault cannot be 

more than five or six years one way or the other. 

Certainty regarding the date of the Nirvana, 

as already stated, will probably bo obtained 

from the Ceylonese inscriptions. But there “is 

a chance that the same goal may be reached by a 

different road. If a perfectly trustworthy ac¬ 

count of the interval between As oka’s death 

and the beginning of the Vikrama or of the 
Saka eras could be obtained either from Indian 

inscriptions or from books, then the question 
would also be solved. I must add that an ac¬ 

count of this kind exists, though I should bo 
sorry to call it trustworthy on the evidence 

hitherto adduced. The Svetambara Jainas place 
Mahavira* s nirvana in 470J before the era of 

Vikramaditya 56-7 B.c., and the beginning of 
the Mauryas in 216 after Mahavira, or in 311 

b.c. This date agrees well enough with the state¬ 

ments of the Greeks, and I should be prepared 
to adopt it if tbe manner in which the Svetam- 

baras arrived at it agreed with the Buddhist 
chronology, and the age of the gdthd in which 

it occurs were better authenticated. But the 

Jaina account of the dynasties in the 6fch and 
5th centuries B.c. differs from those of the 

Bauddhas and of the Brahmans. The gdthd 

says that Mahavira died on the night in 
which king P k 1 a k a of Ujjaih was installed 

on the throne ; that P k 1 a k a ruled 60 years; 

that, next, the Nan&as held Ipdia for 155 

years, and that the latter were succeeded by 

the Mauryas. Thus the Sisunagas are left out 

altogether—a point which makes the dates 

ANTIQTTABY. [Jtrans, 187 V 

suspicious. Under these circumstances I give the 

Jaina account merely as a curiosity, and in order 

to warn against its being used, without further 

inquiry, as a means to find the exact date of 

Chanuragupta’s accession anti of the Nirvana. 

The additions to the history of tho last years 

of Asoka which tho new inscriptions furnish 

are of great interest. Wo now hear for tbe first 
time that Asoka’s zeal for the Buddhist faith 

produced towards the end of his reign some¬ 
thing very 1 ike bigotry. His boast that lie caused 

tbe people of Jaxnbudvlpa-i to abjure their an¬ 
cient gods, which probably must be taken to 

mean only that he did his best to bring about 
such a result, stands in sHangc contrast to his 

earlier toleration.§ The change finds its ex¬ 
planation partly in the increasing age of the 

monarch, and tho domestic difficulties which, 

both according to Buddhistic and Jaina ac¬ 
counts, he had with the queen whom he 

married after Asandhimitra.1 s death, and partly 

by his turning ascetic. This fact is likewise 

new and of great interest, as Asoka, in spite of 

his asceticism, apparently continued to govern 

the country. It indicates that the Buddhists 

allowed, just like the Jainas in exceptional 
cases, an intermediate stage between the Brdva- 

has or lay brethren and the Bhihshm or monks. 

The Gujarat chroniclers assert that the Ohau- 

lukya king K u m a rap a 1 a, to whom they 

even give the title saihqliddhijgaii, t lord of the 
Sarngha,* took at various periods of his reign 

vows of continence, of temperance, of abstention 

from animal food, and of apratigraha, i.e. to re¬ 

nounce the confiscation of the heirless property 

of Vanias. I am not aware that other instances 

of royal Bauddha ascetics, occur who continued 

to administer the affairs of their kingdoms. 

There is yet another question for which, the 

new inscriptions are of the utmost importance;— 

the history of the ancient Nagarx numerals. 

Hitherto the oldest inscriptions showing them 

were the Mathura inscriptions of Kanishka, 

the Satavahana inscriptions on the Nanaghat, 

and the inscriptions of the Andhrabhrifcyas. 

It is satisfactory to find now that these nu¬ 

meral signs are contemporaneous with the 

X Bee Ind. Ant rot. II. p. 362, and Jour. So. Br. H. Ai 
P* 14,7- Kern in his Jaarbelling, p. 28. give 

466 before v ikrama as tbe date of Mah&vira’s nirvana, o 
the authority of Professor Weber’s extracts from the 
trvmgwyam dJmtmya. That work is a wretched forgery b 
some yah of the 13th or 14th century, as the chapte 
on Kum&rap&Ia of Anahilap&taka, 1144-74 a.d., and th 

numerous Gujaraiicisms, show. The Bvetdmbaras mean 
the era of Vikram&ditya of 56-7 B.c. when they say 470 
before Vikra na. The Digambaras place Mah&vira’s nir~ 
v&qwl in 605 before Vikrama, and. refer to the so-called 
£?aka era. 

§ See Lassen, Ind. Alt vol. II. p. 275, 2nd ed. 
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oldest known form of the Indian alphabet. But 

the form of the sign for 200 is still more im¬ 

portant, as it furnishes the clearest proof for 

the correctness of Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji’s 

discovery of the syllabic origin of the Nagari 

numerals. The sign for 200 employed in the * 

Sahasram edict is or, and, if the right-hand 

side-stroke denoting the second hundred is left 

out of consideration, closely resembles the sign 

for 100 in the Nanaghat inscriptions and the 

fifth Gupta sign.|| But in the Bupnath edict 

the common sign for the syllable sio appears 

in its stead, showing, however, an unusual 

elongation of the left-hand vertical stroke. It 

is obvious that the elongation of the vertical 

stroke serves^ here the same purpose as the 

side-stroke in the Sahasram figure, i. e. to 

denote that 200, not 100, must be read. But 

the fact that the common sign for the syllable su 

is employed, instead of the differentiated form 

used in the Sahasram edict, proves that the 

engraver knew it to be a syllable, and pro¬ 

nounced it as such. 

I take this opportunity to give an attempt at 

an explanation of the very curious fact that in the 

syllabic notation of numerals 200 is expressed by 

the syllable su or su plus one stroke, and 300 

by su or su plus two strokes, which latter are 

attached, according to the fancy of the writer, 

either at the right-hand side both high up and 

low down, or even placed at the top. This 

manner of notation is not easily explicable on 

the supposition that the side-strokes represent 

mikas of figures.' For in that case we ought 

to find two side-strokes for 200, and three for 

300. I propose, therefore, to take them as 

marks intended to show that in the case of 200 

the syllable su had to be pronounced long, su. 

and in the case of 300 phifa, i.e. su-u. This 

explanation holds good for the Andhrafohritya 

and Vakataka signs for 1,000, 2,000, and 3,000 

also, which may be read dim, dim, and dhu-u. 

respectively. It is confirmed by the fact that 

in the case of 400 the sign for the syllable ex¬ 

pressing 4, hhha or hi according to Bhagvanlal. 

is attached to su. The Hindu grammarians 

allow syllables of three ndtrds only, and it was 

therefore impossible to employ an additional 

stroke in order to denote 400. 

The sign in the two edicts for 50 also de¬ 

serves attention. Bupnath shows the form used 

in the Kshatrapa and Valabhi inscriptions, 

while Sahasram gives that of the Eastern plates 

and of the MSS. 

Inscription on a Bock at Sahasram. 

From. General Cunniugham’s facsimile, revised according to photograph. 

u £ Ey%'"i> h wui J-f1 w 

v+ y-M-Rid'e- -L'M /-0 f^ ^ - 4 d f! 

i ^mniS'X, ^ ^ 
&\r£, fi ^ 

Transcript and Restoration of the Sahasram 

Bdid* 

Devanam piye hevam a [ha satilekani adhit]i- 

I! Ind. Ant. vol. VI. p. 45, col. 1 and col. 5. 
In the case of 300 the Jainas also place the second 

stroke above the syllable, and write . 

* Materials need: Plate XIV. of General Cunningham's 
Oorp. Inser. Ind. vol. L and a photograph suppled by Gene¬ 
ral Cwmingham. 

yam savachhalani, j am upasake sumi, t na cba 

badham palakamte.—1— 

Savimchhale sadhike |, am 

kam]t[e]. 

L. 1. The facsimile and photograph show that seven or 
eight syllables have been lost. The restoration of the first 
six is absolutely certain on account of the identical readings 
of B. and B. [adhiijiymi is less certain, I take it for a 
representative of adhiUsd/ivi, cansed by the change of s 
to h and its subsequent loss, just as iu Panjfbf tth, thirty, 
and ihattii thirty-one. 

rsumi Daaoam pa*a- 
Lhaka 
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Etena aha amfcalena | jambudipasi ammisam, 

deva[hu]saiG, ta—2— 

mimisa j misam deva kata. | Pala[kamasi hi] 

iyam pliale [n]o [cha i]yam mahatata-vacha- 

kiye pavatave. j Khudakena hi pala—3— 

kamaminena vipule suag[e] [sa]kiye alii[dha 

yita]v[e]. j Se etaye afchaye iyam savane | : 

khudaka cha udala cha pa—4™~ 

lakamamtu, amfca pi cham janamtu | ; chila- 

thitike cha palakame hofcn J. Iyam cha afclie 

vadhisati |, vipulam pi cha vadhisati,-— 5— 

diyadhiyam avalaclliiyona diyadliiyaiii vadhi¬ 

sati 1 lyarh cha savane vivutbena; dnve sapara- 

naliiti- —G— 

sat a vivntha tl (suii phra) 25G. Ima cha atham 

pavatesu likhapay/i thuya; [yata] va a-7— 

thi hete sililthaiiibh a tata pi liklwpaya tha- 

yi—8— 

Translation. 

The Beloved of the gods speaketh thus ;.(!/ A) 

[more than thirty-two] years [and a half] that I 

am a worshipper (of Buddha), and I have not ex¬ 

erted myself strenuously. (It is) a year and more 

[that I have everted v,iy self strenuously ]. During 

this interval those gods that were (held to he) true 

gods in Jambuclvipa have been made (to be 

regarded as) menf and false. For through strcn Li¬ 

ons exertion comes this reward, and it ought not 

to be said to be an effect of (uty) groaf ness. For 

even a small man who exerts himself can gain 

for himself great rewards in heaven. Just for 

this purpose a sermon has been preached ; k( Both 

small ones and great ones should exert them¬ 

selves, and in the end they should also obtain 

(true)' knowledge. And this spiritual good will 

increase; it will even increase exceedingly; it 

will increase one (size) and a half, at least one 

L. Read saihvachhcile, It. Six or seven, letters have 
been lost. it. and I>. have two sentences, corresponding 
to this lacuna, containing sixteen letters. S. can have had 
one sentence only. The sense requires the sentence Avon 
above. ainisatk, according to R. Read (hevd-hmnh 
as R. has deva-husii and a verb is required. The vertical 
stroke in the facsimile is the loft-hand part of the R This 
emendation I owe to Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraii. Read 
ie fur to., according to it. 

I*, o. Read hern. The pola before the lacuna is probable 
from the photograph. The restoration is certain on ac¬ 
count of the corresponding passage in it., which here, as 
everywhere, substitutes the root pak'mt for paidam. The 
second and third lacunas have been tilled in according to li 

L. 4. Restorations according to ii. and R.—Road Ilvane. 
L. 5. Rend cha jam?) its. 
h, 6. Readsta'/ie; the lacsirnile has date, but according 

to the photograph dot re, which the sense requires, is at least 
probable, if not certain. 

L. 7. Restoration suggested by the fact that two sylla¬ 
bles have been lost, and a, relative pronoun is desirable, 
though not absolutely necessary. The date had been read 

byj. m?- 1 UJmm»ham before I received the inscription. 
ir8 Phrase probably alludes to the Buddhist belief 

that the aevas also have shorter or longer terms of existence, 

(size) and a half.” And this sermon (is) by the 

Departed. Two hundred (years) exceeded by fifty- 

six, 256, have passed since ; and I have caused 
this matter to bo incised on the hills; or where 

those stone pillars are, there too f iiave caused 

it to be incised. 

Transcript of the lUpndth Edict. I 

Devanam piye hevam aha: salirakekani 

adhitisaui va[sa], ya sumi paka sa[va]ki, no 

cha bfulhi pakate. Batileke chu chliavaeuharc, 

ya sumi haka saxiigha-papite—I—- 

badhi cha paka to. Yi imaya kalaya jambudipasi 

amisa dova-husu to dani masa kalia. Pakamasi 

hi c\sa pliale, tio (ha esu mahaiatapa-potavo. 
Khudakena lii ka—2— 

pi paruiiiamintMia sakiyo pipule pi svage 

ilrodhave. Ft iya. at haya hi a kavane kate; 

khudaka cha udala cha pakamaihtu ti,ata pi cha 
janamtu. Iyam pakare cha—3— 

kill ? ehiiathitike siyft. Iya hi atho vaelhi 

vadliisiU, vipula cha vadhLsiti, apaladldycna 

diyarlhiyaiii vadhisati. Iya cha at he pavatisu 

luldiapeta valuta hadlia eba; alhi—t— 

silathubhc silathmiibhasi lakh a pc ta vayata. 

Elina cha vayaja-ncua yavatakatu paka ahale. 

savara-vivase iavayati. Vyuihoua savane kate. 
(sil u phra) 25G sa—5-— 
la-viva sa, ia—G— 

Translation 

The Beloved of the gods speaketh thus: 

(It is) more than thirty-two years and a half 

that I am a hearer (<j the laic), and I did not 

exert myself strenuously. But it is a year and 

more that I have entered the community (of 

ascetic*), and that I have exerted myself 

strenuously. Those gods who daring this time 

were considered to be true (gods) hi Jambudvrpa, 

after which they die and are born again in other stages of 
existence according to their karma. 

X Materials used: two rubbings forwarded by General 
Cunningham. 

L. 1. Read satilekdni, tho letter jd* looks blurred and 
is a mistake for -{J* For puh d read ha Ini. There is a faint 
mark between sa and hi which may be va,—sCvvaki is re- 

■quired as synonym for vpdsuke; soahylm white is a pos¬ 
sible reading, as the letters appear to be half effaced. The 
reading given above is supported by B. 

L. ± Under the rd of' UevdAtim there is a vertical 
stroke, resembling an u 6. Probably it is intended to 
indicate the absorption of the initial a of ahimi, and, is the 
oldest form of the Avayraha $. Read esa for esd. A letter 
may have stood between kfeudal, end hi and ka. But I 
rather think the marks in the impression are accidental 
scratches. 

L. fi. Read paknmaminend; vipule; drddhave j the 
long d in pah are is not quite certain. 

K 5. Read lelhnpeta flidyi ti; tapayati (j for £ } but 
possibly the reading on the stone may be tapdyati, as the 
lower part of vd*does not quite form a circle. Possibly 
vyathead. The two last figures of the date had been read 
by General Cunningham before I received the inscription. 

L. 6. Probably ti for ta to bo read. 
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bave now been abjured. For through exertion 

{comes) this reward, and it cannot be obtained 

by greatness. For a small {man) who exerts 

himself somewhat can gain for himself great 

heavenly bliss. And for this purpose this ser¬ 

mon has been preached : “ Both great ones and 

small ones should exert themselves, andshonldin 

the end gain {true) knowledge, and this manner 

{of acting) should be, what P Of long duration. 

For this spiritual good will grow the growth, 

and will grow exceedingly, at the least it will 

grow one (size) and a half.’ ’ And this matter has 

been caused to be written on the hills ; (where) 

a stone pillar is, (there) it has been written on a 

stone pillar. And as often as (man brings) to this 

writing ripe thought, (so often) will he rejoice, 

(learning to) snbdne his senses.§ This sermon 

has been preached by the Departed. 256 (years 

have elapsed) since the departure of the Teacher. 

Transcript of the Bair at Bdict. || 

Devanam piye aha sati[lekani]. 

i.e. sa . . . .—1— 

vasa-nam ya haka upasake n[o] cha badham. 
..2_ 
am mamaya samghe papayite [ba]dha[m] cha. 

.3— 

jambudipasi amisa-narh deva-hi . . . vi. 

[palajkamasi esa[pha]le—4— 

(n)o hi ese mahatane vachakaye.* 

..[pala] rnmamimena ya ...... . 

pa—5— 

vipuTe pi svamge [sa]kye aladheta(v)e .... 

.[khudajka cha udala cha 

palakamatn ti—6— 

amte pi janamfcu ti chilathiti[ke]. 

[vijpulam pi vadhisati—7— 

diyadhiyam vadhisati (S phra) 56. 

.—8— 

Index of Words occurring in the three JEdids.% 

Am, S. 1, 2 ; B. 3 = Sansk. yat: compare Dhau- 

li VL 3, 5; sep. ed, I. 2, &c._ 

§ The original has a double meaning'. The other meaning 
is, “ And as often as (a man seasons his) boiled rice with 
this condiment he will be satisfied, falling into a state of 
samvara, i.e. that state of intense satisfactionandrepletion 
in which he closes his eyes from pleasure, and suspends the 
activity of the senses generally. 

H Materials used : Cunningham, Corp. Inscr. vol. I. plate 
XTV-., and a cloth copy made by Pandit Bhagvanlal Xndraji. 

L. 1. Cloth copy; dev&n&m. The remnants of three 
letters towards the end of the line are also from the latter. 

L. 2.' Corp. Inscr. : paka. Cloth copy shows lower part 
of n(o). Corp. Inscr.: b&dhi. Cloth copy has remnants 
of these letters towards the end of the line. 

Jj. 3. Corp. Inscr.; payaye ate and bddhi. In the doth 
copy the top of dha is wanting. 

I,. 4. Cloth copy: amis&-na deve pi and omits vi. I con¬ 
jecture arrdsd-naih dLeva~M[jsu te dAJm. Portions of the 
letters laha appear on the doth copy; Corp. Inscr. .* mom. 

Atham, S. 7; athdya, S. 5, B. 4, at he; S. 5, 

B = Sansk.artha, Pali atthocompare Dhauli IV. 

7, V. 7, &c. and pillar edicts. 

- At hi, B. 4 = Sansk, asii: compare Dhauli IX. 

1, &c. 
[_AdhiI\iy dni, S. 1, a vicarious form for the 

following = *adhitihdni; compare Panjabi tih, 

thirty, and ikatte, thirty-one, bth, twenty, and 

panji, twenty-five, <fec. 

Adhitis dni, S. 1 = Sansk. ardhadvi- trimsdni, 

Gujarati adhitis: compare also adha-{kosikydni), 

Delhi sep. ed. 2. Regarding Sansk. ardha — sdr- 

dha see Pet. Diet s. v. ardha. Adhi or closely 

allied forms occur in all the modem Prakrits. 

At d. Id. 3 = amid = Sansk. amtdt. 

Afhi,S. 7 = Sansk. asti with the meaning of the 

plural santi; compare Childers* Pali Diet. s.v. atehi, 

and Delhi sep. ed. II, ata atM sildtha'inbhdni. 

Amtalen a, S. 2. = Sansk. antarena ; compare 

Dhauli, e.g. IV. 1, and pillar edicts. 

Amid, S. 5 = Sansk. antdi. 
Amte, B. 7 == Sansk. ante. 
Ap alad hiy end, B. 4 = Sansk. aparardhyena. 

Amis d, B. 2 — Sansk. amishdt. 
Amis d-narh, B. 4 = amishdt -f- narm. 

A mm is a m, S. 3, mistake or vicarious form for 
amisam =l= Sansk. amisham .* compare, regarding 
nasalization, Kuhn, Beitrage Bali Gram. p. 33, and 
Dhauli II. 3. Amni = dni = ydni, &c. 

Av ala dhiy en d, S. 6= Sansk. avardrdhyena. 

Ah die, B. 5 = Pali dhdro .* see Childers* Bid. s. 
v. For the change in the quantity of the initial d 

compare Kuhn, loc. cit. pp. 29-30, Dhauli IX. 1, 
abddhesu = dhddhesu, &o. 

A husam, ahusu : see husam, husu. 

Ar o dh av e, B. 3, mistake for drddhave = 
Sansk. ardddhavyah: compare Girnar VI. 12. 
- Tax7e, i.e. tavve = Sansk. tavydh, occurs in the 

pillar edicts. 

Ald{dh cty it a)v(e), dlddhetave, S- 4, B. 6 : see 

the preceding, and compare Dhauli IX. 7, &c. 

Ahd, S. 1, K. 1, B. I = Sansk. dha. 

Ima, S. 7 =* imam = Sansk. imam. 

Imdy a, B. 2 = Sansk. asmai : compare Girnar 

III. 3._ 

L. 5. Corp. Inscr. begins the line ha hi, the doth copy 
shows o clearly. Corp. Inscr. : map&tane. I think mdha- 
tana shonld he read, as "the word forms a compound with 
vachakaye. Bead [pala\ kamamin end. The cloth copy omits 
ya.pa, which are not easily explained. 

L. 6. Cloth copy: vipule hirh ivage takye ; Corp. Inscr. z 
vipule pi svamge kiye. The above reading is conjectural, 
but supported by the analogy of 8. and JR- Possibly sakvye 
may be the right form. Towards the end Corp. Inscr. reads 
[khudajkd die, which is incorrect. 

L. 7. Cloth copy omits am(te), shows half a ta instead 
of te in chilathiM(ke), and omits pu in (vijpidajh. 

L. 8. Cloth copy: dvyadhiya. vadhasate, and omits the 
numeral signs. I must confess that I doubt the correctness 
of the latter, on account of their position. 

•f The references to the published edicts refer to Jar.* 
Burgess’s Girnfer facsimiles, and to the .plates of General 
Cunningham’s Corp. Inscrvpt. Ind. voL %, which he b&» 
kindly forwarded to me. 
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1 y a, R. 4 = iyam. 

Iy am, S. 3, 5, 6; R. 3 = Sansk. ay am and 
idam: compare Khalsi XII. 13, iyam mule; Delhi 
III. 17, iyam kaydne, &c. 

TJddl d, S. 3, R. 3, B. 6 = Sansk. uddrdli, Pali 
vldrd. 

Up d sake, S. 1, B. 2 = Sansk. npdsakah, Pali 
updsako. 

Bt dye, S. 4 = Sansk. etasmai: compare Gir- 
nar III. 3, &c. 

B tin d, R. 5 = Sansk. etena. 

B iiy a, R. 3 = etdye. 

Bien a, S. 2 = Sansk. etena. 

Bsa, R. 2, B. 4 —Sansk. esha, Pali esa : compare 
Dhauli sep. ed. I. 2, &g. 

E s d, R. 2, probably a mistake for esa or esc. 

B se, B. 5 = Sansk. esha, Pali esa, Magadhi esc. 

Katd, S. 3, R. 2 = Sansk. kritdh, Pali katd .* 
compare Dhauli Y. 3, <fec. 

K a i e, R. 3,5= Sansk. kritam (neuter): compare 
Dhauli V. I, &c. 

-K at u, in ydvata-katu, R. 5 = Sansk. kritvah 

and Pali khattum. 

Kap i, R. 2. 3 = Sansk., Pali, kimapi,—possibly 
a mistake for kepi. 

Kdldy a, R. 2 = kdldya with sense of kdle. 

Kiii, R. 4 = Sansk. Jdmiti, Pali himti; rock 
edicts usually kirhti, but Khd lsi N. face XIII. 12 ititi. 

Ehudakd, S. 4, R. 3, B. 6 = Sansk. kshudra- 

hdh, Pali khuddakd. 

Eh udak en a, S. 3, -hend, R. 2 = Sansk. ksliu- 

draJcena. 

Cha, S. 1, 2, 4, 5,6,7; R. I, 2, 3, 4, 5; B. 3, 6 = 
Sansk. and Pali cha* 

Cha m, S. 5, mistake for cha. 

Chd, B. 6, mistake for cha. 

Chi Tat h i i i h e, R. 4 = Sansk. chirasthi tikah, 

Pali chiratthitiko. 

Chilat hiiik e, S. 5 ; see the preceding: com¬ 
pare Dhauli V. 8, YI. 6. 

Ch il at hi ti(ke), B. 7 ; see the preceding. 
0 h u, R. 1 = Sansk. tu: compare Dhauli YI. 7, 

sep. ed. 1.10. 

Chh avachhare, R. 1= Sansk, sanwatsarah, 

possibly a mis take for mva°; but compare Mchhati 

~ *kassa,U = Sansk. harishyati, in the pillar edicts. 
Janamtu, B. 7; probably a mistake for jd~ 

namtu. 

Jajnbudipasi, R. 2, B; 4 = Sansk. jambu- 
dmipe, Pali jambvdipe. 

J a mb u d ip a si, S, 2; see the preceding, 
J dn a min, S. 5, R. 4 = Sansk., Pali, jdnantu. 

-Thiti, S. 5, R. 4 (in cMla-thitike) = Sansk. 
sihiU, Pali thiti. 

T a, S. 2, mistake or vicarious form for te, which 
see. 

T a, R. 6, for ti = Sansk. £££. 

T a t a, S. 8,=: Sansk. tatra, Pali taitha; ’compare 
Delhi sep. ed. 3, &c. . 

Ta r d y ati,B>.5; probably a mistake for tapa - 
2/efo* = Sansk. tarpayati, Pali tappcti. 

T i, S. 7, R. 3, B. 6, 7 = Sansk. Pali ti. 
Te, E. 2 === Sansk., Pali, to (nom. pi. na. of tad). 

Th ayi, S. 8, probably for athdyim -= Sansk. 
as flam (1st per. sing. aor. act. of sihd). 

Thdya, S. 8, a variant of the preceding. 
7) d n i, R. 2 = Sansk. iddnim, Pali 
1) i y a d h i y a m, S. 6, R. 4, B. 8Sansk. dvyar- 

dham, Pali diyaddham: compare diyddha, Kh&lai 
XIIT. 35. 

P i y d d h i y a m, S. 6; a vicarious form for the 
preceding. 

21 a v e ~=r Sansk. dve, Pali dam. 

I) c v a, S. 3, B. 4, probably mistake for devd. 

J) e v d, S. 3,11. 2 = Sansk. devdh. 

I) e. y d n a m, B. 1 = Sansk. devdn&m, Pali devd- 

midi, 

Devdndm, S. 1, R. 1, a mistake or variant 
for the preceding. 

N a, S, 1 — Sansk., Pali, na. 

Na m, B. 2 (in vasd-nam), B. 4 (in amwd-nam) — 

Sansk. nauv, ^aur., M%,, nam, Hemaeh. IY. 283, 
302, ed. Pischel. 

No, S. 1, 3, R. 1, 2, B, 2, 5 = Sansk., Pali, no ; 

compare Dhauli Y. 3, &e. 
Paha, Iw. 5 == Sansk. pahvah, Palipakha. 

P a k ate, R. 1, 2 = Sansk. prakrdntah, Pali pa- 

hkantn, but with tho meaning of pardkrdnta. 

P a h a m a m i u, R. 3 = Sansk. prakrdmantuf 

Pali pakkamantu. 

Paha m asi. It. 2 = Sansk. pmkraim. 
P ak dr e, R. 3 = Sansk. pmhdrah, Pali pakdror 

but possibly a mistake for pahame. 

P ap ay e or papayite, B. 3 = Sansk. pr&pitah* 

~P ap ito, R. 1 (in $amgha-pa)=Sansk. prdptah* 
Par u m a m in end, R. 3, mistake for jpahama* 

minewi = Sansk. prakramamdnena. 

Palakamte, S. 1, 2= Sansk. pardh^d/ntah, 
Pali parakkanto. 

P alak a m a t u, B. 6, a variant of the following. 
P al ak am amt u, S. 5~ Sansk, par&krdmantw, 

Paliparakkdmaniu: compare also Dhauli YX. 6, See. 

P a l a k am am in e nd, S. 3, 4 = Sansk. pard- 

kramamdnena: for the termination ~mtna compare 
sampafapddayamine, Dhauli sep. ed. I, 15. 

P a l a k a m a s i, S. 3, B. 4 = Sansk. pardkrame. 

P alak a me, S. Sansk. pardkmmah ■; com¬ 
pare Dhauli YI. 7. 

P alarum am in end, B. 4, 5, a mistake for 
palukamaminend. 

P av atisu, R. 4, a varia lectio for the following. 
Pavatesu, S. 7=Sansk.parvateahu, BaAipab~ 

baiesu. 

Pdkd, R, 1, a mistake for haled. 
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Pdpotave, E. 2 (in mahatatdpd0) = Sansk. 
prdptavyam, but formed from a new root, pdpo .* 
compare Pali pappoti, and pdpovd, Delhi VI. 3. 

P dv at av e, S. 3=Sansk. pravakiavyam: for 
the lengthening of the first syllable compare Pali 
pdvaehanam. 

P i, S. 5, 8, E. 3, B. 6=Sansk. api} Pali pi. 

P ip u l e, E. 3, a mistake for vipule. 

P iye, S. 1, E. 1, B. l=Sansk. priyali, Pali plyo. 

P hale,8. 3, R. 2, B. 4 =Sansk. pkalam, or pos¬ 
sibly == phalah, a rare form for plialaoh: vide the 
Pet. Diet s. v. Phaldni occurs Khalsi II. 6. 

B ddha oh, S. 1, B. 2, 3 ==Sansk. hddham: com¬ 
pare rock edicts VII., end. 

B ddh i, R. 1, 2, B. 2, 3 (P),a vicarious form for 
the preceding. For am = e = i, compare also 
Delhi V. 8, sukali. 

Mam ay d, B. 3 = Sansk. mayd ; compare 
Dhauli VI. 1, Delhi sep. ed. 3. 

Mas d, E. 2 = onisd = Sansk. mishdi. 

Mah at aid, S. 3, R. 2 = Sansk. mahattd, Pali 
mahaniatd. 

M aha t a ne, B. 5 = Sansk. onahattvam, Prak. 
mahattanam: compare Var. IV. 22. * 

Mis a on, S. 3 — Sansk. onisliam. For the mean¬ 
ing of mishatii 7:ri see Pei. Bid. s. v. misha. 

Mu oi isd, S. 3 = Sansk. maomshydh.* compare 
Dhauli II. 3, &c.. 

V a, E. 1, B. 2 == Sansk. ojat, Pali yam. 

Ydv aiahatUj'R. 5 — Sansk. ydvatkritvah. 

Yi, E. 2 = Sansk., Pali, ye (nom. pi. m. of yad). 

L d kh dp eta, E. 5, a mistake for lekhdpeta. 

Likhdpaya, -yd, S. 7, 8 == Sansk. lehhiivd; 

-aya = ya; compare Pali likhdpeti, and for the 
construction of tlid with the ahsolntive, Childers* 
Bid. s. v. tilihati, ihaii. 

L ekhdp eta, E. 4 = Sansk. lehhiiah: compare 
Dhauli II. 3, lopaheta and lopapita == Sansk. ro- 

piidni. 

V a dh i, B. 4 — vriddhim (acc. sing.), Pali rad¬ 

dition. 

V a ch ak ay e, 3. 5; -kiye, S. 3 (in mahatatdvaP) 

= Sansk. vachaka enlarged by the affix iya (?). 
Yadhis ati, S. 5, 6, R. 4, B. 7, 8 = Pali rad- 

dhissati: compare pillar edicts, e.g. Delhi I. 6, &c. 
Vadhisiti, E. 4, a vicarious form for the 

preceding. 
V ay aj an end, E. 5 = Sansk., Pali, vyanja- 

nma: see Childers* Bid. s. v. See also rock edicts 
III., end. As to i represented by a, see Kuhn, he. 

ait p. 24, and compare KMlsi XIII. 38, vaydsanaoh 

= vyasanam. 

V ay at a, E. 5,—probably a mistake for ihdyi ta 

= asthdyi (sthitah) iti. 

V a (s d), R. 1 = Sansk. varshdni. 
Vas d-nam,B. 2= Sansk. varshdninanu; com¬ 

pare above, nam. 

V d, S. 7 = Sansk., Pali, vd. 

Vdlaia, E. 4, possibly a mistake for pdlata, 

but = Sansk. paratra : compare pillar edict pdla- 

tam = pdratrikam. 

Vipu la, R. 4 = Sansk., Pali, vipulam. 

Yip ul a rm, S. 5, B. 8 = Sansk. vipulam. 

Yipule,S.4,3.6 = Sansk. vipulah: compare 

also pipule, and rock edicts YII. 

Viv a se, E. 5 (in savaravi0) = Pali ttiro so, 

Sansk. vivaiah. 

Viv dsd, E. 6 (in satari0) = Sansk. vivdsdt. 

Yivu thd, S. 7 = Sansk. virriitdni, Pali part, 

of raitati, is sometimes vutto: compare also Khan- 

dagiri inscr. 1. 5, Jour. Seng. Br. B. As. Sac. vol. 

VI. p. 1050, iaiho vase viruihe. 

Yivu thena, S. 7 = Sansk. titriUena. 
Yyuthe oi d, B. 5, a vicarious form for the pre¬ 

ceding, caused by the substitution of u for vu. 

8 v a oh g e, svagp. B. 6= Sansk. sr argali. Similar 

substitutions of $ for s occur particularly often in 

the latter half of the Khalsi edicts, e.g. XI. 129 so 

for so, XI. 30 oaiiasaoMhutdna = miirasaohstufdndtii. 

XII. 34, siyd = siyd = sydi, Ac. 
8 av aehhaldni, S. 1 = Sansk. saohraisa- 

rdh : compare also chhavachhare and savitiichhale. 

8 a ki ye, -kye, S. 4, E. 3, B. 6 = Sansk. svaMojah 

Pali sakiyo. 
8 a tii g h a, E. 1, -ghe, B. 3 = Sansk. samghah„ 

Pali, samgho. 

8 at a viv dsd, E. 5, 6 = Sansk. Mstrivirdsdt, 

Pali satihuvivdsd. 

-Said, S. 7 == Sansk. satdni. 

S ap amndldii sat d, S. 7=Sansk. shatpan - 
chdsadaiisatdni. For sa = shat: compare sadu- 

(visati) in the - pillar edicts. For the use of ati = 

adhi compare atiraiha, oAjdtirdja, Ac. 
The la of pamndla is inexplicable, and one feels 

tempted to read paomidha instead, jj- for -J- 

8 a(v a)ki, E. l==Sansk. so'dvakah, Pali sdvako. 

8 av a r a-, R. 5 = Sansk., Pali, satiivava. 

8 av a ne, S..6, a mistake for sdvane. 

8 avi rh oh hale, a mistake for satimudihale 

8 diirak ek dni, B. l,a mistake for sdiilekdni. 

S a til eke, E. l=Sansk. sdtirekah, Pali sdfireko. 

S ddh ike, S. 2 = Sansk. sddhikah. 

Sdvame, E, 3, 5=Sansk. Srdvanam. Pali sdva- 

naoh: compare Delhi VII. 20. 
8 d v d n e, S. 4, a mistake for the preceding. 

Siyd, R. 4=Sansk. sydi; compare Gir.III. 3,&c. 
8ildthatiibhasi, E. & = Sansk. dildsiambhe. 

8 ildihnbhe, R. 5Sansk. Sildsfhambhah. 

Sildthambhd, S. 8 = Sansk. siUsiambhdh: 

compare sildtltambhdni, Delhi sep. ed. 11. 

S u a g(e), S. 4= Sansi. svargah. 

Sumi, S. 1, R. L = Sansk. asmi (1st per. sing, 

pres, of as): for the insertion of u compare Kuhn, 

Beit PaM Gram. p. 45. 
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S\2, S. 4 = Pali se: compare Dhauli IT. 1, YI. 1, 

Delhi II. 16, R. 2, &c. 

$ r a g e, R. 3 = Sansk. svargak 

H oika, R. 1, B.2 = Sansk. aham, MagadM, 

hage: compare also pdkd, and Dhauli YI. 5 and 

passim. 

H a dh a, R. 4 = Sansk. iha, Pali hidha: com¬ 

pare pillar edicts, e.g. Delhi' I. 3, hida-ta. 

H i, S. 3, R. 2, B. 5 = Sansk., Pali, hi. 

-Hu s u, (hu)sam, R. 2, S. %~abMivm: compare 

a-huimn, and hum, Delhi YII. 12. 

Hete,$. 8=Sansk., Pali, ete (nom. m.of dad). 

Hev am, S. 1, R. 1, B. 1 = Sansk., Pali, mam: 

compare Dhauli YI. 4 and passim. 

Hotu, S. 5 = Sansk.hhavatu; compareDhauli 

Y. 8, &c. 

BOOK NOTICE. 

La Langur et la Liras'rature Hindoustanies en 1876: 

Revue annnelle. Par M. Garcin de Tassy, membre de 

l’institut, professenr h. l’ecole speciaie des langues orion* 

tales vivantes, president de la societe asiatique, &e. 

So far as we are aware, there is no ^publication 

either in India or in Europe, from which the state 

of Hindustani literature may be so distinctly as¬ 

certained, year by year, as from the Berne of M. 

Garcin de Tassy, where not only the books, but all 

the newspapers and societies which spring into 

existence are registered in detail. The number of 

reprints, translations, and original works this 

year is as large as usual, if not larger; this holds 

good also of their contents,—religion, history, 

science, with fiction both in prose and poetry, the 

latter prevailing. Both natives and Europeans 

appear to have signalized themselves more than 

previously by their publications. 

The Hindi Bdmdyam of TulsidAs prepared by 

E\ S. Growse—not a translation, nor even an imi¬ 

tation, of that of Yalmiki, although dealing with 

the same subject—will no doubt be appreciated. 

Dr. Riihler has brought from Kasrair Chand’s' 

PritUrdj Basau, which is important from a his¬ 

torical as well as a philological point of view, and 

ought to be published. As to the Adigmntha 

of the Sikhs, which Dr. E. Trump is engaged in 

translating, 800 pages of it, preceded by an intro¬ 

duction, have been printed. Mr. J. Beames has 

introduced to the notice of Europeans a new Hindi 
bard, giving a few pages of text and translations 

in thJournal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 

(Bart I., No. 3, 1875); but the whole work, in 

praise of Jagat Singh, who revolted against the 

Moghul emperor Shah Jehan, occupies a small 4to 

volume of 105 pages. The Yajur Veda in Sanskrit, 

with a commentary in Hindi, was published by 

Giripras&d, Raja of Besma, and pniited m that ’ 

town. In is curious to note that at present several 

Hindi works formerly edited in Persian characters 

are being printed in Devanagiri; of these are the 

translation of the “Thousand and One Nights,” 

the Bakamli, and the Tjotahahdni. 

Among larger works, such as tU MuntaJchab 

al-tovtinkh, translated from Persian into Urdu, 

pp. 545; the Ma dan-al-hikmat, “ Mine of wisdom/5 

a treatise on medicine in Urdu and English, pp. 4f>9 

8vo; and among other books, treatises on astro¬ 

logy and talismans—the Bangraha Sir omani, 

536 pp., and the Indarjal, 304 pp.—would imply 

that superstitious practices are not expected to 

die out soon. And besides treatises on hygiene 

and physical geography produced after European 

models, some Hindi and some Urdu versions of 

Bain’s Mental Science, Fowler’s Logic, Taylor’s 

Ancient History, and Huxley’s Physiology, are also 
announced. Lastly, the progress of Dr. S. W. 

Fallon’s large Urdu Dictionary, several fascicles 

of which have appeared, together with an improved 

edition of the first of them, is also encouraging; 

the learned author is uninterruptedly engaged 

in his colossal labour, and will in course of time, 

no doubt, bring it to a prosperous end. 

Periodical literature appears also to be on the 

increase, especially as printed matter can be 

brought out very cheaply by lithography, and edi¬ 

tors are not sanguine in their aspirations for sub¬ 

scribers ; thus, for instance, the Panjdbi says, con¬ 

cerning the journal published by the Aujuman 

of Kasftr, in the Labor zilid “ The' monthly 

journal published by the Anjuman has 325 sub¬ 

scribers, which number ought to satisfy us.” The 
number of newspapers has increased since last year 

by more than 30; but, as is annually the case, 

many of them will soon again disappear and make 

way for others. A long time is required for a 

journal to take firm root; those who demand 

quick returns, and are not prepared to make any 

sacrifices, must quickly retire from the arena. 

The Berne terminates, as usual, with a necrology. 

The first place is assigned to Dr. Wilson, and is 

followed by a notice of Dr. M. Haug.—During 

the same year with Drs. Wilson and Haug, also 

Radha Kishn or R&o Kishn, a former tutor of 

the Maharaja Dhulip Singh, died; he was a good 

Sanskrit scholar—and one of the most fertile 

of Hindustani poets.—Edward Thornton died on 

the 24th December 1875, at the age of 77 years. 

He was for several years the editor of Alim’s 

Indian Mail, and is well known by his History 

of the Oriental Bwpire of India, as well as by 

his Gazetteers of Sindh and of India. During the 
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same year also Francis Johnson, the author of 

the most extensive Persian dictionary, expired. 
He occupied during 31 years the chair of Sanskrit, 
Teinga, and Bengali at Haileybnry, where he 
had been installed at the age of 24, and remained 
till 1855, when he was succeeded by Mr. Monier 
Williams, now Professor of Sanskrit at Oxford. 
He was endowed with a prodigious memory and 
great talents for languages. His two editions of 

the Kiiopadesa, with text, translation, and vocabu¬ 
lary, his select pieces from the Mahdbhdrata, his 
editions of the Meghaduta and of the Gidistdn, are 
valued by students of Sanskrit or Persian.—On 
the 4th January 1876 M. Jules Mohl, President of 

the Asiatic Society of Paris, editor and translator 

of the Shah.na.mah, died.-—On the 25th July 1876 

Robert Childers expired, at the age of 38-—On the 

10th August of the same year Edward William 

Lane died, at the age of 75 years. He is well 

known as the author of the Manners and Customs 

of the Modern Egyptians, and the translator of the 

Thousand and One Nights with extremely valu¬ 

able notes ; but his chief work—over which he died 

—was his Arabic and English Lexicon, a treasure 
of vast erudition, of which five vommes are al¬ 

ready published, and the sixth is in the press, while 

the seventh and eighth will be edited from the 

manuscripts left by the author.—E. R. 

ON THE KRISHNAJAHMASHTAMT, OR KRISHNA’S BIRTH-FESTIVAL. 

BY Pjrop. a. WEBER, BERLIN. 

Read in the Royal Academy of Sciences, Berlin, 17th June 1867 

(Translated from the German by E. BehatsekJ 

Since I communicated to the meeting of phi¬ 

lologists at Erlangen (1851) “ some data relat¬ 

ing to Krishna's birth-festival,5 ’f a very rich 

mine of new materials on this subject has be¬ 

come accessible to me, to arrange and ntilize 
which the time has perhaps arrived. 

In the first place these sources are themselves 

to he indicated, and the manner in which the 

subject is treated in them is to he discussed 

(§ 1), whereby particular aspects of it will be 
at once specially illustrated, so that only a brief 

retrospect will afterwards suffice. To the elu¬ 

cidation of the ritual of the festival itself (§2) 

an investigation concerning the origin of the 

festival (§ 3), or rather of .Krishna-worship in 

general, as well as on the pictorial representa¬ 

tions connected therewith, will then be added 

(§4). 

§ 1. The Sources. 

In order to obtain a chronological standpoint, 

I adduce, in the first instance, in their proper 

order, the texts referable to fixed authors, or 

* As the printing of the paper could only be begun 
'after a considerable time, it became possible to utilize, or 
rather to interweave, several communications or publications 
of later date,—thus, e.g. the number of the Athenaeum of 
10th Aug. 1867, mentioned in the beginning of § 3, and 
others. 

t See Zeits thrift der Deutschen Morgenl. Gesell. Bd- 
VI. pp. 02-97, and my Catalogue of the Berlin Sanskrit 
MSS. pp. 337-340. 

X Coni. Wilson, Mackenzie Coll. vol. I. p. 32% Bumouf, 
Bhdg. Pur. tom. I, pp. xcix-ci.; my Catal. of the Berlin 
Sansk. MSS. pp. 332-343 jAufrecht, Catalogue, p. 375. 
There are several H am&dr is. The patron of V opadeva, 
hearing this name was minister to Mng R&machandra 
of Devagirj. But a commentator on Vopadeva at the 
eomt of a Mng R&mar&ja was also called Hemdri 

rather those the period of whose compositions can 

in any way be fixed, and only afterwards I deal 

with the works not allowing .of being ascribed to 

a fixed author. For though the works belong¬ 

ing to this latter class are just those quoted in 

the texts to be first treated of, they are still, at 

present, with «£he exception of the passages 

actually quoted from them, devoid of definite 

chronological value. Their higher antiquity in 

general is no voucher that in. single instances 

considerable additions or other alterations have 

not crept into the texts, especially in those 

sections which cannot yet be pointed out in 

their acknowledged texts, and appear merely 

as pieces. detached from them, though with a 
claim to belong to them. 

Accordingly the oldest chronologically fixed 

text making mention of the festival is the Vrata- 

Jchanda of HemadriJ written perhaps at 

the end of the thirteenth century, and represent¬ 

ing the various festival-days of the Brahmanie 

ritual according to the order of the lunar 

(Aufreeht, Catalogue, p. 38a). Our Hem&dri, mm. 
of ChSru&eva, styles himself minister (sa/rvaSrtka- 
rmmprabhu, SrfkaraiueSa) of a king Mahadeva,by 
whose command he composed the ChaiwnxzrgachinM- 
mami, the first part of which is the Vratakhanda. I deter¬ 
mine his age from the circumstance of Ms "being quoted 
several times by M&dhava in the K&kmvrnaga. (R&- 
ghunamdanaalso mention^ him in the beginning of Ms 
Tithiixmm before thelatter.) On© of our MSS. of the second 
section of the Chaiwrvargachintdmam, the Bdnakhanda, 
is dated Samvat 1435, a.d. 1379. (Conf. the first leaf of’the 
facsimile added to the Cat 'of the Berl. Sansk, MSS.) 
Besides the QhiniAmmi, Mng M&h&deva caused also the 
K&ma&hemi and the Kalpadruma to be prepared (see v. 12 
of thelntrod. to the Vrataklum^a and to the Bdimkhmia). 
By this both the works of V o p a d e v a hearing these names 
can scarcely be meant, m the other data do not agree. 
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calendar. Unfortunately, however, the MS. I of the festival is the Kdlmirnaya of Ha¬ 

vre possess of the work breaks off just with the 

seventh day, the saptaim, whereas the festival 

belongs to the next following date, the eiijhth. 

Thus we lose not only Hemildri’s own re¬ 

presentation of it, but also the quotations from 

older representations of the kind, which he had, 

according to his wont, doubtless utilized very 

abundantly. From the citations adduced by 

later authors from this section of his work, it 

is skown, for example, that he utilized for it par¬ 

ticularly the Bhavishya Pur ana.§ It is to be 

hoped that the Ymtakhanda, will yet be disco¬ 

vered complete. On account of their richness 

and comparative antiquity the works of Hem fi- 

dri really deserve special consideration. 

The second text, chronologically fixed, treating 

§ On account of tlie quotations to be made hereafter, 
I insert the following abbreviations by which I designate 
the several texts of the Bhavishya, or rather the Bhauish- 
vottara Purdna .*— 
' 0. = Bodleian Wils. 124 (01) and 126 (0 2) 

8a-.} 8b., 8c., the three texts of this class which are at my 

disposal in ^amkara’s Vratdrka (all three also in Visva- 

ndtha’s Vmtardja=sv. 1-3). 
B. — Chambers 793t. 
0. = Chambers 724 (Ca =■= fol. It-3a). 
D. = Chambers 816. 

Also the other abbreviations may be here inserted in one 
view, because they will also be often used;— 

M&dhava (Kdlanirnaya). 
Al. = All&'lanatha (Nirnwj&mrita). 
B. = Raghunandana {JanmdshtamitaU va). 
77. = Nifakapfeha (8amayam/iy dlcha). 

8. =» ^amkara (VraMrha; the three Bhavishya texts of 

which are 8a., 8b., 8c.). 
K. — Kamal&kara (Mrnay asindhu). 
Bhd. = Bhattojidikshita. (SathkshepaUthinirriaya). 
W. = Yisvan&tha (Vmta/r&ja) the three Bhavishya texts ' 

of which are 8v. 1-3). 
Ms. = M&sakritya (J. = fol. 25a-26b). 
Ud. =s Janmdshtamtvratodydpana. 
K&. = KMinatha (Dharmasindhus&ra). 

8k. = •R&dh&k&nta&eva (8abdakalpadrum%). * 
Vi. = Chambers 640. 

B. 8. K. Bhd. Vr. 8k. specially refer to Hemadri as 
their source. 

|| According to Lassen, Ind. Alt. IV. p. (168) 977, this 
prince of Vijayanagar a reigned “from about 1305- 
1370.” M &dhava,iu the introduction to the Kdlanimaija, 
mentions that, after completing his commentary oh the 
Dharmdh P&r&Swr&h (see Aufrecht, Catalogue\ p. 26d%), he 
began to compose this work, the 'Kdlanmiaya. Prom the 
introductions ho the commentaries on various Yedic writings 
ascribed to him and to his brother S&yana, their later 
composition, or rather the following order of them, further 
appears:—The first place is occupied by the explanation of 
the two Mtmdhsd, ptirvottammfmdme (conf. v. 9 of the 
Introd. to the Jcdminiyany&yam&ld, and the vistara there¬ 
to, pp. 13,15, ed. Groldstucker) j then follows the commentary 
on the Tajwrmda, on the Jdigvedh, on the Sajfthitd of the 
Sdmaweda, on the Pc^chavihiabrdhTncvm, on the Shadrih ia. 
As in the beginning of all these works, or rather com¬ 
mentaries, king B ukkan a (orrather B ukka) is mentioned 
•as patron, he must very probably have reigned more than 
JwejQB.ru l At the conclusion of the introduction to the eom- 
mentaries oh the first part of the Sdmasaihhiti, M&dhava 

calls himself the son of ^ri-N&rfiyana (pahchdgnind 

Mddhmena AH mrtyowm^wid, Bert MS. Orient fol. 

d li a v a c Ji a r y a (= M.), minister of king Vu k- 

k a n a, of tlie second half of the fourteenth cen¬ 

tury.\\ Here the fosli val is explained in vv. 65-75- 

of the introductory led ril'd, or rather in the fourth 

section of the work itself, with very great detail^ 

—however, in harmony with the character of 

the whole work, not according to its ritual, but 

according to its calendar relation, yet with the 

insertion of numerous quotations from earlier 

works. The author begins with statements from 

the Pur anas which concern the high significance 

and the all-sin-expiating force of the /anm ash iarki 

festival; partly they threaten with severe punish¬ 

ments those w ho neglect it or the obligatory 

fast enjoined therewith—thus three passages 

from a iSmriti, the Bhauishyatpurduia, and 

No. 452), whilst elsewhere, as in the introduction to the- 
commentary on the Pimhirasmriti (Aufrecht, loco citato), 
and iu other places his father is called May ana. On a 
colony of 21 learned Brahmans who cooperated iu the 
composition of the works bearing the name of M a dha va, 
sec Roth in the Mtine he nor Gel. Avis. 1853, p, 464, or rather 
the inscription communicated by Major Jacob in the Jour. 
Bo. Be. R. _4s. Soc. voi. IV. p. 1L5. As, moreover, this 
inscription states. concerning him that, whilst tempo¬ 
rarily entrusted with the government of tlie town (and 
district) of Jayanti he had conquered Gov a (now Goa), 
the capital of the Koalcana, ■where he issued the still exist¬ 
ing grant of 23 estates situated in the district of K uch ara 
(now K o c h r e), and which were henceforth to be called 
4 Mudhava-town,’ as a monument of his conquest in the 1813th 

$aka year (a.d. 1391, just 107 years before Vasco de 
Gama’s arrival), the question is not out of place whe¬ 
ther an acquaintance with Syrian Christians, who were so 
numerous in that very district, has not exerted some in¬ 
fluence on the special emphasis imparted by him to the 
Krishn i,janm&ahtnmt. There was, according to all ap¬ 
pearances, j ust in this southern part of India, where at that 
time also the Jainas exerted considerable influence, a pecu¬ 
liarly favourable soil for a certain synerasy of religious 
systems at that period; as appears, am mg other circum¬ 
stances, also from that commingling of the Viahnu-cultus with 

Siva-worship as manifested in the name Harihara borne- 
by a brother and a nephew of king B u k k a: conf. Lassen, 
IV. pp-171', 172. This may; have been in a measure com¬ 
mendable simply on patriotic and political grounds, as in 
opposition to the invasion of Moslems, against whom these 
princes had to contend.—According to Mahosachandra 
(Introduction to the Kdvyaprakd^a, dale. 1866, p. 22), M&- 
dha va composed the Sarvadar§my%snahgraha a.d. 1335 ; it 

| is unknown to me on what this statement rests. Conf. also 
| Colebrooke, Misc. Ess. vol. I. p. 301; Cowell, Introd. to the 
! K-mumdhjali, p. 10.—Germann, in his edition of Zie- 
! genbalg’s Genealogie der Malabar. Goiter (p. 118), has 

confounded c*ur M adh ava with an older namesake (born 

8aka 1121,—a.d. 1199), who appears as a very zealous 
promoter of Kpishna-w orohip (but whose real name is 

Anandattrtha). See, op the latter, Wilson’s Select 
Warks, vol. I. pp. 139-141 (ed. Rost, where among his works, 
curiously enough, also a Bigbhdshya is adduced); Burnout, 
Bhdg. Pur. vol. I. p. Ixii.; and. 33Ca.ll, Biographical Lnd&o 
of the Ind. Philos. Systems, pp. 94-95. 

[Compare at present Burnell, VathSa Brdhmma, Pref. 
pp. vii.-xxiv.—A. W.] 

V On fol. 78a-88a of the only complete, but unfortu¬ 
nately very incorrect-MS. (Chambers, 240) at my disposal 
for the work. The festival occupies the fourteenth part of 
the whole work, from which circumstance alone it is quite* 
evident what a high significance the author attached to it. 
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the Skandapurdna and on the other hand they 

promise very special rewards for the fulfilment 

of a peculiarly meritorious form thereof, which is 

called Jay anti £where, namely, the solemn fes¬ 

tival, i.e, the eighth day of the dark half of 

the ‘ last quarter5 of the month bravana (July 

-August) is connected with the star ft o h i u 3, 

Aldeha ran]—thus five passages from the Vishnu- 

dharmoitara, Vahnlpurdna, Padmapurdna (foh 

786), 8 kandapurd n a, and B Itavishyoitarap urd na A 

Afterwards he quotes for the Jayanti a variety of 

different passages from the Pur anas and* similar 

works, with detailed information on its special 

relations: thus from the Vishnudharmottara, 

the Sanatkumdrasamhiid (foh 79a), the Sfcdn- 

da% : .for some do not celebrate it in &rdvana 

0nahhas, July-August) but in Praushthapada 

(nahhasya, Bhddrapada, Aiigust-S ept ember), 

those, namely, who end the month with the 

full moon, or rather cause it to begin with the 

dark half, with whom, accordingly, the dark 

half following the full moon of Srdvana no 

longer belongs to Srdvana, but to Pranshtha- 

pada ;§ for this there are also two passages, 

from the Visit mirahasya and from the VasisJt~ 

thasamhiid. || With this is connected a. detail¬ 

ed explanation of the question (fol. 79a-82h) 

whether, considering the higher position, or, 

rather, larger effectiveness and bearing of the 

Jayanfovrata, the same ought not to be entirely 

separated from theKrishnajanmdshtawtivrata, in 
favour of which latter doctrine the author finally 

decides, with a display of much mimdhsd learn - 

ing, on five different grounds, namely: ndma- 

hnedat, nimiUaJtheddt, rupahheddi, suddhamis- 

ratvaoheddt, nirdesahheddch cha. Here his state¬ 

ment based on the third ground, rupabheda (fol. 

806), is of particular interest, namely, that the 
essence of the Janmdshtami celebration consists 

only in the fast (upa vdsamdtram tasya svaru- 

pam) enjoined for itwhereas in the Jay anti 

celebration, the erection of a shed, watching 

# Tatha cha smaryate (i in Ah. conf. IX 44c; a occurs 
in JB. 60b-61a., Skdnde after N.) : 

gridhramAhsam fkhaga (kharam, kamsyenam cha 
munisaitama j mansam vA dvipadAm bhnktam (bhunkte, 
Al.) Krishna janm&sktamldine |j 1 if 
janmAshtamidine pr&pte yena bhnktam, dvijottama (nara- 
dhipa, JB.) { trafiokyasambhavam papaiii tena bbuktam dvi- 
jottameti (na samsayah B. If.) |f 2 j| 

Bhavishyatpurdne (i also N. ; 1.3 BhmnshyoUare.lt.* 
16*3 in B 62b, 64b, 65a, 615, 62a): 

srAvane vabnle pakshe KyishnajanmAsht amlvra- 
tam j na karoti naro yas ta bhavati kr &rar Akshasah[11 j] 
Krisiina j anm 4sli fcamtih tyaktvA y© ’nyad vratam 
upAsate | nA^pnoti snkritam Mmchid ishiAp&rtam ath& • 
5pivd |1 2 || a 
varshe-varshe tn ya nAri KrishnajanmAshtaml- 
v rata In j na karoti mahakrdra (B., yat papl sa, Bl) vyalt 
bhavati kAnana iti |j 3 || 

Skemdapurdne ’pi (ja, %ab. 3a,'in D. 4Sb, 42a, 495, 50a) : 
ye na kurvanti janantah KrisbnajanmAsbtamlvratam j te 
bhavanti mahAprajua vyala (Ah, M, omits) vyAghrAs cha 
kAnane || X j| 
ratantiha pur Anani bhfiyo-bh&yo mahAmune | atii&nAgatam 
tena (pitiito m&tritas chaiva, D.) kulam ekottarasatam || 2 || 
pAtitam narake ghor© bhnnjata (yo bhunkte, AL) Krish- 
navAsara (“janmani, Al.) iti |f 3 || 

f Vishnudharmoiiare Jayaniim prakritya pedhyate (lb 
in R. a#from the Mvaralmsya) : 
yad vAly*,. yach cha kaum&re vauvane vArddhake tatha | 
v a h u j a nmakritam papam nanti so ’poshitA tithir iti j| 

Vahnipurdne: 
saptajanmakritam. p Apam rAjan yat trividham nrinAm j 
tat kshAla.yati govindas tithau tasyAm sabhArchitah f| 1 jj 
npavAsas cha tatrokto mah Ap A ta k a n Asanah | 
Jayant y Am jagatipAla vidinnA nA ?tm samsaya iti |j 2 || 

Padmapurane *pi: 
pretay oniga tan Am tu pretatvam. nasitam naraih (tn yaih^K.) | 
yaih kritA sravane masi ashtaml rohiniyut& j{ 1 [{ 
kmi ptmar vnakavarona somenA Jpi viseshata iti |[ (here N. re¬ 
marks : somah somavAra iU^kechitryttfetam te chandrodaya 
iti | M. belongs to the kechii, conf. below, fol. 86a.) 

Skandapurdne 9pi (ib, to arthdn in IX 28b, 24a): 
mahajayArtham kuru tAni Jayantim moktaye ’nagha 
CthavA, JSl.) j dharmam artham. cha kAmam cha moksham 
clia monipuihgava || 1 || 

dadAti vAnchhitAn arfchAn na ^narthamnA ’tidnrralam (ye 
chA 5nye ’py AtidnrkbhA, OTC.) iti {[ 2 f| 

Bhamshyottanre Jaycmtfkalpe (Bhamshye Ah, So,. 686, 

10a) : prativarshavidhAnena madbhakto llhftrma.TiaTida.nfl. | 
naro vA yadi vA nAri yathoktam phalam ApmiyAt (labhate 
phalam, ^a.) || 1 || 

pntrasamtAnam Arogyam saubhAgyam atolam bhavet f 
lha dharmaratir bhhto(°tva, Ah ^a.)mrito vaikontham Apnxi- 
yAd iti || 2 ||. 

X Vish/nudharmottare : 
rohinl chayadA kiishne pakshe ?shtamyAm dvijot¬ 

tama j Jay anti nfena sA proktA sarvapApaharA tithir iti j( 
and in the smne: prajapat y arkshasamyntA krish- 
nti nab a^i cbA ’shtarai { sopavAso hareh pnjam tatra 
kritvA na sldati || (the last hemistich in $F., Bfmvishyat- 
purdndt). 

SanatkuniArasamhit&ydm (v. 1 in D. 98) : 
srinnshva Jvahito rAjan kathyamanam may A ’nagha jsrA- 

v a 9 a s y a cha masasya krishnashtamyam 'narAdhipa [j 1 ‘j 
roh ini yadi labhyeta J ay an 11 nama sA tithir iti | 

Skdnde ; prajApatyena samynkfcA ashtaml tn yadA bha¬ 
vet | sr A van e vahnle sA tu sarvapApapranAsini |i 1 j| 

jayam punyam cha karate jay Am pony Am cha (Jayantfm 
iti, R.) tAm vidnr iti jj 

§ atra sr A vana iti mnkhyah kalpah | nabhasva ifcy 
annkalpah. Gonf. also fol. 83b : iyam ashtaml krishpa- 
pakshMimAsavimkshayA bhadrapade* bhavati, saiva 
’shfaml s u ki apakahadimAsavivakshaya s r A v a n © bha¬ 
vati, and fol. 18a .* tathA, Jayantiprakarane smaryate: 
masi bh Adrapade’shtamy&h kTishnapakghe 'rdharst- 
rake [ bhavet prajapater riksbam Jayantx -nama. @A sxnriteti |* 
atrapi JayaatyA bhAdrapadAntargatatvam mtosya pur- 
pimantatvam gamayati. Conf. my Abh. uber die fcaksha- 
ira II. 281, 342-5. 

[J Vishnurdh/xsye : ashtaml krishnapakshasya robdnl-riksha 
(without samdhi/)-samyntA j bhavet praushthapad e 
mAsi Jayanti nAma sA smriteti j( 

VasiskthasaTtkMtAydm (thus also K., VishnupurAne Alt.. 
but only 1): srAv&ne vA nabhasyevi rohinlsahitj 
'shtaml ] yadAkrishnenamir labdhA sA Jayantiti kirtiti 
{] 1 || sr&vane na bhaved yogo {in case), nabhaaye tn bhaved 
dhrnvam | tayor abhAve yogasya tasmin varske na 
sambhava iti || 2 {{. 

Pur&nAniaram, : 
rohipl cha yadA krishpe pakshe ,3htamy A(m> dvijottama j 
Jayanti nima si proktA sarvapApaharA tithir iti j| 

For this there is only one quot'itwn, without mention 
of the work: kevalenopav&ena tasmin janmadine 
mama [ mtajanmakritAt papAa mnehyate nA rtra samkya 
iti 11 
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through the night, distribution' of images, 
&c. (mandapanirmdna-jdgarana-pra iimdddnudi) 

take place; he adduces for this (fol. 81a) several 
quotations from the works quoted before, with 
the exception of the Naradiyasamhitd, which 
after all are not very much to his purpose.# 
Then on the fourth ground, according to which 
at the simple Janmashtamt celebration only 
punishments for its neglect are threatened, whilst 
at the J&yanii special promises of rewards are 
also proffered for the celebration of it, the 
author, curiously" enough, adduces no statements 
of the latter kind (conf., e.g., above, p. 163), 
but only threats of punishments in case of 
non-celebration,f particularly from the Slcan- 

dapnrana (fol. 81a). Lastly, the fifth ground 
is that in Bhrigu the Janmdshtamz is mentioned 

together with the Jay anti, and therefore directly 
separated from it. J 

On this the author (fol. 83a) determines the 
season of the festival more closely, and places 
it, or rather its determinative, the meeting (yoga) 

of the black eighth (either in Srdvana or Bhddra) 

with Rohim, on the ground of corresponding 
statements in the Vasishthasamhita in the 
Vtshnurahasya, Adityapurdna, Vardhasamhitd, 

VishnitdharmoUam (fol. 83£>), YogUvara at mid¬ 

night (ardhardtrasya mu7c7iya7cdlatva?)i), and, in 
order to be guite accurate, at one kali (T|¥ of a 

ghaiikd = 8 seconds) before and after it§; or also, 
as it is difficult to conceive so short an interval 

of time (kaldyd atisulcshmatvena. durla7cshyatvdt) 

at a whole g7iatikd (24 minutes) before, and a half 
of the same after midnight, || on the authority of 

# Pur dm (Bhavishyapur., E.) i 
tnslityarfcham Devakisuaor J ayantisamjn&k&iii (E. 

r$ambhavam, If.) vratam j kartavyam vittimAaena (chin- 
tamiV R.) bhabtyA bhaktajanair apiti (janaih saha, tfft. 
bhaktajanair iti taih sahety arthah, E.) [j 

Bhavishyottare "pi (i-za in £v. 1. 15&, 16; a-4* in sa. 
: masi bbadrapade ’shtamyAm nis 1 thekrishnapak- 

sbage (krisbnapaksbe ’rdharatrake, N.) I sasanke vrisharA- 
sistbaxiksherohinisam jnake J| 1 ({ 
yoge ’smin VasudevAd dhi D e vaki mAm ajijanat | tasmAn 
mam pujayet tatra sucbih samyag nposbitab [j 2 {} 
brAbmanan bkojaved bhakfcyA tato dadyAch cba dakshi- 
nAna j biranyam medinim gAvo (accusative :) vasAnsi kasu- 
maru. cba || 3 [| 
-yad-yad isbtatamain tat-fcafc Krishpo me prSyatAm iti || 4 |J 

Bhavishyad-vishnudhormottarayo h * 
J&yantyani npavAsaa ^ cba mahApAtakanAsanab j sarmib 
karyo mahubbaktyA pujaaiyas cba kelava itd {| 

Vahnipur&rie: krisbnAshtamyAm bbaved yatra kalaikA 
roimn yaii(smriti, K) [ J aya.Jnfet nAma sA prokfcA nposbva 
sa (^shyaiva, K.) prayatnata iti \\ 

Smrctyaniars }pi: pr&jApatyarkshasamyuktA srAvaua- 
?>yA sitasbtami j varsbe-varshe tn karfcavyA tushtyartham 
cbakrapanma iti }j 

N&radtyasathhitdy&th Jc&ycxu-tint, proJcrityu smary&te .* 
aposbya J anmachibn Ani karyaj jAgaranam tn yah I ardba- 
ratrayntAsbtamyam ao^svamedbapbalam tabbed iti j| 

f Jayantim prakyifcya kasminsebit pur Ane (ac¬ 
cording to M.f p. 60 Bhavishye) smaryate: aknrma yAti 
narakam (nirayam yAti, B.) yAvad indr As c ha t u r da¬ 
is e 11 { 

Sfartdap ttr&ne3pi (with i, 3, 4a eonf. B. 4toabe, 46a, 48a): 

tat pApam labbate Kunti J a y an ti vimuklio narah I 
b rabmagbnasya snrApasya govadbe strivadhe ’pi vA‘ I 
rsn lorn ¥n^in«nrrfT\l<i .T « *» ^ ___i_ |j 0 || 

na kntagbnasyaloko sti Jayantiviomkbasya cba* 1} 3 
yamasya msam Apannab sabate nArakirii ryatbAm | 
Ja^an tivAsare prapta karoty ndarapdranam If 4 I 
sa pidyate ’timAtram tn yamaddtaib kale rare 1 

y° bbngjtta YimAdbAtmA J a y a a tivAaare n^ipeti (J 6 || 

t (Tte rerse occurs in the same way also in B. 32&-33a) 

ota giraratria tathaiva 
eba | pdrvaviddba tn (? mu. Cod*, pm, B., Yiddhaiva_ Wjr\ 
kaatayyA iatbibbAnte cba pArantam iia[j ^ 

, in YT verse is done in X.) the 
lection RoMni m ben of JwyamM should be Preferred wr 

^ *“’*?«■ day ,(**®*T connected therewith, 
*“? following word We only 

meaning. This variant is, moreover, of value a* if 
voucher that by the JaywnM of tW verse 

thefeefamd m jneetwn of this name, and not another, which 

might otherwise be probable, is really meant (see a coenate 
text below, p. 166 in Al.). * 

§ Fasis7ithasamMt&ydm (Vasishthah, R. N.) : asbiam! 
robipiyuktA nis yardhe (also N.'K.] nlsArdhe, E.) dris- 
yateyadi | mukbyakAla iti kbyAtas (thus also X., kAlah sa 
vyneyas, BN.), tatra jato bari^ svayam iti (( 

VisfinuraMsye . (Bhavislujapurdua^Vishnudharmotta- 
fi: 27b, BhavishyatpurCLvitit, N. 26a, Bhavishva. 

K. 23a, Pis hn udlio/r'inotta ra, JC. 22a): robinyA m a r db a- 
r Atre tn (cba N.K.) yadA krisbnAsbtamt bbavet 1 tasyAm 
abbyarcbanacbbanreh (°nam saurer, Al. E. X. K.) banti 
papam tryanmajam iti || 

Idityapurdne (ldipur° E.; Agwipur* K. according to 
ilemadrn under addition, namely of prefixing the followmsr 
hemistich: robinisamyutoposhyA sarvAghaugbavinAsini)! 
ar dbarat r Adadba3 cbordbvam kalaya ’pi (vA, X.) yadA 
bbavet | Jayanti nAma sA prokfcA sarvapApapranAsiniti jj 

Var&hasamhivhjdm : smhfcte rohinlyukk nab hah 
(narSh B.)krishTjSshtamiyadi I ritryardhapdrvUpara,^ 
Jayanti kalaya pi ehcti )| rfitryardhe oha te pdrvfipM® 

Pfre, tayor gacbbati vartata iti r A°rag A | gbati- 
v a ff^^kasatatamo bnAgab (°satayo bhArAb, Cod.) 
kai a J tavatA parnnAnena pfirvArdbAvasAne uttarArdbAdau 
cba vartmana grabttavyA j 

b yistyu&harmofiare: r ob i nisabitA kyisbnA mAsi 
f ? f0dJa ,p.a d 5 a I isaptamyAm ardhar&tr Adbah 
kalayA’m yadAbhavet || 1 {| 

iSffinsiMisrssM’ifsr <—-»»• 
^jps, isais jss;"sfststz 
tto tp?o?thei),ha“a’J:>y R- N- 27a “ here» referred hack to 
ttf by R- alao more particularly to 
GMShamshA/apw&na and Vayupur&M, both of which, 
however, read the second hemistich, of the firet ver|e (conf. 

fniw;^0 Aditya^urSna and the next 
SjW, Xogisvara) ardhar&trU adhai char, 
(thmvm which latter lection indeed occur* also in N. 275. 
where it is indicated asm the BJuxvishys Vishnudharmot- 

•tvlX?8 kIL3'10'11 (^bereby usually Yftjflavalkya is meant, 
which, however, does not suit here) r o h i n fsahitfi 

Whipi ra&se cha srSvane ’shtami | ardharStrSd 

^e8k<lnl^diiVa'PUrd>}a 1 B' p- 29 eites tKe80 Tersea £rom 

trld^tilh^^h6’ Jh°gi0vs'ra^ pakshSnteram Aha: ardharA- 

t^ grAhyAupavWratM*fi)ain:&lVlta * r°bintchAah- 

fiffir";™?8 e as contabied too even. 
S®;, ef*hf oaegh. (before and after midnight), or 

S%‘ ibefore “fter).” R., on the oth« tod 
(p. 29), as above. The verse occurs also in D. as 31 with 
the variant; ghatilcaroli&nmtcppi 
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Yoguvara. The ritual prescription that at the 

Jay anti festival an arghya gift is always to he 

given to the moon, which term is on its part again 

limited to the rising of the moon, serves, on the 

authority of a passage from the Vishnudharmot- 

fara,*§ as a closer determination. If, however, 

Bohim does not meet the eighth exactly at 

midnight, it will suffice if this meeting occurs at 

any other moment either in the diurnal or noctur¬ 

nal portion of this lunar date : for this there are 

quotations* from the Vasishthasamhiid (fol. 84«) 

and from another Parana. In a year in which i 

such a meeting does not occur at all, then not the 

Jay anti form, but the simple Janmdsktami form 

of the festival is to be celebrated. But then also 

the midnight term for the tithi is kept.f With 

this, moreover, several specialities are connect- ! 

ed concerning the various possibilities of the 

beginning of the tithi, whether it coincides with 

sunrise, or occurs during the nighfc,J &c. There 

are, moreover, yet other possibilities added for 

# V ardhar Atre tn yogo ’yarn tArApatyudaye tathA | 
nivatAtraA snehih snAtah pfijAm tatra pravartayed iti |{ 
At, inserts between both hemistiehs a third: Jayanii ri/lmq. 
sA rAtris tatra jato Janardanah | 

* Vasishthasarhhitrly&m:—ahorAfcrAntayor (Ofcrathtayor, 
Cod.) yogo ’tyasampurno bhaved yadi | muhurtam apy 
ahorAtre yogas chet tAm uposhayed iti |(. 

Pardndntare 'jot:—rohiiri eba yada kyishnapakshe 
’shtamyAm dvijottama j Jay anti nama sa prokfia sarva- 
pApabara tithib.|| 
(The following jerse is, according to R., from Vasish- 
tha); yAsare vA niiAyAm vA yatra svalpA ’pi (so also 
K. yadi yuktA tn R.) rohini | viseshena nabhomase (°si 
R.) saavoposhyA maniskibhir (so also Kf sada titliir R.) 
iti |I The thirty days (tithi) of the lunar month are dis¬ 
tributed in a constantly changing way among the c. 29|- 
Nycthemera which are at its service: see more in mjAhh. 
tiler das Jyotishn, pp. 43-44, Ind. Sited. X. 262., 
t tatrApi netarashtamtvad divase vedhah, Hm tv ardhara- 

travedhah | tathA cha tasminn eva purfinfintaxe (according 
to R. this is a Pard-iaravachanam ; Braftfoiavaiv’trte N.): 
div& vA yadi vA rafcrau nA ’sti ched rohinikala \ rAtriyuktam 
prakumta viseshenendusarnyutAm iti || 
anyatrd ’pi (D. 335-34 ?): asktamt sivarAtris cha hy ardha- 
rAtrAd adho yadi | drisyaie ghatikA yA, sA purvavid&ha 
praklrtiteti || iti vedho nirdpitah | 

X sdryodayam arabhya vartamanA asktamt suddhA, nili- 
thad arv&k saptamya kiyatya 5pi yukta vid dh A, 

§ Wherefore the rohinisdhitd’shtamt is in the first place 
fourfold,—mddhd, viddhti, Suddhadhikd, viddhadhilcd; 
but each of these four species is again divided into three 
sub-species. 

|| Vishrpurahasye (smriti in R.) : 
prAjApatyarkshasamyuktAkyishnAnabhasi cha 

’shtamf j nmhurtum api labhyeta so ’poskyA sumaha- 
phadA |j 11] . ' 
muhdrtam apy ahorafcre yasmin yuktam hi labhyate | 
ashtamyA rohint-riksham, tarn supunyam upAvased 
(so also Al., s'. Vr.) iti || 2 j! . tatra ya pftrvedyur eva 
rohinSynktA vi&dhAdhika, tasyAm upavAsas chA 
” dityapurAne (Adipur3, R.) smaryate: 

vin A riksham na (rikshena, R.) kartavyA navamisamynta 
’shtami | kAryaviddhA ’pi saptamyaro hinisamyufcfi’shta- 
miti (also the IlaribhaktiviUsa, cited in &h.f reads in 
the first pdda—rikshma!) 
Vishnudharmi ’pi (°rmottarer in R.): Jayan ti Siva- 
rAtris cha kArye hhadra jayanvite | kyitvopavAsam tithyante 
tathA (tadA R.) kuryat tn (cha R.) pAranam iti || 

the Jayanh form (fol. 84&), because the star 

BoMni belongs to those (see Ind. Stud. X. 306) 

the connection whereof with the moon lasts 

throughout If Nycthemera.§ The principal 

question after all is, How in all these cases is 

the fast to be placed ? 

As a closer discussion of these specialities 

here would carry us too far, I shall content 

myself with the subjoined quotations || from the 

Vishnar aliasing a (fol. 8oZ>), Adityapurana (fol. 

S5&), Vishnmlharma, Garada-Padma-Brahna- 

vaivarta (fol. 86<z)~ and Skcinda-Purana. 

After further briefly elucidating a special 

heightening of the sacredness of the Jayanti 

celebration by quotations from the . Padma 

(fol. 8Gb) and Skanda-Purano^ as well as 

from the Vishnudharmotiara^ viz. in the case 

when it falls on a Monday (somavdsara) or Wed¬ 

nesday (vudhavdsant), the author turns in con¬ 

clusion to thGpdranam, i.e. to the infringement 

of the fast enjoined by the festival on the day 

The examination^ of iho Yishnudharma, as it is one of 
the older dharmasiXstms, would here be of special import¬ 
ance (conf. particularly also Biihler’s remark in the de? 
D.if. Q. XXL 327): hut according to R. it is to be read 
Vishmtdharmotiare, whereby the quotation considerably 
loses jin interest, as the -uttara part of the Vish%ndharma 
is evidently of a much later date than the Vishnndharmn 
itself. 

G&rufapur&ne 3pi (Garwlapur&ne-Vishnuclkarmottarc.- 
yoh, R.y p. 81,.K. 245): ^ ‘ ’ 

_ Jayantyam pur vaviddh ay am npavAsa-m samAeharei j 
tithyante votsavante vA vrati kurvlta pAranam iti || 

(Thus 4.Z., fol. 335, in our MS., also reads vrati kurc, 
whilst R., p. 32, has nirmyCimrite tapratikurutta 
iti p&thah. For votsamnto R. has afterwards the lection 
tdrakdnie, but rejects jt, because voisavdnte is said to he 
authorized hy Hemadri, Nirnayamrita, and Madhava. 

Padmapurdne (the first hemistich is, according to At. 
Brahinavdivarte; the whole verse I). 30): kAryA viddhA 
?pi (viddhA yndA tu D.) saptamya ro hinisahitAehtami j ta- 
tropavasam kurvxta, tithihhlntam (°bhAnte, JD.) cha par a- 
nam iti If 

Brahm ivaivarte :—vaganiyA prayatnena sapiamisamya- 
tasht-ami | sA sa-rkshA (sarikshA, Al. W. K.) ’pi na kartavyA 
saptamtsahitA ’shiami (J.L 11.) | aviddhAyAm. tu sarkshd- 
y A m j Ato D e v a’k inandana iti || 

Skandapurdne (Sk^a~Bmhm^vmmrtayoh R. p. 311; 
sa^tamisamyutashtamyAm bhfitvA riksham dvijottama j 
prAjapatyam dvitiye ’hni muhfirtArdham bhaved yadi | tad 
Ashtayamikam jneyam proktam VyAsAdibhih pureti |j 

Padmctpurdne : pfirvaviddhA ’shtamt yA tujidaye (R. K. I 
navamtdine j muhurtam api samynktA (also K, °rtend *pi 
R. N.) sampfiraa sA ’shtamt bhavet || 1 i{ 

kalA-kAshtha-muhhrtA ’pi yadA krishnashtamt tithth | 
navamyam saiva grahyA syAt saptamisamyatfi na btti [| 2 |f 

IF We have already above (p. 163) the quotation from 
the Padmap. (pretayoni); but here yet a fourth hemistich 
is added (...viseshatah | ) : klm punar navamiynaktA kula- 
kofcyAs tu muktideti )| 

- SkmdapurMe (so also N. 285, X; Padimpur&na Al.; 
BmhrrmmmHa'h R.; the first verse in I). as 28) :* udaye 
cha ’shtami kimehin navamt sakalA yadi | bhavet tu vu- 
dhasamyuktA (sAhudhavArepa, B.) prAjApatyarkshasamyutAjf 
api varshasatenA ’pi labhyate yadi vA na veti 1 
* Vishnudharmottare *pi (in D. as 27) : - 

ashtamt vudhavarena rohinisahitA yadA j bhavet tu mi- 
msArdfila Hm k^tair vratakotibhir iti || 
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tbHowing fparedyns). The general rale is that 

the pdranam falls in the forenoon : consequent¬ 

ly, as breakfast is here subjected to exception, 

it is strictly incumbent that it should not 

take place as long as there is a remnant of the 

eighth (i.e. of the tiilii) or of the star (hha, 

namely, rohini) (fol. S7a),* but this again 

with the further observation that the pet ran am is 

not allowed to take place in the night, but restrict¬ 

ed to the day-time, so that in case either the tithif 

or the nahshatram.' should extend into the night, 
she pdranam is, without reference to it, J to 

commence before, or at the termination of the 

festival (idsavunte) itself.§ 
The third work among those approximately 

fixed in chronological order is the sort of ca¬ 

lendar handbook Jsfirnaydmrita (see Verz, d. 

Bed. Sans. H. S. pp. 331-2, Chambers 560 (fol. 

31&-34u), which was composed by order of 

a Suryasena by AUadanitha (= AL), probably 

in the fifteenth century, as it is quoted by B. 

(e. g. vol. I. pp. 32-33 in the latter passage even 

before Madhava, immediately after Hemadri). 

The representation of the Janmdshtarrd there¬ 

in (in srdvana) begins with numerous quota¬ 

tions, containing . threats of penalties for those 

who eat on the birthday of Krishna, and simi¬ 

larly disproportionate promises of rewards for 

those who observe the fast. |j A representation 

of 18 different ways, in which the festival 

day iti its simple and in its Jay anti form may 

be related to the preceding and following 

date (the seventh and- the ninth) as md&hd, 

viddhd (see p. 165, n. f), &c., is appended to 

this, as well as statements concerning the correct 

termination of the pdranam; both with the 

production of all kinds of quotations, and in gen¬ 

eral in concert with what has been adduced above 

from Madhava. Among others, a quotation 

from the Mdrkandeya is new :— 
prdjdpaiyena samyuktd lerishnd nabhasi cha 

'shtami j Jay anti ndvia sd prolid sd hy uposhjd 

tiwlidphaleti 

as well with regard to this context of the words 

(though the first hemistich with the variant 

°paiyarksha° occurs, according to ill.—see above, 

pp. 163,165—also in the Visit rmdharmotta ra, and 

together with 4, also in the Vishnnrahasya)7 

as in its being attributed to the Mdrkandeya, 

whereby no doubt the Mdrkandcya Bunina is 

meant (but I have not found there any passage 

of the sort). 
By tad uktam9 among others, also the follow¬ 

ing new quotations are introduced :— 

rohini samyutd eheyam •mdvadbhih savmipo- 

shitu \ riyoge pdranam kuryur mnnayo brahma- 

vdduia iti || 
and (eonf. herewith the verse from Bhrign in If. 

above, p. 16-1)— 
Krishndshtami Skandash asJitld S ivardiri(s) 

Ghaiurdcm [ etdh purvayutdh kdrydh tit hy ante 

pdranam bhaved iti || 

and by Nigame 'pi; 

purwividdhd.su Uthislm teshu cha srdvanam 

vind | uposnya tithim vulhivai Jcurydd ante (°£ 

tadanie, MS.) tupdranam iti || 

No mention whatever is made of the ritual part 

of the festival. 

As the fourth among those fixed approxi¬ 

mately in chronological order, the Janmdshtami- 

* Brahmamivarte {Bhavishya-Vishnurahasya Bmh~ 
nwLvmvarteskib ft.) ashtamy&m atha rohiniyam na kuryut 
pdranam kvachifc [ hanyat pnra-kritam karma upav&sihjitam 
phalam j| 1 Jj 
titlair ashtagunam hanti nakshatram cha ehaturgunam j 
taamat pmyatnatah kuxy&t titbibh&nte cha pdranam \\ 2 || 

t The hegmmng of a Uthi m the night is considered 
as of evil import (tdmasa, doomed to darkness), that in the 
day as favourable (Irnfam, light); tathd cha Brahmavai- 
wirte (fol- 87o) : sarveshy evopav&sesba diva pdranam ish- 
yate | anyatha punyah&nih syad rite dh&ranap&ran&t (dba~ 
r&n&m myamagrahanam, tatas cha ’gphtfanaktavratasya 
rStnp&ra^ankhedhhh jB.) (f 
anyatiihy%amo r&tran t&masas taijaso divd { t&mase para- 
Dam knrvahs t&masfoh gatim asputa iti {{(this last verse is 
according to B.N. from, the (Jaruda Pwr.) 

X ^ One quotation (fol. ^ 88a) even excludes in general 
rohmi (the yaga of which occupies just li entire days) 
from any reference to this: y&h kSsehit tithayah proktuk 
punylL imkBhatimamynMh { rikshante plbapaah kuryad 
to* sr&TOnarohintra"(sxav01 MS.) itUJ 

§ ^ calendar-like representation of Madhava’g, 
wmf. also Wilson’s statements in his Fosth. Works (ed. 

Padmapurfaut), 129 Bosfc), I. 28-129; III. 70 (from the 
(from the BrahwavaivUrtapwrOjrui). 

}| The passages quoted for the threats of penalties are 
more particularly designated as srm‘ana, which at any 
rate involves a still more sacred authority for them than if 
they were designated only as smarana. Most of the quota¬ 
tions are known already from Ml The following are 
new: 

Bhavishye ’pi ($a. 6Sb-7o, with some variants): prati- 
varsha® vaikuntham dpunyat (see above, p. 1C3)|| 2 |ji tatra 
divyavinislnena. varshalaksham Yudhishfbira | bhogdn n^- 

. navidhan bhnktv4 punyaseshM iha ’'gatah ||3|| sarvakama- 
samriddhe tu sarvaduhkbavivaiuite \ sarvadharmayute Par- 
tha sarvagokulasamyute ||4|| kule nripa varishthfmdm j%ate 
tridasoparaah | yasmin sadaiva dese tu 1 i k h i t a m vd p a- 
tarpitam ||5j| mama janmadinampunyam sarvalam- 
karasobbitam | pfijyate P^ndava?reshtha janair utsavasam- 
yutaih ||CH pamchakrabhayahi na. ’sti kadacliin nripananda- 
na | parjanyah kamavarsh! syad itibhyo na bhayam bhavet 
|j711 gtihe va pujate yasmin D evakyas charitam mama j 
tatra sarvasamriddhih sydn nopasargddikam bhayam iti 1(8)1 

and Skandopur&ne {at 2*3^ conf. J). 37b, 38a, 30a) : 
vratenarddhya devesaih D e v a k i sahitam harina [ tyaktva 
yamapatham ghorarb yati vishnoh param padam Jj 11| 
Janm.fishtamivrakaih ye vai prakurvanti narottamdh j kara- 
yanty athavd lokdn lakshmis (K.) tesham sadd sthird U 2 [I 
smaranam Vasude vasya mrityuk&le bhaven nripa [ sidk- 
yanti safvakdrydni krite Janmashtamivrata- iti H 3 If 
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tattvam of Raglmnandana ( = It.) may 

follow, whom Buhlcr, in Ms Introd. to the 

Digest of Hindu Law, p. x., lately edited at 

Bombay by him and R. West, assigns to ££ the 

beginning of the sixteenth century. ”®[f This 

iattva is considered to be the eighth section 

of a large work printed at Serarapore in 1831, 

in 2 vols., under the title of Inst if, ides of the 

Hindu Religion, though it is only a separate 

portion of the seventh section of the titluiattva 

(see vol. I. pp. 25-34). According tC'fke plan of 

the whole, the festival is here also treated chiefly 

from its place in the calendar, yet the ritual also 

is specially elucidated in the beginning. The 

discussion begins with two verses from the 

Brahma and the Vishnu Parana, relating to the 

double month-d&he of the festival.* By means 

of the passage from the Vardhasanihitd (see 

above, p. 166), which claims the name Jay anti 

specially for the so-called variety of the festival 

here discussed, R. then rejects the opinion 

broached in the Duaitanirnaya of Vachas- 

p aci Misr a—cortf. fol. 80a of the Oxford 

MS. in AufrecMfs Catal. p. 2735), according to 

which this name would belong to each second 

quarter of one of the twelve months in the case 

of its conjunction with Rohini. Then follow 

some verses, to glorify the miraculous power of 

the festival, from the Brahnavaivarta Pur dm. f 

According to the Gdruda Pwrdna% midnight 

is the correct time for the worship (pujd) to be 

paid to the god, the ritual of which Is then 

•[f He is similarly placed by Aufreeht, in bis Catalog us, 
p. 29ib, between a.d. 1130 (Rayamukuta) and 1012 (Ka» 
mal&kara). According to Wilson (Posih. Works, I, 60), 
Raghumndana lived “less than a century ago” (this was 
written in 1840) : but is decidedly erroneous (nor is the 
number of bis tattvas 18, but 28). 

* That is, according as the month begins with the black 
or the white half, it falls into the' b h&d rapa d a, or into the 
§rd/vcum (nubhasj ,* the former is thejjmina, the latter the 
mukhya, manner (see above, p. 165). The quotations are— 

Brahmapurfins : 
athabh&drapa&e mftsi krishn&shf amyam kalau 

yuge | ashtavihsatirae jatah krishno ?sau De vaki sutah || 
ashtavinsatime Sarvarnihamanvan, taraprafchamaya- 
g&pekshayeti seshah | 

Vishnupurdne mah&m&yflm prati bhagmadv&kyam 
(Wilson, Vishnup. V. i. p. 499) : 

pr&vjitk^le cha nahhasi krishnas h t a my &m ahath 
nisi (mah&nisi S'A) | utpafcsyami navamyam cha (tu $&.) 
prashtim tvam avapsyasi f| 

f BraJhmavhimrthah (as masc. I) :~y 
manvadidivase prapte yat pbalam sn^naptijanaih } pbalam 

bhUdrapade'shtamy^m bhavet kotignnam dvija || 
tathd: asy&m tithau vlbim&tram yah pitrinam praya- 

chhati | Gayasr&ddham kjitam fcena satabdam na Jtra 
samsayah. 

t krishnushtamydm tn rohinySm ardharatre ’rchanam 
bar eh iti G&rud&t | 

§ Braihmavaivartah:— , A 
nrinam vina vrafcen^ ’pi bhakt&n&m vittavaijinam | 

kptenaivopavSsena prito bhavati MMhavah [j 1 || 

described in a, collection of passages from the 

Bhavishya and from the Bhavishyottara Burdna, 

winch, however, the author has not taken directly 

from these texts themselves, but from other 

works, and partly from one which Is called 

Samvatsa rup ra dip a (the author of which is by 

Aufrechi, p. 385, designated as a prd china- 

g audit). This pujd Is said to be only an aTtgmn 

or secondary member of the celebration by which 

its meritoriousness is enhanced, whilst the chief 

pari of it (pradhd, nam) is the fast, as set 

forth in a passage from the Brahmavai carta.§ 

This is followed by a second and more detail¬ 

ed description of the ritual of the festival, 

first of the prayers, &c. to be addressed to the 

god on the day before the fast, In quotations 

from the Garuda\\ and Bhavishyottara Parana, 

•which are taken from the Rdjamdrfayda, and 

the Krityachintdnlani,•[ and secondly, of the 

formalities to be observed on the fast-day itself 

from the morning, and on the day-after it,4 

which are likewise described in quotations from 

the samePurdnas (partly on the ground of their 

mention in the Samvatsarapradtpa.) Prom the 

middle of p. 29 the calendar ic examination 

(vrataJcdlavyavasth d) of the festival begins with 

the discussion of the correct time for the pdra- 

nam. The quotations are essentially the same 

as in Madhava, but with the addition of a few 

more of the same kind from the Brahmdnda- 

purdna, Rardsara, Vasishtha, PaitMnasi, and 

Vishnu Bur ana.\ R. also assigns some verses 

bhakty&, vinopaeh&rer>a rafcrau j agaranema cha) 
phalam yaekhati daityarir J a y a n t ivratasambhavam jj2j( 
vittasathy^m akurv&nah samyak phalam avapnny&fc | kirr- 
va.no vittas^thyam tu labkate sadplam phalam jj 3 |{ vi n4 
yratena pOJMyaugaiii vin&. 

|i tam evopavaset kalam ratrau kuryach^ cha j iga- 
ram | ekagrenaiva bhAveua Yishnor nhaaiuikirtaiiaiii |j 
anaghaih vamanam0 (O. 44 b). 

f Both works axe several times quoted by JR. (or 
rather, after bim, by K. Bhd.) : more about them is 
not known to me. On an evidently different work, Kritya- 
chiniamani by name ; see Xnd* Stud. I. 60. 

* In place of the great festival to be celebrated on the 
morning of this day, yet before breakfast (paramm) m 
honour of Bhagavatt (i.e. here of D e v a k i) JR. has, on p. 
29, a festival dedicated to Durg&: pa rad me prdtar bha- 
gavaniam yafhdmdhi samptigyu durg&y&s cha m&hotm- 
vah l&ryah j tajto br&hmand-n, bhojayet. This is evidently 
a sectarian misunderstanding. For on p» 36 12. quotes the 
very verses, 0. 56. 69, which show plainly that by bhaga- 
<mtt here D e vak i is meant. There are, after all these, still 
other $aiva alterations occurring in R. (see below, § 2). 

f Thus Bmhn'^mdapurdm Ip. 30}:— 
ek&dasi^t5d r%ann adhikam rohinlvratam (tato hi dur- 

labham matv5 tasyim yafeaam samacharet j| 
Par&Sam (p. 811trisamdhyavyapini va tu saiva pujya 

sadd tithih | na tatre yngmMaraiiam anyatra h a r I vlsarlit. 
Then (see above, p. 166) : Krishp&shtami Skan- 
dashashthi (o» to) plranam bhaved iti || Yasish- 
i h a-B r a bin a v ai v a r t a-P a 11 h iimsy-uktasyi ’py esha 
eva vishayah (krishv^sktam! kyishnaoanmlahtoi 
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to other texts than if. (see the observations 

above on the respective passages). 

The fifth place may be assigned to the Sahia- 

yuniayukha of Xilahxntha (37.) the son of Sam- 

harahhaiia, who lived, according to Babler ('Joe. 

o/h, p, viii.) “about 1600 a.d/3 Here, too, the 

calendar side of the festival is especially favour¬ 

ed. A few -new quotations, e.g. from the Slciuiila 

and the Saiva Parana, are here added! to 

those already known. According to the view 

of the author, in the first place the fast (ujmmsa) 

and the u^nhip (jjiijd) of the god are of equal 

import, both being (pradkantroi) essential parts 

of the festival. At length he arrives at an 

opposite result to that of Haghurtandaixa, —on 

the assumption that the pdjci is the pradhanam, 

and the fast, on the contrary, only an adpam, 

or secondary constituent part of the festival. 

Besides this no material difference appears in 

the discussion of the calendaric relations, and 

the quotations are also the same.§ But that 

the author enters more particularly upon the re¬ 

lation of Jay anti to Mercury, or rather to the clay 

of Mercury (Wednesday), and appeals to the ex¬ 

planation of this which occurs in the DvaUnuir- 

naya.\\ After this he turns against the supposition 

of MMhava that the simple and the Jay anti form 

of the festival are to be considered as two differ¬ 

ent vmkis, &c. This is followed by a description 

of the ritual of the festival itself (JantndsJifmu- 

vataprayojah, fob 30a-82a), with the insertion of 

verses which we have already met in 12. among 

the quotations from the Bhavishja Parana and 

Garuda Parana. He closes with the examination 

of the paranam-breakfast on the next day, with 

constant polemics against Madhava, into which 

we cannot enter more closely here. 

The sixth may follow here on account of re- 

skandashashthy Adis&hacbary&t, titliyante p&rana- 
vi&hlbkh. aha j atraiva vishaye tither astagamitve V i sfa¬ 
il v pur&nam: 
al&bhe robinibhasya &ary& *shiamy asiag&min! | 
tatropavlisam kntvaiva tithyante paranam smhtam jj 

Further a quotation borrowed from the 'frimvatsara- 
pradtpa :—na ratrau p&ranam kuryAl rite mi robin! vra- 
twfc 1 nisaydm. p&ranftm kuryAt varjayitvd maMnis&m j| 

The verse occurs also in the Bmhmdudapur&na (thus also 
j?. X), hut the second hemistich there is as follows 
tatm niiy apx tat k&ryam (kuryat K K.) yariayitvd mah&ni- 
saxn ltd j 

. (By maMntii the central point of the two middle ydmas, 
night watches, is meant, according to K. 24a* the Vriddha- 
Mt&tapa understands by it two ghatil d of it, and Ghtrga 
both the middle pmhanx, madhyamani prahwadvayam). 

t SHnde: ashtami srfivane masi kjishnapakshe yad& 
& ?i8hnajanm4sh fcaml jneyS mah&p&taka- 

BSsmiti I} 
Same purdm Mm nchanam: srinu vatsa pravakshyami 

a s h t a m ibhedattlmayam j srAmpe krishpapakshasya gha* 
tishashiir yad& hhavet fl 1 fl ® 

lationship,—the Vratdrlca of Samkara (= S.) ; 

Samkara being a son of the above Nilakantha 

(see Aufrecht, Gatal. p. 2807?, 281 a; my Ver&, 

der Bcrl. IL S. p. 335). “Whilst in the works 

hitherto mentioned—of course excepting Hema- 

dri, who is, unfortunately, not at our disposal— 

the calendar part of the question forms the chief 

object, the discussion—we find here, in con¬ 

formity with the character of the work, the 

ritual side of it 'specially advanced. Only 

at the beginning of the detailed examination 

(Chambers 83, fol. 137a to 151a = A., ajnd 

Chambers 64, fol. 1445 to 1605 = J.) is the 

calendaric question briefly discussed by the 

author (in A. to fol. 139a), or rather dismissed 

by him with a reference to the sarmyamayu- 

hha of his father (the views of the grandfather 

are also alluded to). After this first brief 

description of the ritual of the festival (jemmd- 

shpximvratapaddhaUh) as contained in the work 

of his father from which it is entirely transcribed 

(fol. 139a-1415 in A.), there follow three detailed 

metric representations of it:—first one taken 

by Hemadri from the Bhavlshya Pur ana (fol. 

1415 to 1455 =Sa.); then a second (= »S5.) 

introduced by the words citha sishtdchdraprdpid 

hatha, and indicated at the conclusion (fol. 1485) 

as taken from the Bhavishyottara ; and lastly, a 

third (= Sc.), which is likewise marked at the 

end as taken from the latter work, under the 

special title janmdshtamhraiodydpanam. More 

on these three texts will be said in the course 

of this treatise. 

Seventhly, the Nirnayasindhu of Kamalakara 

(=Ii.) composed a. d. 1612 (see Aufrecht, Cata¬ 

logue, p. 280a; Biikler, pp. x.-xi.), treats in de¬ 

tail, in its second section (fol. 215 to 245 of the 

Bombay ed.), of the Janmdshtarm and especially 

tad a J a n m & s h t a m t kby&t& sampumA s & prakirfci ta | 
robin i-rikshasaihyukta Jay an t! s& tn kathyate |{ 2 j j 
Jayantt yadi labhyeta tatra pnnyam na ganyata iti j! 

§ Perhaps the following are still new :— 
VahnipurCme q saptamisamyntashtamyAm nisitbe ro¬ 

ll ip! yadi'T hhavitA sa ’shtam! puny a* yavach chandmdivA* 
karAv iti || 
and Bhnvishye VisTmudharmoUme cha (in K. Bhd. de¬ 
signated as likewise "borrowed frona the Vahni purQ/na): 
sam&yoge tu rohinyAm nislthe rAjasattaina j samajdyata 
goyindo yAlardp! chatnrbhnjah (janardanah Bhd.) j tasmdt 
tam pdjayet tatra nisithe rajasattameti (ya,iMviti&nwtypat& 
iti ; K. Bhd. breaks off with tatreti) (| 

|| The author of which he designates here by the name of 
%ru: prapahehitd chiitadvytik hyd, dmitanirnaye guru- 
Mh. Accordingly, not the work of "Vachaspatl is meant 

(see above, p. 167), but one of the same name by ^athkara, 
the father of JSTilakantha,—see Aufrecht, Gatal. p. 281. (The 
passage is cited more closely in S. by iti pitdma hacha- 
ran&h. 
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in its calendarie aspects -with a thorough inves¬ 

tigation of the controversy started by Hemadri 

andMadhava, whether the simple and the Jay anti 

form of the festival are two different vratas• 

The quotations adduced from the Pur anas are 

mostly those already known,but a few other 

works and authors are also added, e.g. A nan- 

tab h a 11 a, 0 li u daman i, M a danaratna, 

<fcc. (see Anfrecht, loo. oil. pp. 277-280) ; the 

differing views of the Gan d a s and M ai thi- 

3 a s are particularly reflected upon several 

times (once, e.g., in the following order: Madana- 

raina - Nirnaydmritd - 'naniabhalta - Gauda-Mai- 

thilagranthddishu). According to a statement in 

the Mada&araina purporting to have been taken 

from the Yahni Purd?ia, the festival may also 

he celebrated every month on every u eighth;93 

whoever does this throughout a whole year is 

promised an abundant reward.* The descrip¬ 

tion of the festival itself (fol. 245-25a) is based 

on the JBhavishya Pur ana, or rather on Hema- 

dri’s quotation from it. 
The eighth place may be assigned to B h a 11 o- 

ji D ikshi ta’s (.Bhd.) Samhshepatithmirnaya 

(Chambers 625). According to Colehrooke’s 

Misc* Pss< II. 12 (1801) the author lived “between 

one and two centuries ago and according to 

Hall (Index, p. 156) not much before a.d. 1676. 

He puts together the calendaric statements in a 

compressed form (fol. 9b to 10a), referring to 

the antagonistic views of Hemadri and 
Midha va in respect to the Jay anti (Semddris 

iu : Jayantivratarn na bhinnamJ) The celebra¬ 

tion of the festival is touched on but slightly 

by him, as he refers the reader to Hemadri. 

In the ninth place the Yratardja (Yr.) of Vis- 

van a t h a, composed at Banaras a.d. 1786, is 

at least briefly to be mentioned. The sectionf 

treating of the subject presents, however, al¬ 

most nothing particular, but is, with a few 

omissions, or additions, identical with the cor¬ 

responding passage in the VratdrJca of Samkara. 

whence it has been directly taken without ac¬ 

knowledgment. 

In the tenth place the description of the 

festival is to be mentioned which occurs in a 

ritual of the Yaishnavas, calendarically arranged 

bearing the name Mdsahritya (Us.) (Chambers 

282, Gated, of the Berlin Sanskrit MSS. p. 885). 

It is entirely of a ritual character (fol. 32*38), 

and breaks off abruptly. Here the Jay anti 

form of the festival is treated quite separately 

(fol. 25a-265 = J.), and is placed, moreover, on 

the twelfth; see the remarks made on this in the 

course of this treatise in connection with the 

statements from the Vardha Pnrdna. The dale 

of the work is not known. 

In the eleventh place, I mention the j>znmd?k~ 

taml-vraiodydpanam (27cL), which treats ex¬ 

clusively of the festival in question, and which 

exists in a Berlin MS. (Chambers 606 f. fob 9). 

without date, but evidently modern. It is com¬ 

posed in prose, of a purely ritual kind, and con¬ 

tains one reference to the Bhdgavaia.* Conf. 

herewith what has already been observed in the 

Z. der D. M. £. VI. 93, GataL of ike Berlin 

Sanshrit MSS. p. 338. Bevaki is, on the oc¬ 

casion of a pujd dedicated to her, invoked under 

various names, belonging to Durga, finally even 

as Durga herself. 
The twelfth place may be occupied by the 

Bharmasmdhmdra o£K asinaihopadkyaya 

(Kd.), though composed only in a.b. 1796, but 

is highly valuable for its rich contents. Here 

the festival is considered in two parichk&das. 

fol. 175 to 22a of the Bombay edition J ; first, 

namely, from a calendar view, with an accu¬ 

rate statement of the time measured by nad% 

and pula (to fob 195), and then from a ritual 

aspect. In both respects the author adheres to the 

Among others also a quotation from the Brahm&n&a 
Pwrfya (fol. 22a), utilized already by Hem&dri according to 
K. JBli.j is new:— 

abhmn n&ma nakshatram Jayanti n&ma sarvart J mub&rto 
viiayo nlhna» y&tra J&to 3anSrdanab* 11 Oonf. "with this Ha- 
rivahsa,r. 3320; the passage is of interest because it men* 
iions wtioijh&r wzksTiatra—AhKijit, not Bohint-' as that 
under which KjFishna*s birth took place (see below). JPur- 
ther, a few quotations from the Vahnvpwr&mthus, fol. 
22c& .*—- 

Tret&y&m Prepare chaiva r&jan Kyitayuge tathl I 
x o hi J^fsahitS. eheyath vidvadbhih samuposhita[{ 

and fob 23ct (after Hem&dri) : 
atah param maMpala samprspte tAoaase kalau | janmani 
Y&maavasya bhavStfl wratam attamam. (It is surprising1 
that K. quotes by the side of the Valmi^urdm a&o the 
Ayni Pur&m, both according to HemMri,—see here, and 

hove, p. 164,—whilst under both names the same work 
ught to be understood; we are evidently to conclude from 
his that two such Par&ms existed.) Lastly, a quotation 
rom Yy^t~jsmra^shfamlm pfurmiddhmh sarikshmb 
aknltei api j lihlya navamhh suddhdm uposhya watam 
chared iti jj 
# fMtdarwmdim Valmipnrdm: pratim&sam cha te ppjam 

ishtamyafb yah karishyati j mama ehaivll skhiI8n kaoaae as 
amprfosy&fcy asamsaysmjj tathd; aneua vidhiim yas tu 
r&timasam nareavara ) karoia vatearam ptnpam yavad 
gamanam hareb l dady&chhaylm Isu^mpdruum gobhi 

a.laihtmtlbn. }f 

t It embraces fol. 96ff-164d of the Bombay editacn (on 
^Mchsee Z.der D.M. Q. XYH. ^2}and fol.of 
a Oxford MB., m. which see Aufrecht, QataU*ju$, 
35a. 

% See X. der D. M. 6. XVIL, 783-5. 
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description given in the Kaustubha of 3 r i m a d- 

Anantade va§ (foL 19a-2lb), or rather to the 

views of Madhava, once with a polemic glance 

at Niruayasiudhu (19#)* He gives, however, 

also some new indications, e.g. he remarks that 

the festival is at present celebrated in the M a- 

li a rashtra country under the name G o p a- 

I a k a I a. The Purdna quotations are wanting. || 

Lastly, 1 mention the article Jaumdshtanii in 

vqL II, (1827) of Radi* a kanta Dev a’s 

HabdakaVpadmma (Sk.), which however appears 

to be really only an extract from E. 

With this closes the series of works directly 

fixed in a chronological order, or at least refer¬ 

able to a certain author (whose name is, however, 

not known in the case of the tenth and eleventh). 

How we come to the texts of uncertain times 

adduced in the above-mentioned works as sources 

for their own represent®ilojis. These mostly be¬ 

long to the Purcm>z literature, either directly, 

or as quotations from the Agni (IT. Kd. Sk.)-, 

Aditya (Adi° I?.)-, Garuda-, Pddma-, Brahma 

(22. K.)-, BrahmavaivaHaBrahmdnda (IL At 

IT.)-, Bhatishya, (fshy atM. 27.)-, BKavisliyotiara-, 

Markandeya (Al.)-, Vahni~, Vayu (B.)-, (B.)~, 

YishniifB.)-, Saw® (27.)-, Skanda-Purdna, or at 

least works of a similar kind (which are probably 

to be considered as parts of particular Pura* 

nzsf such as the quotations from the Ndradiya-^ 

T ~ardha-, and Scmathumara- SamJdtd, and from the 

Vishmtmhasya. Besides, however, several works 

apparently also belonging to the literature of 

the Smritisdsiras are quoted, such as Pardsam 

(B., according to 2£ however the passage stands 

furdnckiiare)>Paiihmasi (B.),B7irigu, YogUvara/ 

Vasishfh'Z (more strictly Vas. Samhitd), Vishnu- 

dliamia, and °dharmoitara> Vydsa (A.) Now 

almost all these works, only those excepted for 

which! have just now adduced another author¬ 

ity within parentheses, have already been uti- 

§ Hh.eja.7hsk drahaustubha of tliis author (see Cot. of the 
Berlin, SansJc. MSS^ p. 301) which 1 have before me, also 
in a Bombay (1881) edition (see Z. der JO. M. G. XVII. 783), 
cannot he here meant. Aufrecht {Catalogvs. 272b) men¬ 
tions also another work of this author, the title whereof 
terminates also with the word kaustubha (r&jadharma0). 
Probably he composed a larger work’ named Smritikau- 
siubha, of which both the above-mentioned ones are only 
sections. 

If We dud several verses recurring in 0., M.t &o. ,* and 
on fol. 216 two entirely new quotations from the Agnipu- 
•r&ML and from the Bh&gamia (see below, § 2). 
wJ material of the Bhavishyottara Purdna is by 
Wilson {Vishnu Pur*, ed. Hall, Lhriv.) designated as refer¬ 
able to a period “ probably prior to the Muhammadan 
conquest; also the Agni Purdna belongs, according to its 
matamtjB, to the oldest Pwr&rns,—ibid. p. bri. 

® Bxwpriagthe enthsdy modern texts US. {Ms.) and Kd. 
in 1} likewise a secondary section purporting to be taken 

lized by M. at the end of the fourteenth century 

as sources for the celebration of the JKrishnajav - 

mdshtamL And some of these books, such as 

the Bhavishya PurGar tula Pnr., Vaimi Pur., 

and Agni Purarc traceable yet one century 

earlier as already utilized in this manner by 

JETcmddri. How it will, I think, not be going* too 

far if we assign to a work quoted in the 13th and 

Idtli century, and claiming to be a Purdna or 

Smritisdstra, an age from two to three centuries 

earlier, whence the eleventh century would bje 

obtained as the period for which the celebraiioft 

of the festival appears to be vouched for as cer¬ 

tain.®^ Moreover, the consensus of so numerous 

works of this kind leads us, after all, probably 

somewhat higher, since such an universal ac¬ 

knowledgment of the festival appears to warrant 

the conclusion that it was at the time of their 

composition a generally received one, whence 

again the farther suggestion presents itself, that 

the institution, or rather the introduction of it, 

belongs to a yet earlier time. 

In this respect notice is to. be taken of the 

circumstance that among the quotations ad¬ 

duced as authorities the Bhdgavaia Purdna is 

entirely wanting.^ This is the more surprising, 

as just this Purdna, especially the tenth book 

of it, constitutes the real text-book of the Krish¬ 

na sect. But according to all appearances the 

celebration of the festival does not actually 

occur in it.f -From this the conclusion might 

perhaps be 4 ventured that the festival had no 

existence at the time -when the BMgavaict 

Purdna was composed. Such a result, how¬ 

ever, falls to the ground simply from the circum¬ 

stance that the grammarian Y op ad e v a— 

to whom Oolebrooke, with Wilson and Burnouf, 

ascribes the composition of this Purdm in its 

present formj—was a contemporary of the 

author in whom we are able to point out the 

from the Bhavishyottara, the citation from, tJie Bhdgavata 
is iiidicatod^iiideed as a part of the celebration itself $ but 
there is no mention here, as in Ud. (Ms.) of a descrip¬ 
tion of the festival in the Bh&g., only some sayings, or 
rather sections, are utilized for it. And the quotation in 
K<%. only refers evidently to a secondarily added and un¬ 
important ceremony. 

f The period of the birth is described in detail, X„’3,1-8, 
but without giving any date; it is only mentioned that it 
took place under the star Rohipl and at midnight; v. 1 
yarhy evd ’ifrjanajanrmxksham (sehol.: ajam&y* (sic!) 
n&r&ym&j janma yasya jpmj&pates} iisya Hkshum, rohml 
nakshaimm) and v. 7 nUUhe iama-udbK&ie j&yam&ne. 
But neither there, nor in X. 44 seq. after the death of 
Kaiisa, at which time the Bhavishya texts place the insti¬ 
tution of the festival, do 1 find any remarks about it, 

X Bee Oolebrooke, Misc. Ess. 1.104; WEson, Vishnu Pur., 
Hall, I. p.. L; Bornouf, Bhdg. Ft. I, up. bdiff.*, xciint. 
seq. 
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first dated representation of tbe festival, namely, 

Hemldri, the author of the Chaturvaryachin- 

tdma?il§. Therefore it must have "been another 

reason which led to the omission of the festival 

in the Bhdg. Pur. || I would propose the fol¬ 

lowing explanation:—In the Bhdg. Pur. we 

have the modern turn of the Krislma-cultus, 

which chiefly concerns the amours of Krishna, 

and where the mother of the god gradually retires 

in course of time more and more into the back¬ 

ground ;«[ whereas, on the other hand, as we shall 

see, in the celebration of the Janmd slit amt the 

mother comes specially into the foreground,— 

she plays a chief part in it, whereas no notice at 

all is, or rather cah be, taken of the amours of 

Krishna, since he still appears as a babe at his 

mother’s breast. I do not hesitate to notice 

here a particularly archaic moment of the cele¬ 

bration, the more so, since, as will appear further 

on, even here the endeavour has in course of 

time manifested itself to repress this side of it, 

and to offer the tribute of the celebration to the 

god alone, 'without his 'mother. 

Among the Pur anas quoted as authorities for 

the festival, the Bhavishya (or Bhavishyai), and 

the JBhavishyottara Parana occupy throughout 

the most prominent position. With reference 

to the verification of the quotations in question, 

unfortunately, peculiar ill luck prevails. As 

far as in the first instance the Bhavishya Pur. 

is concerned, the Oxford MS. of it (see Au- 

frecht, Gatalogusy pp. 80-83) breaks off in the 

representation of the Festival calendar just 

VOn the probable difference of bis personality from that 
opadeva’s patron who bore the same name, see what 
been remarked above, p. 161. The synchronism of 

both men is meanwhile secured otherwise, nor is it entirely 
beyond the bounds of possibility that an identity of 
personality may yet at last result. The author of the 
Chaturvargach. calls himself the minister of king “ Mah&- 
deva” ; on the other hand, only later texts designate the 
patron of Vopadeva as the minister of a king Ramachandra 
of Devagiri, but nothing of the kind is said by himself. 
That,however, at the time of the Chaturvargach. one Bhdga- 
mta Par dm. already existed appears by the quotations 
made therefrom, which occur in it (see, for instance, 
Aufrecht, Cental, p. 386). 

|| Accordingly the testimonium a silentio cannot, as in 
this case, also he drawn from the non-mention of the xesti- 
val in the Vishnu Pur. (according to Wilson, I. cxii. 
ed. Hall, composed abont the middle of the eleventh 
century), or in the Harivahsa. 

In the Ndrada Pahchardtra, e.g., Krishna is often re¬ 
presented as the son of Devakl* (see III. 8, f. 12, 2.14, 2. 
37. 58. IV. 1,19. 3,130. o, 29. 8,33} ; she is, however, be¬ 
sides mentioned only once (III. 7, 32): allusion to Krishna’s 
birth and childhood is, after all, made only occasionally in 
the enumeration of Ms epithets (IV. 1, 18 seg.% 8,14}, as 
could not, of coarse, be otherjnse expected in a work 
which essentially glorifies him in an esoteric manner as 
the highest god. 

# It might perhaps be supposed, as this occurs twice. 

with the seventh (exactly like our MS. of 

HemudiTs Yratakhanda) ; the immediately fol¬ 
lowing section of the eighth, jin which the 

Janmashtan% celebration ought to be represent¬ 

ed, is wanting.# Further, the BJmvlshyoi- 

iara Parana, evidently a supplement to it, is 

indeed before me in MS. (see Catal. of the 

Berlin Sunslc. JIT? 6’., pp. 133-7}, but contains 

nothing about this festival in the section treat¬ 

ing of the festivals on the u eighth.” Ac¬ 

cording to all probability, we have here to 

deal, however, only -with an omission on the 

part of the copyist; for, according to Aufrecht 

(Cafalogus, pp. 84-36), both the Oxford MSS. 

of the work actually contain a chapter on the 

Janhidshfarti% whilst our MS. gives in lieu 

of it a chapter on the somndshtaim, which 

is thus twice represented therein. + For this 

a double explanation presents itself; the writer 

was either a Saiva, and therefore intentional¬ 

ly interpolated in lieu of the Krishna festival 

a Rudra festival (which the somdshtamz com¬ 

municated by him is), or—as his name, Itd- 

maji contradicts this—the MS. from which 

he copied was defective. This defect appears, 

however, to have been noticed finally on the 

delivery of the MS., and the writer may have 

had to answer for it, because after the date 

of the copy has been stated, yet 7|- verses more 

are added (see my Yerz. der Berl. Sansh. M. S. 

p. 137), which, although in an extremely un¬ 

satisfactory manner, really concern the Krishna 

festival, so that the suspicion arises that the 

that we have here an intentional omission from a stand¬ 
point inimical to Krishna (see immediately, p. 172). But 
none of the other ashtami festivals have anything to do 
with Kjishna. 

f Also the order of the other sections is different:— 
Berlin MS„» Oxford MS- 

Ch. 51, somdshtami. Oh. 47, budhdshtami (=Ber). 54) 
„ 52, ddrvasfitami. „ 48, janmdshtaanM. 
„ 53, hrishmdsMami. 49, ddrv&shtfmt (==BerL 52) 
„ 54, budh&shtamt. „ 59, krishndshtamt (=Berl. 53) 
„ 55, anaghdshtcmt „ 51, anagbdshiarrd- (=Bert. 55) 
„ 56, somdsMamt. - „ 52, som4sh^am-€(=BerL51, 56} 

Both the representations of the somdshpmt in Oh. 51, 56 
of the Berlin 3£S. agree considerably in the beginning, and 
more particularly in the sdven first verses, but afterwards di¬ 
verge. Cli. 56 has in general only 25 verses. Oh. 51, on the 
other hand, breaks off on fol. 1415 in the49fch verse, so that the 
conclusion is entirely wanting, as fol. 142* begins with Oh. 
52. The Krishn&shtrxmt occurring both in the Berlin and 
the Oxford MS. has ’ nothing to do with the god Krishna, 
but concerns a celebration, to bo addressed on each second 
quarter of the moon during the twelve months of the year, to 

Siva under twelve different names (gmhkara in Mdrga* 
iirsha, gambhu. in Patssha, MahesvarwhiMdgha, Mahddeva 
in Ph&Igima, Sihdnu in Chaitmt Mim in VaUdkha, Pas-u- 
pati in JyaisMha, Ugra in Ashddha^ &arm in &rdvcmat 
Trayambalca in Bhddrapada, Bhava in Aivina, Bn&ra hr 
Kdrttika; and. this celebration is considered to be a com¬ 
fortable substitute for the Vedic sacrifices agmishto-r«t; 
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copyist lias on his part needily stitched to¬ 

gether these verses in order to make up for 

the blamed defect.J However the case maybe, 
the ritual texts beginning from Hemadri all un¬ 

animously point to the Bhavishya and to the 

Bhavishyottara Pur. as the chief sources for the 
celebration of the festival: hence there is no 
doubt that they are actually to be considered as 

such, and that accordingly the Oxford MSS. 

of the last-mentioned Pur ana justly contain 

the Janmashtami chapter as a portion of the 

work. For a copy of this chapter from both 
MSS. I am indebted to the kindness of one of 
my former students, Hermann Brunnhofer, 

residing at present in Oxford. Unfortunately 

both these MSS. are of recent date, the one 
(Wilson 126) having been copied at tbe end of 

the last century, and the other (Wilson 124) 

as late as 1826. They are also rather incorrect, 

'but nevertheless closely agree with each other 
(— 0.),both assigning to the chapter the same 67 

verses. A comparison of their contents with 

other texts on the Janmdsktami now before me 

in a detached form as sections of the Bhavishyot- 
iam, or rather the Bhavishya Pur., leads to the 
conclusion that it is, on the whole,—of course 
excepting very numerous differences in detail,— 

identical with that text which Samkara (= $a3 or 

rather after him again Yrataraja = &?.!) adduces 

after Hemadri from the Bhavishya Pur. (not from 

the Bkavishyotiara Pur.), but in 78 verses.§ On 

tbe other hand, the two texts adduced by Samkara 
from the Bhavishyottara Purina (&b., &c.) have 

nothing in common with the Oxford text. || Fur¬ 
ther, among the other texts of this kind occurring' 

separately in the Chambers collection, and de¬ 

signated in their final signatures as having 

been taken from the Bhavishyottara, there is, 

firstly, one which in reality almost wholly cor¬ 

responds with the Oxford text (Chambers 724 

= 0.), and further a second (Chambers 7932 

= B.) which shows at least in the first ten 
of its 87 verses close relations, whereas after¬ 

wards it differs entirely, and shows again a 

few closer points of contact only in the descrip¬ 

tion of the festival itself. These latter coin¬ 

cidences then occur again also in the third 

text of this kind (Chambers 816 = D., written 

a.d. 1654), and are therefore evidently to be 

recognized as a common original stock; as to 

the rest, however, this third text is quite different 

from the Oxford text, whilst on the other hand 

some verses of it recur partly in B., and partly 
in Sa., Sb. 

Now the question is how this discrepancy 
is to be explained. In the first place, by tbe 
fact tbat tbe Janmdsktami appears to have been 

treated in both works,—in the Bhavishya as 

well as in the Bhavishyottara Purinaand 

that in consequence of the similarity of names 

and the identity of the subject, in citations 

as well as in larger independent extracts from 
these two works, the eonfasion of the one with 

the other easily arose. Further, particular 

stress is doubtless to be laid also on the circum¬ 

stance that all the Purina texts in general are, 

so to speak, in a fluent state, easily allowing of in¬ 

terpolations as well as of alterations ; especially 

it may often have been the case that refuge 

was taken under the authority of the name of 

X These verses are:— 

tasya vidh&nam Yakshy&misrinxi r&jan yath&tatham I 
tag min dine subhe pr&tah sn&nam karyam prayatnatah j| 1 
?? a5 ^ , Patit&n p&p&n tath& p4shandino naran J kum 
boa dvaaasa vai k&rya(h) phalabhakshyaih samanvital !| 2 
tatM dampatayo (?) bhfipfi bhojayetu (°yantu ?) dvijl 
tayah (norrwi.!) \ pandh&pya vastrai ramyais cha (cm ak 
shara too few) gftvo deyah kiitarehanah }| 3 }j 
sayyA deya malaria Dev a ki-Krisbna-samynta I Pad3 
m cha nnv&hgam(?)d e y & n i vidhivat tatha [J 4, |j 
pafichavarnam may am karyam mandalamsarvatah-samam ] 
suvaraam kamehanam gavo v£s&jsi vibhidh&ni (sic!) cb 
II 51| 
|)AranA(!)-divase r&jan d&tavyam subham ichata } hho 
jayifcrfi dvii&n bhavy&n tebhyo dey&cha jj q ii 
etafe kyitva mah&rAja na bhdyas te Wo bhavet | kritvi 
knshoashtamimraian viahanasahit&npurd }j 7 if 
munayo brlhmanfi bhupfih param mrvanam lavadhul 
(I ayayah) ||itakrishnashtam 1 viaMn«.Tn [j 
The tasya and tasmm in the beginning of these verse 
are clmractensiic, as they point to a preceding questaoi 
jhmhM probably been addressed to the unfaithful copyist 
“5? "J*®111®0** themselves, partly composed in a barbaroo 
^yle, jest only scanty relations to the other data on tb 

§ They correspond as follows :— 

0. da. O. Sa. O. Sa. 
1. 2. 1. 3. 25 b. 19a. 43 b-45. 46.47. 
3b-5a. 2. 4. 26b. 21b. 45b-47* 48. 
5b-8a. 5-7. 27b. 23b. 476-51. 49-55. 
9b-lla. 8. 9. 28-33. 24-29. 52. 57. 

12. 10. 34a. 31a. 53. 59, 
13b. 14a. 11. 34b-36. ,32-34a. 54a. 60a. 
15. 12. 37b. 37a. 546-60. 62-67. 
16. 15. 38b. 39a. 61. 69. 
20. 21. 13. 14. 39. 38. 63. 74. 
22. 23a. 16. 40.41. 40.41. 66-67. 77-78. 
23b-25a. 17. 18. [42. 44.45. 

Accordingly the following verses are peculiar to 0.:— 

3a. 8b. 9a. lib. 13a. 14b. 17-19.26a. 27a. 37a. 38a. 43a. 46. 
62. 64. 65. and Sa. alone has the following verses :— 

19b. 20.21a. 22.23a. 30. 31b. 34b. 35. 36. 376. 396. 42, 43 
56. 58. 606. 61. 68. 70-73. 75.76. 

II M the Vratar&ja, (sfv. 2, 3), indeed, the second of them 
(sv. 3) is at the conclusion designated as taken from the 
Bhamshya, not from the Bhavishyottara. No source what- 
ever is given at the conclusion of Sv. 1 and Sv. 2, so that 

appears to have considered all the three texts 
as taken from the Bhavishya.—No reference to Hemadri 
occurs in Sb., 8c. 
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some Pur ana for sectarian purposes, and that 

any special elaboration by utilizing older consti¬ 

tuent parts was perhaps bluntly designated as a 

section of such a Parana. Hence it will always 

be necessary to be very cautions in using texts 

of any only so-called Purdnas, in their final 

signatures ; and only such passages of this sort 

as may be supported by being quoted as parts 

of a particular Pur ana also in other works can 

with certainty be used as being original.^ 

Now if we compare the quotations adduced in 

the ritual texts from the Bhavishya (Bhavishyat 

M., N), and the Bhaviskyottara, Pur., with those 

texts just purporting to belong to these Pur anas 

(0 , tSa., C-, B., D., &{>., Sc.), it first appears that 

a not inconsiderable part of those quotations does 

not occur in them. This, at all events, may very 

likely be attributed to the fact that they may have 

been taken from the yet wanting Janmdshtami 

section of the Bhavishya Pur.; thongh of course 

yet other circumstances may have cooperated 

to effect this. Further, those quotations which 

can be identified, though with numerous and con¬ 

siderable variants, yield the following result:— 

The far preponderating number of them is 

taken from 0., Sa., C-, mostly indeed from 

the verses common to these three texts; some, 

however, also from verses peculiar either to 0. 

or to &a. (C. has but few of this kind).* Also 

from B. a few verses are quoted; also a certain 

number of verses from D.; the latter are, how¬ 

ever, mostly attributed directly to other Purdnas 

than to the Bhavishya, or Bhavishyottara.f 

Lastly, of Sb. and &c. I find no verses at all quoted 

which are peculiar to them alone. Or, in other 

words, 0. Sa. G. are really ancient Bhavishya or 

Bhaviskyottara texts. B. D. Sb> Sc., on the con¬ 

trary, are, in comparison with them, of secondary 

origin, although they contain ancient portions. 

Now, as these texts on the Janmdshtami cele¬ 

bration which are assigned to the Bhavishya. 

or the Bhaviskyottara, constitute in reality the 

chief basis of our knowledge of this festival, I 

think it proper, before I proceed, to examine 

them individually according to their principal 

features. J 

1. In Chap. 48 of the Bhaviskyottara Pur ana 

in the texts of both the Oxford MSS. (= O.) 

compared with Chambers 724 (= 0.)§ and 

Samkara's Vratdrha, fol. 1416-1456 (= jSa),|| 

Krishna himself instructs Yudhishthira 

on his own establishment of the festival of his 

birth-celebration (Janmdshtami) which ensued 

after Kaiisa’s death in Mathura. He had 

instituted it on the occasion when, taken into the 

lap of his mother Devaki with tears of joy, and 

tenderly embraced by his father Yasndeva, 

for the sake of the people arriving in rejoicing 

crowds, and, at the fervent requests of all castes. 

also of Sudras and other believers (dharmimk). 

he had ordered it to take place (vv. 11-19), at 

midnight the eighth of the black half of Bli£- 

drapada, whilst the sun is in Leo, and the moon 

in Taurus (Yrishx), or more definitely in the 

prdjdpatya riksha (i.e. Rohint, Aldebaran). At 

Yudhishthira’s request (w. 20-21) Krishna 

then explains to him the details of the cele¬ 

bration.—The same begins with taking the vow 

to fast at the break of the day in question, 

after the necessary cleansing of the teeth (so 

that no remnants of food are left on them) ; 

at noon a bath in pure water, in a river, or 

elsewhere; then the erection of a beautiful 

inlying-forage (sutikdgriha) provided with all 

f But with reference to these latter passages a peculiar 
circumstance is not to he overlooked, the fact, namely, 
that, considering the large extent of the Pardtias, com¬ 
plete copies of these Works are not very frequently to be 
met with, which is manifest simply from the circumstance 
that several authors of ritual texts (72., S.9 -Y-) often ex¬ 
pressly state that they have not taken their quotations from 
the respective Pur duo.- themselves, but from other works. 
How easily in this way might false coin also obtain cur¬ 
rency ! Corresponding to this, we have already, several 
times above, observed that the same verse is by various 
authors attributed to different Purdms. 

* Al. quotes, e.g., the verses 68b-jo together. In 
one case some verses which occur only in &u. 1 (156, 16 
ibid.) are quoted already by M. (Sla). 

t Thus M. attributes the verses B. 236. 24a,. 28. 426. 
45*6c.46s. 47. 436.49. 50a. to the Skdnda (likewise AL the 
verses 1). 376. 38a. 39a; it is in fact Skanda who appears as 
teacher in JD.t see below), further D. 93 to theSmmtku- 
mdmsaihhitii (Sanatkum&ra recites-the verse iq B.), P-326. 
33a to Bhrigu, D. 31 to Yogisvara, D. 27 to Viphnudhar- 
mottora, D. 30 to Padmupur.; JD. 17®. 336. 34a are quoted 

by him without special statement whence they are taken, 
merely by pur&ne or anyatrd *pi. Also the verses elsewhere 
quoted from B., namely, 112.1146-118.129-131. 138, are all 
adduced (especially in Bhd. Ms., only 115 also it. K., and 
133 in ENK) without giving any special source (therefore 
not as taken from the Bhavishya). 

X On Chambers 724, 793£, and 810 eonf, also the com¬ 
munications already made by me in the Z. der IK M. (i. 
YL 93-97, and in the Vers, der Berl. S. H. pp. 338-340. 

§ Viz. of the 2nd section of the MS. .4 section in prose 
but mixed with 29 verses, mostly again occurring in Z>. 
precedes (to fol. 3a = Ca) which contains another re¬ 
presentation of the worship (p^gdvidhi) to be addressed to 
Krishna. Some of these verses ^ ought to have found a 
place again also in the 2nd section (which X call 0.), but 
are wanting; these are the verses 446-52 oi the Oxford 
text. In consequence of this and of some other differences, 
C. has only 62, not 67 verses. 

|{ = Vrataraja, fol. 99a-lO06 1). 

f Conf. K- III. 1, fol. ©a, Sa^isMmlausiuhha fol. 56a, 

Kd. III. I, fol. 186. 
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appurtenances of ornaments, amulets, &c. for 
Dev.aki in the shape of a cow-stall, or 
rather shepherd-house (J golculavat), filled with 
shepherdesses. In the centre a couch (par- 
yanka) : on it an image of Devaki as just 
delivered, slumbering", with Krishna likewise 
sleeping as a suckling on her breast. Also 
Yasoda is to be represented as just delivered 
of a beautiful girl (prasdtdm varahanyahdm). 
Gods and genii of every kind are to be re¬ 
presented as soaring in the air. Yasudeva 
armed with sword and shield stands at hand ;* 
likewise singing Apsarasas and dancing Qan- 
dharvas. Also the snake K a 1 i j a is to be 
pourtrayed in its Yamuna bed. Then follows 
an adoration of Devaki (vv. 88 seq.) with 
fumigation, fruits, delicacies, and flowers, whilst 
certain formulas are recited, which are omitted 
when the celebration is carried on by women 
or Sudras. According to the view of some 
(vv. 48 seq.), an honour-gift (argha) to the 
moon is added to this, when it rises, and is 
offered to it after prefatory name-prayersf and 
consecrated presents to Ha r i (Vishnu), with a 
consecrating formula invoking the moon in con¬ 
nection with Rohini (v. 52). At the same time 
the god himself (i.e. H ar i, strictly Krishna), the 
moon with Rohini, the parent-pairs Devaki- 
Vasndeva, and Yasod a-N a n d a, as well 

asBaladeva (Krishna’s brother), are placed * 
on a sacrificially arranged spot, namely a heap 
of earth, sthandilaand worshipped. At mid~ 
night, the moment when Krishna’s birth took 
place, a gM-present, caked vasordhdrd, is sa~ 
erificed§ ; next follows the foWA-ritual, called 
vardhdpanam,\\ the adoration of the goddess 
Shashthi,i[[ aind also in the night the ceremony 
of giving the name. Then at the break of day 
on the ninth, in breaking the fast, just as great 
a feast (mahotsava} as to u me” (Krishna) is to 
be offered to Bhagavati (Devaki), in connection 
with abundant feeding and largesses to the 
Brahmans, who are afterwards to be dismissed 
with prayers to Krishna. The conclusion (be¬ 
ginning from v. 60) consists of high promises 
to those who thus understand how to celebrate 
the mother and the son, and who hold the Jan- 
mdshtami either themselves in their own houses, 
or at least participate in its celebration by 
others. 

(2) Chambers 793£ ( = B.)-, in 87 verses. 
The beginning (to v. 10) agrees essentially 

with the Oxford text (as far as v. 14). * But 
in place of immediately entering on the descrip¬ 
tion of the festival, Krishna here first premises 
(vv. 11-36) a condensed history of his birth, and 
of the events following thereon, till the death 
of Kansa.f Then follows the special statement 

* According to C. 5'a also the sleeping watchmen of 
Devaki, the servants of Kaiisa, are to be represented, as 
well as the various Danavas. whom, according- to the legend 
the child Krishna had vanquished. ° ’ 

t Name-prayers {namamantra) are repeated by mention¬ 
ing a deity’s name followed by an exclamatory salute to 
the same. The consecrated gifts here consist of bath-water 
isnana), of the honour-gift \ar,jna}, flowers, <fcc., sandal¬ 
wood, ineen^e-victuals (naive#-ja), and couches $. 
‘'dyaujj, *) ). 5 

+ It is to be mad-one hand high and quadt angular {Sk.). 
On the ere +ioa there* r by me..ns of the panrha bhusims- 
Adrds, see G' bhila I. 1, 9 10, and IStenzler, JJe Domesticis 
Indorum Ritibu*, pp. 12 sey. (Bresl. I860). 

§ I asordb&ra means literally “ a pouring of riche'5.5’ 
V ceremony of this name play. a special part in ths Vedic 
tual, n imoly in the Iriya n belonging to the aqni- 

'ayauam. dh*1 offering above is evidently an imitation of 
.t fjost as the form oi some of the mantras also is adapted 
o that of the mantra,* „.t the Satirudriyam). 

. f Wirdh&pana.n is used ii-me in the text itself (OC. 10b. 
1 la. B. 8) m this gt:> ra: signification : yasmin dine vra- 
s>tie yam Deuak ' tj.ufc jemdrdana J tad dinam dehi vai~ 
kimtfm kurmo vardh&panam tava | Sa. 9 has in the last 
r1;™ ™*hoteivam. According to Cham¬ 
bers, 362 (Verz d. Berks. tf p. 314), vardhdpa.nam is the 
name for a certain benedictory ritual of the birthday (jan- 
tn'idinakrityam) which is in the first year to be performed 

h> aftrr yfar; detailed •ie^nptioiiiaKd III 1, toL 326. where it is explained as 
” ywrabh *oriddhyarthaih .nrsit ^vriddhikarma. R, p. 27 

tke ^ord’ ,but erroneously, directly 
the ) by which evidently 

AaecyMxnyafthe -navel-sin tiy is meant.- -mmf Mann 11.29 
pr&n n&bhimrdhan&tpuhso jdtakarma vidhtyaU; also NC. 

in their prose portions place a xiarticular stress on the 
n&lachedcb. 

Y Shashthiis the tutelary goddess of the sixth day, which 
is particularly critical for infants,—sec la<). Btwd.. IX. 100 ; 
Verz. der Berlin Bans)?. II. p. 314 ; Wilson, Posth. Works. 
ed. Rost. II. 102,—A passage quoted after Apararka from 
the Brahma Pur. conceives the name quite differently, 
namely, as fkthe sixth” of the so-called janmadd devatds. 
the birth-protecting goddesses : the four first are the four 
phases of the moon under their feminine names : Rdkd. 
Anumati, Sintv&lt, Kuhil; the name of the fifth is said tc 
be Vdbaghat, removing disorders from wind. This is pro¬ 
bably an erroneous idea; the passage is kangdi chatasro 
R'Xkddyd -v&taghni ch i>va pahelinm j kridaahrthA cha 
boldndni shashtht cha sUumkshind. j| 

* The MSS, correspond with each otlnr as follows *— 
O. B. O. B. O B. 
116 4 10b, 11a 8 
2a 26 7a 5a 136, 14b 9 
4a 3a 86, 9x 6 14a 10<r 

t u The gods, vexed by Kansa came (for me) to Vai- 
kuntha, and brought information about liis keeping his sister 
Devaki^imprisoned, who was married to Vasudeva son of the 
stiri Yadava, and that ho had, on the strength of a prophecy 
that her eighth child would kill him, slain already six. Here¬ 
on I resolved to enter into Devaki*s lap myself, and 
ordered M%a to take birth in Yaiodii, the Wife of the cow¬ 
herd Nanda. After my birth in the eighth month I showed 
myself first to my astonished parents m my true Vishnu 
form, aud then ordered Vasudeva to exchange me for the 
girl just, born on the other side of the Yamunfi in Nanda's 
shepherd-house {gokula). The watchmen became insensible. 
The bolts of the apartment opened spontaneously, the 
Yamuna allowed Vasudeva to pass through her waters. 
After the exchange, the girl, now reposing on Devaki5s 
couch, cried loudly. The watchmen awoke. Kansa arrived 
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of the date of the birthday (vv. 31-89).J To this 

are added glorifications of the festival-celebra¬ 

tion (vv. 40-66), especially under the name 

Jay anti. Already the kings of antiquity from 

Ambarisha to Snmantn, and the old rishis and 

sages from Yasishtha to Valmiki Qcritah Rdmd- 

yanam yena vishnos charifam utiamam), have 

kept this festival. Threats to him who does not 

fast on that day, or keep the festival (vv. 60 seq.). 

The description of the celebration itself (vv. 

67-82) is very brief, but agrees pretty closely with 

the Oxford text.§ The statement that at mid¬ 

night a cow rich with milk is to he given a wav 

with her calf (v. 80) is new; and that this is to 

be followed by songs, music, dancing, and listen¬ 

ing to the narrative of Krishna’s birth. The 

vardhdpanam Ac. follows only after this. The 

conclusion (vv. 88-87) consists of new promises 

for the celebration of the festival; and their 

purport, as well as partly also the context, agrees 

closely with the final verses of the Oxford text.11 

(8) Chambers 816 (= D.) in 178 verses ; 

written a.d. 1654. 

Instruction of Narada by Brahman on the 

greatness of the Jay anti festival. First its 

glorifications to v. 23, whereof many verses are 

identical with B. (4).<lf Then (till v. 34) va¬ 

rious calendaric determinations (asitu, srdi-rrne 

’shtanri, Wednesday, and roh ini), among which 

there are many verses occurring in JA but quoted 

from other Pur anas (nee above, p. 178). Again 

promises for the celebration, and on the other hand 

threats for non-observance, of the fast (till v. 

54). Fext follows a legend about the mighty 

king Harischandra whom Brahmarshi Skanda, or, 

as he is also called, Sanatkumfira, informs about 

the reasons of his glory, which is inconceivable to 

the king himself; stating that having formerly, in 

an earlier birth as a Yaisya in Kanyakubja, been 

suddenly seized with religious zeal at the sight 

of the preparations (vv. 82 seq.) for a celebration 

of the Jay anti festival at Yura nasi, arranged by 

i 

Chandravati, the daughter of the Kasi king 

Indradyumna, he had gratuitously given away 

for it flowers, and had also kept the fast itself. 

At the question of Harischandra about the way 

and manner of this celebration, he then gives 

him the details of it (vv. 92-150), partly analo¬ 

gous with the statements of the Oxford text 

but also with considerable variations. After the 

bath about noon, first a pitcher {ghata) adorn¬ 

ed with five jewels and filled with holy water 

is to be set up, and over it a vessel (pdtram) 

made of gold, silver, copper, or plaited of reeds, 

and on this again a golden image of the god is 

to be placed which represents him as he sucks 

the breast of the mother, presses the nipple with 

the hand, and often lovingly looks up to the 

countenance of the mother. Only now, and 

not before, the lying-in house of Devaki is 

to be erected, in order thereby to represent by 

it the history of the Hari race as well as the 

shepherd’s house. Then Hari is to be honour¬ 

ed with flowers and fruits under recitals of the 

(Yedic) Purusha sukta. In a flower-arbour {push- 

pamandapikd) song, music and dancing takes’ 

place. The thousand-name prayer is to be 

recited, the “ liberation of the elephant,’7# 1 the 

acts of the Yishnu-(== Krishna-) child, and the 

various dv at dr as are to be-narrated. In the night, 

prayers follow to Devaki, who is to be consi¬ 

dered equal to Aditi (111-116), and to her son 

Hari (117-125), as reposing in the lap of his 

mother ( mat nr utsa'njasamsthifam, 118), and to 

be honoured by ail kinds of consecrated gifts 

(perfumes, Ac.). A ho the name-prayer is to be 

addressed to the Govinda placed on the copper 

vessel {pdtre idhtramaye sthitam, 126). When the 

moon rises, an argha-fift to Krishna and Devaki 

is presented, which consists of a cocoanut and 

a shell ; and then a similar present to the 

moon, consisting of water with flowers, roasted 

barley, and sandal placed in a shell. (The birth- 

ritual about midnight is not mentioned here.) 

i unuing quickly, snatched it from the mother, and smashed 
it against a stone. But it rose as a shining lightning form 
into the air, exclaiming to Kahsa, * Thy slayer livetii,’ 
and disappeared. I then grew up among the pastors, slew- 
many Baity as, and have to-day, in the eighth year from my 
birth, slain Kahsa/’ The “‘slaughter of the innocents” is 
not mentioned here. fConf. Hartra/^a .Till sc/-; Vish¬ 
nu Pur. 5, I'; Wilson, pp. 45M sej.; Bh<lga<vatJ> {10, l 
sej.) 

X = o. 16, 17; here, however, we have srfira 
’sitashtamya.nl hadlnvarv. ’rdharMrike, whereas there 
m&si bhadrapade *shtamydm h rishim pakshe Vd/iimt- 
trike. 

§ The MSS. agree with each other as follows :— 

o. B- 0. B. o. B. 

22 675, 6S« 7 45 rsb 74a 
23 42 295, SO 71, 72a mt 77b 
23 mb, 70 325 7&x 53« b2 h 

but of course with all sorts of variants. 

l\ Goaf, particularly vv.SSfe, St’?, 83. with G. 656, 64fe, 63. 
*[ The MSS correspond with each other as follows:— 

B. 0, B. D. B. D. 
*3-43 3-5 4iU 93 Id 5*2-56 W-21 
4 CJui 65 51 Vihf 14a • 8 22 
4i 7 

# aajendrasya /'ha mokshmwm, see Catal. of the Pei. 
MS it. 14 (as a portion of the Mah fib hfi rata); Aufrecht, Cat/- 
1-oijus, 3a» 406, also chap. 84 of the Vamana Purr 
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Then the night is farther to be spent in all 

kinds of amusements, dance, music, song, <fec., 

listening to the bistory of Devaki’s son, es¬ 

pecially to the Jffarivahsa and the Bhdgavata 

(137), Rich presents are due to the reader 

(vdchaka). At daybreak the prayers to mother 

and son are repeated. After having fed, and 

given presents to the Brahmans, the landlord 

himself eats, with his family (150). Then 

Sanatkumara terminates with renewed promises 

for the celebration of the festival (till v. 160) ; 

and after this Brahman first makes a few calen- 

daric statements (161-165), and then terminates 

by again praising the greatness of the festival. 

(4 ) Samkara’s Vratdrka (= Sb. ) fol. 1455- 

1485,'f in 81 verses. 

After the termination of the’ Bharat a. fight, 

Yudhishthira turns to Krishna with the re¬ 

quest to communicate to him, after impart¬ 

ing so many benefits and instructions, also 

the J anmashiami-vratam. Krishna besrins with 
* * ♦ © 

the history antecedent to his birth, and narrates 

how the earth, tormented by Baity a hosts, 

had turned to Brahman for protection, and 

that the latter, accompanied by all the gods, 

had departed to Svetadvipa, in order to re¬ 

present to him (to Vishnu) this suffering of 

the earth. That he had then promised his aid, 

and had, according to a promise formerly made 

to Vasudeva and to Devald, taken up his abode 

in the womb of Devaki (v, 18), whilst Yogamaya 

had done so in that of Yasoda. The farther 

narrative is entirely as in B., although in quite 

different words. + After the disappearance of the 

girl in the air, Kahsa being frightened, ordered 

a general slaughter of infants (vdl&ndih kada- 

?idya), :n order thus, possibly, to annihilate the 

new-born foe announced to him. Kansa’s ser¬ 

vants execute his command. He himself, how- 

er, growing up in the cowherd’s house (goku- 

ia)* eluded all persecutions, slaying the wicked 

?utana,§ as well as other numerous servants of 

Kunsa, and lastly him also (v. 44). Joyfully 

saluted by his parents, and requested by the 

people streaming by in festive joy, he then 

1 isv. % fol. 1006-1026. 

I’ U,that the Pa*»ts of Krishna w 
fettered? after Vasudeva s return the doors closed the 

wei*e ^ before, dvdrdni pihitl 
asm. pllrpawn nipodarh tatah. • ^ 

.3 Ahamcka gokule stlntvd pdtandrh balaah&tinin 

t&T^ZV2f^r&Zm‘atfr&^ih sot^doshoi,, 
"JfJ. 1 *(.MSlaUmSdhavj, 69, 14. 15 7£ 

*** an appellative seme (putidus) a 
oi the spectres haunting cemeteries. ; a 

explained the celebration of his birth-festival 

as follows (vv. 52-62). The following very la¬ 

conic description is limited to the bath, the 

fast, the erection of the shed (mandajpa, suti- 

kagriha; then some particulars are given as to 

the arrangement and fabrication of the images 

of the holy family), the watching through the 

night with song, dance, <fec. The performance 

of the birth-ritual is touched upon quite brief¬ 

ly,—purdnaih stotrapdthais cha jdtimdmddishu 

Hsavaih); the argha*gi£h and the moon are not 

even mentioned. In the morning the fast is 

broken on feeding the Brahman*. , After two 

verses in glorification of the festival, a legend 

follows to the same purpose (vv. 65-78), about 

S a t y a j i t, the son of the Anga king Amitra- 

j i t, who had by connection with heretics (pd- 

khandaih) become an unbeliever, and then, after 

long heavy infernal punishments, roaming about 

in the form of a Pisdcka, having been wholly ex¬ 

culpated by accidentally witnessing a celebra¬ 

tion of the Janmdshtarm and listening to it,|| and 

had found direct entrance into the Vishnu- 

world. In conclusion two verses more are added 

in glorification of the festival, and finally the 

question is put to Yudhishthira what more he 
wished to hear. 

(5.) Ibidem (=: &0.), fol. 1486-151# •{]" in 5t> 
verses. 

This piece directly follows the preceding one ;* 

the first verse especially, in which Yudhish¬ 

thira announces his wish to be henceforth in¬ 

structed concerning the udydpanavidhi by which 

“ this vratam” is fulfilled, is probably meant 

as his actual reply to Krishna’s question in 

the last verse of &b. Krishna now gives, first 

extensive details on the preparations for the 

festival. In the middle of a spot of the size 

of a cowhide, a circle is to be drawn where 

the gods (idols) Brahman, <fcc. are to be set 

up and worshipped. There a shed (mandapa) 

is to he erected of plantain-tree trunks-—the 

sutikagriha of Devaki is not mentioned ; in the 

circle a copper or earthen pitcher is to be 

placed (see above in D.); on this a vessel (pd- 

}1 Kad&cbid d&ivayogena nama janm&sh < amidine j kri- 
yfr™ -naabapOjaiu vratibhir munibliir dvijaih |j 75 jj 
ratrau jagaranam chaiva namasamMrt&nMibhih I dadarsa 
sarvam vidiuvach chhusrava cha hareh hath ah if 76 j| 

J) I* the Vratar&ja fo. 3), fol. 1026-104a. ’ 
f . the Vratar&ja, moreover, it is not even separated 
irom it, hat follows m immediate connection. In &f., how¬ 
ever, No. terminates with the subscription Hi. and $c. begins 
anew: atria janm&$htamivratodydpoLvi(vm,» 
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irdm) of silver, or plaited of reeds, and upon it 

tlie god (i e, image of Krislana) wrapped in a gar¬ 

ment is to be placed (v. 10). Then follow 16 

upachdras, i.e. sacred formulas,f and gifts to 

Krishna, who is to be served as a beloved and 

honoured guest. This is followed byj the 

worship of the persons forming his suite &c., 

by name-prayers (vv. 27-28). After this comes 

(till 33) the offering of incense, candles, deli¬ 

cious victuals (naivedyam), betelnuts, fruits, the 

fee for sacrifice to the priests, and lastly the 

lustratio (nzrajanam). To this new prayers 

to Krishna are added. When the moon rises, 

the argham to the moon follows, after Krishna 

and Devaki have previously received the like 

(37-43 entirely as above in D. 127-134; and 

a portion of the verses likewise as in O.). The 

birth-ritual is tv anting. The night is to be 

watched through, with song, dance, &c., as well 

as by listening to old legends. At the grey of 

morning (pratyushe), a bath, a gift of milk &c. 

are presented to “ the lord of the world,” as well 

as 108 ^ee-ofFerings, &c. connected with the 

Purushasukta. Next the “teacher” (dchdrya) 

is to be honoured with ornaments, clothing &c.; 

a brown cow (kapild) with her calf (conf. 

here with above, B. 80), richly adorned with gold, 

jewels, <&c., is also to be given to him, or if none 

of the kapila colour is to be had, another cow 

(v. 50). After further rich presents to the 

Brahmans, who are besides to be festively fed, 

the landlord may himself eat, with his family. 

Apart from the above-treated Bhavishya 

texts on the Janmdshfami, I have at my disposal 

another text of this kind from the circle of 

the Pur dp as, purporting to be taken from the 

Vishnu Purdna, which I therefore append in this 

place. I mean the srijanmdshtamwratakathd, 

Chambers’s collection 640 (= Vi.), in 130 verses 

f They are destined for-—1. the dhy&nam, the adoration, 
of the god; 2. the cLv&hanam, adduction of the god; 3. 
dsanam, the offer of a seat; 4. p&dyum, the foot-water; 5. 
arghyain, the honour-gift (perfumes, flowers, roasted 
barley) ; 6. dchamcmtyam. water for rinsing the mouth; 7- 
madhvparTca, the honey-food ; 8. again dchamaniyam ; 9. 
paunch&mrita/niy the fire ingredients of the bath,—milk, sour 
milk, butter, honey, sugar; 10. sn&ncLm,.. the bath; 11. 
vastran/vyrriarn, two new' garments; 12. yajnopavitam, the 
sacrificial thread; 13. bhUshan&ni, all kinds of ornaments; 
14. chandana/m, sandal-ointment; 15. ktbnkitm&ksJuit&fat 
roasted barley, anointed with saffron; 16. puslip&ni, 
flowers. 

I Sv. S adds here yet a special worship of the separate 
limbs of Krishna (angcbplljci), at each of which he is wor¬ 
shipped with another name. 

5 Herewith some new points:—Devaki, whose sis: first 
hoys were slain by Kansa, and who is just pregnant with 
her seventh child, went to fetch water, and sits sadly under 
a large uofo-tree. Yasodfi, the likewise pregnant spouse of 

(to fol. 6a.) ; annexed to it is yet another piece, 

in 75 verses (till fol. 8a), called janmashtamivra- 

todydpanavidhi, for which no special Purdna is 

mentioned as a source. I have already re¬ 

ported—in the Z. der. D. M. G. VI. 92, and 

Gated. of the Berlin MSS. p. 337—on the first 

piece, which appears in the form of a narrative 

of Narada to Indra, and have observed that 

neither in Wilson’s translation of the Vishnu 

Purdna, nor in the MS. text of it (Chambers 

799), anything corresponding to the order and 

words of this piece occurs. The contents of it are, 

however, closely related to Vishnu Pur. V. 1 seq. 

(Wilson, pp. 491 seq.), as it narrates likewise 

the antecedent history § of Krishna’s birth, as, 

well as the birth itself|j and some of his infant 

deeds^f till the death of K a h s a. Only the last 

verses (122 seq.) give a short account of the 

celebration of his birth-day, wherein mention is 

made also of a golden image of Krishna, to be 

worshipped on a large pitcher (hrishnamurtim 

cha sampddya sauvarnam kalasopari), as well as 

of the adoration of the ten avatdras of Vishnu, 

of Devaki, of the cowherds, and of Yasoda. 

More particulars on this subject are com¬ 

municated in the second piece by Krishna himself, 

to Yudhishthira. To the hath, to be taken at 

noon of the eighth, an adoration of Sari is 

added (*dvdhanam, and dsanddmi, v. 10). The 

further proceedings, although given in entirely 

different words, materially correspond with 

what has been communicated above from Sc., . 

except for the insertion of an ahgapujd, just in 

the manner of the one described in the Vraia< 

raja. Wanting here, however, besides the birth- 

ritual of the other texts, also there omitted, 

is the honour-gift to the moon. Of the night 

it is merely said that it is to be spent with 

song, music, and legendary tales (■purdna- 

the cowherd Nan&a, arrives, and asks the reason of he- 
tears. Enlightened on the subject, she promises to ex¬ 
change her own child in ease it should be & girl for bhe 
seventh of Devaki if it should be a boy. Kansa, who doe* 
not find his sister at home, goes after beer, and keeps her 
henceforth shut up at home and closely watched. But 
after the birth of Krishna the bolts open spontaneously, tbs 
watchmen fall asleep, and Devaki goes to her hnsbaao. 
Vasudeva and requests him to carry the infant to Yasoda, 
and there to exchange it for her girl; the Yamnnft touched 
by Krishna’s foot becomes shallow, so that all this easiijt 
takes plaice. Kansa does not himself kill the girl, but 
causes a servant to do so. Of the £< slaughter of the inno¬ 
cents” (Vishmt Pur. V. 4, p. 504; Bhdg. Pur. X. 4) no 
mention occurs here* 

|| Ver. SS: scsmprdpte bh&dfctgade. 
% The frustration of Ffitan&’s evil intentions, as well as of 

those of & Brlhmajq sent forth by Kansa, the humiliation 
of the serpent prince K63iy% the killing of Ch&nfbra, Kesin, 
&c. 
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pathanena, v. 42). On the other hand, the 

ritual for the next mo tiling is discussed here 

in still more detail than in Sc., although mate¬ 

rially corresponding therewith. The colour 

of the richly adorned cow to be presented to 

the teacher is not specially dwelt upon, and 

therefore left optional. The presents to be 

given to the priests, or rather to the Brahmans, 

are very specially treated. 

The withdrawal of Devaki appears to be parti¬ 

cularly worthy of remark in this narrative. 

Whilst she and her sutikdgriha occupy in 0. 

(0., 8a), as well as in B., Sb.3 a specially promi¬ 

nent position, and also the birth-ritual consti¬ 

tutes a material part of the celebration, here in 

both texts of Vi., as well as in Sc., strictly 

speaking, only Krishna himself is celebrated, 

and Devaki mentioned only incidentally. Nor 

is Krishna here any longer represented at his 

mother's breast, but his image alone is wor¬ 

shipped, and that over a pitcher. Lastly, also, 

the great stress laid in VL Sc. on the presents 

to be given to the Brahmans, is to be noticed, 

inasmuch as it likewise appears to militate 

in favour of a more secondary origin of this 

narrative. An intermediate step between the 

two groups of texts is formed by D., where 

the suiihdgrika of Devaki is indeed specially 

mentioned, and the god is also still represented 

as a suckling on her breast; the latter repre¬ 

sentation, however, no longer takes place in 

its natural place, the sutikdgriha, but (as in 

K. Sa.) over a pitcher ; moreover, the birth-ritual 

at midnight is entirely wanting (as the pre¬ 

sents to the Brahmans also play in D. a notable 

part). This adoration of the god (and more¬ 

over, as in JD, of the god sucking the mother’s 

breast) over a pitcher (Jcumbha halasa) appears, in 

comparison to his worship, as a suckling reposing 

on a couch by the side of his mother, or rather 

sucking her breast, to be very extraordinary. It 

becomes intelligible only when we observe (see 

P* 179) that at other simitar sectarian festivals 

also, a pitcher filled with holy water placed in 

the centre of the sacred circle, plays the same 

part. Thus it appears to be a variation which 

has, on the strength of other Indian ritual forms, 

been put in the place of that other representa- 

(pa!0) !*■* Purdnawas com 
pwcL only afep^fc four centuries ago” can at all eventj 

.wiieh he had before him, fiscal 
that Pur&m of this name existed already at the tmw 
Of MMW, or rather of Hemidri, appear/ by the gZ 

tion which corresponds to the natural circum¬ 

stances. 

Other allied Bur ana texts on the Krishndjan- 

mdshtami are not at present at my disposal. 

Accordingly I am not able to verify the numer¬ 

ous quotations adduced concerning it by tbe 

ritual texts from the Bur anas or from the Smri- 

Usdstras. According to Aufreeht’s excellent 

Gatalogus, the festival is indeed explained in 

detail also in chapters 164, 165 of the Uttara¬ 

khand a of the Badma Bur ana (Aufrecht,p. 145; 

Wilson’s Select Works, ed. Rost, III. 70), as well 

as in chap. 6, 7 of the Krishndkhanda of the 

Brdhmavaivarta Bur etna (Aufrecht, p. 265, Wil¬ 

son III. 109) ;* and corresponding with this 

these two Pur anas, especially the Brdhmavai¬ 

varta Bur., occupy in fact an important place 

among the quotations of the ritual texts. Be¬ 

sides, the Vdhni Burdna, the Vish nudh armo t tar a, 

and the Skanda (from which 21 slokas are cited) 

play a prominent part in this respect. In all these 

quotations, however, the ritual celebration is not 

dealt with specially—only the fast and the piljd of 

the god, the watching through the night, and the 

pdranam are often dwelt upon. In this, however, 

the Garuda Bur ana is an exception, and appears 

to treat the ritual celebration very specially, as 

in B. (pp. 27, 28) and in N. (Slab, 32a) quite a 

number of prayers pertaining to it are quoted 

from it. Also a verse quoted from the Brahma 

Pur. by B. on p. 24 refers to a speciality of the 

ritual; likewise two verses which only Ed. ad¬ 

duces from the Agni Bur., and 2^ verses quoted 

by K. from the Vdhrii Bur. (see above, p. 169). 

after Madanaratna. 

Now all these texts give one and the same 

date for the Janmdshtauvi celebration (be it 

for sravana or for bhddrapada). In contrast 

to this, it is of special interest that we find 

in tbe Vdrdha Pur ana (Chambers 585a, 

fol. 142a, Chambers 557, fob 406,—conf. my 

Catalogue of the Berlin Sansk. MSS. pp. 142-43r 

and ch. 46 in Aufrecht) an entirely different 

datum for the celebration of the Krishna-birth- 

dayf. It is there called Krishnadv&dusivra- 

iam, and falls on the twelfth of the white half 

of Ashadha, (June, July). Moreover the text 

runs just as in Vi. Sc. (D.) about a golden 

tations from it in these authors. 
t On the other hand, the V&r&ha Samhita, (quoted by M., 

fol. 83a-, see above, p. 164) has the usual date for it * we 
are therefore to separate it from the Vfrr&ha Pwr&m. ’ M 
indeed quotes both works (pp, 25,29, 30). 
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image of Yasudeva which, after a previous cmga- j 

jpujd, being covered with clotiling, is to be j 

placed over a 'pitcher (gkata), to be worshipped 

with perfumes, flowers, Ac., and then to be 

presented to a Brahman. The legend on the 

birth of Krishna recited by Durvasas, who 

appears as the narrator, is entirely divested of 

the usual additions, and simply states that,— 

“ Narada once came to the house of the Yadava 

prince Yasudeva, who had no children by his 

wife Devaki, and reported to him what he had 

just seen in heaven : c The earth stepped into 

the assembly of the gods complaining^ that it 

could no longer carry its burden, and pleaded 

for relief. Then the gods turned their thoughts 

to Narayana, who immediately arrived in person 

and promised them to assume the human form: 

u‘ The woman who will with her husband fast 

during the white half in Ashddha, into her 

womb shall I enter.” Then the gods dispersed, 

and he (Narada) immediately hastened to this 

place.’ Accordingly Yasudeva conformed him¬ 

self herewith, fasted on the 12th of the 

Ashddha, and obtained Krishna for a son, and 

great glory. And so also now the celebration 

of this festival secures the birth of a son.” 

Here the idea at once suggests itself that an 

older narration is before us, and this the more 

so the Vdrdha Parana in general seems to 

contain rather old material. Wilson (Vishnu 

Pur. I. Ixxi. ed. Hall) places it in “ the early part 

of the twelfth century,” and mentions also jnst 

the very absence of the Janmdsktami in it as a 

sign that the work belongs “ to an earlier stage 

of Vaishnava worship.” In other words, he con- I 

sidered this festival to belong to a later time. 

That he was, however, mistaken herein, apart 

from the other points involved in this question, 

is evident from the simple fact that a century 

later Hemadri uses the Bhavishya Pw., the 

Vdhni Pur., &c. in his description of the festival. 

Accordingly, as with regard to the total omis¬ 

sion of it in the BMgavata Pur., so we must 

here also look for an explanation of this indica¬ 

tion of a different date, resting on a basis other 

than a chronological one. , There might exist 

for it many geographical, religio-historical, or 

other reasons the particular details of which 

escape our notice- In the first place special 

tConf. VisTvrm Fur. Y. 1, Wilson, p. 493. 
11 In reality * all these dw&dait celebrations are held 

entirely in the same manner t on the fesfivai-day, fasting, 
bathing, angap'Cj^ of the god, worship of this idol over a 

stress is, at all events, to belaid on the fact that 

in the V dr aha Pur dim the birth-festival of Krishna 

appears as a single link of an entire series of 

such festivals to be held on the* twelfth, and 

addressed to the ten, or rather eleven (!) ava- 

tdras of Vishnu as fish, tortoise, boar, man-lion, 

dwarf, Bhargava (i.e. Parasurama), Hama, 

K ris h n a, B u d d ha, K a Ik in, and as Pad- 

man a b h a (sic). With the general calendar this 

single festival had to be harmonized. | j Therefore 

this description does not exclude the possibility 

that in other quarters it was contemporaneously 

celebrated also according to the manner known 

to os, which finally become the only ac¬ 

knowledged one. In the festival-calendars of 

other nations similar differences are also fc and 

to occur by the side of each other. I am more¬ 

over inclined to recognize an after-effect of this 

festival described by the Vdrdha Parana, in that 

form of the Janmashtami celebration which 

(see above, p. 178) likewise, as is done here, 

requires the worship of the god over a pitcher. 

We shall return to the probable reason for this 

manner of adoration in § 2. I' have finally 

to state an extremely peculiar fact, in the above 

discussed (p. 169) modern Vaishnava ritual Ms., 

which breaks off in our MS. at the representa¬ 

tion of the Janmashtami (fol. 82a-336), we find 

an exposition also of this festival of the Vdrdha 

Pur dm, and that shortly before it (fol- 25«-26a), 

under the very name of J ay anti, or rather J ayan- 

timahddvddasivratam, in such a manner, however, 

that the description entirely agrees in the essen¬ 

tial points with that of the Janmashtami itself 

(except the erection of the sutikdgrika, which 

is here wanting), so that the defect at the end 

may be considered quite supplemented by the*- 

former description. We have here, then, a pecu¬ 

liar commingling of the view of Madhava, ac¬ 

cording to which Jay anti and Janmdsktami are 

two special vratas (the month-date whereof, how¬ 

ever, is the same), with the divergent month-date 

of the Vdrdha Purina,—in such a manner, how¬ 

ever, that whilst according to M. the Jay anti 

is the richer form of the festival, here rather the 

Janmdsktami appears as such. This is, how¬ 

ever, probably quite a secondary arrangement, 

as it cannot as yet be traced to other sources. 

There is, besides, yet a third date, though of a 

Witcher, watching through the night, the gmng away of 
the idol in the morning,—these are, throughout, the 
separate stages of the celebration. 
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somewhat indefinite kind, to hand, at least for ] 

the birth of Krishna, if not for a special celebra¬ 

tion thereof. In the Harivahsa, v. 3315, it is said 

that Devaki and Yasoda gave birth to infants in 

the same night. This night is in v. 3247 called 

the ninth day of the dark half (navamydm eva 

saihjdtd hrishnay akshasya mi tit haze), but the 

month is not mentioned, and in v. 3320 it is 

designated by the name Jay anti. In the latter 

place, also, Abhijit, not Bohini, is named as the 

star of the birth, and the hour of the birth is as 

above, p 177, called Tijaya, bat in v. 3317 

Abhijita (conf. also v. 3248). Now, although it 

is evident that in this statement the root ji, “ to 

conquer,7’ intentionally employed, is of great 

importance, and therefore perhaps no special 

stress is to be laid on the difference of the birth- 

star, it remains nevertheless strange enough; 

besides, the difference of the date is in no wise 

touched by any reasons for the use of the root 

ji. The verse (3320), moreover, which gives the 

star Abhijit,■ the day Jay anti, and the hour 

Vijaya as the birth-marks of Janardana, is else¬ 

where (see above, p. 169) quoted from the Brah- 

mdnda Parana* or rather was known already 

to Hema&ri, and is therefore just as old as any 

other statement concerning the subject in ques¬ 

tion. 
Considering the vast extent of India, it is self- 

evident that various calendar-ritual differences 

must have taken place there, and do take place, 

according to the locality, time, sect, or sub-sect. 

Thus we find,for instance,/;;* the same date which 

was finally fixed as the solemn one to celebrate 

the Krishndjanmdshtami, and in the same work 

which is the chief source for it, namely in the 

Bhavishyottara Parana, almost immediately after 

the description of this festival, also a festival dedi¬ 

cated to Siva in tirdvana as Saw a (see above, 

p. 171), and in Bhddrajpada as Tryambaka. 

ELEVEN LAND-GRANTS OP THE CHAULUKYAS OF ANHILVAD. 

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE HISTORY OF GUJARAT. 

BY G. BUHLER. 

Some time ago Major J. W. Watson, then 

Acting Political Agent, Revakantha, informed 

me that a large number of ancient copper-plates 

were lying in the Gaikvadi kacheri at Kadi, 

the chief town of the ‘Uttara Mah&ls. At 

the request of the Honourable Sir E. - 0. 

Bayley, Dr. Thornton, Officiating Foreign Secre¬ 

tary to the Government of India, was good 

enough to ask the Agent to the Governor-General 

at Baroda to use his influence with the Gaikvad’s 

Divan to make these important historical docu¬ 

ments accessible. On hearing of the matter, 

Sir T. Madhavr&o, with the greatest readiness 

and courtesy, gave orders that the Kadi plates 

should be made over to me foT publication, and I 

received shortly afterwards, 20 pieces—Nos. 1 

and 3 to 11. 

No. 2 I owe to the kindness of Colonel 

Shortt, Political Agent* Pahlanpur, who obtained 

it, together with a very valuable grant of 

* Tod, Armais of R&fasth&n,, vol. I. pp. 707-8;. Forbes, 
Lp.6; History of Kach\ p, 17, by Aipa&c&m 

t Tb« works bitheiio recovered are:— 
1. Hemacbandra Abb&yatil&k&’s J>vyAsrayakoshi} about 

A.D. 1100, but revised a.d. 1255-56. 
2. Somesvara’s KirUlmmmdi* 1220-05 a.b. 

Go vi nda III., the Rashtrakfita king of MM- 

kheb, from the Radhaupur Darbar. The first 

information regarding the existence of the plates 

I received in this case also from Major Watson. 

Hitherto three grants only, issued by Chau- 

lukya kings of Anhilvad,—the Nadola plates of 

Kum&rapala, a Kachh grant of Bh ima- 

d eva I.,and the Ahmadabadplates of B hima- 

devall.,—have been partly published.* The 

discovery of so large a number of new grants is 

therefore an important event for those who take 

an interest in the history of Gujarat. The 

Chaulukyas have had, it is true, more, and more 

trustworthy, chroniclers than any other Indian 

dynasty; and the hoarding disposition of the Jaina 

Panchayats has preserved, if not all, at least many 

important works of these writers.f Still there are 

a number of points in the history of the Chaulu- 

kya kings which require further elucidation. Thus 

the origin of the Anhilvad Chaulukyas, and the 

0. Knshmbbatia’s BatncmtiM, about 1230 a.d. 
4. Meratunga’s 'PralandTmchintdrnmii, 1308 a.d. 

5. Meratunga’s VichAraAretyf, about 1310 aj>. 
6. R^asekbara’s Frabandhcthosha, 1340 a.d. 

7. Harshagani’s Vaslmptitachcmta,, 1440-41 a.d. 

8. Jinamandaua’s KuTndrapAlac harita, 1435-6 A.D., and 
abstracts of tbe same in Gujar&ti. 
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manner in which the first king Mularaja came to 

the throne, is not quite clear. Next, the number 

of the kings is doubtful, as Bhimadeya’s 

published grant leaves out the fourth king, 

Yallabha. Further, the statements of the 

later Muhammadan writers about the invasion 

of Gujarat by Mahmud Ghaznavi do not agree 

with the chronology of the Jainas. Finally, 

the duration and the history of the last portion 

of the reign of Bhimadeva II., the last 

Chaulukya of the main or Anhilvad line, and 

the accession of the Y y a gh rap a 11 i or 

Va ghela branch line to the sovereignty of 

Gujarat, require further elucidation. The in¬ 

formation given in Mr. Kinloch Forbes’s stand¬ 

ard work, the Rds Mala, on these last points is 

very scanty, because Somes vara’s Kirtikaumudt, 

Il&j&sekh&T&’sPrabandhakosha, and Harshagani’s 

Vastujpalacharita were not available when he 

wrote. A not very correct Gujarati abstract of 

the latter work has been published by Yrijlal 
Sastri in the Buddhvprakdsa for 1866. Owing to 

the language, and the obscurity of the periodical, 

it has not received any attention on the part of 

Orientalists. Under these circumstances, it will 

be advisable to prefix to the transcripts and 

translations or abstracts of the new inscriptions 

a short review of the history of the Anhilvad 
Chanlukyas, with special reference to the doubt¬ 
ful points. Though it is not yet possible to solve 

all the doubtful questions, still the information 

which these grants afford, advances our know¬ 

ledge not inconsiderably. 

Most Jaina chroniclers of Gujarat agree that 

the first Chaulukya ruler of Gujarat was 

descended from *Ea j a, a sou of king Bhuva- 

naditya who ruled at Kalyana, the capital 

of K &noj, and from Liladevi, the sister of 

the last Chapotka|a or Chauda king 

of Anhilvad Pathan.J A rather ro¬ 

mantic story is told of the manner in which 

Raja came to Pa than, attracted the notice of 

Samantasimha, and became his brother- 

in-law. Meratunga asserts that Raja in 998 

Vikrama, with two brothers, in disguise, made 

a pilgrimage to Soman&thapathan, 

and on his way back attended at Anhilvad 

a parade of cavalry, on which occasion his 

criticism of the performances and an exhibi¬ 

tion of his equestrian skill, gained the 

1 Forbes, BAs Mdld, vok I. p. 49. 
| Hist, of India, p. 241, 6th ed. 

esteem of the king. When his descent became 

known, Samantasimha wished to retain Mm, and 

married him to Liladevi. The latter died in 
childbirth. But her body being opened, a living 

son was taken from it, who was called Mula¬ 

raja, after the constellation under which he was 

horn. Mularaja was educated and adopted by 

his maternal uncle. When he was grown up, 
Samantasimha used repeatedly, when drunk, to 

abdicate in his favour, and to resume the kingly 

power after he had become sober. Mularaja, 

who became tired of being a plaything for his 

uncle’s varying moods, finally caused him to he 

assassinated, and usurped the throne. 

Mr. Forbes has accepted this account, merely 

toning down some of the palpable absurdities 

of the story, and assuming with Mr. Elphin- 

stone§ that Mularaja’s father came, not from 

K an o j, but from Kalyana in the Dekhan, 

the seat of the great south ernChalukya dynasty. |j 

I do not think that the accuracy of any por¬ 

tion of the story can be upheld, except perhaps the 

assertion that Mularaja’s mother was a Chauda 

princess, and that Ms father was a Chaulukya. 

For if the chronology* of Merutunga is com¬ 

pared with his story, the utter absurdity of the 

latter comes out very clearly. Merutunga says 

that Samantasimha mounted the throne in 991 

Vikrama, and ruled seven years, until 998. At the 

same time and in the same breath he states that 

Raja came to Anhilvad in 998 Vikrama, mar¬ 

ried Liladevi, and had a son by her, as well as that 

this son grew up to manhood under his uncle’s 

care and slew him. How for all these events 

at least twenty years are required, and yet we 

are told that Raja eame to Pathan in 998, and 

that Mularaja dethroned his uncle in the same 

year! It will not avail anyiMng to say that 

the arrival of -Raja must be dated earlier. 
For as Samantasimha reigned only seven years 

it could not have fallen in his reign at all, and 

the story of Raja’s meeting with Samantasimha 

while king must be untrue. I think Merutunga’s 
whole narrative must be thrown aside, as an in¬ 

vention of the bards, who wished to join in a con¬ 

venient manner the history of their CMpotkata 

and Chaulukya rulers. In this opinion i am con¬ 

firmed by the silence of the BSy&srivfye&oska on 

the point, and by the* short statements of our 
grant Ho. 1. The Bmfdkra^akosha is, as Mr. 

f| BAs ifdM, loc. ©ft and voL L p. 244. 
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Forbes has already pointed out, not simply a 

work of Hemachandra. It has probably been 

revised by Abhayatilaka^f in 1812 Vikrama, 

and contains a sufficient number of anachro¬ 
nisms to prove that even its earlier parts are not 

simply the work of an author of the 12th 

century. But on the whole it is more trust¬ 

worthy than Meratunga’s ‘varies Mstorice.' Now 

this work merely states that Mularaja was a 
Chaulukya, and extols his valour aud power. 

The statement of our inscription regarding the 

donor's origin is very short, but, I think, suf¬ 

ficient to further discredit Merutunga. He 

calls himself a descendant of the S dank is (chau- 

lukikdnoaija) and son of the great king of kings 

R ti j i, and says that he acquired the Saras- 

vatamandala, i.e, the province watered by the 
S a r as v a 113 by (the strength of) his arm.” 

Now it may be conceded that the assassination of 

Sfi manta siihha might, and probably would, 
be represented by the pandits of the murderer 

as an honest victory gained 4 by the strength of 

his arm.’ But it does not at all agree with 

Merutunga’s narrative that R a j i is called £ the 

great king of kings.' Such a title would hardly 

be given to a wandering Rajput younger son. 

I do not think that the desire to do honour to 

his patron’s father would induce a pandit to call 

him malm rajddhirdja if he had not really been 

a king seated on the gadL At least, before I 

could admit such an hypothesis, I should require 

a much stronger proof than Meratunga’s in¬ 
consistent story. 

. matters how stand, I think it safer to take 
the statement of Mularaja’s grant as the basis for 

the reconstruction of the origin of the Chaulukya 

rule in Gujarat. The above-cited words of the 

inscription, coupled with the fact that Mularaja 

is always, in the grants and elsewhere, named as 

the first Chaulukya king of Anhilvad, lead to the 

conclusion that his father was actually king of 

the native country of this branch of the Chaulu- 

kyas, and that Mularaja, either driven out of his 

paternal realm by other enemies, or impelled by 
ambition and 4 hunger for land/ attacked and 

conquered northern Gujarat. The question is 
now where R a j i’s home and kingdom was. 
The Gujarat chroniclers state that in 752 

Vikrama, B h ti raj a, B h u y a d a, or Bhu* 

v a da (i.e. Bhu pat i), king of Kalya na- 

kataka, in Kanoj, held Gujarat and de¬ 
stroyed Jayasekhara ; that after him Karna- 

ditya, Chandraditya, Soma ditya, and 
finally Bhuvanaditya occupied the throne 

of Kaly ana, the last being Raj i’s father. 

Mr. Forbes, Mr. Elphinstone, and others have 

identified this Kaly ana with the capital of 

the Dekham Chalukyas, and have assumed 

that the Gujaratis are in error. I must confers 

that until very lately I have been of the same 

opinion. But a careful reconsidei'ation of the 

question inclines me to side now with the 

native writers. The fact that Kaly ana in 
the Dekhan was .for more than eight centuries 

a Chillukya capital, and that no famous town 

of this name has been traced in Kanoj, is no 

doubt a strong argument in favour of the Euro¬ 

pean historians. It becomes all the stronger 

by the repeated statements of the Dekham 

Chalukyas in their inscriptions that they con¬ 

quered- Gujarat, and by the fact that a grant of 

a Chalukya king Vij ay a raja dated Sam vat 

(i.e. probably Saka Sam vat) 894, or 472-78 a.d., 

has been found, which proves that that king 

held the Bharuch districts. But the argu¬ 

ments in favour of the native statement ap¬ 

pear still stronger. Firstly, the, form of the 

family name used by the Dekhams slightly 
differs from that given by the Gujaratis. The 

latter always call themselves ChAulukyas 

(whence Solunki or Solanki), anil the latter are 

named now Chilukyas or ChAlukyas, now 

ChAlikyas, or even ChAlkyas. Hence their 

modern descendants are called C h a 1 k e. I 

do not doubt that Chaulukya and Chalukya 

are only, dialectic forms of the same name. 

But it is inexplicable why the founder of the 

Pathan dynasty should call himself Ohaulukika 

if he came direct from Kalyana, where the 

form Chalukya was used. On the other hand, 

the difference would be easily explained if he 

was descended from a northern branch of the 
family, separated for a long time from its 

southern brethren. Secondly, the kuladevatd, or 

family deity, of the Dekhani CMlukyas is 

Vishnu, while the Gujarati Chaulnkyas are 

T Mr. Forbes (p. 269) gives the name of the reviser a 

or Les^iya (Iti*. Ant vol. IT. p. 72) as Lesfibha 

The Pifhaj* copy mHem&ehfeya’s Bfamd&r reads clear! 

significant pupil of Jinesvara Suri, Abhayatilakagani. 
Jama names are frequently formed with abhaya, e.g. Abha- 
yaaeva Lessjaya has no meaning. Lesa means 1 a par¬ 
ticle, •anastshyaleSa literally * a particle of a pupil, -i.e. 
an insignificant pupil.’ 
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Saivas. Thirdly, the cognizance of the former 

is the boar, and that of the latter, as grant No. 1 

shows, the bull, Nandi. Fourthly, the names 

of the kings from B h u p a t i to Ra j i do not 

agree with those of the vamsdvali of the Dekhani 

inscriptions. Fifthly, it seems certain that the 

relations between Mularaja and his Dekhani 

clansmen were anything but friendly. After 

his accession to the throne he had to encounter 

an army under Barap, sent by Tailapa of 

Telingana. Sixthly, Mularaja, as well as 
lus successors, settled in Gujarat numerous 

colonies of Brahmans, who down to the present 

day are called Audichyas, ‘Northerners.9 

He gave to them Simhapura or Sihor, in Eastern 

Kathiavad, Stambhatirtha or Khambay, and 

numerous villages in the country between the 

Banas and the Sabharmati.* Now, as a general 

rule, Indian kings, on making new conquests, 

import people from their native homesf if they 

do so at all. If, therefore, Mularaja had come 

from the Deklian, Gujarat would have been 

filled with Telingana and Karnata Brahmans. 

If, as the chronicle's say, he came from the 
north, the introduction of the Audichya Brah¬ 

mans is at once explained. This last point is, 

in my opinion, one of the strongest arguments 

in favour of the native statement, and least likely 

to be reconciled with Elphinstone’s theory. 

Several of the other points above mentioned 

may be explained away. Thus, it may be con¬ 

tended that Mularaja changed his religion and 

his crest on succeeding to the Chauda throne, 

and accepted those of his mother’s family. But 

though the adoption of a new deity is not a 

matter of great importance for a Rajput,—be¬ 

cause, as I was told in Rajputana, a raja ought 

not to be exclusive in the point of worship, but 

favour all the various sects among his subjects, 

—and though the adoption of new armorial 

bearings may have occurred in other cases, 

still it would-be desirable to have some proof 

(which has hitherto not been furnished} that 

Siva and his Nandi were affected by the CMu- 

das. I must leave the reader to estimate the 

weight of each of the other arguments for him¬ 

self. But in concluding this discussion I will 

add that the existence of a Chaulukya king¬ 

dom in Kanoj and the existence of another 

* Forbes, Rds M&1&, vol. I. p. 65. 
f As an instance I may quote the introduction of Desas- 

Kalyana are not so very incredible. There is a 
gap in the history of Kanoj from the times 

of Yasovarman, in the beginning of the 

eighth century, down to the end of the tenth’ 

century, when the Rathors appear as its lords. 

This gap very nearly corresponds to the period 

assigned to Bhupati and his successors, as the 

former is stated to have reigned in 695-6 a.d., 

and Mularaja’s accession is placed in 941-42 a.d. 

Further, the Dekhani Chalukyas assert that their 

ancestors came from the north, and ruled in 

Ayodhya and other towns, and from the Gazetteer 

of the N. W. Provinces it appears that Chalu- 

kya Rajputs are found in the Kanoj districts 

to the present day. As regards the existence of 

another Kalya na, it ought to be borne in 

mind that the name is by no means uncommon. 

Two towns of this name are well known and of 

great antiquity, viz. Kalyana near Bombay, the 

Kalliene of the Greeks, and Kaly&na in the 

Dekhan. Less noted Kalya napuras occur fre¬ 

quently on the map of India. Considering all 

these circumstances, I adopt the statement of 

the Gujaratis, and take Miilaraja to have been 

the son of a king who ruled in Kanyakubja and 

who reconquered Gujarat, which had been an 

old dependency of his paternal empire. It may 

be that his mother belonged to tbe Chauda 

family. As the account of the chroniclers is 

evidently based on bardic stories, it deserves, in 

snch a particular, some credit. The genealogies 

are the special province of the bards, and they 

are more careful in matters connected with 

these than regarding other historical facts. 

There are two other points in the inscription 

which receive their explanation through facts re¬ 

lated by the chroniclers, and confirm the history 

given by the latter. The first of these is contained 

in the statement No. J, PI. 1.1. 2, that Mularaja 

was tryambaka iva> vildidch aid sr ay ah, literally, 

“like Tryambaka, one who took np his residence 

on a mountain.” Now, if we did not know that 

Mularaja’s capital was Anahillapataka (Pl.LI. 

8), situated in an entirely flat, sandy country, 

and not even within fifty miles of any Mil, the 

inference might be made that he held his court in 

some hill-fort. As the case stands, such an ex¬ 

planation is not admissible, and we have to look 

for some other solution of the problem. This is 

tha Mar&th§ Brahmans into Gujarat since the conquest of 
Barod& by the GaikvHs. 
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afforded by Merntunga, who tells ns J that soon 

after his accession to the throne Mularaja was" 

assailed by two armies, that of the Sapadala- 

kshiyaRaja ofSakambhari (§ambhar) 

and that of B ar ap a,§ the general ofTailapa 

ofKaly ana. Unable to resist his foes, he fled to 

Kanthadnrga, the modern Kan thkot in 

the eastern (Vagad) division of Kachh, and there 

bided his time. Now it seems to me very pro¬ 

bable that the Pandit who composed the pra- 

sasti, in his anxiety to find points of resemblance 

between his patron and the various gods, found I 

nothing more to the purpose than Mularaja’s 

temporary stay on the hill of Kant ha, which 

he boldly compared to Siva’s residing on Kai- 

lasa. 

The second point is clearer. Merntnnga says 

in the JPrabandhachintamdni that Mularaja was a 

constant worshipper of Somanatha, and used to 

perform a pilgrimage to Somanatha Pathan every 

Monday, i.e* a journey of about 250 miles, and 

back! Somanatha was so much pleased with this 

devotion that he personally migrated first to 

Mandali (now Mandal, in the Viramgam Taluka), 

and later to Anhilvad. At Mandali, Mxilaraja 

built for him the temple called Mulesvara. 

This is evidently the Mftlanathadeva to 

which the village of Kamboxka was given. 

It is a pity that the historical portion of the 

inscription is so short, and .affords no informa¬ 

tion regarding the great expeditions of Mu¬ 

laraja against the Abhira or Yadava of Va- 

manasthali (Vanthali) and the ruler of Lata. 

Its date, 1043 Vikrama (986-87 a.d.), agrees with 

the statement of the chroniclers that Mularaja 

ruled from 998 to 1053 of the same era. 

According to the account ofMerutunga, Mula¬ 

raja was succeeded by bis son Ch&munda, 

who ruled for thirteen years, until 1066 (a.d. 

1009-10). After him came his two sons V a 11 a- 

bharajaand Burlabhara j a, the former 

of whom .dfocL of small-pox after a reign of six 

months, while the latter occupied the throne 

until S. 1078 (a.d. 1021-22). In that year he 

abdicated in favour of Ms nephew B h i m a- 

devaL, the son of Ms younger brother N a- 

garaja. No historical events are recorded 

of these three reigns except that both Cha- 

munda and Durlabha became ascetics, and that 

IBAs Mm, roL Lp.51. 
| The name is spelt Blip by Mr. Forbes. The Govern- 

copy reads Blralcha,—probably a mistake for BSrapa. 
The statement that this invasion occnrred shortly after 

during this period the enmity between Ma¬ 

la va and Gujarat began, owing to an affront 

offered either to Chamunda or to Durlabha 

when procceeding to Banaras.|| A great deal 

of confusion has been caused in tbis account 

by the fact that Mr. Forbes’s grant of Bhinia- 

deva II., dated 1266 Vikrama (1209-10 a.d.), 

does not enumerate Vallabharaja among 

the kings of Anhilvad, and that some of the 

later Muhammadan historians place the expe¬ 

dition of Mahmud Ghaznavi in the reign of 

Jamund, i. e. Chamunda. The first circum¬ 

stance has led Mr. Forbes to doubt that Vallabha 

actually reigned. The new collection of grants 

settles this question in favour of the chroniclers. 

Seven out of the eight grants which give the 

complete genealogy of the Chaulnkya kings, 

Nos. 4-10, include Vallabharaja, while one 

only, No. 3, omits him. It is evident that the 

shortness of his reign induced the writers of 

Mr. Forbes’s grant and of our No. 3 to omit 

his name. 

The other point, the discrepancy between the 

chronology of the chroniclers and that of the 

Ayin Akban and other late Muhammadan 

writers, is very serious. If Chamunda is placed 

in 1024 a.d, instead of in 1010, the dates 

of the Gujarati writers are entirely disarranged, 

and the confusion becomes worse by the identi¬ 

fication of the descendant of the DabJshlim, 

whom Mahmud is said to have placed on the 

gddiofAnhilvad, withDurlabhasena (Dur- 

labharaja). Mr. Forbes’s chapter on this period 

is, therefore, most unsatisfactory. His narrative 

first follows the account of the Gujaratis, which 

is plain enough. When, afterwards, the conflict¬ 

ing version of the Muhammadans is given, ac¬ 

companied by hints that this may contain, after 

all, the real historical facts, the reader is left in 

an uncomfortable state of perplexity and doubt. 

This is, however, not the fault of Mr. Forbes, in 

whose time it would have been difficult to obtain 

a satisfactory, solution of the question without 

a thorough study of the rare MSS. of the earlier 

Musalman historians of the Ghaznavi dynasty. 

It is gratifying that now the Gujarati chroni¬ 

clers can he proved to be in the right, both by 

the testimony of early Musalman writers and 

of the inscriptions of Bhimadeva I. 

Mularaja’s accession cannot be correct, ns Tailapa began 
to role in 973 a.d., and Mdlaraja in 941-42. 

| || MsMdld,vol. I. p.71. 
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la the Appendix to Sir H.( Elliot’s History 

of India, vol. II. pp, 429 seq.t a full review 

of the history of Mahmud’s expeditions against 

India has been given. The oldest account of 

the Somanatha expedition by Ibn Asir, p. 409, ; 

states that the tc chief of Anhalwara, called | 

Bliim, fled hastily (on Mahmud’s approach), j 

and abandoning his city he went to a certain ! 

fort for safety and to prepare himself for war.” j 
Next the inarch against Somanatha via Dabal- I 

wara, *e which is two days’ journey from Soma¬ 

lia th,” and the capture of the temple, are 

related. After this we are told* that “ Mah¬ 

mud received intelligence that B him, the chief 

of Anhaiwara, had gone to the fort of K a n d a- 

h a t, which is situated about forty parasangs j 

from Somnat, between that place and the desert. 

He marched thither, and when he came in front 

of the place he questioned some men, who were 

hunting, as* to the tide. From them he learned 

that there was a practicable ford, but that if 

the wind blew a little he might be submerged. 

Mahmud prayed to the Almighty and then 

entered the water. He and his forces passed 

over safely and drove the enemy out of the place. 

From thence he returned, intending to proceed 

against Mansura,” <fcc. 

In this narrative we have the name of B hi- 

ma twice. He was therefore on the throne 

in 1024 A. d.j as the Gujarati chroniclers 

assert. This account is remarkable also in 
other respects. It knows nothing of a long 

stay of the Musalmans in Gujarat, or of the 

establishment of a descendant of the D a b i s h- 

lixns on the throne of Anhilvad. That fable 

occurs first in Mirkhond’s history together with 

a wild description of the riches of Gujarat and 

its gold mines, and it may he therefore reject¬ 

ed as one of the later embellishments which 

have been added so freely to the fall of 

Somanatha by the laterf Musaiman writers. 

As regards Ibn Asir’s story that Bhima fled'at 

Mahmud’s approach to a fort called Kandahat, 

there (is no reason for rejecting it. On the 

contrary, the flight is what might be expected 

from a king whose dominions probably included 

not much more than the Pahlanpur Agency, part 

of the Mahikantha, the Gaikvadi Uttar Mahals, 

* Loc. cit. vol. II. p. 349. 
f See H. H. Wilson, As. Res. vol. XVII. p. 194. 
X See grant No. 2 and Mr. Kahhar’s grant, Kanhh~ 

demo p. 17. 
§ As is expressly stated by the later Muhammadans,--- 

see Elliot, loc. cit p. 473. 

the Ahmad aba. d Collectorate north of the Sabhar- 

mati, and eastern Kachh (Vagad), and who was 

taken by surprise. The fort of Kandahat 

I consider to be K a n t li k o t, in Kachh,—the 

same to which Mularaj a retired before his enemies. 

Just tnis last point, as well as the resemblance of 

the two names, its position between Somanatha 

and the desert (of Marvad), and the fact that 

Bhimadeva did possess eastern Kachh,J are 

strong arguments in favour of this identifica¬ 
tion. It seems to me also that the difficulty 

about the sea being near Kandahat may be 

got over. For in marching from Somanatha to 
Kanthkot Mahmud had to cross the Ran of 

Kachh, which in his time probably extended 

further east than now. The statement that the 

sea was fordable at low water, and that it be¬ 

came dangerous at high water if the wind rose, 

fifes the Ran well. Anybody who has crossed its 

eastern comer will know how frequently the 

boats stick in the mud at low water, while a 

strong west wind with the tide is sure to fill the 

narrow bed to a considerable depth. The only 

difficulty which remains is the phrase “ when 

Mahmud came in front of the place,” which 

would seem to indicate that the sea was close to 

the fort.§ This is not the case, as Kanthkot 

is about twenty miles north of the Rap. But 

if is not too much to suppose that Ibn Asir and 

his successors, who were not possessed of any 

personal knowledge of Gujarat, may have made 

a little mistake on this point. 

If we now turn to BMraadeva’s inscriptions, 

they folly confirm the Gujarat chroniclers’ chro¬ 

nology, as they show that he -reigned in 1086 

and [10]93 Yikrazna,j| or a.d. 1029 and 1036. It 

is highly interesting that both grants are dated 

from Anhilvad, and prove that Mahm&d’s inva¬ 

sion did not prevent the king from reoccupying 

his capital soon after the invader’s departure. 

This fact confirms the narrative of Ibn Asir, who 

makes Mahmud march from Kandahat against 

Mansura. To sum up, the Gujar&ti chroniclers 

are right in placing the accession of Bhimadeva 

in S. 1058 Vikrama, or 1022 a.d. Bhimadeva 

was the king who ruled Gujarat -at the time 

of Mahmud’s invasion. He fled, at the latter’s 

approach, to Ms ancestral fortress K ah th a or 

|1 The historian of Kachh, loc. cit., says that Bhhnadev&’s 
grant is dated in 8. 03, and he refers this date to the years 
of the Ohanlnkya dynasty. If the grant really is dated 93, 
which may be doubted, as it has been imperfectly decipher¬ 
ed, it is more likely that th© hundreds have been left out. 
according to a very common habit of Hindu writers. 
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Kanthkot. Mahmud, after following him 

thither, and forcing him to seek again safety in 

flight, marched against Mansura, probably 

through the northern part of the Ran and Thar- 

Parkar. Bhimadeva on his part returned to 

A nMlvad as soon as the great storm-wave had 

passed, and ruled for nearly fifty years longer, 

not without glory. 

Our inscriptions furnish no information 

regarding the latter part of Bhimadeva’s reign, 

nor for that of his son Karna I., S. 1128-50 

Vikrama (1072 to 1093-94 a.d.) except that 

he bore the surname Trailokyamalla, £ the 

wrestler of the universe! Regarding Earna’s 

son Jayasimha, the vamsdvaU of No. 5 repeats 

the statement of Mr. Forbes’s Ahmadabad plate 

that he conquered £ the lord of Avanti, (and) 

Varvaraka while Nos. 3 and 6 to 10 insert 

Tri'bhuvanagand a between the two names, 

and No. 4 shows an erroneous displacement of 

the names. The first fact is well known- Who 

Tribhuvanagand a, £ the hero of the three worlds,’ 

was, I am not able to tell. Yarvaraka de¬ 
serves a passing remark. In the B mjdsrayalcosha, 

B a r b a r is represented as a leader of Rakshasas 

who troubled the Brahmans at Sristhala-Sid- 

dhapura. Jayasimha conquered him, and granted 

him Ms life at the instance of his wife Pin- 

gal i k a. Afterwards B a r b a r gave valuable 

presents to Jayasimha, and “ served him as 

other Rajputs did.” Mr. Forbes# expresses 

his opinion that Barbar-Yarvaraka was a 

name of the king of Malava whom Jayasimha 

conquered. He has been led to form this view 

hy a mistake in the rendering of the compound 

avanimd ihavarvarahajishnu, the first two parts 

of which make a copulative, not a determina¬ 

tive compound, and which must therefore be 

translated as has been done above. The proof 

of the correctness of this interpretation is 

afforded by the fact that most of the new 

inscriptions insert Tribhuvanaganda be¬ 

tween Avantinatha and Yarvaraka. 

The chroniclers also separate the subjugation of 

Barbar entirely from the expeditions against 

Malava. Somesvara (KirtiJcaumudi, ii. 38) 

gives the following notice of this event:—smasdne 

gdhidMmndram baddhvd barbarakabhidliam j 

siddhardjeii rdjendur yo jajhe rdjardjishu || 38||? 

This moon among kings fettered the prince 

if XwL Ant.Yoh IV. pp. 235,265. Barbaraka is the reading 
of grant No. 10, and it ought to he noted that Nos. 3-9 

of goblins, Barbaraka, in a burial-place, and 

became known among the crowd of kings as 

3 i d cl h a r a j a.” 
The verse shows that within a hundred years 

after Jayasimha’s death this story* had become 

completely mythical. Instead of Srlsthala we 

have a burial-ground as the scene of the fight, 

and the Rakshasa has been converted into 

a prince of goblins (ydtadhdna). The ins clip- 

tious, in placing the lord of Avanti, Tribhuvana- 

gaiicla, and Yarvaraka side hy side, indicate 

clearly that they consider him a human foe. 

The account of the Boydsraya gives the same 

impression, in spite of the appellation c the leader 

of the Rakshasas! It seems to me most pro¬ 

bable that Yarvaraka belonged to one of 

the non-Aryan tribes who are settled in great 

numbers in northern Gujarat, and that he was 

either a Koli or a Bhill, or perhaps a Mer. Such 

people are occasionally called Rakshasas on ac¬ 

count of their cruelty and want of civilization. 

Of the numerous important events of Kumara- 

pala’s reign the inscriptions Nos. 3-10 mention 

only the victory - over the lord of Sakambhari 

(Sambhar), which is described at great length by 

the chroniclers. Regarding A j a y a p a 1 a, the 

next king, the chroniclers say little, as they 

were Jainas, whom the king hated as his uncle’s 

friends and proteges. Our inscriptions say that lie 

made tributary the Sapddalakshakshamdjpdla, 
i.e. the king of Sakambhari. It would seem, 

therefore, that Kumarapala’s conquest had no 

lasting effects. His epithet aramamdhcsva> 

or mahdmdhesvara, £ the ardent devotee of Siva/ 

alludes to the reaction against. Jainism which 

took place during his reign. He is said to have 

roasted Ramaehandra, the pupil of Hemaehan- 

dra, alive, and to have destroyed the Jaina tem¬ 

ples and books. The only fact noted by the 

chroniclers regarding the reign of his successor 

Mularaja II., the struggle with the Musalmans, 

is confirmed by our inscriptions, as he is called 

fi£ (the king) who overcame in battle the ruler of 

the Garjanakas, who are difficult to conquer!’ 

Garjanaka is a Sanskrit word coined to re¬ 

present Ghaznavi, and intended to give to 

'the latter an etymological meaning, viz. 4 the 

roarer! Merntunga uses it or Gajjanaka 

in several passages and in the same sense. So¬ 

mesvara (Kirtik. II. 57) says of Mularaja II. that 

make no distinction between va and ba. Barbaraka may 
therefore be the correct form. 

* Ms mu, vol. I. pp. 66,116. 
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he conquered the lord of the Tur uslikas. 

Mr. Forbes has already correctly pointed out 

the invasion to which allusion is made.f 

For the next reign, that of Bliimadeva II. 

or Bliolo Bliim, the inscriptiens are of the ut¬ 

most' importance. The Gujarati chroniclers 

accessible to Mr Forbes say very little regarding 

him, and those now available do not add much 

more. The hearts of Merutunga and Somesvara 

were not with Bhima. The sovereign of Anhil- 

vad interested them no longer. They turned 

their attention to the father of the future 

ruler of Gujarat, Ran a Viradhavala of 

Dhavalagriha or Dholka, and to his two great 

Jaina ministers, V as tu pa la and Tejapala. 

Mr. Forbes has therefore been obliged to trust 

for his history chiefly to the Prlthirdj rdsdw, 

attributed to Chand, and to the late Muham¬ 

madan writers, who, as he himself points out in 

the case of the former, are not accurate. Chand 

kills Bhimadeva off at an early period of his 

reign, some time before 1193 a.d. Fir. Forbes 

places his death in 1215 a.d. It is difficult to 

understand how he could do so, as he repeatedly 

quotes the Abu inscription dated 1231 a.d., 

which mentions Bhimadeva as lord paramount, 

and as Merutunga in the Prab ha ndhachintd- 

mani says quite plainly, #o \\\\ ^ 

fTrTT lb 46 Bhimadeva reigned sixty- 

three years from S. 1235Vikrama,”Le. until 1298, 

or 1241-42 a.d. Bhimadeva’s inscriptions fully 

agree with Merutunga. His last grant, Ho. 9 of 

our collection, is dated 129b Vikrania, and the 

grant of his successor Tribhuvanapala 

in 1299 Vikrama, or 1242-43 a.d. Of actual 

historical facts connected with Bhimadeva’s 

reign, Merutunga reports in the Prabandhachin- 

tamani only an attempted invasion of Gujarat by 

So ha da, Le. S u b h a t avarm a n of Malava, 

which wasavertedby a timely epigram of thePm- 

dhdna,% and the destruction (bhcmga) of Gurja- 

radesa by Sohada’s son Arj unadeva, who 

in his own inscriptions boasts of this exploit. 

Further he says that Rami Viradhavala3s father, 

Lavanaprasada of Vyaghrapalli or Vaghel, was 

Rhima’s major dowvus (I'djyachinidkdrt). At this 

point he turns aside to the history of the Ya- 

a^helas and of their Jaina mantris. In the Vi- 

charasrem he merely notices Bhima’s accession 

in 1235, and adds drily, iaio gajjanakardjyam, 

f Bds Mm, yoL I. p. 207, and Elliot, Hist of India, 
voL II. p. 294. % Forbes, loc. cit p. 208. ^ 

§ The Sanskrit word Hla may also be rendered * foolish/ 

“ Then follows the rule of the Gajjaaakas,” Ce. of 

the Musalmans. After inserting a Prakrit verse 

he proceeds to enumerate the Yaghela kings. 

Somesvara (Kidik. II. 59-61) treats Bhima- 

deva still worse. He says :— 

druiam umnulite iaira dhdtrd kalpadrrnidn- 

Imre { 
ujjagd'iYbanujanmdsya sribMma Hi bhupatihl I 59 !| 

LMmasenena bhimoyam bMjgcifir na kaddchana j 

bakdpakdrind iuli/o rajahaihsadamaksharnaft || 6011 

mantribhir mdndalikais cha balmadbMh -Sa¬ 

na ths ana ih I! 

hdlasya hMmipdlasya tasya rdjyam vyabhajya ta 

11 6111 
(59.) a After the Creator had swiftly uprooted 

that shoot of the tree of paradise (Mularaja 117), 

his younger brother, called Sri Bhima, be¬ 

came king. 

(60.) S£ That prince was never equal to Bhi- 

masena, the destroyer of the (Asura) Baka, 

(nor) able to tame the swan-like kings (his 

enemies). 

(61.) 66 The kingdom of that young§ ruler 

was gradually divided between the powerful 

ministers and provincial chiefs (of Gujarat).” 

After these disparaging remarks, Somesvara 

turns/ like Merutunga, to the history of the Ya- 

ghelas. 

In direct opposition to the chroniclers, the in¬ 

scriptions prove Bhimadeva to have been by no 

means a contemptible ruler. In our land-grants 

he receives the titles abMnavcmddhardja, ‘the 

new Sid&haraja5 (the old being Jayasimha), 

Ndrdyandvatdra, £an incarnation of'Vishnu,’ and 

saptamachakravartm, * the seventh wheel-king/ 

These epithets occur not only in his own inscrip¬ 

tions, but also in those ofJayantasimha 

(Ho. 4), and of Tribhuvanapala (Ho. 10/. 

The inscriptions prove also that he held the 

greater part of Gujar&t north of the Sabhar- 

matl, which formed the original kingdom of Mula¬ 

raja I., and that his power was acknowledged 

by the chieftains of Chandr&vati and Abu, in 

southern Rajpufana. Three of our grants (Hos. 

6, 8, and 9) dispose of villages situated in the 

Vardhipathaka, the YadtMarmlla.jj Ho.3 

mentions the A gambhff or Gam bhfi t a 

p a thaka as one of his provinces, Ho. 5 the 

Chalisapathaka, and Ho.^7 the Talan- 

ya pathaka. Again, in the Abu inscription 

and I to comMst It & traiifibition of Hfadon> s 
Gojar&fcl mckname bholo, ‘awogaat, fooHdi.* 

!| See above, and below note to tlie gmntof X. 
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No. XVI.f (Wilson), dated Samvat 1265, or 

1208-9 a.d., Bhimadeva is mentioned as lord 

paramount of Abu, and he occupies the same 

position in the Abu Inscription No. IV,* which 

is dated twenty-two years later, in a.d. 1230-31. 

At the same time the inscriptions prove also that 

his rule was not without “ thorns.” Our grant 

No. 4 was issued by a Chaulukya ruler, Jayan- 

tasimha, who describes himself in the fol¬ 
lowing terms :—The great king of kings, the 

supreme ruler, the supreme lord, the 'illustrious 

Jayantasimha, a new Siddhardja who rules in 

the royal city of Anahilapura, who is possessed 

of the whole series of honorific titles, such as “he 

who obtained grace in consequence of a boon 

given by the husband of TJmd” “ he who has 

become the self-chosen husband of royal Fortune” 

“ he who is a sun of exceedingly marvellous fierce¬ 

ness” “ he who is resplendent on account of his 

having extended the paradise-creeper-like Ghcm- 

lukya race,” “he who is the great boar (able) to 

raise the earth that has sunk into the ocean of evil 

times, he who is the only cloud (able) to cause 

to grow the seed-like Gwrjara country, that has 

hem burnt up by the fire of misfortune” “he who 

is the hero (who conquers) through one body 

(ekanga) (his own) only (not as other kings through 

a [chaturanga] four-bodied army).” This vain¬ 

glorious passage is preceded by the usual va\h- 

sdmli, beginnmgwith M u 1 a r a j a I. and ending 

with Bhimadeva II. But after naming the 

latter and giving Ms titles, and just before the 

enumerationofJayantasimka’sown titles, 

follow the significant words tadanantaram, sthdne, 

“ after him (BMma) in (km) place.” Considering 

these statements, and the further assertion, in 

the preamble to the grant, that Jayantasimha 

ruled over the Vardhipathaka and the 

AgambhAta or Gambhuta path aka, it 
is evident that he was a usurper who supplanted 

Bhima for a time. As one ofBhima’s own grants 

(No. 5) is dated in 1283 Vikrama and from 

AnaMlapata-ka, it follows that Jayanta- 

s im ha, who dates his grant in 1280 Vikrama, 

must have been ejected by the rightful owner 
soon after issuing the grant. But it is by no 

means probable that 1280 was the first year of 
his reign, and it must not be forgotten that 

■ the last known grant of Bhima, issued before 

*&^I-XTLpp-299-30L 

^^ftSor75sWWl’-!#e I'orbes’ 

1280, is Mr. Forbes’s Ahmadabad plate of 1266 
Vikrama. 

While it is thus evident that Bhimadeva 

maintained himself, though amidst difficulties 

and struggles, in the northern portion of the 

Chaulukya kingdom, it Is no less certain that he 

lost the southern and south-western portion, 

the country between the Siibharmati and the 

Narmada, as well as the Bholka aud Bhandliuka 

districts to the V a g h e 1 a s. The very man 

whom Merutunga calls his pradMna, Lavana- 

prasada, appears to have forsaken his liege lord, 

and to have founded a Vaghela kingdom at 

Dholka, which, shortly after Bhimadeva5s death, 

absorbed the northern possessions of the elder 

branch of the Solankis. The fact of the re¬ 

bellion is not clearly stated by the chroniclers. 

According to the habits of their kind, they 

smooth the difficulty over by making Lavana- 

prasada have a vision or dream in which he 

is commanded to restore the fortune of Guja¬ 

rat and of Its princely house. The oldest and 

most authentic version of this story is found 

in Somesvara’s Kirtilcaumndi II. 62-115, the 

author of which states that he himself was 

called by Bavanaprasa da to hear the relation of 

the dream and to explain it. An abstract of the 

fifty verses, which contain also all the informa¬ 

tion which Somesvara gives regarding his pa¬ 

tron s ancestors, may find here a place. After 

giving (II. vv. 59-61) the short notice of Bhi¬ 

madeva which has been quoted above, he goes 
on as follows 

“Now there was one A r n o r a j a who be¬ 

longed to another branch of the Chaulukya 

race.f That royal saint was unable to bear 

the destruction of the country. He began to 

cleanse the kingdom of ‘thorns/ and gained 

great victories and immortal fame in the three 

worlds. J His son is the illustrious L a van - 

yaprasada, a warrior of the greatest bravery. 

He slew the chief of N a d u 1 a (Nandol, In Mar- 

va<?)* IiJw/Ms well-ordered kingdom thieves 

are unknown; he himself takes only their glory 

from hostile kings. Rebellious Samantas are 

unable to check him. Before him the ruler of 

Ma lava, who had come to invade the coun¬ 

try, turned back; and the southern king also, 

when opposed by him, gave up the Idea of war.§ 

| V. II. 62-66. ' 

*—The king of Malaga alluded to was 
no aouQt oubhatavarman, who, according to Merutunga, 
was turned back by an epigram of Bbima’s pradM.m, 
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His son, the illustrious Y I r a cl h a v a I a, has j 

gained splendid victories in battle. He resembles j 

his father so closely that he reflects, as it "were, j 

liis image-in a mirror. These two, the father | 

and the son, make the family Taieontj uerable. j 

Now it happened once that Lavanaprasada j 

awoke at the end of the night, and at once sent j 

for his [jvi'okli\i: Somesvarodeva®j by name, t lie i 

son of Kumftra, as he wished to tell to that 1 

sishta* a dream which lie had. had during the 

night. The priest came, made his obeisance, 

gave his blessing to the chiefs, and sat down 

on a mat. Then Lavanaprasada, who 

was attended by his son Yira, began to nar¬ 

rate as foliowsf :—4 It seemed to me that I i 

ascended the mountain of Siva and worshipped | 

the god, who appeared visibly before my eyes. 

Then, after I had finished my worship and was I 

sunk in pious meditation, I saw standing be¬ 

fore me a moon-faced maid, beautiful like It aka, 

dressed in white garments, anointed with white 

unguents, and holding a chaplet in her white 

hands. Wondering, I .asked her who she was 

and why she came. Then she addressed me 

thus:—u O hero, know that I am the For¬ 

tune of the G ur j ara kings, who is sorely 

tormented by crowds of enemies. Alas ! those 

Gurjara princes are slain who were able to 

destroy their foes, in whose arms I used to 

rest. The young or foolish wheel-king J who 

now reigns in their stead is nnahle to subdue 

the armies of his enemies. His rauJtds and 

mafidalhms possess neither wisdom nor valour. , 

They even raise their eyes to me. though I am 

their lord’s lawful wife. The purohiia (sail- 

vastihev) Amasarman is dead, who used to 

protect me. Gone is the son of M n n j fi 1 a,§ 

who humbled rebellious Rajputs. P r a t a p a- 

malla the Raihor is no longer, who could not 

b^ar even the smell of a hostile elephant. My 

own people have brought me so low, excepting 

always Jagaddeva, who kept the enemy 

from entering the capital. || No lights shine 

now at night in the capital of G urjara-land; It 

resounds with the howl of the jackal; its walls 

The southern long must have been either the Yudava 
Singhanaor his father. The Kirtiha>>mndt, as well as 
Visaiadeva’s grant No. 11, shows that jn the J 3th century 
Gnjar&t was repeatedly attacked by its southern neigh¬ 
bour. 

|} Ktriik* II. 70-S2. % The author himself. 
* gishia — jpJialojha, 4 a person who knows the results 

(of actions, &c.)* 
f Kiriil. II. 88-86. 

are broken. Therefore do thou, together with thy 

son V i r a d h % v a 1 a, rescue me and save the 

country.” Aker the goddess had spoken thus,5 

L a v a n a p r a s a d a continued. 4 she threw her 

garland on this chair and vanished toemiier with 

my dream. Now tell me what thk means.’®! 

Wi4 Here upon homed vara addressed the chief, 

declared him to be the happiest ox all Rajputs, 

since Fortune wooed him of her own accord, and 
he exported him to accept the charge lead upon him 

and to engage able ministers. Then L a v a n a- 

pras a d a appointed V ir a cl h a va 1 a ‘to save1-* 

the country/ and he began to consider whom lie 

should appoint his r.meitt But when the 

morning came the three companions rose in 

order to do vrliat was to be a one.” 

This story, which is told with additions and 

numerous embellishments by the later chroniclers 

R a j a 6 e k k a r a and Harsliagani. means, if 

translated into plain English, that for a time L a- 

v a n ap ra s a d a. and perhaps also Yir ad na¬ 

val a, served J3 h i m a d e v a, but that later, 

either disgusted with his arrogance and folly, or 

in despair of overcoming Ms numerous enemies, 

they separated from him, and took what they 

could lay hold of. A remnant of regard for Ms 

rightful king probably prevented Somesvara from 

giving the naked truth, and moved him to intro¬ 

duce the G itvj arar il j alakslimi as dea ex 

m ach in d. If S o ores vara does not misrepresent Ms 

own position at L a v a napr a s ad a’s court, 

he probably was not- without influence on the 

latter''s course of action. It is also probable 

that the same feeling prevents him from men¬ 

tioning any hostile engagements which, no 

doubt, occurred between the two Dholka chiefs 

and Blit made va. Throughout the remainder 
of his work he speaks of Yfradhavala as of an 

independent prince, who owned allegiance to 

nobody, and ignores the king of Jpatban entire¬ 

ly. The same tin j Is adopted in the inscriptions 

of Yirudhavaia/s two ministers Y a s tup ala 

and T c j a p a 1 a, who, as Somesvara states in the 

third canto of the Khrlikaiiniadt, were engaged 

shortly after the occurrence described above. 

X Ktrt, II. ^f* ,•—To vart^re iTalcrn varf? pJih- 
frit hdbih i | Bliiiiin, the srtpf>jma 'haImearth is meant. 

§ See Forbes, insliZH, voL I. p. 100. 
[j Here I have l*n> nut one verse {100). which seems to me 

corrupt. It mentions a pfrokita Knmiira. 
5 A-Vi. II. ie-ifiy 
6 This must be taken as the abdication of havanapraanha. 

as la the later part-* of the Kielil^nmudS Yiradkavaia al¬ 
ways appears as ruler. 
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Neither in the Abu nor in the Girnar inscrip¬ 

tions of the two brothers isBBimadeva men¬ 

tioned with a single word, though another Abu 

inscription of the same time acknowledges him as 

lord paramount.-}* On the other hand Lavana- 

prasada and Y iradha vala are given the 

titles maharaja and mahdrdjddhirdja. The time 

of Lavanaprasada’s defection can be fixed ap¬ 

proximately from Vastnpala’s Girnar inscrip¬ 

tions. There £ Vastup&la says that he trans¬ 

acted the ‘ business with the seal’ in Gujarat 

since 1276Yikrama (1219-20 a.d.). The portions 

of the Chaulukya kingdom which Lavanapra- 

sada and Viradhavala 6 saved* were, besides the 

JDhoIka and Dhandhuka districts, Khambay, 

Lata, and God lira, which are mentioned by 

Somes vara as subject to Yiradhavala. The Chau¬ 

lukya conquests in the Kathiavad peninsula 

fell to the local chieftains, who again became 

free, as they had been before the time of 

J ayasimta. ThePrabandlialcosha mentions 

especially the chief of Vadhvan as having be¬ 

come independent and engaging in war with 

Yiradhavala. If Chand’s and the Muhammadan 

accounts of events referring to Bhimadeva’s 

reign are added to the notes given above, it 

will be possible to give a tolerably accurate 

outline of the history of Bhimadeva’s reign. 

But I defer this for another opportunity, 

when I shall give a short history of the whole 
Solanki period. 

All the Gujarati chroniclers close the list of the 

Chaulukya kings of the main line with B h 1 m a- 

leva. If grant Ho. 10 now furnishes the name 

of an additional king, Tribhuvanapala, 

who held Anhilvad 1299 Vikrama, after Bhima¬ 

deva’s death, and declares himself to be ‘meditat¬ 

ing on his feet,’ i. e. to he his lawful successor, 

the most probable solution of the difficulty is 

that this ruler maintained himself only for a 

short time, and was not generally acknowledged 

as king of Gujarat. In favour of this view 

Merutunga’s statement, from the Vichdrasreni, 

may be adduced, according to which V i s a 1 a,- 

d e v a the son of Yiradhavala succeeded to the 

throne of Anhilvad in 1300 Vikrama,'or 1243-44 

a.d., as the first Chaulukya king of the Vaghela 

branch. Merutuuga’s dates have been proved to be 

. t Wilson, Ho- TI. As. Res. vol. XYI. p. 239. 
X See J.Borsress, inscription from Katkiavad No. 16, 1.4 : 

Mr. -Limaye, the translator, lias made & sad 
mess of this passage. 

correct in so many cases which appeared at first 

sight rather doubtful that I have no hesitation 

in accepting them as long as they are not 

proved to be wrong by very strong evidence. 

As regards the history of Yisaladeva 

Yaghela of Anhilvad, Rajasekhara and liarsha- 

ganistate that his father Yiradhavala died 

at Dholka not long before his great minister. 

As the latter’s death occurred in 1297 Vikrama 

(1240 a.d.), the RamVs career must have come to 

an end either in 1295 or 1296 Vikrama, i.e. be¬ 

tween 1238 and 1240 a.d. Yiradhavala had 

two sons, Yiramadeva and Y isaladeva. 

The former, who, as the elder, was the rightful 

heir to the gddi, had given offence both to his 

father and to Vastupala by ill-treating a 

Vania, and had been banished to Vi ram a- 

g r a m a, the modern Viramgam. On the news of 

his father’s mortal illness he came to Dholka 

and tried to assert his right. But V a > s t u. p ala 

was too strong for Mm. He secured Y x s a 1 a- 

deva’s succession, and forced V i r a m a to fly 

from, the city. Yirama then tried an appeal to 

arms. Being defeated, he went to his father-in- 

law IT dayasimha, chief of J a b a 1 i, and was 

treacherously murdered at the instigation of 

Vastupala, who, like a true Hindu mantri, 

made it his first care to remove “the thorns’* 

from the kingdom. If Vastupala hoped to 

keep Yisaladeva in dependence, and to 

retain the great influence which lie possessed 

during his father’s reign, he was disappointed. 

The new Rana appointed a Brahman called 

N aga da§ as his prime minister, and left to 

the two brothers some minor offices only.j| 

They suffered many indignities, and had been 

I nearly obliged to undergo the ordeal by ‘ the 

snake in the pot’ (ghatasarpa) in order to 

prove themselves innocent of peculation. Their 

old friend Somesvara saved them by a timely 

epigram. Hot long after, another incident 

occurred whieh had nearly driven Vastupala into 

open rebellion against his new master. The king’s 

maternal uncle, called S i rh h a, gave a blow to 

the gorji or yati who was Vastupala’s spiritual 

guide. The proud minister avenged it by caus¬ 

ing one of Ms Rajput servants to accost S i m h a 

in a seemingly friendly manner and to cut off his 

§ Mentionedys minister in grant No. 11, PI. 1.1. 7- 
ti Harshagani says that the change in the ministry did 

not occur at once, but that Yisaladeva, before it happened, 
was rescued by the brothers from an invasion made by Nara- 
shhha, king of Dahala, i.e. Tripura-Tivera, and that he was 
afterwards corrupted by his uncle Simha. 
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Rand. After performing this feat the bravo 

carried the bleeding member to Yastnpala, who 

displayed it in front of bis palace. The muti¬ 

lation of tbeir chief roused all the J e t h v a 
Rajputs, Simha’s clansmen, and they vowed to 

slay the maniri with his family. The latter 

made preparations to resist both the Jethvas 

anu the Ran a, “abandoning the hope of life.’5 

While matters were thus in a critical state, 

Somesvara again interposed and brought 

about a reconciliation. After these events the 

chroniclers lose sight ofYisaladeva, and 

we hear nothing more of him than that he be¬ 

came, as stated above, king of Gujarat in 1300 

Vikrama. It is very probable that the reunion 

of all the Chanlukya possessions in his hand did 

not take place peaceably. Probably he ousted 

Tribhu vanap a la by force of arms. Grant 

No. 11 proves that he took up his residence 

atAnhilvad. It also'shows that he was not 

allowed to rest on his laurels, but had to 

defend his new possessions against numerous 

and various foes. S i n g h a n a, the Yadava of 

Devagiri, who ruled until 1247-48 a.d.,*[ bad 

already unsuccessfully assailed Viradhavala, as 

we learn from Somesvara, Kirtik. IV. If V i- 

saladeva boasts that he u dried np the ocean 

of his army,” that means, probably, that he 

successfully resisted another invasion. The 

ruler of M a 1 a v a was one of the hereditary 

foes of Gujarat, who probably tried another in¬ 

vasion. Visaladeva’s contemporary in MAlava 

was Purnamalla* The king of Med a- 

p a t a appears for the first time in this grant as 

Vo. 

; an enemy of the Solankis. Medapfita, is the 

I Sanskrit form of M e v u d.f The word means ety- 

i Biologically fthe country of the Me das,’ the 

| M e r s of modern times, who still inhabit the 

Aravali hills, on the boundary of M e v k d. Per¬ 

haps the T e j a s i mil a mentioned in the Abu 

inscription, which gives the pedigree of the Gob els 
down to 1285-86, was the opponent alluded to. 

Another interesting fact recorded in our grant is 

that V is a lade v a was the successful competitor 

at a scayimvara for the hand of the daughter of 

the king of the Karnata country. 1 suppose 

the latter must have been one of the R a 11 a 1 a- 

Y adavas of D v a r a s a m u d r a. Our grant 

is dated in 1317 Vikrama, or 12GU-61 a.d.: and 

this agrees with the statement of Merutanga in 

the Yich&rasrent that Visaladeva reigned until 

1318 Vikrama, 1261-62 a.i>. According to the 

same authority Ms three successors ruled as fol¬ 

lows :— 

Arjunadeva 1318 to 1331 Y. =1261-6:2 

to 1274-75 a.d* 

Sarangadeva 1331 to 1353 Y.=1274-75 

to 1296-97 a.d. 

Kiarna(ghelo) 1353 to 1360 =1296-27 to 

1303-4. * 

We have inscriptions of Arjunadeva at 

Somanatha Pathan dated 1264-65 a.d.7 and in 

Kacbh dated 1328 Vikrama, or 1271-72 a.d.,§ 

and of Sarangadeva, in the temple of 

Vastnpala at Abu, dated 1294 a.d. These dates 

agree, therefore, with Merutungafs statement. 

The final annexation of Gujarat by the Muham¬ 

madans in 1304is well known. 

1.1! 

Plate L 

(*) ^ II USTfV I RR5R[RR- 

( 2) * ^cTcRTJTW^T: I RSRfVT l WRV fW DFCctrV- 

(3) rrr; i wnw pr i ssrsrpr 

(4) £: 1 VR5T I tRRTTR I WR3T 

( s) 3^fr i gbrit-q- p- usr ^prsKrsrfircrv^ i vercr- 
(6) i i Prsr5%nf$r«reR«- 

f See Fleet, Jour. Bo. Br. R. As. Soc. vol. XII. p. 6. 
* Prinsep, Essays, vol. II. p. 252. 
t See also As. Res. vol. XVI. p. 292, where inscription 

X. gives the vzmi&vxMof the Gohelsof Udepnr, or Meda- 
p ita. The word occurs frequently in Jaina works, in the 
sense given above. 

% Forbes, Rds Af&Zd, vol. I. p. 276. 
§ Atm&ram K. Dvivedi, Kachhde§no Itih&s, p. 18. 

lj Measurements 7 inches by 19 inches. Characters 
ancient K&yastha Devan&garl. Preservation ^ good. Pho- 
tolifchograph made after painting the plates in black and 
white. 

% Jj. 3, the letters on the plate look like °5PFf: • but, I 
think, only because the right side-stroke of the 3FT has been 

obliterated. Read fSfjT;- It* 5? dele Anusvdra over 3r*T- 
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ufrfcH i v«rr I 

srnffawcfarftPr* 

uunwreiuri1 prr^i •nuRp*^- 

^2^hjtiw r I wTSTFnTfcPTO- 

?T'Trrs-f°ir^rcr- 

Rim^RiRPTar- Ox 
*v c_ 

(3} ^HTFr 

(°) ^WRM^V.RTIH: 

(10) hwtRt 

{11) 

Plate II. 

(!) ^ qa-TtrflffffP I 

(2) q: ^nTPTIHiTH: HV^WTCNT 

(3) gpr ?nuHHr? sre^n 1 sfr ^ 1 

C) HiTiiPTiTrn'^fc^rf^ 

(5 ^ ^sq- j igjiTpq %cU5U3I<fi'^ |^SR^5Ti1T'HTr,T 

(G) ifoprpTV^HcTW! «TT^#r*T I Stff V 

y) wf itr-s: i arN^rr ^icrr ^ hfh? w 

(Q} fir: unTrrerH: t huuw natr ^thtciwhr usr ^ w 

(a) ^fttr- i srPr ^r hr urf: jro?- 

" HUfTTHHUR II 0 II URN \o8^ 

^URIWR: 

JRTRI 

i cTj%frRT3TH'f5r^«ir5rT^r-t 

ufsrrsw *rg»j%- 

i nr ?tu§WH =r- 

i Hgf^fpT vjrt tir- 

*ipftc eruTR to =Bc- 

r%RRTH5: ^itch ^ttopot - 

qR \\ 
(10) srfr 

(u) HR 
Xo, 1. —Translation. 

Om / First tlie pedigree of the king, j 

He who resembles a royal swan, since both 

sides (of Ms family, paksha) are spotless, just as 

both wings (palcsha) of the hml,— who resembles 

Brahma, since lie is the abode of great pros¬ 

perity (/cam aids ray a), just as the god reclines 

oh a large lotas (hamaldsniya),—who resembles 

YIshnu, since he has conquered the earth by his 

prowess (vilcvamdhr ant ablut tala), just as the 

god measured the earth with one step (vilerama- 

hrmiiahhltala),—who resembles Tryambaka, 

since he took up his residence on a mountain, 

just as the god dwells on Mount (.Kaildsa)§,— 

who resembles Indra, since he gladdens wise 

men (vihudha), just as the god gladdens the 

wise deities (vibudh i)who resembles the tree 

of paradise, since he fulfils the desires (of Ms 

dependents),'—who resembles Mount Meru, 

since he is always impartial (madhyastha), just 

as the mountain always stands in the centre 

(of the universe, madhyastha)who resembles 

the ocean, since he is the abode of great courage 

* I*. 8, fee sign, under *T ^xHF^looks like a ^; bat I 
think it b intended for fee Ftr&jm. L. 16, read 

L. 11, read eft®* f dele Aiwsv&m over °^\ read 

t It. $, dele Amm&ra over * It. 6, read Effir* L. 7, 

read gW- h. 10, read sJTNSR. 
11 talcs 7-&jttvalfytirmm as a. compound. It is probably 

to il 

(,sattvdiraya), just as the sea is the abode of 

many creatures (.sattvdsraya),-—who resembles 

a cloud, as ho takes compassion on all beings,— 

who resembles the elephant of the king of the 

gods, since his hand is always moist with liba¬ 

tions (poured out in confirmation) of gifts (danci- 

toyardrilerital'Ura), just as the trunk of Airavata 

is always moist with the ichor (flowing from 

his temples, tldnafoydrdrihritahara),—the king 

of kings, the illustrious Millar a j a, the son of 

the king of kings the illustrious It a j i,—who 

belongs to the 0 li a u 1 u k i k a family,—who has 

conquered with his own arm the province 

watered by the S a r a s v a t i, t (thus) addresses 

all royal servants, and all people, Brahmans 

and others, dwelling in the ArdhdsJitama of 

M o d h e r a, in the village of E amb o ik a :|| 

Be it known to you that, while residing in 

(my) capital, the famous Anahilapat&ka, 

after having bathed on the day of an eclipse of 

the sun at Sristhalaka in the water of the eastern 

Sarasvati, having worshipped the lord of 

the gods, the deity of the Rudramaha- 

a translation of fee Gxyar&ti phrase SC^f* ^nm“ 

larly Merutunga uses a literal translation of Groja- 

r&ti instead of ■ 
§ Regarding the explanation of fee allusion see above, 
il Kow Kambot, situated ndrfe-west of Modbera, in fee 

Ga£kv&$t Uttara Mabels. 
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I a y a,5T l^Ying'pondered on tlie ivoriMessness of dwelling there shall obediently give to this 

the world, having considered that life is unstable | (deity) everything according to custom, viz. 

as a drop of water lying on a lotus-leaf, and fully J the share of produce, taxes, gold, and the Eke; 

understood the rewards of spiritual merit, I have ! and future kings, whether they belong to our 

given, confirming the gift by an edict and a liba- j family or be strangers, knowing that the re- 

tion of water, for the increase of my own and mj j ward for the merit acquired by snch {gifts 

parents5 merit and fame, the above-mentioned j of land) is common (to all hings), should agree 

village np to its boundaries, together with its j to and protect this our religions gift. Where- 

wood, grass, and water, together with the right 1 fore the divine Vyasa has declared. 

of pasturing cattle, and with the right of {inflict- \ This grant has been written by Kanchana, 

ing) fines and (deciding cases arising out) of j the son of Kayastha, Je. . . Sam vat 1048, 

the ten flaws, to the illustrious Mulanatha- on the 15 th day of the dark half of Magha, on 

d e v a,* that is estabHshed at M a n d a 1 i, in the a Sunday. (The signature) of the illustrious 

Varddhi zi]la.+ Knowing this, the people f Mularaja. 

n 

(2) 

<5> 

(*) 

(5) 

(6) 

n 
(8) 

(9) 

(io) 

r) 
(12) 

n 

(2> 

(s) 

(4) 

(*) 

No. 24 

Plate I. 

% sstflrv str sftrr 

*Rf: tester *i 

# wiwnRd?rif*prr- 

Rr3T^Rt-«r f: eiffecr *m ^rn%- 
JTIRcf 

arr^iT^WRRfcrr- 

q vrfjT^r arnswR sfeonnrrrr: ^r^wttpt§ 

: VRFRR- 

qrq^qRTPT: SR# W RRT UVCRVraT- 

# S'flFFVri q«hPf«hPlTV: 7f%,TRt N<i|RW 

3WIWT STHK^raW fR RgnVRPT- 

^fnrslFr 

Plate II. 

^%cf »ng5*jnt *r^r 

e®f e«Ri • ampsiw- 

pvMgqr-s# srnmw'T w- 

TpvR^rcr^TTM wki 41-4 

This is apparently the etymon of the modem name 
of Mularaja’s temple at Siddhapura, Rudram&UL It memm 

* the palace of Budra, i.e. Birad - 
* At a late visit to M&ndal I inquired m vam for any trace 

of this once famous temple, and the monastery attached 
to it, which occurs so frequently in the grants- Eobody 
had ever heard that such a temple had existed. An in¬ 
genious wMuowcM or hard at last suggested that the 
temple might have stood near a well called Malu-m-kila, 
about two miles east of M&ndal, and that Miolw might be a 
corruption of MMar&ja. I shopld say that it meant 

brackish.* 1 believe that the temple stood on the south 
aide of the ta-ldo, where many sculptured stones lie about, 

f Yarddhi is a synonym of Vadhi&r, the ancient and also 

modem ti«ma of the country adjacent to the Ban of Kachh 
from BMhaapur to JhmihuvMA The word YadhUr re¬ 
presents Sanskrit VfiddMk&m, not Vardhi. 

t Measurements of the plates 9 inches bj 7 inches. 
Characters modem Brlhmahical DmM fluently 
mixed with the ancient forms of jo, 5% dm, oha, sya. 
Presermtion good. Transcript, made under my supervi¬ 

sion, by N$r%ana iSlfafert. 

§ I*. 8, read 31 3ft insert & H* 

c%ft°*in TOft^T doubtful. 

% I*. 4, mad !*• 5, read °OTrSf£°* 
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(6) =fpr*r ^ 

(7) fcraftr 

(8) *r 

(9) #2^^ 

(10) ?r»?f ffcir 

(11) 
No. 2.—Abstract. 

I. Preamble.—In Samvat 1086- Vikrama, on 

the 15th day of the bright half of Karttika, the 

king of kings, Bhimadeva, who resides 

in Anahilapataka, addresses all officials 

and inhabitants ofMasura, situated in the Dva- 

dasa of Gh a daha dika, in the province of 

Kachha, and announces the following grant:— 
II. Grantee.—B hatt ar aka Ajapal a,f 

son of Aeharya Mangalasiva, an emigrant from 

Havanisaka, situated in Kachha. 

=et sppRrr swr 

: arr#Trr ^r3*rcrr ctfV 
#cT 

to#: 

III. Object granted.—The village of Masura,J 
bounded— 

(a) Bast by the village ofGbadahadi ka, 

([b) South by the village of A i k a y i k a, 

(c) West by the village of Dharavadika, 

(d) North by the village of Pr aj h a rik sk 

IV. Officials.—Writer of the grant: Yate- 

s v a r a, son of K a n c h a n a,§ a Kayastha. 

Dufcaka : the minister of peace and war, C h an- 
dasarman. 

No. 3.|[ 

Plate I. 

O 

(4) 

^vrq-- 

cff 

(10) i ^ h 4, i fSnj- 

wj)fur'^Rr%¥irjr- 
(12) 

(IS) ^ferfwr ^Hq-srNr ur%5?f q^T* 

(I4) gTCVf HrFf Wo 

11 MeasuremiBiits 11 inches by 12£. Characters Jaina- 
i>evanagari. Preservation good. The plates had been 
neatea, to remove the rust, before coming into myr 
nanas. transcripts of this and following grants made, 
nnder my own and Y&man&ch&rya Jhalkikar’s supervi- 
mon, by NarSyana S&stri. Mistakes in Sandhi occurring 
in unis and the other plates have not been corrected in 
tne notes, as they are too numerous. 

^ 18, read ^TS-0 L. 13, perhaps a-TI *i^T or 

W J letters half destroyed. L. 14, read f5Rffr°. 

* I*. 6, read mf °Wm(°T. L. 8, read dT3T.° L. 11. 

Twfj-vi?® “ Ea? are “lodem and a later addition, 
^tamk the sentence is a note referring to the pawning 

^ in whose possession it waf 
|ra4and it means “SvaTai, i.e. Sdrijl, the priest or 
-Brahman, has deposited it (ra my house).” 

•R-i.5fSOe^nt? ^*kis Bkatt&ra^a Mist to this day in 
Kachh, as Mr. D. Khaiar informs me. 7 

ei ^Zl°f 9th6r m6ntioned 
§ See grant Ho. I. ! 
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(15) f*t ssrrfor \ ^wrr^rTOfR^^rprt fcmlfc 'srftr?'-* 

(1S) [°rfrs«n3r]^sli? ^rwrr^Fr wrar wr# ^^Tifrcn%3TV5T^f ^er- 

(I?) ORTCR f?f%3T qTT%3S^^^?^5RTgr^ 

(1S) ^ qf^Riflirjr fa#Ki?^T*r gajRYrsftiSR tfessraR: *r- 

(19) ¥flr°Y^T%T: ^rSfWR^RcT: ^SJ- 

Plate II. 

0 YHW: <T5fjT5iltf3[FTW^PT^# ^Tf°OT0 ^JT^CfcTrUlHf^- 

(2) wo^ft^mrtcrw r^fsRerergt - ^rrt^sfr^c- 

(s) g^ptr>y: ?rra>?r^r9o|nwFr: sn^: 11 iTweri- 

0 eusrar *rar 11 ‘ptert RRr' ^i^rcrr^qT rarer 

(5) fkrerzri feftr %^rrcrqpreprr 1 srrcen raRr wrrfaraf^9Fr€r*rr 11 <re*PTT- 
(6) qiRSRWRT 

(7) ¥f5TirssRwi^fl^r <jmp 

(8) WNRnfFIRi-!T: I ^FTPT TOTSSRhlSft- 

(9) rut qrasftw 11 ^ u *t*t- 
(,0) *m sqT^r ii ^fg- ^ifr rarara 11 arr^sw vrgw v urt sr-+ 

(1X) TTT TUcT \ YRIT ^TFFr TU HTr^RFR- VFRf$TCR?£uRr I 

(12) frirr%*nft <rrft % m* 1 X [*rsur <r]*raur wr m thw 1 

(1S) ft rami fTRRrq- [prgfip w jp5tt%] 1 \ TfPrftprF gw uufr: rrwra'- 

(14) ft-, i y*tw =rer ggfr suraur c^t ttu 11 2 ?rer vpk *111%: tip^ir wr- 
(13) trrst--1 rrtrtsy rtftt trri% w]pi 

(16) uthr + r wt*ni$<rer*rer 3“° uffRTfr a-0 -TrRuji 

(17) -greus^r jrsrsrfrrtm^Fr 3"° *5frg; sft 

Mbfrrarrer 11 

No. 3.—Abstract 

I. Preamble.—(a) Yamwvali.% 

1. Mu 1 ar aj a I. 

2. Chamundar aja. 

3. Durlabhar aj a. 

4. Bhimadeval. 

5. Karnadeva, Trailokyamalla. 

6. Jayasimhadeva, conqueror of the 

lord of Ay anti* of Tribhuvanagan da 

and of Varvaraka, wheel-king of the Sid- 

dhas. 

7. Rumarapaladeya, conqueror in 

battle of the king of Sakambhar 1. 

8. Aj ay apalade va, the ardent devotee of 

Siva, who made the Sapadalaksha king 

tributary, 

9. Mularaja II., who conquered the ruler 

of the Garj j anak as in battle. 

10. Bhimadeva, a second Siddhara ja. 

(b) Bhimadeva, who rules at Anahilla- 

p at aka, addresses the officials and inhab¬ 

itants of the Agam bhuta or Gambhuta 

# Xj, 15, the first two figures of the date \\ have been 

destroyed. It. 16, read q<f]pr« L. 17, read 

Ii,l%xeadm°. 

f It. 10, read gfWpT. L. 11, read f&imzf* L. 

1% read I*. 17. The ff^ at the 

imrl of this and Bhima’s other inscriptions shows the 

ancient forms of the letters ^ 

% All the |h»gs mmtime&r«»Ta in thisand the following 

grants the titles maMr&jMMr&ja, parameivarz, mi&pMra- 

ma&habt&ra&a, and rarimas other epithets, which declare 

them to be possessed of high virtaes, and worahippers of 

Sira. 
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P a t h a k a, dating on Sunday, tlie second day 

of tlie bright half of &ravana, 1263 Yikrama, and 

announces the following grant:— 

II Object granted.—The village of I n d i 1 a, 

bounded— 

(a) Hast by the village ofDeiilavada, 

(&) South by the village ofKalhari,§ 

(c) West by the village ofSeshadevati, 

{d) North by the village of Grhariyavali. 

III. Grantee.—The temples of Bhimes- 

vara and Lllesvara, built by queen Li 1 a¬ 

d e v i, daughter of R a n a Samarasimlia, 

C h a h u m »n a, at Lilapura, between the 

villages, of Karira and Miilakatari, to 

the drinking-fountain and almshouse (situated 

in the same place). 

IV. Officers.—Writer of the grant: Mahd- 

Icshapataliha, i.e. the chief registrar Thakur 

V osarin,|| son of Thakur Hum a r a, a Ka- 

yastha. 

2. Dutaka: the minister of peace and war 

Thakur Sudha (P). 

No. 4. f 

Plate 1. 

O *rrf^him 

^wr- 
O £ Kl ^ II^KI ^ H R^FT^ ^^'r 

n 
!$rr- 

- 

mt- 

to-] 

(8) trei^wjidHsi<m rPRFr^wnonr- 

fR^gnrr- 

(9) 7id 4 e 1i h<i 4 <3T?r|[crM cii4^iTl'S-4l<^^q^, [^Jfcr^^TrRr^Ri n 4 ~<4o 

[r]Rtk<3- 

C°) sUcft-TRiq4-qsMl%:?ftr^Tirr%€<cl4RJ^Id^^l<13Trf^<RT['R^T IRffiSUI- 

ifciT- 
O ^555S 

?^rpi5*rw 

r»riiFiR- 
(l2) 5igwmg-Rprrfa im 4 <frRquprgRfr e n i - 

■*"*"».-. 

rwc- 

§ Probably K&lr!, on the road from Yiramgrikn to 
Piffaim. 

1 Perhaps a mistake for Kesarin. 

f Measurements 14 inches by 15 inches. Characters 

Jama-Bevanagari. Plates badly damaged, by rust, and by 
attempts to clean them by exposure to beat. 

IT L. 6, the last three letters are doubtful. L. 11, read 
read ^TRRHfT* 
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(1!) 5 

n 
^ra^TTa-' 

(1S) =141 d I ^ I d H€PCT3TTfH?PT[ TOTT ^HHfTCiTHJTFrfd3 =*1 h d te - 

-=rr- 

^TH 

(17) 

Cs) fq-HgHtrqKHR^f^ <U1 +US H <1 <j d! 3^rTTHHrHCr^^'TOWr^TOtd» 4 *d -4 - 

fiw- 

C°) ^HRf^Hrr^rftHr wm*§ ** wfsrf h*tt 

rHHT HTrHWH- 

n qg^KWTHrHHHrcH^e^r^lHf wi% ^q%HrfRFTT fHHr HPT3R 
' * ^ w, sa. «-v, 3Ss.*^ *\ *  
(22\ HOTH \V° HP* fp? 3. *H*TS3Tt WH- 

[HtT] fhh- 

Plate 11. 

* * *v ^v, 
(1) h#* hott ^N?f wrtTT%HWF4 

(2) 5Tg^4d<gcFC ^OTd°44l*l^r' 

HTeRr- 

5c5HcT-+ 

■ =er fqtRRH[H«r g^wi] 

fHfc- 

m H <T#crHHFTT ^ HFITWOTP it cTHHi 
w °"s Hdmtr tre- 

(*) \ 
’ " WOT «£ 

o ifr tr^o 
K1 * s5ft[3TFr]^TO' 

(«\ f55fra^iHW^r3-OT ?nraHiHHr'grH9rrPr: ren U di4KKiMi*wHidi hht ii H^w 
v ’ HIPOT- 

e\ #rr iaw^ ^ 1 
v j ^ "T 53T- 

,., qmr-dfenttoiti^fmm-raifww^ *n#n*iwrt»rfr*^- 

0 ^ i a^r tTf^^TTn^^r^rwr^T: n 

„ - , ,„ n[T„J- t is °Sr>° + L. 1, sftw indistinct- L- 2, read °*tt«%».*ii- L- *. 
* L. 16,. . „ ~ , 

indistinct. L. 19, read ^ • L. 20, read H <ff* 
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O #rr i #rr i qf^rirpn w4i%#^»jJTr #?r i ^rr- 
*eit sTfeqpnsqrjr- 

(“) ssppjft ^ eew«'*4Pffa ct«it ^ sfarr u 

9Tl%?r: ^4 

0*) STTWcT: F?5RT55TfT55: FftT^FP?RltK: F^Tg'f'jrr^^RcT: ^TFRH- 

wsr srr^t 
O ^r«n ajrfsrNNntf qpfasNr^r* i *rm et F#3T?fWRpr- 

*F#^rr$prr9«ri' srj- 
( ) rt s^jma'sq I fffpt q^$cpt irrff^^rirFFW^sR^T- 

_ ST-SW^- 
O w#r*r l V=rrfq- ^ifr *rmflrt =t <nw#r n w 

^ ^ ^ ^ wfM^r^itsr 
O rr rlrerlr i RT#rrr =*rrjJT<rr ^ <rr% \\ \ ^ 

( ) <m*w ctst <m IR toy R qt n3Tr -srr-^TI- 

TO3TCT--- 
O *s\\ \ m ^rr top f^r rrrffrt i t^ri-q- 

(19) *T@3|r<fl*MI O 

-1 y | 

■R3f 3T% 

C) Y: 55 U 
■^FFT 

C1) >m3T?fwzwT 
No, 4.—Abstract 

L Preamble,—(a) VaimdvalL 

1. Miilaraja I., the unique sun, causing 
to blossom the lotos-field of the Chaulnkya 
race. 

2. Chamundaraj a. 
3. Vallabhara j a. 

4. Durlabharaja. 
5. Bhfmadev a I. 

6. Kari^adeva, Trailokyamalla. 

7. Jayasimhade va, conqueror of Tri- 

bhuYanagancJa (and) Yar v ara(ka), the 
lord of A rant i,§ the wheel-king of the S i d- 
dhas, (called also) EkangaYira. 

8. Kumarapala, conqueror in battle of 
the king of SI kamhhari. 

^ X L* 11^&rst ^ imnitelligiWe,—perhaps for 
o*ead €j%^TFf°. L. IS, read f^°—} iffo ¥°. 

m * h. rn, wa l. h 
iff* Bek last letter of fine* L. 15, dele tot 

9. Aj ay a pa la. 

10. Mularaja II., conqueror in battle of 
the king of the Garj j anakas. 

11 B h i m a, an incarnation of N dray an a. 
After him in Qiis) place, 

12. Jay an tasimha, ruler of A n ah i la- 
pa t a k a, a new S i d d h a r a j a. 

(5) Jayantasimha addresses the officials 

ofYardhi Pathaka and Agambhuta 

or Gambhuta Pathaka, on Tuesday, the 

third day of the bright half of Pausha, S. 1280 

Vikrama, the day of the winter solstice, and 
announces the following grant;— 

11. Objects granted.—(1) Tie village of 

S&mp6v-ad& in Varphi Pathaka, 
bounded— 

letter of line^ Bead *JT“WWPr* L. 16, read 
fcfSfcT; afr^Nf* L. 21, read 

§ This epithet seems to have got into the 'wrong line. 
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(a) Bast by tbe land of Se shade vat a, 

(h) South by tbe villages of Phi m cha d i|j 

and Ham s a lap nr a, 

(c) West by 

(d) North by the villages of Raneloya, 

K b a mbhil a,^[ Adhivada, and the land of 

BhattarakaSriSeshadevata. 

(2) A piece of land inSeshadevati, in the 

G ambhuta orAgambhuta Pathaka, 

bounded— 

(a) East by the villages of Ifciia Ka 1- 

har i and Vahi char a,# 

(h) South by the village of P h im c ha d i, 

(c) West by the land of B h a 11 a r a k a Sri 

Seshadevata, 

(d) North bvDodhiyapaka. 

III. Grantee.—The (temples of) An ale s- 

vai*a and Salakhanesvara, built by 

S o 1 u n k i Rana Ando Lunapasaka for the 

j spiritual benefit of his mother Salakhana- 

1 devi in Salakhanapura. 

No. 5.f 

Plate 1. 

C) i^i 

(2) yew ^ri^i 

O ill-1I[ir]- 

O [y*]tiaiH^Tcnr^iim irir? 

(6) fv]•4'4fsIi*4Mh4Kl-nIjV^f]- 

(s) arvtftsipratw- 

(U) ^rf^TT^T[ 7l] l* e 1 * t<{it>d tiHR^^JTFJT^- 

O [m]- ' 

O ^^q-q-^rcT^^^r^^irr^nl^rvr^T^r^^i^a^reer^^^r^RFsTr- 

O * *idtr^r- *ir[5i%r]d^aift- 
O f^Tr^f^Tr 3H^r[«r #w]^| ?■■ wfecf wr n ‘srmflwit- 

Plate II. 

O [#]cTiRcr^^i^| 3-R-^f i%[3r]?frfr 3rUf 4i%[+^rw5R^r]*rnrf gw 
O bwtarMr \\£K ?i OT5fr°^uf%vr sjfc 

0 TOi»mrq^TirnTT hft w^ugt *nre?r eer- 
0 uerw f^Fr qf&^Hicra@fws*vcrc 
(5) ^ ^no'rfrsr Hdi^wnr* u-] 

II See below, note 11 to abstract of No, 6, p. 20$, 
IT Probably Kambeyl of tbe Quarter-Master General’s 

map, on the borders of the Gaikr&di territory, east of 
Mnnjpur, in. the R&dhanpur state. 

* Probably K&lri and BecherSjf, on the road from YXram- 
gam to P&thait. 

f Measurements Q£ inches by 1I§ inches. Characters 
Janm-DevanagarL Preservation good, a few patches 

peeled off. 

I L. 15, reai-tfTfa. 

§ L. 4, read 
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(6) 4witf^rsrerrwr: *rf[5Ffl]ir 
O ^nr?rr ^CH^'fiiFCcr <£>5vKrf^ddiq^grenqq^’ *rs^qr 

(8) q- Frsr'jsn^ <p-jt jrar^r %q<rtmRT 4f?rp-t ^ *®mfcr: wi4-[[?r; srrer- 
0 ^^^»OTifsrs u trrwn^ ^nwr w 'jsferT afr^Tn—aprqT- 
O qr*rqr: ^^rpri wqr i ^ra^wrr amrf^^^tr^^rqrnr^r: tffaFrt tffar i qfaqqj- 

C1) qr ^^dwr^f4tffapTT tf'prr 1 3'ti<<i«t 4ifrn^^q'^riW5rqrf;§r^r?:[€r]trr- 

O [*rt] tfNr i qwi^qwq- 

03) ^3nws?R-[,3Tf%%^]^?r srfn^rpr ^^[q-]^- 

C) [5*] flPTRT %TcT q^q^ *T^T aWTRlIfc^rfa snfatftff^Tcq^f^T ] 

(IS) [4rsq-*r i qr^ir^r l v *nTwr 1 wr1mH>rssrrFr ^qf firgf?r 

_ ■ IsM i 
O arr#wr vr-ftor v ?n^r =r*#r ar%q; i\ arwt^r^r- 

C) ^orer-srer irif^i^ ^mcrv K f^1%rrfq'^ ^trr qrrqwFresrHgr g-°^rr- 

O [f^]^qRgn srpjq^f^o l <rcp£r-ssr qmvtfr 3*° S#nrsq ?r% 

No. 5.—Abstract. 

J. Preamble.—(a) Vamsavali. 

(1) Mularaja I., the unique sun causing* 
to blossom the lotus-field-like C h a uluk y a 
race. 

(2) Chamundaraja. 
(8) Vallabharaja. 
(4) Dublabharaj a. 
(5) Bhimadeval. 

(6) Karnadeva, Trailokyamalla. 
(7) J ayasimhadeva, conqueror of the 

lord of A v a n t i and of V arvaraka, wheel¬ 
ing of the Si ddha s. 

(8) Kama rap a lad e v a, the ardent de¬ 
votee of &iva. 

(9) Ajayadeva, who made the Sapa- 
dalaksha king tributary. 

(10) Mularaja II., who conquered the 
ruler of the G- a r j j a n a, a morning sun illu¬ 
minating the earth. 

(11) Bhlmadeva H., anew Siddha- 
r a j a, the seventh wheel-king. 

(5) Bhi made v a II., whoresidesin A na- 
hill apa taka, addresses the officials and 
inhabitants of the Chalisa Pathaka, on 

Thursday, the 15th of the bright half of 

Sravana, 1283 Yikrama, and announces the 
following grant:— 

II. Object granted.—The village of N a t a u- 
1 i, bounded— 

(a) To the easfi by Omkara..and 
A v ay a. 

(b) To the south by the villages of Ava- 
y & n i j a and 0 h u y a n t i j a, 

(c) To the west by the Talapada land of 
Yadasara, 

(d) To the north by the villages ofOmku- 
r a la and V adasara. 

III. Grantee.—The temple ofMfilesvara 
(at Man dal), and the ascetics of the monastery 
attached thereto, for daily worship and main¬ 

tenance, the Sthanapati Yedagarbha- 
r a s i, (the superior of the Mandal monastery) 
being the trustee. 

a TV. Officials.—The writer of the grant: 

Akshapatalika Somasxha, son of* 
(S a t i)k umara,a Kayastha. Dutaka: 

the minister for peace and war, Thakura 
Yah u-d e v a. 

% L, 6, read \m°i 
iftfi Rrafir. 

°7rT:; ’TPT: L-7, read <T*^. L. 8. read ft?* fT°)0qt:- L. 15, read 
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No. 6.* 

Plate I. 

() o o rts-5??< i sTgqqRTFsq i a ^ k i f ppcrrT ^ s o ^ < t cN 41^15* 

0 nrRrfwtototoi < 1 ^ ^ 1 <m 1 

(•*) tomMq^FreFqRTrefTFrr^rertoi^^^ 

(6) ^€<4'Trer^pTF^ri^ 1 hwtoitrer^r- 

O w#nr[CrX^^*r^^rrr^ 

(9) ^^w^^rRTr^rr^^f^^r^^iHH^ru^n^3T,7;CH^;?:[TrJOTfrwfH- 

(ll) wr^Tiri<Jfiftofriftoit«Tr 3Rq^t-«r tpr^g^H f: ^rrpt *nqr 11 ^nr^ftwRr- 

WPTT- 

O2) SJ2RTH wi^frg^Kf sn^rs'iTr^fnTfiT^q'f ^rrc-stogrsfqr e- 

(1S) fcT \\<?* ^ arrcirgfc spsFri ^to^rcnrenrrcqrtopTT fcrs-rre?R stor- 

airt^- 

O TT5% 5FTRT ^Tr^TH^ Sfto iRRRpPTWT^T HTTHTHr^f flfto jrfStocPRnr^- 

(15) ^ctc&ck qTPT^^jrr^rf^r ^r^Fjrto' qrswtf^ rwrfjft^t j^sto-srir- 

(16) js^ tosum* rhprtttct fw tovroto- 

(17) limit ^WnpTTRTkpr^Wr mRWRHflR *1 W5T5 W cRTT " 

(1S) *rr=mfr-iRR^RTcnt §c \ toftr qmr mr ntotor-qrr- 
ST \ cP-TT 

(19) jjsto-Rfcf s: \ mmt rt% 5:0 11 srto <mrcr° n ^*ra tor \ 

srrto tt- 
(20) wt \ *j^r-w to r \ ?f%i qwer \ tor \ torto 

qwcr \ qtor- 
C1) s e^arft ^"n-0 ^Frr^ toto an^qtotfkw^: 

02) to^tor%3tot{to mr mwit *rrsito toto ^ *rto ^n^Nrctor- 

(2S) Ir^F^itottototo wto^sttopn erf 11 ijrwieimKi *nrr ll te^ 

(2*) cTy^WRtoRT tor i torto- tfi^Rtoi: jttftt tonrr toOTFrapr- 

(25) FHFT toPTT mrertotoRtoFTT ^ to I toto ^TWRto^f to l 
(26) g-qto ^qw^tori^Rito-. #to to n qto(T*trto^qw^ m- 

(27) oR^ii^^Hq<4^KRER[to]^rw^it#r mTwtoro^sirs 

(28) JFq- [gqiMRR] FPq%to 1 FFTPT %cT^ Rpjqw *raTSFto^F%R 

(29) hih?-d<iqr^-m^^i qrto^^r u . ^ ^ jppRfr sqr- 
# Dimensions 14 inches by 15 inches. Characters Jaina- 

Demnftgait. Preservation, badly damaged, 

f L. 5, dele one tR*T° before TOi°. L. 15, read 

°q&r&a(. L. 16, doubtful- Eead#rTi> ^TF°; 

dele one c^t°- D. 17, read ^rft«T :• L. 24, read 

ti?dtt*TN0* 
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Plate IL 

0 %q ii qr% qfersrrfar «nf mwq *[f*rer: i arp^rTr qrgqqpr qr%r qxqrt 

(2) #cf i! \ qxsrrt qr % q§[qxijq Rot ff*i%rr fqqfa: w i\\\ 

0 qpr^rHprrfqq': I fr^wTh qiqqrqrwiw: IX sfprtj- 

(4) m fqsr [^Rfq: q]qrrr%fir: I ^nprw qqr qqT qxqqwr qqr «k£ n a errrr $*r 
qiitq: qrprt- - 

(5) stft ^pj?t qr# i qpn%sq qiwqr fw prt qr^frq'r qqft:i«u 

(e) faffcqfqq 5TRFT qrRX^Frqqqq gr° qri%fTqiT§W qrRTT^te 3-0 'f|%qf%cq II 
(7) qqprsq qcrew g-o s^rfV ?f!r 

I 
O q*rr q?^r[3^r]fRcT5q: qrq^rcrrcq-cnjft-- - 

^ CFfipr- “ 
() ^nrefqqrprr^-qirxrqqqqrf q^qqjXirqqq- - Itfarpqr pft - ~ q- 

(10) ^rpr: qqrq;-pit II qqRpqrqrqqqfcq - fpjs'g'qq- 

O *prqrOTT q^r q*rr erpfr-sr X fqqpgq >-?pj}|- 

(12) iprqr P fq cf^T 5H5T8 q*TT wfrt^eRT5q*T$- 

(13) i«cr q ii 3TW q*ft qrq^r qc^T ?r-- 

(14) fwr — spf q wstii qqr afrqqq-X pwr- 

Cs) tffaqqitrXX qqr qrqqq<R---qqrpnjqqqrPr— 
(16j r x qqr %^TRfiq^pqr:qqR - -*t—wqcRqfaprr—qf^ir — ^t- 

(17) qsr\qqr fqqpRHr—q qfq qqrqrq— qqr *rtftrer i qjqr frq qrt 

qfq f^qfq sc \ 
(18) q?qq i fSgtr i qq^i^Nrs-1 qrqjiqr^ \w$\ ff*T Iqgq l q-q II 

(19) i i Pr?qqr i m$t I qrpre i qp?^ i ?q*rr i^t --qr=q n 

(20) «rt| i qqr i qnfrx i qfrq I qiq i qqqti% i qrqq I qp?t I qrr^t--- 

i qpqr I qrr- 
(-1) i i qrf^r i jffar i ar i qtqrcsy i *qsfc i ^ftqr i ^- 

[irftflKr- 
H qqqRT^pnmg^q q^R^irf'rqqfqq pfciqrq <rrq*q *r4 srfq j- 

(-3) f^r r x qqqn3w <h ?rrar U q-qw^<i<iqq^^ pTjqrqr<T^lPTrqq «t£«pt tr- 
(2 ) fcf 5T \X8 qRT I |^fdil+Hld'RK4< WXf^PFT f^rqfq" q tffgf | 

H qrqiq — X q^mr?q x ^rfxqq^ai %w%qFrt m- 

(26) qq%^f 1 fqt ^TT^T sqfq^T Wi msft q-Wfrx ^ II 

WT: I R — qqpR trpjR'fa: qRTsq =q || 

No. 6.—Abstract. 

I. Preamble.—(&) Paihsdvati agrees with. 
Ne. 5 of S . 1283. Yikrama, except that the 

description of Jayasiihha is according to No. 3 
of 1263. 

(b) Bhimadeva II., who resides at 

I L. 1, read *flr ,* W^#T; fffSfcT; 1$?. L. 3, 
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Anahillapataka, addresses tiie officials * 

and inliabitants of V a r d h i Pathaka on 

Friday, the 8th day of the bright half of 

Ashadha of S. 1287 Vikrama, and announces 

the following grant:— 

II. Object granted,—(1) The village of 

B e v a u (?)§ bounded— 

(a) Hast by the village of H a m s a 1 a p u r a, 

(b) South by the villages of Phimeh a di 

and Haaiyani, 

(c) West by the village of Medhnra, 

(d) North by the villages of S ur ay aj a 

and Sapavada. 

(2) And various taxes in land and money. 

III. Grantees.—The temples of Anales- 

‘ vara and Salakhanesvara, built by the 

Solnnki Rana Ana Tha(kura) Lunapasaka 

ill Salakhanapnra, to defray the expenses 

of the temple service, and to feed Brahmans, the 

trustee being the superior of the monastery of 

Mulesvaradeva in M a n d a 1 i. 

IF. Officials.—The writer and D u t a k a 

are the same as in No. 5. 

F. Postscript.—The postscript, which is con¬ 

siderably mutilated, apparently contains some 

more orders regarding dues.to be paid by the 

Vanias of Salakhanapnra. I regret that 

I have no means of ascertaining the meaning oi 

all the technical terms in ancient Gujarati which 

it contains. 

No. 7.f 

Plate L 

O “i II erfer 

(2) flvHtgqq* fqqri *H-JRil 

(3) <i 

(6) 

(8) Kr^icrTO'^<m<hhh* khifa<i^OTiqi%q^®w 

(10) qr^f qimi^'4qKr^qiw?r^i.H^ t- 

H 

(15) 4q4>id4frH : 

(16) ^T«T q: 

v wrsFitir^'Wi^qwFW*iR'% ^ w 
HftRrf wr 11 HdH*4|Kc^IrHlRd51- 

(17) tfiq^fiqfcrq^iqt 

(18) \ve q<f *nxqr^f^ \ Rjptserr ti^ctR^isqsiqrojf^+iqi rqqr- 

(19) =qr*rvqit^qrq%^ ^rr^r *nwcf *qmqrqqwm 

(ao) ^[^TRiKqT]fqf^w Hfo.ftc^id<Ho^cKwre: qrm^rqrqr- 

(ai) [f^5q~]uR°Ki^Nqr ' fqqRFFr^ jjoqqqfr-sRrw- 

^2-) ^-- ■ [#Riqq]q: ^?wiwj^qiW^orerq>Tq-’: 

r The tillage given is not to be traced on the Quarter- 
Master General's map. HMisalapnxa is the village ofthat 
name in the north-west comer of the Ylramglm TfflaM. 
To the north lies* Sboraj,* the SnrSyaa of the grant. Bonth- 
west 1 find Pnnehar, which I identify warn Phirncmdi. 

<J Dimensions 11| inches by 14 inches. Characters Jaim- 
Devam&gari Preservation good except in the lower parte 

of the plates. 

* L. 23, read V' 
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Plate II. 

srcMmwr 

_____ <?«s *v. 
^ 1 HCffd W 

o * 

O 

O 

0) *r[»mi]$ 

0 ”^r 

(6) 

(7) rwrr 

0 *trt gfaT 

0 a 

(l0) %cr'3orjnr55 ^i^?r%%fqr 

O [*]**■. i qr<*#r*r ii ®G’w*Pm *mw u qfe ris**snf&r*rnf r%sr% vfiten 
(l2) 3TTSW 31%^ TOT f%cT | \ tdddi 'T^'rl'f dT % fT^ f^pRj I 

^^w^res^Riwrar srcflraFrentfrt 

M£IW°TT ^T3HFT q- 

^cRfiTTfcrtr^1^ ?trww wa^ jjfer ^o rWrp-^r- 

srtt ii ^Frorenwr *raT n <p%tt utq- 
^Nnrr #rr ii sttott ^rqr^q#nvr tffar I ?- 

tfprr i ^wwJTopr^nrR^r: ?fr- 

^rar?rr!5RPiwl^r^^ uqqqusq i ^upf 
q^q£^R:%fa 

O gprt frm%r rrapT: w *ns# i q tsrr^ImpTTH 

w fr- 

: I fpor- 

H wit: wwm Mftor'Pnwn i \ svrr vft w^r: qrmsnFr ^^r^r- 
C5) uw*1 wrr%t arnwr jqr°Tt *prrt: i a 

(l6) «ffrq#pT S^r ^r^TPT: wkirtm: I ww vst vtfr cwqfiFr 3rjt qreni ^ i%- 
O7) feqrfc? ¥PR ^FTFWRqir^T g-o M^fJTRpr q^q^^-a-o bpt- 

(18) ftrN i qsrcrifa a-o ssf^^ sfo 

‘sfffiq&w ii 

No. 7 .-^Abstract. 

I Preamble.—(a) Vamdvali. Agrees with 

No. 5 of 1283 Vikrama, except that the de¬ 

scriptions of Jay a sim ha and Mnla r aj a II. 
are literally the same as in No. 3 of 1263 
Vikrama. 

(b) Bhimadeva II.,who resides in Ana- 

hxllap ataka, addresses the officials and in- 

habitants ofValauya Pathaka on Monday, 
the Pratipad of the bright half of Bhadrapada 

of 1288 Vikrama, and announces the following 
grant:— 

. 11 Grantees and Purpose.—The temples of 

Analesvara and Salakhanesvara in 

Salakhanapura, (and) the superior of the 

monastery (there), Vedagarbhar i si, as 

wellas his son Somesvara, for the main¬ 

tenance of the Bhattarakasand the alms¬ 
house. 

III Object granted.—The village of. 

and twenty ploughs of land in the village (for 

Somes vara), the village being bounded— 

{a) To the east by the villages of S a m- 

para and Chhatahara (P), 

(&) To the south by the village of Gun- 
tha va da, 

(c) To the west by the village of Rani 
vada. 

(d) To^the north by the villages of U n- 
dira and AnganavadL 

IV Officials.—The writer, Mahakshapa- 

talika Thakura Somasimha, of Thakura 

Satikumara, aKayastha. 

Bu taka : the minister for peace and war, 

ThakuraVahndeva. 

*°J V:| 

L. 17,read°B|P^, 
L. 6, B'TOt doubtful. X. 11, read WWPH frtSTrT. L. 12 
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^11 ^1% 

No. 8.J: 

Plate 1. 

^ i i -i tt ii ^ i ^T^Tn^TnTq^^wir 
_ ^ 

O 

1? * a^^rj^u^-TRTqarrfT^RrjTf^^. 

C) HSIO*c,13^ 1 *m?n^Trf§RT3^ 

(7) ^^Tl~r:C^JTCRT^rfqTr:ST;^rrF:TT^ c)^4, 

(11) |^« [qrj^iCTr- § 

(12) ’T^ar^qq m 4 hh k i ^ h hi^f^^nrgn:^qgiimiEftrere- 

( ) -4-4 aUC^TO^Tj 

C5J 

(’ ) ^TJ^I’T *(MuIW<.i'y|^i^Ttv||,^<t>|foiff 3TJpRt«r ^pjqrq'^ 

( ) ^HTT II I^TRctI Mg>^lKc<Jlrqiid,dfHrJ-w iiwy jj~n.^TH 

^nrenj- 

*ir- n L ’ ' VJ.. -V- .«> \i & I ''l «tl ^ T *4! 
(M ^T#r^qcjt*qT j^Rsmw^fqr w ^ ^ ^ 

(I9) tw# f^T «ftTS0rf*a«j|da *J- 

(2p ^r WER^ inits- tRRlTf^TWTW TOWreat flffo 

i21) ir^^^di^do qftqrrgfarer <F[c*]iiftfr- u 
(22) 3T f^irr?jRr«r g^^firfg^- ^ ^prirm^H ^TprTr[3^r]jt 
(2S) tffaTT^cf ^ftr°wri]rat[it tr]^-- 

(2V> wro^Rknra^r qaPruFrafla grsItRrfef^nrwfRm u 

c5) ^ m \s^wrT jfrWoRR^l^ qgftran-<n t?TH^r- 
<26) *rrrn##rwra^r [*r] 

Plate 11. 

V) «t qfl*«w wcRif^rr \ q^t-€f£o gun0 | m^. 

<2) wsrrfto tfpft ^7int m 

O ifrre^¥i^irpTn^': n 3^rrt4iviidi tot ii gs%r qffo^far- 

C.) *Tifwi*ii' #rr i af^npri #jtt ii Tf^wFJt irtsfhrp'rrar- 
O ^HlWl: #rprt WITT II 3rR*ri Rff^TFIf^?Tr»T$r: W 

| Dimensions 11* indies by 14* inches. Characters 
Jaina-De vanagari. Presemiion, slightly damaged. 

§ I* 11, read Wk°; &J. L. 15, read ^cPf- 

'5^{|*f * Ii. 21, JH«f»rtC2f. h. 2S, read C%?Tj 2RT$rc- 
L. 24, read If# JET® 

f L. 2, read 
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(7) crt ^t*rr 11 wwzt wr H ^prt irc^cftasrqwft^i cr*rr wpt- 

(8) r u ?rawrt ?rerfa5T cpit I qr%*rRt u screen m- 

H spnupronrf: ti srre-^rprr srrararw u rer- 

,0' ” tffaTlI *SH3RV*W- 
Sy C <r> .....f>.- ^ .. #-v . » __«-s,»y ^ 

(lU) 5 
(“) 'fR^FT 

C3) bfarsySt 
n %pt 

ira^rR- SWRrsq- 1! epriR 

*prt: 

^RTRTPSIWIW- 

i w^ptr n ^ xr jht- 

0") m stuN" H pft ftzft i vr^picrr xrcrr%- 

(l5) * tot #cr i \ tU5rrr wr % wtm II ^ remr trj%^rr fif- 

(1C) fSr: *T33rft I ^ l fr^rer# srsrr- 
(17) *ra ^nr^RHcn^rr: i ^ sarr wr sti^ft: q-rf^fepr ^prqt u- 

<18) i 3T*rr%s4 siw^r rr sfr «rr^ft% *prft: I a srffspfg- 
(19) m frfrr rpTFT: i jtfppft *rsT ^ cfptft cret ^ ti \ r%r%*r- 
(JU) f*r£ w^rr ^rq^Rqcrecr ar° Piraf'^FFRrcr^qr^qr ar° ssfttr- 
C1) *rr$t=r i ^r^t-s^qrr^tfq- ssft-wsr^ ^ u 

'tefrwnw n 

No. 8.—Abstract 

I. Preamble.—(a) VaahsdvaU agrees witlx 

JSro. 7 of 1288, except that Mularaja II. is de¬ 

scribed as (resembling) the morning sun bj illu¬ 

minating the world, that had been overshadowed 

by the darkness of the Mlechhas. 

(b) Bhimadeva II. addresses the officials 

and inhabitants of Vard-hipathaka on 

Thursday, the 14th day of the bright half of 

M a r g a of 1295 Vikrama, and announces the 

following grant:— 

II. Object granted.—(Y) . . . p u r a, erected 

on the site of the village of B h o j u y a. 

(2) A palladikd in the village of Ghusadi 

near Gohanasara. 

(3) A garden measuring two ploughs in the 
north-eastern part of . . . sana, 

. . . . para, being bounded— 

(a) East by the .village ofHilachhi, 

(b) South by the village of Ghusadi,. 

(c) West by the village of M&duchana. 

(d) North by the villages Trihat i and 

Kushaloda. 

Boundaries of the palladikd :— 

(a) Eastthe palladikdofDvaravatisatka, 

(b) South by the king’s highroad, 

(c) West by a little tank and the king’s field, 

(d) North by the road to Bhoj uy a. 

Ill Grantee.—The temples of V irames- 

va r a, built by Rani Yirama, son of Rana 

Lunapasa, in Ghusadi, and of Sfim ales- 

vara, for the purpose of defraying the expendi¬ 

ture of the worship, the trustee being the 

superior of the monastery, Rajakula Yeda- 

garbharasi. 

IF. Officials. —Writer, as above in Ho. 7 of 

1288 Vikrama. 

Dfitaka: the minister for peace and war, 

Thakura Vayaj ala de va. 

N.B.—The first plate is signed in line 26 by 

Sumaladevi, one of Bhimadeva’s queens. 

No. 9.f 

Plate I. 

{*) 5|-*UR<M4 Ot <.hhhxfj.ij-*<|<’|^WIcW5KI<r|11%* 

* L. 11, read Jm 14, tffe- WWfr; frEfr- 

L. 15, read =TC% #T. 
t Bimensions 13 inches by 16 inches. Characters Jama- 

Demn%ari. 
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( ) <4>^r^fr*TfTC3r- 

(8) 

(12) h\<m^Kigmid^Kr- 
(13) 

(la) 
(l6) 

(,7) 

(I8) ^WEcr?T^^ 
(,9) m* 

(20) f *rpfjTT^frs«i^|^i 

(21) nnf^-\y-T^r?^r ssfarsoifNrrraHr htr^t 

(22) «rs^ HHirreRcit r^rar 

(-3) ^fNr*rrgf®*nsr ^r ^^Wifrgr 

(24) ’RmnfNft^rsy^r-sr 
Plate II. 

( 1) ["ITfaFP 5^fPTr<H??T: Hf^Tfgff^^rgf»TK4U4d: HR:WTriTHTR: H5T' 

( 2) ®T <5^TRTPT d°=<KRt1*ld| -HidMHtlfircT: g=^Hrl%3'3TFH?»T3ISR*^§ 

(3) ^d^lvJIH 5lTlftffs#frWs5T^ff'- 

(4) ^TR^r#rr%Tr#^HnM4forfr;reftm^- 

(s) Hr^r^r^TOTfir: shth.- il ^Hr^r^rmt^r wr li ns-^wfN^t- 
(6) qrro Ht*rprr tftaT i #wr ^°3nreropnft?TRr h?ht t qf^HRt h^?rt: #- 

(7) Hprf *ft*rr i ^rrwi H?^H«r?T«^5riiiwi = h^rt #*rr ti ^*ftf*n:mil^:- 

(9) ssr?'jrftH^n|rfr45^ hhNhr' Hg*R<Rir 1 hrpt %ct«t g'Rqjw *r=friw»r 

(10) ^r^frgrfir1 ^rct^: 1 Wffa-*r 11 3% 

(11) ^ *prrcrr sqi%g 11 '4fe^HCsst#r 1 arr%ar ^ry<rr ^ m- 

(12) % W!W ll \ 5?- fl~ JfggateMVia ^ffogfqr ypjHggqft *p4- 
(13) htot# 1 wrf 5Ws mm sihtht Hrew*Mi*SHi&y«Er 

(14) ?: 11 \ Hpfte 5rrr^r g^r ^?l#frPr HRffrreresiifoi 1 R^^imtrf^rr- 

(15) Pr crrf^r hr hth: gros^fa 11 \ hhtt *rsffSr- Hirofefa 11 

3FPT5T*r HPTH3T^ T H- 

_ CT^TH 

11 iwr wn ;r -*rr- 

crrfSr^jRRvHR' 

g^^UifTOR TIRWR It . 

t L. 16, read ° 

§ L. 2, read 3^r°; %:. L. 4, t. 5, 

dele W°- L. 9, read ^RHt; 1>. 11. read *rft°; «*- 

^rt*T; ftuft. L. 18, TOT. L. 14. read <^| 'rf2.- 
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( 16) irenraq- F5T *gfr geTc^T ?RT Ft* II » ^T^fgUlf^M: lIF 

( 17) fP»UFtf; q-3TFi% ^ft^HWrn3*T: U *V ^5rTt RTgrTT F % StfcT ?g*FCT I *T i%- 

(18) snri fFr^r Fffvr: 3F*rs3rfa ii s. ^ ^ftr iTim1 *rrer- 

(19} % i ^nTp%-sif ?Rwr =frr°rr ^r w 'rr^'ftr *Rft= n * r^rcr- 

(20) 5frpT^T^q^Tg«- o arf^irc§<r ° 'tsiwiSf o g- o s5fl%rrat^ n 

gjTFr^ *r?rw%%nw o g- o ?r% 

No. 9.—Abstract. 

I. Preamble.—(a) VaihsdvaU agrees with 

the preceding No. 8 of S. 1295 V., except that 

the 9th king Aj ayapala receives the addi¬ 

tional epithet mahdmdkesvara, or c the ardent 
devotee of Siva.’ 

(b) Bhimade va II., who resides in A na- 

hillapataka, addresses the officials and 

inhabitants of the Vardh ipath aka on Sun¬ 

day, the 14th of the dark half of 1296 Vikrama, 

and annoances the following grant:— 

II. Object granted.—The village of Raja- 
y a s i y a n !,* bounded— 

(a) Past by the villages of Thethavasana 
and R i v a d i, 

(b) South by Li 111 e U b h a d a, 

(c) West by M a n d a 1 i, 

(d) North by the villages of S a h a j ava- 
s a n a and Dalaudda. 

III. Grantees.—The templer of Virame- 

s vara and Sumalesvara, built by Rana 

V irama, son of the S o 1 u n k i Rana Luna- 

pasa inGhusaaito defray the expense of 

the worship, the trustee being the superior of the 

monastery, Rajakula Y edagarbhara si. 

IV. Officials.—The toriter is the same as in 

Nos. 7 and 8. 

Dutaka: the same as in No. 8. 

N.B.—The first plate is signed Mahdrdjm- 

srisumaladevydscha, c and (a grant) of queen 

Sumalade vi.’ 

No. 10.f 

^ Plate I. 

(5) 1$rf^rr^wicfq cru^rSnjFTi:- 

|‘) Pi »&4h ki j «ang»rgKnTr- 

JfL. 16, read ftW°- L. 17, read #T- L. 18, read 
TOTT. 

ft1! “Ued K»■klli35S, tttniS Viramgam, 
Sarroy map, where Thethavasurm ap^ 

“ aira^s “ Bibdi, Laghu ifbhada as UbhadS 

Nfln4, and DSlaudda as Dalod. Sahajavasana is not to be 
traced. 

t t Ih^eusions 11 inches by I3£ inches. Characters 
Jama-Devanagar!. Preservation good. 

X L. 12, read 
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(16) htt HT?H^HrH'T^rr?:(jf|?rpTf m° #r° qTig«rer#FT*nqiwri' 

(17) H^TF?cTrH PP-TRgT 'Sft^oi^riHIdlr FTRT HHTcf HW* 

(1S) HTHTCHT Ri%^ Hr^l^^THT^55THWW^ STTFTdIT ^RTTgRTSF tJPFTJTr- 

(19) fT3T ft%Tf*R,«r 3ffjrwrfSiwq' ^Tt^qT^njsT^fwHr ^'^‘f*rr[qpr^ 

(20) Hf?HRHR%iTHarlt ^lTTOW [HRT5RH] 
Plate II. 

0) *TdT HTfTd'RHPrdr HOTTo^rgOFR!-HT3R- 

O dWPT RTRHTRiT ^FtfaRRT RSHPT^TTH- Ii 
HPffPJR- 

(3) JT?#r 11 JTr^iTRwraT^r wr 11 ^htt §^raR3nPER*raiw: Htow 
€m 1 3tcftftt 

O ^^Tcrr»ri%>TqTJTfp tffarprT hrt 1 qfkRprt aRdsHmHdsrrereqr: htht 1 
HHIRT 

(5) ^wr^rq^RTq-^crr^p^BTpTFrt whftt hrt n Tr^KHRRRrprr qnr H ^htt 
^ [hot] 

(6) qT*T¥ri]<i3JR?THqt: HRRT #qT I RRT^FT ^RHOTHRt^SRHRf: H^TPTT HRT 1 

(7) errsFiw RrcTuRmRHRRr hr i qpqHRt fHTRrmarrTOUi*ir%: hNtrt 
HRT 1 TFTS^T- 

(°) £ftH3^3RirHTHrFqrrHTr: tffaprihrt i hrthtt h^hwrhhrrthrt i UiH*i- 

(9) ®r frtT^HRHrJTTTf hIrt ii qnirtfrRTraT^'T^fHtr nwffHiwTR HfRqrjwr- 
(10) ^TRfrTHTHarRrwojrH'lr wrft HH[q]t?FR n 

HTHT- 

(12) R 1 HHT =5T *PTfdT R1TFT U ^fef#HC^TFT HRT pTgffr HR3R i R^RT 

^ cTPR HR7 1- 

(1S) %h ii \ qrnr ttpt *rc?>pr; rtihrht ^tthttct h^htsiwt % *nar h r 
RpT TTFrfcT H TT %HT-S- 

<14) FT wi Vtx I ^l%5Tf Hfr=m% WS& *h R SJTfrft wM ^Ri: «R- 
''* _ O-N 

fPTT 55PTT =T 

(15) w*II ^ ^ffirtwr gw trtr: TOri^r* i wtr rer p hhthht 
H5T <K3T II ^ II 

(16) Rsp^Frtsrrerc yr^i^Frro^o eiflf■»reggr * ° hrFhIr 
n » ii 

(17) agwRaro qfftqarefifr ficr WHdfiR hrrt 

(1S) | H Hld^f) WTTHTT%: HHFTrFRfH cTdti^Fr d HHH4 <4 <4 f3FT- 

(19) RT^HRlTRtK HHRTC^fFT^ qTT^ II dn^FFPEg HPTHT II & II Sfc II » II 

3R%lf- 

§ L. 16, read ^^5° ; °WT^TFTf* L. SO, read TOT°J T L- \r^d 5 ^fST* ^ 12, read mw ¥; ^Tf- ..■■■>- . o 
^ClPIj * 
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(20) w: #n*rr 

{21) ict'+K 

<22) 

JTRT?T *T: ^TR 

^rf^r^RfrnRT^Rr 

U srswprpir R't’ 

5IW 

sr<fmr-* 

u 

No. 10.—Abstract. I (a) East by U i a v a(s ana) and Dang a 

L Preamble.—(a). Vamsdvali agrees for 

the first eleven kings, from Mularaja I. to 

BMmadeva II., with the preceding grant No. 9, 
of S. 1296 Vikrama; the additional king is 

12. Tribhuvanapaladeva. 

(b) Tribhuvanapala, who resides at 
AnaJhillapataka, addresses the officials 

and inhabitants of the Vi s hay a and Dan* 
da hi Pathakas on Monday, the sixth day of 

the bright half of Chaitra of 1299 Vikrama, and 

announces the following grant, which he had 

vowed on the new moon of Phalguna (of the same 
year), on the occasion of an eclipse of the sun. 

II Objects granted.—1. The village of 

Bhamshara,+ bounded— 

(a) East by the villages of K u r a 1 i and 

D a s a y a j a, 

(h) South by the villages of K u r a ,11 and 
T r i b h a, 

(c) West by the villages of Arathaura 

and U n j h a, 

(d) North by the villages of U n j h a, Dasa* 

yaja and Kambali. 

(2) The village of R a j apur i, bounded— 

r a u a, 
(b) South-east by the villages ofChanda- 

vasaiia and Indra vada, ^ 

(c) South by the village of A h i r a n a, 

(d) West by the villages ofSirasavi and 
N andavasana, 

(e) North-west by the villages ofUntauya 

and Sirasavi, 
(f) North by the village of N andavasana, 
(g) North-east by the village of Ku lla y a. 

III. Purpose of Grant.—To feed the reli¬ 

gious mendicants (kdrpatilca) at the almshouse 
built by Hana Lunapasau in the Talapada of 

Mania, for the spiritual benefit of his mother, 
queen Salakhanadevi. 

IV* Officials.—The writer and diet aka are the 

same as in No. 9, Bhimadeva’s grant of 1296-. 

V. Postscript.—A postscript states that this 

sdsana has been made over to Sthanapati, the 
illustrious Vedagarbharasi- (the superior 
of the Saiva monastery at Mandali), and that he 
and his successors have been made trustees. 
A further postscript adds the proviso that the 

possessors of the two villages are responsible for 

robberies committed within their boundaries. 

No. 114; 

Plate I. 

(0 iiwr°ii ??rr%r 

arr- (5) 
(6) 

O 
O 

(9) 

sjrrw jrcrfaft 'u*nf jtt: *ft*Trpr*TW TOrarqrawrr itftwtr vrRURirrsqT <9 

(l0) |[R]ivfr3T sr^r *r?rr ll *f*rt 
««3rur- 

* l. 2X, read °r?Rnfra-0; ’r^nira; 
t The Quarter-Master General’s map gives of all the vil¬ 

lages mentioned only UnjM, south of Sidhpur and TJttohr, 
wliioii appears4o "be Arathaura, 

X Measurements of plates 11 inches by 13f inches. 
Characters Jaina-Tevanagari. 

§ L- X, read 3%TTO?T. L/6, read fw’. L. 9, 
read smxWf- L. 10, read sprearffT. 
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(n) ®5r war pYrntfr qitvrpr 

C2) w#rpr Rqrcrcrerr frrw 

(1S) # rtrtr qf^ qrcf^r r 

*nr- 

sflf^paf #r=r- 

*?Pf-T 

\ ) *{Jtl=hlWcRle( 3PJ# 31W 5nfr°TFr RFTIW Hqj HqTWmTO'RT# R 5T«3T 

([?) r?wIW> <.tus ciHW RRTFR cPH 3R4|.‘(<imH% 4^PltR^T sf[gl'«IRf <f?|R- 
( ) ?it^rrt sstrt flsrcMr R^nrr: cr^rr ^fPRHi^qTwi^rtrFTPTT apfRFri^ wm°rprf 

argsr- 
(18) tfr^rr ^f^Fir tr Prfrqr: cptt tTRT?r<?r!Tfts^fn m ^ hh wturftt f^Rnrr crt sptpt- 

tPRpf 

(19) *f*JT T^Twir'nr^'gp^ H«rr 

Plate II, 

O rirwsfI- cr«rr qftRgrwr^rsjrhw^ipI twfrq#!' 3i#i% q«r^ %%srfp-* 
O ^rrwTFPjm' fn?r H«rr rsort {crarrR 
O ^ crt l hri ^TritOTrf^rr \ crt =pr- 

wte- 
C) *TT RR SIR r \ fWRT: \ qRRT H4«H|4rtMH fTRps5ft^5'lT%#Er- 

R3RRR- 
(5) rr^RTR^^'sftffRrfir^T ftcrrp?- stthr H*rfw i H^rciRWRRr *rt i 

'TJRTR- 

(6) ^ °i HTRFTT RPR (5SJRRTT RRT RR^lHRHr- 
»s_ 

^ i^RTRPT- 
(7) W tflRRT RTRT I 'TP^HRt RRT Rf^RR^flFr^t HRT IRRCRT RW HPRTiqT- 

*rM41RT #HT 
C) Hfsrwrfr^ ^qfwRWH HirR^irniRr- 

(10) ^TTRPT <T«TT JTSrqr: RRT RRT RR% cPTT CFR RTWRH: q^lfl^rpTfR qRR| 

RTRTPFr m- 

(") ^ *R$^^*q[m*rf^r=rr ^cRFrw^qtqw pNfe#r! srw^^ qit- 
STFT H- 

(12) sfnrHPT %cTfr rfr w?# srrh RiTf^frrR^Rcr^ qr?p#r r i 

*mT swr %- 

T L. 12, read °t’sr°. L- 18, read MPtf:- fTd. L. 6,read ^Rplf; 5fir>TFrf- L. 8, read °q%T:; 

* L. 1, read 5tsrrq; gftrT or perhaps ^T;° g^- %H-:; 0ffltfT:'; L. 9, read effrT:; ^RT; L. 

°n^; ^rrat; ^n?°. L. 2, perhaps *TFrt- L.4, dP, read °^5r^. L. 11, read ^r*T- 

read FW:. i.e. fTT. L. 5, read fdYfRYW; €H- 
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qrqrF <p-jt qFVF*rrfqr i v qirc<rr ! ^firle^rr *rq^r n^rPr: urru- 
ferfir: l q^qq-- 

er q^r *C?r asrerw rrarr i \ Rmrar vprer: u st^tTt 
vri|w v qpqq q-+ 

it q«cr !i \ ^qr^T^r^rq ^wr?^rr%q: srFiqq csR^rqr- 

qfT^r: II 3. cT- 

srqRf ^ i jtf FrnrsrsFR qprrsrf *r fsvr II a n 
gr^Ff^r qrmNwtF 3-° sHhro 11 r%mRJT3r qrRrq3T%qrqf° 'sftifrffe 

«afr: 

No. 11.—Abstract. 

I. Preamble.—In the 1817th year of the 

Vikrama era, on the 4th day of the dark half 

of the month of Jyeshtha, on a Thursday, 

while the supreme rnler, supreme lord, the 

illustrious Visaladeva, the great king of 

kings,—who is made illustrious by the whole 
line of kings (his ancestors),—who obtained 

grace in consequence of a boon given by the 
husband of Urna,—who is endowed with ex¬ 

ceeding valour, who is (as it were) a sun (able) 

to open the buds of the lotus-field of the Chau- 

1 u k y a,—who is a volcanic fire to dry up the 

ocean of the army of Singhan a,—who crushed 

the lord of M a lava, who resembled a hatchet on 

account of his cutting the roots of the creeper-like 

turbulent government of the Medapaiaka coun¬ 

try,—who resembled Purushottama since he was 

chosen as husband by the daughter of the king 

of Karnata (just as Purushottama was elected 

by Lakshin! the daughter of the ocean),—who 

is adorned by numerous honorific titles, such as 

fi a (second) Bhima by the strength of his arm, the 

new Siddharaja, and a second A r j u n a,’— 

ruled auspiciously and victoriously at Srimat 

Anahillapataka, and while his obedient 

prime minister, the illustrious N a g ad a, heldj 
all the great offices, viz. that of secretary and the 

rest, the great provincial chief Rana Saman- 

tasimha, who rules in Mandali, situated in 

Vardhipathaka, the favoured district of 

the above-mentioned supreme lord, gives the fol¬ 
lowing graat:— 

XL Grantees and Purpose,—Por the spiritual 

Lo14’ ^ad *r°; 3TP#Trr- L. 15, read 
lY^ir , *r*TT:- 

§ Apt T», ‘ new,’ means that the Brahmans had not been 

welfare of the donor’s grandfather, R ana Lu n a- 

p a s a j a, to feed in As a p all i, at a formerly in¬ 

stituted sattra, eight new Brahmans, § and to keep 

the dr inking-fountain there filled (PI. I. 1. 14). 

2. For the spiritual welfare of the donor’s fa¬ 

ther, Rana Samgramasirhha, to provide 

a complete dinner of royal food and drink, with 
condiments, betel, &c., at M a n d a 1 i to eight new 

Brahmans ; to provide for fourteen Brahmans of 

B r a h m a p u r a, at the Panchadasadina Srad- 

dha, during the dark half of the month when 

the sun stands in the constellation of Virgo, j| 

alms an d dahshind; and also to provide for the 

same Brahmans on every new moon alms 

and dahshind, and also alms for those Brah¬ 

mans of the Kapila vart a, If who have sat 

down to recite the whole Veda, and to keep 

the drinking-fountain filled (Pl. I. 11. 15-18). 

8. To provide daily food-offerings and the 

expenses of the service in the temples of B a 1- 
lalanarayana and Rupanarayana, 

and to repair dilapidated temples. (PI. I. 1. 19, 
PL II. 1. 1.) 

III. Objects granted.—(a) In the village of 

Mehun a six ploughs of land, twelve shops in 

Mandali, and 6 ploughs of land in the village 

ofRinasihavasana. 

(b) A garden in Lundayasana. 

(c) A garden in Rupapura. 

(d) A palladikd with a daily tax of one dam* 

All this was made over for management to the 

superior of S r imulesvar a de va’s monas- 

tery (at Mandal), the great lord of ascetics, 

Rajakula Visvamitra. (PI II. U. 2-5.) 

fed before and were not to be fed again, a new batch 
taking their place. 

0 f* the Mah&Iayasraddha during Bladrapada Badi. 
J The coast of the Bhardch districts. 

I ara^unable to explain the word palladikd. The text 
has s* \ : which, I think, can only stand for 

* one ddm,9 
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Boundaries :— 

(1) Of M e h u n a— 

(a) the villages of Chunnari, Sa¬ 

il as a d a, and Eannl, 

(&) South the villages of Shandikaand 

K a 1 o d a, 

(c) West the village of D udhukha, 

(d) Worih the village of Nay aka. 

IV, Officers, —D u i a k a; the minister of 

peace and war (of the Edna) Thakur gridhara; 

the writer of the grant is Mahaksh&patalika 

Mahan G ovinda. 

Pedigree of the Chatjlitkyas of Anhilvad. 

A.—Main line. 

L MOlar&ja I., son of king R&ji 
S. 998—1053 or 941-42—996-97a.d. [8.1043] 

II. Chdmundaraja, S. 1053—1066: a.d. 997-98_1009-10 

III. Yailabbaraja, 
S. 1066, 

a.d. 1097-98 

IT. Durlabharaja N&eadeva 
S. 1066—1078 1 

a.d. 1010—1021-22 I 

v. Bhlmadeva I. [S. 1086 and (10)931 
S. 1078—1120 J 

a.d. 1021-22—1063-64 
I 

YL Kama I. 
S. 1120—1150 
a.d. 1063-64—1093-94 

Haripdla 

YII. Jayasimha, Siddharaja Pribhuvanapala 

a 1156—1199 ,-—-. 
a.d. 1093-94—1143-44 j j 

VIII. ghmirapala Mahipala 
S. 1290-1230 [S. 1207, 1213] 

B.—VydghrapaM or Vdgheld branch, 

Dhavala, married to Kmnarapala’s 
| mother’s sister 

IX. Ajayapala 
S. 2230—1233 

a.d. 1173-74—1176-77- 

Arnoraja 

Laranaprasada, chief of Bholka 

Yiradhavala, Ednd of Dholkd 
Independent since* S. 1276-*-1295(F) 

j a.d. 1219-20—1238-39 (?) 

XIII. Yisaladeva [S. 1317] 
Bdnd from 1238-39 
S. 1300—1318 king of Anhilvad 

a.d. 1243-44—1261-62 

XIY. Arjunadeva 
a 1318—1331 [S. 1318, 1328] 

a.d. 1261-62—1274-75 

X. MOlardjalL | 
a ,1233-1235 XI. Bhlmadeva LL 
ajx 1176-77—1178 S. 1235—1298 

a.d. 1178—1241-2 
[8.1263,65,66, 
83,87,88,95,96] 

XII. TribhJ&mpdia 
[S. 1299] 

a 1298—1306 
a.d. 1241-48—2243-44 

XV. SArangadera 
S. 1331—1353 [S. 1350] 
a.d.. 1274-75—1296 

XVT. Karnadeva II. 
S. 1353—1360 
a.d. 1296—1304. 
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Note.—-The dates have been taken for the reigns 

of the kings of the main line from th.e Praban- 

dka&hintdmani, and agree with those of Mr. Forbes, 

given in the Rds Mdld, except in the cases of 

Bhimadeva I., Karnadeva I., and Bhimadeva II. 

They agree with those of the Vichdrasreni for the 

reigns of Durlabharaja and of his successors, not 

for the earlier ones, which have been thrown into 

utter confusion by a transposition of Chamunaa- 

r&ja among the Chapotkatasl The origin of this 

error probably was a clerical mistake by which 

Qh&mundaritja’s name had been left out, and after¬ 

wards been marked on the margin with an errone¬ 

ous mark of reference in the text. Later copyists 

and correctors then enteredChamunda in the wrong 

place, and altered the dates so as to agree. The 

Government copy of the Vichdrasreni says, fol. 65, 

1. 12, to fol. la, 1. 7:—tadanusamva. 8*21 varshe vai- 

6dhha sudi 2-some somachdudavavrisotpannah srtva- 

nardjah Sri anahilapuram asthdpayat tatra cha 60 

varshdni rdjyam abhukta; tatputrena yogardjena 

%ava varsha 9 rdjyam krit(a)m; tatah samvat 

891 (!) varshopavishtaSriratnddityena varsha 3 r&j* 

yam hritam || tato vadrasimhasya rdjyam varsha 

11 tatah sam. 903 upa° tatsuta hshemardjasya rdj¬ 

yam cha 13 944 varshopavishta suta CHAMUNDAm 

va 28 tatah sam. 981 || vcvrshop9 suta ghdghadasya 

rdjyam cha || 28 || 998 varshopavita sutaptardjyam 

cha || 9 ittham evam 1018 ittham chdvaddvamSesh-r 

tabhih 196 varsha^ rdjyam hritam || tad anu sam. 

1018 varshe chaulukyavamsopavishtasya dauhitra 

srimulardjyam 35 tatah || sam, 1052 varshopavishta 

suta ^KLhKmkrdjardjyam. v. 14 tatah sam. 1066 

varshe bhrdtri durlabhardjardjyam varsha 12, etc. 

The Vichdra&reni gives the following exact dates 

for (1) Jayasimha, death S. 1199. Karttika 

sudi 3; (2) Kumarap&la, abhisheka M&rgasira 

sndi 4, S. 1199, death Pausha sudi 12, S. 1229; (3) 

Ajayap&la, death Phalguna sudi 12, S. 1232; (4) 

Mfilar&ja II.,death Chaitra sudi 4, S. 1234.— 

The dates for the kings of the Yaghel4 branch have 

been taken from the Vichdra&eni. The connection 

of their first ancestor, D h a v a 1 a, with the main 

line is not clear. But he also must have been a 

Ch a u 1 u k y a, as his descendants always bear this 

family name in the inscriptions. 

MISCELLANEA. 
BARISAL GUNS, &c. 

In a manual of The District of Bdharganj by 

Mr. Beveridge, the country round the mouth of the 

Ganges, and its peculiarities, are described. In 

one passage he refers to a phenomenon in one of 

the islands out in the Bay of Bengal. 

“I questioned Khela Mag about the curious 

phenomenon known by the name of the Ba ri sal 

guns. He said that he heard them often in the 

beginning of the rains. He described the sound 

as being exactly like that of the discharge of a 

cannon, and said it appeared to have no connection 

with the tide, and that the noise was quite dif¬ 

ferent from that of the ‘ Bore,’ or of the coming in 

of the breakers. The noises appeared to come 

from the north, south, and south-west. The state¬ 

ment that they sometimes come from the north is 

important, for hitherto we have supposed that no 

one ever got to the south of them. It is because 

that they are always heard from the south that 

the natives poetically represent them as caused 

by the shutting and opening of Havana’s gate in 

Ceylon.’* Mr. Beveridge adds (p. 168), c£ The con¬ 

clusion, therefore, which I come to, is that the 

sounds are atmospheric, and in some way con¬ 
nected with electricity.” 

At p. 164 of voL Y. of the Indicm Antiquary, 

Mr. Home, in his account of Himalayan villages, 

mentions, the extraordinary and imposing sounds 

heard in the early morning amongst the mighty 

peaks,—not ascribable, he thinks, to avalanches, 
and which the natives cannot account for. 

The town of Koimbatftr, in Madras, is hacked on 

the west by a semicircle of lofty mountains, cleft in 

the centre of the arc by a lower pass, down the high 

slope above which, on the south, a white streak of 

w&uer is seen descending. This is the source of the 

Sir i v &ni, an affluent of the Bhav&niriver, which 

skirts and drains the southern watershed of the 

Nilgiris. The Sirivfinx waterfall issues from a re¬ 

markable pool or rock-basin, quite 4000 feet high on 

the mountain side, and called by the jungle people 

Mutt ukulam,£ Pearl-foot.’ The people have a 

great awe of this pool, and can hardly be persuaded 

to approach it, declaring that extraordinary and 

tremendous noises are at times heard to issue from 

it, and roll cracking amongst the mountains. 

It is declared to be bottomless, and certainly 

the longest bamboo obtainable could find no 

bottom. 

In a book of South American travel published a 

few years ago, there was an account of a tremen¬ 

dous and terrifying noise proceeding for three days 

from the interior of the vast Guiana forest- 

wilderness : there was no earthquake or volcanic 

phenomena to account for it, and the Indians could 

suggest no cause or explanation. 

Whether Mr. Beveridge’s suggestion of atmo¬ 

spheric causes and electricity will account for 

these mighty and mysterious voices from ocean, 

mountains, and forest is a question for natural 

philosophers to determine. 

M. J, W. 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL ROTES. 

BY H. J. WALHOUSE, LATE M.C.S. 

{Continued from page 42.) 

XV.—Gold treasure-trove in Madras. 

IX yoL II. of Col. Yule’s edition of the Travels 

of Mar go Polo, pp. 305-311, there is an ac¬ 

count of the once famous port of Kail, in 

Tinnivelly, near the extreme southern cape of the 

Peninsula. In Marco Polo’s time it belonged to 

Aslar, the eldest of five brother-kings who ruled 

the regions of the south. “ At this city,’5 says 

Marco, “touch all ships that come from the west 

—from Hormos, Aden, and Arabia.” Its site is j 

ascertained to have been on the Tamraparni 

river, at a spot now one and a half miles from its 

month,—of old probably nearer the sea, on a back- | 

water, whence its name {kdyal in Tamil = a 

backwater) ; and ruins of old fortifications, tem¬ 

ples, wells, tanks, everywhere for three or four 

miles along the coast, attest its ancient wealth and 

importance, while the whole plain for a mile and 

a half inland is covered with mounds, tiles, and 

broken pottery, amongst which pieces of china- 

ware are not uncommon. Diggings in those 

mounds would probably discover much of anti¬ 

quarian interest. Except the above-mentioned 

vestiges, the great and populous city has dis¬ 

appeared from the face of, the earth, its name 

surviving only in tradition, and its site till of 

late uncertain. Tutaeorin, a few miles further 

up, is now the rising and frequented port. 

Between two and three years ago a remark¬ 

able discovery of gold coin was made in the 

tract onee occupied by the ancient port. Some 

coolies, whilst digging a water-channel at some 

distance inland, dug up a large globular metal 

vessel, the lips of the mouth of which had been 

turned down and beaten together so as to close 

the opening completely. The vessel contained 

gold coins to the amount, it is believed, of some 

thousands—principally, it would seem, Muham¬ 

madan ; but the treasure was instantly divided 

amongst the finders, and almost the whole of 

it melted down! The energetic Collector of 

the province, Mr. R. K. Puckle, from whom 

I received the account, as soon as the news 

of the find oozed out and reached him, used 

all means of encouragement and persuasion to 

induce the people to bring him any of the 

coins, offering a reward for them beside their 

intrinsic value as gold; but this only increased 

the fear of the ignorant finders, and of the 

whole great treasure only about thirty pieces 

were rescued, in a manner showing how insu¬ 

perable popular suspicions are in such an affair. 

On approaching a village where it was thought 

there might be some of the coins, a little girl 

was seen running away from it carrying a small 

earthen chdtt% and happening to fall in her haste 

the chdtii broke and thirty coins rolled out, which 

appear to have been all that escaped the melt¬ 

ing-pot. It would be unsafe to estimate from 

this scanty remnant the general character of 

the whole great board, which there is reason to 

believe did amount to thousands, all gold, but the 

few that escaped were of Muhammadan coinage, 

except one piece of Johanna of Naples (a.d. 1343- 

82); from this it may be concluded that Spanish, 

Portuguese, and Venetian broad pieces, such as 

were wont to be used in the old traffic with the 

East, were not wanting in the hoard. Could hut 

the circumstances be told in which this remark¬ 

able golden treasure was amassed, concealed, and 

lost, what a strange story might be revealed! 

Of other golden finds in Madras territories, a 

large quantity of Roman gold coins was found in 

1787 near X ellur, under the remains of a small 

Hindu temple; there were many coins of Trajan, 

and several as fresh and beautiful as if just from 

the mint. (See As. Bss. vol. II. p. 332.) Five 

pieces of the Emperors were dug up at K a r u r, 

in Koimbatur, in 1806; and in the same district 

I have twice known small chaUis containing 

several hundreds of the minute spangle-like 

Hindu coins, popularly called * Shanar cash,’ 

with which all Southern India seems sown (see 

Ind. Ant vol. III. p. 101), to have been turned 

up in ploughing. I remember, too, when the 

right of excavating and searching for coin in fhe 

extensive old mud fort at Dharap uram, in 

Koimbatur, was rented out and farmed—an item 

in the district accounts—gold coins were said to 

be found there frequently* A potftxl of Roman 

aurei is also reported to have been found near 

S olapur in 1840: only a few were preserved. 

In A Pm3 as in Europe, the amount of treasure- 

trove preserved has ever been lamentably small, 

in proportion to the amount discovered. 
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The hoard in Tinnivelli was discovered in 

December 1872; its probable value is estimated 

at a lakh of rupees. The labourers divided the 
spoil, but the Tahsildar succeeded in recover¬ 

ing Rs. 8,000 worth of coin and ingots; the 

rest was quickly melted down, and all traces of 

it lost. Of the coins 31 were obtained for Go¬ 

vernment, and are now in the Madras Museum. 

The inscriptions on the whole of the coins are 

in Arabic or Kufic, with one exception,—a coin 

of Peter of Aragon, (not Johanna of Castile), 

the legend on which is in Latin in old Gothic 
characters, and reads thus*— 

“ Summa potestas est in Deo. 

P. Dei gra. Aragon, sigil. re.” surrounding 

a shield. 

“Ps. Cost. Dei gra. Aragon, sigil. reg • 
In the field an eagle. 

The P. referred to is Pedro HI., king of 

Aragon, who began to reign a.d. 1276. 

He concluded a treaty with a Sultan of the 

Mamluk Bahrite dynasty, and hence probably 

the coin- found its way to Egypt, and so to 

India. 

The coins bearing Arabic characters belong to. 

four dynasties,—the Khalifs, Atabegs, Ayub- 

ite, and Mamluk Bahrite. The coins in Kufic 

characters have not been deciphered. 
The greatest gold-find recorded in Madras 

happened in 1851, when a vast treasure was 
discovered on a hill near Kottayam, ten 

miles east of Kannanur: the native discoverers 

for a long time maintained the strictest se¬ 

crecy ; the purity of the gold attracted the 

jewellers and wealthy men, and nearly all 

were melted down for ornaments. Ho. less 

than five cooly-loads of gold coins are said 

to have been taken from this spot. Eighty or 

ninety coins came into the possession of the 

Raja of Travancore, and a larger number was 

obtained by General Cullen, the Resident. Hot 

one reached the Madras Museum. The coins 

were of the following reigns :—Augustus, Ti¬ 

berius, Claudius, Caligula, Drusus.* 

MATHURA IHSCRIPTIOHS. 

BY F. S. GEOWSE, M.A., B.C.S.' 

The Pali inscriptions, of which rubbings and 
transcripts are herewith sent, have been collect¬ 

ed within ’the last few years from different 

spots in and about the city of Mathura. The 

stones upon which they are engraved are as yet 

in my own possession, but will eventually be 

transferred to a local museum, which is now in 

course of erection. The building was commenced 
more than twenty years ago by Mr. Mark 

Thornhill, the then Collector of the district, who 

intended it as a rest-house for natives of rank 

on their occasional visits to the station. After 

some Rs. 50,000, raised by local subscription, 

had been expended, the work was interrupted by 
the Mutiny, and never resumed till 1874, when 

Sir John Strachey, the most liberal supporter 
of art and science that the Horth-West has ever 

had at its head, warmly encouraged the idea of 

its conversion into a museum, and subsequently 
sanctioned a grant-in-aid of Rs. 3,500 from pro¬ 

vincial funds. The central court was last year 
raised by the addition of an attic, and covered 

of Goins in the Government Musewn 

t l hme been able to carry out so many architecture 
wmU since I have been at Mathura that probably iu afk 
years native tradition will associate with my name ever^ 

in with a stone vault. In this (so far as con¬ 

structional peculiarities are concerned) I have 

reproduced the roof of the now mined temple of 

Harideva at Govardhan, an interesting speci¬ 

men of the eclectic style that prevailed in the 

reign of the emperor Akbar, and which so recent¬ 

ly as 1872 was in almost perfect preservation. 

The cost of these additions was Rs. 5,366. A 

portico is now being added at an estimated out¬ 

lay of Rs. 8,494 • and when the openings that 

were broken through the walls by Mr. Tborn- 

hill’s whimsical successor, with the express object 

of disfiguring his predecessor’s design, have been 
closed in with tracery, the whole will present a 

most beautiful and elaborate specimen of the 

architecture of Mathura in the nineteenth cen^ 
tury.f 

Though the cost of the building has been so 

considerable, it is only of small dimensions, the 
whole surface of the stone being covered with 

geometric and flowered patterns of the most 

artistic character. It is therefore intended to 

thing that was built about ibis period. 1 wish, therefore, to 
place on record that I am not responsible for the design 
of the portico. It is in itself very beautiful work, but it is 
quite out of place in the open air, on the side of a dusty 
road. 
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make it not a general, but simply an architectural 

■and antiquarian museum, and I hope to be able 

to arrange in it, in chronological series, speci¬ 

mens of all the different styles that have pre¬ 

vailed in tbe neighbourhood, from the reign of 

the Indo-Skythian Kanishka, in the century im¬ 

mediately before Christ, down to the present 

day, which (as befbre said) will be illustrated in 
perfection by the building itself. 

It cannot be denied that it was high time 

for some such institution to be established: for 
in an ancient city like Mathura interesting relics 

of the past, even when no definite search is being 

made for them, are constantly cropping up ; and, 

unless there is some easily accessible place to 

which they can be consigned for custody, they 

run an imminent risk of being no sooner found 

than destroyed* Inscriptions in particular, de¬ 

spite their exceptional value in the eyes of the 

antiquary, are more likely to perish than any¬ 

thing else, since they have no beauty to recom¬ 

mend them to the ordinary observer. Thus a 

pillar, the whole surface of which is said to have 

been covered with writing, was found in I860, 

in making a road on the site of the old city wall. 

There was no one on the spot at the time who 

could read it, and the thrifty engineer, thinking 

such a fine large block of stone ought not to be 

wasted, had it neatly squared and made into a 
buttress for a bridge. A base of a pillar, No. 3 

in the present series, was dug up about the same 

time, and, after being plastered and whitewashed 

was imbedded by the Collector in a gatepost he 

was then building in front of tbe Tahsili. There 

X re-discovered it only two years ago, when the 

gateway was pulled down to improve the ap¬ 

proach to the museum. Similarly No. 11 had 

been set up by a subordinate in tbe Public Works 

Department to protect a culvert on tbe high¬ 

road through cantonments. I have therefore 

thought it better to provide at once for some 

record of tbe present series, without waiting 

for an opportunity—that might never occur— 

to decipher them more completely; since a 

civilian's stay in a district is always a matter 

of much uncertainty, and if I were transferred 

before the museum was ready for their recep¬ 

tion they would probably soon be lost sight of 

altogether. 

No. 1 is from a small fragment of stone re¬ 

cently found in the compound of the Magis¬ 

trate’s court-house. This would seem to have 

been the site of an extensive Buddhist monas¬ 

tery : for in 1860, when the foundations of the 

new building were being laid, a number of large 

statues, bases of pillars, rails, and other sculp¬ 

tures were unearthed. The greater part were 

sent to the Agra museum, and the others dis¬ 

persed in various quarters. The little stone of 

which I am now writing had probably been 

thrown aside as of no value. It reads thus :— 

. . . shkasya rdjya saimatsare 28, Hemant 3 (or 
4) di . . . 

which might be translated u On the. .„ day 

of the third (or fourth) winter month in the 
28th year of the reign of.” 

The king commemorated was probably Ka¬ 

nishka ; for the end of the tail of the n is just 

visible, and other inscriptions of his were found 

on the same spot. If, however, for rdjya be read 

rdjye, it would be necessary to translate “ in the 

28th year [of some unspecified era] in the reign 

of.” And this is perhaps preferable, for although 

a reign may well have lasted twenty-eight years, 

—the number here given,—in other parallel 
inscriptions the figures run too high to be so 

interpreted. 

No. 2 is from the base of a large seated 

figure of Buddha, in red sandstone, of which 

only the crossed legs remain. This I dug up 

in one of what are called the Ohaubara mounds, 

near the Sonkh road, at the junction of the 

boundaries of the township of Mathura and the 

villages o* Bakirpur and Giridharpur. Both 

these settlements are of comparatively recent 

date, and the site seems to have been the very 

centre of the old Buddhist city. The left hand 

of the figure had rested on the left thigh, the 

right being probably raised in an attitude of 

admonition. Another mutilated figure of similar 

character, but without inscription, was found 

on the same spot, and I mention the fact since 

these are the only specimens I have .with the 

hands in this position; in all the others they 

are crossed over the feet. The inscription begins 

Mahdrdjasya JDeva-puiramja Ilimslikasya sma, 

38 gri, 1 di, 8 bhihshmya . . ha$ya . . takasya 

.Buddliasya, 

The remainder is more or less uncertain. 

General Cunningham took the word ending in 

takasya to be Tnpitakasya. If really so, the 

inscription would be specially valuable as pro¬ 

bably fixing the site of the stupas of the Abhi~ 

dhwrmOi the Sutrat and the Viwya (collectively 
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called Tripiiaka), which are mentioned by both 

the Chinese pilgrims as being at Mathura. 

No. 8 is from the base of a pillar found at 

the same place as No. 1. It is cut in bold clear 

letters which are for the most part decipherable, 

as follows:— 

Ayam kumbhaJca ddnam bhikshmam Swu 

yasya Biddha-rakshiiasya cha prahitahunam. 

Amntyam, (?) deyam dhanmna pa . . . warn. 

Sarvasa prakitahanam ary a dakshitaye hhavatu. 

The purport of which would be: “ This pillar 

is the gift of the mendicants Surya and Buddha- 

rakshita, praJriiakas. A religions donation in 

perpetuity. May it be in every way a blessing 

to the praJutahas /” 

I observe that Piof. Kern, in his “ Notes on the 

Junnar Inscriptions” (Ind. Ant vol. VI. p. 40), 

questions the probability of a bhihshu being ever 

a donor, since (as he says) monks have nothing 

to give away, all to receive. But in this place 

the reading is unmistakably clear, nor is the fact 
really at all inconsistent with Hindu usage. In 

the Mathura district I can point to two large 

masonry tanks, costing each some thousands of 

rupees, which have been constructed by mendi¬ 

cant lairdgis out of aims that they had in a 

long course of years begged for the purpose. 

The word pmMtaha, if I am right in so reading 

it, is of doubtful signification. It might mean 

eitherc messenger’ or 4 committee-man/ a com¬ 
missioner or a commissionaire. 

No. 4 is from the mound called the Kan- 

kali tila. It is cut on the upper part of a 

broken slab which has an ornamental border 

round the edge, but otherwise presents a plain 

surface. The obverse of the stone is more 

elaborately carved, and resembles the spandril 

of a doorway, with a vine-leaf scroll, and in the 

jamb the model of a triumphal oolumn support¬ 

ing’ the figure of an elephant on a bell capital 

that is surmounted by winged lions. The 
upper portions of two such pillars as that here 

represented are in existence, the one at Sankisa, 
the other in my own collection with the date 

Euvuhla Sam. 89 on the abacus : it has been 

figured in vol II. of Gen. Cunningham’s Ar¬ 

cheological Survey Reports, The first letter in 

the inscription at the back of this curious slab 
belongs to a word that has been destroyed: it is 

followed by the name of the donor in the geni¬ 

tive case, Mngalifidas. This would seem to 

be a distinctively Buddhist appellation, and 

therefore worthy of remark, since most of the 

sculptures found in this tila are of Jaina 

type. 

No. 5 is from the base of a small headless 

seated nude figure of white stone, and, to 

judge from the style of the sculpture and the 

ill-formed letters, is of no very great antiquity. 

Under it is a row of six standing figures, three 

on either side of a central chakra, Nothing is 

recorded in the inscription beyond the date; 

hut this is given both in words and figures, as 

follows :— 
Samvatsare saptapanydse 57 Eemanta tritiye 

divase trayadase. Asyapwvayam: 

that is to say, 44 In the year fifty-seven (57), 

on the thirteenth day of the third winter month.” 

It had been built up into a mud wall in the 

Manoharpur quarter of the city, and my atten¬ 

tion was first called to it by General Cunning¬ 

ham. It is curious in two ways: first*, because 

it definitely fixes, beyond any possibility of 

doubt, the value of the symbol representing 50; 

secondly, if the date is really the year 57 of the 

same era as that employed in the inscriptions of 

Kauishka and Huvishka, it is the earliest un¬ 

mistakably Jaina figure yet found in. this neigh¬ 

bourhood. I cannot, however, believe hut that it 

is comparatively modern, and if so it affords a 

strong confirmation of a theory originally broach¬ 

ed, I believe, by Mr. Thomas. He suggests 

that the Indo-Skythians using the era of the 

Seleucidae, which commenced in the 1st of Oc¬ 

tober 312 b.c., gave only the year of the cen¬ 

tury, omitting the century itself, in the same 

way as we write 77 for 1877. The theory is 
corroborated by the fact that only one of the 

Mathura inscriptions as yet found gives a date 

higher than a hundred, viz. 185 ; and this par¬ 

ticular inscription probably belongs to an entire¬ 
ly different series: for in it the division of the 

year is not into the three seasons of Grishma, 

Varsha. and Hemanta, but according to the 

Hindu calendar still in use, the month quoted 

being Paushya. It is, however, very doubtful 

; whether the era of the Seleucidae is the one in- 

! tended; it might with equal or even greater 

probability be the Kasmirian era employed by 

Kalbana in the last three books of his Rdja- 

iarahgini, and still in use among the Br&hmans 

of that country. It is otherwise called the era 

of the Saptarshis, and dates from the secular 

procession of Ursa Major, Ghaitra Sudi 1 of 
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the 26th year of the Kali-yuga, 3076 b.c.* It is 

known to be a fact, and is not a mere hypo¬ 

thesis, that when this era is used the hundreds 

are generally omitted. The chronological dif¬ 

ficulties involved in these inscriptions seem, 

therefore, almost to defy solution: the order in 

which the kings, whose names are mentioned, 

succeeded one another is uncertain; the era 

may commence either in October 312 B.c. or in 

March 3076 B.c.; and the century of the era is 

never expressed. It has occurred to me that 

the phrase asya purvayam, which is of such very 

frequent occurrence, and has never been satis¬ 

factorily explained, may possibly refer to this 

suppression of the first figures of the date. 

Ho. 6 is from a broken Buddhist rail found 

at the same place as Ho. 2. The front is 

carved with a single female figure, unusually 

well executed, and at the back were three bas- 

reliefs, the lowest of which has been lost. The 

inscription is a single line between the upper 

and middle groups, and, as it ends with the word 

ddnam, apparently records only the donor’s 

name, though what the name is I cannot exactly 

determine. 

Ho. 7 is from the base of a seated Buddha of 

very early character, with drapery falling over 

the body in a multiplicity of small folds. I re¬ 

covered it from the bed of the Jamuna, where 

it was being used by the dhobis as a washing- 

stone. The letters are so worn that the only 

words I am able to decipher are Daya-dharmma, 

and Buddha in the first line, and at the end of 

the second sarvva and again Buddha. 

Ho. 8 is from the base of a small seated figure 

with a group below it as in Ho. 5. It was found 

at the Kankali tila. Balm Rajendralala Mitra 

reads it thus •:— 

Siddhajivikasya daita-bhikshusya vihdrasya, 

and translates, “Of the monastery of Datta- 

bhikshu, who had accomplished the object of 

existence.” I should prefer to render, “May 

ifc prosper! The gift of Jivika, a mendicant; 

for the monastery.” 

Ho. 9 is from the base of a very large seated 

figure carved in red sandstone, of which nothing, 

but the feet remain. It begins Varsha-mdse 

2 divas 6, “ On the sixth day of the second month 

of the rains.” The remainder is too mnch de¬ 

faced for me to make out. 

Ho. 10 is from below a small seated nude 

figure, carved in white stone, a material which 

ordinarily indicates a more modern date. The 

inscription is in three portions, and gives the 

Sam vat year in Nagarl figures as 1134. It was 

found at the Kankali tila, which would thus seem 

to have been popularly frequented as a religious 

site for a period extending continuously over 

more than a thousand years. Either the Jains 

succeeded the Buddhists, in the same way as 

Protestants have taken the place of Catholics 

in onr English cathedrals, or the two rival sects 

may have existed together, like Greek and Latin 

Christians in the holy places at Jerusalem. 

Ho. 11, under the feet of a large seated Bud¬ 

dha in red sandstone, reads thus :— 

Mahdrdjasya Devaputrasya Huvishhasya rajya 

sam 50 He. 3 di. 2. 

It is valuable as an undoubted early example 

of the same symbol for 50, as is seen in Ho. 5. 

All these readings are tentative and imper¬ 

fect. Even so they supply matter for interest¬ 

ing speculation. But if, as I hope, they are 

supplemented and corrected, much more will, 

no doubt, he.elicited from them. 

Mathurd, February 2,1877. 

THE STORY OF KHAMBA AHD THOIBI; A MAMPURI TALE. 

TRANSLATED BT G. H. DAMANT, OEFG. POLITICAL AGENT, MANIPUR. 

In the country of Manipur thoee is a village 

-called Mayang Imphal, where there was a king 

called Yai Thongnal. He had three sons, the 

eldest called Hauram Halba, the second Hanram 

Hingal, and the youngest Hauram Tol. When 

their father died the three brothers quarrelled as 

to which should be king; but the youngest 

gained the throne, and the second brother, 

Hauram Ningai, fled to a village called Moirang, 

where the Hug, Songlel Lalthaba, succoured 

hrm, and he married a wife there and begot 

Paehelba, who begot Purelba, who slew five 

tigers in Tarbxmg. 

Songlel Lalthaba, tile king of Moirang, be¬ 

got Kekhoi Lalthaba, who had two sons, Jara- 

kong Yamba and Chingkhnfcol Haiba; the 

• See Ind. Ant toL Y. p. 28.—Er. 
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eldest, Jarathong Yamba, afterwards became 

king, and the second, Chingkhutol Haiba, was 

Jnbraja. 

King Jarathong Yamba, deeming that Pu¬ 

re! ba had become famous bj haying killed the 

tigers, gave him his own wife, Onangko Reima 

Yareltom Pokpi, and he married her and begot 

a daughter called Khamnu and a son called 

Khamba. As the king of Moixang had a great 

liJdng for Pnreiba, he gave him the lands of 

Nohgtholba, Lonoirakpa, and Khada Haiba, and 

also the salt well at Tarbxmg and the Eaga 

villages of Laxsang and Kharam Lairel; he also 

received a tribute of pepper from the Hagas. 

Purelba had formed a friendship with Thonglel 

Athoba, Eongbal Chouba Asingba, and Kabui 

Baling Maiba Kharingnang Ohumba. When 

Khamba was bom his three friends told him 

that it would be well to go to the king and ask 

Mm to give the child a name. The king told 

them to wait a little, and after some considera¬ 

tion came back and said, “ As I have made you 

wait, let ns call your son Khamba.15* The 

father was pleased with it, and gave a chei, i,e. 

two tolas9 of gold. 

Eow the king Jarathong Yamba and the 

Jnbraja Chingkhutol Haiba had no children, 

although the king had fifteen wives and the 

Jnbraja eleven,, so they went and worshipped 

the god TMngjing, but still the king had no 

child. However, Langmailing Thojamu Sang- 

nanil Khurambi, the first wife of the Jnbraja, 

bore a daughter. The king was very much 

pleased, and said, “ As I have no child, this 

daughter of my brother's will be celebrated 

above all others: let us therefore cal her ThoiU 
(i.e. i famous1}. 

One day after this, as Purelba was returning 

from the palace he fell ill, and called his two 

friends Thonglel and Chouba, and said to them, 

u % friends, I am very ill and about to die, 

therefore I wish to speak to yon. My friend 

Chouba, you have a son, Phairoichamba 

Selungbahal, and I have 'a daughter, Khamnu; 

do yon therefore make her your daughter and 

mari7 her to your son.” So saying he called 
the child and gave her away ; she was then five 

years old. Then he said to Thonglel, £< You, 

■ Mampm word khamba, means ‘to restrain, i 
make to stop/ 1 

■nl like skittles on a small seal 
1M mng m the seed of a large Hud of creeper called gtla i 
Besga!; it a propelled by the finger at a amaber of pWs« 

my friend, although you have nine wives, have 

no child ; therefore take my children, Khamnu 

and Khamba, for your own, and also take all 

my clothes, turban, dao, spear, hunting dress, war 

dress, necklaces and ornaments, and if you hear 

of any one ill-treating my children protect them 

like a father ; and do you, my friend Chouba, 

acting like a mother, protect their land and 

wood, and guard them should any one make 

them slaves or seize their cattle; and do you, 

Thonglel, be a father to them,” With these 

words Purelba died. 

After this Khamba gradually began to sit 

and walk, and when Khamnu was old enough 

to nurse her little brother her mother died, and 

Thonglel and Chouba came and burnt her body, 

and Thonglel said to Khamnu and Khamba, 

stMy children, come to my house and I will be 

your father; you have none else left to care for 

you.” But Khamnu refused to leave her father's 

house, and Thonglel then told her that her 

father on his deathbed had entrusted all his 

property to him; and, as it would be spoiled if 

it remained there, he took it all away with him. 

When he reached home he said to his wife, 

Thungselbi, <c In case I die, fall ill, or forget it, 

you remember that this property a 11 belongs to 

my friend Purelba and his wife,” But after¬ 

wards, through the miraculous power of a god, 

he forgot all about it, and so did the children. 

In the meantime Khamnu used to support her 
little brother by begging. 

One day, by the mercy of God, Khamnu 

went to beg at -the house of Eingollakpa of 

Moirang, and it happened that Thoibi had come 

there to play at kangfi and was eating with 

the other ladies of the royal family. When 

Khamnu came up, the servant at the door would 

not let her enter, saying that the ladies were at 

dinner; but just at that moment Thoibi came 

out to bathe, and seeing Khamnu asked who 

she was. Khamnu replied that she had come 

to beg, and that her name was Khamnu, and 

she was the daughter of aKumal.J Thoibi felt 

pity for her, and asked her where she lived, and 

why she came to beg, and whether she had no 

father, mother, or brother. Khamnu said she 

had no father or mother, but supported one 

t -vTAr - P™icipauy played by the Manipuri women. 
A . 6 ^nanipnris are said to be derived from four tribes 

* hmnab and Eeithei 5 they have now all 
queredtb&e ^eitliei' wMctl hdbe seems to have con- 
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young brother, and she lived in the quarter of 

Chingai. Thoibf pitying her, replied, “Let 

you and me be friends and eat together;’5 and 

she took her among the other royal ladies and 

made her eat, and gave her rice and vegetables 

for her brother, and had it well cooked, and 

told her to take home with her all the rice, fish, 

and salt that was left ; and it was as much as 

she conld carry. Thoibi then asked her brother’s 
name, and Khamnu told her it was Khamba. 

Thoibi then said, « Sister, all the royal ladies 

are going to-morrow to fish in the Logtak (a 
lake in the south of Manipur) ; come with me 
and steer my boat; but it is not proper that 

you should come among so many people with 

such ragged clothes; stop a little.” And she 

sent her servant Senu into the house and 

brought a dhuti, chadar, andpagrt for Khamba, 

and a pkaneh and chadar§ for Khamnu, and 
gave her some seZ|| as well. 

Khamnu returned home and gave the rice 

and clothes to her brother. Khamba, finding 
the food very good, asked her where she had 
got it, and she told him how she had formed a 

friendship with Thoibi, who had given her the 

food and clothes, and invited her to steer her 

boat next day when she went a-fishing; and she 

told Khamba to stay at home and guard the 

house. Early next morning the ladies of the 
royal family, with Thoibi and Khamnu, went 
down to the Logtak, and cast their nets and 
caught many fish. 

Towards evening Khamba, thinking that he 

might meet Thoibi, determined to go to the 

lake,, so he took a boat and fortunately came 

to the very place where his sister and Thoibi 

were. Directly he and Thoibi met they fell in 

love with each other, and she asked Khamnu if 

she knew who he was. The girl replied that he 

was her own brother, and turned to him and 

asked him why he had come. He said she had 
been a long time re burning, so he had come to 

meet her. His sister said she would follow, and 
he returned home. Thoibi, Khamnu, and the 

rest followed, and Thoibi gave Khamnu a great 

§ The dress of a Manipuri woman consists of a skirt 
called vkanek, worn straight across the breast under the 
armpits, a jacket called phurit, and a chadar; the two 
JLatter are often dispensed with. 

|| A small brown com used in Manipnr; about 450 go 
to the rupee. 

IT Hockey is the great nationkl mme of the Mampurls, 
whether on foot or horseback j it m played by all classes, 
from the B&ja downwards. Even now to be a good hockey- 

quantity of fish for herself and her brother to 
eat. 

Kow Thoibi had been very, much pleased with 

Khamba, and could not forget him, so she told 

Khamnu she would pay her a visit at her own 
house, and then went away, and they all went 
each to nis own house. In the evening Thoibi 

took her servant Senu with her to carry some 

food, and went to Khamba’s house. Khamnu saw 

her coming and saluted her, and Thoibi asked 
her how she and her brother managed to live. 
She replied that through their poverty they were 

forced to live by begging. Thoibi replied, “ Your 

house does not look like the house of poor 

people, hut seems to belong to some great officer: 
tell me the truth.” Khamnu said, “ My father 

was an officer under the king of Kama!,—so I 

have heard my father and mother say.” Thoibi 

was secretly rejoiced to hear that, and said, “It is 

very late, we cannot go alone; tell your brother 
to see us home.” So Khamba went with them 

and on the way he and Thoibi agreed that they 
would be betrothed, and took an oath to be 

faithful to each other, and Khamba came back 
after seeing Thoibi'home. 

Some time after this the two divisions of the 

village of Moirang played a match at hockey®f; 

Kongyamba was captain of the lower division, 
and Khamba of the upper division. Previous 

to inis, Khamba had not been renowned among 

the people, but Grod made him victorious at 
hockey, and he defeated Kongyamba, and all 

the people of the upper division were glad; and 

after this his father’s friend Hongbal Choufea 

introduced Mm to all as the son of Purelba. 

In a short time afterwards all the people 
assembled and obtained leave from the king to 

hold a festival* in honour of the god Thang- 

jing, and Kongyamba was appointed to collect 

flowers to decorate the lower division of the 

village, and Khamba to do the same for the 

upper division, and KongMl Chouba then in¬ 

troduced him to the king. Early next morning 

Kongyamba and Khamba went to pick flowers, 
as the festival was to be held on the following 

player is a sure way of rising to notice in the stats. 
* This festival is called Laihaxouba, and is still com¬ 

monly held; it is a remnant of paganism which has not 
succumbed to the Hinduism now prevailing in the country. 
The god in whose honour the festival is held is placed in. 
the midst, and all the men and women, both married and 
unmarried, dance round it gaily decked with flowers, songs 
are sung, and the village fiddlers attend. There appears io 
be very little idea of religious worship in it. 
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day. Kongyamba told Ipiamba to go tip the 
mountain, and he would remain wliere lie was; and 

Kongyamba picked haukeroif flowers, but Kham- 

ba climbed a tree and gathered mellaiJ flowers, 

and when they had done so they both returned 

home. And Thonglel, his other’s friend, called 

Khamba and gave him all Ms father’s clothes 

and ornaments, and also taught him to dance. 

When the king and all the pfeople were assem¬ 
bled for the festival, Kongyamba presented 

flowers to the deity and the king, and distributed 
the rest among the people, and Khamba did 

the same ; and the king, seeing that the flowers 

he had brought were out of season, gave Khamba 

a reward. After that the boys and girls danced, 
and the king made Khamba and Thoibi dance 
together, and all the people talked of their 

beauty. When the festival was over, the* king 

and others made obeisance to the deity, which 
was taken away, and they all returned home. 

After some time it happened that wrestling 
and running matohes were held, and Kong¬ 

yamba was chosen captain of the lower village, 

and Khamba of the upper village; there were 

fifteen competitors on either side, and the starting 

point was at Kwakta. Khamba won the race. 

Khamba and Kongyamba then wrestled to¬ 
gether, and Khamba was victorious. In jumping, 
tossing the caber, and putting the stone he was 

also successful; and the king, saying he was the 

best man, gave him a present of clothes. 

Some days after this the time came for the 

ma,ibi§ to sit at. the shrine of the god to consult 

the oracle. Now Kongyamba determined to 

kill Klamba, so he disguised himself as' the 

maibt and sat before the god, and told the king, 
“ The god declares in a dream that if yon can 
catch the bull which feeds at Ikop and offer it 
to him, your life will he long and your people 

happy.” So the king assembled all his officers 
and people, and said, “If the bull wMch feeds 
at Ikop can be caught and offered to the god, 

my life will be long; is there any among you who 

can catch it ?” As no one answered, Khamba 
came forward and sainted the king, and said he 
would undertake the task. The Hug was de¬ 

lighted to hear it, and said, If you succeed, 

I will give you my niece Thoibi in marriage; 

t A Hud of red coxcomb flower. 
X Mellai, a Hud of yellow and brown orchid; it flowers 

m October- It is one of the most handsome of the orchid 
tnbe. 

§ ‘Hie maibfz are a kind of priests, or rather priestesses: 

but the bull feeds on the lands of the king, of 

Knmal: we must send word to him.5’ So he 

sent an officer named Thangarakpa, who told 

the king of Knmal about it, and he agreed to 

let them catch the bull, and proposed that his 

friend the king of Moirang and he should go 
together to see the sight. 

So Thangarakpa returned, and the king 

ordered proclamation to be made, and the next 

day the king of Moirang and his people, and 

the king of Krnnal and his people, all assem¬ 

bled, and the two kings sat on platforms to see 

the sight. Khamba came forward and saluted 

them, and said he was ready, and he and the 

bull had a great struggle. At last he threw 

the hull down, and hound him with a rope and 

brought him to the two kings. The* king of 
Moirang was much pleased, and gave him a 

present of clothes and a gold necklace and 

bracelets. The king of Knmal asked whose son 
he was, and the other king replied, “ He is of 

your family, for he is the son of Purelba.” The 

king of Knmal said, “ Then he is my cousin, 

for Purelba was my father’s elder brother: treat 

him kindly.” The other king said, “ I have 

given him my niece Thoibi in marriage.” And 
the king of Knmal replied, “ Then you and 

I have become relations. Let us go now.” So 

they both of them went away home, and the 

bull was offered to the god of Moirang. 

In the conrse of time it was determined to 

hold a shooting match, and every one put on his 

best clothes. Kongyamba was ordered to pick 
up the arrows shot by the king, and Khamba 

those of the Jubraja. Now Thoibi had made 

a very handsome jacket, and when she heard 
that Khamba was to collect the arrows shot by 

her father she called her servant Senn and told 

her to give it to Khamba, and tell him to wear 

it next day at the festival. After she had done 

so, her father the Jubr&ja asked her where the 

jacket was, as he wished to wear it, but she 

said she had sold it and could not give it him. 

So the king and the people of Moirang went 

to the place where the archery match was held, 

and the king shot first, and Kongyamba picked 

up his arrow and gave it hack to him. Then 

the Jubraja shot, and Khamba picked up his 

for they are generally, though not always, women. They 
preside at the different.festivals, act as fortune-tellers, ana 
pretend ta^some skill in medicine. They appear to flay© 
no connection with Hinduism, hut belong to the old super¬ 
stition. 
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•arrow, but as lie was giving it back the Jubrfija 

saw that he was wearing his daughter’s jacket, 

and grew angry and said he would not give 

his daughter to him, bat to Kongyamba'. So 

he called Kongyamba and said to him, “ I will 

give you my daughter Thoibi, and you may 

bring the fruits || for the marriage in seventeen 

days to me.” When Khamba’s father’s friends 

Thonglel and Ckouba heard this, they came 

with Khamba and saluted the Jubraja and said, 

4 Do not, because you are angry, dismiss Kham¬ 

ba.” But the Jubraja answered, “ The daughter 

I have reared I have given away, there is no¬ 

thing left.” The king was inwardly displeased 

to hear it, and retired to his palace, -while the 

Jubraja and all the people returned home. 

The Jubraja called Thoibi and told her that 

he had given her to Kongyamba; but she secret¬ 

ly determined that she would not consent, and 

went to her mother, the first queen, and said, 

“ My father has given me to Kongyamba, and 

told me to marry him, against my will.” The 

queen replied, “ The king gave you to Khamba 

for having caught the ball; tell him to come 

and marry you.” So she sent word to Kham¬ 

ba by her servant Seim. Early next morning 

Khamba took some fruit from his father’s friend 

Kabui Senang Maiba, and earned it home with 

him. And the same morning Kongyamba 

brought his fruit for the marriage, but as Thoibi 

did not love him she pretended to be ill, and 

he returned home. After this, by the queen s 

advice, Khamba brought his fruit, but Thoibi did 

not go with him, as the Jubraja was angry and 

would not eat of the fruit that he had brought, 

so she put it aside carefully to give to her 

father when he was in a good humour. Meanwhile 

the Jubraja went to hunt wild beasts at Tarbul, 

but was not successful, and as he was returning 

the god Thangjing inspired him with a great 

desire to eat some of Thoibi s fruit, and when 

he reached home he asked her for some. She 

prepared the fruit which Khamha had brought, 

and gave it to him. He said, ££ My daughter, this 

fruit is very good, where did yon get it P She 

replied/ “ It is the fruit which Khamba brought, 

and which yon refnsedto eat.” At that he grew 

very-angry, and said, C£ What! have yon given 

me the fruit which I refused to eat before ? 

li It is customary in Manipur for the bridegroom, before 
the marriage, to bring a present of fruit and vegetables 
to the bride’s bouse, which is taken by her relations. It 

The Jubraja thought in his heart that Kham¬ 

ba had made his daughter mad : so he determined 

to have him beaten, and sent a servant to call 

Kongyamba secretly. Kongyamba came and 

saluted him, and the Jubraja took him aside and 

said, u Call Khamha to Khauri bazar and as¬ 

semble your friends and relations to beat him, 

for he has bewitched my daughter, whom I gave 

to you.” Kongyamba was very glad, and went 

away and assembled all his friends and relations, 

and called Khamba, and took them all to Khauri 

bazar. 
The Jubraja took secretly one of the king’s 

elephants called Gnangkharakpa Saranghalha, 

and went to the same place and said to Khamba, 

“You have spoken softly to my daughter and 

made her mad ; now if you will at once promise 

to give her up I will not heat you, hut if you 

refuse, your grave shall be in this bazar.” 

Khamba replied, c£ Jubraja, even though you do 

not love me, yet when I caught the bull yon 

and the king gave your daughter to me in the 

presence of all the people; and moreover she 

and I are betrothed, and have taken an oath to 

be faithful to each other, so I cannot give her 

up.” The Jubrfija hearing this became very 

angry, and said he would kill him. Khamba 

said, “I will abide by the constancy of your 

daughter, and will never turn my face away 

from her.” 
The Jubraja then told Kongyamba to assem¬ 

ble his men to beat Khamba, and he and all his 

men came with a rush and attacked Khamha, 

and the latter girt up Ms clothes and attacked 

them in turn without turning his face away; 

but they were so many that they overcame him 

and beat him severely, and the dust rose in 

such clouds that their bodies could not be seen. 

There were thirty of them, so that he could not 

resist them. The Jubraja became still more 

angry, and said, “ If he acts like this in my 

presence I will kill him at once; bring the ele¬ 

phant,” So the elephant was brought, and he 

ordered them to tie Khamba to its foot, and 

have him dragged up and down the bazar. So 

the men all seized Khamba, and were tying him 

to the elephant’s foot. 
How, while this was going on, Thoibf was 

asleep, but the god came to her in a dream 

appears to be considered equivalent to a formal offer of 
marriage. It is called Haejing jpum. 
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and told her that Khamba was being killed in 

the bazar. She opened her eyes and wondered 

what it was, and then she called her servant 

Senu, and took a knife in her hand and went 

out. When the Jubraja and the men who were 

tying Khamba to the elephant’s foot saw her 

they all ran away. 
Thoibi went up to the elephant and said to 

Mm, e4 Elephant, if yon kill my lover, trample me 

underfoot and kill me too,” and she took an oath 

to die under the elephant’s feet. The elephant, 

seeing she was a good woman and had taken an 

oath, lowered Ms tusks to the ground and 

trumpeted ; and she, seeing Khamba, asked the 

elephant to unloose the rope by which he was 

tied, and he did so, and she said to Khamba, 

“My dear, have you suffered all this for my 

sake ?” and they both wept. 
Meanwhile Khamba's sister Khamnu, and 

Phairoichamba, and Ms father’s friends Thonglel 

and Chouba, hearing the news, ran up from all 

sides. When they saw Khamba, Thonglel and 
Chouba both grew very angry, and said, “ Bring 

Phairoichamba with you and come to the palace.” 
So they all went and found the Jubraja sitting 

there. Thonglel said with anger, <c Who has 

beaten my son P ’ ’ Lairarhfea, with many followers, 

wearing his sword, spear,, and shield, and all 

his war dress and ornaments, burst in ; and the 

people, when they saw the numbers with him, 

and his angry looks, were all afraid. Thoibi 

told the king everything that had happened, 

and the king was much displeased when he 

heard that Khamba had been beaten, and went 

to Ms throne-room to give judgment in the 

matter. He decided that the Jubraja was - in 

fault, and forbade him to enter the palace again, 

and ordered all the men who had beaten 

Khamba to be themselves beaten. But when 

Kongyamba was about to be beaten, Khamba 

saved Mm by saying that he was not in fault,— 

all the blame was with the Jubraja. So Khamba 

and all the people returned home, and the kiilg 

ordered them to take care that Ms servant 

Khamba did not die, and told the royal doctor 

to attend him, and Thonglel and Chouba to see 

that he had proper food while he was ill, 

IT In Manipur a man’s wife and children are bis slaves, 
and he can sell them whenever he pleases, and this is often 
done. Only the other day X heard a Manipnii threaten to 
sett mm oi sm: mm m a slave because he preferred play to 
learning to read. 

One day after this her father the Jubraja said 

to Thoibi, “ For five days I have been trying to 

persuade you to marry Kongyamba ; why do 

you still persist in refusing him. ?” Thoibi 

replied, “ Both you and my uncle the king pro¬ 

mised me to Khamba when he caught the bull, 

and X have taken an oath to' be his slave; I^will 

not live with Kongyamba.” At this answer 

the Jubraja grew angry, and said, “ If you 

do not obey me, your father, I will seli^f you 

as a slave to my friend Tamurakpa at Kubbo,# 

and I will take the full price for you and spend 

it in feasting on fish.” Thoibi answered, 

44 Whatever my father says is right.” 

Early next morning the Jubraja, saying he 

would make a slave of Thoibi, called five of his 

servants and gave them orders concerning her. 
And she, seeing that her father intended to 

carry out his purpose, sent her servant Senu to 

Khamba secretly to tell him about it,—how her 

father had made a slave of her, and five men 

were appointed to conduct her to Tamurakpa. 

So Khamba went and waited quietly in the road, 

with a bamboo stick in his hand, and when he 

saw Thoibi he said sadly,44 X have nothing else to 

give you; take this stick and think of it as me.” 

So he gave her the sjick, and she went on her 

way, while he went sorrowfully home. 

When Thoibi sat down to rest by the road¬ 

side, she broke the stick into two pieces at the 

point and called God to witness that if she were 

true and faithful the bamboof should sprout, 

and she planted it there and it sprouted. Af¬ 

ter going a little further on the way she saw 

a large stone, and she said, fC If X am chaste and 

have truly chosen Khamba, may this stone be¬ 

come softand she put her, foot on it, and the 

footprint was left. When she arrived at the 

house of Tamurakpa, the five servants told her 

that she was not really sold, but that her father 

had sent her there to frighten her, and they 

asked Tamurakpa to treat her kindly, and went 

away. Tamurakpa called his daughter Chang- 

ning Khombi, and told Thoibi to make friends 

with her and live there happily. 

After three months’ time the Jubraja felt pity 

for Ms daughter, and called Ms five slaves and 

* The valley of Kubbo has now been ceded to* Burmah ; 
it formerly belonged to ‘Manipur. 

t The clump of bamboos which grew from the stick, and 
the stone with Tbodbf s footprint, are still shown, as is 
Khamba’s coat, which is kepi at Moirang, the scene of the 
story. It is said to be of gigantic size. 
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told them to fetch her back, and next morning 

he sent for Kongyamba and said to him, “ To¬ 

day my daughter Thoibi will return from 

Tammu :§ do you wait for her in the road and 

try and persuade her to go to your house. If 

she refuses and escapes from you, say no more 

to me about her, for I will not give her again.” 

Kongyamba saluted gladly and went away, and 

his father and mother and all his relations 

waited in his house, expecting Thoibi to come. 

Meanwhile he mounted his horse and took two 

servants with him, and waited in the road for 

Thoibi to come. Now Senu, the servant of 

Thoibi’s mothex*, heard the news and told Kham- 

ba secretly, and he told his sister Khamnu, 

but was undecided whether he should go to 

meet her or not. Meanwhile Tamurakpa told 

Thoibi that her father' had sent for her, and she 

must go home, and he gave her some silk and 

other presents. 

Now Thoibi, thinking Khamba would have 

heard the news, had made him a jacket and a 

full suit of clothes. Before she started she put 

on her ornaments and best clothes, and made 

obeisance to the household god of Tamurakpa, 

and prayed that she might be. united to her 

lover ; then she saluted Tamurakpa and his wife, 

and he blessed her and told her that her wish 

should be accomplished. And her friend Chang- 

ning Khombi gave her a present, and hoped she 

might succeed in her wish. So she set out with 

her father’s five slaves, and met Kongyamba 

in the road ; and, as she did not love him, she 

was sorry for it, but he was very glad, and 

tried to persuade her to go with him by saying 

that her father had given her to him. Thoibi 

pretended to be glad outwardly, and sat down 

near him, hut she put the stick which Khamba 

had given her between them, and thought of ; 

it as if it were Khamba himself, and determined 

to run away to him. At last she hit on a plan, 

and said she felt feverish. Kongyamba asked- 

how she could be cured, and she said that if 

she could mount a horse and ride it till she 

perspired she would be well. So Kongyamba 

had his horse brought, and Thoibi put the sad¬ 

dle on her head, and saluted it, and saluted all 

the gods, and prayed that they would bring her 

§ A town in the Kubbo valley. 
[j Tigers are caught in Manipur by surrounding the 

angle in which they are lying by a net, outside of which a 
>amboo palisade is built, the whole place being closely 

to Ivhamba’s house. She then mounted the 

horse and galloped him up and down, but when 

she was at some little distance she galloped 

away, and by the help of the gods, who loved 

her because she had saluted them, she arrived 

safely at Khamba’s house. He and his sister 

Khamnu received her joyfully, and he let 

Kongyfimba’s horse loose. 

Meanwhile Kongyamba, tracking the foot¬ 

prints of the horse, came to the front door and 

saw Thoibi in the verandah, and thinking that 

there would certainly be a quarrel he went 

away quietly, and told his father and mother 

how Khamba had taken Thoibi away and got 

the better of him. He said he would go next 

day to the king and demand justice. Mean¬ 

while his family remained in the house. 

Thoibi’s servants brought all the things which 

Tamurakpa had given her to Khamba’s house, 

and they all remained there that day, and word 

was sent to the Jnbraja that Thoibi was there. 

Next day, early in the morning, all the 

officers of Moirang assembled before the king 

[ to decide the dispute between Khamba and 

Kongyamba ; but while it was being heard the 

news came that a man had been killed by a 

tiger at Khonentak. Then the king said to 

Khamba and Kongyamba, “ This news has 

come while we are hearing your dispute, so 

whichever of you can kill the tiger shall have 

my niece, and let God be the witness.” They 

both agreed, and all the people were wit¬ 

nesses thereto. So the people surrounded the 

tiger, 11 and built a fence round the place where 

he was, and early the next morning the king 

and all the people went to see the sight. As 

Khamba was starting, Thoibi said to him, “ If 

I am faithful and pure, you will certainly kill 

the tiger,” and she saluted her god and re¬ 

mained at home. Khamba and Kongyamba, each 

of them taking his weapons—spear and dao— 

and two servants, went to the place where the 

tiger was. 

They saluted the king, and he gave pan to 

each of them, and told them to be careful not 

to be killed, and said if one was wounded the 

other was to protect him. The two friends then 

saluted the king ahd aH the people, and went 

surrounded by men armed with long, heavy spears; the 
tigers now-a-days are generally shot, but in former days 
it was customary to spear them. 
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into the enclosure ; and the king and the people, 

holding their tiger-spears, waited to see the 

sight. As the two entered the tiger-net the 
people raised a shout. Khamba entered on the 

north side, and Kongyamba on the south. 

Kongyamba saw the tiger first and struck at 

it with his spear, but the tiger turned it aside 

with its paw and leaped up to seize him, and 

he, thinking the tiger would certainly bite him, 

caught it by the loins, and they both struggled 

together, hut the tiger succeeded in biting* 

Kongyamba on the back of the neck. Kham¬ 

ba then came up, and the tiger seeing him went 

away, and he took Kongyamba and gave him 

to his father to he taken care of. The king 

then ordered Khamba to go in again, and he 

went to the place where the tiger was, bat when 

it saw him it ran away, and he chased it 

to strike it with his spear. The tiger ran 

round and round the enclosure, and the people 
shouted at the sight. [Now, since Thoibi 

was faithful, through the might of the god to 

whom she had prayed, the tiger was afraid of 

Khamba, and could not turn its head towards 

him, and in its efforts to escape it caught hold 

of the platform where the king was, and a great 

number of people were assembled. Khamba 

came up and put his foot on the beast’s tail, and 

when it turned to bite him he struck it in 

the open month with his spear and killed it. 

The people were all rejoiced, and presented the 

tiger to the king. Khamba’s father’s friends 

Thong!el and Chouba came to the spot, and the 

king was much pleased, and gave Thoibi to 

Khamba, and also gave him all the offices which 

Ms father held, together with a handsome pre¬ 

sent, and he and his people all went home. 

Kongyamba was taken home, where he died. 

The Jubraja was very glad, and Thoibi rejoiced 

when she heard the news, and Khamba went 

home a great man. Thoibi told Khamba he 

must be very tired, and gave him rice and vege¬ 

tables of all sorts to eat, which she had cooked 

carefully, and as she was much pleased she 
attended on him with great devotion. 

Early tlie next morning the Jubraj a took Thoibi 

home, and the king in his delight had a fine 

house built for Khamba, and looked for a lucky 

day for the marriage, and prepared everything 

that was required—slaves, horses, and cattle. 

On the appointed day the king and all the prin¬ 

cipal officers of Moirang went to the house of 

the Jubraja to be present at the wedding, and 

Khamba with his father’s friends Thongle! and 

Chouba, and his brother-in-law Pharoichamba, 

all of them wearing their ornaments, gold brace¬ 

lets and necklaces, came there too. And Thoibi 

came wearing a red phamh embroidered with 

flowers, and her dancing dress which was covered 

with bosses of gold and silver,jewels, and glass, 

so that it shone brightly ; she wore gold brace¬ 

lets and a gold necklace, and her chain of gold 

and coral fell down to her waist. The necklace 

on her bosom lighted up the place ; round her 

throat was fastened a beautiful jacket, and she 

wore a transparent scarf all bright with bosses 

of gold. Her appearance was like running 

water, and the hair on her head was like fresh 

flowers'. When Thoibi came forth to her wed¬ 

ding, her arms were like lotuses, her legs were 

as beautiful as the inside of the stalk of a 

plantain tree and were like an elephant’s tusks, 

her foot was arched as if she wore a clog, her 

colour was like turmeric, and her complexion 

like a champ aha flower ;—she came forth like the 

: full moon. All the people who had come to the 

marriage, when they saw Thoibi and Khamba, 

said they were beautiful like children of the 

gods, and were never tired of looking at them. 

When the marriage was over, the king and the 

Jubraja conducted them to their own house, 

with all the presents they had collected, and 

they saluted the king and the Jubraja, ‘ who 

blessed them and returned to the palace. 

After this Khamba gave his sister Khammi in 

marriage, and conducted her to her husband’s 

house, and gave her many slaves; &nd Thoibi 

gave her servant Senu in marriage, and gave 

her slaves; and Thoibi and Khamba lived happily 

together in Moirang. 

■CORRESPONDENCE AND MISCELLANEA. 

SANSKRIT AND ODD CANARESE INSCRIPTIONS. 

In looking again over some of Mr. Elect’s 
valuable Sanskrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, 
my attention has been recalled to a note, appended 

to the introductory number of the series at vol. I1T. 
p. 176, in which, on the faith of a report furnished 
by the late Mr. J. A. C. Boswell to the Madras Gov¬ 
ernment, he gives some account of my collection 
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of old inscriptions, abounding in mistakes. Al¬ 
though. hardly worth noticing, I consider that all 

inaccuracy should be avoided, as far as possible, 
even in trivial matters, and therefore beg to offer 
the following corrections. 

I made two collections of inscriptions,—the first 
between 1826 and 1832 in the Bekhan, the second 
between 1848 and 1854 in the Northern Sirkars. 
Each collection, when arranged and the most 
valuable ones selected, filled two folio volumes. 

Three copies were made of each : of the first or Be¬ 
khan set, one was presented to the Literary Society 
of Bombay, a second to the Literary Society of 
Madras, and the third to the Royal Asiatic Society 
of Great Britain. Judging from inquiries re¬ 
cently made, the first appears to have been 16st.# 
The third is still preserved in Albemarle Street. 
The Telugu series was likewise transcribed three 
times, and copies presented to the Madras Society, 
the Royal Asiatic Society, and the India Office 
Library. A copy of the Bekhan series, which I had 
retained for my own use, has since been presented 
to the library of the Edinburgh University, and 
is now on loan with Mr. Fleet, who makes such 
good use of it. 

My first essays in palaeography were begun in 
1826, with the aid of Mundargi Ranga R&o, a 
young Brahman attached to my office by the late 
St. John Thackeray when I was appointed Second 
Assistant to the Principal Collector and Political 
Agent of the Southern Marathd Country, in 1822. 
He was the son of Bhima Rao, a mutdlika of that 
Besai of Bambal who was hanged over his own 
gateway by the Honourable Colonel Wellesley 
(afterwards Duke of Wellington) in 1800, for firing 
on the British troops, at the same time that 
Ranihefim&r and Hffli wer“ sacked and given to 
the sword for the resistance offered to the march 
of the force sent to quell the insurrection of Dhondia 
WahUg. After the death of the Besai, Bhima Mo, 
a man of enterprise and ability, taking advantage 
of the unsettled state of the country, collected 
troops in the Peshwa’s name, and rose to consider¬ 
able eminence. His career, ho vever, was cut short 
by Bapff Gokhle, who was appointed Subhad&r 
of the Karnataka by Baji Rao, andby whom he was 
seized and put to death about 1810-11, leaving an 
infant son, Ranga Rao, on whom Gokhle conferred 
the village of Mundargi with three others iajugir* 

Mr. Thackeray, being desirous of enlisting men 
of rank into the public service, invited Ranga Rao 
to join his kcteherij and, when I joined the district, 
attached him to me as office mmisld. He was 
about my own age, a fine, high-spirited, intelligent 

* The MadrjjS set is now in fife hands of Mr. Oppert, the 
Secretary Madras literary Society, but its existence was 
unknown when the Madras Government authorized Mr. 

young man. We became great friends. He was 
well mounted and fond of sport. We shot and 
hunted together, and he entered into all my pur¬ 
suits. When I first turned my attention to the 
inscribed stones so frequent in the Southern. 
Maratha Country, we tried hard to make out their 
contents, but at first without much success. He 
then remembered that a gouidshid in one of his 
indm villages had the reputation of being a very 
learned man. He was summoned, and we found 
him to be an invaluable assistant. By our united 
efforts we gradually mastered the archaic charac¬ 
ters. I began to collect copies of kisanams by 
means first of one, afterwards of two copyists in 
my own service, carefully trained to the work of 
transcription. The Yedr inscription let in a flood 
of light. We arranged our materials. Each in¬ 
scription, of any value, by degrees fell into its 
place, and the result was embodied in the paper 
read to the Royal Asiatic Society in 1835, but 
which having been printed after my return to 
India, the following year, the proofs did not receive 
my corrections, and it thus contains several ortho¬ 
graphical errors, especially of proper names.f 

At Madras I held the subsidiary appointment 
of Canarese Translator to Government, which was 
almost a sinecure. The office establishment con¬ 
sisted of a mmisM and an English writer. The 
former, Adaki Bubha Rao, I soon found to be an 
invaluable assistant in my antiquarian pursuits. 
He was an accomplished Sanskrit, Canarese, and 
Telugu scholar, with a fair knowledge of Tamil. 
He had also a turn lor archaeological research, 
which only needed stimulus, and he soon entered 
zealously into my views. I engaged a Brahman 
named Raghappa as an itinerating copyist in my 
private service, with occasional assistance from 
one of Colonel Mackenzie’s old collectors, named 
Baktavaclialiya. The reduction of my materials 
and all my translations was made with the aid of 
Subhd Rao. Three folio volumes of these trans¬ 
lates, with much other valuable MS. matter, draw¬ 
ings, &c.» perished in a vessel laden with sugar, 
in which much of my baggage, books, &c. was 
despatched from Madras. The ship experienced 
a hurricane off the Isle of France, and shipped 
much salt water, melting the sugar, and getting 
at the tin-lined cases penetrated to their contents 

and entirely destroyed them. 
Subha Rao died shortly before T was appointed 

to Council, and R%happa some time afterwards. 
The names mentioned by Mr. Boswell had no¬ 

thing whatever to do with my antiquarian labours. 
They were public servants in the Commissioner’s 

Boswell to collect all the rough copies of my teweripts he 
could discover! 

f Conf. IwdL A.vol. I* p« 348.—Bn, 
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office. Kadambari Jagannathan was the office 
munsM or secretary. He is since dead. Vavilala 
Subha, Rao was an English copyist, a very intel¬ 
ligent man, and now Tahasildar of the Yemagu- 
dam taluka, in the Godavari district.^ Chipnri 
Jayararaadu was a mere copyist whom I engaged to 
transcribe and make fair copies for the three sets 
of my collection, prepared for distribution. Who 
Nagappa Sastri may have been I cannot imagine, 
and suspect the name is meant for R&ghappa. 

My own copies o£ the Telagn collection for the 
India Office and the Royal Asiatic Society, with 
the original copper-plates and collections of fac¬ 
similes, fortunately came home safe. 

The conclusion of my connection with my first 
assistant in archaeological investigation was sad 

and tragical. Ranga Rao died whilst I was at 
home on furlough. His son Bhxma R&o, a very 
fine, gentlemanlike lad, pame to see me at 
Madras in 1843-44, and remained with me a 
twelvemonth. I have never seen a more promis¬ 
ing youth—clever, well-disposed, and with the 
most kindly disposition. I tried, without success, 
to get him employed in Maisur or in some non- 
regulation district. The stringency of our rules 
affords small opening for native gentlemen in the 
public service. He returned to Mundargi dis¬ 
appointed. Afterwards, when the people of the 
Bekhan were disarmed, the measure was carried 
out with some harshness in his villages. He was 
vexed and chafed, and when the Mutiny broke 
out he joined his neighbour, the Nirgund chief, 
was driven into the fortress of Kopaldurg, and 
fell in the assault. 

Waites, Elliot. 
Wolfelee, Hatvick, N. B., 26th April J877. 

VEDIC SANSKRIT. 

Prof. Delbriiek of Jena, who assisted Prof. 
Grassmaim in his translation of the Rig~Veda, has 
published an essay on <f Tenses in Old Sanskrit” 
(AltinddscJie Tempuslehre). It contains a transla¬ 
tion of many intricate passages from the Rig-Veda 
and some of the Rrdhmanas, and marks a definite 
advance in our knowledge of Vedic Syntax. The 
essay forms the second number of a series pub¬ 
lished by Delbriiek and Windisch under the title 
Syntaktisehe Forschmgen.—The Academy. 

“TAZA RA TlZA NAD BA NAU” 

Sing me a lay, sweet bard, I sue * once and again, 
anew, anew I 

Seek for me wine’s heart-opening dew; once and 
again, anew, anew 1 

- \ ■£. recent ^ com mnnication from him informs me tha 
°* district, and that Jayarfimac 

®^jed as a peon in the Bapatk tfihM on Be. 

* BfekoeU’s Selections from the Poems of £f 

Close to some sweet and doll-like fair, sit-thou 
apart with cheerful air : 

Steal from that cheek the kiss that’s due; once 
and again, anew, anew ! 

S&ki, who steps with silvery limb, now has re¬ 
crossed my threshold’s rim: 

He shall my cup with wine imbrue; once and 
again, anew, anew! 

How shall life’s fruit by thee be won, if thou the 
wine-filled goblet shun p 

Quaff; and in thought thy loved one view; once* 
and again, anew, anew 1 

Ravishing-hearts, the friend I choose, eager to 
please me well doth use 

Gauds and adornments, scent and hue; once and 
again, anew, anew! 

Breeze of the morn that soon shall fleet 
Hence to that Peri’s blissful street. 
Tell thou the tale of Hafiz true; 
Once and again, anew, anew I# 

CHAMPA. 

Champa is a name which has been for a very 
long time applied to a portion of that region to 
which we give the name of Cochin-China, though 
the extent covered by the name has varied. It is 
from the Malays that western navigators adopted 
most of the geographical nomenclature of the 
Eastern Seas. And Crawfurd implies that the 
Malays gave the name of Champa to the whole of 
the most salient part of the Cambojan Peninsula, 
including a part; of the coast of the Gulf of Siam, 
as well as part of the China Sea.f It is possible 
that this usually accurate writer has here made 
a slip. But in any case the most ancient use of 
the name would seem to extend it to the Gulf of 
Siam. For there is strong reason to believe that 
both the Zaba of Ptolemy, and the Qgmf or Tsanf 
of the early Arab mariners, both of which are 
demonstrably to be placed westward of Cape Cam- 
boja, are only representative of the same name, 
Champa. It is a persistent tradition in modem 
Camboja that the Cham or Tsiam race, the proper 
people of Champa, did occupy the Cambojan soil 
before the arrival of the Khmers, who have held it, 
probably, at least since the fourth or fifth century 
of the Christian era; and M. Gamier, who gave 
great attention to these questions, has deduced 
from such data as exist, in the Chinese annals and 
elsewhere, that the ancient kingdom which the 
Chinese describe, under the name of Funan, as 
extending over all the peninsula east of the Gulf 
of Siam, was a kingdom of the Cham race. 

This well-known Persian song, however, is aot by H&fiz of 
Shiraz, though it is almost always included in his Divdn. 
Conf. Academy, Sept. 30,1876, p. 332. 
t Descriptive Dictionary. “Indian Archipelago,” sub 

voce Champa. 
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But in the mediaeval narratives of Western 
authors (e. g. Marco Polo, Priar Odoric, John 
Marignolli, Rashid-ud-din) the name Champa ap¬ 
plies to that region which is now sometimes called 
Cochin-China Proper, as distinguished from Tong- 
king, viz. the protuberant S.E. coast of the penin¬ 
sula in question, extending northward to 16° or 
17° of latitude, the position of which on the route 
to China caused its shores to be well known to 
those voyaging to that country. This, or nearly 
this, was the kingdom called in the oldest Chinese 
annals Lin-i, and afterwards, till its extinction, 
Chenching. We hear of Chfenching or Champa as 
being often at war with its neighbours, Tongking on 
the one side, and Chinla or Camboja on the other, 
and as for a time, at the end of the twelfth cen¬ 
tury, completely conquered by the latter. But it 
had recovered independence a century later, for 
Kublai KMn (1280-1290) had dealings in war and 
diplomacy with its king. According to Javanese 
annals, about the middle of the fifteenth century 
the queen of the principal sovereign of Java was 
a princess of Champa. 

The precise historical relation of this ancient 
kingdom to the modem kingdom which we call 
Cochin-China is a little difficult to disentangle. 
But this southern kingdom of Chenching or 
Champa was conquered in 1471 by the king of 
Tongking or Anam, and has never since revived. 
For though there was for a long time subsequent 
to the date named, and down to 1802, a separation 
of Tongking and Southern Cochin-China into two 
distinct kingdoms, the latter was not a revival of 
Champa, both being ruled by dynasties of Anamite 
origin. And after the conquest the name of 
Champa seems to have become restricted to the 
districts adjoining the south-eastern curve or 
the coast, and eventually to that district immedi¬ 
ately eastward of the Cambojan delta, a somewhat 
barren tract with fine natural harbours, now called 
by the Cochin-Chinese Bin h-Th uan. 

This continued to be occupied by the people 
called Chams or Tsiams, whose dominion we thus 
presume (as far as we can see light in these 
obscure histories) to have first extended over the 
whole peninsula (as Fun an); then to have been 
limited to its eastern and south-eastern shores 
(Chenching); and lastly to have been re¬ 
stricted to a small tract of those shores (modem 
Champa or Bin h-T huan). 

Here a principality of Champa long continued 
to subsist, the residence of the prince being at a 
place called Phanri, about 10 miles from the sea, 
and apparently near, if not identical with, the 
present Binh-Thudn. The Cbampas, his subjects, 
were, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

well known over the Archipelago as rovers and sea¬ 
faring people. This principality was often overrun 
by the Cochin-Chmese, but maintained itself in 
some shape of recalcitrant subjection to the latter 
till about 1820, when the Anamite king conquered 
it effectually, expelling the Champa prince and 
most of the people of the same race. 

Name.—The name Champa is Indian, like 
the adjoining Camboja and countless other 
names in Indo-China, and was probably borrowed 
from that of an ancient Hindu state and city which 
stood upon the Granges, near modern Bhagaip&r. 

Hiwen-Thsang, the famous Chinese ecclesiastical 
traveller of the seventh century, makes mention 
both of the original Gauge tic state (which he 
visited) and of the Indo-Chinese kingdom (which 
he knew only by hearsay), calling the latter Maha- 
(or “ Great5’) Champ af,—an indication, perhaps, 
of its ample dominion, either then subsisting or 
traditional, an amplitude of dominion which nearly 
all states of Indo-China have enjoyed in turn. 
Hindu titles are also distinctly traceable in the 
corruptions of the old Chinese notices of the 
names of kings, and even in one mentioned by 
Marco Polo. 

Ethnology and Religion.—The people are known 
in Camboja as Tsiams, to the Anamites asLoi 
Thuan, andT hi en g. We do not know whether 
the former name has been taken from Champa, or 
the adoption of the Indian name Champa been 
suggested by the name of the people. They have 
been in great part driven into the mountains, or 
into the Cambojan and Siamese territory, where 
a number of them are settled near the Great Lake. 
There were also old settlements of them on the 
Cambojan coast, between latitude 11° and 12°. 
The people are said to exhibit, even in language, 
strong Malay affinities, and they have long pro¬ 
fessed Muhammadanism. The books of their for¬ 

mer religion, they say, came from Ceylon, but they 
were converted to Islam by no less a person than 
*Ali himself. The statement in italics is interesting. 
For the Tongking people received their Buddhism, 
such as it is, from China; and this tradition 
marks Champa as the extreme flood-mark* of that 
great tide of.Buddhist missions and revival which 
went forth from Ceylon to the Indo-Chinese re¬ 
gions in an early century of our era, and which is 
generally connected with the isame of Buddha- 

ghosha. 
AnUguiHes.—There have been many reports of 

the existence of monuments of Indian, or Buddhist 
character in the Champa country; and Mr. Craw- 
furd saw an image of the Hindu god Ganesa which 
was brought from that country to Singapore by a 
M. Diard in 1821. But there is, we believe, 

t Julien, Pflerms Bouddhistes, HL 83. 
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nothing jet precisely known as to the monuments, 
and -indeed the late M. Gamier doubted their 
existence. There are also said to be many Mu- 
sal man structures, such as minarets and tombs, 
with Arabic inscriptions. 

The district of Champa, or Binh-Thuan, is one 
of those especially productive of eagle-wood or 
aloes-wood; and the Tsanfi, or aloes-wood of 
Champa, was one of the kinds in high repute with 
the old Arabs. The native name is Kinam. Ebony 
is also abundant. 

Mediaeval Notices.—Both these products are men¬ 
tioned by Marco Polo, who visited Champa as a 
commissioner from Kublat Khan about 1285. It 
was also visited forty years later by the Franciscan 
Odoric of Pordenone. Both travellers notice as 
prominent facts the immense family of the king, 
and the great number of domestic elephants that 
were kept. Both circumstances are still charac¬ 
teristic of most of the Indo-Chinese states. (Gamier, 
Voyage d!Exploration; Crawfurd, Mission to Siam, 
&c., and other works ; Bastian, Reise, I. and IY.; 
Mouhot’s Travels ; De Mailla,-S. Gen. de la Chine, 
tom. XII.; Bishop Louis in Jour. As. Soc. Beng., 
vols. YII. and YIIL; Tableau de la Cochin-Chine, 

&c.) H. Y * 

BIJAFUR. 

The admirers of Saracenic architecture will be 
glad to hear that the glories ofBij apu r are pro¬ 
bably not doomed to extinction. A project for 
making the city the head-quarters of the present 
Kaladgi collectorate is in favour with the autho¬ 
rities, and will, it may be hoped, be carried out 
within a few years. Many of the old civil build¬ 
ings, ruined more by Maratha savagery than by 
time, will be repaired and re-inhabited; and the 
preservation of the great monuments will pass 
from the hands of the municipality into those of a 
competent scientific officer. 

The local officers are all enthusiastic for the 
preservation of their splendid buildings; and if 
any one should object to the re-occupation of the 
Adil Shahi palaces, it may well be answered that 
1X0 government can afford to keep np as a mere 
curiosity the remains of so large a city. The 
Arhilla, or citadel, is already being cleared out; 
and the excavations have already revealed a num¬ 
ber of beautiful Hindu or Jaina pillars with in¬ 
scriptions, which are being carefully protected, and 
when read will probably contribute a good deal to 
the history of the pre-Muhammadan period in Kar- 
n&ta. At present, however, plague, pestilence, 
and famine render the city of Bijapur no place for 

amateurs or idlers, and leave very little time for 
research at the disposal of the handful of local 
officers who dwell among the tombs, like Scrip¬ 
tural lunatics, and find it quite enough for them 
to attend to the living. 

W. F. S. 

KUEUBHARS AND DOLMEN'S. 

In the Kaladgi district the Shepherd caste are 
called Kurubhars. They bury their dead, and the 
other day I came across the tomb of one only 
four years old. It was a complete miniature 
dolmen about eighteen inches every way, com¬ 
posed of four stones, one at each side, one at the reajr, 
and a capstone. The interior was occupied by two 
round stones about the size of a man’s fist, paint¬ 
ed red, the deceased reposing in his mother-earth 
below. No ancient dolmens are known in this 
(northern) part of the district, though they are, 
I believe, not uncommon in the talukas on the 
Krishna river. 

What is the meaning and derivation of K u r u- 
bhar, and is it the same word as Kuram ba> 
the name of a Nilgiri hill-tribe Pf The latter, I 
believe, is a race of dwarfs; the Shepherds here 
are- a fine breed of men; yet the difference can 
hardly be greater than that which exists among 
the Bhills. 

In his Eude Stone Monuments (p. 476) Mr. 
Fergusson hazards a conjecture that the Ku¬ 
ra m b a s of the southern hills are the remnant 
of a great and widely spread race, who may have 
erected dolmens; and the fact now noted seems 
to point in the same direction. 

W. F. S. 

NOTES ON THE MUHARRAM FESTIYAL. 

In connection with my Notes in the Indian 
Antiquary, vol. YI. page 79, a friend sends me the 
following:— 

“ I think that jou may be interested to hear that 
all the practices you mention are followed here 
(Kolhapur). That peculiar one of piercing the ears 
in front of the tCibnt is in vogue here. It is also 
common for Marathas, even of the highest families, 
such as the Chief of Mudhol, to bind a thread of 
coloured worsted round their arms and call them¬ 
selves Fakirs for that day. They also declare 
that people jump into the burning pit and come 
out unscathed, but this I have not seen and will 
not swear to. Yon don’t mention the institution 
of the NalJ Saheb, a horse-shoe or crescent on the 
top of a pole; have you not noticed it P Here the 
Hal Saheb is paraded about with music and 

foL n* PP* 32, 108, 276; vol. III. pp. 95-6. 
I Ine Lai is the shoe and representative of Husain’s 

charger, Zul Janna.—W. F. S. 
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dancing, till somebody goes into convulsions, and 
then they say that Nal Saheb has entered into his 

body.” 
W. E. S. 

IS THE SULTAN THE KHALIF ? 

Mr. Neil B. E. Baillie writes—“ The Prophet 
himself expressly declared that none could be the 
Imam, or head of his religion, but an Arab of the 
tribe of Koreish. On the faith of that declaration 
his first successor was appointed, in preference 
to a candidate set up by the people of Madinah. 
Nay, all his other generally acknowledged succes¬ 
sors down to the taking of Baghdad by the Tatars, 
and even those who were only partially acknow¬ 
ledged, such as the Khalifs of Spain, and those 
of the Fatemite and second Abbasside Dynasties, 
were all of the same tribe of Koreish. Further, 
if any one in the early ages of Muhammadanism 
had maintained 4 that a man might be promoted 
to the dignity of Imam though he was not of the 
tribe of Koreish, he would have been denounced 
as a heretic, and a Karejil, or rebel to the whole 
Musalman community. The Turks are of Tatar 
origin, and their sovereign does not, I believe, 
pretend to be an Arab of any tribe, much less 
of the tribe of Koreish. How, then, can any true 
Muhammadan acknowledge him to be the head of 

his religion, and the successor of the Prophet, and 
at the same time profess to be a follower of that 
Prophet to whom he thus in a manner gives the 

He?” 

chamArs and fankAs. 

It was among the Chamars of the Central Pro¬ 
vinces, “ the very first Aryan immigrants, ’ a sturdy 
race of cultivators who are described as the busy 
bees of the community, that Ghasi Das, a fair 
unlettered seer of visions, arose as a reformer. 
From the forest hamlet of Girod, where the Jpnk 
falls into the Mahanadi, he disappeared for six 
months, but only to be seen descending from its 
rocky eminence, at the appointed time, with a 
message to his multitude of expectant followers. 
(C Worship the one God—Satnam, the True One 
whose high-priest I am, and live as brothers,51 
was his creed, and when he died—in 1850, at the 
good old age of eighty—his son succeeded him; 
In ten years that son became a victim to his zeal in 
promulgating the doctrine of the equality of 
Brahman and Chamar, but his fate only incensed 
the Satnamis the more against Hindus, as in the 
parallel case of the Sikhs and Musalm&ns. - The 
grandchild of the founder of this faith is now high- 
priest ; but the work of initiation, by placing a neck¬ 
lace of beads on the children when they are named, 
is done by the boy’s uncle. The Satnamis have 

neither temple nor rites, scriptures nor forms of 
devotion. To name the Satnam and invoke Ms 
blessing, to visit the Mgh-priest once a year and 
offer a gift, and to keep far from them graven 
images—these constitute their faith. Socially 
they differ little from the Hindus, who slander 
them, and differ among themselves only as to the 
lawfulness of tobacco. They are divided into 
smokers and non-smokers. Some years ago the 
settlement officer of Bilaspur reported of them 
that “there is no class more loyal and satisfied 
with our rule than this community, and if it 
should happen that, like the Kolhs, they are favour¬ 
ably impressed with missionary teaching, a time 
may come when they will be a source of strength 
to our government.” A small Christian mission 
has been established among them. 

The Pankas are less known. Weavers, cul¬ 
tivators, and village watchmen, industrious and 
quiet because not claiming equality with the 
Hindus, who half acknowledge their sect, the 
Pankas worship Kabir, or the one God, who has 
often appeared incarnate on earth, and last of all 
in 1060 a.d., near Banaras, as a crying child 
struggling amid the leaves of the lotus in a tank. 
Before the weaver’s wife who rescued it, the babe 
developed into a man, revealed himself as God, 
and accompanied her home. There he wrought 
miracles, and in the period of his incarnation, from 

1060 to 1472, he became, what he is still, the weav¬ 
ers’ God all over India, under the name of 
Kabir Pant. There are to be in all forty-four such 
incarnations, ending with the reappearance of 
Kabir himself on earth. The present apostle is 
only the eleventh in the list—Parghatnam Saheb. 

He succeeded m 1856, and is supported by an 
order of priests, who, in white-peaked cloth cap, 
loose wMte tunic and loin-cloth, follow him in long 
procession two or four abreast, as he proceeds on 
his collecting tours. His head-quarters is Ka- 
warda, in Bil&spur. Like all offshoots from Hin¬ 
duism, Kabir Pantism denounces caste, and finds 
in this its popularity. The Pank&s* change to this 
faith is preserved in this favourite doggrel— 

Pani se Pank& bhai 
Budan hua- sharir 
Age jan men Pankd 
Piche D&s Kabir. 

From water sprang the Fankd, 
TTig face so bright and clear; 
At life’s early dawn a Panka 
Now worships D&» Kabir. 

Kabirpanthis and- Satnamis resemble each other 

in many respects. They avoid meat and liquor, 
they marry usually at the age of puberty, they 
ordinarily celebrate their ceremonies through the 
agency of elders of their own caste, and they bury 
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their dead. As with the Sikhs, the comparatively 
pure and noble teaching of the founders of these 
sects soon degenerates, the converts from the 
higher Hindu castes insisting on certain distinc¬ 
tions. The salt, never very pure, soon loses its 
savour. Of the best as of the worst, of the 

Brahmo as of the Sikh, the Satnami and the Kabir- 
Panti, it is true that neither the varying intui¬ 
tions of all, nor the rapt ecstasy of one, can supply 
the place of that Name which is above every 
name, of the Logos in all the fulness of the mean¬ 
ing of that word.—Friend of India, 30 th April 1874. 

BOOK NOTICES. 

Kalidasa*s <c Cakuntala,” edited by E. Pischel. 8vo. 

Kiel, 1877. (London: Triibner & Co.) 

This new edition of a work already so well 
known makes an epoch in the study of Sanskrit 
dramatic poetry, and thus the learned and most 
industrious Kiel professor’s labours especially 
deserve mention here, as being of more than usual 
interest so far as India is concerned. 

The Sakuniald has always been much read in 
India, and, owing chiefly to Sir W. Jones’s florid 
version, it has become the generally received type 
of a Sanskrit play, except among scholars,* and is 
also commonly in use as a text-book. Consider¬ 
ing its popularity, it is perhaps a matter for 
surprise that more has not been done to ascertain, 
if possible, the relative value of the several recen¬ 
sions current: for, like most Sanskrit books, the 
text exists in several recensions. Sir W. Jones, 
as was natural, took the Bengali recension; but 
the recension current in the rest of North India, 
and which is generally known as the ‘Nagari 
recension/ early supplanted the former in general 
esteem. Since then, a third recension, current in 
South India, has become known.f Prof. Pischel’s 
chief object is to give a critical edition of the Bengali 
text, and hence to show that it is not a corrupt 
text, as is generally supposed, but that it is the 
best of all. 

As regards the merits of Prof. Pischel’s book 
as a critical edition there cannot be two opinions ; 
it is in every way a masterpiece, done with great 
acuteness and regardlessness of labour. As such, 
its use should at once be made compulsory by 
candidates for the University and Government 
examinations. The old way of Sanskrit study is 
now impossible, and, if the study of that language 
and literature is to be an effectual instrument of 
culture in the Indian educational scheme for the 
future, students must be made to follow improved 
methods. Much has been done in this way by the 
Calcutta University, and still more at Bombay; 
in the Madras Presidency it is difficult, to regard 
what is done by students—and that is very little- 

otherwise than as a pure waste of time. Prom 
this point of view Prof. Pischel’s edition deserves 
as warm a recognition from those occupied in 
teaching as it is sure to meet with from scholars. 
Educationalists, by encouraging such editions as 
this, could soon meet the arguments —at present 
nearly unanswerable—of those who would exclude 
Oriental languages from the colleges and schools 
of India; they would thus also, in all probability, 
excite among their pupils a more intelligent in¬ 
terest in Sanskrit than is now displayed. 

Prof. Pischel’s second object is to show that 
the Bengali text of the SaJcuntald is the best one, 
and his edition is thus the necessary conclusion 
of his former treatises, Be Kalidasoe Qdhmitali 

recensionibus and Die Becensionen der Qakuntald. 

It is by no means go easy to pronounce an opinion 
on this part of his work as it is to recognize the 
great merits of his edition ; the problem to be 
solved is one of exceptional complication and diffi¬ 
culty even in Sanskrit literature. The general 
acceptance of the * Nagari recension’ was perhaps 
hasty, and Prof. Pischel has, by a minute consi¬ 
deration of the texts, elicited some new and im¬ 
portant facts which entitle the Bengali recension 
to more consideration than it has hitherto met 
with. He has also compared the Nagari and 
Soubh-Indian recensions of the, VihramorvaMyam,. 

and thus come to the same conclusion. It is thus 
obvious that his inferences deserve the most 
serious consideration. The results of his re¬ 
searches are that the Prakrit of the Bra vidian (or 
South-Indian) and Nagari recensions is not Sau- 
raseni, but a wild mixture of various dialects; 
also that “ it is in South India that Sanskrit dra¬ 
mas have been adulterated and abridged.” 

The first point must, as determined by so com¬ 
petent a scholar,f be accepted as an undoubted fact;.. 
Before admitting the second, I think it may rea¬ 
sonably be asked. On what principles, and to meet 
vhafc views, were the adulterations and abridg¬ 
ments made in South India? So far as I have 
been able to consider the matter, I cannot find 

# A better selection might have been made, for the stor 
is poor, and thfe more sober estimate of the literary value c 
this play is not likely to differ much from what J. Mi 
wrote in 1817 (Hist, of India, bk.II. ch. 9). 

f Pischel described this in 1873 in the Gottinge 
Nocmtichi&n. When I drew his attention to thip reeensio 

{Ain dr a Grammarians, pp. 80, 81) I was not aware of 
this fact; I can only apologize for my ignorance. 

X It- is hardly necessary to remind readers of Prof. Pis- 
chefs splendid edition of Hemaehandra’s Irdhrit Gram* 
mar. 
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any. Prakrit has been studied with great success 
in the Dekhan, and South India; Hemachandra 
and Trivikrama represent in this way the countries 
where the Nagari and South-Indian recensions 
have been current; why then should pandits in 
those parts of India have adulterated the Prakrit 
passages in Kalidasa’s text ? Again, the botany of 
Kalid&sa is strange to South India, where only a 
few of the many plants to which he alludes are 
known, but I cannot find even a single instance 
where the South-Indian text has been altered in 
this respect to suit that part of India. It also 
appears to me very unlikely that South-Indian 
pandits ever wilfully falsified texts. It is now 
more than sixteen years since I first arrived in 
South India, and during this time I have been 
personally acquainted with most of the chief pan¬ 
dits of the old school—now, alas ! to be numbered 
on the fingers. None of the many I have known 
were capable of doing anything of the kind. Dur¬ 
ing this’ period thousands of South Indian MSS. 
have passed through my hands, but I have never 
observed in them anything that would lead one to 
suspect that systematic and intentional falsifica¬ 
tions had been carried on in South India. I must, 
without any prejudice, assert these facts, for I 
fear that Prof. PischeFs words may (unintention¬ 
ally) wrong the pandits of South India. It is 
remarkable also that the South-Indian commenta¬ 
tors notice several differences in the texts; this 
would not indicate any prejudices on their part; 
clerical errors, however, cannot have given rise 
to the great differences in the three recensions. 

Anyhow, whatever may be the conclusion on 
which scholai*s will eventually agree as regards 
the respective merits of the several recensions of 
the Sahuntald, it is- impossible not to be grateful 
for the new and important facts brought to notice 
in so complete a way by Prof. Pischel, and not to 
anxiously expect his promised critical edition of 
the South-Indian text. Meanwhile, whatever may 
be urged against his inferences, it is difficult to 
resist so careful a judgment on the evidence. 

So perfect is the work that scarcely is anything 
left to object to, but, surely, 1 Mvasacaryat (p. x.) 
should be ‘ Qrinivasacarya’ the very common 

South-Indian name. 
A. Burnell, Ph.D. 

Oocmoor, Nilgiri Mills, 6th May 1877. 

Aboriginal Tribes or the Bombay Presidency. (A 
Fragment.) By the late Bev. John Wilson, D.D. 
Bombay, Government Central Press, 1876. 

So distinguished was the position which iC the 
old man eloquent” whose last (and posthumous) 

contribution to Oriental research now lies before 
us occupied among tbe scholars aud inquirers of 
Western India, that it will be by many thought 
presumption to criticize his work. Considerable 
steps, however, have been made in his favourite 
studies since he ceased to learn; and for the very 
reason that his authority is too often accepted 
without inquiry it is the more necessary that his 
“ last words.” should here he carefully reviewed. 
The present work is understood to contain so 
much of his promised contributions to the Bom- 

hay Gazetteer as could be collected by a nameless 
official editor. The title is hardly correct; for of 
61 pages altogether only 24 are devoted to tribes 
that could by any stretch of language be called 
aboriginal. The doctor enumerates only eleven of 
these; viz.:— 

(1) The Bhils (Sanskrit Bhilla), whose name 
he derives from the Dravidian word hillu = a bow, 
and connects with the name Phyllitas, ascribed 
by Ptolemy to an Indian tribe. 

(2) The Nayakadas (Naikras), who might 
indeed have been classed as a mere division of 
the Bhils. 

(3) The Gronds, a term, as he thinks, corrupted 
from' Govinda = a cowherd. This is exceedingly 
probable; the contraction is sometimes seen at 
the present day, as in the name of a tank near 
Dhulia, called Gondtir, for Govindrao. They are 
to be found, says the doctor, in the Bombay Presi¬ 
dency only in small numbers, in some of the 
forests and hills of the NarmadA This is hardly 
correct; as we have seen them as far west as 
Chalisgaon, on the G. I. P. Bailway, and heard 
of them at Malegaon, in modern N&sik. 

(4) The Kolis, or Kulis as the doctor delights 
to call them. Their name he makes out to be 
from Tcula — a clan. It may be so; but it is cer¬ 
tain that they always call themselves Kolis, 
and that the doctor is in error when he says that 
“ Kul&b& receives its name from them, meaning 
the abode of Kulis.” There are two places called 
(pace Dr. Wilson) K o 1 a b a, both sandy isletfc, 
the one of which has become an integral part of 
Bombay by the process of reclamation; while 
the other is occupied by the sea-fort of a branch 
of the pirate dynasty of Angria, and now 
gives its name to a British coHectorate. In 
each case the name is that of a grama demta 

of the fishermen,* who are, indeed Kolis by caste. 
The reader who wishes to know more of this in¬ 
teresting race will find much valuable information 
in the doctor’s article; more, perhaps, in Mr. 
Naime’s Historical Sketch of the Kmkan, and the 
writings of Dr. DaCunba. 

# Perhaps another form of &o 1 amm k—Ed* 
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(5) The Dhadias, a small community in the 

south of Surat. 
(6) The Chaudaris, settled immediately north 

of these. Both may be considered offshoots of 
the Eoli race; as may also 

(7) The Waralis, whom the doctor considers 
“ the most interesting and remarkable” of this 
family, and whom he has to a great extent made j 
his own literary property by the sketch of them j 
now before us, which, though first written and 
published many years ago, still remains the stan¬ 
dard authority on their “ beastly customs, and 
total absence of manners;” though they have 
certainly become much more settled and civilized 
in the interval. j 

(8) The Katodis or Katk&ris = catechu-ma¬ 
kers, certainly the most monkeyfied tribe of West¬ 
ern India, and better described, perhaps, in Mr. 
Hearn’s excellent Statistical Account of Koldbd. 

(9) Dubalas = weaklings, an aboriginal tribe 
of Surat and the North Konkana, reduced for¬ 
merly to serfage, from which a few are now 
emerging. 

(10) The Thakurs, whose origin the doctor 
traces to certain barons (Thdhur) of Gujarat who 
took the jungle with their followers, chiefly Kolis 
and Waralis, from the earlier Muhammadan inva¬ 
sion. His account of this race, however, is short 
and hot very accurate, as they are both more nu¬ 
merous and more respectable than he seems to 
have thought. He notices, however, the antipathy 
between them and the Brahmans, which still in part 
survives, and is hardly consistent with his account 
of their origin. 

The 11th tribe aretheRamusis, called in Shola- 
pftr Bernds, and further towards their ancestral 
Dravidian seats Bedars. A certain amount of 
interest attaches to the history of their single 
dynasty, called by Grant Duff the Naiks of Wakin- j 
kera, and later known as the Rajas of Shorapur; I 
and an excellent account of it, by the late Colonel j 
Meadows Taylor, is among the appendices to the 
fine volume of Photographs of the Antiquities of 

Dharwar and Mysore, published by the old “ West¬ 
ern India Architectural Committee.” 

The doctor, having thus disposed of the “ Jun- 
glies,” mentions next the “ depressed aboriginal 
tribes” of MMrs, Dheds, and M&ngs. The first 
two are identical, and they are generally lumped 
together u Parvaris.” 

It is obvious that this list, though valuable, 
is by no means exhaustive; but the doctor, 
or Ms editor, here leaves the aboriginals pro¬ 
perly so called, and enters upon the subject of 
wandering tribes and classes. These he divides 
into religious devotees and pilgrims, and a second 
class, or more classes, wMch we shall now never 

find out his opinion of; for the extravagant doc¬ 
trines and rites of the eccentric sects of India 
occupy all the rest of the notes which were made 
available after the writer’s death. The subject 
was so much more congenial to the missionary 
and scholar that it occupies nearly two-thirds of 
the book, and this portion is certainly, on the 
whole, as superior in quality as in quantity.- It 
is, however, occasionally marred by most atro¬ 
cious editing, as in a paragraph about the Nihilist 

Shunyavadis, which is absolutely unintelligible. 
If the doctor really wrote it, ho must have been 
prostrated by illness at the time; but the con¬ 
fusion seems rather the result of a printer’s- 
devilry, or of the careless collation of confused 
notes. The proofs, too, do not appear to have 
been corrected by a competent person. 

The doctor classes the devotees under twenty- 
one heads, each with many subdivisions. Some, as 
the Sikhs, Jainas, Vallabhdch&ryas, and Svami 
Narayanas, have made a noise in the world, and 
been fully described elsewhere. The Ramanujas, 
most numerous in the south, may perhaps be 
considered as the Vaishnava counterpart of the 
well-known Saiva Lingayats. The Ramanandis 
or Bairagts, also-Vaishnava, are often confound¬ 
ed by Europeans with the Saiva Gosains, and 
have a quaint habit of condescending to a s&heb’s 

ignorance by answering to his questions that they 
are Siid-pddns. The Dnyanadeva Pan this, or fol¬ 
lowers of the celebrated author of the DnydnM- 

vari, the Chaucer of the Marfithi tongue, do not, 
says the doctor, really constitute an organized 
body at all. But < space fails ns to examine in 
detail the mass of information, the collection of 
which was doubtless far more a labour of love to 
the lamented autho: than the reviewing of it can 
be to a lay commentator. 

W. E. S. 

The History of India, as told by its own Historians.— 
The Muhammadan Period. The posthumous papers of 
the late Sir H. M. Elliot, 3CC.B., edited and continued 
by Professor John Dowson, M.R.A.S. Vol. YII. (Lon¬ 
don : Trubner & Co. 1877.) 

This seventh volume of materials for the his¬ 
tory of India under the Muhammadans consists 
of twenty-three extracts and notices of varying 
lengths from the native histories relating to the 
reigns of Shah-JaMn, Aurangzeb, Bahadur Shah, 
Jahandar Shah, Farrukh Siyar, Raffu-d Dattla, 
and Rafi’u-d Darajafc, and of the earlier part of the 
reign of Muhammad Sh&fa,—that is from a. d. 

1627 to about 1732. Some of the twenty-three 
sections, it should be remarked, are merely bib¬ 
liographical notices of books: thus the first is a 
notice of the Pddshdh Ndma of Muhammad Amin 
Kazwini, which has been the model for most of 
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the Shdh-Jahdn-ndmas. ’Abdu-1 Hamid Lahori fol¬ 
lows its arrangement and supplies the same mat¬ 
ter, though without acknowledgment, in his Bad- 

shdh-Ndma, from which Professor Dowson gives 
67 pages of extracts. This latter work is the 

great authority for the first twenty years of the 
reign of Sh&h Jahan, and has been published in 
the original Persian in the Bibliotheca Indica. For 

the remainder of the reign 45 pages of extracts 
are given from a MS. translation of nearly the 
whole of Tnayat Khan’s Shah-Jahan-Ndma made 
by the late Major Fuller for Sir PL M. Elliot. 
The Badshdh-ndma of Muhammad Waris, the pupil 

of 5 Abdu-1 Hamid, is the completion of his mas¬ 
ter’s work, containing the history of the last ten 
years of Shah Jahan’s reign ; but, as this period 
has been pretty fully treated of in the extracts 
from Tnayat Khan’s work, only a short extract 
relating to the twenty-second year is given. A 

few pages of extracts follow bearing on the 31st 
and 32nd years of the reign, from the ’ Amal-% Salih 

of Muhammad Salih Kambd. The Shak-Jahdn- 

ndma of Muhammad Sadik Khdn is merely noticed, 

as it seems to have been followed by Khafi Khan 
in his history. From the Majdlisu-s saldUn of Mu¬ 
hammad Sharif Hanafi four short extracts are 
given, translated by a munshi for Sir H. M. Elliot 

from the only MS. he knew of—a copy in one of 
the Boyal Libraries at Lakhnau. The Tdrikh-i 

yiufazzalt of Mufazzal Khan, a general history 
from the creation down to a. t>. 1666, is represent¬ 
ed in a similarly brief way. Of the Mir-dt-i 3Alain 

and Mir-at-i Jahdn Mdma of Bakhta war Khan, 
apparently essentially one and the same work, be¬ 
ing a universal history, a table of contents is given 
and a few extracts by Sir H. M. Elliot. He dis¬ 
misses the worthless Zinatu-t Tawwrikh of Azizu- 
Hah with a notice and outline of the contents; 
from the Jbubbu-t Tawdrikh-t Hind of Bai Bhara Mai, 
he gives the contents and three pages of extracts. 
The ’Alamgir-Ndma of Mirza Muhammad Kazim, 

containing a history of the first ten years of Au¬ 
rangzeb, “ was dedicated to him in the 32nd year 
of his reign; but on its being presented,” though 
the author had been specially instructed to prepare 
it, “the Emperor forbade its continuation, and, 
like another Alexander, edicto vetuit ne quis se pin- 

geret, but not for the same reason. The Mughal 
Emperor professed, as the cause of his prohibi¬ 
tion, that the cultivation of inward piety was 
preferable to the ostentatious, display of his 
achievements.” The book is written in a style of 
courtly panegyric, and from it Sir H. M. Elliot 
and the editor supply only a few extracts. The 

* See Elphmstone’B History, p. 673- 
t Conf. Blpbinstoiie’s History, Book X. chap. i. 

Grant DufTs Mahrattas, vol. I. p. 113; Jour. R. As. Soe. f 

history of the conquest of Asam, translated from 
this work by Mr. H. Vansittarfc, appeared in 
the Asiatic Miscellany, vol. I. and Asiatic Re¬ 

searches, vol. II. (pp. 171-185), and the original 
has been printed in the Bibliotheca Indica. It has 
also been abridged in the Ma-dsir-i ’Alamgiri of 

Muhammad Saki Musta’idd Khan, which, however, 
continues the history-down to the death of ’Alam- 
gir in a.d. 1707. This latter work was edited and 
translated into English by H. Vansittarfc in 1785, 
and another version of the last forty years was made 
for Sir H. Elliot by Lieut.' Perkins, 71st HX, 
and from that translation 14 pages of extracts are 
here supplied. The Persian original has also been 
published in the Bibliotheca Indica. 'The next five 
sections are only short notices of books:—The 
Futuhdt-4 ’Alamgiri or Wdki’dt-i ’Alamgirt of Mu¬ 
hammad Ma’sthn, an account of the “ events of 
two or three yearsthe Tdrikh-i Mulk-i Ashdm, or 
account of the expedition to Asam in the 4th year 
of Aurangzeb, by Maulana Ahmad Shahabu-d din 
Talash; the Wakds? of Mirza Muhammad Hi’amat 

Khan, devoted to the siege of Golkonda; the Jang- 

ndma of the same author; and Ruka'dt-i 'Alamgiri 

or Letters of Aurangzeb.* 

We now come to perhaps the most important 
section of the hook,—322 pages of extracts from 
Mtmtakhabu-l iMbdb of Mohammad Hashim, fre¬ 
quently called Tdrikh-i Khdfi Khdn, “ a highly 
esteemed history, commencing with the invasion of 

B&bar a.d. 1519, and concluding with the fourteenth 
year of Muhammad Shah,” but ** chiefly valuable 
for containing an entire account of the reign of 
Aurangzeb, of which, in consequence of that Em¬ 
peror’s well-known prohibition, it is very difficult 
to obtain a full and connected history*” Khafi 
Khan, however, had privately compiled a minute 
register of all the events of the reign, which he 
published some years after the monarch’s death; 
and Professor Dowson has done great and good 
service by translating so largely as he has done 
from this excellent history ,f covering as it does 
the most stirring period in Maratha history, of 

Sivaji, Sambha, and Baja Bam. 
The extracts^ (28 pp.) from the Tdrikh-i Irddat 

Khdn (1706-1712 a.d.) and two letters of Aurang¬ 
zeb’s are taken from Gapt. J. Scott’s History of 

the Deccan. From Tdrikh-i Bahddwr Shdh, the 
account of Bahadur Sh&h’s reign (a.d. 1/0/-1712) 
was translated for Sir EL M. Elliot by Lieut. Ander¬ 
son, 25th 2Sf. I., but only four short extracts were 
thought worth printing. Tdrikh-i Shdh *Alam 

Bahadur Shdh by Danishmand Khan, otherwise 
called Mirza Muhammad KFi’amat KhUn* extends 

N. 8vol. III. p*. 471. The text is published in the Biblio¬ 
theca Indica. 
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only to the month of Bajab in the 2nd year of 
Bahadur's reign, and is consequently dismissed 
without an extract. 3Ihrctt-Ndma of Muhammad 
Kasim is a history of the period from the death of 
Aurangzeb to that of Kutbu-1 Mu Ik Saiyid 
’Abdu-llah, of which the editor gives the contents 
and two pages of extracts. 

This volume contains much interesting matter 
for the century of which it treats, and the editor 
informs us that “ ample and very diversified matter 
remains for the concluding volume/5 That volume 
roo. we are happy to learn, will contain a complete 

Index to the whole work,—a feature which will 
greatly enhance the value of it: we wish it could 
also contain a complete chronological table, or 
that the chronology could be incorporated in some 
way in the Index, for we often come upon state¬ 
ments of events (e.y. p. 561) taking place on a cer¬ 
tain day of a month, but without the year men¬ 
tioned ; and though the year is generally not far 
to seek, yet there are cases in which the reader 
dees not feel certain that he may not be wrong in 
his conclusion, and others in which it is very 
difficult to arrive at the year at all. 

THE 1NDIKA OF MEGASTHENES. 

{Continued from, p. 136.) 

TRANSLATED BY J. W. McCKINDLE, M.A., GOVT, COLLEGE, PATNA. 

BOOK III. 

F-Ragm. XXXII. 

Ait. hid. XI. 1-—XXL-9. Of. Epit. 40-53, and Plin. 

Hist. Nat. VI. xsii. 2, 3. 

Of the Seven Castes among the Indians. 

XI. But further; in India the whole people 

is divided into about seven castes. Among 

these are the sophists, who are not so numer¬ 

ous as the others, but hold the supreme place 

of dignity and honour,—for they are under no 

necessity of doing any bodily labour at all, or of 

contributing from the produce of their labour 

anything to the common stock, nor indeed is any 

duty absolutely binding on them except to per¬ 

form the sacrifices offered to the gods on behalf 

of the state. If any one, again, has a private 

sacrifice to offer, one of these sophists shows him 

the proper mode, as if he could not otherwise 

make an acceptable offering to the gods. To 

this class the knowledge of divination among 

the Indians is exclusively restricted, and none 

but a sophist is allowed to practise that art. They 

predict about such matters as the seasons of the 

year, and any calamity which may befall the state ; 

Fhagm. XXXIII. 

Strab. XV. 1. 39-41, 46-49,—pp. 703-4, 707. 

Of the Seven Omtes among the Indians. 

(39) Accordingto him (Megasthenes) the popu¬ 
lation of Xxidia is divided into seven parts. The 
philosophers are first in rank, bnt form the 
smallest class nr point of number. 2 Their services 
are employed privately by persons who wish to offer 
sacrifices or perform other sacred rites, and also 
publicly by the kings at what is called the Great 
Synod, wherein at the beginning of the new 
year all the philosophers are gathered together 

but the private fortunes of individuals they do 

not care to predict,—either because divination 

does not concern itself with trifling matters, or 

because to take any trouble about such is deem¬ 

ed unbecoming. But if any one fails thrice to 

predict truly, he incurs, it is said, no further 

penalty than being obliged to* be silent for the 

future, and there is no power on earth able to 

compel that man to speak who has once been 

condemned to silence. These sophists go naked1, 

living during winter in the open air to enjoy 

the sunshine, and during summer, when the 
heat is too powerful, in meadows and low 

grounds under large trees, the shadow whereof, 

Nearchos saj3, extends to five jolethra, in circuit, 

adding that even ten thousand men could be 

covered by the shadow of a single tree. They 

live upon the fruits which each season produces, 

and on the bark of trees,—the bark being no 

less sweet and nutritious than the fruit of the 
date-palm. 

After these, the second caste consists of the 

tillers of the soil, who form the most 

before the king at the gates, when any philoso¬ 
pher who may have committed any useful sug¬ 
gestion to writing, or observed any means for im¬ 
proving the crops and the cattle, or for promot¬ 
ing the public interests, declares it publicly. 3 If 
any one is detected giving false information thrice, 
the law condemns Mm to be silent for the rest of 
his life, but he who gives sound advice is ex¬ 
empted from paying any taxes or contributions. 

(40) The second caste consists of the husband- 
m e n, who form the bulk of the population, and are 
in disposition most mild and gentle. They are 
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numerous class of the population. They are nei- | 

ther furnislied with arms, nor have any military J 

duties to perform, hut they cultivate the soil and 

pay tribute to the kings and the independent 

cities. In times of civil war the soldiers are 

not allowed to molest the husbandmen or ravage 

their lands : hence, while the former are fight¬ 

ing and killing each other as they can, the latter 

may be seefi close at hand tranquilly pursuing 

their work,—perhaps ploughing, or gathering 

in their crops, pruning the trees, or reaping the 

harvest. 

The third caste among the Indians consists 

of the herdsmen, both shepherds and neat¬ 

herds ; and these neither dwell in cities nor in 

villages, but they are nomadic and live on the 

hills. They too are subject to tribute, and this 

they pay in cattle. They scour the country in 

pursuit of fowl and wild beasts. 

XII. The fourth caste consists of handi¬ 

craftsmen and retail-dealers. They 

have to perform gratuitously Certain public ser¬ 

vices, and to pay tribute from the products of 

their labour. An exception, however, is made 

in favour of those who fabricate the weapons of 

war,—and not only so, but they even draw 

exempted from military service, and cultivate 
their lands undisturbed by fear. They never go 
to tovm, either to take part in its tumults, or for 
any other purpose. 5 It therefore not unirequent- 
Iy happens that at the same time, and in the 
same part of the country, men may be seen drawn 
up in array of battle, and fighting at risk of their 
lives, while other men close at hand are ploughing 
and digging inperfect security, having these soldiers 
to protect them. The whole of the land is the 

property of the ‘king, and the husbandmen till 
it on condition of receiving one-fourth of the 

produce. 
(41)6 The third caste consists of h e r d s m e nand 

hunters, who alone are allowed to hunt, and to 
keep cattle, and to sell draught animals or let them 
out on hire. In return for clearing the land of 
wild beasts and fowls which devour the seeds 
sown in the fields, they receive an allowance of 
grain from the king- They lead a wandering life 

and live under tents. 
Fragm. XXXVX follows here. 

[So much, then, on the subject of wild animals. 

We shall now return to Megasthenes, and resume 

from where we digressed.] 
(46)7 The/ottr^ class, after herdsmen andhunters. 

pay from the state. In this class are included 

shipbuilders, and the sailors employed in the 

navigation of the rivers. 

The fifth caste among the Indians consists of 

the warriors, who are second in point of 

numbers to the husbandmen, but lead a life of 

supreme freedom and enjoyment. They have 

only military duties to perform. Others make 

their arms, and others supply them with 

horses, and they have others to attend on them 

in the camp, who take care of their horses, 

clean their arms, drive their elephants, prepare 

their chariots, and act as their charioteers. As 

long as they are required to fight they fight, ard 

when peace returns they abandon themselves 

to enjoyment,—the pay which they receive from 

the state being so liberal that they can with ease 

maintain themselves, and others besides. 

The sixth class consists of those called s u p'e r- 

intendentsr* They spy out what goes on in 

country and town, and report everything to- the 

king where the people have a king, and to the 

magistrates where the people are self-governed, 

and it is against use and wont fiw these to give 

in a false report;—hut indeed no Indian is 

accused of lying. 

consists of those who work at trades, of those who 
vend wares, and of those who are employed in 
bodily labour. Some of these pay tribute, and 
render to'the state certain prescribed services. 
But the armour-makers and shipbuilders receive 
wages and their victuals from the king, for whom 
alone they work. The general in command of the 
army supplies the soldiers with weapons, and the 
admiral of the fieefc lets out ships on hire for the 
transport both of passengers and merchandize. 

(47) T he fifth class consists of fighting men, 
who* when not engaged in active service, pass their 
time in idleness and drinking. They are main¬ 
tained at the king's expense, and hence they are 
always ready, when occasion calls, to take the 
field, for they carry nothing of their own with 

them but their own bodies. 
(48) The svxth class consists of the overseers* 

to whom is assigned the duty of watching all that 
goes on, and making reports secretly to the king. 
Some are entrusted with the inspection of the 
city, tod others with that of the army. The 
former employ as- their coadjutors the courtezans 
of the city, and the latter the courtezans of the 
camp. The ablest and moat trustworthy men are 
appointed to fill these offices. 

# flhrnnffk i see- Ind. Ant voh T. p. 267. 
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The seventh, caste consists of the coun¬ 

cillors of state, who advise the king, or 

the magistrates of self-governed cities, in the 

management of public affairs. In point of num¬ 

ber this is a small class, but it is distinguished 

by superior wisdom and justice, and hence enjoys 

the prerogative of choosing governors, chiefs 

of provinces, deputy-governors, superintendents 

of the treasury, generals of the army, admirals 

of the navy, controllers, and commissioners who 

superintend agriculture.f 

The custom of the country prohibits inter¬ 

marriage between the castes:—for instance, 

the husbandman cannot take a wife from the 

artizan caste, nor the artizan a wife from the 

husbandman caste. Custom also prohibits any¬ 

one from exercising two trades, or from changing 

from one caste to another. One cannot, for 

instance, become a husbandman if he is a herds¬ 

man, or become a herdsman if he is an artizan. 

It is only permitted that the sophist be from any 

caste : for the life of the sophist is not an easy 

one, but the hardest of all. 

Eragm. XXXIV. 

Strab. XY. 1. 50-52,—pp. 707-709. 

Of the administration of public affairs. 

Of the use of Horses and Elephants. 

(Fragm. XXXIII. has preceded this.) 

(50) Of the great officers of state, some have 

charge of the market, others of the city, others of 

the soldiers. Some superintend the rivers, mea¬ 

sure the land, as is done in Egypt, and inspect the 

sluices by which water is let out from .the main 

canals into their branches, so that every one may 

have an equal supply of it. 2The same persons 

have charge also of the huntsmen, and are en¬ 

trusted with the power of re warding or punishing 

them according to their deserts. They collect the 

taxes, and superintend the occupations connect¬ 

ed with, land, as those of the woodcutters, the 

carpenters, the blacksmiths, and the miners. 

sThey construct roads, and at every ten stadiaj 

set up a pillar to show the by-roads and dis¬ 

tances. *Those who have charge of the city are 

divided into six bodies of five each. The mem¬ 

bers of the first look after everything relating to 

the industrial arts. Those of the second attend 

to the entertainment of foreigners. To these 

they assign lodgings, and they keep watch over 

their modes of life by means of those persons 

whom they give to them for assistants. They escort 

them on the way when they leave the country, or, 

in the event of their dying, forward their pro¬ 

perty to their relatives. They take care of them 

when they are sick, and if they die bury them. 

5The third body consists of those who inquire- 

when and how births and deaths occur, with 

the view not only of levying a tax, but also in 

order that births and deaths among both high 

and low may not escape the cognizance of Gov¬ 

ernment. 6The fourth class superintends trade 

and commerce. Its members have charge of 

weights and measures, and see that the products 

in their season are sold by public notice. No 

one is allowed to deal in more than one kind of 

commodity unless he pays a double tax. 7The 

fifth class supervises manufactured articles, 

which they sell by public notice. What is new 

is sold separately from what is old, and there 

is a fine for mixing the two together. 8The 

sixth and last class consists of those who col¬ 

lect the tenths of the prices of the articles sold. 

Eraud with regard to this tax is punished with 

death. 

9 Such are the functions which these bodies 

separately discharge. In their collective capa¬ 

city they have charge both of their special de¬ 

partments, and also of matters affecting the 

general interest, as the keeping of public build¬ 

ings in proper repair, the regulation of prices, 

The seventh class consists of the councillors 
and assessors of the king. To them belong the 
highest posts of government, the tribunals of 
justice, and the general administration of public 
affairs. 12 No one is allowed to marry out of his 

f The Greek writers "by confounding some distinc¬ 
tions occasioned by civil employment with those arising 
from that division have increased the number (of classes) 
from five (including the handicraftsman or mixed class) 
to seven. This number is produced by their supposing the 
king’s councillors and assessors to form a distinct class 
from the Brahmans; by splitting the class of Taisya into 
two, consisting of shepherds and husbandmen; by introduc¬ 
ing a caste of spies; and by omitting the servile class alto- 

own. caste, or to exchange one profession or 
trade for another, or to follow more than one 
business. An exception is made in favour of the 
philosopher, who for his virtue is allowed this pri¬ 
vilege. 

gether. With these exceptions the classes are in the state 
described by Menu, which is the groundwork of that still 
subsisting.—Elphinstone’s History of India, p. 236, 

X From this it would appear that ten stadia were equal 
to some Indian measure of distance, which must have been 
the krdsa or fcosu. If the stadium be taken at 202£ yards, 
this would give 20221 yards for the kos, agreeing with the 
shorter kos of 4,000 baths, in use in the Panjab, and till 
lately, if not still, in parts of Bengal.—Ed. 
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the care of markets, harbours, and temples. 

aoXext to the city magistrates there is a third 

governing body, which directs military affairs. 

This also consists of six divisions, with five 

members to each. One division is appointed 

to cooperate with the admiral of the fleet, an¬ 

other with the superintendent of the bullock- 

trains which are used for transporting en¬ 

gines of ‘war, food for the soldiers, provender 

for the cattle, and other military requisites. 

They supply servants who beat the drum, and 

others who carry gongs; grooms also for the 

horses, and mechanists and their assistants. 

To the sound of the gong they send out foragers 

to bring in grass, and by a system of rewards 

and punishments ensure the work being done 

with despatch and safety. xlThe third division 

has charge of the foot-soldiers, the fourth of 

the horses, the fifth of the war-chariots, and the 

sixth of the elephants. 12There are royal 

stables for the horses and elephants, and also 

a royal magazine for the arm#, because the 

soldier has to return his arms to the maga¬ 

zine, and his horse and his elephant to the 

stables. 18They use the elephants without 

bridles. The chariots are drawn on the march 

by oxen,14 but the horses are led along by a 

halter, that their legs may not be galled and 
inflamed, nor their spirits damped by drawing 

chariots. 15In addition to the charioteer, there 

are two fighting men who sit up in the chariot 

beside him. The war-elephant carries four 

men—three who shoot arrows, and the driver. § 

(Eragm. XXVII. follows.) 

Eragm. XXXV. • 
JEHan, Hist. Anim. XIII. 10. 

Of the use of Horses and ’Elephants. 

Of. Eragm. XXXIV. 13-15. 

When it is said that an Indian by springing 

forward in front of a horse can check his speed 

, Fragm. XXXVII. 
Arr. Ind. ch. 13-14. 

(Eragm. XXXII. comes before this.) 

Of Elephants. 

XIII. The Indians hunt all wild animals in 
the same way as the Greeks, except the elephant, 
which is hunted in a mode altogether peculiar, 
since these animals are not like any other animals. 
2 The mode may be thus described:—The hunters 
having selected a level tract of arid ground,, dig a 

The fourfold division of the army (horse, foot, edicts, 
and elephants! was the same as that of" Menu, j but btraDo 

and hold him hack, this is not true of all Indians, 

but only of such as have been trained from bov- 

hood to manage horses; for it is a practice with 
them to control their horses with bit and bridle, 
and to make them move at a measured pace and 

in a straight course. They neither, however, 

gall their tongue by the use of spiked muzzles, 
nor torture the roof of their mouth. The pro¬ 

fessional trainers break them in by forcing 

them to gallop round and round in a ring, es¬ 

pecially when they see them refractory. Such 

as undertake this work require to have a strong 

hand as well as a thorough knowledge ox 

horses. The greatest proficients test their skill 

by driving a chariot round and round in a 

ring; and in. truth it would be no trifling 

feat to control with ease a team of four high- 

mettled steeds when whirling round in a circle. 

The chariot carries two men who sit beside the 

charioteer. The war-elephant either in what 

is called the tower, or, actually on his bare back, 

carries three fighting men, of whom two shoot 

from the side, while one shoots from behind. 

There is also a fourth man, who carries in his 

hand the goad wherewith he guides the animal, 

much in the same way as the pilot and captain 

of the ship direct its course with the helm. 

Eragm. XXXVI. 

Strab. XV. 1. 41-43,—pp. 704-705. 

Of Elephants. 

Conf. Epit. 54-56. 
(Fragm. XXXIII. 6 has preceded this.) 

* A private person is not allowed to keep either 

a horse or an elephant. These animals are held 

to be the special property of the king, and 

persons are appointed to take care of them. 

* The manner of hunting the elephant is this. 

Bound a hare, patch of gronnd is dug a deep 

trench about five or six stadia in extent, and 

over this is thrown a very narrow bridge which 

trench aU round it, enclosing as much space as 
would suffice to encamp a large army. They 
make the trench with a breadth of five fathoms 
and a depth of four. But the earth which they 
throw ant in the process of digging they heap up 
m mounds op both edges of the trench, and use 
it as p wall. Then they make huts for themselves 
by excavating the wall .on the outer edge of Hie 
trench, and in these they leave loopholes, both to 
admit light, and to enable them to see when their 

makes a serfage division, by adding the commissariat and 
naval department/* 
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gives access to the enclosure. 8 Into tins en¬ 

closure are introduced three or four of the best- 

trained female elephants. The men themselves 

lie in ambush in concealed huts. 4 The wild 

elephants do not approach this trap in the day¬ 
time, but they enter it at night, going in one 

by one, 5 When all have passed the entrance, 
the men secretly close it up ; then, introducing 

the strongest of the tame fighting elephants, 

they fight it out with the wild ones, whom at 

the same time they enfeeble with* hunger. 

6When the latter are now overcome with fa¬ 

tigue, the boldest of the drivers dismount un¬ 

observed, and each man creeps under his own 

elephant, and from .this position creeps under 

the belly of the wild elephant and ties his 

feet together. 7 When this is done they incite 

the tame ones to beat those whose feet are tied 

till they fall to the ground. They then bind 

prey approaches and enters the enclosure. z They 
next station some three or four of their best- 
trained she-elephants within the trap, to which 
they leave only a single passage by means of a 
bridge thrown across the trench, the framework 
of which they cover over with earth and a great 
quantity of straw, to conceal the bridge as much 
as possible from the wild animals, which might 
else suspect treachery. The hunters then go out 
of the way, retiring to the cells which they ha d 
made in the earthen wall. * Xow the wild elephants 
do not go near inhabited places in the day-time, 
but during the night they wander about every¬ 
where, and feed in herds, following as leader the 
one who is biggest and boldest, just as cows follow 
the bulls. As soon, then, as they approach the 
enclosure, and hear the cry and catch scent 
of the females, they rush at full speed in the 
direction of the fenced ground, and being ar¬ 
rested by the trench move round its edge until 
they fall in with the bridge, along which they 
force their way into the enclosure. 3 The hunt¬ 
ers meanwhile, perceiving the entrance of the 
wild elephants, hasten, some of them, to take 
away the bridge, while others, running off to the 
nearest villages, announce tfeat the elephants are 
within the trap. The villagers, on hearing the 
news, mount their most spirited and best-trained 
elephants, and as soon as mounted ride off to the 
tn*p; but though they ride up to it they do not 
immediately engage in a conflict with the wild 
elephants, but wait till these are sorely pinched by 
hunger and tamed by thirst. When they think 
their strength has been enough weakened, they 
set up the bridge anew. and ride into the trap, 

i the wild ones and the tame ones together neck: 

to neck with thongs of raw ox-hide. 8 To pre¬ 

vent them shaking themselves in order to throw 

off those who attempt to mount them, they make 

cuts all round their neck and then put thongs 

of leather into the incisions, so that the pain 

obliges them to submit to their fetters and to 

remain quiet. From the number caught they 

reject such as are too old or too young to be 

serviceable, and the rest they lead away to the 

stables. Here they tie their feet one to another, 

and fasten their necks to a firmly fixed pill a*, 

and tame them by hunger. 10After this they 

restore their strength with green reeds and 

grass. They next teach them to be obedient, 

which they effect by soothing them, some by 

coaxing words, and others by songs and the 

music of the drum. 11 Few of them are found 

difficult to tame, for they are naturally so mild 

when first a fierce assault is made by the tame 
elephants upon those caught in the trap, and 
then, as might be expected, the wild elephants, 
through loss of spirit and faintness from hunger, 
are overpowered. 6 On this the hunters, dismount¬ 
ing from their elephants, bind with fetters the 
feet of the wild ones, now by this time quite 
exhausted. 7 Then they instigate the tame ones to 
beat them with repeated blows, until their suffer¬ 
ings wear them out, and they fall to the ground. 
8 The hunters meanwhile, standing near them, slip 
nooses over their necks and mount them while yet 
lying on the ground; and, to prevent them shak¬ 
ing off their riders, or doing mischief otherwise, 
make with a sharp knife an incision all round 
their neck, and fasten the noose round in the 
incision. By means of the wound thus made they 
keep their head and neck quite steady; for if they 
become restive and turn round, the wound is 
galled by the action of the rope. They shun, 
therefore, all violent movements, and, knowing 
that they have been vanquished, suffer themselves 
to be led in fetters by the tame ones. 

XIV. 9 But such as are too young, or through the 
weakness of their constitution not worth keeping, 
their captors allow to escape to their old haunts ; 
while those which are retained they lead to the 
villages, where they give them at first green stalks 
of com and grass to eat. 10 The creatures, however, 
having lost all spirit, have no wish to eat; bat the 
Indians, standing round them in a circle, soothe and 
cheer them by chanting songs to'the accompaniment 
of the music of drums and cymbals, 11 for the ele¬ 
phant is of all brutes the most intelligent. Some of 
them, for instance, have taken up their riders when 
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and gentle in their disposition that they approx¬ 

imate to rational creatures. Some of them take 

up their drivers when fallen in battle, and 

carry them off in safety from the field. Others, 

when their masters have sought refuge between 

their forelegs, have fought in their defence and 

saved their lives. If in a fit of anger they 

kill either the man who feeds or the man who 

trains them, they pine so much for their loss 

that they refuse to take food, and sometimes 

die of hunger. 

12 They copulate like horses, and the female 

casts her calf chiefly in spring. It is the season 

for the male, when he is in heat and becomes 

ferocious. At this time he discharges a fatty 

substance through an orifice near the temples. 

It is also the season for the females, when the 

corresponding passage opens. 18 They go with 

young for a period which varies from sixteen to 

eighteen months. The dam suckles her calf 

for six years. 14 Most of them live as long as 

men who attain extreme longevity, and some live 

over two hundred years. They are liable to many 

distempers, and are not easily cured. 15 The 

remedy for diseases of the eye is to wash it with 

cows’ milk. For most of their other diseases 

draughts of black wine are administered to them. 

For the cure of their wounds they are made to 

swallow butter, for this draws out iron. Their 

sores are fomented with swine’s flesh. 

Fragm XXXYIIX. 
iElian, Hist. Anim. XIII. 7- 

Of the diseases of Elephants. 
(Cf. Fragm. XXXVI. 15 and XXXVII. 15-1 

The Indians cure the wounds of the elephants 

which they catch, in the manner following:— 

They treat them in the way in which, as good old 

Homer tells us, Patroklos treated the wound of 

Eurypylos,—they foment them with lukewarm 

water. || After this they rub them over with but¬ 

ter, and if they are deep allay the inflammation by 

applying and inserting pieces of pork, hot but 

still retaining the blcod. They cure ophthalmia 

with cows’ milk, which is first used as a foment¬ 

ation for the eye, and is then injected into it. 

The animals open their eyelids, and finding they 

can see better are delighted, and are sensible of 

the benefit like human beings. In proportion as 

Siam in battle and carried them away for burial; 
others have covered them, when lying on the ground, 
with a shield; and others have borne the brunt of 
battle in their defence when fallen. There was one 
even that died of remorse and despair because it had 
killed its rider in a fib of rage. lltf [I have myself 
actually seen an elephant playing on cymbals, 
while other elephants were dancing to his strains: 
a cymbal had been attached to each foreleg of the 
performer, and a third to what is called his trunk, 
and while he beat in .turn the cymbal on his trunk 
he beat in proper time those on his two legs. 
The dancing elephants all the while kept danc¬ 
ing in a circle, and as they raised and curved their 
forelegs in turn they too moved in proper time, 

following as the musician led.]^f 
ia rpke elephant, like the bull and thehorse, engen¬ 

ders in spring, when the females emit breath 
f "ough the spiracles beside their temples, which 
op'm at that season. 13 The period of gestation is 
at shortest sixteen months, and never exceeds 
eighteen. The birth is single, as in the case of 
the mare, and is suckled till it reaches its eighth 
year. 14 The elephants that live longest attain an 
age of two hundred years, but many of them die 
prematurely of disease. If they die of sheer old 
age, however, the term of life is what has been 

|| See Iliad, bk. XI. 845. _ 
«j[<( The modem mode of catching and training elephants, 

with all its ingenious* contrivances may be learned from 

stated. 15 Diseases of their eyes are cured by 
pouring cows’ milk into them, and other distempers 
by administering draughts of black wine; while 
their wounds are cured by the application of 
roasted pork. Such are the remedies used by the 

Indians. 
[Fragm. XXXVII. B.] 

iElian, Hist Anim. XII. 44. 

Of Elephants. 

(Cf. Fragm. XXXVI. 9-10 and XXXVII. 9-10 

init c. XIV.). 

In India an elephant if caught when full-grown is diffi¬ 

cult to tame, and longing for freedom thirsts for blood. 

Should it he bound in chains, this exasperates it still more, 

and it will not submit to a master. The Indians, however, 

coax it with food, and seek to pacify it with various things 

for which it has a liking, their aim being to fill its stomach 

and to soothe its temper. But it is still angry with them, 

and takes no notice of them. To what device do they then 

resort P They sing to it their native melodies, and soothe 

it with the music of an instrument in common use which 
has four strings and is called a sMndapsos. The creature 

now pricks up its ears, yields to the soothing strain, and its 

anger subsides. Then, though there is an occasional out¬ 

burst of its suppressed passion, it gradually ferns its eye to 

its food. It is then freed from its bonds, but does not seek 

to escape, being enthralled with the music. It even takes 
food eagerly, and, like a luxurious guest rivefeed to the 

festive board, has no wish to go, from its love of the music. 
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their blindness diminishes their delight over¬ 

flows,* and this is a token that the disease has 

been cured. The remedy for other distempers 

to which they are liable is black wine; and if 

this potion fails to work a cure nothing else can 

save them. 

Fragm. XXXIX. 
Strab. XV. 1. 44p. 706. 

Of Gold-digging 'Ants* 

Megasthenes gives the following account of 

these ants. Among the Derdai, a great tribe 

of Indians, who inhabit the mountains on the 

eastern borders,+ there is an elevated plateau J 
about 3,000 stadia in circuit. Beneath the 

surface there are mines of gold, and here ac-. 

cordingly are found the ants which dig for that 

metal. They are not inferior in size to wild 

foxes. They run with amazing speed, and live 

by the produce of the chase. The time when 

they dig is winter. § They throw up heaps of 

earth, as moles do, at the mouth of the mines. 

The gold-dust has to be subjected to a lit tie boil¬ 

ing. The people of the neighbourhood, coming 

secretly with beasts of burden, carry this off. If 

they came openly the ants would attack them, 

and pursue them if they fled, and would destroy 

both them and their cattle. So, to effect the rob¬ 

bery without being observed, they lay down in 

several different places pieces of the flesh of 

wild beasts, and when the ants are by this de¬ 

vice dispersed they carry off the gold-dust. 

This they sell to any trader they meet with|| 

while it is still in the state of ore, for the art of 
fusing metals is unknown to them, 

Fragm. XL. 
Arr. Ind. XV.-5-7- 

Of Gold-digging Ants. 

But Megasthenes avers that the tradition 
about the ants is strictly true,—that they are 

gold-diggers not for the sake of the gold itself, 

* See Ind. Ant. vol. IV. pp. 225 seqg. -where cogent argu¬ 
ments are adduced to prove that the 4 gold-digging ants1 
were originally neither, as the ancients supposed,-real ants 
nor, as so many eminent men of learning have supposed! 
larger animals mistaken, for ants on account of their ap¬ 
pearance and subterranean habits, hut Tibetan miners, 
whose mode of life and dress was in the remotest antiquity 
exactly what they are at the present day. 

+ These are the Dardae of Pliny, the Daradrai oi 
Ptolemy, and the Daradas of Sanskrit literature. “ The 
Dards are not an extinct race. According to the accounts 
of modern travellers, they consist of several wild and pre¬ 
datory tribes dwelling among the mountains on the north- 
west frontier of Kasmir and by the hanks of the Indus.5 
Ind. Ant. loc. cit. 

T |^Y^le-knd of Chojotol, see Jour. R. Geog. Soc 
voL XXXIX. pp. 140 seqq.—Ed. 

§ “The minea® of Thok-Jalung, in spite of the cold 
pareter working m winter; and the number of their tents 

but because by instinct they burrow boles in the 

earth to lie in, just as the tiny ants of our own 

country dig little holes for themselves, 6 only 

those in India being larger than foxes make 

their burrows proportionately larger. But the 

ground is impregnated with gold, and the In¬ 

dians thence obtain their gold. [7 Now Megas¬ 

thenes writes what he had heard from hearsay, 

and as I have no exacter information to give I 

willingly dismiss the subject of the ant.j^f 

[Fragm. XL. B.] 

Dio Chrysost. Or. 35,—p. 436, Morell. 

Of Ants which dig for gold. 

(Of. Fragm. XXXIV. and XL.) 

They get the gold from ants. These creatures are larger 
than foxes, but are in other respects like the ants of our 
own country. They dig holes in the earth like other ants. 
The heap which they throw up consists of gold the purest 
and brightest in all the world. The mounds are piled up 
close to each other in regular order like hillocks of gold 
dust, and all the plain is made effulgent. It is difficult, there¬ 
fore, to look towards the sun, and many who have attempted 
to do this have thereby destroyed their eyesight. The 
people who are next neighbours to the ants, with a view to 
plunder these heaps, cross the intervening desert, which is 
of no great extent. They are mounted on wagons to which 
they have yoked their swiftest horses, and arrive at noon, 
a time when the ants have gone underground. They at 
once seize the booty, and make off at full speed. The ants, 
on learning what has been done, pursue the fugitives, and 
overtaking them fight with them till they conquer or die, 
for of all animals they are the most courageous. It hence 
appears that they understand the worth of gold, and that 
they will sacrifice their lives rather than part with it. 

Fragm. XLI. 

Strab. XV. 1. 58-60,—pp. 711-714. 

Of the Indian Philosophers. 
(Fragm. XXIX. has preceded this.) 

(58) Speaking of the philosophers, he (Megas¬ 

thenes) says that such of them as live on the 

mountains are worshippers of Dionusos, show- ' 

ing as proofs that he had come among them the 

wild vine, which grows in their country only, 

and the Ivy, and the laurel, and the myrtle. 

which in summer amounts to three hundred, rises to 
nearly six hundred in winter. They prefer the winter, as 
the frozen soil then stands well, and is not likely to trouble 
them much by falling in.55—Id. 

]| Tco rvxovn rav ip.rr6p<ov. If the different reading 
r°v tv)(6vtos rols e/XTro'pot? be adopted, the rendering is. 
“ They dispose of it to merchants at any price/5 

JT Of. Herod. III. 102-105; Arrian, Andb. V. 4. 7; AElian, 
Mist. Anim. III. 4; Clem. Alex. Peed. II. p, 207; Tzetz. 
GUI. XII. 330-340; Pfin. Mist. Nat. XI. 36, XXXIII. 21 : 
Fropert. III. 13.5; Pomp. Mel. VII. 2 ; Isidor. Orig. XII. 3 ; 
Albert Mag. Re Animal. T. VI. p* 678, ex subdititiis 
Alexandri epistolis,* Anonym. Re Monstris et Belluis, 259, 
ed. Berger de Xivrey; Philostratus, Vit. Apollon. VI. 1; and 
Heliodorus, 2Eth. X. 26, p. 495 ; also Gildemeister, Script, 
Arab, de reb. Ind. p. 220-221, and 120; Busbeqnius, Lego- 
tionis Turcica Epist. IV. p. 144, or Thaunus XXIV. 7, 
p. 809.—Schwanbeck, p. 72. 
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and tlie box-tree, and other evergreens, none 

of which are found beyond the Euphrates, ex¬ 

cept a few in parks, which it requires great 

care to preserve. They observe also certain 

customs which are Bacchanalian. Thus they 

dress in muslin, wear the turban, use perfumes, 

array themselves in garments dyed of bright 

colours ; and their kings, when they appear in 

public, are preceded by the music of drums and 

gongs. But the philosophers who live on the 

plains worship Herakles. [These accounts are 

fabulous, and are impugned by many writers, 

especially what is said about the vine and 

wine. For the greater part of Armenia, and 

the whole of Mesopotamia and Media, onwards 

to Persia and Karmania, lie beyond the Eu¬ 

phrates, and throughout a great part of each of 

these countries good vines grow, and good 

wine is produced.] 

(59) Megasthenes makes a different division 

of the philosophers, saying that they are of two 

kinds—one of which he calls the Brachmanes, 

and the other the Sarmanes.* The Brach- 

manes are best esteemed, for they are more 

consistent in their opinions. From the time of 

their conception in the womb they are under 

the guardian care of learned men, who go to 

the mother and, under the pretence of using 

some incantations for the welfare of herself and 

her unborn babe, in reality give her prudent 

hints and counsels. The women who listen most 

willingly are thought to be the most fortunate in 

their children. After their birth the children are 

under the care of one person after another, and as 

they advance in age each succeeding master is 

more accomplished than his predecessor. The 

philosophers have their abode in a gro *re in front 

of the city within a moderate-sized enclosure. 

They live iu a simple style, and lie on beds of 

rushes or (deer) skins. They abstain from 

animal food and sexual pleasures, and spend 

their time in listening to serious discourse, amt 

in imparting their knowledge to such as will 

listen to them. The hearer is not allowed tv 

speak, or even to cough, and much less to spit, 

and if he offends in any of these ways he is cast 

out from their society that very day, as being 

a man who is wanting in self-restraint. After 

living in this manner for seven-and-thirty years, 

each individual retires to his own property, where 

he lives for the rest of his days in ease and secu¬ 

rity.*!* They then array themselves in fine muslin, 

and wear a few trinkets of gold on their fingers 

and in their ears. They eat flesh, but not tlmt of 

animals employed in labour. They abstain from 

hot and highly seasoned food. They marry as 

many wives as they please, with a view to hare 

numerous children, for by having many wives 

greater advantages are enjoyed, and, since they 

have no slaves, they have more need to have 

children around them, to attend to their wants. 

The Brachmanes do not communicate a know¬ 

ledge of philosophy to their wives, lest they 

should divulge any of the forbidden mysteries 

to the profane if they became depraved, or lest 

they should desert them if they became good 

philosophers : for no one who despises pleasure 

and pain, as well as life and death, wishes to be 

in subjection to another, but this is characteris¬ 

tic both of a good man and of a good woman. 

Death is with them a very frequent subject 

of discourse. They regard this life as, so to 

speak, the time when the child within the 

womb becomes mature, and death as a birth 

into a real and happy life for the votaries of 

philosophy* On this account they undergo 

much discipline as a preparation for death. 

They consider nothing that befalls men to be 

either good or bad, to suppose otherwise being 

a dream-like illusion, else how could some be 

affected with sorrow, and others with pleasure, 

by the very same things, and how could the 

* “Since the word 'Sappavas (the form used by Cle- 
rriATia of Alexandria) corresponds to the letter with the 
Sanskrit word gramma (i.e. an ascetic), it is evident that 
the forma Tappavas and Tcppavas, which are found in all 
the MSS. of Strabo, are incorrect. The mistake need not 
surprise ns, since the 2A when closely written together 
differ little in form from the syllable FA. In the same 
way Clement’s * AXXojStoi most be changed into Strabo’s 

XojStot, corresponding with the Sanskrit VamapmstJm 
“ the man of the first three castes who, after the term of 
Ms honseholdersMp hm expired, has entered the tod 
dsrama or order, and has proceed to a. life m the 
woods (V&nay ”—Schwanbeek, p. 46* H. H. Wilson, Gloss. 
“ It is a capital question,” he adds, who the Samian® 

are, some considering them to be Buddhists, end others 
mying them to be such. Weighty arguments am adduced 
i both sides, but the opinion of those s«ms to aroroach 
>&rer the truth who contend that they were Ba&dhxsto. # 
f “A mistake (of the Greek writers) cpgmato* sn their 
noranceof the fourfold division of a Br&bmaa s life. Thw 
im speak of men who had been for, many 
arrymgand returning to common life (aHadrnf probably 
► a student who, having completed the anstenfcies of the 

■st period, becomes a hous&olte): Mphtostorj8 

inters erroneously ™ « IU w" „ 
silence and aspect, making it 

stead in all cases to thirty-seven, which ss the greatest 
ge to which Mann (chap. HI. sec. 1) peanuts it m any 
aseto be protracted. 
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same tilings affect the same individuals at dif¬ 

ferent times with these opposite emotions ? 

Their ideas about physical phenomena, the 

same author tells us, are very crude, for they are 

better in their actions than in their reasonings, 

inasmuch as their belief is in great measure 

based upon fables ; yet on many points their 

opinions coincide with those of the Greeks, for 

like them they say that the world had a begin¬ 

ning, and is liable to destruction, and is in shape 

spherical, and that the Deity who made it, and 

who governs it, is diffused through all its parts. 

They hold that various first principles operate 

in the universe, and that water was the prin¬ 

ciple employed in the making of the world. In 

addition to the fonr elements there is a fifth 

agency, from which the heaven and the stars 

were produced. J The earth is placed in the 

centre of the universe. Concerning generation, 

and the nature of the soul, and many other 

subjects, they express views like those main¬ 

tained by the Greeks. They wrap up their 

doctrines about immortality and future judg¬ 

ment, and kindred topics, in allegories, after 

the manner of Plato. Such are his statements 

regarding the Brachmanes. 

(60) Of the Sarmanes§ he tells us that 

those who are held in most honour are called 

the Hylobioi.|| They live in the woods, 

where they subsist on leaves of trees and wild 

fruits, and wear garments made from the bark 

of trees. They abstain from sexual intercourse 

and from wine. They communicate with the 

kings, who consult them by messengers regard- 

ing the causes of things, and who through them 

worship and supplicate the deity. Next in' 

Frjlom. XLII. 
Clem. Alex. Strom. I. p. 305 D (ed. Colon. 1688). 

That the Jewish race is by far the oldest of 
all these, and that their philosophy, which has 
been committed to writing, preceded the philo- 
sophy of the Greeks, Philo the Pythagorean shows 
by many arguments, as does also Aristoboulos 
the Peripatetic, and many others whose names 
I need not waste time in enumerating. Megas¬ 
thenes, the author of a work on India, who lived 
with SeleukosNikator, writes most clearly 
on this point, and his words are these:—“ All that 

has been said regarding nature by the ancients is 

asserted also hy philosopher's out of Go*eece, on the 

one part in India by the Brachmanes, and on the 

other in Syria by the people called the Jews.3' 

Fbagm. XLII. B. 
Euseb. Fray. E<iu IX. 6,—pp. 410 C, D (ed. Colon. 1688). 

Ex Clem. Alex. 

Again, in addition to this, further on he writes 
thus :— 

“ Megasthenes, the writer who lived with Se- 
leukos Nikator, writes most clearly on this point 
and to this effect‘ All that has been said,’ ” &c. 

Fragm. XLII. C. 
CyrilL Contra Julian. TV. (Opp. ed. Paris, 1638, T. VI. 

p. 134 AL Ex Clem. Alex.®ff 

Aristoboulos the Peripatetic somewhere writes 

X Ak&sa, * the ether or sky/ 

__1*5aSrne? from distinct separation hei 
Brachmanes and the Sannanes, as well i 

SK?k* 
gjasgiwgas-aRss-atass 
■mdu •wtam.iK,,**,, u, Lagsen 0he^.3^l%rK 

to this effect “ All that has been said,” 
&c. 

Fragm. XLIII. 

Clem. Alex. Strom. X. p. 305, A, B. (ed. Colon. 1688). 
Of the Philosophers of India. 

[Philosophy, then, with all its blessed advantages to man, 
flourished long ages ago among the barbarians, diffusing its 
light among the Gentiles, and eventually penetrated into 
Greece. Its hierophants were the prophets among the Egyp¬ 
tians, the Chaldseans among the Assyrians, the Druids among 
the Gauls, the Sarmanaeans who were the philosophers 
of the B alrlrians and the Kelts, the Magi among the 
Persians, who, as you know, announced beforehand the 
birth of the Saviour, being led by a star till they arrived 
in the land of Judsea, and among the Indians the Gymno- 
sophists, and other philosophers of barbarous nations.] 

There are two sects of these Indian philoso¬ 
phers—one called the S a rm iinai and the other 
the Brachm&nai. Connected with the Sarmanai 
are the philosophers called the Hylobioi,* who 
neither live in cities nor even in houses. They 
clothe themselves with the bark of trees, and sub¬ 
sist upon acorns, and drink water by lifting it to 
their mouth with their hands. They neither marry 
nor beget children [like those ascetics of our own 
day called the Enkratetai. Among the Indians are 
those philosophers also who follow the precepts 
of Boutta,f whom they honour as a god ou ac¬ 
count of his extraordinary sanctity.] 

f-* •L/_~ contends that the description agrees better with 
the Brahman, ascetics* See Schwaribeck, p. 45ff. and Las- 
sen Ind. Alterth. (2nd ed). II. 705, or (1st ed) JI.700.-Eb. 

II See note* page 243. 
If “In this passage, though Cyril follows Clemens, he 

wrongly attributes the narrative of Megasthenes to Aristo- 
yhe Peripatetic, whom Clemens only praises.”— 

Schwaubeck, p. 50. 
? reading of the MSS is Allobioi. 
T v. 1. Bowa.—The passage admits of a different ren- 

nf< TJ5?ey ^t5ie Hylobioi) are those among the Indians 
who follow the precepts of Boutta.” Colebrooke in his 06- 
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honour to the Hylobioi are the physicians, since 
they are engaged in the study of the nature of 
man. They are simple in their habits, but do not 
live in the fields. Their food consists of rice and 
barley-meal, which they can always get for the 
mere asking, or receive from those who enter¬ 
tain them as guests in their houses. By their 
knowledge of pharmacy they can make mar¬ 
riages fruitful, and determine the sex of the 
offspring. They effect cures rather by regulat¬ 
ing diet than by the use of medicines. The 
remedies most esteemed are ointments and plas¬ 
ters. All others they consider to be in a great 
measure pernicious in their nature.§ This class 
and the other class practise fortitude, both by 
undergoing active toil, and by the endurance of 
pain, so that they remain for a whole day mo¬ 
tionless in one fixed attitude. || 

Besides these there are diviners and sorcerers, 
and adepts in the rites and customs relating to 
the dead, who go abont begging both in villages 

and towns. 
Even such of them as are of superior culture 

and refinement inculcate such superstitions re¬ 
garding Hades as they consider favourable to 
piety and holiness of life. Women pursue phi¬ 
losophy with some of them, but abstain from 
sexual intercourse. 

Fragm. XL3X, XLIIL 
See ante, p. 544. 

Fragm. XLIV. 
Strab. XT. 1. 68,—p. 718. 

Of Kalanos and Mandanis. 
Megasthen&s. however, says that self-destruc¬ 

tion is not a dogma of the philosophers, but 

servations on the Sect of the Jains, has quoted this passage 
froru Clemens to controvert the opinion that the religion 
and institutions of the orthodox Hindus are more modem 
tbn-u the doctrines of Jina and of Buddha. “ Here,” he 
says, “ to my apprehension, the followers of Buddha are 
clearly distinguished from the Bu«chmanes and Sarmanes. 
The latter, called Germanes by Strabo, and Sanaanseansj 
by Porphyrius, are the ascetics of a different religion, 
and may have belonged to the sect of Jina, or to another. 
The Braehmanes are apparently those who are described by 
Philostratus and Hierocles as worshipping the sun; and 
by Strabo and by Arrian as performing sacrifices for the 
common benefit of the nation, as well as fox individuals ... 
They are expressly discriminated from the sect of Buddha 
by one ancient author, and from the Sarmanes or S&ma- 
useans (ascetics of various tribes) by others. They are de¬ 
scribed by more than one authority as worshipping thejsun, 
As performing sacrifices, and as denying the etamty of the 
world, and mn^nfftirn-ng other tenets incompatible with the 
supposition that the sects of Buddha or Jina could be 
meant. Their manners and doctrine, as described by 
these authors, are quite conformable with the notions aid. 
practice of the orthodox Hindus. It may therefore be 
confidently inferred that the followers of the Vedas fiour- 

tbat such as commit tbe act arc regarded as 
foolhardy, those naturally of a severe tem¬ 
per stabbing themselves or lasting themselves 
down a precipice, those averse to pain dtown- 
ing themselves, those capable of enduring 
pain strangling themselves, and those of 
ardent temperaments throwing themselves into 
the fire. Xal ano s was a man of thi» stamp. 
He was ruled by bis passions, and became a 
slave to the table of Alexander.^ He is on 
this account condemned hy Ids countrymen, but 
Man danis is applauded because when mes¬ 
sengers from Alexander invited him to go to the 
son of Zeus, with the promise of gifts if he com¬ 
plied, and threats of punishment if he refused, he 
did not go. Alexander, he said, was not the son 
of Zeus, for he was not so much as master of 
the larger half of the world. As for himself, 
he wanted none of the gifts of a man whose 
desires nothing could satiate; and as for his 
threats he feared them not: for if he lived, India 
would supply him with food enough, and if he 
died, he would be delivered from the body of 
flesh now afflicted with age, and would he trans¬ 
lated to a better and a purer life. Alexander ex¬ 
pressed admiration of the man, and let him. 
have Ms own way. 

Fragm. XLV. 
Arr. TILiL 6-9. 

Of Kalanos and Mandanis, 
This shows that Alexander was by no means 

beyond understanding what is “ the better,” but 
in fact he was completely overmastered by the 
passion for glory. When he arrived at Taxi la 
and saw the Indian gymnosophists, he felt a 

isbed in Tnflm when it was visited by the Greeks under 
Alexander, and continued to flourish from the rime of 
Megasthen&s, who described them in the fourth century 
before Christ, to that of Porphyrins, who speaks of than, on 
later authority, in the third century after Christ.” 

§ t( The habits of the physicians,” Ekhinstone remarks, 
u seem to correspond with those of Br&hmans of the fourth 
stage.” 

|| “ It is indeed,” says the same authority, “aremarkable 
circumstance that the religion of Buddha, should never have 
been expressly noticed by the Greek anthorst, though it had 
existed fb’' two centuries before Alexander. The only ex¬ 
planation is that the appearance end maimers of its fol¬ 
lowers'were not so peculiar as to enable a foreigner to 
distinguish them from the ma*s of the people.” 

KaSanos followed the Makredonmi anny from Tsadla, 
and when afterwards taken ill bavntMmself on a funeral pyre 
ixx the presence of the whole Makedonian army, without 
evincing any sympfepm of pain. & real name, aOMcdsng 
to Plutarch, was Sp&e% and he received the name Kalanos 

the Greeks because in saluting persons he used the 
form sake instead of the Greek xMp€- What Plutarch 
here calls sake is probably the Sanskpt form Mfyista, 
which is commonly used in addressing a person, and 
signifies ‘good* Just*or dMiagoi*^ 
Itictionary. (X Samana is the F&li farm of the older &ramana.) 
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desire to converse with one of these men, be¬ 

cause lie regarded their fortitude with admira¬ 

tion. The eldest of these sages, with -whom the 

others lived as disciples with a master, and 

whose name was Dandanis, not only refused 

to go himself, hut forbade any of the others to 

do so. He is said to have returned this answer, 

that if Alexander was the son of Zens, then he 

too was the son of Zeus as well, and that he 

wanted none of the things which Alexander 

possessed, as he was quite contented with what 

lie had. He noticed, he said, that those who 

were wandering with Alexander over so many 

lands and seas gained no good by it all, while 

at the same time there was no end to their many 

wanderings. He coveted, therefore, nothing 

BO< 

Fragm. XLVI. 

Strab. XT. I. 6-8,—pp. 686-683. 

That the Indians had never been attacked hj 

others, nor had themselves attacked others. 
(Cf. Epit. 23.) 

6. But what just reliance can we place on the 

accounts of India from such expeditions as those of 

which it was in Alexander’s power to bestow, 

nor did he fear any restraint which he could 

possibly impose upon him : for if he lived, India 

would yield him as much food as he required, 

and if he died, he would be delivered from his 

ill-assorted companion the body. Alexander 

accordingly did not attempt to force him to act 

in opposition to his inclinations, appreciating 

his spirit of independence.* But he prevailed 

upon Kalanos, one of their number, whom Me- 

gasthenes for that reason condemns for his 

want of firmness, and the rest of the sages re¬ 

proached Kalanos with folly, for leaving the 

happiness they imagined they had, and ac¬ 

knowledging any other master except the su¬ 

preme God. 

C IV. 

Kuros and Semiramis ?f Megasthenfe concurs in 

this view, and recommends his readers to put no 

faith in the ancient history of India. Its people, 

he says, never sent an expedition abroad, nor was 

their country ever invaded and conquered except 

by Herakles and Dionusos in old times, and by 

the Makedonians in our own. Yet Sesostris 

Fbagm. XLVII. 

Arr. Ind. V. 4-12. 

Thai the Indians had never been attached by others, 
nor had themselves attached others. 

Well, then, this same Megasthenes informs us 
that the Indians neither invade other men, nor 
do other men invade the Indians ; for Sesost ris 
the Egyptian, after having overrun the greater 
part of Asia, and advanced with his army as far 
as Europe, returned home; and I danthursos 
the Skuthian, issuing from Skuthia, subdued many 

nations of Asia, and carried his victorious arms 
even to the borders of Egypt; and Semiramis, 
again, the Assyrian queen, took in hand an 
expedition against India, but died before she could 
execute her design ; and thus Alexander was the 
only conqueror who actually invaded the country. 
And regarding Dionusos many traditions are 
current of his having also made an expedition into 
India, and subjugated the Indians before the days 
of Alexander. But of Herakles tradition has but 
little to say. Of the expedition, on the other hand 

® For an account of Alexander’s interview with the 
Gynmosopkists see Plutarch’s Alexander, Go. 
t 4‘ The expedition of Semiramis as described by Dio¬ 

dorus Siculus (II. 16-18), who followed the Assyrian a 
of Ktesias, has almost the character of a legend abounding 
with puerilities, and is entirely destitute of those geogra¬ 
phical details which stamp events with reality. If this 
expedition is real, as on other grounds we may believe it to 
he, some traces will assuredly be found of it in the cunei¬ 
form inscriptions of Nineveh, which are destined to throw 
so much unexpected light on the ancient history of Asia. 
It lias already been believed possible to draw from these 
inscriptions the foundations of a positive chronology which 
will fully confirm the indications given by Herodotus as 
to the epoch of Semiramis, in fixing the epoch of this 
celebrated queen in the Sfch century of our era—an epoch 
which is quite in harmony with the data which we possess 
from other sources regarding the condition of the North- 
West of India after the Tedie times. 

u Kyros, towards the middle of the 6th century of our 
must also have carried Ms arms even to the Indus. 

Historical tradition attributed to him the destruction of 
Kdpisa, an important city in the upper region of the 
Ixoph^g (Flm, XI. 23); and in the lower region the 
Assakemans and the Asiakenians, indigenous tribes of 

Gandara, are reckoned among his tributaries (Arrian, 
Indika, I. 3). Tradition further recounted that, in return¬ 
ing from his expedition into India, Kyros had seen his 
whole army perish in the deserts of Gedrosia (Arr. Awto. 
VI. 24.2). The Persian domination in these districts has 
left more than one trace in the geographical nomenclature. 
It is sufficient to recall the .iame of the Khoasp&s, one 
of the great affluents of the Kdphds. 

# “ Whatever be the real historical character of the expedi¬ 
tions of Semiramis and Kyros, it is certain that their con¬ 
quests on the Indus were only temporary acquisitions, 
since at the epoch when Dareios Hystaspes mounted the 
throne the eastern frontier of the empire did not go 
beyond Arakhosia (the Haraqadti of the Zend texts, the 
Haraouvatis of the cuneiform inscriptions, the Arrokhadj 
of Musalman geography, the provinces of KandahAr and 
of Ghazni of existing geography)—that is to say, the parts 
of Afghanistan which lie east of the Sulim&n chain of 
mountains. This fact is established by the great trilingual 
inscription of Bisoutoun, which indicates the last eastern 
countries to which Dareios had carried his arms at the 
epoch when the monument was erected. This was before 
he had achieved his well-known conquest of the valley of 
the Indus.”—St. Martin, B'tude surla GdogrcvpMeGrecque 
et Latine de VInde, pp. 14 seqq. 
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the Egyptian J and Tearkon the Ethiopian ad¬ 

vanced as far as Europe. And Nabukodrosor,§ 

who is more renowned among the Clialclseans 

than even Herakles among the Greeks, carried 

his arms to the Pillars,|| which Tearkon also 

reached, while Sesostris penetrated from Iberia 

even into Thrace' and Pontes. Besides these 

there was idanthnrsos the Sknthian, who over¬ 

ran Asia as far as Egypfc.f Bat not one 

of these great conquerors approached India, 

and Semiramls, who meditated its conquest, 

died before the necessary preparations were 

undertaken. The Persians indeed summoned 

tkeHudraka i* from India to serve as mer¬ 

cenaries, but they did not lead an army into the 

country, and only apj>roached its borders when 

Karos marched against theMassagetai. 

Of Dionusos and Her aides. 

7. The accounts about Herakles and 

Dionusos, Megasthenes and some few au¬ 

thors with him consider entitled to credit, [hut 

the majority, among whom is Eratosthenes, 

consider them incredible and fabulous, like the 

stories current among the Greeks.] 

8. On such grounds they called a particular 

race of people Knssaians, and their city Xussa/r 

which Dionusos had founded, and the moun¬ 

tain which rose above the city M e r o n, assigning 

as their reason for bestowing these names that 

ivy grows there, and also the vine, although its 

fruit does not come to perfection, as the clusters, 

on account of the heaviness of the rains, fall off 

the trees before ripening. They further called 

theOxu drakai descendants of Dionusos, be¬ 

cause the vine grew in their country, and their 

processions were conducted -with great pomp, 

and their kings on going forth to war and on 

other occasions marched in Bacchic fashion, with 

drums heating, while they were dressed in gay- 

coloured robes, which is also a custom among 

other Indians. Again, when Alexander had 

captured at the first assault the rock called 

Aoruos, the base of which is washed by the In¬ 

dus near its source, Ms followers, magnifying the 

affair,affirmed that Herakles had thrice assaulted 

the same rock and had been thrice repulsed. % They 

said also that the S i b a e were descended from 

those who accompanied Herakles on his expedi- 

which Bacchus led, the city of X u s s a is no mean 

monument, while Mount M e r o s is yet another, 

and the ivy which grows thereon, and the 
practice observed by the Indians themselves of 

marching to battle with drums and cymbals, and 
of wearing a spotted dress such as was worn by 
the Bacchanals of Dionusos. On the other hand, 
there are but few memorials of Herakles, and it 

may be doubted whether even these are genuine: 

for the assertion that Herakles was not able to 

take the rock A o r n o s, which Alexander seized by 
force of arms, seems to me all aMakedonian vaunt, 

quite of a piece with their calling Parapamisos 
—Kaukasos, though it had no connexion at all 

t Sesostris (called Sesoosis by Diodorus) has generaEy 
been identified with Ramses tbe thud kmg of the 19th 
dynasty ofManetho, the son of Seti, and the tather of 
Menephthah the Pharaoh of the Exodus. Lepsms, how- 
ever from a study of the Tablet of Rameses ll. found at 
Abydos S E^yptfand now in the British Museum, has 
£een led to identify him with the Sesortasen or Osirtasen 
ofthe great 12th dynasty.—See Report q/ the Proceedings 
of the Second International Congress of Qnmtahsts, 

p. 44. 
§ V.l. T$a$oico8p6cropov. 
II Called by Ptolemy the “ Pillars of Alexander,” above 

Albania, and Iberia at the commencement of the Asiatic 
Sarmatia. . „ __ ... ,. % 
f Herodotus mentions an invasion of Skuthians whicn 

was led by Madyas. As Idanthnrsos may lyebeea a 
common appellative of the Skuthian kings, Strabo may 
Vayn 110 referring to that invasion. 

* The Hudiakai are called also Oxndrafcai. The name, 
according to Lassen, represents the Sanskrit KshudraJca. 

with Kaukasos. In the same spirit, when they 

noticed a cave in the dominions oi tne Parapa- 

misadai, they asserted that it was the care of 

Prometheus the Titan, in which he had been 

suspended fox' stealing the fire. Go also wnen 

they came among the S i b a e, an Indian tribe, and 

noticed that they wore skins, they declared that 

the Sibae were descended from those who be¬ 

longed to the expedition of Herakles and had been 

left behind: for, besides being dressed in skins, 

the Sibae carry a cndgel, and brand on the backs 

of their oxen the representation of a club, wherein 

the Makedonians recognized a memorial of the 

club of Herakles. 

;t is -rarionsly written Sydralsi, Syraknsai, Sabagrss, and 
Sygambri. 
f V. 1L Nvtrawvs, Nvcrai*. 
X This celebrated rock has been identified by General 

Cunningham with the rained fortress of R&plgat, 
ituated immediately above the small village of Hogrim, 
fhich lies about sixteen into north by west fzma 
) h i n d, which he takes to be the Embolima of the 
aments, 44 RMgat,” he says,44 or the Queens roek, » a 

‘ sea on the north edge of the fort, m which 
*1,1__rtnilw rhj 

prignt mock on xne uvm w -yr;* ™ - 
a ra’s is said to have seated herself daily. The 

of the hill are called K%a Vam's mom * * * **■“*“*» 
Srefore, that the hill-fort of Aorms 
if naan® from R«a Vara, and that the 
Uni gat has a better claim to wrth the 
.otuos of Alexander than either the Mahlban.Ml of Gm- 
»1 Abbott, or the castle of Hcwh by General 
-ourt and Mr. Loewenthal.” See Grote & History oflnd+a, 
ol. YIIL pp. 437-8, footnote. 
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tion,and that they preserved badges of their de¬ 

scent, for they wore skins like H&rakles, and car¬ 

ried clubs, and branded the mark of a cudgel on 

their oxen and mules,§ In suppoi’t of this story 

they turn to account the legends regarding Kau- 
kasos and Prometheus by transferring them 

hither from Pontos, which they did on the slight 

pretext that they had seen a sacred cave among 

the Paropamisadae. This they declared 

was the prison of Prometheus, whither H6ra- 

kles had come to effect his deliverance, and that 

this was the Kankasos, to which the Greeks 

represent Prometheus as having been bound. [[ 

Fbagm. XLVIII. 
Josephs Contra Apion. I. 20 (T. II. p. 451, Haverc.). 

Of Nabuchodrosor. 
(Cf. Fragm. XLVI. 2.) 

Megasthenes also expresses the same opinion 

ire the 4th book of his Indika7 where he endeavours 

to show that the aforesaid king of the Baby¬ 

lonians (Nabouchodonosor) surpassed H&rakles 

in courage and the greatness of Ms achieve¬ 

ments, by telling us that he conquered even 

Iberia. 

Feagm. XLVIII. B. 

Joseph. Ant Jud. X. ii. 1 (T. I. p. 538, Haverc.). 

[In this place (Nabouchodonosor) erected also 

of stone elevated places for walking about on, 

which had to the eye theappearanee of mountains, 

and were so contrived that they were planted 

with all sorts of trees, because his wife, who had 

been bred np in the land of Media, wished her 

surroundings to be like those of her early home.] 

Megasthenes also, in the 4dh book of Ms Xndika, 

makes mention of these things, and thereby 

endeavours to show that this king surpassed 

Herakles in courage and the greatness of his 

achievements, for he says that he conquered 

Libya and a great part of Iberia. 

Fbagm. XLVTTL C. 
Zonar. ed. Basil. 1557, T. I. p. 87. 

Among the many old historians who mention 

§ According to Curtins, the Sibae, whom be calls Sobii, 
occupied the country between the Hydaspds and the Ake- 
shies. They may have derived their name from the god 
Siva. 

[| u Ko writer before Alexander’s time mentions the 
Indian gods. The Macedonians, when they came into 
India, in accordance with the invariable practice of the 
Greeks, considered the gods of the country to be the same 
as their awn. £>iva they were led to identify with Bacchus 
on their observing the unbridled license and somewhat 
Bacchic fashion of his worship, and because they traced 
some slight resemblance between the attributes of the two 
deities, and between the names belonging to the mythic 
conception of each. Ror was anything easier, after 
Euripides had originated the fiction that Dionusos had 

Naboudhodonosor, Josepbos enumerates Bero- 

sos, Megasthenes, and DioklSs. 
Fragm. XLVIII. D. 

G. Syncell. T. I. p. 419, ed. Bern. (p. 221 ed. Paris, p. 177 
ed. Yenet.). 

Megasthenes, in Ms fourth book of the Indika7 
represents Nabouchodonosor as mightier than 

Herakles, because with great courage and enter¬ 

prise he conquered the greater part cf Libya 

and Iberia. 
Fkagm. XLIX. 

Abyden. ap. JCuseb. Prcep. JEv. 1.41 (ed. Colon. 1688, 
p. 456 D). 

Of Ndbouchodrosor. 

Megasthenes says that Naboucb odrosor, who 

was mightier than Herakles, undertook an ex¬ 

pedition against Libya and Iberia, and that 

having conquered them he planted a colony of 

these people in the ports lying to the right of 

Pontos. 
Fkagm. L. 

Arr. Ind. 7-9. 

Of the Ind ian races—of Dionusos—of Herakles 

—of Pearls—of the Pandoean land—of the Ancient 

History of the Indians. 
VII. The Indian tribes, Megasthenes tells 

us, number in all 118. [And I so far agree 

with him as to allow that they must be indeed 

numerous, but when he gives such a precise 

estimate I am at a loss to conjecture how he 

arrived at it, for the greater part of India he 

did not visit, nor is mutual intercourse main¬ 

tained among 'all the tribes.] 
He tells ns further that the Indians were in old 

times nomadic, like those Sknthians who did not 

till the soil, but roamed about in their wagons, as 

the seasons varied, from one part of Skuthia to 

another, neither dwelling in towns nor worship¬ 

ping in temples ; and that the Indians likewise 

had neither towns nor temples of the gods, but 

were so barbarous that they wore the skins of 

such wild animals as they could kill, and sub¬ 

sisted on the bark of trees; that these trees were 

roamed over the East, than to suppose that the god of 
luxuriant fecundity Inn A made bis way to India, a country 
so remarkable for its fertility. To confirm tuis opinion 
they made use of a slight and accidental agreement m 
names. Thus Mount Meru seemed an indication of the 
god who sprang from the thigh of Zeus (c*c bibs ftrjpoy). 
Thus they thought the Kudrakae (Oxudrokai) the offspring 
of Dionusos because the vine grew in their country, and they 
saw that their kings displayed great pomp in their proces¬ 
sions. On equally slight grounds they identified Kjishna, 
another god whom they saw worshipped, with Herakles; 
and whenever, as among the Sibae, they saw the skins of 
wild beasts, or clubs, or the like, they assumed that Hera- 
Mes had at some time or other dwelt there.”—Schwanb* 
p. 43. 
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ailed in Indian speech tala, and that there grew 

m them, as there grows at the tops of the palm- 

rees, a fruit resembling balls of wool; that they 

mbsisted also on such wild animals as they could 

latch, eating the flesh raw,—before, at least, the 

joming of Dionusos into India. Dionusos, 

loweyer, when he came and had conquered the 

people, founded cities and gave laws to these 

ities, and introduced the use of wine among 

he Indians, as he had done among the Greeks, 

md taught them to sow the land, himself sup¬ 

flying seeds for the purpose,—either because 

Triptolemos, when he was sent by D em e- 

i e r to sow all the earth, did not reach these 

sarts, or this must have been some Dionusos 

who came to India before Triptolemos, and 

^ave the people the seeds of cultivated plants, 

[t is also said that Dionusos flrst yoked 

>xen to the plough, and made many of the 

Indians husbandmen instead of nomads, and 

furnished them with the implements of agri¬ 

culture ; and that the Indians worship the other 

gods, and Dionusos himself in particular, with 

cymbals and drums, because he so taught them; 

aud that he also taught them the Satyric dance, 

or, as the Greeks call it, the kordax; and that he 

instructed the Indians to let their hair grow long 

in honour of the god, and to wear the turban; and 

that he taught them to anoint themselves with 

unguents ; so that even up to the time of Alex¬ 

ander the Indians were marshalled for battle to 

the sound of cymbals and drums. 

VIIL But when he was leaving India, after 

having established the new order of things, he 

appointed, it is said, Spartemba s,^f one of his 

companions and the most conversant with Bacchic 

matters, to he the king of the country. When 

Spartembas died his son Boudyas*succeeded 

to the sovereignty, the father reigning over 

the Indians fifty-two years, and the son twenty; 

the son of the latter, whose name was Kra- 

deuas,t duly inherited the kingdom, and 

thereafter the succession was generally heredi¬ 

tary, hut when a failure of heirs occurred 

in the royal house the Indians elected their 

sovereigns on the principle of merit. Hera- 

kles, however, who is currently reported to have 

come as a stranger into the country, is said to 

have been in reality a native of India. This 

Herakles is held in especial honour by the Son- 

r a s £ n o i, an Indian tribe possessing two large 

cities, MethoraJ and Kleisobora, and 

through whose country flows a navigable river 

called the Iobares.§ But the dress which 

this Herakles wore, Megasthenes tells us, resem¬ 

bled that of the Theban Herakles, as the 

Indians themselves admit. It is further said 

that he had a very numerous progeny of male 

children bom to him in India (for, like his The¬ 

ban namesake, be married many wives), but that 

he had only one daughter. The name of this 

child was Pandaia, and the land in which 

she was horn, and with the sovereignty of which 

Herakles entrusted her, was called after her 

name, Pandaia, and she received from the 

hands of her lather 500 elephants, a force of 

cavalry 4000 strong, and another of infantry 

consisting of about 180,000 men. Some Indian 

writers say ftirther of H&rakles tbat when he was 

going over the world and ridding land and sea 

of whatever evil monsters infested them, he found 

in the sea an ornament for women, which even 

to this day the Indian traders who bring their 

wares to our markets eagerly buy up as such and 

carry away, while it is evenmore greedily bought 

up by the wealthy Romans of to-day, as it was 

wont to be by the wealthy Greeks long ago- 

This article is the sea-pearl, called in the Indian 

tongue margarita. |] But Herakles, it is said, ap¬ 

preciating its beauty as a wearing ornament, 

caused it to be brought from all the sea into 

India, that he might adorn with it the person 

of his daughter. 
Megasthenes informs us that the oyster which 

pRAGM. L. B. 

Plin. Hist. Nat. IX. 55. 

Of Pearls. 
Some writers allege that in swarms of oysters, 

T It has heal conjectured that this name very incorrectly 
transliterates the Sanskrit Svajambhum. V. L Spatembas. 

* No doubt Buddha. . , _+ 
f Perhaps altered from Prareuas, which may represent 

Th^d5So^paT,’'“>' &f&v 01 
Madliupuii of Sanskrit writers, and the modem Mathura, 

as among bees, individuals distinguished for size 
and beauty act as leaders. These are of wonder¬ 

ful cunning in preventing themselves being 
caught, and are eagerly sought for by the divers. 

Ihd. Ant. toL V. pp. 89,334; and eorf.. Jjw- Soc. 
JtoLXMH.pt.^^. 336, 353. 
to PBrry with* opposite ride of therwer, wouldteus to 
totenTtee Growitfal^hwa,pfc Lpp. I5h 152; Col. 
Le pi**** it lower down the rarer at Batesftr*' Bo. 

SSa^^wordforapeari-^mwfd. 
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yields tills pearl is there fished for with nets, 

and that in the same place the oysters live in 

the sea in shoals like he e-swarms ; for oysters, 

like bees, have a king or a queen, and if any 

one is lucky enough to catch the king he readily 

encloses in the net all the rest of the shoal, bnt 

if the king makes his escape there is no chance 

of catching the others. The fishermen allow 

the fleshy parts of such as they catch to rot 

away, and keep the bone, which forms the 

ornament: for the pearl in India is worth thrice 

its weight in refined gold, gold being a product 

of the Indian mines. 

IX. Now in that part of the country where 

the daughter of Herakles reigned as queen, it is 

said that the women when seven years old are 

of marriageable age, and that the men live at 

most forty years, and that on this subject there 

is a tradition current among the Indians to the 

effect that Herakles, whose daughter was bom 

to him late in life, when he saw that his end 

was near, and he knew no man of equal rank 

with himself to whom he could give her in 

marriage, had incestuous intercourse with the 

girl when she was seven years of age, in order 

that a race of kings sprung from their common 

blood might be left to rule over India ; that 

Herakles therefore made her of suitable age for 

marriage, and that in consequence the whole 

nation over which P an d ax a reigned obtained 

this same privilege from her father. Now to me 

it seems that, even if Herakles could have done 

a thing so marvellous, he could also have made 

himself longer-lived, in order to have intercourse 

with his daughter when she was of mature age. 

But in fact, if the age at which the women 

[Setter dee, 1877. 

there are marriageable is correctly stated, this 

is quite consistent, it seems to me, with what is 

said of the men’s age,—that those who live 

longest die at forty; for where men so much 

sooner become old and die, it must needs be that 

they attain their prime sooner, the sooner their 

life is to end. It follows hence that men would 

there at the age of thirty be turning old, and 

young men would at twenty bo past the season 

of puberty, while the stage of full puberty would 

be reached about fifteen. * And, quite compatibly 

with this, the women might be marriageable at 

the age of seven. And why not, when Megas- 

thenes declares that the very fruits of tho 

country ripen faster than fruits elsewhere, and 
decay faster P 

Prom the time of Dionusosto Sandra- 

kottos the Indians counted 153 kings and a 

period of 6042 years j among these a republic 

was thrice established * * * * and an¬ 

other to 300 years, and another to 120 years. 

The Indians also tell us that Dionusos was 

earlier than Herakles by fifteen generations, 

and that except him no one made a hostile inva¬ 

sion of India,—not even Kuros the son of 

Kambuses, although he undertook an expedition 

against the Skuthians, and otherwise showed 

himself the most enterprising monarch in all 

Asia; bnt that A1 e x a n d e r indeed came and 

overthrew in war all whom he attacked, and 

would even have conquered the whole world 

had his army been willing to follow him. On 

the other hand, a sense of justice, they say, 

prevented any Indian king from attempting 

conquest beyond the limits of India. 

Should they be caught, the others are easily 
enclosed in the nets as they go wandering about. 
They are then put into earthen pots, where they 
are buried deep in salt. By this process the flesh 
Is all eaten away, and the hard concretions, which 
are the pearls, drop down to the bottom. 

Feagsl LI. 
Phlegon. Mirab. 33. 

Of the Pandaicm Land. 
(Ct Fragm. XXX. 6.) 

Megasthenes says that the women of the Pandman 
realmbe&r children when they are six years of age. 

Fkagm. L.O. 
Pirn* Hist. Nat. YI. rri. 4-5, 

Of the Anenent History of the Indians. 
Por the Indians stand almost alone among the 

nations in never having migrated from their own 
country. Prom the days of Pafcher Bacchus to 
Alexander the Great their kings are reckoned at 
154, whose reigns extend over 6451 years and 
3 months* 

Solin. 52. 5. 

Father Bacchus was the first who invaded 
India, and was the first of all who triumphed over 
the vanquished Indians. Prom him to Alexander 
the Great 6451 years are reckoned with 3 months 
additional, the calculation being made by counting 
the kings who reigned in the intermediate period, 
to the number of 153. 

{To be continued.) 
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NOTES ON THE LAX OBSERYANCE OF CASTE RULES, AND OTHER FEATURES 

OF SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS LIFE, IN ANCIENT INDIA. 

BY JOHN MUIR, D.C.L., LL.D., Ph.D., EDINBURGH. 

The object of tins paper is to show, by illus¬ 

trations drawn chiefly from Manu and the 

Mahdbhdrata, that the regulations defining the 

duties, relations, prerogatives, and functions of 

the different Indian classes, as prescribed by 

Manu and in some parts of the Mahdbhdrata, 

were not strictly respected or practised in an¬ 

cient times in India ; that the custom of poly¬ 

andry was not unknown, that liberal sentiments 

were entertained regarding the religious posi¬ 

tion of the lower classes, and that considerable 

freedom of speculation on theological topics was 

prevalent. 

On this subject the remarks of Professor 

Max Muller, in his Ancient Sanskrit Literature, 

pp. 46ff., the article of M. Auguste Barth, of 

which a partial translation appeared in the 

Indian Antiquary, vol. III., p.k 329ff. (Nov. 

1874), and my Original Sanskrit Texts, vol. I. p. 

366, note, and vol. III., pp. 292ff, may be re¬ 

ferred to. 
Both in Manu and in the Mahdbhdrata we 

find very different ideas and statements about 

the system of castes in earlier ages* I begin 

with Manu. In some passages he appears to 

record the Brahmans as infinitely superior to 

all other men in virtue of their birth alone; 

while in other places they are considered as 

deriving their eminence more from learning or 

from moral goodness. In the following texts 

their natural and inherent power and virtue, 

and that springing from a knowledge of the 

Vedas, are set forth :—i. 93-95. 98-101; ix. 245, 

313-320; x* 3; xi. 32, 85, 261, 263. The 

Brahman is said to be the chief of the crea¬ 

tion, and lord of all beings (i. 93, 99) ; every¬ 

thing in the world is his by right (i. 100). A 

man of this class who has gone through the 

Veda is lord of the whole world (ix. 245). 

Brahmans could destroy a king with all his 

host; they created fire, the ocean, and the 

moon, and conld create new worlds and gods 

(ix. 313-15). Whether learned or not, and 

even when practising undesirable occupations, 

a Brahman is a great divinity (ix. 317, 319). 

He is a divinity even to the gods (xi. 84). If 

he retain in his memory the Jdigveda, he would 

incur no guilt by destroying the iiiree worlds, 

or eating food received from any quarter : as a 

clod of earth is dissolved when thrown into a 

lake, all sin is sunk in the triple Veda (xi. *261. 

263). With this may be compared the glori¬ 

fication of royalty in chapter vii. 5-8, where 

a king is said to be composed of eternal por¬ 

tions of different gods, to surpass all beings in 

glory, to dazzle the eyes of all gazers, and to 

he a great deity in human form. 

Elsewhere, however, it is said that neither 

the Vedas, nor liberality, nor sacrifices, nor 

observances, nor austerities, can avail in the 

case of a man whose nature is corrupted (ii. 97) ; 

and that a Brahman who knows the gdyatrt 

only, if his life is well regulated, is better than 

one who knows the three Vedas but whose lixe 

is unregulated, who eats everything, and who 

sells all commodities (ii. 118). An unlearned 

Brahman is compared to a wooden elephant or 

a leathern deer (ii. 157). One who does not 

study the Veda, and employs himself in other 

pursuits, soon sinks with Ms descendants, even 

in this life, to the condition of a Sudra (ii. 168). 

Such (ignorant) Brahmans, as are mere ashes, 

should not be entertained at srdddhas (presen¬ 

tations of oblations to gods and departed ances¬ 

tors) (iii. 97, 133, 142). Similarly, low and 

infidel Brahmans are declared unworthy of re¬ 

ceiving honour at such celebrations (iii. 150, 

167). The kind of Brahmans who should be. 

honoured on such occasions ax^e described in 

verses iii. 128-131, 143, 145. A father who has 

been instructed in the ^eda by his son is to he 

shunned (iii. 160), as is also a Brahman leading 

the life of a Sudra (iii. 164). In answer to an 

inquiry how death can prevail over Brahmans, 

Bhrigu declares that they are subject to death 

owing to their neglect of the study of the Veda, 

and inattention to propriety of conduct, Ac. (v. 

2-4). Those Brahmans who accept gifts from 

Sudras for the offering of oblations to lire (agw- 

Jwtra) are contemned as ministers of the base- 

born (xi. 42f.); and the performance of sacri¬ 

fices for Sudras is again reprehended (iii. 178f.). 

Kings, Kshatriyas, kings5 domestic priests, and 

men skilled in the war of words, are declared 

to belong to that middle class of beings who are 

under the influence of the principle of rdjds -or 
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passion; ^vvlalle other Brahmans, according to 

rhcir .merits, belong to the lowest and middle 

class of natures influenced by saliva, or good¬ 

ness (xii. 4G, 48f.). 

Brahmans are recommended not to take many 

presents (iv. 18G) ; and are even enjoined to be 

averse to receiving honour, and to desire con¬ 

tempt as ambrosia. Though contemned, they 

may live happily ; but the despiser perishes (ii. 

167f.). 
The three twice-born or upper classes, the 

Brahma u, the Kshatriy a, and the Y a i- 

s y a, should all read the Veda. The Brahman 

alone is to teach it (i. S8ff., x. 7G-79). But 

although a Brahman’s proper work (i. 88) is 

to read and to teach the Vecla, to perform sacri¬ 

fice for himself and others, Ac., yet, in case of 

necessity, lie may adopt the profession, or do the 

work, of a Kshatriy a, and even of a Yaisya (x. 

31-85). But when acting as a merchant he 

must abstain from selling certain articles wdiich 

are specified (x. SGff.), and among which are 

mentioned human beings. A Kshatriya is never 

to usurp a Brahman’s functions (x. 95). The 

duty of a Sudra is to serve the higher classes 

(i. 81), especially Brahmans (ix. 334f., x. 122 

f.). He is not to become rich, as if he did so, 

he would vex Brahmans (x. 129). The Veda 

is not to be read in his presence (iv. 99). He 

is not to receive instruction in duty, nor to 

participate in oblations of butter (iv. SOf.). 

Oblations to fire are not to be performed on his 

behalf (xi. 42f., see above). Some religious 

duties, however, are recognized as performable 

by this class. Although they ieceive no ini¬ 

tiation, like that of the twice-born, and may not 

employ Vedic texts, they are not forbidden, but 

encouraged, to imitate the practice of good men, 

and to perform the acts of the twice-born (x. 

126fF.). This the commentator understands of the 

five great sacraments (see Manu. iii. 7Off.). But 

among these is found the teaching of the Veda, 

and sacrifice by fire. Women are represented 

as having nothing to do with the Veda (ix. 18). 

Yet we find from other passages that the 

more exclusive of these rules were not always 

observed. In time of calamity (or necessity, 

explained by the commentator to arise from the 

absence of any Brahman), a student may learn 

* See Original Bcmshrii Texts, vol. I. pp. 426-436, where 

“* BrfimaIJ3 leaming esoterio trtttta 

the Veda from one who is not a, Brahman (a 

Kshatriya, according to the commentator) (ii. 

241).* But from iii. 15G it would appear that 

the function of teaching was occasionally as¬ 

sumed by men of tlie lowest caste, as along 

with teachers For hire, and those who pay them 

(see also xi. G2), the pupils of Sudras, and their 

teachers, are also denounced. It is true tli€’ 

commentator understands such teaching of 

grammar, Ac.; but grammar is one of the Ve- 

chingas (or appendages of the Vedas); and if 

such ambitious Siidras studied grammar they 

would scarcely fail to go on and explore the 

Veda itself. In x. 9G, where the king is en¬ 

joined to deprive of bis wealth and to banish 

a man of the lowest class who lives by the work 

of the highest, something of the same kind 

seems to bo referred to. It also appears that 

Siidras sometimes ventured to assume the ap¬ 

pearance and marks of twice-born men, in 

which case Manu ordains that they should ha 

killed (ix. 224). Eroni iv. GI it appears that 

Sudra kings were known in the writer’s time. 

From the general tone of his laws,’it is scarcely 

to be supposed that, unless known by experi¬ 

ence, such kings would have been contemplated 

as possible, or probable.f 

In the Mahdbhdvata xii. 2273ff. the duties of 

the four castes are described. In verses 229off. 

those of the Sudra are stated. “ Prajapati,” it 

is declared, “ created Mm as the slave of the 

other castes.” . . . 2297. He is not to amass 
wealth, for by its acquisition, he who is an in¬ 

ferior, would subject his superiors to himself; 
yet, if permitted by the king, he may indulge 

his desire (for it). He is to be provided with 

subsistence by the superior castes, who are to 

give him articles which they have already used: 

Brahmans are to give him their worn-out, cast¬ 

off clothes. He is never to abandon his master, 

but to tend him, especially when he has lost 

his means. The Sudra has no property of his 

own. He may not offer the sacrifices open to 

the other castes, but must confine himself to 

the simple domestic offering, the jpdkayajna, 

the gift accompanying which is a platter full of 

grain. A Sudra named Paij a vana (who, 

however, was a king I) is reported to have 
given a present of a hundred thousand of 

t A NisHada Hug is mentioned in tine ’R&m&ycma. See 
Original Sanskrit Texts, vol. II. p. 407, and vol. 1. p. 366r 
note. 
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these (?) at an Amdrdgnya rite.J The text goes 

on to say (ver. 2308) that the &'vaddhdyajna 

(offering of Faith) stands at the head of all offer¬ 

ings, for Faith is a great deity, and purifies the 

worshippers ; (ver. 2312)§ that all castes may, 

without Rik, Yajush, or Saman texts, offer the 

Prajapatya sacrifice with the mind; and (ver. 

2313) that the sacrifice of Faith is instituted 

for them all. In ver. 2320, however, we find 

the immoral sentiment (immoral, that is, if it is 

to be understood of a man who does not mean 

to reform his life) that C£ the thief, the sinner, 

or the malefactor who wishes to sacrifice is de¬ 

clared to bo a good man. ” 

According to Manu iii. 4, a Brahman should 

marry a wife of his own caste : that is, accord¬ 

ing to verses 12f. of the same chapter, she is 

the most approved for his first wife ; but if he 

desires to marry again, women in the order of 

the other classes may be taken, those of the 

classes next in order being the most approved.|| 

It does not appear from any text which I have 

noticed, whether he may also marry a second 

Brahmani wife while the first lives. After her 

death he may marry again (ver. 168), presum¬ 

ably, among others, a woman of his own class. 

By iii. 13, a Sudra is only allowed a wife of his 

own class; a Vaisya one of his own class and a 

Sudra ; a Ksliatriya, wives of his own, and of 

the two lower classes ; while a Brahman may 

have four wives, one from his own, and one 

from each of the inferior classes (compare verse 

44. and ix. 85 and 149ff., in which last pas¬ 

sage the rules of inheritance for the sons of a 

Brahman by wives of the four castes are laid 

down). In ii. 210, reference is made to a 

Guru, or religious preceptor, having wives not 

of his own caste ; and in ii. 238fF. it is said, 

among other things, that a good wife may he 

taken even from a low caste. In ix. 22f. it is 

declared that a woman duly united to a hus¬ 

band takes his qualities, like a river faffing into 

the ocean; and that Akshamala, though 

of the lowest birth, and Sarangi, from their 

union with V asishtha and Maadap ala, 

respectively became honourable. If the female 

% A translation of this passage from the ^ Geramn of 
Professor Weher will he found in Or^nal Sanskrit Texts, 
vol. I. p. 366, note 164, which contains other details show¬ 
ing the privileges accorded to the lower classes in ancien 

tl?ei*find a difficulty as to what is the sense of ^adra- 
vah in this line; awrig-yajur 
upadravah | yajno Uta, 
rata. The commentator says it means one who runs (to Jus 

descendants of the daughter of a Brahman by a 

Sudra mother be always married to Brahman 

husbands, their offspring in the seventh genera¬ 

tion shall become Brfihmans (x. 64). 

And yet verses 14f. of the third chapter go 

on to say that no instance is recorded in an¬ 

cient tales of a Brahman or a Ksliatriya marry¬ 

ing a Sudra woman, and, further, that men of 

the three highest classes who marry wives of 

the lowest caste soou sink to the level of Ma¬ 

dras. According to some authors (ver. 16), a 

marriage with a Sudra wife, or having children 

or grandchildren by her, tends to the hus¬ 

band’s degradation. Verses 17 ff. (compare 

ver, 155) threaten damnation to a Brahman 

who takes a Sudra woman to his bed; though 

the commentator understands this of taking 

her for his first wife,—a limitation of which the 

text says nothing. As may be supposed, chil¬ 

dren by mothers of the same caste with then- 

fathers are alone regarded as of the same class 

with their fathers; while the children of 

mothers of the caste immediately below that oi 

their fathers are regarded as only similar in 

class with their mothers (x. 5f.). A Brahman £ 

son by a Sudra mother is called a N i s h a d a 

or Parasava (compare ix. 178, "where he is 

contemptuously spoken of). The son o£ a 

Ksliatriya father and a Sudra mother is an 

U g r a. V i d u r a, therefore, the half-brother 

of Dhritarashtra and Prlndu should be called 

either a Nishfida (or Parasava), or an Ugra, 

his mother being a Sudra, according as we 

look upon him as the son of the Brahman sago 

Vyasa, or of Vichitravirya, the Kshatriva king, 

to whom Vyasa, his half-brother, raised up 

seed. He is, however, called in the Mahihka- 

rata a Kshattri, one of a mixed class, sprang 

from a Sudra'father and a Ksliatriya mother, 

according to verse 12 ot this (tenth) chapter. 

The caste nomenclature of Manu and of 
MakdbMmta would therefore appear to be 

different, or the definitions in Mann to be arbi- 
tary or variable. The occupations assigned to 

Ugras and Kshattris are mentioned in verse 49 

of this tenth chapter of Manu. __ 

sfcer) a slave, a SMra, who, though he is a stranger i.c 
s Veda, has Prajap&ti for his deity, as, Brahmans have 
ni and Kshatriyas have- In&ra for theirs ; and that ad 
tes may take part in a sacrifice "which has a menial 
Sence to a deity but is unaccompanied by offerings. 

[ Compare MaUhK xiii 2414C, where a Brahman 
ring offspring by a &Mm hr. dec W 
mnee; see also verses and 
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The husband of a twice-married woman, or 
widow, is to be avoided (iii. 166, 181). Here 

Manu seems to come into conflict with the 
Veda, at least if we regard the Atharvan as one 
of the sacred and authoritative books ; as that 
work (is. 5, 27) declares that a 'punarbhu, or 
twice-married woman, shall not be separated 
from her second husband, but shall go to the 
same heaven with him, if they present the aja- 

panchaudana offering (see Sanskrit Texts, vol. 
V* p. 306). 

Any actual discrepancies in the rules which 
have been noted above seem to proceed from 

writers of different schools and sentiments, or of 
different periods. As M. Barth considers, the 
more rigid provisions represent rather the ideals 
of strict and exclusive Brahmans than the cur¬ 

rent practice of the ages when they lived. It 
is quite clear, from the details presented above, 
that in their matrimonial connections the Brah¬ 

mans were very far from confining themselves 
to their own class, and that they were not the 

exclusive teachers of the Vedas. 

In the Ifahdbhdrata also we find both pas¬ 
sages, in which the inherent virtue of Brahman- 
hood is strongly insisted upon ; and other texts 
again in which mere priestly birth is represent¬ 

ed as of little or no value unless accompanied 
by learning or moral goodness. Of the former 
class is the following quotation :— 

llaJiubJi. iii. 13435. “ Whether ill or well 

read in the Ye das, whether uneducated or edu¬ 
cated, Brahmans are not to be despised, like 
fires concealed beneath ashes. As a brightly 
beaming fire in a cemetery is not polluted, so, 
learned or unlearned, a Brahman is a great 
divinity.”^ 

In the same book we have the following pas¬ 

sage, in which both views arc stated. The 
conversation is between a woman and a Brah¬ 
man mendicant, to whose wants she had not 

attended before those of her own husband, and 
who told her that even the god Indr a bowed 
before the Brahmans, who could burn up 
the earth, v. 13673f. She replies that she did 
not despise the Brahmans, whose power and 
greatness she knew, and by whose anger the 

ocean was made salt and undrinkable (v. 13677). 
But she tells him in w. 13684ff. what qualities 

TCompaie a similar passage from the HaMbli. xiii. 219 
I ®7%9%nal Sanskrit Texts (2nd e&.), vol 

constituted a real Brahman. “ Anger is a foe 
which abides in the bodies of men. The gods 

call that man a Brahman who abandons anger 

and illusion; who speaks truth ; pleases his 

spiritual preceptor ; who when injured does not 

retaliate; who conquers his senses; is devoted 

to righteousness, and to study of the scriptures ; 
who is pure, and controls lust and wrath; who 
esteems all the world as himself; who knows his 

duty, and is intelligent ; and is addicted to all 

righteous acts; who will teach, or who will 

study, who will offer sacrifice, or officiate at 

sacrifice for others, or will be liberal according 
to his power, who will lead a litc of abstinence, 
and read the Yedas, and be alert in study.” 

She adds that duty is hard to understand, 
that it is declared by the ancients to be proved 

by the Veda, that it is manifold and difficult to 
determine with nicety; and that he whom she 
is addressing, though he has a knowledge of it, 
and is a zealous student, and pure in his life, 
does not, in her opinion, thoroughly comprehend 
duty (vv. 13892ffi). She concludes by telling 

him of a person, a huntsman, who would in¬ 
struct him. The Brahman takes this in good 

part, and follows her advice. This introduces 
the story of the Dharmavyadha, which 
will be given below. 

In the following verses Brahmans are ranged 
in different classes, according to their manner 
of life and conduct:— 

MahdbJi. xii. 2870. u Those men who are 
distinguished by knowledge, and are always 

impartial, being like Brahma, are known as 

Brahmans. Those of the Brahmans who are 
accomplished in the Bib Yajush and Sdwvz Ve¬ 
das, and are actively engaged in their proper 
works, are like to the gods. But those low, 
covetous Brahmans, who do not practise the 
works of their caste, resemble Sudras. A 

righteous king should subject to taxes and to 
forced labour all those (Brahmans) who are 
ignorant of the Veda, and have not kindled the 

sacred fire. Messengers, idol-priests, astro¬ 

logers, and sacrificers in villages, with travel¬ 

lers,* are the Chandlilas among Brahmans. Sa¬ 
crificing and domestic priests, kings’ ministers, 
ambassadors, vdrtdn'iikarshakastf—such Brah¬ 
mans resemble Kshatriyas. A king, when his 

* Explained by the commentator to mean either travel¬ 
lers who cross the sea, or collectors of customs on the high¬ 
way. t This word is not explained by the commentator. 
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treasury is empty, should levy taxes from such 

persons, excepting those who resemble Brahma 

and the gods” (see above). Compare Prof. 

Haug’s note to his translation of the Aitareya 

Brdhmana, p. 88, where six kinds of Brahmans 

are stated to be, according to the Smritis as re¬ 

ferred to by Sayan a, of a low order. 

Mahabh. xiii. 1542. This passage insists on 

character. “ All the Vedas, with their six ap¬ 

pendages, the Sfmkhya, the Pur anas, birth in 

a good family, cannot help the Brahman who 

is destitute of good character. The man who 

has read and thinks himself learned, but who, 

by his knowledge, seeks to discredit others, he 

sinks—he does not practise truth—his hap¬ 

piness in the next world is finite,” 1550f. Any 

one giving gifts to men who “traverse this 

earth praising righteousness but not practising 

it, and who are addicted to acts which infringe 

the rules of their caste,” goes to hell. 

According to verses 1585ff. of the same 

chapter, the following classes of Brfihmans are 

not to be invited to SrdddJias, viz. u physicians, 

idol-priests, men practising vain observances, 

sellers of the Soma-plant, singers, dancers, jug¬ 

glers, musicians, story-tellers, soldiers, those who 

act as hotri priests for, or who instruct, Sudras, 

or are the pupils of Sudras, and those who are 

salaried to teach, with their pupils, these being 

sellers (or buyers) of sacred learning,” <&c. <fcc. 

In v. 1644, among the men who go to hell are 

mentioned those who sell the Vedas, or corrupt 

[or revile] them, or commit them to writing. 

This punishment seems more deserved by those 

who are doomed to it in v. 1686, viz. those 

who deceive a female who is an orphan, or 

young, or old, or timid, or an ascetie. In vv. 

1665f. among persons who get to heaven are 

mentioned those who obey their fathers and 

mothers, and are affectionate towards their bro¬ 

thers ; and those who, though rich, and strong, 

and young, are self-restrained and sober. In vv. 

43G2ff. of the same book (xiii.), among the 

Brahmans who elevate their class are named 

the ascetic, who knows the course of life which 

leads to final emancipation, those who recite 

legends (itihdsas) to Brahmans, who are ac¬ 

quainted with grammars and commentaries, who 

peruse the Puranas, and books prescribing legal 

duties, and who properly, and in due form, 

practise what they read.” 
The following passages also occur in the 

Mahdblidrata :—xii. 8751 ff. “ He who discerns 

the imperceptible supreme (One) in all mortal 

bodies is, when he dies, fitted for absorption 

into Brahma. Wise men look with an equal 

eye on a Brahman who is distinguished for 

knowledge and high birth, on an ox, on an ele¬ 

phant, on a dog, and on a man out of the pale 

of caste. For iu all beings, both these which 

move and those which cannot, dwells the one 

great Soul whereby this universe is stretched 

out. When the embodied spirit beholds itself 

in all creatures, and all creatures in itself, then 

Brahma is attained.” 

Mahabh. iii. 17392. Yudhishthira says, in 

answer to a Yaksha’s question on what Brah- 

manhood depends;—“It is neither birth, nor 

study, nor Vedie learning which makes a man 

a Brahman; it is good conduct alone which 

does so. Good conduct must be earnestly 

maintained, especially by a Brahman. He does 

not decline, whose good conduct does not 

decline ; but he whose virtue is destroyed is 

(really) destroyed. Students, teachers, and 

others who reflect on the scriptures are all 

zealous fools; the man who acts is the real 

pandit. A man who knows the four Vedas, if 

his conduct be bad, is worse than a Sudra (sa 

sudrdd atirichyate; perhaps we should read m 

instead of sa, i is no better than a Sudra*). 

He who assiduously practises the agnihoira 

sacrifice, and is of subdued mind, is called a 

Brahman.” 

Mahabh. iii, 14075. t£ A Brahman living 

in evil deeds which cause him to fall, hypocriti¬ 

cal, wise to do evil (duslikrita-prdjnah, accord¬ 

ing to Dr. Bohtiingk’s correction), is on the 

same level as a Sudra. But regard as a Brah¬ 

man that Sudra who always practises calmness, 

truth, and righteousness, for in conduct he is a 

twice-born man.” 
Mahabh. v. 1492. “ The man who, whether 

of humble or of high birth, does not transgress 

the rules of virtue, who seeks after righteous¬ 

ness, is mild and modest, is better than a hun¬ 

dred -well-born men.” 
Mahabh. xii. 8925. “The gods call him a 

Brahman by whom alone the tether is, as it 

were, hied; and by whom (by whose absence ?) 

it is rendered empty though crowded with 

(other) men; who is clothed in anything, 

and fed by anything, who sleeps anywhere; who 

dreads a crowd as if it were a serpent, ease (or 
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satiety) as if it were hell, women as if they 
were corpses; who, whether honoured or dis¬ 

honoured, will neither be angry nor pleased; 

who fills all creatures with a sense of security; 

who will not welcome death nor delight in life, 

but will await his time, as a servant (his mas¬ 

ter’s) command. . . 8936. The gods call 

that man a Brahman who is free from all at¬ 

tachments, who is a sage, existing like the 

aether, who has nothing of his own, who lives 

alone, who is tranquil, who lives for the sake of 

virtue, and practises virtue for the sake of Hari 

(Vishnu), whose days and nights exist for the 

sake of holiness, who has no desires, makes no 

exertions, neither salutes nor praises any one, 

and who is free from all bonds.” 

Mahdbh. xii. 9068. “ When a man does not 

feel fear or inspire others with fear, when he 

neither desires nor hates, then he attains to 

Brahma. When a man does not behave sin¬ 

fully towards any creature, either in act, 

thought, or word, then he attains to Brahma. 

The bond of desire is the one sole bond ; there 

is here no other : he who is freed from it is fit 

for union with Brahma.” 

Mahdbh xii. 9081. “He who knows that 

whereby one who does not eat is satisfied, 

whereby a man without riches is satisfied, and 

whereby a man free from affection gains 

strength—he knows the Veda.” 

Mahdbh xiii. 2610. <c Let no one honour a 

well-bom man (jydydihsam) who is destitute 

of virtue: but even a Sudra who understands 
duty and whose conduct is good should be 
honoured.” 

Illustration from the case of Vidura, 

It appears from the following account of 
Vidura, from the Mahdbh drat a, that the old 

Indian traditions did not represent the rules 
confining the study of the Vedas to the three 

twice-born classes as having been strictly or 
invariably observed. 

King "V ichitravirya having died child* 
less, his mother Satyavati desired the sage 

Vyasa, her son by a previous marriage,J 
^io raise up seed to his brother,” and Vyasa 

consents, as this was according to rule {Mahdbh. 

L 4256ff.); two sons, Dhritaraslitra and 

Paudu^were in consequence horn to him by 

the two widows of Vichitravirya. and a third 

I CompmvSamkrit Texts, v. 439f., and Maim, il 59f 
case of trying to get Ms wives to have ehildrei 

son Vidura, by a Sudra slave-girl, whom 

one of the queens substituted for herself when 

Satyavati desired that a third sou should be 

raised up to the deceased Vichitravirya ; Ma- 

hdbh. i. 4297ff. and 4303. 

Vidura was au incarnation of the personal 

D li a r m a or Righteousness, who for some cause 

had been doomed by a Rishi’s curse to take a 

human form (vv. 4302, 4335). The three 

brothers were, we are told (vv. 435 3ff), from 

their birth cherished by Bhishma like sons. 

They were trained in various accomplishments— 

in reading, in athletic exercises, in archery, in 
the Veda, in fighting with clubs, in sword exer¬ 

cises; they were taught morals and politics, 
legendary lore (*itihdsas and pur anas), and 

various disciplines, were instructed in the Vedas 

and them appendages. Pandu excelled in hand¬ 

ling the how, Dhritaraslitra in strength; but 

no one in the world was equal to Vidura, who 

was steadfast, and had attained to perfection in 

righteousness. In consequence, however, of his 
birth as the son of a Sudra mother, he was not 

eligible as king. He is Introduced as giving 

good advice to Dhritaraslitra (ii. 1777ff.), who 

highly appreciates his counsel, and praises his 

wisdom (ii. 1790ff.). See also verses 1789, 
2002, 2111, 2187ff., 2307ff. In the fifth or 

Udyoga par van of the Mahdbhdrata, Vidura is 

introduced as delivering along series of maxims 

moral and prudential, in conversation with his 

elder brother Dhritarashtra, vv. 986-1180. 1221- 
1560). When, however, he is invited by Dhri¬ 

tarashtra to proceed yet further with his dis¬ 

course, he says that as he himself was the son 

of a Sudra mother he could not say more, but 

refers him to sage Sanatsujata, the son of a 
Brahman female (vv. 1569f.), who, by being 

summoned in thought, arrives. He is again 
a speaker in vv. 2438, 2455, 4405fF., 5020fl‘. 

In i. 2245 it is said of Vidura that “ as Indra 

in Svarga confers happiness on all living crea¬ 

tures, so Vidura -was a constant source of happi¬ 
ness to the Pandavas.” 

W e have thus in Vidura an instance of a man 
not belonging to any of the twice-born classes 

being instructed in the 1 eda. It is true that he is 

represented as being an incarnation of D h a r- 

m a or Righteousness ; but this may be a subse¬ 

quent addition bo the original story, and so also 

to Bralmians, i. 4677ff-, i. 473 6if., and what intervenes. 
Tjlis. however, its a different ease from Vyasa’s. 
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may be the section above referred to, in which, as 

we have seen, he states his opinion (vV. 1569f.) 

that he had not the right of teaching all the 

esoteric doctrines that the son of a Brahman 

mother, as well as fix then, was empowered to 

teach. But it seems nearly as much opposed to 

the recognized rules, that he should have been 

taught, as that he should teach the Veda. The 

case of Vidura is treated along with that of 

D harmavyadha by Sankara in his commentary 

on the Vedanta Sutras, 1, 3, 34, 38. It is there 

decided that the knowledge they possessed was 

continued to them from a former birth, and that 

from its transcendent character they could never 

lose its results. See Grig. Sanskrit Texts, vol. III. 

(2nd edition), pp. 295 and 800. The same ex¬ 

planation of Rama’s friendship with the Nishada 

king Guha, mentioned in the Jddmayana, and 

referred to above in a note, is given by the 

commentator on the passage of that poem. See 

Grig. Sahsk. Texts, vol. II. pp. 407, footnote. 

Stories of the Dharmavyadha, of Tulddhdra} 

of the Dasyu Kayavya, and of the ascetic 

who unlawfully instructed a SitJra. 

The story of the D h a r m a v y a d h a, or 

pious huntsman, here referred to by Sankara, 

is (as already noticed above), narrated in the 

Mahdbhdrata, 13695ft*.). A Brahman (as we 

have seen), was told by a woman, with whom 

he had been conversing, that he would find a 

person of that description in Mithila, from 

whom he might learn a lesson in regard to duty. 

He goes thither accordingly and sees the 

Vyadha selling flesh (13710). This the Brah¬ 

man regards as a shocking occupation. The 

Vyadha explains that it is his ancestral pro¬ 

fession (13720). He says he does not kill the 

animal himself, but buys the flesh of boars and 

buffaloes from others (13732L), and sells it, 

but does not eat any. He proceeds to expatiate 

oil duty at great length. His present occupa¬ 

tion, lie explains, is the result of his sin in a 

former birth (13802f.); but it has now become 

his duty to pursue it (13819). He goes on to 

say that even those who till the earth neces¬ 

sarily kill many living creatures ; that animals 

slay and eat each other; and that it is impos¬ 

sible to avoid destroying life. The Brahman 

puts several questions, which the Vyadha 

answers, and after he has declared to him the 

doctrine of final emancipation (moksha), the 

Brahman remarks that there is nothing which 

he (the Vyadha) does not know (14001). 

Such knowledge, he afterwards says (14049). 

is difficult for a Sudra to possess, adding that 

he cannot look upon him as such, and asking- 

how he fell into that condition. The Vyadha 

answers (14052) that in a foraier birth he was 

a Brahman, had 'read the Veda, and gone 

through all its appendages (Veddnyas), and had 

come into his present condition by his own 

fault. He had gone out to hunt in company 

with a king, who was his friend, and had 

wounded a Rishi by accident with an arrow, 

and had been doomed, by his curse to be bom 

again as a huntsman (14062), in a Sudra 

family. He had implored the Rishi’s forgive¬ 

ness, but he was told that the curse could not 

he recalled, but that though he became a Sudra, 

he should be acquainted with duty, should re¬ 

member his former birth, and should go to 

heaven, and after the effects of the curse were 

exhausted, he should be bom again as a Brah¬ 

man (14065ff.). 

In this case, final emancipation is not attained, 

but only heaven, after which only a return to 

earth as a Brahman is promised. 

It is worthy of remark that, in another story 

also (Mahdbhdrata, xii. 9277ff.), that of Tula- 

dhara and Jajali, an ascetical Brahman is 

represented as being instructed by a person of 

a lower class than himself. As, however, the 

latter was a Yaisya (v. 9342), he possessed the 

prerogative of reading the Veda, as well as the 

Brahman. Jajali. the Brahman, had by his 

austerities acquired a supernatural power of 

locomotion, and considered that in this respect 

there was no one like him (92783V); and that 

he was perfect in virtue (9317); but he was told 

by a voice from the sky that he was not equal 

in this respect to Tuladhara (9318). He, in 

consequence, conceives a desire to see the latter, 

and after a time goes to Bananas, where he finds 

the merchant in his shop (9321), selling a 

variety of vegetable products, but no spirituous 

liquor (9346f.) ; and asks how he who is follow¬ 

ing such a mode of life has attained to transcen¬ 

dental knowledge (9340£). In answer, Tula- 

dliara explains his own just, righteous, passion¬ 

less, innocent, merciful character and conduct 

(9848ff.). He goes on to condemn all cruelty 

to animals, and even agriculture, by which 

living creatures are killed, and ir which oxen 

are yoked to the plough, and denounces the 
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slaughter ofkine (9377ff.). Jajali remarks in 

reply, that if the course proposed by Tuladhara 

were adopted, no subsistence would remain for 

men, mo sacrifice could be performed, the door 

of heaven would be closed, and that men would 

cease to exist; and that this was infidel doctrine 

(9397ff.). Tuladhara answers (9399ff.) : aI 

shall tell you how men may subsist; I am no 

infidel; nor do I find fault with sacrifice ; but 

one who understands it is rarely to he found. 

Honour be to the Brahinanical sacrifice, and 

to those men who understand sacrifice! but 

Brahmaiis abandon their own sacrifice, and 

practise that of the Kshatriyas. Falsehood, 

having the semblance of truth, has been intro¬ 

duced by greedy infidels, eager for gain, and 

ignorant of the declarations of the Vedas, (crying) 

5 give us this, give us that(and such a man, 

or sacrifice) is applauded. Hence theft and 

evil practices prevail. The gods are pleased 

with any oblation which is duly offered. They 

may be worshipped by prostrations, with butter, 

by sacred study, with plants, according to the 

prescriptions of the scriptures.” After some 

further matter (the sense of which is not 

always very clear), the following verses occur 

(9420ff.) : “They who possess the character 

of goodness (sdttvihdh) attain to that abode of 

Brahma ; they do not desire heaven, nor offer 

costly sacrifices ensuring renown (na yajanti 

ijasodhanaih.)% They follow the path of good 

men; they sacrifice without destruction of 

animal life ; they regard (the produce of) trees 

and plants, fruits and roots (as the proper 

oblations). Their sacrifices are not performed 

by covetous priests seeking for reward. Brah¬ 

mans having in view their own good,|| and well 

skilled in rites, have performed sacrifice, desir¬ 

ing to show kindness to other men. Hence 

avaricious priests offer sacrifice for those men 

who are evil.” The story ends with a passage 

in praise of faith (9447ff.), and the announce¬ 

ment that the merchant and the Brahman both 

went to neaven (9462). 

In both the preceding stones it is noticeable 

how Brahmans are represented as receiving 

instruction from men of a lower class, and are 

so far made to occupy an inferior position. The 

§ These difficult words are otherwise rendered by the 
■commentator. He separates yaAah (renown) from dhanaih 
(riches), and regards it, in accordance with a Vedic text, 
as a title of Brahma; and explains the latter word (dhanaih) 
as equivalent to ceremonies which can be performed by 
means of wealth. He thus makes the sense to be: “ They 

next story also declares the perfection attained 

by a man of a very low class. It is told in the 

Mcthdbk. xii. 4852ff., and relates to Kayavya, 

a Nishada woman’s son. Here an ancient 

legend is related how a virtuous D a s y u does 

not forfeit happiness in a future life. A man 

named Kayavya, the son of a K s h atriy a 

by a Nishada female, a heroic, intelligent 

warrior, acquainted with the scriptures (or 

learned, srutavdn), free from cruelty,8^ fulfill¬ 

ing the duty of men in the four dsramas (or 

stages of life), devout, respectful to bis teacher 

(or elders), (rising) from the state of a Dasyu, 

attained to perfection (siddld). After a state¬ 

ment of his merits as a hunter and warrior, the 

text goes on, v. 4857, “ He tended in the forest' 

his parents, who were blind and deaf; and he 

fed with honey, flesh, roots, and fruits, those 

who were deserving of respect; and went about 

paying honour to the Brahmans who had left 

their homes and lived in the forest; and he 

continually killed deer and brought them to 

them; and for those who would not receive 

them from this Dasyu, from the fear of (evil 

report from) men, he placed the deer in their 

houses, and departed in the morning. Many 

lawless thousands of pitiless Dasyus chose him 

for their chief. They said to him ... ‘We 

will do whatever thou biddest; protect us in a 

fitting maimer, like a father and like a mother.9 

He replied, ‘ Kill not a timid woman, a child, 

or a devotee, nor a man who is not fighting 

against you; and do not carry off women ; . . . 

always salute a Brahman and fight for him; 

never be hostile to truth, or frustrate what is 

good.”’ Beneficence to Brahmans is then en¬ 

joined, and their great power is celebrated, Ac. 

In verses 4873ff. it is said: “Those Dasyus 

who act in conformity with the laws of scripture 

(idharmasdstra), shall soon, notwithstanding 

their low origin, attain to perfection (siddhi). 

The Dasyus acted according to Kayavya’s in¬ 

junctions, and enjoyed prosperity, ceasing from 

their wickedness. By so acting Kayavya at¬ 

tained to high perfection (mahatwi siddhim), by 

promoting the welfare of the good, and putting 

a stop to the evil deeds of the Dasyus.” 

I cite yet another story, in which a Sudra is 

do not worship Brahma with costly rites.” (“ Tasya ndma 
mahacl yomh” iti frruter yaso Brahma || dhanaih dhana- 
s&dhyaih karmabhih). 

!i This is otherwise explained by the commentator. 
*F Dr Bohtlingk thinks the reading should be anrisam- 

savm, not sunriiamsmdn, as the Cal. edition reads. 
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described as practising austerity, and gaining 

thereby the privilege of being re-born as a 
Kshatriya; while the Brahman, who had given 

him instruction which he ought not to have 

given to a low-caste man, is punished for doing 

so, by being re-bom in a lower position than he 

had formerly occupied. 

In Mahdbli. xiii. 435ff., in answer to a 

question of Yudhishthira, Bbdshma informs 

him that instruction should not be given to a 

person of low caste, and that a teacher errs in 

communicating it; and in illustration of this 

principle, tells a tale of a Sudra who came 

(v. 443) to a retreat of devotees in a forest, and 

became desirous of practising austerities (44*5). 

He tells the head of the establishment that he 

wishes to wander forth as a teacher of righteous¬ 

ness, (v. 447). He is told he may act as a ser¬ 
vant, by doing which he may attain to a higher 
world (vv. 418f.). After thereupon reflecting | 

what he should do (as he felt himself earnestly 

devoted to righteousness), he went and con¬ 

structed for himself a hut of leaves, with a 

sacrificial enclosure, and receptacles for the 
gods, and began to perform the ceremonies of 

religion, and to lead the life of an ascetic (w. 

451C). After many days a holy sage comes 

to the spot, and at the Sudra’s request promises 

to instruct him in the proper mode of carrying 

out a rite which he wishes to perform ; and after 

fulfilling the promise he departs (vv. 455C). 

The result of the Sudra’s long asceticism is 

that, after his death, he is bom again in a royal 

family ; while the sage who had instructed him 
is born in the family of a domestic priest (puro- 
7dta) (vv. 466C). The prince (formerly the 

Sudra) succeeds his father and rules righteously; 

while the former sage is installed as his family 
priest (vv. 471C). As the king frequently 

laughed when he had the priest to officiate for 

him, the latter takes an opportunity of asking 

the reason of this. He is Informed by the king 

in reply that, in his previous birth, he was an 

ascetic Sudra, and the priest was an austere 
sage, who had given him instruction regarding 

a rite; and that while he himself, as a reward, 

for the rite he had performed, had now been 
re-born in a royal family, the priest who had 
instructed him had, as a punishment for so do¬ 

ing, been born as a domestic priest, and had 

thus lost the fruits of his austerities. Such was 

the reason of his laughing. He then (v, 492) 

advises the priest to abandon his priestly office 

and strive after another birth, so that he may 
not again be horn in one lower than that in 

which he had before existed.'- The priest ac¬ 
cordingly (w. 494ff.) commences a course of. 
austerities, visits places of pilgrimage, gives 
presents to Brahmans, and attains the highest 

perfection. The moral which the story was in¬ 

tended to point is then repeated, that instruc¬ 

tion is to be given by a Brahman to men of the 
three upper twice-born castes alone, and not to 

a man of an inferior caste (vv. 408C). 
Here two points may be noted : First, that 

the instruction given to the Sudra, though un¬ 

lawfully given, was yet efficacious towards the 

end in view; and, again, that the office of a 

family priest (purohita) was not held in much 

esteem. This appears also from other texts. 

See Original SaiwkrU Texts, voi. I. (2nd ed.) 

p. 128, note 238. 
A story of a different tenor is told in the 

Uttar a Kdnda of the Bdmdyana (sections 75 

and 76), where it is related that a S u d r a. 
who^was presumptuous enough to perform 

austerities, had his head cut off by Rama (see 

Original Sanskrit Texts, vol. I. p. 120). 
In the following verse no objection is made 

to Sudras practising austerities. Mahdhk. xhi. 

2844. “ These and many other kings rich in 
austerity, attained the highest perfection through 

truth, and gifts of wealth righteously obtained. 

Brahmans, Kshatiiyas, Taisyas, and Sudras 

who have practised austerities, purified by the 

fire of liberality, go to heaven.” 
Tn the following passage it would seem as it 

even final emancipation were regarded as at¬ 

tainable by low-caste men. 
Hfrthdbh, xiv.‘ 591. u The world of the gods 

is filled with men who have practised works : 
but the recurrence of human forms is not desired 

by the gods. For the highest state is that oi 

. the eternal Brahma, in which the body is aban- 
i doned, and immortality and constant Messed- 

: ness are attained. Entering on Lis coarse of 

virtuous life (dharma), even those who are of 
base birth, women, Taisyas, and SMras arrive 
at the highest condition; how much more Brah¬ 
mans or Kshatriyas., versed in the scriptures, 

constantly devoted to their duties, and seeking 

after the world of Brahma. 
And the same would also appear from the 

following verses, Mak&hh. xii. 8799 ff., where*, 
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after haying described the practice of yoga, or 

abstraction, the writer proceeds: “To a good 

man thus self-concentrated, impartial in regard 

to all objects, and constantly abstracted for sis 

months, the verba! Brahma (Sabda-brahman)# 

passes away. Beholding creatures distressed by 

pain, but regarding' with an equal eye clods, 

stones, and gold, let him (proceeding) on this 

path cease (from desire), and be free from illu¬ 

sion. Even a man of a low caste, and a woman, 

seeking after righteousness, may by this road 

attain to the highest goal. Then the spiritual 

man beholds through the soul that unborn, 

ancient, undecaying, eternal (essence), which 

he can discern when his senses are still, and 

which is minuter than the minutest, and greater 
than the greatest.7’ 

In Mahdblu xiii. 4835 ff., a Chandilla 

asks how he may be delivered out of his low 

condition; and is informed, in reply, that he 

may obtain final liberation by giving his life for 
a Brahman, but in no other way. 

Polyandry in ancient India. 

The stoLy of D r a u p a d i leads to the conclu¬ 

sion that polyandry was at one time practised in 

Hindustan,f as it is stiil in the Himalayas, and 

in one district on the south-west coast of India. 

I give the following particulars of this story from 

the first book of the Mah&bhdrata. In verses 

2791ff. it is said that this princess was a blame¬ 

less damsel, bom in the family of Drupada, but 

that she sprang from the midst of the sacrificial 

hearth, and was a portion of Sachi (the wife of 

Indra). She was of the middle height, fragrant 

as a blue lotus, with long lotus-like eyes, a 

handsome figure, and very black and curly hair. 

Dmipadi was her patronymic, and her proper 
name was Krishna (‘the black’). 

In verses 6322ff. it is related that a Brahman 

who came to the house where the Pandavas were 

living, told them of Krishna’s wonderful 

birth, and of her projected svayamvara (selec¬ 

tion of a husband from an assemblage of suitors). 

The sage B h a r a d v a j a, it appears (6331ff.), 

had a son called Drona, who studied the 

** edas, and a friend in king P r i s h a t a, whose 

son Drupada used to frequent the sage’s her¬ 

mitage, and play as well as • study with Drona. 

Drupada succeeds Ms father as king, and Drona, ‘ 

* See fflmtri Upcmishad, vi. 22, and Prof. Cowell's 

* 111 pL-f* Sambfit Literature, 
pp. 4ME, Prof. H. H. Wilsons Works, III. p. 340f! 

who, though a Brahman, had received instruc¬ 

tion in armsj from Parasurama (who happened 

to come to the spot), offers his friendship to 

Drupada. The latter, however, repels the 

advances of the friend of his boyhood by saying 

that none but a Yedic scholar can be the friend 

of such a scholar, none hut a charioteer the 

friend of a charioteer, and none but a king the 

friend of a king (6342). Drona then goes to 

the city of the Kurus, and Bhishma appoints 

him to instruct the Pa u da vas, his grandsons 

(they were really grand-nephews), in the use ,of 

arms. When he has taught them, he asks as 

his fee the kingdom of Drupada (6348). They 

accordingly conquer Drupada, and deliver him 

bound to Drona. The latter again asks his 

friendship, and says they shall divide the king¬ 

dom (6350). Drupada agrees to be his friend. 

He does not, however, forget the injury which 

he has received, and seeks for Brahmans to 

perform a ceremony whereby he should get a 

son, who should slay Drona (6355ff.). He suc¬ 

ceeds in finding a priest, and a ceremony is 

performed (6390), and a son, in the accoutre¬ 

ments of a warrior, issues from the sacrificial 

fire (6391 and 6393ff.), and a daughter of un¬ 

paralleled beauty rises from the altar (6398ff.). 

Strange to say, Drona, thinking that destiny 

could not he eluded, and having regard to his 

own reputation as a teacher of martial ac¬ 

complishments, undertakes to train Drupada’s 

son Dhrishtadyumna in them (6408). When 

the Pa n davas have heard the Brahman’s 

story (nothing further is here said about the 

svayamvara), their mother Kunfci proposes that 

they should go to the country of Drupada, as 

they had already stayed long enough where 

they were (6412). While they are living in 

disguise in the country of Drupada, their rela¬ 

tive, the sage Yyasa, comes to see them (6421), 

and tells them (6426ff.) a story of a certain 

sage s elegant daughter, who was so unfortunate 

as not to have got a husband, and who conse¬ 

quently, in order to gain one, practises austeri- 

ties, by which she pleases the god Siva, who 

offers to confer on her the boon which she de¬ 

sires, She asks again and again for a husband 

endowed with all virtues. The god says she 

shall have five. She replies that she only wants 

SS?* an{f Trof. M. Williams* Indian Epic Foetry, pp. 

I SLY™ 63?? he is called a Br&hman, and in yv. 6879 
and 6881 it is said that no Kshatriya was equal to Mm. 
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one. Siva rejoins that she has made the re¬ 

quest five times ; and that when she should he 

horn in another body she should obtain what 

she had asked (6483f.). She has accordingly, 

Vyasa adds, heen born in Drupada’s family, and 

is the destined bride of the Pan da vas whom 

he was addressing (6484). He therefore, re¬ 

commends them to stay where they were, and 

tells them that they should be rendered happy 

by obtaining her as their wife (6485). They 

eventually proceed with a multitude of other 

people to the svctyamvara (6925fF.). On their 

arrival in the city, they were disguised as Brah¬ 

mans, and lived by mendicancy (6951). It 

appears that Drupada had wished to give his 

daughter to Ar j una, one of the Pandavas, 

although he did not disclose this (6952). He 

had had a bow made which was exceedingly 

difficult to bend; and be proclaimed that the 

man who should bend and string it, and pierce a 

mark which he had suspended in the air, should 

gain his daughter’s hand (6953ff.). This in¬ 

timation was repeated afterwards by his son, 

Dhrishtadyumna (6978f.)r who then named all 

the suitors to his sister Draupadi (6980ffi). 

Great excitement ensued among the suitors 

(7005ff.). Those who first tried all failed to 

string the bow (7022ff.). Earn a, the half- 

brother of the Pandavas, had no difficulty in 

doing so, and in fitting an arrow on the string ; 

but he was at once rejected by Draupadi, and 

threw down the bow (7027). Si sup ala, 

Jarasandha, and Salyanext successively 

failed (7029ffi). A r j u n a then rose out of the 

midst of the Brahmans (7G34ff.), which cansed 

a sensation among that class, some being 

displeased and others glad. Some feared that 

this youth by his failure might make their caste 

ridiculous ; others said that nothing was beyond 

a Brahman’s power. “ Eating nothing,” they 

said (vv. 7045ff.), “ or eating air, eating fruits, 

practising austerities, the Brahmans, though 

weak, are most powerful through their own 

might. Whether he practises good or evil* a 

Brahman is not to be contemned, whatever task 

may arrive, easy or difficult, great or small. 

The Kshatriyas were vanquished in battle by 

Mma the son ofJamadagni. Agastya, 

by his Brahmanical energy, drank np the&thom- 

less ocean.” Ajtjmxa, bowing down to Siva, and 

calling Krishna to mind, seized the bow, strung 

it, took the arrows, andpierced the mark, which 

fell to the ground (705Gff.). Loud shouts were 

heard in the sky, and from the assembly ; and 

flowers were showered from the heavens. 

Draupadi then advanced to Arjuna, smiling, 

and holding a garland ; and he leaves the as¬ 

sembly accompanied by her (7059). The royal 

suitors, however, were incensed that her father 

should have wished to give her to a Brahman, 

after their desire to possess her had been kin¬ 

dled ; and that the tree whose fruits they had 

hoped to enjoy bad been cut down (7081if.); 

as, in such a case the princess’s choice should 

have been limited to Kshatriyas (7067). They 
therefore rushed at Drupada with the intention 

of killing him (7072); but he tookrefngc among 

the Brahmans, and two of the Pandavas, Arjuna 

and Bhima, came to the rescue (7G73f.). A fight 

ensues ; Arjuna and Bhima triumph over Karna 

and Salya; and the Kshatriya kings become 

alarmed, and propose that the combat should 

cease for the present. Krishna then comes 

forward and declares to them that Draupadi’s 

hand had been properly awarded by her father 
(7075-7121). Arjuna and Bhima go with 

Draupadi to the house where their mother was 

anxiously awaiting the event, and, in allusion 

to their being at present in tbe habit of solicit¬ 

ing alms, they said to her that they had brought 
something home with them. She, being indoors, 

and not seeing what it was that they had 

bronght, replied, a Enjoy it all* together $” but 

afterwards, on seeing Draupadi, she exclaimed 

that she had spoken wrongly (7131fF.); and 

informs Yudhishthira that she had done so in¬ 

advertently, and asks his opinion. Yndishhthira 

(71S7ff.) addresses Arjuna, and says that he 

who had gained her mast take her as his wife. 

Arjuna, however, replies that Yudbishthira must 

first wed her, and then the other brothers suc¬ 

cessively. They then all became enamoured of 

her (7151ffi). Yudhisthira then recollects 

what Vyasa had formerly said to them (see verse 

6434 quoted above), that Draupadi was destined 

to be the wife of all the five—which Yudhish- 

thira declared she should become (7146). 
Dhrishtadyumna, we are next told, then goes to 

visit the Pandavas in the house where they 

were living, and makes a report of his visit to 

Ms father (7168, 7174), who sends his family 

priest to them (7182), and then a, messenger 

with provisions, Ac. and chariots, which 

they were to proceed to the royal residence; 
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which they accordingly do (72032*.). Drupada 

asks Yndhishthira how he is to know whether 

they are Eshatriyas, or Brahmans, or Tais¬ 

yas, or SMras (7219£.). Yndhishthira as¬ 

sures him that they are K s h a t r i y a s, sons 

of Panda; and that his daughter was like a 

lotus, which should be transplanted from one 

pond to another (7225 and 7228). Drupada 

then proposes that the marriage of his daughter 

to Aijuna should proceed (7237). Yudhishthira, 

however, informs him that she was to be the 

wife of all the five brothers, and tells how their 

mother’s word had determined this; and that 

they had all agreed upon it (7240). Drupada 

■replies that it was quite legitimate that one 

king should have many wives, § but not that one 

queen should have more than one husband ; and ~ 

urges that Yndhishthira should not do an immoral 

act, contrary to custom and the Yeda (7244), 

Yndhishthira rejoins that the question was one of 

a delicate or difficult nature {sukshma dharmd) ; 

that they could not judge of its character, but 

followed the path trodden by a succession of 

ancestors; and adds that their mother had 

enjoined it (72462*.). Tyasa now opportunely 

arrives (7251). Drupada asks him how one 

woman can become the lawful wife of several 

husbands. Tyasa invites all present to express 

their opinions (7257). Drupada pronounces 
such a marriage to be contrary to custom and 

the Yeda, not practised by former generations, 

and of doubtful propriety. Dhrishtadyumna 

too (7261) will not allow that the question can 

be settled by calling it a nice point ,or that an act 

can be both right and wrong. Yndhishthira, 

on the contrary (7264), says the practice is 

lawful, and instances the cases of Jatila, the 

daughter of Gotama, and Yarkshi, the daughter 

of a sage both virtuous women, who 

were the wives of seven, and ten husbands 

respectively. He also urges the duty of obeying 

his mother’s command above referred to (7131) 

as a ground for all the five brothers having 

Draupadi for their wife; and his view is sup¬ 

ported by his mother. Tyasa also says that 

the custom is lawful; and that it dated from 

time immemorial, and promises to explain how. 

He tells two stories, which, however, do not 

prove that the practice was an ordinary one. 

The first (7275—7318) is to the effect (see 

verses 73102*.) that the five Pandavas were, in 

a former state, five Indras, Arjuna being a 

portion of the real Indra ; and that Sri, or 

Lakshmi, who had been assigned to them as 

their earthly wife, bad taken the form of Draxi- 

pad 1(73032., 73092.). . Por how, asks Tyfisa, 

—unless by divine appointment,—could such 

a woman as Draupadi issue from the earth at 

the end of a sacrifice ? Tyasa then imparted 

to Drupada a divine insight whereby he beheld 

the five Pandavas and Draupadi in their pre¬ 

vious celestial forms (73122*.). He then goes 

on (73192.) to repeat the other story, which he 

formerly told to the Pandavas (see above, vv. 

64262.), about the sage’s daughter who had 

got no husband, and in order to obtain one, had 

propitiated Siva, and had gained from him a 

promise that she should have five in a subse¬ 

quent state of existence; and adds that she had 

now accordingly been born anew at the sacrifice 

as Draupadi, the destined wife of the five Pan¬ 

davas. After this, Drupada can, of course, no 

longer hold out. He' says (73312.) that as his 

daughter had formerly asked, aud Siva had 

promised her, a-plurality of husbands, the god 

must know what is right: and as he had so 

ordained it, whether the polyandry was lawful 

or unlawful, he himself was not in fault. 

Yndhishthira was then first married by the 

family priest to Draupadi, and afterwards the 

j other brothers were united with her (73392.) ; 

and she received the benediction of her mother- 

in-law (73502.). 
Prom a perusal of the above narrative, it 

appears that although Kunti, the mother of 

three of the Pandavas, is represented as having 

at first sanctioned the union of the five brothers 

with Draupadi only by a mistake, and although 

supernatural occurrences are introduced to ex¬ 

plain and justify the transaction, its lawful¬ 

ness as a recognized usage, practised from time 

immemorial, is also affirmed both by Yudliish- 

thira and Tyasa. At the time when the Maha- 

hMratas as we now have it, was composed or 

revised, the practice must have so far fallen 

into disuse, or have become discredited, as to 

require that special divine authority should be 

shown in order to render its occurrence among 

respectable persons conceivable even in earlier 

ages. 

§ See Sfotapaiho, JBrdhmama, ix. 4.1. 6, “ wherefore also there are many wives of one man.1 
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Difficulty of comprehending what is duty; an 

illustration of this from the case of Kausika* 

With, reference to the expression sukshma 

dharma, “which is noted above, I have to remark 

that in the MahdbJidrata several passages occur 

in which the nicety of duty, the difficulty of 

correctly apprehending it, is insisted on. Thus 

in iii. 13848 ; u It is the teaching of the ancients 

that duty is proved by Scripture (sruti) ; for 

the system of duty is abstruse; it has many 

branches, and is infinite. In matters of life and 

death, in regard to marriage, falsehood should 

be spoken; in such cases, falsehood will serve 

the purpose of truth, and truth of falsehood. 

Whatever powerfully conduces to the good of 

living creatures is to be held as truth; thus 

righteousness arises from its opposite ; such is 

the nicety of duty.” Again: xii. 8640ff. “ One 

who can distinguish between duty and what is 

not duty (righteousness and unrighteousness), 

overpasses all difficulties. 8642. A man who 

acts when he possesses knowledge, succeeds 

universally. For the unskilful man, though 

seeking righteousness, practises unrighteous¬ 

ness, or practises to his loss what has only a 

semblance of righteousness. Desiring to prac¬ 

tise duty, he thinks he does so, when he does 

the opposite, while another man, loving un¬ 

righteousness, practises righteousness.” This 

does not seem a good moi*al doctrine. 

In xii. 9259ffi, Yudhishthira, who generally 

confines himself to putting short questions, re¬ 

marks at some length as follows : 

u Duty cannot be completely known. A man 

has one duty in prosperity, and another in adver¬ 

sity ; but how can all states of misfortune be folly 

known? Duty is considered to be virtuous 

practice, and virtuous men are marked out by 

their conduct. But how can what is to be done 

or not to be done (be known) ? for virtuous conduct 

has no characteristic mark. A common man is 

seen to practise unrighteousness in the guise of 

righteousness, and again, a superior person is 

seen to practise righteousness in the garb of un¬ 

righteousness. Again, the standard of right¬ 

eousness is defined by men who are versed in 

the scriptures ; and we have heard that the 

doctrines of the Vedas decline in every age. 

The duties in the Krita, Treta, Dvapara, and Kali 

Yugas (ages), respectively are different, as if 

ordained according to men's powers. The words 

of sacred tradition (dmndya) are true j such is 

thepopular xmdemteindmg(loka‘Sangraha). From 

these traditions again the all-sided Yedas have 

sprung. Ifthey are the standard of everything, 

we have a standard here ; hut if this (so-called) 

standard be vitiated by error, what becomes of 

its authoritative character (pramdne a$ra- 

mdneroa viruddhe sdstraid Icutah) ? When violent 

and wicked men practise any duty, and while 

doing so pervert any of its settled rules (smhs- 

thd), they too are destroyed. Do we know so 

and so, or do we not ? can it, or can it not, be 

known ? it is minuter than the edge of a razor, 

and greater than a mountain. The form of the 

Gandharvas’ city is at first perceived, but 

when so seen by poets, it again becomes invisible.” 

It seems, however, to be intended that these 

doubts should be overruled, as the speaker then 

proceeds thus:—cc As cisterns for cattle, as 

streamlets in.a field, the Smriii (law-code), is 

the eternal law of duty, and is never found to 

fail. But some men, from wilful desire of other 

things (?), and many others for other reasons, 

follow evil practices.” After some other verses, 

the speaker concludes (v. 9276) by saying 

that u duty has long been ascertained and de¬ 

clared by wise men of old, and that such practice 

forms the eternal rule” (samsthd bhavati msaaii). 

In the eighth Book of the MaMbhdraia, w. 

3439ff, a story is told in illustration of the 

principle that knowledge is necessary for the 

successful practice of righteousness. How 

strange,” it is said, that a man who is unwise 

and stupid, though a lover of righteousness, 

should fall into great sin like Eaasika. 

He, it seems, was a devotee well read, and who 

had determined always to speak the truth (verse 

3449). In pursuance of this principle, he 

pointed out to certain robbers the road which 

some persons, of whom they were in pursuit, 

had taken, and whom they thus succeeded in 

killing (vv. 3450ff.). “In consequence of this 

great sin (w. 3454ff.), and wicked speech, 

Kausika went to a hell of suffering, as he was 

ignorant of the niceties of duty (s4k$hma~dMc~ 

meshv akovidcth). So a fool, who has read little- 

and does not know the distinctions of duty, and 

who does not ask a solution of Ms doubts from 

ancients, deserves to Ml into the deep abyss. . . - 

The Mghest knowledge is hard to attain for 

Mm who seeks it by reasoning. Many say that 

duty is known from the Fed#.” 

In verse 3569, dhamrn (duty) is said to be 
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derived from the root dhar, because it supports 

mankind. 

In another, Book iii. 13777, dharma is 

declared to be defined in the Sinriti, (the class 

of works to whicli the law-books belong) as 

just and proper action, and its opposite, adharma, 

to be defined by well-instructed men as the 
absence of light conduct. || 

Prevalence of Ndstikya or Infidelity. 

It is evident from the frequent mention of 

ndstikya, or infidelity, in Manu and the 

3Iahdbhdrata, that disbelief in the Vedas was 

not uncommon in India in ancient times. The 

following passage occurs in the Mahdbhdrata, 

xiii. 2194 : “ Rejection of the authority of the 

Pedas, transgression of the precepts of the 

Sdstras, and an universal lawlessness, lead to a 

man’s own destruction. The Brahman who 

regards himself as a Pandit, who reviles the 

Vedas, and is devoted to useless logic, the science 

of reasoning, who states arguments among vir¬ 

tuous men, defeats them by his syllogisms, who 

is a constant assailant and abuser of the Brah¬ 

mans, an universal doubter and a fool, such a 

man, though sharp in his language, is to he 

regarded as a child; people regard that man as 

a dog. Just as a dog assails, to bark and to kill, 

so such men set to to wrangle and to overthrow 
the sacred books/’ 

A similar character is described in MaMbh. 

sii. 6736fF., of which a translation will be 

found in this Journal for November of last year, 
vol. Y. p. 313. 

Here is an answer given (MaMbh. iii. 17402) 

by Yudhishthira to a Yaksha who had asked 

him what was the path to walk in : ie Reason¬ 

ing has no firm basis ; Vedic texts are mutuallv 

at variance; there is not one sage whose doc¬ 

trine is authoritative; the essence of virtue is 

enveloped in mystery; the (right) path is that 

which the many follow.” 

Here is the advice given to doubters (Mahdjbh. 

iii. 134616): “Neither this world nor the next, 

nor happiness, is (the portion) of the doubter. 

The ancients who possess knowledge have said 

that faith is the sign of final emancipation. . . 

. . . 134636. Abandoning fruitless reasonings, 

resort to the Veda and the Smriti.” 

The three Vedas not eternal. 

In the next passage the eternity of the text 

of the three Vedas is denied. MaMbh. xii. 

7497: “ Greater than Time is the divine Y i s h n u, 

of whom is this entire universe; that god has 

no beginning, nor middle, nor end. From his 

having neither beginning, nor middle, nor end, 

he is imperishable, and overpasses all sufferings, 

for suffering is finite. That is declared to be the 

highest Brahma; that is tbe highest abode and 

stage. Attaining to that, men are freed from 

the condition of Time, and gain final emancipa¬ 

tion. . . . 7501. The Nik, Yajnsi and Sdman 

verses, dwelling in bodies, exist on the tips of 

the tongue, are to be acquired by effort, and are 

perishable. But Brahma is not regarded as 

having his dwelling or origin in a body; nor is 

Brahma attainable by effort, nor has he a begin¬ 

ning, a middle, or an end. Nik, Saman> and 

Yajush verses are said to have a beginning : and 

things that begin are observed to have an end 

but Brahma has no beginning.”* 

THE RAJATARANGINT. 

Prom Hr. Ruhlerys Report of a Tour hi search of 
Sanskrit MSS. made in Ka&mir, Rdjputana, and 
Central India** 

As regards X a 1 h a n a’s great Havya, the 
RdjatarmgMr, which, after all, will probably re¬ 
main the only Kasmirian work interesting a 
larger circle of readers, the $&rada MS. in the 
Government collection, together with my colla¬ 
tion of Ganakak’s MS., S&hebram’s explanatory 

treatises and abstracts, the MSS. of the Nilamata- 
pwrdna and other works, will enable us to restore 
the text and to explain its meaning with greater 
accuracy than has hitherto been done. The con¬ 
tents of the first six cantos of the Bdjatamngini' 
were first made known by Professor H. H. "Wil¬ 
son in 1825, in theXVth volume of the Asiatic Re¬ 
searches. Next, the text was published in Calcutta! 
1835 a.d., by the pandits of the Asiatic Society. 

0 In. Bh. iii. 187775 drambho nydyayukto yah sa hi 
dharmah tit smntah andcharas tv adharmeii etai'sishta- 
wmasanam. 
f Compare* my article in the Journal of the Rove 

Amahs Society, toL XIX. pp. 209ff. entitled Verses frot 
the Sww-darsana-sangraha, the Vishnu Purdrnf an 
tfie mmayaMr, ilfoisfraMncf the tenets of the Ch&rv&kai 
or Indian materialists, with some remarks on freedom c 

speculation in ancient India. 

* Pot the opinions of the different Indian philosophical 
schools for and against the eternity of the Vedas, the 3rd yol. 
of my Original Sanskrit Texts (2nd ed.), pp. 70-138, may 
he consulted. 

** Published as an extra Number of the J out .Bo. Br.R. 
As. Soc. No- xmv a. 1877* 
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Some years later Mr. A. Troyer began a critical 
edition of the text, and in 1840 issued the first six 
cantos together with a translation of the whole 
eight cantos, which was completed in 1852. Far¬ 
ther, Professor Lassen gave, in his great ency¬ 
clopaedia of Indian antiquities, the Znclisehe Alter- 

fhiimer, a complete analysis of the work; and 
last, not least. General Cunningham treated its 
chronology in an admirable article in the Numis¬ 

matic Chronicle of 1848. It may seem scarcely 
credible that a book which has engaged the atten¬ 
tion of so many Sanskritists, and of some of the 
first rank, is, after all the labour expended, not in 
a satisfactory condition, and that its explanation 
leaves a great deal to desire. Still this is the 
case, and if it is taken into consideration how bad 
the materials were on which the European and 
Indian scholars have worked, it is not wonderful 
that a great deal remains to be done. When 
Professor Wilson wrote, he possessed three bad 
and incomplete Devanagari MSS., which were so 
inaccurate “ that a close translation of them, if 
desirable, would have been inpracticable/’f The 
Calcutta edition was made, as Mr, TroyerJ states, 
according to a Devanagari transcript sent by Mr. 
Mooficroffc from Kasmir, and Prof. Wilson’s MSS. 
Mr. Troyer’s own edition, finally, was prepared 
from tbe same materials and two Devanagari 
copies which Mr. Colebrooke had presented to the 
library of the India House.§ For the last two 
books be also used a Devanagari transcript pro¬ 
cured by Major Broom.|] Professor Lassen had 
nothing to work upon but the printed texts. 

Both editions are therefore prepared from 
Devanagari copies, made either in India or in 
Kasmir. Hot one .of the scholars who have writ¬ 
ten oh the book ever saw a MS. in Sarada charac¬ 
ters, in which Kalhana’s original copy and all 
MSS. in Kasmir were written. Besides, for can¬ 
tos vii. and viii., which are wanting in the MSS. 
acquired by Mr. Colebrooke and Professor Wilson, 
the Calcutta pandits had a single MS., Mr. Moor- 
croft's transcript. After what I have said above 
on Kasmirlan Devanagari MSS. and the difficulty 
Kasmir ian pandits have in reading Devanagari, 
it is nob wonderful that the published text, espe¬ 
cially of the last two cantos, should contain many 
corrupt passages. I must say that I think it 
wonderful that the changes required are not more 
numerous.. In the first two cantos there are, if 
obvious misprints and the faulty forms Gonarda 
for Gonwnda, Kdimirdh for Ka&mirdh, are not taken 

f As. Res. vol. XV. p. 5. 
X Rdjat. vol. I. p. iv- 
§ Ibid. pp. v, vii. and viii. 
U Ibid. vol. IH. p. iii. 

Troye*, R&jdt. vol, I, p, iii. 

into account, only between forty and fifty eornira¬ 
tions which seriously affect the sense, i. e. one in 

every eleven or twelve verses. Most of these cases 
are, however, very serious. The ratio of mistakes 
does not increase much in the following four 
tarangas. Hearly all the corruptions in these six 
books have been caused by a faulty transcription 
of single Sarada letters or groups. But in the 
viith and viiith tarangas the case becomes dif¬ 
ferent. The corrupt passages are much more 
numerous, and some verses as given in the Cal¬ 
cutta edition bear only a faint resemblance to the 
readings of the Sarada MSS. It seems to me 
that Mooreroft’s transcript of these two cantos 
must have been very bad, or have shown lacunse, 
and that the Calcutta pandits have corrected the 
text in a very unscrupulous manner. 

The new materials which I have procured will 
enable ns to restore the text to a much greater 
degree of purity than could ever be done with the 
help of Devanagari MSS. But I fear that a small 
number of doubtful passages will remain, because 
all Sarada MSS. known to exist at present in Ka* 
mir are derived from a single copy which is 100 
to 150 years old. This is the MS. of Pandit 
Kesavram, which is regarded in Kasmir as the 
codex arclietypus. It is an ancient Sarada paper MS. 
written by an ancestor of the present owner. It 
bears no date, but its appearance shows that ifc 
must be more than a hundred years old. The 
pandits assert that it is the MS. from which 
MoorcrofPs transcript was made, and from which 
all now existing copies have been derived. I do 
not feel certain that the first statement is correct, 
as Moorcroft’s copy is said to have been made 
from a birch-bark volume.-?! The second state¬ 
ment is, I think, true, as all the copies which I 
have used and seen, half-a-dozen, are new, and 
agree in all decisive passages with Kesavram’s 
copy- My friends made great efforts to find for 
me a birch-bark MS, for the loan of which I 
offered a considerable sum. But they possessed 
none, and were unable to procure one. P. Chan- 
dram told me with. a sorrowful face that some 
years ago he had found remnants of a birch-bark 
MS. among his father’s books, and that he had 
thrown them into the Jheliixn,* as he had thought 
that they were of no value. This is the only news 
of a Bhffrja MB, of the Mdjafarangini winch I 
received, and I fear that there is very little chance 
of any being found hereafter. The possibility of 
such an event can, however, not be denied as long 

# It is customary in to throw remnants of books 
into the liver, in order to preserve * the face of Earasvats’ 
from defilement. The bodies of children that die before 
teething are likewise1 ©on8%n^d to a watery grave. Similar 
practices prevail on the Ganges and other particularly holy- 
rivers. 
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as the libraries belonging to the Persian-speaMng 
pandits have not been fully explored. 

As regards the efforts of European scholars to 
translate the Rdjatarangin% and to use its con¬ 
tents for historical purposes. Professor Wilson's 
and General Cunningham’s results are the most 
trustworthy. Considering the corruptness of Prof. 
Wilson’s MSS., Ms article in the As. Res. is ad¬ 
mirable, and deserves the great fame which it 
has enjoyed. It is, however, by no means free 
from bad mistakes, some of which, e.g. the mis- 
statementf that Pratapaditya, the second 
Karkotaka king, had seven sons, instead of 
toree each called by two or three names, have been 
copied by every succeeding writer on Kasmirian 
history, and have caused mischief in other re¬ 
spects. He has also omitted to make use of the 
key to the chronology of the Karkotaka and the 
later dynasties, which Kalhana gives (I. 52) by 
saying that the Saptarshi or Laukika year 24 
corresponded to Saka 1070. General Cunningham 
has supplied this omission in his paper on Kasmir 
coins and chronology published in the Numismatic 
Chronicle for 1848. The dates which he has fixed 
for the kings following Durlabhaka require 
few alterations.^ 

As regards Mr. Troyer’s work, it is impossible 
to commend either his translation or the historical 
and geographical essays attached to it, however 
much one may admire his patience and industry. 
He undertook a task very ranch beyond his 
strength, for wMch he was qualified neither by 
learning nor by natural talent. The Rdjatarmgini 
is, no doubt, a difficult book, and nobody who 
attempts to translate it can hope to accomplish his 
task without making a number of mistakes. But 
Mr. Troyer has seldom been able to make out the 
meaning of the text, except where Kalhana uses 
the simplest, plainest language. His renderings 
of passages in wMch Kalhana adopts a higher 
style are invariably wrong, and frequently unin¬ 
telligible. The worst portions of the translation 
are cantos vii. and viii. The contents of the his¬ 
torical and geographical essays attached to the 
translation require no condemnation on mj part, 
as they have beer estimated at their proper value 
by other Sanskritists. But I must touch on one 
point discussed in the preface to Mr. Troyer’s 3rd 
volume, regarding which Professor Lassen also 
has followed him, Mr. Troyer undertakes there, 
p. x.s an inquiry about the authorship of the last 
two cantos of the' Rdjatarmgini, and comes to the 
conclusion that the‘author of these cannot be the 
same person as he who wrote the first six tarcmgas, 

t As. Res. vol. XT. p. 43. 
X The necessity of one alteration in the date of Lalitfi- 

ditya sad Ms predecessors, whose reigns Kalhana has ante¬ 
dated by thirty years, has been recognised by General 

because (1) he allots to the last two hundred and 
fifty years double the number of verses which he 
devotes to the preceding three thousand two 
hundred years; (2) because the reference^ and 
resumes made in cantos vii. and viii. to and of 
events narrated in the first six cantos are not 
exact; (3) because the viiith canto relates events 

which occurred after a.d. 1148, the year giveji 
(I. 42) as the date of the book. To these argu¬ 
ments Professor Lassen adds the difference in 
style observable in the two portions,§ and that in 
some MSS. the last two books are wanting. 

These arguments, plausible as they may seem, 
are altogether insufficient to support the asser¬ 
tion made. For, with regard to the first point, 
Mr. Troyer himself has already given the objection 
which is fatal to it. If a chronicler narrates the 
events of his own time and of the period immedi¬ 
ately preceding it at greater length than the re¬ 
moter portions of the history of his country, that 
is no more than might be expected. His materials 
were more abundant, and the events in which he 
himself, his immediate ancestors and his patron, 
played their parts possessed for him an interest 
which the more distant times did not possess. 
This interest which he took in his surroundings 
explains also why he introduces details which to 
men of later times appear trivial and uninteresting. 
To say less would also have been considered an 
offence against the Raja, in whose employ Kal- 
hana’s father was. The answer to the second ar¬ 
gument, the discrepancies between statements in 
the first six cantos and the last two, is that these 
discrepancies are mostly, if not wholly, due to Mr. 
Troyer’s bad materials and faulty translation. It 
is true that the successor of Chandrapida is called 
Lalit&ditya in the ivth canto, and Muktapicia 
in the resume attached to the Viiith. But it is 

not the fault of Kalhana that Mr. Troyer has 
not been able to understand the verses (iv. 42, 
43) in which it is clearly stated that Muktapida 
and Lalitaditya are names of the same person. 
As regards the third argument, Mr. Troyer has 
overlooked the fact that Kalhana states that be 
began to write his poem in Saptarshi Samvat 24. 
It contains more than 8000 slohas, and it cannot 
be supposed that the author completed it in the 
same year. The fact that he mentions in the 
viiith book events which happened nine years 
later, in Saptarshi Samvat 33, jj merely proves 
that the poem was not completed until after 
that time. 

Professor Lassen’s additional arguments are 
not more conclusive. Neither myself nor the 

Cunningham himself: compare above, p. 43, note, Anc. 
Geog. p. 91, and Ind. Ant. vol. XI. pp. 102 seqq. 

§ Ind. Alt. vol. III. 481. 
[I Rd/fat. viii. 3193, Troyer. 
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Kasmirians have been able to detect any differ¬ 
ence in the style of the two parts. The incorrect 
Calcutta text is hardly a fair basis for the argu¬ 
ment. The MSS., finally, in which the last books 
are wanting are secondary sources, modern trans¬ 
cripts, which prove nothing. 

While it is thus not difficult to meet the objec¬ 
tions against Kalhana5 s authorship of cantos vii. 
and viii., there are some important facts in favour 
of it. The first is that the vith canto ends too 
abruptly to be considered the real conclusion of a 
mahdkdvya. Secondly, the obscurity of the nar¬ 
rative in the viiith canto, of which Mr. Troyer 
justly complains, is such as might easily be 
caused in a contemporary history by the chroni¬ 
cler’s omitting, as superfluous, details which were 
so notorious that he might presume them to be 
known to his readers, or, to speak more accurate¬ 
ly, to his hearers. Thirdly, and this is the really 
conclusive argument, Jonar&ja, who wrote, about 
two hundred years after Kalhana, a continuation 
of the history of Kasmir, states distinctly that his 
predecessor’s work ended with the reign of Jaya- 
simha, which is described in the ‘viiith canto of 
the Rdjatarangini. He says in the beginning of 
his poem, 
Mgonandamukhmr dharmasammukhair d kedeh Mia ] 
kadmirakdSyapi bhdpair apdli gunaSdlibhih || 4 (| 
teshdm abhdgyahemantanisdtamasi tishthati | 
uaiva ka&chid apa&yat tdn^ kdvydrkdrmdaydch 

ckiram || 5 j| 
rasamayyd gird vriddhdm nityatdrunyam dpipat I 
atha Mjayasimhdntdm tatMrtim kalhanadvijah \\ 6 j[ 

(4) “ From the beginning of the Kaliy u ga, 
righteous kings, endowed with (great) qualities, the 
first among whcm is the illustrious Gronanda, 
protected Kasmxr-land, the daughter of Kasyapa. 

(5) “ As long as the darkness of night (caused) 
by the winter of their misfortune lasted, nobody 
perceived them. For late it was ere the sun of 
poetry rose. 

(6) “Then the Br&hman Kalhana gave, by 
the nectar of his song, eternal yonth to the 
ancient fame of these {princes), the last among 
whom was the illustrious Jayasimh a.”# 

I think we may trust Jonar&ja’s word and ac¬ 
cept it as a fact that Kalhana wrote the whole of 
the eight cantos which go under his name. 

A new attempt to translate and to explain the 
Rdjatarangini, and to use its contents for the 
history of India, ought to be made. But it is 
a work of very considerable difficulty, and will 
require much time and patience. As no commen¬ 
tary on the book exists, it is firstly necessary to 
study all the KaSmirian poets and writers on 

A1 amkara who immediately preceded and 

followed Kalhana, especially the Saravijaya, 
the SHkanthacharita, Bilhana’s Tikramdnkadeva* 
char it a, Jonaraja’s and Srivara*s Rdjatarangin is, 

&c. A close attention to their style, similes, and 

turns of expression will solve most of the difficult¬ 

ies which arise from Kalhana s style. Next the 

ancient geography of Kasmir must be minutely 

studied. Nearly all the localities mentioned can 

be identified with more or less precision by means 

of the Ntlamaiapurdna, the Mdhdtmyas, the later 

Rdjataranginis, Sahebrfim’s Tirthasamgraha, the 

set of native maps procured by me, the large map 

of the Trigonometrical Survey, and the works and 

articles of modern travellers and archaeologists. 
But some of the geographical questions will pro¬ 
bably require a final re-examinatior in Kasmir. 

As regards the use of the contents of the Rdjata- 
rangini for the history of Kasmir and of India, 
a great deal remains to be done for the earlier 
portion, up to the beginning of the Karkota 
dynasty. Kalhana’s chronology of the Gonandiya 
dynasties is, as Professor Wilson, Professor 
Lassen, and’ General Cunningham have pointed 
out, valueless. An author who connects the his¬ 
tory of his country with the imaginary date of a 
legendary event, like the coronation of Tudhish- 
thira, and boasts that “ Ms narrative resembles a 
medicine, and is useful for increasing and dimin¬ 
ishing the {statements of previous writers regard¬ 
ing) kings, place, and time/’f must always be 
sharply controlled, and deserves no credit what¬ 
ever in those portions of his work where his 
narrative shows any suspicious figures or facts, 
The improbabilities and absurdities in the first 
three cantos are so numerous that I think the 
Rdj atarangini ought to be consulted much loss for 
the period comprised therein than has been done 
by the illustrious Orientalists named above. I 
would not fill the intervals between the histori¬ 
cally certain dates of As oka, Kamishka, and 
Durlabhaka by cutting down the years of the 
kings placed between them by Kalhana. But I 
would altogether ignore all Kasmirxan Mugs for 
whose existence we have no evidence from other 
sources, be it through Indian or foreign writers, 
or through coins, buildings, and inscriptions. If 
Kalhana had merely given the stories reported 
by B u v r a t a and other predecessors, there might 
be a hope that we could rearrange them. But 
we do not know what materials he had, nor how 
he treated them, if in any particular ease he 
lengthened or shortened the reigns, and if he dis¬ 
placed or added Mugs dr me* 'General Gunning- 

bam*s constant search for KafaAriw coins, which. 

Ac. refers to fame. But the general mnm of the passage 
is the same. t L SI. 

W T&n instead of tdrk is the reading of the S&rada MSS. 
a In the text the adjective translated by * last of whom. 
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^ x *ear& from his private letters, is attended 
vnti good results, will eventually throw a great 

i, 0i" on this dark period of Kasmivion 
nstory. pU]| certainty regarding the era of the 
uptas, which now seems to be near at hand, will 

a^° ^ss^st in settling the dates of some kings, 
especially 0f T o r am ana, Matrigupta, and 
1 ^^asena. 

^ or the peiiod which begins with the Karkota 
J nasty n0fc xuuch remains to be done. The 

c recovery Gf initial date of the Saptarshi or 

au fl^a eraJ which I obtained in Kaamir, makes it 
possible to the rejgns of the kings after Avan- 

l£t\ man Per^ect accuracy. The beginning 
o le Saptarshi era is placed by the Kasmirians 

&li * °£ the twenty-fifth year of the 

’K&lh^a>i an^ twenfcy'fourbh Jear» in which 
ap.a wrote, is consequently the Saptarshi 

year 4224. p0r 

Eiom Kaliyu 25 to the beginning of 

Fro takaerais .. 3154 
111 fc>aka Samvab 1 to Kalhana/s time.. 1070 

Total—Saptarshi years. 4224 
/ ^autlu>rxties for placing the beginning of the 

p IKS 1Aera Kali 25 are the following. First, 

the or'o^rat31 ^°tsi gave me the subjoined verse, 

sayatofez* ^ not know -—haler gataih 
tdh I lofc raVars^la^ll saptarshivaryds tritlwmh pray a,- 

° e hi samvatsarapattrikdydm saptarshimd- 

K.aAi>ra'°aC^ani* santah II “ When the years of the 
(i e by the f arrows and the eyes’ 

lave to aU<i the tW°’ or’ aS Indian dates 
most ex u read backward, 25) had elapsed, the 

For in th ^eTen ^is^is ascended to heaven, 

ous declae Ca*eixdar (med) in- th© worldj the virtu- 
(years - tile computation of the Saptarshi 

Pandit D? fr°m that P°int)” 
done in fcl~ayar®‘m explained the verse as I have 

each Sant ? ab°Te translation, and added that 

that its leT* year beSan 0,1 Ohaitra Sndi 1, and 

mixing oftr11 was reSulaied hy the customary 
—_f^*&<ZjK?ra and sour a mdnas. 

-4- AllB "W■■'■■■ ““ ■ — ..... 

tion Lokakidu t***tlie world/ alludes to the appella- 
§ ktu,ja,tarann-a^samvatsara. 

l7mhiUgate ^tsarkgraha, fol. 4b, 1. 7 : tatrddya take 
-li The use nf+l saV^^hichdrdnumatena saiiivat 4940. 

cent hill state-7 , .SaPtarshi era m Kasmir and the adia- 
has first been rT/; TT“<dl continues even in the present day, 

* The text E2Ulied ont *>y General Cunningham. 
copies written been corrected according to two collated 
copy in the Grvv?iLGanakak bandit, G1 and and the 

To avoid confe-rrtin€nb c°llection, Oh. 
lowing, the restS~?U reference marks for the notes f oh 

1G1 and oth are referred to by their numbers. 
shdbhogi, ^SS. read bMsMMna instead of bM- 

or BrShnaiardcaj^ SL^ivtb wears a seiPent instead of a jenvt 
bracelets. ^yug, and smaller serpents instead of 
be the Hniversal'?a^riafs» being Saivas, consider 3iva to 
The preposition and eiroect to be absorbed by him. 
meaning of the wHch adds force to the 

indicates that absorption is complete — 

The correctness of his statement is confirmed 

by a passage in P. SahcbnWs Rdjatarmginlsam- 

graha where the author says that the Saka year 

1786 (A..D. 1864), in which ho writes, corre¬ 

sponds to Kali 4965 and to Saptarshi or Lau- 

kilca Samvat 4940.§ One of the copyists, too, 

who copied the Dhvamjdloka for mo in September 

1875, gives in the colophon, as the date of his 

copy, the Saptarshi year 4951. Those facts are 

sufficient to prove that P. DayarfmVs statement 

regarding the beginning of the Saptarshi era is 

not an invention of his own, but based on the 

general tradition of the country. I do not doubt for 

a moment that the calculation which throws the 

beginning of the Saptarshi era bach to 3076 b.c. 

is worth no more than that which fixes the begin¬ 

ning of the Kaliyuga in 3101 b.c. But it seems 

to me certain that it is much older than Kal- 

hana’s time, because his equation 24 “ 1078 agrees 

with it.®|[ It may therefore be safely used for 

reducing with exactness the Saptarshi years, 

months, and days mentioned in his work to years 

of the Christian era. The results which will be 

thus obtained will always closely agree with those 

gained by General Cunningham, who did use the 

right key. 

In concluding this long discussion on the Rdja~ 

tarangini, I will add that the specimen of a new 

translation given below is merely intended to 

show some of the results which may be obtained 

by means of the new materials brought by me? 

from Kasmir. I do not protend that all the diffi¬ 

culties requiring consideration have been brought 

to a final solution. 

Specimen of a translation of the Rdj atarangirti* 
Canto I. a. 1-107. 

^Reverence to Hara, who (grants his worshippers9 

desires) like the tree of Paradise, who is beautified 

by a seam of light emitted by the jewels that are 

concealed in the heads of the serpents adorning 

him, and in whom those freed (from the circle of 

births) find eternal rest. 23\£ay both the halves of 

the body of the god. whose cognizance is the bull, 

sCujujtja, not s dicky a. This verse, it seems to me, is an 
imitation of Buna’s &irtharshacharita I, 1. 

. 2A translation of this verse being impossible, I have 
given a paraphrase. Almost the whole of its first three 
pddas is made up of a succession of puns. Siva is invoked 
in his form of Ardhan&ri, in union with P&rvati. The 
words describing the appearances of the two halves are 
chosen in ^ such a manner that they apply to the female 
form and its dress as well as to the male. Ktmd&lin, lit. 

containing a ring/ must be taken as, I think, in the sense 
cf f earring’ or ‘ necklace’ when it refers to P fir vat i. 
JcHadhijachhh&ij&ehha if referred to P&rvatt must be dis¬ 
solved into jaladhijaclihdydvadctchchha; if referred to 

£3iva into falad,hijachchh&ya/y& chhti or dchchhd = dchhd- 

dita. In the description of &va, cthincu must he dissolved 
into aMndmin% ‘ the lord of of snakes/ VasuM, who serves 

Siva instead of the jenvt. ‘Hear the ear’ may also be 
referred to the sentence beginning with dadhat. The 
ocean-born poison is the HaMhala which Siva swallowed. 
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and who is united with his spouse, give you glory, 
—the left, whoso forehead wears a saffron tilaka, 
the colour of whose throat near the ear is fair like 
the splendour of the ocean-born (moon), and is en¬ 
hanced by numerous tremulous earrings, and 
whoso breast wears a faultless boddice;—the 
right, whose forehead carries a flame of fire, the 
colour of whoso throat near the ear is concealed by 
the ocean-born (poison) and enhanced by numerous 
playfully moving snakes, and whose chest is 
encircled by the lord of snakes as by a boddice. 

3 Worthy of praise is that quality of true poets, 
whatever it may be, which enables them to sprin¬ 
kle with the nectar (of their song), and thereby to 
preserve, their own bodies of glory as well as those 
of others. 4 * Who else but poets resembling the 
Praj&patis (in creative power), and able to bring 
forth lovely productions, can place the past times 
before the eyes of meu P 8 * * ll * 13 If the poet did not see 
in his mind’s eye the existences which he is to 
reveal to men, what other indication would there 
be that ho is a divine seer P 6 Though for its 
length the story docs not show much variety, 
still there will bo something in it that will gladden 
the virtuous. 7 That virtuous (poet) alone is worthy 
of praise who, free from love or hatred, restricts 
his muse to the exposition of facts. 8 If I narrate 

4 The PrajApatis arc fourteen in number. They caused 
the successive creations of the world. 

x0 Torsos 9 and 10 form a yugulaha, or couplet, i.e. they 
are interlaced in their construction: compare K&'Vy&darSa 
1.1.3, comment. They give the 'reasons’ alluded to in v. 
8. Yat must be taken as a conjunction, depending on 
Idyad idaih d&kshyam. Sarvapmfalraskhalite, ' which is 
difficult in many respects/ means literally ' in which there 
are dangers of mistakes of all kinds/ 

llSuvrata apparently wrote a hand-book of the history 
of Kasmtr, to bo committed to memory in the schools, 
which, as usual in India, caused the loss of the more an¬ 
cient books on the same subject. 

13 Kshemendra has taken care to let us know a good deal 
about himself and his time. In the colophon to the Sam a- 
yam&tnku- he informs us that he finished that work during 
the reign of king Ananta, in the 25th year of the Kasmlrian 
cycle, 1050 a.d. In the Suvrittatilaka he again states 
that he wrote under Ananta, and finally he says that he 
finished the JDasd vat&rackarita in the year 41 of the Saptarshi 
era, under A n a n t a’s son, K a 1 a s a. Ananta ruled 
from Saptarshi S. 4, or 1029 a.d., to Saptarshi S. 39, or 
1064 a.d. In the latter year he nominally abdicated m 
favour of, and performed the abhisheka of, his son Kalasa. 
The Saptarshi year 41 corresponds to the year 1066 a.d. 

Consequently Kshemendra’s literary activity falls in the 
second and third quarters of the eleventh century. The 
other data which he gives regarding his family and himself 
are that his grandfather’s name was S i n d h u, and his 
father’s Prak&sendra. The latter was a great patron 
of Br Airmans, and expended three hotii, or thirty millions 
(of what is not stated), in various benefactions, and died a - 
fervent worshipper of Siva. Kshemendra himself seems 
to have been in youth a JSaiva, hut later he was converted 
to the Y aishnava-Bh&gavata creed by Son Ac h ary a. 
He studied the A Ianbkd^rasdstra under the famous 
AbhinavaguptAchArya. He wrote several of his 
compositions at the request of a BrSimian called Sana* 
y as a s, and one,'the VrihatkdtKamanjOjri, at the command 
of one Devadhara, who seems to* have occupied apromi- 
nent position in the BrUhmanical community of Kasmir. 
His surname, YyAsadAsa, is given in all his works except 

again the subject-matter of tales of which others 
have treated, still the virtuous ought not to turn 
their faces from me without hearing my reasons. 

10 How great a cleverness is i squired in order 
that men of modern times may complete the 
account given in the books of those who died after 
composing each the history of those kings whose 
contemporary he was ! Hence in this narrative 
of past events, which, is difficult in many respects, 
my endeavour will be to connect. 

nThe oldest extensive works, containing the 
royal chronicles (of Kasmir) have been lost in con¬ 
sequence of (the appearance) of Suvrata's com¬ 
position, who condensed them in order that (their 
substance) might be easily remembered. 

13 S n v r a t a’s poem, though extensive, does not 
easily reveal its meaning, since it is made difficult, 
by misplaced learning. 

13Owing to a certain want of care, there is not 
a single part in K s h e m e n d r a’s ‘List of Kings' 
free from mistakes, though it is the work of a poet. 

^Eleven works of former scholars which con¬ 
tain the chronicles of the kings, I have inspected, 
as well as the (Purdna containing the) opinions of 

the sage Nila. 
15By looking at the inscriptions recording the 

conseoration of temples and grants, at the laudatory 

in the Kaldvildsa. Conf. Ind. Ant. vol. I. pp. 302 seqq., 
vol. Y. p. 29. Kshemendra wrote also, as Kalhana asserts, 
a Rtij&vali, or history of the Kasmlrian kings. The work 
exists now in Kasmir. But the hope that it would soon 
come into my hands, which I expressed in my preliminary 
Report, has hitherto not been fulfilled. I do not, however, 
yet despair of ultimately obtaining it.—-Dr. Biihler’s Report, 
pp. 46, 48. 

14 The Nzlamatopnmncv is supposed to have been narrated 
by YaisAmp&yana, a pupil of YyAsa, to king 
Janamejaya. It opens with a question of the king 
inquiring why no ruler of Kasmtr took part in the great 
war between the Kurus and PAndus. The sage’s answer 
is for the greater part lost, but from the fragments remain¬ 
ing it is cle&r that it contained the acconnt of the expedition 
of Gonanda I. to MathurA in aid of JarAsandha, in which 
he was slain, and of the attempt bv his son DAmodara t< i 
avenge his father’s death when Krishna came to a sw- 
yamvara in the Gandh&ra country, just as these events art* 
told in the Mjatarangint, i. 57-66- A few verses have 
been saved, which mention the svayamvara and the de¬ 
struction of DAmodara by Kyishna, as well as the coronation 
of DAmodara’s pregnant queen and the birth of Gonanda 
II.. They prove that Kalhana took over some portions of 
his narrative almost literally from the Purina. Janameja¬ 
ya’s next question is why Krishna considered Kasmir so 
important as to secure for it a king by the coronation of a 
woman. YaisAmpAyana hereupon states that the country 
is an-incarnation of Satl orUmA, and describes its various 
excellencies, adding that it was formerly a lake called 
Satisaras. This statement gives an opportunity to intro¬ 
duce the story of the creation of Kasmir by Kasyapa. The 
PurApa then goes on to narrate the * rites proclaimed by 
Nila, ’ which occupy two-thirds Of the work; and it concludes 
with some miscellaneous M&hAtmyas. From, this it will 
appear that it is an attempt to connect special Kasmirian 
legends with those of India proper, and especially with the 
MaMbhdrata, as well as to supply a sufficient authority for 
the rites prevalent in Kasmir. 

15 According to my interpretation of, this passage, 
Kalhana used four kinds of records(1) the pratisM'h&ld- 
sema edicts, i.e. inscriptions recording the erection and con¬ 
secration of temples or other buildings and monuments, such 
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inscriptions, and at the manuscripts, the worry 
arising from many errors has been overcome. 

xe Four among the fifty-two rulers whom they 
do not mention, on account of the loss of the re¬ 
cords, viz. Gonanda and (his successors), have 
been taken from the Nilamata (Purdna). 

17'1S Having read the opinion of the PAsupata 
Brahman Helar&ja, who formerly composed a ‘ List 
of Kings’ in twelve thousand slokas, Padmamihira 
entered in his work the eight kings, beginning with 
Lava, who preceded Asoka and his successors. 
19Those five kings also, among whom Asoka is 

the first, Srichhavillakara declared (to have been 
taken) from the fifty-two {lost ones). For his verse 
is as follows :— 

30<c The five princes from Asoka to Abhi- 
manya who have been enumerated have been 
obtained by the ancients out of the fifty-two {lost 
ones).99 

31 This narrative (of mine), which is arranged 
(in proper o?der) and resembles a medicine, is use¬ 
ful for increasing as well as diminishing the (state¬ 
ments of previous writers regarding) kings, place, 
and time. aaWhat intelligent man does not rejoice 
at such a compilation, which treats of the number¬ 
less events of ancient times ? 33When (the hearer) 
has well pondered over the sudden appearance of 
created beings that lasts for a moment only, then 

as axe to be found, on almost all temples, religions or even 
profane buildings (such as palaces), on images, funeral 
monuments, and so forth; (2) the vastvJdsana, edicts, i.e. 
inscriptions recording grants of things, chiefly of land, 

rand perhaps also of allowances, such as are found engraved 
on copper-plates j (3) prasastipattas, tablets containing 
laudatory inscriptions of persons or places, such as now are 
found sometimes in temples or other public buildings, e.g. 
tlm Arbudaprasasti in Vimalas&ha’s temple at 
Dailwarra; (4) the sdstras, the works on the various 
sciences, or, to use a short expression, the MSS. of Sanskrit 
books, which in fvasmir mostly give at the end some infor¬ 
mation regarding the author, and the king under which 
the author wrote, together with the date. This interpreta¬ 
tion comes nearest to Professor Lassen’s,—vide Ind. Alt. 
2nd ed. IX. 20,—from whom I differ in the interpretation 
of Mstra ‘ only.’ He gives too narrow an explanation, con¬ 
sidering it to mean f law-books.’ 

18 G-on an da is the reading of all Sarada MSS. Re¬ 
garding the meaning of dmndya, ‘ tradition, records/ 
see below, i. 45, and the Pet. Piet. s. v. The four rulers 
intended are Gonanda I., DAmodara I., D&modara’s queen, 
and Gonanda II.; see above, note to si. 14. 

17 Mahavratin, which I have translated by Pdsu- 
pata. has been usually taken to mean simply ‘ ascetic.’ I 
should think that a particular sect of ascetics is intended* 
-4 HeHr&ja, who was a Kasmirian and lived probably in 
the 9th or 10th century, has written a commentary on the 
Vdkyapadiya, of which fragments are still extant; see 
Kielhoro in the Ind. Ant vol. III. p. 285. This and the fol¬ 
lowing verses show that Kalhana believed that altogether 
seventeen kings out of the number of the fifty-two forgotten 
ones had been rescued. 

21 PuM&, ‘arranged in proper order/ may possibly 
mean pwrimitd, ‘ of limited extent.’ The verse gives the 
key to Kalimpa’s method. 

23 Mnta is one of the nine Rasas, ‘flavours or senti¬ 
ments,’ which ought to underlie poetic compositions. Kal- 

who has to tell many commonplace events, and to 
go through endless repetitions, is anxious to prove, in order 
to guard his character as a poet, that his composition is 
pot to®, * 

let him consider how this {work) is hallowed by the 
prevalence of the Sentiment of Quietism. ^Im¬ 
bibe, therefore, straight with yonr ears this ‘ River 
of Kings/ which is made agreeable by an under¬ 
current of powerful sentiment. 

33 Formerly, from the beginning of the Kalpa, 
the land in the womb of Himalaya was filled with 
water during the periods of six Manus, (and con¬ 
stituted) the Lake of SaM. ao“a7Afterwards, when 
the period of the present Manu Vaivasvata had 
arrived, the Prajapati Kasyapa caused Druhina, 
Upendra, Rudra, and other gods to descend, caused 
(the demon) Jalodbhava, who dwelt in that lake, 
to be killed, and changed it into a country, known on 
earth as K a s m i r. 38 Nila, the lord of all N&gas, 
whose regal parasol is formed by the circular pond 
{filled with) the stream of the Vitast&’s newly 
rising water, protects it. 29 There Gauri, though 
she has assumed the form of the VitastA, still 
keeps her wonted inclinations. {For in her river- 
shape) she turns her face towards the ravine (guha) 
just as {in her godlike form) she turns it towards 
{her son) Kumara (guha); {in her river-shape) the 
mouths of the Nagas {ndgamukha) drink her 
abundant water) dp itab Mir ip aydh), just as {in her 
god-like form) {her) elephant-faced {son Ganeda 
ndgamukha) drank her abundant milk (dpita- 
bhnripaydh). 30That {country) is inhabited by 

2* The correct reading in the last pdda is that given 
by Oh. and Gs : spashtam anga rdjatarangini. G1 has 
spashtamamul. Anga to be construed with niptyatdm. 

25.27 rpkQ ieg0n£ 0f tbe gatSsaras, of its desiccation, 
and of the destruction of the demon Jalodbhava (Water- 
horn), who had made it his dwelling and devastated the 
surrounding countries, is told at considerable length in the 
Mlamaiapurtinia,—see the Report. The gods who assisted 
Kasyapa were'Brahma, Vishnu, and &va, as stated in 
the text. 

28 The annotator of Gx says: viriv is ha yas t hitena nUa - 
ndgena yirandga, iti prasiddhena,. Conventionally the 
VitastA is said to take its origin from the circular pond 
called Vlrn&g or jVirnAg, situated about fifteen miles to the 
south-east of IslAmAbAd, at the foot of the BanihAl. Kal- 
hana calls this pond dtapatra, ‘ the royal parasol/ of Nila- 
nAga, who is supposed to reside in or under it. ' The cir¬ 
cular form is the tertium comparationis, which suggested 
the far-fetched simile. Regarding the VlrnAg compare 
Yigne, Travels, vol. I. p. 332. 

29 The annotator of G1 says ,* guhonmulchi—kumdmsam- 
mukM kandardbhimukM cha ; ndgamukJidpUabhdripayd 
ndgamukhena gajavadanena dyitam, bhUri payo dug dim rh 
yasydksd ndgdndm mukhena dpitanh bhdri pa/yo yasydh 
[ad c7wx] ; yathd gauri pdrvati, vitastdtvarh ya b&pyuchitdm 
ruchirh ichchh&ih nojjhati na tyajati svaruchhh sedikdrh 
[sveckchdv'i] ndtyajad gauri no chit Mi rue Mm guhon- 
mukhityddikdarii vitastdtve tyajati tatrdpi tatkdranam. The 
guha or ravine towards which* the VitastA turns’her face 
is the pass of B&ramula. 

30 The Magas are the snake-formed deities supposed to 
reside in the springs and lakes of KasmSr. They appear to 
he originally personifications of the former. The winding, 
restless water easily suggested the comparison with a snake. 
Now the large springs are called nag, and the small ones 
ndginy, the latter being supposed to be the residence of the 
females of the NAgas. The Nag a MahApadma is the 
tutelary deity of the Yollur lake, which is frequently 
simply called MahApadma; vide, e.g.usrtkanthacharitm 
III. % and JonarAja thereon. ^ankhanAga resides, accord¬ 
ing to S abebram’ a Tirth asa tiigrahd, in a lake near P h a r i n*. 
dba in the LAr parganA. 
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Nagas gleaming with the splendour of various 
jewels, chief among whom are jiWkha and Pad- 
ma, and thus resembles the town of Kuvera, 
the depository of the nine treasures (chief among 
which are &ankka and Padma. 31To shelter, for¬ 

sooth, the N&gaa, who came afraid of Garuda, it 
stretched its arms out behind its back in the guise 

of a wall of mountains. 32There (worshippers) touch¬ 
ing the wooden image of the husband of XJma at 
the Tirfcha called P&pasMana obtain hoavenly bliss 
and final liberation as then* rewards. 33Tbere the 
goddess SandhyH produces water on an arid 
mountain, and shows the presence of merit and 
the absence of sin. 3*There self-created fire, rising 
from the bowels of the earth, receives with 
numerous arms of dame the offerings of the sacri- 

ficers. 35There the goddess Sarasvati herself is 

seen in the form of a swan swimming on a lake 

situated on the summit of Mount B h e d a, which 
is sanctified by the source of Ganga. 36There, 
even now, drops of sandal-ointment offered by the 

gods are to be seen iuNandikshetra, in the 
temple, the habitation of the immortals. 37There, 
after looking on the goddess Sfiradd, (the worshipper) 
at once reaches the river Madhumati and 
Sarasvati who is worshipped by poets. 38In that 
(country) which is adorned by Ke^ava-Chakra- 
bhyit, and by Siva-Vijayesa and other (deities), 

there is not a space as large as a grain of sesamnm 
which has not its Tirtha. 30The country may be 
gained by the strength of spiritual merit, but 
not by armies of soldiers. Hence people there are 
chiefly anxious about the next world. “There 
the rivers are free from dangers and aquatic 
monsters, provided with warm bath-houses for the 
winter, and comfortable places (for descending) into 
the current. 4,1 Out of respect, as it were, the Sun 

does not fiercely shine, during summer even, in 
that (country) which has been created by his father, 
as he knows that it onght not to be tormented. 
*aThings that elsewhere in the three worlds are 
difficult to find, viz. lofty halls of learning, saffron, 
icy water, and grapes, are common there. *3Xn 
these three worlds the jewel-producing region of 
Kuvera ia (chiefly) worthy of praise;1 (next) in that 
(region) the mountain range, the father of Gauri; 
and (thirdly) the country which is enclosed by that 

(mountain)* 
MFifty-twoprinces, beginning withG on an da, 

who in the Kaliyuga were contemporaries of the 
Kurus and of the sons of Kunti, have not been 
recorded. 45In consequence of the demerit of 
those rulers of the land of Kasyapa, no poets of 
creative power, who produced their bodies of 
glory, existed in those times. 46We pay reverence 
to that naturally sublime craft of poets, without 
whose favour powerful princes are not remem¬ 
bered, although the earth that is girdled by the 
oceans was sheltered under the protection of their 
arms as in the shade of a forest. 47Without thee, 
0 brother composer of true poetry, this world 
does not even dream of the existence of its chiefs, 
though they rested their feet on the temples of 

elephants, though they won prosperity, though 
maidens, moons of the day, dwelt in their pal- 
acegj__witbout thee the universe is blind: why 

(praise) tbee with a hundred hymns ? 
4s-49gome (authors) have given this (following) 

calculation of the years wrongly, as they were 
deceived by the statement that Gon anda and his 
successors protected Kasmir during twenty-two 
hundred and sixty-eight years in the Kaliyuga, 
(and) that the Bharata Oar) took place at the end 

j of the Dv&para yuga. S0If the years of the kings, 

31 Kasmir is here personified and supposed to face Ga- 
ruda, who chased the N%as through the ' Gate of the 
Valley at B &mmftla. Under this supposition it becomes in¬ 
telligible how the mountain-chains surrounding the country 
can be likened to 'arms stretched out behind the back. 
The story of the N&gas’ flight to Kasmir occurs in the Nila- 
matayur&ma. . _ _. w 

32 The locality intended is the P&paaudana Naga or Ka- 
patesvara Tirtha, said to be in the Kotah&ra pargana near 
lsi&m&b&&,~Kapate$varcbt Kofdhirdgrdme Kopnh&r&khya- 
vishaye, G1. ■ Comp. iSHkmtlicvchar. iii. 14, where the 
other name of the Tirtha, Kapatesvara, is given. 

3aJ3hrangandmavishye demlagrdmasamipastmle, G*- 
The story how a certain M&yftvatu, son of Bhadresvarava tu, 
brought the goddess Samdhy^-Gangd to his dirama near 
Deval, in the Bhring pargapa, is told at length in the Saih* 
dhydmdhdtmya. . 

»*The SvayambhA Agni here mentioned is the burning 
naphtha spring in Kaxnr&j or Kramar&jya, near Sopur. So 
also G1—Kra/ma/rdfy6 svadwiritiprasiddhafa, and Sahebram, 
Ttrthasamgraha. * . .,, , ™ 

zsBhedagiri—bhedabhraftidd Hi prasiddah, G1. Ine 
Gangdmdhdtmya, No. 56, mentions the hill. _ 

39Nandikshetra ndrandmagrdme, G1. It is situated in 
the Lkc parga$&, not far from the Haramukuiaganga, and 
is a station on the pilgrimage to the latter: see also Jowr. 
As. Bog. Beng. vol. xxxv. p. 226. So also S&hebram s 
Ttrthasamgraha. Sur&vasapr&sftda may be a noun proper. 

a7j$!r$$aile harel iti prasiddhe sthale daraddesasavmpa- 

mrUni, Gh H 5 r il is found on the Survey map in the par- 
KhuyahAm, to the north of the Vollur lake, into which 

fatter the Madhumati falls, as marked on the native map. 
S&hebr&m (TMhasatiigraha) places these ttrthas in Lolab. 

38 ChaMrabhrit kesmah chakradJuira tti prasiddhah ; 
vijayesa ifona Ujyabr&r (ti prasiddhah, G1. The ancient 
fane of Vlshnu-Chakradhara lay on a low hill, situated 

out a mile below BijbrSr, on the left hank of the Vitasta, 

d is now called Ch&kdhar. See Eeport, p. 18. BijbrSr 
Bijbihar is too well known to need any further notice, 
it compare Vigne, vol. II. p. 23. 
43 The father of Gauri, i.c. the Himalaya. 
44 Kuvera is the regent of the North, and the possessor 

the nine treasures. ^ _r 

48 “4® In the text read ^4Ur*f. WW 1 

the form wMeh the Sarada MSS. give everywhere. The 
ro verses form a yugaUka lor ywgmn, uid v. 
erefore be taken as depending on the words ihvSaUmji. 
rnoMm, which occur in the second half of v. 49. 
«o x am' unable to make anything of this verse, except 
t taking tad in tadvivarjUdt to refer to Ihdratam in v. 
». For with any other explanation the figures mnst come 
rong, and the verse most be taken as part of the pto vapa. 
ita, which it is not, as the opinion of the some ,has 
sen done with, in the preceding verses. 
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the length of whose reigns is known, are added 
together (and deducted) from the past period of 
the Kaliyuga diminished by that (time which 

elapsed between the beginning o£ the Kaliyuga and 
the Bharata war), no rest remains. 5lWken six 

hundred and fifty-three years of the Kaliyuga had 
passed away, the Kurus and Panda vas lived on 
the earth. 52At present, in the twenty-fourth 
year (of) the Laukika (era), one thousand and 
seventy years of the Saka era have passed. 530n 
the whole, at that (time) two thousand three hun¬ 
dred and thirty years have elapsed since (the times 

of) Gonanda (III.). 54'Twelve hundred and 
sixty-six years are supposed (to be comprised) in 
the sum of the reigns of those fifty-two kings. 
55Since the Great Bear moves in a hundred years 
from one Nakshatra to the other, the author of the 
(Brikat) S ambit a has thus given his decision re¬ 
garding its motion in this (verse):—■ 

56 When king Yudhishthira ruled the 
earth, the Munis (the Great Bear) stood in (the 

Nakshatra) Maghah. His reign fell 2526 years 
(before) the Saka era/5 

57The brave king ofKasmir, Gonanda, was 
worshipped by the region (of the North), which 

Kailas a illuminates (with the glitter of its snow), 

and rolling Ganga clothes with a soft and 
transparent garment. 

38The earth, afraid as it were that Sesha’s poison 
might be infused into her, left the serpent’s body 
and rested in the king’s arm that was adorned by 
the jewel sacred to Garuda. 59Jarasandlia, his 
relation, called on him for help. With a large army 
he besieged Mathura (the town) of Krishna. 

60When he pitched his camp on the banks of the 
K a 1 i n cl i, .the fame of (the hostile) warriors 
vanished together with the smiles of the females of 
Yadu’srace. 01 Once(Ba 1 ar ama), whose ensign 
is the plough, engaged that warrior in battle in 
order to protect his entirely shattered forces. 6aThe 
bridal wreath of the goddess of victory faded, since 
it remained long in her hands, while those warriors 
of equal strength were combating each other and 
tho result was doubtful. C3Finally, with limbs 
wounded by each other’s weapons, the king of 
Kasmir embraced the earth, and the scion of 
Y a d u the goddess of victory. 

G*When that brave warrior travelled the road 
which great lwoes easily find, his son, the illus¬ 
trious D a m o dar a, protected the earth. G5That 
proud prince, though he had obtained a kingdom 
which was distinguished by affording the means* 
of enjoyment, found no peace because he brood¬ 
ed over the death of his father. ccThen that 
(hero), whose arm, (strong) like a tree, was burn¬ 

ing with pride, heard that the V r i s h n i s had 
been invited by the G a n d ha r a s on the banks 
of the Indus to an approaching svayamvara, and 
that they had come. 07Then, (impelled) by exces¬ 
sive fury, he undertook on their approach an 
expedition against them, obscuring the sky with 
the dust that the horses of his army raised. 
68In the battle with those (foes), the bride, who 
was about to choose a husband and was im¬ 
patient for the wedding, was slain. Then the 

celestial maidens chose husbands inG&ndh&ra- 
land. 69 Then the valiant ruler of the earth-disc, 
attacking, in the battle with the god whose wea- 

53 Regarding the LauHka or Saptarshi era see above. 

55 The proper reading, instead j>£ the of the Cal¬ 

cutta and Paris editions, is which is found in all 

otVarla MSS. The mistake has been caused by the re¬ 
semblance of Jrarada u and ia. 

M verse is found. Brihat Sathhiti xiii. 3. Jour R As 
Soc. N. S. vol. v. jp. 79. From yv. 48-56, which give 'the' 
chronological baeis of the Tamngint, it would appear that 

she statement of the Stomata, which makes Gonanda II 
contemporary with the Kurus and PSndavas, was the start-' 
mg-pomt common to Kalhana and other chronologic. 
But while others placed Gonanda in the beginning of the 
Kahynga, guided by the tradition that the Great War 
occurred at the end of the Dvdpara-yuga, Kalhana used 

Tardhamihira s date of Yudhishthira, 2536 before Saka, or 
653 Kali, to determine the beginning of the Gonandas. 
He then cut down or lengthened (ride above, v. 21) the 
Mgnsofjhe l&miixmnkmgs until their soA total plus 
653 agreed with the time which had elapsed between the 
year m which he began to wnte, viz. 1070, and the beju! 

^,^Sotht,rtion'as 

Years of the Kaliyuga 52 lost kings of Kasmir- 
elapsed in Saka 1070=1070 10™ , 

From Gonanda III. + 3179 + MIS ft 5$ 

__ "*■ 653 (v. 51) 

4249 4249 

1 Tkf. egression pr&yak, * on the whole’ fv. 53) and UlJ l 

statement, v. 21) that Kalhana did make alterations in toe 

length of the reigns. Another circumstance shows with 
what levity Kalhana worked. The period of 12GG years 
begins with the reign of Gonanda I; and Gonanda 
II., his grandson, was, according to the Purfina, the infant 
king when the Great War began. Nevertheless he assumes 
that the coronation of Yudhishthira occurred in the first 
year or Gonanda I., as he places the whole of the 1266 
years after Kali 653, in which Yudhishthira was installed 
on the throne, according to Varahamikira. 

®7 This as well as the subsequent stories regarding 
Bamodara and Gonanda II. down to v. 82 are taken from 
the Nilamcitapur&na. 

58 The jewel sacred to Garuda, the destroyer of the 

Serpents, is the emerald. Read with the $&r. MSS. 

instead of the nonsensical of the editions. 

a* The road to Svarga is meant. 

85 kere and elsewhere with the £&rada MSS. 

: instead of : * 

86 Regarding the G-atndMrason the Sindhu see Cunning¬ 
ham, Anc. Geog. pp. 47seqq. Vyishyiis another name of the 

Y&davas. In the text read ^T^rfTsCR: 

The editions read f*f , a corruption of which 

is also found in Gh.; G1 reads f^rPFT. The former 
reading gives no sense. Nighnyate is apparently intended 
for nihamyate, and it is just possible that Kalhana used 
this incorrect form on account of the metre. 

89 The numerous puns on the word chakra, ‘disc/ make • 
this verse dear to the pandit. Chakradh<k-Uhvand, ‘by 
the road of the edge of the battle-disc,’ may also be dis- 
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pon is the war-disc, the disc-like array of his 

enemies, went to heaven by the road of the edge 
of the battle-disc. 

70 Then Krishna, the descendant of Yadu, or¬ 
dered the Brahmans to install the {hag's) preg¬ 

nant widow Yasovati on the throne. n When 

the servants of tho slayer of Madhu at that time 

became angry, he, reciting this stanza from tho 
Purana, reproved them :— 

r4“Ka«mi r-land is P a r v a t i; know that its 

king is a portion of &i va. Though he be wicked, 
a wise man who desires {his own) welfare will not 
despise him.” 

73 The eyes of men, who formerly regarded with 
contempt {the country and the queen) as two fe¬ 

males and objects of enjoyment, looked {after this 

speech was uttered) upon (Yasovati) as the mother of 
her subjects, and {upon the country) as a goddess. 
n'Then in the proper month that queen bore a son 

endowed with divine marks, a new sprout of the 

family tree which had been consumed by fire. 

75The Br&limans performed the coronation and 

kindred xites for him together with his jdtakarma 
and other sacraments. 

78 Tho infant king received afterwards, together 
with the regal dignity, the name of his grand¬ 

father, Go nan da. 77 Two nurses were engaged 
in rearing him, the one gave her milk, the other 

complete prosperity. 78The ministers of his father, 

who were careful that his being pleased should not 

remain without results, bestowed wealth upon his 

attendants even when he smiled without cause. 

70 When his officers, unable to understand his 
infant stammering, did not fulfil his orders, they 

considered themselves guilty of a crime. 80 When 
the infant king ascended his father’s throne, he 

whose legs were dangling in the air did not 
banish (from the hearts of his subjects) the desire {to 

solved, cMhradMrak kfisTmah, sa eva panthdstena, and 
be translated * the road (being opened to Mm by) Krishna, 
the bearer of the war-disc.’ To be slain by a person as 
holy as Krishiia would, of course, ensure heaven to the 
victim. Perhaps Kalhapa intended it to be taken both 
ways. 

73 The earth, or the country, is always considered to be 
the wife of the king. 

76 Bead with the S&rada.MSS. ^FC^f^TT, instead of 
as Troyer and the Calcutta edition have. 

77 The second nurse is the earth, or the country, wMch 
gave him entire prosperity. 

78 It is the custom and the duty of kings to give presents 
whenever they are pleased. The ministers watched lest 
the custom should be neglected in the case of the infant 
king, and gave presents whenever he smiled. _ 

80 Bead CHT with the $&ra.da MSS. instead of ^mTT* 
TJtkcmthd p&dapUhasya, ‘ the desire for the footstool/ 
means the desire to use the footstool for its legitimate 
purposes, i.e> for touching it with the forehead. The persons 
from whom this desire was not taken are not named. Hence 
it must be understood that everybody, all the king’s sub¬ 
jects, are meant. The verse is intended to furnish another 
proof that this infant king was respected quite as much as 
any grown-up ruler could have been. 

prostrate themselves) before bis footstool. SiWben 
the ministers decided the legal and religious dis¬ 
putes of the subjects, they listened to {the opinion 
of the child) whose locks were moved by the wind 
from the chauris. 82 Thus {it happened that) the 
king of Ivasmir, being an infant, was taken nei¬ 

ther by Kurus nor Pandavas to assist them in 
tho Great War. 

83 Thirty-five kings who followed Mm, and 
whose names and deeds have perished in conse¬ 
quence of the loss of the records, have been im¬ 
mersed in the ocean of oblivion. 

Sh After them Lava, an ornament of the earth, 

a favourite of Yictory that is clothed in a flowing 
robe of fame, became king, S3 The roar of his 
army, which roused the universe from its slum¬ 

ber, sent—0 wonder !—his enemies to their long 
slumber. SG Constructing eighty-four lakhs of 
stone buildings, he founded the town of L o 1 o r a. 
87After giving to a community of Br&hmans the 

agrahdra of Lcvara on the L i d a r, the valiant 
{king) endowed with blameless heroism and splen¬ 

dour ascended to heaven. 
ssHe was succeeded by his son K u s a, expert in 

{deeds of) prowess and lotus-eyed, who gave the 
agrahdra ofKurubara. 

S9After him his son, the illustrious Kliagen- 
dr a, the destroyer of his foes’ elephants, the first 
{among men), an abode of valour, obtained the 
throne. ^He settled the two principal agrahdras 
{of Kasmir), K h a g i and K h o n a m u s h a, and 
afterwards he ascended to that world which he 
had bought by deeds brilliant like {the glitter of ) 

diva’s {teeth in) smiling. 
91 After him came his son Serendra, pos¬ 

sessed of priceless greatness, who was an entire 

stranger to guilt, who far surpassed Indra’s state, 
and whose deeds astonished the woidd. oaSurendru. 

86 Lolora is situated in the pargan& of Lolab. 

87 The Ledari, now called Lidar or Lidder, is the princi¬ 
pal northern tributary of the Vitast&, which it joins not far 

from Btjbrdr. An agraMra is an mdm village given to a 
Br&hman, or to a community of Br&hmans. See the Pet. 
Diet. s. v. Lev&ra is said to exist now. 

88 According to the annotator of G1, Kuruhara is now- 
called Kular, and Pandit Dayar&m places it in the Dachhin- 
para pargani. 

90 KMgi is said to be the modem K&k&pur (Wilson and 
Troyer), and Khonamusha is Khunmch, as was first re¬ 
cognized by General Cunningham. See also above Re¬ 

port, pp. 4 seqq. The Sarada MSS. read Khonamusha 
instead of Khunamusha, and to this form points also the 
Khonamukha of Bilhana, Vikramdn kacho/rita, xviix. /. As 
there is hardly any difference between the pronunciation 
of o andu in Ka.4mir the spelling does not matter much. 

'91 Dtrghamagliavatt&vuhishkrituh, of which a double 
translation has been given, may be taken as two words, 
dirghevm and aghawatt&mhishkritaK, or as a compound, 
dirgha-maghcwaM-v<iMshkritah. The author, like a good 

Kavi, loves his pun dearly, and intends it to be taken 

both ways. 
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the lord of the gods, could not be compared to this 
Surendra, since he is called £atamanyu, ‘ the har- 
bourer of a hundred grudges/ and goirabhit, 4 the 
destroyer of the gotra,' while (Sure ndr aq/Kas- 
m i r) deserved the surname Mntamanyu,£ he whose 
anger is appeased/ and gotraraksM, (the protector 
of the gotra/ e3That illustrious (ruler) founded on the 
frontiers of D&rdistan a town called Sauraka, 
and a vihdra called Narendrabhavana. “Tn 
his own kingdom that prince of great fame and 
of holy works founded a vihdra, called Saurasa, 
which became famous for piety. 

95After this king had died without issue, G o- 
dhar a, a scion of a different family, protected 
the earth, together with the best of mountains. 
"Liberal, pious Godhara went to heaven after 
presenting theagrahdraHastis&lafco the Br&h- 
mans* 

97His son S u v a r n a after him distributed gold 
(suvarna) to the needy, he who caused to flow, in the 
district of ICarala, the brook Suvarnamani. 

"His son J a n a k a, comparable to a father (ja- 

naka) of his subjects, founded the vihdra and agra¬ 

hdra called J a 1 o r a. 
99 After him the illustrious Sachinara, whose 

disposition was forgiving, protected the earth as 
filler, his commands gaining obedience (from all). 

100That king founded the two agrahdras Sam4n* 
j a s a and A s a n & r a. Without male issue he 
obtained half of Indra’s seat (after death). 

101 Next, the son of that king’s grand-uncle, and 
great-grandson of Sakuni, the veracious Asoka, 
ruled the earth. 103 That king, cleansed from sin 
and converted to the teaching of Jina, covered 
Sushkalefcra and Yitast&fcra with nu¬ 
merous stupas. 103 Within the precincts of the 
Dharm&ranya Yih&ra in Yifcast&trapura stood a 
chatty a, built by him, the height of which the 
eye was unable to measure. 104 That illustrious 
prince built the town of Srinagari, which is most 
important on account of its nine million and six 
hundred thousand houses. 105 This virtuous (prince) 

removed the old brick enclosure of the temple of 
Yijayes vara, and built a new one of stone. 100 He 
whose dejection had been overcome built within fche 
enclosure of Yijayesvara, and near it, two "(other) 

temples, which were styled A s o k e s v a r a. 107 As 
the country was overrun by Mlechhas, the pious 
(king) obtained from Siva, the lord of creatures, a 
son in order to destroy them. 

CORRESPONDENCE AND MISCELLANEA. 

EARLY 00X11S OF WESTERN INDIA. 

To the Editor of the Indian Antiquary. 

Sir,—I have been lately occupied in examining 
the materials for Sir Walter Elliot’s promised con¬ 
tribution to the series of the new Numismata 

Orientalia, “ On the Coins of Southern India.” 
In attempting to decipher the too frequently 

obliterated legends of the various subdivisions of 
the coins of the western coast bearing Asoka 

characters, I have been more than ever impressed 
with the aid to be derived from duplicate and other 

examples, which, though seemingly unimportant, 
may chance to contribute to a practised eye a miss¬ 
ing link in the interpretation of the authorized 
version of the local Pr&kpit, so confessedly un¬ 
certain in its best forms of orthography. In the 
hope of enlisting the sympathies of collectors of 
coins in the Western Presidency, I desire to appeal, • 

92 Indra or Surendra is called Gotrabhit because lie 
opened the gotra, or pen in which the Paris had confined 
the cows of the gods: see the quotations in the Pet. Piet. 
s. v. In the case of the Kasrnirian Surendra, gotra must 
be taken to mean his own or the Brahmanical families. 

93 Neither the places mentioned in this verse nor the 
one mentioned in the next can be traced, though the 
former, as they were situated on the frontier of Dardist&n, 
must have been somewhere in Lol&b or Ehuyah&n. It is 
important to note that Kalhana ascribes the foundation of 
viMras, or Bauddha monasteries, to the last king of the 
line of Gonanda, whom he must have placed, somewhere 
about the 18th century before our era. 

95 Read with Oh. and Gl NIPL * The best of 
mountains’ is the Himalaya. 

“ According to the annotator of G1, Hiatis&lfi is now 
called Asfc hi ail. My Brahma? friends didnot know this 
latter name, and thought that Hashir might be meant. 

97 The annotator of G1 explains Kar&le by drdhavane, 
and by Sunnamayd tMo, the ndla or 
brook called SunnamayA marked on the native map in the 
parganfc Adhvan or Arwin. 

My Kasrnirian friends identify Zfivur, near Zeran, 
with III or a. ’ 

100 According to the annotator of G1 the modem equivalent 

of ^am&ngasa is $v&ngas, in the Kotah&ra pargana, near 
Islamabad, and of Asanfira, the well-known village of Chrar. 

193 Rfad ^ fi‘H ^rii4j|. The annotator of G1 remarks: 
sushkaletrah hukhletra vitastdtra vifrhavatra, $u$hkale- 
trasoha vitastdtratcha tau§ushkaleira/vitastdtrau dvittydd- 
vimehanam etat. Both localities, the names of which are 
usually pronounced Hoklitr and Vethvotr, are situated in 
the Devasar pargapA to the south of Isl&m&b&d- The 
former is marked on the Trig. Surv. map as Vithawiter. 

103 Read with G1 and Oh. instead of the 

of the editions. 

104 General Cunningham (Anc. Qeog. p. 95) has fixed the 

ritf of the ancient Srinagari near Pandrethfin (Pnrkp&dhish- 
thana). Some Pandits think that it lay near Islfim&b&d. 

198 Regarding the very remarkable pr&k&rds of the 
Kasminan temples see Cunningham, Jour. As. JSoc. Beng. 
vol. xin. pp. 340 seqq. 

100A§okeSmra must be explained as a madhyamuvpadalojpi 

compound by ASokena, rvirrruita iiuara, f the (temple of) £§iva 
bmlt by Asoka.’ The same remark applies to the numerous 

names of temples .ending in Isvara and beginring with the 
name of a person, which occur further on. 

^07The Mlechhas intended here are probably the Greeks i 
rn.de Lassen, Ind. Alt, (2nd ed.) vol. II. p. 285, 
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through your columns, to all those who may happen 
to possess specimens of any of the types enumer¬ 
ated below, for their contributions to the publica- 
tion in question. 

The plates for Sir W. Elliot’s article will be de¬ 
layed, pending a reasonable interval, to test the 
result of this application, or will otherwise be 
supplemented by woodcuts illustrating the L.ore 
tardy arrivals. 

I have been permitted to examine and avail my¬ 
self of the information I have obtained from the 
Kolhapur collection, which has already formed 
the subject of an article for the Journal of the 

Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society byBhagvftnlal 
Indraji. I have expressly reserved myself from 
any inspection of Ins paper, which is in the hands 
of Dr. Codrington, in order that I might give 
you nay free and independent interpretation of the 
legends on the coins themselves, and the in¬ 
ductions I have arrived at in regard to their 
bearing upon an important social question in India 
of olden time. 

I allude to the ascendancy of women. Some 
indication of such * ctate of things was to be 
gathered from the inscriptions in the Nasik 
caves, so ably translated by Professor Bhandarkar 
in the Transactions of the International Congress of 

Orientalists in London. The coins, however, very 
materially extend and confirm the references to 
the acknowledged supremacy of the female line 
in royal houses, and lead up to a much more ex¬ 
tended inquiry as to the parallel practices of 
other cognate or associate nations. 

Our earliest intimation of the existence of such 
customs is derived from Herodotus, who testifies 
to its exceptional currency with the L y c i a n s, 
but it is clear that similar ideas prevailed among 
(perhaps extended to) the Etruscans* 

Herodotus’ statement is as follows :— 
“ The L y c i a n s are, in good truth, anciently 

from Crete; which island, in former days, was 
wholly peopled with barbarians . . . . Mily a s 
was the ancient name of the country now inhabit- 

# The mention of the mother’s name after the father is 
a genuine Etruscardsm. It is general in Etruscan epitaphs, 
and was retained even under Roman domination, for some 
sarcophagi bear similar epitaphs in Latin with natus affixed 
to the mother’s name. (Dennis’s Etruria, vol. I. p. 133.) 
“ Her grave was honoured with even more splendour than 
that of her lord” (p. lxi.; conf. alro vol. II. p. 170.) This 
custom the Etruscans must have derived .Yom the East as 
it was not practised by the Greeks or Romans 5 but the 
Lycians always traced their descent through the maternal 
line, to the total exclusion of the paternal -a fact recorded 
by Herodotus, and verified by modern researches—Fellows’s 
Lycia, p. 276. The Etruscans, being less purely Oriental, 
made use of both methods,—ib. vol. I. p. 133; see also 
vol. I. pp. xli. xliii; “ Tuscos Asia sibi vindicat”—Seneca, 
vi. 9 ,* Hor. Sat. 6, &c. 

“ Of marriages, no representation which has not a mythi¬ 
cal reference has yet been found on the sepulchral urns of 
Etruria, though most of the early writers on these antiqui¬ 
ties mistook the farewell scenes, presently to be described, 

ed by the Lycians : the Mily a* of the present- 
day were in those times called Solymi 
Then- customs are partly Cretan, partly Carian. 
They hare, however, one singular custom in 
wmch they differ from every other nation in the 
world.^ They take the mother’s and not the 
father's name. Ask a Lycian who he is, and he 
answers by giving his own name, that of his 
mother, and so on in the female line ”f 

There need be no reserve in admitting that He- 
tairism held an important place in the earlier 
civilization of India, and indeed constituted a 
potent feature in the state.policy.J 

Polyandry and polygamy equally prevailed in 
.'ncient times, as we learn from the annals of 
the MahdbMrata, where Arjuna is seen to have 
brought home a new wife in addition to his one- 
fifth share of the charms of Draupadi, who was 
held in common by the joint brotherhood. I will 
leave our native friends, who are so much more 
at home in such matters, to follow out these in¬ 
vestigations, and conclude this section of the in¬ 
quiry by drawing attention to the curious identity 
of the rights of females in Australia—a country 
linguistically and otherwise associated with the 
Indian Peninsula, and once, if we are to credit 
geologists, even constituting a continuation of 
the continent itself. “ The Australians (according 
to Sir G. Grey) are divided into great clans, and 
use the clan name as a sort of surname beside the 
individual name. Children take the family name 
of the mother, and a man cannot marry a woman 
of his own name: so that here it would seem that 
only relationship by the female side is taken into 
account. One effect of the division of clans in 
this way is that the children of the same father 
by different wives, having different names, may 
be obliged to take opposite sides in a quarrel.” 

Sir G. Grey further remarked upon “ the prac¬ 
tice of reckoning clanship from the mother, and 
the prohibition of marriage within the clan, as 
all bearing a striking resemblance to similar usages 
found among the natives of North America.” § 

—where persons of opposite sexes stand hand in hand,—for 
scenes of nuptial festivity.”—Dennis’s Etruria, vol. II. 
p. 180. 

f Rawlinson’s edition, vol. I. p. 173. 
X Baehofen and McLennan, two of the most recent 

authors who have studied this subject, both agree that the 
primitive condition of man, socially, was one of pure He- 
tairism., when marriage did not exist; or, as we may per¬ 
haps for convenience call it, communal marriage, where 
every man and woman in a small community were regard¬ 
ed as equally married to one another. Baehofen considers 
that after a white the women, shocked and scandalized by 
such a state of things, revolted against it, and established 
a system of marriage with female supremacy, the husband 
being subject to the wife, property and descent being con¬ 
sidered to go in the female line, and women enjoying the 
principal share of political power. The first period he calls 
that of Hetairism; the second of MutterrecM, or mother- 
right.—Sir J. Lubbock’s Origin of Civilization, p. 67. 

§ E. B. Tylor, Early History of Mankind (1865), p. 580. 
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There is another most important point disclosed 
by the legends of coins Nos. 1-4, in the termina¬ 

tion “Kura,” or Kula as I read it,|| which is 
rendered as * a race, a family, tribe, caste/ &c. In 
the present instances it seems to refer to some joint 
brotherhood, descendants of the ancestral female 
by different fathers. These communities in-process 
of time may have grouped themselves into small 
republics, and the title of Rdnd which heads the 
legends may perchance refer to the senior or 
anonymous president for the time being, 

The subjoined list of the Western coins which 
1 have now seen for the first time has been re¬ 

stricted to a technical description of the types, and 
an avowedly tentative effort at the decipherment 
of the legends. The time has not yet arrived for 
any consecutive arrangement of the coins, either 
in the numismatic or historical sense. I trust 
that the future contributions of local collectors 
will enable me to make it more perfect hereafter* 

List of (Joins. 
No. 1. Copper mixed with lead. Size, full 9 of 

Mionnet’s scale. Weight 220 grains. 4 specimens. 
2 Bo. Br. E. As. Soc., 2 Hon’ble Mr. Gibbs. 

Obverse—A crude figure of a bow and broadly 
barbed arrow.** 

Reverse—Chaitya with four rows of inverted 
semicircles surmounted by a half-moon (as in the 
Sah coins), to the right a tree with seven leaves or 
branches, at the foot an oblong pedestal with 
serpent in a wavy line, and dots. 

Legend-^J (TO gTTO 
Rano Maddri-putasa Sivdlct-kurasa. 

No. 2. Copper and lead. Size 7 of Mionnet’s 
scale. Weight 228 grains. 3 specimens. 1 Bo. 
Br. E. As. Soc., 2 the Hon’ble Mr. Gibbs. 

Obverse—Device a crude strung bow, and broadly 
barbed arrow set for use. 

Legend—*TTW#ir ffW 
Ra/no Vdsitho-putasa Viddvdyct-lcur os ct. 

Reverse—A chaitya consisting of three layers of 
inverted semicircles with dots, surmounted by a 
chakra (or figure of the sun?). To the left a tree 
with seven broad leaves. At the foot, an oblong 
square pedestal, in which is figured a serpent, with 
the wavy intervals filled in with dots. 

I place the children of the daughter, Y& sit hi, 

11 MoleswortT, in his Mar&tM Dictionary, notices several 
variants in the orthography of this word ^o2T spy 
compounds changing the ^ into ^ and the & into ST” 
The interchanges of M and L and M and L may he followed 
in Caldweffs^^mmar, but it is sufficient for our purpose 
to notice that the ancient inscriptions fully authorize the 
optional use of Edja or Lfya. 

f It» remarkable how apparently oomplete an orga&im- 
TTO-<?0ISSraJe trade guilds is seen to have 

? Western India when the Nfisik care inscriptions 
were put upon recoiu. * 

I myself long ago suggested that some Buck arpi..™.*.’™, 

earlier than the children of the mother, G a u t a- 
mi, on numismatic grounds. It is possible that 
the greater glories and ancestral «tutus of the 
grandmother eclipsed, in process of time, the 
subdued claims of the memory of the mother. 

No. 3. Copper and lead. Size 9 of Miormet’s 
scale. Weights range from 180 grains to 19G. 

The execution of the dies is inferior. Numerous 
specimens. 

Obverse—The usual crude bow and arrow. 

Legend—^TTFRt 

Rano Gotami-putasa Vidav<tya-kurasa. 
Reverse-—Chaitya device as above, but the tree 

is attached to the main device and rises directly 
from the end of the pedestal. 

Many of these coins are what is technically 
termed £ double-struck/ i.e. the dies of a suc¬ 
cessor or adverse contemporary have been repeat¬ 
ed over the original impression, without any re¬ 
fashioning of the piece itself. 

These indications are often of much value in 
determining the relative priority of the conjoint 
rulers. In the present instance they authorize us 

to place the children of M a d 4 r i before those 

of Gautami. 

In one case a coin of the Gautami-putras has 
had the identical legends of the original obverse 

repeated over the surface of the old reverse. 

No. 4. Copper. Size 4 of Miohnet’s scale. 
Weight 28 grains. 2 specimens, Hon’ble Mr. 
Gibbs. 

Obverse—Bow and arrow. 

• - • frarf^rarfre^r 
Remo Vasi [tho-pu]to« Vidov dy a-kurasa. 

Reverse—Chaitya, with tree growing on the 
summit. 

. In the field of one specimen, a monogram pos¬ 

sibly composed of the letters cHff tachd or cRT 
tavd ; on the other example, a letter exactly like 
a Chaldaean-Pehlvi ** («).f 

No. 5. Copper and lead. Size 7. Weight 230 
grains. Sir Walter Elliot. 

Obverse—Device similar in some respects to 
No. 1, but the Chaitya is solid, surmounted 
with the usual half-moon, while the tree is replaced 
by a conch-shell, balanced on the other side of the 
field by a flower. Serpent at foot. 

might apply to the S&h series in a republican system of ro¬ 
tation, which should account for the overfull list of the 
kings whose names occur on the coins. 

* The same typical form of bow and arrow occurs fre¬ 
quently on the earliest specimens of the ancient punched 

my Indian Weights, Numismata Orientalia. 
Part I. Plate, figs. 13, &o. 

f See Jour. M. As. Soc. N. S. vol. III. (1868) p. 264. It 
may be as well to add that the occurrence of such a letter 
on the local coinage need not necessarily reduce the age 
of the pieces so inscribed to the modern limits assigned to 

- extant Pehlvi inscriptions. The letters of these alphabets 
are found on very early specimens of the Parthian coinage. 
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Legend.—%cpff JcfU * 

Rano Got ami-put as a Saraya . . 
Reverse—Four circles, each composed of a 

central dot and two concentric circles, joined 
together by cross-linos—conventionally termed 

the Ujjain symbol. 
No. 6. Lead. Size 5. Weight 86 grains. 
Obverse—Small Chaitya, with three inverted 

semicircles, and serpent at the foot. 

Legend— 

Rana Vdsitho-putasa Siri Yastasa. 

(perhaps Saraya) 

Reverse— The Ujjain symbol. 
No. 7. Similar coins, variants. 

Rana Vdsitho-putasa Sirivasa. 

One coin has ftW Sivasa. 

No. 8. Lead. Size 4£ Mionnet’s scale. 
Obverse—A woll-executed figure of an elephant, 

to the loft. 

Legend—fW ^ %cT*ff 35FEf 

Ranasa Siri Yana Gotami-putasa. 

Reverse—Four double rings joined by a cross— 
the conventional symbol of Ujjain. J 

No. 9. Load. Size 4. Weight 70 grains. 
Obverse—A boldly sunk die bearing a well de¬ 

signed figure of a horse to the left. 

Legend—UlcFTT 3/dU UK** • • * 

Rana Gotami-putasa Sari Y . . . . 

Reverse—The Ujjain symbol. 
No. 10. Copper or bronze. Size 4. Weight (aver¬ 

age) 35 grains. 
Obverse—A. well-outlined figure of an elephant 

free, with trunk erect; no trappings. 

Legend— 
Sin Satakani. 

Reverse—Four single circles joined by cross-lines. 
No. 11. Variant. The elephant is decorated with 

rich head-gear. 

Legend—mm* 
Yanasataka. 

jyjg_rphe forms of the letters of the legends 
would indicate that these coins belong to a later 
date than the specimens previously described. 

No. 12. Lead. Size 6. Weight 133 grains. 
Obverse—A well-executed figure of a horse to 

the right, with a half-moon in the field. 

Legend—fSIH . 
Rana G(otami-putasa) Sataicanasa. 

Reverse—Device indistinguishable. 

No. 13. Lead. Size . Weight? 
Obverse—A crude figure of an elephant tothelett. 

mata 

Shankar Pitfunng Pwjit (Ind. Ant. vol. I. 

Legend—Sarivana or Salivana ; possibly 

TOT Siri Vana. 

Reverse—The Ujjain symbol. 
No. 14. Lead. Similar coins. 

Legend—^ 
Siri Rudra ? 

The is sometimes given as and the It has 
to be supplied. 

London, 24th My 1877. Edward Thomas. 

Query. 
HE^IAD PANT AND THE GAULI RAJAS. 

Who and what was “ Hemad Pant,” who shares 
with the Gauli Rajas the credit of ancient build¬ 
ings in the Northern Dekhan and Eonkan P One 
story is that he was a Rakshasa I another that ha 
was a physician, and imported the Modi or cur¬ 
rent Marathi alphabet from Ceylon; a third 
that he was the Brahman minister of a Musalman 
Sultan in Bidar or Golkonda. 

Professor Weber, in his paper on the Krishna- 
jamndshtami (Ind. Ant. vol. YI. p. 161 and notes) 

mentions three t{ Hemadris” :— 
No. 1. Bon of Charndeva, and minister of a 

king Mah&deva [king of where ?]; composed by 
his command the GJiaturvcorgaclvinidmanii (< per¬ 

haps at the end of the 13th century.” 
No. 2. Patron of Vopadeva, and minister to 

king Ramachandra of Devagiri, ergo belonging to 
the same period; this is, I presume, the Raja 
plundered in a.d. 1295 by Ala’uddin the Parricide, 
and perhaps identical with Dnyanesyara’s patron, 
Ramachandra -Y&dava of New&sa {Lid. Ant. 

vol. IY. p. 354. 
No. 3 was “ a commentator on Yopadeva at the 

court of a king Ramaraja.” The locus in quo is 
not given, not being, indeed, necessary to Prof. 
Weber’s argument, but I think there are only two 
Ramarajas available in this instance—the one 
just mentioned, and the unfortunate ruler of 
Yijayanagara, overborne by the Moslem confe¬ 
deracy of the Dekhan three centuries later. 

If Hemad Pant were a minister of the Devagiri 
Yadavas, it would go far to confirm the conjec¬ 
ture already hazarded by Mr. Srikrishna Sastri 
Talekar and myself, that they were the Gauli 
Hajas of tradition, as the same building is often 
ascribed to both him and them, and even where 
one monopolizes the credit the style is the same. 
It may be well seen in the lower part of the fort 
of Devagiri itself; and that fort is almost in the 
centre of the country over which the names of 
Hemad Pant and the Gauli Rajas are known.* 

tT209) says the R&shtra Kfitas ofMankher were YMavas, 
but gives no authority. The Hom& BeMas certamly 
werefas they state it in their 
mfifions lie south of the range of the Gauli tradition. 
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Down here (Kaladgi > 1 have not heard of either, 

old buildings being generally (and often correctly) 

referred to <£ the Jain&s.*5 

It may be added that the 13th century, a period 

of great architectural activity, is just the natural 

epoch to which to refer the great builders of 

tradition. I should like to hunt down this Gauli 

Raj, and I hope that any gentlemen who can afford 

me help will lend it. It is a disgrace to us 

to accept as a mystery what cannot be a thousand 

years old. W. F. S. 

Dr. HATJG’S ORIENTAL MSS. 

The collection of Oriental MSS. chiefly in 

Eend, Pahlavi, Pazend, Persian, and Sanskrit, 

made by the late Dr. Haug when Professor of 

Sanskrit- at Puna, has been purchased from his 

widow for the Boyal Library at Munich, for 17,000 

marks. It will be remembered that Dr. Haug 

acknowledged, in a public lecture, that he had 

obtained many valuable if not unique MSS. from 

Parsis, during a tour he made in Gujarat to col¬ 

lect MSS. for Government. His right, as a paid 

Government servant, to collect; on his own account, 

under any pretext whatever, was strongly pro¬ 

tested against in the Bombay newspapers in June 

1863, and especially in June and July 1864, when 

Government was urged to investigate Dr. Hang’s 

conduct in the matter, but no public notice was 

taken of it. 

HEMACHANDRA’S PRAKRIT GRAMMAR. 

The first part of Hemachandra’s Prakrit Grammar, 
edited by Professor Pischel of Kiel, has been pub¬ 

lished. It is the eighth section of Hemachandra’s 

large work on Sanskrit grammar, and is the most 

complete treatise on the earlier Aryan Indian 

dialects as yet published. An edition of the 

text, but quite uncritical, appeared in Bombay in 

1873, edited by Mababala Krishna. 

Prof. Th. Benfey has published undor the title 

Vedica und Verwandtes, a scries of papers treating 

mainly of a number of very nice and subtle ques¬ 

tions of verbal criticism and explanation of dif¬ 

ficult terms in the Vedas. Most of the papers 

are reprints from the Gottinger gehlehrte A nzeigen. 

Mr. Murray has in the press—4 A Discursive 

Glossary of peculiar Anglo-Indian Colloquial 

Words and Phrases, Etymological, Historical, 

and Geographical,’ by Col. H. Yule, C.B., and 

Dr. A. Burnell,—a work the appearance of which 

will be looked for with considerable interest. 

BOOK NOTICES. 

Ueber den Ursprtjng des Lingakultus in Indien, V. 
F. Kittel. (Mangalor, Basel Mission Book and Tract 
Depository, 1876.) 

In this pamphlet of 48 pages 8vo. the Rev. P. 

Kittel starts a theory in opposition to that pro¬ 

pounded by Lassen, and supported, though with 

reserve, by Dr. J. Muir, that Liiiga-worship is of 

early Dravidian origin. He contends that it formed 

no part of the Dra vidian religion before the in¬ 

fluence of Brahmanism in the south, and in proof 

of this points out that, formerly nt least, Saiva- 

Lingaism counted more famous shrines in North¬ 

ern India than in the south ; that the pretended 

abstention of Br&hmans from its officiating priest¬ 

hood is to be explained, where it really exists, by 

local causes alone; that the Brahmanical legends 

make no allusion to any reception of its worship 

from another race; that most of the legends rela¬ 

tive to the Lihga point to the north; and, most 

important of all, that in the south Lihga-worship 

is not met with except among the populations 

more or less influenced by Hinduism, while those 

unaffected by its extraneous influence are quite 

ignorant of it. The suggestion, however (pp. 46-7)> 

that Linga-worship reached India from Greece 

seems almost entirely without foundation. This 

little brochure if lull of the most interesting in¬ 

formation on the actual position of Lingaism in 

the south, its divisions, the origin of its various 

sects, and on the archaeology, literature, and ethno¬ 

graphy of the Canarese portion ‘of the Peninsula. 

It is to be hoped our able contributor will be in¬ 

duced to give us a second edition of it in an Eng¬ 

lish dress. 

Travels in India in the Seventeenth Century: by Sir 
Thomas Roe and Dr. John Fryer. (Reprinted from the 
Calcutta Weekly Englishman.) London: Trubner <fc Co. 

The title of this work fully explains what it is : 

a good while ago Mr. Talboys Wheeler had The 
Journal of Ms Voyage to the East Indies, and Observa¬ 
tions there during his residence at the MogvVs Court 
as Ambassador from England, by Sir Thomas Roe. 

Knt., and Dr. John Fryer’s Account of India, re¬ 

printed in the Calcutta Weekly Englishman, At the 

same time a few copies were struck off in octavo 

form for separate publication. The impression, 

however, was overlooked for some time before it 

was issued. The two works are printed on thin 

paper and form a volume of 474 pages, but are put 

forth without note or comment, index or table of 

contents, and of course without the illustrations 

of the original editions. From its size this re¬ 

print may be found convenient by th© general 

reader, but it will not supersede the earlier edi¬ 

tions, copies of which are not scarce. 
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SEPULCHRAL URNS IN SOUTHERN INDIA. 

BY the Rt. Rev. BISHOP 

AM anxious to obtain some information as 

to the extent of the area within which 

sepulchral urns, like those to which I am about 

to refer, are found, and I trust that some read¬ 

ers of the Antiquary will be so kind as to help 

me to obtain the information of which I am in 

search. 

The urns I refer to are large earthenware jars 

containing fragments of human bones, generally 

in a very decayed state. They are of various 

sizes, corresponding with the age of the person 

whose remains were to be disposed of. The 

largest I have found was eleven feet in circum¬ 

ference, and the smallest have been between four 

and five. The shape varies a little within certain 

limits, so that I have not found any two per¬ 

fectly alike, but the type generally adhered to 

is that of the large earthen jars (in Tamil Icunai) 

with which the people in this neighbourhood 

draw water for their cultivation. The urn is 

without handles, feet, rim, or cover. It swells 

out towards the middle and terminates in a 

point, so that it is only when it is surrounded 

with earth that it keeps an upright position. 

The urns do much credit to the workmanship of 

the people by whom they were made, being 

made of better-tempered clay, better burnt, and 

much stronger than any of the pottery made in 

these times in this part of India. They would 

contain ahu man body easily enough in a doubled- 

up position, if it could be got inside, but the 

mouth is generally so narrow that it would ad¬ 

mit only the skull, and one is tempted to con¬ 

jecture that the body must have been cut into 

pieces before it was put into the urn, or that the 

bones must have been collected and put in after 

the body had decayed. Generally decay is 

found to have advanced so far that these theo¬ 

ries can neither be verified nor disproved. 

Fragments only of the harder bones remain, 

and the urn seems to contain little more than 

a mass of earth. In one instance I found the 

bones partially petrified, and therefore almost 

perfect, though they had fallen asunder; hut this 

was the large eleven-feet urn referred to above, 

discovered at Korkei, so that in this instance 

it was conceivable that the body had been 

placed in it entire. At 11 a n j i, near Kortalum, 

on opening an urn some traces of the shape 

CALDWELL, D.D., LL.D. 

of a skeleton were discovered. The skull was 

found resting on the sternum, and on each side 

of the sternum was a tibia. It appeared, there¬ 

fore, as if the body had been doubled up and 

forced in head foremost, though it was not 

clear how the shoulders could have got in. The 

bones were of the consistence of ochre, and 

crumbled to pieces when they were taken out. 

Nothing could be preserved but a piece of the 

skull and the teeth, which were those of an 

adult. Dr. Fry, Surgeon to the Resident of 

Travancore, who was present at the find, point¬ 

ed out that the molars had been worn down 

by eating grain, and that the edges of the front 

teeth also had been worn down by biting some 

kind of parched pulse. Afterwards, on exa¬ 

mining the mouths of some natives, I found 

their front teeth worn down a little in the 

same manner, and, as they admitted, from the 

same cause. I have not noticed any distinct 

trace of the bones in these urns having been 

calcined. 

In addition to human bones a few small 

earthen vessels are found in 'most of the jars. 

Sometimes such vessels are arranged outside, 

instead of being placed inside. These vessels 

are of various shapes, all more or less elegant, 

and all appear to have been highly polished. 

At first I supposed they had been glazed, but 

I have been informed by Dr. Hunter, late of the 

Madras School of Arts, that what I noticed was 

a polish, nqt a true .glaze. Whatever it be, I 

have not noticed anything of the kind in the 

native pottery of these parts and these times. 

In some cases* the polish or glaze is black, and 

the decay of these blackened vessels seems to 

have given rise to the supposition that the bones 

had sometimes been calcined. 

On the accompanying plate are sketches of 

five of these little vessels. When these have 

been shown to natives, they say that No. 4 

appears to have been an oil vessel, and No. 5 

a spittoon. The use of No. 2, the vessel with 

the lid, is unknown. In these times such vessels 

would he made of bell-metal/ not of pottery. We 

may conclude that the object in view in placing 

these vessels in the urn was that the ghost of 

the departed might he supplied with the ghosts 

of suitable vessels for eating and drinking opt 
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of in the other world! Small stones about the 

size* of a cocoaimt are generally found heaped 

round the mouth of the urn, and the discovery 

of such stones ranged in a circle, corresponding 

to the circular mouth of the urn, will be found 

to be a reason for suspecting the existence 

of an um underneath. 

The natives of tjhese times know nothing 

whatever of the people by whom this singular 

mode of sepulture was practised, nor of the time 

when they lived. They do not identify them 

with the Sam an as, that is, the Jainas and 

Buddhists lumped together, about whom toler¬ 

ably distinct traditions survive, nor does there 

appear to be anything in or about the jars 

distinctively J a i n a or B u d d h i s t'i c. There 

is a myth current amongst the natives, it is true, 

respecting the people who were buried in these 

jars, but this myth seems to me merely a con¬ 

fession of their ignorance. They say that in the 

Treta yuga—that is, about a million of years 

ago—people used to live to a great age, but that 

however old they were they did not die, but the 

older they grew the smaller they became. They 

got so small at length that to keep them out of 

the way of harm it was necessary to place them in 

the little triangular niche in the wall of a native 

house in which the lamp is kept. At length, 

when the younger people could no longer bear 

bhe trouble of looking after their dwarf ances¬ 

tors they placed them in earthen jars, put with 

them in the jars a number of little vessels con¬ 

taining rice, water, oil, &c., and buried them 

near the village. 

The name by which these urns are called in 

fche Tamil country does not throw much light 

on their origin. This name assumes three forms. 

In the Tamil dictionary it is madamadakkat- 

tdli. A more common form of this word is 

madamadakkan-dali, the meaning of both which 

forms is the same, viz. the idli, or large jar, 

which boils over. The meaning attributed 

to this by some natives is rather far-fetched, 

viz. that the little people who were placed in 

them used sometimes to come out of the jars 

and sit about, as if they had boiled over out of 

them. The form of this word in use amongst 

the common people seems capable of a more 

rational interpretation. This is madamattan- 

or more properly madonmattan-ddli. Ma- 

dormwtta (Sansk.) means ‘insane,’ but it is 

sometimes used in Tamil to mean ‘ very large,’ 

as in the Tamil version of the JPanchatantrar 

where it is used to denote a very large jungle. 

The great size of the um being ifcs principal 

characteristic, it would seem that the name in 

use amongst the common people is, after all, 

better warranted than that which is used by 

those who are regarded as correct speakers. 

Who the people were who buried their dead 

in these urns is a problem yet unsolved. The 

only points that can be regarded as certain are 

those which have been ascertained by the in¬ 

ternal evidence of the urns and their contents 

themselves. From this it is clear that the’ 

people buried in them were not pygmies, but 

of the same size as people of the present time. 

How they were put in may be mysterious, but 

there is no donbt about the size of their bones. 

The skulls were similar to those of the present 

time. The teeth also were worn down, like 

those of the existing race of natives, by eating 

grain. In a jar opened by Dr. Jagor, of Berlin,, 

a head of millet was found. The grain had 

disappeared, but the husks remained. The un¬ 

known people must have lived in villages, the 

jars being found, not one here and another 

there, but arranged side by side in considerable 

numbers, as would naturally be done in a burial- 

ground. They were also a comparatively civil¬ 

ized people, as is evident from the excellence 

of their pottery, and the traces of iron ample- 

ments or weapons which have sometimes been 

found in the jars. The conclusion from all this 

which seems to me most probable is that they 

were the ancestors of the people now living in 

the same neighbourhood. If this were the true 

explanation, it is singular that no relic, trace, or 

tradition of such a mode of sepulture has sur¬ 

vived to the present day. And yet, if we were 

to adopt the supposition that they were an alien 

race, it would be still more difficult to conjecture 

who they were, where they came from, and why 
they disappeared. 

I have myself seen those urns both in the 

Tinnevelly and Madura districts and in northern 

and southern Tr^vancore,—that is, on both sides 

of the Southern Ghats, and the object I have in 

view in sending these particulars to the Anti- 

quary is to ascertain in what other districts of 

India they are found. If the area within which 

they are found can be accurately traced, some 

light may be thrown thereby on their history. 

Idaiyangudi, Tinnevelly District, 
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ON THE KRISHNAJANMASHTAMT, OR KRISHNA’S BIRTH-PESTIYAL. 

BY Prop. A. WEBER, BERLIN. 

(Continued from p. 180.) 

(Translated from the German by Miss Tvjeedie.) 

taken in a solemn manner on the morning of 

We come now to the representation of the 

celebration of the festival itself. On the in¬ 

tricate questions of a calendic sort which be¬ 

long to it, we do not enter further here, as they 

have been sufficiently discussed already. One 

point, however, in this respect appears of im¬ 

portance : the dividing of the celebration into 

two forms, one a simple form which consists only 

in the observance of a strict fast (see above, 

p, 163); while the other, depending on the coin¬ 

cidence of the date with a particular star, ap¬ 

pears as the original celebration of the festival, 

with which alone we have to do here. We have 

seen already that in it also two forms are to be 

kept separate from each other; one of which 

keeps the god in view together with his mother, 

while the other presents him alone; in the 

former case the celebration is combined with 

the preparation of a shed intended for the recep¬ 

tion of a woman about to give birth to a child, 

adorned with pictures from the history of the 

holy nativity, and in which the mother of the 

god, with her son drinking at her breast, is re¬ 

presented resting on a coubh, and receiving the 

worship consecrated to her; in the second case 

the picture of the god is worshipped over a 

jug. As the sources for this last form of the 

celebration, we have only the secondary texts 

(== Sv. 3) VL J. Ud. In D. and Ms. both 

forms of the festival are brought forward. The 

rest of the texts recognize only the first form. 

The richness and abundance of the material 

now before us in these various texts is so great 

that we are obliged to limit ourselves. I have 

therefore chosen as a guide the representation 

which the older Bhavishya texts 0. 0. Sa. offer, 

having at the same time due regard to the 

variations of the rest of the texts from it, but 

referring only, as far as seemed indispensable, to 

the rites and formulae peculiar to them. 

After the necessary cleansing of the teeth 

on the previous day (N) the vow of fasting is 

# Compare with this the quite analogous sentence in 
lSOub, on the 

___.A. llOg’ 

the (Chambers 585a, fol 

occasion of the mvtsyadv&daM) * . ,, . . u.]l 
ek&daty&rh ndrdhtrah sMM mre fa/m\bhok- 
shy&mi pwi&vriMJcsha twmam me bUvd chyutaI 
The formula, it is evident, is one generally acknowledged 

m a 

the feast-day. This is done, according to R A, 

after previous calling on the gods as witnesses 

(with the words— 

swryah somo yarnaf Mlah samdhye bMtdny ahah 
hshapd j pavano dikpatir blmmir dkdsam khaehar- 

dmardh (°rd nardh, AS.) | brdhnyam (brdhmam, 
NS.) sdsanam dsihdya kalpadhvarii (kalpantdm 

Vr.) ilia sanmidhim | ) 

amid sprinkling of water out of a copper vessel 

filled with fruits, flowers, and roasted barley, 

and with water, while reciting, according to 

G 24, Sb 54b: 55D. Ms. Udthe following 

sentence,* asking for the god’s assistance : 

adya sthitvd nirdhdrali svoblvute paramesvara (tu 

pare *hani, Sb.) \ bhokshye i]iarii pundamkakshct 

saranam me bhdvcl *chyuta (’vyaya, Sb.) H 

“Remaining without nourishment to-day, I 

shall feast to-morrow, 

0 high lord, 0 lotus-eyed one, be a defence 

to me, thou unshaken one !” 

Ms. D. reads the second hemistich thus:— 

bhokshydmi JDevaUjputra asminjanmdshtamwrate 

(the last pdda as in Ga also) | , and Zfd. has— 

karishye ipdranam tatra hhaldim me hy achatam 

kuru | 
Oa adds other three half-slokas to this : — 

sarmp&takandMya prasanno bhava kesava | 

idarh vratam mayd'deva griMtam pur alas iava | 
nirvighnam siddhim dydtu prasanne tvayi Jceiava || 

u Be gracious to me, OKesava! to the blot¬ 

ting out of all my sins. 
Let this vow which I have now taken before 

thee, 0 god! he accomplished without hin¬ 

drance, through thy grace, 0 Kesava! 

B 24 has the following sentence 
adyd’hampwndarikdksha sraddMyuktojitendriyah | 

upavdsam karishydmi varajanmdshtmdvratam 

(fvrate ?) || , 
0. Sa. &c. give no sentence at all: Lastly 

& (p. 26) quotes from the SamvatsarapraMpa 

the four following impressive verses, in the 

use of which N (fol. 306) S. Vi. and Sk. join 

with him. (Kd. has only w. 1 and 4): 

. ia the FaisWaritad. In the the 
Janrads6tom*'(fol. 25a), trfedad of -with the 

, Mksha fawmrh charmam tava 1! 
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Ydmdevam samuddisya (samahhyarchya,N. fol. 26&) 
swrvapdpapra&antaye [ upavdsam kaHshy&mi hrish- 
ndsMamydm nahhasy aham || 1 || 
adya hrishndsMamim devim {chaiva Fr.) nabhas- 
chandra-sarohinim (sic! so N both times, thus 
also 8k> and B. p. 33, where v. 2 recurs ; only 
Fr. has chandram) | archayitvopavdsena bholcshye 
’ham apme 9ham \\ 2 || 
enaso (ma cha Fr.) mokshak&mo 9smi yad govmda 
iriyonijam {iriyojanam niyoyitam Fr. i) ! ton me 
hnuncha, tu mdm trdhipatitam Sokasdgare (| 3 |( 
djafamainarariam ydvad yan mayd dushhritam hri- 
tam | tat pran&Saya govmda prasida purushot- 
tama j| 4 || 

u To the honour of Yasndeva I will fast now 

for the expiation of all sins { 

To-day, as the eighth day of the black half of the 
Nabhas moon )| 

Celebrating by fasting to-day th.e Krislmdshtami, 

the Nabhas month and the moon | 

Together with Mohinif then to-morrow I shall 
eat again |} 

I wish, O Gov indal to atone for the sinsf 
of three births J 

Blot them out to me, and save me who fell into 
a sea of trouble | { 

From birth to death, whatever evil deed I have 
done | 

Cancel it, 0 Go vindal be gracions, Puru- 
shottama!If” 

From this specimen we may form an idea 

of the variations of the several representations, 

even in those cases where substantially the same 
subject is treated of, and draw from it a further 

conclusion as to cases where real differences 
are dealt with. 

At midday of the day of the festival a bath 

is tor be taken in clean river—or other water 

(O. (7. B. N.)f making use of sesamum Sa, 

N. K. _D. (white sesamum). J (black ditto), 

Ms (oil of black sesamum). carrying a myro- 

balan fruit on the head {dhdtrijphalam sirasi 
dhritvd, /.). In Sb the bath is placed before 

the taking of the vow of fasting: thus also 
in Ud. (dvitiyadine brdhme muMrte utthaya tiW 
malahamdnam). 

After this kthe setting up on an auspicious 

spot of a sutihdgriha (house for a woman 

in childbirth) takes place. Thus according to 
0. &a. 0. B. K. N. (& Fr.) D. Ms. In B. Sic. 

indeed this subject is not specially mention¬ 

ed, but “ the house* * simply is described as 

the scene of the ensuing celebration (griham 

iipakramya) : probably, however, the same 

thing is meant by it. For the preparing 

of such a separate shed intended for the 

purpose of being occupied while passing 

safely through the time of lying in, is a 

constant Indian custom, which appears to 

have come down from pretty early times. The 

reason of it was probably, on the one hand the 

wish to keep the impurity connected with child¬ 
birth at a distance from the other members of the 

family as well as from the dwelling-house proper, 

and on the other the better opportunity there¬ 

by offered of defending and guarding the 

mother and child from all bad demoniacal in¬ 

fluences. After the quotations in K. iii. 1 fol, 

6a)b1 but especially in Anantade va’s Sam- 

shdrahaustubha (for. 56a5), the sutihdgrihawi 

is, according to a text ofVasishtha,J con¬ 

tained in the Pdrijdta (Madanapdrijd ta, see 

Aufrecht, Gatalogus, pp. 274, 275) to be 

erected in the south-west region. Anant a- 

d e v a gives also astrological information from 

G a rg a respecting the right time to enter it 

(sutikdgdravesanam, siitihdvesanam), as well as 

special texts from the JPddmct respecting the 

erection itself, j&c.§ According to him, it is to be 

made well defended on all sides, to be erected 

on a good situation, firm and secure, by people 

skilled in building, and to be provided with a 

door to the east, and one to the north. After 

the worship of the gods, Brahmans, and 

cows has taken place, the enceinte one enters, 

calling on the Brahmans for blessings, amid 

conch sounds and other music. Only kindred 

and trustworthy women afterwards enter. (Meal 
of ricinus roots mixed with gU serves to 

facilitate the birth.) According to the Vish- 

nudhctrma, it is to be inhabited for ten days 

(precisely on the tenth the in-lying woman gets 

up again, see Par. I. 17 &dnh%. g. I. 24) and 

f See Vishnwrahasya in If, ride ante, p 164 
sankhav&dyaravena cha I 

prasuta bahavas tatra tatli& klesakslaamfidayab II 
njadya YisTasaniyal cha pravileyu(b) striyas cha tat I 

erandamdlacMrneHa saghritena tatkaiva tlm (lacuna II 
sukhaprasavan^rthaya pasckat k&rye tu tat kshiped iti 

Comparers. l fol. 186; sA&ApraYeiio govipmdL 
sSJkfc^h1fltTa mantravad5'a'£lloshena a&patyastribhih 
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during the time is to be provided with arms, fire, 

links, full jugs, lights, with a pestle, and .with 

pictures painted in water-colours (probably for 

protection against bad demons).If 

$Jc. contains other accounts of the sutiM- 

griha, under the word itself, and words of si¬ 

milar signification sutikdgeha*, sutikdvdsa, su- 

tiMbhavana, sutigriha, and xutignha. Accord¬ 

ing to it, arishta in Amara (&c. see Pet. W-, 

s. v.) is also to bo taken as a synonym for 

it (so indeed Ragh. III. 15). According to 

the BhdvapraM&tf it is to bo made eight 

hands long and four wide (that would be a 

very narrow measurement!). According to the 

Vahnipurdna, chap. pray dpaiisargti,% bad demons 

surround it, but good spirits stay there too, 

who then, on the sixth (the specially critical) 

day after the birth, are to be worshipped with 

offerings. The night of that day is to be 

passod waking,—so according to the Vishnu- 

dharmottara.% 

The accounts in this place of the setting up of 

the sdtikdgrihu agree with these statements, 

at the same time they also show some special 

peculiarities. 

The pillars (N) made of plantain stems 

are to be covered with lotus-coloured (ruby red), 

variegated (00), with white, yellow,, red, 

striped or green 0a. B-) cloths. It is to be 
decorated with wreaths of sandalwood, pearls 

and jewels (0, with amulets 0. N.'), with 

new pitchers (Icalasa) filled with water (N.), with 

numerous flowers and fruits, and rows of lamps, 

and to be perfumed with wreaths of flowers, 

sandalwood and agallochum. It is to be 

arranged quite like a gohulam, byre, or 

«r das&ham sbtik&g&mm Syndham elm vmesuatab | 
vahniat tmdukMtaih pfl^tanblmb pradlpakavh | 
nraaalena. tathfi v&rivarnakaia chitntena cha |[ 
Tinduka JHosmros embryopteris, Pera. (^P«i. Wort.) , 
TKosrwros nbltinosa, a species of ebony, from the fruit of 
SSI of resin is obtained, that is used in India 
as nitcb for oauBring vessels, &e. (Wilson.) 

Compare Brahmavcmxvrta, srtknshr&jammakTicmda 

^r^CsaTvatra^4ii apTatiffh.&ii sdtikftgrihasevinah | 

fmtardh&mm varam prM&t k&mas&yxtvMQ. ©m cha||, 
§ sdtik4v&sanilay& janmad& n&ma devat&b I 

tbe followmgj-gosamdbatl 
tatparySyah f godhanam, gavfch vrajah ity Amarah | gos- 

cowherd’s cot,|j and to be filled with milk¬ 

maids (00.). Fetters for women,*]' iron swords, 

a sacrificial post, along with a black (N.) he-goat 

are to be found inside ; a pestle'is to be laid down 

at the door, guards are to be placed in it, likewise 

the goddess Shashthi,* and all sorts of 

selected meats for the gods (idols) in rich abund¬ 

ance (00. &a.) Of the decoration of the walls 

with pictures from the “ holy history,” which 

£a. (Ms.) mentions hero, 00. treat but in the 

sequel, see below. According to &a. the setting 

np of the sutikagrihcb is also to be accompanied 

with music of all kinds, dancing and singing. 

It is highly surprising, first of all, that, accord¬ 

ing to these statements, the mtihdgriham is to 

he set np like a gohulam. For the legend itself 
is quite consistent throughout, in stating that 

D evaki gave birth to Krishna in prison. 

Evidently a transference has here taken place 

to D evaki of those circumstances in which 

Tasoda, who received the newly bom child 

immediately after his birth, on her part gave 

birth to her own child, that magical girl who is 
exchanged with him. The reason of this indeed 

can only be that, from the beginning, the cele¬ 

bration of the Janmdshtami festival stood in 

close relation to tbe representation of Kr is ti¬ 

ll a ’b growing up among cowherds, and con¬ 

sequently this conception entirely prepon¬ 
derated over the other, according to which he 

was a prince born in prison. 
The following is the wording of the texts 

belonging to this :—Erst of all, 00. (the first 

sloka also in 3* v. 695, 70) : 
tatah sndtvd cha madhydhne nadyddu vimale jaU f 
devudh suSohhamm harydd Dwahydh mtihdgn- 

hamf || 25 || 

LrttLfflTl tfia jhinw ■»w — QS&yiibO. j 
vijahrafeih | iti 

0, yesfotak&rt &*, §f%MhaldMs. Pro¬ 
bably the fetters are meant, which, according Jothelef^ 
Kansa had caused to be put on his osterD 

husband Ya8U.de va (see above, p. 176). The pestle 
the uoards, on the other hand, are probabW (me 

ateL’p. J§)fiie Traversal requisite* of every 
SSr^fSproteetionaP^v^has 
ers? They therefore, probably, do not re#« to the poson 

onMT^a7 sA tatah 

rKa'SinivffllmK^to khadgMriin bhagava^m^cha 
shodasopachtraib p^jayat I janmadibhyo **** rhnia*- 

7£iTSirf«t(B.) Li eMirstaJwrmsacho- 
rath harydd. 
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padmaragaih patais chitmir manditam charchitam 

hchham [ ramyam chandanamdldbhir muktdmani- 
H'l'ikTi/i'# /*>7» **f* fj r^/nii M vibhushitarii J [| 26 [| — 4. || -vj || 

sarvam gokidavat hdryam gopijanasamcliculam j 

vadhukdrair (?) lohakhat)gai(r) ytipachhagasaman- 
vitam§ |J 27 |f 

dvdra vinyasiaimi&alavi rakshiiam raksliapdla- 

kaili^ | shasMJiyd devyd ’pi*.samptirnam, naived- 
yair mvidhaih kritaih || 2S |[ 

eycchiddi yathti&aktya (°kii Q) hartavyam sutikd- 
griham | 

Then 8a : tato 3shtamydm tilaih sndto (sndtvdVr.) 
nadyddau vimale jale || IS || 

s-wcfose sobhcmam kuvydd 'Devahydh siUikdgfihamf | 

sitapdais iaihd raktaih karvurair haritair mitt 
|| 19 |f 

vdsobHJi sobhitam kntvdsamantdikalasairnavaiJi | 

pushpaih phalair anekais dm dvpdliblrir aias 
tatah f| 20 || 

imshpamdldvichitramcha cliandandgarudMpitam | 
ahramyam anaupamyam§§ rahshdmanivibMshi- 
tam [| 211| 

harivansasya, charitam go hula m cha vilekhayet 

(also in I). 103&, where however h, cha tatha 

gokulam vilikhdpaxjet) \ tat am (Fr., tato So) 

vdditraninddair vindvenuravdkulam || 22 (j 

nntyagUakramopetam mangaiais cha samantatah j 

(?) kritvd nddam cha yat- 
oiaiah j| 23 |[ J 

dvdre vinyasya musalam rdtehUafr rakshapdla- 

lead} [ shashthyd devyd ’dhishthitam cha tad griham 
chotsavais tathd, j| 24 {J 

evarh vibhavasdrena kritvd tat (Vr„ tu 8a) sutihd- 
griham | J 

N(&. Fr.).- Utah hadaUstamlhavdsobhir dmra- 
P&ttavayutasajalapilrnalcalaSair dipaih pushpet- 
m&ldbhw yutarn agurudhUpitam, (svagaru0 Vr.)aqni 

yJ-9raVr.)-hhadga-krishnac}idga^rakshdmani-dvdran- 
Vo^mmal^iy-wtam 'tnangalapetam shashthyd devyd 
dhu.dhU-am Devahydh sMih&griham vidhdya | 

Ms. : tato niadhydhne kriehnatailair nadyddau 
matvd sndete Devahydh stitikdgriham kurydt | 

vaso-darpana-pallavddibhis toranM 
kritvd, dvadhya, tatra ghritatailapakv&ni 
tatkalaphaldm pushpad&mdni cha va(d)dhvd, hud- 
yesJm g o k nla m vilikhya, srinkhald-lohakhadga- 

ihdgamumlddi dvdri vmyasya, meshyd (methydm?) 

PWnetratrand: mdlyaihi 

J.2Sb[ Se°0ttd h@mi8fci0h “ wanting ino.- compare 

74a6;tnt mrvtw/lksMsa- 

* P-tifoyal; cha tahroAva C, 

ssjsSag&^S 

rakshapdlanolikhya (°pdidr> dliJchya ?) ianmadhye 
sarvatobhadramandale. 

Now, beside this representation of the locality 

of the festival as a sutihdgriha, there stands 

firstly—a second in which it is described not 

with this special name, but with the general 

name mandapa ; that is to say as an “open (?) 
pavilion sort of hall” (Del. Wiirt). Thus 

M. itself already (see p. 163), where, unfor¬ 

tunately, nothing further is remarked. And 

thus further also 8b. tic. Vi 2. (Vi. 1 abstains, 

from any remark upon the locality). Sb it is 
true, has only the short notice that the mandapa 

is to be decorated with fruits and flowers (with 

wreaths of flowers, Sv. 2). According to Sc. it is 

to be built of plantain stems, over a consecrated 
circle, which itself forms the centre of a 

space measured ofl- with a cow’s skin; it is to 

be provided with four doors, to he decorated 

with fruits and flowers, and a beautiful varie¬ 
gated awning is to be spread over it. In the 

same way proceeds Vi 2, only that here, instead 
of the space measured off with the cow’s skin, a 

consecrated holy circle, called a sarvatolhadra- 

mand,ala is prescribed, with all kinds of mystic 

requisites, according to the manner of the 
Tantra ritual. 

Lastly, excluding any account of the mandapa, 
this sarvalobhadramandalam only is named|| 

m Ud. as the place of the celebration, an 

arrangement which is taken (compare ibid, for 

example 3a, 20a) from the general precepts 

of the V a i s h n a v a ritual, as it is contained 
m Ms., while the accounts of the setting up of 

the mandapa here constitute^ a special pecu¬ 

liarity of this one festival, probably appointed 

to form a kind of counterpoise to the SutiMgriha 

in the other form of the celebration. More, 

over, Ms. itself on its part, unites here (see 

above) both representations, in which it re¬ 

cognizes the suUMgriham as well as the sarvaio- 
bhadrama.ndalam, the latter placed in the 
middle of the former. 

9 r.aukramy aynanorarm/cvtft sa 

„«f *. -T”® 

aSSrts 
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The texts ran as follows8b., in the first 

place, has only— 

.smvpddyd ’rchanasddhamm 
II 55 || 
mandapam sobhanam kriivd plialapushpadibhir 
(‘pushpamdld? Vr,) yidam | 

Sc,: sauvarni pratimd hdryd pddydrghydcha* 
maniyakam \ pdtrdnt {pdimm Vr) sampddya vi- 
dhivatpujopakaranam {Vr.,jyoQ Sa) tathd || 6 || 
gocharmamdtram samlipya madhje mandalam 

dclmret | brahnddyd devatds tatm sthdpayitvd 
prapujayet || 7 || 
mandapam rachayet tatm IcadaMstamblmmndi- 
tarn | chaturdvdrasamopetam (sic!) phahpushpddi- 
sobhitam || 8 || 

vitdnam tatra vadhniydd vichitram chaiva soblia* 
nam | 

Vi 2.*: Suchau deie tu samstlidpya gomayena 
vichakshanah | mandalam kdrayet tatm pancha- 
varnena sobhitam || 14 || 
navandbham sd-ravmdam sarvatobliadrcc*samjni* 

tarn; | mandalam kdrayen madhye manohlddaka- 
ram par am || 15 || 

. hetatan dulapishtena panchavarnena IMpate; | 
mandapam kdrayet tatm sutoranasamanvitam 

II 16 II 
chaturdvdrdnvitam hy etat sfhdpayet teshu devaidh J 
prathamadvdradese tu varunam sthdpayet tatah 

11 17J! 
(cc Kuvera at tlie second, Bevendm aft the third, 

Ganandyakam at the fourth doorvv. 18-20) 

Ud, sarvatobliadramandalam hartamyam. 

After the erecting and decorating of the suti- 

Mgriha, in the manner described above, the 

placing of the pictures of the gods to be 

worshipped at the approaching festival is to be 

taken in hand. In the first place a picture 

of Devaki, made of gold, silver, copper, 

brass, clay, wood, or jewels, or only painted 

with colours, is to be placed "in the middle of 

# A marginal note has only shodasdram likhech chabrath 
tanmadhye cM} shtapanhajam | 

f According to sk. by srimtsa is to he understood a 
row of white hair {vakshalistluL^uklavima-dukshMvar- 
ialomdvaU) found on the breast, towards the right side.' 
which is regarded as the characteristic of a maM 
purusha; KyishnadUsa understands by it an amulet 
(hritsmhgatcumnivikshali) to be worn on the heart after 
the manner of the kaustubha. Mailingtha in Raglmv. 
xvii. 29 explains Mvatsa by grihavi§esha(\). Might not 
perhaps the older form of the word be kwriksha t Compare 
Vwr&hamih. xrriii. 10 in Kern (who puts trivakshas as 
the original form; compare however 8k.: Mvrikslmkah, 
puth, ahasya hridtivartah, iti TriHiidasesliah, as well 
as Wilson, sub voce, and my treatise on the BbAgavati, II. 
312). The employing of srivatsa as a sign of happiness 
comes down from early times, probably from the Buddhists 
and Jains (see again Burnouf, Lotms, pp. 608-9, 617); 
after all, the proper meaning of it, as well as its most 
ancient form and date, is still undetermined: a reference 
to the sign of the Cross, and to the Agnus Dei, as I have 
conjectured in the Zeitung derDeut. Morgml. Qesellschaft, 
VI. 94, does not appear to he contained m it. 

the sutikdgriha. This represents Devaki as 

endowed -with all the characteristics of beauty, as 

half asleep, as radiant as burnished gold; more¬ 

over in company with, her son,—as having in fact 

just given birth to him, and being rejoiced in con¬ 

sequence of this moment (of the pain overcome ?) 

while the sleeping child, lying at htr side, is 

drinking at her breast, his own breast furnishedf 

with the holy srivatsa sign, and the colour of his 

skin like the leaves of the blue lotus. 

Here again is something very surprising 

about this representation. For while the legend 

throughout informs us that at Krishna’s birth 

there was danger in delay, that his father 

Vasudeva had to carry the newly-born child 

immediately away, to escape the dangers that 

threatened him, the above representation, which 

shows us the mother and child (the former, too, 

“joyfully moved”) slumbering beside each other 

on a couch, presents a picture of undisturbed 

repose, and stands therefore in such direct 

contrast to the legend that it is difficult to sup¬ 

pose that both representations have grown up 

on the same ground. The representation in this 

place appears as foreign as the difference dis¬ 

cussed above (p. 283) in reference to the locality 

of Krishna’s birth. 

Now the texts relating to this now are—First 

in 00 8a K, as follows J:— 

tanmadhye pratimd sthdpyd {kdryd B.) § sd chd 9py 
ashtavulhd smritd (kdnchanddivinirmitd B) || 29 |j 
Mnchani rdjaU idmri paittalt mrinmayi taihd*H I 
ddrvt manimayi chaiva* varnikdlikhiid 'pi vaff || 30 j| 

sarvalakshanasampannd (sampurnd 0. Sa K) par* 

yanke chd 5rdhasuptikd'lX | pratapiakdhcliandbdsd 

mayd saha tapasvmi §§ [| 31 || 

prastutd chaprasnticJiatatkshandeh cha prahar- 

shitd** | mdm cha ’pi (fafm Sa E) bdlakam sup- 

' JAnd v. 29i>, 30 also in B; », 31b, 3*6, 33a, also in J?. 
§ Some of the various readings given by Dr. Weber are 

omitted.-—Ed. 

% paitili O., pitall na punas tathS B, (!) 

* vriksht 8a, varkshi 8v. 1K, K, manomayi, manimayi O, 
lobi va mpnmayi karya B. 

• ft 'thavl 0 K, var^akair likhita tatb4 8a, E, varnikaHk- 
bitaksbara B, 

XX °kam O., p. sarvaguptika C,, p. cb4 'sbtasalyake 8a., 
p. eba patavrite, K. 

§§ °bbas&m mabarbi sutapasvini Si (°bam susutasvinim 
Sv 1), Devaki sutapasvini R. Tbe whole bemisticb is want¬ 
ing m K. where we have ; DevaMm tatra ebaikasmin pm- 
dese sdtik%ribe | wbicb^is perhaps deutorology of the ac¬ 
count further on of Yas odd: see below. 

? praslitd cbdprasutd va O, 0 (but both times cha), 
prastutarh (prasri° 8v 1) cha prasuptam cha 8a, prasfutam 
cha prasdtrai cha K, 
» taksbandeb cha C, tatksbanM brabmabarshifc4 O (for 

tatksbandt, see 0 v. 55), sth&payen manebakopari 8a. K. 
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tam paryanke sianapdyinam (prasntdniradacfo ha- 
vim R.) || 32 j| 
sAvaisavakskanopetamf nilotpaladalachhavim% 

B. lias, according to 0 29b, 30, tlie following 

verse 
JDevaMpratimd kdryd hdld rtqmsamanvitd || 72 || 

ttidiur ntsamgasamsthasya hrisldasya{?Kfishnasya) 
sfanapdymali | (from 725 obviously pratimd kdryd 
is to be supplied.) 

N. (S. Ur.) stUikdgrihamadhyepraclmdapatdvritam 

(prachddayapaUd° S.t prachddyavritta Vr.) man- 

i'Jiakarh sthdpayiivd (°yei Fr,)§ madhydlme nadyd- 

dijale iilath sndtvd, “ ’rdlmrdtrt saparivdra. M~ 

krishnapujdm karishya” ill samkalpya, “ Jcancha- 

rti.likhitd iathe”-ty uktdnyatamena pratimdm 
vidhdya.. 

Kd. tatah suvarnarajatddimayyo mrinmayyo vd 
bhitiyddilikhiid vd pratimd yaihdkuldchdram kdr- 
ydh id yathd, paryanke prasupta-Devakydh stanam 
pibanthh iri-Krishnapratimdm nidhdya... 

Independently altogether of the fact that $a. 

is described as borrowed directly from him, we 

see distinctly from the following statement of 

Bhd. that this same representation is also found 

already in Hem a dr i;—r 

sri-Knshna-DevaM- Vasudeva- Yasodd-Nand&di - prcc- 
tim&mTm&na-tatpujan&diprakdrddikam vrata-Hemd- 
dr mi spas hi am. 

As we saw above (pp. 175, 176, 177 ff. 

281), another representation, which makes the 

image of the god to be worshipped over a jug, 

comes alongside of the one just described 

of the mother lying on a couch (paryanka) 

with her child drinking at her breast. It 

is contained first in those texts which (see 

above, p. 284) do not at all mention the 

sutikdgriha, hut introduce the mandapa, or 

only the sarmtobhadramandala, namely Sc. Vi. 

Ud.; to these are added, instead, D Ms. (J), 

both of which texts, on one hand describe the 

sutikdgriha itself (J has nothing regarding it,) 

hut also represent the worship as taking place 

over a jug; and secondly an addition (see note §) • 

very awkwardly inserted by Vr. in * the re¬ 

presentation of (N.). Now according to Ms. 

this jug is to be placed in the sutikdgriha, or 

eventually in the sarmtobhadramandala drawn 

f Mvatsavakshahptim&hgam 0 R (p. 28), srlvatsavak- 
shasam santam $a. N. (Kd.) 

X Y. wants the whole hemistich. 
,, & Here Vr. inserts, very mail Apropos, the description of 
the Kams(bj &c. 

With' exception of £ft, where indeed the mcmdapa is 
named as the place of worship, but regarding the inode of 
the latter, whether over paryanka or kalasa, nothing is said. 
It is moreover addressed there to K ? i s h p a alone, who, 
at the same time, as the further details show, ^represented j 

in the middle of it, and the picture of Kris h~ 

na drinking at his mother’s breast is to be 

laid directly on the jug. Ms. besides, leaves 

optional instead of it, the worship of the two 
asleep on a mahchaka (couch). Lastly, on occa¬ 

sion of the Jay anti festival, treated of separately 

in Ms. = J. (see above, p. 179), no mention 

at all is made of the last mode ; Krishna’s 

picture, further, is not laid directly-' on the jug, 

but a “ new red” jug, “filled with consecrated 

water, provided with the so-called five jewels,*' 

and adornedf with perfumes and wreaths of 

flowers,” is in the first place to be covered by 

another vessel, of gold, silver, copper, or reeds 

(according to circumstances), filled with sesame, 

and it is then on this vessel that the golden 

picture of the god comes to lie ; which has more¬ 

over to represent Mm as a suckling infant 

looking up into his mother’s face.—In all these 

points, then, D agrees completely, only it adds 

that the child presses the point of the breast 

with his hands, and looks up repeatedly and 

lovingly into the face of the mother : after this 

only, according to D, is the sutikdgriham to be 
’ prepared. 

Quite the same representation as in D, or at 

the Jay anti form in Ms., is found in Ud., only 

that it is added that the jug is to be placed 

in the octagon-shaped middle of the sarva- 

tobhadramandalam; the Krishna in the pic¬ 

ture moreover is described here as four-armed, 

obviously to mark especially Krishna’s iden¬ 

tity with Vishnu. Lastly, Vi. 3-2, <S’c. make 

no mention at all of the relation of Krishna 

to his mother. A golden figure of Krishna 

covered with a cloth is to be worshipped 

over a jug, Vi 1 says quite shortly, while 

Vi 2 (as well as a marginal note on it of a 

different wording) and $c, in. agreement with 

D. {Vr.), cover the jug in the first place with a 

vessel, and the image is only to be placed on the 

latter. Vi. has all kinds of specialities in regard 

to it; gives, among other things, the measure— 

that is, the value—of the golden Krishna- 

image at eight mdshas, which does not seem 

also as newly born. 
.. * Gk>ld, diamond, sapphire, ruby, and pearl, Hom&dri 
in sk.; according to the Gau da, gold, silver, corals, pearl, 
and rfaapatta (?), ibid. 
t All these accounts of the jug result from the adjective 

purvokte, referring bade to fol. 20ffi (navam lohitath sud- 
flbodalKapfiritam pancharatnopetam gandh&kshatapuehpa- , 
mM&tokyitam kalamm) by which it is here (see p. 288) 
described, and they apply also, in like manner, to the 
janmdshtcmd also. 
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very high (according to Mann viii. 184 this 

would bo only a \\n\i-sawvarna, 40 krishnaltt). 

The addition (see p. 280 n.) made by Vr. de¬ 

scribes only the preparing of the kalasa, and its 

being set up in a sarvafohliadramandala, both 

•quite as 1). Vi 2 and Sc.; regarding the use to be 
made of it for the worship of the image of 

K r i s h n a Vr. is altogether silent: as the author 

cannot well set himself too much in opposi¬ 

tion to the other texts quoted by him, as well 

as to his sources AT.; ho borrows, however, 

in tbo course of the discussion two more addi¬ 

tions from tbo /mZ#m-rituat, namely the 16 

npaehuras and the angapujd (see below, p. 291). 

Now this worship over the jug is a highly 

peculiar feature, the cause of which, as well as 

the object of it, is still not quit© clear to me. 

1 have first met with it in that festival-cycle 

which (see p. 179) the Vardhapurdna con¬ 

secrates to the ten or eleven avatar as of 
Vishnu, which are all to be worshipped 

in the same manner (as above in Vi. and Sc). 

Perhaps just in tills lies the explanation of the 

riddle. 'At the head of these avatdras stands 
the incarnation of Vistnu as a fish, and In 

this the worship in or over a jug is of course fully 

justified :J perhaps the celebration of the other 

festivals of this kind may have been regulated 

according to the type of the first am^ra-fesfcival P 

The jug in which, according to the tradition,— 
see Satap. Br. I., 8.1. 8 (kambhydm), hid. Stud. 

vol. I. p. 168,—the first progenitor Mann 

brought up the fish which saved him from the 

flood would then be the original § of this. 

From the accounts in Ms. of the festivals 

of the Vaishnava ritual it farther follows with 

certainty that this same ty$e recurs in them 
throughout, and this harmony after all is not 

confined merely to the worship over the jug, but 

extends itself to the whole habitus of the cele¬ 
bration, viz. to the angapujd,—that is, the wor¬ 

ship of the separate members of the idol’s body,— 

to the watch kept through the night, and to the 

giving away of the idol to the dchdrya on the 

next morning at.the breaking of the fast. In 

Ms., it is true, several farther specialities appear, 

X In the middle of four jugs which represent the four 
seas, in the matsyadvdda.it (in Md/rgaHra month, Cham¬ 
bers 585a, fol. 131a) a stand is placed covered- with a cloth 
(tesh&m madhye subham yttharh] sthdpayed, vastragarbh'i- 
tarn also a golden, silver,* copper, or wooden vessel (pa- 
iram); and in this the idol in the form of a golden fish is laid. 
The statement that then further this p&trarg, with the 
idol is to be set down upon a jug (kumbha, ghata, kaima, 
dec.) is indeed not,found here, out in the following avatar a 

as the placing’of the jug in the sarvaiolhadraman- 

dalam, the detached explanation of the 

angapujd, &c., and the coincidence of Vi. Sc. also 

in them shows that their representation, while 

it keeps aloof from the special peculiarities of 

the Janmdshtami celebration, is founded on an 

adaptation to the general forms of the Vaish¬ 

nava ritual. 

The connected texts run thus :— 
Sb. mawlapaih sobhrmci th kritvd plialapushpddi hh lr 

yutam | tasviin mam ptijeujed hhaktyd gandhct- 

pash pad ibhih prithak || 56 || 

upachdraih shoiasabhir dvddaklksharavkhjayd j 
Ms. (fol. 325) tanniadye sarvatobhadmmandate 

purvohte kala&c haimhh rdjatdm idmrim paiffa- 
1dm (!) manitfboydm (!) vdrksMm mrinmayiih 

h'khyartipdm vd sambhavantim M-Krishtiaprati- 

mdm Be vakistana mdhaydm vinyasya, ma-Tichake 

vd prasnptamcUristanctm pivanta th suptauh Sri- 

Krishnam vinyasya. . . . 

J. tatah purvoktahalasasthdpite haime ronpye 

idmre vainave vd tilapunicupdire haimam Deva- 

histanarndhayant j ana n% mulcliam av tt lo k a yania m 

kshtrddisndpitam devam avastluipya. . . . 

Xh uposhakas tu madhydhne snatah suklaiilaih 

iulhaih || 97 || 
kritvd ”hnikam tatah karma sthdpayed avranam 

gliat am | panclharatnasamdyuktampavitrodakapuri- 

tam || 98 || 
tasyopari nyasei pdtram sauvarnarh vd Hha rdja- 

tam | fdmram vd vaimavam vd 3pi kritvd 4aMya~ 

niLsdraiah [| 99 || 
nyunam vd 9py ailhikam vd ’pi vittaidihyam net 

kdrayet | tasyoparinyased dev am sauvarnam 

lakshandnvitam || 100 j1, 
pibantaih siatiaiah ksliirafh Icnchdgrawi pdyiind 

sprisan (nomill. !) | diokayantam prefund tn win- 

khavi mdtur muhur mnlmh || 101 || 
evath kritvd tu gov indam vridtrd saha jaga.fpa.tim | 

siuM$e 'lamkrite kurydd Bevakydh sutikdgrihmn 

II 102 || ’ 
TJd. sarvatobhadrama?)tjalamkartavyam | madhye 

ekam kumbham stJulpya, tuthdparito dvdda4a hum- 

blidnt sodakdnt sapallavdn phalaratnahiranya- 

vdsobMr alamkrVdib praiishthdpya, tadupari iri- 

parnUham pdtram tdriira-ruptya-vahSajam mriu- 
mayam vd nldhdya, tatra sugandhinirmitasarva 
tobh adramadhye ashtadale Mkrishn apratvmdm 

suvaryamaytm DevaMstanam dhdvayaniim (should 

we read dhayantim ? see Pet Wort.) chaturhhujdm 

(as K d r m a), from which it uniformly recurs in all th* 
following avatdrns. , , .. * 

§ Or, is there perhaps a reference here to the witchcraft 
ritual, where the writing down of a formula on a jug ap¬ 
pears to pass for a magical means of fastening ? Compare 
Aufrecht, Catalogue, p. 975, samlikhet stambhanaih hum- 

Similarly before in the legend of Harisch&udra 
ghatasyopam tadmeh cha p&yayante stanam harim || 88 || 
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*'koih hi rank, ho stane vijdpdvayantini hevahtnmhliani 
• l\ okay anti hi sihdpayet | 

ViA. Krikimam/u rthh eha samp dull,a sanvarnaih 

krdasopch'i j ehandauam did 'ynrwh dli-iigam push- 

pdul him a!an i cha j| 123 || 
vu sir my t- veslditwih Krishna hi pnjenjed vivid!inis 

Iff (hi | 

Vi 2. madhye tdm stlulpayet humhhani sauvanimh 
rdjatam tail id || 21 || 
ahhdve tdmrajam vdpi mri ninety mil, ini 1tha hlra- 

yet | sadhddhavalitam kriivd chan dras dry tinkif aih 
suhham || 22 || 
ndmmihitmib eha Krishnasya jalapnrnmh sarat- 
nakani | gandhapiishpddisamyiiktam sagallavapha- 
kim tathd || 23 || 
pdiram eha kdrayet pahdidd dkewnii va rajafma 

ini | ahhdve tdmrapdtram tu kumhhasyopari rinyaset . 

ii 24 !| 

sarve sarnudrdh saritas tirthdni jaladd naddih (!) j 
dydniu yajamdnasya duritakshayakdrakdli || 25 || 

sthitanh tvaji jag at sarvam samrdsura man usham | 

dhnanah kdryasiddhyartham sthdpaydmi ghaiopari 
|i 26 || kalasasthdpan amantrah | 

mnrfim cha kdrayet tafra Krishnasdsyatvam vichak- 
shanah [ ash tarn dsh ap va man a m tu vittaidthyam 
tathddhikam || 27 || 

iadardhdrdhena vd saktyd yathdvat kdrayed bndhah 
dvdhayet prayatnenapdtre Jcalasasamsthitam || 28 || 

VI 2 (marg.did ’shtajpankajam | tasyopari 
nyaset kiomhliam vartidmh tdmramayam Suhham\\ 
rdjatam tdmrapdtram vd devam tasyopari nyaset | 
Tievahim sarvatobhadre, Yaioddm pujya pankaje ||... 

So. man dale sihdpayet hmibham tdmra m vd mrin- 
may am suchim || 9 || 

tasyopari nyaset pdti im rdjatam vainavam tu vd | 

vclsasd ”chddya Kawnteya p&iayet tatra mdm hudhah 

i| 10 || 
upa^kdraih shodasahhir. 

Vr. aomaneliakam sthdpayet (see above, p. 285 n.) | 

.... (several statements here not to the point) - 

Jcalasdrchanam sanlchdraclianam cha kurydt | 
purushasuktmia nydsam bury at j 

rang avalMsanidyukte sarmto bhet dr a,man dale | avra- 
yam sajalam icumbhaih tamram mr\nmayam vcoe vd^ 
samsihdpya vasirasamvUam kanthadese suhbhh 

tarn | pancharainasamdyuhtam phalagandhdksha- 
fair yuiam j| 

sdldranyam samdsdilya fdumnta patalena vd \ vcm~ 

sam/rhimayapdtrena yavapurnma chaiva hi || 

tied Jidda yot tarh ehailtma, likhvd ash tadalam tatah | 

via.flhydime nadyddijah. . . (see above, p. 286), 

Now follows the preparation and election 

of the remaining* pictures which relate to the 

sacred history of the nativity of Kris h- 

n a. The accounts regarding them are of a 

somewhat varying kind in the several texts ; 

obviously a favourite subject lies before ns here* 

which has consequently experienced numerous 

additions and variations. Only tic. UiL Vi 2 : 

have nothing atAall about it,* as throughout 

them K r i s h n a ’ s relationship to his 

mother, as well as all Hie special birth-ritual, is 

entirely wanting (see above, pp. 178, 171). 

According to Kd. in the Jay anti form of the 

festival there is necessary, in the first place, a 

second Doyak i-picture where K r i s h n a 

is represented as held on her lap, while a 

Lak s h m i-picture rubs the feet of D evaki 

resting on the couch. The other texts do not 

mention this second De vaki-picture; on the 

other hand, they place before us, and with per¬ 

fect propriety, a picture of Yasoda, who is 

to be represented quite in the same manner as 

Deva ki in the suiikdgriha (tia, JC), and in 

fact as just delivered of a beautiful girl. At 

Krishna’s side stand with bowed head, from 

the tops of which wreaths of flowers hang down, 

all kinds of gods, demi-gods, demons, and 

spirits, represented as wandering through the air 

in various positions. His father Yasudeva also 

stands by, armed with sword and shield. Like¬ 

wise dancing, happy Apsaras and singing Gan- 

dharvas, The serpent-prince Kaliya in his 

Y amnna-bed is also to be pamtodf there. Tiras£ 

00. Sa.; while 0. Sa add besides some verses 

according to which K ansa’s servants, I) evaki’s 

prison-guards, are to he represented in armour, 

bin. asleep, overcome by the magic slumber; 

likewise all kinds of armed Z)<£^a?;a-de:raons,§ 

especially such as Krishna when a child 

r? According to Vi X, pictures of the ten avaidras of 
Vishnu are to be put up, and also Devaki, the 
shepherds, and Yasi o d k, to be honoured: but whether this 

also ^ {ta-tho/t,va> cha) really refers to the putting uo of 
their pictures is not clear. 1 

t in a subsequent passage (0 53, see in the sequel 
Krishna himself, the two pairs of parents, an! hi 
brother Baladera are described as “ to he set up” (t- 
these s, picture of the moon also, and its favourite eta 
"“W • so irnat there it is not probably paintings tha 
are treated or* 

t With the insertion of some verses which enumerate th< 
gods and demigods as incarnations of whom the person 

alitiesof the ‘Toly family” are to be regarded. Kri shn a’s 
parents, V a s u d e v a and Be vaki, :r'e Kasyapa 
and A d 1 ti (be himself is Vishnu); foster-parents, 
a ^^ ^ a80 <1 a> are thepraj&pati I) a ks ha ana 
Ad iti (O/Su. the earth 0K vis. kshiti in K, d}wir& in 0): 
his brother Valabhadra (Va 1 ad eva) is the serpent- 
px-mcie'S^e ska; bis uncle and persecutor Kansa has arisen 
out of the Asura K & ha n e m i; the saint 0- a r g a (what has 
he to do here?) is Brahman (cKaturmuhha) himself. 
X he tmlic-maids are Apsa/rm, and the cowherds also are 
inhabitants of heaven. 

t kear here the curious names ^cow’ (or * ox’), 
milch-cow ,f elephant’, and in C at least * horse? also. 
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overcame, namely Pralamba, Dhenuka, 

A r i s h t a, and the two wrestlers Chanura 

and Mushtika. Indeed, whatever else, says 

Sa, is anyhow connected with Krishna’s deeds 

(as a child), it is all to be painted there and 

worshipped devoutly.—-According to B. parti¬ 

cularly of the cowherds and the gokulam are 

also to be made, as well as, according to D and Sa 

22a, the whole history of the H a r x race and the 

gokulam to be painted. In Sb an image of E o h ini 

(second wife of Yasudeva) with her son 

Valadeva is ©specially required, as well as 

images of the milkmaids, cowherds, and cows, 

of the gokulam, of Yamuna, and of the 

magical girl (the incarnation of yogamdyd) 

whom Yasoda has just given birth to; all 

these images are either to be made of gold, 

silver, copper, metal, clay, wood, stone, or only 

to be painted.—According to N. (S. Vr.) it is only 

tbe ornamenting of the walls of the subikdgriha 

with such paintings that is required.—Ms. says 

nothing directly of the material of which the 

images are to be made, but describes them 

as to be put up (avasthdpya),—therefore, not 

as paintings; it adds besides, to Yasoda 

(with the child), Rohini, Kan da, Vala- 

bhadra, Yasudeva, and the cows, 

also Kansa, the Putand (see above, p. 176), 

asses and such like. According to Kd. Yasu¬ 

deva and Kan da, the milkmaids and 

cowherds, are to be painted on the walls (of 

the siltikdgriha), &c.; upon another part of it 

Yasoda on a conch with her child; and again, 

on another stand, seven more images are to be 

put up, namely the two pairs of parents, K r i s h- 

na himself, his brother Rama, and Chan- 

dika-il Whoever cannot make so many im¬ 

ages, let him at least be careful to put up the 

last-named seven, according to custom and 

ability; the others let him contemplate de¬ 
voutly. 

The related texts are as follows :—In the 

first place 00. Sa. (38b, 355, 86; also in K 33b, 

35u, 366; also in JR,.) 

Ya&od&m chdpi tatraiva prasutdm varakanyakdm1^ 
II 33 |I 

tatra devd grahd ndgd yakshaviprdsurd nardh* | 
samcharanta ivdkdSe prakdrair udiioditaihf || 34 J| 
Vasudevo 7pi tatraiva khadgacharmadharah stkitah | 
Kdsyapo Vasudevo 7yam% aditis chdpi§ BevaM || 35 \\ 
seshandgo Valabhadro^[1[ Ya&odd ditya jayata** \ 
Nandah prajdpatir JDaksho, GargaS chdpi chatur- 
mukhahff (| 36 || 

nrityantyo ’psaraso hrishtaXX gandharvd gitatat- 
pardh | 

lekhaniyaS oka tatraiva Kdliyo§§ Yamundhrade || 371| 

0. inserts three more verses between 86 and 

87 (40 in 0.):— 

esho 7vatdro devdndm Kanso 3yam Kdlanemijah ] 
tatra Kansaniyuktd ye ddnavd vividhayudhdh Jj 37 || 

te cha praharinas tatra suptd mdrdvimoMtdh | 
GodhenvJi Kunjaro *6va§ cha Ddnavdh Sastra- 

pdnayah || 38 || 
Pralamvo Dhenuko 7rishto mallau Ghdntira-Muskti- 
kau | anye 7pi ddnavds tatra mdndpraharanodya- 
tdh || 39 || 

Sa. has instead of it the following verses (of 

which 365 is in K. also) :— 
gopyas chd 3psarasah sarvdh (°4chaiva $v 1) gopd& 

chd 9pi divaukasah || 34 || 

esho 7vatdro rdjendra Kanso 9yam Kdlanemijah | 
tatra Kahsaniyuktdi cha mohita yoganidrayd {Sv 1, 

roga0 Sa) || 35 || 
Go-dhenu-hunjard# *51" chaiva ddnavdh 6a$trapdna- 

yah I 

and inserts after v. 37 ( — 36 in $a.) the follow¬ 

ing verse in addition (which is also quoted in K) : 

ity evam ddi *yat kuhehid ridyate* clmritam 
mama \ lekhayitvd prayatnena ptyjayed bkaktitat- 

parah || 37 || 

|| By Chan di k & liero must surely he meant B al ar 4- 
m a’s mother Robin i, for the usual meaning of the word 
D urg 4 does not suit at all. In E. p. 28, indeed, Bohinl 
and C h a p d i k & are named beside each other (.. Yasodd- 
Nando,-Rohixit-ChmjiM-VaVxdev&n p&jwjet)—probably 
however, only by mistake, as some such occur also else¬ 
where in R. (see above, p. 167)% Perhaps a different name 
than the usual one has been given here to the mother of 
B alar 4m a, because later still another rohmi, namely the 
star which passes for the wife of the Moon, comes in for 
adoration (see note + p. 288, and below, p. 293). 
f prasfitavarakarnik&m 0, Yasod4 prasfftavarakanyaka R. 

—&a. E read (and rightly, as a verb is wanting to govern 
the accusative in 326 S3): Yaiodam tatra chaikasmin 
pradese sMk&gphe H 29 || . 6 

tadvach cha kalpayet P4rtha pi*isfft4m varakanyakfim 

<'V’*£y^^hmn^>il.h(vrorag&h. 0, where another hemi- 
stich :—pranatdh pushpamMgrahmtab karyah sum- 
$ur&k.—^a.has three hemistichs: 

tathaiva mama p4rsvastbith Irjitafvjaltputa nripa || 39 [j 
dev4 grahas tath& n4g4 yakshavidhy4dhar4mar4h I 
pranat4h pushpam4lIgrach4rnhastSih surasurah fj 311| 
•j* ? uditedinaih 0, prdk&iair uditodite 0, prakarair 

uditoditaih da, 
t *tha ti. 
§ chaiva da. K. _ 
■nr Ushm&gd VaUhhadro 0, Valadevah teshanago G, 

$e$ho vdi Valadeva {"bha&ro 1C)> 7yom Sa. K. 
#ai Thus 0 ddtr (kshitir, K) anvdbhUt Sa, Kf sd dhard 

’bhavat 0. _ , _ , "r 
ff Valabhadras tathd Nam&o JDaksho Gargets emmr- 

wwkfoah, R. £k. 
JJ nrityanio 0, 

te tia. 
nfityomby C, npityantai chd *psarohhis 

|§ kdUyo 0. aa. E. 
Tt' Gavr Dhenub KuHgarai E, 
* MmcMchhakyate, E. 
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B. Vasudevasyaf JS/andasya gopdndm gokalasya 

cha || 73 || 
Yaso'dd chdpi% tatraiva prasutd varakanyakd{m) | 
dvdre vinyastanmSalam sarvarakshdmanvitam§ [| 741| 

Yamundm*^ nimnagdm tatra pushpamdldvibhusM- 

tdm | 
D, harivahsasya cha tathd gokulam vilikhdpayct 

II 103 || 
8b. sadyahprasutdm janamth Vasudevamm cha 

mdrisham |l 57 || 
V aladevasamdy uktdm Ttohinhh gunasobhi.nimff j 

JSfandam Yaioddm gopis cha gopdu gas chaiva 

sarva&ah || 58 || 

gokulam Yammxdm chaiva yogamdydm cha ddri- 

kdm | Yasoddm kayaiie sup tdm sadyojdtdm vara- 

prahhdm j| 59 || 

evam sampujayet sa-myan oidmaniantraih prithak 
prithak | suvarnarn.pyatdmrdramridddibhir^ alam- 

kritdh || 60 || 
kdshthapdshdnarachitds chitram apy atha lekhi- 

tdh | pratimd vividhdh proktds tdsu did ’nyatard 

yajet§§ || 61 || 
JYS, Vr. tasya (i.e. the sutikdgriha) samantdd hhit- 

tishu sakusumdnjalin devagandharvddm khajga- 

charmadhara Vasndeva-Devaki-Nanda-Ya£odd-Gar- 

ga-gopi-gopdn, Kahsaniyuktdxi Go-Dlicnn,-Knh~ 

jardn, Yamundm, tanmadhye Kdliyam, any a cli cha 

tatkdUnam gokulacharitam yathdsambhat am li- 

khitvd j 

Ms. kvachit prade&e sakanyakdm Ya&add{m) Utohi- 

ni(m) Nanda{m) Valabhadram gdS chopakalp{ay)e{d)3 

DevaMsamipe hhadga hast am Vasudevam stuvantam 

{sru° MS.) vd | Kan$a-Putand-rdsabhddixii chd- 

va$thdpya kaulam (?) anusmritya (?) asprityd MS.) 

Devakyai pushpdnjali{m) dddydt | 

Kd. Jayantisattve tv anya-Devakyd utsange dvitt- 

ydm SriKrishnamurtim nidhdya paryaTihastha-De- 

vakicharanasamvdhanapardrh Lakshmim nidhdya, 
bhittyddau khadgadharam Vasudevam Nandam 

gopi-gopdn likhitvd, pradeSdntare manchake pra- 

sutakanyayd saha YaSoddpratimdm, pUhdntare 

Vasudeva-DevaM-Nanda-Yagodd-sriKrishxia-Rdma- 
Ohandikd iti sapta pratimdh sthdpayet | ■ etdvat- 

pratimdkarand&aktau Vasudevddi- Chan dikdntdh 

t Namely, pratimd Jcdryd is to be suppressed from 72b 
(see above, p. 286). 

'X ? Yctsoday&pi, MS. , 
§ This hemistich is evidently transposed. 
IF A blank! For on what do these accusatives de¬ 

pend ? 
• So 8v. 2, °vasya Sb. 
tf So Sv. 2, guvbcurohinim &fb. 
XX stipyu, mritsnMi* Sb.f ruupya S'v 2. 
|| mvidhd £5. 2.; proktd tdsu mdth cha naro vaiet i 

Sv. 2. J 
W By women and by that is when they prepare 

■the festival—-the prayers are omitted. According to O 15 
me festival is appointed expressly for all castes, including 
Sudras and other pious people: & 

puiiax jammaehtamim lok&h kurvantu brfihmanadayah | 

sapta vd yatluUakti vd kritvd, an yah sarvd yathd- 

yatham dhydyct | 

Vi 1. mat sy ah kiirmo ’tha vardho ndrasinho 9tha 

vdmanah || 125 j| 
Rdmo lidmas cha JYrishnas cha 2?ud(d)dhallIYalki 

cha te da da | sihdpaycd dasa, rupdni, Dev a Mid (arx 

akshara wanting) t a ill aha cha || 126 || 

gopdldih cha YaJoddni alia gmjayech cha prayat- 

natah | 

After tlie sulikagrlham is put up and deco¬ 

rated in tills manner, when night "begins to 
come on (Kd. ‘in. the night/ D) the adoration 

of the holy family takes place in it. Hirst of 
all Devaki is worshipped. .Perfumes, incense* 

roasted barley, and beautiful fruits, as cucum¬ 

bers, cocoauuts, dates, pomegranates ((7.), and 

citrons, betel-nuts, oranges, bread-fruit, or as 

time and place afford, are offered to her, and 
after the (whole history of the) incarnation 
as above (see note on p. 2881) given has been 

devoutly meditatedupon, the foil owing prayer, 

composed in the artificial measure sragdhard^ 

is addressed to D e v a k i:— 

6£ Hail to the goddess, mother of the god,5* to 

Devaki of the beautiful countenance and 

lovely form, who with her son, highly rejoiced at 

heart,f sits here on a couch in sweet slumber, J 

constantly surrounded by troops of singing 

kimnara who sound flutes and lutes, and taken 

care of by servants who carry golden jars of 

consecrated water,§ looking-glasses, jugs,|| and 

garments in their hands.” 

A short salutation is also to be addressed to 
Sri, Yis linu’s wife, whom we have to think^f 

of as sitting on a lotus and diligently rnbbing 
the feet of D e v a-k i. And now follow more 
such short salutations to Devaki herself and 
to the other members of the holy family, namely 

to Vasudeva, Ya lad e va, Krishna 

himself, N a n d a, and Y a e o d a ; O adds also 
Krishna’s sister S u b h a d r a, O Rohini 

kshatriyA vaiayaj&tiyjlh sftdra ye ?nye 7pi dharminab (so 
ntyaye 01, bhyaye 02, sddrfts ch&Jiaye Jpi dh4rmikSh C). 

* devam&tar might also be ‘ mother of gods? thus it is, 
for example, to be understood on p. 291 as a surname of 
Aditi. 

t So O ' with happy countenance’ in the other texts. ’ 

t So according to O; the other texts have f on a well- 
furnished conch." 

§ Or, according to another way of reading, * sweet-snaell- 
ing powder’; bhringdra is, however, the lectio doctior,, 
which would scarcely have been put in the place of gringdre* 
(bh and c change indeed in the MBS. frequently). 

|| ' Jugs’ a second time P but what to make of kufhta, 
hula X do not know, 

Yd. desires (see above, p. 288) a figurative represen¬ 
tation of her also. 
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instead of these two N, Kd have C li a n d i k a 

alone. The idols are, according to Sa.Kd. (where 

in detail), to be bathed with milk and such like, 

and to be anointed with sandalwood. Ms, knows 

only of a distribution of flowers to D evaki 

(with the above prayer) and to Krishna. 

JSf. (S, V’}'.) adds here already the verses given 

at the presenting of water for bathing, &c., 

which follow in 0. below (see pp, 298, 295), 

and Vr. particularly brings in sixteen such 

offerings of gifts {njpacMra) to Krishna (see 

above, pp. 176, 287) inserting between them 

moreover the worship of the members of his body 

(angapuja). Both these latter proceedings are 

mentioned also in a second account in Kd,, which 

for this purpose makes special use of the 16 

vex'scs of the purushasdlda, as well as in Sc.* 

where,however, the anga^iljdh only found in Sv. 

3. In So, there follow then more name-prayers to 

some persons of the holy family, viz.D evaki and 

V asudeva, R o h i n i and B aj a ; after them 

similar onos to Sfit yak i, U ddha v a, A k r u~ 

ra, Ugrasena, and other Yadava heroes, 

further to Nan da, to the newly-delivered 

Y a s o d 8, to the cowherds and milkmaids, to 

K a li n d i, that isYamuat, and to K a 1 i y a 

(the serpent prince). Vi.1 mentions quite shortly 

(see above, pp. 288, 290),. that, along with the ten 

avatdras, images of whom are to be set up, 

Devaki, the cowherds, and Yasoda shall also 

be worshipped. Likewise $h. (see p. 290). Vi. 2 

has nothing at all relating to this, and brings in 

only prayers and gifts referring to Krishna 

alone.—Thus also B., according to which flowers, 

all kinds of ointments and perfumes, tapers, 

and beautiful fruits are to he offered to him. TJd. 
among a large crowd of invocations and offerings 

addressed partly to Krishn a alone, partly also to 

the ten avatdras of V i s h n u, has at least twice a 

DevaMpujd also, in which, among others, she 

is worshipped also by the names which belong 

to the wife of S i v a. A prominent role, on the 

other hand, is played by D evaki again in 

D. Ga. J; wliere some beautiful prayers are 

addressed only to her and her son. And 

according to Oa., the members of the holy 

* Sb., too, has the 16 wpacMras : see above, p» 287, 
These, along with the angapUjd, probably belong to the 
leala&a ritual. , „ - . ,, „ 

f devam&tar is probably to be so understood here ; see 
above, p. 290 n. , . t> ■% - tr 

t 40 also in DNK Ms. 38b, 41 m R, 41 also m K. 
t ga,, l ioins 38a and 39a as follows :—rwmy6m (ramyam, 

Sv.) evo/m vijoypHrobih jotisbuttontoe'Z'h | probably 

family are previously to be called on by name- 

prayers ; D. J. however, have nothing about 

this. According to D., Ha ri'(that is V i s h n u, 

Krishna) is previously to he honoured with 

flowers and fruits, &c. amid reciting of the 

Punishasukta (1Ilk. x. 90), Ac.; an arbour is to 

he put up, singing, music and dancing to he 

indulged in, and all sort of legends of Krishna 

and Vishnu, especially of his avatdras, are to be 

related (see above, p. 176). The prayer to 

Devaki begins with - the sragdhard verse jus* 

translated, (p. 290) which is here described as 

panrdnika, and then proceeds in the usual dlol.:, 

measure thus : 
Honour to thee, to Devaki, who hast borne 

Krishna to us! j 

The goddess blotting out sins he appeased, be 

worshipped by me li 

The mothert of gods Aditi, art thou, anni¬ 

hilating all guilt. 1 

Therefore I will honour thee now,—be gracious, 

lovely-countenanced one!— li 

As only the gods honour thee. Show kindness 

to me, gracious one. | 

Even as thou attainedst highest happiness when 

thou gottest H a r i for a son. U 

Just that happiness, O thou goddess, let me 

see—the beautiful son 1 
And now follow the prayers to Krishna 

himself:— 
A thousand incarnations makest thou indeed, 

O Madhusudana! | 
No one anywhere on the earth knows the number 

of thy incarnations ; U 
The gods themselves, Brahman at their head, 

know not thy real nature, j 

Therefore will I honour thee now as thou 

restest on thy mother’s lap. |i 

Fulfil my wishes, God ! cancel my wickedness. | ^ 
Make purification for me, O God, blotter-out of 

the fear of earthly pain ! li 

The fol1 owing are the passages belonging to 

this. First from O.J G. &z.: 
ramy dm evamvidhdm Jcritvd Devakim namsuit- 

Jcdm,% tdm Fdrtha p4jayed*$ bhaktyd gandhadtin- 

pdkshataih* phaMhff ||.-38 |j 

there is a blank here after mrny fan eva?n39b in s'a, 
stands before 38b. , 
f p&cki&rghyaih p4j. &t} evam sarwpuj. R p. 2G} 30*5 a- 

niy&s tathd R p- 28. 
# qan&hcupushjp&° C R. (both times). 

-- - - •* ■" " rt,r> st *-JJ" f.Viis : 
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vtjap&raih pugaphalair ndramgailfl panasais ta~ 

thd§ | MladeSodbhavair mrishtaih pushtaiS^ chdpi 

YudHshihira | dhydtvd *vatdram prdguktam man- 

trend 9nena mantrapet* || 39 [| 
gdyadbhih kimnaraughaihf satataparivritd%% venuvi- 
ndn inddair bhringdrddarsakumbhapravarakritaka- 

rair kimkarair $evyamdnd§§ | paryanke sd sushuptd 

mud itatarama nd{h)%% putrini samyag dste sd devi 

devamdtd jayati** suvadandff Devaki kdntarupd% 

II 40 |i , ' 
pdddv aibhyaVijay anti Srir§ Devakyds^[ char an dn- 

tike* | nishanndf pankaje pujyd%% nam0 devyai Briyd 

*<»§§ II 4fl || 
cm Devakyai namah, om Vasudevdya namah, om 

Valadevdya namah, oniNanddya namali^^ | ity evam- 

ddi ndmdni** samuchchdryaff prithak prithak || 42 || 

ptijayeyur dvijdh sarve, striSddrdndm amantrakam | 

Instead of42.43a, &a. liastlie following verses: 

devavatse namas te3stu, Krishnotpddanatatpard ||-42 || 

pdpakshayakard (°ri &v 1) devi tushtim ydtu mamd 

’rchitd \ pranavddi namo9 nt am cha prithan ndmd- 

nuHrtane (nam Sv 1) || 43 || 

Jcurydt pujdm vidhijnaS cha sarvapdpdpanuttaye | 

Devakyai Vasudevdya V'dsudevdya chaiva hi ||44 || 

Valadevdya Nanddya YaSoddyai pnthak prithak | 

ksMrddisnapanamkritvd chdndanend 3 nulepayetX\\4sb\\ 

N. agnyuttdranam kritvd pratimdkapolau spnsMvd 

taddevatdndmamMamantram {Vr., °tdndm m4la° N 

in S omitted) pranavddi chaturthyantam ndma vd, 

asmai (/) devatvasamsthdyai (S, °khydyai N) svdheti 

cha (cha omitted in Fr.) mantram pathan prdnapra- 

tishihdm kurydt | asmd ity asya sthdne tattadde- 

vatdndma grdhyam | 

• gdyadbhih . . . Devaki divyarupd || iti Devakim 

mdm chd 3pi {N., manchakopari 8. Vr.) vdlakam 
. . . nilotpaladalachhavim iti (1ST. 8., evam Devaki 

[sic] saha Vr.) SriKnshnam cha (wanting in Vr.) 

dhydtvd, om namo devyai sriye (sriyai Vr. Sriyai 

ndma j§.) iti Sriyam, Devakisahitam Famdevam, 

Yasoddsahitam Nandam, SriKrishnasaHtam Vala- 

devamt Chandikdm cha, namo*ntair mdmamantraih 

pujayet j 

Sc. vdsasdchhddya Kaunteya ptijayet tatra mdm 
budkah || 10 || 

upachdraih shodasabhir . . . these sixteen upa- 

chdra follow, to which in 8v 3. another angapujd is 

added, after which the text proceeds :) atha pari- 

vdradevatdptijd; 
Devakim VaSudevam cha Rohinim sa-Baldm tathd | 
SdtyaJdm cho 3ddhavdktirdv Ugrasenddi- Yddavdn 

II 27 || 
Nandam YaSoddm tatkdle prasiltdm gopagopikdh | 
Kdlindim Kdliyam chaiva ptijayen ndmamantra- 

tah || 28 || 
Ms. . . Devakyai pushpdnjalim dadydt | tatra man- 

trail: gdyadbhih . . kdntarupd iti \\ viSveSvardya 

viSvdya tathd viSvabhavdya cha | visvasya (vinyasya 

MS.) pataye tubhyam Govinddya namo namah iti 

Knshndya pushpdnjalim dadydt | 
Kd. nisithdsannaprdkkale sndtvd | te sri Krishnai- 

prityartham saparivdraSrfKrishn aptijdm karishya” iti 

samkalpya nydsdn (with ;irdma) Sankhddi p4jdn- 

tam nityavat kritvd || 
parycmkasthdm kinnarddyair yutdm dhydyet tu Deva¬ 

kim | MKrishnam bdlakam dhydyet paryanke stana- 

pdyinam j| 
§rivatsatsavakshasam sdntam nilotpaladalachhavim j 
samvdhayantim Devakydh pddau dhydyech cha tdm 

Sriyam || 
evam dhydtvd “ Devakyai nama93 iti Devdkim dvd- 

hyd, mtilamantrena purushasMta-richd vd “ M- 

Krishndya namah, MKrishnam dvdhay&mity” 

dvdhya, LaksJmim chd ”vdhya, “ Devakyai Vasu- 

devdya Ya&oddyai Nanddya SriRrishndya Rdmdya 

Ghandikdyai” iti ndmnd "vdhya likhitddidevatdh 

“ sakalaparivdradevatdbhyo nama73 ity dvdhya mv>- 

lena sukta-richd vd 3trd ”vdhita-Devaky ddiparivd- 
radevatdsahita-MKrishndya nama ity dsanapddydr- 
ghydchamaniydbhyangasndndni dattvd panchdmri- 
tasndndnte chandanend 9nulepayet, Suddhodakdbhi- 

shekdnte vastrayajnopavitagandhapushpdni dhfipa* 

dtpau cha . . * dadydt | . . . . | 

athavodydpanaprakaranokta§-vidhind ptijd | sd 

yathd j uktaprakdrena dhydndvdhane kritvd, D 11?& 
118" (see p. 293) “purusha evedam" {Rik X, 90,2) 
dsanam \ D 116* 117a u etdvdn asyetift (Mk X, 90,3) 
pddyam | D 129* 130,131* (see p. 295) u tripdd 

tirdhva” (R. X, 90,4) ity arghyam.| in 
the sam3 way follow also sndnam, panchdmritam, 

vastram, yajnopavitam, gandham, pmhparn. 
each introduced by a verse of the purushasukta and 
another verse, then an angapujd, after that again in 

t °phalaih 0, phalai pakvdnnmh G. 
%p<xna>sa,ir wpi C. 
W pusTitis O, mukhyaih pushpdis C, bhavadh yushvaih 

phaum sa. 
* ptijayet C.~~rmntrenA 9nem Kaunteya Devakim vti- 

jayen narah sa>. K. 
T So GTcirmarddyadh O. 3*. D. N (s' Fr.) K. Ms. 
IX So K. D, parivritau O. pcurivritam Q. pcuriqatarh £a 

pwrigatd Sv. 1. ' 
§§ SoDN.Ms., Mnnaradh sevyam&ntL C SaK., kinnarcrir 

giycwntma O. 
ff °vmkM G SaNK Ms., °varammkhi D. 
T* OomoAfaiu Sa, jwyatu Sv 1. Ms., dtiatu D. 
tt Sa, sutanmd K. Ms., sutamujA D. 
X Bo O Sa, KDMs., MntirApA O. divycvrftpA N. 

§ Sri 0, sd Sv 1, pdd&mav (!) ohhyanj&yanti Sa, pddau 
samv&hcvyanU K., pdddv mwimchayanti B (p. 28). 

V So jK. K., Devakyd 0, devasya G, sridevydS Sa. 
# charandntiJcd O. 
f ni§ithe Sv. 1. 
XX Sa. inserts here divyagandh&mdepanaih | pankajadh 

(panchakaih Sv. 1) p&jayed devith. 
§§ Sriye O, sriyeti cha O, Srvyai iti Sa. B. K. 
lIT otfb is wanting in 0 throughout. After Valadevdya 

namah 0. has : sriKrislwi&ya namah, SubhadxAyai namalh, 
NandagopAya namah, Ya§oddyai namah. 

#t ity evam ddi vd O 2, vdsudevddindmdni G. 
ff uchchdryaivarh, O. 
X So Sv. 1, °ndriuvilepayat Sa. 
§ Neither Ud. nor Sc. is meant by this, for both differ. 
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the same manner dhupd, dipa, nttivedya, dchamanam 
and karodvartanam, tdmbdla, nirdjana, p'ushpdnjali. 

D^f eVam kntvd vidhdnena yathdvibhavasdratah 

II no II 
msi puja vidhdtavyd Devakydlp bisavasya {Isisolp ?) 

cha [ mantrend *?iena devesfoh dhydyet pcmrdnikena 

cfta Hlllll’ 
rjdyadbhilh.Mntarupd || 112 |j 

Devakyai te namas tubhyam Krishnotpddanatat- 
pare* | pdpakshayakart devi tushtim ydtu mayd 
’rchitd || 113 || 

aditirf devamdtd tvam% sarvapdpaprandsini | at as 
tv dm pnjayisfiydmi prasida tvam vardnane || 114 || 
pujitd ’si yathd devaih prasddam kuru suvrate | 

yathd§ Harim sutam labdhvd prdptd cha*\f rdrvritis 
tvayd || 115 || 

tdm eva nirvritim dehimsuputrdm dar&ayasva meff | 
avatdrasahasrdniXX karoti madhusudanah§§ |j 116 || 
na has chid avatdrdndm samkhy dm j d ndti te bhuvi%% | 
devd brahmddayo vdpi* svardpams na vidus tava 

II117 II 
at as tv dm p4jayishydmi mdtur utsangasamsthitamf | 

vanchhitam kuru me deva dushkntam cha vind&ayaX 

II 118 II 
pavitram kuru wie§ deva samsdrdrtibhaydpaha | 

B. tat Pdrtha ptijayed bhaktyd pushpair ndndvi- 

dhaih mhhaih || 75 || 

chandana(m) vimalam mbhram dadyddvd kunkumam 
tadd | karpurdgarudhitpam cha dipaddnam tathaiva 

cha || 76 || 

pitavastrena dadydch cha hhaktibhdvena vd punah | 

dddimair MjapuraU cha ndrikelair mahatphalaih(!) 

11 77 || 
Vd. DevaMpujd | ehy ehi devi durge tvam Krishna- 

puryddhivdsim(l) | Vasudevena sahitd mama saubhd* 

gyaddyini || dvdhanam | sarvatirthamaye deva (1) 

sarvagandhamayeti (!) cha | toyend }nena su (! sic) 

sndtvd punyadurge prasida me || sndnam 
Devakip4jd | Devakyai0 Vasudevdya0 Ya&oddyai0 Ro- 
hinyai* Nanddyai (!)° gopdldyai{l)° samkarapriydyai* 
parameharyai0 annapfirndyai* lakshmyai* yogamd- 

ydyai* jaganmdtdiyai(l)° sukhaddyai0rudrdnyaiQ pdr- 
vatyai0 kdmadayai0 rukmini (!) Gamgdyai0 rand- 

devyaii}.)0 Yamundyai0 sarvasaubhdgyai(l)° Jdnakyai* 
Umdyai0 sarasvatyai{[)° putraddyai (!) revatyaV brah- 
mdnyai° mahdkdlyai0 | 

“ Some wish, here still another rite” : with 
these words 0 G Set introduce the statement 
about a gift of honour (ttrgha, arghrni, arghyam) 
to be addressed to the moon at its rising. It is 
to he preceded by a similar one to Krishna 
himself, in which he is first invoked by 
forty of the names of Vishnu, whereupon 
amid reciting of prayers prepared in a pecu¬ 
liarly solemn form, water for bathing, gifts of 
honour, sandalwood, incense, and a couch are 
offered to him. The prayer to the moon invokes 
it to accept the argha-gitts in company with 
rolling and by this is meant here nob Bala- 
r a ma’s mother, but that star, the favourite 
station of the moon, Aldebaran, whose coincid¬ 
ing with the date of the festival itself gives to 
the latter, as we have already seen, the Jay anti- 
form. After this Krishna himself, rohim and 
the moon, Krishna5s two pairs of parents, 
and his brotherValadeva—that is,probably, 
images of all them,—are to be put up on a place 
prepared and suitable for offerings (see above, 
p. 174), and to he worshipped. 

What is put down here as only the opinion 
of some is, according to M (f. 83b: atm Ja- 
yantydm chandrdrghyasyd ’msyamkartavyafvdt) 
necessary; and the rest of the texts also, as far 
as they mention at all this gift of honour to 
the moon (Ga. Sb. Vi 1. Vi 2, TJd. J have nothing 
regarding it), bring it in as an integral part of 
the celebration. They differ, however, from 
0 G Sa, first of ail in this, that as far as they 
at all recognize the birth-ritual (see imme- 

*51 Oa. introduces the verses D. 115-119® in the following 
way (compare above, p. 284): 
iti niyamam gyihttvd ashtadalam pa&mam ckandanena 
likhitva tasmin_padme 
Kyishnam cha valabhadram cha Yasudevam cha Deva- 
kim |‘ Handagopam Ydsod&m .cha Subhadr&m Eohinim 
tathd || 
svasvan&nmd pratishtliapya karnikopari Devakim | 
pfijayitvd yathd saktydprasddam kuru suvrate j| 
yathd tvayd vratam labdhvd. ... 
so that here any mention of a figurative representation 
of the holy family is entirely left out, only their spiritual 
presence is assumed. 

* KfislmotpaUmafi Cod,, hut see Sa. v. 42 above, p. 292. 

t The following verses are brought in later in Ms., on the 
occasion of the a/rgha to Devalct, in the description of the 
Jay anti ( = J) here also however at the pdjd, and intro¬ 
duced with the following words: tatah surabhicIvmidunen& 
’Twlipya pushpdni vastrayuga/rh^ sayrriarpya DevaMm puja- 
yet | tatra mamtrak.—v. 114® is wanting in Ms., 114o 
and 115® are blended there into one verse; 

pMtd tvaih ("si J.) yathd devaih prasanndtvam var&pfijitd 
tu mayd (metathd J.) bhaktyd, prasddam kuru suvrate. In 
J. however, the half-verse atas tvam ’pftjwyishyarm sate (?) 
bhavabhayasva (!) va goes before. 

X adite samcm&t&s tvam, J. 
§ 115b, 116®, also in K 

te K.Ms.JGsuuGa. 
So also K., devi Ms. J. Ga. 

ff supairr&Jh, K Ca.—Ms. adds to this namo devyai iti 
di (!) mantrem Devakyai gandhadini samatrpya; and J* 
has °yasva, md iti j tato devam samarchayet: 

1165-118® in Kd. 
hevroshi Madhus4dana, Ms. J. Ca. K&. 

* ye cha Kd. . 
•f ogam dsthitam Ga. °gcLvds%Tunyi Kd. 
% dmhkfiUik vwh Ms. (breaks off) duUrita nmm 

§aya (°iami chaiva ?) J. 
§ kurushm me priyarh Ga. kmushvu me daymt J. 
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diately; D. Ga. So. Vi 1. Vi 2. J. Ed. leave it 
quite out of view) they make it precede this 

celebration addressed to the moon (Ms. Ud. take 

up a peculiar position in regard to this); and 
also distribute somewhat differently the prayers 

given by 0 G 8 a, giving them not here, hut at an 

earlier stage (see p. 292), and introduce other 

prayers instead of them. 
According to D. a cocoanut in a shell is first 

of all to be offered as argha-gifb to K r i s h na 

in company with D e v a k i, with the following 

prayer:— 
Hail to thee, O son of Devald, who givest desired 

fruits. | 

Thou wast born for Kansa’s death, for the 

lightening of the earth’s burden, j| 

.For the destruction of the K a u r a v a s, for tho 
annihilation also of the D a i ty as, 

And for the good (welfare) of the P a n d a v a s, 
for the re-establishing of the right, || 

.For the destruction of the D&navas, thon scion 

ofVasudeva’s stem! [ 

Take, Hari, thou with Devaki, the gift 

offered thee by me.jj 

After this, water is poured into the shell, they 

put flowers, roasted barley, and sandalwood 
into it, kneel down on the earth, and offer this 
as argka to the moon. Also according to B. 

(quite briefly) the argha-gifb to Krishna 

precedes that to the moon. According to 

B> N K Ms. Ed. however, the argha-gifb (water 
in the shell, &c.) to the moon is offered first. 

Moreover K. makes a similar one to Devaki 

alone to come after this one, with the prayer 

(see p, 291), “ Even as thou attainest highest 

happiness . . ; and her worship is repeated at 
each watch through the night. According to 
Ms. the argha-gifb to the moon, which is to he 

solemnized outside, is to he followed directly 

by a birth-celebration, (see immediately below) 

inside (that is, in the house), after that 

an argha-gifb to Krishna with the prayers, 
<;Thou wast horn for Kafisa’s death. . 

then offerings of perfumes and such-like 
to Devaki with the same prayer as K., 

and then new prayers to Krishna con- 

T This verse is, according to R. from tlie tfivamhasya ; 
M. has a similar one from the Vishnudharmottara (see 
above, p. 16$). 

* Where, however, 44b*52 are wanting; they are found 

again in 0a. 49b-51, with important variant readings. In 
D are also fonnd further 45b-47a, 52; in R. (pt>. 28, 291 
445,-52. N.t 52 in 5fe. K. Bhd. 

f vrid liyamimmn 0« 

elude, c< A thousand incarnations indeed . . . 

(see p. 291, D. 116&fF). In Ed. after the argha- 
gifb to the moon a similar one follows to K ri s li¬ 
nt a with tho prayers, “ Thou wast born. ...” 

(as above), and thereafter ail ardent prayer to 
him for deliverance from sin and need. 

Lastly, Mdo not make any more such gifts 

follow the argha-gifb to the moon, but only 

prayers to Krishna,—in the first place, namely, 

those prayers with the forty names of V i shnu 

(along with a finale specially belonging to it), 

and then the same beautiful prayer, as Kd. It 
runs thus: 

Save me, Lord of all the worlds! Hari! 
(from) out of the samara-sea ! | 

Snatch me away, blottcr-out of all guilt, from 
tho flood of pain and grief, O Lord ! || 

Lord of all worlds ! save me, ,wlio fell into the 
stream of life, | 

O son of Devak i! Lord of salvation ! Haril 
out of the samsdra-sea ! | 

Snatch me away, blotting out all pain, from the 

flood of sickness and trouble, Hari !|| 

Thou Vishnu, helpest the miserable if thej 
think only of thee. | 

•I, God, am very miserable. Save-me out of the 
sea of trouble! 

Lotus-eyed one I I am sunk in the sea of delu¬ 
sion and folly. [ 

Save me, God, Lord of gods! Besides thee 

there is indeed no protector !|| 

As child, ®|f as young man, or as old man, what 
good (deed) [ 

I may have done, bring it to perfection now 

Blot out my faults, Hal a yudh a ! j 

The texts belonging to this are as follows 
first in 0. 0.* 

vidhyantaramf apickanti JcecHd atra dvijottamdM 
I! 43 || 

ohandrodaye $a$dnkdya' argham dadytid dkariri^ 
smaran§ | anagham%*[["vdmanark 4aurirkm¥vaihmfkan 
purushottamam || 44 || 
vdsndevmh hrisMkeiam mddhavam madh'iis&danum, ] 
vardhamff pundarikdhham misinham daityasu- 
danam || 45 |j 
ddmodaramffi padmandbham kesavam garudadhva 
;aw§§ | 

t So 0 °ttamcbfy 0 1., O 2, atraiva stirayali £a. 
§ Sa 0 B, smaret 0. 
TIT anargham 0 2, anarhyarii 01, cmatatfi $v 1. 
** saurim, 
tt 0 tfa, J), $ this hemistich is wanting in Co*. 
XI F. 46 is wanting in 
§§ tv& "dyaih, D. 
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qmindam achyutam krishnatn^[ anantam apardjitam 

''I 46 || 
idhoksliajmh jag a dm jam* sargasthityantakdranam | 
mddinidhanarib vtevariv\ trailokye&am% trivikramam 

I 47 || 
ntirdyana-rib chaturvdhum taaukhachakragadddhararii | 
pitdmvaradhararib nityario^ vanamdldvibhushanam® 

II 48 || 
&rtvatsdnkarii jagatseturih tridharam Mpatirib harim** 

yogesvardyaff yogasambhavdya yogapa,taye%% govin- 

ddyanamo§§ namah ||49|| sndnamantrah 

yajnesvardya yajnasambhavdyayajnapatayegovinddya 

namo namah \ argha-a It a nda na-dhup am a ntrah^ \ vis- 

v esv ardyaviMi as am h h av t tya* mump at aye govi nddya 

namo namah || 59 || naivedyamantrah | 

dharmesvardya dharmasambhavdyaf dharmapataye g. 

n. n. || 51 \\ s ay a n am am an tr a h>X | 

ksM.ro ddr n av as am bhut a A tri netra§-s amudbh av a [ gn- 

hdrid ,rgharii*\\% sadmkesa rohinyd sahito mama || 52 || 

stIf a)idile* * st hdp ay e^f‘f d evarii s achandrdm JJ ro hini rii 

tathd§§ 1 DevaM'rii Vasudevarih cha YasoddriiNandarii 

eva cha*^ || 53 || 
Valadevam* tathd ptijyasarvapdpaihpramachjate | 

B. patrapf(>gais{l)tu sathdadhydd argham trikes av as- 

ya (au akshara wanting) | pakvdnndni (an aksliara 
wanting) sarvdni h avis Jiyd n nd ni s arv at ah || 78 || 
naivedyam kdrayet tatra p'hjdih kritvd vidhdnatah | 

®[[ miarorjitarii I). 
# jaganndtharib. U, gapitaih pmdanmksham sa. 
t devam Ca. vish-nuth Sa. JR N. 
X trilokedvm li. N. 
§ pifthhv<traih jaganndtham Ca. 

bit tishitath Ca. R N. 
Qa adds to this : upcndram DovaldsduumpranamAmi 

jagatpathn | trAhi mAm (leva devesa hare samsarasAgarat 

II 18 II 
In 11., whore 41b-49a occur also earlier (p. 27) introduced, 

by the words Garuda-Bhavishyottara-vachanam liaQa- 
milrtaufla-Krifcyaehintlimauidlirita.ui, yathji: tarn evopavaset 
kfilam r&fcran kuryfioh cha jAgaram ] ekAgrenaiva bhAvena 
Vishpor nAmAnuldrtanam|| the following verses are added 
here (so also in N, with exception, however, of lo, 2o ; vv. 
3-7&also in lid.) , . ._,7 ,, _ 

prapadye 'ham sadA dovam sarvakAmaprasiddhaye (sara- 
nam tu prapadye ’ham sarvakAmArthasiddhayo Nd I evam 
pathitvA varadam Krishnam vandeta bhaktitah II 1 II 

pranamAmi sadA devaxh vAsudevam jagatpatim | namany 
rtAni samktrtya gatyartham prArthayen narah II 2 |l 

___(on# nlin^harflsamsAras tram mam sarvaio*.esa.v'iue? LAwg°° v » T—T , 0 V 0 , 
trAhi mam sarvapApaghna duhkhasokArnavAt prabho [| 3 L 

sarvalokesvara trAhi patitam mam hhavdrpaye | pevakl- 
nandana srisa hare samsArasAgarAt (this hemistich is wawt- 

m?rAhi^marn sarvaduhkhaghna (°pApaghna N.) rogasokAr- 
navAd dhare | durgatAns trAyase vishno ye smaranti saknt- 

aakpt ^5J| ’tidurvrittas trAhi mAm sokasAgarAt [ 
[this verse is 'wanting in KA) pushkaraksha nimagno ham 
mAyAvijnAnasAgare U 6 || n 

trAhi mAm deva devesa tvatto nA nyo sti rAkshita H 
ff The readings in 49b-51 differ so considerahly in Ma. 

Ca. that I give up communicating them. Other variations 
ilso in D. 1196.122a. in B. (p. 28). m N (where w. are 
iormed after the analogy of the tfatoM^yarprayere Ks. 
rvi, 17-21, with special reference, moreover to the W4r««o- 
Pw&na), and in KA. In all these texts (D B17. K&.) these 
verses however are not introduced here, but earner, as 
belonging to Krishna’s pdjd. _, 

XX fr&ya, yogesanh 0; the above reading is borrowed from 
the parallelism. 

dadydd argharii choMdramo.se rohinisahitdya cha 

il 97 || 
D. begins in 1195-123, by prayers to accom¬ 

pany offerings of incense, lamps, and meats, 

in the way staid in 0; then as follows) : 

vdrdh am pun d a0 (0.45^.46^) H 124 || govindam achyw 

(0 46*. 47«j II 125 || 
ndmdny etdni sarihkirtya bhaktibhdvahitdrijalih j 

evam samprdrthya govindam pdfro tdrnraniye sthitam 

H 126 |l) (The verses 127-134 now following stand 

in Sc. as 37-42): 
tat as tu ddpayed orghamf indor ud ay atari sucJdh | 

Krhhndya nrathcvnarii dadydd JDevaktsahitdya cha 

il 127 II . 
ndlikeraphalenaivaX dadydd evaiii§ vichakshanah | 
Krls7mdyaparayctbhaktydsankhenaiva%%vidhdnatah 

iiamas** te JDevakiputra vd)bchJdtdrtTiap7ialaprada ^ 

jdtahff Kahsavadhdrthdya bhdbhdrottdrandya cha 

II 129 || 
KauravdndmXt vindsd.ya-daity&ndm md handy 

cha | Pdn(Javdndm% hitdrthdya dharmasatiistkdpa- 

nay a cha\\ 130 || 
ddnavdndrii* vindsdya Vasudevalculodbhava \ gvi- 

hdnd 3rghyam mayd dattach Devakya sahito haref 

II 131 II 

§§ namo is waning. 
argham0 0. 

* visvamsaih0 0, . 
-j* From visvapaiaye to dharinoisanibliavayctt is wanting 

in 01. 
x a&yana0 0. „ 
§ Atriaotra, £a- X>. K. £v. 3- Vr. Kd. 
5ffr ’ralumh. &i. D. R. N. K. Bhd. Sc. 
A1la as well as in R. JST. K. Bhd. Ka. there follows 

first another sentence (quoted also in dfs) : 
iyotsnApate namas tubyam (jnotsnayah pataye tubhyam 

R.N.) jyotishAm pataye namah (namas te jyotisham pate 

It. Ms. Bh d, sc. Ms.)' l ,, Q 
namas te rohinikAnta arghyam nah (argo me .Ms.) pra- 

tigrihyatAm (sudhavnsa namo 5stu te R. N} grihana rghy- 
am namo *stu te ^b.) || 58 || 

ff khydpayed 0. 
ff sachandrdih 0, taiahkam Sa. 
§§ rohintyutam, Sa, . 

NanMrii chaiva TaAodaya, sa. 
* This hemistich stands in Sa; thus: 

atlS*liinatoviMJfcyah kotayoy^h (gih ^ l)prakirtita,h [ 
tAbhih kTishnashtami tulya tato nautachaturdas- 11 ol |l 
(This verse is evidently a gloss). 

f arglvya-ih, 
X ndHkelena (°rena, Sv. 3) Sudahena, sc. 
§ m-qhyam, Sc. 
n }ankhe kritvd*, Sc. 
** Sc. wants this hemistich. , -»■* 
«■ vv. 1296-1?1 (with variations) also m tsna,. ms. Jta. 

(Jcef. 206 and £W; v. 1296,130a, 1316, m J. also. _ 
^ It the two hemistichs of this verse are tran^osed m 
Bhd. KA. (f. 206) the first hemistich is wanting m Ms. 

§5 P&nAAv&nam hitAya cha, KA. £2W- 
f dahmtAn&m, Ms. devdnth,) cha K&l. ‘Mb 
* Tins hemistich is wanting in Sc. Bhd. Ms. KA. (both 

^fHuta noma, Ms.-Sc. adds: Ft^glSZ^ml 
and Bhd.: Hi SrdKrishnArghyam dadyM, 
vishye clmridr&rjUmantraM—isee p. 295) hslwrodA, 
jyotsnag 
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dadydd% yah sakaldm urvhh sasdgarasabhhdhardm | 
arghyad&nena tat punyam labhate mdnavo bhuv 

II 132 || 
sankhe faitvd tatas toyam§ sapushpdkshaidchanda- 
nam | jd?mbJiydm avani,h% gatvd chandrdyd 9rghy- 
am* nivedayet j| 133 || 
ksMroddrnava\ . . sakitah sa.4i?rf [| 134 || 
dadhi%X durvdkshatair arghyam dattvd Krishna-sa- 
sdnkayah | . . . 

(PP- 28. 29; and N, as well as S. Pr., agree 
with this in almost all particulars) : 
chandrodaye (0 44a) . . harim smaran | tadvidhis 

cha: sankhe toy am (D 133) . . . nivedayet |[ 
nrghyamantrah• ksMroddrnava0 (0 52) . . sahito 

mama J| somdya somesvardya somapataye somasambha- 

udya govinddya namo nainah | prandmamanf.ro, yathd 
jyotsndydJi0 (8a. 58) . . namo 3stu te || 
ndbhomandaladipdya§§ iiroratndya dkurjaieli*^*^ | 
kalabMr vardhamdndya nomas chandrdya chdrave [| 
tatas chd: 3nagham vdmanam (0 44h‘49a) ity-ddind 

pranamdmi sadd dev ash Vdsudevam jagatpatim ity 
antena ndmaktrta7iaprandm.au | 
trdhi mdm (see above, p. 295) ity-ddind tvatto nd 

ynyo Ssti rakshitety antena, yad vdlye yach** cha kau- 
mdre vdrddhake yach cha yamane yauvane yach cha 

vdr* N. Kd) | tat punyam vnddhim dpnotu (dydtu 

Kd.) pdpam hara (daha Kd.) haldyudha || iti sivara- 

hasytyena prdrthanam kurydt (iti mantraih prdr- 
thayet N) j 

K. tato ( . . ndmddeh karanam) mantrena vai da- 
dydch chandrdyd ’rghyam samdhitah | sankhe toyam° 
(D. 133), ksMroddrnava (0. 52), jyotsndpate* (8a. 

58), yathd putramT (Z>. 115&- 116® see above, p. 
293) iti Devaky-arghah j tat ah pus hp dhj a li m dattvd 
ydme-ydme prapujayet j 

Ms. chandrodaye vahih sasmdjyam (?) padmopari 

pushpdkshatandrikelopetena tankhend *rghyam dad- 
ydt 1 tatra mantrah, jyotsndpate0 (8a 58) | tato 3ntar 

dgatya, jayaghantddind sriKnshnajanma paribhdvya, 
tarn adbhutam vdlakam ity ddtn janmaslokdn (see 
Bhdgavata Pur. X. 3, 9tL) patMtvd M-Krishndyd 
rgham dadydt J tatra mantrah: 

jatajKonkin. 129* 130* 131*) sahito mameti I atho 

yogesvardya DevakisaMtdya cha (there is probably 
a blank here | ptijitd tit mayd bhaktyd prasddam°(D. 

115. 116“, see above, p. 293) namo devyai iti di(!) 
mantrena Devakyai gandhddtni samarpya, aoatdra'’ 

(D. 116*-118, where Ms. breaks off in the middle 
of the verse) J 

X -Sc._ wants this verse. 
§ iamhhe toyam sam&d&ya, MNK 
J diharamim RNSK. avanim Vr * 
* rgtyarh MN K tfc. T* 
t sah%tasya chath., saMtafr pmlho 

theword yyotsndpate0 (sa. 58) folio 
» cTumdrtLrghyamantrah. 

Jf This hemistich is wanting in rife 
§§ wowo mandate,*,N (tf yy.j 

IV Thia i^ectire referring tog iv», olaracterfeee the 

tfv. 3.—lie. makes 
and has after 

Kd. dvdda£dngulavistdramraupyamaya(m) sthandi- 
Idd ilikhitam vd rohiniyutam chandram: somesvardya 

sorndya tathd somodbhavdya cha | somasya pataye 
nitywm tubhyam somdya vai namah |j 
iti sampnjya sapushpaku&achandanam toyam San- 

khendddya, ksMrodd* jyofsnd* iti mantrdbhydm chan¬ 

drdyd 3rghyam dadydt | tatah MKHshndyd 9rghyarh 

dadydt, tatra mantrah : jdtah Kansa0 sahito hare 

iti | tatah prdrthayet ; trdhi mdm °p dp am daha' ha- 
Idyudheti | 

And now midnight has come, the time at 

which, according to the legend (see Vishnu- 

dharmotiara in If., above, p. 164), Krishna’s 

birth took place; now therefore the celebration 

of the solemn birth-ritual follows. Hirst of all 
the gift (see p. 173 above) called e a pouring 

out of riches/ made of melted butter mixed 
with sugar according to taste, is to be offered 
in the fire, and thereupon the whole ritual con¬ 

nected with a birth, vardMpanam, or jdtakarmaf 

is to be performed, especially the cutting of the 
navel, the worship of the goddess Shashthi, 

and the ceremonial of giving the name, etc. : 

all this and one after the other, ‘immediately/ 

(tatkshandt) still in that night. Under other 

circumstances the Shasht hi celebration is 

accomplished precisely on the sixth day; the 
ndmakarman, J on the other hand, not before 

the tenth day (various other dates besides are 
given for it, see AT. iii, 1 f. 105, SaihsMra Kau- 

stubha 955, 96a). Both days, the sixth as well 

as the tenth, are, moreover, according to the 

customary ritual, specially celebrated by watch¬ 
ing during the whole night and by the repeated 

offering of gifts to the tutelary deities of the 

birth (see pp. 174, 283 above); the men, indeed, 

are to keep themselves armed during the night 

(perhaps in the event of had demons to be able 

to repulse them); the women, on the other hand, 

dance and sing: thus K. iii, 1 f. 9a, according 
to M a r k a n d e y a in the MitdJcshard : 

rakshantyd tathd shashtM nisd tatra viieshatah J 
rdtrau jdgaranam kdryam janmaddndm tathd balih || 
purushdh kastrahastdS cha nrityagtta£6 cha yosMtdh | 
ratrau jdgaranam huryur dakamydm chaiva stitaJce || 
Thus, then, it may he explained how 0 € &a do 

veree wmcn occurs besides only in K as one of those Saiva 
.h are found in Kr and elsewhere (see above. 

PP*/67, 289 j be*ow p. 298.) 
yadvd kvachana jST4—M. quotes the first bftrmiitfb'h 

see above, p. 163. 
t To this belongs also (see K. iii., 1 f. 6b) a Srdddham to 

tne ^ manes, and to tins probably the passage of the JBrah- 
mcmmvarta qnoted by R. p. 26 (above, p. 167a,) refers. 

1 Madmuiratne Mradtye: stitaktimte ndmaJcarma 
vtdheyath Mvdkulochitaih, qnoted in K. 
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mot mention any tiling about tbis; for them this 

watching through the night, with its accom¬ 

paniment of dancing and singing, is probably 

just an integral part of the birth-ritual; still 

their complete silence regarding this point is 

somewhat surprising, inasmuch as there are 

added here some special peculiarities (see im¬ 

mediately below). The more specially all this 

is treated of in the other texts. In the first 

place M. himself (see f. 805, p. 168 above) 

mentions the jdgaranam as an integral part of 

the celebration; he also brings in a special 

passage regarding it (sec p. 164 ) from the 

JNdradiyasamhitd: wposhya janmac/d7indm§ Imr- 

ydj jdgaranam tu yah.—JR too, quotes similar 

passages from the Gdruda- and BraUmavaivarta- 

Bur anas (see p. 1675 above), as well as from 

an unnamed work of the same kind (see p. 298 

below) according to which Y asudovais now^f 

io be praised witb all sorts of songs of praise,* 

and then the night to be further {spent in sing¬ 

ing, music and dancing. JSf says shortly the 

listening to old legends, &c. as belonging to 

it. Thus also $b, in bringing into prominence 

the festive character of the whole celebration. 

B appoints that, in particular, legends of 

Krishna’s nativity shall be listened to, and 

shell-music accompany the dancing ; also now 

at midnight rich presents, among others, a cow 

with her calf, are to be given. The remaining 

texts leave the birth-ritual quite out of view, but 

they dwell the more specially on the festive 

watching through the night. Only Vi\*Ga have 

nothing at all about it. Ms. likewise ; but this 

probably only because the manuscript lying be¬ 

fore us breaks off in the middle; if we are 

allowed to supply the omission from WJ—and 

this appears quite allowable. The jdgaranam 

takes place also according to Ms., and it does 

so with listening to the description a of the 

games of young Krishna.*9 Hereby pro¬ 

bably the JBhdgavata-Purdna is specially to he 

thought of, as Ms. indeed desires, also in the 

| Are! the astrological characteristics of the nativity, or 
is it the uitual itself, that is meant by this t 

% After the arg ha-gift to the moon which R. N. K. Ms., 
differing ‘from O G Sa (see p. 293 above) place after the 
birth-ritual. These “songs of praise” follow here im¬ 
mediately after the prayer given above, p. 294. 

* To this probably refer also the quotations rohmydm 
ardhardtre. .. ahhyarchanaih Scmreh from the VisJvnu- 
rahasya in M. (p. 167 above), and* ardhardtre Wchanaih 
hareh from the Gayruda, in R. above (p. 164). 

f In another place (f. 19a), also, Ms. appeals directly to 

J 
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immediately preceding phase of the festival 

(see p. 296 above), that walking within (in 

the house) amid shouts of victory and sound of 

bells, one a should imagine to himself men¬ 

tally X x i s h na’s birth while reciting of the 

following verses referring to it z—tam adblmiam 

bdlahctni.” Now these verses are described^ in 

Ud. as borrowed directly from the Bhdgavata, 

where in fact they are really found (X, 3, 9-13); 

according to TTd. they are to he recited at the 

very moment at which the birth of Krish¬ 

na is fixed ; and the watch through the night 

is to be spent in reciting hymns against the 

Mdhskasas, <&c.—D too denotes the reciting of 

legends about Krishna’s life, as they are 

found in the Bhdgavata and in the Harivahsa, 

as forming an integral part of the festive 

watehirig through the night, and extols with 

full tones the merit of such recitals for readers 

and hearers. To singing, music, and dancing, 

•which, along with the listening to legends, also 

Sc. Vi 2. bring into special prominence, 'are to 

be added according to JD also other amusements, 

incense, lamps, selected meats, &c.—In Kd. first 

: a passage from the Agnijpurdna is produced, 

which adds other pretty tales (“in the local 

dialects,” Kd. explains), as well as spectacles in 

general (“ dancing and such-like” explains Kd.) 

to the Pitrdna legends, singing, and music as the 

enjoyments of the night. After listening to the 

legends of the nativity and childhood, those 

who take part in the festival shall pour milk on 

each other, and sprinkle each other with it, 

for which pastime a passage from the Bhdga¬ 

vata (which I cannot verify) is quoted. In 

this form the festival is said to hear now in 

the Maratha country the name of Gopdlakdld 

(°Uld ?). 

The texts belonging to this are as follows, 

first of all in O G <&’&« (also in M p. 26. 

K.) : ' 
ardhardtre vasordhdrdm kurydd vm tatra sarpiskd X 

11 54 [I __ 

the JBh&gavata, places it before the R&mayama and the 
Bh&rata, (the KrisJma-vdlaMld is, however, brought forward 
there along with these three works a® a separate teat). The 
passage runs thus: devaphj&m sam&pya. . . sarvebhyab 
pra&Aya svayam pr&syopaviiya sahasrandmMini stotr&ni 
mptvA, ^Bhfigavata-Bamiya^Bhtetatethte Krishpa- 
TfikUlkm dhruvacharitram eba srutv4» n&Hkeraoina mahar- 
ghyam dattvA svayam gitamfityddini kury&tJ anadfyam chi 
pasyet, net tu (ta ne tu MS.) mv&rayed upahased. v» f evaxn 
r&fcrim afciv&hya prabh&te kosaMm(?) gAyai f 

X p&tayed gudaswrpishd C. R. K., pdtayed draw/osor- 

pishd Sa. 
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tot ah sampiljyatdm§ shasMJd^ ndmddikaranam ma- 
kartavymh tatkshandd rdtrau,f . . || 55 || 

B. ardhardtre tadd deyd savatsd gauh payasvini 
i: BO I! 
athl 3nydni (cha) ddndni deydni nijaSaktitah | gita- 
rudyam tathu nrityam sahl. 'ladhv anisamanvitam 
r. si i! 
tathd bhagavatas tatra srotavy t janmasambhavil | 

tato vardhdpanaih s has lit hi hi (^.\air MS.) jdtakarma 
oha kdrayet j| 82 j| 

Sb. rdtrau jdgaranam hitvd (kurydd Sv. 2) c/ita- 
mityddibhih saha [ purdnaih stairapdthais chajdta- 
ndmddish utsavaih II 62 || 

E. (p. 28) tato (after the sripujd with 0 v. 41) 

gwlaghitair vasordhdrdm ncUichhedanam%shashtM~ 
pvjanam namakaranddikam cha hurydt \ pitjayeywr0 

(0 43a) amantrakam chandrodaye. . . . (see p. 296) 
prdrtJianahi kurydt | 

tatah stotraih stutim hitvd v&sudevam jandrdanam | 

gitavdditr amity aU cha sesham kdlam yathdsukham || 
nayed iti hshah [ 

N.tato gavyaghritend ’gnau, vasordhdrdh (rdm Fr.), 

kvachid gudaghriteneti | tato jdtakarma-ndlachheda- 
sJiashthipujd-ndmakarmdni sadikshepena kdrydni \ 
tcitas chandrodaye. . (see p. 206), iti mantraih prdr- 
thayet | tatah stotrapathanapurdna&ravanddi jdga- 
raham kritvd. . . 

MS. (see above, p. 296) tato }ntar dgatya jaya- 
gJiantddind Mkrishnajanma paribhdvya “tarn, ad- 

bhutam vdlakam” ity ddin janmaslokdn pathitvd 
sriknshndyd Wgham dadydt. . . 

J. (preceding is a p ujd to D e v a k i with D. 

114-116a, goes before, and'to Krishna with 

D. 116ZkL19<0 : 

exam sampujyd ’rgharii dadydt, tatra mantrdh: jdtah 
Kansa0 (E. 129* 130* 131* ) sahito hareti (!) | tato 
dMpa-dipaghritapakvddya nekanaivedya-Mshmdndd- 
diphalatdmvulIni samarpya KrishnavdlaUld varna- 
ndkarnanapradhdnam jdgaranam kritvd. 

TJd. sriKnsh n aj a nmas am aye Bhdgavatoktena (X 3 
9*13) stutih; 

torn adbhutam bdlakam ambujekshanam, chaturbhujam, 

bankhagadddyuddyudham | srivatsalakshmam gala- 

sobkikaustubham, pitdmvaram, sdndrapayodasaubha- 
gam || 9 1| 

mahdrgha§§-vaiMryakirttakundala-, tmshdparishvaJc- 
tasahasrahmtalam | udddmakdhchyangadakahkanddi- 
bhir, virochamdnam Vasudeva aikshata,|| 10 || 

sammayotpJmllcmlochano Earim sutam vilokyd 
3nakadundubhih sadd | XnsJmdvatdrotsavasambhra- 

nJ^t0f^Ujpa1Th 0K> vardMpayen ndlam srr 
nidimrdhApanobm K.—For nala. ‘ navel^trino-» Sa*\ 
^mitapras^tau tu n&bhin&Lena, veshtitah £8m!°Tpfof 
f shtsthyd 0, sUshtMfo B. 

ai^£mndmMikam ™ma> **> «*»<*•* icaramm 
f takshttty&d em} C. 

mo 'sprisanmudd dvijebhyo 3yutam dpluto 
gavdm || 11 || 

athainam astaud avadlulryapHruskam,pare natdnsah^ 
kritadhih kritdvjalih | svarochishd Bhdraia sutikd- 
griham virochayantwm gatabMh prabJidvavit || 12 || 

Vdsudevaf uvdcha ; vidito 3si bhavdn sdkshdt puru- 
shah prakviteh par ah | kevald nub h avdna nd asv arup ah 
sarvabuddhklrik || 13 || 

hi am vishnur iti pradakshind . . . brdhmanahhoja- 
nena trayodaia brdhmandn yajamdnah tarpa- 

yishye.| jdgaranam rdtrau, shktam pathitvd 
rdkshoghnarh ndndsuktarh | 

E. tatas tu parito vishnor nisdm tdm yatnato 
nayet || 135 H 

git ms cha vividhair vddyair rnUycdr ndndvidhair 
api | dhupair dipais cha naivedyais tdmbulaU cha 
muhur muhuli || 135 |l 

charitam Bevakisuiior vdchaniyarh vicliakshanaih | . , 

evaoh jdgaranam kritvd Mstrapathddibhir narcdh 
II 145 || 

Sc. ittham samprdrthya devetsam rdtrau jdgaranam 
charet | gitanntyddind chaiva purdna&ravanddi- 
bhih || 44 || ' 

Vi 2. evam pujd cha kartavyd rdtrau jdgaranam 
tathd \\ 41 || 

gitavdditrasamyuktam purdnapathanena cha | 

Kd (,, haldyudheti—see p. 296) | atha pujdnanta- 

rakrityam Agnipurdne; 

ity evam, pujayitvd tu purushasuktaih (F) savaish- 
navdh | stutvd vddiiranirghoshair gitavdditraman- 
galaih || 

sukathdbhir vichitrdbhis tathd prekshanakair api \ 
purvetihdsaih pmrdnaih kshipet tdm iarvarini nri- 
peti j| 

atra kathdsu vaichitryam de&abhd$hdkdvyakritamf 
s'dktdndm prdg-ukteh, purdnakathdndm ante 3bhi- 

dhdndt, prehshanakfini nrityddini | tathd cha vaidi- 

kastiktakaranakastutivUishtah paurdnetihdsami&rito 

gitanrtiyayutadetabhdshdkdvyapramukakathdkara- 
nako jdgaro viprddivarnatrayasya vidMyate, iddrd- 
din prati etddnmjdgarasya t vidhdtum ayogyatvdd 

vachandntarena tu suktddirahitagUddivUisMo var- 
nachatushtayasddhdrano vidhiyate || gokulasthajan- 

malilddUravamttaram vaishnavaih parasparam da- 
dhyddibhihjechanam kdryam, dadhiksMragkritdm- 
bubhh dsihchanto vilimpanta ityddi-SriBhdgavata- 
vachanena tathd vidhikalpandt |] ayam utsavo 3dhmd 
Mahdrdshtradese gopdlakdleti (or possibly Hleti p) 
vya(va)hriyata iti me bhdti [ etat sarvam Kmstube 
mmad-Anantadevaih spashtikritam astiti na ma- 

hyam asuyd hdryd | etddnSakathdyuto jdgaro 3nyatra 

rc } vaTph^pmaih nMtchedancm. 
Jsi.™B)a MS" maM^ Ohaml. 669c. (=4.)and 

* f° pcuragmrhgah MS. 
t So MS., Faladeva (sic 1), AB, 
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Rdmanavamyekddah/ddyutsaveshv apy 'uhyali, pujd- 

jdgarddivisishtavratotsavasdmydt, Mahdrdshtriyeshu 

tathcl ’’chdrdch cha | 

Now then, when the morning breaks, a festival, 

as great as that which has (just) been held to 

Krishna is to be consecrated to Devaki.J 

At it the B r a h m a n a s are feasted, and rich 

1 ©wards are given to them in gold, possessions in 

land, cattle, clothes, flowers, and whatever each 

most desires, in order to please Krishna 

thereby. Ho then dismisses them with the 

salutation— 

“Hail to him, the god -whom tlie goddess 

D ovftki has begotten of V asndeva | 

For the protection of the earthly Brahman- 

hood (hail to him!) the Brahman-sonled! 11 
Good luck be to Vasudeva, for the good 

of cows and B rahmanas! I 

Peace be ! Promise of happiness he! ’ ’— 

Thus 0 C Sa., with addition of all sorts of 

promises of reward for those who thus cele¬ 

brate the high festival of the goddess D e- 

v a k 1 every year. In 6a. there is another 
addition found, according to which the relatives, 

as also the miserable and helpless, are to be 

feasted, before he (the master of the house) 

may eat anything himself. B N give also a 

formula for this jpdranam, breakfast, and N con¬ 

tains tbe important direction that previously the 

image (of the god) shall also be presented to a 
Brahman a. It is surprising that this direc¬ 

tion should be wanting in 0 0 6a, for M. recog¬ 

nizes it also (see above, p. 163) as an integral 

part of the Jay anti celebration. According to 

Vi- 2, J. it is the dchdr-ya, ‘ teacher,’ to whom 
the image, along with numerous other presents, 

regarding which particularly Vi 2. treats very 

much iu detail, is to be given. The accounts 

in Ms. on occasion of the Rdmanavami etc. show, 

too, that a similar giving away of the image of 
the gods worshipped at the festival to the teacher, 

is in fact a universal custom of the V ais hi?a- 

v a s, as we find it again throughout the Vardha- 

purdna also, on occasion of the ten or eleven 
arafira-festivals.—According to B, too, in the 

morning, when the sun has driven all the 
darkness away, in the first place the necessary 

l 0. 60, Bh.aga.vatl in 0. 56, 
understand^ as Durg.S ;seeabove, P-167 (288. 296)^ 

8 v, 55-61, 66, also inR. &k.r 565, 57 m M (pxa), oo. 
in N.'56b. 58. 59 in D, 59 in K- 

% ka/ryo, So 1. R- Sk., Mr yam 00 Sa. 
* Otsouvalth, 0 Sa. 
t br&Kmanam, 0 2, 

morning-ritual is to be accomplished ; thereupon 

tbe god, in company with D e v a k i, is to be 

worshipped once more, quite as before, and then, 

“ all this” (obviously all that had been made use 

of at the festival, the images included) is to be 

given to a B r a h m a n a who is an inmate of the 

house ; after this only the other B r a h mana s 

too—are to be fed, and to have presents given 

them, and then may he, the giver of the feast, 

himself eat too. N (G. Vr.) does not in this case 

make any special mention at all of D e v a k a, 

hub appoints quite generally that <£ the wor¬ 

ship”—or if we prefer 0. Fr.’s way of reading, 

specially only “ the worship of the god,” that 

is of K r i s h n a, shall take place ec as before.” 

B. makes the bhagavant (by which obviously 

Krishna is meant) he worshipped first of 

all in the regular way, and after that, by a 

misunderstanding, as we saw already, (see p. 

167) makes a festival to Durga follow!—Sc. 

has nothing about a festival to Devakl; 

but gives several specialities regarding the 

worship of the ‘Lord of the Universe,’ with 

various distributions and prayers, among them 

a hundred and eight distributions of ghee, along 

with reciting of the purushasukta. Quite like 

this, only more in detail, Vi 2. Jleave 

the worship of Krishna or of Devaki 

quite out of view, only making mention of the 

feasting and giving presents to the Brah¬ 

ma n a s; hut K. Kd. also say on this occasion 

that the festival could be celebrated for a whole 

year every month during the second quarter, 

for which arrangement K. refers to two pas¬ 

sages of the Vahnijourdna, which he cites (see 

above, p. 169) from the Madanaratna. Lastly, 

B.Vil. Ud. have nothing at all about what has 

to be done on the morning after the festival. 

The texts belonging to this are as follows, first. 

of all in 0 0 Sa.§ 
.prabhdte navamidine \\ 55 || 

yathdmamatathdkdryobhagavatyd mahotsavah* i 

brdhmandnf hhojayechhaktyd% tebhyo dadydt sudak- 

shindm§§ 11 56 |1 „ . 
Mranymtikdnehanam** gdvoff vdsdnst kusumant 

cTia%X I yad ishtatamam tat tat§ Krishna me pri- 

yatdm iti |i 57 H . __ 
yam dev am Devaki devi Vasvdevdd% apjanat 1 hhau. 

t <w watch&t D.° yed bhaktya CSa MRSk. 
§8 tatodadydeh cha dakslvMm CM., tebhyo d. cha d. 

tin h R ,4k HIT suvamamR. Sk. 
** rajjatam C., medium SaM. and ^ P 

a&4 cha, R. Sk. XX mmdh&wi C. | Idke C. R. Sk, 
IT ievim VaAudei’ipy, O. Compare M. 81a: yoge smm 

Vasudev&d d,M DeoaM m&m ajtjanat. | 
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masya brahman o* guptyai tasmai brahmdtmanc na¬ 

mah J| 58 l| 

sunjunmaf Vdsadevdya% gobrdhmayahitdya xiha | 
idniir astu sivam chd ’stu ity uktvd tdn§ visarjayet% 

1! ^ II ^ 

evummyah kuratedevyd Bevakydhff sumahotsavam | 

varshe varshe bhdgavatq%% madbhakto§§ dharmunau- 
dtina || 60 || 

noro vdyadivd nuri yathoktam yhalam dpnuydt^^ | 

p ufrasamtd mwil drogy am dhanadh d mj arddh mad 
gjiha?nf j| 61 || 

.pararhakrabhayathX nd 3sti tasmin rdjye 'pi 
Pdndava§ | parjanyah kdlavarsM - sydd itibhyo na 
b hoy am bhavet || 63 || 

yas?nin% grihePdnduputra likyate DevaMsutamMi | na 

tatra mntanihkrdntir na garbhapatanam bhavet || 611| 

na cha vyddMhhymh tatra bhaved iti matir mama | 

na vaidhavyam na daurbhdgyam na dantakalahoff 
grihe || 65 || 

samparkend 'pi yah kasckit kurydj janmdshiami- 

rratam j mshmlokam avdpnoti so 3pi Pdrtha na 
samsayah || 66 j| 

E. (pp. 26. 27): prabhate* (0 55-61. 66) na sam¬ 
sayah [| Jayanty&nf \\ tmhtyarthani || akurvan0 (see 

above, p. 164 in M. fol. 81a) | Some short explan¬ 

ations to it also, for example: suvarnam aird 
3 sitiraktikdparimitam hema, kdnchanam | tato nyu- 

nam j kdhcha?iam ity atra medinim iti kvachit pdthah 

(so in M, 8a) bhaumasya prithvisambandhinah | tan 
brdhmandn j 

ibid, p, 29: paradine prdtar bhagavantam yathdvidhi 
sampujya durgdyds cha mahotsavah kdryali j tato 
brdhmandn bhojayet, tebhyo dakshindm cha svar- 

nddi yat kimchid isJdatamam “Krishna me priya- 
tdm37 ity uktvd dadydt | tat ah “ yam devam37 ity-ddi 
“ idntir astu iivarii chd33 3stu iti mantram pathitvd 
brdhmandn visarjayet | tatah pdranam kurydt, tan- 

mantxah : sarvdya sarvesvardya sarvapataye sarva- 

sambhavdya govinddya namo namah | pdran&nan- 
taram samdpammantram bhutdya (!) ity-antam pa- 
thet I 

Ar. dvitiye 3hni prdtahkdUnam (NS.f prdtahkdle 
sndnddi Vr.) nityam kritvd purvavad eva (devam 

S Vr.) pujayitvd brdhmandn bhojayitvd (°ijet Vr.) 

tebhyah suwrnadMmmstrddi (Qstrddi daitvd Vr.) 
*'* Krishna me priyatdm” iti dattvd (vailet Vr,) | 

yam devam7 (0. 58) || sujanma (namas te Vr,) 
Vdsua (0.59) Hmm chd 3stv ity uktvd pratimdm 
udvdsya (S. Vr., uddhdsya N.) tdm' brdhmandya 

* hrdJmiaybo, 0. R. s. Vr, 
t namas te tia. Vr.} subrahma R, tfk.} orii namo K. 
t V&sudev&ya 0 2. D. 
£ Mm C.3 m&m tia. K., iti devam D. 
T uktvd pratimdm uddhdsya, K. {udvdsya, & Vr.) 

j** inserts, a verse: tato vandhujanaughaih cha dinS- 
nathans cha bhojayet | bhojayitva su^ntlns t&n (sv 1 
susftaya, 8a) svayam bhunjita v&gyatah || 67 || *' 

tr Devakyd, O., devy&fy pumshah, 0. 
? bh&gavato, 0 R S’K, cha nvyato 0., vidhdnena £$a. 

SS hmkto Sv. I, maduicto R., madbhaktyd Sk, 
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dattvd pdranam kritvd vratrnh smndpmjet. | sarvdya 

sarvevcardya sarvapataye (sarvcsham pat age namah 
Vr,) sarmmmbluwdya govinddya namo nama iti 

pdrundifddb (8. °ndryd Ar, *nmh Vr.) bhutdya blmia- 

patmja (b\ Vrbhhtdntpa0 N) ity nidi samdpane cha 
(wanting in 8.) mantrah (bhdtapataye nama iti 
namaskara iti pnjuvidhih Vr.) | ndydpanum anuk- 

tatvdn ndsti {adydd is wanting in 8. Vr. which con¬ 

tain rather a piece described in 8c. 8v. 3 directly 

as an udydpam) | 

K, prabhdte brdhmrmdn ttakyd bhojayed bhaktimdn 
narah \ am namo Vasa1 (0. 59) || 

I). tatah prabhataswnaye bhdjiund vinflate hritc j 

kritvd paunvlhyikani karma prayatah sraddhayd 
hmtnh || 146 || 

purvarat pnjayed devam IkvaMsahitam mudd | yam 
dev an i (0 58. 59) iti dev ant, visarjayet || 

hihmbine brdh maydyadApayet sarvam eva tat || ^9 || 

brdhmandn bhojayet paschdt tebhyo dadydeh cha 
dakshinam | tatas tu svayam ahiiydj Pay antis amu- 
poshkah || 150 || 

8b. svobhdte pdranam kurydd dvijdn (8v 2.) sum- 
bhojya yatnatuh | 

he. praty us he vimale sudfvit pfyjayitvd jayadt- 

gurum | pdgasena tildjyati cha mulamwitrena bhak- 
Utah || 45 || 

as Mot tar as at am hlitvd tatah purmhastiktatah f idam 
vishmr iti proktd (prokva ? for prochya) jahuydd 
vai ghritdliutih || 46 || 

homaseshmh samdpyd 3tha purndhutim Utah par am | 

dchdryam pujmjed bhaktyd bhfelwuUMddmiddi- 
bhili 11 4/ || 

gdm ekdm kapildm dadydd. . . . | knpildycl abhdvc 
tu gaur anyd 3pi praMyate |) 50 || 

tato daduach cha ritvighhyo 3nyebhyas chaiva yathd- 
ndhi | brdhmandn bhojayet paschdd as him tebhyo* 
cha dakshindm || 51 || 

kalaktm (!) tatra sampurntlm (!) dadydeh chaiva samd- 
Utah j dmdhs cha kripandhs chaiva yathdrham 
praiipvjmjet || 52 || 

prdpyd iiujndm tathd tebhyo bhunjUa saha bandlm- 
bhih | . . . 

Vi 2. tatah prabhatas wmaye sndtvd sudd holy kritdh - 

nikah | purvavat ptijayed devam pa&ch&d dliomam 
samdeharet (| 43 || 

svagrihyoktavidhdne n a pratishthdpyd 3 nal am. to- 
tah j asvatthasya samidbhi* cha djyais cha charund 
tathd || 44 || 

... aw mamvyatmtaijo homamantrdh prakirtitdJt\\48\\ 

JIT Mbhate phalani, * p>utrascm,bh<Xqya,m 8a. 
T sauohagyam atulam bhavet £o- 
X iha ’mutra b hay am C. 
\ tatra na kada rpi bhavet punah, hi. In between 

v. 61and v. 63 (there G9 and 74) four verses are inserted, 
the (see above, p. 166) quoted as from the Bhavishye. 

II vv. 64-65 have their places supplied in by two other 
verses, the former of which is quoted by Al. 

m ! Thus 0,, DevaMvrutmi, 0. 
tt Thus O. C.} chaiva kalaho 0. marg., na chd, *pi kola- 
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j„pPJ puruskasuktam tn smared devam anantalcam | 

arghapushp apradd ne ua dchdrymh tu prapAjayet 

il 50 I! 
. sopaskardvt cha pratimdm dchdrydya mve- 

dayet || 6ii || _ . . 
Krishudyd. ‘na.iif.ar Aptly a daddmi pratimdm imam | 

|| (j-t II Hi pratimdddmm | 
VcMrydrdhamX tato bhaktyd brahmans vinivedayet 1 

brdhmanebhyn (sic ! "bhyas) tadardham cha Aaktyd 

tebhyo nivedayet (I <>5 li 
brdhmandn bhojayet pwschdd vraH mbhava- 

sdratah \\ 6!/ || ,777* 
mishtihmam pdyasddihA cha dchdrywhcha sadakshi- 

nmn, | dAndmUhasodnugatdn brdhmandnk cha vi- 

Aeshatah [| 70 \\ . 
b'hwjita vdr/yato bhntvd misMdnnam sa tubJl0^et 

dchamya {cha) suchir bMtvd chintayet taddine 

harim || 71 II . - • 
J-. prdtar nityakarma nirvartya dchdrdya devain 

samarpya vastrakamvusho (kambalo ?)-$hnishamudri- 

kddi Saktyd dakshinam cha dattvd brdhmandn bhoja- 
yiivd purmvad vratam samdpayed | iti Jay anti- 

maMdvddaMvratam | 
Kd. tato navamydm brdhmandn bhojanadakshinddi- 

bhih samtoshyoktapdrandnirnite kale bhojanarn ku- 

rydt II asyaiva Jayantivratasya sariwat sarasddhyai) 
prayogah Ardvanakrishndshtamlm drabhya^ prati- 

mdsa[m) bishndshiamydm uktavidhind pujddir&pah 

purdndntare uktah tatrodydpanavidhir granthdn- 

tare jneyah j ___ 

[I'or § 3 see Ind. Ant. vol. III. pp. 47 ff-] 
{To be continued.) 

OOIMtBSPONDENCE AND MISCELLANEA. 
_ . . . 1 f £_5 < lrn r\ 

PROP- WEBER ON T11E MAHABHASHYA. 

To the liditor of the Indian Antiquary., 

1 have road with intense interest Professor 

Kielhorn’s article on the Mahdbhdshya in vol. 

up. illl ci sen. But, with all respect tor the scholar¬ 

ship which wo are wont to find in Professor Kie - 

hovn’s writings, I am sorry to say that I tolt 
rather disappointed with the result of ray.P™ 
of this deduction of his. Per instead of gmn0 us 

rmiliv, vruofs for his deoidod opinion that wo aie 

bound to regard the tot of the 
riven by our MSS. t» be the samo as it existed about 

two thousand years ago,” he has not evel^e^ 
do so, hut proceeds merely in a negative, way,. and 

his exertions only tend to show (1) that the state- 

mentsiuthc Ydkyapadiya and 
not to be interpreted in sueli a way as to mpeach 

the authenticity of that text; (2) that, the ext ern^l 

evidence brought forward against it is not sum 

thus fur (»» is my opinion he tasnot), w 

he won for the position he lnmself , 

thousand years is rather a long time, an o 
for such a period the sameness of a Sanskrit text 

which has meanwhile had to undergo so ^ 

dinary vicissitudes, if it were only the constant 

change of the copies, and of the characters m winch 

they were written, is really a piece of some bold¬ 

ness and audacity. But in this mstanccwe know 

also of some extraordinary vicissitudes. 

rive to the statements of Har i (or as he is also 
^IledBhartrihari) andKalhana,-whether 

he refers the vydkmandgama of the “x 

the text of theBMshya,- but only to ithe tra» 

knowledge of its meaning, or whether he explains 
UsvipldvUa by ‘perverted’ instead of ‘devastoed, 

and Kalhana’s vydohahshdna^y^berprebe^ 
.    —  ——-- ^ n. • +3hft "half of 1 

lit - 

stead of ‘ reciting,’ ‘ knowing by heart,’ as well as 

his vicldnna by vichinnasampraddya instead ot 

‘ split into pieces, incomplete,’—even under adop¬ 

tion of all that, two facts remain :-(l) that Han 

testifies to hostilities practised against the “arslia 

qrantha,” as well as to a break in its traditional 

interpretation for a certain indeterminate space 

of time during which its text existed only m Vek- 

han MSS., and it was only by the (superhuman . 

see Ind. Stud. vol. Y. PP- 165-166) intermediation 

of Parvata that “ Chandracharya and others re¬ 

gained that “ traditional knowledgeand (2)i that 

Kalb ana testifies to two introductions of the 

Bhdshya into Kasmir,-the one by the said 

“ ChandracMrya and others” under Abhimanyu; 

the second, after it had been meanwhile viclnnnam 

under Jayapida. It is seldom enough mlndia that 

we have somany critical criteria for the his oryou. 

literary work at hand. Are we really 
in the face of them, to cling to the unchanged co 

dition of a text which would be a wonder m itself, 

even if we did not know anything of these . 

various fates ? . 
Of course, lam far from swearing to the exact 

correctness of those dates as given by both au¬ 

thors (the presence of Parvata alone, if ie 1 
le taken as the helpmate of Narada at once 

forbids such a proceeding) ; but, on the other hand, 

such particulars as those given by Hari m-tts 

some real foundation, cannot well be whoUj 
suckedontofthe fingers. Now, it is true Professor 

Kielhorn too does not deny this, but he certainly 

£ the one hand, does net take tou fM 

account and be tries ou tbe other to explai 

“l~eri.Mp~p.pt. ua™ 
been (and I will not deny that there may b 

truth in that) some exaggeration of this purp° 
L ** pg-rt. nfthose who have previously treatedon 

hdna dy uiucx ijav,uv/* —____— 
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this subject, in my opinion Professor Kielhorn on 

his part goes very much too far in the opposite 

direction. Hot do I think that his very ingenious 

interpretation of vichinnam by vichinnasampradd- 

yam(l) and Pimyaraja’s explanation of vipldvita 
by dbhdsikrito,4 perverted,’ are really acceptable, 

or that 5^r^^r°r is restricted to the meaning of 

‘interpreter.’ But I shall not enter here more 

particularly into these details, for, as I have re¬ 

marked already, even under the direct adoption of 

these and all the other explanations, partly offered 

already by Professor Stenzler, the aspect of the 

whole case is not materially altered. A book of 

which even Hindu tradition affirms that it had 

been vipldvita,—let us say fi perverted’—by its 

adversaries, that its traditional interpretation had 

been bhrasMa, 4 lost' to the pupils of its author, 

that it had ceased for some time to he handed 

down orally, and remained only in written form 

in the Dekhan,—a book which, moreover, had to be 

introduced twice into Kasmir on account of its 

having become vichinnam after its first introduc¬ 

tion, dating about six or eight centuries earlier 

than the second one (which of course must have 

been made from a country where it had been kept 

meanwhile: avichinnam),—such a book bas, in my 

opinion, no claims whatever to our regarding its 

text as “ unchanged and the very same during two 
thousand years” 

Xor do I think that Professor Kielhorn has 

been more successful in his polemic against the 

internal evidence brought forward broadly by Dr. 

Burnell, and before him, but more diffidently, 

by myself, as to the (so to speak) conglomerate 
character of tin Bhdshya. It is a pity that he 

had not been able, at the time he wrote, to 

weigh also the arguments of a third scholar going 

nearly in the same line with us, viz. of Bohtlingk, 

who in the second of his two papers on this sub¬ 

ject (Jour. Germ. Or. Soc. vol. XXIX. pp. 185 ff. 

483 if.) arrives at tbe following conclusion (p. 

490):—“The form of the dialogue brings us again 

close to the supposition that the redaction of the 

Mahdbhdshya does not come at all from Patanjali 

himself (gar nicht von Patanjali selbst herriihri).” 

The question as to the different component parts 

of the Bhdshya is indeed a very intricate one. 

Professor Kielhorn has devoted to it great care 

and study, and his opinions are entitled to all 

consideration and respect, but I may be allowed 

to state here my impression that he appears to 

me rather" too much inclined in favour of the 

entire oneness of the work; and, in order to put 

your readers into a position to judge more freely 

on the merits of the case, I beg to subjoin a 

translation of what I have said on this part of 

the question in my paper, on the Bhdshya in vol. 

XIII. of the Ind. Stud. pp. 314-330. But before 

I proceed to do so I have to examine some state¬ 

ments made by Professor Kielhorn, in the course 

of his deduction, which require some rectification. 

(1) Professor Kielhorn accuses me of 44 two 

slight inaccuracies” in my remarks concerning 

the history of the Bhdshya, in so far as, firstly, I 

had spoken repeatedly of three different occasions 

on which it had received the epithets vipldvita, 
bhrasMa^ and vichinnam, whereas in reality there 

were but two; and as, secondly, the epithet 

bhrasMa had been applied in the Vdkyapadtya 

not to the text of the Bhdshya, as maintained by 

me, but to the vydkarandgama—the traditional 

knowledge of grammar. I do not think that the 

word £ inaccuracies’ has been well chosen by Pro¬ 

fessor Kielhorn in this instance, as it would be, 

correct only under the condition that I inter¬ 

preted the passage in the Vdhyapadtya in the 

same way as he does. But the fact is that our 

interpretations differ, and what he calls 4 inaccu¬ 

racies’ is simply to he laid to the account of 

this difference. Of course he is fully entitled 

to criticize and rectify my interpretation, but 

not to charge me with 4 inaccuracy’ for drawing 

conclusions in harmony with my conception of the 

sense of the passage. 3STow in my translation of 

it the word vydkarandgama is given by 4 Gram- 

matik-Trf as referring to Patanjali’s work itself, 

and I have also explained in extenso this my 
translation of dgama by 4 text, doctrinal system 

(Lehrsystem), doctrine (Lehre),’ as in opposition 

to that given by Professor Goldstiicker, who 

takes it as 4 document or manuscript of the Ma¬ 
hdbhdshya see Ind. Stud. vol. V. pp. 162-165. 

Moreover, the word pratikanchuka, purposely 

omitted by Professor Kielhorn on account of its 

reading and meaning being as yet uncertain, is 

not left out by me, as the dots in Professor 

Kielhorn’s quotation on p. 244 would seem to im¬ 

ply, but is translated (in harmony with Punyar&ja) 

by 4 adversary’ (widersacher). In consequence of 

both these differences in my translation of the two 

verses in question, the words vipldvita and 5hrashta 
in them, though relating to the same work, still do 

not relate to one fact, but to two:—firstly, to its 

devastation (s destruction, destroyed,’—zerstort, as 

Professor Kielhorn has, is rather too strong : 4 ver- 
wustet’ is my expression) by the adversaries of its 

author; secondly, to its having been lost to his 

pupils, very probably indeed on account of these 

assailments. If we now add to these two facts the 

statement of Kalhana about the vichinnatva of 

the Bhdshya in Kasmir in Jayapida’s time, I 

think I was right when I spoke of 44 three different 

occasions.” But I am at present quite willing to 
reconsider my translation itself; and I concede. 
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before all, that Professor Kielhorn1 s explanation 

of vy altar andgama as not relating to the very text 

of the Bhdshya, but only to its traditional inter¬ 

pretation, deserves as full attention tas the one 

given by myself. 
(2) Professor Kielhorn states (p. 246) that 

the views of Dr. Burnell on the Bhdshya have been 

somewhat misrepresented by myself in my review 

of his work. Now here the simple fact is that in 

my short quotation from Dr. Burnell’s essay the 

final s of the word worhs has been dropt, it may 

be by a clerical blunder, or perhaps (!) only by 

a misprint overlooked by me in my revision of ‘ 

the proofs. What I there say on this subject is 

(see «Jenaer Liter atur Zeitung, 1876, p. 205), “In 

Burnell’s opinion this work is indeed ‘rather a 

skilful compilation of tho views of Panini’s critics, 

and of their refutation by Patanjali, than the real 

text of the original work,’ ” not worhs, as Dr. Bur¬ 

nell has. It was not my intention to enter there 

more fully on his particular views on the subject, 

and I hope he him olf will acquit me of having 1 

really f misrepresented’ them by that unlucky 

oversight with regard ■,s he end of. the last word in 

the sentence.*—-On the o«her hand, I cannot acknow¬ 

ledge it as a quite correct representation of my 

views on the Bhdshya when Professor Kielhorn 

says, “ According to Professor Weber, some such 

work as the Mahdbhdshya which we possess was ac¬ 
tually composed by FatanjaliPor, as your readers 

will see below (and I beg to refer them also to the 

earlier statements of my views contained in vol. 

II. of the Ind, Ant pp. 64, 209), my opinions as 

to this very point are not yet settled in quite 
distinct form, for there are to be weighed and put 

aside before such a decision several items which 

speak rather forcibly for a composition of the 

work rather by the school of Patanjali than by 

Patanjali himself. 
(3) With regard to my statement that “the 

South-Indian MSS. of the text, according to 

Burnell’s testimony (see preface to the. Vamsabr. 
p. xxii. note), appear to differ considerably,” Pro¬ 

fessor Kielhorn remarks (p. * 43) that all he finds 

Dr. Burnell to have stated regarding such dif¬ 

ferences is this, that in the introductory dhmha 
“the South-Indian MSS. omit the quotation 

from the Atharvaveda; whereas in one of his later 

works Dr. Burnell too states tb* t “ t>* Northern 

and Southern MSS. of the Bn^hya 'fferto no 
great extent, though various reading*’ ' icur ; and 

Professor Kielhorn himself, moreover, can add, 

from his own perusal of such MSS., that he has 

“ not been able to discover any traces of the ex¬ 

istence of several recensions of the work . Of 

course, both these latter (and later) testimonies 

are of great value; but on the other hand I think 

I was fully justified at that time in my supposition, 

as given above: for the omission in the South- 

Indian MSS. of the quotation from the Atharva¬ 
veda in the introductory dhnilca is indeed a matter 

of some importance. The Atharvaveda is quoted 

twice (fol. 3b and fol. 10a), and both times 

in a very peculiar position, viz. at the head of the 

four Yedas and as their chief representative: see 

Ind. 8ktd. vol. XIII. p. 431. If such passages are 

omitted in one group of MSS., I think we have 
a right to say that the MSS. appear to differ 

considerably. (It would be interesting to know 

how the matter really stands*in this case.) 

(4) Professor Kielhorn is very desirous (p. 

«t3) to exculpate Nagesa from having made 

a wrong statement as to the meaning of the 

word dchdrya in the Bhdshya. And after having 

examined for himself the remark in question, 

he found indeed that it admitted of a very 

different interpretation : for according to him the 

sentence 

f^PTr^TrT: would relate only to that particular 

passage of the Bhdshya to which Nagesa has at¬ 

tached it, and which begins 

and it would imply that in this passage alone 
“ dchdrya denotes exceptionally the author oi the 

Bhdshya himself, and not those whom it denotes 

generally (Panini or Katyayana).” But I am 

afraid such an interpretation cannot well be 

grafted* on the words as they stand above : for, in 

order to convey that meaning, which Professor 

Kielhorn intimates them to convey, they ought 

to be sifSt 

yftqfira:: bub there is no atrai 3va, or even only 

atm, in the text, and the eva stands distinctly 

after so that the sentence cannot welL, 

according to common usage, be translated other¬ 

wise than by “ in the Bhdshya by the word dchdrya 
is meant only the author of the Bhdshya, the 

teacher of the (compare Ballantyne’s trans¬ 

lation, p. 35). Moreover, the very addition of this 

otherwise somewhat superfluous epithet 

qZR appears to imply that Nagesa wished to give a 

general and formal rule; it contains at the same 

time his own explanation for the fact he states 

because Patanjali is the teacher of the idstra, 

therefore is he called in it by the title dchdrya, 

mr* i%oxr)v. Finally also the phrase 

is not restricted to this particular 

passage, of which it forms a part, but is a solemn 

one, which recurs rather frequently in the course 

of the work: see below. 

I proceed now to the promised translation: 

« .... On account of all this, we must be 

content; at present to lay the time of the composi¬ 

tion of the Bhdshya between the two limits; 
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lenandros-Pushyamifcra on one side, 
Abhimanyu on the other,—or, in round num¬ 

bers, between 140 b.c. and 60 a.b. The statements 

about Pushyamitra’s sacrifices would lead us 

nearer to the first term, whereas those on the 

tf Yavana’—if Kanishka is to be understood—nearer 

to the second; or if, after all, a Greek prince is to be 

sought under the c Yavana/ we are drawn of 

course quite near to the first term. But all this 

only under one condition, viz. that these state¬ 

ments are certainly not to be subjected to the pos¬ 

sibility that they also represent examples found by 

Patanjali in previous works !! Even in this very 

indistinctness this result is still a very important 

one, if we consider the unhappy state of the 

chronology of Indian literature in general; and 

the other statements contained in the various 

examples thus acquire also a prominent value/’ 

“ It is true that here also the critic must still for 

the present raise his warning voice and ask, What 

guarantee have we that the work, as we now have 

it, is really still the same as that which, according 

to the Vdkyapadiya, was reconstrued (wieder 
hergestellt) by the efforts of “ Chandracharya and 

others,” after misfortunes of some duration by 

which it was vipldvita,—what happened, accord¬ 

ing to the Rdjatarangini, just under king Abhi¬ 

manyu (see Ind. Studien, vol. Y. pp. 159-160) ? 

And if the assumption is decidedly not to be 

denied that already ab this reconstruction, there 

may have crept into the work secondary additions, 

originally foreign to it * how is it further with re¬ 

gard tothat second statement of the Rdjatarangini, 
according to which in Jayapida’s time, the end of 

the eighth century, the woi’k was, in Kasmir, again 

vichinna, and was introduced there anew by 

skilled men, whom the king ordered to come 

from another country P Already, in treating of this 

question for the first time (Ind, Studien, vol. 

V. pp. 168-169), I have pointed out these difficul¬ 

ties, and called it “ audacious to judge on the 

thorough authenticity of the present text of the 

Bhdshya already at this time, when we have before 

us only so small a piece of it.” But even now, 

though we have the whole work before us, I must 

abide by the same opinion, and I feel obliged to 

single ont the possibility that one or the other 

statement, which in the sequel we will draw out 

of the context of the work, does not testify for 

Patanjali3s time, nor for that of Abhimanyu, but 

merely for that of Jayapida. On the other hand, 

we are allowed at present to speak also of an 

impression founded on the totality of the work, and 

that is decidedly favourable to its originality. 

As Goldstucker has already stated it, and was the 

first to do so, the red thread going through the 
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whole work the polemic against the vdrtiikakdra. 
Now one may ask indeed, Was this really so 

also originally P or may not rather the fact that 

we have in it, after all, not so much a commentary on 

Panini, as one to the vdritikas of Ka-tyayana, 

be simply the consequence of the work being 

preserved to us only partially, in such fragments as 

were still procurable in the eighth century, when 

it was vichhma again p Such a question could 

not, indeed, be negatived directly, still there is one 

point against it which appears of considerable im¬ 

pel tanee. And this is just the special restric¬ 

tion of the work essentially to those sdtms which 

had been assailed by KAtyayana. Its deduc¬ 

tions thus attain a unitary character, viz. that 

of selection. In case the present text was really 

only a text of fragments, collected in the eighth, 

century, of a commentary on the whole work of 

Panini, such a restriction would be very difficult 
to explain ; wo ought then to miss some books 

and chapters wholly, and have others complete, 

but we should not have something out of all of 

them, and moreover not those parts only which 

relate to the vdritikas. Truly one may object 

here,—Well, how do we know that K&ty&yana 

did not write vdritikas to the other rules of 

Panini also ? should lie not rather have written 

such to all rules which gave anyhow occasion for 

it P and when there are preserved only those we 

have, should this not be simply explained by 

the Bhdshya* s having been preserved to us only iri 

fragments? Now ail tins might really happen 

to be so; but the unitary character of the work 

would not suffer on account of that, as it would 

continue even then just in that special relation to 

Katyayana; and it is this very restriction, after 

all, that appears to testify for its composition bv 

one author, and thus also for its authenticity and 
originality. 

Truly, it might even thus, in its present form, 

be te more the work of his pupils than of Patanjali 

himself.” Though one of the arguments which 

I brought forward in this respect (Ind, Studien, 
vol. Y. pp. 155, 168), viz. that in the body of 

the work “ Patanjali is spoken of only in the third 
person, and his opinion is introduced several 

times by g, that is, by cfRrt:,” no 

longer holds good. Eor on one hand we now find 

in it also many statements expressed in the first 
person, in the singular or the plural form, in the 

present or relating to the sequel in the future: thus 

for mstance^T^rrf^IY. 66b, HI. 13b, 
YIII. 7b, very often, for f 1/ I. 84a, 122a, 

150a; III. 7a; IY. 20a ; Y. 36; VI. 4 f. 11a ; YIII. 

26; I. 113a; YII. 496, 

They would argue, after all, though not for Patanjali himself, still for the timo nf AMrirwmyn, 
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1186; VIII. 375; = 1. 1125. PumPT: VIII. 

40b; TffitPT; very often, e.g. III. Set, VII. 50a,VIII. 

34a; ftfa'FgPP I- 9a I. 38a, 07a, 

140a; IV. 29a; VI. 5a; VI. 4f.31a; I- 

2396,$f^!%RrVfL 144«.;1.1696; |cf!t3p- 

^ I. 1345; wffaRT# I. 1 4 to; and, on the 

other hand, according to Bh&pdarkar, in such sen¬ 

tences as q^ff% : wo arc to understand 

by Putanjali o,t all, hut I dm ini! 
And in a great namber of passages he is un¬ 

doubtedly in the right, though certainly not 

throughout. For on one hand this would be, 

after all, rather Loo glaring a contrast to Na- 

gesa’s distinct assertion to the contrary (Bal- 

lantyne, p. 86), via. that by dchdrya1 in the 

Bhdskya only Patanjali is to be understood: 

arp^t srr^rs-WP^r *nR*KiT « mtwfi, 
and on the other hand in many of such cases their 

relation to the text, not of Panini’s stUras, but to 

the very deduction of the Bhdshya* is quite mani¬ 

fest and apparent. The real state of things in 

this respect wants at present a special inquiry 

still. But, in spite of these two* corrections, 

this much certainly remains of my previous as¬ 

sertion, that on the whole those cases where the 

opinions of the blidshyakdm are presented to us 

in the first person are relatively rare, and that 

generally his assertions are given in the third 

person. Sometimes in such cases he is called 

even by name directly, though not as Patanjali,— 

a name which, as far as I can see, is not men¬ 
tioned at all in the work,—but (and this four 

times) as G onardty a, explained by Kaiyata as 

‘ bhdshyaMra,7 and once, according to Mgesa, 

as Goldstiicker informs us, also under the met¬ 

ronymic name Gonik&putra (see I. 4. 511 

2905), against which latter identification, how¬ 

ever, I have some real doubts (see these Studies, 

vol. Y. p. 156).f Whether now this quotation of 

the author in the third person should be taken in 

a similar way as with 0®sar, or whether, like 

other self-quotations in Sanskrit texts, it should 

rather be ascribed to the tradition of the work 

by the school he founded,! see my Academip Lec¬ 

tures on Indian Literature* p. 216 (2nd e&. p. 258),— 

even by the latter supposition the unitmy character 

f To my remarks on both names in this passage I add 
here that Mallinfitba quotes in his schol. of Kumdr. VII. 
95 (see Stenzler’s note in his edition) a passage from the 
Ars AmmM of Gauuarda. 

X Bather odd in the mouth of the author, hut quite in 
order, indeed, in the mouth of his school, is the fact that 
we find in several passages in the Bhdshya the work itself 
quoted by this very name, whether it refer to a passage 
in the foregoing vArtUkas, or to one in the sequel, as 

for instance *IT^ir HR- HI. 4. 67f. 1065 ( HPWT- 

3% *tfiT3PT * Kaiyata, 
•-see III. 1. 67140b et seq.)* 

of the work is not disparaged so far that it would 

not still serve us as a warrant for its authenticity 

as being in its essential context the work of one au¬ 

thor,—with all reserve, of course, for any modifica¬ 

tions of this assumption which may possibly still 

become necessary on the basis of a more special 

study ofthe work than I have yet been able to de¬ 

vote to it. With regard, for instance, to the rather 

numerous cases where we find a sort of self-com¬ 

mentary following a sentence just quoted before, 

I refer to my remarks in Ind. Studied* vol. T. 

p. 169 ; there we might Indeed be induced, before 

all, to seek secondary glosses of the school; here 

we may adduce, for instance, also the ease mentioned 

On the other hand, we must still, however, em¬ 

phasize that, even from, the mere formal view, the 

very manner and style of proceeding in the Bhashia, 

the connexion and annexion of all those manifold 

corrections, objections, explanations, versus (fidrihi) 

memoriales, &e., appears as of one cast. And this 

principally on account of a merely external moment, 

viz. of the very frequent repetition throughout 

the whole work of some, as it were, fixed expres¬ 

sions as well as stock examples; whether con¬ 

sisting of single words, or of short or lengthy 

sentences. In the first respect, for example, 

the way in which the is mentioned (whether 

in a given case we have by him to understand 

Patanjali or Panini) is characteristic. Thus, for 

instance, the formula -«*ifi% 

I. 1435,2715, II. 316a, 4015, III. 965, 9la* IT. 765. 

Y. 125,195,55a* 51a, or, as we read in the introduc¬ 

tion, 3TFYT# ft I* te¬ 
ther the°partly very frequent solemn phrases— 

—ffr1 i <rfa> 

rrtstrA i > ft ftfsrcarr- 

gfR i r fT(?i i ?wr^r%5Fi%mrf t rt- 

RRrcr i ... r? 

qrerrPr srw i ?r«rar i 

toi ^' I- 515, n. 
4025, V. 326, VI. 166, 986, VII 109a, «f*|T 

srfr fratr ffftr i (» )<®g passage), 3°irf- 
Solemn examples are, 

§ Here it is that Ntges* remarks that under 3iM 1 always 
the bMshyai&ra is to be understood, sad indeed 1tare this 

arpWfimi softs' remarkably, for ffiongk ft WV alone 
might very well refer also to grammar in general. that is 

to Parani, there stall follow here after words 

fHlft H 5trol°l Wa~» which go back to the 

words in,the beginning of the deduction (fol. 6a)—fHlPi 'f 

>J?r: &nilarly also with 
a great number of the other passages whom this fournua 
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for instance, fawRFrfH: I the 

statement about the punishment of the Gar g 4s 

by the kings; on the preeminence of the 

P at all put r ak as oyer the S&mkasyakas; 

on the circuit of the Aryavarta; the comparison of 

the wealth in corn of the Madras with that of the 

U s i n a r a s; the simile g» J^goRT... *FPf- 

the conclusions grWFH 

?sr?^rf*rRT *1**# and i 5nrnfrsa*fr 
*T 3TT5% I and 

sipiilar examples taken from common life, as 

yraw i *T^rar nrep ^ *!%«■ l 

srrsr^r frw sr^r I wcqfwr: 

5;?!T: i ...I srwr- 
Pr^r^KT^^r^r^ri qr^rf% f?*r*ser 

^rPr^nt^rggPfi cpsnir <|*r f*ffrTsp:tr?r *1*^ | 
f^srs^^ir 'rR^raffPri =rftf>rapKT: 

WFt w: 5T«cfftt«rar ^!P%1 IT 

rT^rar srer waff 

i fr^r grprap1 ^ wRt i 

*rit* 3frr%^^T'!ff vifrW *jg<sf OTarewretfer 

gsrearaRg- 

v^smf i a*rr* 5fn%?*rrfrnff 

^rprmtRT ?ri?ftCraafi?Trg i a 

^gTaKyrgStr^ggrR}, aad others more. 

Finally we have to mention here also certain 

direct peculiarities in the language of the Bhd- 

shya, which also go through the whole work, and 

involve a certain unity of it. There is, indeed, 

not much of this kind that I have at hand to 

adduce, and if it stood alone it would not matter 

much, but in connexion with the foregoing deduc¬ 

tion, even that has its value and appears as 

characteristic. A more accurate study of the 

bulky work will probably yield considerably more 

of the kind. ‘ Thus, in the first instance, the 

plural is used repeatedly in the same way 

as in the grihyasutras in the sense of‘flowers:’ 

thusrt^prMnr war* *rrir- 

aw *f?r n. i. if., 3i3a; *mw- 
^r 

W^: in. 1. 22f., 21 b; STft^rr: IY. 2. 

104f. 72a. Further the word fT^nTH appears in 

the Introduction (f. 5a) in the sense of4 without 

visible ground, merely from one’s own impulse :» 

IT A very curious translation of both these sentences, 
which have been inserted also in the Scurvudarsanasamgraha 
§ 1, occurs in the Jour. Germ. Or. 8oc. XIV. 520: “they are 
indeed no stags, they are no mendicant friars“ with such 

thoughts polecats (the. translator- reads BIB-#) are not 
chased, and kettle-bearers not fed.” Thelearned (!) transla¬ 

tor has changed conjecturally jfpSFfl’ into and 
translates this as just quoted- Both sentences are, more¬ 
over, to he found also in Yltsy&yana’s R&masutra, 
and axe quoted there directly by ^frT «FRPlPpft* see 

and in the same stfvn.se we find used ril0!!? 

YI. 3. 109f. 1046. The words ftpssf and 

‘ to be taught,’ and 6 not to be taught,’ {i. e. ‘ su¬ 

perfluous’), are particular indeed, though derived 

more properly, as it seems, from the vdrttika style : 

thus, for instance, I. l.SOf. 1246, 

3TRT^ I. 2. 64f. 220a,—the 

same is to be said of $TST‘ ‘ dictum of an authority’ 

{Petersburg Dictionary) in ffSTacT, SIFTfSTIT ‘familiar 

with the use of speaking,’ II. 4. 56f. 405a; YIII. 

2. 106f. 466,—and of £ is self-evident n’ 

for instance, I. 1. If. 46a, III. 2. 123£. 77a. On 

the solemn juxtaposition of and snURFT see 

the sequel. Further, the peculiar use of the word 

is to be mentioned, which is used as 

in the dramas as a compound, though spe¬ 

cially as a sort of honorific title, ‘ master’ as it 

were, and this in allocution as well as in the third 

perstm, thusSRrpfNT T*r Introd. f. 

70; iy. l 

163f. 586; #Tvf: IY 1. I04f. 53a; 

Introd. f. 31a; L 1. 48 f. 

1206; cTvr^frr crrf% iy i. 79f. 356 ; 

tWP YI. 3. 109f. KM6; compare 
Y. 3. 14 vdrtt. f. 546, 55a, according to which 

rule cfsf and cfcT^may thus be composed not only 

with ST3RT, but also with 1 f^THT f$RT and 

5 but examples of these latter compounds 

are not to hand. Finally, ffor Y. 3. 55f. 

59a, ^ as relating to the genus, and Hfear as re¬ 

lating to grammatical number, II. 2. 24f. 36*06, are 

peculiar words; but I have at present no other 

passages to adduce for their use. 

“ When I am now going to single out from the 

statements contained in the Bhdshya those that 

appear to me of particular interest, I do so 

under a double reservation, viz. that (1) all those 

reserves and doubts adduced in the foregoing as 

to their absolute cogency for the time of Patanjali 

himself may be kept always in sight, and (2) that 

I do not attempt to give a complete image 

of all that may be elicited from the contents of the 

work. Such a task is to be left as yet to the 

future, and would be best connected with a. general 

Pdnini glossary, which ought to combine the whole 

copia verborum to be found in Pdnini himself and in 

Aufrecht, Qatalogus, f. 2166. One comes here involuntarily 
to the supposition whether they may not have stood al¬ 
ready m Gonardlya’s {i.e. Patanjall’s !) Kdrms'dt/ra. 

* Both these sentences recur too in the Sarvadargana- 
samgruha,^ 1, immediately before the two noticed in the 
foregoing note. 

f One ought to expect f^FtlT0! 1 it Hah 
yaia, * independently of a motive’—Ballantyne. [The words 

PF^rpjfr .* are to he taken as a parenthesis.] 
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the literature immediately connected, and in which 

theauthority for the single words,—that is to say, if 

they are taken from Panhii, from the vdrfMhas, 
from the Bhdshya, from the Ganapdtha. &c.,— 

ought to be signalized by certain marks. For such 

a task there are indeed still required some previous 

operations of wide extent, viz. besides an exact work¬ 

ing through of the whole Bhdshya generally, also 

especial inquiries on the ganas. According to 

Bohtlingk (Infcrod. p. xxxix.) the ganas of the 

Kdsihl differ from those of the Calcutta edition 

to such a degree (and both the MSS. at his 

disposal were, moreover, sometimes so incorrect) 

that he preferred not to give the various readings 

at all. Still undoubtedly just in this case such a 

comparison and verification is very particularly 

desirable. I venture therefore to express here in 

all humility the pious wish—Vappetit vient m 
niangeant—that the two learned and highly-gifted 

professors of the Banaras College, to whom we 

owe the present edition of the Bhdshya, may 

publish also the KdHhd, which takes its name from 

their celebrated ancient city, if not on the model 

of tho Calcutta edition of Panini, which of course 

would be preferable, yet at least in the same way 

as they have published the Bhdshya. According 

to Colcbrooke\s testimony (Mis toll. Essays, vol. II. 

pp. 9,40) the Kdsihl is “ a perpetual commentary, 

and explains in perspicuous language the meaning 

and application of each rule,” adding examples, 

and quoting in their proper places the necessary 

emendations from the Vdritihas and the Bhdshya. 

He calls it, disertis verbis, the best of all extant 

commentaries on P&nini, a judgment in which 

Bohtlingk also (p. liv.) concurs. An additional 

advantage is its relatively great age, as it may 

eventually belong (Ind. Stud. V. 67) to theory 

time when, according to the Bdjatarangini, the 

Mahdhhdshya was re-introduced into Kasmir, after 

being for a while vichinnam there (ib. V. 167).3* 

Berlin. ^ber. 

THE BAEISiL GTJNS (emte, p. 214). 

While at one time a resident of Baris&l, I shared 

the general curiosity on the subject of the singular 

gun-reports heard there, and frequently took 

occasion to make inquiries of the natives concern¬ 

ing them. Though they professed ignorance as 

to the cause of the more distant explosions, they 

invariably attributed the nearer ones to the firing 

of guns at native weddings, which they said was 

a custom of the district, and they could sometimes 

supply the name of the person in whose honour 

the firing in question was proceeding.. There 

seems no reason to doubt that the same explanation 

applies to the more distant sounds also 

The statement in your last number that the 

sounds are heard not only from the southerly and 

south-westerly directions, but also from the north, 

corresponds with the statement I have met with, 

that the sounds are heard even as far north as 

Dhaka. I never myself, however, heard them 

from any other directions than the south and 

south-west. 

I do nob remember to have heard the sounds at 

any period of the year excepting at the beginning 

of the rainy season. D uring the whole of the rainy 

season a very large extent of the low-lying country 

there is under water, and the people pass from 

village to village in boats over the flooded rice- 

fiolds,—the southern portion of the district being 

the portion more especially inundated. Now, we 

have on record some most remarkable, instances 

of the sound-conducting power of large surfaces 

of water; as, for example, the mysterious sounds 

of guns, and other noises, heard sometimes by 

men becalmed at sea when far away from the 

ordinary possibilities of hearing. 

Now, what the Shabi-bar&t is to Muhammadans 

the month Ashaclha is to Hindfls—the period when 

marriages are most frequent. This month is the 

first month of the rainy season, and the weddings 

are celebrated chiefly during, the Kpishnapaksha 

half of the month. Not only in Eastern Ben¬ 

gal, but also in other parts of Hindustan* gun- 

firing is quite common at Hindi! weddings at this 

season of the year. No mystery appears to exist 

in connexion with the reports excepting in that 

part of India which is so generally submerged at 

this season. 
Query:—Is it not at least possible that ‘the 

Barisal guns’ may be simply the reports of guns 

fired on the occasion of weddings in distant parts, 

conveyed tohearlnghy means of the vast expanse 

of water which floods the entire Snndarbans at 

the period mentioned? a 
Could not some of the enlightened Bengali 

gentlemen, whose minds are unfettered by fables 

about the gigantic gates of Havana’s palace, help 
us in our endeavours to trace the phenomenon to 

some rational cause ? 

Allahabad. _ ‘ J-D’ Batk' 

HINDU SACRIFICE. 

“ Sacrifice ie described as a ship, boat, or ark, 

pretty much in the same way as ‘ the Church m 

the baptismal service—* that they, being deliver¬ 

ed from Thy wrath, may be received into the ark 

of Christ’s Church, and may so pass the wares ol 

this troublesome world, that they may J 

come to the laud of everlasting life,’ &c-^ “ «• 

' veda x. 113,10, there is a mantra to this effect: 

* Ind. Stud. vol. XIII. (1878) pp. 819-330. 
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—'•'Given?, 0 Indra, multitudes of good horses, 

with which wo may offer our oblations by the re¬ 

petition of the proper sentences—by the prosper¬ 

ing of which we may escape all sins. Do thou 

now accept our service with much regard/ 4 Do 

thou lead us safe through all sins by the way of 

sacrifice,’ And wc have, in via. 42, 3,4 0 illustri¬ 

ous Varima, do thou quicken our understanding 

—we that are practising this| ceremony—that we 

may embark on the good ferrying boat by which 

we may escape all sins.’ On this the Aitamja 

Brdhmttm remarks:—4 Sacrifice is the good ferry¬ 

ing boat. The black skin is the good ferrying 

boat. The Word is the good ferrying boat. Hay¬ 

ing embarked on the Word, one crosses oyer to the 

heavenly world.’ Aiiareya Brdhmana, p. 10. 

The commentator of the Taittiriija Samhiid re¬ 

marks thus on the same passage :—4 May we also 

embark on that safe and good ferrying boat of 

black skin, by which we at once get over all 

sms that beset us.’ It was not unusual in those 

days for ferry boats to be made of leather. . . . 

‘4 Another reason for assimilating the saving 

boat with ‘the Word’ is that there was actually a 

hymn which was called plava, 4 raft’ or 4 boat,’ and 

it was to be used daily. 4 The plava is used daily. 

Those who complete the sarhvatsara sacrifice haye 

to dip in the Sea [so called from the 44 excessive 

depth” of the Sacrifice, according to the commen¬ 

tator]. He who dips in the sea without a plava or 

raft never gets out of it. Where there is the 

plava, it leads to the attainment of the celestial 

world.’—Tandia Mail'd Brdhmana, p. 293. Sacri¬ 

fice has accordingly been held in all Yedic trea¬ 

tises as the great remedy for sins and trespasses. 

It is at the same time both a satisfaction for 

heinous and moral offences, and an atonement for 

trivial mistakes and transgressions. K&ty&yana 

says that sacrifice procures heaven, and 4 heaven’ 

is a word which stands for the highest happiness. 

The commentator of the Taittiriya Samhitd tells 
us that it is Nirriti, or the Sin deity, that is a 
disturber of sacrifices, . . . 

"‘It is manifest that the sacrificial ritual did 

not tranquillize the Brahmanical mind. It still 

brooded over theories of many kinds, it betook 

itself to philosophy, and even submitted to accept 

lessons from ifcs hated rival, Buddhism, but with¬ 

out any tranquillizing result. They seem to have 

had an idea that there must be a really saving sacri¬ 

fice, and that their own ritual was but ifcs distant re¬ 

flection. , We repeat an expression we have already 

cited above, that 4 Frajapati, or the Lord of crea¬ 

tures, is Sacrifice, for he made it a reflection (prati- 
md) of himself. And he is further called 4 atmada 
or giver of self, whose shadow, whose death, is 

immortality (to us).”—B&nerjea’a Aryan, Witness* 

NdMAMlLi AND PALI GRAMMARS. 

Suhhfiti Uim&use, the Buddhist priest of Waska- 

duwa, In Ceylon, is already well known as the 

careful editor of the Abh id hdnopp (td:ip a/cd, a native 

Pali glossary, which, until the appearance of 

Childers's great work, was the only lexicographi¬ 

cal help available to Pali students. He has now 

published a work entitled Ndmamdld, or 44 The 

Garland of Nouns,” a treatise in Sinhalese on the 

grammar of Pali nouns and adverbs. The intro¬ 

duction —extending to more than a hundred 

pages—contains a most valuable summary of all 

that is known to the native pandits concerning 

the'history of Pali grammar, and gives t|he 

author’s name and date, the length in stanzas or 

cantos, and quotations of the first and last verses 

of no less than sixty-four Pali grammars still 

known in Ceylon.—The Academy, 

Prof. F. Wnstenfeld has completed his auto- 

lithographic edition of El-Bekry’s Geographical 
Dictionary} in 864 pages. The work of writing it 

for the lithographic press must have been a severe 

labour, and it must be admitted that, the edition 

is a marvel of clearness, and far pleasanter to the 

eye than a printed Arabic book. Prof. Wiistenfeld 

has added an excellent index, which will obviate 

the trouble caused by tbe author having arranged 

the articles in the order of the Maghraby alpha¬ 

bet.—TAe Academy. 

NOTES. 

The Spanish Government has founded a Chair 

for Sanskrit in the University of Madrid, to which 

the first Professor appointed is Francisco Maria 

Bivero, a gentleman who has studied Sanskrit in 

Germany, France, and England, and is at present 

engaged in preparing a Sanskrit Grammar for his 

Spanish pupils, and is editing the Hitopadefa, 
with Spanish notes and a Glossary for the same. 

Mr. Eedhouse has issued a pamphlet in 44 Vindi¬ 

cation of the Ottoman Sultan’s title of4 Khalif,’ 

showing its antiquity,-validity, and universal ac¬ 

ceptance.” In it the author holds recent assertions 

to the contrary to be erroneous,44 from the title 

being no new assumption, but dating from a.d. 

1517, and gradually and generally admitted by the 

orthodox world of Islfim since; and futile, even 

were the legal argument solid, because, after 300 

years of possession, it would be too late to question 

the right.” (Vide ante, p. 231.) 

Mr. A. Giles, of H, M. China Consular Service, 

has published at Shanghai a translation from the 

Chinese, entitled Records of the Buddhistic King¬ 
doms. 
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The RUiayana of Tur.sr Das. Translated by F. S. 
Growse, M.A., B.O.S., Fellow of tho Calcutta University. 
Book I.—Childhood. (Allahabad: N. W. Provi jices Press, 
18770 

Last year fclio author of this volume contributed 

a specimen episode of bis translation of the 

Rdmdyana of Tuisi Das to the pages of tins 

journal (sec vol. Y. pp. 213-221), with a few intro¬ 

ductory remarks, and wo gladly welcome this 

first instalment of an excellent version of the most 

popular of Hindi poems. A handsome edition of 

the text, we are told, was issued by the Baptist 

Mission Press of Calcutta many years ago, but it 

has long been out of print, and the original is now 

only to bo read in lithograph or bazar type. 

Though the subject is the same as that of the great 

epic of Vftlmiki, it is, as Mr. Growsc remarks, “in 

no sense a translation of tho earlier work; the gen¬ 

eral plan and tho management of the incidents are 

necessarily much the same, but there is a difference 

in the touch In every detail; and the two poems 

vary as widely as any two dramas on the same my¬ 

thological subject by two different Greek trage¬ 

dians . Even the coincidence of name is an accident; 

for Tuisi Das himself called his poem the Rdm~ 
charit-mdnas, and tho shorter name, corresponding 

inform to the Iliad or IB mid, was only substituted 

by his admirers as a handier designation for a 

popular* favourite.” Further, “ in both, the first 

book brings the narrative precisely to the same 

point, viz., the marriage of Hama and Sit a. But 

with Tuisi D&s it is much the longest book of the 

seven, and forms all but a third of the complete 

work, while in the Sanskrit it is the shortest but 

one.” (Inirod, pp. i. it.) The two “ agree only in 

the broadest' outline. The episodes so freely in¬ 

troduced by both poets are for the* most part 

entirely dissimilar; and even in the main narra¬ 

tive some of the most important incidents, such as 

the breaking of the bow and the contention with 

Parasur&m, are differently placed and assume a 

very altered complexion.” (p. iv.) OfTulsiDAs 

himself little is known, but what information is 

available has been collected by Mr. Grows© in his 

introduction. The earliest notice of him is in the 

BhalcUm&ld, usually ascribed to Nabh&Ji, 

<e himself one of the leaders of the [Yaishnava] 
reform, which had its centre at Brind&ban; but 
the poem as we now have it, was avowedly edited, 
if not entirely written, by one of his disciples 
named N A r a. y a n Das, who lived during the 
reign of Sh&hjah&n. A single stanza is all that 
is (ordinarily devoted to each personage, who is 
panegyrized with reference to his most salient 
characteristics in a style that might be described 
as of unparalleled obscurity, were it not that each 

NOTICES. 

such separate portion of the text is followed by a 

Ukd or gloss, written by one Priya Das in the 

Sambat year 1769 (1713 a.d.), in which confusion 

is still worse confounded by a series of the most 

disjointed and inexplicit allusions to different 

legendary events in the saint’s life. ” Mr. Growse 

then gives the text both of Nabh&Ji’s stanza and 

of Priya Bag’s Ukd—the latter in 44 slokas,—with 

translations, and Prof. H. H. Wilson s notice of 

Tuisi D&s, founded apparently on a prose redac¬ 

tion of the Bhakt-mdld. "We quote the translation 

of tho first of these :— 

“For the redemption of mankind in this per¬ 

verse Kali Yug, Yalmiki has been born again a- 

Tuisi. The verses of the Rdmdyana composed in 

the Trefca Yug are a hundred crores in number : 

but a single letter has redeeming power, and would 

work the salvation of one who had oven commit¬ 

ted the nrarder of a Brahman. Now again as a 

blessing to the faithful has he taken birth and 

published the sportive actions of the god. Intoxi¬ 

cated with his passion for Kama’s feet, he perse¬ 

veres day and night in the accomplishment of his 

vow, and has supplied as it were a boat for the 

easy passage of the boundless ocean of existence. 

For the redemption of man in this perverse Kali 

Yug, Yalmiki has been born again as Tuisi.” 

From his own works and from tradition, Mr. 

Growse gathers that he commenced the composi¬ 

tion of his Rdmdyana at A y o d h y a in 1575 a.d., 
and that he studied for some time at Soron. He 

was - a KanaujiyA Br&hman ; and in the BhaM-Sin- 
dhu—“ a modern poem of no great authority”—it is 
said “ that his father’s name was Atma Kam, and 

that he was born at Hastinapur. Others make 

H&jipur, near Chitrak&t, the place of Ms birth- 

The greater part of his life was certainly spent at 

Ban&ras, though he also passed some years in 

visits to Soron, Ayodhya, Chitrakfit, Allah&bAd* 

and Brind&ban. He died in the Sambat year 1680 

(1624 a.d.).” Two MSS of his great work are 

said to exist in his own handwriting—one at 

K A j a p u r, and the other in the temple of SitA 

KAma which he founded at BanAras. Besides the 

Rdmdyana he wrote at least six other poems, all 

with the object of popularizing the worship of 

BAma. They are the Rdmgitdvali (used as a text¬ 

book in the Government examinations in Hindi), 

Doldvali, the Kabitsambandh, the Binmj Patrikd 
(printed for the college of Fort William in 1826). 

the Pad Rdmdyana, and the ChhanddvalL To these 

are sometimes added ** the following minor works, 

as to the genuineness of which there is consi¬ 

derable doubt, viz. the Rdm-Saldkd, the ffammdu 
BdJiuka, the JdncM Mongol, the Pdrvati Mongol, 
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the Karhd Chhand, the Rord Chhand, and the 

Jhulnd Chhand.” (pp. xii. xiii.) 

The translation of this Hindi epic appears to 

be executed in a scholarly style, and is carefully 

edited throughout with footnotes explanatory of 

the mythological allusions. "While thanking the 

translator for this instalment of so important a 

work, we trust he will be encouraged to hasten 

the completion of it. 

Narratives of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibett 
and of the Journey of TnoitAS Manning to Lhasa. 
Edited with Notes, an Introduction, and Lives of Mr. 
Bogle and Mr. Manning, by Clements R. Markham* 
C. B., F.R.S. (Demy 8vo, pp. clxi. and 354.) London: 

Trubner & Co. LS/(). 

The great Warren Hastings mis a statesman far 

ahead of his age, able to appreciate heartily, and 

willing to encourage to the extent of his powers, 

whatever tended to increase the reputation and 

influence of his country, or add to human know¬ 

ledge and comfort. When the Teshu Lama, there¬ 

fore, in 1774, sent to intercede on behalf of the 

Bhutanese, whom he had found it necessary to 

chastise for their raids upon our north-eastern 

frontier, he lost no time in sending a return mis¬ 

sion under George Bogle, a young Scotchman, 

whose energy and capacity he well knew, and, with 

his instructions, gave him a quantity of potatoes 

that he might plant a few at each favourable halting- 

place, in the hope of introducing the cultivation of 

so useful an article of food into Central Asia. We 

shall probably never learn whether it was from 

this experiment or not that the Tibetans did come 

to use the vegetable as they now do. Mr. Bogle 

resided for a considerable while with the Teshu 

Lama, who became warmly attached to him. War- 

ren Hastings was greatly pleased with his success, 

and, had he been allowed, would have followed it up, 

but when Bogle returned in 1775 he found a sad 

change at Calcutta: the great statesman was de¬ 

prived of all power by the malignant opposition of 

Philip Francis and the other members of Council, 

whom he made tools of to frustrate the designs of 

the Governor-General, and nothing more was done 

for four years. In 1779 Bogle was again appoint¬ 

ed to proceed to Bhutan and Tibet, but the visit 

was postponed owing to the Teshu Lama being 

absent at Pekin. Bogle died early in 1781. Has¬ 

tings sent Captain Turner on a second mission in 

1783, but afterwards had weightier matters to 

attend to; and the narrative of Bogle’s mission to 

Tibet, of which Hastings had sent a copy to Dr. 

Johnson in 1775, was never published. Fortu¬ 

nately Bogle’s papers were sent home to his fam¬ 

ily and preserved, and, thanks to the persever¬ 

ance of Mr. Markham, they have been discovered, 

and are here edited by him in the most judicious 

and satisfactory way. 

Thomas Manning, the friend of Charles Lamb, 

was a somewhat eccentric character. He went 

first to Canton to study Chinese, and was recom¬ 

mended to Lord Minto as well qualified for a mis¬ 

sion into Tibet; but “ the days of small half-mea¬ 

sures had arrived,” and he received little or no aid 

from Government. Ho succeeded, however, with¬ 

out official recognition, in reaching Lh&sa, where 

he stayed for several months, and had interviews 

with the Dalai Lama. He wrote a long and inter¬ 

esting account of his expedition, and sent it to 

Dr. Marshman, but unfortunately it seems to have 

been lost. Disgusted with the official treatment 

he received, lie returned to Canton in 1812, and in 

1817 joined Lord Amherst’s embassy, as Chinese 

interpreter. He died at Bath in 1810, leaving his 

Chinese manuscripts to the Royal Asiatic Society. 

The only account of his journey is contained in the 

hasty and desultory jottings made from day to 

day in his note-book, of which Mr. Markham has 

made the best. “Good or bad,” he remarks, 

“ it stands alone. No other countryman of ours has 

ever followed Manning’s footsteps. And, to those 

who know how to find it, there is much, wheat to 

bo gathered from amongst Mr. Manning’s chaff.” 

The long introduction, extending over 110 pages, 

is not the least important part of the-work : as pre¬ 

liminary to the narratives it gives a comprehen¬ 

sive geographical sketch of Tibet, Bhutan, and 

Nepal, followed by accounts of the religion, 

tribes, Lamas, and Romish missions, the surveys 

of the Chinese and their interference, our relations 

to Bhutan and Nepal, the explorations in Tibet 

made by the £ Pandits ’ sent out by the Great Tri¬ 

gonometrical Survey, and the maps, early and 

later, of the Himalayan countries. This is follow¬ 

ed by well-written short biographical sketches 

of Bogle and Manning, occupying some 30 more 

pages. At the end, an Appendix of 46 pages con¬ 

tains—1, an account of the travels of Johann Grue- 

ber, Jesuit, 1656, from Astley’s Voyages; 2, a let¬ 

ter from Father I. Desideri, 1716, from Du Halde’s 

Lettrcs Uclifiantes; and 3, an account of Tibet by 

Fra. F. 0. della Penna di Billi, 1730, from Klap¬ 

roth in the Journal Asiatique (lime Ser. t. 

XIV. p. 177). 

The work is illustrated by good maps, a portrait 

of Warren Hastings, and a number of woodcuts. 

A full index and the editing of Mr. Markham, 

which is a model of excellence, render the 'book 

invaluable to all requiring information connected 

with, the commerce, government, ethnology, and 

religions of the countries to the north of India, 

and must make it a favourite with the lover oi 

books of travel and rare adventure. 
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PARS! FUNERAL AND INITIATORY RITES, AND THE PARSI RELIGION. 

BY MONIER WILLIAMS, BODEN PEOFESSOtt OF SANSKRIT, OXFOED. 

OBSERVANT European travellers -when 

they first arrive at Bombay cannot fail to 

be struck with tho interesting contrasts which 

everywhere meet tlio eye. Perhaps the most 

remarkable of such contrasts is that afforded by 

the different methods adopted by the adherents 

of different creeds for the disposal of their dead. 

There in Bombay one may sec, within, a short 

distance of each other, tlio Christian cemetery, 

the Muhammadan graveyard, the Hindu burn¬ 

ing-ground, and tlio I’arsi D a k h m a s, oi 

Towers of Siloneo. The latter, five in number, 

with a sixth—which is square instead of cir¬ 

cular—used for criminals, are, as most Anglo- 

Indians know, at tlio summit of Malabar’ Hill, in 

a beautiful garden, amid tropical trees swarming 

with vultures. I obtained leave to visit these 

towers in the autumn of 1875, and again short¬ 

ly after my second arrival in India last year. 

A correct model of the principal tower was 

then kindly presented to ma by order of Sir 

Jamsetji Jijibhai, and a careful examination 

of its' structures enables me to describe its 

dimensions with accuracy. Towers they have 

certainly no right to ho called, for their height 

is out of all proportion to their diameter- 

The chief tower may bo described as an up¬ 

right cylindrical stone structure, in shape and 

solidity not nnliko a gigantic millstone, about 

fourteen feet high and ninety feet in dia¬ 

meter, resting on the ground in the centre o 

the garden. It is built throughout of solid 

granite, except in tho centre, where a well, ten 

feet deep and about fifteen across, leads down 

to an excavation under the masonry, containing 

four drains at right angles to each other, ter 

ruinated by holes filled with charcoal. Round 

the upper and, outer edge of this solid cylinder, 

and completely hiding the interior surface from 

view, is a high, stone parapet. This is con¬ 

structed so as to seem to form one piece with 

the solid stone work, and being, like it, covered 

with chunam, gives the whole erection, when, 

viewed from the outside, the appearance of a 

low tower. Clearly one great object aimed at 

by the Parsis in the construction of these 

strange depositaries of their dead is solidity. 

We saw two or three enormous massive stones 

lying on the ground, which had been rejected 

by the builders simply because they contained 

almost invisible veins of quartz, through which 

it was possible that impure particles might find 

their way, and he carried, in the course of cen¬ 

turies, by percolating moisture, into the soil. 

Earth, water, and fire are, according to Zoroas¬ 

ter, sacred symbols of the wisdom, goodness, 

and omnipotence of the Deity, and ought never, 

under any circumstances, to bo defiled. Espe¬ 

cially ought every effort to bo made to protect 

Mother Earth from the pollution which would 

result if putrefying corpses were allowed to ac¬ 

cumulate in the ground. (Yanrhclddin. 27.) 

Hence the disciples of Zoroaster spare neither 

trouble nor expense in erecting solid and im¬ 

penetrable stone platforms fourteen feet thick 

for the reception of their dead. The cost of 

erection is greatly increased by the circum¬ 

stance that the towers ought always to be placed, 

on high hills, or in tho highest situations avail¬ 

able. (Fond. vi. 93.) I was informed by the 

Secretary that the largest of the five towers, 

was constructed at an outlay of three lakhs of 

rupees. 
Tho upper surface of the massive granite 

column is divided into compartments by narrow 

grooved ridges of stone, radiating like the 

spokes of a wheel from the central well. These 

stone ridges form the sides of seventy-two shal¬ 

low open receptacles or coffins, arranged m three 

concentric rings. The ridgesare grooved-that 

is, they have narrow channels running down 

their whole length, which channels are connected 

by side ducts with the open coffins, so as to con¬ 

vey all moisture to the central well and mto 

the lower drains. The number three is em¬ 

blematical of Zoroaster’s three moral precepts, 

‘ Good thoughts, good words, and good deeds,’ 

(Vand. v. 67), and the seventy-two open stone 

receptacles, represent the seventy-two chapters 

of his Yasna, a portion of the Zand-Avastu. 
Each concentric circle of open stone coffins 

has a pathway surrounding it, the object of 

which is to make each receptacle accessible to 

the corpse-hearers. Hence there are three con¬ 

centric circular pathways, the outermost of 

which is immediately below the parapet, and 

these three pathways are crossed by another 

conducting from the solitary door which admits 
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the corpse-bearers from the exterior, and which from the nature of their occupation are supposed 

must face the east, to catch the rays of the to contract impurity, and are not associated 

rising sun. In the outermost circle of the stone with by the rest of the community. They are, 

coffins, which stands for ‘ good deeds,’ are placed however, well cared for and well paid, 

the bodies of males; in the middle, symbolizing After the bearers, at an interval of a few 

- good words,’ those of females ; in the inner and yards, followed a man leading a white dog, and 

smallest circle, nearest the well, representing behind him a long procession of at least a 
* itooil thoughts,’ those of children. Each tower hundred priests in their long robes of spotless 

is consecrated with solemn xxdigious ceremonies, white, besides relations of the'deceased, also 

and after its consecration no one, except the in white garments, walldng in pairs, each 

corpse-bearers—not even a high-priest—is al- couple following closely on the other, and each 

lowed to enter. man connected with his fellow by a handker- 

On the occasion of my second visit J was chief held between them in token of sympathy 

accompanied, as before, by the courteous Secre- and fellow-feeling. The procession advanced 

iary of the Pars! Panchayat, and was permitted to a point about thirty yards distant from the 

to witness the funeral of a M o b e d, or one of portal of the largest tower. There it stood 

the second order of priests, whose flowing white still for a minute while the dog was brought 
costumes (supposed to be emblematical of pu- towards the corpse, made to look at the features 

rity) are everywhere conspicuous in the Bom- of the dead man, and then fed with bread. This 

bay streets. I may here mention parentheti- part of the ceremony is called satj-Md. Mean- 

cally that I believe the word Mobed is merely while all who followed the bier turned round, 

a corruption of a Zand word equivalent to and walked back to the sagrt, or house of prayer 

Sanskrit Maga-pati, c chief of the Magians/ containing a fire-sanctuary, which is erected 

Dastur, the name of the high-priest, is a near the entrance to the garden. There they 

modem Persian word, the best equivalent, for chanted prayers while the corpse-bearers enter- 

which would perhaps be ‘ chief ruler.’ The ed the tower with the dead body, and exposed 

lowest order of priests, named Her bad, are it naked in one of the receptacles on the stone 

little better than menials, and are not allowed platform. Their appointed task being then 

to officiate at ceremonies. In the Zcmd-Avastd completed, they instantly quitted the tower; 

the whole priestly class are called A thravan and were seen to repair to a reservoir of water 

(in Pazand A thorn an). In the present day near at hand, where they went through a pro¬ 

file rest of the community—the laymen in fact, cess of thorough ablution, changing all their 

who are neither Dasturs nor Mobeds nor Her- clothes, and depositing the cast* off garments in 

bads—are styled Beliadin or Behdin, that an open stone pit, almost hidden, from view, on 
is, c followers of the best religion/ one side of the garden. 

I reached the garden surrounding the towers It is noteworthy that the fire-sanctuary of 

about half an hour before sunset. At that the sagr% has a window or aperture so arranged 

time the funeral procession was already winding that when the sacred fire is fed with sandal- 

up the hill. The deceased man had died early wood fuel by the veiled priest, just before the 

in the morning, and a rule of the Parsi religion corpse-bearers enter the tower, a ray from the 

requires that no corpse shall be exposed on the flame may be projected over the dead body at 

platform of the towers, to be consumed by birds the moment of its exposure. The theory is 

of prey, unless the rays of the sun can first fall that the light of the sun and the light of the 

on it. Foremost in the procession walked a man sacred fire ought to consecrate tbe mortal re- 
earrying a loaf or two of bread wrapped up in a mains of the deceased before they are consumed 

cloth. Then came the bier, which was flat and by the birds. There is, at. any rate, some poetx- 

made of iron bars,* having the body of the de- cal if not true religious sentiment in this hypo- 

ceased stretched out upon it, covered only with a thesis, and the bereaved relations appear to derive 

white sheet, and home by four bearers, followed„ consolation from it; but whether the position of 

by two assistants. These corpse-bearers are the sun and fire made this double consecration 
called NasmaMr. They are, of course, Parsis, but possible is doubtful. To us spectators on the 

# la the case of a child it is a curved metal trough. 
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occasion I am recording, it was evident that a 

beam from the setting snn and a ray from tlie 

sacred fire bad barely opportunity to fall on tbe 

corpse at all; for scarcely bad tbe bearers left 

tbe tower and closed tbe portal ere forty or fifty 

vultures, before seated motionless on tbe stone 

parapet, swooped down on tbeir prey. In. ten 

minutes they all flew back again—they bad 

finished tbeir work. The body was reduced 

to a skeleton before tbe mourners in tbe sayri 

bad finished tbeir prayers. It should be men¬ 

tioned that in three or four weeks after tbe 

funeral tbe bones are removed from tbe open 

coffin and reverently placed in tbe central well, 

where tbe dust of the dead, whether of high or 

low degree, is left to commingle undisturbed 

for centuries. 

When I inquired about tbe meaning of tbe 

dog, I was told that, according to tbe teaching of 

Zoroaster, dogs as well as birds are regarded as 

sacred animals,t and were formerly allowed to 

consume the dead bodies of Parsis. In tbe 

present day a representative dog kept for tbe 

purpose accompanies tbe corpse, and is fed with 

bread as a substitute for tbe flesh of tbe dead 

body. Moreover, dogs are supposed to possess 

some mysterious power in preserving tbe spirits 

of men from the attacks of demons^ ; and if the 

funeral dog is not fed, and made to look at the 

corpse, tbe soul of tbe deceased will assuredly 

be assailed by evil spirits during tbe three days 

which intervene between death and judgment. 

I should state here that in tbe belief of tbe 

Parsis tbe soul of tbe deceased man is supposed 

to hover about in a restless state for tbe three 

days immediately succeeding death, in tbe neigh¬ 

bourhood of tbe Dakhmas, where also 

swarms of evil spirits ' congregate. On the 

morning of the fourth day tbe soul is taken to 

judgment, which is passed on it by Mitbra and 

tbe angels. It has then to pass a narrow bridge 

called Ghinvat-peretum, 4 tbe bridge where de¬ 

cision is pronounced/ Tbe souls of tbe sinful, 

being unable to pass this bridge, imagined to be 

sharp as a razor, fall into bell on endeavouring 

to cross over. Tbe Zand-Amstd even gives tbe 

names of certain dogs believed to protect tbe 

souls of men from tbe assaults of evil demons 

before crossing tbe bridge. Tbe Vandiddd 

(viii. 41, 42), moreover, states that tbe devil 

called Nasus is frightened away by a yellow dog 

with four eyes, and that such a dog is to be led 

along the road of a funeral procession three 

times. 
It is on this account, as was explained to me by 

a learned Pars!, that the funeral dog is'supposed 

to be four-eyed—that is to say, it is supposed.' to 

have two real eyes and two. round spots like eyes, 

just above the actual eyes. I was told, too, that 

many yellowish-white dogs in India have this 

peculiarity, and that the Parsis try to procure 

such dogs, and keep them for their funeral pro¬ 

cessions. I observed nothing of the kind in the 

funeral dog on the occasion of the particular 

funeral I have here recorded ; but it struck me 

(before I knew that the same idea bad occurred 

to German scholars) that tbe singular practice ol 

leading a white dog at tbe bead of tbe proces¬ 

sion points to tbe common origin of tbe Pars! 

and Hindu religions; for in the latter system 

the god of death, Yama, has two four-eyed 

brindled watchdogs, children ofSaram a,§ who 

guard the road to his abode, and whose favour 

and protection against evil spirits are invoked 

every day by pions Hindus when they perform 

tbe Jcdka-bali, or offering of rice to crows, 

dogs, and animals at the end of tbe vaisvadeva 

ceremony before tbe midday meal. Tbe wo/- 

trci recited is as follows :—JJvcou svanau sy cowig- 

sabalau Vaivasvata-Jcubdbhmau tebhydm pindo 

may it datto rahsheidm pathi mam saddt—a May 

tbe two dogs, dark and brindled, born in the 

family of Yama, protect me ever on the road l 

To them I present an offering of food/’ 

Plaving thus attempted to give some idea 

of the nature of a Pars! funeral, and of the 

unique arrangements by which tbe Parsis 

endeavour to carry out tbe precepts of tbeir 

prophet Zoroaster in tbe disposal of tbeir dead, 

it will not be inappropriate if I close this 

paper with a brief account of tbe initiatory 

ceremonies performed on admission of young 

Parsis to tbe Zoroastrian religion, and tbeir 

incorporation as members of the Farsi society. 

I may first mention that according to tbe 

pure form of the Zoroastrian faith—as pro- 

t See Vandiddd to. 75, vm. 28>T-Bleeck s 4^^a ToL I. 
pp. 104-109; Wilson’s P&rst Religion, pp. §25-328, 330 

X Vandiddd (Bleeok) xiii. 25; Wilson’s Pdrsi Religion, 

PP§ llaiamk is the dog of India, and is represented in 

i a 10 as the mother of Yama’s dogs, called in the 
Adi-parvan 671, Dev&-juni In theftig-veda 

Manao w* i tracked and recovered the cows 
stolendb| tbePar,t Sararnbisevensaid to be tbe authoress 
of part of the R ig-veda, X. 108. 
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pounded by learned Parsis of the present 

day—O rmazd (sometimes written Hor- 

mazd, contracted from tlxe full expression 

Abura Mazda) is the name of the Supreme 
Being, to whom there is no equal, and who has 

no opponent. It is a mistake to suppose that 

Ormazd is opposed to a being called Akri- 

m a n, commonly regarded as the spirit of 

evil. The true doctrine is that Orrnazd has 

created two forces in nature, not necessarily 

antagonistic, but simply alternating with each 

other—the one a force of creation, construction, 

and preservation; the other a force of decay, 

dissolution, and destruction. The first of these 

forces is named Spenta-mainyris, while the 

second or destructive power is commonly called 

Ahriman, or Har i m an, for Anhra- 

mainyus (or Anhro-malmjus = Sanskrit Anho~ 

manyu). It is interesting to observe the analogy 

between the Hindu and Zoroastrian systems, 
Vishnu and It u d r a (Siva) in the former 

being equivalent to Spent a-m ainyus and Anhra- 

mainyus in the latter, while Brahma (neuter) 

corresponds to Ormazd. In later times tlxe purity 

of the original doctrine became corrupted, and 

Ahriman was personified as a spirit of evil. In 
fact, all the evils in the world, whether1 moral 

or physical, are now attributed to Ahriman, 

while Ormazd is erroneously held to bo the an¬ 

tagonistic principle of good. It is contended, 

too, that the Parsi religion is properly pure 

Monotheism, in spite of its apparent dualism, 
and that the elements and all the phenomena of 

Nature are merely revered as creations of the 
one God, and symbolical of his power. 

There can be little doubt, however, that with 

the majority of Parsis the elements are regard¬ 

ed as simple manifestations or emanations of 

the Deity, and that which is called Monotheism 

is really a kind of Pantheism very similar to 

that of Brahmanism. The absence of all image- 

worship, however, is very refreshing after the 
hideous .idolatry of the Hindu system. 

So much for the Parsi creed ; and now for a 

few words as to the form of admission into the 
charmed circle of the Pars! community. 

It is a controverted point whether if any out¬ 
sider wished to become a Pirsi it would be 
possible, even in theory, to entertain the ques¬ 

tion of his being admitted to membership by 

his making public confession of his faith in the 

Zoroastrian system. As a matter of fact no 

I one is at present allowed to become a Pare! 

unless he is bom a Parsi. No provision seems 

to exist for the reception of converts, and the 

only form of admission is for the children of 

Parsis, though occasionally the children of non- 

Parsi mothers by Pilesi fathers are permitted 

to become members of that community. Never¬ 

theless it is certain, from a particular form 

of prayer still used by Pars! priests, that Zoro¬ 

aster himself enjoined on his disciples the 

duty of making proselytes, and had in view a 

constant accession of fresh adherents, who were 

all to bo received as converts, provided they 

were willing to go through certain proscribed 

ceremonies. 

With regaixl to the children of Pars! parents, 

every boy is admitted to membership as a disci¬ 

ple of the Zoroastrian religion some time between 

the age of seven and nine, but more usually at 

seven years of age, in the following manner. 

He is first taken to one of the fire-temples, and 

in a room outside the sanctuary made to under¬ 

go a kind of baptism,—that is to say, he is 

placed nearly naked on a stone seat, and water 

is poured over his head from a lota by a Mohed 

appointed to perform the rite. Next, the child 
is taken out into an open area, made to sit on 

another stone seat, and required to eat one or 

two leaves of the pomegranate tree—a tree held 

very sacred by the Pai\s'is, and always planted 

in -the precincts of their fire-temples, for use in 

purificatory ceremonies. (Yuma viii. 4.) After 

eating the leaves he is made to drink a small 

quantity of the urine of a hull—also kept at 

fire-temples, and held in high estimation for its 

purifying pi-operties. This completes the first 

portion of the ceremony. The concluding act is 

performed in an apartment of the fire-temple, 

and consists in investing the child with the 

sacred shirt or under-garment (called sadara), 

and sacred girdle (called husti). Several Mobeds, 

presided over by a Dastur, are necessary to the 

due celebration of this part of the rite (which is 
very like the Hindu upanayana, or induction 

into the condition of a twice-born man by 

means of the yajnojoavtta). They sit on the 
ground in a group, and the child is placed in 

the midst of them nearly naked. The sacred 

shirt is then put on, and the white woollen 

girdle fastened on around it, while the boy is 
made to repeat word by word the form of 
jprayer which he is required to say ever after? 
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wards whenever the girdle is taken off or put 

on again. (Kwrdah- Avestd iv.) The sacred 

shirt and girdle are the two most important out¬ 

ward signs and symbols of Parsiisin, and an 

impostor laying claim to the privileges of the 

Zoroastrian religion would be instantly detected 

by the absence of those signs, or by his wrong 

use of them. B ut they are far more than outward 

signs,-—tliey are supposed to serve as a kind of 

spiritual panoply. Unprutected by this armour a 

man would be perpetually exposed to the assaults 

of evil spirits and demons, and even be liable 

to become a demon himself. The shirt is made 

of the finest white linen or cambric. It has a 

peculiar form at the neck, and has a little empty 

bag in front to show that the wearer holds the 

faith of Zoroaster, which is supposed to he en¬ 

tirely spiritual, and to have nothing material 

about it. The second shirt has also two stripes 

at the bottom, one on each side, and each of 

these stripes is separated into three, to repre¬ 

sent the six divisions of each half-year. 

It has also a heart, symbolical of true faith, 

embroidered in front. The kusli or girdle is made 

of seventy-two interwoven woollen threads, to 

denote the seventy-two chapters of the Yahm, 

but has the appearance of a long fiat cord of pure 

white wool, which is wound round the body in 

three coils. Each end of the girdle is divided into 

three, and these three ends again into two parts. 

Every Pars! ought to take off this girdle and 

restore it to its proper position round the body 

at least five times a day. He has to hold it in 

a particular manner with both hands; and 

touching his forehead with it to repeat a prayer 

in Zand invoking the aid of Ormazd (Ahura- 

Mazda) for the destruction of all evil beings, 

evil doers, especially tyrannical rulers, and 

imploring pardon for evil thoughts, evil -words, 

and evil deeds. The girdle must then be 

coiled round the body three times and fastened 

with two particular knots (said to represent 

the sun and moon), which none but a Pars! 

can tie in a proper manner. Every Pars! boy 

is taught the whole process with great solem¬ 

nity at his first initiation. When the ceremony 

is concluded the high-priest pronounces a bene¬ 

diction, and the young Parsi is fron that 

moment admitted to all the rights and pri¬ 

vileges of perhaps one of the most flourishing 

and united communities in the world. 

Oxford^ June 1877. 

ON THE QUESTION WHETHER POLYANDRY EVER EXISTED IN 

NORTHERN HINDUSTAN. 

BY JOHN MUIR, D.C.L., LLD., PhD., EDINBURGH. 

In reference to the conclusion whiehin a former 

article1* I have drawn from the story of L r au- 

p a di, that, though polyandry had died out in 

the plains of northern Hindustan at the period 

when the Mahdbhdratct was compiled, it yet 

appears to have existed there at a remoter 

period, a learned friend has stated to me that 

he doubts u whether polyandry ever was an 

Aryan custom, and can be sanctioned by texts 

or inferences from the Vedas." I do not pretend 

to have examined the Vedic hymns and Bi cth- 

mawaswitha view to discover whether they 

contain allusions to any practices connected with 

the relations of the sexes which were disap¬ 

proved, or had fallen into disuse, at a later 

period. I am only aware of one custom which 

appears to have existed in the Vedic age, al¬ 

though under what conditions does not appear, 

while it is only recognized by Manu under cer¬ 

tain restrictions. I allude to the practice of a 

widow cohabiting with a "brother-in-law, which 

seems to be referred to in Rigveda, x. 40. 2. 

(See my Original Sanskrit Texts, vol. \. p* 

459.) Manu allows such unions of a widow with 

a brother-in-law, or other relative other deceased 

husband, to continue only till one, or at most 

two, sons have been begotten, and declares that 

they must then cease (ix. 59-62). In the verses 

which follow (64-68), he either restricts such 

temporary unions to classes below the twice- 

born, or (in contradiction with what precedes) 

condemns them altogether. 

But the question arises whether the com¬ 

pilers of the Vedas and Brahmanas would be 

likely to bring forward anything found among 

the materials at their disposal which had be¬ 

come obsolete, or which clashed with their own 

ideas of what was proper op laudable. We do, 
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no doubt, find a reference to a fact which the 

Brahmans of later times would perhaps have 

preferred to ignore, viz., that in former times 

men of their caste had received instruction 

from K sliatriy as. For Mann allows a 

student to learn the Veda from one who is 

not a Brahman only in cases of calamity or 

necessity;t .(See my former article, p. 252a, at 

the bottom.) But would they be likely to refer 

to antiquated practices often, and especially in 

the case of such as they had come decidedly to 

disapprove, like polyandry P 

The particular question to be now settled is 

whether the Pandus and their relatives are 

represented to us in the Mahdblidrata as alto¬ 

gether belonging to tribes whose entire prac¬ 

tices were of such a character as harmonized 

with pure Hindu ideas of later ages. 

Pandn, the father of the five brothers, is 

related in that poem to have had two wives, 

Pritha or Knnti (Mahdbkdrata, 4415£f.), 

and Madri (MaUb. i. 4429ff.). Pfuidu, 

however, having been doomed by the curse of 

a sage to die in the embraces of his wife (vv. 

4588f.), resolves to relinquish family life and 

become an ascetic (vv. 4597f.), and goes to the 

forest (4615), but accompanied by his wives 

(4630). The two wives, however, bear sons 

to different gods : K u n t i three sons to 

Dharma, Yayu, and Indra respectively (vv. 

4765ff, 4772, and 4791), and M&dri two 

sons to the Asvins (vv. 4850f.).J 

Madri was the sister of S a 1 y a, king of the 

Madras. In two passages (&'atapatlm Brdh- 

mana, xiv. 6. 3. 1, andxiv. 6. 7.1—Brihaddran- 

yaka, Upanishad, pp. 569 and 611 of the Cal¬ 

cutta text, and pp. 194 and 199 of the English 

translation) mention is made of Kapya Pa- 

tan ch a la, a Brahmanical teacher, as livinar 

in their country, and nothing is said against 

the manners of the people. Again, in the 

third book of the MahabMrata (vv. 6620f.) 

Asvapati, a king of the same country, is 

t Compare Kum&rila Bhatta’s censure of Buddha, who 
was a Kshatriya, for assuming the office of a teacher, and 
thereby encroaching on the province of the Brahmans: 
Orig. tSansh. Texts, vol. I. pp. 509f. 

X See Prof. Monier "Williams’s Indian JSJvic Poetry. 
pp. 94, 860. * 

§ See also the translations of Prof. H. H. Wilson and 
Messrs. Troyer and Pauche referred to in a note below. 

_ II This line has, I find, been translated by Professor H. 
H. Wilson, in his JSssay on the Hindu History of Oashmir 
{Asiatic Researches* vol. XV. p. 109), as follows :—“On this 
account their heirs are their sisters’ children, not their 
own. The entire verse has been rendered by M. Troyer 

praised as righteous and pious. Yet in two 

speeches in the eighth book (or Kariiaparvan, 
vv. 1836ff. and 2028ff., addressed by Kama 

to Salya), the B ali ikas, Madras, Ga n- 

d h a r a s, and other tribes of the Punjab, are 

strongly censured for the dissoluteness of their 

manners. Some extracts on this subject have 

been adduced from the latter passage in Origi¬ 

nal Sanskrit Texts, vol. II. pp. 482f.§ 

The tribes in question are there described as 

the lowest of men, unfit to be associated with, 

as faithless to their friends, liars, dishonest, as 

assembling males and females and slaves pro¬ 

miscuously, and eating fish t.nd the flesh of 

kine, drinking spirits, screaming, laughing, the 

women as dancing undressed and drunk, and as 

unrestrained in their sexual intercourse (vv. 

1836-1851). An old Briihman, who had lived 

in the country, gives a long account in a similar 

strain, depicting the people as shameless in 

their cohabitation, as having no Yedas, or 

religious knowledge, or sacrifices, «&c. (vv. 

2038ff.). In vv. 2081ff., we have the follow¬ 

ing important statement:—c£ A certain virtuous 

woman, having been formerly carried away from 

the Ar a 11 a (country), and violated by robbers, 

uttered this curse : c Because ye violate me, 

a young female, who have relatives, the women 

of your tribe shall become licentious. NT ever, 

vilest of men, shall ye be freed from this dread¬ 

ful sin.’ Wherefore their sisters5 sons, and not 

their (own) sons, (are) the heirs of their pro- 

perty.”|| 

Sati purd hritd kdchid Arattdt kila dasyubhih | 

adharmatas chopaydtd sd tdn abhyasapat tatalh | 

bdldm bandhumatim yan mdm adliarmenopagach- 
chata | 

tasmdn ndryo hhavishyanti bandhakyo vai kulasya 
cha | 

na chaivasmdtpramokshadhvam ghordt pdpdn nard- 
dhamdh j 

tasmdt teshdrn bhdgahardh bhdgmeydh na suna- 
vahJ* 

The last words appear cleanly to refer to a 

in tbe appendix to his R&djatarangini, vol. I. p. 507, 
thus,.—u Qui, vous, derniers des liommes, purifiez-vous de 
ce crime affreux. Sinon, ce ne seront pas vos fils, mais 
cenx de vos scaurs, qui seront vos heritiers.” The original, 
however, has nothing answering to sinon. nor has it any 
substantive verb in the future tense. Troyer adds this 
•note, which I translate from the French :—“ This custom 
of succession” (i.e., of sisters5 sons being a man’s heirs) “ is 
found among the Hairs, and other tribes in which polyan¬ 
dry reigns.” In M. Pauche5s translation of the verse, 
which runs as follows :—<fi Ne veuillez pas expier ce crime 
abominable; et pour cette impenitence ifayez ni fils, ni 
neveu qui soient les heritiers de vos biens,” the concluding 
words do express the true sense. 
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rule which, prevails where polyandry exists, that 

sisters’ sons, and not sons of his own, are a 

man’s heirs, because, of course, in the peculiar 

circumstances, it cannot be determined by whom 

the latter were really begotten. On this subject 

I quote a passage from Mr. Walter Hamilton’s 

Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Descrip¬ 

tion of Hindoosban, &c., vol. II. p. 280 (edition 

of 1820). cc The N a i r s marry before they are 

ten years of age, but the husband never cohabits 

with his wife, lie allows her oil, clothing, 

ornaments, and food, but she remains in her 

mother’s house, or after her parent’s death with 

her brothers, and cohabits with any person she 

chooses of an equal or higher rank than her 

own. In consequence of this strange arrange¬ 

ment, no Nair knows his own father, and every 

man considers his sisters’ children as his heirs. 

His mother manages the family, and after her 

death the eldest sister assumes the direction. A 

Nair’s moveable property on his decease is 

equally divided among the sons ankd daughters 

of all his sisters.” See also Mr. J. F. M£Lennan’s 

Studies in Ancient History, pp. 149f. 

I do not go the length of asserting categori¬ 

cally that the words last quoted from the Mali a- 

bhdrata, as to a man’s sisters’ sons being his 

heirs among the tribes referred to, prove his¬ 

torically the existence of polyandry in the Panjab 

at, or before, the period when they were written. 

Bnt it is certainly remarkable, if not indeed 'un¬ 

accountable, that such words should be found 

in that book if they do not owe their existence 

to the fact of such a custom being actually pre¬ 

valent at the time when they were penned, or 

not long previously. 

Balya makes (v. 2112ff.) hut a brief reply 

to Kama’s denunciation; is silent as to the 

truth of the charges made, hut alleges that in 

Ang a, the country of which his assailant is 

king, it is the custom to abandon the sick, and 

for men to sell their own wives and children. 

He says that there are everywhere Brahmans, 

Kshatriyas, Taisyas, and Sudras, and virtuous 

and devoted women, with righteous kings, who 

control the wicked; and, at the same time, most 

vicious men. People are, he remarks, quick 

in detecting the faults of others, but do not 

observe, or delude themselves in respect of, 

Y In my former article, p. 251a, last line, I observe an 
erratum, r6,46,8 for rajas. In regard to note §, page 252, I 
am informed by Dr. Bohtlixigk that he would understand 
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their own, and urges that no man is neces¬ 

sarily bad from being the native of a particular 

country, but is such in consequence of his own 

nature. 

In regard to the differences in manners be¬ 

tween the peoples of the Panjab and those of 

Hindustan further to the eastward, I repeat here 

the words of Professor Weber, freely translated 

in Original Sanshrit Texts, vol. H. p. 854, from 

the Indische Studien, vol. I. p. 220, and said by 

him to be founded on data furnished by Paniai:— 

“ The north-western tribes retained their an¬ 

cient customs, which the other tribes who 

migrated to the east had at one time shared. 

The former kept themselves free from the in¬ 

fluences of the hierarchy and of caste, which 

arose among the latter as a necessary conse¬ 

quence of their residence among people of alien 

origin (the aborigines). But the later orthodox 

feelings of the more eastern Aryans obliterated 

the recollection of their own earlier freedom, 

and caused them to detest the kindred tribes to 

the westward as renegades, instead of looking 

on themselves as men who had abandoned their 

own original institutions. 

P.S.—The learned friend who is referred to 

at the commencement of this paper has, after 

becoming acquainted with its contents, stated 

to me his opinion that, although the passage 

which I have quoted in it from the Karna- 

parvan of the Maliabhdrata goes far to prove 

that polyandry existed among the tribes of the 

Panjab, yet that this is a different thing from 

admitting it to have ever been an established 

institution; and remarks that the polyandry 

alluded to in that passage was of a purely 

licentious character. As this custom is not 

known to have .been practised in the Panjab 

for a long time past, it will perhaps be the 

safest conclusion to draw provisionally from 

the premises furnished in this and in my pre¬ 

ceding paper, that though polyandry, or a 

promiscuous intercourse of the sexes, may 

have prevailed more or less there in early 

times, yet that the former practice could not 

have been widely spread or recognized as a 

national institution. I shall be glad, however, 

if any student of Indian antiquity is able to 

throw further light on the subject. 

v/pad/rava there in the usual sense of e calamity,’ and would, 
render the line in which it occurs thus: (i a man without 
Rich, Yajns, or S&man is a calamity created by Praj&pata..’ 
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REPORT UPON INSCRIPTIONS IN THE NORTH*CENTRAL PROVINCE AND 

THE HAMBANTOTA DISTRICT OP CEYLON. 

BY THE LATE P. GOLDSCHMIDT, Pk.D. 

I have until lately confined my examinations to 

the rich mines o£ the North-Central Province; 

and feven there only the numerous inscriptions at 

Anuradhapura, Mihintala, Polonnaruwa, and at 

some other places, as Dauqbulla, Mineri, Mara- 

damkadawala, have been photographed. In the 

month of June I have been travelling through the 

Hambantota District of the Southern Province, 

with a view of taking first a general survey of the 

material to be found there.* 

I propose to open my report with an account of 

the most ancient inscriptions belonging to a time 

anterior to the Christian era, and mostly found in 

caves. 

I.—From the Introduction of Buddhism to the 

beginning of the Christian Fra. 

The caves ofV essagiri, near Anuradhapura, 

have yielded an additional number of six short 

inscriptions to those two I had copied previously. 

I have met with several cave inscriptions, hitherto 

unknown to me, ab Mihintala, both on the hill 

now alone inhabited by priests, and in a cave called 

Rajagiriya lena on the opposite liill, which 

abounds in ruins indicative of former habitations. 

Other inscriptions of the same kind were found 

on Dunumandalakanda, at G-setalavi- 

hara (three miles from Galkulam, Central road), 

on Elagamukanda, on M a r a d a m k a d a- 

walakanda, at Dam bulla (here also a great 

number of them on the bare rock close to the 

famous temple), on the rock at Panikkan- 

k u 1 a m (two miles from Kekiriawa on the West¬ 

ern minor road), on the rock at MoragolHwa 

(near Elagamuwa), in a cave atMurungahiti- 

k an d a (between Elagamuwa and Dambulla), and 

several in the district of Hambantota, viz., at 

the ancient vihdra of Mulgirigala and in the 

jungle between Kirinde and Palatupana. Refer¬ 

ence is made in the Government archaeological 

returns to an inscription at Mddawehera, a 

very ancient temple in the jungle three miles 

beyond Palatupana, but I failed to find anything 

in the extensive ruins of it. 

The inscriptions of this period, a considerable 

number of which is now collected by me, furnish 

little new information, after having seen the first 

important specimens ; their contents are essen¬ 

tially the same throughout, viz., brief dedications 

to the priesthood, if they are not merely indicative 

of the ownership of the cave. They arc written, 

as 1 have foianerly stated, in the well-known 

Southern alphabet of the Indian emperor Dharma- 

soka, with slight modifications, and in some cases 

already in more recent forms, not very different 

from those of king Gajabahu’s time (2nd century 

a.d.). The proper names of the donors or proprie¬ 

tors often are not without interest, and there are 

some ancient words, as parum aka or harwmaka, 

c Brahman’ (in later times assumed as a title by 

kings), jita, ‘ daughter,’ and a few besides, which 
will prove of value to the student of the Sinhalese 

language. 

There is one very important grammatical form 

(which, however, we find to be in existence even 

at a later period), the nominative singular mas¬ 

culine and neuter in e, inasmuch as this is 

generally looked upon by European Orientalists 

as peculiar to the different dialects of Magadha ; 

and if so, we would meet here with a significant 

corroboration of the Sinhalese historical tradi¬ 

tion according to which a district of Magadha lor 

one bordering on this kingdom) was the native 

country of the early Aryan colonizers of Ceylon. 

There are some remarkable instances besides in 

which in special the Magadhi employed in Asoka’s 

inscriptions and Simhalese coincide, while both 

stand aloof from Pali and all the other Prakrits, 

Such are— 

M&gadhh Simhalese. 

sif hi (termination of 

the loc. sing.) 

munise minisd (= c man ’) 

tuphe topi (‘yon,’ * ye’) 

pulme (* former5) per a ("former’), pura (‘ the 

(for puravu) light half of the lunar 

month’). *' 

(Sanskrit ptirva, Pali pubbo, Pr&krit puma.) 

A graphical particularity of the most ancient 

inscriptions is the use of two forms of s (one the 

common s of Asoka’s inscriptions, the other re¬ 

sembling in shape a Greek Digamma, F, a form 

unknown in India)!*, which it would be difficult to 

* f Dr. Paul Goldschmidt, who died at Galle on May 
7th, was horn at Dantzig in 1850, and pursued his univer¬ 
sity ^ studies at the universities of Heidelberg, Berlin, 
Tubingen, and Gottingen, at the last of which he took his 
degree m 1872. In 1873 and 1874 he resided in London, 
devoting his whole attention to the study of Prakrit MSS., 
especially those relating to the Jainas. At the end of 
■Jy74 *or Ceylon, where the Colonial Government 
had offered him an appointment to collect all the ancient 
inscriptions found in that island. The term for which he 

had been engaged having nearly expired, he intended tp 
return to Europe for a short time, proposing to return to 
Ceylon again and investigate the language of the Veddeou, 
when he died.”—Prof. S. Goldschmidt, in the Allgemeine 
Zeitung. 

t But this also occasionally in the sacred writings of the 
Jaina sect. 

% Conf. Xnd. Ant. vol. I. p. 140, and Academy, 17th 
February 1877, p. 139.—Ed. 
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account for without the supposition that the pvo- 

lunciation of s in Coy Ion must have struck the 

Elinclu introducers of the art of Vriting as some¬ 

what different from their own, although it is true 

the two letters are used indiscriminately. Now, 

Prakrit grammarians roeoi*d a peculiar pronunci¬ 

ation of .9 in the dialect of Magadha, which appears 

m the drama,tie works of the Hindus; perhaps 

(though of course we can assert nothing in these 

matters) early Siiiihalese partook of the same 

distinction. 
The following two cave inscriptions may servo 

as specimens of the most ancient Shnhalcsc pre¬ 

served to us (by .<* I have transcribed the second 

referred to a,hove):— 

(1,) Tnscription in a cave at Vessagiri Annrddha- 

pnra :— 

Parumaka Palikadasa hariya parumaka Tira- 

kita, jita upasika Ghitaya lone sagasa chatndisa : 

“ The cave of the iay-devotee Chita (Chitrd), 

wife of the Brahman Palikada, daughter of the 

Br&hman Tirakita, [is givenJ to the priesthood of 

the four quarters of the world.” 

(2.) Inscription near Ncttukanda (about fifteen 

miles from Mihintala, in the jungle, six miles off 

the Trinkamali road):— 
Parumaka Whin putana lene agata anagata 

chatndisa sagasa: 

“The cave of the sons of the Brahman Welu 

[is given*] to the priesthood in the lour quarters of 

the world, present and absent.” 

II.—From the beginning of the Christian Fra 

to the Fourth Century A.X). 

Wc have in this period a fixed date to start 

from, in the numerous Inscriptions of King G a- 

jabahu G&raani (113425 a.d.), referred to 

in my former reports, as this king, though not 

generally mentioned under the distinguishing 

appellation of Gajab&hu, has been mindful of 

preserving to posterity the names of his father 

(Tisso) and his grandfather (Vasabho). Thus he 

opens his inscription on the Rawanwmli Dagaba, 

Anuradhapura (now in the Museum, Colombo): 

Wahaba raj aha manumaraka T[i]sa maha- 

rajaha puti maharaja Gayabahn Gamini Abaya: 

ie, c< King Gayabahn Gamini Abaya, 

son of king Ti s a, grandson of king W a h a b a.” 

Manumaraka is the ancient form of the modern 

w6rd munuburd, 4 grandson,’ derived, by inversion 

of syllables, from Sanskrit manor ama, 4 mind-de¬ 

lighting,’ as nandana} 4 the delighter/ i.e. 4 the 

son’). 
Some smaller inscriptions of this period, formerly 

unknown to me, I found at Mihintala. A very 

well preserved inscription of considerable length is 

engraved oalabarane rock. Palaeogmphically 

it differs little from the inscriptions of the second 

century, but occasionally the angular characters 

appear intermingled with the more graceful forms 

of a later period, which fact, in conformity with 

observations I have made on other inscriptions, 

proves tliac an older stage of the alphabet was for 

some time retained for engraving on the rock, 

alter a more current form had come to be employed 

in ordinary life. The language shows, some de¬ 

cided instances of development from the second 

century, but it is still very far removed from what, 

is considered the classical form of Elu literature. 

Tlie contents are rather more valuable than gener¬ 

ally of inscriptions of the same period, as they 

record some particulars concerning the construction 

of the tank of Habarane, which was effectuated 

by utilizing two natural lakes. Like most ancient 

inscriptions, this also abounds in clerical errors. 

The following is the text of the whole, transcribed 

in Roman characters, to which I beg leave to 

annex a literal translation, as I have made it out. 

Inscription on Habaran& rock. 

Siddham. 

1Mnjita gamana keriyahi ameta Chasayaha 

puta Abayaha at! | Walamani wawiya 

akati wawiya dakihi galana kana atala 

j wawiya keta awitakita eta eta gama saro 

satali kotu me Agichalamana wawiya Mula 

sara cha Pachachaliwa sara cha 

4do karihi | sakasa cha chaka chatalisa karine 

(harihina?) cha Sarima parumaka maharaji 

me Agimalamana 

5wawiya bojiya pati Sene puta Abalavaha 

cha mahalaka balataka rakana Nanakayaha 

manumaraka cha samanaya Hama 

°ra tara (tera) . . -kata ka (?) riya | dakapa- 

tiya kala amana da. . . rakata saga salahi liya- 

waya bojiya pataya Karakulawaya (wawiya) 

7 Chetagiri' wjharahi Abatalahi silachetahi 

tumaha akala kotu kari witara Gapa chetehi 

tela huta mala kotu cha | jin a palisatari kama 

karana karotu Chopawaliya Giniya Megaha 

ch[e]tihi Jaganaka hamunanataya parawatahi 

* cha-ka kotu cha bojiya petiya Karakala 

wawiya dini [hi ?] me chetihi wi[hara ?] bojiya 

patiya ri-karihi | sahasi cha wisiti karihi 

10 do pata cha | ametaha cha Wahabayaha 

putanana (or ia ?) ya duti[ja]. - - puchayasa 

awanaka wasahi majimodini chada puna masi 

sata paka 

11 diwasa[Ai]. 

Literal Translation. 

« Hail l Concerning the inundated villages (this) 

is (the saying) of Abaya, son of the minister Cha- 
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saya,§ He saw the Walamani tank and the Kati 

(i.e. the royal) tank; having built several villages 

near lakes without furnishing the fields with a 

tank between embankments for the flowing down 

(of the water), he constructed Agichalamana tank 

out of the Mula lake and the Pachachaliwa lake. 

And his majesty the King, after having made 

serve this Agimalamana tank 1,640 7caris,% having 

given it in charge to Abalaya, son of Sena, an aged 

overseer, to watch, and to the thero, the monk 

flam&ra, grandson of Kanakaya—afterwards, for 

the preservation of., having caused this 

to be written on a stone belonging to the priest¬ 

hood, after assigning it, having constructed the 

Karakula tank and having performed deeds not 

(formerly) done {even) by himself at Abatala (i.e, 

Ambasthala) at the vikdra of Chaityagiri (i.e. Mi- 

hint ala), having made offerings of oil and flowers 

at the Grapa chaitya, (which is) in extent a hari [8 

acres'] (?), having made repairings of the decayed 

(buildings) at the chaityas of Chopawaliya, Giniya, 

Megaha, he handed them over to the monks of 

the Iiord of the world [Buddha], and having made 

., after having assigned, he gave (them?) 

the Karakala tank—after having assigned... 

at the chaitya.and from 1020 karis (?)... 

...and to the sons of the minister Wahabaya. 

the second..*.in the Puchayasa awanaka [co- 

laurless ? j year, on the seventh day in the light 

half of the month Majimodini [March-ApriZ]. ” 

I have not been able as yet to ascertain what year 

is meant by the designation of Puchayasa Awa¬ 

naka, but I suspect the king mentioned to be 

Si rim eghav anno (302-330) who, according to 

the Mahdvamso, made great offerings at Amba¬ 
sthala. 

Two inscriptions engraved on the rock at D u- 

numandalakanda record the construction of 
chaityas, and other grants to the priesthood; one 

of them is of particular interest, as it exhibits not 

only a mixture of ancient and modern characters, 
but also of forms of words. 

Other rock inscriptions with the usual contents 

I have met with at Panikkankulam (near 

Kekeriawa) and two onElagamukanda. At 

Andarawsewa (about two miles from Keke¬ 

riawa) there is a stone slab containing a short 

inscription of king * Wahaba’ (Vasabho, 66-110), 

imperfectly preserved, which records a grant to 

the priesthood. But the pious munificence of the 

ancient kings did not stop short at endowing 

places situated near the principal seat of govern¬ 

ment, Anuradhapura. The district of Hamban- 

■cota, Southern Province, is rich in similar dedica¬ 
tions, 

A fine stone slab found at Ti s s amah&r&ma, 

§ Probably a mistake of the engraver for Wasabaya. \ 

[Hovembeb, 1877. 

at present kept in the Assistant Government 

Agent's compound at Hambantota, contains an 

enormous grant of land to the priesthood of the 

Tissamaharama Yihaira (or, as it is styled in the 

inscription itself, “ the great vikdra [called after 

the] king of Magama”). It runs as follows :— 

1 Siddham || Budadasa Mahida Maha- 

2 sena tawaka baya Abhaya maharaja 

3 mi apa chudi pururmxka B udadasa tari pali 

4 mahanamika Jeta Tisa maharaja apaya 

5 ha pali Toda gamika kiri kiniyiki | ugu 

awami 

6 dinawa sahasaka kiri abatarihi Mahagama 

7 raja mahawahirahi tara pali mahanami Pa- 

3 dana galida dinika | pacha sahasaka kiri 

cha mi Padana 

0 galida me warahata [?] pawatara [ri ?] na 

uyuta (uwayuta) kotu sa | 

10 padinaka | chatara sahasaka ki (Tea ?) ri 

che me di aeha. 

11 nani } nawa sahasaka kiri yaha ugu wa 

ma (?) . . . 

12 cliarita niyamina 1 rajakolihi bha (?) nana . . 

13 mini | mewa baka kari (?) di-i | cha (?) 

tara [?] amana be (?) da (ga ?) . . . 

14 baka cha sesika.tawa na . . . 

15 Padana galihi buka saga hamiyana cha[ta] 

16 ra pachayada uwayutu karawani kotu | apa 

chu 

17 di purumukaha dina niyamani | me cha 

sali 

18 hi liyawaya dinamaha. 

I have attempted a literal translation, which, 

however, I am aware, may be open to many objec¬ 

tions :— 

<£ Hail 1 Budhadaso, Mahindo, Mah&- 

sen o, three brothers, his majesty king Abha- 

y a, and our uncle (?) the Brahman Buddhadfisa, 

a venerable, reverend thero [these are the persons 

concerned] : King Jet tha Tisso, our sire, 

bought the Hriyas (of land) belonging to the vil¬ 

lager Toda; having remitted the taxes (?), as 

much as 9000 Hriyas (about 90,000 acres) (begin¬ 

ning) from Padanagala were given to the reverend, 

the venerable thero in the great vihdra * king of 

Magamaand 5000 Hriyas (beginning) from this 

Padanagala, furnished with.... have been 

given over, and 4000 Hriyas shall be.; the 

taxes (?) of the 9000 Hriyas shall be remitted (?); 

the rules shall be kept; in the royal family 

preaching (?) shall be....; this portion of 

the Hriyas now is given (?): four (?) amunas. 

..; and the remaining portion....; the 

IT Jcirvyas, equal to about 16,400 acres. 
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ortls of the Bhikshu congregation shall be 

caused to be furnished with the four pratyayas, 

having done this* in order that what is given to 

our uncle (P) the Brahman may be kept, causing 

it to be written on this stone slab, we have it 

given.’" 

It is difficult to ascertain who were the kings 

here alluded to ; for neither of the two kings 

mentioned in the Mahdvmhso under the name of 

Jett h a T i s s o was succeeded by a son of the 

name of Abhaya; besides we do not know if 

these are kings of Ceylon or only of Mag am a. 

Judging, however, from the characters as well as 

from the language, l have no doubt that this 

inscription is to he attributed to the fourth cen¬ 

tury a.i>. It is worth noticing that even at that 

remote period some difference between the north¬ 

ern and southern dialects appears to have ex¬ 

isted. The king of Magama here alluded to as 

the eponymous person of the mhdra was king 

KakavannoTisso, the father ofDutthaga- 

maiuii, who, according to the Mahdvmhso (pp. 

131, 350 m Tumour’s edition), founded the Tis- 

samahaviliaro or Tissamaharamo (about 180 b.c,). 

An inscription engraved on a high rock at Ki¬ 

ri n d e, though not remarkable for its contents, is 

peculiarly interesting by its language. The whole 

is a grant to the priesthood as usual, and the 

signs of sun and moon cut in the rock indicate 

that this donation shall last as long as sun and 

moon endure; but it opens with a praise of Bud¬ 

dha in which we find a great many Pali words, 

apparently in a semi-Simhalese guise :— 

1 Siddhain | Aparimite-lokehi Budha-same na- 

ti | atliane parimanclale 

2 savanyutopete aimtaro sathe (sathe) mahe- 

sarane laki-chake Budka-nimi 

3 sayambhu. 
Put into classical Pali: 

Aparimitalokamhi Buddhasamo nattlii | atthano 

parimandalo..sabbahnutopeto anuttaro sat- 

tha mali&saranam lakkhickakkam Buddhanami sa- 

yambhh. 

6< i.e. Hail! In the boundless world there is no 

equal to Buddha; spaceless, all-extending.en¬ 

dowed with omniscience, incomparable, the Teach¬ 

er, the great Refuge, the wheel of prosperity— 

is Buddha, the self-produced one.” 

It is very unfortunate that we are not able to 

determine the exact date of this inscription. The 

characters are essentially the same as in the in¬ 

scriptions of king GajabS.hu (second century a.d.) 

and his grandfather Vasabho (66-110 a.d.) (see 

above). There is no doubt that it is subsequent 

* Literally, ‘having done, he, ordered the keeping of 
the rules/ <5cc. 

to Dutthagamani (161-137 b.c.); for in an in¬ 

scription at Tonigalaf in which this king is re¬ 

ferred to as reigning, we find only slight modifica¬ 

tions of the earliest characters." Again, the alpha¬ 

bet here employed so closely resembles the one 

used in the Indian caves, which has been attribut¬ 

ed to the first century b.c. and the first and se¬ 

cond centuries a.d., that we cannot doubt it was 

introduced from India. The earliest date, there¬ 

fore, assignable to this inscription would be the 

first century before the Christian era. Now it was 

in 90 B.c., under the reign of king Vat t a ga¬ 

in a ni, that, according to Simhalese tradition, 

the doctrines of Buddhism were first reduced to 

writing in Pali. It is possible that this inscrip¬ 

tion belongs to a time prior to the year 90 b.c., 

though not very probable. I am rather inclined 

to attribute it to the first century of the Christian 

era; at any rate there is no instance of another 

inscription in the same characters belonging ne¬ 

cessarily to the pre-Christian time. If, however, 

we are to suppose the Pali language at that time 

to have been fixed by writing in the same gram¬ 

matical and lexical forms in which we find it 

now, and which it certainly has exhibited since 

the time of B u ddhagh o s h a, we should expect 

Pali words occurring in inscriptions subsequent to 

Vattagamani to wear their genuine shape, pro¬ 

vided they are not thoroughly transformed into 

Simhalese. Here we have, except in the word laki 

(for nati is Simhalese), the Pali aspirates, as well 

as a compound sign for ml in 'parimanclale, and art 

Anusvdra or Bindu in sayambhu.—all letters un¬ 

known to ancient Simhalese. On the other hand, 

double consonants are expressed by single ones, 

as likewise in the case of the Pali word bhikkhu. 

which several times in inscriptions of the same 

period appears in the form bhikhu alongside of 

its Simhalese transformations hiku, biki, bika. 

The word siddham, usually the first word in these 

inscriptions, which apparently had been borrowed 

from Sanskrit, here as elsewhere is written with 

ddh (in one compound letter); nevertheless the 

same well-known sign is not used in the name of 

Buddha, which occurs twice in this inscription* 

It may be out of deference to Simhalese grammar 

that the nom. sing, masc. and neu. (also used as 

crude form) was made to terminate in yu, though 

this e is already employed sparingly in Dutthaga- 

mani’s inscription. It is interesting that the 

syllable nu (in savanyu=sabbamm) is not expressed 

by its proper sign, but by n* with a small yu below 

the line ( ~lvjh ), conformably to the pronunciation 

still heard in Ceylon (and in some parts of India). 

Still more remarkable is the use of v instead of 

f Published in the Jour. Gey. As. Soc. for 1853, p. 81. 
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P£li b in the word savamjutopete, as we can perceive 

here no influence of Sinhalese, the latter language 

having changed the original (Sanskrit) word 

sarva (Pali sabla) into scera {ma)i contracted see 

(ma)} ‘ all/ Lokehi is a good Pdli form, but not here 

applicable; it is probably a mistake of the en¬ 

graver for lokaki, th£ regular loc. sing, in Siiiiha- 

lese. The words nati and nimi are Simhalese. 

Leaving it undecided whether the Kirinde in¬ 

scription is subsequent to the time when the sacred 

Buddhist canon is supposed to have been committed 

to writing, or prior to it,—in which case of course 

some of the peculiarities here noticed could be 
more easily accounted for,—there still remains 

enough in this passage, I believe, to throw doubt 

on the alleged antiquity of the P&li language in its 

present form. 

The remaining inscriptions of this period contain 

nothing remarkable, except occasionally interest¬ 

ing words. A number of fragments are found on 

the rock afcKahagalvihara (between Ramie 

and Wiraksetiya); other rock inscriptions at N a- 

yigalvih&ra, atMulgirig ala, one long one 

at Wadigala (two miles from Ranne, on the 

road to Tamgalla), one at A n g u 1 u k o 1 a v i h a r a 

(not far from Kirinde), and two at "Wigamuwa 

(near Ranne). A long inscription engraved on the 

rockatBadagiriya (nine miles fromHamban- 

tota) by its defaced state has resisted my first 

effort, but may be hoped to be decipherable after a 

renewed examination. 

III.—Down to the Eleventh Century. 

I have seen, unfortunately, very few specimens 

of inscriptions between the 4th and 9th centuries, 

although this must have been a time of vigorous 

development, in the course of which by degrees 

Simhalese was moulded into its classical shape. 

There is an inscription of about the 6th or 7th 

century on a pillar near Tissamah&ramo (ac¬ 

cording to tradition the post to which the royal 

tusker was tied); some lines, are pretty well pre¬ 

served, the greater part is defaced; I have not, 

however, as yet come to examine this sufficiently. 

I will mention here, first of all, an inscription in 

the Hambantota district, because it has been of 

great help to me for fixing the dates of a number of 

other inscriptions. The pillar I am referring to 

was discovered by Mr. J. H. Dawson, the Irrigation 

Officer at Mayilagasto t a. It is inscribed 

on three sides, but partly effaced. The purport of 

the whole is again, as so often, a grant to a vihdra, 

to which is added an enumeration of the privileges 

usually connected with such a donation, viz., that 

the land should be exempt from rdjakdnya and 
the like. 

The. donor is Mill in dll, cepd or viceroy. He 

<5alls himself a son of a king Abh&Salamewan 

and queen Or on. Now the identical two persons 

are mentioned as tho parents of a king Si r i 

Sangboy Abahayin the inscription on those 

well-known stone tablets at Mihintala (translated 

in Tumour’s Epitome, and the beginning in J. 

D’Alwis's Sid athsang ardwa, Intr. pp. xxxvi. xxxvii.), 

which present such an interesting account of the 

well-to-do life of the priesthood in a largo vihdra. 

There the king says that he had been cepd befor 

being made king, and as the date of the inscription 

he gives the 16th year of his reign. 

King A b h a* Salamewa n, the father of Mi- 

hind a, lias left us an inscription at M tawt ragollaf wa 
(N. C. P., eleven miles from Madawachchiya), and 

another one beginning almost with the same 

words, at Blawewa Pan so la (c. eleven miles from 

Mihintala towards Trinkfunali). In the latter, how¬ 

ever, he calls himself Abba Salamowan Dapulu. 

Both bear as their date the 10th year of his reign ; 

in both he alludes to a victorious campaign of his 

father, A b h S i r i sang bo, in India against 

the kingdom of Pandt. Of king Abha Siri Sang- 

bo a fine pillar inscription is extant in tho jungle 

on the foot of Mihintala hill, in which, however his 

parentage is not mentioned. (He simply begins : 

Abhay Siri saffig'] boyi ma pwrmukd nawawan ne 

Himate mas / hi dasa wale daw as : i. e. “[^FVJkmg 

Abb ay Siri sang boyi, in the 9 th year [of our reign], 

on the 10 bh day in themonthIIimanta[iVo«ew^erJ”). 

Alphabet as little as language leaves any doubt 

about the general period bo which these inscriptions 

belong; it must be the time between the end of 

the 9th and the beginning of the 11th century. 

In all of them most of the characters used approach 

the forms of the present alphabet so closely as to 

be legible to any educated native ; and as for the 

language, though widely distant from the present 

conversational, it differs little from that of the in¬ 

scriptions of the 12bh century, if we except the then 

new-fangled manner of putting back Simhalese 

words into their Sanskrit originals, and the whole¬ 

sale introduction of Sanskrit words besides. Again, 

as the name Siri sang a bo had come to be used 

as a mere title, assumed by many kings (for in¬ 

stance, Yijayabahu I., Parfikramabahu L, Nissanka 

Malla), we have to look upon M i h i n d & (Mabindo) 

as the proper name of the inscribed of Mayilaga- 

stota and Mihintala. 

After these preliminary remarks, we may look 

in the MahdvamSo for an identification of the three 

kings (father, son, and grandson) to whom we 

owe the inscriptions in question. 

Mahindo III. (997-1013), according to the 

Mahdvamso (ch. -54), had been made ddipddo at the 

accession to the throne of Seno III. (994-997). It 

is recorded of him {Mahdv. ch. liv. 28) that he put 

up inscribed stone slabs “ to prevent future kings 
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from seizing on the property of the priesthood.” 

Kassapo VI. (954-964) sent his army to India 

(Malulv. oh. lii.). He was succeeded, according to the 

Mahdvamso, by his son D a p p u 1 o IY. (who reigned 

six months) ; and he again by Dappulo Y. (964- 

974); the next was Dappulo VYs brother, Udayo 

III. (974-977), who was followed by several short- 

reigned kings. A king Udayo is said (Mahdv. 

eh. liv. 48) to have been the uncle of Mahindo 

III. 

Examining the rest of Sirhhalese history in this 

period, we have no choice but to identify the three 

kings met with in the inscriptions above referred 

to (Abba Siri saug bo, Abba Salamewan Dapulu, 

Mihinda or Siri sang boy Abahay) with Kassapo 

VI., Dappulo V., Mahindo III., of the Mahdvamso, 

respectively. With regard to Dappulo IY., who 

Is called a son of Kassapo YI., we must doubt the 

correctness of the Mahdvamso. 

As I have stated, Mahindo was ddipddo or cepd 

994-997 ; to this interval, therefore, the inscription 

at Mayilagastota is to be attributed. The Mihintala 

inscription is dated from the 16th year of his so¬ 

vereignty, i.e. 1012 or 1013. 

To the same period as these belongs the fine 

pillar inscription of Mahakalattse wa (now in 

the Museum, Colombo), which in a former report 

I had attributed to king Siri safiga bo III. (702- 

718). A king called S i r i sang b o y in it grants 

the usual privileges to a village belonging to a 

nunnery built by the Chief Secretary Sen in honour 

of his mother. Now a chief secretary Seno is 

mentioned {Mahdv. ch. lii.) as one who built and 

endowed vihdras under the reign of king Kassapo 

V. (937-954), the father-in-law and immediate 

predecessor of Kassapo YI. or Abh& Siri sang bo 

of the inscriptions. Although the name Sena is 

common enough, this coincidence, I believe, is too 

remarkable for us to hesitate to recognize in 

him the same person just mentioned, provided 

that the language and palaeography of the inscrip¬ 

tion speak in favour of this identification, as they 

do indeed. As therefore Siri saiig boy, the king re¬ 

ferred to, cannot have lived before Kassapo V., and 

the successors of Kassapo Y. are mentioned under 

different names in the inscriptions, this Siri 

sang boy must be Kassapo Y. himself. It 

is therefore between 937 and 954 that the inscrip¬ 

tion at Maha Kalatbaewa (the Kulatthavapi of 

the Mahdvamso, where the decisive battle be¬ 

tween Dutthagamani and Elaro was fought) must 

have been written. There are some other inscrip¬ 

tions of king Siri sang boy (or bo) (at Mihintala, 

Anur&dhapura, and Gomkollsewa near Madawach- 

chiya,..the two latter now in the Museum, Colombo) 

which begin with precisely the 'same words, but, 

as the characters in which they are written are of 
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a somewhat more ancient form, I am not confident 

that these kings and the inscriber of Maha 

Kalattaewa are identical. In the inscription at Ami - 

r&dhapura (see in. a former report) we find the king 

reigning in his 19th year, while Kassapo Y. 

according to the Mahdvamso, only reigned seven¬ 

teen years. 

These are the names of the four kings I have 
spoken abour, with those given to the same in she 

Mahdv aviso:— 

Inscriptions. 

1. Siri sang boy 

2. Abha (or Abhay) 

Siri sang bo 

i 
3. Abba Salamewan 

Dapulu 

Mahdvamso. 

1. Kassapo (Y.) 

2. Kassapo (YI.) 

3. Dappulo (Y.) 

(brother Udayo 111.) 

4. Mihinda or Siri 4. Mahindo (III.) 

sang boy Abahay 

The following are extracts from the inscriptions 

above referred to:— 

J.—Inscription of King Siri sang hoy (Kassapo l7A 

at Maha Kalattaewa (complete). 

A.—(First side of the Pillar) ; 

Siri sang boy ma purmuka pasaloswan ne 

nawayae pura dasa wak da was Pandi rad Dapulu 

warm me kap par ha kureli senim isa nawa 

turse srnngim isa inahale Dapula arak samanan 

warm kuda sala dal siwim isa kolpatri sanga 

mtalu wae sep me tuwak denamo ek sewm wada- 

leyin Sen maha 

B, 

Imnan tuman mseniyan nsemin nam di kot 

karana lad Nal-aram meheni-warhi tuman 

tabu wat sirit/hi se dawaspata mahaweherm 

mahaboyse diy wada wmdi meheni wat hmmbu 

wat satdenak: / hat satar pasa wayutu karana 

kot wada la kserana bimhi a wu Gitelgamu 

gamat attani pmrsehmr de rawanm ge waclna 

kot isa de kamtmn no wara 

0. 
na kot isa mang-giya piya-giya no wadna kot isa 

dunumandul melat sri rad kol kmmiyan no wadna 

kot isa wmriyan gam gen geri no ganna kot isa 

gsel mi won no wadna kot wadaleyin a me kap 

par ha kureli senim isa me kap par nawa turse 

srnngim isa kuda sala dal siwim isa kolpattra 

sanga mtalu wm mp me tuwak dena 

D. 

mo ek sewa awud me Gitelgamu gamat attani 

pmrsehmrdenu ladi. 

Literal translation. 

“ His majesty Siri sang boy, in the 15th . 
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year {of his reign), on the lOfch day in the bright 

half of Nawaya {February-March)—whereas he has 

been pleased to declare with regard to the monas¬ 

tery {called) L Dapulu, king of Panel? ; until in 

this halpa and in subsequent ones the female birds 

•.?.and the nine planetsJ hide, {ami) witli 

regard to the monastery {calleil) ‘ D a p u 1 a the 

First, Preservation: * until a small whirlpool 

becomes (?) firm, for so long do we, in agreement 

with the Kolpalri community of priests, give—and 

whereas he has declared : to the village (litclga- 

muwa, which is situated on the ground assigned— 

according to the rule which the Chief Secretary 

Sena himself has established in the nunnery Nab 

drama built after he had named it ’ with the 

name of his mother—for daily increasing the 

(supply of) water at the great vihdra and at the 

great Bo-tree, {and) for furnishing daily the four 

ymUjayas to seven persons, nuns or novices (?), 

.a privilege, viz., that two.shall 

enter,, that two karmasthdnas., that 

travellers and.shall not enter, that the 

officers of the royal family shall not enter the as¬ 

sembly of the priests (?), that enemies shall not 

take cattle from the village (sic !), that the cart- 

buffaloes shall not enter, until in this halpa and 

in subsequent ones the female birds .(?) ., 

until in this halpa and in subsequent ones the nine 

planets 'hide and a small whirlpool becomes (?) 

firm [literally, to the hiding of--to the becoming 

firm of-], for so long do we, in agreement 

with the Kolpatfcra community of priests, give- 

having been pleased to come inhere), to this village 

Critelgamuwa...a privilege is given. 

It seems rather -strange that, as appears from 

this inscription, the great vihdra (at Anuradha- 

pura) required to be supplied with water from 
a tank five miles off. 

II. Inscription of King Abhd Salamewan Ddpuh 

{Dappulo V.) at Elawcewa Pans ala. 

Sn Sidbara kset kula kofc Oka-was rad para¬ 

ph11 bat Lak diw poloyon parapuren himi 

wu Ablid Siri sang bo maharad/ha t'uma 

sat Imngu nawawan h-awuruduyehi Pandi rat 

padiaenn jaya klrtti lad rupun dan wu niai 

masnlutas mahat ekanna siri bhoga ka]a niaha- 

rad/hu daru Abh& S alame wan Ddpulu 
maharad/hu tuma sat laefigu dasawan hawu- 
ruduyehi- 

Literal translation. 

“ Hail ! His majesty king Siri Sung b o, who. 

| descended from an uninterrupted line of kings of 

! the Lkslivaku family, which is the pinnacle of the 

glorious Kshatriya caste, had become lord by 

{hereditary) succession on the ground of the island 

of Lanka, who, in the 9th year after he had raised 

the royal umbrella, ransacked the kingdom of 

Pandi. and, having obtained victory and glory. 

enjoyed his splendour.dowers 

which were the gift, {tribute) of foes—the son of 

that king, his majesty king A b ha Hal am e- 

wan Dapulu, in the 10th year after he raised 

the royal umbrella —” 

III*—Inscription of the same at /Ltawtragollmwa. 

.. Oka [—was rad pa\ rapurefw 

bat La ]k diw p|_"/c//e jn panipu[nm hi )mi 

wu A1) h a [Here sang] b o mail a [rad/h |u tuma 

sat l[nrnq/d] nawawan hawa[r^]duyohi Pandi rat 

[pjadiere deyo lad ma[/^]rad/hu darn A b lx a 

Salamewan mahfij}m]d/liu tuma sat lax[%w] 

dasawan hawurucluyehi-• 

Literal version. 

“ His majesty king Abba Siri, sang bo, 

who, descended from an uninterrupted line of 

kings of the lkslivaku family, had become lord 

on Lanka’s ground by {hereditary) succession, who, 

in the 9fch year after lie had raised the royal 

umbrella, ransacked the kingdom of Panel! and 

obtained victory§—the son of that king, his 

majesty king A b h a S a la rnowan, in the 10th 

year after he raised the royal umbrella-” 

JV.—Inscription of the JEpd Mikiudd {later king 

Mahindo III.) at Mmjilagastota. 

----Okfi-was parapuren bat rad pururnu- 

wanat ag me[/^c]su[M] wu Lak diw poloyon 

parapuren himi sifci (?) G on biso raodna kus/hi 

npan A b h a S a I a m e w a n mabarad/liu urchi 

cla kceta k[ye]la kofc wiyafc dabam uiym gat (?) 

m p a M i lx i n d a h u was in-- 

Literal translation. 

By the mpaMihin da—who was born in the 

womb of the anointed queen Gon, chief queen to 

his xnajesty the king, descended from the un¬ 

broken line of the lkslivaku family, reigning on 

Lanka’s ground by (hereditary) succession—the 

son of king A b li a Salamewa n—the pinnacle 

+ sun> raoon, and the seven planets. 

a § The following is an abstract of the narrative own in 
the MaUvamso eh. Hi. 70-78) of Kassarknrrv/rn 
campaign, which We doeV ^ 

being defeated by the king of Chola 
°ht the assistance of the king of Ceylon^ Kassapo 

sent his general Sakko over to India. But even though 
supported by the feiiiihalese army, the king of Pandi, being 

flkffifc6 Th« <?-S agfnst his, adversary," ‘took to 
* The Simla ales e general nevertheless determined on 

lighting, biff was murdered “by the wicked Pandu.” 
Kassapo hearing of this, and learning that at the same 
time his army was being decimated by sickness, “out of 
compassion (as the MaMvarhso says) called them back. 
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of the Ksh;ibi-iy:ii canto, the sago who has compi-e- 

bonded (?) t.Iui Doetrino-^ 

V.-~-Insni'ij)f ion of Hip. sumo as King Siri sn'ng boy 

Abahay (Mahindo III.) at A mbosthala, Mihintala. 

1 Sir bar k.i'la. kula kot Ok/t-wms raj* para- 

puren bai. kada usab A b a, b a y S a 1 a m c wan 

mahara- 

2j/bai oino kulen samajary dew G o n Insew 

rajmi kiivSiii ipiodas aq>a makaya siri \vinda> 

pi ji wehu 

;isey raj war luma sirin Lak diw pahayamin 

sit-a^ & i v i s a n g b o y A b a h a y maharaj/'hu 

turn a sat 

Mavilgu soloswana hawumduyehi wap sand 

puii mas/lti dasa pak dawas Seygiri wo her hi isa 

A- 

5bahay girt wehorhi isa wasana ma bik 

saug himiyau mabasonwa karay tam;l bte wat 

himiva- 
fin Hoy gin weherhi pore fcubu sirit nija Aba¬ 

hay girl weherhi sirifc nija ruswa genaj me we- 

7 Herat mo sir it tubu wawati nisiyan ha sasam- 

me weherac wasana madia bik sang himiyanat 

isa 
skiemiyanat isa dasnat isa kate yutn isa 

labann diya) yutu sc isa wiwa^anen ek se kofc 

me- 

Asirit tabana lacli. 

Literal translation. 

" lie who, hawing been bora unto king Ab ah a y 

|| In the trunklation given in Taruonr’s Mpitome of the 
Hisioni of (Vf/7oa, which book I have not here at hand, 
the word 'uuihnsen in line 5,11 I remember well, is taken 
to be tbo name of a king ; the passage is, however, correctly 
translated in J. D’Abvis’ Sid. Sang., Intr. xxxvi. xxx vu., 
which prevented me from falling into tlio same error. 

It will be observed that tbe language employed in these 
inscriptions, though by no means devoid, of adopted San¬ 
skrit and Pali words '(taUnvuts), still puts them into a 
Simlialoso shape. It is curious even to notice here the 
difference between the Sanskrit words used in- the inscrip¬ 
tion of the ui)vl MihiudA at Mayilagastota and in the in¬ 
scription at Mihintala of the same person as king Siri sang 
boy Abahay. In the Mayilagastota inscription we find 
still rad (8k, rafm), raidna (Sk. rtijili) ; in short, the 
sounds foreign to the Sinhalese of those days are changed \ 
into genuine Simhalese sounds. In the Mihintala inscrip¬ 
tion these words already approach the Sanskrit form more 
closely, and the tendency of transporting back, as it were, 
genuine Simhalese words Into their Sanskrit originals is al¬ 
ready growing into fashion : thus, Sanskrit and Pali jaj at 
((person5) is constantly used Cor Simhalese dena; raj, rajna, 
have supplanted rad, rwdna; aod there are such uncouth 
words as sobmajesyci born’) for Sanskrit and Pali yam- 
jdta, saseendoe p having united’), fhom Pali samsandeti, and 
the like- King Mahindo was alno fond of words redolent 
of antiquity, as sey (f as’), Sen yin (£ Chaityagiri, Mihin¬ 
tala), the yonnger forms of which, se and Steg in, occur 
already in inscriptions undoubtedly more ancient^ 

On the other hand, Parakramabahu’s inscription at 
GalvihAra, Polonnaruwa (below) abounds^ in Sanskrit 
words in their unaltered original shape, &nd it is known to 
what an extent they have crept into the Simhalese ot the 
present day. It appears, therefore, that it is the time 

Salaraewan, an eminent Kshatriya (literally. 

a ball among the Kshatriyas), who^ is descended 

from an unbroken line of‘kings of the Ikslivaku 

family, which is the pinnacle of the glorious 

Kshafcriya caste, in the womb of the anointed 

queen. Queen G o n, descended from the same caste 

—having enjoyed the power of cepd and .... 

having, according to [the ride of) succession, be¬ 

come king, irradiates the island of Lanka by his 

splendour, his majesty king Siri sang boy 

A b a li a y, in the Kith year after he raised the 

royal umbrella, on the Kith day in the bright half 

of the month Wap (Sept.—Oct.)— having assem¬ 

bled (literally, haring mads become a large host), 

the lords of the great Bhikslm congregation 

dwelling both in the vihdnt of Chaityagiri and in 

the vihiiva of Abhayagiri, being pleased with those 

rules which his loyal brother formerly established 

at Chaityagiri vihdra, as well as with the rules of 

Abhayagiri vihdra, in order to (P) establish the 

same rule for this vihdra, having put it together 

.—this rule together with a comment has 

been established for the Lords of the great Bhik¬ 

slm congregation who dwell in this vihdra, as well 

as for the officers and for she slaves, for their 

duties as well as for receipts and expenditures.|| 

I have found little worth mentioning in other 

inscriptions of this period examined since my 

last report. There are such at Wa n a m a d u w a 

(near Tirappana), in the jungle three miles from 

Gal kula m, at Elagamuwa, at Mulgiri- 

g ala. A fragmentary pillar inscription at A11 a- 

y a 1 a v ih ar a (two miles from Wir ak set i y al 

between the beginning of tbe 11th and the middle of tbe 
12th century we have to look upon as. having originated 
tbe miid-Tit mixed speech. It was in this period, too, that 
the Sbhluit'Hc lea rue 1 to pronounce the aspirates of tbe 
Sanskrit and Pali languages,—at least we find them used 
commonly in the inscriptions of the 12th century,—while 
formerly in adopted words they were, as a rule, either 
expressed by the corresponding uuaspiraled sounds, as in 
hidmii (PAli abJndhn.nuim) (Mahindo HI.'s inscription at 
Mihintala), or divided into two by inserting-a vowel between 
tbe explosive sound and the aspirant, as in daham (Pali 
dh htimo), Abahay (Abhnga), or dh wiw written and pro¬ 
nounced j, as udjum, {ubhLUmmim), ward] (Mahindo Ill. s 
inscription at Mihintala), (tbe modern^ ivte radii, ‘ fault, 
corrupted from Sanskrit and PAH aparadhn, the genuine 
Simhalese word derived flora oparadha being Ionium. 

; * a lie'); even to tbe present day the common people say 
A ii u r j a p u r a for Anuradhapura. 

Shortly after that time Simhalese literature, as far as 
it is now extant, must have commenced, its language car¬ 
rying with it the spoils of many foregring centuries.^ To 
these tbo poets and pandits added their own inventions: 
Sanskrit (and Pali) words artificially, but often with great 
skill, turned into Simhalese, and modern Simhalese words 
put back into what were supposed to be the ancient forms 
of them. Hence the present Simhalese style has come to 
be a strange medley of Simhalese forms of almost all 
ages, of thoroughly Simhalised Sanskrit and Pah words, 
of the same semi-Simhalized, of unchanged Sanskrit and 
PAH words, and of the random inventions of poets and 
pandits. It is this variety of forms of the same words 
which Simhalese writers take advantage of to render their 
atvle elegant, although this custom very little accords with 
what European readers would consider good teste. 
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mentions one of those numerous kings called Siri 

sang bo as the father of the reigning king (about 

the 11th century). 

IV.—Inscriptions at Poloniiaruiva, Mineri, 

Dambulla. 

On the band of the famous tank of Mine r i 

(Pali Manihira; Inscr. Minihiriya) there is an 

inscription of the 10th or 11th century on two sides 

of a large stone pillar, which contains a grant of 

privileges to the place ; unfortunately about forty- 

four lines on both sides are completely effaced, and 

nine only left. Close to this pillar there are some 

ancient statues of Hindu deities which impress the 

native mind with so much awe that no inhabitant 

of the village can be prevailed upon to approach 

the spot. 

Polonnaruwa (Pulastinagara), the 

capital of Ceylon after the decline of Anuradha- 

pura, contains, as might be expected, for the most 

part inscriptions of a comparatively modern date. 

Near Galvih4ra, constructed by Par&krama- 

b4hu the Great, I found a few huge letters cut in 

the rock, the remnants of an inscription of con¬ 

siderable length, which, belonging to the earlier 

centuries of our era, owes its destruction to the 

mysterious charm attributed by the natives to the 

ancient N4gara characters : it had been, as I was 

told, defaced this very year by the barbarous in¬ 

habitants of Topawaewa. 

The two inscriptions coming nearest in age to 

the one just mentioned are to be' attributed to the 

9th or 10th century. The one is engraved on the 

four sides of a pillar close to the site of Nissailka 

Mafia’s Audienpe Hall, on the spot whence that 

king’s lion-seat was taken to Colombo. The name 

of a king Agrabodhi is legible, but a great 

portion of it is effaced. Another pillar I bad dug 

out of the ground not far from Jetavanu- 

r 4 m o. The inscription is very well preserved, 

and refers to a privilege granted by a king [, . . 

. . . Sala]mewa?i to a village Gal ut is a, which be¬ 

longed to a high officer of state called W a durag. 

The king, I suspect, is Sena Silamegho 

(838-858), and Wadurag, his minister Vajiro, 

who is mentioned Mahdv. L 83. The natives 

say that the pillars near the place where the 

inscription was found formed part of the ancient 

Lowa mahapaya, ‘the great brazen palace* (evi¬ 

dently built in imitation of tbe one at Anur4dha- 

pura). The place itself is now called Birige vima- 

naya, fthe palace of the deaf woman,’ and some 

story is told about the origin of this name. I 

consider it far from impossible that Mri is only 

corrupted from Vajiro: the recollection of the 

owner of the spot having been lost, the natives 

were as usual ready to invent an etymological story 
of their own. 

The two kings whoso reigns have leftmost marked 

traces in the extensive ruins of Polonnaruwa, are 

Parakramabahu the Great and one of his 

next successors, Nissan kaMall a. Yet of the 

former we find only one inscription, though a very 

long one; while the latter, who could not feel so 

confident as his famous predecessor, of his memory 

not becoming lost to posterity,has laid down all the 

events of his life in numerous inscriptions, some 

of them of stupendous length. Parakramabfihu’s 

inscription is engraven on the wall of Galviha. ra, 

which he had founded. Unfortunately this is not 

an historical inscription, but a religious one, which 

contains the rules given for the priesthood of the 

vihdra. It is tolerably well preserved, and belongs 

to tbe earlier part of Par&kramabdhu’s reign, 

being dated A. B. 1708—i.e. 1165 a.d. The first 

six of fifty-one lines run thus .*— 

1A pa Budun kalpasatasahasradliika chatu(p) 

rasa [ m] khy aparim itakal ay an (yen) saraa (mma) 

tisa param {parami) pura Marasa[ ?? ]gritma- 

bhfimi wil mahabodhi pa[r]yyamkaru dha wse 

(wse) durvvara sapa- 

“rivara Mara parajaya kote sarvvajnapacla 

prapta wse pansalis -hawuruddak dawas chaturthi 

(?) pak maba megh'ayak seyin wesdse site ane 

skaka]pakotisatasahasrayehi kelasasanin da 

se (?) wemin siti satya (sakya?) yan dharmmamr- 

tavarshayen ni wamin sakala Buddha-krtya nima- 

wa Kusinilra nuwarse abiyes hi Ma¬ 

nila rajayange salabandeka (?) . . yehi (sola- 

vanodyd[pui] yah i) nirupadhisesha nirvvana 

dhatuwen diwi niwi s ar a-s i y a-s up an ee- 

s h a w u r u cl d a k giya kalee Walagara Abba 

maharaja dawasse pa tan ekw a-d aha s-s u 

Spanass-ha wuruddak bhinna-nikayawee 

sasanaya piriwemin siti kalhi Mahasanmiatadi 

pararamparay at a suryyavams od bhut, ar aj a dhir Aj a 

naikacligabhivyaptayasomarichin (marichm) vi- 

rajama 

6na Sri Samghaboclhi Parakrama¬ 

bahu mabarajanan sakala Lamkatelehi eka- 

rajyabhishekayen abhisbikfa wse yijrmbhita- 

punyarddhi seti wee r ajy asukhanubhava kote 

wadanuwan. 

Literal tra?i$lation. 

“ 1254 years from the time of king Walagam Abha 

(Vdrttagrdmani), when 454 years had elapsed since. 

Our Buddha, having in a time limited by (extending 

over) four asamkhyas 100,000 kalpas fulfilled all 

the thirty perfections, and having, on the M4ra 

battle-ground, mounted on the divan of (t.e. sitting 

cross-legged in) thorough enlightenment, eonquerec 

the irresistible Mara together with his retinue, at 
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tamed the state of omniscience, and forty-five years 

(after that), on the 4th day, having accomplished 

by quenching.. as a large cloud does by 

rain, so he, in many hundred thousands of krors 

of kalpas by the nectar of the law, [having thus ac¬ 

complished ] all the duties of a Buddha, extin¬ 

guished (his) life by means of the sacred n irup a- 

d h i a e s h a n i r v a ,u a near the city ofKusinagara, 

in the grove of sdl trees of the king of the 
Mullas*-125 ^ + 45,1, ydars after that time] when, 

the congregations being broken up, religion was 

fading away, his majesty king Sri Sauigha- 

bodhi P a r a k raenab a h u, descended from 

the unbroken line of jMahdsannnataand the others, 

bom of the Solar race, the king over kings, re¬ 

splendent through the rays of his glory which has 

penetrated many regions, anointed by the anoint¬ 

ment of paramount dominion cm Laihka s ground, 

enjoying the delight of dominion, with the treasure 

of his merits made patent, lie, the very wise 

one——” 

Shortly after Pardkramahdhu’s death (1186) 

N i b i a n k a la 1 i a ascended the throne of Ceylon 

and reigned for nine years (1187-111)6) —a king 

whoso vainglory, as exhibited in bis inscriptions, 

appears extraordinary, even making allowance for 

his being an Oriental prince, and who was anxious, 

more than any other Sinhalese monarch, not to 

allow the memory of bis reign to fall into oblivion. 

The MaMvamso has nothing to record of him but 

that ho erected ddgalas and palaces, and by Ins 

zeal for Buddhism heaped up merits from day to 

day. He himself tells us of an expedition to India, 

but most of the other memorable actions he 

speaks of have regard to religion. His numerous 

inscriptions arc amongst the longest in the island, 

carefully executed, and most of (hem excellently 

preserved. He describes his whole life—birth, 

parentage, his arrival in Ceylon, his dignities there, 

the solemnity of his installation as king, and the 

acts of his government. Many of the buildings of 

Polonnaruwa, still extant in their ruins, indeed 

owe their origin to his magnificence; it was he, 

too, whorepaired and embellished the splendid cave 

temple at Dambulla, often referred to in his in¬ 

scriptions. A fine stone slab on the Rnwanwseli 

D&gaba at Anur&dhapura records, besides 

his other actions, the costly works he executed 

for the embellishment of this ddgaba, and for the 

restoration of Marichavatti and the other vihd> as. 

Another long inscription of his we find engiaven 

on the rock at Dambulla close to the cave. 

The remainder are to, be found in his capital, P o- 

l o n n a r u w a. 

Going out from the modem village of Topa- 

wcewa or Tdp&rd, we reach first his Audience Hall, 

where we find two series of pillars denoting the 

order in which the different dignitaries were 

seated, when Nissanka Malla was on his throne 

(the identical lion-seat now kept in the Colombo 

Museum, and itself covered, I have been told, 

with an inscription of this king). Near the D a- 

ladamandir&wa (tkepalace of the tooth-relic) 

there is a fine stone slab inscribed on two sides 

(see text and translation in the Jour. R. As. Soc. 

1874). From there we proceed to Tblipar amo 

and the surrounding buildings, where we find the 

enormous G ail p o t a (stone book), an inscription 

in three portions like the pages of a book (each 

page twenty-four lines), containing the whole of 

Nissanka Malla*s history; a number of broken 

pieces of stone forming a sort of frieze round the 

lower walls of a palace, and a stone seat, which 

both narrate the same events with few variations. 

At Rankot Ddgaha we have again a stone seat 

and four pillars, all four of them covered with 

the same inscription. At J efcavandidmo 

there is a third stone seat of larger size than the 

two before mentioned, containing two inscriptions, 

one of which is the identical one seen on the four 

pillars at Rankot D&gaba The walls of a Hindu 

temple not far from Tbfip&r&mo are covered with 

a Tamil inscription, of which, however, a great 

portion is effaced ; as Nissanka Malla mentions a 

Hindu temple built by him at Polonnaruwa, it is 

not unlikely that he is the author also of this 

inscription ; but my want • of acquaintance with 

ancient Tamil language and palaeography prevent 

me from being able to assert here anything with 

confidence. 

The principal events ofNissankaMalla’s 

life, as gathered from his inscriptions, are these:— 

Nissanka Malla was born 1700 a.b. [I e. 1157 a.d.) 

at Sirahapura as the son of king S r i Ja y a g o p a 

of K&linga and his queen P&rvati. Having 

come to Ceylon, to which he claims to have had 

an hereditary right, he first obtained the dignity 

of cepd, and afterwards was made king. As such 

he calls himself Siri SaSgabo Kalin ga 

Parakramabahu Yiraraja Nissanka 

Malla Apr at i mall a. His general character 

is thus described in the Galpota: 

Galpota I. 

is-Udibgal rnundun pa- 

lSt hiruha so saturandnru durulk bahujanaya- 

muwa-piytim pubudu kotos anat raja-sirin Cba- 

kradevendrayA se somi-ganen pnn sandaba se 

dhira 
Merowa se gasmbura-beewin. sfigaraya 

si kshantigunea maha polowa se Lo-wfflssaa 

pinin upon kap-rukak se wsodse sifctB. 



“--having dissipated the enemies and ex¬ 

hilarated the faces of the multitude, as the sun, 

when reaching the summit of the sunrise-mountain, 

destroys darkness and expands the lotuses—like 

unto Sakra, the king of gods, by his infinite royal 

splendour—like unto the full-moon by his gentle¬ 

ness—like unto Mount Meru by his firmness—like 

the ocean by his profoundness—like the great 

earth by bis patience—like a kalpa-tree produced by 

the merits of the inhabitants of the world- 

Et was thought incumbent on a king who wish¬ 

ed to show liis zeal for the religion of Buddha to 

issue edicts forbidding people to take away life. 

Of course it was rather the life of birds, fish, wild 

beasts, Ac., which was meant to be spared; as for 

man's life, often the most devoted of these kings 

had made their way to the throne through mur¬ 

dering their predecessors. In the second part of 

the Mahdvamso this is usually expressed by a cer¬ 

tain fixed formula :— 

Machchhdnam migapakkhinam k at abb am sab bam 

dekari: 

Ci As for his duties towards the fish, wild beasts, 

and birds, he accomplished them all.” 

Kissanka Malla did not neglect these duties. In 

his inscription at Anuradhapura be says that 

he gave security to the fish in twelve groat tanks, 

and commanded the Kambodyans not to kill birds, 

after having given them large presents. In his 

inscription on the pillars at Rankofc D&gaba some 

of these tanks are enumerated :— 

Ran-Tisi-n-Minihoru-Gangatald-PcnlLeetulu, ton fun 

rajayehi no ek muha wm tames asesha prdnmta 

abhaya cU: 

“ Having at the site of many great tanks, as 

Ranwsewa Tissewa (Tissawcewa at Amrddhapura)f 

Minihoruwaswa (Muieri), Gaiigatalawa (Eanclalei), 

Padiwrewa (Padiwila), and others in the three 

kingdoms, given security to all living beings.” 

On the other hand, the same king sent his gene¬ 

ral L akYijayasinguKit with an army over 

to India, to invade the kingdom of Pandi, and pre¬ 

tends to have received large tribute from his enemies, 

An inscription of this identical Lak Yijayasingu 

Kit, who is frequently spoken of in connection 

with Hissanka Malla’s victories, I have described 

in a former report; I shall insert it below, as it 

will be of interest to compare this later grant to 

the priesthood with the more ancient dedicatory in¬ 

scriptions above quoted. The several queens of 

Hissanka Malla are also mentioned, as well as his son 

Yirabahu, who reigned after his father’s death 

for one year, and his daughter Sarvv&ngasundari 

(compare the names of other princesses of Kalinga 

—Trilokasundari, queen to Yijayabahu L, and a 

Tumour's ed. Inti*, p. Ixxxviii. IF.]. 

In several inscriptions the people of Ceylon are 

admonished to choose their kings from the royal 

family of Kalinga, as it would not become kings of 

Oho da, or Paudi, who wore adverse to Buddhism, 

to reign over the island :~~ 

K<il inga-ramsayat a himi Lak-diwce Buddha-sdsanrr- 

yafa prulipaksha (tbauddhu Chad a Pdttdyddi-rajuti no 

jrihUiwh/ce yutteycn: 

J.e. k£ As it is not right to establish un-Bud¬ 

dhist ic; kings, as those of Ohoda, 1 Audi, who 

are enemies to the religion of Buddha, in the 

island of Laiitka, which belongs to the dynasty of 

Kalinga" [GnJpofa. 111.. 21-iid). 

I think we a,re justified in inferring from this 

that the princes of Kalinga themselves were Bud¬ 

dhists. and it is not without interest to learn that 

so late as at the close of the Idtli century there 

■was a Buddhistic dynasty reigning over a part of 

Southern India. 

Of real benefit to bis subjects seem to have been 

the changes Nissahka Malla made in the system 

of taxation : for live years ho remitted all taxes, 

and some of the most obnoxious lie abolished for 

ever. 

Inscription of Lag Vijayasingu Kit (on the three 

sides of a pillar found on the band of Abhayawajwa 

or Basava-kkulam, now in the Museum of Colombo) 

(date about 1210). 

A. 

Sri mat Oka-was -raj a-p arapnr on a. Abba Saia- 

mowan Libivati-svammge agramatya wii Lag 

Vijayasingu Kit sene wiyan tun wan no Anuradha- 

purehi patan bhumiyc taman kasrm wu ruwan- 
payehi waecke hun sangu 

Ji. 

ruwanta siwu-pasaycn wana pasu pinisie taman* 

ta bat ginnwa ycewin yalak ha raehi mm chak 

tyayata yalak ha pilimageta yalakhfi bliumi-dana 

kotaa liira-sanda pamana wse pidu pasayen. 

pirimaemii me labhaya an tar ay a kalawun 

a. 
windina narakadi-duk dasn ha matu matu wana 

nuwanmtivan lobha- clvesha-mana duru kotee 

labha antaraya no kotce nuwansettan (?) kala 

anumowanu mgenmwi. 

Literal translation. 

“ General Lag Yijayasingu Kit, chief minister 

to Lilavati’s royal consort, Abha Salamewan, who 

comes from the royal race of the glorious Ikshv&ku 

family—in the 3rd year (of the king’s reign) having 

made a donation of land : one ydla for rice. 

barley (?) to the priests themselves living in the 
Enwanp&ya (ratnaprasdda,palace of jewels) which he 
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himself built on ground from Anuradhapura, for 

ttyeir ease, that it may serve for the four fra- 

tynyas, and one ydla to the chaitya here and one 

ydla to the image-house—the pain in hell, which 

those shall sutler who obstruct this merit acquired 

from, the olforod.which shall last as long as 

sun and moon endure (literally, sun and moon being 

the measure), shall be now and in all future, {but) 

wise men who, having renounced covetousness, 

hatred, pride, and not obstructing the merit, do... 

.may bo pleased to share {the merit)” 

A grant made to the identical general Lak 

Yijayasmgu Kit is the subject of a long inscription 

of king Sahas a Mai la (1200-1202), engraved 

on the two sides of a tine stone slab and excellently 

preserved; the greatest portion, however, is his¬ 

torical, referring to events connected with the 

accession of the king to the throne of Ceylon. We 

learn from it that BAluisa Malla was a brother of 

Niasauka Malla, being the son of 6 vv Jay a go p a 

of KMLfiga, but by a different queen. This in- 

scription, together with Nissanka MallaJs inscrip¬ 

tion at Anuradhapura, has lately been published 

in the Jour, It As. Soe. (8. S. vol. VII. pp. 

358E); but as, unfortunately, native copies only 

had been procurable, the text of both abounds in 

blunders. 

I found one short and comparatively modern 

inscription besides at Polonnaruwa, on a post at 

the staircase leading to Kiriwehera, from 

which I have been unable to make out any sense. 

The jungle covering the ancient streets of Polon- 

naruwa has been cleared to so small an extent 

that there is no doubt much more must be hidden 

than we have found as yet; new inscriptions, 

though probably pretty modern, will certainly be 

of great interest, for their language as well as. 

more still, oh account of the historical matter they 

are likely to contain; as for buildings,, though at 

Polonnaruwa, they are, as a rule, very inferior 

imitations of the Hindu style of art, their dis¬ 

covery may nevertheless prove valuable from more 

than one point of view. 

I beg leave to add regarding the inscriptions 

inserted in this report that I have translated them 

into English as literally as possible, as they contain 

new matter, though being aware of the insufficiency 

of this kind of translation. Philological explana¬ 

tions it would have been out of place to give here. 

Akuressa, 11th Seftember 1876. 

BOOK NOTICES. 

The History or India from the earliest ages. By J. 
1Talboys Wheeler. Vol. IV. Part l.-Mussnlman Rule. 

(London.: Trubnor & Co. 1876.) 

This is the fourth instalment of what Mr. Wheeler 

calls the “ History of India from theEarliesfc Ages.” 

The first volume, as most are aware, contains an 

analysis or abridgment of English versions of parts 

of the Vedas and the Mahdbhdrata, and the se¬ 

cond of the story of the Rdmdyana and the Institutes 

of Maim. To call these volumes a History, how¬ 

ever, we hold to be quite a misnomer : they have 

no claim to the title. The Mahdbhdrata and the 

Rdmdyana are neither of’them the work of a single 

age; and the events chronicled in them, so far as 

•they may chronicle actual events, were perhaps of 

littie more importance in the political history of 

the time than the feats of Robin Hood were in 

England. And until these works have been ana¬ 

lyzed in a way they are not likely to be for years 

to come, and the portions belonging to different 

epochs, if possible, distinguished and separated, 

the pictures they present can have no claim to 

historical truthfulness as reflecting the character 

of any particular age. And when such analysis 

has been made, the result will only be such ‘his¬ 

tory9 as might be extracted from any good novel— 

not a narrative of actual events which formed or 

"Tit is well know^lhat every Afghan claims to be qua 
of the Cbildren of W, 
Vanaittart as long ago as 1784 addressed Sir 

helped to form the character of the times, but 

rather, conversely,—that character as illustrated 

by incidents nob so real as those in the Waverley 

novels. 
The third volume, on the Hindu and Buddhist 

periods, is a compilation from more varied ma¬ 

terials, which, as has been noticed (ante, vol. IY. p. 

62) the writer has often misinterpreted; and the 

present is a volume, or part of a volume, of 320 

pages, with xvi pages of contents, which professes 

to give the history of Muhammadan rule from 

570 to 1650 a. d. The first chapter is devoted to 

Isl&m before the conquest of India, or from 570 to 

997 a. d,, and is as brief a survey as it well could 

be, since on p. 22 begins the account of the contest 

between Jayap&la and Subuktigin, the assertion.-* 

crowded into the preceding short resume being 

made with a confidence that must tempt the care¬ 

ful reader to ask for’ authorities, which are scarcely 

ever alluded to. Mr. Wheeler, ambng other things. 

believes the Afghans to be the descendants of the 

< rpea Tribes/* But unfortunately he is more fond 

of theories like this than of facts: here is a spec!- 

men from the preface :-‘Mt wffl be seen he 
says, “ in the course of the" present volume that 
the Moghuls bore a striking resemblance to the 

ihp orilyiect of their Hebrew descent. Jones thought there 
truth in tte 

gertedthat the Arsareth (2 Xidras hb. 46) to which 
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Yedic Aryans. . . In other words, it will be seen 

that there is reason to believe that the Yedic 

Aryans were Moghuls; that Asoka and Akber 

sprang from the same stock as the worshippers 

of the Yedic gods.” Bat he does not adduce 

what any sober thinker would regard as a shadow 

of proof for this or any of his numerous other 

hasty conclusions. 

The brief outline given of the history of India 

is divided by the author into “ four stages of deve¬ 
lopment”—“the Sunni, the Shfah, the Sdfi, and 

the Sunni revivalthe first found expression 

from the eleventh to the fourteenth century ; the 

second from the conquest of the Dukhan in the 

fourteenth to the sixteenth century; the (/df? dur¬ 

ing the establishment of the Mughal empire in the 

16th and 17th centuries,—“ during this period,” 

he says, “Hinduism worked its strongest. It im¬ 

bued Mussulman thinkers with a belief in the trans¬ 

migrations of the soul; in the final union of the soul 

with the supreme spirit. It brought the worship of 

Ali and his two sons, as incarnations of God, into 

harmony with the worship of' Kama and Krishna, 

as incarnations of Yishniu. But the movement 

failed to reconcile Mussulmans and Hindus. It 

drifted into indifference and scepticism, and was 

finally swamped in a religious revival.” The last 

epoch, that of the Sunni revival, coincides with “the 

culmination and decadence of the Moghul empire 
in the 17th and 18th centuries.” And the Sunni 

reaction “ was a revival of the orthodox religion in 

a puritanical form.” Again the author calls atten¬ 

tion toanother division of Indian history-, he says,— 

“The Mussulman period is the one properly so 
called. It extended from the llfch century to the 

16bh. Throughout this interval of five centuries 

the religion of Islam was dominant throughout 
the Mussulman empire. The Sultans were mostly 

staunch Mussulmans. The Moghul period has 
been wrongly called Mussulman. It extended from 

the 16th century to the middle of the 17th. 

Throughout this interval the Koran was neglected 

or ignored; many of the so called Mussulmans were 

Sftfi neretics ; many affected oj>en infidelity. Ak¬ 

ber, the greatest sovereign of the Moghul dynasty, 

threw off all pretence of being a Mussulman. He 

the ten tribes were said to have been removed might be 
Haz&ra, a district of Kabul (Asiif,. Ses. yol. II. po. 
67-76)* The Rev. Ob. Forster, in bis New Key to the Re¬ 
covery of the Lost 7 en Tribes (1854), supported the theory, 
and held that Hazf.ra may be derived from the Arabic 
bazar—* expelled, lanished/ and Kfbul from Ar. 
labuK—1 a tribe/ pointing out at the same time that 
Ptolemy places the Kabnlitai on the borders of 
Seistfn, and immediately to the south the Arisio- 
p b y 1 o i, or * noble tr be/—a title which be thinks could 
only be appropriated by Israelites ; while be supposes that 
Halah and Habor by the river G o z a n’ (2 Kings xvii. 6) 

were in the west of Khorasfn, and tbe.same as Ghor 
ftnun which the Afglu.ns claim to have originally come! 
Abe same theory is supported by Major James in bis Settle¬ 
ment Rejtcrtj 1862, and by Dr. H. Bellew in bis Political 

persecuted Mussulmans ; he destroyed mosques ; 

he broke up the power of the Ulema, or Mussul¬ 

man Church.” Some of the statements above 
quoted will be so new to students of Indian history 

who have derived their ideas from Oriental sources, 

or even from Elphinstone, Orme, Dow, Mill, 

Marsh man, and other respected writers, that we need 
not further challenge them. 3STor, though so care¬ 

fully defined in his preface, does the author him¬ 

self in the work very markedly distinguish between 
“ the Mussulman*’ and “ the Moghul periods.” The 

short space of 800 pages of large type, into which 

Mr. Wheeler compresses his account of six 

centuries and a half, does not give him the oppor¬ 

tunity of entering into details eitnm* of campaigns 
or of policy, and the reader gets rmch less than is 

given in the compilation of Murray and other pop¬ 

ular handbooks of the class. The whole is express¬ 

ed in a series of very short sentences, all cast in 
one mould, and averaging from sixteen to nineteen 

on a page of 34 lines. The abruptness of the style 

may be judged from the quotations we make. Much 

new material for the history of India has been made 

available within the last few years, even to thote, 

like Mr. Wheeler, unacquainted with any Oriental 

language: wc need only mention the invaluable 

work on the Muhammadan period, embracing the 

translations of native histories, prepared by the 

late Sir H. M. Elliot and continued by Professor 

Dowson, filling big]it octavo volumes, containing 

about 4600 pages of matter, which the judicious 

and well-merited encouragement of Her Majesty’s 

Secretary of State for India has enabled the able 

editor to carry through the press. But Mr. 

Wheeler’s opinion of native historians is riot high. 
“The historians of the Mussulman period, pro- 

perly so called/' he says, “ generally told the truth. 

Occasionally they may have praised had. princes 

because they Were good Mussulmans; otherwise 
they were honest and trustworthy. They were 

kept up to the mark by the influence of the 

Ulama. The Ulan a comprised the collective 

body of doctors, liPtvyer.*, magistrates, and judges 

resident at the capital...Had the historians of the 

Mussulman period sacrificed truth to flattery, they 

would have exposed themselves to the scorn of 

Mission to Afghanistan, 1857- The uatv nal tradition of 
Afghans may be seen in Dorn’s History of the Afghans 

by Ni’awat UVah (London, 18tG) ; but, as may be noticed 
by comparing this with the other versions of this tradi ion 
given iy Wolff, Forrier, and Bellow, there is hut little 
accordance in its details as reported by themselves; and 
their histories are none of them more than throe hundred 
yearssold. Dorn, Trumpp, Loewenthal, and Wolff have 
tailed to discover a single Hebrew or Chaldee root in the 
Pushto language except in purely Arabic words introduced 
with Muhammadanism, and most of tl e customs pointed 
out as characteristically Hcbrew can be traced to the Qorfn- 
Ihe weakness of all the arguments bas been well printed 
out m a pa; er by the llev. T. P. flushes in 7 he Indian 
Chr^tian Intelligencer, vcj. I. pu, 69-78, to which we are 
chiefly indebted for the substance of this note. 
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the mama.’3 Fori slit ah lie considers “ a type of 

the truth telling historians of the Mussulman 

period.” Yet Fcrishtah does not belong to that 

period at all, but to the beginning of the 17th 

century, the culminating point of his ci Moghul 

period,” during which, he says—“ History de¬ 

generated into flattery and falsehood. European 

historians of India have believed in the fulsome 

flattery of Persian parasites and party writers. 

They have ignored the authority of European 

contemporaries, who had no temptation to depart 

from the truth.” Such are his somewhat start¬ 

ling dicta, and in proof ho says—“ Abul Fazl and 

Khafi Khan arc types of the flatterers who flour¬ 

ished during the Moghul period. This statement 

by no means diminishes the value of Mr. Block- 

mann’s translation of the Aind-Akbari of Abul Fazl. 

Mr. Blockmami’s* work is invaluable.” Yery dif¬ 

ferent has been the estimate previously formed 

by Elphmstonc, Grant Dulf, and Sir H. JDlliob of 

those writers : the high character of Abftl Fazl’s 

Akbar-ndma is well known,f and KhMi KMn’s 

Muntakhabu-l Lubdb is regarded by Sir H. Elliot 

as “ one of the best and most impartial Histories 

of Modem Indiaand from the high and well- 

deserved repute of these authors among scholarsj 

Mr. Wheeler’s condemnation will be able to de¬ 

tract nothing. 

Having thrown ovcrboax*d the native histori¬ 

ans, Mr. Wheeler adduces his favourite authori¬ 

ties, whoso evidence “ beyond all question” places 

“Moghul history” upon “a truthful footing.” 

They are—William Hawkins, “who spent two 

years at Agra between 1608 and 1611”; Sir Tho¬ 

mas Hoc, “ who followed the court of Jehangir 

from 1616 to 1618”; Sir Thomas Herbert, “who 

travelled in India about 1627 and 1628”; John 

Albert d© Mandclslo, who “ travelled in India be¬ 

tween 1638 and 1640”; Francis Bernier, “who 

lived in India from 1656 to 1668; John Baptista 

Tavernier, “ an intelligent jeweller who travelled 

through India two or three times in the reigns 

of Shah Johan and Aurungzeb Monsieur de 

Thevenot, “who travelled through India in 

the early years, of Aurungzeb. Such are the 

authorities on which the historian has relied; 

they present a true picture of native rule. 

We do not question the value of their testimony: 

they were honourable men and told the truth, 

so far as they knew it; but the question is 

how much had they the opportunity of seeing 

and judging of for themselves, and what were 

their qualifications as impartial historians? But 

Mr. Wheeler has “ other authorities Manouchi, 

# Mr. Blochmann’s well-known name is uniformly thus 

mis-spelt by Mr. Wheeler. 

a Yenetian physician, resided forty-eight years 

in India. “He was in the service of Shah 

Jehan; afterwards in that of Aurungzeb.” His 

memoirs fell into the hands of Father Catron, a 

Jesuit priest, who wrote “ a history of the Moghul 

empire” in French, which was translated intc 

English and published* in London in 1826. “It 

forms,” says Mr. Wheeler, “ the very best author¬ 

ity for the history of the reign of Shah Jehan.” 

“ Catrou quotes letters which reveal the inner 

nature and disposition of the writers. The sub¬ 

stance is given in the sixth chapter of the present 

volume” (pp. 251-320). “They impart a dramatic 

character to the history.” But “ Father Catron’s 

history is incomplete.” He wrote a history of the 

reign of Aurangzeb, but it does not appear to have 

been published, and so Mr. Wheeler finds that his 

reign “is difficult and obscure,” and “under 

these circumstances the present volume has been 

brought to a close with the reign of Shah Jehan.” 

Those who seek for history will scarcely find it 

among Mr. Wheeler’s facts and fancies strung to¬ 

gether in this volume, which adds nothing to our 

previous information, nor even utilizes to any satis¬ 

factory extent the results of recent research. We 

can only hope Mr. Wheeler will find better mate¬ 

rials, and present a picture more in accordance 

with facts in the forthcoming Part of this volume, 

which is to to deal with the Hindu history of the 

Peninsula. _ 

Naxopa khyanam, or the Tale of Nala ,* containing the 
Sanskrit text in roman characters, followed by a Voca¬ 
bulary in which each word is placed under its root, with 
references to derived words in cognate languages, and a 
Sketch of Sanskrit Grammar. By the Rev. Thomas 
Jarrett, M.A. (Edited for the Syndics of the University 
Press.) London: Cambridge Warehouse, 1875. 

In a short introductory note the editor states that 

this edition of the NalojpdJchydriam is “ intended 

for the benefit of those persons who are deterred 

from the study of Sanskrit in consequence of the 

complicated characters in which that language 

is usually printed.” From the completeness of 

the aids and the ingenuity of their arrangement, 

however, the book seems well calculated to be of 

great use to the beginner in Sanskrit, quite in¬ 

dependently of the character used. The text 

occupies 83 pages, or scarcely half the volume, and 

to each of the first eleven, of the twenty-six 

sections or cantos into which the poem is divided 

is affixed a short list of roots alphabetically ar¬ 

ranged and numbered. Each of these roots 

occurs in composition once or oftener in the sec¬ 

tion, and the numeral belonging to it in the list is 

written over each of these derivatives or com¬ 

pounds in tljat canto ; in this way the learner is 

f See Bloohmann’s Ain i Ahbart, pref. p.vi.$ Sir H. El¬ 
liot’s Historians of India, voL VI. pp. 6-6. 

X Conf. p. 235. 
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enabled at once to refer to the vocabulary, where 

he .finds the meaning of the root and all the 

derivatives from it that occur in the poem, 

together with occasional footnotes pointing out 

cognate words in Pali, Hindustani, Gothic, 

German, Persian, Latin, Greek, Russian, Welsh, 

&c. Then, an index is prefixed to the Vocabulary,, 

in which the words are arranged in alphabetical 

order, the root of each being £et against it. The 

‘ Sketch of Sanskrit Grammar’ is derived from 

Wilson’s Grammar, and is in the briefest form 

possible, consisting of eight pages of text and 

seven folding sheets of tables of declensions of 

nonns, numerals, pronouns, and conjugations of 

verbs,—arranged in such a form as to be most 
useful to the learner. 

The system of transliteration differs from that 

commonly used in employing a dot over the letter 

to indicate the long sounds of a, i, and u, in repre¬ 

senting the short % by *, =5fp by n, 3T by j, by ?r, 

¥ by s, sr by s. We hardly think the additional 

simplicity of this is sufficient to justify a depar¬ 
ture from the usual system. 

NaradIya Dharmasastra, or the Institutes of Narad a.. 
Translated for the first time from the unpublished 
Sanskrit original by Dr. Julius Jolly. With a preface, 
notes chiefly critical, an index of quotations from NArada 
in the principal Indian Digests, and a general Index, (pp. 
xxxv. and 144,12mo.) London : Trubner & Co. 1876. 

The title-page of this little volume very correctly 

describes its contents: the appendix, containing 

the index of quotations and critical notes, occupies 

22 pages at the end of the translation. The pre¬ 

face is a very thoughtfully written introduction, 

containing, in the limited space of twenty-seven 

pages, a vast amount of condensed information 
and criticism. 

The NdraMya DharmaMstra or Ndradasmriti, like 

other works of the sort, begins with a fabulous 

account of itself. Abridged it runs thus 

“ManuPraj&pati composed, for the bene¬ 
fit of all beings, a book founded upon custom 

and law, which consisted of twenty-four divisions, 

viz. the creation of the world, a classification of 

beings, an enumeration of the countries assigned 

to them, the characteristics of a judicial assembly, 

&c. &c. ... It contained a hundred thousand 

slokas. Prajapati having composed this book, 

which was arranged in a thousand chapters, de¬ 

livered it to the divine sage Narada. He then 

read it and thought by himself: ‘This book 

cannot he easily studied by human beings on ac¬ 

count of its length.’ Therefore he abridged it in 

twelve thousand slokas and delivered it to Su- 

mati, the son of Bhrigu. He too read it, and 

bethought himself, what human capacity had been 

brought to through the successive lessening of life; 

* This verse corresponds with 6bka$ 5 and 6 of Mann, w 

wherefore he reduced it to four thousand. It is 

this second abridgment by Sumati which mortals 

read, whilst the gods, Gandharvas, <fcc. read the 

original code consisting of a hundred thousand 

slokas, which begins with the aloka: ‘This uni¬ 

verse was involved in darkness and could nowhere 

be discovered; then the holy self-existing spirit 

appeared with four faces.'’# Emm this beginning, 

chapter follows chapter in regular succession. 

There the ninth chapter is headed : ‘ Of Judicial 

Procedure.’ Of this chapter N Jr a da, the divine 

sage, made a general abstract in form of short 

rules (sutras).'9 And this abstract is the work now 

translated. But of course ‘ the divine sage’ had 

nothing to do with its authorship, for even this 

epitome ascribed to him quotes N Jr a da as well 

as Mauu as authorities; who the real author 

of it may have been, it is impossible to say, but 

iu all probability, as Dr. Jolly conjectures, the 

metrical version we now have is the work of some 

learned Brahman, who perhaps reduced some older 

law-book into this shape. Its age ho discusses at 

more length, and, in agreement with Aurol Mayr 

and Stcnzler, he comes to the conclusion that 

while the codes of Man u and Yajnavalkya 

must be placed among the earliest law-books, that 

of Narada cannot be attributed to an earlier 

date than the fifth or sixth century—and perhaps 

it belongs even to a somewhat later age. 

The Ndradasmriti is perhaps, as described by 

Dr. Jolly, “ the most luminous, complete and sys¬ 

tematic” of Hindu law-books, convoying “ a more 

correct and more favourable impression of native 

Hindu legislation than either the codo of Manu or 

Jagannatha s Digest, the two most widely-spread 

works on Hindu law in general, could give,”' and 

its translation must be welcome to all connected 

with Indian jurisprudence in any form, as well as 

to Sanskrit scholars. With the exception of an. 

occasional stiffness and want of idiomatic expres¬ 

sion, it is clearly rendered in a scholarly fashion. 

We trust the reception of this little volume will 

be such as to encourage the author to attempt 

some of the mediaeval law treatises. 

ATTIHASIKA BORAS AY A, by K&m DAs Sen. 

Babu RJm Das Sen of Berhampur is known to 

some of our native scholars as the author of 

essays on some of the principal Indian poets. 

This second volume of his, which he styles His¬ 

torical Essays, treats on a variety of subjects, such 

as‘The Vedas,' ‘‘Buddhism,* ‘Jainism,’ the ‘ Pali 

language and literature,’ * theHUra of Saliv&hana,’ 

e the Hindu Drama,’ &c. It is to be regretted he 

does not issue these interesting studies in an Eng¬ 

lish dress, in which they would be welcomed, 

re the opening Alohas 1-4 axe apparently a later addition. 
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THE INDIE A OP MEGASTHEN&S. 

TRANSLATED BY J. W. McCRINDLE, M.A., GOVT. COLLEGE, PATNA. 

{Continued from p. 250). 

DOUBTFUL 

Frag mi. LII. 

Lilian, Hist. Anim. XII. 8. 

Of Elephants. 

(Coni. Fragm. xxxvi. 10, xxxvu. 10.) 

The; elephant when feeding at large ordinarily 

drinks water, but when undergoing the fatigues 

of war is allowed wine,-—not that sort, however, 

which comes from the grape, but another which 

is prepared from riee.# The attendants even go 

in advance of their elephants and gather them 

flowers; for they are very fond of sweet per¬ 

fumes, and they are accordingly taken out to the 

meadows, there to be trained under the influence 

of the sweetest fragrance. The animal selects the 

flowers according to their smell, and throws 

them as they are gathered into a basket which is 

held out by the trainer. This being filled, and 

harvest-work, so to speak,. completed, he then 

bathes, and enjoys his bath with all the zest of a 

consummate voluptuary. On returning from bath¬ 

ing he is impatient to have his flowers, and if 

there is delay in bringing them he begins roaring, 

and will not taste a morsel of food till all the 

flowers he gathered are placed before him.. This 

done, he takes the flowers out of the basket with 

his trunk and scatters them over the edge of his 

manger, and makes by this device their fine scent 

be, as it were, a relish to his food. He strews 

also a good quantity of them as litter over his 

stall, for he loves to have his sleep made sweet 

and pleasant. 

The Indian elephants were nine cubits in height 

and five in breadth. The largest elephants in all 

the land were those called the Praisian, and next 

to these the Taxilan.f 

Fragm. LIII. 

JElian, Hist Anim. III. 46. 

Of a White Elephant. 

(Cf. Fragm. xxxvi. II, xxxvii. 11.) 

An Indian elephant-trainer fell in with a white 

elephant-calf, which he brought when still quite 

* Called arak, (which, however, is also applied to tddi; 
rum is now-a-days the beverage given it. 

*t This fragment is ascribed to Megasthen£s both on 
account of the matter of it, and because it was undoubtedly 
from Megasthends that ^Slian borrowed the narrative pre¬ 
ceding it (Fragm. xxxviii.) and that following it (Fragm. 
xxxv.).—S chwanbeck. 

X Compare the account given in Plutarch's - Life of 

FRAGMENTS. 

young to his home, where he reared it, and gra¬ 

dually made it quite tame and rode upon it. He 

became much attached to the creatme, which 

loved him in return, and by its affection requited 

him for its maintenance. Now the king of the 

Indians, having heard of this elephant, wanted to 

take it; but the owner, jealous of the love it had 

for him, and grieving much, no doubt, to think 

that another should become its master, refused 

to give it away, and made off at once to the 

desert mounted on his favourite. The king was 

enraged at this, and sent men in pursuit, with 

orders to seize the elephant, and at the same 

time to bring back the Indian for punishment. 

Overtaking the fugitive they attempted to exe¬ 

cute their purpose, but lie resisted and attacked 

his assailants from the back of the elephant, 

which in the affray fought on the side of its 

injured master. Such was the state of matters at 

the first, hut afterwards, when the Indian on being 

wounded slipped down to the ground, the ele¬ 

phant, true to his salt, bestrides him as soldiers 

in battle bestride a fallen comrade, whom they 

cover with their shields, kills many of the 

assailants, and puts the rest to flight. Then 

twining his trunk around his rearer he lifted 

him on to his back, and carried him home to the 

stall and remained with him like a faithful friend 

with his friend, and showed him every kind atten¬ 

tion. J [0 men I how base are ye l ever dancing 

merrily when ye hear the music of the frying-pan, 

ever revelling in the banquet, but traitors in the 

hour of danger, and vainly and for nought sul¬ 

lying the sacred name of friendship.] 

Fragm. LIV. 

Pseudo-Origen, Philosoph. 3-4, ed. Belarue, Paris, 

1733, vol. I- p. 004. 

Of the Brdhmam and their Philosophy. 

(Cf. Fragm. xli., xliv., xlv.) 
> Of the Brachhmans in India. 

There is among the Brachhmans in India a sect 

of philosophers who adopt an independent life, 

Alexander, of tbe elephant of Boros“ This elephant during 
the whole battle gave extraordinary proofs of his sagacity 
and care of the king’s person. As long as that prince was 
able to fight, he defended him with great courage, and re¬ 
pulsed aU assailants; and when he perceived him ready to 
sink under the multitude of darts, and. the wounds with 
which he was covered, to prevent his falling -olf he kneeled 
down in the softest manner, and^ with his proboscis gently 
drew* every dart out of his body.5' 
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and abstain from animal food and all victuals 

cooked by fire, being content to subsist upon 

fruits, which they do not so much as gather from 

the trees, but pick up when they have dropped to 

the ground, and their drink is the water of the river 

T a g a b e n a.§ Throughout life they go about 

naked, saying that the body has been given by 

the Deity as a covering for the soul.jj They hold 

that God is light,bnt not such light as we see 

with the e}rc-, nor such as the sun or fire, but 

God is with them the Word,—by which term they 

do not mean articulate speech, but the discourse 

of reason, whereby the hidden mysteries of know¬ 

ledge are discerned by the wise. This light, how¬ 

ever, which they call the Word, and think to be 

God, isr they say, known only by the Braehhmans 

themselves, because they alone have discarded 

vanity, which is the outermost covering of the 

soul. The members of this sect regard death 

with contemptuous indifference, and, as we have 

seen already, they always pronounce the name of 

the Deity with a tone of peculiar reverence, and 

adore him with hymns. They neither have wives 

nor beget children. Persons who desire to lead 

n life like theirs cross over from the other side of 

the river, and remain with them for good, never 

returning to their own country. These also are 

railed Brachliman's, although they do not follow 

the same mode of life, for there are women in the 

country, from whom the native inhabitants are 

sprung, and of these women they beget off¬ 

spring. With regard to the Word, which they 

call God, they hold that it is corporeal, and that 

it wears the body as its external covering, just as 

one wears the woollen surcoat, and that when it 

divests itself of the body with which it is en¬ 

wrapped it becomes manifest to the eye. There 

is war, the Brachhmans hold, in the body where¬ 

with they are clothed, and they regard the 

body as being the fruitful source of wars, and, as 

we have already shown, fight against it like soldiers 

in battle contending against the enemy. They 

maintain, moreover, that all men are held in bond¬ 

age, like prisoners of war,f to their own innate 

enemies, the sensual appetites, gluttony, anger, 

joy, grief, longing desire, and such like, while it 

is only the man who has triumphed over these 

enemies who goes to God. Dandamis accord¬ 

ingly, to whom Alexander the Makedonian paid a 

visit, is spoken of by the Brachhmans as a god be¬ 

cause he conquered in the warfare against the 

body, and on the other hand they condemn K a 1 a- 

nos as one who had impiously apostatized from 

their philosophy. The Brach Inn ans, therefore, 

when they have shuffled off the body, see the pure 

sunlight as fish see it when they spring up out of 

the water into the air. 

Fragm. LY. 

Fallal, de Bmgmanibtis, pp. 8, 20 et seq. ed. Londin. 1668. 

(Oanierar. lib ell. gnomolog. pp. 11(3, 124 et seq,) 

Of Kalanos and Mandanis. 

(Ob Fragm. xli. 19, xliv., xlv.) 

They (the Bragmanes) subsist upon such fruits 

as they can find, and on wild herbs, which the 

earth spontaneously produces, and drink only water. 

They wander about in the woods, and sleep at 

night on pallets of the leaves of trees. 

Kalanos, then, your false friend, held this 

opinion, but he is despised and trodden upon 

Fragm. LY. B. 

Ambrofiu®, Be 21 ?oribus Brachmanorum. -pp. 62. 08 et 
/. ed. Fall*id. Londin. 1668. 

Of Cal arms and Mandanis. 

They (fhe Bradwunts) eat what they find on the 

§ Probably the Sanskrit Timgevenfi, now the Tungi 
bhadra, a large affluent of the Krishna. 

Jj Vide ante, vol. V. p. 128, note f. A doctrine of the V. 
danta school of philosophy, according to which the soul 
incased as in a sheath, or rather a succession of sheath 
The first or inner case is the intellectual one, composed ( 
the sheer and simple elements uncombined, and consist in 
of the intellect joined with the five senses. The second 
the mental sheath, in which mind is joined with the pri 
ceding, or, as some hold, ‘with the organs of action T1 
third comprises these organs and the vital faculties, and 
called the organic or vital case. Thesethree sheaths (kon 
constitute the subtle frame which attends the sonl in i 
transmigrations. The exterior case is composed of the coarj 
♦dements combined in certain proportions, and is called tl 
gross body. See Colebrooke’s Essay on the Philosophy , 
the Hindus, Cowell s ed. pp. 395-6. * y 

ground, such as leaves of trees and wild herbs, 
like cattle. 

C a 1 a n u s is your friend, but ho is despised 

and trodden upon by us. He, then, who was the 

author o£ many evils among you, is honoured and 

JT The affinity between God and light is the burden of the 
(xQyatn or holiest verse of the Ye da. 
( •* Kfvodo£ia which probably translates ahanlc&ra, literally 
‘ egotism/ and hence ‘ self-consciousness/ the peculiar and 
appropriate function of which is selfish conviction; that is, a 

i P®rcePhon and meditation.c 1* am concern- 
t Air Vi i °b,]ects of sense concern Me—in short that 
i AM. 1 lie knowledge, however, which conies from com¬ 
prehending that Being which has self-existence completely 
destroys the ignorance which says ‘ I am.* 

t Compare Plato, Pfuedo, cap. 32, where Sokrats 
speaks ot the soul as at present confined in the body as in a 
species of prison, this was a doctrine of the Pythagoreans, 
whose philosophy, even in its most striking peculiarities, 
bears such a close resemblance to the Indian as greatly to 
favour tbe supposition that it was directly borrowed from it. 
there was even a tradition chat Pythagoras had visited India. 
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by us. By you, however, accomplice as he was 

in causing many evils to you all, he is honoured 

and worshipped, while from our society he has been 

contemptuously cast out as unprofitable. And why 

not? when everything which we trample under 

foot is an object of admiration to the lucre-loving 

Kalanos, your worthless friend, but no friend of 

ours,—a miserable creature, and more to be pitied 

than the unhappiest wretch, for by setting his heart 

on lucre he wrought the perdition of his soul! 

Hence he seemed neither worthy of us, nor worthy 

of the friendship of God, and hence he neither 

was content to revel away life in the woods beyond 

all reach of care, nor was he cheered with the 

hope of a blessed hereafter: for by his love of 

money he slew the very life of his miserable 

soul. 

t£ We have, however, amongst us a sage called 

D andamis, whose home is the woods, where he 

lies on a pallet of leaves, and where he has nigh 

at hand the fountain of peace, whereof he drinks, 

sucking, as it were, the pure breast of a mother.5’ 

King Alexander, accordingly, when he heard 

of all this, was desirous of learning the doctrines 

worshipped by you; but since he Is of no importance 

he is rejected by us, and those things we certain!y do 

nob seek, please Calanus because of his greediness 

for money. But he was not ours, a mail such as 

has miserably injured and lost ilia soul, on which 

account ho is plainly unworthy to be a friend 

either of God or of ours, nor has he deserved 

security among the woods in this world, nor can lie 

hope for the glory which is promised in the future. 

When the emperor Alexander came to the 

forests, ho was not able to see Dandamis as he 

passed through. . . -• 
When, therefore, tho above-mentioned messenger 

camo to Dandamis, he addressed him thus :—“ The 

emperor Alexander, the son of the great Jupiter, 

who is lord of the human race, has ordered that 

you should hasten to him, for if you come, he will 

give you many gifts, but if you refuse he will be¬ 

head you as a punishment for your contempt.' 

When these words came to the ears of Dandamis, 

he rose not from his leaves whereon he lay, but 

reclining and smiling he replied in this way: 

« The greatest God/5 he said, “ can do injury, but 

restores again the light of life to those who have 

departed. Accordingly he alone is my lord who 

forbids murder and excites no wars. But Alex¬ 

ander is no God, for he himself will have to die. 

How, then, can he be the lord of all, who has not 

yet crossed the river Tyberoboas, nor has 

made the whole world his abode, nor crossed the 

of the sect, and so he sent for this X) andamis, 

as being their teacher and president. 

Onesikrates was therefore despatched to fetch 

him, and when he found the great sage he said, 

et Hail to thee, thou teacher of the Bragman.es! 

The son of the mighty god Zeus, king Alexander, 

who is the sovereign lord of all men, asks, you 

to go to him, and if you comply, he will reward 

you with great and splendid gifts, but if you 

refuse will cut off your head/5 

Dandamis, with a complacent smile, heard him 

to the end, hut did not so much as lift up his head 

from his couch of leaves, and while still retaining 

his recumbent attitude returned this scornful 

answer:—<c God, the supreme king, is never the 

author of insolent wrong, but is the creator of light, 

of peace, of life, of water, of the body of man, and 

of souls, and these he receives when death sets them 

free, being in no way subject to evil desire. He 

alone is the god of my homage, who abhors slaughter 

and instigates no wars. But Alexander is not 

God, since he must taste of death ; and how can 

such as he be the world’s master, who has not yet 

reached the further shore of the river Tiberoboas 

zone of G a d c s, nor has beheld the course of tho 

sun in the centre of the world ? Therefore many 

nations do not yet even know his name. If, how¬ 

ever, the country he possesses cannot contain him, 

let him. cross our river and he will find a soil 

which is able to support men. All those things 
Alexander promises would be useless to me 

if ho gave them: I have leaves for a house, 

live on the herbs at hand and water to drink; other 

things collected with labour, and which, perish 

and yield nothing but sorrow to those seeking 

them or possessing them,—these I despise. I there¬ 

fore now rest secure, and with closed eyes I care 

for nothing. If I wish to keep gold, I destroy 

my sleep ; Earth supplies me with everything, as 

a mother does to her child. Wherever I wish, to 

go, I proceed, and wherever I do not wish to be, 

no necessity of care can force me to go. And if he 

wish to cut off my head, he cannot take my soul; 

he will only take the fallen head, but the depart¬ 

ing soul will leave the head like a portion of some 

garment, and will restore it to whence it received 

it, namely, to the earth. But when I shall have 

become a spirit X shall ascend to God, who has 

enclosed it within this flesh. When he did this 

he wished to try us, how, after leaving him, we 

would live in this world. And afterwards, when 

we shall have returned to him, he will demand 

from us an account of this life. Standing by Mm 

X shall see my injury, and shall contemplate his 
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and has not yet seated himself on a throne of 

universal dominion ? Moreover, Alexander has 

neither as yet entered living into Hades,J nor 

does he know the course of the sun through the 

central regions of the earth, while the nations on 

Its boundaries have not so much as heard his 

name.§ If his present dominions are not capacious 

enough for his desire, let him cross the Ganges 

river, and he will find a region able to sustain 

men if the country on our side be too narrow 

to hold him. Know this, however, that what 

Alexander offers me, and the gifts he pro¬ 

mises, are all things to me utterly useless; 

but the things which I prize, and find of real use 

and worth, are these leaves which are my house, 

these blooming plants which supply me with 

dainty food, and the water which is my drink, 

while all other possessions and things, which 

are amassed with anxious care, are wont to prove 

ruinous to those who amass them, and cause only 

sorrow and vexation, with which every poor mor¬ 

tal is fully fraught. But as for me, I lie 

upon the forest leaves, and, having nothing which 

requires guarding, close my eyes in tranquil 

slumber; whereas had I gold to guard, that 

would banish sleep. The earth supplies me 

with everything, even as a mother her child with 

milk. I go wherever I please, and there are no 

cares with which I am forced to cumber myself, 

against my will. Should iUexander cut'off my 

head, he cannot also destroy my soul. My head 

alone, now silent, will remain, but the soul will 

go away to its Master, leaving the body like a torn 

garment upon the earth, whence also it was taken. 

I then, becoming spirit, shall ascend to my God, 

who enclosed us in flesh, and left us upon the 

earth to prove whether when here below we shall 

live obedient! to his ordinances, and who also 

will require of us, when we depart hence to his 

presence, an account of our life, since he is 

judge of all proud wrong-doing ; for the groans of 

the oppressed become the punishments of the 

oppressors. 

<e Let Alexander, then, terrify with these threats 

those who wish for gold and for wealth, and who 

dread death, for against us these weapons are both 

alike powerless, since the Bragmanes neither love 

gold nor fear death. Go, then, mid tell Alexander 

this: ‘Dandamis has no need of aught that is yoiqs, 

and therefore will not go to you, but if you want 

anything from Dandamis come you to him.3 ” j| 

Alexander, on receiving from Onesikrales a re¬ 

port of the interview, felt a stronger desire than 

ever to see Dandamis, who, though old and 

naked, was the only antagonist in whom he; the 

! conqueror of many nations, had found more than 

I his match, Ac. 

Fragm. LVI. 

Plin. Hht. Nat. VI. 21. 8—23. 11. 

List of the Indian Races.*([ 

j The other journeys made thence (from the 

i Ilyp has is) for Seleukos Nikator are as follows :— 

168 miles to the Hcsidrus, and to the river 

Jomanes as many (some copies add f> miles) ; 

from thence to the Ganges 112 miles. 119 miles 

to Rhodopha (others give 325 miles for this dis¬ 

tance) . To the town Kalinipaxa 16 7—f>0(). Others 

give 265 miles. Thence to the continence of the 

Jomanes and Ganges 625 miles (many add 13 

miles), and to the town Palimbothra 425. To 

the mouth of the Ganges 738 miles.:I: 

The races which we may enumerate without 

judgment on those who injured me: lor the sighs 

and groans of the injured become the punishments 
of the oppressors. 

Let Alexander threaten with this them that 

desire riches or fear death, both of which I de¬ 

spise. For Brachmans neither love gold nor dread 

death. Go, therefore, and tell Alexander this :_ 

Dandamis seeks nothing of yours, but if you think 

you need something of his, disdain not to go to 
him.5 ” 

When Alexander heard these words through, 

the interpreter, lie wished the more to see such 

a man, since he, who had subdued many nations, 

was overcome by an old naked man, Ac. 

X £5>v iv ci$ov ottfro TraprjXSev. The Latin versic 
^fo%zonaut,Gademtransiit, ‘ has not crossed the zm 
of Cadiz.’ 

§ The text here is so corrupt as to bo almost untransla 
able. I have therefore rendered from the Latin, though n 
quite closely. 5 b 

11 Others say Dandamis entered into no discoui so wii 
the messengers, but only asked ‘why Alexander had take 
so long a journey ?* ’’—Plutarch’s Alexander. 

If Tins list Pliny has borrowed for the most part fra 
Megasthenes. Of. Schwanbeck, p. 16 $eq., 57 sea. 

* According to the MSS. 638 or 637 miles. The plao< 

mentioned in this famous itinerary all lay on the Royal 
Road, which ran from the Indus to Palibothra. They 
have been thus identified. The Hesi&rus is now the Satlej, 
and tne point of departure lay immediately below its 
junction with the Hyphosw (now the BiA?). The direct 
route tL'Uiee (vtd Ladhianu, iSirhind, and Ambfda) conducted 

* 6j.£ravG • T fe°T °f tho Jomanes, now the Jamna, 
m the neighbourhood of the present Burcah, whence the 
road led to the Langes at a point which, to judgo from the 
distance given (112 miles), must have been near tho site of 
the far-famed Hastmapura. The next stage to bo reached 
was Rnodopha, the position of which, both its name and it j 
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The liter Pr in a s§ and the Cainas (which flows 

into the Ganges) are both navigable. || The tribes 

called C a 1 i n g ae are nearest the sea, and higher 

up are the Mandeb and the M a 1 li in whose 

country is Mount M a 11 u s, the boundary of all 

that district being the Ganges. 

(22.) This river, according to.some, rises from 

uncertain sources, like the Nile,^[ and inundates 

similarly the countries lying along its coursej 

others say that it rises on the Skythzan mountains, 

and has nineteen tributaries, of which, besides 

those already mentioned, the C o n d o c h a t e s, 

Eraunoboas* Cosoagus, and Sonus are 

navigable. Others again assert that it issues forth 

at once with loud roar from its fountain, and 

after tumbling down a steep and rocky channel is 

received immediately on reaching the level plains 

into a lake, whence it flows out with a gentle 

current, being at the narrowest eight miles, and 

on the average a hundred stadia, in breadth, and 

never of less depth than twenty paces (one hun¬ 

dred feet) in the final part of its courses, which is 

through the country of the Gan gar ides. The 

royalf city of the Calingse is called Pa r- 

t halis.f Over their king 60,Q0O foot-soldiers, 
lOOOt horsemen, 700 elephants keep watch and 
ward in c ‘ proeinct of war/’ 

For aiiimip the more civilized Indian com¬ 

munities life is spent in a great variety of separate 

occupations. Some till the soil, some arc 

soldiers, some traders ; the noblest and richest 

take part in the direction of state affairs, adminis¬ 

ter justice, and -sit in council with the kings, A 

fifth class devotes itself to the philosophy pre¬ 

valent in the country, which almost assumes the 

form of a religion, and the members always put 

an end to their life by a voluntary death, on a 

burning funeral pile.§ In addition to these 

classes there is one half-wild, winch is constantly 

engaged in a task of immense labour, beyond the 

power of words to describe—that of hunting and 

taming elephants. They employ these animals 

in ploughing and for riding on, and regard them 

as forming the main part of their stock in cattle. 

They employ them in war and in fighting 

for their country. In choosing them foi* war, 

regard is had to their age, strength, and size. 

There is a very large island in the Ganges 

which is inhabited by a single .tribe called M o do- 

gal ingsc.|| Beyond are situated the Mod ub ee, 

M o 1 i n d se, the I’T b e r se with a handsome town 

of the same name, the Galmodroesi, P f e t i, 

Caliss 80,^1'Sasuri, Passalm, Golub ee, 

G r x u 1 sc, A b a 1 i, T a 1 it c t sc. * The king of 

The Gangaridm or Gangarides occupied the region cor¬ 
responding roughly with that now called Lower Bengal, 
and consisted of various indigenous tribes, which in the 
course of time became more or less Ary united. As no word 
is found in Sanskrit to which their name corresponds, it has 
been supposed of Greek invention (Lassen, Ind. Alt vol II. 
p- 201), bnt erroneously, for it must have been current at 
the period of the Macedonian invasion: since Alexander 
in reply to inquiries regarding the south country, was 
informed that the region of the Ganges was inhabited by 
two principal nations, the Prasii and the Gangaridae. M. 
de St.-Martin thinks that their name has been preserved 
almost identically in that of the Gongbris of South Bab ar, 
whose traditions refer their origin to Tirhtit; and he would 
identify their royal city Parthalis (or Portalis) with Vard- 
dhana (contraction of Varddbamf.ua), now Bardw&n. 
Others, however, place it, as has been elsewhere stated, on the 
MahanadL _ In Ptolemy their capital is GangtS, which must 
have been situated near where Calcutta now stands. The 
Gangarides are mentioned by Virgil, Georg. HI. 27:— 

In forihus pugnam ex auro solidoque elephanto 
Gangaridum faciam, victorisque anna Quirini.- 

“ High o'er the gate in elephant and gold 
The crowd shall Caesar's.Indian war behold.” 

\i-riyU.W a liJLtinsiaROn. 

§ Pumas. The Prinas is probably the TfimasA or To 
which m the PurSnas is balled the. ParrAsa. The Cai 
notwithstanding the objections Of Schwanbeck, musl 
identified with the Cane, which is a tributary of tbelJai 

Forth© identification of IHpra n.nd ntw 11 . ui uuc lucuuuiuoiuuu LUt__ _ _ 

Ganges see Notes on Arrian, c. IV~ IncL Ant\oi 
p. 331. 

IF For an account of the different theories regarding 
source of the Ganges see Smith's Diet, of Class. Geog. 

• Condochatem, grwmoboam.—v. 1. Canucham 
mam), Brranoboan. 
„ t 1. regio. The common reading, howev 

Gangandum Cahngarum. Regia,” &c., makes the I 

gar ides a branch of the Kalingso. This is probably the cor¬ 
rect reading, for, as General Cunningham states (Awe. (hog. 
of but pp. 518-519), certain inscriptions speak of ‘ Tri-Ka- 
linga,’ or ‘the Three Kalingas/ “The name of Tri-Ka- 
linga,” he adds, “ is probably old, as Pliny mentions the 
Macco-Galingai and the Gamgarides-On Imqai as separates 
peoples from the Calingaa, while the MahtiWi&mta names 
the Kalingas three separate times, and each time in con¬ 
junction with different peoples.” (H, It. Wilson in Vishnu 
Pur Ana, 1st ed. pp.lde,187 note, and 188.) As Tri-Kalinga 
thus corresponds with the great province ofTeling&na, it 
seems probable that the name of Tolingtlna may he only a 
slightly contracted form of Tri-Killing Ana, or ‘the Three 
Kalingas/ [Parthalis.—vv. 11. Protalis, Portalis. Vide ante, 
p. 130, note.*—Hd.'I 

I LN. milt-—v. 1. LXX. mill. 
§ Lucian, in his satirical piece on the death of Peregrines 

(cap. 25), refers to this practiceBut wbat in the motive 
which prompts this man (Peregrines) to fling himself into 
the flames f God knows it is simply that he may show off 
how he can endure pain as do the Brachmans, to whom it 
pleased Theagem s to liken him, just as if India had not 
her own crop of fools and vain-glorious persons. But let 
him. by all means imitate the Brachmans, for, as Onesi- 
kritos informs us, who was the pilot of Alexander's fleet 
and saw„ Kalanos burned, they do not immolate themselves 
by leaping into the flames, but when the pyre is made 
they stand close beside it perfectly motionless, and suffer 
themselves to be gently broiled j then decorously ascend- 
mg the pile they are burned to death, and- never swerve, 
even ever so little, from their recumbent position.” 

[( vv. 11. modo Galingam, Modogaljcam. 
IF Calis$oe.—-v. 1. Aclissse. 

>, * -X£e,se bribes were chiefly located in the regions between 
the left hank of the Ganges and the Himalayas. Of the 
Galmodroesi, Preti, Calissas, Sasuri, and Orxulse nothing 
is known, nor can their names he identified with any to 
he found in Sanskrit literature. The Modubae represent 
beyond doubt the Moutiba, a people mentioned in the 
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these keeps under anus 50,001) foot-soldiers,4OOOf 

cavalry, and 400 elephants. Next come the 

A n d a r a still more powerful race, which 

possesses numerous villages, and thirty towns de¬ 

fended by walls and towers, and which supplies 

its king with an army of 100,000 infantry, 2000 

cavalry, and 1000 elephants. Gold is very 

abundant among the 1) a r d and silver among 

the S e t an§ 

But the Prasii surpass in power and glory 

every other people, not only in this quarter, but 

one may say in all India, their capital being 

Palibothra, a very large and wealthy city, 

after which some call the people itself the P a 1 i- 

b o t h r i,—nay, even the whole tract along the 

Ganges. Their king has in his pay a standing 

army of 600,000 foot-soldiers, 30,000 cavalry, 

and 9000 elephants : whence may be formed some 

conjecture as to the vastness of his resources. 

After these, but more inland, are the Monedes 

Kkaum. LVL K 

Soliii. 52. <b'17. 

Cafahujne of Indian Races. 
The greatest rivers of India are the G an go s 

and i n d u s, an<l of Uk\so sonic assert that the 

GangoH risoH from uncurtain sources and inundates 

the country in the maimer of the Nile, while others 

incline to think that it rises in the Scythian moun¬ 

tains, | The 11 y p a ni h is also there, a very noble 

river, which formed the limit of Alexander’s 

march, as tins altars erected on its ban'ks prove.||] 

The least breadth of the (bulges is eight miles, and 

its greatest twenty. Its depth where it is shallow¬ 

est is fully a hundred feet. The people who live 

in the furthest-off part arc the (1 an ga r i (1 o s, 

whose king possesses 1000 horse, 700 elephants, 

and 60,000 foot in apparatus of war. 

Of the Indians some cultivate the soil, very many 

A U&rtyti RrfUimann along with other non-Aryan tribes 
Which occupied the country north of the Ganges at the 
time when the BrAUmapK established their first settlements 
m the country. The* Mtolindai arc mentioned as the Maladain 
the Vur&nic lints, but no further trace of them is met with. 
The tlberm must ho referred to the Jibarn, a numerous 
race spread ov< r the central districts ol! the region spoken 
of, and extending an far as to Assam. The name is pro¬ 
nounced differently in different districts, and variously 
written, as Bora or Bhors, Bhowris, Ramins and BhArhSyas, 
Bareyas, Baoris, Bharais, <fcc. rfhe race, though formerly 
powerful, in now one of the lowest classes of the population. 
The Passalm are identified as the inhabitants of Pnnch&la, 
which, a-s already stated, was the old name of the JDoAb. 
The Oolubtn respond to the KAulAta or Koldta—men¬ 
tioned in the 4th hook of the Bdmdj/a^af in the enumera¬ 
tion of the races of the west, also m the VnHha timilvitd 
in the list of the people of the north-west, and .in the 
Indian drama called the Mudm R<U sh&sn, of wliich the 
hero is the well-known Chamlragupta. They were set- 
tied not far from the Upper damn A. About the middle 
of the 7th century they were visited by the famous Chinese 
traveller Hiwcn-Thsang, who writes their name as Kiu- 
lu-to. Yule places the Passal© in the south-west of 
Tirhurom, and the Koluhse on the Kondochates (GandakS) 
in the north-east of Gorakhpur and north-west of 8Aran. 
The Abali answer perhaps to the Gvallas or Bubals 
of South BahAr and of the hills which covered the 
southern parts of the ancient Magodha. The Talnctsa 
are the people of the kingdom of TAmralipta mentioned 
in the MambMratd. In the writings of the Buddhists of 
Ceylon the name appears as Tamalitti, corresponding to 
the Tamluk of the present day. Between these two forms 
of the name that given by Pliny is evidently the connect¬ 
ing link. Tamluk lies to the south-west of Calcutta, from 
which it is distant in a direct line about 85 miles. It was 
in old times the main emporium of the trade carried on 
between Gangetic India and Ceylon. 

follow war, and others trade. The noblest and 

richest manage public affairs, administer justice, 

and sit in council with the kings. There exists 

also a fifth class, consisting of those most eminent 

for their wisdom, who, when sated with life, seek 

death by mounting a burning funeral pile. Those, 

however, who have become the devotees of a sterner 

sect, and pass their life in the woods, hunt ele¬ 

phants, which, when made quite tame and docile, 

they use for ploughing and for riding on. 

In the Ganges there is an island extremely po¬ 

pulous, occupied by a very powerful nation whose 

king keeps under arms 50,000 foot and 4000 horse. 

In fact no one invested with kingly power ever 

keeps on loot a military force without a very great 

number of elephants and foot and cavalry. 

The P ra s i an nation, which is extremely power¬ 

ful, inhabits a city called Palibotra, whence 

f IV. L III. M. 
J The An&aree are readily identified with the Andhra of 

Sanskrit—a great and. powerful nation settled originally in. 
the Bekhan between the middle part of the courses of the 
God Avar! and the KrislinA rivers, but which, before the 
time of McgasfhonAs, had spread their sway towards the 
north as far as the upper course of the BainnadA (Ner- 
hudda), amt, as has been already indicated, the lower 
districts of the Gangetic basin. Vide yol. Y. p. 176. For 
a noti.'e of Andhra (the modern TeliugAna) see General 
Ounuingham’s Anc. Oeog. of Xnd. pp. 527-530. 

§ Pliny here reverts to whore ho started from in hie 
enumeration of the tribes. The Seta? are the S&ta or 
SAtuka of Sanskrit geography, which locates them in the 
neighbourhood of the Daradas. [According to Yule, how¬ 
ever, they arc the Sanskrit Sekas, and he places them 
on the Bands about Jkajpur, south-east from Ajmir.-— 
In.] 

|| See Arrian’s Anab. Y. 20, where we read that Alexander 
having arranged his troops in separate divisions ordered 
them to build on the banka of the Hyphasis twelve altars to 
be of equal height with the loftiest towers, while exceed¬ 
ing them in breadth. From Curtins we learn that they 
were formed of square blocks of stone. There has 
been much controversy regarding their site, but it must 
have been near the capital of Sopith&s, whose name 
Lassen has identified with the Sanskrit Ah'apati, * lord of 
horses.’ These Asvapati were a line of princes whose terri¬ 
tory, according to the 12th hook of the R&m&yam, lay on 
the right or north bank of the Yip8sa (Hyphasis or BiAs), 
in .the mountainous part of the Dofib comprised between 
that river and the Upper Ir&vati. Their capital is called 
in the poem of YAlmiki RAjagjiha, which still exists under 
the name of R&jagiri. At some distance from this there 
is a chain of heights called Sekaudar-giri, or 4 Alexan¬ 
der's mou»iain.,~~See St.-Martin’s E'tude, &g. pp. 108- 
111. 
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and Suari^ in whose country is Mount Maleus, 

on which shadows fall towards the north in winter, 

and towards the south in summer, for six months 

alternately.# Baeton asserts that the north 

pole in these parts is seen blit once in the year, 

and only for fifteen days; while Megasthenes says 

that the same thing happens in many parts of 

India. The south pole is called by the Indians 

D ram as a. The river J o m a n e s flows through 

the Palibothri into the Ganges between the 

towns M e t h o r a and C a r i s o b o r a.f In the 

parts which lie southward from the Ganges the in¬ 

habitants, already swarthy, are deeply coloured 

by the sun, though not scorched black like the 

Ethiopians. The nearer they approach the Indus 

the more plainly does their complexion betray 

the influence of the sun. 

The Indus skirts the frontiers of the Prasii, 

whose mountain tracts are said to be inhabited by 

the P y gmi e s.J Artemidorus§ sets down the 

distance between the two rivers at 121 miles. 

(23.) The Indus, called by the inhabitants 

S i n d u s, rising on that spur of Mount Caucasus' 

which is called Parop am is u s, from sources 

fronting the sunrise, || receives also itself nineteen 

rivers, of which the most famous are the ,H y d a s- 

pes, which has four tributaries; the Canta- 

b ra^l’ which has three; the A o e s i n e s and the 

II y p a s i s, which are both navigable ; but never¬ 

theless, having no very great supply of water, -it 

is nowhere broader than fifty stadia,, or deeper 

than fifteen paces/** It forms an extremely 

large island, which is called P r as i a a e, and a 

smaller one, called P a t a 1 o.f Its stream, which 

is navigable, by the lowest estimates, for 1240 

miles, turns westward as if folkwing more or less 

closely the course of the sun, and then fails into 

the ocean. The measure of the coast line from 

the mouth of the Ganges to this river I, shall set 

down as it is generally given, though none ol 

the computations agree with each other. Prom 

the mouth of the Ganges to Cape Cali agon 

and the town of D a n d a g u l a J 025 miles ; $ 

to .T r o p i n a 1225 ;|| to- the cape of P e r b 

a ©me call the nation itself the Palibbtri. Their 

king keeps in his pay at all times 6*0,000 foot, 

30,000 horse, and 8000 elephants. 

Beyond Palibotra is Mount M a 1 e u s,®[[ on which 

Shadows in winter fall towards the north, in sum¬ 

mer towards the south, for six months alternately. 

In that region the Bears are seen but once a year, 

and hot for more than fifteen days, as Beton in- 

The Monedes or Mandei are placed by Yule about 
Gang-pur, on the upper waters of the Brahiuani, S/W. of 
Chhutia NSgpur.. lasses places them S. of the Mali anadi 
a.boufe Sonpur, where Yule lias the Suari or Sahara*, the 

S a vara of Sanskrit authors, which Lassen places between 
Sonpur and Singhbhfim. See note §, p. 127.—Ed. 

*' This, of course, can only occur at the equator, from 
which the southern extremity of India is about 500 miles 
distant. 

f Palibothri must denote here the subjects of the roalu 
of which Palilothra was the capital, and not merely tin 
inhabitants of that city* as Beimel and others supposed 
and so fixed its site at the confluence of the Ganges ant 
Jamuna. Methora is easily identified with Mathur& 
\Cartsobora—\v. 11, Chrysoban, Cvrisoborca. This is tht 
jxleisobora of Arrian (ante, vol. V. p. 89), which Yuli 

. places at Batesar, and Lassen at Agra, which he mokes tht 
bansknt Krishpapura. Wilkins (As. Res. vol. V. p. 27(f 
says Clisobora is now called “ Mugu-Nagar by the Musufi 
mans, and Kalis a pur a by the Hindus,” Vide ante. 
p. 249, note J.—Ed.] 

X Vida ante, p. IBS, note f.—Ed. 
J A Greek geographer of Ephesus, whose date is about 
100 B.c. His valuable work on geography, called a Peri. 
plUs, was much quoted by the ancient writers, but with 
the exception of some fragments is now lost. 

{; The real sources of the Indus were unknown to the 
Greeks. The principal stream rises to the north of the 
ixaiiasa mountain (which figures in Hindu mythology as the 

^ gods and Siva’-s paradise) in lat. 32°, long- 
, at an elevation of about 20,000 feet. 

TH The Chandrabh&ga or Akesinee, now the Ghenab. 
For remarks on the tributaries of the Indus see Notes 

on Arrian, chap, ir.—Ind. Ant. vol. Y. ppf 331-333. 

foniiH uk, who allows that this happorm m nunty 

parts oi India. TIioho living near the river Indus 

in the regions that turn southward arc scorched 

more than others by the heat, and at,last the com¬ 

plexion o£ the people is visibly affected by the 

great power of the sun. The mountains arc in¬ 
habited by tne I5 y g m i e k. 

But those who live near the sea have no kings 

T btj) im. A lit. vol. V. p. 340. Yule identifies the 
liryfc of- i-hoso with the area enclosed by the Nani from 
above liohri to Ilaularabhd, and the delta of the Indus -* 
Lij. 

*7/- P,a?Viaffu,<la*, 0ai)e Kalill&ou is identified by Yule 
as Burnt Godavari.'—Ed. 

§ “ B°tk tho distance and the name point to the great 
t *va Ooi'intja, as the promontory of Coring on 

!:[:! 1SJ. ^tuatyd on a projecting point of land at the 
mourn of the Godavari river. 1 he town of Dandamda 
or Jjjndatjula I take to be the THntapura of the Buddhist 
chrome cs, which a,s the capital of Ivalinga may with much 
probability be identified with Efija Mahendri, which is 
only 30 miles to the north-east of Coringa. From the 
^weat simihmty of the Greek V and II, I think it not 
improbable that tho Greek name may have been Danda- 
jnna, wnieh is almost the same as D&ntapura. But in this 
case the Ddnta or ‘ tooth-relic/ of Buddha must have 

tt/h'!*f,hr;tier m ^ailmg?r aB early aa tho time of Plinv, wkiek b confirmed by the statement of the Buddhist 
chronicles that the ‘left canine tooth’ of Buddha wL 
brought to Kalrnga immediately after his death, where it 

C^gCfoJoy S°Verei£n’ Brahmttdatta'”- 

11 [1 ropna answers to Tripontari or Tirupanatara. 
Tlie Stance given is measured 

riom the mouth of the Ganges, and not from Cape Calingon. 

a7su^estcd by Yule, Mount PfirsvanStfaa, 
ZfenthG Tropic J mde 
/ell6’?' h7’.not® §> an<* conf. vol. I. p. 46ff. The Malli 
(see above), m whose country it was, are not to be con¬ 
founded with another tribe of the same name in the Panj&b. 
mentioned by Arrian j see vol Y. pp. 87, 96, 333.-~Ei>fJ 9 
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Bi u I a,# where there is the greatest emporium of 

trade in India* 750 miles; to the town in the 

island of Pat a la mentioned above, <520 miles. 

The hill-tribes between the Indus and the 

lonmnes are the Test; the (letriboni, 

who live in the woods; then the Megallm, 

whose kino; is master of five hundred elephants 

ami an army of ltnr.se and foot of unknown 

strength ; the 0 h r y s e i, the P a r a s a n g as 

and the A s a n g n\l’ where tigers abound, noted 

for their ferocity. The three under arms con¬ 

sists of 30,000 foot, hOt) elephants, and 800 

horse. These are shut in by tlm Indus, and are 

surrounded hv a circle ot mountains and desetts 

over a space of Tib miles,$ Below the deseits 

are the Dari, the Suras then deserts again 

for 187 miles,§ these deserts encircling the lei tile 

tracts just as the "sea encircles islands.|| Below 

these deserts we find the Maltecorse, 

S i n g h ai, M ar o h ee, Rar un,gse, Mo r u n i.^f 

These inhabit the hills which in an unbroken 

chain run parallel to the shores of the ocean. 

They are free and have no kings, and occupy the 

mountain heights, whereon they have built many 

cities.5** Next follow the N ar e ae, enclosed by 

the loftiest of Indian mountains, Capit alia.f 

The inhabitants on the other side of this mountain 

work extensive mines of gold and silver. Next 

are the Oraturce, whose king has only ten ele¬ 

phants, though be has a very strong force of in¬ 

fantry. X Next again are the V ar etat se,§ subject 

to a king, who keep no elephants, but trust entirely 

to their horse and foot. Then the 0 do mb oe r se ; 

the S a 1 a b a s t r «e ;|| the II o r a t who have 

The Band matt nation Ls governed by fo- 1 

males, and their first puccit is said to have 

* Thia rape in a projecting !»mnt of the f 
mala or IVmmulm n«»w *nillcd Uto mintul ol baWUi, nun 

'vm!'AtmuiKh The Asan&m, m placed doubtfully by 
liUMMcu nbeuf Jodhpur, bo. , 
Tnrxx^ V, {. IK! XX XV. Pltuy* hftvififf Kiwn a 

*** i t ,,r tk» busies ol tho Indus and tho fi;:;;;™ «,S i.™ ««• <**» «!««* 
iningeu, w i 1' , *■ rpp() nnm<»8 an? obscure, 

lmTI,l‘laM-n hast idimtUioil «>n<> <>r t.wo U^; 

S “id idt inll* HiVuMtU n.fUir 
tlu! uorl.li of Hu, RiW), between tbo lower IniuH ana tuu 
chain of the AriWi mount.,urn,. 

B CIjXXXVU.-v. 1. CliXXXVHX. 
|| The UMw inhabit «M11«« *»*• of. H»o tower Oha» 

mil the part, m>ntffjumi» to end 

that which riiny f‘TgJrh,1'; vD»SaSSj>rtL 1 

sentatjW about gindri, 
S^SaUt, Bhaaliugaa- 

VitoSk 1- Momnte, Mua 

Srttote “ttenaoXtios^ 

l&R kyrm^hvTbeaMXoo^ 

a raoe of “ 

been the daughter' of Hercules. The city N y s a 

is assigned to this region, as is also the mouri- 

bahu ~Tho identification is, however, rejected by M. de 
St;,-Martin. Tho Singlun are represented at the present- 
day by tho 8 Angitis of Omarkot (called the Song by Mac- 
Murdo), descendants of au aueiont BA] put tribe called the 
Singh Ars. The Marohfn are probably the Maruhaa of the 
lint of tho VtrrCtha Sanhitil, which was later than Fimy s 
time by four and a half centuries. In tho interval they were 
displaced, but the displacement of tribes was nothing 
unusual in those days. So the Rnrunga) may perhaps be 
the ancestors of the Bonghi or ltliauga now found on tht 
banks of tho Sutlej and in the neighbourhood of Dihh. 

f Oapitalia is beyond doubt the sacred Axhuda, or Mount 
Abd, which, attaining an olovation of 6o00 feet, rises iai 
above any other summit of the Ar Avail range. The name 
of the Naroto recalls that of the Nalr, whieh the E%put 
chroniclers apply to the northern belt of the desert (Tod, 

miadh&ib, II. 211); so St-Martin. , 
I v, 1. Orivtw. Tho Oraturm find their representatives m 

tht llAthors, who played a great part m the history ot India 
befoMtA'1' TVLuauhndu conquest, and who, though setttsA 
in the Gauge tic provinces, regard Ajmir, at the eastern 
noint of the ArAvali, as their ancestral seat. • . 

§ v. 1. Suarataratan The Varetataa cannot with certainty 

1 ^lAboOdombajr®, with hardly •. ohanfie in the form 
of thohf name, aro mentiound in Swwkrit htereture, o 
PAniri (IV 1 178, quoted by Lassen, Jack xst ea. x.p. 

betted by°L«“udb^ernt!e01mouth of tbe Sa^srati 
and Jodhpur, and the Horatee at the head ofjbhe gu ^ 

°rf trfyw. PYule hmteetodrabatis 
aboiitChandrttvttti, innortbernGujarfitbut these are placed 

Mfv in the west of India, whichlias been conjectured to be 
^ty m theiwesn or Anuiu., some place on the Pur- 

Surat, but Yuk thi A.utomela, cannot be identified, 
bandar cmat The haYe been the once 
but de St.-Martm onj s;tnated in the peninsular part 

if ’.A“!?i ■» »»<«»« 
Kfiambay. 
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a fine city, defended by marsh'es which serve as a 

ditch, wherein crocodiles are kept, which, having 

a great avidity for human flesh, prevent all access 

to the city except by a bridge. And another city 

of theirs is much admired, A u t o m e 1 a, * which, 

being seated on the coast at the confluence of five 

rivers, is a noble emporium of trade. The king is 

master of 1600 elephants, 150,000 foot, and 5000 

cavalry. The poorer king of the C h a r m 8c 

has but sixty elephants, and his force otherwise 

is insignificant. Next come the Pan dm, the 

only race in India ruled by women.f They say 

that Hercules having but one daughter, who was 

on that account all the more beloved, endowed 

her with a noble kingdom. Her descendants 

rule over 300 cities, and command an army of 

150,000 foot and 500 elephants. Next, with 

300 cities, the S y r i e n i, D e r a n g a\ P o- 

sing ae, Buz se, Gr o g i a r e i, U m b r se, Nc- 

[December, 1877. 

re se, Branco si, Nob tin die, Coconda\ 

N e s e i, P e d a t r i r oe, S o 1 o b r i a s at, O 1 o s- 

t r 8G,X who adjoin the island Patale, from the 

furthest shore of which to the Caspian gates the 

distance is said to be 1925 miles.§ 

Then next to these towards the Indus come, 

in an order which is easy to follow, the A m a- 

t a?, Boling a\ G a 11 i t a 1 u t in, I) imur i, 

Mega r i, 0 r d a b a;,|| M e s w,; after these the 

U r i and S i 1 e n i.^| Immediately beyond eomo 

deserts extending for 250 miles. These being pass¬ 

ed, we come to the O r g a n a g a\ A b a o r t «\ 

S i b ar m, S u e r tie, and after tlie.se to deserts 

as extensive as the former. Then come the 

S a r o p h a g c s, S o r g m, B a r a o m a t at, and 

the U m b r i 11 m,# who consist of twelve tribes, 

each possessing two cities, and the A b e n i, who* 

possess three cities-f Their capital is .Ence¬ 

phala, built where Alexander's famous horse 

tain sacred to Jupiter, leros by name, in a 

cave on which the ancient Indians affirm Father 

Bacchus was nourished; while the name has 

given rise to the well-known fantastic story that 

Bacchus was born from the thigh of his fa- 

* v. 1. Automula. 
t The Charm® have been identified with the inhabitants 

Gharmamandal^, a district of the west mentioned in 
the Ma/iabharatcb and also in the Vishnu Pur&na under 
i e >2rin Charmalrhanda. They are now represented by 

the Cham&rs or Cham&rs of Bundelkhand and the partis 
adjacent to the basin of the Ganges. The Baud®, who 
were their next neighbours, must have occupied a con¬ 
siderable portion of the basin of the river Chambal, called 
in Sanskrit geography the Charmanvatf. They were a 
branch of the famous race of Hindu, which made for itself 

131 severa^ different parts of India. 
X The names in this list lead ns to the desert lying be. 

tween the Indus and the Arflvalt range. Most of the tribes 
enumerated are mentioned in the lists of the clans given 
f Se ™ c^mcies’ a£d been identified by M. 
de St.-Martin as follows :-The Syrieni are the Snriyanis, 
who under that name have at all times occupied the 
country near the Indus in the neighbourhood of Bakkar. 
.Darangse is the Latin transcription of the name of the 
great race of the JhAdejas, a branch of the Repute which 

Thp RnfLefnt day .po!lstsse3 Kaejih. The Buz* represent 
the Buddas, an ancient branch of the same Jh&dei&s (Tod 

(oZ“r Urq> °f voL L P- The Gog^rei (other readings Gogarasi, Gogarae) are the Kokaris, who 
are now settled on the banks of the Ghara or Lower Satleh 

•Un3bf3 a™ represented by the Umranls, and the 
jy^h.a Nbaroms, who, though belonging to 

Baluchistan, had their ancestral seats in the regions to the 

S5l ANubtteh> *h0 CI S the old Jocad toadibons of Sindh, perhaps correspond to the No- 
bund®, while the Cocon else certainly are the Kokonadas 

uorfh°wMtm(^ the people-of the 

rtufavni* j 18i?7 p* Buchana-n mentions a tribe 
as belonging to Gorakhpur. 

$ 1 here were two defiles, which went by the name of £ the 
Caspian Gates/ One was in Albania, and was form£d 
by the jutting out of a spur of the Faukasos intr» fha 
Kaspian Sea. The other, to which Pliny h£e leiem 

PaSS * leadm/Tfroni North-Western Asia into the 
11^ 20Hh^rKW63 °tPiersf * According to Arrian (Anah 

* m the Caspian Gates lay a few days’ journey distant 

thor. Beyond the mouth of tho Inthm are two 

islands, Ohryso and Argy n\ which yield 

such an abundant supply of motaln that many 

writers allege their soils consist of gold and of 
silver. 

from the Median town of Rhagai, now xepmsnitod bv 
the ruins called iUm, found a mdo or two to the south of 
loftoriui. Ihm iiass was one of the most important plaecn 
m ancient geography, and from it many of tho moruiianH 
wero mcasured. htmbo, who frequently montione it, Htal.cn 
that itH dietauce from tho extreme* promemtorios of India 
(Uapo Comorm, Ac.) was 14,000 stadia. 

II v. L Ardabiu. 

^ i,lrtl10 ffraimmiticnl apophthegms of Pfiijmi, Bhiuilingi, 
u mentioned as a territory occupied by a branch of the 

ST'eta"'.? 0i (IjiiHSen, ljuL Alt. 1. p.618, nob-, 
SJ p- 700 n,), and irom this indication ML do St- 
Martm has been led to place the Boliugm at tho western 
declivity of the ArlWalt mountains, where Ptolemy also 

j Bo£nKa)’ The Madrabhujinghn of the iLijAh 
tribem \V\ 187} 7™,Vl'l,ably a branch of thin 

Jbo Gallitalutaivaro identified by tho name author 
with the Gahalafa or Ciohlots; tho Dimuri with the Dumrus, 
who though bulotigmg to tho Ciaugetio valley, originally 

of the BAh,nt?l,0t tUf Ind\w 5 tllu Me«Ilri -wit/tho Mokuru oi me Kftjput chromcles, wIioho name is perhaps preserv- 

aL’^ht ,lowor Part rfginS and 
& ^ ol-Eaatoru Baluehietftn; tho 
CM^r^th ‘H ^ftzaff- a considorablo tribe between 
Indna^Ii °-2- tho w«ato™ bank of the 
—tif t?ad*liel:Tri with tho Hauras of tho same locality 

Hnrairas who figure m the RAjput lists of thirty-nix 
™^Jn.be®; The. Sulalas of tho same tribes perhaps 
represent the Silem, whom Pliny mentions along with the 

txsqup' Taragomatee, Umbitrse.—Baraornatoo Gnmbri- 

ber® numerated must have occupied a tract 
l?!?®’ abov® the confluence of tho Indus with 

the stream ot the combined rivers of the PanjAb. They are 
?sLSCr«e’ia'Icd tbelr namea cannot with any certainty be 
Sffisia «®Pt* tbat of the Sibarasf who are un- 
donbtodly the Sauviras of the MaMlk&mta, and who, as 
Tb^,r “ame Js almost invariably combined with that of the 

AfehAn triL far banks. The 
Abaort®' am? +?lQbe d^nd^s perhaps represent the 
tha S^’r.t^L? SambhAn or Sarvants, of the same stock, 
the Sarophages, The Umbrittce and the Aseni take us to 
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of that name vn\H buried.]: llillmen follow next, 

inhabiting the base of Oaurnmis, the 8 <> 1 ea d a% 

and the 8 o n d r tv; nnd if we erosn to the other 

side of the Indun and follow ith eouree downward 

we meet the 8 a in a r a l) r i i\\ 8 a m b r ue <* n i, 

B i « a m h r i f ?e,§ O h i i, A n t i x o n i, and the 

T a x i 11 ivj j with a famous city. Then sucernhs 

a hwel truet of country known by the general j 

name of A mu ndn^j whereof the tribes are ; 

four in number the IN* n e o l a i t ae,* A rna- 

g a I i t «*» (* e r e t an A m o i. 
Many writers, however, do not give the river 

the e;eU ot Urn mrr lie* an' perhap'i idmiiuml 
with t.H * \mtn I n ut the hi 4 »ruun of Alexander, and the 
Ambaathirt ni Hass d,rd wntmg’i, whodwelt in the neigh¬ 
bourhood of the ! o\er Ate an« a 

l Alexander, aH««r fhe • 'Ten I Imttle nn the banks ol the 
Hyibmp sun which hr defeated Pnom, founded I wo eiben 
BukephiiU''»* ihtkephahu, no tin tend in lamina of Ins eelo- 
hrat,ed chargor, and Nimuu, no named in honour of hia vie. 
tory, Nil.ua, it i* known tor certain, nan hmlt on the I 
fad'd “f hat to, and tin p>'J,dn*n wa -) therefore on the left 
aide of tho H vdm j» h probably about where Moug now 
jitiuuln. Tin* nte (O' BuUeplmU it is not no rimy to drier- 
mnun Are unhm: to HuUivh and Bliny it wan near the 
tiydnnp a, in tin* piano where UukephnloH wan hurled, and 
d tlutt 1m ;to if mu 4* luv e horn on the name wide of tins 
river as the nmlor mfy ; wherru* Strabo tout all the oilier 
ancient nuthontto-s place il. on the opponito aide. Strabo 
again plncra it at the point where Alexander crtMMod the 
river* whereas Arrian at at • *n that it waa b u d t on the ni to 
of Ilia etuun. General Gunmttgham fixes t hiasit. Jalillpur 
mther than at. Jhetam, HO milen higher up the river, the site 
which la favoured hv Burnca and General Gouri and 
General Abbott, Jbdhlpur ia about ten miles dmhud trom 
DiUlwnr, where, iiccrtling t » GmmmgUam, the mewing of 
the river wan urn 4 probably effected. 

>1 y 1. th wbrifm- , , 
If Tin* X deaihound theS mdrm cannot be identified, and 

<»f the tribe i which were floated to the east of the Indus 
only the TuxiUm are known. Their capital wan the fumnuK 
Taxiln, vvl ieh was vinited by Alexander the Great. Hie 
poailhm of thin rifvA wava Gmmmglmm. 4* haa hitherto re¬ 
mained unknown, partly owing to the erroneousdXHbmv* 
recorded by Rimy, and partly to the wuut o information 
regard tig the vast rulmi which still existan the vimmty ot 
Hh&hdherk Ail the copien of Pliny tigreo in hating that 
Taxila mm only <10 Roman, or 55 Ktiglmh, mi lew from I euco- 
lir'ftii or Ibmhtimgnr, which would Ox itA mtn Homewhern on 
the itn-ro river to the wont of fbwan Ahdal, or junt two 
«Uvm* march from the Indus,, But tho itmenmejy of tho 
(himemi piigrinM agr<*e in pliming it at thnm daya umrucy 
tothociwtof the imluHjor in the unniedmte niughbnnrhoodof 
K*m..ktmHnrllh lie thiwfor# fixes it» »it? near fc»h»h-dhon 
(which is a mile to the north-east ot that BarAd, m the 
uxtemiivo nnm of a fortiM city abounding with ft*?*** 
monaaterim, and itmipiew. Prom thin place to llaBhtnagar 
the di«tance is H miltm Krigiinh, or Jl> in exoeaH of I liny a 
estimutin Taxik mpvmmim tho Saimkpt Xakahuada, of 
which the Pah form to THkiuwjlf, wUonco 
taken. The word meaiw cither cut rock or lavcaod 
bmUS—Anc. Uwg. of ItuL pp. 104-121. -- - a, 

doubt no other* than tho Opuran of Arnan; and. ttio Aso, 
may perhaps, bo id« tical with the, Aepasu, or, a« Btmbo 
gives the name. Hiopaeii or Pasii.. The Arsagalitsa are 
fnly mentioned by Pliny- Two tribe, *ame 
locality are perhapa indicated by the name—the me 
tioneaby Ptolemy, amiwermg to the*Sanskrit UraAa, and 
the 0Mlit or 0b%bit, the Gabalata of Sanakyit, formerly 
mentioned. 

Indus as the western boundary of India, but in¬ 

clude within it four satrapies,—the G e d r o s i, 

A r a e h o t tv, A r i i, Paropamisad ae,t 

making the river C o p h e s its furthest limit; 

though others ]>refer to consider all these as be¬ 

longing to the Arii. 

Many writers further include in India even the 

city N y s a and Mount M e r u s, sacred to Father 

Bacchus, whence the origin of the fable that he 

sprang from the thigh of Jupiter. They include 

also t lie A s t a e a n hit in whose country the vino 

grows abundantly, and the laurel, and boxwood. 

# v. b lYnculilm. 
f (b‘<lroHi;i, comprehended probably nearly tho same dis¬ 

trict which in now known by tho name of Mokrfln. Alex¬ 
ander marched through if on returning from hie Indian 
expedition. AmehoHia extended from the chain of moun¬ 

tain.-. non culled the MuloimfUi an far .southward &b GediABia. 
Its on,pita,!, Arachoios, was Hit.uatcd somewhere in tho direc¬ 
tion of KaudaUfr, tho name of which, it hm been thought, 
proMinwcH thutonJundhiirn. Acijordingto Colonel ltawlinaon 
the mum' of AntehiVia is derived from Harakhwati (SanH- 
kyit. S iru-smb*), ami is preserved in the Arabic Rakkaj. It 
in’, as has already been noticed, tho Karauvatas of the 
Hisufun inscription. Aria , denoted tho country lying 
hot ween Meshed and Herat; Arifma, of which it formed a 
p,u*t, and of which it is sometimes used as the equivalent, 
was a wider district, which comprehended nearly the whole 
of* ancient Persia. In the Persian part of the Bisntun 
inseriptioti Aria appears as Xlariva, in tho Babylonian part 
us A revan* Regarding Paroparnisos and tho (jophoK see 
ait tt1, vol. Vr. pp. IhJh and h«H0. 

X Other readings of t ho name are Aspagam and Aspa- 
gtHun. M. do St.-Martin, whoso work has so often 
hmn\ rob»rred to, says: >“ Wft have seen already that 
in an ex (met from old Hokataios preserved in Stephen 
of Bywuitium tho city of Kaspspyros is called a Gandaric 
city,'and that in Herodofcoa the samo place is attributed 
to ‘the Paktyi, and wo have added that in onr opinion 
there is only an apparent contradiction, because the district 
of Paid,yilci* and Gandara may very well bo hut one and 
the same country. It i« not dhlicult, in fact, to recognize m 
tho designation mentioned by Hero*lotos the indigenous 
name of'the AfghAn people, Pakhtu (in the plural Pakh- 
Uln), tho name which tho greater part of the tribes use 
among themselves, and tho only one they apply to their 
national dialect. We have hero, then, as Lassen has noticed, 
hintorioul proof of tho presence of the Afghans m their 
animal fatherland five centuries at least before the Cbnsiaao 
era. Now, as tho scat of the Afghan or Pakhtu national¬ 
ity is chiefly in tho basin of the Koph£a, to the west of the 
Indus, which forms its eastern boundary, this further 
confirms what wo have already seen, that it is to the west 
of the groat river wo must seek for the site of the city ot 
Kaspapyros or Ka^yapapura, and consequently m the 
Gandarid of Hokataios. The employment of two> different 
names to designate tho very same country is easily 
explained by this double fact, that one <rf ttw nawe* 
was the Indian designation of the land, whilst the other was 
the indigenous name applied to it by its inhabitants.^ I here 
was yet another name, of Sanskrit ongin, used as a. temtowal 
appellation of Gandhdra—that of Asvaka. This word, 
derived from aim, a horse, signified merely the cavaliers ; 
it was less an ethnic, in the rigorous acceptation of the 
word, than a general appellation applied hy thefndmnsof 
the PanjAh to the tribes of the region of theKophcs, 
renowned from antiquity fw. >the of ite hwws. 
In the popular dialects the Sanskrit word took the usual, 
form Assaka, which reappears scarcely modified m Assakani 
f*A frtraKavoi) or Assak^niC’AcrirtiKiyvcH) in the Greek histon- 
ana of the expedition of Alexander and subsequent writers. 
It is impossible not to recognize here the nnmeofAvghan 
or Afghans. . . which is very evidently nothing else toan 
a contracted form of Assakfn. . Nexther the 5audan|rf 
Hekataios nor the Paktyi of Herodotos are ^wnto tturaa 
[Arrian and other Greek and Latin writers of the history 
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and every kind of fruit-tree found in Greece. The 

remaTkable and almost fabulouc accounts which 

are current regarding the fertility of its soil, and 

the nature of its fruits and trees, its beasts ami 

birds and other animals, will be set down each in 

its own place in other parts of this work. A little 

further on I shall speak of the satrapies, but the 

island of T a p r o b a ne§ requires my immediate 

.attention. 
But before we come to this island there are 

others, one being Pa tale, which, as we have 

indicated, lies at the mouth of the Indus, triangular 

in shape, and 2201| miles in breadth. Beyond the 

mouth of the Indus are C h r y s e and A r g y r e,^| 

rich, as I believe, in metals. For I cannot readily 

believe, what is asserted by some writers, that their 

soil is impregnated with gold and silver. At a dis¬ 

tance of twenty miles from these lies G r o c a 1 a,# 

from which, at a distance of twelve miles, is 

B ib a g a, which abounds with oysters and other 

shell-fish.f Next comes T o r a 11 i b a, J nine 

miles distant from the last-named island, beside 

many others unworthy of note. 

Fragm. LYII. 
Polysea. Strateg. 1.1. 1-3. 

Of Dionusos. 
(Of. Epit. 25. et seq.) 

Dionusos, in his expedition against the Indians, 

in order that the cities might receive him will¬ 

ingly, disguised the arms with which he had 

equipped his troops, and made them wear soft 

raiment and fawn-skins. The spears were wrapped 

round with ivy, and the thyrsus had a sharp 

point. He gave the signal for battle by cymbals 

and drums instead of the trumpet, and by regaling 

the enemy with wine diverted their thoughts from 

war to dancing. These and all other Bacchic 

orgies were employed in the system of warfare by 

which he subjugated the Indians and all the rest 
of Asia. 

Dionusos, in the course of his Indian cam¬ 

paign, seeing that his army could not endure the 

fiery heat of the air, took forcible possession of the 

three-peaked mountain of India. Of these peaks 

one is calledKorasibianother Kondaske, 

of Alexander], but as it is the same territory [as that of 
the AssakamJ, and as in actual usages the names Afghans and 
Pakhtun are still synonymous, their identity is not a matter 
2\Poiakt^—B'tude sv/r le Geogra/phie Grecque et Latine de 
l Inde, pp. 376-8. The name of the Gandh&ra, it may 
here be added, remounts to the highest antiquity; it is 
mentioned in one of the hymns of the Rig-Veda, as old 
perhaps as the 15th century b.c.—Id. p. 364. 

§ Vid# ante, p. 129, 

but to the third he himself gave the name of 

M e r o s, in remembrance of his birth. Thereon 

were many fountains ofwater sweet to drink, game 

in great plenty, tree-fruits in unsparing profusion, 

and snows which gave new vigour to the frame. 

The troops quartered there made a sudden descent 

upon the barbarians of tlie plain, whom they 

easily routed, since they attacked them with 

missiles from a commanding position on the heights 

above. 
[Dionusos, after conquering the Indians, im 

vaded Bakina, hiking with him as auxiliaries 

the Indians and Amazons. That country has 

for its boundary the river ft a r a n g e s.§ The 

Baktrians. seized the mountains overhanging that 

river with a view to attack Dionusos, in cross¬ 

ing it, from a post of advantage. lie, however, 

having encamped along the river, ordered the 

Amazons and the Bakkluu to cross it, in order 

that the Baktrains, in their contempt for women, 

might be induced to come down from the heights. 

The women then assayed to cross the stream, and 

the enemy came downhill, and advancing to tin* 

river endeavoured to beat them back. The women 

then retreated, and the Baktrians pursued them 

as far as the bank ; then Dionusos, coming to the 

rescue with his men, slew the Baktrians, who 

were impeded from fighting by the current, and he 

crossed the river in safety. 

Fragm. LVLll. 

I\)lywn. Stmt eg. 1. 3. 4. 

0$ Hercules mid Pandata. 

(Of. Fragm. L. 15,) 

II e r a k 16 s begat a daughter in India whom 

he called P a n d a i a. To her he assigned that 

portion of India which lies to southward and ex¬ 

tends to the sea, while he distributed the people 

subject to her rule into 365 villages, giving orders 

that one village should each day bring to the 

treasury the royal tribute, so that the queen 

might always have the assistance of those men 

whose turn it was to pay the tribute in coercing 

those who for the time being were defaulters in 
their payments. 

li CQXX.—v. 1. CXXX. 

IT Burma and Arakan respectively, according: to Yule.— 

J hj- the bay of Karachi. See Ind. Ant. Notos to Arrian, 
vol. V. p. 335, 

t This is called Bibakta by Arrian, IncUka, cap. xariu 

it v. 1. Coralliba. 

§ See ante> Notes to Arrian in vol. Y. p. 332, 
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Fh.yum. LSX, 

( f the Boasts of Indio* 

iKIijun I list. An'no, XVI* 

(kJ) In India I Irani that fhrrrarr to hr found 

ihr birds vat tod parrots ; mid though I havr, no 

doubt, alrrndy mrntionrd them, yet what I omit¬ 

ted to stair pre\ ion sly regarding tlu*m may now 

with great propriety hr hero srt down. There 

are, I am informed, 1 brer species of them, and all 

these, if jtnught to speak, as rhildren are taught, 

become as talkative as children, au<l speak with 

a human \oire; hut in <hr woods thoy utter 

a. bird like srrrum* and neither send out any 

distinct and musical notes, nor being wild and 

untaught are aide to talk, There a re also 

peacocks in India, the largest anywhere met with, 

and pale-green ringdove:;. One who is not 

\vr!l~\ersed in bird-lore, seeing these for the 

first time, would take them to he parrots, and 

not pigeons. In thi' eolour of the hill and legs 

they resemble Ureek partridges. There arc also 

cocks, which are of extraordinary size, and have 

their crests not red as elsewhere, or at least in 

one eonntry, hut ha re tin* flower-dike coronals 

of whirh tin* cmv/ is fanned variously coloured. 

Their rump feathers, again, are neither curved 

nor wreathed, hut are of great breadth, and they 

trail them in tin* way peaeoeks. trail their 

tails, when they neither straighten nor erect 

them : the feathers of these Indian cocks arc in 

colour golden, and also dark-blue like the sma- 

rugdus, 

(d) rfhere is found in India also another re* 

markable bird. This is of the size of a starling 

and is parti-coloured, and is trained to utter the 

sounds of human speech, ft is even more talka¬ 

tive than the parrot, and of greater natural clever¬ 

ness. Ho far is it from submitting with pleasure 

to he fed by man, that it rather has such a pining 

for freedom, and such a longing to warble at will in 

the society of its mates, that it prefers starvation 

to slavery with sumptuous fare, ft is called by’ 

the Makedoninus who scaled among the Indians 

in the city of B o u k e p h a 1 a and its neighbour¬ 

hood, and in the city called Kuro polls and 

others which Alexander the son of Philip built, 

the KorkiuH* This name had, I believe, its ori* 

u “ In this (‘struct not a tew pastages occur whiehnppear 
to have been borrowed from Megastheafs. This coa- 
jeotiuv, though it cannot by any means bo placed beyond 
doubt by conchifdve proofs, seems nevertheless, for various 
misonH, to attain a certain degree of probability. For 
in the fund place the author knows with unusual ac¬ 
curacy the inferior parts of fndin, Then again ho makes 

M Id (IA STIIENE R. -fin 

gin in the tact that the bird wags its tail in the 

same way as the water-ousels (ol fd-y/cXot). 

(•1) I learn farther that in India there is a bird 
called the Ifeias, which is thrice the size of the 

bustard, and has a hill of prodigious size and 

long h\gs. It is burnished also with an immense 

crop resembling a leather pouch. The cry which 
it utters is peculiarly discordant. The plumage 

is ash-coloured, except that the feathers at their 

tips are tinted with a pale yellow. 

(f>) 1 hear also that the Indian hoopoe ('Wowa) 

is double (he size of ours, and more beautiful in 

appearance, and Homer says that while the bridle 

and trappings of a horse are the delight of a Hel¬ 

lenic king, this hoopoe is the favourite plaything 

of the king of the Indians, who carries it on His 

baud, and toys with it, and never tires gazing in 

ecstasy on its splendour, and the beauty with which 

Nature has adorned it. The Braehtnancs, there¬ 

fore, even make this particular bird the subject of 

a mythic story, and the tale told, of it runs thus :—■ 
To tlie king of the Indians there was born a 

son. The child had elder brothers, who when they 

came to man’s estate turned out to be very un¬ 

just and the greatest, of reprobates. They despised 

their brother because he was the youngest; and 

they scoffed also at their father and their mother, 

whom they despised because they were very old 

and giey-haired, The hoy, accordingly, and his 

aged parents could at last no longer live with these 

wicked men, and away they Hod from home, all 

three together. In the course of the. protracted 

journey which they had then to undergo, the ok5 

people succumbed to fatigue and died, and the boy 

showed them no light regard, hut buried them in 

himself, having cut off his head with a sword, Then, 

as the Brachmanes tell us, the all-seeing sun. 

in admiration of this surpassing act of piety, trans¬ 

formed the boy into a bird -which is most beauti¬ 

ful to behold, and which lives to a very advanced 

age, Ho on his head there grew- up a crest which 

was, as it were, a memorial of what he had 

done at the time of his flight. The Athenians 

have also related, in a fable, marvels somewhat 

similar of the crested lark ; and this Table Aristo¬ 

phanes, the comic poet, appears to me to have 

followed when he says in the Birds, “ For thou 

very frequent rnentidn of the Prasii and the Brahmans 
And lastly one can hardly doubt that some chapters occur¬ 
ring in the middle of this part have been extracted from 
MegasthemV I have, therefore, in this uncertainty takmi 
care that the whole or this part should he printed at the 
nd of the fragments of Meg’^mthen£,s.,,—Schwanbeck. 
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werfc ignorant, and not always bustling, nor 

always thumbing iEsop, who spake of the crested 

lark, calling it the first of all birds, born before 

ever the earth was ; and telling how afterwards 

her father became sick and died, and how that, 

as the earth did not then exist, he lay imburied, 

till the fifth day, when his daughter, unable to 

find a grave elsewhere, dug one for him in her 

own head.s,^[ 
I,t seems, accordingly, probable that the fable, 

though with a different bird for its subject, 

emanated from the Indians, and spread onward 
even to the Greeks. Dor the Braehmanes say 

that, a prodigious "time has elapsed since the 

Indian hoopoe, then in human form and young 

in years, performed that act of piety to its 

parents. 
. (6.) In India there is an animal closely resem¬ 

bling in appearance the land crocodile, and some¬ 

where about the size of a little Maltese dog. It 

is covered all over with a scaly skin so rough 

altogether and compact that when flayed off it is 

used by the Indians as a file. It cuts through 

brass and eats iron. They call it the $>hattages 

(pangolin or scaly ant-eater). 

(8.) The Indian sea breeds sea-snakes which 
have broad tails, and the lakes breed hydras of 

immense size, but these sea-snakes appear to 
inflict a bite more sharp than poisonous. 

(9.) In India there are herds- of wild horses, 

and also of wild asses. They say that the mares 

submit to be covered by the asses, and enjoy 

such coition, and breed mules, which are of a 

reddish colour and very fleet, but impatient of 

the yoke and otherwise skittish. They say that 

they catch these mules with foot-traps, and then 

take them to the king of the Prasians, and that 

if they are caught when two years old they do 
not refuse to be broken in, but if caught when 

beyond that age they differ in ho respect from* 
sharp-toothed and carnivorous animals. 

(Eragm. XII. B follows here.) 

(11.) There is found in India a graminivorous 
animal which is double the size of a horse, and 

which has a very bushy tail purely black in 

colour. The hair of this tail is finer than hu¬ 

man hair, and its possession is a point on which 

Indian women set great store, for therewith they 

H lines 470-75:— 
"You're such a dull incurious lot, unread in JEsop’s lore. 
Whose story says the. lark was born first of the feathered 

quire, 
Before the earth; then came a cold and carried off his sire ; 

make a charming coiffure, by binding and braid¬ 

ing it with the locks of their own natural hair. 

The length of a hair is two cubits, and from a 

single root there sprout out, in the form of a 

fringe, somewhere about thirty hairs. The 

animal itself is the tnost timid that is known, for 

should it perceive that any one is looking at it, it 

starts off at its utmost speed, and runs right 

forward,—but its eagerness to escape is greater 

than the rapidity of its pace. It is hunted with 

horses and hounds good to run. When it seesi 
that it is on the point o fining caught, it hides its 

tail in some near thicket, while it stands at bay 

facing its pursuers, whom it watches narrowly. It 

even plucks up courage in a way, and thinks that 

since its tail is hid from view the hunters will not 

care to capture it, for it knows that its tail is the 

great object of attraction. But it finds this to 

be, of course, a vain delusion, for some one hits 

it with a poisoned dart, who then flays off the 

entire skin (for this is of value) and throws away 

the carcase, as the Indians make no use of any 
part of its flesh. 

(12.) But further: whales arc to he found 

in the Indian Sea, and these five times larger 

than the largest elephant. A rib of this mon¬ 

strous fish measures as much as twenty cubits, 

and its lip fifteen cubits. The fins near the 

gills are each of them so much as seven cubits 

in breadth. The shell-fish called Kv.ruJces are 

also met with, and the purple-fish of a size 

that would admit it easily into a gallon mea¬ 
sure, while on the other hand the shell of the 

sea-urchin is large enough to cover com¬ 
pletely a measure of that size. But fish in India 

attain enormous dimensions, especially the sea- 

wolves, the thunnies, and the golden-eyebrows. 

I hear also that at the season when the rivers are 

swollen, and with their full and boisterous flood 

deluge all the land, the fish are carried into the 
fields, where they swim and wander to and fro, 

even in shallow water, and that when the rains 

which flood the rivers cease, and the waters re¬ 

tiring from the land resume their natural chan¬ 

nels, then in the low-tying tracts and in flat 

and marshy grounds, where we may be sure the 

so-called Nine are wont to have some watery re¬ 

cesses (kAttgus*), fish even of eight cpbits* length 

Earth was not: five days lay the old bird untombed: at last 
the son 

Buried the father in his head, since other grave was 
none." * 

Dr. Kennedy's translation. 
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are found, which the husbandmen themselves 

catch as they swim about languidly on the surface 

of the water, which is no longer of a depth they 

can freely move in, but in fact so very shallow 

that it is with the utmost difficulty they can 

live in it at all, 

(13.) The following fish are also indigenous 

to India: - prickly roaches, which are never in 

any respect smaller than the asps of Argolis; and 

shrimps, whiOli in India are even larger than 

crabs. These, 1 must mention, finding their 

way from the sea up the Ganges, have claws 

which are very large, and which feel rough to 

the touch, 1 have ascertained that those shrimps 

which pass from the Persian Gulf into the river 

Indus have their prickles smooth, and the feelers 

with which they are furnished elongated and 

curling, but this species has no claws. 

(Id.) The tortoise is found in India, where it 

lives in the rivers. It is of immense size, and it has 

a shell not smaller than a full-sized skiff (<r<dr/y, 

and which is capable of holding ten medinmi 

(120 gallons) of pulse, There are, however, also 

land-tortoises which may be about as big as the 

largest clods turned up in a rich soil where the 

glebe is wry yielding, and the plough sinks 

deep, and, cleaving the furrows with ease, piles 

the clods up high. These are said to cast their 

shell. Husbandmen, and all the hands engaged 

in field labour, turn them up with their mattocks, 

and take them out just in the way one extracts 

wood-worms from the plants they have eaten 

into. They are fat things and their flesh is 

sweet, having nothing of the sharp flavour of the 

sea-tortoise. 

(Iff.) Intelligent animals are to be met with 

among ourselves, but they are few, and not at all so 

common as they are in India, For there we find 

the elephant, which answers to this character, and 

the parrot, and apes of the sphinx kind, and 

the creatures called satyrs. Nor mast we for¬ 

get the Indian ant, which is so noted for ita 

wisdom, The ants of our own country do, no 

•doubt, dig for themselves subterranean boles and 

burrows, and by boring provide themselves with 

lurking-places, and wear out all their strength in 

what may he called mining operations, which are 

indescribably toilsome and conducted with se¬ 

crecy ; but the Indian ants construct for them¬ 

selves a cluster of tiny dwelling-houses, seated 

not on sloping or level grounds where they could 

easily be inundated, but on steep and lofty 
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eminences. And in these, by boring out with 

untold skill certain circuitous passages which 

remind one of the Egyptian burial-vaults or 

Cretan labyrinths, they so contrive the structure 

of their houses that none of the lines run 

straight, and it is difficult for anything to enter 

them-or flow into them, the windings and per¬ 

forations being so tortuous. On the ' outside 

they leave only a single aperture to admit them-, 

selves and the grain which they collect and 

carry to their store-chambers. Their object in 

selecting lofty sites for their mansions is, of 

course, to escape the high floods and inundations 

of the rivers; and they derive this advantage 

from their foresight, that they live as it were in 

so many watch-towers or islands when the parts 

around the heights become all a lake. More¬ 

over, the mounds they live in, though placed 

in contiguity, so far from being loosened and 

torn asunder by the deluge, are rather strength¬ 

ened, especially by the morning dew: for they 

put on, so to speak, a coat of ice formed from 

this dew—thin, no doubt, but still of strength ; 

while at the same time they are made more com¬ 

pact at their base by weeds and bark of trees 

adhering, which the silt of the river has carried 

down. Let so much about Indian ants be said 

by use now, as it was said by lobas long ago. 

(10) In the country of the Indian Areianoi 

there is a subterranean chasm down in which there 

are mysterious vaults, concealed ways, and through 

passages invisible to men. These are deep 

withal and stretch to a very great distance. How 

they came to exist, and how they were excavated, 

the Indians do not say, nor do I concern myself 

to inquire. Hither the Indians bring more than 

thrice ten thousand head'of cattle of different 

kinds, sheep ‘and goats, and oxen and horses; and 

every person who has been terrified by an omin¬ 

ous dream, or a warning sound or prophetic voice, 

or who has seen a bird of evil augury, as a sub¬ 

stitute for his life casts into the chasm such a victim 

as his private means can afford, giving the animal 

as a ransom to save his soul alive. The victims 

conducted thither are not led in chains nor other¬ 

wise coerced, but they go along this road willing¬ 

ly, as if urged forward by some mysterious spell; 

and as soon as they fimTthem selves on the verge 

of the chasm they voluntarily leap in, and dis¬ 

appear for ever from human sight so soon as they 

fall into this mysterious and viewless cavern 

of the earth. But above there are heard the 
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beilowings of oxen, the bleating of sheep, the 
neighing of horses, and the plaintive cries of 

groats, and if any one goes near enough to the 
edge and closely applies his ear he will hear alar 
off the sounds just mentioned. This commingled 

sound is one that never ceases, for every day that 

passes men bring new victims to be their sub¬ 
stitutes. Whether the cries of the animals last 

brought only are heard, or the cries also of those 
brought before, I know not,—all I know is that 

the cries are heard. 
(17) In the sea which has been mentioned they 

sav there is a very large island, of which, as I hear, 

the name is T a p r o b a n b. From what I can 

learn, it appears to be a very long and mountainous 
island having a length of 7000 stadia and a breadth 

of5000.* It has not, however, any cities, but only 

villages, of which the number amounts to 7b 0. The 
houses in which the inhabitants lodge themselves 
are made of wood, and sometimes also of reeds. 

(18.) In the sea which surrounds the islands, 

tortoises are bred of so vast a size that their shells 
are employed to make roofs for the houses: for a 

shell’’being fifteen cubits in length, can hold a 

good many people under it, screening them from 
the scorching heat of the sun, besides affording 

them a welcome shade, hut, move than this, it 
is a protection against the violence of storms of 
rain far more effective than tiles, for it at once 
shakes off the rain that dashes against it, while 

those under its shelter hear the rain rattling as 

on the roof of a house. At all events they do 

not require to shift their abode, like those whose 

*tiiing is shattered, for the shell is hard and like 

a hollowed rock and the vaulted roof of a natural 
cavern. 

The island, then, in the great sea, which they 

call Taprobane, has palm-groves jvhere the trees 
are planted with wonderful regularity all in a row, 

in the way we see the keepers of pleasure-parks 

plant out shady trees in the choicest spots. It 
has also herds of elephants, which are there very 

numerous and of the largest size. These island 
elephants are more powerful than those of the 

mainland, and in appearance larger, and^may 
be pronounced to be in every possible way more 

intelligent. The islanders export them to the 

mainland opposite in boats, which they construct 
for the purpose of this traffic from wood supplied 

by the thickets of the island, and they dispose 

of their cargoes (o the king of the tvaiingar. 

On account the great size of the island, the 

inhabitants of the interior have never seen the 

sea, but pass their lives as if resident on a con¬ 

tinent, though no doubt they learn from others 

that they are all around enclosed hy the sea. 

The inhabitants, again, of the coast have no 

practical acquaintance with elephanUmtehiug, 

and know of it only by report. All their energy 

is devoted to catching fish ami the monsters ol 

the deep; for the sea encircling the island is 
reported to breed an incredible number of fish, 

both of the smaller fry and of the mount rote 

sort, among the latter beiu $ some which have tin 

heads of lions and of panthers and of other wile 
beasts, and also of rams; and, what is still a 

greater marvt 1, there are monsters which in all 

points of their shape resemble satyrs. Others 

are in appearance like women, but, instead ot 
having hades of hair, are furnished with prickles. 

It is even solemnly alleged that tins sea contains 

certain strangely formed creatures, to represent 

which in a picture would bailie all the skill of the 

artists of the country, even though, with a view to 

make n profound sensation, they are wont to 

paint monsters winch consist of different parts of 

different animals pieced together. These have 

their tails and the parts which are wreathed of 

great length, and have for feet either claws 

or tins. I learn further that they are amphibi- 
' ous, and by night graze on the pasture-iields; for 

they eat grass like cattle and birds that pick 

up seeds. They have also a great liking for the 
date when ripe enough to drop from the palms, 

and accordingly they twist their* coils, which are 

supple, and large enough for the purpose, around 

these trees, and shake them so violently* that 

•the dates come tumbling down,* and afford them 
a welcome repast. Thereafter when the night 

begins gradually to wane, but before there i&s yet 
clear daylight, they disappear by plunging into 

the sea just as the first ^fusli of morning faintly 

illumines its surface. They say whales also 

frequent this sea, though it is not true tliat 

they come near the shore lying in wait for 

thannies. The dolphins are reported to be of 

two sorts—one fierce and armed with sharp- 

pointed teeth, which gives endless trouble to the 

fisherman, and is of a remorselessly cruel disposi¬ 

tion, while the other kind is naturally mild and 

* In the classical writers the size of this island is always 
greatly exaggerated. Its actual length from north to 

south is 2711 miles, and its breadth from east to west l&7h 
k and its eircuit about 650 miles. 
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tame, swims about in the friskiest way, and is 

quite like a fawning dog. It does not run away 

when any one tries to stroke it, and it takes with 

pleasure any food it is ottered. 

(HJ.) The sea-hare, by which I now mean the 

kind found in the great sea (for of the kind found 

in the oilier sea l have atready spoken), re* 

semhles in every particular the land hare ex- 

eept only the fur, which in the ease of the 

land animal is soft and lies smoothly down, and 

does not resist the touch, whereas its brother 

of the sea has bristling hair which is prickly, and 

inflicts a wound on any one who touches it. It 

is said to swim atop of the sea* ripple without ever 

(living below, and to he very rapid in its move¬ 
ments. To catch it alive is no easy matter, as it 

never falls into the net, nor goes near the line and 

bait of the fishing-rod. When it Butters, how¬ 

ever, from disease, and, being in consequence 

hardly able to swim, is cast, out on shore, then if 

anyone touches it with Ids hand death ensues if he 

is not attended to, nay, should one, were it only 

with a staff, touch this dead hare, he is affected in 

the same way as those who have touched a basi¬ 
lisk, But a root, it is said, grows along the coast 

of * the island, well known to every one, which 

is a remedy for the* swooning which ensues. It 

is brought close to the nostrils of the person who 

has fainted, who thereupon recovers conscious¬ 

ness. But should the remedy not be applied the 

injury proves fatal to life, such power for evil 

docs this hare possess. 
Frag. XV. B. follows hero.f 

(22.) There is also a race called the S k i r a- 

t a i, J whose country is beyond India. They are 

snub-nosed, either because in the tender years of 

infancy their nostrils are pressed down, and con¬ 

tinue to be so throughout their after-life, or 

because such is the natural shape of the organ. 

Serpents of enormous size are bred in their 

country, of which some kinds seize the cattle when 

at pasture and devour them, while other kinds only 

suck the blood, as do the Aigithelai in Greece, of 

which I have already spoken in the proper place. 

ON TilK KHIMHNAJANMA^iri'AMI, OR KRISHNA’S BIRTH-FESTIVAL. 

BY Pern*. A. WKBKR, BURLIN'. 

TnmdiUi’d by Mins ill. TweetUe. 

(Pcurladod frniiit p, 301, and vol. III. J>- 52.) 

§ 4. 

' We him1 .still to glanw also ut the actual re¬ 

presentations which the birth of Krishna, 

especially the god drinking ut his mother's breast, 

has found in Indian art, or, to speak more 

accurately, at. those specimens of these last which 

lie before us. Unfortunately, only a few pictures 

of the kind are known to me, and these obviously 

of quite modern origin, belonging,' in all pro¬ 

bability, to the century previous to that in which 

they come down to us—either precisely to that or 
to the times immediately preceding. No repre¬ 

sentations of the kind in any religious building, in 

temple-paintings or sculptures, are known to me. 

Croat ignorance of the documents of Indian art 

must, unfortunately, be expected here in Europe, 

t This is the fragment in which. 
onUornod animal wliieh ho calls the haxteflri. Rosen- 

mOUer, who has treated at large oi ABlia^ 
identifies with tho Indian rhinoceros, who 
probably borrowed his account of "*Wsofit 
when in Persia may have heard 
or may have seem it represented m sculpture inth 
tions from its actual appearance. 
from Kerd, an old name, he says,.of the rhinoceros i«Uh 
and tamn. i.e, current polo®, wrwwwr. Tlwee Jminujs 
wero spoken of hy the ancients as having a single hora~the 

especially on tho Continent. Still, it should not, 

without further evidence, be concluded, from the 

temporary want of otb er pictures and figures of the 

kind, that these do not exist. Rather may the 
existence of more such representations be inferred 

with certainty from the fact that the ritual of the 
Kritshnajanmd^hlaria itself puts them down as an 

integral element in the festival. In any case, 

however, the specimens before us suffice to di¬ 

vide them into two groups—namely, those which 
indicate a certain, even high, rank of artistic culti¬ 

vation, and those which rather seem, so to speak, 

to be the products of uncultivated handicraft. 

The latter group is soon disposed ofit con¬ 

sists of two pictures only. The first belonging to 

this group is the figure represented in front and 

the Indian Ass, and what is specially called 

KoTOe“riia8ywK^reyiiSnnede“the E^tas, some 
Morgens Mandara, others us© their ears as a 

S-S*ir.r 
53rfeV«p»L?415Baax 
Nip&l, and another m Tiperfi.—J 
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back view in Moor’s Hindu Pantheon (London, 

] 810) on plate 9, figs. 2, 3 (see the third plate 

to this, fig. 6, at p. 351), marked, it is true, as 

Lakshmi,* * * § but better referred to D e v a k i and 

Krishna: for, as Moor himself does, p. 30, 

we must consider what the mother holds in 

her hand as a lotus-flower,1 and recognize in it a 

symbol of Lakshmi; theft, ought the child to 

be regarded as her son K a m a, the god of love ? 

Moreover, the question is not of a child actually 

drinking at its mother’s breast, -but only of a 

child stretching out towards it in its mother’s 

arms. Similar figures in wood or metal are used 

even for purposes of domestic worship. Secondly, 

to this class belongs the painting on plate 58 in 

Moor (see accompanying plate L), which represents 

Krishna’s birth, and “ the miraculous escape 

of the infant over the Yamuna, conveyed by his 

father, and protected by $ e s h a,+ or Immor¬ 

tality ; the guards placed by Kansa over his 

pregnant sister having failed in their vigilance.” 

(Moor, p. 197—see before in § 1, p. 175.) 

The other group will detain us much longer. 

It is true it also consists of only two pictures, 

but these furnish abundant material for ques¬ 

tions of all kinds. The first of these pictures, 

which certainly represents to us Krishna 

drinking at the breast of D e v a k i, is found in 

Niclas Muller’s curious book Glauben Kunst 

und Wissemchaft der alien Hindu (Mainz, 

1822), plate I. fig. 10' (see the plate at p. 351, 

fig. 3). According to him, p. 553, it is a gift 

made “from the hand of a friend, a faithful 

copy, but in half-size, and must have come to 

Marseilles as an enamelled box-lid, the property 

of a French merchant’s clerk.” Niclas Muller, 

on his part, agreeably to the French inscription 

which the picture bore, “ La JNourriture de I’JEn- 

fant Camadeva, fils de Maya” refers the re¬ 

presentation to the god of love and his mother 

Maya or Lakshmi (compare Moor, Hindu 

Pantheon, pp. 134, 447), who is here seated on 

the bosom of a lotus “like a Byzantine Madonna 

* Compare plate 11, figs. 1, 2, 3, in Moor, where Lak¬ 
shin i, as N&rayana’s wife, is resting in his arms, look- 
rag meanwhile more like a child than a Woman. (See 
Moor, p. 31). 

f See Wilson, Vishnupur. (Svo ed.) p. 503. 
* t We must, then, recognize an attribute of Lakshmi 
m the lotus-flower which the mother holds in her hand: 
compare the remarks just made above to Moor’s nlate 0. 
figs. 2,3. v > 

§ This, according to p. 552, is “ a miniature done in 
copy by the hand of a friend (Herr Mallet) from the port¬ 
folio of an Indian artist, the legacy of a French officer of 
marine (one Herr Darsis).” 

U According also to Creuzer’s Symbolik, vol. I. 

with the infant Christ.” However, on one band 
the special emblems of bothj are wanting in part, 
—as, for example, we find on fig. 7§ of the same 
plate in N. Muller (sec our third plate, fig. 4) 
the bow with the line of bees as a string, the 
fish on the banner, the parrot as an animal for rid¬ 
ing ; then, too, the god of love is not given any¬ 
where else as an infant at his mother’s breast (and 
in fig, 7 he is not represented as such' at all— 
rather as a youth rejoicing over the beauty of 
his mother). It is much better to take it as 

Krishn a at the breast of De va k i, a concep¬ 
tion that must have been copied numberless 
times at the yearly festival of K r i s h n a’s birth. 
The position of the child, too, corresponds here 
exactly with the statement of the text of the ritual 
(see above, p. 230), for, if it does not itself 
“press the point of the breast,” it still “looks 
up lovingly to its mother,” with one hand strok¬ 
ing her face, while the other is occupied with 
her other breast. 

Far more important, however, is the second 
of these pictures, namely, the one given by 
Moor in his Hindu Pantheon, plate 591|—*a 
beautiful painting (see the second plate) of 
“Krishna nursed by 1) e v a k i,” from a highly 
finished picture, copied, like nil the other plates of 
that costly work, by “ Mr. Ilaughton.of the Royal 
Academy,” and taken from a collection of “ pic¬ 
tures and images” made in India by Moor towards 

the end of last century. Unfortunately, more 
particular accounts of the origin of‘the painting are 
wanting. In every respect it is a true work of art, 
and we could even imagine that we wore occupied 
not with the work of an Indian but of a Euro¬ 
pean artist^ if we had not in our possession other 
Indian pictures which indicate a similar master- 
hand : see, for example, in Moor himself, plates 
17, 18, 22; 62, 63, 67, 88, 96. No direct reference 
to the special accounts of the manner in which the 
infant Krishna is represented at the festival of 
theKri$kmjanmd<sktcnm is found in it: he is neither 
represented as “ asleep drinking at the breast,” 

2nd ed. plate xxvi.; 3rd ed. (Leipsic, 3837), plate vi.j 
Ghiigniaut’s translation (Paris, 1825), vol, XI. plate 

xm. No. 61. * 
Hr. Hangbton may indeed have helped it. as 

appears from Moor’s words (p. 197) “ The plate is 
an exact oultine of the picture, without any addition or 
alteration whatever, save perhaps some portion of ease and 
elegance in the position of the females.” The following, 
from Moor’s description, is perhaps of importance:—“ The 
glory that encircles her head as well as that of the infant 
is of green edged with gold . . ., Krishna in the 
picture is of a dark brown colour, and not, as his name 
indicates, and as he is generally seen painted, dark azure’1 
(see further on this subject the notes made below, p. 352). 
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sec p. 285), nor “pressing the point of the breast 

with his hand, mid lookingly up lovingly into 

the face of 1) o v a k 1” (see p. 285); she, rather, 

is looking down lovingly on him, and, on her 

part, presses her breast, to make drinking easier 

for him, She appears, too, far past the condi¬ 

tion of a confined woman, as Krishna docs 

past that of a newly-born child. An immediate 

reference to the festival of the Jamnudtmm 

is not contained, then, in the picture. Of the 

identity of the persons, however, there can be 

no reasonable doubt. Nielas Mfiller, indeed, on 

p. 6OB, explains the picture as a <c B h a v *1 n 1 

laying an infant to her nourishing breast in her I 

paradise, as universal mother of earth, and 

source of life”(!). Others have also recognized 

in it “Buddha suckled by Maya,11 see 

Oreuzer’s Sywhlik (3rd cd. Leipsic, 1837), I. 

5/2: so especially Guigniaut, in his translation of 

Oreuzer’s work (Paris, 1825), I. 293. Nowhere, 

however, in Buddhist literature or elsewhere, is 

there any such representation of Buddha 

mentioned, which, moreover, would be inconsistent 

with his whole character (see § 8 in Ind. Ant. 

vol. HI. p. 21), That the child we have here is 

to be considered as an incarnation of the Lord 

and Creator of the world, is testified by the shell* • 

as a symbol, lying underneath on the ground at 

the right hand, with figures of animals (elephant, 

lion, bull, horse, &c.), which likewise are repeated 

elsewhere, namely, in N. Muller, on plate IV. fig. 

64, in a group representing Siva with his wife 

V a r v a t If Under the scat of the latter there is 

a similar basket, a cc dish of models of beings” 

Wesenmodelfenschiissel, as N. Muller expresses 

himself,—in which an elephant, a cow, a horse, 

a gazelle, a bird, and two men are visible, so that 

the common interpretation of the symbols as* 

denoting creative power is sufficiently apparent. 

* Moor remarks on this, especially on the remaining 
shells, &o., “The tray and stand hearing fruits, animals, &c. 
one would imagine to be merely what they represent; hut 
with enthusiastic Hindus everything is mysterious: and 
they will affirm, that the dominion of Krishna over the 
animal and vegetable worlds is here typified: nor axe 1 
legends wanting in the fabulous history of this extraordinary 
person, applicable to, and accounting for, each of the 
animals that arc seen in the dish. The low table on the 
right of the nurse is similarly said to hold food, poison, and 
amrita, symbolical of life, death, and immortality / advert¬ 
ing of course to Krishna’s potency; while the triangular 
die, denoting trinity in unity, marks his coequality with 
the grand powers of the Triad conjoined.” 

f Nicks Muller had this sketched along with others of 
the copies of Indian miniatures in the old Louvre, done 
by him in Paris, in the year 1794, at the request of G. 
Forster. 

% This representation is, in fact, exceedingly frequent ! 

And in fact it is to this idea, in all probability, as 

its source, that the Christian legend related 

in the two Gospels of the Infancy of Jesus, the 

Greek (Fabricius, p. 160) and the Arabic (cap. 

36, 46, Fabricius, pp. 198, 206) is to be traced, 

—the legend of the making of animals out 

I of clay and imparting life to them, as apes, 

oxen, birds, &c., especially sparrows, alluded 

io also in the Qordn (Sira ill. 43). In India 

this is ascribed sometimes toKrishna: compare, 

for example, Bhdyavata-Purdna X. 14, p. 59 

of Pavie’s translation from the Hindi (Paris, 
1852), where it is only flocks and shepherds, 

as in the case of Christ,—-not, as here, ele¬ 

phants,—-that are dealt with ; partly also to 

king B ali vah ana, who belonged, as is assert¬ 

ed, to the first century of our era, who 

made elephants, horses, and riders out of clay, 

and imparted life to them (see Lassen, Ind. Alt. 

II. 882-4). Consequently this symbol is ex¬ 

actly in its right place here, inasmuch as it is 

joined to an analogous circle of representations, 

springing from the same source. What further 

occurs to us here as specially worthy of attention 

among the representations lying before us, is the 

striking similarity which they show to theEgyptian 

type, Isis nourishing Ilorus (see before, § 3 in 

Ind. Ant. vol. III. p. 49), particularly as regards 

the attitude and upper part of the group, in 

so special a degree that a closer reference is 

superfluous—a comparative glance at the two 

pictures suffices (see the third plate, fig. 5). The 

explanation of this would he very easily found if 

Raoul Pochette's or Mrs Jameson’s opinion, that 

the type of Byzantine Madonnas rests upon this 

Egyptian group,$ could be clearly proved by 

Byzantine pictures of the kind. We should then 

have to consider these last as the medium which 

had served as a model for the Indian picture. 

in Egypt, from ancient times even down, to the time of 
the Ptolemies and the It Oman s: compare, for example, 
for the later age the great work of Lepsius, AJgyptisehe 
Denkmaler, Part IV. plates 48, 59, 61, 64, 71 [this last 
is the picture fig. 6 on our plate]. The picture which 
Mrs. Jameson gives on page xxii. (Isis nursing Horns) 
is evidently borrowed from Sir J. G. Wilkinson’s 
second series of Manners and Customs of Ancient 
Bgyyt, London, 1841, Plate 35a. Greek art also has 
representations of Hera giving the breast to Ares, or by 
mistake to Heraklte (see Preller’s Greek Mythology, 1854, 
pp. 113,114, but the only specimen of the kind accessible 
to me m Wiesseler’s edition of 0.0. Muller’s Den faialer 
d&r alien Kmst (Gottingen, 1856), tom. II. p. 6, plate 
v. No. 62—does not show the smallest reference to the 
Egyptian type. It is an en-faee statue in the Vatican 
Musenm (Mus. Dio Clementina). Hera, it is true, offers 
her left breast to Ares also, holds it with her right hand, 
while the left encircles the child/ but the attitude and the 
rest of the arrangement differ entirely. 
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That such a Byzantine Madonna type should still 

be preserved so faithfully in India, while with us 

it belonged as a type to a departed age, would not 

he surprising : in similar cases the same thing often 

appears in the travelling of ideas to foreign lands. 

To show that the Indians keep firmly to a model 

of this kind when it has been once accepted, a 

remarkable analogue is found in the remarks 

made by me {Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morg. 

Qesellschaft XY1II. 507) regarding the com¬ 

plete identity of the Manjusri of the four¬ 

teenth century in Java with the one presently 

used in Tibet. Moreover in the pictures of the old 

cave-temples of A j an t a,§ fourteen of which were 

recently in the library of the India House, 

actual traces of Byzantine models are found along 

with a decided advance upon them, in so far, 

namely, as some of these, in architectonic re¬ 

ference, at least, already show a striving after per¬ 

spective representation. || This becomes clear from 

the following report on them in the Athenceum of 

February 3rd, 1849 (I borrow the passage from 

Hardy’s Eastern Monaehism, p. 205) :—“ In 

many of these, certain striking coincidences with 

Siennese and Pisan art under the influence of 

Byzantine taste are to be remarked. There are 

the same diagrammatic manifestations of the 

human form and the human countenance : simi¬ 

lar conventions of actions and of feature ; a like 

constraint in the choice of action and the delinea¬ 

tion of form, in consequence of a like deficiency 

in knowledge of the human subject; and a like 

earnestness of intention and predominance of dra¬ 

matic display.Assigning the date 

of the pictures to the period suggested . . 

it is at least remarkable that evidence of perspec¬ 

tive should be found so very much earlier 

than the date of any existing specimens known 

in Southern Europe. The earliest examples of 

perspective principles in Italian art date some¬ 

where about the middle of the fourteenth century.” 

Hitherto I have almost entirely proceeded on 

the supposition that in this picture we have the 

retention of a type transmitted from an earlier 

§ On these see Ind. Ant vol. II. pp. 152-3; vol. III. pp, 
j -d ,,, . _ 11 Compare also Koppen, 

Jhe MeUgton des Buddha, vol. I. pp. 513, 514. 
% Regarding tlie special glory, see § 3, ante, vol. III. 

p. 52. Does not this form of the glory, perhaps, present 
a fixed point in the chronology of art ? Indian pictures 
have m other cases properly only a golden ring, encircling 
the whole head from above to below : see, for example, the 
Miniature Plate annexed to the Collection of Sanskrit 
Manuscripts m the Royal Library here. 

#?ev‘£%?eFd8ays> indeed> P- 166 of his curious 
work on the Trinity,—already quoted, L A. vol. III. p. 50, 

time. But we have now to look, secondly, at the 

other possibility, intimated already,that it is rather 

direct intercourse between India and Europe, 

established through the arrival of the Portuguese 

(1493), that brought pictures of the Madonna of 

modern times to India, and that it is such modern 

pictures of the Renaissance that have served the 

painters of them as models. We know that 

besides the Christian, chiefly Jesuit, missionaries, 

other European adventurers of all kinds sought 

their fortune at the court of the Great Mogul, 

especially of the great Akbar (1556-1005), as 

well as at the small Indian courts. Alight not, 

perhaps, some such Italian or Spanish-Portogucse 

genius in the service of an Indian raja have paint¬ 

ed the picture ? In this connection it might next 

be shown that, according to Moor’s account, the 

figure of K r i s h n a in it is “ dark brown,” not 

“ dark azure” as naturally ought to be the case, 

and as is directly required by the texts which 

speak of the pictures and paintings prepared for 

the festival of the JanmdslUami (see before, pp. 

285, 286). Unquestionably the subject was one 

very much loved and very frequently handled, 

especially at the yearly return of the festival : 

so that Indian artists could of course easily 

acquire a certain readiness and artistic finish in 

their representations, while, on the other hand, it 

might well appear congenial also to any Euro¬ 

pean talent that wished to attempt it. The 

fineness of the perspective in the landscape back¬ 

ground of the picture, visible through the window, 

deserves special attention. As for the rest, the 

attitude of it, in the minutest details,^" is certainly 

Indian (compare, for example, the position of 

the kneeling female servant’s fingers), and, accord¬ 

ing to the account just mentioned, perspective 

arrangements show themselves pretty early in 

India. Consequently, in the complete uncer¬ 

tainty which exists in regard to the age and origin 

of the pictures on the Indian side, it might be a 

task rather for the historian of art or the Chris¬ 

tian archaeologist* to investigate and prove their 

connection with any European models.+ 

—as follows:—“ This represents a similar subject, whence 
also Christian idolatry received countenance—namely 
Krishna, the eighth amtdra or Incarnation of V i s k - 
nu, suckled by his mother, D e v aki.” In this case, 
however, rather the exact opposite seems to hold. 

f Fig. 7 in the accompanying plate is from De Rossi's 
Imagines Selectee Deiparae Virginia, referred to in § 3 
of this paper, Ind. Ant vol. III. p. 5Ob. 

Fig. 8 is from Bunsen, Die Basiliken des alien Mom, 
pi. xliv.; see Ind. Ant vol. III. p. 48a. 

Fig. 9 is from the cloister of Karyais on Mount Athos, 
referred to ut step. p. 50a. 
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Meanwhile we here subjoin a few more data 

which abundantly establish the existence in India 

during the last three or four centuries of a directly 

European influence in the field of art. First of 

all, then, according to p. 424 of the Catalogue 

des Manuserits ef Xylographes Orientalise de la 

Bi&fioffhque Imperials Publique de St. Peters- 

bourg, which appeared in the year 1852, in a 

manuscript collection of Muhammadan-Indian 

pictures there (No. edlxxxix.) of date between 

the years 1621-17f>2, we find, among others, 

on p. 68, 4< an image of the Holy Virgin with 

the Child Jesus, and above, in letters scarcely 

recognizable from their smallness, the words 

L — y(i sdheb al sum an, ‘0 

Seigneur <lu temps !’ v Then we come to 

f. 77 vers. 4 the Annunciation of the Holy 

Virgin,’ with some words in Roman charac¬ 

ters, in which we can distinguish Motik and 

Nostkr (compare Ouseley, Biographical Notes 

on Persian Poets, p. eexxiv,, London, 1816). 

And so, likewise, our > Royal Library here is 

in possession of two similar collections of 

works. One of them (library pictures A 100) 

bears the title ‘c A collection of original drawings 

to illustrate the costume and the maimers of 

the Persians it is not, however, Persian bat 

Indian pictures that are contained in it, as, for 

example, two pictures of the blue Krishna, 

both of which represent him as a young man, the 

one as seated on a kind of stool, the other as 

milking a cow (a shepherdess stands near). It 

is highly surprising to find among these pictures 

a beautiful one, obviously modelled on a European 

copy, representing the child Christ in the 

Madonna’s left arm (both without halo), Jesus is 

dressed in yellow, and holds a book in his hand ; 

the Madonna has on a red under-garment, and a 

X That is Midi, with an erroneous secondary substi¬ 
tuting of a for A Compare ga/na svar&di, where 
vadi also appears along with sudi (formerly also sudi). 
Both forms ocmr only in giving dates, and are simple 
abbreviations. Their being placed among the inde- 
elinables is just such an absurdity as if, in a Imtin gram¬ 
mar, the abbreviations cal id. mvc. were to be put down 
as mdeelimblos ; Midi stands for frakladi nasya (or 
Su ddha-di natty a, or. °di vmasyu), that is (tuhlapak* 
shasya; and vadi, badi for vahuladinasya, that is bahu- 
lapabhasya. Benfey’s explanation of the two forms as 
locatives (see his Volkt (hamm. der SamkriUprm'he, 
p. 344. Leipzig, 1852), viz, of sudi through sudivi, 
and of vaii through avadi, is quite wrong. In M. Muller’s 
Samkfit Grammar (p. 149, Lond. 1806), sudi (sic), 
* light fortnight/ and badit 4 dark fortnight/ are also 
placed among the u indeclinable nouns/’ along with svar, 
ttviyam, &c.—;8o, saihvat also, occurring only in stating 
dates (see gand svar&di, and in Miiller j in Benfey in the 
place referred to it is wanting) is scarcely an indeclinable, 
but merely an abbreviation for satbvatsevre, like our A, for 
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blue handkerchief on her head, which falls down 

like a mantle, and envelopes her whole body. 

The superscription runs thus : o 

plS0 ur? (?) U' Tasvir Ilazrat ’Isa bin (?) 
bin Maryam, “Picture of the Lord Jesus son [this 

word is repeated] of Mary.’’ Of much greater im¬ 

portance, however, is the second of this collection 

{ Access. 9278, 9360). The same thing appears 

from a border executed in gold painting and com¬ 

mon to all the leaves, which on every leaf is adorned 

with separate figures—a single work of art. Of 

the larger pictures that are’ found in the middle 

of this frame, a considerable number are old 

European engravings, or at least copies of such. 

And in fact the subjects of these are borrowed for 

the most part from the history of Christ. Thus, 

for example, one engraving represents the murder 

of the children at Bethlehem, another the wor¬ 

ship of the kings, another Christ's resurrection and 

descent into hell. A Madonna of Diirer’s (but 

not the Madonna Lactam) lies before ns in a free 

copy, and also among the figures in the frames 

done in gold, we find the Madonna with the Child 

(although not, in this case, as a sucking child), or 

the child Christ alone, or other persons taken from 

sacred history. Beside them are numerous other 

representations having no reference to these, 

some European also, but most of them of decided¬ 

ly Indian character and origin. Fortunately, 

the date of this remarkable work is preserved to us 

in a perfectly authentic way. On the concluding 

page the Indian artist, to whom the execution of 

the whole evidently belongs, has represented him¬ 

self as offering a roll of paper to his high patron, 

by whose order he had executed his work, and on 

this roll, in Devandgari, stand the words siyi (!) 

sn Yaldfadina Ahavara Pdtisdlii chiram jiva [ 

samvatu (!) 1646. pausha sudi$ naumi (!) 

c Anno/ Benfey, indeed, in his Sanskrit Dictionary, places 
sa,>hva t together with par at, and seeks (under parut) in the 
vat a separate word with the meaning of 4 year/ which he 
compares with eros*. bbr parut = 7repvcn, Armen. heruf 
Pott, Windisehmann, and Bopp have both sought a similar 
derivation, and in the ut lc a contraction of the syllable 
vat from vatsara, year.” (See Bopp, Verg. Gram. vol. IX. 
p. 210, vol. III. p. 481.) But the very reference to Trepvcri 
and %em makes this appear to me very improbable for 
parut also. The words vatsa, vatsara, year, are 
scarcely descended from the Indo-Germanic age: vatsa 
I cannot show with this signification in the JRik. at all, and 
in the Br&hmmu only in the word trivatsa, which is de¬ 
fined by tr ivarstia, but can also be quite differently under- 
stood; vatsara, too, very seldom occurs in it, and may pro¬ 
bably he only a secondary word, formed to denote one of 
the five or .six yuga«years, and derived from sarhvatswa. 
This last word, not exactly^ one often met with in the 
Mik., probably at first contained an r in the middle, as 
derived from the root vart and standing for sarhvart 
sara, and meaning properly the cycle rolling back on itself ? 
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luhitam Kesavaddsa chitrahara, that is, “May 

His- Highness Jellal-ed-dhi Akbar Padishah 

live long [ Samvat 1646 (=A.n. 1590) on the 

ninth of the light 'half of Pausha, written by 

Kesavadasa, the painter.” Thus, by order 
of the emperor Akbar,. this beautiful work was 

executed by a native artist, called Kesavadasa. 

In this statement there is nothing surprising. 

On the one hand it is known how indulgent that 

truly great emperor was, how much he promoted 

the mingling of religious systems, how very warmly 

he interested himself in the Christian religion 

among others, so that for a long time the Jesuits 

reckoned confidently on, his conversion. On the 
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other hand, however, we know further from the 

statement of his like-minded great minister 

E a i z i, in the excellent work called the 

Ayhi-i~Akbari, that the emperor warmly favoured 

painting also, that he even founded a kind of 

academy of painting, whose members, among 

other things, had to illustrate Persian books 

with paintings (Hamm's History contains not 

fewer than fourteen hundred of them !); draw¬ 

ing portraits, too, of the chief officials of 

the court formed part of their business,—see 

Gladwin’s Ax/ni4~Akhan, vol: I. p. 115, mid 

the Petersburg Catalogue des ManuscriU . , . 
p, 425. 

THE INDIAN ANTIQUARY, 

ROCK-CUT TEMPLES AT BADAMT, IN THE DKKIIAN. 

Badami is a moderate-sized town in the 

Kala dgi collectorate, about twenty-three miles 

south-east from the town of Kala dgi, and nearly 

three from the Malprabha river. It is the chief 

town of the tfduka of the same name. A little 

to the south of it is B a n a s a m k a r i; among 

the hills to the east is M a h a k u t a; eight miles 

to the east and on the river isPattadkal; and 

another eight miles down the river is A i h o 1 o— 

all noted for their ancient temples and inscrip¬ 

tions. As pointed out by Mr. Fleet, there 

seems little doubt but that Badami was the 

ancientVa tap ip u ri or Vatap 1 nagari 

of the Chalukya kings of the Kanarese country, 

and made the capital by P u 1 i k 6 s 11. in the 

sixth century of the Christian era. Early in 

the seventh century it is mentioned by the 

name also of B & d a v i; Pattadkal is the old 

Pattadakisuvolal, the capital of the 

Sindavarhsa chiefs about 1162 a.d. ; and 

Aihole may be the Ayyavol e mentioned in 

a grant of the reign of the Chalukya king 

Yikramaditya the Great, 1093 a.d.* 

Badami is situated at the outlet between 

two rocky hills on its north and south sides, 

a dam to the east of the town between the 

bases of the hills forming a large tank for the 
supply of water to the town. All along the 

north side of this small lake are old temples, 

most of them built of very large blocks of hard 

stone, while the hill behind them is a ruined fort, 

takeu by aBritish detachment under Sir Thomas 

•this explanation holds good for vatsa also, in case this can 
redly be proved to have the signification of ‘year,’ and 
then the etymological reference to IVov, v&tus, would 

Munro in 1 SI8, It must havebeon a place ofgroat 

strength in early times ; the passages through 

it are cut to groat depths in the rock and are 

narrow, long, and winding, so that if the gate 

were stormed the besieged bad their enemies 

far below them, and from above they could 

easily hurl destruction on the heads of all that 

could enter the pathways before any of them 

could reach a place of vantage. In and about 

this rook-fort are some temples also. But it is 

in the scarp of the hill to the south-east that the 

cave temples arc excavated. They are four 

in number : the lowest, on the west end of the 

hill, is a S i v ill ay a or Saivft cave; the next is 

a Vaishnava temple considerably higher up in 

the rock and to the north-east of the Sivfdaya; 

the largest, also Yaishnava, is still further to the 

east on the north face of the lull; and the last 

is a little beyond it, but is a Jaina cave and of 

much smaller dimensions than the preceding 

throe Brakmanical ones. All four are still in 

unusually excellent preservation, and are very 

rich in mythological sculpture. 

The Great Cave is by far the finest of the 

series, and one of the most interesting Brah- 

manical temples in India; it is also the only 

cave-temple of which we know the age, for it is 

on a pilaster in it that the inscription of Man¬ 

ga 1 i s a, the son of Pulikesi I,, the Ch&lukya 

king who mad© Badami his capital, is 

found. Though it cannot compare in size with 

Elephanta or some of the larger caves at Elur&, 

naturally become doubtful in the highest degree. 
* hid. Ant vol. III. p. 305; vol. T. pp. 19, 51,67,68, 71, 

174, 344; vol. ?I. pp. 72, 74, 86, 137,139, 142. 
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It Is still a temple of considerable dimensions, the 

verandah measuring nearly seventy feet in length, 

and the cave inside sixty dive feet, with a total 

depth from the front of the verandah pillars to 

the back wall of forty-eight feet,—the shrine 

going into the rock about twelve feet farther, 

while this general height throughout verandah 

and hall is fifteen feet. It is considerably 

higher up in the rock than the other Vaishnava 

cave, and is entered by an ascending stair 

through a door in the west end of a square 

court in front of it, the north side of this court 

being formed by a largo mass of rock left urn* 

excavated there; the east and west ends are 

formed by old walls of masonry, that on the east 

entirely precluding all access from this side to 

the 4aina cave just beyond it, so that the Jairtas 

must, have formed a path for themselves from 

the shore of the taldo below up to their rock-cut 

shrine. 

The cave faces the north, and the level of the 

floor of it is eight or nine feet above that of the 

court outside. A narrow platform is built up 

the whole length of the front, the cave being 

entered by a flight of steps in the centre of It, 

but which have now been tom down,—probably 

because the long treads of the steps were found 

useful for some purpose or other in the village. 

The front of the platform has a moulded comice, 

and under it a dado of blocks,—many cf them 

seven feet in length—divided into more than 

thirty compartments throughout the length of it, 

and in each compartment two of those little fat 

dwarfs or gams that are such favourites with the 

early Hindu sculptors for the decoration of 

basements, and which they were fond of re¬ 

presenting in every possible attitude and in 

every form of grimace, even with the heads of 

animals. All sects—Br&hmans, Buddhists, and 

Jains—seem to have employed such figures in 

similar positions; in fact they appear tohavebeen 

conventionalities dependent more upon the taste 

and imagination of the craftsmen than upon 

the mythology of the sect for which any parti¬ 

cular temple was constructed. 

The verandah is supported in front by six 

pillars each two and a half feet square, and two 

pilasters, with deep bases and capitals,—the lat¬ 

ter almost hidden by the three brackets attached 

to the lower part of the capitals on the backs and 

sides of each, and by the eave or drip which 

comes down in front. The brackets on each 

side the pillars in every case but One represent 

a pair of human or mythological figures—a male 

and female standing in various attitudes under 

foliage, in most cases attended by a small dwarf 

figure; the only exception to the pair of figures 

is one in which Ardhanari is represented, four¬ 

armed and with two dwarf attendants. The 

brackets on the backs or inner sides of the 

pillars are all tall single female figures, each 

with one or two small attendants. These 

brackets extend from near the bottom of the 

capitals to the roof. The necks of the pillars 

below the capitals are carved with broad bands 

of elaborate beaded festoon work, and on each 

of the four sides of the lower portions of the 

shafts are medallions carved with groups of 

figures within a border. 

The verandah is nine feet wide, and is separ¬ 

ated from the hall by four free-standing columns 

and two demi-columns in antis, all with high 

bases, the two central pillars being of that 

purely Hindu type, so often met with, consisting 

of a square shaft with thin and slightly narrower 

slabs applied to each face : in this case two of these 

slabs are superimposed on each side, forming 

five exterior angles at each of the four corners. 

The two pillars outside these are octagons with 

capitals of the Elephauta type. There are thus 

left for sculptures the two ends of the verandah, 

and the spaces on the back between the attached 

pillars and the ends. 

In the east end of the verandah is a large 

figure of V i s h n u seated (see Mg. 1) on the 

body of the great snake Sesha or Ananta, which 

is thrice coiled round below him, while its 

hoods—five in this instance—are spread out 

over and round his big muguta or crown as if 

to protect it. He is represented as four-armed 

(0 h a t u r b h u j) — the front left hand resting 

on the calf of his leg, and the other holding 

up the sahhha or conch-shell, one of his most 

characteristic emblems,—being the shell that 

was among the fourteen precious things pro¬ 

duced from the churning of the ocean which 

Vishnu conducted in his second or Kurma 

avatdra, and which was said to confer victory on 

whoever should sound it. In the Vishnu, 

Purdna and Harivmhsa, however, it is said that 

when Krishna was getting up Ms military 

acquirements, his dchdrya or tutor, Sandipani 

K a sy a complained that he had lost his only son 

in the sea at P r ab h 4s a (Soman&tha). Krishna 
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plunged into the sea, but was told by Samudra 

that it was the Daitya Panchajana or 

gankhasura, the chief of a race dwelling in 

shells, who had carried off the youth. Krishna 

then, descending to the bottom, of the ocean, 

encountered and slew him, bringing up his bones 

(or the shell he had inhabited), of which he 

made the &lanlcha Fanchajmuja, that he bore ever 

after as an emblem.f 
In the front right hand he holds some object 

perhaps representing wealth or fruit, and in 

the other his chahra or discus—a sharp-edged 

heavy quoit, which seems to have been used as 

a missile instrument in early warfare by the 

Hindus, being thrown with force against the 

enemy, and recovered by a string attached to it. 

In later mythological representations Vishnu is 

represented as twirling it round his forefinger, 

when, it is said, irresistible fire flames from its 

periphery, destroying all in its course. It is 

called sudarsana, and is said to. have been 

formed from the rays of Tvashtri for the 

destruction of the Danavas.f He has three 

necklaces, each represented with a mass of gems 

in front, among which it was perhaps intended to 

represent the Kawstubha or Bhrigulita. Bound 

his waist is another belt of gems, while over 

his left shoulder and under his right arm hangs 

a thick cord apparently formed of twisted strands 

of strings of beads or pearls; and again round his 

loins are other richly embroidered belts; on his 

arms and wrists§ also he wears rich armlets and 

bracelets. To his right and below is G a r u d a, 

his vdliana or vehicle, who carries him and attends 

him also as a page, sitting with folded arms lean¬ 

ing against the coils of Sesha. Opposite to him 

sits a little female figure with high muguta, which 

may possibly represent L a k s h m i, the wife of 

Vishnu. Above these stand two taller female 

figures, each holding a chauri or fly-flap : they 

have jewelled head-dresses, and large chignons, 

out of which rises a single cobra-hood overshad¬ 

owing the head; These attendants remind us 

of the supporters we so often find under the 

jiadmdsemas or lotus-thrones of figures of Bud¬ 

dha, where the male supporters of the lotus-stalk 

are represented with three, five, or even seven 

snake-hoods shielding their heads, while their 

female companions or wives have, only one hood. 

t Wilson, Vishnu Purd/rict, 1st ed.p. 562; RarivavhSa. 
a&h. Ixxxix. j Wilford in As. Mbs, vol. YlII.; Moor’s Hindu 
Pantheon, p. 218* $ Harivathia, adh. ix. and eexv. 

§ On bis wrist Yishuu wears the jewel called Byomomtaka. 

ANTIQUARY. [Dbcbmbbr, 1877. 

This large sculpture fills the end compartment 

of the verandah. Under it is a plinth the front 

of which is* carved with little fat gambolling 

figures or ganas. 
Turning to the right we find on the back 

wall of the verandah another large sculpture, 

and one which in the early ages seems to have 

been a great favourite, for wo seldom miss it in 

a Vaishnava shrine {Mg. 2). It is also repeated 

in several of the Saiva rock-tern pies of Blunt, 

and always in nearly the same form as here. 

It is the V a r a h a or third avatdra, assumed 

to rescue the earth from the Asura. II i r a n- 

y a k s h a, the chief of the Danavas, who had 

carried it off to the bottom of the ocean, when 

Vishnu, taking the form of a boar, dived down 

and rescued it, after a contest of a thousand 

years. |[ Here he is represented again as four- 

armed, similarly dressed as in the other figure, 

and with the chahm and Sanhlia in his uplifted 

hands, but with a beto’s head, standing with his 

left foot on the coil of a snake, the head of which 

is human, with five hoods behind it—seen under 

his thigh. In one of his left hands he holds a 

lotus-flower on which stands P r i t h i v i,—the 

Barth personified,—steadying herself against his 

shoulder. P r i t h i v i, also called Bhfimi- 

d6v 1 or Bhfid&vi, derives her name from 

Prithu, the first king who taught the mode of 

cultivating the ground, and whoso daughter 

she is said to have been. She is the wife of Vishnu 

in his V a r a h a avatdra, and to her ho deliv¬ 

ered one of the Purdnas* She is represented in 

mythology as a woman with two arms, stand¬ 

ing on a lotus-flower, and holding in one hand 

another* lotus-blossom, with a crown on her 

head, her long black locks reaching to her feet, 

of yellow complexion, and with a iilaka of red 

paste on her forehead. BhfimidSvi is the 

goddess of patience and endurance, but receives 

no special worship,^ 

In front of Varaha’s knee kneels a human 

female figure with the five Nag a-hoods over his 

jewelled muguta, and behind stands a female 

chauri~he$bTeY with the single hood; another 

figure lies between Var&ha’s feet, holding by the 

long cord or yajnopavita that hangs down from 

his shoulder, hut which is broken away in front 

of the head and shoulder of the Nfiga figure. 

II Conf. HarivathSa, a&h. xhL ocxxiii, and ccxxiv. 
1 Pyithivl is from^fithu—‘extended’. On Bhdmidevi 

see Manu, hi. 86, 86 j ix- 811; Colebrooke’a Essays, vol. I. 
p. 137. ‘ 
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QverVaraha’s shoulders aro two pairs of figures 

Hko tlio cherubs in 'Banddha shrines, each ap¬ 

parently with offerings. 

On the piles tor, beside this figure, is the in¬ 

scription of the sixth century of our era (a.d. 
57b), to which wo shall again refer below. 

At the west end of the verandah wo have an¬ 

other of the amtMrtis, namely the N a r a s in li a 

or man-lion (Fig. 8), which, like tho Varaha, 

is represented as hawing taken place in the 

Satya-yuga. The demon H i r a n y a k a s i p u, 

the son of Kasyapa and Dili, and brother of 

H Iran yil k s h a, having, in consequence of 

severe penances obtained from Brahmfi the boon 

that ho should be iuvuluorablo to gods, men, 

snakes, Ac., became imperious and troubled 

earth and heaven, when, at the desire of P r a h~ 

1 <1 da the son of IUranyakasipu, Narasi&ha 

bursting out of a column destroyed him, to the 

great joy of the (him t as. He is hero represented 

four-armed, one of the left arms resting on Ms 

huge club or tjadha, called Kamnodahi, beside 

which stands O a r u d a in human form. On the 

other side is a dwarf attendant, and above 

Narasiiha’s shoulders are figures Boating with 

garlands and gifts. Over the lion-head is a 

lotus, and his jewelled necklaces are elaborately 

carved. 
On the other side of the front pilaster of the 

verandah from this last is a large and very 

striking sculpture, repeated also on a smaller 

scale in the other Vaiehnava cave here, in the 

Das Avatara cave and in other places at E1 u r & 

(see Fig. 4). Locally it is called Viratrupa, but, 

from the place it occupies among these sculp¬ 

tures, there can be no doubt that it relates to 

Vish n u in the fifth or V 4 m an a avatdra of 

the Trota-yuga. He is represented in this case as 

eight-armed (Ashtabhuj a), with the chalcra, 

the Nandaha, the sword, the gadha or club, and an 

arrow in his right hands, and the saiihlia, the bow 

called t^drnga, and shield in the left, while with 

the fourth on that side lie points to a round grin¬ 

ning face, perhaps RS.hu, to which he lifts 

also his left foot. Over this face is the 

# Tishka, like $xva, has a thousand names (MaMbh. 
MuHbcmm $a/rva>%, w. 0950-7056) of which the more usual 
are ; 

1 Achyuta—-the undecayable. 
2 Ain^ta-layana-*-who sleeps on the serpent Ananta. 
6 Daityflri—the enemy of the Daityas* 
4 Dimodara—as Kfishpa, hound with a rope.- 
5 Govinda—raiser of the earth, or cowkeeper. 

crescent moon, beside Vishnu’s jewelled mnguta 

is a Varaha and two other figures, and below 

on his right Ga^uda, In front stand three 

figures, probably representing Bali the son of 

Virochana and king of Mahabalipura, and his 

wife with £§ u k r a his counsellor, the first holding 

the pot out of which he had, against $ukra’s 

advice, poured tho water on the hands of the 

dwarf in confirmation of his promise to grant 

V a in a n a1 s request for as much ground as he 

could compass at three strides. But scarcely 

was the water poured on his hands when, say 

the legends,<£ he developed all his divine form. 

The earth became his feet, the heaven his 

head, tho sun and moon his eyes, the Pis fichas 

his toes, the Guhyakas his fingers, the 

Visvaddvashis knees, the S a d h y a s his 

legs, tho Y a k s h a s his nails, the Apsarasas 

tho lines on his face, the lightning Ms glance, 

tho solar rays his locks, tho stars the spots on 

his person, the intermediate points of the horizon 

his arms, the cardinal points his ears, the 

Alvins the interiors of his ears, V a y u his 

nose, Ohandramas (moonbeams) the light 

of his face, duty his sentiment (mams), truth 

his voice, S a r a svat i his tongue, A diti his 

neck, Mitra and Tvashtrihia eyebrows, 

A gni his mouth, Brahmfi his heart, the 

V a s u s his back, the M a r u t s his joints, the 

Chhandashis teeth, Ac. Ac. At the sight of 

this divine form the A s u r a s, Bali’s subjects, 

enraged dashed at him.” Among them we find 

such names as Viprachitti, Hayagriva, EAtuman, 

Ugra, Prahla d a, Anuhr&da, Hari, Hara, 

V a r & h a, Virftpaksha, Suprabha, Dvichakra, 

Vayu, Vikshara, Krodha, Naraka, Puloman, 

R & h u, Ac. Ac. They were of all animal and 

monstrous shapes, and armed with all sorts of 

instruments, their heads decked with diadems, 

earrings, Ac. Vishnu’s form, however, grew 

as he dispersed them, until the sun and moon 

were no higher than his breast, and still he 

grew. u The Brahmans say that the powerful 

Vishnu,# the conqueror of the Asuras, after 

subduing the three worlds, gave the earth to 

0 Hari. 7 Janteddana—of whom emancipation is 

SOU8hJalajal6chatiaTlotii8-eyed 5 9 Pundarlk4ksha—whose 
eyes are like the white lotus. 

10 Kaitabhajit—who overcame Kaitabha. 
11 Kcsava-—hairy, or who gave being. 12 Klesinishfidana. 
18 Kiritm—wearing a tiara. 
14 Lakshmlpati—lord of Lakshmi. 
15 $ridhara—bearer of Srt 
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In dr a, and to Bali the sixth of the lower 
worlds (Pdtdla), named S n t a 1 a.,,f 

Holding by his thigh is Garuda, and 
above the heads of the three figures before him 
is one with sword and shield falling down, and 

a half-figure behind. 
Facing this, at the other end of the verandah, 

just outside the pilaster that separates it from 
the first described of these sculptures, is another 
large one (Fig. 5) representing Vishnu with 
eight arms, with chakra, arrow, gadha, and 

sword in his right hands, and in the left the 
sahkha, shield, and bow (mrhga), the fourth 
placed against his loin. Behind the head a 
portion of the head-dress is formed into a circu¬ 
lar frill, somewhat resembling an aureole : this 
may be observed also both in the last described 
figure and in the next. He wears long pendant 
links hanging down from the ears, similar to what 
are found on many Bauddha images, and in the 
lower portion of the link is hung a heavy ring 

or jewel that rests against the collar. From the 
top of his high muguta, or cap, springs a figure of 
Narasinh a—four-armed and with chakra and 
sahkha. Whom this is intended to represent is 
somewhat difficult to say; as it occupies a posi¬ 
tion beside the entrance, it may be intended 
merely as a figure of Vishnu in his more active 
and terrible form, while the next, inside, repre¬ 
sents him in repose seated on Sesha—or it may 

be for Balarama, the seventh avaidra. It is, like 
the others, well cut in a close-grained rock, and 
the only damage it has suffered is a piece out 
of the long sword, and some slight injury near 
the ankle. The dress is knotted behind, the 
thighs, and round his body and thighs he wears 

a belt,—perhaps the same as the bdhwpaddai of 
Southern India, represented as worn by sages 
and other holy beings -when they sit. 

The last large sculpture to be noticed in this 
cave is a figure of Harihara, as he is locally 
krfown. (Fig. 6.) This name is applied to the 

16 M&dhava. 17 Madhusfidana—-destroyer of Madhtu 
18 Mukun&a*—•passionless. 19 Murfiri—foe of Mura. 

■20 N&r&yana—who dwells on the waters, or in the minds 
of the devout. 

21 Padman&bha—in whose navel is a lotus. 

322 PanchSyudha—having five weapons. 

28 Pit&mbara—‘■wearing yellow garments. 

24 Hpshikesa—god of all the members of light. 

25 £&rngin ; 26 ^llrngapfini—•'bearing the how of horn. 
27 Smyambhfi—self-existent. 28 V&rshpeya. 

22 V&sndevar—as Krishna, the son of Vasudeva. 

m Vaatojjyfcha; 81 Va£ku9thanatha^~the destroyer of 
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A y i nar of the south country, the alleged son 

of 6 i v a by M 6 k i n i (a female manifestation 
of Vishnu), and who is the only male Gramade- 

vata worshipped by the Tamils. But there is 
another legend of Harihara which runs 

thus :—u In former times there lived an Asura 

named G u h a, the son of a Rishi. He was 
exceedingly powerful, ami performed extremely 

painful penances. On one occasion, after 
inhaling a draught of smoke, he performed 
the penance of standing on his head for ninety- 
six years, during sixty-four of which ho lived 

solely on the leaves of trees, and for another 
portion of the time upon fruit, and for the 
rest of the period he lived entirely without 
food ; and by this means ho succeeded in bring¬ 
ing all his bodily senses into complete subjec¬ 
tion. As a reward for this groat penance, he 

obtained a boon from Brabmft, and this bless¬ 
ing so intoxicated him with' pride that he 
became a troabler of the worlds. In course of 

time In dr a and his attendant gods were obliged 
to make war upon him on account of the uni¬ 
versal confusion which he created; but he 
assumed the different powers of all the gods 
—the power of Sfirya, of Indra, of Agni, of 
Anila, of Indu, of Yama, of Varuna, and of the 
other gods, and so succeeded in driving them 
out of their own paradise. 

“ Then those exiled gods, together with the 

Rishis, the Munis, the Gandharvas, the Yak- 
shas, and the R&kshasas,” went to Siva, and 
“in order also to make it evident to all crea¬ 
tures that Vishnu add Siva are one,” says the 
Saiva legend, u I (Siva) assumed the form of 

Hari. For a thousand years of the gods I made 
war upon Guh&snra with various divine 
and mighty weapons. For a while I merely- 
hurled them at him in sport, but at last I 
pierced him mortally with the tremendous arrow 
Mah&pasupatastra*” . . . u When the gods saw 
the mysterious form which had been assumed to 

sorrow, or lord of the heaven named Vaikuptha or limit¬ 
less. 

82 Vishnu—-into whom all is absorbed, or the pervading. 
88 Vishtara-srava—who (in the form of Vir&ta) is all eye, 

all ear 
84 Visvamvara—protector of the world. 
85 Vishmksena—whose soldiers fill the world. 
And the ten avat&ms—1, Matsya, the fish; 2, Kfirma, 

the tortoise; 3, Varfiha, the hoar j 4, Narasinha, the man- 
lion; 5, Vflmana, the dwarf; 0, Paxasur&ma, the eon of 
Jama&agni; 7, Eftma; 8, Krishna; 9, Buddha j and, 10, 
Kalkm or Dharma -bhfishana. 

t See Karivw'Ma, adh. ocliv.-cclvii. 
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destroy the Asura, they greatly wondered and 

were very much afraid,” until Brahma explained 

the mystery. J In the Marivama (adh. chtxx., 

clxxxi. is another account of the contest between 

Siva and Vishnu, and of their subsequent union 

in one, concluding with a hymn to Harihara.§ 

Hero the left side of the figure represents 

11 at i or Vishnu with the mnkha in his uplifted 

hand, the other resting against his haunch, 

while the earring and cap are of a different pat¬ 

tern from that of H a r a or Siva, on which is the 

crescent and a withering skull, while a cobra 

luings from his ear, another from his belt, a third 

is on the front of his muguta, and a fourth twines 

round the param or axe he holds in one hand. 

In the other hand he holds some oval object. 

A more common double figure in Hindu my- _ 

the logy is that of A r d h an a r i & v ar i, Ar~ 

d h si, n o s v ar 1, or A r d h an & r inates v a- 

v a, the union of Siva and Piirvati, in a half male I 

half female form. In the KaUha Purdna it is 

said-—u llara o fibred his wife to take half of her 
body and give her half of his own, or vice mrsd; 

and at length she took the half of Siva and joined 

it to her right side, and the god took half of 

Parvati and united it to his. Thus forming 

only one body with his wife, Siva has the name 

of Ardhanar is vara.” Other stories are 

given in other Puri me. 
In the lowest or fiaiva cave of the Badami 

group is a representation (Fig. 7) of this Ar- 

dhanftris a, in pretty good preservation. It 

occupies the right end of the verandah, and, 

as is nsually the case at Elephanta and else¬ 

where, the god is attended by his favourite white 

bull Nandi, which, the &aiva Samaya Vmdvidai 

says, is a form of D h a r m a d 6 v a, the 

god of justice, who offered himself to Siva in this 

form as a vehicle. Behind Nandi, with clasped 

hands, stands B h r i n gi—a favourite devotee, 

or perhaps Kal, the form of Ru&ra or Siva 

himself as the author of destruction,—a gaunt 

and hideous skeleton. At the left or female 

side stands a female richly decked, and bearing 

some flat object in her left hand. 

The right side, which is always the male half, 

represents S i v a,*—the crescent moon and sknll 

on his head-dress, a snake in his ear, another 

% Fowlkes’s Legends of the Shrme ofHaHham (Madras: 

coiled round his arm, a third hanging from his 

belt (the heads of them broken off), and a fourth 

twining round the battle-axe he holds in his up¬ 

lifted hand : a portion of the tiger-skin in which 

he wraps his person hanging down on his thigh, 

with richly jewelled necklaces, bracelets, <fcc. 

Tbe left half, representing IT m a s a k t i, has a 

large flat eai'ring, necklaces, belt, armlets, and 

bracelets of different patterns from those on the 

male half. The hair is made up iu a sort of 

chignon over the shoulder, much as it is still 

worn by the lower classes in the Madras 

Presidency, and is covered with a network of 

pearls or gems, A cord hangs down in front of 

the thigh, terminating in a small flat heart-shaped 

end—an ornament specially noticeable on many 

of the figures in the K a i 1 a s a rock-temple at 

Blur a. On the foot are two heavy anklets, 

and these and the very long bracelets on the 

wrists and also on the female companion cannot 

fail to remind tbe observer of the similar 

abundance of bono and brass rings worn by tbe 

Wanj fir is and other aboriginal tribes to the 

present day. She bolds up a flower, and with the 

other hand grasps one end of a stick, or perhaps 

a lute, the other end of which is held by the front 

hand of the male half. The attendant female 

wears a loose kirtle held up by a richly jewelled 

belt. Her earrings are different—that in the 

right ear consisting of a long link hanging down 

to the shoulder, and iu the end of it a thick 

jewelled ring and short pendant; the other is a 

broad thick disc like that known in Bengal byv 

the name of dhehri || Her hair is done up iu a 

very elaborate style, with a profusion of pearls 

over the forehead. Moating overhead on each 

' side are two figures, male and female, with 

offerings, and having elaborate head-dresses. 

This union of & i v a and Parvati in a single 

body personifies the principle of life and produc¬ 

tion in its double aspect—the active principle 

under the name of P u r u s h a, and the female or 

passive under that of Prakrit 1. It embodies 
the central idea of nature-worship, and occurred 

to the early Greeks, as we see from the old 

Orphic hymn preserved by Stohaeus^f beginning 

Ztvs dpoyv yevero, Zsv? bftfiporof swXero vv&fnj* 

"Zeus was a male,2jeus became a deathless damsel,” 

we have no descriptive catalogue of female ornament® usea 
in India- ‘ * 
f Stobffius, Bdog. Phys. ed. Heeren, vol. I. p.42; 

Hmr. Ong. Sam*. Texts, voi I. pp. 9, 86; rol.lV. p. 331 ? 
andvoL V. p-360. 
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On the male side the figure of Ardha na¬ 

il-Isa* is usually painted dark blue or black, 

and vermilion or orange on the left or female 

* The names of $iva are so numerous, and the forms so 
various, that it is useful to know the principal names, though 
ia almost every town and village he has a different local 
designation. In' the Dekhan and Southern India the 
following are the most common;—* 

1, Ahirbudhnar-having a snake below, or the serpent at 
the bottom, the nether serpent. 

2, Anand—the blissful; 3, Anandaniltha. 

4, Andhakaripn—the enemy of Andhalca. 
6, Arunfichal&ar-lord of Arunfichak (the rod hill). 

6, Anndmalainiltha. 

7, Bharga—the shining; 8, Smamhara,—the destroyer of 
Kdma. 

9, Bhava—the existing j 10, Bhairava. 

11, Bhima—the terrific; 12, Ugrar—the wrathful 

13, BhfitanStha, or Bhfiteaa; and 14, Bhfitapati,—lord of 
demons. 

15, Bhuvanesa—lord of the world. 

16, Chandrasekhara; 17. Chaadramauli; 18, Kraisfi&i(?)— 
moon-crested; 19/Chandrapi<k; 20, Chandrik(?); 21, Sudhfi- 
sfitikalfimaiilin-~having the nectax-prodncing crescent as a 
crest. 

22, Chidamharamfiriri—iheintellectoii-garmeEt-form, the 
god at Chelfimbram. 

23, Chokkhanfithar-the handsome lord. 

24, Andivamen—twilight-coloured. 

25, Devamani—the divine gem. 

26, Dhfbjjati (?)—who bears the worlds. 

27, Ekfimbara—having one garment; 28, BrahmA—the 
supreme one; 29, Kadavul (?). 

30, Enddkn (?)—eight-shouldered. 

31, GaJ9fidhipa~-master of the gams. 
32, Gangfidbaia; 83,6angfiveman*~'haring Oafigfi in his 

hair. 

34, (3iri»—lord of the hills, he who dwells on the hill* 

35, Kara—the seizer. 

36, Isa j 37, fsvara; 38, Mahesvaiar--the great god. 

39, Faramesvara—the highest god. 

40, Iska-the universal ruler. 

41, Jatamudi (?) ;42, Pingaga (?),—with entangled locks; 
43, Kapariun—with braided hair. 

44, J’yotis—the light. 

45, Kaikyfili (?)~lord of Kail&sa. 

46, Kadnkkaxyen—with Cassia fistula garland. 

47, Kanmsfidi—garknd-wearer. 

48, Kankala—bone-wearer. 

49, KapAli; 50, Eapdlabhyit—who wears skulls. 

*51, Kfiy3r6nar—the god at Negapatam. 

52, Kalingarfija—king of KaJinga; 53, Blurftya (?). 
54, Dakshipfcfiya (?). 

65, Khandaparasu—who hews his foes with a hattle-axe. 

86, Kratndhvanstn ; 57, Dabhfidhvamdhvansakjit,—the 
destroyer of (Daksha/s) sacrifice. 

58, KjisMnuretas—whose seed is in the fire, or placed in 
the fire. 

59, Kyittivfisas—clothed with a hide- 

60, Mahfideva—the great god. 

61, Mahfibalesvarar-lord of great power. 

MahaBlar-the great Kdla ; 63, KAkHkr-the Kdla 
or destroyer of Kdla. 

64, MAnidamendi (?)—holding a deer. 

35, Maraimnthal (?Hiuthor of the Vedas. 
66, Myidar-who is pleased or purifies. 

side, but sometimes the colours are white (Siva's 

proper colour) and yellow. 

But to return to the great cave: The roof 

67, Mritynnjayar—conqueror of Death. 

68, Muirnon (?)—the ancient; 69, Mahfimuni*-1the great 
ascetic. 

70, Nadesa or Nadesvara—lord of rivers; 71, T&pdava* 
murtti—the dancing god; 72, KMiyMMi (?)—fiho dancer 
with KM!; 73, Sudakiy&di~~tho dancer in cemcterios. 

74, Pdndnrangar-whoso ’limbs are white. 

75, Nakka (?)—the naked. 

76, Namban (?)—supremely desirable. 

77, Naudikcsvarar-tho bull-lord; 78, Vfisbadhvsfla— 
whose standard is a ball.- 

79, Nfirlbhilga—foinaU-eided; 80, Mangmbhfiga (?) 81, 
Ambikfibhfiga. 

82, Niliha—tbo lord; 83, Imiydn (?)—the king. 
84, Nilakapflia-biue-throatea; 85, Nikgriva; 86, Nan- 

ehurikantha(?)^havingpoi0onmthethroat; 87, fetika^tha-* 

of the black throat; 88, SrtkaijAha--of the beautiful throat. 

80, Niklohita—the blue and red. 

40, Nirmak; 91, MikiUfithavar (?)--8potlo8s. 

92, Nityar-the eternal 

93, Fanchamukha; 94, Panch5nana---five-faced. 

95, Farama—the highest; 96, Pawmarim. 

97, FaraluAi—wearer*of the battle-axe; 98, Finikin; 
99, FmAkapani—bearer of the bow. 

100, KundraviJU (?)~with the (Mem) mountain-bow, 

101, Fa.4upati—lord of cattle or the beasts. 

102, Pongaramninddn (?)—adorned with an angry snake 

103, Budra—the furious, or the disperser of tears. 

104, Samhhu—the good; 105, Tarbaran (?)—aelf-existent. 

106, Sankaxa^author of good. 

107, Sfimdftraikkdtavar (?)—the protector of those who 
take refuge in him. 

108, $arvar~who destroys; 109, Saxvajna~-idl-knowing. 

110, ^ipivishjnr—wrapped in a skin, or surrounded by a 
glory. 

111, Senjataylsa (?)—red-lockcd; 112, Vyomakefo— 
aanre-haired. 

118, &va--auspicious} 114, Mah5£va;115, SadA&m. 

116, Someavaxa, or Somanfitba,—lord of the moon. 

117, Srashtri—the creator. 

118, Stb&pfi—the everlasting. 

119, Sfllk; 120, gflkdhara; 121, gfflapiip-brid<mt. 
bearer. 

122, Svargantyaka—lord of heaven; 123, Triloehana; 
124, Virfipftksha; 125, Mnkkannen (?)—having a third eye. 

126, Tripurfintakar-the destroyer of Tripura,} 127, Fu- 
randhaka. 

128, Trayamhakar—three-eyed, or of three limbs. 

129, Dm&pati—lord of Hmfi; 130, Um&sahita; 131, PAr- 
vatikorhunan(?). 

132, VlmadAvar-who sports in a contrary way. 

133, Vara—the giver; 134, Pilkityagar~(?) the child-giver. 

135, yirabhadra--»the propitious hero. 

136, Vi4vanSthar-4ord of the world; 137, M%nkak- 
murtti 

138, yriddhficbakmfbtri--the god of the round hill. 
139, Yogin; 140, Mah4yogia—the mediator; 141, Dhar- 

ma ThAkura; &c. &c. 

In the Anuidsam pma of the MaUbMraia the 

thousand names of Siva and yishnn are riven, but a good 
many of the above do not oocur in that list. Those in the 
above list that are queried are. not wholly Sanskrit,, and 
are probably of Drmqkn origin'. There is one of which 
the rr&kyit word rdya, forms a component part. 
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of the verandah is divided by cross beams cut 

in the rook into seven recessed panels each 

filled with sculpture. Of these, six are repre¬ 

sented on the fifth plate to this paper. The 

first of these, being the panel to the left or east 

of the middle one, consists of a central circular 

compartment surrounded by four smaller oval 

ones, divided by bunches of water-lilies, so as 

to fill up a circle concentric with the first. The 

corners of the square are filled in with human 

and animal heads ending in arabesques. In 

the oentral area 6 i v a is represented, four¬ 

armed, sen ted on his b .U, with his spouse 

Pfirvati behind him. The four oval compart¬ 

ments outside this contain each two figures, 

apparently all males; and *no of them being 
Ganapatior PramathAdipa, the son of Siva 

and leader of his retinue, they are probably all 

intended as gam-ndyakas, «• principal members 

of his gana. The comer figures are—the heads J 
of an elephant, man, makgra, and fish, ending 

in floral terminations. 
The second panel represented on the plate is 

the central one of the seven, and has Vish 
in the middle, as lord of the Zenith,-four- 

armed as usual, and holding up the chakra in 

one right hand, and the iankha in a left one: he 

wears a high square-topped cap (as in Pigs. 1, 4, 

and 5) already described, while his wives Sr i or 

Lakshml and Bhflmidevi are huddled in 

beside him.f Round this central circle are eight 

ovals each containing some divinity, as in the 

usual figures of the DikpAla-man,dala. Above 

the iankha B r a h m a is easily recognized, seated 

asoetio-fashion on his lotus, four-armed and 

three-faced, occupying theplace usually assigned 

to Siva or TsAua. Below him is Indr a, regent 

of the East, holding his vajra, with his wife 

Buchi or' Indrani, on the elephant Airavati. 

Next to him is Ag ni, god of fire and regent of 

the South-East, on his ram, and above him a fly¬ 

ing figure, probably of Dhfirma or Smoke. 

Below Vishnu is a figure on a lion with an 

attendant, which might be taken for S fi r y a 
and his charioteer A run a, bnt it is probably 

Yama, the regent of the South, who is described 

in the Maisya Fwrdna (adh. cobri.) as seated 

t If both these figures were not intended to be female, 

the one kneeling on Yisbw’s right might he Sit* or ts&» 

piWpA3alraar or AshSdikapfilakas, with their w*hwna*t 

on a sinh&sana. The next, in the place of Nir- 

riti, is mounted on a horse, like Ma ngaia, 

the Hindu Mars. The figure on the left of the 

panel is dshdmna gatam—seated on a sort of 
shark as his vehicle; the position is Vani¬ 

na’s, and as he is given this vehicle in the Maisya 

Pur dm, instead of a stag, and here has also the 

jodsa, or snare, the emblem of Varana, we must 

suppose it is intended for him. The next, on 
the deer, might be taken for Soma or Chan¬ 

dra, but in the DdnaJchanda (adh. v.) of the 

Ohaiurvarga Ohinidmani, Yayu, theDikpala of 

the north-west, is described as seated on a deer; 

and that at the top is probably intended for 

Chandra, who sometimes takes the place of 

Kuvera, as lord of the North.]: Kuvera is 

sometimes figured as borne by a ram, Chandra 

on a hare, in a chariot, &c. 
The third panel represents the compartment 

at the east end of the verandah, where again 
the figure in the centre is doubtless intended for 

Pradyumna, the son of Krishna, an incarna¬ 

tion of K&ma, and one of the four Vyuhas of 

Vish $n, two-armed, with his club in the 

right hand, seated on a pair of niakaras, and 

attended by two female ‘ cftcmn-bearers—perhaps 

liia wives Rati and P r i t h i. The rest of the 

panel is filled by four square compartments in 

the corners, and as many oblong ones at the 

sides. The comers are filled with pairs, and 

in one case three figures—males and females 

much in the style of the flying attendants above 

both Bauddha and Hindu images 5 and the side 

compartments have pairs of figures with human 

and brute heads, and ending in ornamental 

arabesques. 
The next, being the second from the end and 

between this last and the first desoribed, is ar¬ 

ranged in the usual style, having Indra seated 

(rather awkwardly, it must be owned) on hi® 
favourite elephant, with an attendant holding 

the royal umbrella over his head as ancient 

king of gods. The eight smaller oval panel® 

round him contain in five cases a pair—male 

and female—of gandharvas and apsarasm, and 

in the remaining three a single female, all sppa- 

I rently enjoying or contributing to revels, danc- 

are l Indra, of the 1., on the j 

at oft&e N.—a w>lf-moring chariot j and 8, IOm 
or linra, of the H.E.—* kufi- 
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ing, and music : for, curiously enough, physical 

enjoyment is the only employment ever pictured 

in the Hindu S v a r g a; intellectual or moral 

happiness is undreamt of. The corners are filled 

up with other varieties of the usual figures. 

The fifth panel f^om the east end, or that on 

the west side of the central one, has Brahma 
as its chief occupant, seajbed upon his Jiahsa, 

three-faced and four-armed, with a very high 

9ap, holding a sort of bottle—his kmnandaln, or 

drinking vessel—in his upraised left hand, and 

a piece of samidh, or sacrificial wood, in the 

corresponding right. In the small oval to his 

right is probably Varuna, and, according to 

some, the son of Brahma, seated on a sorb of 

shark or mahetra, and on the opposite side 

In dr a, with his attendant, on his elephant; 

above is Tsana or S i v a on a bull, with some 

sort of sceptre in his hand, and an attendant 

running after him at full speed with an um¬ 

brella ; and below, Yamaas lord of the South, 

or foui’tli cardinal point. In each of the four 

alternate spaces, which in this division are 

somewhat smaller, is a pair of figures— 

similar to those in the third panel described— 

probably V idyadharas, several of them 

apparently with small hags, perhaps of money 

or other precious offerings, or possibly vessels 

containing something strong. The cornel’s of 

the outer square are filled up iu the usual way, 

none of them being exact copies from any of the 

previous ones. 

The sixth panel contains in the centre per¬ 

haps Kama, Kandarpa (Makaradvaja), the 

Hindu Cupid, or—as in the third—P radyum- 

n a, on a mahara, with a high»cap and earrings 

of very different shapes and sizes, holding in 

his right hand a bnd with a long stalk. The 

eight little circular compartments surrounding 
this have been somewhat irregularly arranged, 

and the spaces between but indifferently filled 

up by water-lilies, sunflower, human figures, &c. 

The compartments themselves are occupied by 
Gandharvas and their mates the Apsarasas in 

nearly the same positions as in the last—doubt¬ 

less regarded as one of love and dalliance. The 

two upper corners are filled with birds, and the 

other two with maJcaras treated in the usual 
conventional way. 

These by no means exhaust the sculptures of 

the first cave. The roof of the front aisle of 

the cave is likewise divided into compartments, 

in the central one of which are a male and 

female figure floating ou clouds, much in the 

position of the pairs in the two last described 

panels of the verandah, roof, but the male carry¬ 

ing a sword and shield. The panels right and 

left of this are occupied by expanded lotus- 

flowers. 

The roof of the hall is divided into nine compart¬ 

ments, by divisions very slightly raised from the 

level of the ceiling. In the central one of the 

front row is a man or dma—perhaps A g ni~ 

riding on a ram, with other figures, one before 

and another behind. In the compartment to the 

right or west of this is a pair of flying figures,, 

the male with a sword, but the group is 

defaced. In the left is a male with a sword, 

holding a shield overhead, and with him a 

small female. In the next row wo have, in the 

centre, B r a h m fi on a swan, which apparently 

pecks at a figure which touches Brahma’s hand 

with his. In one of his left hands Brahma holds 

what appears to be a bag or bottle, and in the 

other a maid or rosary ; and a male touches his 

cheek with his hand. In the compartment to 

the right of this again is a dava7 on a makara, 

holding up a circle or large ring. In the cor¬ 

responding one on the left arc three figures on 

an elephant, the second holding an umbrella 

over tho first (Indra ?). In the back row in 

the centre is a deva, three-faced, like Brahma, 

on a swan, and holding a Irisula in his right 

hand, his left resting on his knee. Ghauri* 

hearers accompany him before and behind. 

In the square to the left or east are two 

flying figures, the male with an offering, and 

the female with a round fan or mirror; in 

that to the right are a pair of flying figures, 

the male with a sword; but the group is 

damaged. The roofs of the side aisles are plain. 

On two of the pillars of the hall are inscrip¬ 

tions in Kanarese characters, the full meaning 

of which, however, has not been made out. In 

one of them occur the words—Sdlivdhana Saha 

varshaihbulu 1476 gunadi pmm&thimnivatsara 

dshddJiaba, II. Hence it§ was inscribed in a.d. 

1555, in the time of Sadflsivad5vama- 

§ By misreading the commencement of this inscripti 
rw r1^ ^ss?1?ie4 ^at was dated in an era he read 
waia Mala, and which he assumed to commence from 1 

Nirv&na of Buddha, and taking this as 543 b.c., he made 
the date of the cave 1473 — 643 or 933'a.d. ! See his JSFw- 
torical Researches (Bombay, 1847), pp. 60, 61, 
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liar ay a, tho successor of Kondaraja of Vjjaya- opposite Mil. Again, on one of the pillars of 

nagara, mentioned below. Of the former, who the verandah is an inscription in three lines, 

reigned at least from a.d. 1552 to 1562, there thus transcribed and translated by Mr. J.- E. 

is a short inscription in an old temple on the Fleet, Ro. C.S.:— 

Transcription, 

[l] Sobhakru(W)ttn(^w)-samvatsarada Aiada(Ashddha). su 15- 
[*] lu Komdai4ja-maha(M)~arasugalu ka- 
[®] ti(^»)sida kota(^«)lakke subham=asu(^) Sri 

4t May prosperity attend the bastion which the ' mentioned above, on a pilaster beside the figure of 
great king K o n <1 a r £1 j a caused to bo built on the Varftha. A facsimile of it has already been given 
fifteenth day of the bright fortnight of {the month) (vol. EH. p. 305), with a translation, but, to render 
Aehadha, of tho Sobhakrit $am>vat$ara\\ 1 Sri!” this account more complete in itself, the following 

Rut tho most important of all is tho inscription, by Mr. Elect may be inserted here:— 

[l] Rfcr ii ^rr%qirn^(wr)^Hr*w^mOT|rfott25rT'irnT 

["] arfamifaR 

[3] fvwqqjMfRftucT Wpsrtrt # uffiraw- 
[’] q=>r: 

V] •- ^*r^tsqrc°rfa- 

[fl] sFT'cT: . 

[7] q^xTf uuf 

[°] 3TK: q^ipTR??r SPIGOT) 

[n] crf?jprs vcrqrrf^%^qreqT srrgiar«?T 

[ia] %r^^(crr) vfcWpiKfOTT- 

[1S] (q) PtfJRrfa) 9T35ft**«r*ir*r iTr^aFoT^'Trnj^ qt^vtw-qr 

[“] 5rr§Rt*q--*r ^ qrorr^h-- 

[1S] sq^pfj^ (55T) ^qcsfnr £3T- 

[1?] %q?Trfircrrq ^qfir^rg^qpr^rq' 

[lS] quwwv ^qrTwqqraRif^fqrf^msiirqqjRr- 

[19] jgRrcjol ["] 

[20] qftrrcfatnw: u qfPr^rri'iTf^rr 

[21] q^q- q?rr *jPr: ?rer qvr ?rn [u] ^Srit •K^rri qr q(v)- 
[221 3T=rr^r 3^ [11] 

I2-4] R^rr ” qo^r qr % W*™ ^fqsprt 

[24J frf^qr ftfflwss qs^ 
' II Probably the 3aka year 1465 (a.d. 1543-4). for fac¬ 
similes of the originals of these three uaonptions see 
Archaeological Report, Western India, 1874, plates ram. 

«[f In the original this letter, «T, Is inserted below the fine, 
having been at first omitted. 

[ii] sgrenffars gsrsT: 11 

• In the original the and the f are dear, hut the first 

consonant of the compound letter has been effaced; judging 

from the space left and the position of the the missing 

letter is probably but it might of course be IX> or 
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Translation. 
Hail! In the twelfth year of his prosperous 

reign, five hundred of the years of the royal in¬ 
stallation of the &aka king having expired*}*, Sri- 
Mangalis vara, who is valorous in war,—whose 
two feet are tinted with the lustre of the jewels in 
the diadems of kings who have been caused to bow 
down before him by the edge of the sword which is 
wielded by his arm,—who is the sole auspicious 
abode of victory over the (whole) earth as far as 
the four oceans J,—who is a most excellent wor¬ 
shipper of (Vishnu as) the Holy One§,~-who is bom 
in the lineage of the C h a 1 k y a s who meditate on 
the feet of Sri Svami|J, who are of the kindred of 
M&navya, who are the offspring of Hfiriti, and whose 
heads are purified by ablutions performed after the 
celebration of the Agnishtoma, Agnicha- 
yana, Y & j a p e y a, and Paundarika sacri¬ 
fices, and horse-sacrifices which cost much gold,— 
who is endowed with the three constituents of 
regal power^f,—who is the fall moon of the sky 
which is the race of the 0 h a 1 k y a s*—who is pos¬ 
sessed of a body which is adorned with a multi- j 
tude of many good qualities,—-who has au intellect 
which is intent upon the true essence of the 
meaning of all the sacred writings,—who is pos¬ 
sessed of extreme strength and prowess and 
energy,—having erected a temple, an abode of 
the great Yishuu, surpassing everything 
which is celestial or human, fashioned with most 
curious workmanship, most worthy to be looked 
at on the surface of any primary or secondary 
division of the earthf, and having given rich gifts to 
Br&hmans in it on the holy full-moon of (the month) 
K&rttika, granted, 'on the occasion of the in¬ 
stallation of the image of the holy Yi sh n.u, who 
destroyed the army of the enemies of the gods 
with his discus the shape of which is like that of 
the sun risen (again) after the destruction of the 
universe, the village called Lanj is varaj, hav- 

f This inscription fixes the $aka year 490 as the com¬ 
mencement of the reign of Mangalisa. S^aka 488 is the 
date obtained by Sir W. Elliot for his predecessor Kirtti- 
varm& I. This inscription also determines, with a preci¬ 
sion not hitherto, I think, attained, the commencement of 
the &afca era. The era has been considered to date iS from 
the birth of &&livfthana, a mythological prince of the 
Dekkan, who opposed Vikram&ditya, the R&ja of Upayini.” 
It is here said distinctly to tl date from the royal installa¬ 
tion or coronation of the ^aka king” (Prinsep's Useful 
Tables, p. 164, in Thomas’ edition o£ Ind. Antiquities,. 
rol F. F. 

% i.e., the northern, southern* eastern, and western 
oceans.- 

§ “Parama-bMgavata” a most excellent worshipper of 
Bhagav&n or Vishnu. , 

|| A name of K&rttik£ya or Mah&s$na, the god of war. 
This and the following two titles belong also to the kings of 
the older K&d&mba. dynasty of Pal&sika (see Nos. XXII.» 
XXV., and XXVI. of my series in the Ind. Ant. VoL VI.), 
and probably to the kings of other old dynasties also. . * 

Y Bc^ majesty, the power of good counsel, and the force 
of energy. 

ing mad© a daily observance the bestowal of food 
and alms upon sixteen Br&hmans for the pur¬ 
pose of offering the oblation to Hdr&yana, 
and (having set apart) the remainder for the sus¬ 
tenance of wandering religious mendicants,— 
saying “ In the presence of the Sun, Fire, and the 
(guild of) merchants §, the reward of this ac¬ 
cumulation of religious merit has been made over, 
with oblations of water to my elder brother 
Kirttivarmfi, the lord of valour, who was 
sufficiently powerful to protect the whole circle of 
the earth, who was adorned with a canopy consisting 
of his fame which was propped up by standards of 
victory acquirod in many battles in which there 
were melees of chariots and elephants and horses 
and foot-soldiers, and which was bounded (only) 
by the waves of the four oceans||, and who was 
worshipped by gods and Br&hmans and spiritual 
preceptors ; let whatever reward belongs to (me 

%uho am) possessed of a desbe to obey my brother 
accrue to mo,” (And this grant) is not to be 
diminished by any one; (for) 44 Land has been 
given by many and has been continued in grant 
by many; he, who for the time being possesses 
land, enjoys the benefit of it. Carefully continue, 
0 Yudhishthira, best of kings 1, land that has 
been given, whether by thyself or by another; con¬ 
tinuing a grant is more excellent than giving. He, 
who confiscates land that has been given, whether 
by himself or by another, becomes a worm in the 
excrement of a dog and sinks (into hell) with his 
ancestors these are) the verses sung by Yy&sa. 

It only remains to notice the 6th and 7th 

plates : they represent the greater portion of a 

frieze round the inside of the verandah of the 

second cave, which is also Yaishnava. The 

figures are all small, but cut with considerable 

care, and are in remarkable preservation.^ 

The first scene represented, perhaps, begins on 

# This is the first instance that I have met with of the 
name of the dynasty being spelt as “ Ohalkya” j the usual 
form is Ch%iukya or OhClukya, and it is also occasionally 
written Chalikya. The early Chfilukya kings appear to have- 
been very tolerant in matters of religion. In. an inscription 
at Aihole (Ind. Ant. vol. V. pp. 67&) in the Kal&dgi district, 
not far from B&d&mi we find Pulik£st II., the nephew and 
successor of Mahganaa, erecting and making grants to a 
Jain temple in the £$aka year 606, and Linga or &aiva 
temples were erected and endowed, by others of them. 

t The meaning of the compound bh'Omibhdgdpa” Ac., 
is obscure, and my interpretation of it may perhaps not 
be correct. 

1 See note #to the transcription. 
§ The merchants, *or probably the chief men among, 

them, constituted a village jury and investigated disputes, 
pronounced the results of trials by ordeal (see the K&damba 
inscription of Kittfir, Jour: Bo. Br. JR. As* 8dc. vol. IX. pp.. 
804 et seqq), and witnessed grants with a view to subse¬ 
quently proving them if required, Ac. 

||* i.e., which spread over and enveloped the whole in¬ 
habited earth. 

The artist has unfortunately intermixed the sections, 
from the two sides of the verandah. 
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the last section of the 7th plate, where we have, 

first, Krishna as Vishnu resting beside the 

Parijataka tree, with Garnda behind him, and 

several other figures, among whom are doubt¬ 

less his wives Satyabhama, and Rukmini, and 

the sage 1ST a r a d a under the tree; then he is 

shown mounted on Garnda; and, thirdly, go¬ 

ing out to do battle with an army of Indra, in 

which some of his numerous opponents are 

Agni, Varuna, Yama, &c., mounted on elephants 

and on horses, continued also through the first 

section on the 6th plate. This is clearly enough 

the legend of the carrying oft* from Indra of the 

PSrijata tree by Krishna, as told in the Mari- 

vmhsa (adh. cxxiii. to cxxxiv.). After this fol¬ 

low in succession the 4th, 2nd, and 5th sections 

on the last plate. Here we have first ST ara- 

y an a reclining upon & e sha, with the Joins 

springing from Ms navel, and Brahma seated 

upon it; Garnda is at his feet pointing two royal 

personages who are struggling to the god; 

these perhaps represent the wicked kings who 

oppressed the earth and rendered a new avatdra 

tfecessaxy* Beyond them two persons are abus¬ 

ing an ox, representative perhaps of D harm a 

or Religion, and a cow, of P r i t h u—the Earth. 

Then two others are supplicating Vishnu. The 

2nd section on the plate, which comes next 

on the walls, seems to represent Kansa be¬ 

tween two female chuwri-bearers, perhaps 1STarada 

before him, then the hoftse of Vasudeva, then 

Kansa having thrown the daughter of Yasoda on 

a stone sees her assume the form of E k a n a n s a 

(Harivaih&a<, adh. fix. and clviii.) or Durga. 

The next group perhaps is the apology of Kaiisa 

to Devakl and Vasudeva. Passing to 

the 5th section, we have Krishna sucking the 

fife out of P fit anil* (atrophy) sent by Kansa 

as a nurse; then his waking from sleep and. 

kicking over the cart beneath which his mother 

had laid him; the killing ofVats&sura or 

Ari shta, who had taken the form of an ox; *f 

the relieving of N Alakubar and Mani- 

g r 1 v a, two sons of Kuvera who were turned 

into trees by the curse of a sage; and the seiz¬ 

ing and killing of the Asnra D h e n u k a, who 

had assumed the form of a donkey. £ 

The next four sections are the 8th, 6th, 4th, 

and 2nd on the sixth plate. In the first of these 

Krishna is represented lying on a couch, play¬ 

mates beside him, cows licking his feet, and 

gopas or herdsmen standing by. In the next 

are gopts and gopas with pots of milk, cows and 

Krishna in the midst of them stopping the way. 

And in the third are more of the herd, and 

Krishna slaying Kesin, the brother of Kansa, 

who assumed the form of a horse and attacked 

the Gopas, and of another enemy who took the 

form of the elephant Kuvalayapida. § Then 

on the 2nd section on the plate we have the 

Gopis and Gopas on the banks of the Ya¬ 

muna when Krishna brings Kaliy a, the great 

Saga, whom he had subdued, and his two 

wives. || 

The 3rd and 1st sections on the last plate 

belong to a different part of the legend : In the 

first of these we have Brahma, seated, and 

the gods or Suras assembled to ask his advice 

as to how they were to get the better of the 

Daxtyas. Be advised them to churn the sea of 

milk.fl' The BMgavata Purina then describes 

a contest which arose as to which should hold 

the head of Vfisuki and wMch his tail, while 

they used him as a cord wherewith to twirl 

Mount Mandara as a chum-stick. Here they 

are twisting him round, a Deva being at his head, 

and a Daitya, represented with an animal’s &ce, 

at the other side, hut not satisfied with the tail. 

Next come Indra, Brahmfi, Siva, and others 

seated ready to begin the task, and still further 

along the Daitya has seized on the head of the 

serpent-king, which he considers it more honour¬ 

able for his fellows to puli by. The next scene 

is on the 7th section of the sixth plate, where, 

the Asuras at the head and Devas at the tail, 

with Mount Mandara for a chum-stick, and 

Vishnu in the form of a K ft r m a or tortoise, as. 

a pivot, and helping in another form above, all 

are working with a will to chum out the amritaf 

or ambrosia, that is to make them immortal. In 

the 5th section on the same plate the gods are 

assembled, and Indra, who had got charge of 

the amrita, is delivering it to V a r u n a. Under 

the pot is the shining chakra of the gods, who. 

stand on each side, while on the left, Garnda, 

the son of Vinafcd, as described in the Mahd- 

# Bh&gavata Dasmakanth. adh. vi.; HarivaMa, adh. 
ttM. » 

t Horiw. fir., bd., and harm.; Bhag* Das* vu. 
X Bhdg. Das* x. and viii.; Bwrimtitia, hrix,, also bv, civ., 

cm., cxlvi, clviii*, and eexlii. 

§ Hariv. adh. box., clviii., clxviu, and 1xxxv., also xli* 
lv., clviii I] Sariv* adh. lxviii, box. 

«jr geo Visfmu Pwdaa, Bk.I. c.ix. (H. H. WilsonVtraasl. 
ol. I. pp. !42&); MabMh&rata, amritomanthomapwrmH 
ah. m j HcmvathSa, adh. ocxiv., ooxr. . 
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bhdrata, is coming to carry it oft*. In the next 

section he is seen speeding off with it, and then, 

having placed it at the entrance of the dwelling 

of the N a g a s, Indra meets him and strikes him 

with his vajra, which, however, docs him no 

harm, ho having previously met Vishnu, who 

granted him immortality without the use of 

the a 

MISCELLANEA. 

HEM A? PANT (ante, p. 377). 

On the fall of the ChAlukya dynasty of K a 1- 
yana in the end of the twelfth century, the 
Y A d a v a s of Devagi ri established a kingdom 
in the northern Dckhan. The kings of this line 
are thus enumerabedf:— 
1. Bliillama or Bhallamdeva...Saka 1110, 5 years. 
2. Jayatugadeva or Jaitrap&la. 1115,17 
3. Singliana Deva, his son ... 1132, ? 
4. Kandarai or Krishna Dova. 1170 ? P 
5. Mahadeva, his brother. 1182, 11 
6. Ramachandra deva, son of 

Krishna, styled also Raya 
Nar&yana, Rava Pitamaha, 
Dvaravati parivridha ...... 1193, 39 

7. Sankara Deva.1..... 1232, 2 
At the commencement of the Vrata Khanda of 

his Chaturvarga Cldnt&mmi i, Hem ft dri gives this 
genealogy as far as M a h A d e v a, in whose reign, 
he says, he became “ minister with possession of 
all the regal powers. (?) The capital was Dova- 
giri in S etuna-de s a.”J His own pedigree 
he gives as—Y & man a of the Vatsa-gotra, “ from 
him Yasudeva, a very learned Brahman, from 
him KAma-deva, and from him Hcm&dri 
Sdri. Dr. Bhad Daji, in a paper just quoted 
from, says that, <£according to-tradition. He ma- 
dri was of the MAdhyandiniya $akha of the 
Sukla Yajur Veda.” The works attributed to him 
are—(1) Chaturvarga CMntdmani, a treatise on 
Dharma SAstra, in five Kkandas, viz. 1 Vrata 
Khanda, 2 Ddna Khanda, 3 Tirtka Khanda, 4 Moksha 
Khanda, and 5 ParUesha Khanda, but the third 
and fourth of these sections are as yet un¬ 
known except by name; (2) Muktdphdla, which, 
however, belongs rather to Vopadeva, who was 
patronized by Hemadri§; and (3) Ayuivedarasd- 
yana, a commentary on Wagbhatta’s medical treatise 
called Ashtdnga-hri&aya, in which the author men¬ 
tions that he was the Mantri of R&marAja. 
His date may therefore be fixed as a.d. 1250-1300. 

* For much help in tracing the meaning of these scenes 
on the frieze, as well as for some important* information 
respecting those in the panels immediately preceding, I am 
indebted to Pandit Bbagv&nlAl Indraji. 

f jowr. R- As. Soc, vot IV. p. 4; voL V. pp. 178-188; 
and N. S. vol. I. pp. 411,4X7- ^ ' 

J low. Bo. JBr. B. As. Soc. vol. ESC. p. 164. 
§ See Monier Williams; Indian Wisdom, p. 178,—who 

calls HemMri 'king of Devagiri/ Conf. Weber in Ind. 
A#. vol. VI. p. 161, note %. H. H. Wilson describes the 
D&nahem&dri {Mackenzie Coll. vol. I. p. 32). or Ddna- 
khaneja of the Chaturwvrga Qhintdmani as <cjby a writer 

He seems to have been a zealous tomplodmilder, 
and doubtless many of the temples known as 
H e m a <J p anti scattered over Khamlesh and 
the HaidarAbAd territory owo their origin to him ; 
many others going by the same name derive it 
merely from similarity of stylo and age.—Ed. 

PLATE OF A SYRIAN KASANAM. 

This grant, now in the possession of one of the 
rival Syrian metropolitans at Kottayam, is writ¬ 
ten on nine sides of live copper plates ; the first 
seven pages are in old Tamil-Malayaiam or V at- 
t c 1 u fc t u characters, apparently written by 
different hands, the letters in places indistinct, 
being injured by the breaking of the plates, and 
corrosion. They record an endowment to the 
T a r is a church at Krangannr by one Marv 4n 
S a p i r I s o, the church being said to have been 
built by a certain 1 s 6 dft t a v tr A i. The grant 
was made with the sanction of the palace- 
major (probably the commissioner of Peru m A1 
S t h & n u R a v i G u p t a), and with the concur¬ 
rence of the Ven Adu (or Travankor) rAja. The 
two sides given in the accompanying plate 
contain the names of the witnesses in three dif¬ 
ferent characters and languages, viz. eleven names 
in the Kuiic character and Arabic languor, ten in 
the Sassanian Pahlavi character and language, 
and four in the Hebrew character and Persian 
language. Among the names in the latter charac¬ 
ter are those of H a s a n ’ A 1 i, I a h a q, M i k i A i 1, 
and Abraham. 

The grant probably belongs to the early part 
of the ninth century : it has been translated by 
Dr. Gundert (Madras Joumal of Literature and 
Science, vol. XIII. pp. 116, 123-135), and com¬ 
mented on by Dr. A. Burnell (see Ind, Ant vol. 
III. pp. 310fL), Dr. E. W. West, four. B. As. Soc. 
N. 8. vol. IV. pp. 388-391), and the late Dr, M. 
Hang (Essay in An Old Pahlavi-Pazmd Glossary, 
1870, pp. 80-82). 

patronized by Hem Adri, a man of rank, whose name is 
therefore affixed to the performance; in general, the works 
named of H e m Ad ri are attributed toyopaaeva, who 
was patronized by him, and Hem&dri is said to have 
been the minister of a king of Devagiri: in this 
work he is entitled M ab A r aj A d bir Aja/* May not 

TOme 0f Hem&dri’s father, as read by Prof. 

Weber, and «T^«f, the name of his grandfather, as read 

by the late Dr. Bh&ft Dljl, have arisen out of a copyist's 
mistake, making the son of Vasndeva into ? 
The three Hemfidris of Prof. Weber are evidently one and 
the same. 
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Aditya£arma ... . 78 

AdiiyavarmA. . 75-6 

Adityunchhamcmmanna ... 85, 87-8 

iEguptos, riv. .. 125 

Julian, His$. Auim, ...128, 133,333 

dgama .. . 302 

AgambMtft . 187-8,195,198-9 

AgArvAhalA. . 53 

AgAsiyaka.. . 49,50,56 

Agastya .. . 261 

Agh&ns.. 

Agni .- .357, 361 

Agrabodhi . 
agrahara ..... . 273 

dhd, ahdle. . 157 

ahankdra . .. 334 

Aharishti.. 
Ahichchhatra . .. 50, 53 

Ahtr&nA ... . 210 

Akira... ,t.T..TT, . 123 

AhmadAbAd...,.. . 5,6 

Ahmadnagar . 

Afcimad ShAh. . 2, 3, 7 

Ahriman ... .. 314 

Ahura Mazda. 314-15 

Aigiihelai...... 349 

Aiholeinso., &c. 22, 30, 93, 138, 354 
AikayikA . 194 

A indra Grammarians, School of. 107 
A indrdgnya . 253 

'A in-i-Akbart. 49, 124,331 

Aitareya Brdhmana. 255 

Aiiihasika Raka$yafhyB>.Dt Sen, 332 

AjantA. 53, 352 

AjapAIa. 194 

AjayapAla 186,198, 200, 208,21344 

AkAlavarsha.60, 62, 65, 72 
Akbar ..... 7,353-4 

Akesines.121, 248,340 
Akkas&lci,...*. 80 
Akrftra.   291 

AksbatnAlA .253 

'Alamgir Ndma. 235 
Almhkdra ..   267 
Adam Kh&n.  6,7 
Alan’d-din Khilji.1, 2, 277 

AlBIrAnl. 58 
Aldcbaran ....163,173 

Alejje......-... 94 
Alexander 11449,121-6,130,335-6 

Alexander’s Pillars...... 247 

Allitrochadds..113,115 

Aimer A.   97 
Alphabet, Canarese . 136 
AluvarAja .    91, 93 

am.   157 

Amanda .   343 
Amara ......75-6 

Amato. 342 

Ama^arman..   189 

Amazons .   344 

AmbA, AmbikA..36, 98 

Ambarisha . 175 
Ambrosiu$,de MoribusBraclmanorum 

334 

amisd, ammisam .  157 

Amitagati... 51 
Amitrajit.   176 

Amxtrochades ...  117 
Amoghavarsha. 52, 62-5, 72 

AmrAvati... 
amrita ...   366 

AmyitrAo ..    35 
anifd, avhtalena, mhte .  157 

Amtiyogena....   143 

Amukt&res...  133-4 

Analesvara .. 199, 203-4 
Anam .*. 229 

Ananda . 40 

Anandatirtha .  162 
Ananfca .. 269 

Ananfcabhatta... 169 
Anan);adeva .170, 282 

Ananfcasayana. 357 
Anantavirya Ayya . 102 
Anao LftnapasAka . 199, 203 

Anartta ..   50 

Andhra, Andarse. 337, 339 

Andhrabh|*ityas.43-6, 154 
Androkofctos. 114 

Anga .176, 317 

Ahgaja... 141 

AnganavadA. 204 

Angirasa gofcra.  23 

Angria.*.*233 

Auhilv&dA, AmhillA-pAtaka 1,59, 
60,65,180f., 183,195,198,200-212 

Anhramainyus . 314 
Anila.   358 

Anna..... 139 

Antigonos . 114 

Antigonos Karyst. 129 

Antioch. 42 

Antiochus...115, 15;* 
Antipater. 115 
ants .   24- 

Antixeni .. 34;-. 

AnurAdhapura.318-23, 327-9 
amndsika.47-8, 130 

anusvdra .85, l OS 

anyonyd&rayd .  110 
Aornos. 247 
apaladhiyend.   157 

Appianns.. 114 
Apsarasas.  174 

Apftpika . 10 

Arabia .  215 
arak .— 333 
Arakhosia . 115, 124, 246, 343 

Arathaura .. 210 
Aratta .    316 
Aravalli hills .    63 

Arbudaprmasti.. .. 270 
Archaeological Notes.........41, 215 

Archeology of Behli, by Carr Ste¬ 

phen.... 145 
Architecture, Eastern and Indian, 

by »T. Eergusson..  130 
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Ardhanari .......»... 268, 359, 360 

Argyre ..  ....342, 344 

Arhat.24-5, -31 

Ariana, Arii, Areianoi 125, 343, 347 

Ariane .*. 114 

Arisbta . 289, 365 

Arlstob&lus .113, 244 

Aristophuloi.   330 

Aristotle .  - 130 

Arjuna...   212,261 

Arjunadeva. 187, 191, 213 

Arjuna Baja. 49 

army........ 239 

Arnoraja.   188, 213 

drodhave ..   157 

Arrian. 115-17, 124-6, 130 

Arrokbad.   246 

Arsagalitse .. 343 

Arsakai..... 131 

Ars&reth' (Hazara) .. 329 

Artaxerxes Mnemon .  113 

Artemidoros ..  340 

artisans.   123 

Arena .   361 

Aryans :.   121 
Aryabhatfca. 48 
Aianara .     274 
AsandMmitra....151-4 
Asangse, Asmagi... 341 
Asapallt...  212 
Asasama ..  40 
Asadka...   1/9 
Aseni .   342 
Ashta Matra. 99 
Aslar.     215 
Asoi . 343 
Asoka 39, 105,143,149ff., 267, 270, 

274 
Asok.esvara .. 274 
Assakenians, Astakani ... 246, 343 
assessors . 124 
Astakampron .   10 
Asthihil . 274 
Astomi...134-5 
Asuras ......... 357 
asvamucJids .     119 
Asvapati . 316,339 
Asvins.. 357 
Asvisarman. 40 
Atabegs .v. 215 
at&, atham, athi . 157 
Atharva Yedd . 17 
Athenaeus..  133 
Athenian, Athravan. 312 
Atifa'ichchhra. 78 
Attakorae ..   134 
Audiebyas .... 183 

Augustus .'.149, 216 
Aurang&bM ... 33 
Aurangzeb . 234-5 
aurei...• . 215 
Automela .*.341-2 
Ava . 132 
Avagraka......137, 156 
avaladhiyend .    157 
Avanti.49,195,198, 200 
Avantinatba. 186 
Avantivarman.  2G8 
Avayanija.- - - 200 
Ayasiamanu. 2 
Ayinar... 358 
Ayodhya . 309 
Ayubites . 216 
Ayyahole (Aihole) . 138 
&z5rams .     41 
Aziul mulk.  3 

Badagas . 100 
Badagiriya insc. .. 32*2 
B&d&rai... 72,99,137,139,142, 35411. 
Badftvi . 141 
hddhmh. 159 
Badli-ku-sarai . 147 

Badov arak sb 61ra . 24 
Baeto .113, 115,120-7, 133 
Bagadage, Bilgavadi .. 139 
Baghdad .  231 
Bahadur Sb5.li.5, 6, 234, 236 
Babikas .  41, 316 
B&kr&xn KMn. 3 
Balmvataka, vill. 17 
Baillie of Leys MSS. .. 107 
Bairagis .  .. 234 
Bair&fc insc.149, 157 
Baka.   187 
Babiwali .      160 
Bakirpur.   217 
Bakkbai .   34-4 
Bakra Gupta. 57-8 
Baktrians .121, 244, 344 
Baladeva .174,288,291 
B&l&ditya .   13 
Balagdmve...   32 
B&iar&ma .272, 289, 291 
Balavarman .. 43 
Balhar&s .64-5, 132 
Bali.357-8 
Ballala Yadavas . 191 
BaMri . 85 

| Bana.    61 
BanaiAsi .. 138 
Banavase, Yanavasi ... 22, 25, 101 
Bandlmshdna ..   27 
Bani-Isrdel . 329 

B&nsda. 63 
Bappa, Bappap&da..9," 16 
Barfi-kotri .  37 
Barannlla ..   271 
Bltrandsi . 102,138 
Baraomatjo .  342 
Bfirapa . 184 
Barbara, -ka ... 186 
barber .   50 
Barhut.   105 
Bdrift.-.2, 4, 8 
Barisal guns.214, 307 
Barliar tribe... 41 
Baroda, & plates.  3, 59 
Barth, M. 254 

Bartigaza.  40 
Banava ..  139 
B&tkal . 42 
BaU%a. 88 
Bauddha numerals, 43-6,280 
Beames, J.  160 
Bear constellation ..  126-7 
Beeberaji. 199 
Bedsit .  33 
Behadui .   312 
Belgaum ..   59 
Belgola .   102 
Boiiftr...100,103 
Bellew’s Kashmir and Kashgar. 148 
Benfey’s Vedicannd Verwandtes 278 
Bernier, M. ..    145 
Beruds ..  234 
Bbadanta Sfcbtramati. 9 
Bbadra Kali. 8 
B hadresvai'd vatn . 271 
BMgalpur ...». 127, 229 
Bhagavata Purdna . 170-72 
Bbagavati....... 174 
BMgfrati .•*. 130 
Bhagvanlfd Indrajt. 155-7 
BlAja ... 33-4, 37, 105 
Bliamburde cave .. 98 
BbUmsbara . 210 
BMnasu ..   139 
Bbanja.  43 
BMnusakfci...31-2 
Bh&nuvavrod.  22, 28-9 
Bhdradvdja . 88, 91, 260 
Bharata.88, 93 
Bhdrgava .   179 
Bhars, Bliors, Bors, Bbiirhiyas 339 
Bharocb, Barugaza. 40 
Bhartribari .   49, 301 
Bhdrukachhaka .. 40 
Bliasanta (BhesUn)...  13 
Bhatara .  103 
Bhakrka....9,60 
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Bhattaraka.64, 102, 142, 194 

Bhattoji Diksliita . 169 
Bhavabhdti.52, 144 
Bhav&ni . 351 
Bhaiishyottara Purdna. 170-73 

Bhoda, Mt.!... 271 
Bhernin, Bhasanba .  13 

Bhikshu.s... 154, 218 
Bhillas.186,233 

Bhiiiarna . 366 
Bhillumain, Bhimmll. 63 

Bhitmtl. 97 

Bin madcwa 1, 59, 180-1, 184-190, 

194-5, 198-214 

Bhimasurmniii. 88 
BluumiU . 63 
Bhqja.49-61,54, 61, 63 
Bhojaka.26, 29 
Bhojuyd . 206 
Bhdt, Bhotias . 96 
Bhrigu .  332 
BhjiguUta.   356 

Bhringi.*.,.. 359 
Bhilmidovl.358, 36 i 
Bhdpati.182-3 

Bh&nxjn. 182 
Bhutan... 97 
Bhdtayajna,............ 74 

BhuvunAditya ........... 181-2 
Bhdyada .  182 
Bibaga ........ 344 , 

Btdt .    22 

Bij&pur.   230 
Bikspur . 231 

Bilhana. 51 
Binay Patrikd . 309 
Bindunara.   151 
Binh Thnfm.229-30 
Bird, Dr. X .33,36-7 
Birudas ....60-2 
BisambritiB. 343 
Boa Constrictor .    129 
Bodhi tree.151-2 
Bogie’s Mission to Tibet.. 310 

Bolinga), Bhaulingi .  342 

Bombay .   b 
bosforum .   120 

Bot&d.... 9 
Bou&yas ..   249 

/ Bovrra ..    244 

BrahxnA. 314,361,365 
Brahmans, Brachmanos, 119,243-4, 

261-7, 333-7 
Brahmadatta . 340 

Brahmapuva..... 212 

Brahmayajm...  74 

Braucosi .    342 

Bnhat Smhhita... 272 
Brind&baix . 307 
Brysari.1. 339 
Buddas, Buzae. 342 

Buddha, 33-6,81, 83, 149E, 179, 

217-19, 246, 249, 316, 321, 326-7, 
351, 358 

Buddhaghosha . 32 i 
Biiddhagupta... 58 

Buddhumitra . 40 
Buddharakslxita.40, 218 
Buddhists., 243 
Buddhist kingdoms, Records of .* 308 
Bidder, Dr. U.160,167-8 
BujU . 98 
Bukcphala.........342, 345 
Bukkana (Vukkana) ............ 162 

Bumma, Ayya. 103 

Burgess, Lieut.  147 

Burh&npur . 6* 

burials.  41-2 

Burnell, Dr. A. 0. 107-8, 278, 303 
Buzju, Buddas....  342 

Camus rir... 130,338 
Galanas .   334 
Caligula ..   216 
Calingon, cape... 340 
Calissae.*. 338 

Camboja . 228-9 

Canarose alphabet .. 135 
Qanf.     228 

Cantabra.   340 

Capitalia (Abft) . 341 
Carisobora, Kleisohora . 340 
Caspiae portae. 115, 342 
Caste . 236, 251 

Oatrou, Father .. 331 
Cesi, Cetriboni . 341 
Ceylon . 40, S18E 
Ch&chingdeva. 2 
chajdcevisati..   39 
Chahum&na ..   196 
chaitya  . 33, 35-9, 276*7 
Chakratirtha . 22 
Chalisd-pathaka..187, 200 

Clialke (Chaulukika). 182 

Ch&lukyas, 2-2, 59-61, 72-7,85, 87, 

100,137-42, 364 

Ghamars .  231 

Chambu .. 97 
Champa . 228-30 
Ch&mp&ner, Champ&vati ... 1-7, 8 
Champ&vat ..    97 

Chams ... 228 
Cb&mimd& . 74, 184 
CbamundarUja 195,198, 200,213-14 

Chand... 1,187,190 
Chandadanda'. 30* 
CMndala.   260 
0 handanandi Ayya.  102 

Chandasarman . 194 
Cbandavasana . 210 

> Chandika.   289, 291 
Chandra . 361 

Chandracharya .. 301 
Ohandr&ditya . 182 
Chandragupta 57-8, 113-16, 124-5, 

153-4 
Clxandraksh&nta.* 31 
O handramas .    357 
Chandramukha . 10 
Chandr&pida . 266 

Chandr&vati...175,187 
Chdndrdyana .  73 

Ch&ngdeva . 2 

Ohangez KMa .  7 

Oh&aftra . 177,289 
Ch&potkatas .   181, 214 
Charmnl . 342 
Chdrudeva, . 161 

chasm, subterranean. . 347 
Chaiurvargachintdman i 161,171, 366 

Ohaub&ra... 217 
Ohfiudft.181, 183 
Chaudaris .  234 

Chaulukika,Chaulukyas, 180ff.,I82, 

198, 200,, 212-14 
Chen*ching...; 229 

Cheras ...23, 80 

Chhandas. 357 
Chhanddvali... 309 

Chhat&hAra...   204 
. chhavachkare . 158 

Chiconee . 337 
Chikhaldd .   50 
Chikhilikd..50, 58 
chilathitiJce .    158 
Childers!, E. 161 

China . 97„ 
Chingkhutol Haiba.219-20 
Chintakuntha. 78 
C hinvat-peretum .  313 
Chisiotosagi .337 
Chitrakanbha ..  78 

ChitrakUt. 309 
ChitrapMa ........ 94 

Chitrasedu .. 94 
Chittur... 105 
Chocla (Chola)... 328 

Choh&ns ..... 1, 8 
Chola 61, 80, 85, 87, 93,142^3,328 

Chota Udayapur......2, 4, 9 

Chryse, Chrysei i..341-2, 344 
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nku •.. . 158 

Chhdamani.. . 169 

Chund (Chonda) Bao .. 8 

Chunnari.. . 213 

Chuyantija .■ . 200 

Claudius . .‘216 

Clemens Alex. .243-4 

Clitarchos . . 135 

Cochin-China . .97, 228-9 

Coconadse. . 342 

(joins ... ..215-16, 274 

Colebrooke . . 146 

Colubse. . 338-9 

Condochates. ..130. 338 

Ooplies.... . 343 

(loryat, T. 

i !osoagus riv. 

Gosyri . . 337 

councillors . 

‘ Cowl durga’ .. .. 63 

Orocala.. . 344 

Cyril. .. 244 

Dabishlim. . 184-5 
Dudda II.. . 63 
Dagaba. . 327 
dahgoba... .33-39 
Dahaka. .■ 17 
Dailwada .... . 270 
daityas... . 87 
Daityari . .. 357 
Dukhan....... . 50 

Dukhmas . 144,811. 818 

Ddladamaudiruwa _ .:s->7 
Dulaudda. . 208 
Damajadasri .. . 43 
Damaras ... . 10 

Damakirfcti. ....25, 27, 30 
Daraasena . 

Dambal. . 227 
Dambulla . .318, 327 

Damodara.269, 272, 357 

JMnchandrikd . .. 50 
Dandamis, Dandanis ...246, 334-6 
Dandagula, Dantapu: ra. 240 

Dangaraua . 
tldni . . 1 

Dantidurga, Dantivarma. .60-1, 72 
Danube.... .. lOK 

Daphne catmabina, papyracea. 94, 97 

Dapulii, Dappulo . 

Daradas, Dards, Derdai 10.242,339 

Dari, Dliars.. 

Darya Khan . 

Dasaratlia . .149-51 
Dasasarma ... 

Dasasya ... 

Dasayaja . 210 
Dasfctir . 312 
Dasyu . 258 
Datta bhikshu. 219 
Daulafc&Md . 75 
Dehli.   145 

v Deimachos.113-17, 125-7, 133-4 
Delbruck, Prof. ..•. 228 
Demefcer . 249 
Domokritos.,. 130 
Derangse . 342 
Desideri, Ip.  310 
Deiilavacla .   196 
D e v abhadrapallik&. 10 
Devadhara . 209 
Devagadh Baria. 9 
Devagiri59, 161, 171, 193, 277,366 
Devaki.174-80, 283-5, 288-99, 

350-2, 365 
Devamukha. 10 
devdnam .   158 
Dev&n&mpiye . 155-6 
Devas . 49 
D6vasarm& .   91 
Deva-suni. 313 
Devavarm&. 23 
Dbwyajna .   74 
Dhanapati Bhatta .50, 55 
Dhanduka...188, 190 
D hangars.   123 
Dbanya Vishnu. 58 
Dhlra .54, 144 
Dhftraketha. 10 
Dharapatta...... 9 
Dhar&puram . 215 
Dharasena..9, 10, 13 
Dharavadika . 194 
Dh&r&varsha.62, 71-2 
Dharma .. 2">6, 365 
Dharmanandi . 32 
Dharmadeva .   359 
Dharmapuri, Dharmapur.... 50, 63 
Dharmasindhus&ra. 169 
Dharmavyadha.251, 257 
dhdr>ii ..  96 
Dharw&d plates . 22 
dhdtu. 107 
Dhavala.  213-14 
Dhecls .   234 
Dheimka. 289, 365 
Dhokesvara cave .. 99 
Dholk&....16, 188, 190 

Dhritarashtra ...253, 256 
Dhruva, Dhora .62, 68-9, 72 
Dhruvasena .9, 10-13 
Dhudias .   234 

' Dhulia.   233 

Dh&rma ..  361 
Uhvanydloka .  268 
Digarohi .. 96 
Dikapalakas . 361 
Dimuri (Dumras) . 342 
JDmdumene .   152 
Diodorus ....114-7, 122 
Diognctos .113, 115 

Dionusos 115,117,122,242, 2-16-250 
344 

dirg amatfhavat tdv is It kr i fa h. 237 
Diti . 50 
Div .   5 
Diviras . 10 
thyadhiyam .  358 
DnyanadovaPunbhis . 234 
Dnydnesvari...  234 
dogs .  128 
Dohad. 3, 63 
Dohdvali . 309 
Dolmens . 230 
Doti . 97 
Dramasa .  340 
Draupadi ..260-1, 275,315 
Drew’s Northern Barrier of India, 

148 
drona . 55 
Drona .   260 
Dronaaiibha .  9 
Dml ana . 270 
Druids .. 244 
Drupada . 262 
Drusus.   216 
Dubalas . 234 
Dudcla . 13 
DCldhuklA .   23.8 
Dudo Bhilti. o 
Dungarji, Dungarshi. 4 

Dungarpur. 1 

D un umandalakan da. 318, 320 
Durga.   289,299 
Durgagana .. 40 

Durlabbaka. 266-7 
Durlabha 18 195, 198,200,213-14 
Durvasas...   179 
Dushyanta . 132 
Dutfchagamanni. 321 
duve .,t. 158 
Dvai ta n irn ay a .    167 
Dvaraka . 3 

D varasa mudra .. 191 
Dvaravatisatka . 206 
Dvyd&rayakosha. 180-86 

Edevolal.91,93-4 
eel (electric). 129 
Egypt ...42, 238 
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EHksh&s.. .. 431 
Ek&naha&... . 365 

Ek&ngavira. . 198 

Ekapadas. . 134 

Elagamukanda. .318, 325 

El&pura .,.. . 61 

Elephanfca .... ... 99 
elephants.124, 238-41, 333,347 

Ellamma.. . 139 

Elliot’s Hist, of India.., ...226-8, 234 

Elumpnndale . .88, 90 

Elurfi, Yoruleh. 33, 74-5, 99 

Embolima . . 247 

emerald ... . 272 

Enofcokoitai . .133-4 

.Era of the Seleucid®. . 218 

Eran insc. ... . 46 

Erannoboas .130-1, 338 

Eratosthenes.116-7,126-7, 247 

etdye, etina, etiya, esa. 158 
Etruscans ..42, 275 

Eurypylos .  241 

Earn. 554 

Faqirs . 230 

Parang Khln. 5 

Farukhsir . *46 
Fatemites .*•*♦.* 231 

Fatuji . ^ 
Forgusson, J.37,41,103,144,146-8 

Ferishtah.....3, 331 

Finch......145, 147 

Fitch, .. 145 

Foe~koue-ki . 1^ 

fountains. ‘ ^ 

Freeling, E. 57 

Fryer’s Travels . 278 

Funan.*.228-9 

Gadag insc. 88 

Gades .535 

Gaotalavih&ra. 818 

G&gr&Yn .® 
Gajab&hu .318-21 

Gaiianaka .,. ^6 
Gakulam.*. 518, 325 

Gallitalutm, Gahalata . 342 

Galmodroesi . 538 

Galpota . 527 
GalviMra .   826 

Gambhira Deva R&ja .142-3 

Gambhdt& .*. 198"9 
Ganapati, Ganesa. 34,229 

Gandara, G&ndh&ras 246, 269, 2/2, 
316, 344 

Gandharvas .. 174, 263 

Ganesa Pah&r .33-5, 39 

Gang&, Ganges 62-3’, 69, 70,114-16, 
121,125-6,130-31, 272,339 

Gangad&s.. 2 
Ganga Permanadi.. 100-101 

„ R&jesvara. 2 
Gangaiidai. 121, 337-9 
Gardhaba-nadi .50, 53 
Gardabhasena. 49 
Garga.282, 288' 
Garg&s.  306 
Garjanakas . 186,195, 198 
Garuda ... 49; 271-2,356, 358, 365 

Gauda.. 62, 286 
Gaud&s.   169 
Gaudavadha . 144 
Gauli R&jas .. 277 
Gaufcami . 276-7 
gdyatri . 334 
Gedrosia ... 246,343 
Geographi Gmci Minores ...... 113 
Geret®. 343 
Ghadahadik& .  194 
Gh&riy&vali.   196 
Ghiy&su’d-dln. 3 
Ghor (Gozan) .   330 
Ghdsadi.206,208 
Gipsy language .  40 
girds .. 79 
Giridharpur. 217 
Girijd (P&rvati) .* 52 
Girn&r.'. 40, 43, 46, 190 
Godavari .*.* 228 
Godhar& .7, 16, 190, 274 
Gogiarei (Kokaris). 542 
Goh&desvara.*.50, 56 
Gobaka. 15 
Gohels.  191 
Goldschmidt, Dr. P. 153 
Goldstiicker, Dr.107fF. 
Golkonda.235 
Gonanda ..265-74 
Gonardiya . 505 
Gondal plates .16,17 
Gonds, Gondur . 233 
Gonik&putra . 305 
Gopldak&l& ..170, 297 
Gotrabhit. 274 
Gova, Goa... 1^- 
Govardhana....•••17, 216 
Govinda ..59-69, 72, 180,357 
Gozan (Ghor).. 530 
Grishma.,28,218 
Growse’s Bdmdyana of Tulsidds 160 

- 309 

Grueber, .. 510 

Guernsey...*. 4^ 
Guhasena.».9-15 

Guhasura ....358 
Guhyakas... 357 
Gujarat...1-3, 63 
Gullavelendaru . 88 
Gunamati.    9 
Gunthav&da. 204 
Gupta insc. and coins ...43-6,48, 57 
Gdrjara ...63, 70, 188-9 

Habarane insc...  319 
BMz. 228 
hadha, haka.„.. 160 
Haidar&bM.72 
Haihayas .-91, 93 
Halar&ja . 270 
Hal&yudha . 294 
Hall, Dr. F. 49 
mioi. 5 
Halsi. 22 
Hambantota insc.318, 320 
Hamiradeva...2, 8 
Hampe.   85 
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p. 226, 1. i(>,/m* ChAukya mo/ Ohalukya. 

„ 23a, Ah w gnrds the last two sentences of 

this paragraph, 1 have now met with a stone-tablet 
inscription from Luksbmeswar, to be published 
he real ter as No. A XXVIIL. of this Series, which 
renders it necessary to abandon this identification 
of the two Krisluiavannas. 

p. 23, transcription 1. (I, for mad^ 
,, 286, note §§, for <jhu(t read </m;u. 

,, 24a, l. lb, for Badovara mad in locum. 
,, 246, itote f, for mujdirdndn, Si aha, and vaiida 

read srujdtrdntin, Sinha, and vadda ; ami for a 

<JhAlukyn grant mad a (P) Glialukya grant. 

p. 25A 1. 12, for for tlm purpose of supporting 

the Kdrehakas, who arc naked religious mendi¬ 

cants mad (for tha bmvjii) of tho Yapauiyas, the 
Nirgmnthas, and tho K A re hakes, 

p. 27a, note f, for Gfu'iiukya mad Ohalukya. 
„ 276, L 10, for that aseetics should be sup¬ 

ported during the four months of the rainy season ; 
that tho learned men, the chief of whom was 

Kumaradatfca,# # * A should according to justice 
enjoy all the material hubsiance of that greatness 

road that the learned men, the chief of whom 
was Kumaradatta, and who are ascetics of the 

Yapamya sect, ■* *, should according to 

justice enjoy all tho material substance of that 

gmifcnosa during tire four mouths of the rainy 
season. 

p. 50, transcr. 1. read %7RT-’ 

p. 3la, l. 35, for Vfmishenaehftrya road Vari- 
shondchfirya. 

f). 32a, note J, for the time of one of tho 

Vikramadityas of the Ohalukya family road the 

time of Vinuyadilya of the Glialukya family; and 

erase Ihe wonln probably the first of that name 
in Sir W. Elliot’s list.’ 

p. 32/;, 1. 2(>, for temple mad Chaitya hall. 

„ 47/;, last line but one, for kkamh read khkawb. 
„ 48a, L 5, for pddddhjd read pdeddiijd 

48/;, 1.3,/or % read ^ 

„ 48/;, L 7, for 3 read /fy 

»• 49/;, 1. 2, for 11,23 read 1133. 

» 806, h *24,/nr Had Fhira Sang ICarnatta mad 
Bftdhi Surasanga Kartiuta. 

P* 50 A 1, 82,/er Agasi yak read Agasiyaka. 

» 72c, 1. 1 of No. XXVII., and'p* 73A 11. 15 
and 17, jor Oh&lukyas mad Chalukyas. 

p. 74c, l. Id, for Polikesivallabha read Polikeai 
vallabha. 

P* ( n°hi +, for kliida read Hipta,, 
ioa, i. 34, and 78A 1. II, jur Chalukya read 
lukya. 

p* ;oA 1. 4/, for Chalukyas read Uhalukyas. 

”/7’ t>Ullacr- *• 5TRTR-?f%R r.Md 3^- 

p. 7H«, uotu !|, 1m- GhtUitkiias rcud Cluduki/as. 

.. 11. 7 iuid Iti, -.aid b, \, S, j'wChakkyft 
mad Glial ukya. 

b 0f > emunsen. l. S\jor read tree 

- J. di, /or tiHiv. 

^ ori^iiud platen hare boct; oxamim'd by the 
lw:v. !. ii’oijlkcij of bangalore, and sonic conno- 

lions have boon pointed oul, by 1dm, which I shall 
nou’i'o mon; I ally boiwd’tcr. This-' in one of thorn. 

p. !>-, transer. 1. '■11, for road 

Jtfwr^r, and t'ttiteei note / 

p. Hi A h 19, for Alu.. ., rga read Aluvas and 
Gangas, aiid eauml nolo f, 

p. 98/;, b 8i,yiir Sauasanua mad Isitmisarma. 

„ 133A notes, la at line but iwot for Paschadau- 
gulajas mad Pascluldaiigukiyas. 

p. 134c, l. 24,foro7 read il, 

„ 184/;, 1. 2(ifjor Madhava I. read Madhava II. 
,, 13Gc, in col. 3 of the transliteration tabic, 

opposite Jilnamdliyn, fu, h read ll 
p, 187;f, 1.18, for vb’.iiod read rl jinol, 
j? 18;c, 1. 2,9, lor itlakaah read /ilakahL 

5> 188, transcr. 1. 12, for dlrUrijaiU re>td dha- 
tiiyol/c 

p. 1 Id, traiibcr. J. 28, fur ida[irw;yde mad ida’ im 
eyd£']. 

p. 182, note *||, line 2, for LcAAjye, or LesajAya 

ibid, Aid, vol. IV. p. 72) as i.ewabhai, read 

Lf'sAjye, Lcsajaya. Und. Aid. vol. IV. p. 72) or 
Lesiiblutb 

p, 2126, note ||,yhr Illadrapada mad Blutdrapada. 
», 2U6, 121 froiih but., for ‘ PcarhldoG recul 

’ Pearl-pool.’ 

p. 2146,1. 17from 6c9.,/<;;• mucking read crashing, 
n 24'A footnote , l 2, for Svajiviobhaim read 

SDtujaadJmoa. 
p. 231a, I. 29, for record nuul regard. 
„ 2516, last line, for rdj<h road w/a<f. 

„ 2746, note, 1.1,/m' Samaugasa, read 8amanjasa. 
„ 331/;., 11.1 and 3, for Pet ishtab mad Perish tad. 



ERRATA. 
i 

P. 337b, 1.2, for f read £ and in 1.3 dele + 

” ^ranscr' 1. 2, for ^ro[|- read g^Wj-. 
»> » 1. 4, for (jrj- read ijroj-. 

” ” ^ Jor 'TCOTT read qRT|;(^)%. 

” ” 1]< 5-6for rWRT: read 

^rf: 

” ” ^ ^ f0f read q^m- 

(w)%. 
”* 51 loy rnrrfj^- 

$h ■ 

p. 363, tenser. 1. 9, Jo, ^ nai ^ 

W*' 

» » 1. II for ^ read 

” ” ^JorTl(ft)Nread ^[faj 

°T. 

p. 3646, note11, L 4, for early Chalukya read 
early Chalukya. 

, ~ j vwv,ivu uiawmgs ejaat 
illustrate this paper I am indebted to the kindness 

of Sir Walter Elliot, K.C.SJ. 


